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CRAPPER I

THE U-BOAT WAR HI MID-NORTH ATLiU^IC - POLICY.

FEBRUARI to JUItB 1943

(1) Introduction

Volume III has described the growth fran mid-1942 of
Doenitz*s efforts to locate the transatlantic convoys and
to effect concentrations of U-boats around such convoys
large enough to swan^) the protection of escoiHsing craft

resulting, he hoped, in wholesale sinkings of mercliant ships.
It has also been shown that, as consistent air cover was
gradxially extended by the increasing numbers of medium and

long range aircraft, the U-boats retired further into mid-
Atlantic until even Very Long Range aircraft could only

The factreach them on favourable occasions of weather,

that none of these Very Long Range aircraft were in
existence at American or Canadian bases left a large gap of
no air cover in mid-Atlantic,

plain that by the end of 1942 it was air support to convqjrs
that was feared most and the main

German records )mke it quit

dispositim

e

was consequently located in this air gap,(^/
end of 1942 the enemy reaction to the North Africa landings
temporarily denuded the North Atlantic of U-boats but in

Jeuiuary 1943> Admiral Doenitz - now C,-in-C, German Navy -
was redeploying his U-boats back into the Gap in record
niunbers.

of U-boats

Tov/ards the

The stage was being set for an all-out effort cai
his part to break the vital sea communications between
America and the United Kingdom - a struggle ishich was to be
con^jarable in many ways to the earlier bid by the G.A.P, in
1940 to break the Air Defence of Great Britain with the

part of *the few* now being taken by the tiny force of
British V.L,R, aircraft.

Following the January decision of the Casablanca
Conference that the defeat of the U-boats was to be a first

charge on the reso^Jrces of the Allied Nations certain detailed

resolutions on measxxres necessary to intensify the anti-U-

Boat war were adopted by the Combined Chiefs of Staff and

approved by the President and the Prime Minister, Among
them the following affected more particularly the Allied
Air Forces;-

(A) Intensified bombing of U-boat operating bases

(B) Intensified bombing of U-boat construction yards

(C) Provision by the U.S, and British Naval Staffs of
auxiliary escort carriers for working with Atlantic
convoys at the earliest practical moment,

(D) Provision of long distance shore based air cover
as a nB-tter of urgency over the following routes,

(a) North Atlantic oonvqys (U,S, to U.K,) from
both sides of the Atlantic,

(b) D.W.I. oil convoys between the V/est Indies
and United Kingdom,

A.U. (43) 29
30. 1. *43

(1) See Volime III - Chapter XII - Sections (v), (viii),
(ix) and (xiv).
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(c) fTorch’ oil convoys between the Yfest Indies and
Gibraltar,

(d) United Kingdom/Preetown convoys.

(5) Greenland airfields should be developed for use by
long range and very long range aircraft.

By the middle of February i943j (A) was actually
implemented but with no effect on U-boat operations, V*

a*. (B) was to come later in the war and ultimately did delay
Although Jfe®, (C) and (p) (a) had been given

bein

construction,

g

priority of attention for months past, positive results were

painfully slow in materialising, ISru fU) (d) had been
established half way through January, (2; jfog, (U) (b) and (c)
nake strange reading as, even if the Azores were occupied,
shore based aircraft could not provide cover throughout these

They both fell more naturally under resolution (C)
and indeed were afterwards so fulfilled, (E) was under

Q ̂ \ 3 /

routes.

examination but never became practicable

In addition to these general resolutions there v/ere at
staff level a number of more specific policy suggestions
calculated to improve the chances of the ocean convoy system
against the coming onslaught. Among these were proposals fora

joint ooranittee to advise on standardised anti-U-boat measures

and the redistribution of existing resources both surface and
aircraft,!^) proposals for the co-ordination of operational
control in the northern part of the North Atlantic, (5 )proposals
to solve the problem of early provisicm of the vital V,L,R.
aircraft to operate from both sides of the North AtlanticCo)
and finally the suggestion for a unified anti-submarine command
for the whole Atlantic - a logical and most desirable aim.

Iciter

This^subject had been discussed before 1943 In the
Admiralty and elsewhere. For instance. Field Marslial Smuts had

suggested in November 1942 the formation of an authoritive
I  special suprone staff to supervise the A/U campaign, A

& 5 similar central planning staff for agreed tactical policy,
methods and development of weapons had been suggested in

October by the A.O,C,-in-C., Coastal Command
(Sir Philip Joubert) and Admiral A,B, CunninghaiJi iu the same
month put forward a scheme for the strategic and operational
control of all Atlantic convoys by a combined A/U staff,
these proposals foundered on the iinwillingness of either U,S, or
British authorities to surrender any sovereignty in their own

strategic zones, on the undoubted risk of a serious overlapping
of the functions of the Admiralty and Ministry of War Transport
with the corresponding organisations in the United States, and
on the in:5>ossibility of replacing the prerogative of the

respective Chiefs of Staff where questions of major strategy
T/ere concerned.

All

A.M.

A.C.A.S. (P)
File

No. 58/2 Ihrt
Ends-, 1, 2

1) See Vol. Ill Chap. Ef, (viii)
2) See Vol, III Chap. XIII - Part II (iv)
3) See Vol, III Chap, XII (xi),
a) Ultimately called the Allied Jkiti-Submarine Survey Board

(See section (ii)).
(5) Developing into the Vfeshington Convoy Conference (See

section (iii)),
(6) Described in Section (vi).
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However, it was tho\ight possible to create a unified
Air Command for A/u operations in the Atlantic and
siderable efforts were made towards this desirable goal but
even this limited objective was never achieved, ("I)

(ii) “ The Allied Anti-submarine Survey Board

con-

The first move towards a joint ilnglo-American anti-U-
boat Committee came from the British Chief of the Naval

Staff in a memorandum which he handed to and discussed with

Admiral King U,S,N,(2) on the 21 January 1943 while they
were attending the Casablanca Conference, Briefly, it

stated that as the United Nations had not a sufficiency of

destroyers, escort vessels and aircraft working at sea to
deal adequately with the U-boat menace it was of the
greatest in^jortance that what was available should be

disposed to the best advantage. Although in both the
American and British Staff organisations there were officers

whose duty it was to watch the situation they could act

only vidthin their own areas of responsibility. Neither
organisation had sufficient knowledge of the conditions on

both sides of the Atlantic to advise on global redistribu
tion, It was suggested therefore tliat an advisors'- body be
set up which would, after a study of the problems throu^-
out the Atlantic, be in a position to maJce such reconmienda-
tions. Such a body should include a senior naval and air

officer from the U,K,, Canada and the U,S,A. presided over
by a flag officer.

A,H,B,/
ID/12/164
Copy of Memo,
contained in

cypher
telegram No, 299
No. 299

Admty, to B,A,D,
Tifashington
T,0,0.1651A/3/2

Admiral King was averse to the creation of such a
formidable ccsumittee until the idea liad been tried out on

a smaller scale,

flag officer and a British captain R,N, to form what was

termed the Mlied Anti-Submarine Survey Board,
was actually constituted early in Pebruarj'- but in view of

the imminence of a conference expected to be held at
Washington on 1 March on the subject of the operational
control in the N.YA Atlantic it v/as agreed by the two naval

chiefs of staff that publication of the Board and its terms
of reference should be deferred.

Agreement was reached for an American

This Boand

Ibid

Sigial
ildmty, to C,N,S,
Ottowa - T,0,0,

1053A/7/2

Ibid

Cypher Telegrams
No, 605 Adinty,
to B,A,D,

T.0.0. I325A

/II/2 and reply
No. 572

T.0.0, 20532/
12/2

Membership of the Board was increased on 9 March by the

inclusion of air representation and all members were
appointed and named,(3) The Board can be said to have
started its official existence from this date. Its terms

of reference were to study the organisation and disposition
of allied surface and air A/U forces throughout the Atlantic

Described in Section (v)
i\dmiral Ernest J, King, U.S.N, - C,-in-C, United
States Fleet and Chief of the U.S, Naval Staff -
Short title Cominch,

1J
2

(3) (Rear ̂ ^iral J,C, Kauffman U.S.N,
Naval members - Admiral J.M, Mansfield R,N,

(Conamander Vest U.S.N. (U.S, naval
aviation)

(Group Capt, I.S, Canning R.A.P.
(Coastal Command)

iill the above officers had had considerable experience
in the U-boat war.

Air members
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and to make recommendations of any improvements considered
feasible to Cominch and the First Sea Lord, For this purpose
the Board was directed to travel round and make themselves
acquainted with conditions in all areas and had freedom to

arrange their own programme,

(a) The Board report on the situation in the North Atlantic

The first tv/o reports submitted by the Board were dated
Both concerned the unsatisfactory situation in the

In one the Board reported that the number of

19 March,

North Atlantic,

surface escorts available was inadequate for the proper
protection of convoys and that the air coverage was totally
inadequate,

of the Atlantic and the U,S,A,A,F, Fortresses promised for
Newfoundland were of insufficient range,
for a TJ,S,A,A,F, Liberator squadron in this area was still
indefinite, fiartherraore until the crews were fully trained to
fly over water and in Northern Atlantic conditions their value
would be limited.

No V.L.R, aircraft were based on the western sid

The date of arrival

As there were both TJ,S, Navy Air and

A.M,

A.C.A.S. (P)
File

No. 58/5 Ihrt I
End, 1361/43.

e

R.C.A.F, crews available who had extensive experience in ocean ■
flying it was recommended that the requisite V.L.R, aircraft
should be provided for them so as to form two squadrons not
later than 1 April,

The other report stated that while the surface craft
training in A/U war was excellent, the organisation of aircrews
lagged far behind in America.
primAry mission was anti-submarine and it was recommended that

proper indoctrination with the aid of synthetic trainers should
be a priority also that air personnel should be screened
that conplete crews could,be trained as a team.

Both reports were forwarded to the First Sea Lord by
Cominch on 25 March with a comment that the recommendations
would receive attention,

(b) Delay in readiness when A/U squadrons were transferred

There v^rere no air units whose

so

ibid

ibid

On 24 April, tho Board reported on the delay which always
occurred in achieving operational readiness when squadrons
were moved from American to British strategic zones and vice
versa. They found that the two chief reasons vrere:-

(A) The change over in operational jjrocedures

(b) The failure to arrange adequate speires, ground
equipment and maintenance pei'sonnel at the new basso

Regarding (A) there were so many procedures in force in
different areas that no squadron could operate until its
personnel had received intensive instruction in the local
procedure,

should be established to draft a" standard system tliat woiold
meet the requirements of Allied A/CJ Air Forces wherever they
might be.

from the U.S, Navy and Air arms, R.A.F. Coastal Command and the
R.C.A.F,

It was, therefore, recommended that a committee

Such a committee should include representatives

ibid

File No. 58/2
Fart I.

Enel. 1659/43.

This recommendation was accepted by all jjarties and a
committee was set up at the end of May under the chairmanship
of Captain F.L, Balcer U.S.N, on which were represented the
U.S, Navy and Air, the U.S. Army Air, H.Q, Coastal Command and
the R.C.A.F,

Newfoundland but, after reaching agreement amongst themselves
on a standard operational procediore, any chance of outside

It went into session on 3 June at St, John*s

ibid

Enel. 2065/43
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acceptance came to an end early in July v/itli a repudiation
of the proposed operational control details by the U.S,
Navy Office,

the only acceptable alternative was a compromise whereby the
operational control of mixed Allied Air Forces should be

exercised as far as possible throu^ the responsible tactic
commander of the units assigned,
the end of any possible standard combined procedure.

Regarding (b) the Board recommended discussion among
the specialised branches concenied with aircraft equipment
and airfield organisation, but nothing was put in train
until, at the end of June, the head of RAFDEL in T/ashington
suggested a special committee to study this problem,
U,S, C5hiefs of Staff did not agree to a new committee but
6 July recommended that the Standard Operational R:*ocedure
Committee should be re-convened for the purpose,
consideration it was admitted that the matter was not within

their province and the subject was referred back to the

Allied A/U Survey Board on their retvirn from visiting the
Gibraltar area.

In a coraraunication from Cominch dated 17 July

In effect this meant

The

on

On further

ibid

End, R. 461

C.C,S. 272
6,7.'43

A.M,

A.C.A.3. (p) Pile
No, 58/2 Part I
Enel, R, 886

In due course they reported at great length to the
Combined Chiefs of Staff on 6 August, Tlieir recommendations
produced some criticism by Cominch to the effect that they
were almost wholly confined to conditions within the U,S, Sea
Frontiers, The Board replied on 28 August that their report
was intended to include all operating areas in the Atlantic
and Indian Ocean but that there was in the United States much

misunderstanding on the subject. They quoted a recent
instance concerning the transfer of U,S, squadrons to the
United Kingdom in which both the consignor and consignee
expected that adequate spares and ground equipment would be
provided by the other. They re-iterated their belief that
the principle must be accepted whereby the base of destina
tion should provide the maximum possible logistic support.
To ensure this the major operating Area Commanders, must
prepare, circulate and keep up to date lists showing details

of base personnel, spares and ground equipment at all air
bases in their areas so that the authority directing the
transfer could at a glance specify the amount to be supplied
by the base of destination and v/hat would have to be sent by
air transport,(1)

C.C.S, 272/1

A.M,

A,C,A,S. (p)
File

No, 58/2 Part I

The Combined Chiefs of Staff accepted the principle and

took note that the other recommendations would be implemented
in close co-operation between the U,S, and British authorities

concerned but the conpilation and circulation of detailed
lists of spares, ground equipment etc by U.S, Frontier
Commanders was successfully resisted by Cominch,

(c) The question of operational control in the Gibraltar area

C.C.S. 272/2

At the end of June 1943, the Board visited the Moroccan
Sea Frontier Headquarters at Casablanca and the A.C.H.Q, at

Gibraltar to examine the question of Operational control in
the area westward of Gibraltar,

U,S, Naval Comraander in the Mediterranean (Vice Admiral
H,K, Hewitt) the Board proceeded to Algiers where f\H’ther
discussions took place cuhninating in a general conference.
Based on the information gained here and in the other two

headquarters the Board reported on 6 July tliat:-

At the suggestion of the

(1 ) The Board further stated that it had included the Indiaii
Ocean in the report because, in view of increasing U-boat
operations there, it seemed likely that a deployment of
A/U squadrons would soon be necessary,
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(i) The Moroccan Sea Frontier was in effect an island of
II,S, responsibility wholly surrounded by the British
Strategic Zone,

(ii) The approaches to the Mediterranean were thus
controlled by both the British Flag Officer Gibraltar and
the U,S, Commander Moroccan Sea Frontier with the dividing
line only 60 miles from the entrance,

(iii) Because the responsibilities of these two authorities
were laid down independently by the Admiralty and U,S, Navy
office respectively, both operated aircraft entirely unco
ordinated in each others area,

(iv) Free French aircraft assigned to A/U duties in the
area operated more or less independent]^ of either U,S, or
British control,

(v) Consequent to the above, there was much uneconomic
overlapping at some periods and serious gaps in proper air
cover at others.

C.C,

C.-in-C, File

S.3i
Ihrt II

Ends, 26a to 28A

(vi) There had been a variety of proposals put forv/ard to
make the existing cumbersome organisatic^n work including
an exchange of air liaison officers. The Board had ' ‘

examined all proposals but was convinced that none would

produce a satisfactory result particularly if \mder pressure
for action.

In view of the foregoing the Board strongly recommended that;-

1. The Moroccan Sea Frontier be abolished

The U,S, aircraft assigned fnr A/U warfare be placed
\inder the direction of the F,0, Gibraltar for operational'
control by the A,0,C, Gibraltar,

. 3. existing U,S. Naval facilities at Casablanca,
Port lyautey etc,, be established as a Naval operating
Base with headquarters at Casablanca,

This proposal vas agreed to immediately by the Admiralty
and Air Ministry but hung fire in the Navy Office at Washington
where, in spite of efforts to induce Cominch to come to a

decision, the thorny question of the operational control of
U,S, aircraft was referred back in September to
General Eisenhower as being the immediate supreme authority over
U,S, forces in the entire theatre, , Once more no firm decision

resulted and all that could be arranged y/as a promise of co
operation in the area by the Moroccan Sea Frontier Commander,

2,

ibid

Enel, k9A.

ibid

Ends, 57A to
73A.

ibid

Enel, 75A ■  During September the antagonism which Cominch had
frequently shown, to the Board’s reports and advice became more
marked. Under these conditions it was felt tliat its continued

existence served no useful purpose, and on 28 September 1943 it
was disbanded.

(iii) - The Tlashington Conference '

The. unsatisfactory state of air operational control in the
N,W, Atlantic had been the subject of much discussion since
November 1942, ("I) No solution had been found and the situation

(1) See Vol. Ill Chap. XIII - Part I (vi)
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A.H.B./
IIK/24/258 (1)
A and 7 Feb,

and A.U. (43) 47
15 Feb.

was restated on a higher level early in Febrviary 1943 in

memoranda circulated by the A,0,C,-in-C, Coastal Command,
the Director of Naval Co-operation Air Ministry, and
finally by the C.A.S., to the Cabinet Vu Warfare Committee
of which the following is a precis.

Authorities involved in providing air cover to North Atlantic
convoys

(a) In the N.E. Atlantic - R.A.F, Coastal Command and the
Admiralty,

(b) In the N.Tii, Atlantic -

(i) The Canadian Eastern Air Command - Halifax

(ii) The Eastern Sea Frontier - U.S.N, New York

(iii) The U.S, A/S Army Air Command - New York

(iv) Tiie U.S. Army Air Command in Newfoundland - Argentia

(v) The U.S, Navy in Newfoundland - Argentia

(vi) The U.S.N, Task Force 24 whose naval aircraft
sometimes operated from Greenland.

In (a) there was already a single authoritjr in operational
control. In (b) there was no unified control of the various
authorities. The air effort was not co-ordinated and

resulted in duplication, lack of continuity and loss of
economy in application. Only liaison appointments connected
any of these authorities so tlriat there was little exchange of
intelligence or information, which led to lack of appreciation
of the other's difficulties or successes. Moreover the E.A.C,

Halifax was concerned with Bombers, Fighters and Co
operation as well as maritime types of aircraft, which meant
that the A/XS war did not receive undivided attention.

As a conference had been proposed between the U.S, and

Canadian Naval heads to settle the question of naval escorts
for North Atlantic convoys it was felt that the air aspect
should also be discussed and that one single authority should
be chosen for the control and co-ordination of all Allied A/U
aircraft in the North Atlantic, The first step towards this
ideal was taken in a meeting of the Air Ministry on 9 February
between the C.A.S, (R.A.P,), the O.A.S, (R.C.A.P.) the D.O.N.C,
Air Ministry and the S.A.S.O, Coastal Command at which the

Canadian C.A.S, said he agreed with and would consider the

formation of a Canadian Air Command analagous to Coastal
Command R.A.F, whose sole function would be shipping protection.

Ibid

9 Feb, and

A.U. (43) 47

Ibid

Signal
Cominch to

Admty, and
N.S.H.Q.

T.O.O. 20132/2/2

As stated above, the genesis of a conference had come
from the U.S, and Ceinadian authorities and concerned naval

escort forces in the Canadian area. One proposal intended by
Admiral King was to withdraw the U.S.N, Task Force 24 so as to
put an end to the confusion of mixed naval forces in this area.

A little later the agenda viras increased to include an

exploration of the whole transatlantic convoy scheme in the

light of many pending recemraendations from all the interested
authorities and the conference was fixed for the  1 March at

Washington, The paramount importance of air cover and support
in any convoy scheme was recognised and this subject was
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included in the final agenda proposals which were circulated
by signal to all the interested authorities the 10 Februaron y,0)

Ibid

Signals •
Admty, to
B,A,D,

Yfeishingtan
T.0.0, I525A/
11/2
and I526A/I3/2

Now that the scope of the conference was so much greater,
the interested parties steppe(^ up the seniority of their
sentatives. The Admiralty
Vice Admiral Moore H,N,(2)
the chief of st

Marshal Durston

repre
■ nominated the V.G.N.S, -
- and the Air Ministry put foirward

to A,0.C,--in-C, Coastal Command ~ Air Vice
- both of whom could take decisions with

-:

out constant reference back to England other than in
exceptional oases.

?f5

The British Mission travelled by sea,
arriving at Yfeshington at the end of February,

Before the Ccaiference met, a particular point was
stressed by the C.A,S, in a personal signal to Air Vice Marshal
Durston, This was to the effect that any Anerican squadrons
allocated to the protection of shipping from East Atlantic
bases,must be ccmtrolled and operated tlrough the appropriate
R.A,P, Command. The signal continued that there
urgency over this question as NoS. 1 and 2 A/S Squadrons of the
tJ,S, Army Air Force were shortly to be transferred from
St, Eval (Coastal Command control) to the Casablanca area,
presumably xmder the Anerican senior naval officer there,*
would then have these .two 10 cm, A.S.V, Liberator Squadrons as
well as two TJ,S,N, Catalina squadrons under his independent
control. Recent events in this particular area had given a
foretaste of uneconomic and inefficient over lapping,^4)

was some

He

Ibid

Signal
Webber W, 203
T,0,0, I225Z/24/
2

(1) Proposed agenda for the Vifashington Conference
A, Operational control of escorts in the N,W, Atlantic

including aircraft at North Atlantic shore bases,

B. The subject of convoys to the U,S,S,R,

Study of surface escorts available in the Atlantic

Study of necessary Atlantic convoy routes and escort
requirements.

Assignment of escorts to meet the convoy requirement
including both escorts nov/ available and future
deliveries,

F, Air support for Atlantic convoys including assignment
to bases and operational control of the aircraft.
Ref;

0,

D,

E.

Signal - Cominch to Admty, and various
addressees T.0.0, 212Z(A/10/2

Accompanied by Rear Admiral Mansfield (late C,0,S, to
C»“in-C, Western Approaches and now British member of the
Allied a/s Survey Board) - and Captain Y/aymouth R,N, -
Admty, Signal Division.

Accon^anied by Group Captain C.W, Dicken - D/S.A,S,0,
Coastal Command H,Q«
This referred to a report from the-A.O.C, Gibraltar to
Air Ministry complaining of the imco-ordinated and
haphazard flying taking place from the Aiierican Casablanca

Five U-boats had recently been attacked off thearea,

(2)

(3)

(4)

Moroccan coast by R.A,F,. aircraft controlled by the
A.C.H.Q, at Gibraltar with no corresponding effort by the
American air forces based in this area.

Ref; Signal A.H.Q. Gib. to A,M, No, A,547.
T.0,0.18502/19/2
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The control should clearly be the A.O.C. Gibraltar whose _
extended from Cape Pinisterre to the northern boundary of the
R.A.P, West Africa Command in the latitude of the Canary
Islands,

The conference opened in Washington on the 1 liEarch with
■Admiral KingC'' -) in the chair. Sub-committees were appointed
to report on the various headings in the agenda,
discussions affecting the northern part of the North Atlantic
were going on, a decision on the question of operational
control over aircraft in the Casablanca area was sought.
This proved an intractible subject and the Washington
Conference could arrive at no decision,
raent is given in full in section (iv).

Regarding the other items on the agenda, ten days of
continual discussion, drafting and amendment followed at the
end of which the following matters affecting anti-submarine
aircraft liad received agreement and the recommendations
adopted by the main Conference;-

That the United Kingdom and Canada take complete
charge of Trade Convoys betvreen the British Isles and
New York and ports north thereof with the understanding
that the United States is to retain strategic authority
and responsibility throughout the Y/estem Atlantic
and that all existing arrangements and agreements are to
renain in effect except as specifically modified herein.
Then followed details of routing, control and diversion
together with procedure policy as between the Admiralty
and the Canadian Naval headquarters at Ottawa,

Air cover for these convoys to be the responsibility

(a) The United Kingdom, to the limit of
range from bases iia the United Kingdom and Iceland,

(b) Canada, to the limit of aircraft range from
bases in Labrador, Newfoundland and Canada,

(c) The Commander Eastern Sea Frontier to the
limit of aircraft range from bases within that
Frontier in co-ordination with the Canadian A.O.C,
Halifax,

area

Miile

The course of argu-

were

1,

area

2.

aircraft

C.A.S. Pile
No,1843
A.C.C.I

A,H.B,/
IIK/2h/258 (1)
Signal V.C.N,S.
to C,N.S,
T,0,0.22512/6/3

All Allied anti-submarine aviation in the Labrador/
Newfoundland/Canada area, to be under the operational
control of the Canadian A.O.C, Halifax who would, with
the Canadian naval C,-ln-C. N,W. Atlantic, operate a
Combined Headquarters at Halifax,

3.

Group operational
control of all Allied anti-submarine aviation in the
Inbrador/^ewfoimdland area to be exercised by an Area
Combined Headquarters at St, Johns - N.P. formed by the
Canadian Naval Sub-Canmand and Canadian A.O.C. St. Johns,
The latter to have officers from the U.S. Army and Navy '
Air Commands concerned on his staff.

4. The exchange of operational information, control of
airborne aircraft and system of communication as between
the Canadian Air Command and R.A.P. Gomirand were

(1 ) Admiral Ernest J. King U.S.N. - C,-in-C. United States
Fleet and Chief of the U.S, Naval Staff - short title
Cominch,
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A.H.B./
lJK/21^26

discussed aind settled "by direct contact Between Air Vice
Marshals Anderson R.C.A.F, and Hurston R.A.F, The

procedure was laid down in a document entitled the Anderson/
Durston Agreement and signed By the authors on 6 March.

5. That measures to accelerate the production of the
minimimi requirements of A/U aircraft Be taJcen But limited
to such action as would not interfere with production
schedules. There should Be no large diversion of aircraft
earmarked for other theatres of war But in the North

Atlantic convoy and N,W, Africa areas there was urgent need

of V.L.R, aviation. The following immediate distribution
was put forward which was regarded as not too inadequate.

A,H.B./
IIV2V258 (1)
Signal V.C.N.S.
to C.N.S,

T.0,0.2201Z/10/3
Source Total Existing By 1 Apr. ;^y 1 May By 1 June By 1 July
British V.L.R,
A/C from U,K./ -

Iceland

American from -

Newfoundland

6015 4530 30

36 48 72nil 12,

It was Intended to Build up Nos, 1 and 2
■U.S.A.A.P, SQDNS. TO 12 A/t) each and re

equip with V.L.R, A/C as soon as possible.
nilAmerican from

Morocco

6, That the maximum use,of escort carriers was necessary
to augment the scanty nature of surface escort and air
cover. Tho Conference understood that Both the United

Kingdom and United States contemplated the assignment of
the maximum possible niariber of escort carriers to convqjr
protection duty.

7. It was-recogaised that Canada had not then, or in
prospect, any V.L.R,, aircrai't But did have about 200 crews
trained in A/U flying and familiar with the conditions in
the area. It appeared therefore appropriate for Canada
to Bring Before the U.S, Joint Chiefs of Staff the question
of direct allocation of V,L,R, aircraft to the R.C.A.F, (1)

8. ' The final paragraph in the Conference’s recommendations
,  : on air support submitted as a matter .of record ’.that the

United States policy is to avoid freezing any A/U aviation
to any particular area. The general plan is to regard all
A/u air units as available for shifting from time to time
to areas where the need is greatest,'(2)

Ibid

(1 ) This was actively taken up By Both the Canadian and
R.A.F. authorities particularly as neither were very
impressed By the ’immediate’ nature of the American
contribution in para 5» observing that at least one
month would elapse Before each U.S, squadron Became
operational moreover none of the aircraft were as yet
modified to V.L.R, specification. The stoiiy of the
Canadian Bid for direct allocation is given in
Section (e).
Annexe A to the Conference Report showed that the
number of A/U aircraft esq^ected to Be available By
1 July in the N»W, Atlantic and along the American
SeaBoeird would exceed the minimum requirements in
those areas By 56 V.L.R,, 113 L.R, and 48 M.R,
aircraft.

(2)
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This latter was a statement of policy which
ccmmaLnded universal agreement but the rub came over the

interpretation of where the need was greatest euid when
the moves should be made,

moment to appoint an over-all Air Canmander of the
Atlantic who could make these decisions imfettered by
local interests or interminable argument in committees.
The story of the attempts to set up a unified air
command is given in Section (v),

(iv) - Operational control in the Gibraltar/4lorocco area

Logically this was the

At the time of the planning of the Torch expedition to
N,¥. Africa it had been laid down that the control of the

R.A,?, G-ibraltar should come under the Torch Air Commander

tenporarily from the time the assault convoys passed into the

Mediterrane^ until the expedition had effected a secure
Lodgement Similarly it was understood in British

A.H.B.

IIK/2it./258(i)
Signal A,916 and
C.A.S. Biles

1843 A and B
Signal AX, 446
and letter of

1. 11. 43

i  circles that the American ahorebased squadrons in the

I  Moroccan area vrould only be temporarily under the
operational control of the local American Naval Task
Force Commander.

‘  January 1943 it was not foreseen, let alone agreed to,
'  that a permanent independent Sea Frontier was intended.

This is borne out by later recapitulary signals and
!  correspondence as the subsequent disagreement developed.

At the Casablanca conferences in

However, the intention became fact on
17th February TQAJi when ,
the area was designated the Moroccan Sea Si*ontier(2j and
Admiral Hall U,S,N. received mission orders from Cominch to

become Frontier Commander completely independent of British

control and taking orders direct from Washington, He had

under his control two U,S,N, Catalina squadrons - Nos. 73 and
92 - and it was the unco-ordinated flying of these aircraft

which had caused the A.O.C, Gibraltar to complain on the

19 February to the Air Ministry, This in turn had resulted
in the signal, mentioned earlier in section (iii), from
C.A.S, to Dinrston stressing the need for early clarification
in the Washington Conference particvilarly as two American
Army Liberator squadrons were shortly to go to port Lyautey.(3j

As instructed, Dvirston raised the question of operational
control in the Gibraltar/iiorocco area in the Conference and on
5 March informed C,A,S, by signal that the U,S, Navy and Army
heads (Admiral. King and General Marshall) regarded the
existing situation as unsatisfactory. Both accepted the

principle that all A/U aircraft should work under one Air
Commander within his area v/hatever the nationality of the

squadrons, (4)

History of U.S.
Naval

Operations in
World War II

Vol, II

Pages 22f4 to
250,

A,H.B,/
ID/12/I64
iHonston to GAS

T.0,0, OI5OA/
5/3

See Volume III - Chapter XII (ix) page 499,
Hitherto Admiral Hall.had, since 19 November 1942, been
established at Casablanca as Headquarters Sea Frontier
Forces of the Y/estem Task Force,

Nos, 1 and 2 A/S squadns - U,S,A,A,F, arrived Port
lyautey between the 9 14 March 1943.
A suggestion was made in Conference by V.C,N,S, that the

newly constituted Allied A/S Survey Board be directed to
visit the Casablanca area and make recommendations.

Although agreed to immediately by the Admiralty, no
action was taken by Cominch,
Ref: A,H,B, IIk/24/258 (1) - V.C.N.S, T.0.0. 22372/4/3
and reply T,0,0. 1745A/5/3.

SECRET
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A sub-committee was appointed by Admiral King to malce
recommendations for the better organisation and control of A/U
aircraft in the G-ibraltar^orocco area.

The sub-committee recommended that;-Ibid

T.0.0. 0245Z/6/3
(a) The area be under the command of a Flag Officer
subordinate to N.C.X.F, (The British Naval Commander -

Torch Ejq^editionary Force),(O

(B) That this flag officer have complete responsibility
for all shipping and k/U measures and should exercise
operational control of all A/U forces both air and surface
of all Allied Nations in the area.

The last part of 'B’ was immediately opposed by C.A.S, as being
directly against the Air Ministry principle of ever placing
air forces under the control of a local Flag Officer,
to get some general control of the American forces working from
Morocco as quickly as possible the C,N,S, appealed to G.A.S, to
give in on this point and slightly gilded the pill by
suggesting the word •direction* in place of ’control’,
than force an impasse and to obviate long discussion C.A.S,
accepted but only on the understanding that;-

(1) It did not form a precedent for any other area.

(2) The relations between the A,0,C, Gibraltar and the
Flag Officer Gibraltar should remain as at present,

(3) It would not affect the question of whether the A.O,C.
Gibraltar should, for administration and allocation of
aircraft, come under Coastal Command,

The Admiralty informed N.C.X.F. (who had now become C.-in-C,
Mediterranean) of the sli^tly amended recommendation ’B’ and
the conditions under which C.A.S, agreed and received C,-in-C,
Mediterranean’s concurrence.

In order

Sooner

Ibid

copies of
letters

between C.N.S,

and C.A.S,

8.3.'4-3

Ibid

Admty, to
C.-in-C, Med,

T.0.0. 0207A/ ■
9/3

However, at the last moment the Y/ashington Conference
altered the vrording in recommendation ’A’ to read ’C.-in-C.
Allied Expeditionary Force (General Eisenliower) in place of
N.C.X.P. This change resulted from an objection by General
Marshall,

Air Squadrons, he insisted on nami
when Army aircraft were concerned,

.Ever suspicious of naval attempts to control Army
the Commander in-Chief

■  Ibid

vrV.C.N.S. to

C.N.S,

T.0.0. I85IZ &
20052/8 &
1Z^3Z/9/3 Ih the light of the new wording the decision as to who was

to exercise operational direction now lay in the choice between

the British Flag Officer Gibraltar and the American Flag
Officer Moroccan Sea Frontier and General Eisenhower had the

choosing. It was now the Admiralty who protested. An exchange
of signals between C.N.S. and C.-in-C, Mediterranean showed

complete-agreement for insistence on the original wording.

Ibid

C.N.S. to C,-ln-C.
Med.

T.0.0.II28A/9/3

Ibid

(Admiral A.B. Cunningham)0) Both the Admiralty and N.C.X.P.
ass-umed that this flag officer would be the British Flag
Officer Gibraltar.

This re-wording was not unacceptable to the U.S. Na^vy
department as the original naming by the sub-committee of
the British N.O.X.P, was only tolerated because he was a

deputy of the American Commander-in-Chief.

(2)
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C.N.S. to

C,-in-C. Med,

T.0.0. 13294/9/3
ajid replies
T.0.0. I929V9/3
and 1112A/10/3

In his directive, N.C.X.P, was responsible to the Allied
C,-in-C, for Torch caamaunications only but to the Admiralty
for Sea Coninunications in general. Many convoys in the area
were not concerned with Torch and were an Admiralty
responsibility as part of the Battle of the Atlantic in an

essentially British strategic zone* If the new wording was

accepted the area would come ultimately under the Combined
Chiefs of Staff and not the Admiralty - a state of affairs
which they could not tolerate.

Ibid

Admty, to B.A.D,
Washington
T.0.0, 1053V’0/3
Repnjr 21172/10/3
and C.N.S. to

V.C.N.S.

T.0.0. 0246Vi2/3

Ibid V.C.N.S, to

C.N.S. T.0,0. 19472/12/3

Accordingly the Admiralty instructed their Washington
delegation to insist on the original wording and C.N.S, sent

a personal signal to V.C.N.S, in which the reasons for

refusal to accept the new wording were given in detail,
Afteh many attempts to induce the Anerican side of the

Conference to reconsider the matter, they flatly refused to
alter the final wording and the sub-committee*s report and

recommendations were withdrawn. In their place 'The
Conference decided to invite the attention of the High Command
concerned to the situation that exists but to make no

recanmendation other than that operational control of A/tJ
operations be co-ordinated in the area in question*. In

view of this failure to^agree, C.N.S, released C.A.S, from
his concession: ro-pla^jfng air forces under the direction of
the local flag officer.

Meanwhile the A,0,C,-in-C, Coastal Command(l) had been
asking for the proper co-ordination of the Moroccan flying
through the A.C.H.Q, Gibraltar, He pointed out that a
precedent existed in that Admiral King at the Casablanca
Conference had insisted that French naval aviation based at

Dakar, and also desirous of .indeioendence, should be
cSperationally controlled by the A.C.H.Q. Freetown, Miat

therefore was sauce for the French goose was sauce for the

Anerican gander. The matter was of practical urgency as he

wanted to withdraw British Catalinas recently sent to

Gibraltar in order to reinforce No, 19 Group consequent on

the withdrawal of Nos, 1 & 2 V^ Squadrons U.S.A.A.F, but
could not do so until the Anerican authorities treated the

whole area as one under British co-ordinating control.

Ibid

C.N.S. to C.-in-C

Med.

T.0.0. 014-5V13/3

Ibid

H.Q.C.C. to
RAFDEL

T.0.0. 094-8V6/3
and O.C,

Appendices

A.H.9yinM/A,3/
Id. AEP, M.

Now that the Bay Offensive was being stepped up with
the aid of 10 cm, A.S.V,, he also wished to'integrate V^
air operations to the west and northwest of Gibraltar with

those of No-., 19 Group, He therefore pressed for the
restoration of the R.A.F. Gibraltar to his control as

provided for in the Torch directive now that the expedition
Ibid was firmly established in Algeria,
G,-in-C, Med, regain his own property met with opposition from the C,-in-C,
to Admty. Mediterranean who claimed an over-riding control extending in
T.O.Oo I404VI3/ "tlie Atlantic to the limits of the Gibraltar Naval Command,(2)

Sir John Slessor’s application was stifled and he was forced

to rely, during the next six or seven months, on the
unofficial (but none the less sincere) co-operation of the
A,O.C, Gibraltar for any integrated Vu flying in the
Atlantic from Gibraltar.

However these efforts to

3 and

I303V1V3

When forwarding the conclusions of the Washington
Conference at the end of March, Admiral King in his covering

(1)
(2)

Air Marshal Sir John Slessor

These were between the latitudes of the Canary Islands
and Cape Finisterre out to longitude 40°W - well to the
westward of the Azores,
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remarks concurred in the placing of one officer in control of
all A/U naval and air forces in the Gibraltar/llorocco area.
Discussions to that end between General Eiserjaower, Admiral
Cunningham and Air Marshal Tedder never came to any decision
and resulted in the continuation of virtually surreptitious
flying from Gibraltar in support of Coastal Command’s A/U plans
and a perpetuation of much wasteful flying by the independent
American Morocco Sea Frontier Comniander who continued in

independence by virtue of being the deputy of General Eisenhower
via his naval canmEinder,

The situation was examined in June 1943 "by l^he Allied
Anti-submarine Survey Board, They recommended the immediate
abolition of the Moroccan Sea Frontier and that all American

A/U aviation should come under the operational control of the

A,C,H,Q, Gibraltar, This finding was agreed to by the British

Chiefs of Staff and by both Air Marshal Tedder and Admiral

Cunningham but was refused by the U,S, Navy Department under

Admiral King,

This incongruous set-up persisted until October 1943 when
the Azores were, taken over, by the Allies and A/U flying \mder
control by Coastal Command started from the island of Terceira

where No, 247 Group were established. The absurdity of

refusing control of the R,A,F, Gibraltar to Coastal Coraraand
became even more glaring and at last the Coastal squadrons
there reverted to the parent Ocmmand, The independence of the

Morocco Sea Frontier, however, continued to the end of the war,

(v) -< Unified Air Command for A/U operations in the Atlantic

Ibid

Admty, to
C,-in-C, Med

T.0.0. I323A/28/
3

C,C./S.31
Bart II

Enel, 28A
and

Ends, 57A to

73A

This aim was never achieved in spite of prolonged negotia-
The subject bristled with difficulties. Apart fromtions,

nationaJ. susceptibilities, one of the two nations - the United
States - had a major domestic problem in the discord endemic

between their Arny and Navy,

Mention has been made in Volume III Chapters III and XIII

of the' growth of A/^ aviation along the shores of the Western
Atlantic and that it was the U,S, Army Air who supplied and

crewed the snajority of these aircraft. In order to co-ordinate
their scattered units an Air A/U Command was envisaged in

August 1942 by the U.S, Secretary of State for War U) which.  which

would, analagous to Coastal Command, exercise administrative
and day tc day operational control.of all A/tl aviation but still
be under the over-all operational direction of the U,S, Navy
Department in Washington,
resistance by Admiral King to the inclusion of U,S, Navy
aviation resulted in the limitation of this Command’s scope to

the Army Air A/U units alone,.

Realisation of the probable
The Amy Air
Forces in World

War II Volume I

pages 549 aniT
553

The Command was set up on I5 October 1942 with the title

of the Arny Air Force Anti-Submarine Command under Brigadier-
General WoT, Larsen as comraanding general with headquarters at

No, 90 Church Street, New York. It was intended to operate
the two Army A/Q Wings(2) throu^ Area Combined Headquarters at
New York for the Eastern Sea Frontier and Miami for the Gulf

(1) Mr, H.L. Stimson aided by his expert A/U consultant
Dr. Edward L, Bowles,

(2) In the autumn of 1942 these numbered 148 aircraft made up
of I2-B.I7 (Fortress), 14-B,18 (Digby), 35“B*25 (Mitchell),
3-B,24 (Liberator) and 32-B.34 (Ventura), A,20 (Boston)
and A,29 (Hudson)
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Sea Frontier, At the express vdsh of the Aamsr Air an

experienced R,A.F, officer was attached to headquarters as

liaison adviser, ("I ) Thus initially the theoretical analogy
to Coastal Command and the Admiralty v/as fairly close hut

there soon appeared inportant differences.
Church Street headquarters had no operations room from -which

the current situation could be followed and controlled;
secondly there were no U,S, Naval Staff attached nor was there

any access to a U-boat Tracking Organisation; thirdly, the

authority for moving Antsy A/\] Squadrons -within the United
States zone was not in the hands of General Larsen but lay

v/ith the U,S, Navy Department in Washington,

From the first, this effort to set up a single A/U Air
Command even of Army Air squadrons was viewed in  a lukewarm

manner by Cominch, He had no intention of allovdng the Army
Air to participate in maritime -war a moment longer tlian could
be avoided. He had obtained a very large future allocation
of Liberators under the Arnold/Tcwers Agreement of March 1942(2)
and planned to be able to take over all such tasks by the
autumn of 1943, He was, therefore, not interested in the

Army Air project of centralisation and so the new Command left
vindefined the natiire and extent of operational control exer

cised by him. It also left -untouched the vra.steful parallel
development of two land-based air forces for the same task and

the differences concerning the most effective -way of.employing
the aircraft in the A/U campaign,(3)

Thus by the end of 1942 there still -was no single
Commander of the American Air Forces whose sole responsibility
it was to prosecute the air A/U warfare and to move air A/U
forces as the tactical situation indicated. In fact the

problem presented itself in a particularly aggravated form.

Naval operational control, althougji not as yet having any
integrated system for its exercise, persisted through all the
lower-echelon commands and was bitterly resented in the Army
squadrons attached to the various naval sub-comraands,
this it -was utterly different from the almost nominal
direction exercised by the British Admiralty which left

Coastal Command to develop its tactics, techniques and daily
operations in couplete freedom.

The mere fact of some sort of anti-submarine command

having been set up in America raised interest in corresponding
circles in England, A report on it forv/arded by Group
Captain Greswell at the end of January 1943 commented on

by the Secretary of State for Air in a minute to the C.A.S,
early in February suggesting that every effort should be made

Firstly, the

In

Ibid

page 551

The Army Air
Forces in World

War II ̂

Volume II

pages 384 and
385

a.h,b,/iik/
24/258 (1)

Group Captain J,H, Greswell
The allocation was 200 Liberators by 1,7.43*
started in August 1942 and by the end of the year
totalled 52,
Conmand who were fitting the Air Battle of the Atlantic
still had only 61, (37 V.L.R, and 24 L,R,),
One of these differences was fundamental,

maintained that convoy -with adequate air and surface craft

escort -was the only way to defeat the U-boat at sea, the

Army Air Command wished to use the Liberators on pa-trols
over likely U-boat areas in so-called hunts to exhaus
tion unrelated to convoy movements.
Ref: The Army Air Forces in World War II - Vol, I,
Chapter 15 pages 545 and 553 and Vol, II Chapter 12 pages
379 to 383.

Deliveries

They reached 209 by 1,7*43* when Coastal

Tftiile Cominch(3)
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to obtain co-operation between this new Coramnd and Coastal

Command for ocean convOT escort and long range A/TJ patrols right
across the Atlantic,(l)

A.M, Almost simultaneously the U.S, Joint Planners were ordered

to study the problem under the following exploratory headings;-

(a) Centralisation of operational control of all k/\S
resources on each side of the Atlantic under one commander,
the vrestem under a U.S, Commander, the eastern under a
U.K. Commander*

(b) Centralisation of strategic control under one
Supreme Commander of all A/U resources in the whole
Atlantic Ocean,

The Army Air Force planners recommended that all Allied A/U
forces in the Atlantic should be placed under one Commander who

This over-all Commander

should have a deputy for the Air and one for the Surface
forces operating in the Atlantic, This scheme met consistent
opposition from the U.S, Navy planners who were concerned to

avoid any restriction of the Navy’s right to organise its forces

according to its own principles. The resultant recommendation
which emerged after weeks of argument was a compromise which,
in its efforts to avoid giving offence, was of little practical
value and presented no solution. In England it was realised

that there was nothing to be gained by pressing for closer

co-operation until the U.S, domestic problem had been solved.

A.C.A.S. (P)
Pile No. 35/4

The Army Air
Forces in World would have no other responsibility.
War II

Volume II

Page 386,

A.H.B./

, ID/12/164
Signal
RAF DEL to A.M.

T.0.0. 0300Z/10/4

In mid-April, General Marshall sought to revive the
flagging effort to co-ordinate all Allied A/U
Backed by the Secretary for War - Mr, Stimson - he laid his

suggestion before the U.S, Joint Chiefs of Staff in a memorandum

dated 1'9 April, This confined itself to air operations in
the U-boat war and declared the only solution to be a unified

air command applicable to the V,E,R, type of aircraft alone.

At least 250 of this type, both Army and Navy crewed, should be
placed .under a single Air Commander who would be answerable
direct to the Joint Chiefs of Stai'f thereby, it was hoped,
avoiding questions of rival service jurisdiction. For the

post of Air Commander two names were mentioned - General Kenney
T.O.O, 2346Z/ U.S, Army Air and Air Marshal Tedder R.A.P, - either of v/hom

would give the new command the necessary prestige.

resources.

The Anny Air
Forces In World
war II Vol. II.

Chap. 12 pages 389
and 390.

A.H.B./
ID/12/164
Signal
RAF DEL to

A,M.

14/4

The gist of the negotiations which led to this fresh
proposal was given to the Prime Minister by the C.A.S, in

memoranda dated 18 arj.d 21 April in which he re-emphasised that

the first requirement was for the Americans to put their house

in order and then only could two Air Commands for A/u operations
be established one on each side of the Atlantic to be

subordinate to a single supreme Air Commander,
could then be made responsible for organisation, procedure,
tactical method, equipment and control but the allocation of
resources must remain in the hands of the Combined Chiefs of

Staff,

Tedder could not be spared from the Mediterranean moreover

This latter

Regarding the naming of the Air Commander, Air Marshal

A.H.B,/
ID/12/164

(1) At this time the strength of the Army A/U forces v/as 209
There were stillaircraft divided into 19 squadrons,

only 20 Liberators, the majority of which were in Nos, 1
and 2 Squadrons stationed at St, Eval in Coastal Command's
No, 19 Group,
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neither he nor General Kenney(1) had had any experience of
anti-U-boat operations on a large scale,
Twas eventually established, it should be a British officer

because of our absolute dependence for our life on the

Atlantic trade routes and because of our vastly greater
experience in anti-U-boat warfare*
was the existing A.O.C, in 0, Coastal Canmand - Air Marshal
Sir John Slessor,

If such a Comman

The obvious candidate

d

Much the same conclusions re a supreme Air Commander had

been reached independently in U,S, Government circles and

both Secretary Stimson and General Arnold were in agreement.
The U,S, Assistant Secretary for Air - Mr, R,A, Lovett - was

therefore instructed to go over to the United Kingdom to

clinch the proposal.

Meanwhile the Prime Minister asked the First Sea Lord

(O.N.S.) to comment on C.A.S's memoranda,
dated 23 April, the C,N,S, was definitely against  a supreme
coraraander, either for surface ships or aircraft on the grounds
that it would be iii5)racticable for 6iny one man to acquire an
intimate knowledge in all parts of such a huge area as the

Atlantic without being, more often than not, absent from his
headqxiarters and he was doubtful of hov/ such a super C, in C,
would function vis-a-vis the A.O.C, in C, Coastal Command.

Moreover if a British officer held this post there would

inevitably be friction with the Americans while the idea of

any American officer v/as to his mind mthinkable as, apaxt
from the lack of one with the necessary qualification, there

would be an American officer interposed between the Admiralty
and Coastal Command, He went on to point out that under the

V/ashingtcn Convoy Conference Agreement we now had the

practical advantages of a unified comnmid in the northern
part of the North Atlantic and with the Kaufftnan/idansfield
Advisory Board a means of obtaining an intimate knowledge
of conditions on both sides of the Atlantic so as ,to be in a

position to recommend the transfer of forces from one area

to another.

In his reply

ibid

Similar views were held by Sir John Slessor and when in

May Mr,. Lovett discussed the matter with him he said that
attractive as the idea of a unified air command seoned in

theory it was in practice bound to antagonise the U,S, Navy
Dejjartment, The better way was to work for co-operation
whereby.we should get most of the practicable substance of

the project without bothering too much about the shadow.
In a letter to the C,A,S, reporting this conversation,
Sir John said that if the single Air Command did come into

existence it was no good merely ncsninating someone Yiho

v/as acceptable to both sides, calling him C,-in-C, Ocean Air
Command and giving him the responsibility unless he -was given
the powers effectively to exercise command which involved
moving squadrons from A to B, He did not see Oominch
agreeing to this. However it was not we who were putting
the project forward but the Americans and there were very
real advantages if they would really allow it to work. There

was no doubt that the Atlantic north of the equator should be

regarded as one battlefield frcaa the air point of view. He
suggested that if-the subject continued to be seriously
considered that C,A,S, should insist on the Gibraltar/il
situa.tion being cleared up and that both British and American

orocco

ibid

(1) General Kenney had been fighting the Japanese in the
S,T7, Pacific,
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squadrons operating in the Atlantic from bases in this area be

in the Atlantic Command, leaving Tedder and Cunningliam to get
on with the battle in the Mediterranean^
were

area.

At the m(.oment there

three Air Forces waging three different A/U wars in that

Reverting to General Marshall,' s plan for a V.L.R, air

contingent under a single head, it was fairly plain that^
althou^.not...specifically mentioned, there would be a strong
claim for the command to go to an Army Air officer. The U,S,
Navy Depairtment saw this and deferred any action on the proposal
pending a report of therin own .planning. On 1 May, Corainch
presented an alternative plan. He proposed to set up at once

in the Navy Department an anti-submarine command to be known as
the Tenth Fleet, This would have jurisd-iction over all the

existing A/tT activities of the II, S, Fleet including all Sea
Frontier Commands, Be it noted these latter contained all the

operational Amy A/U Air squadrons. The role of the Army A/lJ
Air Force Command would thus be reduced to initial training and
maintenance.

This plan naturally failed to meet General Marshall's
approval particularly as it r^oved the .executive command of the

Amy A/H V.L,R, force from the Joint Chiefs of Staff and pHaced
it under the U.S, Navy Department, While willing to ocmr-

promise on acceptance of the Tenth Fleet as the doctrinaire
authority on A/u
land-based V,LeR, con^jonent to go to an Amy officer observing

that the majority of these aircraft both in existence ̂ d
scheduled'were Army supplied, crewed and maintained, (1)

This,.'' being the very core of the controversy, immediately
became the subject of lively discussion during which, on

19 May, Oominch brought into force the Tenth Fleet organisation
for the exercise of xmified control over U.S, einti-submarine

operations' in all parts of the Atlantic under U,S, strategic
control, . .Underlying the question of control there v/as a deep
rooted distrust felt by Cominch .of any fom of Any ovmership
of the long range shore-based aircraft which came from the

basic difference in outlook between the Any conception of

using these aircraft 'offensively* in searching for U-boats all
over the wide ocean and the Navy principle' of convoy supijort
with any other patrols strictly related to convoy positions - a

policy dubbed in Army circles as 'defensive', Oominch put
every obstacle in the way of what he felt was a misuse of

Liberator strength even to the extent of opposing the allocation
of Liberator re-inforcements to the Eastern Atlantic in case

they shouldbe empldyed on 'offensive* missions unrelated to
convoy movements,IR)

activities he requested the command of the

The Army Air
Forces in World

War II Vol, II

Oaap, 12,
pages 390 and
391

ibid

In the latter part of May, the Army A/U Oomroand had HA
operational long range aircraft, fZ of wliich were
liberators, 10 Fortresses and the remainder Mitchells,
The Navy had in the Atlantic only A6 land-based long reinge
aircraft - all Liberators,

had A8 Liberators of which 34 were V.L.R,

At this time (June 1943), Corainch was becoming favourable
to the transfer of American Liberator squadrons to the Bay
of Biscay operations pajrtly because of the withdrawal of
U-boats from the northern part of the N, Atlantic but
mainly because he wished to provide additional air cover

safeguard to the eastern end of the New York/Gibraltar
convoy run.

At this time Coastal Command

0)

(2)
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Superin^josed on this distrust was the fundamental discord

between the U,S, Navy and Army, the active opposition of the
former against any poaching on their preserves and a fixed
determination to have nothing to do with any form of
independent air forces*("I)
initiated by Admiral King of building up a rival organisation
of naval Liberators,

Hence the wasteful polios'’

As this organisation grew it became possible for
Admiral King to plan for Naval Liberators to carry out long
range bombing of naval targets and the problem of control of
A/U aircraft expanded into a claim by the TJ.S, Na-vy depart
ment to exercise jurisdiction over all the land-based long
range aircraft employed on over-Tra,ter missions whether bomber

or A/U in nature. This if carried to its logical
conclusion threatened the separate existence of the whole
Army long range bomber force. Accordingly Generals Marshall
and Arnold prepared yet another plan. They were vdlling to
recognise that the Tenth Fleet should exercise jurisdiction
over all anti-TJ-boat forces including the air arm but they
were convinced that the L,R, and V,L,R, air units must

operate as a joint force under a single Air Commander \vho,
because of the preponderance of Army material and personnel,
should be an Amy air officer. Their plan nominated such an
officer and their proposals contained details of his status
and duties within the Tenth Fleet organisation,

Oominch objected vigorously to this plan on the groimds
that, by placing all L.R, and V,L,R, aviation under an Army
officer, it would shift the responsibility for the tactical
and technical enployment of such aircraft from naval officers

familiar with the problems to an army commander who mi^t be
expected to differ radically and so bring about more disunity
than ever. As it -was, the long drawn out argument was
affecting the whole air campaign against the U-boats, There
was need to re-inforce the support given to the Africa bound
convoys and the Bay of Biscay operations. The Arny T/as
well aware of the latter but was reluctant to commit any of
their Liberator squadrons until the question of control had
been settled.

ibid

pages A04 and

ibid

pages k06 ahd
A07

To avoid a complete deadlock a conference was convened
on 10 June to settle the question once and for all,(2)
In brief the resulting agreement vas;-

1, The Army was prepared to -withdraw their anti
submarine air force from all A/U operations when naval
squadrons were ready to take over,

2o Army A/U Liberators v/ould be turned over in exchange
for Navy Liberators of bomber type.

3, Long range bombing T/as to be primarily an Army
responsibility.

0) This latter is borne out by Admiral King’s attitude
towards the R,A,F, Although personally friendly to
Sir John Slessor, neither King nor his Tenth Fleet
organisation ever acknowledged the existence of Coastal
Command in the A/U war. Even when, from the autumn of
"1943, several units of the Tenth Fleet v/ere under
Sir John’s operational control there was no direct contact

Y/hatever between this organisation and Coastal Command,
The chief personalities were Rear Admiral John S, McCain
U.S,N, and Generals Arnold and Joseph T, McNarney,
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However, this agreement in committee was not approved in
toto by Cominch himself. He accepted the transfer of the
Army’s ainti-submarine responsibilities but gave no indication
of relinquishing his claims to control the long range bombers.
This somewhat intransigeant attitude caused General Marshall
to send a sharply worded protest to Cominch in a memorandum
dated 28 June 1943» In this he said that an iupasse over
this Agreement would not only worsen the bad feeling betv^een
the ArBQT and Navy and meet with public condemnation were the
facts to be published but was likely to harmfully affect the
effort. This had the desired result and on 9 July the Agree
ment was accepted by both the Navy and War Departm
gradual transfer of Amy A/U Squadrons followedC'l J
31 August the Army Air Force Anti-U-boat Command was dissolved.

While all this was going on there had been a development
on this side of the Atlantic which must be mentioned here as

illustrating the exj^edience of some form of unified control,(2)
On the 28 March the Admiralty had submitted to the Cabinet A/U
Committee a demand for 190 Lancasters to be added to the first

line strength of Coastal Command for operations in the Bay of
Biscay, This demand was based on a study by the Operational
Research Section of the Admiralty which sou^t to prove that it
was the only way in which the U-boat menace could be overcome.

wa

ents. A

and on

ibid

r

A.U. (43) 98
28 March

These aircraft could only be supplied at the e3!p>ense of
Bomber Command, and the Admiralty’s demand was s\m]mari]y
rejected by the Prime Minister on the grounds that Bomber Command
were, at the time, the only Allied force that iivas exerting any
pressure upon Germany,
A.O, C-in-C, Coastal Command,

the British and Americans already had between them in the

Atlantic area as many, if not more, long range (as distinct from
V,L.R,) A/U aircraft tlian were required; the trouble was that
many of them were in the wrong place, notably on the American
Sea-board, where there had been no serious tlrreat for about nine
months,

It was also strongly opposed by the
Sir John Slesscxr affirmed that

The right answer was to redeploy the existing

A,U. (43)
13th meeting
13 March

Memo to C,N,S,

and C,A.S,

4 April and
Despatch by
A.C.M. Sir John

Slessor-Part II

paras, I3 to 20 resources, concentrating them in the area vdiere the opportuni
ties for kills were most fruitful,

unquestionably the Bay of Biscay.
At the time that area was

After some weeks of discussion a signal v/as sent to the

Combined Chiefs of Staff on 21 April suggesting the transfer
of 72 long range aircraft from the V/estem Atlantic to the

Biscay aurea. After a further two month’s airgument it v/as

agreed that.two U«S, Army A/J Liberator Squadrons (total 24 air-
craift) should be transferred from Newfoundland to the United
Kingdom, This was far short of the 72 for which we had asked
aind towards the end of June Sir John Slessor fle'w to Tfeshington
to see Admiral King, Eventually in a signal dated  7 Augast
the Admiralty was informed by Cominch that additional Squadrons
to make up the 72 would arrive in the United ICingdom at the

end of August - four months after the proposal had first been

submitted. Actually the first squadron from the Western
Atlantic did not get into action in the Bay of Biscay till mid-
July and the re-inforceraent not till September, We never did
get the full 72 for which we liad asked.

Signal
J.S.M, to

W,C.O, 15 June

0) By 6 October, naval Squadrons had replaced army Squadrons
in all areas except the Morocco Sea Frontier, These too
were relieved by mid-November 1943a
This development arose over the efforts to provide long
range aircraft for the Bay of Biscay, The policy
arguments are given in full in Cliapter III (viii) which
deals with the Bay Offensive,
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Fortunately tho existing British aircraft were able
to inflict heavy casualties on the U-boats in the Bay with
out them but there is no doubt that all this cmibrous and

lengthy procedure resulted in the loss of manj'’ opportunities
for killing U-boats at the height of the Bay Offensive
between March and August,
Unified Air Command in the Atlantic this could have been

avoided.

Had there been some form of

The story of the attempts to achieve a unified air
command in an area where the enemy was alv/ays a unified
operating force has been narrated at length not only for the

lessons which emerge but to show the climate of opinion in
American circles - a climate in which all the British efforts

to get L.R, and V.L.R, Liberators first for the mid Atlantic

convey support and then to prosecute the Bay of Biscay
offensive were inevitably vitiated,
that had there been no clash of opinion bety/een the U.S, Navy
and Amy, the questions of V,L,R, aircraft, their supply,
allocation, control and co-ordination would have been settled

in mid-1942 and many lives, ships and cargoes saved besides
effecting an earlier defeat of the U-boats at sea,

(vi) - The provision of V,L,R, aircraft for the Atlantic

One cannot help thinlcing

In Volume III chapter XII (xi) were narrated the efforts
to speed up the provision of Liberators from America for the

better prosecution of the v/ar against U-boats around the mid-

Atlantic convoys and in the outer Bay of Biscay, Althou^
the first maritime Liberators liad been supplied to the R.A.P,

Coastal Command as early as mid-1941, the promised floy/ of
re-inforcements had dwindled in 1942 to a mere trickle so

that by February 1943 there was still only one V,L,R,
squadron (No. 120) working with the convoys in mid-Atlantic,
One other squadron (No. 224) had been formed of ordinary
long range Liberators yiiich was operating in the Bay of

Biscay,

Tho American Amy Air Force had, through its Anti
submarine Command, provided its only two Liberator squad-
rons(l) also for the Bay of Biscay and operating under
Coastal Command’s No, 19 Group, The U,S, Navy, at this
date, had taken delivety of some 70 to 80 Liberators but
only 34 were operational and all were in the Eacific, None

of the UoS, Army or Navy maritime Liberators v/ere V,L,R, in

performance so that early in February, when the crucial
struggle in the North Atlantic was starting, there vra-s only
one Allied V.L.R, squadron available for mid-ocean convoy
support,

At the Casablanca Conference in January 1943 the
Combined Chiefs of Staff had issued a paper containing a

report by the Combined Staff Planners giving the require
ments in shore-based aircraft necessary for the defence of

trade,

and a figure of 80 V.L.R, aircraft was given as the minimum

requirement for convoy escort and support in this area.

The mid-N, Atlantic was designated the V.L.R, area

c.c.s, 160

(1) All other U.S, Amy Air Liberators were of the bomber
type and, apart from those scheduled for the Ihcific
and the U.S.S.R., were being fed into either the growing
Vlllth U.S, Air Force in England or the Allied Air
Force in North Africa,
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It was suggested that 60 of these should
Iceland side and 20 from North .America,

To build up the U,K,/Iceland figvire and to increase the
n\miber of ordinary Liberators for use in the Bay of Biscay
the scheduled allocation of Liberators to the R,A,P, from

American production were, under the Amold/Evill agreement,
stepped up from the previous four per month to I5 January,
20 for B’ebruary and 25 for March, (I) A proportion of these
were to remain production lino bomber type but up to a
maximum of 20 in any one month wore to be modified in America
to G,R, standards and be fitted with 10 cm, A,S,V, On
arrival in England a further moiety were to be converted to
■V,L,R, specification at Plrestwick,

As it took two to three months for the modifications in
America and a further month at Erestwick the increase in
V,L,R. Liberators estimated to become operational by April
was not considered adequate to. meet the growing gravity of

At the 9th meeting of the Cabinet
A/[J wai’fare committee, held on 3 lilarch, the G.H,S, said although
it was anticipated that we would have a total of 40 7,L«R,
Liberators by April this was not sufficient to meet require
ments in view of the ocean convoy cycle being reduced to five
days. The meeting invited the C,A,S. and Minister of Aircraft
Production to expedite American deliveries and modification
times. It also agreed that it was more important to provide
V,L,R,, aircraft for the mid-Atlantic convoys than ordinary
Liberators fitted with 10 cm A,S,V* for the Bay of Biscay,

The urgency for V,L,R, aircraft was taken up by the
British Joint Staff Mission in the Washington Convoy

•  Conference. One of the findings by this Conference recom
mended an immediate deployment into the N,W. Atlantic and
■suggestion was made that the Canadian authorities should
request a direct allocation. This suggestion was promptly
followed up by them although previous unofficial requests had
been teamed down by the U,S, Navy Department, In  a personal

.  signal to the British C,A,S,, the Canadian O.A.S, stated that
in spite of American proposals to send an Army Air sqioadron to
Gander in April and a Navy sqeoadron to Argentia in June, these
intentions seemed to him too indefinite and much more urgent
action was desirable. He had a number of experienced crews

.  avs-ilable but no V.L.R. aircraft with which to match them in
erder to extend his existing escort and patrols into the
'Air Gap' in mid-Atlantic,
immediate diversion of twenty Liberators from the R.A.E,
allocation to enable him to form a V.L.R, sq-uadron, such
diversion to be at the rate of five in March, ten in April and
five ih Ifey.

This request v/as examined in the Air Ministry together
O.A.S. Pile 923 with the conclusions of a Cabinet A/U Warfare meeting of
Esirt 2, 11 March in which both American and British modification
Air Ministry centres were invited to speed up deliveries of V.L.R, Libera-
meeting 13 March tors,(2j xt was agreed that the torgency of the situation

v/arranted this diversion to the R.O.A.P, even at the expense

from the U.K,/come

O.A.S. file
No. 923 Bart 2.

AU (43) 39
2 Peb,

ibid the situation in mid-Atlantic.

AU (43)
9th meeting

a

A.H.B./
ID/12/164
signal
X.797A.1002
9 March

He therefore requested an

(1) Thereafter the figures were to be 35 in April, 40 In M^,
45 in June and subsequently,

(2) Resulting from these conclusions the American authorities
were asked to modify the whole of the R.A.P, Liberator
allocation to G-.R, standards for the next three months,
Refj C.A.S. Pile No, 923 Ibrt 2.
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of delaying the re-equipment of tviroC’^ ) of the Coastal Conimand
squadrons scheduled to become V.L.R, provided that this did
not affect the dates of the first two.

However, to avoid any possibility of upsetting the flovr

of Liberators to the R,A.F,, the British C.A.S, through the
medium of the R.A.P, Dele^tion in Washington asked General
Arnold if he would make a direct allocation to the Canadians.

General Arnold was favourable to this request but finally
decided it would be a dangerous precedent leading possibly
to a commitment for all the V.L.R, aircraft ncrir being asked
for on the American side of the Atlantic and so making the
TJ.S, Navy Department free to divert their entire allocation
of Liberators into the Ib.cific, General Arnold also felt

strongly that as the U.S, Navy had secured a huge allocation
of Liberators(2) for the express purpose of meeting the
submarine menace they should make this allocation to Canada

for what was an essentially naval task. He therefore
suggested that the British authorities should ask Ccminch

outright for these aircraft although he regarded  a negative
reply as a foregone conclusion. In a message to C.A.S,,
the RAPDEL explained that while General Arnold was obviously
sincere in his desire to help, he probably would not be averse
to using the British request as a lever against the TJ.S,
Navy Department in the domestic quarrel about ownership of

long range land-based aircraft, RABDEL suggested that, to
avoid an awkward showdown in Combined Chiefs of Staff

Committee, the Prime Minister should broach the subject
direct mth the President using the latter’s recent
synpathetic telegram about the current Ncsrth Atlantic losses

and necessity for more V,L,R, aircrsift as a means of approach.

The Prime Minister was, however, averse to making any
kind of official complaint at Presidential level and in the
Cabinet A/U Warfare Committee it was decided to make the
allocation direct to Canada from the American modification

centre out of the R,A,P, allowance at a rate of five aircraft

in each of the months March, April and May,

Meanwhile since the beginning of March other efforts
were being maintained to augment the pitifully small force
of V.L.R. aircraft actmlly operating in mid-Atlantic,
Another study of the situation by the British Chiefs of the

Air and Naval Staff had been placed before the Cabinet A/U
Warfare meeting on 11 March, This stated that, as nothing
fiirther could be done to produce more surface convoy escorts,
the only possible solution was to provide continuous air
cover either by shore-based or carrier-borne aircraft or a

combination of both. Acceleration in the provision of air
craft was essential and a minimum requirement for all types
of aircraft operating from British bases was given in detail.
One noteworthy recommendation was that the Azores should be

utilised as an air base as early as possible to provide air
cover so that a more southerly routing of convoys could take

place. An examination of existing establishments showed

A.H.B./
ID/12/164
Webber W, 706
18 March

ibid

Marcus 51?
19 March

ibid

Marcus 610

23 March and

Troon 107
24 March

C.A.S. Pile

No. 923 Ibrt 3
Telegram No, 263
20 March

ibid

Minute P.M. to

C.A.S,

25 March

ibid

AX. 143 25 March

AU (43) 68
8 March

(1) Nos, 53 and 3II Sqmdron,
and 59 Squadrons,

(2) A total of 400 Liberators delivered at a rate of 20 por
At this

The first two were Nos, 86

month rising to JjjO per month by August 1943*
date (19 March) 112 had been delivered,
of these were operational, all in the Ihcifio,
Ref: o-s-N. AviAtioft

Just over 70
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that the numbers of medium range land planes and flying boats

yrere well up to requirement*
the L.R, and V.L.R, class,

instead of the I50 deemed as the minimum,

of 38 Liberators, 22 Halifax and 34 Portresses and amongst
them the only V,L,R, aircraft v/ere the 2i Liberators in

Nos, 120 and 86 Squadrons,
that the proportion of Liberators converted to V.L.R, shcnild
be increased so as to achieve an establishment of 80,

The serious short-fall was in

Here there was a total of 94
These 94 consisted

It was therefore recomraended

O.A.S, Pile

No, 923 Idrt 2

The TJ,S, Chiefs of Staff issued a report dated 16 March
which was approved by the Combined Chiefs of Staff in which

there was a minimum requirement of 120 V.L.R, aircraft in

U.K,/lceland, 36 in the N,W, Atlantic and a further 104 in
other parts of the Atlantic making a total of 260 to be
achieved by August 1943,
Cabinet A/U
the. Air Ministry,
L.R, programmes and increasing the proportion of V.L.R, air

craft it was hoped to raise the British and Canadian V.L.R,
force to 135(‘^) 'by the late simomer. As promised by the
Washington Conference, a United States contribution of 72 was
expected to be available in the Newfoundland area by July and
adding this to the 24 U.S.A.A.P. aircraft to be established
in the Casablanca area a total of 231 vira.s in si^t against
the target of 260, It was suggested that the U.S. Chiefs of
Staff should initiate a similar review to ascertain whether

the difference of 29 aircraft could not be found by an

acceleration or extension of their programme,

A more considered programme for the re-equipment of
further Coastal Ccratnand squadrons with Liberators ms presented
by the C.A,S, to the Cabinet A/U Warfare Committee on 24 March,
In it he said that any acceleration of the target programme
depended, on three factors;-

(a) Increased output from the G.R, modification centre
in the United States

Acting on instructions from the
Warfare Committee, a production study ms made by

meeins of accelerating the V.L.R, and

C.C.S.189

C.O.S. (W) 559
19 March

(b) Provision of sufficient spares for aircraft and
engines

(c) Increased output of trained crews in'Coastal Command,

As regeirded (a), , the MsAeP, had received assxirances that
during the next three months all Liberators delivered from
America would be modified to GoRo standards. The resultant
increase in numbers could be handled at Erest-vdck in further

modification, to,V.LoR. specification. As regarded (b), this
. would require -continuous, pressure at high level in the United
States where there T/yere indications that the supply of spare
parts, might be sacrificed to maintain the aircraft output,
-As regarded (c), the A.O.G, in C, Coastal Command in conjunction
with the Air Ministry had satisfied him that the schedule out
lined below could be achieved.

C.A.S,

Pile No, 923
Part 3

AU (43) 93
22 March

(1) This figure included 15 Halifaxes'. Although originally
intended to be, these aircraft never were true V.L.R,
Similarly the Fortress and, till much la'ber in the year,
all United States Liberators were merely long range.
The confusion between V.LoR, and LoR, numbers ms a

constant source of ndsianderstanding in returns not only
between IQr’itish and American authorities but amongst their
own staffs.
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As a result of a recent examination of the Bay of Biscay

operations, the A.O.C, in C, Coastal Coriimand had come to the
conclusion that action round threatened convoys should have

first priority and that the proportion of V,L,R, to L,R,
Liberators should be 75515*

of the correctness of the policy of attacking U-boats round

threatened convoys rather than in any other areas that he

strongly recommended that all of the projected 90 Liberators
be so converted*

The 0,A,S* vcas so convincedibid

AU (A3)
12th meeting
24 March

On the basis of the above there should have beccane

available 75 V,L*R* Liberators during June, 90 during July
and 105 during August to which must be added the 15 in the

R.O.A.F, The R.A.F, L.R. force would remain at 60,
consisting of two squadrons of Balifax and two of Fortresses,

All the foregoing were can5)aratively long term
programmes of expansion; what was needed was drastic and

immediate deployment of V.L.R, aircraft into the N.W. Atlantic,
The Washington Conference had reccramended certain U.S, deploy
ment of local squadrons but had said there should be no large
diversion from aircraft earmarked for other theatres of v/ar.

That this showed a lack of appreciation for the seriousness
of the mounting losses in the North Atlantic by both the U.S,
Navy Department and the Army Air Command was realised by the
RAFDEL at Washington, In a signal to the Air Ministry they
stressed this and said they had informed their opposite
niuribers in U.S, Air circles of what was being done on the

British side to accelerate the numbers of operational V.L.R,

aircraft and they expected a similar examination and report
from the Americans particularly the existing availability and
location of Liberators in both the U.S. Army and Navy

dispositions in the li^t of Atlantic priority, the state of

crew training including 10 cm A.S.V, operators and what

acceleration, if any, was being made to the flow of their
aircraft through the modification centres.

Two days later a suggestion was made from RAFDEL to the

,  0,A,S, that the Erime Minister, having delayed his reply to
President Roosevelt's telegram re Atlantic losses and need for

more V.L.R, aircraft, might now ask outright what the
Americans were doing to help meet the emergency, observing
that there were only 15 V.L.R. aircraft operating over the

whole route at a time of critical shipping losses and of these

only about eight were on daily availability. It was urged
that without direct pressure fron the President, Oominch
would not act drastically or give priority to the North
Atlantic over the Ihcific, The Prime Minister took note of

this and instructed a draft telegram on these lines to be

made out but, althou^ approving of it, he decided to wait a
little before sending it.

In the meantime strong representations by the British
Joint Staff Missicaa in the Combined Planners sub-committee on

V.L.R, aircraft resulted in certain recommendations being

endorsed by the Combined Planners, These were;-

(1) That 200 of the projected 260 V.L.R, aircraft should
be allocated to the area north of latitude 40° N and in

the approaches to the Mediterranean,

(2) That first priority of A.S.V. fitting should go to

A/U Liberators for the Atlantic,

A.H,B./
ID/12/164
Troon 107
24 March

O.A.S, File

No. 923 I^t 3
Marcus 718
26 March

ibid

Minute by the
P.M.

29 March

ibid

Troon 111

27 March
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(3) That all Y.L.R, Liberator output during April and
May should go to the A/U war in the Atlantic

(4) That if any V.L.R. aircraft assigned to the
U.S.A.A.P., the U,S, Navy or the R.A.P, could not be
immediately matched v^ith a trained crew they should be

re-assigned to another service including the R.C.A.P. who

might have a surplus of A/U trained crews*

This report was discussed on 29 March at an ad hoc meeting
of the Combined Chiefs of Staff and produced a much more

realistic view amongst the TJ.S, Chiefs of Staff, Ccminch’s
complacency regarding the increasing Atlantic shipping losses

disappeared when it was recognised that an adequate number of

V,L,R, aircraft for the North Atlantic was of the hipest
urgency and priority. It was decided that 255 V.L.R, aircraft

must be provided by July, Of these, 75 would come from the

Armj’- Air Force, 60 from the Navy('l) and 120 from the United
Kingdom including the 15 being diverted from the R,A,P, to

Canada, General Arnold made himself responsible for making
good the wastage of this Canadian squadron and undertook to

replace the allocation to the R,AoPo at a later date.

Ibid ,

Marcus 800

29 March

and

J,S.M, 843
29 March

The Planner’s recommendations (1) to (4-) were accepted and
in order to satisfy them it was directed that an adjustment
should be made in the priorities hitherto in force for other
theatres of the war. Scanewhat unwillingly the U.S, Chiefs of
Staff accepted the formation of a joint committee comprising
the Combined Planners together with technical and other
assistance to report weekly on the actual progress made in

providing operational V.L.R, aircraft.

This change of heart was welcome indeed and appears to have

come about not only through the Combined Planner’s report but
because the President had enquired frcm the U.S, Navy Depart
ment of the ntanber of V,L,Ro aircraft which were operating on
the whole North Atlantic route at the time of recent heavy
sinkings. An additional cause undoubtedly was a report at
this time from the Kauffkian/kansfield Allied Anti-Submarine

Advisory Board in which the air coverage of the North Atlantic

was described as totally inadequate and severe strictijres were

made as to the absence of proper A.S.V, training in the U.S,
Navy, It was pointed out by the Board that at the time of

recent heavy sinkings in the N,Tf, Atlantic there was not a

single V.L.R, aircraft based west of Iceland,

The routine exchange of figures giving current strengths
of V.L.R. aircraft now started in the new Progress Committee

brought into prominence the confusion arising from the absence

of a precise definition of such aircraft. To give two
exauroles only shows the danger of such ccnqarisonso On

30 March the figure for the United Kingdom gave 4-7 V.L.R, air
craft but 13 of these aircraft were Halifaxes, The American

position v/as given as 26 Liberators in the U,3, Army A/S Command
with 90 Liberators and 37 Coronado flying boats in the U.S, Navy,

C.A.S. Pile

No. 923 mrt 3
T7altz 69
30 March

(1) It will be noticed that the U.S. Navy contribution shows
a big rise from the one squadron mentioned earlier in

March in the findings of the Atlantic Convqy Conference,
It seems that enquiries as to hov^ the Navy Liberators v,rere

deployed had revealed a substantial allocati'on of these

valuable aircraft for photographic and other t3q)es of

reconnaissance in the Southern Ib.cifio, 8o<^
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Of these the only ones operational in the Atlantic Y;-ere ei^t
Army Liberators in the Casablanca area moreover none of the
TJ.S, Liberators were V.L.R. and the Coronado vra-S even further

from V.L.R, steindard. The real position at the end of March

was that there was a total strength of only 34 V.L.R, air
craft in the Worth and North West Atlantic, These v/ere in

Nos, 120 and 86 squadrons with a few in the newly equipping
No, 59 Squadron and of which a total of only 20 were
actually operational,(1) On 15 April the figure given for
the United Kingdom was 52 of which nine were non-operational
and 12 were Halifaxes,(2) It v/as added on this occasion
that the thirteen ordinary Liberators in No, 224 Squadron
(operating in the Bay of Biscay) would be converted to V.L.R,
specification.

ibid

Wobber W. 324
and 527
13 and 21 April

This inclusion of non-V.L,R, aircrai't in the returns by
both American and British authorities continued througjiout
April and May sind did much to hide the basic fact that the

defeat of the U-boats by mid-May in the North Atlantic was

effected, in conjunction vdth surface escorts and two escort

carriers, by a maximum of 4I V.L.R, Liberators all operated by
British crews,(3) Truly another case of the few being owed
so much by the many,

(vii) The Expansion and Re-equipment Policy for Coastal
Command

During the latter part of 1942, the expansion of the
R.A.P. as a whole was in the course of in^ilementation under

Target Plan G which envisaged a total of 6OO operational
squadrons by December 1943« Owing to the grovdng shortage of

man-power in the United Kingdom, the Air Ministry late in 1942
had been ccanpelled to accept a drastic cut in their intake

expectation for 1943. This necessitated a re-consideration
of Target G figures and an attempt was being made to reconcile

strategic requirements with the probabilities of aircraft and

personnel availability, A new programme in draft form \mder

the name Target Force H with can:5)letion date March 1944 was
in the co\irse of preparation. By comparison with Target G

this showed a cut from 6OO to 5'17 squadrons. This draft ms

discussed at a meeting of the Expansion and Re-equipment
Policy Committee (short title E.R.P.) on the 4 January 1943*
It was agreed that each of the operational Commands should

C.C.

MS. 15,096
Enel, 1A,

ibid

(1) Exact figures from squadron O.R.Bs
No, 120 Squadron 15 “ still fitted v/ith Mk.II A.S.V,

dittoNo, 86 Squadron 5 *■
No, 59 Squadron Nil

(2) Exact figures from squadron O.R.Bs,
No. 120 Squadron 15 still fitted with Mk, II A.S.V.
No, 86 Squadron 12 tliree with 10 cm A.S.Y,
No, 59 Squadron Nil

(3) Exact figures in May from Squadron O.R.Bs,
No, 120 Squadron 16 - still fitted vidth Mk, II A.S.V,
No.
No.
No.

86 Squadron 13 - Fo\ir with 10 cm A.S.V,
59 Squadron 6 - All fitted with 10 cm A.S.V.
10 Sqmdron R,C,A,P, 6 - all fitted v/ith 10 cm
A.S,V.

N.B, The only U.S. aircraft operating in this northern
area were:-

12 U.S.A.A.P, Portresses from Newfoundland) neither
18 U.S.N, Amphibian, Catalinas from Iceland) of which

were

V.L.R.
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estimate their minimum requirements for the forthcoming year
so that Target Force H could be prepared in detail together
with a revised expansion programme for submission to the Air
Council,

For Coastal Command this examination of future requirements
necessitated consultation with the Admiralty, Following
meetings between their representatives^ provisional agreement
was reached on a figure of 41 squadrons totalling 643 air
craft (1) apart from any other squadrons on loan from other
Commands,(2) This was still considered on the liigh side by

Ends, 3B end 9A the Air Ministry but further discussion was postponed until the
newly appointed A,0,C,-in-C. (Sir John Slessor) had taken over
the Command and re-examined the situation.

In a letter dated 26 February 1943, Sir John Slessor gave
reasoned proposals for the future strength of Coastal Command,
The figure amounted to 39 squadrons of total establishment
600 aircraft apart from any on loan and excluding photographic
reconnaissance, air sea rescue and meteorological squadrons.
This was a cut from the existing establishment of 3'| squadrons.
He also proposed that establishments should be standardised at

9 plus 3 for flying boat squadrons, 12 plus 3 for V,L,R,, L,R,
and M,R, land plane squadrons, and 16 plus 4 for L,R, filter
and torpedo squadrons. Furthermore, to keep overhead
personnel to a minimum, he recommended that any additional
expansion that might be found necessary in the future should be

effected by raising the establishment of existing squadrons.

These proposals for Coastal Command*s Target H were agreed
at an Air Ministry meeting on 4 March and received approval
from the C,A,S, on 12 March 1943,
been made inside the Canmand prior to this approval(3;) but
subsequently a re-organisation took place involving the dis
bandment of Nos, 119 and 246 Sunderland Squadrons and the
transfer of No, 320 (Dutch) Hudson Squadron to Bomber Command
for re-arming as bombers.

At Appendix I is given the March Order of Battle and
strengths. Thereafter the number of squadrons remained almost
constant and the expansion of Coastal Command took the form of
occasional sli^t increases in squadron establishments. The

ejiphasis was on re-equipment to more powerful and up to date
aircraft.

ibid

ibid

End, 14A

Certain minor d ;es had
A,M, File

3,6457
Enel, 179A

See Map No, 1
for location of

airfields

A request was repeated for Mosquito VI aircraft with which
to re-arm No, 235 Beaufighter Sq'uadron in view of their

reconnaissance duties off the Norwegian coast in face of the

superior enemy fighter opposition. This v/as approved early in

(1) Not including Air Sea Rescue, Photographic Reconnaissance
or Meteorological squadrons.
In Janviary 1943, Coastal Command's Order of Battle
disposed 42-^ Coastal squadrons plus seven more sq'uadrons
on loan either from Bomber Command, the TJ,S, Air Force or
the Fleet Air Arm,

Notably the splitting of No, 210 Catalina squadron between
Pembroke Dock and Gibraltar, the formation of No, 190
Squadron on Oatalinas based at SuUom Voe and the creation

of a special service flight (No, 147?) of three Catalinas
manned by Norwegians based at Woodliaven (Firth of Tay), -
Ref, A.M,/S,6457 Enel. I76A,

See Appendix I in Vol-ume III,

(2)

(3)
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A.M. File

C.M.S. 509

Ends, MA, 1|J)A
and A5A

March but such was the tight supply position in these
universally sought after aircraft that only a flight of six
aircraft could be allocated,

and in April the flight was transferred together with No, 1477
Catalina flight to form No, 333 (Norwegian) Sq'uadron engaged
on S,0,E. operations over Norway,

A new squadron came into existence at the end of liarch
outside the Oanmand’s planned expansion. This was No, 618
Squadron formed at Skitten near Wick on twenty modified
Mosquito Mk, IV aircraft. It had the special pu2rpose of

experiment and training in the development of a new bomb

against enemy major warsdps. The bomb, whose code name was

Hi^ball, was similar to but smaller than that afterwards used
in the breaching of the Mohne Dam, Tria].s and training
continued for over a year without the squadron becoming
operational,(1)

Tills was not found satisfactory

Ibid

Ends, 51A, 58A
and Ihk,

Unfortunately for the anti-shipping strike side of Coastal

Command, the E,R,P, Committee decided tliat owing to other more
important operational commitments overseas it would not be

possible to re-arm the three Hampden torpedo squadrons with

Beaufighters until the end of 1943o(2) In part condensation,
a request by Coastal Command to train Nos, 547 and 3C4
Wellington squadrons for flare illumination and ni^t torpedo
operations was approved on 15 April 1943 an^ their establish

ments were raised to 16 plus 4 aircraft.

By early May the position for antl-U-boat aircraft ivas

rapidly Improving, No Whitley and only three Hudson
squadrons remained, the others being in the course of re
arming to Leigh Li^t Wellingtons or Liberators, With a
better flow of these latter aircraft from the United States

there were more very long range aircraft available. During
Ivlay when the U-boat war was at its height the Command disposed,
apart from squadrons on loan, 28 anti-U-boat and 11 anti
shipping squadrons of total establishment 619 aircraft.
The May Order of Battle and strength is at Appendix I, From
July 1943 it was decided to show the establishment of

squadrons as a single figure of unit equipment in place of the

former I.E, plus I,R. figures.

ibid

Enel. 71A

ibid

Enel, 12k

(1) It had been intended to use tliis squadron against the
Tirpitz in Norway,
this ship by Bomber Command in October and November 1944,
the squadron was trained in deck landings and despatched
in two escort carriers to Australia where it was hoped
to use the weapon in the Bhcific war.
An additional set-back to anti-shipping operations was
the ten^jorary detachment of No, 144 Torpedo Beaufighter
squadron to the Mediterranean from 3 May 1943.
one of the only two modem torpedo squadrons possessed
by Coastal Command,
until 29 Cctober 1943.

After the successful attacks on

This was

It did not return to the line

(2)
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CHAPTER II

THE U-BOAT WAR IN IflD-NORTH ATLANTIC - OPERATIONS

FEBRUARY TO MY INCLUSIVE 1943

(i) Introduction

Before starting to recount the events at sea, the follow
ing is a brief description of the conditions obtaining in the
first half of February 1943* Admiral Doenitz had just taken
over the office of C.-in-C. German Navy from Admiral Raeder(l)
but continued to exercise personal control of the U-boat
Service and its operations under his previous title of
Flag Officer U-boats (short title - B, d U»).(2)

At his first official conference vidth Hitler on  8 Febriiary
Doenitz reported that, during January, Allied convoys had on
Diany occasions succeeded in avoiding the U-boat lines of search
by evasive routing and Y/ere obviously 'acwsore of their precise
disposition. This knowledge, he said, could come to them
only throu^ either treason or undetected air reconnaissance.
In regard to the former possibility all necessary steps had
been taken; if the enemy located U-boat formations by means
of air reconnaissance the groups would have to be scattered
more v/idely in spite of the resulting fall in interception
efficiency. Such disadvantage was already apparent in the
failure to locate convoys heading for the Strait of Gibraltar,
YiTith reasonably good German air reconnaissance the spotting
of these convoys would be simple and the wealcest point in the
prosecution of the U-boat war was the coioplete lack of con
sistent air reconnaissance. This could only be offset by
increasing still further the number of U-boats on patrol.

To ensure the necessary e^pajision of the U-boat fleet
Doenitz requested and Yra.s granted conplete exemption from
transfer to the other armed services of all men and material

pertaining to the Submarine branch including construction
yard and repair personnel together with their equipment and
all surface vessels connected with submarine Ti^arfare and

training, Permiission was given to co-opt into the U-boat
service many of the personnel from the major naval surface
units about to be decommissioned or reduced to training duty
conplements,(3)

Fuehrer

Conferences

on Naval

Affairs 1943
Pages 5 to 10

(1) The causes and events leading up to the supersession of
Raeder by Doenitz are given in Vol, III,
(xiv),
Although keeping his finger firmly on U-boat operational
policy and tactics, Doenitz actmlly delegated the day
to day conduct of operations to Admiral Godt who had been
his Chief of Staff,

quent narrative, many of the orders, comments and
memoranda have been credited to Admiral Doenitz as he was

of course in agreement with the views expressed.
Ships about to be paid off;- Hipper, Leipzig, Koln,
Schlesien. ScIxLeswig-Holstein and Gneisenau,

Ships to be reduced to training conplements:— Scheer.
Prinz Eugen, NYmberg and Tihiden.

Leaving in full coimnission only the Tirpitz, Scharnhorst
and Lutzow, ~

Chapter XII

For sii:[plif ication in the subse-

(2)

(3)
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IJuch of the shipping in the Atlaaitic as a Tfliiole vvas

still not in convoy and it v/as among these independents and

stragglers from convoys that the U-boats had obtained 70 per
cent of their victiiBS* The current can^aign plaxmed by

Admiral Doenitz was, however, against the shipping using the
lifeline route between North America and the United Kingdom
and here the bulk was now sailing in convoy. The scene was

one of preparation for what both sides realised was to be a

decisive struggle, Doenitz was deploying U-boats into the

‘Air Gap' in mid-K, Atlantic and the Allies were planning
measijres to strengthen the surface and air support given to
convoys in this region,

(ii) February Operations('')

The first major clash between the opponents had occurred
in the early days of February when the slow eastbound convoy

30,118 of 64 ships had, between L and 9 February, lost eleven
ships including three stragglers against the destruction of

three U-boats and damage to three more by the surface and air
escorts, Doenitz had effected a concentration of 20 U-boats

against this convoy and, 'miiile pleased with this aspect of
the operation, had blamed British air cover for robbing his

boats of better sinking figures. The action had lessons for

us also and they were not unheeded.

R,A,F, in

Maritime War -

Vol, III

Ghapt, XII
(xiv)

Operational Policy for V,L,R» aircraft

Firstly, the U-boat making the initiail sighting and sub

sequent shadowing reports was speedily sunk thus hindering
the concentration of the line of viaiting U-boats, Secondly,
the attacks by the pack did not start until the convoy was

just inside maximum V,L,R, aircraft range from Iceland
(900 miles from base). Had they occurred a day or two
earlier the convoy losses mi^t well have been far more
serio\Jis, Thirdly, what losses there were in convoy occurred
at ni^t when aii' escort was necessarily absent. This
absence could only be rectified if and when the air escorts

were fitted with Lei^ Lights, a requirement which v/as not

met until the closing months of 1943«

The second lesson re-affirmed the vital necessity of

closing the gap in air cover in mid-Atlantic and, pending the

provision of V,L,R» aircraft in Neivfoundland, of ensuring the

maximum use of the few V,L,Rs at the Iceland/N, Ireland bases

on actual escort or close support to convoys. Accordingly
the new A,0,C, in C. Coastal Command(2) decided to place vip
to twelve Coastal Goimnaiad squadrons on a basis of Planned

Maintenance and Flying within the next three months giving
priority to V,L,R, squadrons in this scheme. His memorandum
dated I4 February stated that Planned Plying could be either;-

(1) On a basis of maintaining a constant effort day
in day out or

(2) On a variable opportunity cycle whereby the
maximum effort was available at peak periods vixen
it was required to support a threatened convoy.

C,C, 0,R,B,

Appendices for
February

(1) In this and the succeeding sections the convoy and
straggler casualties have been taken from Admty,
BR,1337.

(2) Air Marshal Sir John Slessor,

(17500)2^8
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The recent ejcperience of convoy SC. 118 had proved that -urith
but few V.L.R. aircraft the second alternative offered more

opportunities for a U-boat kill per sortie,
adopting this course could reasonably adequate assistance be
afforded to convoys actually attacked.

Air protection to convoys was afforded under two
headings

Indeed only by

(a) By distant cover i.e. sweeps in areas where
U-boat lines were suspected to be lying in wait

(b) By close support of actually threatened convoys,
which included sweeps in the immediate vicinity of such
convoys.

The V.LiR. resources were so inadequate that it was impossible
to apply both measures at the ranges from base at Tidiich the
U-boat dispositions lay and he therefore proposed to adopt the
second method alone and to plan the operations of V.L.R.
squadrons, as they became operational, on a variable opportun-
ity cycle confined to close support.

This policy had the agreement of the Admiralty and was
included in a memorandum laid before the next meeting of the
Cabinet A/U Committee in vdiich it was stated that 'unless
strong air forces could be brou^t to a convoy attacked by a
pack of U-boats heavy losses would inevitably follow, '

V.L.R, policy was approved by the Committee on 17 February,

U-boat dispositions

This

C.C. O.R.B.

Appendices for
February

AU (43) 52
16 February
and

AU (43)
7th Meeting
17 February

At the beginning of February the strength of the U-boat
Fleet was 410 consisting of 64 school boats engaged in ti'ain-
ing and exercising with 125 newly commissioned U-boats in the
southern Baltic. 218 U-boats were fully operational, of
■vdiich three were in the Black Sea, 18 based in West Norway for
operations in Arctic waters, 23 inside the Mediterranean and
174 attached to Bay of Biscay ports. On 8 Febrnaary, 110 of
these latter were actually at sea disposed as under:-

B. d U.
T/ar Diary

(a) 14 boats on patrol in Groups Nordstunn and Haudegen
to the north and northeast of Newfoundland with five
leaving these groups for home and four reliefs approach
ing including one supply U-boat,

(b) 12 boats of Group Pfeil someY/hat scattered south of
Iceland and west of Ireland after the action with convoy
SC.118.

(c) Six fresh boats from Gennany uvere outward bound in
the Northern Transit area and six more off S.W. Norway,

(d) 18 boats outward bound and ei^t inv/ard boixnd in
the Bay of Biscay out to 20°¥.

(e) Nine boats of Group Delphin on patrol betY/een the
Azores and Portugal mth two boats homeY/ard bound
this group,

(f) 10 boats of Group Rochen on patrol between the
Canary Islands and the mainland of Africa,

(g) Six boats well westYvai’d of the Canary Islands
either outv/ard or homewrard bound to or from the
Brazilian coast or South Africa,

Tviro others were homeward bound from this group

near

See Map No, 2
for U-boat

dispositions
8 February
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(h) Three boats on patrol off the Brazilian coast,

(i) Five boats on patrol off South Africa and one
supply U-boat near St, Helena,

To meet this d^loyment there were Allied ilaritime Air
Forces based along the Eastern Atlantic seaboard in Iceland,
the United Kingdom, Gibraltar, West and South Africa and along
the Vfestern Atlantic seaboard fz-om Newfoimdland to Bahia in

South America amounting to an approximate strength of
1,150 aircraft, (1) About a third of these aii'craft had only
a short radius of action, one third were of medium range and
only a third could operate effectively tip to 6OO miles from
base, V/ith the exception of one British V,L,R. Liberator
Squadron, none could reach out into the middle of the
Atlsintic,

In deciding the positioning of his northern Atlantic
U-boat groups Doenitz was still faced with the alternatives
of either keeping them in raid-ocean free from air menace but
thereby accepting greater difficulty in findjjig convoys or of
closing them in nearer the convoy departure points to obtain
certain location but being unable to concentra.te on the attack
owing to consistent air cover. The higher number of U-boats
at sea encouraged him to continue to keep the main deploynents
in areas beyond the reach of aircraft but from time to time he
edged a group in towards Cape Finisterre to try and intercept
a convoy on the north/south route betwreen the United Kingdom
and Gibraltar or Sierra Leone,

After brealcing off the action against SO, 118, Doenitz
re-disposed the groups of U-boats in the North Atlantic,
remnants of Group Ffeil were re-fuelling from sijgply boat
U,460 in mid-Atlantic, Group Nordsturm was merged into Group
Haudegen vhich took up a line covering the northeast of
Newfoundland,

Group Ritter of 11 boats athwart the northern convoy route.
To meet a possible Anglo-American landing in Portugal, which
was thought likely by the High Command, the Group Delphin
edged in close off Lisbon in which position it Tra.s also hoped
to intercept the North/South convoys between the United Kingdom
and Gibraltar,

The

Fresh arrivals in mid-Atlantic formed a nev/

was

Group Rochen, after an abortive operation

B, d U,

V/ar Diary

against a large escorted merchant ship just east of 1/ladeira, (2)
was re-disposed in a line to the south-east of the Azores
as to intercept the supply convoys from Nev/ York direct to
Casablanca,

so

K3MS 9

At 1323 ho\ars on 12 February, U.569 of Group Delphin
sifted the south bound Torch supply convoy KIG 9
200 miles west of Cape Finisterre, All other Group Delphin
boats vrere ordered to operate. At 2000 hours U.185 made
contact, attacked but missed v/ith torpedoes and together writh
U>569 was driven off by air and surface escorts. U.2)42.
coming up towards the convoy from the southward, was attacked

some

B, d U, war Diary
and Gibraltar

O.R.B, Appendices

(1) Dispositions, raaiges and strengtlis are given in
Appendix II.

Nine boats were ordered to operate, follov/ing the sighting
report by U.108 at 0930 hours/l0 February, __
only other boat to make even a partial contact,
were driven off and U«108 was seriously damaged by
Catalina N/202 Squadron from Gibraltar, necessitating
an immediate return home.

U,43 Tias the
-  Both

(2)
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by the Gibraltar based Hudson F/48 squadron and sunk.
Other boats came up during the 13th but were kept at a
distance by the surface and air escorts, U«511 was damaged
by depth charges from the former. During the night of
l3th/lZ(th several boats made vain efforts to close in and
attack but without success. Night air escort was on this

occasion being provided by Catalina j/202 Squadron, Two
U-boats were detected within 20 miles of the convoy by this
aircraft’s Mk.II A,S,V, and aided by the moonli^t conditions
both were attacked,

the other U.620 was sunk,
signal from B, d U, on the 14th and in his comments he

remarked that it was ill-fated from the beginning. Strong
English air activity had forced the boats to submerge con

stantly and made it impossible to get close up to the convoy.
It showed once again, he said, that operations against
convoys in this area close to the coast and covered by air
forces was no longer possible. Accordingly he shifted
Group Delphin out to the westward once more and on
15 February merged them with Groijp Rochen under the new name
of Group Robbe disposed N,E, and S.TiT, of the Azores against
the supply convoys on the America/Casablanca route.

In one case U«381 was damaged and in
The operation was broken off by

ibid

Meanwhile failure to intercept any of the British trans
atlantic convoys in the north since SC,118 and the fuel

shortage in many of the vra.iting U-boats caused B, d U, to
make another redistribution along this route. Eight of the

Haudegen Group were returning home and the remaining five

were formed into Group Taifun close in to the north-eastward
of St, Johns (N,F,)• Ten fresh boats out from Germany were
stationed between Greenland and Iceland as Group Neptian just
to the north of Group Ritter,

See Ijap No,3
for U-boat

dispositions

ONi. 165

On 17 February, U,69 and 201 returning from Group
Haudegen sighted the westbound convoy ON-’- I65 out of air

War Diary and range about 6OO miles east of Nei.'vfoundland, B, d U, ordered
Admty, Group Taifun, and those boats returning home v/ho had suffi-

C.B,04050/43(2) cient fuel, to operate again.st the convoy. The surface
escort to ON. .I65 pronptly located the shadowing U,69 and
201 and sank them both in 50g-° x 4I °W, The weather now
deteriorated with a rising gale from the southwest and it
was not till I7OO hours on the 18th that another boat

(U,403) sifted the convoy, followred by U«226 and 525 on the
morning of the 19th, U.405 and 525 attacked but failed to

hit any ships. By the evening five more boats had reached
the area but tenpestuous \7eather prevented any concerted
action and most of tliem Vifere dangerously low in fuel,
U,525 made one more attack but missed v/ith a long range salvo
of torpedoes, Althoio^ another three boats had reported
themselves as in the convoy vicinity the extremely unfavoior-

able weather conditions and the approach to air range from

Newfoundland decided B« d U, to break off the operation on the

20th, Soon afterwards the boats ran into two bad stragglers
from the convoy and sank both,(l)

ON 166

B. d U,

Unfortunately for us, the next convoy - ON.I66 - was
intercepted on the eastern edge of the Air Gap on the same
day (the 20th) by boats of Group Ritter in 52°N,  x 27°Y/,
This was 720 miles from the nearest air base. The convoy

(1) Zeus - 5,961 tons and Radhurst - 3,^4 tons,
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had been supported by air s^veeps up to the 20th but after

this only V,L»R« aircraft could reach it* B* d U* ordered
all fifteen boats of Group Ritter to close, chase and attack.

By mid-day 21 February seven boats had contacted and it "was

realised in England that the convoy -was seriously threatened.

Two V,L*R* Liberators of No, 120 Squadron and the only one

operational in No,86 Squadron gave cover during the 21st,
Early in the day U»223 was destroyed by the surface escorts

but during a five hour gap in air escort one straggler was

sunk, (1) At 2015 hours the last escorting Liberator
(t/120 Squadron) sighted two U-boats close together of which

(U.623) was attacked and sunk. The other (U,91) was
heavily d^th charged by the surface escoirt directed to the

spot by t/120 and forced to withdraw for repairs. During
the ni^ht of 21st/22nd other U-boats closed in and sank two
ships,(2)

one

ibid

and

C.C. No. 15

Group
O.R.B,

Appendices

On 22 PebiTuary a last effort to provide air cover was

made by a V,L,R. Liberator but although searching the
vicinity for the convoy (by now over 1,000 miles from base)
for five hours no visual contact was obtained. Thereafter

for the next two days the convoy was beset by 11 U-boats \vith

no air support at all, A further eight ships and two
stragglers were sunk(3) but coimter-attacks by the surface
escorts sank one U-boat and damaged two more, Povir others

had to break off owing to fuel shortage.

On 2if February, some air cover was given at extreme
Canso range (6OO miles) by two aircraft of No,5 Squadron
R,C,A,F, from Gander (N,F,) but, although sitting two
U-boats and attacking one, the scale of air si;5)port was not

sufficient to break the pack. Three fresh U-boats joined
during the day and the enemy succeeded thalt night in sinking
one more ship, (4) One U-boat was damaged by the surface
escorts. The convoy was now in the foggy area off the
Newfoundland Banks and during the 25th only three boats
maintained close contact. No more ships were sunk before
reaching the 100 fathom line off Newfoundland at dawn on

26 February when Bo d U, ordered the' operation to be broken
off.

ibid and

R, C,A,F*

Narrative

Summing up in his Nar Diary, Doenitz recorded that the

operation, lasting six days, had covered more than
1,000 miles. Nineteen U-boats had been in action of wrhich

thirteen actmlly fired torpedoes, 24 ships were claimed for

a trifling loss in U-boats and he expressed himself as very
pleased with the result. He did not know that his U-boat

claims were exaggerated by 10 ships nor was he aware till

(1)
(2)

Stigstad - 5,964 tgns.
Empire Trader - 9,990 tons and N.T, Nielsen Alonso -

9,348 tons,
Eniplre Redshank - 6,625, Chattanooga City - 5,686,
Expositor - 4,959, Eulima - 6,207, iHastings - 5,401,
Qlittra - 6,409, la' '
stragglers Stoclcport - 1,683 and Jonathan Sturges -

7,176 tons,
ivianchester Merchant - 7,264,

- 6,907, Ingria - 4,392 and

(5)

(0
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later that three U-boats had been stnik in addition to the

fo-ur damaged,
that in the absence of adequate air cover the siirface escorts

alone could not break up or shake off a determined pack of
U-boats and a purely surface escort was boimd eventually to

be overvdaenjned by sheer weight of numbers.

The lesson for us was, however, re-enphasised

Admty,

0,B.OijJ050/
43(2)

ONS 167

labile this chaae to the westwarxi by Groijq) Ritter was

talcing place B, d U. was forming nine boats from Biscay Ports

into another new group Burggraf to occupy Ritter’s old posi
tion on the eastern edge of the Air Gap ready to pick up
another west bound convoy, Yfell to the southeast of this

new group were five more U-boats also outwardbound from the

Bay, Just before dark on 21 February, one of these (U«66A)
sifted convoy Oi]B,l67 steering southwest in 51°N  x 2i|?w7{l)
B, d U, directed the other four boats to engage, U,66A
attacked during the night of 21st/22nd and sank two ships(2)
but lost contact T/ith the convoy. At dawn/22nd the convoy
made a major alteration of course to the northwest and V»L,R,
aircraft cover was ordered.

Liberators of No,120 Squadron gave escort for five hours

and another swept the area astern of convoy.

Meanwhile in order to regain contact, B, d U, ordered
the five U-boats plus six others homeward bound in the

vicinity to form Group Sturmbock and follow tip on the last

reported southwest course of the convoy, Somevidiat naturally
they failed to locate it and on the 22fth were instincted to

sweep to the northward, ONS, 167 received both air escort
and support by V,L,R, Liberators on 23 February after which

it was outside air range but the drastic alteration in course

had been successfifL in avoiding the chase. As no success
followed the U-boats’ sweep the Group Vi/as dissolved on

26 February, some boats continuing their homeward passage,
others to the refuelling position in mid-Atlantic and the

remaining seven to form Group Wildfang on a North/South line
about 450 miles E,N,E, from St, John's N,F, Group Neptun,
betY/een Iceland and Greenland, had seen no convoys since its

formation, B, d U, had been moving it steadily westward in

an endeavour to locate the eastbound HX and SO convoys. It

was nov/, on 26 February, on a North/South line about
300 miles south of Greenland and touching the northern boat

of Group Uildfang,

During the 22nd tiro V,L,R,

B, d U,

17ar Diary

ibid

See Map No,4
for U-boat

dispositions
26/27 Feb,

NX 227

At 0300 hours on 27 February the northern boat of Group
Neption (U,759) detected and for a short time followed a
convoy steering 030° approximately 240 miles south of
Greenland,

B, d U, to operate,
and attacked at midnight sinking one straggler,(3)
joined up at noon on the 28th but no more attacks developed,
and during the night contact was lost.
Group Wildfang to move 200 miles N,T4 so as to fill up the

Eight boats were told by
Towards nightfall U,405 picked it up

U.566

This ms HX,227,

B, d U, now orderedB. d U,

Uar Diary

(1) ONS, 167 had received air support by Fortress sY/eeps
over the convoy and its track during the 19 anJ
20 February,

Rosario - 4»659 and HaH, Rogers - 8,807 tons,
Wade Ifempton - 7,176 tons.Ill
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patrol line off Neirafoundland and instructed Group Burggraf
to swe^ westward into ITildfang's old position. Strict
YiT/T silence was inposed on these two Groups,

At 10-45 hoiirs on 1 iviarch, U,759 sighted a ship believed
to be part of convoy HX,227, chased it for some hours and
then missed with torpedoes, U,654- carried on with the chase
and during the early hours of 2 March sank it,(l) Dxiring
1 March the situation, as B, d U, coxjild see it, was confused
by some boats running into a westbound convoy (ON, 168),
They v/ere beaten off by the surface escorts and lost touch.
The Groip became scattered and B, d U’s instructions to

individual boats for re-location of either of the convoys
produced no sittings. The operations were broken off on

2 Iviarch and the next foiir days vrere spent in reforming boats
with sufficient fuel and newcomers into a new Group Neuland
midway between Greenland and South Ireland,

Turning to more southerly latitudes, the two Groijps
Robbe and Rochen to the North and South respectively of the
Asores had had no success in locating any Amerioa/Casablanca
convoys and on 21 February Group Rochen was dissolved so
that the boats could refuel from U.-»2tj6l south of the Azores,

UC,1

At 1413 hours on 22 February, U,522. who had been
diverted towards I/Iadeira, ran into convoy 11,0,1,(2) steering
a south westerly course to the ¥,N,Yir, of the island and well

outside air range, B, d U, v/as aware from the report that
this was not a North Africa/Anerica convoy but the presence
of numbers of tankers made it a very desirable target.
Group Rochen’s refuelling was temporarily suspended and
ei^t boats pliis the three nearest Group Robbe boats were
sent against the convoy, U,522 shadowed the convoy and
shortly after dawn/23rd torpedoed and sank the Athel
Princess - 8,882 tons - just astern of the convoy. Four
more U-boats joined xp during the 23rd and attacks developed
from 2230 hours. Four tankers were torpedoed of which two
sank (Empire Norseman - 9,811 tons and Esso Baton Rouge
7,989 tons). Strong coxmter-attacks were made by the’
surface escorts resulting in U,522 being suidc by
H,M,S, Tot land, and U,382 severely damaged. The pursiiit
continued during the 24th and further U-boat attacks were
made during the night but no hits were secured. Several
more Grotrp Robbe boats joined in on the 25th but again the
escorts frustrated the attacks. By dark on the 26th damage
or fuel shortage had forced all but three U-boats to break
away. At dawn/27th February B, d U, called off the chase and
the scattered units were instructed either to set course for

home or to the refuelling position.

ibid and

Admty,
C,B,02jJ050/
^3(2)

(1) This was another straggler from HX,227, the
Meriwether Lewis - 7,176 tons.
This xvas the first of a new. convoy cycle,
consisted of 32 tankers returning to the Dutch West
Indies escorted by four sloops, two frigates and
four U,S,N, destroyers.

U,C,1,(2)
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The five Group Robbe boats not taking part were,closed
eastivard tovrards the western approaches to Gibraltar Vihile
six long range Type IX boats were detailed for patrol off
the New York coast,

supply coiivoys to North Africa, v/here the Tunisian campaign
was developing unfavourably for the Axis, by watching at
each end of the route instead of vainly searching the mid
ocean longitudes where evasive routing was so successful
against his groups.

Thus B, d U, hoped to interrupt the

B, d U,

War Diary

Summary for February

The month gave a foretaste of the increasing severity
of the U-boat onslaught against Atlantic shipping. In this
area a total of 2*5 ships of 283,820 tons were sunk by
U-boats, During the month seven eastbound (12*8 ships) and
nine v/estbound (287 ships) ocean convoys reached their
destinations without attack,

American seaboard convoys (1,108 ships) which suffered
loss. Out of the ei^t ocean convoys (22*2 ships) attacked,
t'wenty-six ships actually in convoy and twelve stragglers
were sunk, the remaining seven ships lost being independently

The number of Atlantic merchant convoys receiving
air cover by the R,A.P, vra,s 22 with a further 12*. Torch supply
and military convoys, Dijring the month 12). V,L,R, Liberators
were operational, all from Northern Ireland or Iceland
bases,(1)

Good evasive routeing raises Doenitz's suspicions

In addition there were 90
no

For flying hours routed,
expended on air

escort and sup
port to ocean
convoys see

Appendix IF

In his Tifar Diary for 5 March B, d U, noted with approval
the increase in shipping sunk over that for January but he
was forced to admit failure in his effo2rts to intercut the
Americ^Casablanca convoys. After a systematic evaluation
of Mlied counter-measures in January and February he to
the conclusion that his suspicions that the German Codes had
been broken were unfounded. With the facts available to the
Allies, such as W/T bearings, aircraft radar reports and
actual sightings, a fair estimate of U-boat movements could,
he thou^t, be made from intelligent combination of such

The most iiiportant revelation, he stated,
that the Allies were able with the help of airborne radar to
plot U-boat dispositions with sufficient accuracy to enable
convoy evasion to be used on occasions with great success.
Accordingly boats must avoid being seen in their waiting
billets by submerging for about half an hour after confirma
tion of aircraft radar inpiolses in the Metox search receiver*

evidence. was

B, d U,

Yifar Diary

(1) January figures for conparison;- Total siank in the
Atlantic by U-boats - 29 ships of 181,767 tons,
ocean and one U,S, coastal convoys were attacked, losing
twelve ships in convoy and eignt stragglers,
remaining 9 ships were independently routed. Ten ocean
(22^5 ships) eastbound and eleven (229 ships) westbound
convoys arrived safely,
122|. American seaboard convoys (1,2*22*. ships) which
suffered no loss,

as range would permit to 19 Atlantic merchant
and 15 Torch supply convoys between U,K, and North
Africa,

during January was 15«.

Seven

The

In addition there were

R,A.F» air support was given as far
convoys

The nimiber of operational V,L,R, Liberators
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This stipulated a set in good vrorking order and in constant
use. To facilitate the latter a new fi:iced cable in place of
the portable aerial was shortly to be introduced. Boats
must also avoid unnecessary vra.iting about in patrol positions
and to help in this the group line must move in a slow sweep,
Althou^ this movement was almost stationary in relation to
a rapid aircraft sweep there was no better method and it was
infinitely superior to an unsystematic dotting about of
individual boats.

The most interesting part of this simnmary described the
action being talcen to counter the use by the Allies of air
borne radar on a new frequency iisiiich coiold not be detected by
the existing Metox search receiver. Indication of whether
this frequency was above or below the Metox sensitivity might,
he said, come from a report that an English bomber aircraft
recently shot down in Holland contained radar apparatus
working apparently on 9,7 centimetres. However, a U-boat
telegraphist had, also recently, fitted a visible tuner
(called the Magic Eye) into a Metox circuit and thus rendered
visible inpiilses on frequencies which were quite inaudible in
the normal circuit, B, d U, and his staff jumped to the con
clusion that this was the answer to the new Allied search

radar and the immediate instalment of Magic Eyes in all out-
wardbound U-boats was ordered.

The train of events following this rash assunption is
Here it isdescribed in the section on the Bay Offensive,

only to be noted that no aircraft fitted with 10 cm A,S,V,

was operating near the mid-Atlantic U-boat dispositions
before mid-April and therefore B, d U’s belief that his Group
positions were discovered by the new form of Allied airborne
radar had no foundation in fact.

(iii) Alarch operations

XK,2

At midnight on the 1 l\5arch, one of the Group Robbe boats
The boatoff Cape St, Vincent sifted a northbound convoy,

was fired at by the siorface escorts, forced to dive and lost
contact,

in special air sweeps over the area and close escort to this

convoy (XK2) by Gibraltar based Hudsons and Catalinas,
sittings resulting in four attacks were subsequently made
on U-boats in this area but without inflicting any damage;
however, B, d U, signalled the Group Robbe late on the

4 March giving them permission to withdraw ,if necessary to
the westward in view of the strong air patrols,
requested G,A,P, reconnaissance to the westward of Portugal
and during the day received reports from P,'W,200 aircraft of
convoy XK2 now some 150 miles westward of Cape Pinisterre
and a southbound convoy (KMSIO) in the same vicinity.

Reports to Gibraltar about this incident resulted

Nin

He had als

Gibraltar

0,R,B,

Appendices

e

o

The next day, an outward bound boat (U,130) sighted
XK2 at 1030 hours in iji^CO N, x 1800 \7,(l) and shadowed it
mtil dusk. Pive U-boats on passage in the area were to

B, d U, War Diary
and Gibraltar

OoRaB, Appendices
ld

(l) Portresses B and l/59 Sqdn, from No,19 Group searched
for the convoy between 0900 and 1030 and from I830 to
2130 hours without success.
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to operate but none made contact,

dusk and sank four ships. (1)
escort beat her off and she lost contact by dawn/6th,
view of the probability of strong air support on the 6th
B, d U, discontinued the operation and observed in his War
Diary that only the absence of enemy air escort on the 5th
had made this success by U,130 possible,

KIvB 10

U.130 attacked soon aft

In

er

Counter-attacks by the surface

KlviS.lO was intercepted at 0930 hours on the 6th by
107 but she v/as quickly forced to dive by the air escor*t

and lost touch. At 1525 hours TJ,410 reported the convoy off
Cape St, Vincent and, in spite of air escort, attacked and
torpedoed tT/o ships, (2)
attacks forced her to break away to the westward,
U-boats took part in this operation,

Meaniidiile B, d U’s re-grouping of packs in the North
Atlantic was nearly coiiplete. Two groups — ’Jildfang and
B\irggraf - totalling 28 boats v/ere to the N.E, of Newfoimdland

on the western edge of the Air Gap and one group  - Neuland -
of 17 boats was on the eastern edge. One re-fuelling boat -
U« 119 - was stationed between them and an eiipty supply boat -
U«^2 - had just started homevrard to the Bay of Biscay,
Map No,5 shows the disposition for 6 March, A n^rmber of

boats were on passage to or from these groups and there were
18 on passage actually within Coastal Command’s range in the
Bay of Biscay, Several 750 ton cleiss U-boats were north of
the Azores on their way vrestward towards America and three
had taken uj) preliminary positions across the line of America/
Casablanca convoys. Group Tummler ¥ra.s proceeding to the
Canary Islands and Group Robbe were to the southwest of
Cape St, Vincent though shortly to be withdrami westward to
positions betvreen Portugal and the Azores,

Depth charge damage by counter-
No other

B, d U.

War Diary

SC 121

At 1056 hours on 6 liarch, U,405 reported a convoy in
5200N X if200¥ C°N,E, This v/as correctly presumed to be
SC, 121 and, as the sighting had taken place between Groups
Wildfang and Burggraf, 17 of the nearest boats in these
Groins were detailed to operate xmder the name of Group
Westmark,

the line of advance of the convoy from the eastward under the
name of Groi^ Ostmark, The weather conditions vrere bad with
a gale and frequent snow showers. No air escort or support
was possible from NeT/foundland, During the ni^t of the
6/7th several T/estmark boats made contact and
sunlc,(3)

Ten boats of Group Neuland were ordered to close

one ship was

On the 7 March more Westmark boats joined in but in the
gale conditions no successful attacks ’were delivered,
remainder of the old Groups Wildfang and Bijrggraf were formed

The

(1) Enpire Towg? - 4,378 tons: Trefusis - 5,299:
Fidra- 1374; Ger-y-Bryn - 5,108,
Fort Battle River - 7,133 tons - The Fort Paskoyac -
7,134 tons was also hit but remained afloat,
s,s, Egyptian - 2,868 tons.

(2)

(3)
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Ibid and

No,15 Group
and Iceland

Appendices

into a new Group Raubgraf and moved 300 miles to the eastward
in readiness to intercept an escpected HX convoy astern of
SC.121, Air sweeps from the United Kingdom down SC.121'
line of advance produced a sighting and attack on one of the
Ostmark boats. This was U,655 which was sunk by Portress
j/220 Sqdn, in x 2630T/,

s

By the 8 iiarch the continuous gale and poor visibility
ted produced a number of stragglers from SC.121 and the
increasing pack of Westmark boats succeeded in sinking three
of them,(1)
air support by V.L.R. Liberators of No. 120 Sqcin. from Northern
Ireland and Iceland was afforded. During the day foior of
these aircraft were in the vicinity of the convoy, 'O' and
'R'/120 escorted SC.121 between 1230 and I900 hours sighting
three and attacking two U-boats, All four U-boats te d lost
touch before dusk.

The main convoy was trailed by four U-boats but

Ibid

On the 9th, some of the Ostraark boats made contact but the
poor visibility, heavy sea and the air support hampered the
pursuit during daylight hours. During the night hov/ever,
four boats closed up and attacked, sinking foin? ships and
damaging one,(2)

During the 10 l&rch, up to seven boats were still follow^
ing the convoy but only occasional sightings of it v/ere made.
In view of the increasing air cover, B, d U, signalled the
boats to drop astern and try for stragglers. No more attacks
were made on the main convoy but four more stragglers were
sunk, (3) The operation was cancelled at dawn 11 terch.

In his War Diary notes on the action, B. d U, observed that
the whole operation was adversely affected by the weather.
Seventeen boats operated on the 6th aind 7th being joined by
ten more on the 9th, An average of fifteen were constantly
around the convoy of wihich ten attacked with success. Claims
were made for at least I3 ships sunk (actually 12 plus
damaged). Seven boats Y/ere attacked by surface craft and
four by aircraft. None were lost or received serious damage
near the convoy,

HX228 .

one

loci-wtui itauio xnueixigence naa on rne o Marcn repo:

to B, d U, that an HS convoy (believed to be HX228) was at
and at 2000 hours \7as estimated to be in 50°]\1  x 2tX)°W.
B, d U. ordered the remainder of Group Neuland (11 boats) to
deploy against it on a North/South line between 50° and 53°N
up longitude 31°Y/, Tyto other boats en route for the refuel
ling position and one fresh out from the Bay were also
detailed for the reconnaissance line.

B. d U,

War Diary
and

Admty, C,B.
02^50/43(3)

Convoy HX 228 was acconpanied by the American escort
carrier Bogue and was the first transatlantic merchant convoy
to be so supported. She put two aircraft in the air during

(i) gort Lamv - 5,22,2 Guide - 3,921 Vo.ivoda Putnilc - 5,879,
(2) Malantic -'3,837 Rosewood - 5,989*

4,92+6 and Boimeviiie - 2+, 665,
(3) Milos “ 3,058,

'67116.

Nailsea Court -

Coulmpre - 3,-676 damaged.
Empire Lakeland - 7,015 Enpire Impala -

Leadgate - 2,125,
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the afternoon of the 10 I'feirch. One of these sighted a U-boat
but the attack -was abortive owing to the depth charges failing
to release* Subsequent delays and inaccuracies in the
sighting report reduced the value of this encounter because

at 1335 hours U«536. the southernmost boat of Grouji Neuland
got in a sitting report of the convoy in 5015N x 3100Tf - out

of shore based air range*

All Group Neuland was closed to the south and four other

U-boats on their way to the refuelling position were told to

join in* During the evening and ni^t of the lOth/llth nine
boats came with the convoy and several attacks were made,
sinicing foxor ships*(I) A counter-attack by H*M*S* Harvester
sank U,Zf44 by ramming* Early in the morning of the 11 March,
H*iI*S. Harvester was lying astern of the convoy crippled after

the ramming and was torpedoed and sunk by U,432 who in turn

was sunk immediately after by the Eree Fhench Corvette Aconit*

Heavy shore-based air support was given to HX 228 all
the 11th during T/riaich five U-boats were sifted and t?/o

attacked by V*L*R* Liberators of Nos* 120 and 86 Sqdns* In
all, twelve hours actual close escort was afforded and no

U-boat was able to make contact with the convoy during the

day or the subsequent ni^t* Similar air sippord: was given
during the 12th and B* d U* gave up the operation on the
13 Jiferch*

OSZ^t-

Turning further south, the P.¥/* 200 reconnaissance to

the west of Cape Pinisterre picked up a large southbound
convoy (0S*44) at 1430 hours on the 12 March* U*107* 410i
443 and 610 were ordered to close the position given in the
air report* In spite of air escort to the convoy during the

day they made contact just before dusk* No air escort could

be given after 2035 hours and attacks made by U*107 in the
early hours of the 13th were successful in sinking four
ships(2) U.410 reported that owing to counter-attacks around
midni^t she v/as unable to close and following the breakdown
of her attack periscope she ceased operations* Ub107
re-located the convoy at 1200 hours on the 13th but constant

air cover from Gibraltar frustrated any attempt at shadowing
and she lost touch* No other boats having made any signals,
U* 107. 410 and hU5 were ordered to return to their patrol
area and U,6l0 to continue her outward passage*

B* d U.

War Diary
and

No*19 Grp.
and

Gib* 0*R*B*

Appendices

UGS6

The German Radio Intelligence had reported to B,  d U*
on the 10 March the precise location, route and conposition
of a slow American convoy proceeding direct to Casablanca*
This Tivas the UGS»6* In view of this positive information
B. d U* cancelled his dispositions off the Anerican coast

and concentrated all available U-boats in this region into

(■1) Tucurinca - 5,412 A.P* luclcenbach -» 6,565*
¥,G, Gorgas - 7,197 and Brant County - 5,001.

(2) Clan Alpine - 5,442 - Qporto - 2,352.
4,592 and~^embilangan - 4,990,
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two gro\:5)S, Group Unverzagt of six boats was to take position
well to the west of the Azores and Group Yifohlgeraut of six
boats was to line up just south of the Azores.

At 1840 hours on the 12 March U.150 (Unverzagt) sighted
.UGS»6» She was instructed to shadow and not to attack until
others had contacted the convoy. However, U»I30 was located,
attacked and sunk by one of the convoy escorts
(U.S.S. Ghamplin) in 37'ION x 4021W and the convoy was lost.

Also on the 12 March, one of the Canary Islands boats
(U»43) sighted the small convoy T0.2 at 12*50 hours. U.502|.
contacted soon after but the air escort given by Ikadsons of
No.233 Sqdn, working from Agadir, drove them off with two
attacks on the 12th and one on the 13th. The other boats of
this group were told to operate but as no further contact
was made and in view of the importance of the operation against
UGS.6 these boats, four in all, v/ere ordered westward to the
new target.

At 1230 hours on the 13th, UGS.6 was re-located by U.515.
Two other boats joined ip and one ship was sunk by U. 172. (1)
For the next four days a gathering pack of ip to nine U-boats
was kept at bay by the surface escorts of the convoy. One
ship was sunk after dark on the 15th and two more during the
night of the I6/17 March.(2)

Ibid and

Gib. O.R.B.

Appendices

Late in the afternoon of the 17th, air escort by
Gibraltar based Catalinas of Nos. 202 and 210 Sqdns arrived.
Several boats took the opportunity to move away for repairs and
11*66 started homeward. Stronger air support was given on the
18th and U-boats were forced so far away from the convoy that
they lost touch completely. B, d U. cancelled the operation
at dawn on the 19 March and disbanded the two Groups. Six
of the boats shortest of fuel started homeward and the other

seven were moved into the Canary Islands area.

lYhile this running fight was going on, B, d, U. had again
re-grouped the packs further north after the encounters T/ith

SC. 121 and HX 228. The old Groips Tifestmark and Ostmark were
disbanded and the remnants, together with fresh boats out
from bases were formed into Grotp Stunner of 18 boats and the
old Groip Neuland v/as similarly reconstituted into Groip
Draenger of 10 boats, both being disposed in a long line on
the eastern edge of the Air Gap. Group Raubgraf continued
to patrol to the northeast of Newfoundland. Map No.6 shows
the dispositions on the I4 March.

B. d U.

War Diary

SCI 22 and HX229

Late on the 14th, the Radio Intelligence reported to
B. d U. details regarding the sailing and route of SC. 122
and Groip Raubgraf was alerted. At 2000 hours on the

15 l.ferch, U»t51 sighted some eastbound escort vessels in

(0 Keystone - 5,565 tons, actually straggler from the
convoy,

(2) ¥/yoming - 8,062 on the 15th and Ben,jamin Harrison -
7,191 and Molly Pitcher - 7,200 during the night of
the 16/17 March*
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4930N X 4'IOOY/' out of shore-based air range. This was

presumed by B, d U, to be SC. 122 and the three most southerly
boats of the Groijp vrere deployed towards the reported posi
tion while the remainder were sent eastward to take up waiting
positions. All Gro\:ip Draenger and the eleven most southerly
boats in Sturmer were ordered to close westward.

Sighting reports from U-boats poured in late on the I6th
and five boats reported making attacks during the night of

the 16/17 March. Actually both SC. 122 and HX 229, some
120 miles astern, had been contacted. Of the tvrelve ships
sunk dixring the ni^t, eight Tirere from HX 229(1) and four
from SC.122.(2)

Analysis of sighting reports coming in during the
17 March made it clear to B. d U. that two separate convoys
were involved and he directed his disengaged boats accordingly
while telling those in contact to remain with their existing
target. In all, 36 U-boats were now operating and B. d U.
had hi^ hopes of spectacular results.

Naturally V.L.E. air support v/as sent at the earliest
moment and was effected soon after daybreak on the 17th by
Nos. 120 and 86 Squadrons from Northern Ireland on both
convoys,

five were attacked but notwithstanding tliis air cover five
U-boats succeeded in making submerged attacks d-uring the
day, which sank two ships in HX 229(3) and one in SC. 122. (4)
However, owing to the air activity, all contact with both
convoys was lost before dark as the constant necessity to

dive had caused the boats to lag fxirther and further astern.
In addition twelve boats had to break off owing to fuel

shortage or minor damage.

By midnight on the 17/18th, some boats had caijght up
with the slow SC. 122 and, althou^ the re-inforced surface
escort frustrated many attacks, two more ships were sunk.(5)
During the day very strong air support was given from
Iceland and Northern Ireland and none of the pursuing U-boats

were able to get ahead into submerged attack positions.
Aircraft of No. 120 Squadron made six sitting of -viiiich four
were attacked,

up but again the surface escort frustrated most of the attacks,

U.666 managed to get close in to the convoy and sank one ship
in the early hours of the 19 larch, (6)

HX 229 Was also re-located on the 18th, and U.221 got in
a dayli^t submerged attack sinking two ships, (7)
support was being given but none of the sorties actually

During the day ten U-boats were sifted of which

Once again after dark several boats closed

Air

Ibid and

No, 15 Gip,
and Iceland

O.R.B.

Appendices

Ibid

(1) Blink - 5,214> Zaanland - 6,813, James Oglethorpe -
7*176, YYilliam Bust is - 7,196, Harry Luckenbach  - 6,366,
Irenee Dupont - 6,125, Nariva - 8,714 and Southern
Princess - 12,156.
Kingsbury - 4,898, Kinggruffyd - 5,072, Aldermin  - 7,886
and ZQrli_Qsdar_Lakfi - 7,134,
Coracero - 7,252 and Terkolei - 5,158,
Granville - 4,071.
Port Aukland - 8,789 and Zouave - 4,256,
Carras - 5,234»
Walter Q, Gresham - 7,191 and Canadian Star - 8,293,

(2)

3

4
(5,
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sighted the convoy. Six U-hoats were sighted and two attacked

in the vicinity. By ni^tfall nine boats had succeeded in

closing up roijnd the convoy and diiring the night of

one more ship was sunk,(l)

Both convoys v/ere vri-thin reach of meclium range aircraft

on the 19th and maximum air escort and si:5)port were given by
Sunderlands and Portresses as well as V,LaR, Liberators,

Seven sittings leading to five attacks were made in. which

three U-boats were damaged. Direct contact with SC, 122 was
lost by aj.1 U-boats soon after daybreak and with HX 229 from
1230 hours, After this, only partial contact was maintained
by hydrophone and the occasional sitting of a destroyer,
No boats succeeded in getting up to either convoy during the
ni^t of 19/20th,
provided resulting in six sittings of iidiich four were
attacked. In one of these U,584 was sunk by Sunderland T/201
Sqdn, and in two others Ua44-1 and U, 651 were damaged. The
operation was then abandoned.

On the 20th, heavy air cover was again
Ibid

Commenting on the action, B, d U, stated that, althou^
the initial surprise attacks ’.vere most successfial, from the
second day of the chase the ever increasing shore-based air
support together with re-inforced surface escort gave the
boats a hard fight. He was, however, pleased 'with the
results T^ich he assessed as 32 ships sunlc against damage
only to three U-boats, vdiereas in fact there was in addition
one U-boat sunk and only 21 ships sunk. Still this was an
ugly exaii5)le of what determined U-boats could do in spite of
daylight air cover.

KMS11

On the 18 March, the homeward bound U-621_ reported a
convoy of 2100 hours in 48°N x C°, 190^7 ~
OiSII and boats in the nei^bourhood were ordered to make for
it d'uring the night, U<.632 and 634 both reached the vicinity
of the convoy but were forced so many times to dive by the air

■ support from No, 15 Groi;^ that they gave up the chase, U,621
kept only partial contact during the 19th being badly haa^ered
by an air escort from No, 19 Group, A small Group in the
area (U.107. 410 and were told to close as also were
'U»103j 304 and 321 homeward bound from the U,G,S»6 operation.
In face of continued air cover during the 20th none of these
boats located the convoy and Ua621 was told to abandon the
chase and continue her homeward passage - a good example of
the deterrent effect of air cover.

This was
B, d U,

War Diary
and

No, 19 Grot^)
0,R,B,

Appendices

RS3

Radio Intelligence again gave B, d U, particulars of a
This was convoy RS,3 bound forconvoy on the 21 Ivlarch,

Freetown from Gibraltar which wou3.d be off Casablanca at
2000 hours,

arrived in the channel between the Canary Islands and the
mainland of Africa, By the 22nd there were six boats in
the Canaries area with two more approaching from the north.
During the day one of these (U.324J ‘ ‘
patrols working from the Moroccan Sea Frontier,

An operation was planned against it v/hen it

was sunk by U.S, Army Air
From the

24th these seven boats were known as Group Seerauber and were
disposed across the southera end of the Canaries channel.

B. d u.

war Diary and
West Africa Conunand

0,R.B, Appendices

(1) Ife-tthew Luckenbach - 3,848,
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As the expected convoy had not been sighted by the 27th,
B» d U, presumed it had passed through the Canary Islands and

Group Seerauber was sent at speed to the southwest to try and
catch up. It was located on the 28 March at O8OO hoiars about
120 miles south of the Canaries by U»167 and during the day
was closed by the rest of the Groi:p, A sweep over the
convoy’s trade was made by Hudsons of Ho.200 Sqdn. West Africa
Command \7orlcing from Port Etienne during which one U-boat was
sighted and attacked,

surface escorts and driven off but the remaining three made
attacks, tvro of them being submerged by dayli^it, and three
sMps were sunk.(I)

On the 29th, the air support from Port Etienne, which
made tvro attacks, prevented any contact with the convoy ixntil
2030 hours Tifhen 11.105 sighted it only to lose it again at
2200 hours. Air cover was increased on the 30th by Hudsons
and Svinderlands from Bathiirst making it impossible for the
U-boats to shadow, get ahead of or attack the convoy and the
operation was abandoned. Group Seerauber was dissolved and
distributed in vailous areas. Pour boats went back to the

Canaries Channel, one off Dakar, one off Freetown and one to
a position some 300 miles southwest of Cape Palmas, Three
fresh outward bound boats were allocated billets off Freetown,

SLI26

Three others vrore depth charged by the

Further to the north, the G.A.P, reconnaissance had on
the 26 March reported a northbound convoy of 32 ships and again
on the 27th by which time its position vros given as 42°N x
16°W, Radio Intelligence correctly named this convoy as
SLI26 and B, d U, detailed the only U—boats in the vicinity
(U,18l, 267 and A04) to anake a search for it. The convoy
was being escorted by Halifax G/502 Sqdn. who sighted and
attacked two U-boats 4X) miles from the convoy late on the 27th,
There being no location reports from these boats, B, d U,
instructed them on the 28th to continue their outward passage.

B. d U,

War Diary
and

No,19 Grovp
O.R.B.

Appendices

Hovrover, early on the 29th, U-A04 reported hydrophone
evidence of a large number of ships in position 4530N x
I7OOW and the operation v/as renevrod for all boats on passage
in the vicinity. This day the air escort to SL0I26 was being
given by a Liberator and two Hallfaxes, Tvro sittings of
U-boats were made within 20 miles of the convoy, at 1037
1653 hours, the latter being followed by an attack. After
aircraft had left at diisk Ua571 sighted and reported the
convoy,

contact,

ships were sunk,(2)
caused all three U-boats to lose touch by dawn/30 March.
B, d Uo then ordered the boats to break off as 'this is a
strongly defended area in which few convoy actions had taken
place for many months.' He commended the gratifying recon
naissance co-operation with the G,A,F8 and the perseverance
of U.iuOA and 662.

future convoys being routed further out to the west vAiere he

After dark U-2)X)i.[. and 662 closed up and also made
Attacks v/ere made by both these boats and four

j  Counter-attacks by the sxjrface escorts

He hoped the action vrotild result in

(1) Si ” 5,319, Lagosian - 5,449 and Moanda -
4,621.

(2) Uinaria - 6,852, Empire BTiale - 6,159, Nagara - 8,791
and Empire Bowman - 7,031,
Another ship. Ocean Viceroy - 7,174 'vvas torpedoed but
remained afloat.
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could conduct more prolonged operations beyond the reach of
shore-based aircraft*

Par to the north, B* d U* once again regroijped his forces.
Most of the boats engaged against SC.122 and HX,229 were on

their Tra.y back to Biscay ports and new groups were being built
up of fresh boats from these ports and batches of nevirly com

missioned U-boats from the Baltic training area* By the

25 March a new Group Seeteufel of 19 boats was stationed
200 miles S.E* of Greenland and a Group Seewolf of 17 boats
some 600 miles E,N,E* of Newfoundland, ifep No,7 shows the
dispositions for this date.

B, d U,

War Diary

Further suspicion by Doenita

Doenitz's Radio Intelligence had intercepted a UoS# Navy
signal on the 24 I/Jarch giving the estimated positions for the

U-boat pack. As this report v/as substantially correct as

regards the main dispositions, Doenitz was at first highly
suspicious but soon after he came to the conclusion that,
although in the western Atlantic no U-boat liad used her radio,
in the eastern half there had been a great deal of W/T signal
ling after the operation against SC, 122 and HX,229, It vraa

therefore quite reasonable for the Allies to conclude from the

volume of this radio traffic that a redisposition wa.s taking
place back into areas least subject to air activity and there

wae nothing significant in the coi]g»arative accuracy of the

situation report.

At 1845 hoinrs on the 26 March, U,564 (Seeteufel) sighted
a convoy in 563CiN x 4000W 00250° followed at 2100 hours by a
report from U,665 of the convoy now steering 180° and contain
ing an escort carrier while a little later U*415 sighted an

escort vessel steering 200°,
convoy and ordered the rest of Seeteufel to chase to the south
west.

B, d U, decided it was an ON

Group Seewolf was told to move 150 miles to the northIbid

ward in case an SC or HX convoy should slip throu^ off Cape
Farewell (Greenland) and also to make more certain of inter
cepting the ON convoy.

HX250

At 1500 hours on the 27th, U,505 (Seewolf) sighted
voy in 56245N x 403OW C°, 025° which was correctly presumed by
B, d U. to be HX 230 and the search for the ON convoy was at

once called off in favour of the more iirportant eastbound
convoy. All Group Seeteufel with ten of Group Seewolf were
ordered to operate. The remainder of Seewolf were halted on

a line just to the eastward of the convoy's reported position.
Throughout the night of the ZJth/ZSth three U-boats maintained
contact but no attacks were made. Flares seen over the con

voy denoted that their presence was known. On the 28th, the
weather deteriorated with a gale and low visibility. The

convoy became somewhat scattered and in the prevailing condi
tions the U-boats had difficulty in keeping touch. They
were ordered to continue the chase as there would be excellent

chances of picking up stragglers as easy targets. Air escort
and support was given this day by V,LoR, Liberators from
Iceland and Northern Ireland during which one U-boat was

attacked. By the evening no boats were in a position to
attack and seven had had to retire throu^fuel shortage
leaving 22 still operating.

a con-

Ibid and

No, 15 Groi:^)
and Iceland

0,HeB,

Appendices
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Weather conditions continued unfavourable for the

Consistent air escort -was given all
day and boats continually complained to B, d U. of air inter
ference* He signalled back that they must get ahead of the
convoy at all costs so sis to be in a position to attack liien
the VTeather improved* During the ni^t of the 29/30th, one
U-boat (U,610) managed to intercept and sink a straggler -
■the William Fierce Frye - 7, tons - the only loss suffered
by HX 230*

U-boats all the 29th*

By dayli^t on the 30 Iferch the convoy liad reached
57OQM X 2200W and very conplete air escort and support T/vas
given by Liberators and Portresses* Althou^ U*631
momentarily picked-T:5> a portion of the convoy at 1100 hours
neither she nor any other of the U-boats could remain long on
the surface and all contact Tifsis lost* The operation was con
sequently broken off by B* d U, and the Groups Seeteufel and
Seewolf were dissolved, nrost of them having to return to base

proceed independently to the supply position in mid-
Atlantic*
or

Summary for Iviarch

The U-boat operations against North Atlantic shipping
have been given in some detail because, althou^ the convoy
air si^port hindered the exploitation of pack interceptions
and together with the surface escorts accounted for seven
U-boats destroyed, this month was to prove their most
successful time against convoys*(l) Of the 84 ships of
501,162 tons sunk by them in the Atlantic, (2) 57 of
343,795 tons were actually in convoy*

During the month seven eastbomd (120 ships) and ten
westboimd (210 ships) ocean convoys reached their destination
without attack* (3) Thirteen ocean and four coastv/ise con
voys (617 ships) were attacked, losing 57 in. convoy and
thirteen stragglers* The number of Atlantic merchant convoys
receiving air support from R,A.P* bases v;as 19 with a further
10 local convoys to Iceland and I3 in the Gibraltar/i7est
Africa area* In addition 15 Torch supply convoys received
aar cover to or from North Africa. A total of only 22 V*L*R*
Liberators, all from Coastal Command, were operational dijring
Ilarch*

The vital need was for more V.L.R* aircraft and more
escort carriers*
with Norijh Atlantic trade

iferch saw the first use of these vessels
convoys* As stated in the text,

"the U*S*Se Bogue accoiigpanied HX 228 wiiile traversing the
Air Gap* This vessel also supported SC*123 in the same area
between 21 and 27 March but the convoy ^vas not intercepted
by any U-boats* ConvoyC.U*1, the first of a new convoy
cycle running between the Dutch West Indies and the United
Kingdom, was escorted at the end of the month all the way

(1) During March the average number of U-boats at sea in
the Atlantic was 116*
U-boat sinkings in the Arctic, in the Mediterranean,
Indian Ocean and off South Africa brought the grand
total 1:5) to 108 ships - 597,377 tons*
130 (1,698 ships) American coastwise convoys were not
attacked. Three such convoys lost ei^t ships.

(2)

(3)
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across by the British escort carrier Attacker but in this

case also no U-boats located the convoy.(1)

(iv) April Operations

For the first four days of the month the U-boats north
of 2|j0°N were being re-disposed after the operation against
HX 230. A large number were homeward bound or making for the

supply boat (U»l65) stationed in mid-ocean. Fifteen Yiere in
the process of re-grouping some 300 railes southeast of Cape
Farewell (Greenland) under the name of Lowenherz and v/ere on
the look-out for the next HK convoy.

B. dU,

War Diary

See Map No,8
for dlsposl cions

0345

Early on the 2 April, the southbound convoy 03,2)5 was

sighted fortuitously by U,178, a I600 ton U.Kreuzer bomd for
the South Atlantic. She was instmcted to keep in touch T/idth
the convoy until an ordinary patrol type of U-boat could take
over. By dusk this had been effected by U,124 aj^d the

U-Kreuzer continued on her passage. After dark U-124 attacked

the convoy sinking two ships, (2) but was herself sunk shortly
afterwards by the convoy’s surf*ace escorts. Air escort had
been given this convoy during the 1 April but it was out of
air range by daylight/2nd. No other boats being near the
convoy, no chase developed.

No,19 Group
and

Gibraltar

O.R.B,

Appendices
HX231

The expected HX 231 convoy was sighted at 1224 hours on
the 4 Api'il by U,530 (LoT/enherz) in 55°N x 37°W steering
060°,

addition five U-boats who were on their way to refuel and one
fresh boat out from the Biscay, By dusk there were six up
to the convoy and two more boats joined in after dark.
Attacks were made during the ni^t li/5 by several U-boats and
two ships were sunk,(3)

In the general confusion of counter-action by the surface
escorts and alteration of course by the convoy the U-boats
lost contact, one of them (U.572) being damaged by ramming.
Five ships became separated from the convoy and proceeded
independent ly,
daybreak by U.260 who was soon joined by five others, A
submerged attack was made at 1500 hours which sunlc one ship, (4)
Air escort was given to the convoy just after I600 hours by
VeL.Ra Liberators of No,120 Squadron from Iceland, distant
cover being supplied by another of these aircraft on a shuttle
sortie from Gander (Newfoundland), and four U.S.N, Catalinas
from Iceland, Four U—boats were sifted by these aircraft
betT/een 10 and ijX) miles from the convoy and two were attacked
before they disappeared. Contact with the convoy was lost
by all the pack.

All Group LoY/enherz was ordered to operate and in

The main convoy ■wa.s re-located shortly after

B. d U.
War Diary

Iceland

0,R.B.
Appendices

(1) Nine Swo2?df ish iivere available from Attacker and during
the passage 74 daylight sorties were made around the
convoy,

Gogra - 5,190 tons and Katha 2)^357 tons,
Shillong - 5>529 tons and ITaroonga - 9,365,
British Ardour - 7,124 tons.(4
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During the day some of the trailing U-boats fo'und the

unescorted detached ships and sank three of them*(l) Soon
after dusk, U,655 endeavota?ing to attack the main convoy ■was
engaged and sunk by the surface escorts while three others had
to break a'way owing to fuel shortage leaving sixteen still
operating. Contact T/ith the convoy was lost by midnight but
regained for a short time at 0800 hours on the 6 April by
U,270, Constant air escort was STJ5)plied from 0900 hours
onwards by five V,L,R, Liberators during viiich four U-boats
were attacked and one (U,594) badly damaged. All contact
with the convoy -was broken until late in the evening Vihen
Ue652 reported sitting the rearguard. Very shortly after
wards she was herself sifted by Liberator 1^86 Squadron and
s\ank at 2147 hours.

Ibid
and

No, 15 Groi;p
0,R.B.
Appendices

All boats still operating Tfere instructed to overtake the
convoy during the ni^t so as to be in positions to malce sub
merged attacks on the following day but none of the pursuers
succeeded in doing this, liiring the daylight hours of the
7th, air cover was continuous. Five U-boats were sighted,
all astern of the convoy, and three v;ere attacked, B, d U,
abandoned the operation in the evening.

In his comments on the action he noted that most of the

boats were on their first operation -vihich, he said, explained
vdiy the ei^it boats achieved so little on the all-inportant
first ni^t surprise. It was true that some ships became
detached making it easier to get a few more sunk but the main
convoy was only re-contacted again by one or tvro boats and the
increasingly strong air cover made it impossible for the others
to close in or to get ahead of the convoy.

B, d U,
?/ar Diary

A rearrangement of U-boats followed the end of this
engagement resulting in two new groups each of ten boats being
stationed on each side of the Air Gap and another of seven
boats finrther to the south in case the shipping route should
be s-witched to lower latitudes.

QNI76

Convoy ONI76 v/as intercepted on the 10 April by ty/o
boats of the westmost group. It was still outside air range
and three others soon joined up but all attacks were beaten
off by the surface escorts, Li^t air support from
Nevitfomdland appeared during the 11th which haiipered the pur
suit but by full darkness nine boats had caught up. Attacks
developed in the course of which an escort vessel
(HoM,S, Beverley) and one ship of the convoy v/ere sunk(2) as
well as an unfortunate straggler from 0NS2 -vihich the U-boats
foxxnd in the vicinity, (3) Some of the attacking boats
received damage from the escorts* d^th charges and the dis
engagement of these together v/ith foggy weather and increased
air cover from Canada caused a break-off from further action
in the afternoon on the 12th,

Ibid
and'

Admty
B.R,1337

(1) Sunoil - 9,005 tons, Vaalaran - 3,406 tons and
Blitar - 7,O65 tons,
Lancastrian Enince - 1,914 tons,
Ingerfire - 3,835 tons.1!]
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HX232

Meanwhile the other boat of this group (U«615) had
sifted a large ship on a northeast course on the 10th, He

torpedoed it but the ship made off Td.th U,615 after it. He
finally caught it up during the nigjbt of lOtiy'Hth and sank
it*(l) This was a straggler from HX 232 and at 1100 hours
U-581. of the eastern group sighted the main convoy in
5330N X 3330W, The nine other boats of this groi;^ vrere told
to operate and during the ni^t of the 11 th/12th attaclcs were .
made by tliree of them resulting in the sinking of three ships
Two other U-boats were badly damaged by the sirrface escorts

and touch was lost by the pack. The convoy was re-located
soon after dawn by U.203 but air escort by V,L,R, Liberators
from Aldergrove (No,86 Sqdn,) and Iceland (No,120 Sqdn,) v/as
maintained unbroken from 0900 to 2330 hoiars effectively stop
ping attack or pursuit. Of the two U-boats sighted, one was
attacked inconclusively but the other fou^t back with flak

to such effect that the aircraft (]y/86 Sqdn,) sheered off and
shadowed while calling up the surface escort to deal T/ith this

unusually pugnacious opponent. On the appearance of the

destroyer the U-boat dived but was not picked up in the sub
sequent ASDIC hunt. This U-boat was U,191 Qjnd his report
of the action was repeated on all wave lengths by B, d U, so

as to encoiirage other boats to do likewise,(3) Prospects of
stronger air cover and the fact that the only five boats still

in the operation were out of touch astern of the convoy
decided B» d U, to break off the action at dayli^t/13th,

B, d U,

War Diary
Iceland and

No, 15 Groig)
0,R,B,

Appendices

In oi'der to induce a more southerly routing out of air

range of the slow convoy SC,126 v/hich B, d U, expected to
follow HX 232, he had detached U, 8A on the 11th from the
western group to go to a position northeast of Nev/foundland
and to give out continual radio signals to simulate the

presence of a group in this area,
forced the southern group to 18 boats and moved them south
westerly in a slovj- sweep,
he started forming an additional group to the northwestward
with fresh boats outward bound from the Biscay so as to catch

either SC, 126 or the next HX convoy.

At the same time he rein-

In case this ruse v/as fruitlessB, d U,

War Diary

EX233

Early in the morning of the 15 April, a westbound boat -

U,262 -(if-) reported a convoy in 45° x 26°W steering northerly.
This was IIX 233 and five boats, (5) all outward bound,
told to operate but as they were fairly distant no reports

were

(1)
(2)

Edward B, Dudley - 7> '177 tons,
Fresno City - 7,261, Pacific Grove - 7,117 and
Ulysses - 2,666,
Cases in which U-boats engaged in convoy operations
used flak against the supporting aircraft had been rare.
None up to September 1942 and only six between then and

the end of February 1943« However, during March the
number rose to four, in one of which the aircraft
(tialifax B/502 Sqdn,) v/as shot dov/n. In April the
figure rose to seven but in no case was the aircraft
even hit,

U,262 was on a special mission to the St, La-wrence to
land agents,
U,175 . 226. 264. 358 and

(3)

(4)

(5)
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were expected for 22f hoiors, 15,262 -yyas soon beaten off by
the convoy's sinrface escorts and in view of her special
mission she was told to continue her v/estward passage# It
was not till 2230 hovirs on the l6th tliat U«175 sighted some
destroyers and during the night the convoy v/as located by
U.226. 26L. 582 and 628.

Tfas sunk, (1)
Attacks were made and one ship

U#382 was badly damaged by counter-attack.

Ibid and

No,15 Group
0»R«B#

Appendices
Amty
C.B.02,j050/
43(5)

During the dayli^t of 17th, U, 175 made an attempted sub
merged attack but was detected and sunk by one of the surface
escorts,

was maintained throughout the ni^t by V,L.R. Liberators "R"
and G/86 Sqdn, It was resmed at 0820 hours/18th and
tinned all day. Recognising the futility of further pursuit,
B, d U, broke off the operation observing in his Diary that
with such a scratch collection of odd outwafdbounders he
not e:cpecting much success.

Air escort arrived on the scene at I63O hours and

con-

was

0NSJ4

On the evening of the 18th a newly commissioned boat
coming into the Atlantic from Germany sighted to the southvirest
of Iceland the local portion of 0NS4»
from Germany in the vicinity were told to operate. In the
early hours of the 19th, the first boat fired torpedoes and
wrongfully claimed one ship hit. Shortly after dawn he was
attacked by Hudson G/269 Sqdn,, (just arrived on escort duty)
and touch with the convoy v/as broken. It was not found by
the other U-boats who all complained of air activity and
B, d U, abandoned the search.

Three other U-boats

B, d U,

y/ar Diary
Meanwhile the southern group now increased to 23 boats

had failed to find SC,126(2) and were noyr stationed to the
eastward of Newfomdland in wait for the next pair of HK and
SC convoys. A belated deciphering of routing signals inter
cepted by B, d U's Radio Intelligence confirmed that both
HK 233 and SC 126 had taken an unusually southerly route,
TMs was suspected by him to link up with an American situa
tion report (also belatedly deciphered) in which 20 U-boats
were estimated as being in an area eastward of Newfoundland
where in fact they were at the time. However, in order to
cover future possible northerly or southerly routings he
disposed the waiting group more to the northeast of
Newfoundland and stairbed to build vp a new groxp to east-
southeast, On the 20th, Radio Intelligence informed him
that the next HK convoy (HX 234) bad been given an evasive
detour far to the northward which B, d U, noted was in agree
ment with the most recent American estimate of U-boats being
(on the 18th) to the northeast of Newfoundland,
ordered the majority of his groip to move north at high speed,
A further Radio Intelligence intercept gave the next SC

He therefore

convoy

(2)
Fo:rt Rampart - 7,134 tons.
This convoy f/as fortuitously sighted far to the eastward
by tv/o boats outward bound from the Biscay during the
afternoon of the 18th in A83ON x 2100W,
being given by Liberators of No,86 Sqdn. X/88 sighted
one U-boat at 1625 hours but the DC,s failed to release,
1/86 carried on the escort throughout a moonli^t night
^d with the aid of Mk.V 10 cm. A.S.V. made three sight
ings and one attack. Air escort was maintained unbroken
for the next 24 hours and both U-boats gave up the opera
tion as hopeless. Ref: No,15 Group 0,R,B. Appendices
and War. Diary B. d U,
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(so 127) a repeat southerly route -mhich B. d U. hoped to
counter with his nevir formation to the east southeast#

On.the 21 April his dispositions lay as follows
One groxip of 19 Boats (Crox:^ Meise) on the arc of circle
600 miles to the N#N#E# of Newfoundland to catch HX 234 v/ith
another group of 17 boats (Group Specht), 6OO miles eastv/ard

for dispositions of Newfoundland to locate SC 127# ■  An embryo of five boats
21.4*43

Ibid

See l(iap No,9

was stationed to the southv/est of Iceland to be joined by
seven hew boats coming round Scotland from Germany#
of 24 boats were outward bound in the Outer and Inner Biscay
to. main1:ain these grox:g)S and to form a new group (Amsel)
across the southerly transatlantic route - a sufficiency, he

thought, to cater for all Allied evasions and produce good
results in convoy actions.

A toted

Allied Tactics ■

Yi/hile B# d U# and the convoys were thus playing at hide

and seek in the mde spaces of the North Atlantic it would be

as well to pause and mention some of the develojjments on the

Allied side# The evasive routing was, as we have seen from

Volume III, nothing new# It was possible because of the

highly .rintelligent and e3g)ert organisation behind and in the

Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room. A counterpart had been
formed cf course on the other side of the Atlantic at

Cominch’s headquartei-s and the digested information was freely
exchanged bety/een the two, albeit that on occasions the

Americans were ove2>-rash in talcing countermeaisures based on the

pooled intelligence which tended to limit the amount of

strange coincidence' which the eneiqy could swallow# Merci

fully Admiral Doenitz yras so obsessed with the powers attri
buted to the latest form of Allied radar that he continued to

credit air reconnaissance with locations of U-boat dispositions
far beyond air range let alone outside the scope of any air
borne radar#

I

While the D/P ing of U-boats' i-adio signals by shore
stations gave most usefiil indications of which convoys had

been: ini;ercepted, it was the by now universal fitment of

HP/DP in convoy escort craft that made possible most of the
local and immediate counter-attacks# (1) Such bearings v/ere
either followed i;gi by surface escorts themselves or by the
escorting aircraft on direction by the S«N#0# escorts# In

any case it revealed the dispositions of U-boats around the

convoy and made possible a planned offensive against them#

The old rigid close air escort confined to a visible radixas

roxand the convoy was a thing of the past# Offensive action

beyond the sxarface escorts' prudent steaming distance from

the conxroy -was performed by the air# Radio telephony and

constant practice had welded the sxrrface and air escorts into

a highly effective and flexible team# The xanits of the team

themselxres had an increased range of detection# Shipboame
radar ei’ficiency had recently improved and one of the two

V.L.R# Liberator squadrons (No#86) was now equipped with
10 cm# A#S#V# thoxa^ the absence of Leigh Lights as yet in
these airca^aft coaifined the highly desirable ni^t air

escoart to the rare periods of clear skies and moonlight#

(1) The development of this tactical aid is described in
Volxame III Chapter II (Xiii)#
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Escort carriers were at last making their appearance
thus enabling more continuoiis air cover to be given in the
Air Gap including some night escort -which their types of air
craft could perform, outside the full moon periods,
cident with these vessels -was the gro-wing use of supporting
groups of surface escorts which kept the sea for long periods
in or-der to reinforce the standing escorts of any convoy that
was threatened or attacked and which permitted the detachment
of members to stay and hunt a located U-boat to a finish.

Ne^v or improved weapons were also on the point of
Since the beginning of. 1945 an airborne rocket

projectile had been perfected against surfaced U-boats and
was soon to appear in carrierbome and the smaller types of
shorebased aircraft,

in the ASDIC equipment, particularly against deep diving
U-boats, depth charge patterns were more destructive, the
ahead throwing v/eapon (Hedgehog) had passed its initial
teething troubles and -the big shorebased aircraft -was about to
be supplied -with a form of homing torpedo T/hich still further
threatened the U-boat that imagined safety in diving before
air attack.

Co in

fruit ion.

Great improvements had been introduced

All these T/ere to reap a rich harvest of U-boats killed
in the month of May but even in the third week in April
■there were signs that, lAien B, d U. did succeed in effecting
interceptions of convoys, his U-boats were not pressing home
the attack mth the same vigoiir that they had shown in the
past,

0NS3. 0M178 and HX254

Reverting to the Atlantic battle, B. d U's dispositions
produced convoy interceptions almost immediately with the
sighting on the 21 April of HX 234 by U.30S. the northernmost
of Grovp Meise, of 0NS3 by U.706. another Meise boat and of
ONI78 by U,438 yet another Meise boat. All these convoys
were out of reach by shorebased aircraft and none had an
escort carrier near them, however the sightings proved
what of an ‘embarras de richesse’ to B, d U, and boats of
Groip Mease were told to operate on Y/hichever convoy Yi/as
nearest to them. Initial surprise enabled two ships to be
sunk out of 0I^S3(1) and one each out of ONI78(2) and HX 234(3)
during the ni^t of 21st/22nd, Spirited counter-action by
the surface escorts of both the westbound convoys and foggy
conditions on the 22nd resulted in the shaJcing off of all
piarsuit T/ithout further loss but up to 18 boats v/ere follow
ing HX 234 by the end of the day, U,306 *s shadoYsing reports
had been D/P ed in England and V.L.R, air escort Y?as laid on
from Iceland,

some-

The first aircraft was -with the convoy at

B. d U.
War Diary
and
Iceland
O.RoB,
Appendices

2230 hours on the 21st and had sighted a U-boat astern of
convoy an hour later, „ Unhappily the attack failed through
the jamming of depth charge release,
leave the convoy at O3OO hours/22nd for Goose (Labrador) and
soon afterwards the Amerika was toxpedoed.
craft arrived at 0940 hours/22nd followed later in the day
by two more who kept the air escort going until 0100 hoiirs/
23rd, Both the latter landed back in Labrador and one of

The aircraft had to

The next air-

(1) Yfeas-taad - 5,486 tons and Ashantian - 4,917 tons,
Scebeli - 3,025 tons,

)  Amerika - 10,218 tons.
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them si^ghted five U-boats at varying distances astern of
convoy but again unhappily no attacks
to failure of depth charges to release.

were delivered owing
However the presence

of these three aircraft prevented the pack from closing in on
the convoy but they snapped up a straggler lying far astern, (1)
The weather at base delayed relief sorties on the 23rd and
U»506 numaged to re-si^t the convoy and shadov^ thus enabling
eleven other U-boats to join ijp during the day,  A submerged
attack :Ln the afternoon by U, 506 damaged one ship, (2) The
first Liberator sortie (V/120 Sqdn) did not arrive at the con
voy until 1800 hours followed half. an hour later by j/120 Sqdn,
They rennined with the convoy until 2130 hoiars dtjring which
time six- U-boats were sifted and tv/o attacks were made, that
by V/120 Sqdn, sinking U, 189, During the night hours some
boats closed and attacked but \7ere driven off by the sur
face escorts with considerable damage to one of their number.
Air escort was resumed at dawn/22).th and maintained until
1730 hoers by U,S,N, Catalinas of ̂ 0,84 Sqdn. from Iceland
of vihose aircraft forced seven U-boats to dive after expending
his depth bombs on the first. Another aircraft sighted two
and attacked one of them. All contact was lost T/ith the
convoy with the exception of a fleeting glinpse by U,267 at
dusk. It was never regained in. spite of the presence of
twelve boats in the vicinity and the operation was abandoned
at dawn/23th. In his sumiT±ng up B, d U. explained away the
lack of success by stressing the inexperience of most of the
commanders and, as usual, by the strength of the air cover.
He said that conditions of convoy warfare were becoming
increasingly difficult and results could only be gained by
resolute attacks on the first nigfit after interc^tion because
after this the air cover always frustrated any further hopes.

one

Ibid

ONSA

?/hi;Le the fruitless chase of HX 23A had been going on,
UtZ32 (one of the embryo group stationed southwest of Iceland)
had sighted the main 0NS4 westbound convoy at 1000 hours
"^^^ ^3 April,(3) In order not to interfere with his operation
against HX 234, B, d U, gave permission against 0HS4 only to
such boats as were lying ahead of this convoy’s mean line of
advance. The non-engaged Group Specht aviray to the west
alerted £ind told to

on

was

move northwards in readiness to intercept.

Y/eather at base in Iceland prevented shorebased air
escoxrt on the 23rd but 0ES4 'tra.s accompanied by H,I/I, escoirfc
carrier Biter and one of her Swordfish aircraft spotted and
put U,732 down thus breaking the contact. The convoy was
not relocated until the evening. Pour U-boats were in the
vicinity soon after dusk. One of these - U.I9I - v/as
attacked and sunk by the surface escort. Another U-boat
joined tp during the ni^t and at daxvn on the 24th U»404 fired

Ibid

1 Robert Gray - 7,176 tens.
Silver Maple - 5,313 tons.
This convoy had received consistent shorebased air sippoirt
from the 19th to late on the 22nd during which five
si^timgs and two attacks had been made on U-boats in the
vicinity of the convoy. These boats were also of the
embr;iro groxjp forming to the southwest of Iceland and
of them actually sifted the convoy.
Ref: War Diary B. d U, and R.A.P, Iceland and No. 15

Groip Appendices,
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five torpedoes at the Biter ■wrongfully claiming hits in his
signal to base. Shorebased air cover -was given to the convoy
during the 24th by No. 120 Squadron Liberators from Iceland and
Labrador, This together -with air patrols from the Biter
prevented any concentration from developing during the day
although some of the Grorp Specht boats were close at hand.
No further reports being received of the convoy, B, d U,
abandoned the operation at dusk,
appears to have held on becaiose on the 25 April  a Swordfish
from H,M,S, Biter and an escort - H,M«S, Pathfinder - shared
in the kill of U,203 near the convoy.

However one boat at least

RU71

Two of the seven new U-boats from Germany about to join
the embryo group blundered into a small local convoy in the
afternoon of the 21+th, '
Iceland and the United Kingdom,
No,269 Sqdn, were giving support,
attacked and forced to disengage,
across a straggler miles astern of the convoy and sank it,(l)
Not far a'way two more of these new comers were sifted by the
air siQ)port being given to the next slow westbound convoy
0NS5, Both 'were attacked, one of them (U,710) being sunk by
Portress D/206 Sqdn, Neither -was aware of the convoy's
proximity.

This -was RU71 limning between
Iceland based Hudsons of

Both U-boats were pronptly
Dinring the night they ranIbid

and

No, 15 GroTjj)
O.R.B.
Appendices

Doenitz suspects airborne radar

After the breakaway from HX 2.54, the losing of 0NS4 and
failure in the search for SC127 the U-boats were widely
scattered and B, d U, re-groxqped for a fresh effort.
Radio Intelligence had discovered that SC127 had altered
route while at sea -with almost uncanny insist throu^ a
temporary gap between Grovps Meise and Specht,
these groips had been on the move on his orders the very exact
timing of this diversion was to him most significant and in
his words 'confirms more than ever that the enemy has at his
disposal a radar device, especially effective in aircraft,
vihich our boats are powerless to guard against,'

was he convinced that the accuracy of the U-boat situa
tion reports in Allied Signals, was derived from airborne
radar equipment.

His new disposition v/as mainly directed to Newfoundland
■waters -vriiere it appeared that air cover ’was weakest,
the next week Groips Specht and Amsel containing 32 boats
spread on a long arc from a position 300 miles N.N.E. of
St. Jo^ round to a point 500 miles E.S.E, of this port.
As a kind of long stop the group off Iceland, now conpleted to
13 boats and named Star, 'was stationed to the east^ward of
Cape Farewell (Greenland), A new group Drossel of I3 boats
was posi-bioned in an east/west line some 36O miles west of
Cape Finisterre in order to make a surprise interception of
convoys on the United Kingdon/Rest Africa route and assistance
to locate these was arranged with the G,A,P. long range
reconnaissance aircraft at Bordeaux,

His

As both

More than
ever

During
were

B. d U,
War Diary

See Ifep No, 10
for U-boat

dispositions

(1) Rosenborg - 1,997 tons.
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0NS5 (first battle’)

Some of these moves were still proceeding when at
0942 hoTjrs on the 28 April, IT.650 (Group Star) reported
westbound convoy about half way between Iceland and Greenland,
This was 0I\IS5« Air escort and support had been given to this
convoy with regularity from the afternoon of the 24th until
midnight on the 27th, No U-boats were thought to be follov/-
ing it so escort v/as discontinued. Distant cover by one
Catalina of No,84 Sqdn, U,S«N, had momentarily sighted the
voy late on the 28th and the aircraft was sighted by U.65O then
engaged in shadowing. Her radio signals and a rising volume
of other U-boat W/T traffic after dark were D/P ed in England
and long range air escort was ordered for the 29th but had to
be cancelled owing to adverse weather at base in Iceland,

a

con-

Ibid and

Iceland and

No, 15 Groi;^)
0,R,B,

Appendices

Jfeanwhile acting on U.650*s reports, B, d U. had directed
all Group Star into action,
atrocip;^ with sppw and rnuch magnetic interference with ¥/T
so that there was considerable delay in getting signals back
to.B,.dU,

The weather in the area was

pour other boats -joined U.650 during the night of
the 28biy^29th and attacks v/ere. made* Uo586 was heavily depth
charged, by the surface escorts, and withdrew for repairs,
U,552 missed with torpedoes and was thereafter hunted for
15 hours. U*258.succeeded in sinking one ship (McKeesport -
6,198) but all boats lost contact, before daybreak. The pack
followed blindly for the next 36 hours, U,381 reported
hydrophone contact at I600 hours on the 30th but lost it an
hour later, ?Tith nothing being heard from any boat on 1 May
B, d U, ordered the group to break off.

TS37

Prom far away to the. south came the only real enemy success
agaii^t convoys. This was effected by a single U-boat (U.515)
who during the last ni^t, in April torpedoed and sank seven
.ships put of nineteen in convoy TS37 just outside Freetown,
This coup resulted from a weak surface escort of one corvette
and three trav/lers with only thin day and no ni^t air cover.

R,A,P,

West Africa

0,R,B,

Appendices

■ Summary for April

Thus ended a month which pontained many - encouraging
features for us. The same nimiber of convoys (I7) were inter
cepted in the Atlantic as in March(l) but whereas 57 ships
sunlc out of them in Ivferch against six U-boats destroyed by air
and surface escorts, only 23 ships were lost from convoy in

‘ April against eight U-boats destroyed by the combined escorts.
The score for ships out of convoy in the Atlantic was also
better being I9 against 27,(2).

maring the month, ten eastboimd (234 ships) and nine
westbomd (182 ships) ocean convoys reached their destination
Tdthout interception, (3) The .niamber of Atlantic merchant
convoys receiving air support from R.A,F, bases was twenty

wer

\K

e

(1) During April the average number of U-boats at sea in
the Atlantic was 111,

U-boat sinkings in areas outside the Atlantic were mostly
out of convoy and brought April's grand total to 58 ships
of 345,506 tons, only a little more than half that for
iiarch.

None of the 134 (1»764 ships) American coastwise
were attacked.

convoys

(2)

(3)
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with a fijrther six local convoys between Iceland and the

United Kingdom, and nine in the Gibraltar to West Africa area.
In addition, sixteen supply convoys to or from Africa received
air cover.

There vrere still only 26 V,L,R, Liberators, all from
Coastal Command, operating in the Atlantic, Pe?/ long range
and no very long range aircraft either American or Canadian

were working in the N,Vf, Atlantic, Shorebased air escort
outside 500 miles from Newfo^mdland was limited to some

shuttle soirfcies to and from Gander (N,P«) and Goose (Labrador)
by Wo, 120 Squadron based in Iceland, However, these together
with the two escort carriers had almost closed the Air Gap and
the U-boat packs y/ere plainly feeling the effect of this.
Contemporary opinion at the end of April was justified in

observing that the enemy's peak effort was probably passed and
that, for the first time, the U-boats were not pressing home
attacks on convoys even lihen favourably situated to do so,

(■v) Centralised direction of Air Cover and three new air
A/U weapons

(a) Direction of Air Cover and Sx;pport - Stipple and Tubular

Admty,
Monthly
A/s Report
CS, 02+050/
43 (if)
page 3

As early as August 192+2 a daily signal was Initiated from
Headquarters Coastal Command to the R,A,P, Iceland, GibrauLtar
and the Home Groups indicating which of the convoys or convoy
within air reach was considered in danger or approaching a
U-boat infested area. Convoys were named in priority for
receiving escort and any infested area was called  a 'high
probability area' worthy of sweeps or patrols in support of
adjacent convoys. The information came from the close liaison
maintained between the naval staff at H,Q,C.C, and the
Admiralty Submarine Tracking Room, This daily signal was
initiated because in many cases (particularly Iceland and
Gibraltar) the local A,0,C, did not always have access to
such intelligence.

See Yol,III
Chapter III
(xv)

This signal arrangement continued through into 192+3 with
an additional refinement early in the year of a short forecast
of probable requirements for the day after as vrell as the
current day so that the Grotp Commanders could plan accord
ingly, The increasing importance in Iferch 19if3 of getting
V,L,R, aircraft based in Iceland away at the earliest moment
to a threatened convoy and the prevalence of atmospheric and
other delays in receipt of the set time daily signal resulted
on 7 April in the introduction of a short fire alarm signal by
which the A,0,C, Iceland could be immediately informed if a
convoy was in danger. The signal was very brief and merely
read 'Stand by for convoy so and so' if nearing danger and if
definitely threatened (d/Ps of U-boat W/T in vicinity) read
'Convoy so and so - Go', If more than one convoy was
implicated the priority was the sequence in vdiich the convoys
were given.

C,C, Pile
S,7050/8
Encl,7'lA

Also on 7 April a conference ms held at H,Q,C,G, to
discuss how the Canadian Eastern Air Command should be brought
into the co-ordination for convoy cover requirements now that
translantic shuttle sorties were becoming frequent and in
vlevi of the early espectation of a Canadian squadron of V,L,R,
Liberators,
foundation for such co-operation in the Anderson  - Durst on
Agreement negotiated during the Washington Conference in
Ivlarch,
should be instituted vAdch contained information onj-

Air Vice-Marshal Durst on had already laid the

The meeting now agreed that a special operational form
C,C, Pile
S.7050
Enel.101A
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(1) Yi/hat convoys required cover

(2) The aircraft available and the duties assigned

(3) The estimated time of departure and proposed return
to base

(4) The state of airfields for diversion purposes.

This form would apply only to the operation of V.L.Ro air
craft and would be known els Form VoL.R. and would be signalled

daily between No, 15 Groi;^), R,A,P, Iceland and No,1 Group
St, Johns (N,P,) repeated in each case to H,Q,C,C, It should
be timed immediately after the receipt of H,Q.C,C's daily
convoy priority and high probability area signal. In this

way the priority tasks could be quickly settled between the

groups concerned and all would know the exact state of the

itnplementation. The Form V,LoR, scheme was brought into

force on 15 April,

Thus f^ the priority, early warning and task mission
arrangement was confined to air authorities althou^ natiarally
the naval partners in the various AeC,H9Qs coixld view the

Later in April the system was criticised by thesignal,
C,-in-C, Western Approaches on the ground that different
priorities and probability areas were being issued by
H,Q,C,C, to those prepared by his own naval staff,
this was because their drafting was influenced by different
factors,

size of different convoys, isiiether they had strong or wealc

sixrface escort and only included convoys which No, 15 Group
aircraft coiLLd not cover,

convoys within reach of shore-based air and took note of the

current availability of aircraft while the high probability
areas given were selected with reference to the probable
capabilities of the Groups to cover them.

In fact

Naval priorities were governed by the value and

H,QoC,C, priorities included all

To obtain con^ilete co-ordination a confersnce was held on

28 April in the Admiralty at which the interested parties were

present. It was agreed that uniformity would be achieved by
instituting a three-cornered telephonic talk at 0930 hours

daily between the Chief of Staff ¥/estem Approaches at

Liverpool, the Senior Naval Staff Officer at HeQ,C,C, and the
head of the Admiralty Tracking Room to decide on priorities
for convoy escort which would be under three categories ;-

Definitely threatened or being attackedA,

B, Standing into danger

Mi^t require cover in the future with the
probable date.

C.

This signal shoirld be sent by H,Q,C,C, to No,15 Group,
R,A,F, Iceland, R,A,F, Gibraltar and E»A,C» Canada prefixed
by a permanent code word indicating the agreed decision of

the three home authorities previously mentioned,
ELS possible after this H,Q,C,C, should signal the probability
areas and any special instructions necessary to co-ordinate
action to Nos, 15 and 19 Groups, R,A.F, Iceland, R,A,F,
Gibraltar and E,A,C, Canada also prefixed by a code word

indicating Admiralty Tracking Room agreement.

As soon
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On 30 April the code v/ord Stipple Tsas allocated for the

convoy priority signal, and Tubular for the U-boat probability
area signal,
to all maritime authorities acquainting them v/ith the pro
cedure and bringing it into effect from 10 1/lay,(l)

On 7 Ife-y the Admiralty made a general signal
Admty Message
071612 B

The R,A,P, Gibraltar, however, had still not been
returned to Coastal Command’s operational control and under
the Torch directive were bound to extend air escort to all

Torch convoys irrespective of whether they Y/ere threatened or

This anomaly Y/as corrected on 20 lay when the Admiralty/not.C,-in-C, Pile

A,H,B,/
IIK/5V10/30.

Coastal Command Committee amended the order to read that all

Gibraltar and West African convoys should be included in the

Stipple signal on the same principles as applied to other

Atlantic convoys.

On 27 August 1945 the wording of the three categories
governing the priority for convoy air escort Yvas amplified
and amended to read;-

Category A - Convoys and Pleet Units for which air cover

must if possible be provided before any other commitment,
i,e. Those definitely threatened or being attacked or of

special importance even thovigh not known to be actually
threatened.

Categor.v B - Probable future requirements,
and Fleet Units likely to be included in Category  A on

days subsequent to the period of the present Stipple
Signal with indication of dates.

Category C - Any Convoys or Pleet Units to which it was

desired to give modified air cover against possible
contact Yvith a single U-boat,
the A,C,H,Q, concerned to Ydthhold this cover and report
accordingly if promising or important offensive opera
tions were in hand.

i,e. Convoy

Discretion was left to

sA,M,

D,C,A,S, Pile

A.H,B,/IDV72

(b) Three new TOapons in the air Y/ar on U-boats at sea

(1.) The Mark 24 Mine

This Yvas a T/eapon designed for use against U-boats that

completely disappeared before the attacking aircraft could

release depth charges. The early development was carried
out in the United States and by the end of February 1943 had
reached the stage of performance trials, Throu^out its

life it was treated wdth the greatest secrecy and ms known

(1) In this order the addressees were enlarged as follom:-

Stipple - to Nos, 18 and 19 Groups and R,A.P, Iceland
repeated to E,A,C, Uoal Group St, Johns, R,A,P, Gibraltar,
Admiralty, Air Ministry, Naval Commands concerned,
Canadian Naval Command and C,-in-C, United States Navy,

TubifLar - to all Coastal Command Home Groups and R,A,P,

Iceland repeated to Admiralty, E,A,C, Halffax,
No,1 Group St, Johns and R,A,P, Gibraltar, The various

Naval Commands to be informed througiri their associated
A,C,H,Qs and C,-in-C, Rosyth to inform C,-in-C, Home
Pleet,
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as the Mark 21+ Mine*

designed to homo on to propeller noises*
long with a diameter of 19 inches and weighed 680 lb*
head contained 100 lb* of T*N*T. fitted with a contact fuse*
It was battery driven at 12 knots v/ith an endurance of
15 minutes and was calculated to home within a maximum range
of 1,300 yards of a U-boat proceeding at best submerged speed
at shallow depth (i*e, the conditions of a crash dive)*
Naturally the range fell sharply at diminished U-boat speeds
and increased depth to about 150 feet homing range when the
U-boat had slowed to two knots at 250 feet depth*
be dropped fzxsm aircraft in level flight from 150 to 300 feet
altitude at air speeds between 125 and 150 knots*

It was a low velocity acoustic torpedo
It was seven feet

The

It had to

C*A*S* Pile

No* 2012

The first series of performance trials were satisfactory
and on 27 February the C*-in-C. United States Navy indicated
that the first priority for this weapon was in the South
Pacific Tri.th a probable date of readiness in sipply by 1 May*
After this, as soon as production permitted, it could be used
in the Atlantic and the probable date was given as
1 August 1945* As the Washington Convoy Conference was about
to open and as the lark 24 Mine was essentially an anti
submarine air weapon the matter was brought to Air Vice-
Marshal Hurston’s attention in order that its early lise by
British V*L*R* aircraft in the North Atlantic could be raised

in committee* The Admiralty also drew the British delega
tion’s notice to the disadvantage of using it against the
Japanese three months before the Germans if siuprise in all
strategic areas was intended by the C*-in-C* United States
Navy* Representations along these lines in the Conference
resulted in the U*S* delegate’s declaration in favo^n? of using
the weapon on a pack of U-boats in the Atlantic as soon as

practicable rather than on single Japanese submarines in the
southwest Pacific and anticipated at least a hundred Iferk 24
mines being ready by 1 May*

Meanwhile successful trials had been carried out against
an American submarine on 4 March and initial supplies were

promised in April to Argentia and Gander in Newfoundland,
Iceland and the United Kingdom so that simultaneous use in the

North Atlantic could be effected* Tne first consignment of
mines arrived in Northern Ireland on the 27th, in Newfoundland
on 29 April and in Iceland on 1 May* The C.-in-C* United
States Navy then gave permission to start simultaneous opera
tional use on 8 May but the convoy battle raging around
0NS*5 off Greenland oh the 5th caused an advance in the

operational date to 6 ]&y 1943o

ibid

Signal from
B*A*D*

V^ashington to
Admiralty
T* 0*0* 2301Z/
27/2

ibid

Signail
T.0*0*2125Z/
6/3

ibid

Signals
T*0*0*2047Z/6
and 2301z/l6*

ibid

T*0*0*

1721Z/3/5

Certain regulations, aside from the drill for mainten
ance, attack and release, governed the tactical use of the
weapon*

secrecy both in handling and reports*
It was of course surrounded with the greatest

It’s use was for-

bidden in the Mediterranean or in any inshore waters of the
Atlantic v/here it might run ashore neither was it ever to be

enployed against surfaced U-boats(l) and it was considered
useless to release it more than two minutes after  a U-boat

had disappeared*

(l) Peimission was given on 8 June 1943 for it's use in
the Bay of Biscay outside the 100 fathom line* However,
as the U-boats in this area were committed to fighting
back on the surface, no opportunities arose for it’s
employnent*
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It was found at Aldergrove (N, Ireland) that a V,L*R,
Liberator could carry two Iferk 24 mines plus four normal
depth charges and this became the standard load* The first

sorties on operations with the new weapon began on the 7th
but it was not till 12 ilay that the first attacks were made.
On that day three V.L*R» Liberators of No,86 Squadron were
giving cover to convoy HS,237, Each aircraft sifted a

U-boat Tihich was attacked with the new weapon after it had
dived. The only evidence of result seen in the rather

rough sea conditions was by B/86 Squadron,(1) This con
sisted of a brovmish patch 90 feet in diameter which
appeared within half a mile of the diving swirl some two

minutes after release. Very soon after, the U-boat
re-surfaced and made off on her Diesel engines zig-zagging
violently and firing at the aircraft with the flak armament,
B/86 returned the fire and attacked with depth charges but
overshot out of lethal range. The aircraft then called up
the surface escort on I^T and directed two of them towards
the still sixrfaced U-boat, B/86 was then at the limit of
endurance and had to leave the scene. The U-boat got away
but was re-located early the next day (I3 llay) by Sunderland
0/423 Squadron, still tinable to dive. In face of the hot
flak fire put up, the Sunderland circled around while con

tacting the convoy’^s surface escort commander on I^T, He
detailed two corvettes ydio arrived on the scene shortly
after. On sitting their approach the U-boat dived in
desperation, and Gr/h23 Squadron got in a depth charge attack
30 seconds after disappearance. Attacks were then made by
the corvettes with depth charges and the U-boat v/as assessed
(correctly) as sunk. After the war it was established that
the U-boat was U,456 and that she had been badly damaged aft
by the Mark 24 Mine attack.

In defaxiLt of any visual evidence after the other two
attacks they had to be assessed as 'Insufficient evidence of
damage' and similar lack of evidence followed the next three
attacks.

Squadron from Iceland while escorting convoy 0NS,7 an
attack in a calm sea follov/ing which a large welling was
seen on the sirrface some 800 feet ahead of where the U-boat

had dived and on the same day, much further south, B/86
Squadron attacked another U-boat soon after it had dived and
saw 90 seconds after release a sizable mushroom-like dis-

t;rrbance 6OO feet away,
sunk' assessment be given at the time but a detailed check
after the war from German naval documents established that

on that day U,657 and U,266 had vanished at positions cor
responding to the respective aircraft attacks.

Hov/ever, on I4 Ife-y a U,S, Catalina of No,84

In neither case could a 'known

Three more indecisive attacks followed and then, on
19 May, Liberator T/120 Squadron escorting SC,130 attacked
diving U-boat with depth charges isiiich missed and then with
two klark 24 iiines,

seen which merged into each other about 200 feet ahead of the
diving sv/irl some 30 seconds after release.

a

This time two -upheavals of -water were

Even now a

(1) The scanty surface disturbance resulting from an
e2cplosion of only 100 lb, of T,N,T, at depths down
to 150 or 200 feet al-vra.ys made the confirmation of
a hit difficiolt particxolarly in rough sea conditions.
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positive 'knoTwi sunk* could not be given but checks after the
vmr show that it was U>954 that was destroyed,
Trvith no after evidence followed imtil 25 May when U,S,
Catalina P/84 Squadron attacked a U-boat and 90 seconds later
saw a shock wave follov/ed by a welling on the sixrface about
300 yards ahead of the diving swirl,
established that this ̂ vas U,467 outward bound on her first
trip from Germany,

During May, tv/enty-one attacks were made and tv/enty-two
weapons released,(I) At the time, the sighting of positive
after results v/as held to jtistify an assessment of ’Possibly
Sunk’ and the J/iark 24 Mine Tra.s considered a very valuable
addition to the armoury of the A/'\J aircraft,
ledge confirms nearly all these wartime assunptions and may
reveal one or two more kills among the 'unknov/n
category of U-boat losses. These latter are still under
scrutiny among relevant German records,

(2) The Rocket Projectile - (R,P, )

More attacks

Postwar evidence

Post war know^

I
cause

See Vol.III

Chapter XII
(xii)

Mention has been made in Volume III of the experimental
development of this weapon from August 191,2 to its full
scale trials in February 1943* By November 1942 it had been
decided that the R,P. should be fitted first to the
manoeuvrable aircraft of Coastal Command - the Hudson for

attacks on U-boats and the Beaufighter against enemy ship-
pi^S»(2) At the 31st meeting, on 1 January 1943, of the
Admiralty Standing Committee on Aircraft Attacks on U-boats it
was stated that a 60 lb, explosive headed R,P, would be used
against shipping and the solid 25 lb, headed R,P, against
U-boats,(3)

more

The latter weapon on trials had, after entering

C,C, Pile

s.7050/5
Pt,III.

Encl,19A

ibid

End, 3QA.

the water, travelled some JO feet at a shallow depth before
emerging again at half velocity but even after this reduction
T/as still capable of driving the 25 lb, head through the
pressure hull of a submarine.

and A,H,3,/
IIK/5VI0/24

At the 10th meeting of the Coastal Command Committee on
A/U T/arfare held on I9 February 1943 it was announced that two
squadrons of Hudson ex Coastal Command but now based in the

Western Mediterranean were to be fitted for firing the new
weapon(4) and if results should be satisfactory that nearly

A,M. File

C,s,1i561
Fncl, 21A and

A,H,B,/IIK/5V
10/2/*

(1) The v/ithdrawal of U-boat packs from the Northern Atlantic
at the end of May drastically reduced the opportunities
for using this weapon,
June which resulted in tTO U-boats sunlc,
in July Tmthout result and none in August,
attempt to re-open the convoy war in the Northern Atlantic
in September and October brought 20 attacks but only two
U-boats wrere sunk,

November and none in December,

The equipping of Beaufighters proceeded separately from
A/U aircraft. No,236 Squadron v/as fitted ready for
training late in March 1943* Their subsequent story is
continued in the Anti-shipping cliapters.
For the history and development of the Rocket Projectile
see Appendix III,
The tT,vo squadrons designated were Nos,500 and 608,
They had just been incorporated in the new North African
Coastal Air Force based in Ailgeria,
as the more settled Mediterranean v/eather favoured rapid
training and U-boats local to this area showed at this
date more preference to remaining on the surface to
fight than those in any other region,

SECRET

Only six attacks were made in
Five were made

The German

Thereafter attacks dropped to two in

They were selected

(2)

(3)

(4)
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all A/U aircraft would be equipped in due course,
next Admiralty Committee meeting (5 Ivlarch) it was confirmed
that the two Hudson squadrons wou3.d be fitted by the second

vreek in April,

At the

Further trials with the installation in England had
established that the best attack approach was in  a shallow
20 degrees dive. In this attitude about 75 per cent of the
roimds emerged from the water again after having travelled
between 100 and 190 feet at a imiforra depth of 13 to 15 feet.
There were, however, tv/o tactical liml-tations;-

(a) It was of no lise unless a nearly beam attack
could be delivered as the projectile would only strike
a glancing blow on the pressure hull or conning tower
if fired on bow or stem angles,

(b) It was useless at periscope depth or if the
U-boat had conpletely disappeared.

Resulting from subsequent trials in March aiid April,
full tactical instructions and memoranda on the fitting and
operational use against U-boats were issued not only by the
Air Ministry and Coastal Command but by the Admiralty who
were pressing ahead with the equipping of Swordfish aircraft
for the escoid carriers.

C.C, Pile

3,7050/5
Pt, III

End, 43A

C.G. Pile

3.7001/10
Ends, 31 A,
2)AA, 63A and
66a

Mean’while the fitting and training of Nos,500 and
608 Squadrons had proceeded at their base in Algeria and the
aircraft started operations with the R,P, in Ivlay 1943,
Their first success came on 28 }fe,y Diiien Hudson i\/608 Squadron
sank U.755 about 36O miles east of Gibraltar, The U-boat
fired flak at the approaching aircraft viho attacked on a
bearing just abaft the port beam. At 20° dive the first
salvo Tifas fired from 85O feet altitude range 8OO yards, the
second salvo from 650 feet at 600 yards range,
the first salvo of two failed to release but the other sectored
a direct hit on the T/ater line at the base of the conning
tower,

water in line with the conning totrer and about 80 feet short
thus scoring a total of one direct hit on the water line and
fooor underwater hits,

still firing all flak guns,
the gunfire ceased and she vvas seen to founder before the
aircraft left the scene.

Five days earlier, on 23 May, the first Atlantic success
had been obtained by Svrordfish B/819 3quadron from H.M, escort
carrier Archer supporting convoy HX,239 when U,752 vra.s sunk.
Late in lay three R,P, fitted aircraft of No,236 Beaiofighter
3quadron were detached to No,19 Group for operations against
the transit U-boats in the Bay and on 1 June B/236 Squadron
sanlc U.AIS homeward bound. By the last week in l-iay both the
Hudson squadrons at Gibraltar (Nos,2)H and 233) contained air
craft fitted T/itli R,P, and after an abortive attack on

1 June succeeded in sinking U,594 about I80 miles west of
Gibraltar on 4 June, In this case the aircraft (P/48
Squadron) caught the U-boat lonprepared on the surface and
smothered it ivith eight R,P, One and a half minutes later
the U-boat had sunk leaving an enormous patch of oil behind.

Another useful killing weapon had been added to the A/U
aircraft's armour. In July the Iceland based Hudson squadron
was equipped and a start made in fitting the Liberators of
No,224 Squadron,

One rocket of

All four rockets of the second salvo entered the

The U-boat circled slov/ly sinking but
As she settled loT/er and lower

ibid

End, Gl^k

R.A,P.

North Africa

O.R.B,

Appendices
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(3) The 600 lb. A/s depth bomb

The early history of the development of this ■weapon is
also mentioned in Volume III to 31 December 1942 when,
ov/ing to countermining difficulties -when released in a stick,
the bomb was suspended from operational use.
and alterations during the next t-wo months produced a satis
factory performance and at the Admiralty meeting on Aircraft
Attacks on U-boats of 5 March 1943 it "was reported that the
bomb ■was cleared for release heights bety/een 1,200 and
5,000 feet and ■when dropped in sticks of three at spacings
from 80 to 120 feet had not countermined.

Ikirther trials

See Vol.III
Chapter XII
(xii)

C.C* File
s.7050/5
Part III
Encl.4-3A

By 2 April trials on the sound range had established
that the hydrostatic fxxze set at 35 feet depth produced
detonation vidthin ^ five feet and that the lethal radius ¥ra.s
approximately 29 feet. It was hoped to start using the bomb
operations-lly d^uring the month in conjunction v/ith the
Mark XIV high level sight using a stick of three spaced at
100 feet, Mark XIV sights were supplied to the Czech No,311
Vfellington X Squadron and training ¥/as hastened as it vra.s
felt that this high level vfeapon might be the only answer to
surfaced U-boats if their flak ever became really accurate at
Ioy/ levels. The fitting of these sights also started, late
in April, to the Halifaxes of No,502 Squadron v/ho vrere ear
marked for using the bomb.

ibid

Encl,45A

C.-in-C, Pile
A.H.B./
IIK/5V10/24.

Early in Ifey No,311 Squadron started operations in the
Bay area followed toY/ards the end of the month by Wo,502
Squadron, The first and only attack by the former ivas made
by 1^311 Squadron on I6 I'/lay on an int?ard bound U-boat from
1,600 feet releasing three bombs spaced at 100 feet. The
explosions straddled the extreme stem of the boo.t at an
acute angle. The U-boat dived Y/ithin a minute leaving a
large patch of oil. The Admiralty assessment at ■bhe time
was 'serious damage* but as yet German records have not
established the identity of the boat. Three days later
No,311 Sq^uadron left the line to re-equip to Liberators leaving
No,502 as the only squadron -using the bomb. Their first
attack took place on 30 }/iay, by e/502. This time the U-boat
dived as the aircraft rras approaching and as the l/lk,XIV sight
Yra.s hot working satisfactorily the pilot lost height to
500 feet and released one bomb by eye just ahead of the diving
swirl. Beyond a decided bump no ill effects were felt in the
aircraft after this low release. It t/as not considered that
any damage had been inflicted on the U-boat,

No, 19 Groijpi
O.R.B,
Appendices

No fiorther attacks vrere made until the 15 and
20 June but in neither case Yrere any significant after resiilts
seen. It Yvas not till 30 July that success ■(r/as obtained
when S/502 Squadron sank U.A62, This proved, hoi/ever, to be
the only one for oyer a year and it Y/as 12 August 1944- before
P/502 sank U,981 . These tvro sinkings v/ere the only successes
scored with a weapon on Virhich much time and labour had been
expended,

(vi) Ifeiy operations ..

At the beginning of May the North Atlantic U-boats Yirere in
the same dispositions as for the end of April, Group Star of
thirteen boats YTas off the southeast corner of Greenland,
Groups Specht and Amsel of thirty-tv/o boats on a Yri.de arc
covering NeYrf'oimdland and Group Drossel of thirteen boats to
the ¥,N,¥, of Gai>e Pinisterre ■with two refuelling supply boats
midv/ay betY/een the three groups. Numerous boats Yrere
returning to or coming out from the French bases and there

ibid

See liap No. 10
for

dispositions
B, d u.
War Diary
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vrere some thirteen large t^^e boats in Equatorial and South
Atlantic -waters. In all, 134 U-boats were at sea in the
Atlantic and a further nine vrere being made available from
Arctic waters now that the German Command had realised that
the convoys to and from Russia had ceased, (1)

Group Dx-ossel off Cape Finisterre

Things went wrong for B, d U, right from the start of
this ill-fated month. Group Drossel had lost one boat
unknown to him on 2 May,(2) The Group, now conprising ten
boats(3), was strung out on an east/west line ready to take
advantage of any convoy locations made by the daily P,¥.200
reconnaissance to the west of Spain. At 0830 hours on
3 May this reconnaissance reported two southbound convoys
fairly close together in approximately 45°N x 14‘^/(4) and
B, d U. ordered the Group to operate. Only two boats -
Hf 8? and — picked up the P»¥,200’s beacon signals and
both sighted the coastal craft convoy during the day,
Further G,A,P, sorties again reported both convoys at
1830 hours. Six boats received the beacon signals and
closed at speed after dark, U.89 fired misses and both she

^*456 lost contact, T\to other boats - U.439 and 659
were manoeuvring at high speed near the coastal craft convoy
and collided soon after midnight with such force that both
sank shortly afterwards neither being able to inform the
U-boat Command of the disaster. None of the Group sighted
either convoy on the 4th and B, d U. refused to chase any
further south for fear of the Gibraltar based air support.

Admty

C.B. 02*050/
45/(6)
page 24

On 5 ifey the line was being reformed and during the
night of 5/6th U,406 and 6^ collided - this time not with
fatal results but with sufficient damage to coiipel both
boats to return home immediately. On 6 May, U.2j47 and 659
were instructed to break through into the Mediterranean
reinforcements to the depleted U-boat strength in that area.
As we have seen U,659 was already sunk and on the 7th the
Gibraltar based mdsons I and V253 Squadron sank U.Zpk? about
300 miles west of Gibraltar,

as

B, d U,

y/ar Diary

The remnants of the Group, now only numbering five,
sighted the northbound convoy SL,128/MKS,12 early on 7 I/iay
after a day's search caused by inaccurate initial sighting
reports by the E.lT.BOO reconnaissance, U.89 made  a sub
merged attack at II30 hours and sank the Laconikos -

3,803 tons but subsequent shadowing was greatly hampered by
the air cover which arrived soon after midday,
provided by Gibraltar based Catalinas of No.202 Squadron and

Liberator of No,86 Squadron from England which continued
to midnight,

measures, U.230 being depth charged twice and U»456 sustaining

This -was

a

up
The surface escorts were active in counter-

ibid and

R.A.P,

Gibraltar

O.R.B,

Appendices

(1) These convoys were discontinued from March o-wing to the
con-fcinual daylight and increased risk in inaccessible
latitudes of G,A,P, and U-boat attack. They were
resiamed in the late autumn.

This was U.JJ2 sunk by aircraft in the Bay on her way to
join the Group,

23^ 406, ̂  ̂9j 44Z^ ̂  60^ ̂  and 659.
One consisted of 28 landing craft escoirfced by t-wo
trawlers, the other of 15 coastal craft (M,Ls and
M,T,Bs) escorted by a corvette and trawler.

(2)

as
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eartensive damage to her compasses and stem toipedo tube, L
view of the stronger air si^port to be expected as the convoy
neared England, B, d U, abandoned the operation before dawn
on the 8th,

ONS 5(main battle)

In

B, d U.

Yfer Diary
In mid-Atlantic 14) to 3 May, Groins ̂ echt and Star had

had some fruitless chasing after chance siglitings without
being able to intercept a convoy, B. d U, had just signalled
instructions for the two Groups to combine into a new Group
Pink when on the morning of 4th, U«628 reported a southwest
bound convoy in 55¥)N x 424OW. B, d U. sent all Group Pink
and half of Group Amsel (4I boats in all) to attack.

The convoy was 0NS,5 again. After the previous inter-
April, when one ship vra-s lost (against

^■•710 suiTk), the convoy had run into a very severe gale andby .3 i'iay, wasssomeTihat scattered. Ocean escort was being
given by Duncan (s, 0,), Vidette. Tay. Loosestrife.

,§un|ls!]ger and Pink. Inability to refuel in the
existing rough wea,ther forced Duncan to leave at 1400/3rd
but the 3rd Escort Group consisting of Offa (S,0,), Penn.
Iii^ulsive, Panther and Oribi joined as extra support,
ov/ing to refuelling difficulties only Offa and Oribi could
reraa^ longer than ,2)3 hours. The main convoy consisted of
30 ships vdth a detactaent of four ships escorted by Pink
proceeding as a separate convoy,
straggling.

Again

There, \vere some other ship

Admty
C,B,02,j05.0/
43(5)

s
Air escort from Iceland had ceased on 2 May,

By midday on the 4th,' the vdnd had eased to Porco 6 and
the weather hnd cleared sufficiently for Canadian air cover to
get out from Gander (N,P,), Two Cansos - W and E/No,5
Squadron R,C,A,P, - provided cover during the afternoon.
Both aircraft sighted and attacked U-boats closing in on the
convoy, the former sinlcing I4630 with an accurate depth charge
attack. During the day five U-boats reached the
followed sopn after dark by six more. At midnight one
straggler(l) was sunk by U.707 and at 0100 hours on the 5ththe defence .was penetrated by several boats who sank two shipsi
Another series .of attacks at 0500 hours sunk four more ships,(3)Pour U-boats dropped out including U.270 ;vith severe depth
allege damage leaving 36 boats still operating at daylightAth,
Thick fog over Nevrf'otindland grounded the R,G,A,P, but
Liberator J/120 Squadron managed to get out to the
2^0 hours from Iceland, At this distance from base(1,050 miles)'the aircraft cotild only remain one hour with the
convoy and in'fog patch conditions sighted ho U-boats,

convoy

(2)

convoy at

R.C,A.P.
Narrative

B. d U,
Y/ar Diary ,
and Admty
C.B.02t050/
43(5)

_  _ A furious fight aroxmd the convoy continued all the 5th
in increasingly fog^ conditions, ‘Another straggler was
smik at 1240 hours, (4) one of the detached convoy at
1545 hours(5) and three out of the main convoy at 192)0 houfsi
Pi-equent encounter at point blank'range took place between
escorts and surfaced U-boats in sudden clear patches resulting

1 North Britain - 4,635 tons,
Harperley - 2^,586 and Harburg - 5,081.
g^^itiol Ciiy - 2,862), Dplius- - 5,507, WentY/orth - 5,213
and Nest Ivlaxim-us - 5,56l,
Lorient - 4,737.
West iiadaket - 5,565,

- 1,570, Sglvistan - 5,136 and Gharinda - 5,306.

2

3

.4,
5
6
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in U,192 Eeing sunk by Pink and X5m6'58 by Loosestrife. By
midnight 5/6th the weather was calm and foggy and 1:5) to dawn
no less than twenty-four attempts vrero made by U-boats to
break throtigh the screen but all were beaten off. Three

more U-boats were badly damged and two were sunk  - U.125 by
Vidette and U.551 by Oribi. A little before dawn/6th the
1st Escort Group (Pelican_(S.O#), Sennen. Wear, Jed and Spey)
joined up from the south and conpletely surprised U.lfjS on
the surface taAio was promptly sunk by Pelican.

The convoy 'is/as last reported to B, d U, at 0425 hours/
6th as being in 523QM x Z(j630W in thick fog. In view of
these conditions, the proximity to Newfoundland and the
U-boat casualties already reported to him, he broke off the
engagement at O6OO hoixrs. In his summary of the operation
B, d U. blamed the fog for limiting the convoy losses to the
17 ships which his U-boats claimed. Pour U-boats were badly
damaged and six others had not reported and therefore must be
considered sunk. These heavy losses were of grave concern to
him considering the short duration of attack. In the
Admiralty viev/ the heavy price exacted from the enemy gave
cause for satisfaction in spite of the loss of t\7elve ships.
In the li^t of postwar knowledge this was the last occasion
on which a U-boat pack showed determination in pressing home
attacks.

The U-boats losing heart

The success of 0WS.5’s escorts in locating surfaced
U-boats in conditions of fog directed B. d U‘s attention anew
to Allied radar performance. He summed up the situation as
follows:-

B. d U,

War Diary

(i) Radar location by air and naval forces not only
rendered the attack by individual boats most difficult
but also provided the enemy with a means of fixing the
U-boat patrol lines and avoiding them by evasive routing.
Radar location thus robbed the submarine of her most

important characteristic - ability to remail undetected.
All responsible departments were v/orking at high pres
sure to establish what type of radar 7?as being used and
provide countermeasures to it,

(ii) The enemy ai* force was already able to give convoy
cover in almost all the northern Atlantic area and it

must be expected that the remaining gaps would soon be
closed either by land based planes or escort carrier
aircraft,

alv/ays forced our U-boats to lag helplessly astern of
the convoy and so prevent the achieving of success
especially when surfa.ce craft and air escorts
co-operate efficiently.

Then followed some remarks on the growing seriousness
of the air threat to the Biscay transit route and the decision
to strengthen the flalc armament of U-boats not only for the
transit passage but to enable boats to fight their way aliead
of convoys into attacking positions.(l)

This air cover operating around convoys had

Also was noted the

ibid

(1) The number of cases in which U-boats aroimd convoys
offered flak resistance to attacking aircraft rose from
seven in April to fourteen in ilay but the still inade
quate flak armament resulted in no aircraft loss and on

only three occasions was even sig)erficial damage inflicted,
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groT/ing ejcplosive power of depth charges. In this respect
the use of the large Type IX U-boats on convoy work was dis-
continued(l) as they had been found too clunisy and vulnerable
to counter-attack. The use of upper deck spare torpedo con
tainers was abolished for all north Atlantic boats as their
collapse and flooding under the poweifilL depth charge
explosions endangered the boat by the sudden loss of buoyancy.
The increase in the number of escort vessels was noted

together with the fact that as yet he possessed no special
weapon for use against them. He ended by stating that the
U-boats’ struggle was now harder than ever but all depart
ments were working full out to assist the boats in their task
and to equip them with better weapons,

OHS 6

ibid

After breaking a\7ay from 0NS,5, the U-boats moved off to
the east and south. About 15 wore still fully operational,
another ten proceeded to7/ards the tvro supply boats to refuel
for further operations and the remaining nine started their
homeward journey,
ing up between Greenland and Iceland,

and 952 - sifted a westbound convoy at 1000 hours
6 ilay in 6015N x 22j20¥.
been receiving air support from Iceland since 3 Iviay, D/Ps
of the U-boat reporting signals indicated their presence and
stronger air cover ms given for noon/6th. Escort was
provided by two Catalinas of No.84 Squadron U.S.N, for
8^ hours during v^iiich three attacks on U-boats were carried
out and supporting sv/eeps by Hudsons of No,269 Squadron pro
duced four si^itings and three attacks, U,227 and 645 were
also in the vicinity but these attacks broke all direct
tact \vith the convoy although U,418 and 952 continued to
folloTir well behind during the ni^t of 67^th, Supporting
sweeps by the Catalinas were provided all day (7th) and
althoiogh U,418 re-sighted the convoy at noon she was forced
to dive and gave up the chase at 1800 hours, U.952 momentar
ily sighted the convoy at I40O hours on the 8th but was
counter-attacked soon after by the surface escorts and lost
touch. No other boats having made any report B, d U,
abandoned the operation,

Doenitz’s suspicions raised again

A new group Isar was in course of build-
Two of these boats -

on

This was convoy 0NS,6 which had

con-

ibid and

R.A,P.

Iceland

0,R,B,

Appendices

The next pair of eastbound convoys were ejqpected by
B, d U, to cross longitude 42°¥ at some time on 8 lay and he
had stationed 28 U-boats up longitude 420¥ between 52^°N and
44°N, These conprised a new Group Elbe (mostly ex 0NS,5
operation) and G^roup Rhein (previously ceilled Amsel),
Radio Intelligence intercept had established that HX,237 was
in the 2f4 N x 49°W late on the 6th and it looked to him as if
a southerly route was intended, ■ Both Groups v/ere therefore
instructed to move 90 miles to the southward,
cepts by Radio Intelligence on the 8th indicated that the
convoy had been in 42°N x 46°¥ on the 7th steering southeast
and that 30,129 ms routed tlirougli 41ON x 41^17.

A

Belated inter

This very

-

definite avoidance of both Groups Elbe and Pliein raised all
B, d U's old suspicions. It was, he stated, most important
to demand how the enemy was able to have Icnowledge of his

B, d u.

War Diary
pages 333 and
3W)

(1) The eraployflent of Type IX U-boats on conVoy operations
ms instituted on 6 April to make up for the drop in
availability of Type VII due to the very extensive
effort put up during Ivlarch,
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patrol lines. Apart from airborne location, the nature of
■phich appeared to he unknoTOi to his staff, it -was possible
that the increased ¥/T traffic after the 0NS,5 operation had
given the enemy information through intelligent • D/P ing but
this almost circular detour by both convoys i/i/as highly
suspicious. He considered it unlikely that the enemy had
cracked the German cyphers but this possibility had now been
cancelled by an iimnediate change in the cypher settings.
Other possible sources of leakage were again being checked.

HX 237

However, acting on Radio Intelligence's reports, all
Group Rhein were told to steer southeastTvard at maximum speed
to set up a line between iiA? and 1(jO°W on longitude 35°W to
catch HX,237 and Group Elbe was moved do™ at 10 knots in the
hopes of catching SC,129,
was instructed to proceed due west at cruising speed to
intercept either convoy at a later stage in their journey.
At 1300 hours on 9 Ifey, U,359 (Rhein) encountered HX,237 in
41 X 37°W, B. d U, ordered U,359 to shadow "ivinle the rest
of Group Rhein vrero sent on to get ahead of the convoy,
Groi^ Drossel, closing westward, Ki/as told to increase speed
towards the position, U,359, hov/ever, was soon located by
the convoy's stirface escort and attacked, thereby losing touch.
The convoy was at this time wrell outside shore based air range
but was accorrpanied by H,i\i, Escort Carrier Biter, It was not
sifted again until late on 10 May, by U.Zf03 who was proi^tptly
forced to dive by the Biter's aircraft, and again contact was
lost. As the other Group Rhein boats were 90 miles astern
of this fast convoy their orders v/ere cancelled, B, d U,
sidering it better to put his main concentration against the
slow SC,129.
boats into a single group
line between 46°N and 40 N on longitude 34°W« Group Drossel
and U,403 v/ere instructed to continue the operation against
HX.237.

Groe^ Drossel off Cape Pinisterre

con-

To this end he combined the Elbe and Rhein
of 27 boats and halted them on a

B, d U.
y/ar Diary

Group Drossel sighted the convoy late on 11 }/fe.y in
4^°N X 27^°V/.
vicinity T/ere ordered to attack if reasonably placed,
boats reported hindrance in closing the convoy before dark by

hours of the 12th

By daylight the
convoy was being followed by at'least eight U-boats,(2)
Shore-based aircraft now joined in with the Biter's aircraft
in giving air cover. Three attacks were made during the day
by the latter, U,230 reported shooting down one carrier
aircraft but U, 89 was sink by B/81 1 Squadron from Biter in
co-operation with surface escorts. Pour V.L.R, Liberators of
No,86 Squadron were aroind the convoy from daTm. till two hours
after dark. Each aircraft sighted a U-boat and three of
them attacked, (3) One U—boat (U,456) was badly damaged.

They and all other outv/ard bound boats in the
Some

carrier-borne aircraft but in the early
U»456 attacked and sank a straggler,(I)

ibid and

Nos,15 and I9
Groijps
O.R.B.
Appendices

(1 Pori: Concord - 7» 138 tons,
U.89. 230, 403. 413. 436. 456, ^ and 7^.
This was the first occasion on ■which the shore-based
aircraft carried and used the new weapon against sub
merged U-boats - the Iferk 24 i'line,
■vyeapon made it unlikely that visible evidence of a hit
or destruction would al'ways be seen from the aircraft,
in fact it •was some time after before it ■was known that
U.456 had been damaged,
this area at this time, ■was never heard of again and
mi^t well have been a victim of one of the other t^wo
iilk,24 attacks carried out this da;y, particularly as the
sea was rough ■which vrould mask any visible evidence,

SECRET
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Another boat was severely dainaged by the STorface escorts and
the pack dropped well astern of the convoy. Soon after dusk
two stragglers vrcre sunk(l) by U,405 and 60^ but no boats
succeeded in closing to the convoy.

At da¥/n on the 13th the convoy v/as re-sighted by U,628
but she xms attacked and forced off at 0800 hours. The

damaged U,A56 -Vu-as still in the vicinity and Y/as located by
Sunderland g/^L{23 Squadron, Attacks by this aircraft and
H,M, ships sank her at 0900 hourso
provided escort during the 13th and in face of both carrier

and shore-based air cover B, d U, broke off the operation
observing in his Diary that tliis combination made dispro
portionate losses inevitable.

Relays of Sunderlands

ibid

OS 47

On the same day (11 lyay) that Groi^) Drossel had sighted
HX,237j Uc528. returning homo damaged after an air attack
T/hen in Group Star off Iceland, blundered into convoy OS, 47
then some 500 miles eastxTard of HX,237, 0S,47 was being
escorted by Halifax D/58 Scjuadron, She spotted the U-boat at
0830 hours but it dived before an attack could be made,
hour later the aircraft retumad to the position, re-sighted
U»528 and attacked, coiapletely crippling the U-boat v/hich,
unable to dive, xvas easily finished off by H.M.S. PleetTrood,
one of the surface escorts.

An

Wo,19 Group
0,R,B,

Appendices

SC 129

Also on 11 Iviay, U<,504 (Elbe) sighted the expected SC, 129
convoy in 4I N x 35 U at I830 hours. All Group Elbe was
ordered in to attack, U,359 and 385 contacted an hour later
and after dusk U,223 and 402 closed in, the latter boat
making an immediate attack and sinking two ships,(2)
Ui>223 and 402,Tivere counter-attacked and forced to break
to make good daxaage received.

Both

a?/ay

By daybrealc on the I2thB, d U,

War Diary
and

No,15 Group
0,R,B,

Appendices
and Admty
C,B,04050/45
(

twenty-tx7o boats were in the convoy’s vicinity,
shadowing and iJialcing reports was taken up by Ub186,
the day eleven other-boats closed in,
made during the night of the 12/13th but all were beaten off
by the surface escorts,
had to retire,

distance during the 13th,

The task o

Up 186 was sxmk and five other boat

f

During
Prequent attacks X7ere

s
The remaining I6 followed at a respectful

In the evening VoL,Ro support xvas
given by G/86 Squadx-on v/ho attacked tvra U-boats,
reported the sighting of a carrier(3) 'and B
tlxat the combined air cover to be expected the next day
lilcely to be formidable.

U«62jR
d Uo realised

was

During the 14th four Liberators of

5)

No,86 Squadron together \?ith Biter's aircraft maintained
escort and cover,

from the convoy.
B/86 Squadron sanlc U,266 at some distance
Only two boats even sighted the convoy -

14403 at 1630 hours who was soon after spotted and put down
by b/86 and U,107 at about the same time was forced to dive
and hunted by the surface escorts,

far behind the convoy and the strong air patrols ruled out
As all the others were

(1 Sandanger - 9,452 and Brand - 4,819 tons,
Antigone - 4)545 and Grado - 3,082 tons,
HcIvuS, Biter v/as transferred from HK.237 at noon/l3th
and joined 30,129 at 1400/l4th, Ab she was approach
ing the convoy, one of her aircraft attacked a U-boat
at 0940/14th,
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any further success B# d U* called the operation off before
dark*

0NS.7

Mean'while in the far north newly commissioned U-boats
and fresh boats out from the Biscay ports had enabled
B. d U, to form a new Group Iller of five boats off southwest
Iceland and to add throe more small groups (imi, Lech and Nab)
to the existing Group Isar to the southeast of Cape Farewell
(Greenland) numbering I7 boats in all.

Just after midnight 11/12 May, U.64-0 nearing Group Iller
from the east^7ard, sighted a westbound convoy south of
Iceland which was correctly estimated by B, d U. to be 0NS.7,

nra.s told to keep well astern while the Group Iller boats
were instructed to move eastward towards it. Supporting
sv/eeps by Catalinas of No,84 Squadron U,S,N, during the 12th
did not detect U,64O

^vere nearing the convoy and at 1950 hours U,640 closed up and
fired a long range salvo into the convoy but missed.
Shortly after she vr&s sighted and attacked by T/84 Squadron
(one of the Catalina supporting sweep) and lost contact during
the night.

By the 13th the Group Iller boats

B, d U.

Mar Diary
and R,A,F,
Iceland

0,R,B.

Appendices

After this incident full air escort was given the convoy
tlirou^out the 14th by six of No,84 Squadron and j/120
Squadron, Six U-boat sittings were made followed by four
attacks, one of these by C/84 Squadron sinking U,657* (l)
These sightings and attacks had the effect of keeping the
U-boats in the vicinity submerged for so long that they failed
to observe a major evasive alteration of course to the south-
ivard by 0NS,7 ̂ d, never regained contact,
any further reports from his boats B, d U, ordered the Group
to reform on a line ready to intercept the next NX convoy,
U5640, hoT/ever, continued to follov/ the approximate direction
of advance by the convoy and tv/o ni^ts later caught up.
She attacked at 0037 hours/l7 May and sank the Avmeric -
5,196 tons,(2)

H,M, S, Sv/ale. one of the convoy escorts.

In the absence of

Later on the 17th she was detected and sunk

Admty

0,3,04050/
43(5)

SC,130

By 17 May B, d U, realised from his Radio Intelligence
that the Allies were a^vvare of his Greenland disposition and
that HX,238 liad by-passed the line to the southward,
expected that SC,I30 following behind would take the
southerly route and accordingly combined the four small groups
off Greenland into one single Group Donau of 17 boats sending
them and Group Iller to lower latitudes to intercept it* At
0040/18 }&Ly U,304 sifted the ejqpected convoy in 5A50N x 363OW,
Nineteen other boats were detailed to operate and three made
contact late on the 18th with three more early on the 19th,
One (U,218) wa.s located and depth charged by the surface
escorts and forced to retire.

He

same

See Map No,11
for

dispositions

B, dU,

War Diary and
R,A,F.

Iceland

No,15 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices
and Adiity
C.B,OJltO5O/i0(6)

(1) This Ytas the first use of the Fnrk 24 mine by this
squadron,

(2) This was the last ship to be sunk in the Northern
Atlantic for four months.
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SC.130 of 37 ships had sailed from Halifax on 11 May and
was met on the 15th by the ocean Escort Groi;^) 3,7 consisting
of Duncan (S.O.), Vidette. Tay, SnoY/flake, Pink and Loosestrife.
The Canadian corvette Kitchener was also attached with a

trawler Northern Spray as rescue ship. On the I6th in perfect
weather the Sunflower joined 1:5) bringing the escort strength
to eight vessels. Air cover from Newfoundland v/as given dur
ing the forenoons of the 15th and l6th and for most of the day
of the 17th by which time the convoy was nearing the 60O mile
range from Gander, No U-boats were si^tedo Early on the
18th it was evident from YiT/T signal D/Ps that the convoy had
been located and during the nigjit of 18/l9th at least fo^Ir
U-boats were thought to be in contact. Accordingly just
before dawn/l9ththe Senior Officer ordered an alteration of
90° to starboard vidth the object of foxing a possible dawn
submerged attack,
after dawn,

attacked a U-boat at 0535 hoiors in what would have been
ideal position for submerged attack if no tiorn had been made.
This attack T/vas made with both depth charges and ISark 21+
mines and sank 'U,954« Thereafter in the next three hours the

same aircraft sighted and forced under five more U-boats all

the port side of the convoy,(I) Another U-boat was
attacked by Tay and the convoy instructed to make  a f-urther
emergency turn to starboard. At 0744- hours U,38l tried to

penetrate the screen and v/as s;Ank by Duncan and Snowflake.
A further attempt by another boat r/ajs frustrated by Duncan at

Liberator P/120 Squadron took up the air escort
at 1120 hours and in the next five hours sighted seven U-boats
of Tfihich one was depth charged. The others all dived before
an attack could be delivered.

V,L,R, air cover arrived from Iceland soon

The first aircraft - Liberator T/120 Squadron -
an

on

1039 hours.

ibid

Early in the afternoon the 1st Escort Group(2) joined
from astern and Y/hen about 15 miles from the convoy sighted
two U-boats of which one (U, 209) was attacked and sunk,
escort was continued by three more Liberators of No,120
Squadron and one of No,86 Squadron utp till 2330/19 ■liHay;
Three U-boats were sighted all of which T/ere attacked.
During the. day distant support sweeps were carried out by
nine Hudsons of No, 269 Squadron from Icelando
were sighted, all on co’urses towards the convoy,
them were attacked and Uo273 was sunk by M/26S Squadron,

Ai

Pour U-boats
Three of

r

In his Y/ar Diary B, d U, estimated that at les.st ten
boats were in contact with the convoy during the ni^t of
19/20th but only one attempt was made to close in. This was
defeated by Spey at 0323/20th and the U-boat^ attacked with
depth charges and hedgehog. During daylight/20th continuous
air escort was given by Liberators of Nos,120, 86 and 59
Squadrons, and extended through the night up to 0100/21st,
Pourteen sightings of U-boats were made of which five were
attacked, one resulted in the sinking of U.258 by
P/120 Squadron, All these sightings were at some distance

ibid

from the convoy and before dawn it was evident that the pack
had hauled off.

B, d U, gives a figure of 21 boats having been impli
cated and stated that the strong continuous air cover prevented
any close approach to the convoy and he abandoned the

(1) After the first attack T/120 had no iim>re weapon load
left and the other five U-boats were machine gunned
until: they dived,

(2) Wear (S,0,), Spey, Jed and Sennen.
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operation late on the 20th. Thus although heavily beset
this sloTif convoy was successfully fought through without loss
and inflicted severe casualties on the pack. The Admiralty
considered this satisfactory result was due to foiar things

(1) The strong air support given to the convoy

(2) The arrival of the 1st Escort Group on 19

(3) The accurate appreciation of the situation
throu^out by the Senior Officer escorts

(4) The successful evasive steering by the convoy.
Twenty emergency turns were made during the two days,

HX.239 and ON.184

After the operation was cancelled, B, d U, ordered the
Group Donau boats to liaul off to the southward and form a

line in approximately SI-^^N
convoy.

Intelligence reports was thought to be taking a southerly
route before tinming up to the northeast. An additional
group named Mosel had been formed of fresh boats numbering 21
and were on 21 Iviay patrolling a line from 55°N  x Zt4°Yir to
520n X 38°ii4 In order to make more certain of catching
i]X,239» B, d U, instructed the southern twelve of this groi:^)
to proceed southeastward and the remaining nine to go east at
their highest possible speed to get on to the presumed line of
advance of the convoy thus shutting the convoy in between
three different concentrations,

HX,239 vra.s accon5)anied by the Escort Carrier Archer and
when U,305 (Southern Mosel) siglited some of the surface
escort at noon/22 Ifey she was soon afterwards detected and
bombed by one of Archer’s aircraft. Assuming that the main
convoy was near this position, B. d U, sent five other
southern Mosel boats in to attack. At I7IO hours U.218
sifted the convoy but lost it at dusk in a rain squall,
-Ilf468 was attacked and severely damaged by Archer’s aircraft
and none of the others connected, B, d U, now halted all
the southern Mosel boats as being in a hopeless position
astem of the fast HX,239 and ordered Group Donau and the
nine northern Mosel boats to advance to meet the convoy.

Meanwhile U,569 (Southern Mosel) had blundered into a
westbound convoy - 6jM,l84 - and in spite of being continually
forced to dive by aircraft was following and reporting.
Unfortunately for her the convoy was being supported by the
American escort carrier Bogue and her aircraft finally
attacked and sunk U,569 in 504ON x 3521¥.
U—boats must have been drawn off on this convoy because
Bpgue *_s aircraft sighted and attacked five d'uring 22 May after
which they were shaken off.

At least five boats of the Donau and northern Mosel
groups contacted HX,239 on 23 May during which continuous air
cover was given by V.L,R. Liberators from Northern Ireland
and H,M,S, Archer’s aircraft. They vtere constantly forced
to submerge so that close approach, apart from any attack,
was quite nrpossible, Z/86 Squadron made an indecisive
attack with a I'ferk 24 mine and Sunderland A/i»23 Squadron a
depth charge attack with no positive results*
v/ere made by Archer ’s Svrordfish, one of which made history
by being the first kill vri.th the Rocket Projectile. The
victim was U,752 which was holed when at periscope depth.

X 31°U ready for the next HX
This he estimated v/ould be HX,239 and from the Radio

Several other

Three attacks

B. d U.

War Diary

Ibid and

Admty
C,B.04050/43
(6)

See Map No, 12
for lHx)at

dispositions

Ibid and

No,15 Group
0,R,B,
Appendices
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She surfaced, fou^t off three further air attaclcs but, on
sitting approaching destroyers, scuttled herself,
survivors were taken on board by U.9i»

Some

In view of the very strong air cover, B. d U. broke off
the operation observing that all the U-boat casualties roimd

these two convoys had been inflicted by aircraft,
next day - significantly Empire Day 24 }fe.y - B.  d U, made a
major strategic decision in the U-boat war.

On the

Retreat from the Northern Atlantic

In his Yifar Diary for 24 Ife-y, B, d U. has this entry;-

"In the last few days circunstances have arisen which
indicate a crisis in the U-boat War and force us to make

a decision. These circumstances are the heavy losses

v/hich have occurred, the fail\jre against convoy SC, 130
and the conditions dxoring the operations against HX,239.
U-boat losses in the Atlantic were 14 in February, 13 in
1/Iarch and 12 in April but up to 22 1/Iay they are already
at least with two further in the last two days.
Heavy losses can be borne if they are acconpanied by
corresponding heavy ship sinkings but in May it cost one

U-boat lost for every 10,000 tons of shipping sunk
whereas not long ago it was only one U-boat for
100,000 tons. The May losses have therefore reached an

impossible height,"

There followed an analysis of these losses and a state
ment that in the case of SC, 130 and HX,239 the part played by
aircraft was decisive. In the former operation the aircraft

prevented the boats approaching into attacking positions and
in the latter no real contact was ever made. The increased
use of land based and carrier borne aircraft combined T/ith

the siupirise element by day and ni^t throu^ radar location

had played an important part in causing the hi^ May losses.

Until U-boats were equipped with better defence and attack

weapons the iimmediate measure was to prevent losses frx»ra air

attack both in transit and in mid-Atleuitic operating positions.
The following order was signalled to all U-boats;-

(1) The procedixre for both the Biscay and Northern
transit areas was contaiiaed in Permanent Order No, 13

which ordered maximum submerged time, only surfacing
to recharge batteries and ventilate the boat and that
to be done by day. No. surface day passage was to be
attempted unless in conditions of very good visibility.
Special orders would follow later about projected new
procedure of Croup sailing,

(2) Procedure when waiting in the convoy operational
area was to be;-

(a) By ni^t - One electric motor slow to half
speed vd-th the other Diesel clutched in and ready
to start up. The ventilating fans to be sv/itched
off so as to hear the approach of aircraft. Flak
armament to be manned,

(b) By day - Proceed at higher cruising speed so
that the boat vra.s capable of immediate manoeuvring
or an instant dive. Flak armament to be manned,

(c) If visibility conditions were unfavourable
either by day or ni^t, proceed submerged.

B. d U,

Y/'ar Diary
page 430
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In a further signal to all boats it -was stated that the situa

tion in the Northern Atlantic forced a temporary shifting of
operations to areas less endangered by aircraft such as the
Caribbean, Brazilian coast and West Africa, It was intended
to operate in these areas primarily with the smaller Tj-pe VII
boats subject to suitable supply boat dispositions. The
boats at present in the Northern Atlantic with sufficient fuel
would be used against the traffic between the U.S.A. and
North Africa,

boats out from Germany would remain in scattered positions to
mask the main v/ithdrawal. Then followed the detailing of
thirteen boats to isolated billets ranging betY/een longitudes

to 30°YI between latitudes 57° to A9°N,
fuelled boats were sent south towards the position 35°N x
h2°\Y (southvrest of the Azores) for operations against UGS.9
Yiiich was expected to be in that vicinity about 3‘1 Iviay, The
signal went on to impress all captains of boats that the
decisions were a temporary measure in order to avoid losses
while U-boat weapon? v/ere inferior. It was clearly to be
understood that the main operational area was as always in
the Northern Atlantic and action would be resumed as soon as

the U-boats had the necessary equipment which included
quadruple 2 cm flak cannon, homing torpedoes foi’ use against
escort craft and an efficient radar detector. In the mean
time it was essential that the morale of the crevYS should not

be affected by this purely temporary decision, a task requir
ing the full co-operation of all commanding officers as Ytrell
as the personal touch of the C,-in-C. Navy, These almost
personal signals were follov/ed by an Order of the Day in
v/hich the decision was expanded in great detail v/ith explana
tions of the radar situation ending with a declaration that
the U-boat still remained the major war Ydnning weapon in the
battle for the security of the homeland and occupied
territories.

Those loTiT in fuel and the newly commissioned

Seventeen fully

ibid

ibid

pages 432
and 433

Because of this ■'<vithdrawal and the virtual immobility of
the few remaining boats there was little to report in the
Northern Atlantic for the rest of ilay,
her way south sighted convoy SC.131.
vicinity Y/ere given freedom of action to operate but the
strong air cover and vigilance of the surface escorts sufficed
to break all contact by midday on the 26th,
were sighted and attacked by Allied forces engaged on convoy
work notably U-l+Bj outward bound from Germany and sunk by
P/84 Squadron U.S.N, to the south of Iceland, U,436 homeward
bound sunlc by H,M, ships Y?estward of Cape Pinisterre, U,304
sighted by E/120 Squadron on the way to escort HX,240 and
sunk by a well directed stick of depth charges and U.552
(inv/ard bound) seriously damaged by Liberator S/59 after a
spirited flak duel in the Outer Bay,
bound U-boats Yrere instructed to take xp a patrol line by
0800/1 J-une on longitude 43^°W between the latitudes of 39°
and 32°N under the name of Group Trutz,
Doenitz's report to Hitler

On the 25th U,558 on
The few boats in the

Isolated boats

The seventeen south-
See Ivlap No,13
for

dispositions
1.6.43

This crisis in the U-boat War had of course been dis
cussed Y/ith Hitler by B, d U, in his capacity as C,-in-C.
German Navy and possessing as he did the sympathetic ear of
the Puehrer,
unsatisfactory state of Axis naval affairs in the Mediter
ranean, Doenitz had told Hitler that the Allies • command of
the sea in those v/aters -was equivalent to a gain of two
million tons in shipping space,
remark *Y/hich our trusty submarines ivill now have to sink'

On 14 Ifey, Y/hsn making a report on the

Hitler's rather facetious

Puehrer
Conferences
on Naval

Affairs 1943
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stung Doenitz into retorting that they were facing the greatest
crisis in U-boats ivarfare in that the enemy by means of a new

location device was making fighting almost iii5)ossible# The
only outbound route for operations lay through the Bay of
Biscay and this passage was now so difficult that it took a

U-boat ten days to get throu^. He suggested that the
occupation of Spain including Gibraltar wotild be the best

strategical solution. However, Hitler was realist enough to

see that a forcible invasion of Spain would open yet another
Tivasting front and that the time for a successful negotiated
agreement vdth General Franco had vanished.

On 31 ifey, Doenitz gave a report on the U-boat war situa
tion to a Hitler Conference held at the Berghof, It
recapitulated the events of J/Iay particularly the appearance
of escort carriers T/hich meant that the Northern Atlantic con

voys now had air cover tliroughout their journey but stressing
that the real menace from aircraft lay in their possession of
the new location device which enabled them to make surprise
attacks in conditions of low cloud, poor visibility, heavy
seas and at night. Approximately 65 per cent of U-boat
losses occurred while in transit or in waiting positions.
This proportion was to be ejcpected because a U-boat spent most
of the six to eight weeks of a cruise either en route or in
the patrol area T/aiting but the majority of these casualties
were from aircraft. The other 35 per cent were incurred in
actual convoy battles and even here the air attack was as

dangerous if not more so than counter-action by surface craft.
During liay the losses had increased from a previous I4 U-boats
or 13 per cent of those at sea to 37 or 30 per cent of all
boats at sea. This v/as too Mgh to continue. He had, there
fore, initiated the following measures;-

(1) Y/ithdrawn from the Northern Atlantic to an area west
of the Azores in the hope of encountering less air recon
naissance and where he intended to operate against con
voys heading for Gibraltar from the U.S.A. As soon as

U-boats were fitted v/ith some of the equipment outlined in
subsequent paragraphs he intended to resume attacks on

the northern transatlantic convoys. The following was
required:-

ibid

pages 4'!
to 47

(2) (a) An efficient radar interception set,
he did not know on what wave length the enemy
worked nor whether it was electronic or other kind

of location everything was being done to find it
out.

lYhile

Meanwhile U-boats were restricted at night
to one electric motor so as to increase the chance

of hearing an approaching aircraft,
proceeding on a soimd detector v/hich must also be
capable of standing to diving conditions.

Trials v/ere

(b) A jamming device against enemy radar.
Experiments were in train but this v/as a conplex
problem with no early solution in sight,
immediate measure was the so-called Aphrodite, a
decoy consisting of a small balloon from inhich
hung metallic strips which simulated the radar
echo given back from a submarine's conning tower
and which could be released in numbers to confuse
the enemy,

scatter large buoys in the Bay of Biscay for the
same purpose.

An

It vra,s also intended in June to
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(c) So far no satisfactory solution had been
found to enable a U—boat to detect aircraft with

a radar set of its own. The difficulty lay in
the U-boat set having such a narrow beam that it
took too long to search the sky vidth it,

(d) Experiment had shown that it was possible to
screen the conning tower against radar detection
to the extent of reducing the reflections by
70 per cent. In other wosids a present range of
detection of 9j000 metres would be reduced to
3,000 metres,

(e) Installation of foinr barrelled flak
super-structures abaft the conning to^ver,
would come foi*vvard in adequate numbers during July,

(f) Ability to fight off aircraft was not suffi
cient unless action could also be taken against
surface craft. An acoiastic torpedo (Ealke) would
soon be in use but was not effective against enen^y
speeds above 12 knots. An inproved torpedo called
Zaunkoenig effective up to 18 knots was in view and
steps v/ould be taken vd.th the War Production

iliinister (Speer) to have it available by the autumn,

(g) A concentration of air protection in the Bay of
Bisca.y was essential. Enemy planes v/ere attacking
U-boats without interference and sipport from the
G»A,P, was conpletely inadequate. Unless several
Ju,88s were in formation they were no match for the
English A/U aircraft or their long range fighters.
In his opinion it was advisable that the Me,410
should be brought to the Bay area as soon as
possible.

cannon on

These

Here Hitler broke in to say that he was doubtful if the
Me.iflO was suitable and then launched into a dissertation on
tne lack of German four-engined bombers with which to attack
England and that it was the absence of such operations that
made the Rowing attacks possible on Germian cities, Doenitz
brought liim back to the subject by observing that the Wavy had
always been of the opinion that the construction of suitable
planes for naval ̂ var ptuposes should have been undertalcen at
the same time that the decision to build a large submarine
fleet Tivas taken. If this had been done the U-boats coiild

ibid

have sunk far more shipping with the air of properly trained
naval air reconnaissance and ivould have had their own naval
air protection in transit areas. He went on to sxiggest that
even now it was not too late to create a naval air force which
could easily be trained in the Baltic over the same exercising
^ound in 'viSiich the newly commissioned U-boats received their
indoctrination. Thus they would both ’speak the same
language’ and be in the best position subsequently to fight
together. But beyond expressing verbal agreement Hitler
would give no assurances that this policy would be adopted.

Doenitz then recounted the frustration suffered by his
U-boats from Allied radar and other counter-measures but
affirmed tlnat he still considered that the U-boat
carried on even if great successes were no longer possible.
Here Hitler interrupted again to say that there could be
tadk of a let-ip in submarine warfare. The Atlantic ms his
first line of defence in the Tfest and even if he liad to fight
a defensive battle there it iflas preferable to waiting to defend

ivar must be

no
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the coast of Europe# The enemy forces tied up hy U-boat
v/arfare were tremendous even though the actml losses inflicted
on the enemy might no longer be great. He could not afford
to release these forces by discontinuing the submarine war.

In that case, Doenitz said, it was essential that U-boat
construction should be increased. Even for defensive T/ar he
did not thinl-c tliat the existing programme of 30 boats per
month vfa.s Sufficient and he recommended at least 2^0, Hitler
agreed and signed the necessary alteration in the production
schedule held by the Reichsminster Speer, Doenitz then
suggested a surprise attack on the Gibraltar anchorage and
dockyard with the new G,A,P, weapon - the Glider Bomb,
Hitler refused this as not only were these weapons not in full
supply but some of them -woiild inevitably fall on the land and
their secrets fall into English hands moreover the range
extreme from German air bases and from a political angle it
would be difficiolt to fly' over Spain, He did, however, agree
that a use should be found, for them to make ip for the falling
off in results from U-boat warfare which must be expected
during the next few months.

was

ibid

Summary for Imy

During this month, so disastrous for Doenitz, no less
than A"! U—boats were lost,(’l) 29 of these were in the
Noi'thern Atlantic and seven in the Bay of Biscay,
based aircraft accounted for 18, carrier borne for 2'g-, sur
face craft for 12'g- and three v/ere by collision and uhlcnown
cause.

Shore-

In the Atlantic as a whole, the shipping losses were
33 vessels of 164,287 tons;(2) and of these, nine of
44,592 tons were independently routed. Nine convoys (270
ships) lost 18 ships of 82,690 tons actually in convoy and six
stragglers of 37,005 tons.

During the month, 12 eastbound (354 ships) and 13
westbound (533 ships) convoys reached their destination with
out loss. In addition, 165 (1,758 ships) convoys off the
l('/estem Atlantic seaboard and numerous coastal convoys off
the African coast suffered no loss.

The number of Atlantic merchant convoys receiving air
cover by the R.A.P, vjas 27 mth a further 19 Torch supply
and military convoys, seven Iceland convoys and 26 coastal
convoys running between Gibraltar:' and Preetovm,

During Ivlay, 35 V,L,R, Liberators were operational from
Iceland and Northern Ireland and from 10 1/iay, six V.L,R.
Liberators of No, 10 Squadron R,C,A,P, were operational from
Gander in Newfoundland, Tito British escort carriers (Biter
and Archer) and one U,S« escort carrier (Bogue) were attached
as extra support to convoys in the mid-Atlantic, Six convoys

(1) TtiTO of these -were sunlc in the Equatorial Atlantic by
Americaii shore-based aircraft and three in the Mediter
ranean (one by shore-based aircraft) leaving 36 lost in
the North Atlantic,

U—boat sinkings off South Africa, Mediterranean and the
Par East brought the Jfey total ip to 47 ships of
246,361 tons.

(2)
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(1)
were so si;5)ported
completely bridged the North Atlantic,

continual air cover more than any other factor Tdiich put a
stop to all sinlcings north of latitude 2f5°N by 17 May and
v/hich caused the T/ithdrawal of U-boat packs to more southei'ly
latitudes during the last week pf May,

and in conjmiction ¥d.th shore-based air
It vra.s tliis

(1) 0NS,6 by Archer - 0700/9 to 0700/11 - No Sightings

S, A.

HX;,237 by Biter - 1200/7 to IO30/I3 - 7 - 7 -
U»89 Shared SurQc

ON. 182 by Archer - I3OO/I2 to 1945/14 - No Sightings

S. A.

SC, 129 by Biter - 1400/I4 to II30/I6 - 1 - 1

S. A.

0N,184 by Bogue - O8OO/19 to IO30/25 - 6 - 5 -
Uo569 Stuik

S, A.

HX;,239 by Archer - 0800/21 to 1200/25 - 4 - 4
U,752 Sunk
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CHAPTER III

THE BAY OPEENSIVE - EEBRUARY TO MAY 1943 INCLUSIVE

(i) Introduction

In Vol\ime III chapter ZII (vi) (d) the Bay Offensive was
left at the end of January 1943 in a state of inrpotence caused

by the efficiency of the German U-boats' search receivers which

gave ample warning of the approach of aircra_ft v/ho used the

Mark II A.S. ¥» at night or in poor day visibility in order to

locate them. On clear days the U-boats were content to rely
on good visual look-out. Since October 1942, by a judicious
use of look-outs, search receiver and periods of submerged pas
sage and aided by v/inter v/eather conditions some 290 U-boats

iiad passed through the Bay of Biscay with only 22 attacks having
been made by aircraf t, ("I) Two U-boats were damaged in November
but none had been sunk in this three month period. As des

cribed in Volume III, various measures including the flooding of
a strip of the Bay by i-adar transmission and the intermittent
use of their A. S. V, by the Leigh Light aircraft had been tried

but January 1943 had seen the lov/est number of U-boat sightings
yet ret-urned. From, contemporary German records it is apparent
that U-boats were oblivious of most of our radar counter tactics

though B, d U, did warn all boats on the 17 December that air

craft were using A. S, V, very cautiously and after an initial

location appeared to reduce the transmission strength so as to
mask their a-ouroaoh.

B, d U.

War Diary and
U-boats logs

The obvious success of the search receiver in the Bay and

the assun^jtion that it was less likely to be used when operating
against convoys!2) had led to a greater use of No. 19 Group's
longer ranged aircraft on support for the convoys (both Torch
and merchant) using the North/South route down longitude 1 8°W.
However, the absence of serious U-boat threat to these convoys
during December and January had resulted in a switch back of

these aircraft to pirrely A/U patrols in the Bay,

(ii) Operation Gondola

Following some rather pessimistic appreciations on the

value of A/U operations by aircraft at sea and the Bay of Biscay
in particular it v?as plaruied by Coastal Command Staff at the end

of January to alter the scope of the Biscay transit operations.
Instead of flying selections from the fan system of patrols it
was proposed to talce an area sufficiently far from the G, A, F,

C.C.

S.7050/26/AIr
and

H.QoCaC.

Appendices
A.H.B./IIM/A.3/Id
App. C and F

li/G attacksA/C sightings(1) U-boat traffic

in and out Night'Day DayNiglat

6 29 3Nov. 1942 90

3 34Dec. 1942 107 9

289 3 45Jan. 1943

(2) The fact that the search receiver aerial was cumbrous and

had to be taken dov/n the conning toTrer hatch before divirig
was laiovm to us from Intelligence and P, 0. W. sources,
was assumed therefore that when operating on convoys where

instant readiness to dive was essential the U-boats v/oilLd

probably not be using the search receiver.

It
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lit Q» C, C, Naval
Staff

A/U Pile,
End. %.

fir^liter bases to the east?/ard in Brittany and within effective

patrol range to the westward and, using only those standard fan

patrols which crossed it, to fly them so timed as to maintain

maximum possible cover day and night for as long as possible.
and

At H. Bt/lIK/
5V'10/32(a)
Enel, 1A

On getting down to detailed planning it was found in^os-
sible in a single area to avoid the routes talcen by oior own

submarines on passage both out to and from the Mediterranean
and to billets in the Inner Bay where others were operating
against German blockade runners. It vra.s highly uindesirable to

introduce the bombing restriction areas necessary for the safety
of Otar own submarines into a scheme of sustained day and night
air operations. Moreover it would be difficult to guarantee
against mistaken attacks, particularly at night. After dis

cussions with the Flag Officer Submarines it was agreed to
canalise his su

into two areas,'i'U To the west of this passage route
operate the Liberators and Halifaxes\2) on day flying with
Leigh Light Catalinas and some Sunderlands on night patrols, to
the eastvard would be the day medium range squadrons with the

Leigh Light Wellingtons and Sunderlands as the night contingent;
In order to have as many aircraft available as possible. No. 19
Group conserved their flying effort during the week befoi-e the

proposed zero houur.

rines’ routes and to split the air operations
were to1See Map No, 14

C, Co Piles

S.705O Enel,

193A
and

s. 7050/4
Enel, 119A
Part I Reference to the Submarine Tracking Room confirmed that,

following recent unsuccessful U-boat pack searches for convoys
in the North Atlantic, there would probably be an influx of

time-expired U-boats returning to Biscay ports arriving in

Outer Bay longitudes rotuad about the beginiaing of Pebrmry,
The operation ms therefore timed to begin on the 6th February
under the cover name of Gondola. As it was directed mainly

C.C. Pile

s.7050/4
Part I

Enel, 119A
against inv/ard bound boats the Outer area was scheduled to .

start tv/o days before the Inner and in each area the night
effort was placed slightly eastward of the day flying.

The Tracking Room's forecast was a little early as on the

6 Pebruiary there were only six imvard bound boats in the two
areas and five westbound boats. There were, however, in the

B. d U.

War Diary
Outer Area a group of ten more boats temporarily halted by
B, d U. in the hopes of catching an H,G. convoy,
dispersed in a day or so both westwards and eastwards,
the Y/ave of home bound boats, numbering thirteen, did not reach

the Gondola area until the 10 February, the timing of the opera
tion was accurate enough.

These were

Though

Gondola lasted from the 6th to the 15th by which time the
Between thesepatrol intensity could no longer be maintained,

dates it is now knoYvn that 38 U-boats were qn^or crossed the
Outer Area and 40 traversed the Inner Area, Eighteen

Outer Area from 15° to 22°W be tween 45i'° and 50°N.
Inner Area from 8° to 10*^2 between 45° and 482'°N,
The Liberators were from Nos, 1 sjid 2 U. S, A.A.P. squadrons.
These aircraft were fitted with an early type of American
10 cm A.S. V. (SCR. 517) which, though by no means fully
efficient, Yvas hoped vrauld neutralise the enemy search
receiver.

The Halifaxes were in No, 405 Sqdn. on loan from Bomber
Command, and had no A, S, V.
aircraft to use their Mk,II A.S,V, except at night.
The estunate at the time Y/as 53 for the outer and 4I for
the inner area.

In neither area were British

(1)

(2)

(3)
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sightings were made resiiLting i
are given below, ( ) In the Outer Area twelve of the sight-
ingsC2) and foiar of the attacks were made by the U, S«A«AoFo
Squadrons, (3)
outv'/ard boiond U. 519 on the 10 February

in seven attacks of which deta

One of these resulted in the sinl-cing of the

ils

As compared with Janioary, the welcome increase in sightings
and the drop in flying hours required to make them was held to

justify the new system but it was realised that the relative

success in the Outer Area was due partly to the fact that

U-boats out there were not expecting intense air patrols and

that most of the aircraft were not using Mk,II A. S.V,
Inner Bay the enemy's search receiver and day submerged tactics
were still the obstacle and woxiLd be until the night aircraft
at least, were fitted v/ith an efficient 10 cm, A.S,V,

In the

(iii) The Bay patrols revert to normal

Meanwhile the rising intensity of convoy warfare both on

the Worth/South route as well as in mid-Atlantic required the
longer range aircraft in No, 19 Group on escort and support.
The purely Bay operations therefore reverted to fan patrols at
pre-Gondola intensity and the sightings fell back to the former

low level. (5) However, although only four attacks were
delivered, one of these made by Leigh Light Wellington
F/172 Sqdn. in the Inner Bay on the night of 19/20th sank the
inward bound U, 268 and one in the Outer Bay by C/l Sqdn
U. S. A, A. P, on the 20th so damaged U. 211 that she had to return

to harboirr. Pan patrols on a similar scale of flying during
the first half of Mairch produced eleven sightings with ten

attacks(6) but taken with the figures since operation Gondola
represented a severe falling off in results.

(1) Squadrons talcing part - Libs of Nos, 1 and 2 U.S.A.A.K. and one of No. 221 Sqdn.
all with 10 cm. A.S.V., Hallfaxes of No, 105 (No A.S.V.), Fortresses of No.59»
Sunderlands of Nos, 10, 119, 123 and I6I, two L/L Catallnas of No. 210, L/L
•Melllngtons of No. 172, Wellingtons of Nos. 301 and 311 (neither any A.S.V.)
and Whitleys of No. 502 and No. 10 O.T.U. Sqdn. (No A.S.V.). 136 Individual
aircraft took part out of a strength of I9I,

Outer Gondola Inner Gondola

Hours

Effec

tive

Hours

Effec

tive

Hours

Total
Slght- Slght-

I
Hours
Total

Attacks Attacks
ngsings

710 6 672 825922 11 2 1

sunki

63(Night ord
(Night L/L

75 132 nil nil 100 nil nil

2121 nil nil 215 257 2 0

836 61,078 11 1,182 1950 1Total

(2) Only two of these sightings were Initiated by the 10 on. ASV.
0) Three more attacks were attempted but the depth charges refused to release.
(1) U.519 was sunk by T/2 Sqdn. U.S.A.A.F. The Initial contact was by 10 ca.

A.S.V. at 3i miles range In conditions of 1 to 3 miles visibility.

<5)X The Bay operations - 1 6 Feb, to 11 March.

Hours

Effective

Hours

Total
ResultSightings Attacks

16-28 Day
Feb. (Night ord

(Nl^t L/L

1,781 22,159 3 tJ.211 dam.
nil

U.268 sunk
512355 nil nil

366 128 2L/L2L/L

1Total 2,502 3»129 5

'6) 1 - 11 Day
Mch. (Night ord

(Night L/L

81,911 2,257 7 nil

161 nil nil339 nil

112 171 3 L/L 3 L/L U.525 dam.

MSI 3,067 10Total 11

The number of U-boats crossing the Bay between 16 Feb, and 11 Mch. was 99-N.B.
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(iv) The Yifithdrav/al of Nos, 1 and 2 U, S. A.A«F. Sq-uadrons

A coiitrihutory reason for the drop in sightings ms the

departure early in March of the two U, S. A. A. P, Liberator

squadrons from St, Eval.
not only did they constitute the bulk of the long range force

in the Bay operations but the intensive training in A/U work,
particularly the 10 cm»A,S,V, equipment, was at last bearii^g
fruit.

This was doubly unfortunate in tha

The v/ithdrawal came about in the following manner.

t

A.C.A.S.(P)
Pile No. 22/9

The U, S. Navy Department, headed by Admiral King, requested
on the 12 Pebruary the transfer of between six to twelve of the
U, S, iuA.P, 10 cm, A.S.V, Liberators then based in Cornwall to

Morocco under control of the U, S, Naval Commander for meeting
the menace of the U-boat concentration which, it was stated,
was seriously endangering the approach of U.S, convoys in that
area,

asked for comments from both General Andrewes (U,So Air Conmiander
in Europe) and General Eisenhower (Allied C.-in-C, North Afric;^
observing that the tvro squadrons in question had originally
been diverted from the Western Atlantic for the express purpose
of protecting shipping in connection with the North African

operation.

General Marshal, to Tdiom this request was addressed.

Enel. 33

Ibid

Ends, 34 and
The request was considered by the British Chiefs of Staff

on the same day and passed to the Air Ministry and Admiralty
for examination. Concurrently Admiral Cunningham (N, C, X, P, )
asked for Admiralty opinion regarding the U-boat situation in

the Atlantic before agreeing to Eisenhower's proposed accejjtance
of this transfer,

examination of the request, the British Chiefs of Staff informed.'
Andrewes on the 13th that there were still only fourteen Libera

tors altogether in the two sc[uadrons and the training was far

from complete,
to move them at that stage,
ficient Catalinas at Gibraltar to cover both the IQ/I/MK and
UG/GU convoys to maximum air range.
U, S, Gatalinas at Port Lyautey should provide air cover out to
600 miles from base,

(N. C, X, P, ) for discussion T/ith Eiseiihowfer and the latter then
replied to General Marshal on the 16 Pebruany that he accepted
the -p^roposed transfer of one squadron as soon as training w^as
complete,'

Resulting from the Air and Naval Staff

In their view it was unsound and uneconomical

They intended to maintain suf-

These together Vidth the

This was also comraun.icated to Cunningham

35

Ibid

Ends, 36
36A and 36b

Ibid

Enel. 37

However, later on the l6th General Maxshal signalled
Andrewes repeated to Eisenhower that it was understood in

America, tliat both squadxons had comf^leted their training as they
wrere carrying out daily operations,
requested to despatch tv/elve aircraft to the U.S. Northwest

Africa Air Corrimand followed by the remainder as soon as possible.

Accordingly Andrewes was

Ibid

Enel. 38

This apparent misapprehension in the United States resulted

in a message from the British Chiefs of Staff on the 18th to the

Joint Staff Mission in Washington pointing out that as neither

squadron had coripleted its training a transfer to Morocco would

be premature and suggested that the question should be discussed

at the forthcoming conference in Y/ashington when the control and

disposition of air forces in the North Atlantic would be dealt
with. This message was considered on the 19 Pebruary at a

Ibid

Ends 39

and 39A

meeting of the Combined Chiefs of Staff in v/hich the TJ, S, Joint

chiefs wodd not agree to defer a decision vintil the Washington
Conference opened and took the line that if Eisenhovirer wanted

the sqioadrons he should have them as presumably this was based
on air advice from Air Marshal Tedder, Admiral King took aIbid

Enel. 40 more extreme view and stated in conmittee that the U-boat menace
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was such that counter measirres could not aYirait completion of
training to ideal standards,0)
Staff Mission were asked to inform the British Chiefs of Staff
in London that the U.S. Chiefs of Staff felt there was an urgent
requirement in the Casablanca area which should be met by jtrans-
ferring a full squadron from Cornwall as early as p!raGticable,(2)

After a few more signals betv/een the British Chiefs of

Staff and the Joint Staff Mission in YiTashington no firrther steps
were taken to delay departure and on the 1 March General Marsl-^al

informed Eisenliovrer that one squadron was already under orders
to transfer and now the remainder together mth their head
quarter staff had been directed to North Africa forthwith.. The

move vras put in train by this order through the Comi:nanding
G-eneral of the U.S, VIIIth Air Force, The last operational
sorties by the two squadrons took place from St, Eval on the

5 March and they together with their headquarter staff arrived
at Port Lyautey in batches between the 9 and 1A March,

(v) The Magic Eye

Under this spin- the British

Ibid

Ends )+^ and
41A
and

A.H.B,/IIK/24/
217

End 42
and

No, 19 Group
0,R.B, Appen
dices

If these March results were, from our contemporary view
point, considered disappointing, they had set off  a train of
thought in the U-boat Command Tdiich was to prove very much to
our advantage. Mention has been made at the end of the

February convoy section of an appreciation by E,  d U<, on Allied
airborne radar at sea. His remarks on the probaDxlity of a
new type of airborne radar were focussed by events occurring in
the first week of March, particularly by a report from U. 533
then outward bound in the Bay of Biscay, This boat reported
being surprised by a night attack on the 4 March with no pre
vious Metox receiver Tfarning, The slight damage from the
attack was balanced by the shooting dovna of the attacker - in

this case B/172 Sqdn, Leigh Light Y/ellington and the f^rst air
craft to locate a U-boat Y/ith the new British Mark III 10 cm.
A.S.V, (3) Not only did this, in B, d U'^s eyes, link up Yrith a

B. d U.

War Diary

similar surprise location repor-^ed shortly aftemYards by U. 156

(1) This reference to Tedder's presumed air vieYYs on  a matter

of Atlantic convoy requirements and King's stressing of a

U-boat menace off Northwest Africa are a good exaraiDle of

his special pleading in cases where he v/anted his OYm v/ay.
There v/as a ciuious contrast a month later, when the
U-boat packs on the northern Atlantic route really were a

menace, in his off-hand dismissal of any need for American
assistance in providing more V,L,E, Liberators for convoy
cover.

On the 21 February the position in the squadrons waat-(2)

No, 1 Sqdn. - Six aircraft of Y/hich four were operational
Y/ith five creYYS,

No. 2 Sqdn. - Ei.ght aircraft operational Y/ith five crev/s

of Y/hom tv/o were only day operational.

Four other crews were still training on two non-
operational aircraft.

This U-boat's success in shooting doY/n her attacker, Y/hen

coupled iwit^ other isolated cases of defiance, v/ent far to

influence B d U's subsequent encouragement of fighting
b?4.ck tactics.

(3)
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also in the Bay but with previous stories in February from the
Caribbean. C”*) Further enquiries elicited from some of his
captains the admission that several unexplained surprise loca

tions had occurred in the Bay area in February also ■vri.th no
Metox T/aiming, (2)

One of the Caribbean boats (U.214) on her return at the
end of February had put in a very full report on the subject.
Her telegraphist had fitted the ordinary visible tuner from the
W/E set into the Metox circuit and thereby rendered visible
vichat normally was only faintly audible in the headphones of the

Moreover he had noticed that the timer sometimesreceiver,

ibid

lit up when nothing at all was audible in the headphones and
that shortly afterwards aircraft were observed approaching,
After only cursory thoughts on the theoretical liklihood of
this device covering any v/avelengths greatly differing from
those it was designed to detect,13) his staff persuaded B* d U,
that this was the ansvrer to the new Allied radar,

named the Magic Eye and installation ordered in all outward-
bound U-bcats who irere instructed to report on its performance.

The tuner

was

Almost at the same time the Germans v/ere piresented with
the real answer to their suspicions in the shape of the magne
tron of the H2S set .recovered from a Bomber Command aircraft
shot down over Holland,
identified by the G.A.F,
on a v/avelength of about 9*7 centimetres,
immediately made available to B, d U, and, althouj^i not in great
detail it did indicate a location ¥/avelength far below that
which the Metox receiver v/as designed to detect,
convinced rrere the U—boat Command that the Magic Eye ivas rhe
answer that no connection was suspected between the bomber’s
equipment and that used in anti-U-boat aircraft,
March therefore the outward bound U-boats were depending upon
the Metox mth Magic Eye
good against Mark II 1-y metre A. S.¥.
first Mark III 10 cm, A.S.V, sets vrere becoming operational in
the Leigh Light Wellingtons of No. 172 Sqdn. and  a few Mark iV
(DMS, loco) sets in the Liberators of No. 224 Sqdn.

(vi) A new depth charge stick spacing

An exhaustive research had been carried out at the end of
1 942 to determine vdiether it was the weapon or the aim v/hich

sponsible for only 6/0 of attacks on U-boats be..'.ng lethal.

Although badly damaged it had been
as part of a location apparatus workin

However, so

From mid-

lirhich was in fact still generally only
From the 1 March the

was re

g
This re jort was

See
VcL III
Chap. SII (xii)

Some U.S. Army aircraft in this area were eciuipped mth
the American type 10 cm. A.S.V,
Not only v/ere the aircraft of Nos® 1 and 2 U,S.A,A,Po Sqdna
using 10 cm. A.S.V. but there v^ere two or three ejqaeri-
mentally fitted sets in Nos. 59 224 Sqdn.
Technically, if the Metox receiver aerial happened to be
just right in electrical capacity and if the circuit was
not finely tuned to l^' metres the harmonics of 10 cm.
A.S.V. would cause a Magic Eye to glov/, particularly if
the transmitting aircraft was on high power and close to
the U-boat. Quite by chance the telegraphist of U.214
had hit on a correct set-up but apparently the U-boat
Command signal staff irere not sufficiently expert in ^
electronics to recognise this. So the paradox x-omains
that the Germans were and ware not on to a successful
detector of our 10 cm A.S.V.

SECRET
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The findings had supported the weapon, in this case the 250 lb
Torpex filled depth charge, and had set in train intensive
practices in marksmanship. Results had, however, continued
below expectations and at the end of February 1943 were still
only 7/0. Accordingly the Naval Staff at H. Q.C.C. made
analysis of some 300 attacks paj/lng par-cicifLar attention to the
direction of attack, the state of submergence of the U-boat,
numbers of depth charges used in a stick and such photographic
evidence as there was of the fall of shot.
Operational Research Section then integrated this xvith average
operational bombing errors, lethal.range of the standard depth
charge and alternative stick spacings,
answer was inevitably a compromise in view of the oJ.versity in
angles of attack and numbers of depth char’ges carried by dif
ferent types of aircraft but it was clearly sho'vi/n that a
universal stick spacing of 100 feet (in place of the ejd.sting ■
36 feet for large aircraft and 60 feet for Hudsons) was the
optimum both for outright kills and infliction of damage,
spacing was therefore standardised at 100 feet from I4 March by
an amendment to G.C. Tactical Instruction No, 3I and the ej^dana-
oion for this alteration set out in C.C. Tactical Memorandum
No, 52.

an

The Command

Even a mathematical

The

C.C, File

s. 7050/5/1
End, I9A
Appendix II

A.H.B./IIK/
54/7/1 and 2

It was not a pop)uIar order because it appeared to be an
official reflection on all pilots and bomb aimers irrespective
of their personal.record at the bombing practice camps or on
operations but it had an immediate effect

90 depth charge attacks produced eight U-boats sunk and twelve
damaged up to the end of April and in the 33 depth charge
attacks using 100 foot spacing against U-boats in l&y no less
than fourteen were sink and thirteen damaged.

in results. The nexb

Thereafter the long aviraited Mark Hr Angular Velocity sight
was becoming operational, first in Liberators squadrons and
ultimately to all large kAs aircraft,
Ydiich this sight conferred allowed the spacing to be closed in
to 60 feet but all depth charge attacks made rdthout this sight
remained standardised at 100 foot spacing,

(vii) Operation Enclose

The gain in precision

The drastic drop in the ratio of sightings to flying hoixrs
since Gondola plus the knowledge that by mid-March the numbers

of 10 cm, A.S.V. fitted aircraft would be rising rapidly, 
'

brought a suggestion from the naval, staff at H.Q, Coastal
Command for another intensified effor-b but on different lines.
The area proposed v/as a ribbon running north and south
the Bay between longitudes 7° and 1l4°¥,
ribbon was I40 miles, selected as being the prohahle maximum
distance covered by a U-boat in 24 hours whatever its ratio of
surfaced to submerged passage time.
Flag Officer Submarines otir own submarines-*
vrestward well clear of the ribbon,

to be fed into the ribbon so as to maintain a constant stream

sweeping to the south as far as latitude and returning on
nearly reciprocal tracks,

recommended that in addition to the 10 cm. A.S.V, Leigh Liglrb
Wellingtons there should be old type Mark II A.S.V, aircraft
T/ith a proportion of them doing A.S.V. flooding in order to
confuse the U-boats.

across

The breadth of this

By agreement with the
route was shifted

Aircraft taking part v/ex’e

Regarding the night effort it ifas

It v/as suggested that the operation

C.C. Naval

Staff

A/U File
End, 62

See Map No. 15

shodd continue for at least one T/eek and if good results were
obtained that the Ribbon Scheme should become the pejrmanent
form of the Bay offensive.
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C.G.O.I.
No. 110

14.3.43

The scheme was adopted and, as before, No. I9 Group's
fitting was conserved ready for a period of intensive effort.

Folloiving recent convoy battles in rnid-Atlantic it Y/as expected
that there would be an extra movement of U-boats both into and

out of the Bay ports starting about the 20 March and the opera
tion was timed for this date under the cover name of Enclose.

in

A.H.3./
iik/54/1 0/34

In some ways the aircraft situation in No, 1 9 Group v/as
not as favourable as for Gondola in that Nos, 1 and 2 Sqdns
U. S.A.A.P, had been transferred on 6 March at American insis

tence to Morocco and No. 405 Halifax squa.dxon had been returned

Also neither of the newlj' equipped Coastalto Bomber Command,

Command Halifax squadrons (Nos, 58 and 502) had as yet any
A.S.V, moreover the threat to the Nor'cli/South convoy route was
greater and required more long range escort and support.

Operation Enclose was cari-ied out betvreen the 20th and

daylight on the 28 March. For the expenditure of 1,3^0 hours

of flying in the ribbon, ("I) 2S sightings -vrere made of which
15 Y/ere attacked resulting in the sinking of U, 665 and serious

damage to U,332,

sightings were thb T/ork of the 10 cm, A. S,V. Leigh Liglit
Wellingtons, Diu>ing the eight days it is now known that

41 U-boats were in or crossed the area(2) so that not only vrere
the hours per sighting halved but the ratio of sightings to

U-boats on passage was doubled as compared with Gondola,

Both these casualties and nine of the night

These results were regarded with satisfaction and were
held to justify the permanent adoption of the Ribbon Method in

Biscay operations.
In his 'Gar Diary, B, d 14 noted on 23 Ivlarch that the Biscay
route was becoming dangerous.

January 1943# 4e wrote, enemy flying had little result but

since February its effect had increased to an alarming extent

Yri-th increasing numbers of U-boats being sighted and attacked.

It was noted that air activity increased when there were

larger numbers of U-boats returning from major convoj^ opera
tions.

They were also not unnoticed by the enemy

From November 1 942 to

Requests, to the Pliegerfuehrer Atlantik on the subjec

C.C. File

s. 7050/4
Part I

Ends. I45A

and 14QA,

.

B* d U,

Yfar Diary

t
of fighter protection during these periods brought little

expectation of any improvement in the near future and Bo d U*
concluded his remarks vd-th the vrords 'there will be firclier

There certainly '.Tere!losses.

(1) Squadrons taking pax-t - Libs, of No, 224 Sqdn (10 cm.
A.S.F0), Halifaxes of No, 58 (No A.S.Y), Forts of
No,. 59, Sunds of Nos, 10, 11 9 and 46I, one Gatalivia of
No. 210, L/L YiTells. of No* 172 (lO cm. A. S.V.), Nells,
of Nos... 304 and 3II (No. A.S.V,) and IVnitlej^s of No. 10
O.T.U. (No A.S.V.) 115 individual aircraft took part out
of a strength of 145*

Total

Hours
AttacksEffective hrs. Sightings Results

1679k 979 10 nilDay -
Might ord 30h
Night L/L 195

Operation
Enclose kk2 nilnil1

25k 9 h/h 5 L/L (U.665 Sunk

ULOJa dam.
Total T7575 '26' 15-1,293

(2) The estimate at the time was Li2 - Ref,
G«C, Naval Staff A/U File end, 63,
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(viii) Clash of opinion re,'ardiiix the priority aiid value of
the Bay Offensive.

However, the better results noted in H.Q, Coastal Coranand
and the Air Ministry were not allowed to give a false perspec
tive to the Bay operations nor to influence the prosecution of
the Atlantic convoy waro
appreciations on the conduct of the U-boat war and

The Prime Mnister had called for

in a paper
forwarded to the Cabinet A/U Committee on the 22nd March the
A. O.C. in C, Coastal Command made an eidiaustive analysis of the
Bay operations as compared ivith convoy support since mid-l 942<»
The outstanding point emerging was that Tfliereas there had been
one sighting for every 29 hours flovra on threatened convoys it
had required I64 hours in the Bay between June and September,
1942, 312 from October to February I943 and 1 70 up to the thirxi
vreek in March,

tactics we should not hesitate to talce these opportunities at
the expense, if necessary^ of the Bay offensive,
the number of threatened convoys increased (as predicted in
A. U.(43) 68) the rate of U-boat killing around them would be
far higher than anything we could possibly hope to inflict even
by concentrating to the maxim-om upon the Bay patrols,
the threat to convoys relaxed he proposed, therefox’e, to give
priority to close cover to them in preference to an all-out
Bay offensive.

If the enemy persisted in liis present pack

In fact if

Until

A.U. (43)84
22.3.43

He added that it should be clear this would not mean the
abandonment of the Bay operations.
No, 19 Group had not the range to cover convoys far out in the
Atlantic and there were in any case definite limitations on
aerodromes and flying boat bases vThich in turn made it imprac
ticable to concentrate solely on the North Atlantic,
Group TOuld therefore continue the Bay patrols but it must be
faced that though they did succeed in killing some U-ooats they
were a relatively expensive and uneconomical means of so doing.
Regarding the possibility of si/vltching the convoy cover effort
to the Bay in periods of qiiietness in mid-Atlantic it must be
remembered that there was a practical limit to the tactical
flexibility of the V.L.R, Squadrons in that the removal of the
midship turret and the self sealing bags in the petrol stowage
(necessary to attain V.L.R, specification) made them unsuitable
for use in the Bay within the range of enemy long range
fighters.

Most of the aircraft in

No. 19

ibid

Other sections of this important policy paper discussed
the low lethality of attack - only J/o of all sightings made.
This was estimated as due partly to inaccuracy of aim, partly
to a supposedly inadequate weapon (the 250 lb depth charge)
and partly to individual aircraft making further sightings
after the depth charge load had been expended,
the latter it should be a rule for the future that any addi
tional load capacity available in later types of aircraft must

be utilised not for more petrol but for more depth charges.
The interference of French tunny fishing craft in the Bay of
Biscay was mentioned and figiires quoted which showed that the
investigation of what proved to be these non-sub A.S.V, contacts

at night reduced the effectiveness of the night effort by about
25/i.

flying boat bases in Eire vdiich prevented the covering of
the very important Outer Bay area by aircraft other than
V.L.R. type,

of the Bay air patrols could be enormously increased if the
U-boats sighted could subsequently be hunted to exhaustion.
This could be done far more effectively by one surface vessel
than by a succession of aircraft ;nid it was submitted that the

/irising out of

Attention was also called to the continued denial of

Finally it was stressed that the effectiveness

ibid
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Adjiuralty should examine the possibility of providing a limited
number of these - if necessary at the cost of reducing the
escorts to convoys on the North/South route across the Bay
where experience had shown a threat far less than to the mid-
Atlantic convoys.

On the same date (the 22 ivlarch ) papers were forvirarded
from the Admiralty and the American Naval Command in London
(under Admiral Stark U. S.N.). That from the Admiralty observed
that sufficient V. L.R. aircraft and escort carriers for adequate
convoy cover would not be forthcoming until mid-summer and no
increase in the number of sirrface escorts until the autT-umi of
1943» The next four months vrould be a critical time and, in
order to disrupt the U-boat effort, it was recommended to con
tinue full scale bombing of the Biscay ports at top priority by
the R.A.P, and U.S. Army Bomber Commands, Admiral Stark's
proposals not only endorsed this together with particulai’
efforts against the U-boat construction yards in Germany but
called for the re-inforcement of the Bay offensive bya transfer
of 160 bomber aircraft.

A.U. (43)90
22.3.43

A.U, (43)86
22.3.43

The Admiralty proposal was resisted in a forthright paper
by the A.O.C. in C. Bomber Command dated the 29 llarch in
which he said that this demand involved the momentous decision
of calling off the bomber offensive against Germany for the
next four months in favour of trying to hamper the U-boat cam
paign during the period,
of fighting Germany dioring the vital part of 1 943 vrould be
thrown on Russia,
it was certain that the result would be of overwhelming import
ance in the U-boat war,
the opposite was the case,
services were under impenetrable concx-ete and the 10,000 tons
of bombs recently dropped on Lorient and St. Nazaire had, on
the Admiralty's arm admission, an almost negligible effect on
U-boat operations.

It would mean that the whole brunt

No such decision could be justified miless

Experience to date showed that exactly
The U-boats and all tiieif essential

A.U. (43)96

General Andrewes commanding the U. S. Army bomber forces in
Einrope refuted Admiral Stark's paper in like manner and parti
cularly opposed the proposal to take away 160 bombers which he
said vrould cripple his power for bombardment of German targets.

Signal
Andrewes to
Marshall
ETTCG
T.0.0.
19152/30/3 Meantime the Admiralty followed up part of Admiral Stark's

proposals in a further paper dated the 28-March backed by
detailed calculations by the Admiralty Operational Research
Scientists,
policy to concentrate all suitable aircraft around threatened
convoys, they advanced the view that such opportunities were .
irregular whereas in the Bay of Biscay, with about 120 Grossing •
per month, the opportvuiities for attacking U-boats were always
present,
independent support for their opinion that the Bay offensive
was vital,

out of every ten U-boats at sea would break; the U-boat morale.
One out of every ten on the convoy routes was being sunk and
the addition of two out of every ten on passage in the Bay
would therefore win the U-boat '.ware
Research Section's calculations this could be effected by the
addition to the existing Bay force of a further 70 long range
aircraft as long as the U-boats were unaware of oi-ur 10 cm,
A.S.V.
wavelength the addition necessary would rise to 1 90 long range

As this fitment was more than likely in the near

'.ilhile agreeing with Sir John Slessor in his

They quoted Admiral Stark's paper as striking and

They estimated that a rate of destruction of three

Prom their Operational

If and when the enemy fitted detectors to this new

aircraft.

A.U. (43)98
28.3.43

ibid

future steps must be taken immediately to make 'uhe latter
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transfer and j.t appeared to be a small price to pay for the
difference between success
Atlantic.

or non-success in the Battle of the

All these papers were discussed at the 13th meeting of the
ifar Cabinet AAJ TfarfaTe Committee on the 3'! ISarch,
First Lord of the Admiralty announced that, talcing into account
the long range aircraft already in Coastal Command, their pre
vious estimate was revised to an additional reqiiirement of
55 long range aircraft if the U-boats were unaware of 10 cm.
A.S.V. and I75 if and when they coxiLd detect it. The Secretary
of State for Air drew attention to the fact that such transfer
ence could only be at great cost to the bomber offensive which
was the most valuable contribution we could make towards helping
Russia and to v/hich Stalin attached increasing inaportance. The
First Sea Lord considered that we must look on tiiis provision
of additional aircraft in the Bay as a absolute necessity and
not a luxury in the anti-U-boat

The

campaign. To provide adequate
air cover for convoys without increasing the Bay patrols woiid
not enable us to sink U-boats at the necessary rate. The
Chief of the Air Staff agreed vrLth Sir John Slessor in his
T/arning that the recent improved Bay results came from special
operations over short periods when large numbers of U-boats
were known to be in the area. He seriously deprecated the
ti-ansfer of even 55 bombers from Bomber Commaiid on a purely
theoretical calculation,

suggested that the two U.S, Army Air Squadrons recently sent to
Morocco should be re-deployed in the Bay instead of robbing
Bomber Command,

The Minister of Aircraf*t Production

The Prime Minister in summing up said we had only limited
forces to meet all our needs, defensive and offensive, and the
results in each theatre of operations must be commensurate with
the forces employed,
V.L.R, and L.R, aircraft must be given to convoy cover.
Although the sinking of U-boats by Biscay air patrols was an
important objective, it had been urged that the Bay patrols
shoiald receive an immediate and large addition which could only
come from Bomber Command and would mean a reduction in the
bomber offensive at what was an extremely cidtical moment for

Nevertheless he thought that the Air Ministry
and Coastal Command should examine the possibility of providing
additional aircraft without impairing the bomber offensive.
Though he doubted the feasibility of withdrawing the tvro
Amerdcan squadrons from Morocco, as they were there at American
insistence for the protection of Americaia troop convoys, we
should ask the U.S. Government to help in providing additional
aircraft for the Bay.
the bombing attacks on the Biscay ports he v/as sceptical
whether the damage in these ports was commensurate with the

results achievable by bombing targets in Germany, Hovrever, he
would agree with the suggestion made by the C.A.S, to employ a
ceidain ntimber of inexperienced bomber crews on attacking those
Biscay bases vdiere the ground defences were not very strong and
that the U.S, Army Precision bombing should be used on alleged
vulnerable points in the U-boat servicing system at Lorient sub
ject to conditions being unfavoirrable for attacking targets in
Germany,

It was clear that the maximum number of

that offensive.

Regarding the pioposed continuance of

A.U. (43)
13th meeting
31.3.43

The staggering figure of 190 aircraft arrived at by the
Admiralty O.R.S. calculations was closely scrutinised by the
A.O.C. in C, Coastal Command in a memoranduia sent to C.N.S
C.A.S. and the Cabinet A/U Committee on 4 April,
to the concliosion that there were so many imponderables

•»

He ceane
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concerned that the figure was quite valueless(I)
ing that scientific analysis was of vital importance, the A.O.G.
in C was forced to the conclusion that strategy by slide rule
was not a working proposition,
obviously could not forecast what strategy or tactics the enemy
T/ere going to adopt, how they would react to heavier casualties

or even accurately virhat coimter measures they vrere going to
produce,

approach to the problem.

Yi/hile agree-

in particular the scientists

He suggested a less scientific but more realistic

C.A.S, Pile

No, 1843B.

It was agreed that the most fruitful area at the moment

was airound tlireatened convoys and it was also agreed that the

main source of U-boats at sea were the Biscay bases,
building up of the Biscay air patrols should be done but neither
at the expense of convoy cover nor of the bomber offensive
against Germany,
date line on July 1.
some date must be assumed as being the probable start of U-boat
detection of 10 cm, A. S.V, but more because he was sure that the

only answer to the Bay requirement lay in assistance from the
American aAJ Liberator squadrons and none would be available for
transfer before 1 July,

The

The solution could best be found by taking a
He suggested this date partl3'‘ because

to 1 Jial.y he proposed to au^pent'the Bay force, not
by borrowing Bomber Gomi'nand Squadrons which, besides inter
fering vdth the bombing offensive, would require extensive
re-equipnent and trainiig in the veiy sj^ecialised form of air

work involved in A/U operations, but by terjporary increases d.n
establislmient and re-deployraent of certain medim range squad
rons already in Coastal Command,

an addition of about 70 aircraft in the Bay,
These TOuld amoimt in all to

ibid

After the 1 July he made no forecast but it should be pos
sible, with Admiral Stark's assistance, to convince the U.S,
Chiefs of Staff that the Bay was a productive area for U-boat

He suggested asking them for six squadrons (72 air-kills,

craft) to be assigned to the Bay offensive by 1 July,
vrould not ask for more because 72 additional aircraft was the
maximtun which could be maintained and accommodated in S.Vf,

England this summer. This request wrauld be a logical outcome

of the recent Washington Convoy Conference in which the

U.S. representative had placed on record the U.S. policy 'to

avoid freezing the A/U aviation in any particular area and to

He

ibid

(1) In arriving at this figure it wa.s stated that a monthly
loss of three U-boats in ten of those at sea -would break

their morale,

only assumption,
each way.
less to be sunk T/hich in tiim resulted in 70 long raaige
aircraft more or less on the requirement,

•  were detecting 10 cm. A.S.V. the requirement including
'  A.S.V, flooding tactics rose to 150 night aircraft in order

that every U-boat should get a signal in its securch
receiver once every 20 minutes,
say 40 minutes would not be sufficient,
ment would drop to 50 aircraft,
to be sunk on passage take no account of those coming out

north of Scotland and did the figure mean all U-boats on

passage or only those outward bound,
meant a different figiue per month which involved
differences of up to 110 aircraft in the reqmrement.

This, Sir John Slessor remarked, cculd be
Suppose it was wrong, even 11 per cent.

This vrouJ.d mean two U-boats per month more or

If the U-boats

But who was certain that

If so the require-
Did the tvro U-boa.ts in ten

Each assuiuption

.';.
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regard all such units as available for sliiftijig from time to
time to areas vdiere the need is greatest’ , (ly

Acting on this suggestion a paper v/as submitted to the
British Chiefs of Staff on the 16 April embodjdng  a request to
the U.S, Chiefs of Staff for six squadrons (72 aircraft) of
long range A/Q aircraft fitted ivith 10 cm, A.S.V. to join
Coastal Command in an all-out offensive against the U-boats in
the Bay of Biscay, The paper contained most of 'bhe arguments
put for-yard by the A.O.C. in C. Coastal Command, made clear the
continued priority for threatened convoys, gave the details of
the British aircraft available and invoked the declared U.S.
policy regarding the flexibility in deployment of Allied A/U .
aviation, finally quoting the excess of such aviation which
¥/as given in the Washington Conference Report.

The paper v/as approved and transmitted to V/ashington on
the 21 April for consideration by the U.S, Joint Chiefs of
Staff, On the 1 May they replied stating that they
sympathetic toward the Bay of Biscay operation but regretted
there were no aircraft of suitable types and equipment a^'railable
at this time for the project. At their meeting on the subject
Admiral King (the Chief of Naval operations) had esqjlained that
the ’excess of A/U aviation' had been founded on certain
figures produced at the Washington Convoy Conference the origin
and acciaracy of v/hich could not be entirely vouched for and
which apparently had raised hopes as to the availability of air
craft which facts did not now warrant.

were

C.o.s.(43)
196(0)
16.4.43

C.o.s. (ff)
587
T.0.0.

I42OZ/2I/4

Telegram
J.S.M. 196

to

War Cabinet

Offices

London,

This bland denial of figures contained in a considered
report from an important conference caused some resentment in
England, However, the British Chiefs of Staff contented them

selves with sending a telegram admitting that the request ■■was
based on the figiures containea in the Washington Conference
Report and requesting correct figinres as quickly as possible,

(ix) Operation Enclose 2

C.O.S. (y06O1
T.0.0.

1200Z/4/5

While these discussions on policy had been going on, the
A. 0. C, in C Coastal Command decided to reieeat the ribbon opera
tion in the Bay with his existing aircraft in No, 19 Group and
from the 5th to davm/'i 3 April Operation Enclose  2 v/as carried
out with slightly fewer aircraft,(2)
in the area amounted to 980 which obtained eleven sittings and
four attacks.(3)

The total flying hours

Twenty five U-boats were actually present in

(1) Annexe A to the Conference Report showed that the aircraft
expected to be available by the 1 July in the N.W. Atlantic
and along the American s eaooard exceeded by 56 V. L.R.
113 L.R. and 48 M.R. aircraft the immediate minimiun requiLre-

See cliap. l(iii)
Neither No, 59 (Eortress) nor No, 3II (JiTellington) squadrons
were available for this operation but three Leigh Light
Catalines of No, 210 Sqdn were introduced,
aircraft took psirt out of a strength of 115,

cuents of these areas.

86 individual

(2)

Total
hoursEffective hrs. Sightings Attacks Results

694501 13 nil
nil

U. 376 Sunk
U.465 dam.

Night ord 267
Night L/L 212

Operation
Enclose 2

1N343 5N
260 3 L/L 2 LA

980 1,297 11 4
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the area^"*^ and for the first time a minority of sightings were
obtained by day flying vdiich indicated that U-boats were'^spend-
ing most of the time (in this area) on the sin*face at night.
Metric A.S.V. flooding was again employed at night aiid the
Mark II A.S.V. fitted Sunderlands made five sightings but, in
the absence of suitable illuminants, could only
attack.

secure one

The V/ellington Leigh Light flying Y/ith 10 cm. A.S.V.
v/as augmented by three Leigh Light Catalinas still fitted Yrith
metric A.S.V. and although only securing three sightings made
two excellent attacks - C/1 72 Sqdn sinking U.376 and M/ZIO Sqdn
badly damaging U.465. There is still no explaiiation why in
this operation the Mk.II A, S.V. should have been so much better
at night (six sightings out of eight) but it appears to con
stitute the one and only successful use of metric A.S.V.
flooding.

(x) Operation Derange

During the last few days of Enclose 2, arrangements YYith
the Flag Officer Submarines allowed a further alteration in oiir
OYm submarines* passage routes which not only permitted air
operations more to the westT/ard but Yirhen considered necessary
Yrauld allow the air patrols to extend almost doYm to the North
West Spanish coast. Accordingly the patrols v/ere shifted from

C.C. Pile

s. 7050A
Part I

End. I56A

daY/n/13 April to a ribbon betYveen 8^ and 120¥ voider the name
of Operation Derange lYith orders to continue until funther
notice. PolloYdng the approval on the 8 April of the deploySee Map

No. 15 ments and increased establishments proposed by the A.O.G, in G.
in his memorandum of the 4 April, the number of aircraft taking
part in Operation Derange were augmented and included another
Leigh Light Wellington squadron fitted Yirith 10 cm, A.S.V,
(No. 407)
Squadrons ^d Nos. 311 (ordinary Wellingtons) and 612 ('./hitley)

Up to the end of April the flying in the Derange area
aggregated 2,593 hours for 36 sightings and 22 attacks.(3)
The results from our vieiYpoint at the time were not spectacular
though we knew that the night flying had done much better.
The effect on German tactics, hovrever, vras drastic and not only
destroyed Doenitz’s faith in,the Magic Eye but forced him into
vYhat proved to be a series of tactical blvmders regarding the
U-boat passage procedure through the Bay. The immediate cause
originated in a batch of seven night attacks (by L/L Wellingtons)
without any Metox v/arning which occurred betvYeen the 26 and
28 April,
damaged,

No boats were sunk by them but tiTO were seriously

The estimate at the time Yvas 28.

’2) 131 individual aircraft took part out of a strength of 172
The nvaaber of U-boats crossing Derange between

the 13 and 30 April was . 22 iniYard and 59 outvvard bound.

.1

aircraft.

(3) Hours
Effective

Hours

Total Sightings Attacks Results

10 Two U-boats possibly
damaged

Operation 1,992 .Day 2,519

219N
607L/L

19

Night ord.
Night L/L

Derange
to 30A/it3

127N nil nil

dam.

ni

U

l

474L/L I7UI
t

3,345 36Totals 2*593 22

(4) U. 566 - outvYard bound, damaged by R/172 at 2325 hrs/26
and forced to return,

ordered for dawn/27 followed by destroyer escort,
U.437 - outwardbound, damaged by H/1J2 at 0020/29 and
forced to return,

to her assistance,

SECRET

Close escort of four JU,88’s

All U-boats in vicinity ordered to go
Destroyer and filter escort requeated.
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(a) Reversal of U-boat tactics in the Bay

The inoral effect of this sudden rise in night attacks
coupled with a conviction that worse was to come decided Doenitz
on the 28 April to signal permission to all U-boats in the Bay

to dive by night and only surface by day long enough to
recharge batteries. He assured his captains that every effort
wa.s being made to produce apparat\is to detect the enemy radar
equipment, A long situation report by B,d U, on Allied radar
was then circulated to all U-boat flotillas dated the 3 May,
Briefly, it stated that as radar location was vital to the
Allies in their struggle against the U-boats the relatively
greater reserves of man-power and materials available to the
Anglo-American war potential had been devoted to this end and
they were for the moment ahead of German counter
Descriptions of variotis types of Allied search radar were given
and the drawbacks of existing German detectors (including the
Magic Eye) were enumerated. An extract from a recently cap
tured British inst:raction on the subject of air anti-submarine
tactics v\ras quotedC"!) and finally some p:roposed new counter
measures vrere outlined including the fitting of G. A. P, Hohentwiel
radar sets to assist U-boats in locating and attacking convoys.

area

me as lures.

War Diary
B.d U,

Pages 382
to 400
of Jan/June
1943 Vol,

Somewhat naturally this reversal of tactics caused the day
light sightings and attacks to rise at the expense of night
results. (2) During the first vveek of May, tiventy six different
U-boats were sighted (only three at night) and twenty one
attacks v/ere delivered resulting in U, 332. 4^, and 663
being sunk and U.4155 257 and 214 being damaged,(3)

(b) Introduction of Fighting Back tactics

It has been noted in Volume III Chapter XEI (xiii) how
some German U-boats becajiie more flak minded in the autumn of
1 942,

B, d U. and the practice v/as confined to.a few individualU-boat
captains in the Atlantic and to the special- conditions obtain
ing in the calmer waters of the V/estern Mediterranean,

There vrere no official instructions on this point from

(1) This was a resume* of Coastal Command's Tactical

Memorandum No, 22 which originally appeared in January I942,
B.d U. stated it had been taken from a British plane tliat
made an emergency landing in the Mediterranean area,-
Between the 1 and 7 May, the number of aircraft in the
Derange area remained the same. To compensate for the
Yri-thdrawal to re-equip of Nos, 11 9 and 304 Sqdn, tvro
squadrons - No, 228 (Sunds.) and No. 502 (HaJifaxes) -
had joined up. Air support during this period to the
North/South convoys iras given by a detachment of seven
V.L.R, Liberators from the still re-equipping Nos, 59
86 Sqdns plus two Liberators of No, 224 and four Halifaxes
of No, 502 Sqdns, A total of 1,427 effective hoiurs ivas
flovrn in area Derange of TYhich 279 were by Leigh Light air
craft at ni^t and 50 by ordinary night sorties.
Pour suik all outward bound, U, 332 by Simderland U/L^.6^
Sqdn, U,465 by SonctcTloi^jW/io Sqdn, U, 109 by Lih&raXor
p/g6 Sqdn. and U,663 by Halifax S/58 Sqdn.
Two damaged were inward bound - U.41 5 by LAj ViTell, N/172
followed by Sunderland M/46I and I'fhitley E/612 Sqdns,

U.257 by Sunderland S/46I Sqdn.

One outward bound - U.214 had her C.O. badly lYounded
by M/G fire from Whitley K/IO O.T.U. and returned to Brest.

SECRET
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Following the withdrawal of U-boats from the areas west

and east of Gibralteir the flak incidents fell aviray to tvro in
December, two in January and three in February, In Marcsh 1 943
the increasing number of surprise attacks on U-boats revived a

tendency to fight back, particularly in the Bay of Biscay and
around Atlantic convoys the figures being four in convoy areas,
six in the Bay, one in the Northern transit and only one in the

Western Mediterranean, There was, hov/ever, still no official
encouragement or increase in the standard flak armament
although two aircraft were shot dovvn, (2) The first official
blessing came on 12 April when, follovn.ng a successful resist

ance by U, 1 91 against Liberator M/86 Squadron(3) B. d U, r^eated
the details to all U-boats as an incentive to others both around

convoys and in the transit areas. Flak incidents increased in

April to seven round convoys, twelve in the Bay (of Virhich nine
v/ere at night) and one in the Northern Transit area. Although
no aircraft are known to have been shot down, three Leigh Light
Tifellingtons ?rere lost without trace in the Bay of Biscay dixring
the month.

It was the heavy U-boat losses in the Ba3>- during the first

week of May that produced a considered plan of flak counter-

Regarding the twenty one air attacks delivered, inmeasures,

seven of these cases (five outward and tyro inv/ard bound) the
U-boat fought backpvri-thout, however, damaging the attacking
aircraft,

On the 6 May, B.d U., unaware as yet of the full U-boat
casualty list, noted that the enemy air force had made them

selves felt over the approaches to the Bay of Biscay to a very
marked degree. Losses and damage in the ai’ea had again
increased sharply as during the period in 1942 before the intro
duction of the Metox search receiver. As a countermeasure to

the, surprise locations he said the A/A armament was being
strengthened. This solution could be .considered satisfactory
only when the U-boats* flak armament allowed them to remain on
the surface to fight it out yirith the aircraft vdiether on passage

in the Bay or aro\md convoys when trying to get ahead into

attacking positions. Regarding the Bay area, tv/o boats
(U, 256 and been fitted with strong flak armament with
lightly armoured conning towers and gunshields.(4) They would
leave port soon to operate on the surface in the Bay with the

specific task of attacking aircraft and giving flak escort to

B. d U.

vYar Diary

(1) This Tiras one 20 mm cannon and several machine gums on the

Many U-boats ubill carried the main anti-ship gunbridge,
on deck forward of the conning tower and the 740 ton

Type IX boats carried an additional 37 mm gun on deck
abaft the conning tovrer.
L/L YiTell. B/172 Sqdn. shot down by U. 333 in the Bay
Halifax

Already mentioned in Chapter II (iv) HX. 232.
This special flak armament consisted of a quadruple 20 m.mo

cannon mounting on a raised platform before the bridge,
tvra single 20 m.ra. cannon at the after end of the bridge,
a 3.7 c.m, gun on a raised platform abaft the biidge and another

quadruple 20 m.m. cannon mounting on an extension to this

platform. ■

B/502 Sqdn. shot dovm by U.333 near convoy XK3.
(2)

C3)
(4)
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U-boats unable to subiiierge or dainaged in other ways.(0
In the operational ox'ders the flak U-boats were warned that
aircraft woxild be encountered anywiiere out to at least 15°^,
day or ni^^it, with and witlaout radar, using searchlights or
■flares at nigjit and from scane Indications migl'it use infra-red

TIais latteror ultra-violet rays for short range location,

Atlantic
operation Order
No. 55
7-5-43
page 419
B. d U. War
Diary and
also

Pages Z(49
to 455*

was the first mention of a belief Vifliich subsequently wasted
much tii'ae in the endeavours to find a detector for our air
borne search radar.

Concurrently an instruction was issued to all U-boats
on the subject of defence against enemy aircraft vihen
surfaced. Tliis ad-vised that it Viras better to stay on the
surface and fi^it back if the U-boat could not be sure of
getting down to a safe ^eptli before the aircraft released
bombs or deptli charges,
remain on the surface,

boat should keep the aircraft on a stern bearing so as to
present a small silliouette and use all flak
aircraft was seen to be corn'iiitted to its final attacking
run-in, the boat must use avoiding action at maxhiium speed
using full heliii. If a strong cross wind was blov/ing, it was
better always to turn to ivindv/ard to taJce advantage of the
ail-craft's sidewa^j^s drift.

In case of doubt it was best to
If deciding on surface action the

Vflien tiieguns.

ibid

page 422

Plying in the Derange area continued from the 8th to
the end of klay,
slackening of U-boat operations against the northern
transatlantic convoys allowed some long range aircraft (not
V,L,R,s).to be switched from both No, 15 and 19 Groups into
purel3'' Biscajr transit patrols. Prom 8 May the effective
flying was 3^156 daj'' hours, 105 ordinary nig^t hours and
409 Leigli Ligjit ni^it hours and a total of 71 siglitings were
made of wfiiich 43 were attacks^, (3) In view of tliepreponderance of day fl3mng(4; and the U-boat commitment to
diving all the dark hours it v/as not surprising that all
these siglitings took place in da^ai^it. The 'figl'it back if
surprised' order of 6 May resulted pn only 17 of tlie 43
U-boats attacked using flak against the aircraft, the other
26 having decided to try to reach a safe deptli before the
explosion of the depth charges.

Towards the end of the, month the obvious

No, 19 Group
0,R,B, Appen
dices

(1) U,441 sailed from Brest on the 22 May.^  , „ . Tto days later she v/as attackedby Sunderland L/228 Sqdn, and, although shooting dovm the aircraft, ves so
badly damaged that she had to return to harbour. She next sailed on the
8 July and on the 12th was attacked by three BeaufIghters/248 sadn, who
killed Uft fvnA iS others^
cannon fire. Again the boat had to return to Brest. U,256 did not out
to sea until October 1945. ~ '

(2) A safe depth was reckoned at between 250 and 300 feet - Vide B. d U. War
Diary for 2k May - Page k30.
An extra single 20 m,m. cannon was In the process of being mounted In some
of the operational U-boats (both 500 and 740 ton types) on a stepped
platform abaft the bridge. A new design of brltfee for carrying both twin
and quadruple 20 raun. cannon was being discussed for early Installation.

(3) For the whole month of May, Derange occupied 194 Individual aircraft out
of a strength available of 212, The number of U-boats crossing the area
was 120. , Of these, 54 were sighted (sraaetimes more than once) and 45
different boats were attacked.

Effve.
hrs.

Sight-Type Total hrs. Attacks Results
Ings

Operatlor
Derange
May

Day 4.2q3 5,542
397 N
912 yu

66101 7 sunk - 5 damaged
(ord. 153NNight (L/L fi88L/L 2 L/L IL/L

Total 5,104 6,851 103 67

(4) From the 20 May, the Leigh Light Squadrons (Nos, 172, 210 and 407)
operated largely by day.
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(c) Introduction of U-boat pyou~o sailings

U-boat casualties were not severe between the 8 and the
and tliree forced to return to

date B» d U* took a juajor tacticad.
In order to make it difficult for enemy aircraft

in the Bay of Biscay area to find U-boats and if found to enable
them to fi^it back more effectively,
ing U-boats at tliat time vrest of longitude l6°Vir to continue tlae
passage in company throu^a the Bay in groups of up to four boats,
Rendez-vous positions for this purpose were given for the 31 May
and 1 June, The sarae iorocedure would be introduced for out
going boats who would, after leaving port, assemble at
pre-arranged points in groups of three to six boats under the
orders of the most senior captain. They vrere to leave the
French coast in dayli^^it on the surface and strict orders were
given not to dive in case of aircraft attack but figlit back with
all guns. Tlie groups were to dive at niglit at prescribed
speeds and sturface at dawn, reform into group and proceed on
tlie surface as before,

longitude 150¥,

possible but especially at tiie points of rendez-vous.

29 May, one having been sunk
laarbourC2; on this
decision.

he instaructed all return-

Groups would finally disperse at
Pieter escort would be given as far out as

B,d U.

War Diary
Page 4i(-2.

This order liad not been implemented before tlie end of May
and during the last tv/o days of tlie montli tv/elve U-boats were

Six stayed up and fought
back shooting dovni one aircraft and wounding several of the

in. another but tvro (U.kk0 and 565 outward bound) Virere
So ended a definite jDliase in the course of tlie Bay

Centimetric A,S,V, plus resolute attack in face of

siglited of wliich ten vere attacked.

crew

sunk

offensive.

growing flak had jockeyed B,d U, out of his comparatively safe
night surface passage for U-boats and had forced him to adopt
one mistaken tactic ai’ter another resulting in losses he could
ill afford at the cliiiiax of tlie main battle in mid-Atlantic,
The next two months were to cost ham dear before he stanbled

back into the relative iiTamunitj’' of diving by day,

(^) Aircre-ft casualties in Bay Operations and the Beaufighter
Interception Patrols - January to May inclusive.

In Volume III Chapter XII (vi) (a) were described tlie enemy
efforts to interfere vd-th the Bay patrols with fi^iter air
craft and -v^ich died avray in November 1942, Tlue G,A.P. under Uie-

(0 IIft4$3 (an outward bound supply boat) was sunk on the
15 May by Halifax M/58 sqdn,
U.591 (outward bound) Y/as attacked by V/laltley M/iO O.T.U,
on the .15tW- This aircraft load alrea.dy expended its deptia
charges on another attack and engaged U,591 in a machine
gun/flak duel,
and the boat returned to harbour,
was attacked on the 24 May by Whitley"57lO O.T.U, and
so damaged tixat she had to return to harbour,
U.'^iAl (one of the tvro special flak U-boats) sailed from
Brest on the 22 May looldng for trouble,
on the 24ili v/laen she Y/as attacked by Bundei-land L/228 Sqdn,
Although tlie aircraft v/as shot dovm. the pilot had released
the deptli charges vvith accuracy and tlie resultant damage
forced U.lJll to return imiuediatel^i^ to Brest,
U»440 YYas sunk on 31 May by Sunderland R/210 sq_dn.
U.563 was sunlc on
Halifaxes J and R.

Sunderland X/228 sqdn.

The CoO, of the U-boat Y/as badly v/ounded
U.523 (outY/ai-d bound)

She found it

L 31

/58
¥La.y by tlie combined attacks

sqdn, Sunderland E/1O sq^dn. and

.P
01

(2)

(3)
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maintained, however, a strength of some
30 JU.38.S and 20 Arado I96.S together mth 20 long ranr^e recon-

88 and F.7 200) all the mnter months bu?
the fighter element was not very active as a deterrent in the
Bay. (1; Only two of the twelve Vu aircraft casualties in
January and none of the eight in February 1943 are believed
have oeen attributable to enemy fighters and the U-boa
not yet fighting back with flajc.
flying hazards over the
off or landing.

to

ts vrere

All were apparently due to
sea or were knovm to be crashes on take

See Appendix
VII.

Tvrelve A/U aircraft were lost in March of which four are
attributable to the enemy, three by JU.SS.s and one shot do^m by
y±533 at night. No. I9 Group had retained two Beaufighter
squadrons on fighter interception patrols during the winter but
few conibats had resulted. During March the enemy figliter
patrols increased(2} but only three combats occurred.(3) In
April the Bay aircraft losses dropped to six of which only one
v/as by day. All were due to flying hazards althou#i four
undecisive combats with JU.88.s took place. The Beaufighters
only had one combat, one JU,88 being shot d.o\m by A and H/248
sqdn.

The order given by B. d. U. at the end of April for U-boats
to dive at night ̂ d do their charging by day did produce more
cases of flak actions in early Ma.y but it was not until the end
of the month that fighting back tactics by the U-boats became
really noticeable. During the month, t./enty four flak actions
resulted in the loss of five A/U aircraft wiiile the G.A.P., by
now increased to 40 JU.88.s, 13 Arado I96.S and six F7.190.S,
only managed to engage in six combats in which six of our air-
craft vrere shot doY/n. The Beaufighters again had one intercep
tion in which one JU. 38 vYas destroyed. Of the remaining eight
aircraft lost during May, six vere Icnovm to have crashed on take
off or landing and two ’vere by flying hazards over the

Hours floY/n by the long range fighters

sea.

Although the Beaufighter intercep
May by No. 264 Mosquito SquadromT^^"
the A/U aircraft they occasional!
with their cannon.

i' were

y sigh
 pramariLly to safeguard

augmented in

ted and attacked U-boats
It can be claimed that their flying effort

should be included.in the Bay offensive returns and it is,
therefore, given ih footnote.(4)

(1) There were five inaecisive at Lacks made on our A/U aircraft
in January and sax in February, On the other hand, our
Beaufighter interceptor patrols shot dovm three JU.38'r. t
January for the loss of t\YO aircraft and tlxree JU.88's in
February for no loss,

Fliegerfuelirer Atlantik's fighter strength was incareased in
March to 34 JU.88's, I7 Arado I96.S and 3 F.W. I90.s.
There Ysras also a step up in reconnaissance aircraft to
12 long range JU.88.s and 35 P.vr. 200.s.
No. 248 sqdn shot dovin one Jll.88 and one F,7.200 for the loss
of tYYo Beaufighters and N0.404 sqdn shot down tv/o JU.08.S.

s in

(2)

(3)

(4) U-boat Enemy aircraft

Combats Destroji'ed1943 Effective hours Sightings Attacks

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

392 1 0 1 3
684 nil

nil

nil 3 4
303 nil 1 1

428 2 1 1 1
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(xii) Air Sea Rescue in the Bay

One other activity remains to be mentioned - that of
rescuing the crews of ditched aircraft,

cue squadrons were of course part of Coastal Command and their
story is given in the separate Air Sea Rescue Narrative but it
frequently ha opened that the operational A/\J aircraft were
given the additional mission on their sorties to keep a look
out for survivors from aircraft forced to ditch either by engine'
failure, U-boat flak or enemy fighter action. Aircraft sight
ing such dinghies would orbit the survivors, send back position
reports and endeavour to home either the regular A.S.R. planes,
the A.S.R. launches or any other surface craft in the vicinity.
On occasions a flying boat would, if sea conditions permitted,
land on the water and effect a direct rescue,

episodes deserves special mention as ending in a -unique land
ing of a large flying boat on an airfield.

On the 28 May, Sunderland 0A61 Sqdn piloted by Flight
Lieutenant Dods vfas searching for the siorvivors of Y/hitley
P/IO O.T.U. which had ditched on the 27th from engine failure
in position 475bNX O938W.
permission from base to effect a rescue but in attempting to
land cross vri.nd along a heavy swell the Sunderland caught a
cross svrell, bouncea and then stalled nose first into
approaching wave.

Plying Officer Oipps seriously injiired.
scrambled out of the astro-hatch as the aircraft sank only to
find that all the dinghies were damaged except one. Plight
Sergeant Mackie swam over to Gipps who was floating helplessly
at some distance away and supported him until the dinghy could
be paddled ovez'. The ten Sunderland and six Y/hitley survivors
then gjoined forces and roped their dinghies together.

Regular Air Sea Res-

One of these

Dods found the dinghj’- and received

an

Dods was killed instantly and the co-pilot
The rest of the crew

No. 19 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices
and

No. 461 Sqdn
O.R.B. On the morning of the 29th Sunderland eAoI Sqdn. piloted

by Plying Officer Singleton found the dinghies at O630 houi-s
and put dovm in the sea to pick them up.
fully accomplished but the flying boat v/as now too heavy to ■
take off.

This was success-

Other aircraft had by this time appeared on the
scene and a Free' French sloop - La Combattante - 'wan homed to
the spot. All survivors and some of the crew of eA61 were
transferred to her leaving only a skeleton party on board the
aircraft which was taken in tow by the sloop. However, after
J+'k ho-urs the Szinderland oroke adrift and Singleton decided to
try a take off.

After crashing from wave to wave for three miles the
Sunderland finally got into the air but was so badly holed in
the h\iLl that a v/ater landing was quite impossible. No pai’a-
chutes were carried(O so Singleton decided to attempt a ground
landing at Angle airfield near Pembroke Dock. ilrriving over
Milford Haven at 2000 honrs he jettisoned all excess fuel,
equipment and inflammable gear and with the creYir at crash

stations he approached the grass border alongside the tarmac
strip. The keel jarred into the groiznd cutting a shallow
furrow through the turf for I50 yards and then the Sunderland
lost speed and laid gently over on one float buckling the mng
tip but -without further injury.

ibid

(1) Parachutes wex-e part of the freight removal policy in
order to gain a maximxjm reuige and endizrance on patrol
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CHAPTER IV

THE BAY OETTIMSIVE - 1st JtIMB TO 31 ST AUGUST 1943

(i) The group sailing of U-boats through the Bay of Biscay

Althotigh tills tactical decision was taken by B,  d U.
29 May, the necessary organisation took a little time to come
into effect and singleton inward bound U-boats continued to
arrive in Biscay ports until 9 June. The situation for B. d U.
was con;53licated by the fact tliat the positions of homeward bound
U-boats were largely approximate plotting so that, although
rcndea-vous points were signalled to U.377 and 552 for 31 May
and to U. 911 413 and 664 for 1 June to enable two groups to
return in company, they could not in fact conform. U.91 and
127 arrived in Brest on 7 June, U.664 on the 9th and U.413 and
552 on tlie 13th,
in as planned.
3 and 7 June and U.575 with 731 between 6th and 11th,
cases the basis of co

standing Order No. 13, i "I i 'vd.th the addition that groups were to
remain surfaced as long as possible in good weather in order to
cover ground. In case of surprise attack tliey were to remain
on the STrrface, fire at the aircraft with their flak guns and
at all costs keep together.

With outward bound U-boats the problem vras relatively
simple. The first outward group formed was U. 533 and 572 who
left La Pallice together on 2 June and reported on 7th that the
passage in coirpany had been successful, surfaced by day and
diving at night, Tlie senior officer (U.333) r^orted several
unexplained radar detections with the Magic Eye and suggested
that group passage procedure should be extended as far as
longitude 18°W, Groups of tlaree or five boats thereafter left
Biscay ports regularly - on the 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 12th,(2)

on

Two little groups -were successfully brought
U»l6l and 229 crossed the Bay together between

In all

t Tiras in accordance with B. d U’s

B, d U.

War Diaiy

lisid

(1) Standing Order No,13 was issued on 30 May and recapitulated
the early May orders for U-boats on passage tlirough the
Bay and northabout from Geimany througli the Iceland
channel. They w'ere normally to proceed submerged, sur
facing by day to charge batteries and ventilate the boat,
A long s-urface run by day f/as only permissible in good
visibility viien surprise v/as xmolikely, Ov'^-ing to mine
danger off the Biscay coast, when inside the 100 fat|iom
line boats vrere to proceed on the surface, only diving
when danger I’rom aircraft was acute, U-boats were to
leave harbour in the morning and enter in the evening so
that the port approaches would be traversed in daylight.
Ref, B, d U, War Diary, page 445»

(2) On the 7th - U, 135. 508 and 755 from Lor lent
On the 8th - U,571, 590 and 6I8 from St, Nazaire
On the 9th - U,185 and 5^4 from Bordeaux.
On the 10th - (U,358. 134 and 653 from La Pallice..

(U, 84. 306 and 732 from Brest
On the 12th - (Ujt 68, 1_55, 159. 4^5 and 634 from Brest and

\  Lorient
W,257. 600 and 615 from La Pallice
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The groups sailing on the 7th and 8th got through the Bay
undetected as did the Brest group which sailed on the 10th. (l)
The first group to he sighted from the air was that formed hy
the Bordeaux and La Pallice sailings on the 9th and 10th
respec

boats.
tiyely who had combined into a single group of five

The sightings were made by unarmed aircraft on
transit flints at 0830 hours on the 12 June in 450® x 08WJ,
The leader of the gro\jp ordered all boats to dive and

're-surfaced some hours later after which the passage
continued throu^ the Derange area without further detection.
They had reached longitude late on 13 June.

was

(ii) Operations up to 14 June

No. 19 Group continued to fly in the Derange area at a
slightly ino3reased intensity, made possible by further
re-dcploymont s of medium and short range aircraft from other
Groups.

On 1 June, the singleton U.418 (inward bound)
and sunk by the R.P. equipped Beaxifighter B/236 Squadron'
two other singleton inward bound U-boats were sighted by
Halifax 0/58 Squadron but in both cases the boats got under too
quickly for an attack to be made. On 2 June, the singleton
U.455 (outvifard bound) was attacked by the cannon Bea-ufighter
S/248 Squadron and after an indecisive exchange of shots the
U-boat dived. She was picked up on the sirrface again an hour
later by Halifax j/58 Squadron who attacked but U.455 had got
under some 30 seconds before the depth charge exploded and
damage was inflicted. On 3 June, an inward bound U-boat was
attacked by Jj/L Wellington G/2)j07 Squadron on a daylight patrol
but again the U-boat had got well lander before the stick
exploded. This was the last sighting of a U—boat by opera
tional aircraft in the Bay until late on 13 June.

ted'was s:

and

no

No, 19 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices

The G.A.P. became more active in the Bay area from the
beginning of tho month and Ju.88s began to be sighted in large
formations. One such concentration intercepted and shot down
Halifax B/58 Squadron on 1 June and another flight of eight
Ju.88s intercepted Sunderland N/46I Squadron on the next day.
For over an hour a running battle ensued in which the Sunderland
was badly damaged and lost one killed and cne wounded but put
up such a stout resistance that three Ju.88s were destroyed,
three more damaged and the remainder driven off. The flying
boat was too badly holed to land normally and was beached at
Marasion in south Cornwall.®) On 3 June, eight Ju.88s attacked
the R.P. Beaufighter W/236 Squadron and in the first few moments
severely wounded the navigator who was acting as rear gunner.
Kie Beaufighter dived to sea level taking violent evasive
action but was again attacked and frequently hit during which
Lieut. Commander Brookes, R.N. (on observation duty) was fatally
wounded. After receiving fiarther damage the aircraft managed
to shake off pursuit and reached Predannock where it crash
landed. Similar Ju.88 concentrations attacked Portress A/206
Squadron and Halifax O/58 Squadron on 5 June but in each case

?4)fCrpil«>twes \ aircraft was able to reach safety in cloud cover after
\ exchanging fire with the attackers.

Ml'l«s ’hiiU&A <».t'
tV>e st<v<bo<Mr<l ̂ cUleu
guMj i=^lt.S.at.R-^oode
LOO-S teivoclecd OtvcoMCi'oUt

-reeor toTT-et O-Kii tlicV-
Kevvi^oPoT Flt.Ll'.

(vttU -('rcKt3 yus..
TUc t«4i<lesb«i»\3 1

lrve(cil, —T
pe-rl* ootcT e>\a>n€ f (2)
K<xA to -fly buc4 ̂ SO

ivk Hvis lAo-n'tOACll ' '
stuUie. ”

ibid

ibid

It was noticed that the

1) The 8 June group reported tliree radar detections on the
9th and the sighting of one aircraft on the 10th but
nothing more,

air activity in the southern Biscay area although they
sighted a Sunderland aircraft on the 12th and two
13th.

U.134. 358, 1^ and
A detachment of this anti-shipping sq-uadron had been moved
from No. 18 to No. 19 Group at the end of May.

In

WOu
more on

They were not detected themselves.

SECRET
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enemy did not press home their attacks mth much determination^
Tliereafter, more frequent interception patrols by counter
formations of Mosquitoes from No, 10 Group Ei^iter Command
gave effective protection to the k/\5 aircraft,'^  ' /

By 5 June the obvioias slackening in U-boat pressure in

mid-Atlantic permitted the A,0,C, in C, to svdtch aircraft
effort surplus to convoy requirements into the outer Bay
longitudes - a project long envisaged by him if cjid vdien the

In aU-boat, packs TTithdrew from the northern Atlantic area, ̂
signal to Nos, 15 and 19 Groups late on 5 June he instituted
a nev^ area designated 'Orderly* between latitudes 50 and
A5°N from longitude 17° to 21 to be covered by V.L.R, and
LoR, aircraft whenever minimum safe convoy reqimrements
permitted. The A,0oC*s concerned were to excliange informa
tion as to how many aircraft would be available daily and the
A,0,C, No, 19 Group was to co-ordinate the flying in the new

C,C, Pile

S.54 Part I

Enela 54,

See Map No, 15

area.

Plying in the two areas continued up to late on 15-*7'
without any further sightings by operational aii’crafto^ '
During these first thirteen days of June the effective flying

and

une

totalled 1,706 hours in Derairige plus 64O hours in Orderly
produced only six sightings of singleton U-boatswi while eight
groups of U-boats aind ten singletons had traversed the Bay

This was the measure of the initial success attending
Tliis relative success Tira,s of

unseen,

Doenitz's new passage tactics,
Nos, 15 and 19

Groups
0,R,B,

Appendices
short duration as a new patrol sclieme by Coastal ComiTiand was

to prove effective in the location of further surfaced group
passages.

Tlie sigliting of five U-boats in company was the first
positive evidence for us that the enemy had adopted a neT/

proced-ure for passage through the Bay of Biscay,
reasoning in British A/u circles aided by Adiuiralty Intelligence
had assumed that some such tactic inight be forthcoming,
the 7 June, a meeting had been held between the Admiralty and
Coastal Command A/TS Divisions to determine the policy to be
adopted should the enemy send U-bbats tlirough the Bay in

Tlie proposals discussed included:-

Logical

On

groups.

Prom the middle of I'/Iay> No, 264 Mosquito Squadron Fighter
Command had re-inf or ced the two Coastal Command

Beaufighter interception squadrons and early in June these

patrols v/ere strengthened by sorties from Nos, 25, 151,
157, 204, 307, 410 and 456 Mosquito squadrons and Nos, 414
and 613 Ilustang squadrons.
The five U-boats sighted by the transit aircraft early on

12 Jime were not picked up again until after they ha.d
traversed Derange,
Flying in Derange - 1,512 day hours, Z1.6 night hours and

(six day sightings) 148 Leigh Light night hours.
Flying in Orderly - 613 day hours, I6 night hours and 11

(no sightings) Leigh Light niglut hours,
NoB, Prom post war knowledge it is not surprising that
there were no sightings in Orderly, as, since the with
drawal from the northern Atlantic, U-boats were going to

returning from the Azores area and so passed well to
the south of Orderly.

or

(1)

(2)

(3)
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(l) That patrolling aircraft should work in pairs

(2) That the aircraft malcing the first sighting of a
group shotild shadow and report xmtil a strilcing force of
aircraft arrived.

(3) Tliat an
the patrol area in readiness,
requiring more aircraft than could be made available,

(h-) A comprehensive follow-up procedure either from base
or by aircraft already in the area.

(5) Tliat a sixrface craft striking force be introduced
into the area

(6) Tliat an escort carrier be attached to the siorface
striking force,

view of its vulnerability both to submerged attack and to
enemy shore-based bombers.

air striking force should be raaintained in
This was discarded as

This was not considered justified in

C.C, Pile

S«7050A Part I
End. -1732

The proposals for air action v/ere exaiiiined in detail at

H.Q, Coastal Command on the follomng day and an a.p]preciation
with reconmendations was drawn up. It v/as felt that, havin,
forced the singleton U-boats on passage to submerge by night,
every effort must be made to induce the eneraj;- to continue this
procedure even if he s.dopted gro’jp passages as it vcxs far easier,
to deal mth surfaced groups by daylight,
flying nor the maintenance of a strike force was considered

practicable and it ifTas reconmended that the si^iting aircraft
should shadoTiT and home others already out on patrol,
this effective it would be essential to fly the maximum nuraber
of aircraft in the search area and to ensure that all sorties
T/ere so staggered in tiine that at any given moment it would be
possible to concentrate at least two aircraft on to the

shadower. If found practicable, a ciueill tiLi-ike fux-ce uugh'
kept available at base in case the time and distance factor
enabled them to be used.

neither formation

To make

ibid

Ends, 171A
and 172A

If the enemy did adopt group sailing, it was almost
certain that he v/odd provide increased fighter cover and
ovm figliter interception patrols must therefore be strengthened
while it would be an advantage to place the main search area
as far as possible from the eneuy air bases®
mended that a proportion of each fighter patrol be fitted dth
Air Interception radar because of the difficulty of contactin_
enemy aircraft in the v/ide spaces of the Outer of Biscay, (1)

Regarding the method of attack, it was considered that
high level release using the Iferk XIY sight would be the best
Tdien tackling U-boat groups in which the massed flak miglat be
intense. This limited the Tveapon to the 6OO lb A/S depth bomb
but long sticks of the_250 lb or even the 100 lb standard A/S
bomb might be used,

made available so that all U—boats in a group could be engaged
simultaneously, tliis weapon viras also suitable,
latter qualification could be satisfied it was felt that depth

our

It was recom-

CT
,0

If sufficient R,P, armed aircraft could be

Unless the

ibid

(1) This entailed the lifting of the existing embargo against
A,I, fitted aircraft being employed near or over enemy
coasts owing to the risk of their falling into enemy hands
and conpromising the equipment.
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charges from law level were not the best weapon,
recoimnendations were: -

The final

(i) Tliat every effort be made to increase the density
of Leigh Light Wellington flying south of latitude
i)-730W and west of OJOOW and that Leigh Light Catalinas
be operated ̂ rest of longitude 15OOW until such time as

Leigh Light Liberators were available,

(ii) That all Wo, 19 Group aircraft be concentrated in
the Derange area and as many of Wos, 19 and 15 Group long
range aircraft as possible in the Orderly area,

(iii) That figliter patrols be accompanied by A,I, fitted
aircraft

ibid

(iv) That all aircraft be conversant with and practiced
in the homing pixDcedure by D/P loop,

(v) Tliat the A, 0,0, Wo, 19 Group be asked to consider
the practicability of keeping a small strike force
available to talce advantage of sightings upon which a

follow-up attack from base could be effected.

Discussion and planning along these lines continued
during the next three days and a new scheme of patrols was

prepared ready to meet a change in the U-boat passage procedixre
if and v/hen it eventuated.

(iii) The new patrol scheme is brought into operation-
Musketry and Seaslt;g

The sighting of five U-boats in con^jany by the transit
aircraft was talcen by H,Q, Coastal Command as sufficient
confirmation of the expected change in enemy tactics to bring
the new scheme into force. Late on 12 June, the A,0,C, in C,
sent a signal to all Groups acquainting them Y/ith the new
situation,

of Nos. 19 and 15 Groups Y^as:to be directed to the Bay
Offensive after the minimum I’equircment s of air cover to

threatened convoys had been satisfied.

Until ftorther orders the maximum possible effort

The areas Derange
and Orderly Yvere cancelled and in their place the folloYdng
two areas 'were instituted :-

(a) Area Musketry ,- between latitudes if730N and 4330N
and longitudes 0930W and II3OW, This area Tra.s to be

EY/ept by seven aircraft at a time on parallel tracks
carried out three times daily during daylight hours.
As it YYas reasonable to assume that the U-boats Y/ould

continue to submerge at night, they would have to reform
at daylight and the first sYYeep must be well into the
area as daTwi broke.

See Map Wo, I6

In the event of a group being sighted, it Y?as left
to the captain's discretion as to whether he should
attack .at once or Y/ait -until he had homed other air-

.(w Before attacking, he YYas to break W/Tcraft

C.C, Pile

S.7050A/7
Enel, 1A

silence and send the code group '465' followed by a
numeral indicating the number of U-boats and then give
position, course and speed, I.f deciding to shadoY/, he

(1) In smooth sea conditions v/hen U-boats wo-uld be good gun
platforms the aircraft should not attack but shadow and
home other aircraft,
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T/as, after giving these particiilars, to siivitch over
immediately to M/P homing proced-ure to enable other air
craft to concentrate. No. 19 Group headquarters vfas also

to broadcast the position to ensure all airbome aircraft
receiving the message. Once a pack of U-boats had been
sighted they must be hunted to exhaustion and the rest of

the area neglected until it Tra.s clear tlaat they had all
been sunk or had got through.

At least tliree R.P. Beaufi^iters were to be kept at
immediate readiness tliroughout the hours of daylight to
proceed to a sitting at the earliest possible moment, (l)

Arrangements were to be made by the AoO.C. No. 19
Group with the A.O.C. No, 10 Fighter Command Group that
T/hen a group of U-boats had been sighted, sections of
Ilosquito aircraft should be sent to the area*to give
cont:lnuous air cover.

(B) Area Seaslug - between latitudes 2f730N and idt-OON and
longitudes 1300'W and 1500W, Tliis area was to be covered
by V.L.R, and L.R, aircraft of No, 15 Group during day
light as often as the convoy situation permitted. These
patrols Tirere to be co-ordinated by the A,0,C, No. 19
Group in conjmotion irith his own patrols.

Night flying - Normal p].anned night flying was to be
resumed by Leigh Light Wellingtons in Musketry and Leigh
Liglit Catalinas (Mark II A.S.V.) in Seaslug, All air
craft in Bay operations still fitted \7ith Mk.II A,S.V,
were to keep it switched on in their patrol area imtil
further orders.

General - No, 2j.15 Haiapden T/B Squadron and Nos, 304 and
547 Squadrons re-equipping as torpedo aircraft were to be
brought into the line as A/U aircraft and armed with
depth diarges. It was most Important that the A.O.Cs of
No, 18 Groip and Iceland should co-ordinate their Northern
Transit area patrols so that every U-boat sighted there
should be hunted to exhaustion.

See Map No, 16

On the same date revised general instructions governing
aircraft operations against U-boats in all areas was issued,
Tiiis Tactical Instruction No, 41 cancelled all previoios orders
and contained specific guidance on such iTiatters as visual look
out, A,S,V, look-out, height at wirich to fly in various v/eather
conditions, the different Treapons and description, stick spac
ing, method of approach and attack, Tiien to attack or not
either on patrol or convoy cover, viiat to do if the U-boat
fought back, the signals procedure and debriefing after a
sortie,

(iv) The new scheme in action,

A copy is attached at Appendix VI,

Tlie new scheme did not become operative until davm on
As we have seen, the group of five U-boats was not14 June,

(1) The A,0,0, No, 18 Group was to detail six R.Po Bcaiifighters
to join the tliree already stationed in No, 19 Group,

i^Iany of the events described in the stories of the tliree
U-boat groups were not knoTm to us at the time,
struction has been possible by coaaparing Nos, 15 and 19
Group 0,R,B, appendices v/ith B, d U‘s War Diary,

SEGRET

Recon-

(2)
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located again during the 12th and it vm.s not till late on
the 13th that they -were again picked up - \Tell to the ¥/estvrard

of the Derange area,

groups of outv/ard bound U-boats vrere sighted and engaged
continuously,

Tlie first group - five U-boats - U«13^« 358'« ^33, 185 s-nd ^6l+

During the subsequent tliree days, tliree

Tliis group was relocated at about:2000 hours on 13 June
vdien Svnderland U/228 Squadron on an extended Derange patrol
sighted them in approximately 443011 x 15001/, The aircraft
apparently v/ent strai^it in and attacked U,564 but was shot
down by the intense flak put up by the groiq), Hov/ever, the

depth cliarges fell accurately and so damaged the U-boat that
,she T/as unable to dive, U, 185 was detailed to escort her

toY/ards the Spanish coast T/hile the other tliree of the group
continued their ’ outward passage' vdthout further incident,

B, d U, despatched a destroyer from Le Verdon to meet the two
U-boats and the G,A,Pi imdertook to supply cover by E.W,200s
and Ju,88s from dav\/n/l4th.

Early on 14 June, flying started in the Musketry and
At 1439 hom'’s VfliitleySeaslug areas under the new .procedure,

G/10, 0,T,U, on Musketry sighted 'two U-boats on the siirface in
2f417N X IO25W steering southeast at 10 kts. These were U, I85
and the damaged U,564, ) The Whitley was fired at on
approach so circled out of range while carrying out the homing

Two hours later Hampden S/415 Squadron arrived onprocedure,
the scene and both aircraft shado^ved until 1645 hours vdien the

T/hitley, after receiving permission from base, went in to
attack, U,564 could not employ zig-zag steering o'wing to her
damaged condition and U/lO, 0,,T,U, delivered an accurate stick
of six depth charges wiiich sunlc her outright, (2)
Tiras badly hit by flak and started to struggle home, reporting
his position and damaged condition at intervals. The last

position signal received at base y/as at 1930 hours in 4730N
X 081OW folloy/ed at 2000 hours oy an S,0,S, Prom D/P bear
ings this was about 80 miles S,¥, of the Scillies but
subsequent Air Sea Rescue operations never found ary survivors.

The Y/hitley

Meanvdiile U, 185 had rescued 19 (including the 0,0,) of
U,504' s crey/ of 46 and continued toyyards the destroyer rendez-

A flight of Ju,88s sent out as air escort intercepted
and shot down the still shadoy?ing Hampden S/415 Squadron,
Pinally, U,185 .met the destroyer, transhipped the U-boat
survivors and resumed her outwfard passage.

Tlie second group - three U-boats

vous.

Earlier on 14 June, Sunderland T/10 Squadron, also on a
Musketry patrol, siglited three U-boats steering v/est at 12 kts
on the surface in 452CN x095OT at 0857 ho-urs. These were U, 257j 6OO
and 615 yvho had left La Pallice on 12 June, After starting
the homing procedure, *1' -y/as joined by Stmderlands Y//46I
Squadron, at 0933 hours and V/228 Squadron at 0945 hoirrs. The
arrival of the latter yvas apparently too much for the senior

(1) Early on 'the 14th, the twro boats had sighted a flying boat
At 0940 hours tyrobut were not detected themselves,

P,Wo 200s approached them but as both U-boats opened fire
their 'air escort' sheered off,

(2) Pilot - Sergt, A, J, Benson
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officer U-boats who ordered a simultaneous dive. Being the
nearest, V/228 Squadron attacked one of the boats as it dis
appeared but inflicted no damage. [Ehe three aircraft then
left the scene. Soon after both wA6l and V/228 sighted
Ju,88s, the latter aircraft having a short indecisive combat
before breaking away into cloud.

Later in the day this U-boat group re‘-^surfaced and at 1605
hours were sifted by Whitley P/lO O.T.U. who was on a Musketry
patrol. One of the boats was seen to be slightly out of
formation and, as the sea was moderately rough, the pilot
decided to attack immediately. On the run-in all three
U-boats opened fire without hitting the aircraft and being
replied to by front and rear guns as they bore. At the last
moment the attacked U-boat altered course violently and the
stick of depth charges only straddled the extreme bow. When
the explosion plumes subsided the U-boat (U.600') was seen to be

turning in a tight circle. Indecisive fire vraa exchanged for
about a quarter of an hour after which P/lO O.T.U. had to set
course for base as P.L.E. had been reached. Twenty minutes
later, at 1637 hours, another Whitley (E/10 O.T.U.), having
expended its main armament earlier on another target (see
below), sighted this group once more. U.257 and 6^ had
turned back to reform on U.600 who had sustained slight damage
from the depth charges and all three were actually on a south
easterly course when sighted. Having no more depth charges
the Whitley engaged with M/Gt fire to which the U-boats replied
with intense but inaccurate flak. After circling and sending
sighting reports until 16A1 hours, E/IO O.T.U. being also at
P.L.E. started back to base. Once more the U-boat group
resi,uned the outward passage only to be sighted at about 2015
hours by Fortress V/220 Squadron. This aircraft appears to
have gone straight in to attack because after a W/t position
report at the above time nothing more was heard from her.
U.6OO reported being attacked by an aircraft at about 2050
hours which she shot down. This was almost certainly V/220
Squadron.

At 2108 hours, this same U-boat group was sighted by
. Wellington H/547 Squadron,
the U-boats opened fire,
pilot decided to attack one boat which was lagging behind the

He came in at medium level at 2,000 feet and dropped
two 100 lb jfi/S bombs which although straddling were too far off
the U-boat's sides to do any harm.

As the aircraft approached, all
After summing up the sitiaation the

others.

The Wellington then
circled and in face of continuous flak attacked the same

U-boat from 50 feet with six depth charges,
a straddle but the U-boat continued on the surface.

Wellington then circled out of flak range carrying out the

homing procedure but at ,2135 hours all three U-boats submerged.
The boat which had been attacked was U.615 and no damage was
sustained.

The pilot claimed
The

Continuing their passage, the group were not sighted at

all during 15 June but at 0900 hours on the l6th, 7.L.R.
Liberator C/59 Squadron on a Seaslug patrol sighted them in
i4.322W X IAI3W in close formation,

craft was fired at by all boats but in view of the choppy sea
conditions the pilot decided on an immediate attack, choosing
the centre U-boat (U.600).
to by the front gun and, after releasing six depth charges from
150 feet, by a long burst from the rear gunner.
Just overshot out of damaging range and the Liberator circled
while trying to repair electrical circuits which had been hit

by flak,
managed to get in an attacdc on the nearest U-boat with the two

SECRET

On approaching, the air-

Qn the run-in the flak was replied

The stick

The group took this opportunity to dive but C/59
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remaining depth charges some 35 to 40 seconds after dis

appearance .

U-boat but one man on U.600*s bridge had been killed earlier
by M/Qt fire from C/5
were made.

No damage by depth charges was done to either

o No further sightings of this group^ •

The third group - five U-boats

At 0930 hours on 14 June a fighter interception patrol
consisting of foirr Mosquito aircraft of Nos, 307 and 410
Squadrons sighted a group of five U-boats in 445QN x O8OOW.
These were U.68, 155, 159, 415 and 634 who had left Brest and
Lorient on 12 June. When sighted the boats were manoeuvring
into a tight formation and all opened intense fire on the air
craft. Two Mosquitoes made close range cannon attacks but the
others held off owing to the heavy flak barrage. Action was
broken off after about a quarter of an hour. Post war evidence
establishes that the two attacking Mosquitoes inflicted so many
casualties among the bridge and flak gun personnel in U.68 and
155 that both had to return to harbour immediately. The
remaining three carried on and at 1558 hours v/ere sighted by
the Whitley E/10 O.T.U. already mentioned,
some two miles away while a sighting report was made the pilot
saw that all three U-boats v/ere starting to dive. He
^mediately lost height and attacked the nearest one with six
depth charges some 20 to 30 seconds after it had disappeared out
the stick imdershot by a considerable distance and no damage
was inflicted. The U-boat in question was U.415 and the group
continued on their passage. At O806 hours on the following
morning they were sighted once more, by Halifax T/502 Squadron
armed with the 6OO lb A/U depth bcmb for high level release.
The aircraft was at 3,000 feet and as soon as the U-boats saw
it they started zig-zagging violently and all opened fire.
The Halifax went back into cloud and worked round to approach
out of the sun and astern of the group. On breaking cloud two
miles away, the U-boats again started evasive steering so that
the Mk.XIV sight could not be used.("I) After several atten^ts
the pilot saw that the group was diving and, having at last a
target on a steady course, he attacked from 2,000 feet with
three 600 lb depth bombs which exploded some 20 seconds after
the boat had disappeared but slightly overshot the probable
track of the submerged U-boat. The boat in question, U.415.
confirmed that no damage was inflicted.

Finally, this group was picked up in hazy weather with
very low cloud base at I618 hoiirs on I6 June by Sunderland
G/422 Squadron on a Seaslug patrol,
only 1,000 yards range. All three U-boats promptly opened
fire but failed to hit the Sunderland who sheered off and

started to circle. However, owing to patches of fog the air
craft frequently lost sight of them and finally lost contact
altogether. This group cleared the Bay without further
incident,

(v) British and German reviews - 17 June

After circling

a

The sighting was made at

The new Coastal Command Scheme of patrols had fully
justified itself in the location of U-boat groups but it was
felt at the time that the standard of attack left much to be
desired. The flak put up by a group of U-boats, thoiagh notes

(1) This was a serious disadvantage which had not been thought
Prom anything over about 700 feet altitude a

violently jinking U-boat was an impossible mark for a high
level sight like the Mk.XlV.

SECRET
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deadly as had been feared in some circles, had frustrated
approaches and upset the ahii in a number of attacks,
ordination of attack -sirhen more than one aircraft vas present
was required and on 16 June an order Yra.s issued for a group
leader to be detailed at binefing for each fliglit of aircraft
setting out on I'lusketry sweeps. Later, on 27’June, wiien the
patrols reverted to individual s?reeps the aircraft that made
the sighting was instructed to assume leadership of those
subsequently appearing on the scene and to concert tactics for
dispersin,g the U-boat’s fire and make a simultaneoias attack.
Attention was also given to increasing the front gunfire from
aircraft and to train the gunners to open accurate fire at
least 1,000 yards from the U-boat on the run-in. ("I)
squadrons fitted 0,5 inch guns but it was voluine of fire which
was most effective in countering this flak and it Yvas foxmd
that the various types of 0,303 inch guns Y/ere both adequate
and accurate enoughs A Tactical Memorandum on the subject of
U-boat flak and counter-measures to it v/as issued at this time.

some

Oo-

Some

0,0, Pile

S.7050A/7
Ends, 2A

and 9A

A*H.B,/
IIV5V2?/1
Ends, 70A
and B,

A,H.B./
IIK/5i|/7/l
0.0,T.M. No, 63

The net result of these three days operations vra.s in fact
considei’ably better than we thought at the time. For the
loss of three A/u aircraft, we had sunk one and turned back
two of the outgoing U-boats, thorouglaly harried the remainder
and neutralized the atter^ted G,A,F, protection,
was singularly imsuccessful in interfering Ydth the A/U patrols
and, althougli numerous sightings of eneiiy aircraft vrere
reported, only tv/o combats developed in one of.Tiiich the
Haapden S/A15 Squadron v/as. shot doY/n,

This latter

Even the fighter
Tlieseinterception patrols had only tliree encounters,

resulted in the destruction of one P,Y/, 200 but included the loss cf

tloree Mosquitoes Yhien they ran into a party of single engined
F.YY,190 figliters southv/est of Ushant, This relative failure

' by the G.A.P. permitted the shifting of Seaslug on 21 June to
lie further to the eastY/ard betvreen longitudes 12).° . and 12*^Y,v2)

C.C. file

s.7050/4
Enel, 172^

A decision at this time by the G,0,C, German Air Forces
in the Atlantic that Ju,88s should fly in large formations
OYving to their small individual striking poYver v/as adversely
commented on by Doenitz Yvho remarked that as a result the

Engligli fi,glaters also appeared in groups, T5ie consequent
local combats deprived U-boat groups' of direct air cover and
by themselves the U-boats could not get the better of the
heavy A/U aircraft even viien all firing at once. Experience
during the next fey/ days, he noted, Yvould shov/ whether or not
it y/as best for U-boats to continue in groups on the surface.

B, d U,

War Diary

As a result of this experience Doenitz issued an immediate
order that groips of U-boats v/ere to proceed tlirough the Bay
of Biscay mainly submerged and Y/ere only to surface by day to
recharge batteries. The instructions for'fighting back if
surprised by aircraft yiien on the surface v/ere to remain
unaffected. However the lack of an effective search receiver

(1) Hitherto in the R,A,P, the general rule was not to open
fire above 6OO yards on the assimiptibn that inaccuracy
over this range Yvas a Yvaste of ammunition.

The ex-convoy sipport V,L,E, Liberators ̂ d stripped
Sunderlands who were flying Seaslug were without a
proportion of their standard i/G armament as part of the
price to save weight and gain in endurance,
had, therefore, initially been placed beyond the effective
Ju,88: range.

The area

(2)
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coupled vdth the unseen approach using cloud cover ̂ 7ith 10 cm»

A.S*V, continued to result in U-hoats being frequently
sujrprised on the surface. The failure of the e;cisting flalc
armament to discourage lo?/ level depth claarge attacks and the

rising nuiiber of bridge personnel casualties from the aiitoraft's

machine guns vrere a matter of increasing concern to DoenitzXO
It had become necessary, he noted, to push forward the equip
ment of all types of U-boats idth twin and quadruple 20 mm
cannon together with appropriate armour plate protection vdth-
out waiting
trial.(2)
leave Biscay ports without some kind of increased armaiiient and

between 14 and 25 June no further groups sailed and only six
singleton U-boats put to sea,

(vi) Operations continue

for more reports from prototype installations on
lie gave orders, therefore, that no boat v/as to

ibid

ibid

page 498

On 17 June, U.358 (singleton) idio had left Bordeaux two
days earlier vras siglited and attacked in face of flak by
Portress P/206 Squadron, So much dainage was inflicted by the
low level depth charge attack tliat slie had to abandon her

cruise and retuim to harbour. On the follo'vdng day.
Liberator B/59 Squadron siglited t\To U-boats together
easterly course. These were U,645 escorting U.450 wlio had
been

on an

d in a previous air attack in the Northern Transit
After an exchange of gun fire both U-boats dived

before a depth charge attack could be delivered, Tliey v/ere

located again on 20 June by five Beauifigliters of Nos, 236 and
248 Squadrons on fighter interception patrol but again both
boats got under before even a cannon attack could be made,

The^'- readied Brest on the 22nd, Also on 20 June, two
f No. 10 O.T.U, siglited and attacked an Italian
outward bound in 4528N x 0931W, Both aircraft

area,

U-boat

No, 19 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices

B. d U.

War Diary

missed short v/ith their depth charges and one (l/l0 0,T,U,)
crashed in flames after passing over the U-boat vhich -then

(1) A probable increase, in bridge casualties had been fore
seen by Doenitz when he first introduced fighting back
tactics and he had made provision for a medical officer
to be included in the coinplements of all supply U-boats
and the large 1,600 ton boats. He now decided on
drafting medical officers to all types of U-boats, One

was to be carried by every new boat leaving Germany and
as soon as possible by those going to sea from Biscay
ports. Ref, B, d U, War Diary,
The first U-boat to be fitted with a trial quadruple
mounting, apart from the Flak U-boat previously mentioned,
was Up 758,

favourably on its serviceability.
Diary,
This was an interesting story and is recounted in
Chapter V Part I (ii) which deals with the Northern
Transit Area* Briefly, Up 450 had been severely damaged
on 6 June by Portress 4/220 and in addition had seven
men wounded. Temporary repairs were effected and after
some difficulty a U-boat with a doctor on board was met.

Finally the damaged boat set off for a Biscay port
escorted by U, 645«
Prom German records this U-boat was either the Italian

Barbarigo or Torelli who are established as having been
outwBird boxmd at 2100 hovirs on 16 June about 250 miles

east of this position. Ref, Admiralty, TSD/PD^X, 398/52,

SECRET

While at sea on 4 June she reported
Ref. B, d U, War

(2)

(3)

(4)
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It was momentarily sighted an hour later in the act of diving
again by Fortress ̂ /220 Squadron but thereafter
located.

was never re-

On 21 June, four Mosquitoes of Nos, 16l and 456
Squadrons on fighter interception patrol sighted the st^ply
boat 0,462 outward bound alone from Bordeaux,
craft attacked vdth cannon fire and after four minutes of
ineffectual return fire U»462 dived,

reveals that she load one man killed and several severely
wounded which necessitated a retuna to Bordeaux,

All four air-

Post war evidence

It load been noticed at Coastal Command H,Q, that all the
locations of U-boats were occurring in the more southerly part
of the Musketry area and on 23 June the were modified tswee o

extend sliglitly further westward and soutM&xl in  a dog-leg'
direction nearly as far as the Spanish coast between Capes
Ortegal and Einisterre. Nothing was sighted on the 22nd but
at 1156 hours on 23 June, V,LeR, Liberator IV^86 Squadron on the
way out to escort the combined convoy ¥3,31 and KMB',17 sighted
three inwrard bound U-boats in conTpany in 42)490  x 1350W.
were U.119. 149 and 650,

was still three miles av/ay,
two Mark 24 niines and released both near the still visible

Haree minutes later a small brown patch v/as
seen on the s-urface of the caLn sea about 100 yards ahead of
viiere the second mine load been dropped.

Tlaese

They all dived 'Vidaile the aircraft
Tlae Liberator was armed vdth

diving svdrls.

Post vrar evidence

See I4ap No, 17

ibid

established that U,650 v/as hit in the stem causing considerable
damage aft and rendering the rudder' uncertain in action,

,  However, on resurfacing later she managed to continue vdth
other two.

the

After completing the convoy escort duty, 1^86
returned homeward via the area of her forenoon encounter and at

I8if0 hours sighted the sai-.ie tloree U-boats, the position now
being 2|4.56N x 1243¥, One of them (U, 6^0) Liimediately dived
but the other two opened fire causing the Liberator to sheer
away vdiereupon they both started to dive,
and attacked from 500' feet vdth
10 seconds after disappearance,
no damage. Tlae sequel, hov/ever, ushers in a new ploase in
the Bay offensive.

K/86 came round
one 600 lb a/s deptla bomb about

Tlae bomb undershot and did

(■vii) Surface craft start co-operation in the Bay - 20 June

"The desirability of introducing surface craft into the
Bay of Biscay to co-operate vdth Coastal Command aircraft had
been one of the proposals put forward at the Admiralty/Coastal
Command meeting on 7 June 'Ulaen initiating the new scheme of
air patrols on 12 June, Sir John .Slessor had sent a signal to
the AdiTiiralty dravdng attention to' the golden opportoinity for
the enqployment
craft.

of a surface hunting- group to work idth the air-
Ki-e Admiralty concurred and suggested to the Cs,-in-C

C,C. Pile
S,54 Part I
Enol, 56

,
Westena Approaclaes and Plymouth tloat, failing any evidence of
U-boat tloreat to' the Gibraltar convoys, the support group alloc
ated to this route might be more profitably used to operate in
the Bay of Biscay under the control of the C, in. .C,. Plymouth,
Tnis was agreed to and the 2nd Escort Gi-oup sailed, from
Liverpool late on I6 June to proceed to a position in 4530N x
1200Y/ to act as an anti-submarine striking force in conjunction
vdth the air operations in Musketry and Seaslug.

ibid
Enel. 57

ibid
Enel, 58

Unfortunately, the C, in C, Pljinouth saw no necessity for
this Escort Group to call in at Plymouth for a quick co
ordination of plans vdth the A, 0,G, No, 19 Group lAao was
conducting the air offensive and the S,0, Group had to carry
out his cruise in ignorance of the detailed air sclaeme in force
and vd-th no planned, co-operation regarding signals, homiiog or
shadoT.dng, The 2nd Escort Group arrived in the patrol area

A,H,B,/
IIK/54/22/1
H,Q,C,C, Naval
Staff file
Enel, 68«
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20 Jtine^ ) being supported by H.M. cruiser Scylla as cover
against possible anterfeienoe by the four Narvilc class eneray
destroyers knovaito be in La Pallice.(2)

on

Reports of U-boat siglitings on 20and 2t June fix>maii:ciaf t
were all too distant or fleeting to yield resiilts but the two
enco\inters by K/86 with an inward boiand group of tliree U-boats
and last seen on the evening of 23rd were followed and by
good fortune asdic contact v/as made at 0800 hours on 2J+ June in
4500N X 1200W, The Starling attacked \d.th depth cliarges and
shortly afterwards a U-boat appeared on the surface close by
T/hich was immediately rammed, depth charged and destroyedo
Two hours later in the same vicinity another asdic contact
obtained and after a series of attacks lasting until 1500
hoiirs large quantities of oil and wreckage came to the surface.
Prom post YiBT evidence these attacks marked the end of U.II9
and The remaining U-boat CU,.650) escaped but was siglited
later in the day at 2034 hovu-s by Halifax iV502 Squadron on

' the surface in 450011 x 1120^7. An attack v/as made from 4,000
feet -with tliree 600 lb A/S depth bombs as she started to
submerge, Tlie stick overshot and did no damage but that
night Ug,650 reported to B, d U, tliat she was forced to siirface
vath eiTTOty batteries and aggravated trouble v/ith her previously
damaged rudder and gyro compass. B. d U, promised air escort
as soon as possible and reached St. Hazaire on 28 Jime
v/ithout further incident.

was
Admty
C.B.04050/43(6)

No, 19 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices
and 3, d U,

War Diary

No further sightings vrere made for the next two and a half
days, On 27 June, Muskaijy was again modified. It was
extended westward to meet Seaslug on longitude 1200W and south-
v/ard to latitude 4330N and the Spanish coast, Seaslug was
also extended to the south to latitude 4300N, Aircraft in
tlie two areas were to revert to individual patrol and attack
singleton U-boats immediately,
were to be reported and shadoY/ed,
ordered

Packs of twro or more U-boats
Homing procedT.ire would be

irom base for the benefit of other aircraft and/or the

0,0, Pile

S,7P5C/4/7
Enel, 8A

surface force. No, 19 Group would broadcast sigliting reports
3,nd all airci'a! t witliin 100 miles T/erc, to concentrate.
Concerted attack was to be made under i;he leadersiiijj of the
sighting aircraft.

At 1236 hours on 27 June, Sunderland P/201 Squadron sifted
an outvi/ard boYind U-boat in 4332N x 1320W, One dej)th charge
attack was iioade as the U-boat v/as diving which brought her to
the surface again, A second attack pressed, home in the
face of intense flak after v7nich the U-boat again dived and
was not seen again. This was U, 518 T/ho was unable to cope
with the daiiiage received and later surfaced and started back
to harbour. She v/as si^ated on her homeward passage at 1125
hours on 30 June by Sunderland T/10 Squadron, " Eie aircraft
was received with accurate flak v/'hich killed the

Nos, 15 and 19
Groups 0,R,B,
Appendices and
3. dU. War

Diary

^  rear gunner
and dajiiaged the fuselage and hull \daile the stick of depth

(1) Holvlo ships Woodpecker, Wild Goose. Wren and Kite,
H,MiS, Starling carrying the senior officer - Captain
P, J, Walker - joined up on 23 June having been delayed
by repairs in Liverpool,
The term ’'Narvak class' was an Allied term to describe
the large enemy destroyers knoYm to the German Wavy
Z-class,

In fact there were only two U-boats present in the areas
during this time.

as

(2)

(3)
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charges overshot out of lethal range. The Sunderland had to
leave for base iimediately leaving U«518 still on the surface.
She reached Bordeaux on 3 July without further location.

One other invard bound group - U.18Q and 31p - who had
traversed most of the patrol areas undetected v/as sighted at
0730 hours on 30th by Liberator 1^53 Squadron,
encountered and the Liberator attempted a dive attack from
2,500 feet out of the sun but all the depth charges failed to
release and before another attack could be made the U-boats
had disappeared. U.I8O was a 1,600 ton U-Kreuzer and carried
a valuable cargo of gold besides some Japanese officers as
passengers,(1) Doenitz arranged a destroyer escort to meet
the two y-boats on 1 July and the story is continued in
section (z)i

Flak was

Meanwhile the 2nd Escort Group liad not been able to
follow up any of the aircraft sightings and at 1530 hours
28 June had set coxrrse for Plymouth,
Escort Group took up patrol from 30 June,
Plymouth a conference was held to discuss the recent crioise
and to formulate a scheme for closer co-operation.
Captain Walker’s main concern was to inq^rove general communica
tions and allow a clear picture of the sequence of sightings
to be obtained both in the Escort Group at sea and at the
Plymouth A, C,E[, Q,
Groeqp would have an aircraft attached to him under his personal
orders not only to provide a direct link with sightings wxthin
reach but, on landing back, to give the A, C, li, Q. precise know
ledge of the Escort Group's position, futm'e intentions and
other messages v/hich in tlie necessary condition of ¥//T silence
for the ships cotild not be otherwise passed,
arranged that No, 19 Group would vet all aircraft sighting
reports so that the subsequent broadcast vrould only contai.
positions of bona fide U—boats,(2) Finally it was agreed
that a responsible Coastal Command officer should take

on

In their place another
I  On arrival at

It Y/as decided that in future the S,N.O,

It was also

li

passage

C,G, File

s.7050/4
Enel, 179A

in the next Escort Group to be sent into the area to act as
air liaison.

( ■viii) Sunirnary of operations - 13 to 30 June

A total of 4j957 effective flying hours had been expended
in the Bay cpera'ib.ons, (3) With the aid of German records it

(0 Ub 180 had left Kiel on 9 Febr-uary and operated off the
JustSouth African coast between 8 April and 28 ifey,

before leaving for home she received her .cargo at a
rendezvous southwest of i'ladagascar from a Japanese U-boat,

(2) During the 2nd E,G’s cruise there had been a number of
sightings broadcasted T/hich had later proved to be either
suspected U-boats, suspicious swirls on the Y'vater or
plain irdstal:en identity where no U-boats were likely to
be.

(3)
Effective
Day Hours

Effective
Night Hours

Sight*- .
Ings

Area Slights Attacks

Musketry
Seaslug

Fighter
Interception

ko2,721 13 601 NIL
713 10 383 NIL
884 6 6 NIL NIL

The number of A/U squadrons talcing part was 24, Total strength 307 aircraft.
Fighter sorties came from one Beauflghter, eight Mosquito and tvro Mus
squadrons. tanf
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has been possible to reconstruct the actual course of events.

Many of the sightings were of the same U-boats over and over

again but of the nine groups and seven singleton U-boats (in
all 32 boats) traversing the Wo areas in this period only
three groups and two singletons (in all 11 boats) did so \jnseeru
Qlie remainder were sighted or attacked, sometimes several
times, resulting in two U-boats being suink by surface craft and
one by air attack, while six were damaged by air attack suf
ficiently to necessitate retiim to harbour. Air losses among
the aAJ aircraft were foiar from U-boat flak and two from enemy ‘
aircraft. The fighter interception patrols lost three in air
combat while destroying four enemy aircraft and also did yeoman
service against U-boats.

This was the highest ratio of nmbers of U-boats located
and brought to action to the total number in transit that had

yet been achieved in Bay operations. ¥e were not at the time

fully awaue of these results but it was obvious that the

enen^'s tactics were not having the success that he hoped for.
It was the moment for crowding in as many aircraft as possible
and Sir John Slessor requested Gibraltar to fly a cross-over
patrol westward of Cape Pinisterre whenever their convoy
commitments permitted and to ask the U.S. air forces at

Casablanca in the Moroccan Sea Frontier to assist if possible.
At the same time he re-doubled his efforts to induce the

American authorities in the U.S.A. to deploy anti-submarine
aircraft from their practically U-boat free areas over to this

bottleneck in the Bay.

Doenitz was fully aware of the shortcomings of his Group
sailing scheme and was considering surface escort to them as

far west as possible with his destroyers or torpedo boats.

He also made further representations on the inadequacy of the

G.A.P. support in the Bay, More immediately he drew U-boat

flotilla attention to his Standing Orders Nos, 13 and 14
regarding precautions against air attack in transit areas, that
life jackets were to be available for the entire crew "when in

air endangered areas and that no new U-boats were to put to sea
from Gemany until quadruple 20 mm flak mountings were fitted.

Meantime the equipping of the Biscay U-boats with increased
flak was pressed forward in haste. The sailing of groups,
which had ceased on 12 June was resimied towards the end of the

month and between 28 June and 1 July four groups totalling nine
U-boats put to sea. They did not reach the Musketry area

until the early days of July.

C.C. Pile

S.7050
Enel. 106A

See section

(ix)

B. d U.

War Diary

(ix) Efforts to induce the U.S. Chiefs of Staff to re-inforce
the Bay

Having exhausted the possibilities of further re-arrangsment
of A/U squadrons in British waters the logical solution was the
re-deployment of iimerican A/U squadrons from areas where little
or no U-boat threat existed.

Staff had already been asked at the end of April to make avail

able six squadrons (72 aircraft) shown on their order of battle
as surplus to their minimum requirements,
under the guidance of Admiral King, that the record in question
was inaccurate and no such siirplus was in existence,
from the astonishment felt in British circles at this statement

it was apparent that the en^loyment of the denied surplus
should be scrutinised.

May saw a nxamber of briefing signals being despatched to the

R.A.P, delegation in Washington on:-

(l) The facts and figures anent the Bay Offensive showing
the positive results obtained already.

The American Joint Chiefs of

They had replied.

Apart

Accordingly the first three weeks of

See

Chapter III
(viii)

C.A.S. Fils

Signals on
7, 19 and
22 May and
A,U. (10)152
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(2) The flying hovirs expended on A/U missions in American
■waters where no ship sinkings were occurring or U-hoats
being sighted*

These were embodied finally in a memorandum by the British
Chief of S-baff and laid before the Conibined Chiefs of Staff on
22 Ii&y, ■ The U.S. Chiefs of Staff submitted a similar
memorandum in which it was stated that there were no L,R, air
craft in excess of their requirements and that the major part
of A/U flying off "their coasts •was done by short range and
Civil Air Patrol aircraft. The deadlock therefore continued*

ibid
c,c,s. 241/3

C.C, 8,241/4

The pros and cons were summarised in a paper presented to
,  the Cabinet A/C Committee by the Secretary of State for Air in

which it was pointed out that no ftirther redisposition co^ald
be teiken in Home Waters*
been effected at the expense of air action against blockade
runners in the Bay, enemy shipping in the North Sea and A/U
patrols, in the less profitable but still important Northern
Transit Area* The results. of A/U operations in Bay d-uring
liay more ■than justified the conclusions set out in the British
Chiefs of S^taff original request and it "was clearly of the
first importance that the U.S, a"uthorities sho\ild spare no
effor-t to re-inforce the R,A*P, in an area so much more profit
able than those in which the bulk of U.S, A/U squadrons
at present flylrg* , -

Further consideration was given by the U, S, Chiefs of
Staff to the question and on the 9 June at the meeting of the
Cabinet A/U Committee it "was" annomced that the Chief of the
U,S, Na-vy (Admiral King) had offered one Catalina and one
Ventura squadron for service in Iceland so that the British
ircra,ffc in that area could be diverted to the Bay of Biscay*

General Marshall, who "was in favoiu? of a re-deployment,
privately enquired if it was possible to accommodate several
U.S* Army squadrons in the south of Ergland.

A week later, on the 15 ,June, the U.S* Chiefs of S-taff
reported that as a result of investigations it had been found
that "there was an excess of America VoL,R. a^viation in
Ne"wfoundland and they were now prepared to assign "two U.S* Army
sq"uadrons of A/U Lib era "tors to Bri-tish control for the Bay of
Biscay until not later than the last week in August,
ready to withdraw a forced offer, Admiral King on learning of
this proposal stated that he no longer planned to send the
Ventura squadron to Iceland,
of the Cb.'talina squadron to be baned in Iceland would have no
effect in strengthening the Bay Offensive as, apart from
No," 1 •20.Squadron,of V,L,R* Liberators still required for convoy
cover,,, there were only Hudsons’ in Iceland who were of no i:ise in
the Bay area,
the basing of this Catalina squadron in the south of England,

As it, y/aSf such measixres had only

were

c.

Ever

He was informed that his offer

The British Chiefs of Staff therefore suggested

ibid
A.U.(43)161
5 June

ibid
A.U.(43)
20th Meeting

ibid

J,S,M.982 •

ibid

A*U,(43)'174
2l June

Impatient at this shilly shallying, the A,0,C, in C,
Coastal Comm^d (Sir Joto Slessor), with 0,0,S* appro-val,
himself went over to the United States, When actually face to
face -with Admiral King on the 24 June a large measure of
agreement was achieved after discussion and it was settled that
the Ventura squadron should after all go to Iceland and the
Catalina squadron to the south of England* The despatch of

Sir John Slessor two U.S, Army Liberator squadrons would be hastened and
Sir John extracted a promise from Admiral King -that these
latter would be increased as soon as possible to the required
six squadrons (72 aircraft). The situation, as,always, had
been bedevilled by the antagonism between the American Navy
and Army, General Arnold had always been aaixious to deploy

SECRET
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Memo by

24 June
and covering
letter

27 Jime
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his Army A/U squadrons into the Bay where they could get
effective action hut as long as Army A/U squadrons were in
the U,S»A. they were under Admiral King's control.

Some part of this agreement was implemented in July,, .
The Catalina squadron which was No, 63 fitted with MoAoD,^'’^
was transferred to Pembroke Dock on the 22 July and Nos, 4. and
19 Squadrons U»SoA,AeP, started operations in the Bay from
St, Eval on the 13 July, The promised build up by additional
squadrons did not eventuate \xntil September and after, by
which time the Bay offensive as a U-boat killer had ceased to
be effective,

reached,

(x) “• July Operations

Nal80 carrying the valuable cargo mentioned before and
escorted by U,530 were met by two 'Z' class destroyers with
air escort at O6OO hours on 1 July in 443C5N x O83OW,
hours later the party were sighted by three Beatifighters of
No, 248 Squadron on Fighter Interception patrol but the A/A
fire from the destroyers prevented an attack. Following up
the sighting report. Liberator 0/53 Squadron sighted them
again at 1340 ho\irs in 4if13N x 0752W, The Liberator closed
at 1,500 feet altitude but was then attacked by foior Ju, 88s,
A comibat ensued and 0/53 got away into cloud after damaging
two of the enemy aircraft.

Escort Groi:q) B»5
and were patrolling at the southern end of Musketry, On
receipt of the Beaufighter's sighting report the Scylla
together with the Havelock, Vimy, Volunteer and Viscount
steamed eastward to intercept the enemy squadron leaving the
three corvettes still in Musketry,
during the remainder of the

northwest during the night,
attacked about 100 miles southvrest of the Gironde at O73O
hoinrs on the 2 July by ii,M,S/1i Stubborn who was, with the
Sea Nymph keeping a combined anti-blockade runner and anti
submarine patrol in the Inner Bay, Although firing a salvo
of six toipedoes no hits were obtained and the enemy vessels
entered the Gironde later in the day.

That afternoon at 1545 hours. Liberator J/224 Squadron
sighted two U-boats outward bo-und in company in 4337N x IOO5W,
These were U,l60 escorting the sijpply boat U,462. After a
few rounds had been fired at the approaching aircraft both
boats started to dive, J/224 attacked one of them which was
still just visible with a simultaneous release of six depth

some

The promised total of, 72 aircraft was never

Two

(2) had relieved the 2nd Escort Group

After a fruitless search

day the force withdrew to the

(3) The enemy were sighted and

No, 19 Group
0, R, B,

Appendices
and

Admiralty
C.B.04050/43(7)

No. 15 and 19
Groups, 0.il,B,
Appendices and
B, d U, war Diary

(1) M*A,D, or Magnetic Anti-Svibinarine Detector was  a means of

locating submerged UHsoats, It is explained more fully
in Appendix V.
H,M, ships Havelock (S.0,), Vimy, Volunteer, Viscormt,
Berry, Pimpernel and Godetia supported by H,M. cruiser
Scylla,

Following a radar contact at 0255 hours on the 2nd, the
Havelock carried out an asdic hunt and depth charge attack

in 4509N X 0732W, This was on one of U».359?..386 .or 466
who were outward bound in company in this vicinity. No

damage was inflicted.

(2)

(3)
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charges and a stick of 24 - 35113. contact 'bombs.Cl) Beyond a
patch of oil, nothing significant in the way of after results

was noticed by the Liberator but post war evidence established
that 0.462 received a bomb hit forward which so damaged the
foremost main ballast tanks that she had to return to Bordeaux

being escorted part of the way by U.l60. They were sighted
later in the day at 2115 hours by Sunderland S/228 Squadron who
noticed that one boat was leaving a large oil trail. In spite
of a rou^ sea both U-boats opened accurate flak and the

Sunderland circled while awaiting simset with possibly more
favourable tactical approach conditions but at 2215 hours both
U-boats dived while the aircraft was too far off to attack.

During the 3 Julj'’ the tv'ra Bay patrol aroas wero filling
up with both inward and outward bound U-boats. Early in the
middle watch, U.126 coming in iwlth U.154 was detected, homed on
to, illurainated and attacked by Leigh Light Wellington E/172
Squadron at 0244 hours. The stick straddled accurately and

sunk U.126 outright. U.154 reported to B, d U, as.having
seen the attack, that she had subsequently failed to find
U.126 and that she was continuing the inward passage alone,
Another two inv/ard bound boats were sighted further down the

Bay at 0718 hours by Halifax J/502 Squadron. These were once
more U, 160 with the damaged u/462. Both adopted violent
evasive steering which completely frustrated the attempted
attacks by the Halifax armed as it was with the 6001b. A/S
depth bomb aimed with the Mark XI7 high level sight. Choosing
their moment vrfien the aircraft was turning for another run

over, both boats submerged and got away. They were later met
by the two Z class destroyers(2j
taken into the G-ironde while U,160 resumed her outward passage.

Three more inwand bound U-boats in company were sighted
by Sunderland H/423 Squadron at 12*00 hours in 432*H x 1328W,
These were U.170. 535 and 536. All three opened fire and the
Sunderland sheered away climbing to 4,000 feet to shadow until
re-inforcements arrived whereupon all the U-boats dived and

were well under before any depth charge attack could be made.
This group was not sighted again until the 5 July.

To the eastward a few minutes later Liberator j/224
Squadron sighted an outward bound U-boat. This was U.628 in
oou^an;'' with U.648. The latter dived before being sighted.

with air escort and U,2f62 was

ibid

ibid

(1) These bombs were being tried out. They were specially
shaped to obtain the maximum blast against the object
struck. The idea of this rival to the standard depth
charge originated early in 1942, Development and trials
continued tintil the end of 191*2 with unsatisfactory
results but on War Cabinet insistence were pursued tintil
Jtine 1943 when the bomb container and delicate release

mechanism were accepted for operational trial. Six
Liberators of No, 224 Squadron were equipped but owing to
the meagre results in action during July the bomb was
withdrawn in September and all work on it ceased at the

end of 1943. Pull details are given in the Air History
Branch iirmament Monograph - Bombs and Bombing Equipment,
Vol. I Chapter III pp 47 to 52,
On their way out to this rendosvous the Z class destroyers
were again sighted by H.M, S/Ii Stubborn but she ms unable

to get close enough to fire torpedoes*

(2)
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opened a hot fire as the Liberator ran in hitting the
starboard main plane and tail and holing the petrol tank.
The attack -was made from 250 feet with a stick of 24 - 351b,
contact bombs, one of which was seen to explode just abaft
the conning tower. Return fire from the rcargunncr knoclcod
one m^ overboard from the bridge. A second attack was
immediately made with six depth charges which closely straddled
the U-boat, After the spray had subsided at least six bodies
were seen floating in a large oily patch, j/224 had to leave
soon after as petrol was pouring out near one of the engine
cxliausts. Later evidence established that U.628 had been
destroyed. It cannot be said whether the single hit by a
351U, bomb was lethal because the subsequent depth charge
attack was itself accurate enough to have sunk the U-boat,

ibid

Two more outward bound boats were sighted by another
Liberator (d/53 Squadron) in 4450N x 1Q48W who dived
immediately. The aircraft left and retiimed to the spot two
hours later being rewarded by the sighting of one of them on
the sinrface. This was U, 386 who was in company with U,359,
An attack was pressed home in the face of flak with eight depth
charges wMch straddled the bow of the boat,
was tracking over, a large object described as like a grenade
narrowly missed the nose,(l) By the time the explosion plumes
had subsided the U-boat had disappeared. Postwar evidence
reveals that the damage caused to U,386 conpelled her return
to St, Nazaire where she arrived on the 8 Jiily,

As the aircraft

ibid

Beyond the sighting at long rarige of U.188 by a Catalina
nothing of note occurred on

relieved by Escort Group B1
support and on the 5 July the 2nd Escort Group again entered
the Bay thus mailing two groups of surface craft in the Musketry
area.

the 4 July, Escort Group B5 were
2/with H,M, cruiser Bermuda as

ibid
On the morning of the 5 July the inward bound group U.170.

^ and ̂  were again located,
and then 1^/10 Squadron picked them

First of all Sunderland G,
-  In each case intense

flak was experienced and when the aircraft txamed away, the
group took the opportunity to dive, 1^10 did get in a
belated attack nearly a minute after disappearance but it did
no harm. The 2nd Escort Groi-tp was nearby and hunted the
until 1700 hours but without success. Only a little later.
Liberator G/53 Squadron found them on the surface again.
Once more intense flak was opened which baulked the aircraft a
^d on a second run in all the depth charges failed to release.
For a third tme the Liberator faced the flak and from 50 feet
released a stick of eight depth charges which straddled.
After the subsidence of spray tvro of the U-boats were seen
at high speed with the attacked U—boat lagging far behind
almost stopped. The Liberator having been severely shot about
and with one man wounded started back to base so the sequel
was not observed. The laggard boat which was U, 535 had been
mortally damaged and it foundered soon after.

area

(1) This was a line carrying rocket with which some U-boats
w^o equipped since the 16 June. It was found to be of
little use as a deterrent to aircraft and was replaced
later in Jioly by a fixed elevation 8,6 1
Ref, B, d U, War Diary for June page 499,
HoM, Ships liurricane (S,0,), Rockingham. Meadowsweet.
Dahlia and Borage,

SECRET
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(2)
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The patrol areas were relatively empty on the 6 July but
a bmch of outward bound U-boats were entering Musketry during
the 7th including seven large type IX bound for the Cape and
the Indian Oceario

modified into Musketry South East from 45OON to 431 ON between
10° and S^^iT and mslcctry South West from 44-|-° to 42i°N
between 10° and 12 w,(1)

On this day the Musketry area was furtherC.C, Pile

S,7050/V7_
Enel. 2bA
See Map No, 18

Only two sightings were made on the 7 JiiLy, both leading
to indecisive attacks on U-boats which had got well under
before the explosion of depth charges released. One by
Liberator P/53 Sqdn, was on one of U» 23^566 and 709 outward
boxmd and the other by D/53 Sqdn, on an unidentified single
U-boat. The latter sighting being only 45 miles away from
Escort Group B, was followed up by them and the U-boat
sighted at 2226 hoirrs,
the U-boat dived.

was

After a 40 minute chase on the surface

A hunt developed with only occasional

Admty
C.B, 04050/43
(7)

asdic contact in which the 2nd Escort Group also took part.
One attack was made soon after midnight but without result.
The 2nd Escort Group left this hunt
and the rest of the day was spent by the B1 Group sweeping the
area with air co-operation but without success. Late in
the day the B1 Group was withdrawn to give extra support to
convoy OS 5I then south boiand towards Gibraltar leaving the
2nd Escort Group alone in the Musketry area. Better results
attended the flying in other parts of the patrol areas. At
1316 hours, Liberator E/224 Sqdn, sighted a svrfaced U-boat
in 4337N X O859V/ steering 240°, This aircraft was the first
Liberator to be fitted with R,Po An excellent attack was
made, hits being clearly seen. Soon after, the U-boat sub
merged and further attacks' both with a lflc,24 mine and depth
charges were delivered but the interval, of time since disap
pearance was all against these latter living any effect,
HOTever, a great deal of wreckage appeared on the surface and
R/224 got into R/T touch vdth the 2nd Escort Group then about
30 miles away. They were guided back to the spot by the
Liberator dropping a line of sea markers and on arrival the
S.O, Group told R/224 that the wreckage was undoubtedly of
U-boat origin.

after daylight/8thsoon

It was in fact Uo514 which had been destroyed.

No,19 Group
0,R.B,

Appendices

She was one of the large boats boxand for the Cape.

Further to the north the outward bound group U«230. 566
and 709 were again located on two separate occasions but in
each case got under, before an effective attack could be made.
The other incidents were all some I50 miles west and southwest
of Cape Finisterre and vrere the fruits
request to Gibraltar and CasablancaCsJ

of Sir John Slessor's
R.A,F,
Gibraltar

0,R,B,

Appendices

,  . for flying to be done
in this area as an extended part of the Bay offensive.
Between the 7 aj.id 9 Julyj fifteen sightings leading to
twelve attacks were made by either Gibraltar or Port Lynntcy

(1) This modification bhly affected the disposition of the
surface groups, .dreraft caitinued tojfly Jfcdif ied Musloetiy
except that it ms extended right up to the N.W. Spanish
Coast,

Casablanca was the H,Q, of the American Morocco Sea
Rentier, At Port Lyautey in-this command were stationed
the U,S, Jiruy Air Nos, 1 and 2 Squadrons who had previously
operated under Coastal Command at St, Eval until March,
1943.

(2)
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Host of them wore on a group of U-hoatsbased aircraft*

stationed off Cape Einisterre and of these U«232y 4.35 and 951

were simk and U*6Q5 severely damaged. Two boats outward

bound from Bay ports were attacked - U* 267 who was forced to
return home after signalling B, d U* for assistance and U*185

bound for the Cape was slightly daiaaged.Cl)

(a) Review of the Bay situation by Doenitz - 11 JifLy

This air and surface craft activity off the north,
northwest and west of Spain caused Doenitz to signal U-boats

on passage to avoid the area. He also took the opportvinity
to warn all U-boats that reports from some of the G.A.P. air

cover indicated that boats were diving when surprised by
unidentified aircraft so late that portions of them were still

visible when the aircraft arrived over the spot. All U-boats

at sea were therefore reraindcd that their greatest danger

lay in diving too late. They must on3.y submerge if either

they had themselves not been sighted or if they were siare

they could reach a safe depth (at least 320 feet) before the
aircraft could reach-them.

B. d U.

War Diary
for July
page 18

By this time Doenitz was of course well aware of the
organised bloclcide of the Bay . of Biscay and on the 11 Ju3.y
he reviewed the situation. After observing that the English
air offensive made great demands on the U-boats’ battery
capacity so that they were frequently forced by enpty
batteries to surface and fight it out with flak willy nilly,

pages 26 and 27 he noted with misgiving the appearance of surface craft which
could be homed on to air locations of U-boats - a combination

which might mean a considerable increase in the already heavy
casualties inflicted by aircraft alone. Every effort, he

continued, must be raadot-

(l) To pinpoint the surface forces by organised air
reconnaissauice so that U-boats could be given evasive
routes,

(2) To attack the surface force with the few German
destroyers available,

(5) To attack the surface force with all FJ, 200s avail
able.

The sit;iation with regard to combatting the English a/U air
craft by formations of J\i,88s had not changed for the be^er
although he noted an abatement of air activity east of 8°W so
that in that sector of the Bay at least, the U-boats were

relatively safe against surprise attacks. He hoped much from

the promised Me 410 fighters in reducing the superiority of

the English Mosquitoes and that thereby the Ju. 88s. operating
■ further south w^ould be able to cairry out their sorties with

less than eight aircraft at a time so obtarhiing metre oirf-ividual
sorties and better attention to U-boat grottps.

ibid

ibid

(1) 1^232

U.95I
U.603
SUz
U.183

Sunk by No. 2 U,S.A,A,P. Sqdn.
Sunk by l/L Wellington R/179 Sqdn,.
Sunk by No. 1 U, S, A,A, P, Sqdn,
Severely damaged by G/202 and G/210 Sqdns,
Severely damaged by B/210 Sqdn,
Slightly damaged by No,1 U,S,A,A,P, Sqdn,
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July operations continue

. No si^itings were made by the Seaslug or Musketry aircraft

on the 10 or 11 July but two indecisive attacks resulted
from the Gibraltar and Port lyantey based aircraft south-

westward of C, Pinisterre. The 12 July was noteworthy in the

sighting by three Beaufighters of No, 248 Sqdn, of a surfaced
U-boat in 4506N x'0854W at 1405 hours. All three aircraft
went in immediately firing their camion, A vei’y intense but

unavailing flak barrage was put up by this U-boat which
included grenade like missiles fired from the upper deok,(l)
The bridge and casing was seen to be crammed with men serving
the numerous flak guns,
on her second cruise,

action in which the ready use ammunition on the upper deck was

exploded by the Beaufighters’ cannon fire the U-boat ceased
fire and dived. Post war evidence establishes that U.441

sustained ten men killed and thirteen, including the commanding
officer, wounded and once more had to return to port,(2) Qn
receipt of the position of this action the 2nd Escort Group
with the cruiser Bermuda set off to seanch for the U-boat but

beyond sitting two P.W, 200.s and a bunch of ei^t JU,88s,
nothing was found. Later in the day well to the westward of

Cape Pinisterre an aircraft of No. 1 U.S.A.A.P, Sqdn, attacked

and sank U.5Q6. another of the large boats bound for the Cape,

Qn the 13 July, Sunderland N/228 Sqdn, and Halifax
0/58 Sqdn, sifted an outward bound group of three U-boats at
0800 hours in 450517 X 091517, These were U.607 613 and 2tih5.
Heavy flalc fire was opened and both aircraft circled together.
The Halifax then proposed by R/T that they should circle in
opposite directions:. This was successful in splitting the

fire from the U-boats and in their endeavours to keep their

guns bearing the close formation was lost, U.607 got detached
and was pronptiy attacked by N/228 who straddled with a
perfectly placed stick of seven depth charges and saw the boat

break up leaving about 25 survivors swimming in the explosion
mark. The other two boats continued on the surface for a few

minutes ,and then \mder cover of flak from Uc455^ U«613 dived,
0/53 took this opportunity and attacked U,455 just as she too
started to submerge. Although the stick was thought to have

straddled, no damage was inflicted,(3)

It was in fact the Plalc U-boat U.441

After about twenty minutes of furious
See Chapter III
section (x)(b)

Nos, 15 and 19

Groups O.R.B,
Appendices and
B,d U, War Diary
and Admty,
C.B. 02^50/43
(7)

(1) Elis, was the fixed elevation H,E, rocket installation
previously mentioned.

(2) Doepitz arranged destroyer escort to bring U.441 back to
Brest and seems to have stung the G.A.P, into unusual
action as there were several parties of JU,88,s at large
for the rest of the day, A flight of eight of these air

craft intercepted and shot down Sunderland Y/228 Sqdn, off
the north coast of Spain at 1430 hours and eighty minutes
later Tdiitley N/IO 0,T,U, was shot down further to the
north by' a party of five,

(3) Reporting on this encounter from the Atlantic on the
‘  18 July,- U.445 criticised the sailing of groups containing

more than two U-boats in company on the grotinds that
delay in transmitting orders constituted a danger.
Close formation was too clumsy against air attacks and

open formation made it too difficult for the senior
officer of the group to judge the favourable opporttinity
for diving, Doenitz was not altogether convinced and
three boat group passage was continued. Ref, B,d U, War

Diary - Ihge 56,
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The 2nd Escort Group closed the scene and arrived at 132+0 hours.
By this time three other aircraft were circling the area, the
original two having had to leave, A combined search was kept
up till 02+00 hours on the 12+ July but neither aircraft A.S.V.
nor ship asdic regained contact. At 0600 hours the Wren
picked up seven of TJ«607* s survivors and later in the day the
Escort Group left for Plymouth, No more siarface forces
were present in the Bay until the 21 July,

Av/ay to the eastv/ard H,M, S/k Sea Nyn^h on patrol off the
Biscay coast sighted tvro outward boxmd U-boats but missed

with her torpedo attack. Relatively few U-boats were crossing
the Bay from the 12+ July until nearly the end of the month

but most of these were sighted or attacked by the air patrols.
Three outward and four Inward bound were attacked with three

ibid more inward bound being sighted only. In only one case was

the attack decisive, that of U,558, This boat v/as returning
from a patrol billet off Portugal and had been first attacked

on the 15 July by Wellington M/179 Squadron off Cape Roca,
The captain of U,558 - Kapitan Leutenant Krech - was a flak-
Ettinded officer who had paid much attention to the training of
his gunners. He opened a hot fire on the aircraft and,
though not seriously hitting it, caused a miss with the depth
charges whereupon he dived and continued Ms passage. He was

next picked up on the 17 July by liberator P/^24 Squadron
which was armed only with 35 lb* contact bombs. Again intense

flak was opened which hit the aircraft in several places and
the first stick of 22+ contact bombs missed. The Liberator

came rotind again and U,558, apparently thinking that no more

bombs remained, started to dive. Another attack was made
but unfortunately half the stick failed to release and the

twelve bombs dropped just overshot, U,558 was not sifted
again until the 20 July when she was nearly throu^ the
Musketry area and in 2+51 ON x 092+OW, Here she was sighted
and attacked by B/19 U,S.A.A.P, Squadron(l ) at 1119 hours.
On the run in and just before releasing the depth charges
B/19 was shot down by the same intense flak from U.55S, One
hour later she was sighted by aiaother U.S. Army Liberator
(P/19 Squadron) who was also greeted with intense flalc which
hit the aircraft in several places and wounded one of the

crew. The attack was pressed heme and seven depth charges
released which mortally damaged the U-boat, However, she

remained afloat and continued to fire at P/19, who was circliiTg
her, causing the port inner engine to cut,
was then seen approaching, P/l9 broke aimy and set course
for base jettisoning her remaining depth charges as she

went. The nev/comer - Halifax E/58 Squadron - Tra.s received
with such a volume of flak that she sheered off and for

As a Halifax

ibid

U,558M fire thentwenty minutes engaged in a gun duel,
slackened and niombers of her crew vrere seen to be climbing
dovm from the bridge to the foredeck wMle the boat was

obviously sinking by the stem,
Halifax attacked with eight depth charges v/hich straddled.
Bodies could be seen blown up in the explosion and when the

plumes subsided the U-boat had vanished leaving some men in

a dinghy surrounded by twenty to thirty others dead and alive
in the water,

before abandoning ship and he detailed surface and air

escorts to go out immediately v/hile two homecoming U-Kreutzers

from the Cape (U,195 and 125) who vrere in the vicinity were

To make quite certain the

U.558 had signalled her pliglit to B, d U,

ibid

(1) This was the first sighting or attack made by either of the newly arrived
Nos, 2+ and 19 Squadrons, UcS.A.A.F. who started operations in the Bay on
the 13 July.
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They had, howe'wer, been, sightedtold to go to her assistance,
by three aircrai’t during the forenoon and had dived before
either of the aircraft could attack. The subsequent air

hunt kept them mdermter for the rest of the day. The air
escort of nine JU,88b, were delayed by vreather at base and

finally had to tium back before reaching the scene,
torpedo boats reached a position some 90 miles short of the
action area at 1000 hours on the next day but as this point
ms their western limit of action and they had seen no signs
of U,558 they turned back.

Two

During this week the Bomber Command No, 10 0,T,U, ceased
their provision of sorties in the Bay under Coastal Command
control. They had started on the 12 August 1942 and up to
the 19 July 1943 con^leted 16,455 flying hours from
St, Eval,

never stayed long enough to become fully experienced,
record therefore affords no comparison v/ith that of a permanent
A/U squadron,
which rrere attacked resulting in one being sunlc and three

others damaged,
mostly due to flying ha2ard and tei^peraraental Ihitley engines,
A tribute to the Unit’s valuable services was paid by the
First Sea Lord in a general signal in which the strenuous
endeavour and gallantry displayed by the crews under training
was extolled.

They v/ere of cotirse a training unit and the crews
Their

Nevertheless they had sighted 89 U-boats of

In this task they had lost 50 aircraft

No. 10 0,T,U.
0,R.B,&,

Admty,
C,B. 04050/43
(7) Eage 11

(b) Amendments in the Bay operational orders - 22 July

There had been frequent cases of U-boat groups being
located and escaping attack either through delays in getting
other aircraft to the spot or to failure in co-ordination of

action by those actually there. The R/T performance was
poor and the navigation so faulty that sighting.report
positions instead of clarifying the picture at headquarters
actually made it more confused,

'were tackled by the appropriate branches in due course but
the A.0,C,-in-C« rectified the tactical shortcoming in an

immediate signal to the three Air Groups concerned dated the

22 July, In it he cancelled the instructions which required
aircraft v/ho sighted two or more U-boats to shadow and

start the homing proced'ore until more aircraft appeared on

the scene. Instead, the sighting aircraft was to attack at
once from low level malcing the fullest use of front guns to
smother the U-boat flak. Experience had shovfli, he said,
that packs seldem remained on the surface long enou^ to

justify awaiting re-inforcements, moreover the flak from a

group of U-boats v^-as not generally more formidable than that
from a single U-boat. After the initial attack, the homing
procedure was to be carried out and in addition the Group H,Q,
must see to it that the area was saturated for the remainder

of the day and the following night at the expense of other

parts of Musketry and Seaslug, Except on these occasions,
not more than six Leigh Light sorties were to be detailed
during the dark hours, the balance of night availability being
utilised in the more useful daylight pati'ols,

July operations continue

Between the 21 and 27 July there, were never more than two

or three singleton U-boats actually crossing the air patrolled
areas. On the former date surface craft again entered the

Bay area with the cruiser Glasgow as support.

The two latter deficiencies

an

0,C, File

S. 7050/4/7
End, 26a
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Escort Group B5^(0 now Including the escort carrier Archer,
occupied the western edge of Musketry North, Her aircraft,
consisting of Sv/ordfish and Martlets, carried out patrols
until the 26 July but without sighting any U-boats,
Numerous JU,88s, were seen and one FVf, 200 was engaged by a
Martlet filter but the eneny a.ircrai't managed to reach cloud

,  Porce W consisting of three

Nos, 15 and 19

Groups
O.R.B, Appendices

B, d. U, War

Diary and Admty,
C.B. 04050A3 (8) after an indecisive combat, Porce W consisting of three

destroyers(2) occupied Musketry South-East between the 20 and
24 July but all that was seen was one PW, 200,

On the 24 July, one of the only three U-boats present
in the patrol areas was sighted by Q/172 Squadron on dayli^t
patrol. This was the supply boat U.459.
unusually intense flak(3)

She put up an
in face of vfhich Q/172 made an

immediate attack but just after releasing the depth cliarges
the aircraft was shot down and crashed on to the U-boat's
upper deck tearing away the quadruple and starboard 20 m,m,
mountings and killing or wounding these guns’ crews. Two
depth charges hit and lodged on the after end of the U-boat
and another exploded under her which rendered her incapable
of diving. Very shortly after, Wellington V/547 Squadron
arrived and U.459 opened fire with her remaining flak guns
but was soon silenced by V/547*s front guns as the depth
charge attack was pressed home. The stick actually over
shot but the damaged state of the boat and the additicaial
casualties caused by V,547's front gun fire decided the
captain of U,459 to abandon ship. The fuzes of the
demolition charges were lit and after their explosion the
U-boat sank leaving between 20 and 30 Jiaen in dinghies.
About a mile distant was seen one R,A,P, type dinghy with
one man in it. This was Pli^t Sergeant Ttirner the sole
survivor of Q/172,(4)
just picked up five survivors from U.558 sunk four days
before and, receiving the report of this action, turned
back. They rescued the Plight Sergeant and 4I survivors
from U,459 at 0215 hours on the 25 July before resuming
their journey to Plymouth, Their place in Musketry South
East was taken by the 2nd Escort Group,

Porce W then cn their way home liad

ibid

ibid

By the 28 July there were four outward and one inward
bound U-boats in the areas. The outgoing U,404 was attacked
by Liberator Y/4 Squadron, U.S.A.A,P, at 1520 hours and
sunk at 1800 hours by Liberators n/4 Squadron and W/224
Squadron acting in concert. All three attacks were made
under heavy flak which repeatedly hit the aircraft but
without causing serious damage or casmlties. Two other
outward bound U-boats were sifted by two Sunder lands and
attacked by the U,S,N, Catalina L/63 Squadron armed \vith
small contact retro-bQmbs,-(5) Althoix^ release by magnetic
indicator took place only five seconds after disappearance
no results were seen and neither U-boat reported the attack.

(1) Archer (S,0.), Havelock, Warwick, Volunteer, Vimy, Pimpernel. Godetla and
S^l.frage
Atbahaskan (S,0.). Iroorols andOrkan
UJjSS. carried one 37 m,m,, one quadruple 20 m,m,, two single 20 num. and
twin Type 81 heavy madxine guns. In order to get this supply boat, whlcdi
was urgently required, through the Bay with some degree of safety Doenltz
had ordered destroyer escort for U.|i59 and Hot 17 as far as H x
10 W, The escort had only left tiiese t\K boats that morning.
The gallant pilot was Flying Officer W,H,T, Jennings,
No. 63 Squadron was one of the recently arrived American re-lnforcements«
It was equipped with the Magnetic Antl-aibmarlne Detector (M,A,D«) which
could detect a sutaarine down to /jOO feet below the aircraft. The
armament was $5 lb. contact bombs up to thirty of which, on receipt of a
positive magnetic indication, could be propelled backwards to release so
that they fell vertically from the aircraft In a salvcj pattern with no
forward travel. Hence the name retrobomb. The M.A.D, tactics are
explained In Appendix V.

(2)
(3)

lU)
(5)
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Jmother outvrard bound boat - U.614 - was detected by
Wellington G/172 Sqdn. on the 29 July. iin unseen cloud approach
was made to within a mile of the unsuspecting U-boat. The

svirprlse waa so complete that no flak was experienced and a

perfect low level attack with six depth charges straddled U.6i 2).
and sank her instantly leaving several men swimming in the
water.

ibid

(c) The destruction of a contplete U-boat group - 30 July

During the last fo\jr days of July, eleven U-boats put to
sea. , jimongst these was an important group which Doenitz was

particular*ly anxious to pass through the blockade. It con

sisted of two supply boats - ILii£2 and escorted by the JltO
tonner U.504* The losses and damage inflicted lay air attacks

on supply boats had already seriously embarrassed Doenitz's
organisation for refuelling U-boats in the outer seas and it

was most In^ortant to get these two throu^.

The group was first located by Liberator 0/53 Squadron at
0945 hours on the 30 July in 451ON x IO3OW steering 230®
in formation at 10 kts. Unhappily the position actually
given by this aircraft y/as 80 miles in error to the southward

which led to the diversion of iaany air sorties in the belief
that another group of U-boats wras in this area. However,
Sxonderland R/228 Squa.dron quite fortuitously sighted them
twenty minutes later and sent a more correct position vifhich

partially retrieved the mistake. The U-boats opened fire

v/hen approached and both aircraft circled until at 1047 hoi^rs
the Sunderland was attacked by a JU,88, He jettisoned his

depth charges and escaped into cloud. A few minutes later

Catalina K/210 Squadron 4Lso fortuitously sighted the U-boats.
This aircraft .was attached to the 2nd Escort Group and had

been doing a box patrol 50 miles around them. Having made a

sighting report to No. 19 Group, K/210 left to get into visual
touch with the Escort Group, Liberator A/^^ Squadron
U,S,A,A.E, had Intercepted H./228's sighting pobition and on
closing it duly sighted the three U-boats while at the same

moment (III5 hours) R./22^ returned to the scene after shaking
off the JU,88» . There were now three aircraft circling arotjnd

and making vain efforts to get into R/t touch with' each other
They were

joined at 1125 hoixrs by Halifax B/502 Squadron also by chance.
After trying to communicate with the other aircraft the pilot
took independent action at 1148 hours and, selecting one of

the U-boats vifhich was sli^tly detached from the others, he

attacked from 1,600 feet with 3-600 lb. A/S depth bombs. The
U-boats were by this time putting up a continuous barrage and

all Jinking violentp.y, which made them a difficult target for
the'Mk. XIV sight and the bom'bs overshot by 70 to 100 yards.
B/502, whose endurance was at prudent limit, left for base at
1150 hours sighting the 2nd ..Escort Group soon aft erv/ards some

15 miles away, advancing in line abreast at hi^ speed.

so as to co-ordinate some concerted tactics.

ibid

Halifax S/502 Squadron sifted the 2nd Escort Group at
1120 hours and from them learnt by ̂ /T that three U-boats were
ahead. S/502 altered towards the bearing indicated and
joined the scenfe just before B/502* s attack. He too made
unsuccessful attempts to get into E/T touch ■with the others
and then returned to the Escort Group for instructions only to
be told agaih on R/T that three U-boats wrere ahead, iVIeanwhile
Sunderland U/46l Squadron had arrived. He had been searching
the false area to the south and was on his way home v/hen he
intercepted E/210’s sighting position and followed it up.

ibid
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S/502 novif retiimed to the scene and also decided on
independent action. This pilot decided to drop his load of

600 lb A/S bombs in single attacks and at 1158 hours released
one bomb from 3j000 feet on the port outer U-boat which was
U.1.62.
was seen to slovy down and start to circle.

It exploded very close to the stem and the U-boat
This seemed to

U/461 and V'19 almostbreak the spell for the other aircraft,
simultaneously started to attack the U-boat nearest to them
but were received with such concentrated flak that both broke

0/53 took the opportunity of the U-boats’ preoccupation
He was,

away,

to attack the starboard outer U-boat which was U.46I.
however, repeatedly hit on the i*un-in and the depth charges
undershot. The aircraft was so shot about that course was

immediately set for the nearest neutral land and ultimately a

safe landing v/as made in Portugal.

U/461 haU meantime turned and, profiting by the distrac
tion caused by 0/53*s attack and the ensuing ejqjlosion plumes
of the depth charges, got in an almost unopposed low level

attack on the same U-boat (U.Z(.61) which straddled and sunk her
in a few moments, (1) Twenty to thirty men were seen sw/iraming
about and the Sunderland dropped a dinghy amongst them.

S/502, high overhead, now dropped his second bomb alrnied.
as before at H.h.62, but missed astern. A/19 from sea level
ran into attack the same boat and encoimtered accurate flak

which smashed the release gear and the depth charges failed

to drop. s/502 then dropped his last bomb which also
missed but the U-boat was already sinking from the effects of

the first and about 40 men took to the sea or clambered into

din^ies. A/■\^ made one last run , over the mortally wounded
U.462 but even the jettisoning gear failed to release the
depth charges.

ibid

U/461 still had one depth charge left and a run was
commenced on the third U-boat (U.504) wrho up to now had
not been attacked. However, as the rvn in developed, s

ibid
hell

splashes were seen all aromd coming from the 2nd Escort
Group now only about five miles away,
and the surface action was over.

U.504 crash dived
Latterly events had moved

rapidly as only eighteen minutes elapsed between S/502’s first
bomb and the last run in by U/46I Squadron,

s/502 was asked by R/T from the 2nd Escort Group for
particulars and replied that two U-boats had been sunk and the
third had just dived on a westerly course,
started and by 1234 hours asdic contact was obtained,
conditions vrere, however, poor and depth charge attacks by the
Group did not commence until 1349 hours,
patterns were dropped at 1458 and 1542 hours after which much
oil and \’/reokage appeared on the s-urface including human
remains,
the other two U-boats were then picked up and patrol resumed.
The 2nd Escort Group was Joined in the area on the 31 July
by the 40th Escort Group.(2)

Further amendment in the Bay operational orders

Although this wiping out of a ccn^jlete group of U-boats
was a notable achievement, it was effected mors as a result of

A hunt v/as
Asdic

Further deep

The survivors fromThis marked the end of Uo504.

ibid

(1) A noteworthy co-incidence of fate - Sunderland U/46I sank
U-boat U.46I,

(2) Landguard (S.O.) Hideford, Hastings and Waveney
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The patrol scheme
sound hut the dispassionate analysis of events on this day

chance sightings than a planned sequence,
was

made hy the O.R.S. at Command Headquarters revealed serious

faults in the practical implementation of the Bay Scheme
particularly the deficiences in signal communications, R/T
serviceability, homing efficiency and navigational standards.

It paralled the similar glaring faults which had been foimd

during operations against blockade runners at the end of 1942
and which vrere to be repeated in December 1943.('l)
drive v^as initiated by the Coastal Command Communications and

Navigational branches for intensified training and exercise.
Certain details of action and signal procedure v/ere amended

forthv/lth and a revised order covering all aspects of co

operation between air and surface forces, known as operation
Packhorse, was brou^t into force on the 1 August.

A renewe

C.C. Pile

S. 7050/2)/l0
End. 3A

d

No. 19 Group
Operational
Order No. 6

19G/7838/Air. (xi) The climax of Bay operations - 31 July to 2 August

Even after the events of the 30 July, there were still
ei^t U-boats in the Bay, all outvifard bound. One of these,
U.107. was located and attacked indecisively by Halifax T/502
Squadron on the 31 July but it Tiras the first two days of
August that cromied the achievements of the Bay offensive
against U-boats,
in three groups from Lorient and St, Nazaire but none of these

reached the air patrolled areas during the next two days
operations. To the v/estward in Musketry, Wellington G/304
Squadron at 1020 hours sighted either U.454 or 706 (they were
supposed to be in canpeny) and a further sighting of one of
these two boats was made at 12*40 hours by Catalina 0/210
Squadron. In both cases the U-b.oat got under before an attack
v/as possible. 0/210 was attached to the 2nd Escort Group and
made an R/T report to the S.N.O, who started to close the
position at hi^i speed. Sho.rtly after, Sunderland B/10
Squadron joined in the search, and,at 162*2 hours sighted U.454
in 4536N X IO25W about six miles from the 2nd Escort Group.
An immediate rum-in was made in face of accurate flak which

repeatedly hit .the aircraft. ■ The attack was pressed home

from 50 feet and an accurate stick of depth charges straddled

and sank U. 454. After tracking over, the Suinderland became

unmanageable owing to flak damage and crashed into the sea

killing both pilots. (2).- Six sinrvivors were rescued about
30 minutes later by H,M.S, Yfren and other ships of the Group
picked up the captain and thirteen other survivors from the

U-boat. The 2nd Escort Group then proceeded to search an
area a little further to the north where Liberator K/59
Squadron had made an indecisive attack on U.IO6 at 2150 hours
but made no contact.

On the 1 August another six U-boats sailed

B. d U,

War Diary and
Nos. 15 and

19 Grps.
O.R.B,

Appendices and

Admty
C.B. 02f050/43
(B)

Further still to the north in 4722(N x IO4OW Sunderland

V/228 Squadron at 2013 hours sighted U.383 who with U.218 was
also outward bound,

intense flak but the second attempt v/as pressed home in spite
of nuimerous hits v/hich carried avray the starboard float and

aileron, holed the hull and hit the port main plane,
depth charges straddled U.383 and after the explosion pluunes
had subsided the U-boat was seen to be listing heavily to port

The first approach was frustrated by

The

ibid

(1) See Volume III Chapter XI (xiv)(K) Pages 457 to 2f64 and
Chapter X (ix) of this Volume IV,

(2) Pilots - Plight Lieutenant K.G. Pry and Plying Officer
H.R, Budd.
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and men were jumping into the sea. Owing to the damage
received the Sunderland had to leave immediately and landed
safely at hase. U.585 reported her crippled state to B, d U,
Y/ho ordered U. 218 to stand by her and instructed U.706 and
hSUi1) to go to her assistance,
daylight the next day and three
despatched to meet her.

ni^t without being able to inform B. d U.

On the morning of the 2 August, Hampden i/415 Squadron
siglited a U-boat on the surface in 4615N x 1125W steering
0400 at 0900 hours. This was U.706 searching for U.385*
Rather inaccurate flak Y/as opened and the Hampden circled
so as to attack from the U-boat's quarter, Hovvever, as the
depth eharges iwere released, the U-boat made a violent
alteration of course and the stick missed astern. Twelve
minutes later. Liberator T/a Squadron U»S,A.A.P, arrived and
went straight in with an accurate stick of tv/elve depth
charges v/hich Sank U.706 outri^t. At least fifteen men
Yirere seen in the v/ater amidst iwreckage and oil. Catalina

L/210 Squadron, who was the naval co-operation aircraft,
arrived in time to see this attadc and informed the AOth Escort

Group T/ho started to close , the position. Sunderland W/lO
Squadron arrived at 1020 hours, hav^g intercepted the
sitting report and being unaware of the successful attack.
These tyra aircraft led H.M.S. Waveney to the scene and the

U-boat survivors Yirere’picked up at 1515 hoiars.

At 1520 hoiirs, U.218 also trying to find U.383 was
sifted by Wellington B/5A7 Squadron'in 4712N x 1054W.
Against inaccuirate flak a depth charge attack was made on the

U-boat which overshot and U.218 dived, being observed at this

stage by Y//IO v/ho had come up from U.706*s final position.
Postv/ar evidence establishes that IL.218, although not damaged
by the depth charge attack, had sustained several casualties
from B/547's gunfire and she returned to harboiir entering
Brest on the 6 ̂iugust. . .

Air escort was promised at
T" class torpedo boats Y/ere

However, U.383 foundered during the

ibid

ibid

MeanY/hile another drama had been progressing further to

At 0952 hours^ Wellington C/407 Squadron had' the westward,

re-located U.I06 and immediately delivered a low level attack
in flak rendered inaccurate by the excellent smothering fire

The depth charges were well placed andfrom the front guns,
seriously damaged U. IO6 who had to turn back for home and,
after the aircraft had left, signalled B, d U. for assistance.
He detailed,JU.88,3 as air cover and instructed the three

• torpedo boats already searching for _U.385 to extend their
sweep in order to pick up U.1Q6. .During the afternoon both
the 2)j0th and, 2nd Escort Groups were in the general area, the
former being hear where U.706 had been sunk and the latter
closing the position in which U.1Q6 had been attacked.

ibid

At 1620 hours, Simderland z/228 Squadron sighted what
he at first took to be three. U-^boats ’ and reported as such.

On closer approach they turned out to be the three torpedo
boats who opened up YYith A/A fire, 3^228 retired into cloud
and reported them to base as three Z class destroyers. He

then started, .thje homing procedure which brought Sunderlands
N/228 and M/46i Squadrons on to the scene., at I65O hours, and
they started sh'hdbYring while sending out frequent position
reports,.. At 1 JOS hours, Halifax P/58 Squadron, who had been

(1) B, d U. was unaware as yet that U.454 had been sunk,
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with the itJOth Escort Group half an hour earlier, broke cloud
ri^t over the torpedo boats and was iimediately hit by k/k fire
which con5)elled a rettirn to base. This fixed the eneniy as
being about 65 miles north east of the 40th Escort Group,
Z/228 had to l^ve forty minutes later but his place was taken
by Halifax C/502 Squadron who fortuitously sifted the torpedo
boats and also reported them as destroyers, A few minutes
later^ yet another aircraft arrived - Liberatpr G/224. Squadron
who had been diverted by base to close the original sitting
position,

■ At 1804 hours, N/228 Squadron sighted the 40th Escort
Group and leaving the others to shadow he went taokwards and

forwards between the eneny vessels and tlie Group, giving relative
bearings and distances by visual signals. By 1908 hours the
enemy was bearing 345° 15 miles and H,MiiS. Bideford momentarily
sighted them and made a signal to this-effect. Meanwhile
G/224 had had to leave, leaving C/502 and M/461 still circling
the enQBy, The latter aircraft at 2000 hours Sighted a U-boat
on the surface some 20 miles southeast of' the eneny force
steering 050°, This was the damaged U.I06. Ten minutes later
N/228 also sighted this Ur-bbat and both aircraft engaged in a
gun duel with U,106 scoring numerous hits with their machine
guns. Both decided almost at the same moment to attack and
within 30 seconds of each other straddled Ub106 with well

sticks of depth charges. The U-boat stopped and many men
appeared on deck. Some jurtped overboard and others attempted
to re-open f3.ak but were shot down by M/Or fire frcm both aircraft.
At 2040 hours the U-boat blew up leaving raudh wreckage and four
dinghies full of survivors. Both aircraft th^ had to leave
the scene.

ibid

ibid

While this was oocmurring, the eneny torpedo boats were
still being shadowed by C/502 but her endurance was nearly
at an end. Before leaving she made a bombing attack at
2050 hours out of cloud from 5,000 feet with 3-6OO lb a/s bombs
but missed by over 100 yards.

The various position reports made by the several aircraft
differed widely''from each other and no clear idea could be

gathered as regards the enemy* s precise position and course
either by Plymouth, the 2nd Escort Group or aft:er the departiure
of i^/228 by the 40th Escort Group, The 2nd; Escort Group had
intercepted the Bideford* s sighting report and, reckoning this

■  to be the most reliable of many conflicting positions,
accordingly steered in that direction. However, the 40th
Escort Group considered that the eneny, reported always as three
destroyers, constituted a superior force and was retiring south-
eastwards to where the 2nd Escort Group was believed to be.
Meanwhile C,-in-0, Plymouth had sent two destroyers - Athabaskan
and Grenville into the area as re-inforoement and all three

parties finally met at 2030 hours but;.well to the southward of
the enemy.

Since the departtare of O/502 no news had been received of
the enQiy*s whereabouts. They had in fact reached the position
of U.I06* s end soon eifter the departvire of the tvTO Sunder lands
and had rescued 36 survivors including the captain whereupon
they tumed for heme. At 2120 hours they were sighted by
Halifax S/502 Sq-uadron steering 070° but his sigliting report
position was 4j0 miles in error to the south. Several attempts
were made to bomb them from heights varying up to 8,000 feet
but the heavy k/k barrage frustrated approach and at 2233 hours
the Halifax left. Night dispositions were made by the combined
surface groups to intercept the enemy’s homeward track but with
out success.

ibid
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(xii) - Doenitz abandons group sailing of U-boats,

The destruction of four U-boats in two days coining on top
of the grievous losses sustained during the last week of July
was too much for Doenitz,

calling to harbour the six U-boats who had recently put to sea
from Lorient and St, Na^ire and cancelled forthwith all

further group passages in company,
enter the Bay via Cape Pinisterre and were to proceed
independently along the Spanish coast close inshore without

regard for territorial waters and pending a report of their

experience on the new route no further sailings from Biscay
ports took place.

He issued immediate orders re-

Incaming U-boats were to

B. d U.

War Diary

In his conferences with Hitler at this time he reported
that the Allied bloclmde of the Bay of Biscay had necessitated
the abandonment of surfaced passage and had seriously disrupted
the U-boat campaign. Not only were valuable U-boats sunk but

the casualties among the supply U-boats had compelled the recall
of some cruises and shortened the duration of others in the

outer seas. Several of the outward bound U-boats lost had

been on mine laying missions and this form of action against
allied shipping was therefore adversely affected. Submerged
passage tlirough the transit areas made over-great demands on

battery capacity but in tills respect two technical projects
were being developed. The first was the equipment of existing
U-boats with a device called Solmorchel, This consisted of

combined air intake and engine exhaust tubes enabling the

Diesel engine to function at periscope depth and thus avoiding
the necessity for surfacing when on passage or reoliarging

,(1) The second was a major change in U-boa.t con
struction involving sectional pre-fabricated assembly in place
of conventional building on the stocks; but the significant
part of the new design lay in the provision of enormously
increased battery power which by using the ultra streamlined
hull pattern, already incorporated in the Walter hydrogenated
fuel boat plans,(2) would malce possible liigh sustained under
water speed.

batteries

ibid

and

Fuehrer

Conferences on

Naval Affairs

1943

pages 51 to 58,

Taken together, these projects were expected to
revolutionise U-boat warfare and provide a solution to the
existing menace of Allied aircraft both in the transit areas

and around shipping at sea. High priority was approved in
both cases by Hitler, Both these projects are dealt with in

a later chapter but this period end July/early August 1943
marks their initiation. Other measures against the air

menace were also reported to Hitler as being under active

examination, notably the early fitment of an inproved Metox
search receiver called Hagenulc in which self radiation had

been cut to a minimum and the perfection of two materials with

which to coat a U-boat, one to absorb radar impulses and the
other to give back no echoes froca asdic transmissions.

ibid

0) The first trial Sclmorchel was fitted in a non-

operational School boat and had been demonstrated as a

practical preposition on or about the 11 July 1943,
This idea was not new as the Germans had found a similar

fitment in some of the large Dutch submarines which had
fallen into their hands during the summer of 1940,
The T/alter boat T/as first mentioned officially at a Hitler

Conference on Naval Affairs in September 1942,
1943 it was under active develcpment at Kiel,
Volume III Ch, XII (viii) and chapter VIII Part II of
this volume.

In mid

See

(2)
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(xiii) - Suicmary of operations - 1 July to 2 August inclusive

A total of 9,SQ3 effective flying hoxirs had been e:'i5)ended
in the Musketry and Seaslug areas togeth^
Pinisterre area down to latitude 2ij09N*(w
the sightings and some of the attacks were on the same U-boat

as it progressed through the Bay, During this period of

thirty three days, 86 U-boats were crossing the areas either
in or out in gjroups or as singletons. The' air patrols
attacked or sighted 55 of these and sank 16,(2}
were turned back to harbour in a dajiiaged condition. In

addition, the Pinisterre patrols sank three U-boats on patrol
to the westward and severely damaged another. Regarding the

U-boats on passage, the ratio of sightings to total numbers
present was about the same as that for June but the lethality
of attack was nearly seven times as great.

Air losses among the A/U aircraft were four shot doiivn by
U-boat flak, six by enemy aircrai't and four lost from unknown
causes. The fighter interception patrols lost trro Beaufighters
in air combat and destroyed tvra P,W, 200s and two JU,88s,
Thus ended another definite phase in the Bay of Biscay offensive,

(xiv) The Bay reviewed by Doenita 5 August,

with the Cape
Once more many of

T/hile six more

Por base to

base flying
hours see

Appendix VII

On the 5 August, Doenitz reviewed the general U-boat war
fare situation with particular en^jhasis on the Biscay area.
He assumed that the recent heavy losses in this area were in

part due to close co-operation between air and surface craft.
The latter had been'observed in increasing strength so that the
enemy appeared to have benefited from the U-boat withdrawal fran
the northern Atlantic and to have en^loyed part of his ocean
defences in blocking the approaches to the Biscay ports,
Doenitz stated frankly that the steps taken by him had not led

The introduction of group passages theoreticallyto success,B, d U,

War Diary gave many advantages i,e, greater fire power, a better look-out
organisation, the sharing of radar interception search on
several wave bands by individual boats, the possibility of
mutual assistance if in trouble and finally the psychological

(1) Frying In the Bay Transit Area - 1 July to 2 August 19/45.

Area Effective Day
Hours

Sightings Attadis Effective

Night
Hours

Sightings Attacks

h,9Ih h9Musketry 1,208.35 1 1

1,7ii7 ,16 62Seaslug .7

Fighter
Patrols 12

757f. . 26Flnlsterre 21 101

8,318 6k 1,371 'Total 93 1 1

"‘Includes flying from Morocco Sea Frontier by two U.S.A.A.F. Liberator Squadrons.
The number of U.K. based A/U squadrons taking part was 25.
368. aircraft.
The number of Gibraltar based A/U squadrons taking part was 2i.
strength 36 aircraft.
Nos. 1 and 2 U.S.A-A.F. Sqdns. (Strength 24) flew approx. 400 day hours in the
Flnlsterre area.

The fighter sorties came from one Beauflghter, one Mustang and six Mosquito
squadrons.

(2) An additional tt^boat was sunk by the 2nd Escort Group.

Total strength

Total
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effect on the crews when in corapaxiy,('')
practice, however, considerable disadvantage. Passage in
conipany, for which U-boats were not trained, required a large
part of the orews^ attention. It was easier fcxr  a singleton
U-boat to take advantage of a sudden favourable chance to dive
than for a group while the attempts to assist a damaged U-boat
though once successful had on other occasions led to further

loss. The enemy’s tactics of sliadowing and bringing up other
aircraft as well as the probability of homing surface craft
emphasised the disadvantages and tiad led to the order for all
groups at sea to disperse. Destroyer and torpedo boat escort
would also be discontinued as not only was it likely to lead
to surface action v/ith superior English concentrations but the
fuel situation made it necessary to restrict their use to
assistance for damaged U-boats,

The majority of U-boat losses, both in the Bay and in the
Atlantic, he attributed basically to the enemy air superiority
coupled with the inferiority of the German radar interception
gear. In this latter respect recent experiments by the Group
West Command had established that the Metox search receiver
produced sufficient radiation of its ovm. to enable enemy air
craft to detect a U-boat without having to use the airborne
radar at all,v2) Althougli there was as yet no positive proof
that the enemy was adopting this procedure the uncertainty had
made it necessary to cancel all sailings until boats were
fitted with the new Hagenuk set,(3)

There had been in

ibid

Incoming U-boats were to use the Spanish coast route
(Route Piening) where the hugging of a precipitous coast
should give protection from radar location, IThen the fitting
of Hagenuk permitted, outv/ard sailings would re-start and
boats would proceed independently on routes scattered over the

(O Tlie known presence of British surface craft in the Ba^r
may have had a psychological effect on U-boat crews in

that they could abandon ship, when seriously damaged,
with more freedom as they knew they would almost certainly
be picked up. The presence of these siu’face forces
certainly heartened our own aircrews when pressing attaols
home in the face of flal-c by the knowledge that if shot
down or in danger of having to ditch there
craft reasonably close at hand.

On the 3j July, the Group West Experimental branch
reported that Metox radiations could be detected by air
craft at distances between 23 and 5O kilometres when
flying at heights between 5OO and 2,000 metres, Doenitz
issued a precautionary order that Metox must be switched
off ill good visibility conditions and altered in tune
continuously in poor visibilitj?’. If any enemy radar
transmissions were detected, Metox was to be STO-tched off
and the boat must dive inmediateljr, Tnose U-boats
fitted with the ex“G,A,E, Hohentwiel radar set must use
it instead of Metox when on the surface. Meantime a
further re-examination of the situation was to be carried

out by technical establishments including the determina
tion of what radiation was given off loj the new Hagenuk
search receiver in trials at sea as near the Bay
operational area as possible. Ref, War Diary B, d U,
page 81,
T/ie Metox had been known to radiate excessively and a
set re-designed to cut radiation to a minimum was under

acceptance trials. It was named Hagenulc using the
initial letters of fabricating companyo
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Bay latitudes. No radical change from this procedure could
be seen unless the G«AoP, could operate more effectively
against the English i/N aircraft and the blockading surface
forces, How'ever there were few signs that the Atlantic Air
force would be adequate for this purpose though there was a
prospect of Domier 217 re-inforcement. Unfortunately the
Me A10 fighter/bombers recently allocated to Bay operations
had been reoa.lled to the home area after operating only once.

The situation would be greatly eased when it was possible
for U-boats to traverse the whole Bay of Biscay submerged.
The Schnorchel for Diesel engine air intalce and exhaust while '
diving did offer this prospect and alsoj, looking further ahead,
the new type XXI large battery U-boat, (I)
situation off U-boat base jjarts and their approaches wa.s still
under control although the use of very varied firing units
made it necessary to include several different types of
sweeping units in each escort and this had strained the
organisation to extreme limits,

Doenitz had 3n fact been bludgeoned back into a relative]^
safe though protracted passage procedureo In spite of
increased flying hours tlorou^i the coming months the Bay
Offensive was never again to reach the killing efficiency of
the 1943 Summer months,

(xv) - The U-boat Ihs.sage policy during August

Having been forced by heavy U-boat casualties in the Bay
to cancel for a time all further sailings and to bring boats
in from the Atlantic close along the north coast of %3aiii,
Doenits pursued a cautious transit policy for the next fort
night, By the I6 August the first five U-boats to use the
Spanish route had arrived in port without being attacked(2)
and on the 19th Doenitz confirmed this procedure for all boats
on passage to or from southerly latitudes.

The mining

ibid

On the 22 August he sailed two boats from Brest with
orders to proceed across the middlb part of the Bay indepen
dently of each other diving by day and only surfacing at ni^t
long enough to recharge their batteries,(5) He followed
these up at Intervals dvcring the rest of August with another
eleven U-boats all using this mid-3ay route and bound for the
Northern Atlantic,(4) while four others were despatched by
the Spanish coast route for southerly latitudes,15)

B. d U.

War Diary

(1) For the early development of the Schnorchel and the
introduction of the change over to Types XXI and XXIII
prefabricated U-boats see Chapter VIII Part II,

306, 321, ̂  and U,l6l p 12^ and 5.23 were
outward bound by this route and had safely cleared the
Pinisterre area by 22 August.
ILt214 to lay mines off Ihnama and Plakboat U.g21 to take
station in the outer approaches to the Bay, Both
cleared the air patrolled area imseen by 27 August,
These eleven were the fijrst flight of those intended
for the resumption of convoy war in the Northern
Atlantic,

UsdlO, 515, 5I8 and 536.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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By the end of the month another five homeccmers from
overseas arrived safely via Cape PinisterreCO and a
further sixbeen were either nearing port, traversing the
Spanish coast line or approaching N.W, Spain. The traffic
through the Bay was therefore rapidly increasing by the
1 September but not of course reaching the density of earlier
months because the TJ~boat fleet losses from early May om/ards
had far outnumbered the output of new boats from the Baltic
training area,(2)

(xvi) G.A,F. onposition ii the Bav

The frequent representations by Doenitz to Hitler for
more adequate support by the G,A.P. in the Bay of Biscay bore
tardy fruit during August. The fighter and bomber reoonnais-
saiice strength under the Pliegerfuehrer Atlan.tilc had increased
slcFivly auring June and July. Hie fighters had little success
in shooting down the anti-U-boat aircraft and none at all in
interrupting the air patrols. The threat had been held by
first of all the deplo3mient of Coastal Command long range
fighters and finally of Pighter Command Mosquito squadrons to
the Cornish aiurfields in order to maintain interception patrols
in mid-Bay longitudes. The enemy countered by sending rover
formations of his fighters into the A/U patrol area but,
although the number of combats iicreased, the A/u aircraft

ood accoiuit of themselves and casualties remainedgave a ver
tolerable,

Early in August there was a further step up in G.A.P,
fighter strength and a substitution of He. 177 long range
bombers in place of the less efficient JU.88 bomber Type,
The former resulted in a further rise in the number of combats
and the casualties to our aircraft assumed more serious propor
tions when related to the almost complete absence of U-boat
sightings. The enemy bomber/recce, force was much in
evidence as regards reporting and shadowing all convoys and
surface A/U groups but until the last Vv-eek in August made no
attempt to attack.

(zvii) August operations - The institution of the Percussion
Patrols,

The almost complete cessation of U-boat sightings
Musketry and Seaslug areas after the 2 August(4j

in the

(1) Ud,s»» 222, 510, Sis and 722,
(2) Only 139 U-boats vjere now operational In the Atlantic Command as compared

with 336 In May.
(3) Enemy air opposition In the Bay,

G.AoP, strength In Bay No, of Own losses Enemy losses
Month a7uac.ea

FI gfiters FightersBombei’/Racoe, Reoce.Fighter Combats aircraft

i*9 6li 68Mfiy
June

July
Aug,
Sept,

nil 5 nil
k2 1673 5 3 pI
6) 133 £0 5 12

6
2

80 3U 6132 17 1
104111 6 nil25 17

Reference - The enemy figures are by A.H0B, 6 from O.A,F, records and the
strengths are for the 10th of each month,

(4) U.648 (Inward bound) was sighted by Lib, X/224 Sqdn, on the 5th and by
Halifax A/58 Sqcln, on the 6 August, U,466 (also Inward bound) was sighted
by Hudson Y/48 Sqdn, when flying from U.K, to Gibraltar on the 11 August,
In no case was an attaolc possible.
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was held at Coastal Comraand Headquarters to be due not only to
a possible drop in traffic but to a probable reversal of eneniy
tactics whereby the U-boats were diving by day and surfacing
for a minimum time by night. The night flying was therefore
stepped up to the full effort of two Leigh Light squadrons
from the 11 August, Howeverj, during the next eleven days no
sittings at all wei'e obtained. The three brief glimpses of
U-boats gained earlier in the month had been close to the

northwest corner of Spain and on the 22 August the A,OoO.-in-C,
informed all Groups that it was considered U-boats were now

entering and leaving the Bay close to the Spanish coast
between Capes Einisterre and Ortegal and it was of the utmost
importance that this passage should be blocked. The Admiralty
had agreed to move two escort groups to this 8r*ea and our own
submarines were patrolling to the eastward. The Musketry and
Seasltig areas were cancelled and in thear place  a system of
patrols called Percussion w^as institute.

C.C, File

S.7050A
Enel, 2A

C,C, Pile Percussion A - Daylight patrols by No, 19 Group in an area

from ASOON X 0930W to 46OON x 0930W to Cape Ortegal, along the
%)anish coast to latitude 43C0N, then westward to longitude
llOOWj, up this longitude to lfi+.OON, thenco to A500N x 1200W
and due north to latitude 4800N,

Peroussibn B - Daylight patrols by No, 15 Group, after
satisfaction of convoy commitments, in an area betv/ean^ 48°
and 43°N'fj-tai longitude 15°W to the westward boundary of
Percussion A,

Percussion C - Ni^t Leigh light Catalina and Wellington
patrols in an area between- latitudes 4500N and 4245N from
longitudes 11° to 9°Wo

Percussion D - Night patrols by' ordinary aircraft in an area
between latitudes 45^^ S-nd 44*^ and loigitudes 0800 and 0945Wo
These aircraft v/ere to be supplied from Nos, 304 and 547
Wellington Squadrons to act as scarecrows writh flares to

illuminate all A.S.V, contacts but; were not to carry depth
charges or bombs,

PerousBion E - Day and night patrols in an area between
latittides ii4° and Ai.3°N from longitude 11°W to the Spjanish
coast,

maximum possible effort including U,S, aircraft by arrangemmt
with the Merican commander of the Moroccan Sea Frontier,(l )
It was emphasised tliat the night effort was of the utmost
importanoe.

The A,0,C, Gibraltar was requested to put in the

From Map No, 19 it can be seen that the Percussion patrols
covered much the same area as the previous system but the
emphasis was now on night flying concentrated within 120 miles

of the N,W, comer of Spain, On the 23 August the 0,“5n-0,
Plymouth ordered the 5th Escort Group to join the 40th Escort
Group in establishing a permanent patrol between Capes Ortegal

ibid

Enel, 2A

(1) A "request” only was possible because the R,A,P, Gibraltar
was still under the operational control of the
Mediterranean Air Command while the Moroccan Sea Frontier

was independent of any British control.. In effect tliis

request was loyally met but the chain of command control
was anomalous#
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and Villano suppccrted by the cruiser Beraiuda, (1) and on the
24 August flyhag oommenced in the new Percussion areas.

Gibraltar based aircraft, who had oeen operating {7»S,W^
of Pinisterre on the earlier request fran the A,0,C.-in-C,
Coastal Ccjramand, had had a blank period since the 2 August
similar to that experienced in Musketry and Seaslug,
only^ sighting occurred on the 22 August when Leigh Light
Wellington C/179 Squadron detected and attacked the outTrard
bound g.,_525 off Cape Einisterre. No damage, was inflicted
but three days later this U-boat ran into convoy 0G,92 and
was sunk by the surface escorts in 4203N x 1802W,' ifter the
start of more concentrated flying in Percussion E, Cataliiia
L/202 Squadron sighted the inward bound UJ54 on the evening
of the 24 August about 40 miles west of Vigo but could not
attack as a PW,200 appeared simultaneously and by the time
an indecisive combat had been fought the U-boat had dis
appeared, However, a few hours later U.154 T/as detected,
attacked and sunk by Leigh Light Wellington J/179 at
2320 hours,

(Xviii) The first use of Glider Bombs

Their

R.A.P.
Gibraltar

0,R,B,

Appendices

The threat presented by the surface and aircraft concen
tration to Doenitz’s new found safe route in and out of the

Bay of Biscay produced an immediate reaction by the enemy.
On the 25 August the G,A,P, launched an air strike on the

combined escort groups who were patrolling just west of Cape
Qrtegal, The strike consisted of seventeen He.177*s and
JU.SS’s and, after sighting the escort gr<oups at 1340 hotirs,
split up into snxall flights of tviro or three aircraft.
Several attacks were made between 1415 and 1423 hours from
four to five miles range with radio controlled Glider BombsC^-)
but no hits were obtained althou^i H.M.S, Bideford was
damaged by a near miss. By 1430 hours the enamy aircraft had
all departed.

At 1600 hours the 1st Suppoort Group(3) arrived to relieve
the 40th Escort Group who thereupon left the area en route for
home. On the following daj'" the 5th Escort Group left the
area together with the supporting cruiser Bermuda, During
the night of the 26/27 August the 1st Support Group attacked
an asdic contact off Cape Ortegal but none of the three or

four U-bcats in this vicinity reported any damage,(4)

At 0700 hours on the 27 August the .1 st Support Group
were joined by two destroyers from Plymouth - the Athabaskan
and Grenville - and a sweep to the southvrard of Cape Pinisterre

Adiiiiralty
CB,04050/43(9)

(1) Since early in August, the 40th and 2nd Escort Groups
had been relieving each other in the Musketrjr area
supported by the cruisers Gliarybdis and Glasgow, They
were occasionally reinforced by destroyers from Plymouth
or by others on passage to Gibraltar. No.U-boats liad
been sighted or contacted by them.
The Glider Bomb as itsed on this occasion v/as of about IJOO
^3 lbs T/eight fitted with stub wings of 11 feet span
with a small tail plane, Belovir the bomb was slung a jet
propulsion unit which gave a speed of about 400 kts.
The bomb was radio controlled from the releasing aircraft
and had a green light in the tail to malce it more visible
to the operator,

H,M. ships Egret (S.O.), Rother and Jed.
R«533, 510 and 732 Ttrere in this vicinity and possibly
U.358 and 566,
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Two hotirs later the force was sighted by twowas started.

FV7,200's who shadovred continuously for the next four hours*

At 1240 hours another GaA»P. strike force (18 aircraft)
located the force and attacked with Glider Boiribs.

Athabasl^an and Egret were both hit, the latter blowing up and
sinlcing immediately. The Rother was slightly damaged by near
misses* The attack finished at I33O hours and survivors from

the Egret were piut on board the damaged Athabaskaia who left

for Plyiiiouth at her best speed*

The

The Grenville. Rother and Jed then withdrew to the west

ward and took up the patrolling of a line some I50 miles

southv/est of Cape Finisterre,
28 August following radar and asdic contacts, a series of depth
charge and hedgehog attacks were carried out during the rest

of the day but post war records reveal no damage being suffered

by any of the U-boats in this vicinity,
hours of this day, Leigh Light Wellington A/179 Sqt^adron
momentarily illuminated a U-boat in the act of diving of Vigo
but no attack was possible. (1) Nothing occurred on the 29th
and on the 30th the surface groi:^ was joined by H»M, sloops
Pelican and Crane*

Prom 0408 hours on the

In the same early

(xix) Amendments to the Percussion plan

Meanwhile tvro alterations to the Percussion flying plan
had been found necessary. Firstly, it was found that after

meeting the minimum convoy cover requirements, No* 15 Group
had too few long range aircraft to fly Percussion  B at a

density in any way con^iarable to that possible in Percussion A

by No. 19 Group aircraft moreover the No. 15 Group aircraft

were stripped of much of their gun armament' and armour against
enemy aircraft so as to get a maximum endurance for convoy
work and were therefore the more -vulnerable to air attack by the
G,A,P, Consequently on the 27 August, Percussion  B was
cancelled and in its place Percussion P \<ra.s instituted between

latitudes 43*^ and 41^ from longi'tudes 12° to 17)PW, No. 15
Group were to control their own aircraft as to routeing into
the area keeping out of JU,88 fighter range but to work in
close co-operation ■with No* 19 Group as regards co-ordination
in the patrol area*(2) Secondly, it was found that Percussion
C, particularly the part off NoWo Spain was beyond the effective
endurance of Leigh Light Wellingtons* Accordingly from the
30 August the lower part only of Percussion C was flown by

See liap No* 19 Leigh Light Catalinas and the Leigh Light Wellingtons were
directed into a new area Percussion G half way along the
northern coast of Spain*(3) The last tv/o days of August saw

V  little action* In the early hours of the 30th, Leigh Light
Tfellington R/407 Squadron sighted a homeward bound U-boat
in Percussion G which dived before an attack could be delivered

C.G. Pile
3*7050/4/8
Ends* I3A and
14A

(1) This was probably either U.340 or 262* It is here put on
record that all the night flying done off the Portuguese
and Spanish coast was vitiated by the presence of large
numbers of fishing craft wiiich at times conpletely swan^ied
the A,S.V, screen and, as many of them carried no lights,
alv/ays made the disentanglement of genuine U-boat contacts
a matter of difficulty* Reference - No. 179 Sqdn’s
O.R.B, appendices*
The menace from enemy long range fighter formations had
by this time forced No* 19 Group aircraft to fly out and
back from Percussion A in company at stated intervals*
Ref: C*C./s.7050/4 Part II end. 11 A,
Percussion G - Z|407N x 0422W to 4557N x 0524W to 4502N x

O706W to the Spanish coast in longitude O6IOW,
SECRET
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and at 1350 hours on the 3I Augastj, Sunderland N/228 Squadron
sighted one on a westerly course in the middle part of
Percussion A withoiit being able to attaoko

(xx) Summary for August

The month of Au^st, which had opened with such active
operations,, closed in an air of fx*ustration. The taotica.1

defeat of Dosnitz^^s mistaken surfaced passage policy had
resulted in his resumption of the relatively safe independently
routed and laaximum submerged transit while the use of the G-lider
Bomb had forced the surface hunting groups far encragh to the
west to render them largely ineffective.

For base to base

cotal flying
hours see

Appendix VH

During this period of 28 days, a total of 9,402 effective
flying hours load been expended in the Musketry, Seaslug,
Pinisterre and Percussion areas,(l) Of the 52 U-boats now

known to have crossed or been in the air patrolled section of
the Bay only six were sighted,
being sunk.

Two of these were attacked.
?
one

Air losses among the A/u aircraft were I6 shot dov/n by
enemy fighters with a ftirther one missing at night from unknOT^n
cause while the fighter interception patrols lost six aircraft
in combats Eneny losses amounted to five JUo88s, destroyed
when attacking A/u aircraft and one m„190 shot down by a
Mosquito patrol.

(1) Bay operations - 3 to 5I August 1945.

Area Effective

Day Hours

S A Effective

Night Hoars

S A

Musketry and
Seasltig up to
23 August 4, 406 2 0 862

Pinisterre k

up to 23 Aug, 455 175 1 1

'C

1^589 2 9 85024 to 51 Aug, 15

Eight sr patrols
5 to 31 Aug, 1,105

Total 7,555 1,8674 0 4 2

Pinisterre and Percussion E include flying from MorcccOo
The number of U.K, based A/u squadrons taking part was 25,
Total strength 3Z)2 aiz-craft.

The number of Gibraltar based sqmdrons taking part was 2,
Total strength 25 aircraft

Nos, 1 aiid 2 lI,SoA,AaP, Sqdns, (strength 22[.) flew approx,
400 day hours in the Pinisterre and Percussion E areas.
The fighter sorties came from two Beaufighters andfive Mosqtiito
squadrons.
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CHAPTER V

U-BQAT OPERATIONS - i tlAPCH 1943 TO 3-1 AUGUST 1943

PART I THE EQRIHERE TRAMSIT AREA MAEOH TO AUGUST 1943 INCLUSIVE

( 3) Operations - March to -age end of May 13^5

At the beginning of March 1943 the Northern Transit
Area, throu^i vdiicli all! U-boats proceeded on their first war
cruises into the Atlantic, was very sparsely patrolled,
was due not only to the pre-occupation of Iceland and No.15
Group with the mid-Atlantic convoy battles but to No.18 Group
being largely concerned with anti-shipping tasks off the
ITon'regian coast ^^icli left few sorties available for A/J work.
Consequently there had been little opposition to the U-boats'
free and undeterred passage aided as tney were by long houirs^of
darkness and tlie efficacy of their Metox search receiversT'^ ̂

The scheme of ear patrols was much the same as ha.d been
instituted in July 1942 i.e, tiae Flora patrols from tlie North
of Scotland interlocking with the Port patrols southeastward
from Iceland, During klai'cli a sli^t increase in flying houjrs
was achieved by using occasional sorties both frona the Hampden
torpedo squadrons in No,18 Group and the Portress squadrons
based at Benbecula in No,15 Group,

This

A fiirther increase came

See Map No,20

from the newuy formedNo.190 Catalina squadron based at Sullom
Voe,t2J During the month four U-boats vrere sl^ited out of
the twenty four now known to have traversed the area. All
four were attacked, two being sunJc outrigiit by  a Portress
aircraft,\3J These were the first kills in this area since
tine previous October, In addition, a Catalina of No, 190
Squadron on an ice reconnaissance sortie to the northeast of
Iceland attacked and severely damaged Ua339 on patrol there.

In April, the flying hours were again increased on the
same system of patrols and 18 sightings of U-boats were made.
Several of tlnese were of the same boats on consecutive days
but even so the ratio to the twenty one loiown to have tmversed
tine area was better. Of the thirteen attacks made, one by
Hampden X/455 Squadron was successful in sinlcLng U,227,

() sorties from three more squadrons were brou^nt
in(.4; and on 18 May Iceland replaced the Port system of fan
patrols by two sweep areas along the estimated track taken by
U-boats on passage called Potman and Copper,(s)
tine twenty two U-boats in transit during the month were sighted
but only nine were attacked. U.646 was sunlc on the ly-th by
Hudson J/269 Squadron operating from Iceland and U,467

Fourteen of

was

Iceland and

Nos,15 and 18

Groups 0eR,B,
Appendices

Ibid and

B. d U.

V/ar Diary

ibid

(1) During January and February, 36 U-boats cleared the
outward bound and three inward,

siglated by the air patrols.
This squadron was formed at Sullom Voe on 17 February from
eight crey/s and aircraft out of the No,210 Squadron
detaclvaent stationed there. They were brougiit up to a
6 + 3 establisliment and were operational from 7 March,
^*469 was surJc by Portress L/206 Squadron on 25 March and
^■>169 on 27 Marcia by the same aircraft but a differant
crew.

No, 84 U.S.N, Catalina Squadron in Iceland, No, 4(0)
Sunderland O.T.U, from No. 18 Group and No. 220 Fortress
from No, 15 Group,
See Map No, 21o

area

Only one U-boat was

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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destroyed just after clearing the actual transit area by UtSoN®
Catalina P/84 Sq-uadron while covering the Iceland/[J«I-Co convoy
RU.75.

At the beginning of June, the withdrawal of U-boat packs
from the Northern Atlantic enabled rauch more attention to be

given to the area emd flying hours in it were stepped up
sharply. The actual transit patrols were frequently backed
up to the south and southwest of Iceland by support sweeps
covering ocean convoys on this leg of their journey. The net
results were far better,

(ii) Operations in June 1943

On 6 J\me, two attacks took place in the transit area,
Hudson G/269 Squadron made an indecisive attack on U,355 and
Tortress k/220 Squadron severely damaged U,450 at 1102 hours in
6205N X I42OW,
and external fuel tanl;:s and had the C, 0, arid six others

seriously vro-onded by na.chine gunfire. She requested urgent
assistance and was told by B, d U, that if it was necessary to
abandon ship the crew must stay together at all costs and fire
star shell if possible every hour. Other U-boats in the
vicinity were ordered to close and stand by her,(1) While
doing so, U, 669 was sighted by Hudson Wy269 Squadron on Copper
patrol but the U-boat got vinder before beir^ attacked, U,Z^50
managed to get away undetected to the southwest and on 8 June
was met by U, 271, 341 and 669 who stayed with her while she
effected ten'q)orary repairs. On the 9th Uo430 reported fit for
diving but stated that medical assistance was still urgently
required. The nearest boat carrying a medical officer was
^»592. some two or three days steaming av/ay and B, d U, fixed
a rendez-vous for the 12 June, U, 271, 341 and 669 were
ordered to resume their passage to patrol positions and in
lieu U, 643, who was nearly time expired on patrol, ms detailed
to meet U,450 at the same rendez-vous and to escort her to a
Biscay port. Arriving first at the meeting place on the 12th,
U.«645 vvas sighted and attacked at I3OO hours in 485ON x 2500W
by Liberator H/86 Squadron who was on passage out to escort a
convoy. Slight damage was inflicted. At 1633 hours she was

again attacked, but without suffering any further damage, by
G/86 Squa.dron, B, d U, shifted the rendez-vous position and
on 13 June U, 643 and 43Q roet in 5015N x 253OVf being joined by
592 on the 14th when the woimided were attended to. U,592

was then detailed for a patrol billet and the other two started
on their passage through the Bay of Biscay,

The U-boat sustained damage to her main ballast

C,C, Pile

3,7050
Encl,103A

Iceland and

No, 15 Group
O.E,B,

Appendices
and

B, d U, T/ar

Diary

While this episode had been occurring, Hudson 14^269
Squadron on a sweep to the south of Iceland had re-located and
attacked U, 535 at 1225 hours on 8 June in 604ON  x 21OW, “
was inflicted which tenporarily rendered her unable to dive.
Still in this condition she was located three hours later
by 14^269 but on the nm-in U,535*s flalc so loiocked the Hudson
about that the depth charges failed to release and the
hits compelled the aircraft to make for base immediately,
H^f an hour later, U,535 was approached by U.S.N, Catalina
D/8i|. Squadron but again flak was accurate enough to frustrate
attack and contact was lost shortly after in tliickening veather.
Later, U, 535 signalled B, d U, that tenporary repairs had been
effected and she was malcirg for a Biscay port.

Damage

numerous

However, some

(1) See the 8 June U-boat disposition map for the positions
of other boats in the vicinity, (l/Iap No. 22,)
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days after^wards it was d.ecided. to resujne her cruise and she
continued dovm as far as the Azores.(0

On 11 June another outward hound boat •" UaAl? - was

attacked in the trajisit area hy Portress R/206 Squadron at
1110 hours.w On the attacking ’run. very intense flak was
encountered which repeatedJLy hit the aircraft* In spite
of severe damage an accurate release of depth charges 'vi’as made

and, on turning back over the spot, tlae Portress saw the

U-boat sink stern first leaving 20 to 30 survivors in the

water* At this point, one of the starboard engines fell off

and with two other engines splixttering the pilot had to ditch*

He put down in the sea about five miles awa.y from the scene of

attack and, although the aircrai’t sanlc in 90 seconds, all

crew succeeded in getting into the dinghy* Unfortumtely
the position of ditching was in the middle of a mined area

whicli precluded rescue by surface craft* Later in the day
the dinghy was found by U«S*M« Catalina C/84 Squadron but,
in trs^'ing to land on the sea, tlie flying boat crashed into

a svirell, broke up and sank* The crew managed to get into

tiaeir din^y but during the ni^t became separated from R/206*3
dinghy and never regained touch* A gale on 12 June stopped
all further rescue attempts but on the 13th, various aircraft

from Iceland and Nos* 15 and 18 Groups re-located R/206‘s
survivors* Sea condj-tions prevented a rescue though the

Norwegian Sunderland G/530 Squadron made a praiseworthy attecpt.
Early on 14 June, aircraft again enrlved over them andprovisions
were dropped* At 1214 hours a specially manned and listened
Catalina (L/19O Squadron) succeeded in landing in difficult
conditions, picked up the survivors and safely took off from

the choppy sea* Meanwhile no signs coull.d be found of C/84’s
din^iy* In spite of protracted searches it was not located
until late on I6 June some 60 miles southwest of the crash

position* A rescue was effected by the UoSodestroyer S;,Tribol

who found that all but one man had died of exposure*

Vfeile these air rescue operations had been going on, Utt536
was sighted on 13 June by U«SoNo Catalina K/84 Squadron on a
Potman patrol* The U-boat dived and an abortive Mark 24
mine attack was made* Returning to the spot two hours later,
the U-boat v/as again sighted but this time remained on the

surface and opened fire on K/84 as a depth bomb attack was
pressed home* The Catalina was hit causing the bombs'.to hang
up* Two Tirere released manually tut overshot whereupon U«556
started to dive* The aircraft came round and released the

last bomb by hand Just as the U-boat had disappeared but it

undershot the diving swirl* Flak damage to the aircraft
compelled an immediate return to base and Uo536 was not seen
again* During the next week only two U-boats traversed the

transit area and neither was slotted by the actual transit

air patrols* These boats were U»334 and 388* The former
was sunk by surface escorts near convoy ONS 10 on 14 June
soon after clearing the Copper pa.trols and the latter was sunlc

on 20 June by U.SoN, Catalina I/84 Squadron wfi.iile on a sw'eep
covering convoy 0N*189 well to the soutlwest of Iceland*

tlie

ibid

No* 15 Group
0,R*B,

Appendices

Iceland

0«R*B«

Appendices

(1) Up 535 only stayed a short time in this region vihere she

was used as a reserve tanker* If^en empty she started
back for France* Yfiiile on tlais passage through tlie Bay
she was sunic on 5 July by Liberator G/53 Squadron,

piutccl by the C.O- feVl€
R • B. Tbciviscio,Co
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(lii) Group sailin.G: of U-'boats out from Germany

Sliortlj'- after the initiation of group sailings in the Bay
of Biscay, Doenitz started similar group passages for new outward
bound U-boats from Germary© The first group consisted of Ud 94i
200 and 420 who sailed in company from Kiel on 12 June# They
made their way out into the North Sea, roxind the Shetlands and
Faeroes and on 20 June were si^ited at 1802 hours by Hudson K/269
Squadron viaile on a Copper patrol to the southeast of Iceland#
Pursuing the same tactics as the Biscay groups, all three boats
stayed on the surface and opened continuous fire*
spirited fashion K/263 stayed over them for 50 minutes making
attacks with 250 lb A/S bombs and depth charges but without
inflicting any damage# Finally the Hudson left them still in
company on the surface# Five hours later they w'ere sighted in
extreme visibility by O/269 Squadron but all dived and had
disappeared over a minute before tlie Hudson arrived on tlie spot*
They vrere not re-located by the transit patrols but two of them
were picked up on 24 June by Iceland aircraft and both sunk,("I/

In a

Ibid

and

B* d U,

¥ar Diary

CoCoFile

s.7050/14/3
Ends* 1A to 4A

The probability of group passages by U-boats in the Northern
Transit irea had been foreseen and more concentrated patrols,
analagous to the Biscay area, had been under discussion*
final decision vra.s to replace the Flora patrols by two patrol
areas designated Catspav/ I (betvreen Iceland and the Faeroes) and
Gatspaw II (between the Faeroes and Orkneys)*
xvere to be fed all available long range aircraft and into the
latter the short range aircraft of No*18 Group*
being it was considered desirable that Icelcuid's short range
aircraft should continue to operate the Potman and Copper patrols
vAiich did interlock with Catspav/ I*

The

Into the former

For the time

The Catspaw patrols were

See Map No* 21

Ibid

Ends* 6A and

7A

promulgated on the 12th but were not started until after the
first sighting of a U-boat group.

ibid

End* 5A

(iv) Doenitz tem-porarily cancels U-boat sailings and summary
for June

Until he could learn as to how the first group passage past
Iceland heml fared, Doenitz despatched no more U-boats through
the transit area* After repeated calls to them, only Ue420
answered at the end of the month saying that after being attacked
on tlie 20th they had all dived and she had not regained touch
with tlie otlier two#(2)
both Ua194 and 200. had been sunk and, assuihng tha.t this had been
the vrcrk of aircraft in the transit area, he cancelled all
further north about passages until the new U-boats had been
equipped with quadruple mounted flak

Doenitz was forced to conclude that

Furthermore he

B. d U,

War Diary

recalled four U-boats then starting their passage and sent them
into Bergen*

guns.

Eius, in a less spectacular fashion than a month

(1) U«200, a 1,200 ton Uoihreuzer, was sunk by UoSoN* Catalina
G/S4 Squadron using a Mark 24 Mine and U„19A„ a 740 ton
Type IX boat, was sunl^ by Liberator H/120 Squadron using
tvro Mk«XI depth charges*
supporting convoy 0N3«11 and in neither case was the
U-boat able to get any final signal throu^. to B  * d U.
Up c^OQ vas the first of the Monsoon boats to sail from Europe
bound for the Indian Ocean - See Part II of this chapter*
y°420 arrived on her operational billet 500 inlles N
Newfoundland on 2 July* The very next day she v/as attacked
by the Canadian V«LpR, Liberator B/IO Squadron RoC*A,P, and
so seriously damaged that she had to start for Prance
Immediately*

Both aircraft were on sweeps

of

NoB.

(2)
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later in the Biscay, the air pa'^rols in the Norttiern Transit
Area tertrpo larily ended the outflow of new U-boats to the
Atlantic#

took place until the end of July and the ever Increasing
effort was, unbeknown to us, scouring a sea area empty

of U-boats#

Summanr for June

During the month only fifteen U-boats actually crossed the
transit air patrol areas#
si^ited by these patrols 1/1410 sunk one and damaged two others*
Tlie sweeps covering convoys southward of Iceland sunk tv/o
of these ei^it as well as a ninth boat hitherto unlocated*
The transit area flying hours up to the end of June together
vath results are given in footnoteCO* Of the four aircraft
lost since 1 Ivlarch, only one was clue to enemy action this being
R/2O6 shot doivn by U«417c

(■'^) July operations - Institution of Moorings area

No further sailings via the Iceland/Scotland route

Eight of these were attacked or

more

In an appreciation of the situation in the Northern
Transit Area at tlie beginning of July, the A,O.C.-in-C* stated
that in previous years there had alivays been a marked increase
in the flow of new U-boats from Gerunany during the autumn and
in view of the heavy summer losses in the Atlantic this .

,  increased outflow was likely to occur at any moment*
tha.t the majority of sightings during the last three

3*7050/14/5 months, had been in ah area lying nsarly midway between the
Enel*. 1A* Faeroes and' south Iceland, his intention was to concentrate

in tlnis area all available airora.ft from Iceland and No»18
Group including those already being provided from No*15 Group*
The area would be laiown as Moorings(2) and would be flov/n daily
until fLirther orders except when intelligence indicated that
U-boats were unlikely to be present or if the Admiralty notified
that Fleet Reconnaissance was to talce priority* Iceland
A,C,H,Q, was to arrange for the pai’ticipatlon of the U*3.
squadrons at Reykjavik and the schcxie of patrols was to be
co-ordinated by the A*0,G* No* 18 Group. In the promulgation
signal, dated 3 July, it was stated, that from time to time
there mi^it be destroyers available to co-operate in the area*
The whole scheme was issued' as Coastal Command Operational
Instruction No* 112{. and was brou^it into force at 0001 hours/6
July iMaen patrols Gatspaw, Copper end Potman were cancelled*

Observ-
C*C*File

ibid

End, 3A

(1)

Flying hours In ’■
Transit AreaMonth A/C U-Boats

Lost
Effective Total Sighted Attacked Results No* In area

Moh* Day 692
Night 9{N)

1,207
1t9(N)

5 5 2 sunk ?4

Day 782
Night 28(N)

Apr. i;iio
,  52(N)

2 17 12 1 sunk
IN IN 21

May Day 997
Night 77(N)

1,li72 13 8 1 sunk
139{N) IN IN 22

June Day 1,707

Night 78(N)

2,1(64 2 15 7 1 sunk
2 dam*

1471N) 15

aircraft lost only one. In June, was due to enemy action.
12) Moorings Area - Bounded by 64oaf x 130a-J to 6247N x 0956W to Sl2CN x

I303W to 6244N X 1605W. See Map No. 21.
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After the first day’s flying the Moorings area v/as divided

into six strips mnnlng N*Wo to SoE# The nearest strip to

Reykjavik ms labelled No, 1 and was used by the Iceland Huascns.

Noo2 was floT/n by the U,S,N, Catalinas, No.3 by No. 15 Group
fl;5’-ing boats, Eb» 4 by No. 15 Group Portresses and Nos, 5 and 6
by No, 18 Group Catalinas and Sunderlands, Yflaen convoy cover

requirements permitted, the VoLoR, Liberators were fed into

No, 3 strip.

ibid

Enel, 25A

On 10 July, under a procedure Icnown as Operation SP, three

Honie Fleet destroyers patrolled in. the middle of Moorings in
co-operation ?dth the air patrols,'"'' VGien no sitting had
been obtained by the 19 July the Ao0,0,-in-G, sent a signal to the
Groups concerned to the effect tliat, altliou^ U-boat trafS-c had

apparently ceased, the numbers of U-boats disclosed in Kiel by
P,R«U, sorties had increased and the enemy ms probably re-amririg
the new boats,

large numbers out into the Atlantic,
this move A/CJ warfare would tenpomrily assume priority over all
other opei-ations for all classes of aircraft in No, 18 Group
and Iceland,

Seaslug area for No, 15 Group's flying surplus to minimum convoy
requirements,
at present in No,19 Group was to return to No, 18 Group so that

a full RoP, squadron could operate against U-boats moving up
tlie Norwegian coast.

He would therefore soon be sending unusually
At the first sign of

Moorings would also take priority over the Bay

In addition, the R,?, Beavifighter detachment

ibid

Enel. 22A

and

00/3,7050/13/4

C,C»Pile

3,7050/14/5

This signal was followed on 23 July by a warning that there

were indications that the efflux of new U-boats mi^t be

starting. No, 18 Group were instructed to lay on ReP,
Beaufi^iter svreeps off S,!, Norm3’- and to be prepared to thickoi

up the flying in the Moorings area in tliree or four days time.
This warning v/as based on the sighting by a P,R,U, sortie of

two northbound U-boats outside ICiel, They were in fact the

supply boat U,489 and Ua647o

(vi) Doenitz tries a passage north of Iceland

C.C.Pile

S.7O5O
Enel. 109

After his cancellation of normal outmrd passages at the

of. June, Doenitz despatched tlie U, Kfeuzer Ub847 from

of 6 July via the north of Iceland and throu^i the
s to avoid the air patrols in tiae Iceland/

U»847 reached the northern end of the

end

Mel

Denmark Strait s

Faeroes cliannel.

Dermark Strait on I6 Julj'' but then collided witli an iceberg
and became frozen in. She extricated herself mth ccnsideiab

B, d U,

ViFar Diary le

structural damage and had to return to Bergen -wiiere she
arrived on the 20th»

next trial out througli tlie normal channel but Independently of

each other and diving as much as possible,
above mentioned U,489 and 647,

on 29 July, U«847 left Bergen, this time on the normeO. route.
None of the three reached the Ivfoorings area until the early
dajrs of August,

After this failure, Doenitz sent the

These were the

Thej^- left Kiel on 22 Jufy vMlte

(1) HJ'i, destroyers Onslow. Obdurate and Orwell, On 12 July
OnsloY/ ms replaced by Opportune. Subsequently in July
small detachments of fleet destroyers were maintained in

the Moorings area, based in the Faeroes, In August this

task ms performed bjjr the 15th Minesweeping Flotilla -

Ref: G.C,/S.7050/14A.
U,847 was the last of the Monsoon boats bound for the

Indian Ocean,

See the 15 Jtily U-boat disposition map No, 27,

(2)

(3)
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There were, therefore, no U-boats in the Northern Transit
Area during the whole of Juljr and
flying hours iDroduced no siglating
was not realised in all A/U circles and the apparent failure
to intercept anything gave rise to a number of suggestions
either to modify the area of search or to change the opei-ating
procedure including a detailed scheme subma.tted by the

American Naval Delegation in Londono However, both the
A,0,C*-ln-C* and the Admiralty considered that tire existing
Moorings organisation was adequate and no changes took
place,

(vii) August operations - Doenitz again cancels U-boat
passages

naturally the 3,000 odd
evO This absence of U-boats

C.C.File

3,7050/14/5
Ends, 32A to
41 A.

Ua647 is larown to have been nearing the Moorings area on
about 2 August but as she vas never herrd of again it Ms been
assumed that she struck a mine in tire barrage line extending
betvreen the Faeroes and the east coast of Iceland, Inciden

tally this was tire only U-boat loss believed to have been .

caused by this extensive field, Ua489 entered Moorings on

3 August and was sigjrted at 0750 hours almost simultaneously
by Hudson J/269 Squadron, Fortress F/220 Squadron and Catalina.
U/190 Squadron in showery weather with low cloud,. The
U-boat put up intense flak at all three aircraft hitting both

the Catalina and the Fortress and frustrating the latter's
atto.ck. The Hudson made two hi^r level attaclcs with single
100 lb a/s bombs, the second of which was a. close miss along
side and slightly damaged U,2d398 Meanvid.rile the Catalina had
Irad'to Inocsis and soon aft or the bomb attack both the Hudson and

the Fortress lost si^rt of tire U-boat in a hear'y rain shower,

U,489 took the opportunity and dived®

No*15 Group
0(>R,B®

Appendices

Air patrols were thickened along her probable line of

advance and she was re-located the following day at 0810 hours

in 6118 N X 1436W by Sunderland G/423 Squadron, In face of
intense flak a low level depth charge attack was pressed home

and the subsequent explosions seriously damaged Uc489 viio

slov/ed domr and started to settle by the stern* The
Sunderland had, hovrever, been hit many times and was on fire

so that the pilot was forced to ditch near by. He and five

others, although all wounded, managed to struggle clear but
the remaining f'ive some of whom had been killed by flak were

never seen again* Ten minutes later surface craft were seen

approaching and U9489 abandoned ship into tyro large rafts,
the ca.ptain sinking tlie boat sso-th demolition charges* In

another ten minutes three destroyers arrived on the scene and
HtMaSa Castleton rescued the Sunderland survivors aftervTards

picld.ng up all the crew of U*4S9» Coming on top of the
recent loss of three supply boats in the Bay of Biscay, the

loss of U,489 was the final blow to Doenitz's remaining
hopes of continuing U-boat 'vyarfare in the outer seas.

(1) Flying hours in July*

Total. Flying hoixrsEffective flying
hovirsType

Day 3,676
Z^21 (.n)

2,714
500(n)Ni^t

N,B, There was one aircraft casualty, not due to enemy
aQ.tioQ*
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y»84-7 crossed the Moorings area between the 3 ajid 5 August
but was sighted on the 5th by Hampden l/h55 Squadron vlio
leaving the area en route to Reykjavik,
act of diving when sifted and had disappeared two minutes before
the aircraft was over the spot. U.8A7 was not again located.
The loss of two out of three U-boats in this axea. caused Doenitz
to once more cancel all passages and no further sailings took
place d^n’ing August, Instead, the thirteen boats leaving Kiel
during the month were held in Bergen pending further delibera
tion, Once again we were not aware of this cessation and the
August expenditure of 4j255 flying hours to siglit two U-boats,
even if one v/as sunk, was held to be most disapjpointing, ("I)

v/as

The U-boat was in the

PART II - U-BCAT OEBRATICUS lU THE OUTER SEAS - 1 APRIL TO

31 AUGUST

(i) Introduction

Apart from the main battle around convoys in the Northern
Atlantic and the separate air opei’ations against U-boats on
passage through the two transit areas, there was continual, if
less concentrated,' flying against .'the larger Type IX and
U, Kreutzer boats eng^loyed by Doenitz in what may be called the
Outer Seas# One of these areas, the Arctic, (2) is not dealt
with in this volume as at this time little flying by the R.A.P.
took place in tins region. Except for air sujjrjoidwitliin some 250 miles
of Iceland the provision of consistent air escort to the convoys
to and from Riissia 'was, after the special shore-based air effort
from North Russia in September 1942, ri^itly considered to be
the task of escort carriers,(3)
and economical of effort in view of the absence of shore air
bases along the route,
convoys took place in 1943 and 1944- tlie results of wliich
vindicated the principle that adequate air cover together v/’ith
stirface escort not only, safegirards 'the convoy but is the most
productive method of killing U-boats, (4-)

This was far more efficient

Many battles with U-boats around these

The areas v/e are concerned with are off Freetown, Uptown,
the Brazilian coast, the Caribbean and occasionally off the
United States seaboard.. In all these areas tlie enemy in 1942

(1) PLyiiag hours for August

Effective flying
hours

Total, Plying hoursType

Day 3,798
457 (n)

5,216
685 (n)Ni^t

N.B, One aircraft Viras lost during the month, shot down by U,489

The Artie area formed a separate U-boat Command and was
first formed early in 1942. The U-boats were based in
Narvik, Trondheim and Bergen, They were all Type VII
Boats and from April 1942 were maintained at a strength of
between 20 and 25.

See Volume III diapter VIII end of Part I,
The story of these operations is told in Volume I of the
Admiralty Staff History of the Defence of Trade and in tire
Admiralty Narrative of Naval Air Operations,

(2)

.4,
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had had great success vath comparatively little loss hut
during the latter half of 1942 the gradual adoption of convoy
together with a slow growth of air co-v
numbers, mobility and sti’iking power»\i
March 1943 the enemy operations overseas consisted of nuisance
raids by a few long endurance Tj^e IX boats operating singly*
At that time the U-boat fleet numbered 430 of which 237
fully operational*
seventeen in the Mediterranean Command and three in the BJ^ck
Sea 2

concerned

r had reduced his

Prom the end of

were

Tv/enty-one were in the Arctic Coinmand

aving 19*5 in th.e Atlant:'.c Cor.mand with W:i:lch we are

Of these latter, 126 were of the smaller Type VII

Bod U,

War Diary

and 70 were large boats made up of 53 Type IX 75O tenners,
ei^it U-Itreutzers of 1,200 tons, three 1,600 tons Type XB
mine-layers and six 1,600 ton Type XIV supply tankers,
availability for overseas work of the Type IXs was reduced
in April by an order from Doenitz that to raake up the numbers
required in the convoy war, up to a dozen were to be operated
in the Northern Atlantic in tlie U-boat paroles in spite of their
unliandlness in this type of warfare*

The

(11) Operations overseas

Instead of treating each of these distant areas sepasrately,
an attempt has been made to describe the course of events as a
\ijliole in the Atlantic south of latitude 40° N*
disposition maps for various dates (Nos. 8 to 13) will help
to illustrate the text from now onwards.(2)

(a) April 1943

The U-boat

’  } ■

At the beginning of tlie month tlie disposition of
U-boats in the Western Atlantic (hereafter"called Area A)
seven. Those off West Africa (hereafter called Area B) were
nine* The large mine-layer U«117 vra.s off Cape Pinisterre

These

oversea

coming doTm to lay mines off Pedala and Casablanca,

s

was

were laid by her and U.455 on the 8 Aprll(3) T_  The U-boats
off or near the coast of South Africa (hereafter called Area C)
numbered seven. A fresh batcli of six UoKreutzers was on its

way to tills area and were strung out between the Nortliern
Atlantic and the Cape Verde Islands*(4)
their positions can be seen for 3 April on Map No. 8.

Individual boats and

During April, in spite of fairly consistent air cover in
Area A, the U-boats occasionally picked up independently
routed ships. U.155 and 129 each sunlc two and U,185 one ship.
Similarly in Area B, U»123 sanlc tliree and Uo515 one ship vihile
tile Cape bound U.Ereutzers U.I8I and 195 each sanlc one sliipo
This was difficult to prevent or avenge as most of the air /v
effort in botli areas v/as devoted to convoy escort and ;suppai:t'^
whlcli liad the desired result that convoys vrere va-vely molested
but inevitably the independents, were relatively unprotected and
were easy targets. An exception came on the last night in
April Vivien U.515 got into a weakly escorted convoy south of

ibid

and

A.amtyeB.R,1337

(1) See Volw-e III Chapter XIII end of Parts I and II.
(2) These naps have bean compiled from the War Diary of B.d U,
(3) S.S. Rouennais (Fr.) - 3^7/7 tons In convoy C.G,29 mined on the

April off Casablanca v^as the only victim of these fields.
ik) These six were Uct77. 178. 18], 155, 196 and W.
(5) Flylns: figures for-West Africa In April - Ref. West Africa Command

O.R.B. Appendices.

Conv^ Support and
Pati'DlsConvoy Escort

Total

hours

Eff.
houits

Eff.

hours

Total
hours

Type . S A S A

4358825
6

Day 1,0782 2 759 1 1
182Night 1 62 112

Aircraft cesinltles - one (not due to enemy action)
N.B, No figures are available for Areas A or C,
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(0 In Area C aFreetown and sank no less than seven ships 0

coastwise convoy system with somevifhat sparse air cover was being
started but bj?' keeping to seaward of this the tvro German and

one Italian U-boat snapped up six large independents aggr^tirg' ’
2f3pOOO tons* Retaliatoiy action in these areas a.ccounted for
U*167 sunlc on the 5th in the Canaries Channel by Gibraltar
Hudsons \Torking from Ags.dlr and U*174 sunk south of Halifax by
a UoSo aircraft on the 27 April*' ,
during the month to close Cape Eatteras in searoh of slilpping
but had to wj.thdraTV well to seamrd again because of air and

surface craft activity which they reported as extending out to
200 miles from the U*S, coast*

U.I6I and 129 attempted

(b) May 19A5

During tJie month the number of overseas boats changed but

little* U«176 replaced U«155 in the Florida Strait* Uo154
was transferred from West Africa to the Brazilian coast where

she T/as joined by U*128 fresh from France*
home* In the Atlantic Narrows betv/een South America and

A-frica was the supply tanker U*460 to replenish the U-boats in

the vicinity* Passing through this area was Uol82 homewfard
bound from the Cape and two fresh U-Kreutzers - U*195 and 192 "
bound for the Capeo On the way throiigh eacli of these boats

intercepted and sanic an indejpendent ship* However, a few days ■
later when further north Uol82 was sunlc on the I6 May by aU,S.
destroyer forming part of the escort to an American cross-

Atlantic convoy. During the second half of May six UHhsutzers

.were in operations,! billets off the South African coast between ■

Capetov/n and Lourenco Marques*

In Area A - U*176 attacked a local convoy in the FloridaStrait
and sanic two ships but two days later on the I5 May wa

located and sunlc herself by Anierican and Cuban ai^erarHr*
after further complaints about the strength of air and surface

craft activity to seaward of Cape Hatteras, started for home on

the 18 May* When 600 miles on her homeward journey she

managed to sinlc a 255 ton sailing vessel - her sole victim

after six weeks patrol* U*154- sanic one ship off Pernambuco
and tlien had to vdthdrav/ because of continuous day and night

air s.ctivity viiile U«128 was sunk on the 17 May by combined
American &,ir and surface craft action off Baliia,

UsISg hadretui'n.ed

U*161;

ibid

See Maps
Koso 10 to 13

In Area B - the four U-boats in the Freetown Sector sanic

between them five independent shlp)s aggregating 27,000 tons*

They tlien refuelled togetiier with Ue154 from tlae tanker U»if60
after Thich U*123 started hane and the others returned to

their previous billetp* In this month also, the air effort

by the West African Coraaiand safeguarded the coastT/ise convoys
for contacting U-boats who were

Towards the end of the aionth tte
but found: few opportunities
keeping well to seavra.rd*^^'^ibid

a] This was convoy T3,37 “ See Chapter II end of Section
Flying figures for West Africa in I'lay - Ref, W'est Africa

Command 0oR»B* app^enttlces

Convoy
Suppor't and. 'PatrolsConvoy Escort

Eff.

hours

Eff.

hours

Total

hours

Total

hours
Type

S A S A

Day 94-9
8

608 860h57Q
8

1 1
81Ni^t

Aircraft casualties NIL*
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Type IX Ut511 passing outside the Capo Verde Islands on her

v/ay to Japan.'''

In Area C - During the month five independent ships v/ere sunk.

On the 23 Kay, U.i78 and 1_96 tackled a convoy betv/een Port
Elizabeth and Durban but ?/ere frustrated by the strong air

Up 196 Tivas aftemvards heavily depth charged bj*- the

Hovrever, ozi the 28th, Uo177 attacked another
convoy and sanlc two large ships out of it, afterwards escaping
undetected.

cover»

surface escort.

Doenitz’s order, given early in April, for the
participation by Type IX U-boats in the Northern Atlantic
convoy war had up to tlie 6 lilay resulted in the loss of eight of
them. As new Tj?pe VIIs were becoming available in increasing
numbers, he reverted to the exclusive enroloyment of the larger
types in the more distant areas. As May progressed, the very
heavy losses in the Northern Atlantic compelled Doenita to

withdraw the U-boat packs to more southerly latitudes and the

prosecution of Outer Sea operations became his only alternative
until he could re-equip Yd.th better weapons. (2) By the end of
May this pi-osecution was being intensified. Two Type IXs were

coming out from Germany (U0I76 and 513) more (U. 172 and
530) together with three IJype VIIs (U,758, 592 and A55) from
French ports. The large irinelayer U, 119? after replenishing
some boats in mid-Atlantic, was about to lay a minefield off

Halifax, (3) U. 66, 1 90 and 521 had taken up positions off

Cape Hatteras,’ "u, 67, 527 and 51J were well on their way
towards the Carilzbean and Brazilian coast followed by the
U-iKreutzer 11,199. Another large minelayer (U,118) was south
bound off the Azores to act as a refueller and a small mine

layer, (U.214.) was nearby on her way to lay mines off Dakar, (4)
The same three U-boats were in the Breetown area with the supply

tanker U.460 southv/est of the Cape Verde Islands, Further

south, U, 154 was off Cape San Roque, U.5II off Ascension Isle and
U„ 180 was re-turning from the Cape area with a consignment_ of gold
and some Japanese officials, (5) place off South Afr.ica was

The six other U-Kreutzers were still inbeir^ taken by U»197«

B. d Uo

ifer Diary

See Map No. 13

positions along the coast.

(iiil The U-boat War in all Paorts of the Atlantic in June 1943

From the 1 June ora-^s-irda, it is pr-oprosed to recount the

course of events in all pax'ts of -fche Atlantic because the

unsuccessful attempts to intercept the Anerican tx’ansatlantic
convoys hastened the merging of both Types VII and IX U-boats
into the Outer Seas Offensi've - a campjaign vdalcli was brought to

(1) It had been arranged between the respective High Commands
•tiaat a Geiman U-boat should be transf ex-red,, not onljr to
assist the Japanese in organising U-boat 'wai'fare against
Allied shii^ping but as part payment for rubber cargoes
brought from the Far East by the blockade runners.
Ref, Ftjelxrer Conferences on Naval, Affairs Pages 11 to 20.

See end of Cliapter II ■>
This field -was laid on the 2 Juiie aaxd olaDaed the one
and only victim the next day. This was SbS, Halma -
2,937 tons. .
U,214 laid hei' nines off Daker on the 6 June, The only
casualty to them occurred on the 20 Jime - S.S» Sarita Maria
(UcS.) - 6,507 tons damaged.
This valuable cargo and the Japanese had been transhipped
off Madagascar from a Japanese U-boat.

Ill
(4)

(5)
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nought rnainly by the brealc-dovm in the facilities for refuel

ling at sea. In this second niajor reverse the Allied Matritime

Air played a leading pari: to which the two transit offensives
contributed in no small degree. Frequent cross reference will

therefore be made to events described in Chapter IV and Part I

of this chapter,(1)

T/lHaen Doenitz withdrew the U-boat packs from the Northern

Atlantic he maintained a few Type VTI boats on the old hunting
ground to put out bogus radio traffic in order to deceive the

Allies into thinlcing that his large concentrations were still

in position. He recalled those convoy war U-boats that were

low in fuel and deployed the remaining sixteen into a Group
Trutz di^osed in a north/south line some 600 miles west of the
Azores, The dummy radio traffic did not deceive the Allies

for long and by the middle of June both air and surface support
to Northern Atlantic convoys was being reduced to  a prudent
minimira thus releasing forces to stiffen the operations in both
the transit eLreas, Moreover additional American escort

carriers were becoming available and starting early in the

month with the existing U.S.S, Bo^gue they were employed in
giving air support to the American UG and GU convoj/'s plying
direct between New York and Gibraltar, Thus the deployment of

Group Trutz to the Azores area in the hopes of getting ou.t of
the hated air cover was doomed to disappointment.

See Map No, 13

(a) The Atlantic north of Latitude 30° N,

During the month new Type VII boats from Germany were
directed into the scattered billets in the Northern Atlantic
but time expired departxures homewar-d and casualties caused by
Allied attack resulted in only five billets being consistently
maintained, ( 2)
their threat to convoys nil, Thej'' were however, sighted and
occasionally attacked by Coastal Command aircraft escorting or

Their radio traffic was a waste of time and

(1) The reference for U-boat movements and policy is from the
War Diary of B,d U.

1 June - U,202 sunlc by H«M»S. Starling when supporting
convoy HK 241,
4 June - U,30Q (outward) sunk north of the Slietlands by
Ii,M,sAh Truculent,
6 June - U^45Q seriously damaged in the Northern Transit
Area by A/220 Squadron,
11 June - U,4l7 sunk in the Northern Transit area by
R/206 Squadron,
14 June - U.334- sunk So\'}» of Iceland by H«M, ships
escorting convoy CIISIO,
15 June - U.449 damaged S,W. of Iceland by P/120 Squadron
escorting CNSIO,

20 June - U.388 sunk S,W, of Iceland by l/84 Squadron
U.S.N, covering 0)1189,
24 June - Two large boats - U,194 and 200 - both intended
for overseas were sunk by aircraft supporting CNSlI,

(2)
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supporting the northern convoys. No convoys were attacked
and indeed no ships at all v/ere sunlc by U-boats north of
latitude 31° N, Group Trutz Y/as equally unsuccessful,
in the month Doenitz Y\ras expecting a UG convoy to approach
them from the west but i^art of his waiting line was located on
the 4th by aircraft from U^S.Se Bogue who Y/as supporting this
convoy,

the next day a further search by her aircraft attacked and
sank U.CITo

Early

Ufl603. 641 and 2^ were attacked indecisiveljr but

As the Group had seen no signs of the convoy by
the 6 Juncj Doenitz assumed that_, acting on the previous
sightings of U~bojits^ the convoy had by-passed the line.
This vra.s confirmed to him on the 8th as Uo753 outward bound

siglited a destroyer and some ships v/ell to tlie southward of
the Azores* Shortly afterwards the boat Y^-as attacked by
carrier-borne aircraft and, although shooting dovm two of them,
was badly damaged with several men wounded. Prom these
episodes Doenitz concluded correctly tliat escort oarx’iers
were being used to provide air cover for tl'iese convoys and

air reconnaissance must be expected up to 200 miles ahead of

them,* This ha.d not been ex-pected bjr him and he forthYdth

instituted a procedure to meet this contingency:-
(a) - If carrier borne aircraft were si^rtedbj’- day, U-boa.ts 'vYsre to
make for the presumed convoy in rear at high speed, the U-boa.t

Goi-nmand at the same time orderirig the rest of the line to fHIo'./

suit. The convoy vrould then only be able to evade by matin
a large alteration of course. If the convoy v/as not sighted
by dark, the line must be halted and the boats must patrol
north and scuth until daybreak Y/hen a further advance in line

tOYirards the convoy must be made until it Yra.s started,
(3) - J.f carrier borne aircraft Yxere sighted in the eveniirg
U-boats riaist not follo^Y the convoy's presumed course but patrol
at high ^eed at rlglrt angles until daybreaJc Y/hen the line nrast

advance twYards the convoy as in (a).

'i'-r
o

cc

Having missed this UG convoy, Doenitz disbanded the patrol
line and sent all Group Trutz to refuel from the supply taiilcer

Ujt^b^ Y/e stnrard of the Azore

(b) The Outer Seas re-inforccments

The intensification of the Outer Seas offensive YYas now

YYell under Yiay, Pour Type IX boats - U.lys, 310? 513 aiid 330
together YYith four Type VIIs - U,333j 453? 372 ajid 392 Yrere
outward bound for the Brazilian and ifest African Coasts soon to

be followed by five more Type DCs and eight Type 7IIs all

^9

(1) June convoy escort and suppox't by Noso 15,» 18 and
Iceland Groups,

Convoy Escort

Results iType AttacksSi^itsEffective hours Total hours

5 UD'i..9

dmriagcd. !
Day 9ca 101,901

Niglit 18 302

Convoy Support

194, 20°
sunk

1,618Day 1,033 7 5

6016Ni^t
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s.(0 Prom this date (8 June) thedestined for distant area

Maps illustrating the disposition and movement of all U-hoats

in the Atlantic are made oiit at '.Teelzly intervals* The large
Uf-boats on or intended for overseas missions are in plain red,
the Type VIIs on specific Outer Seas tasks are in .red laiderlined

■with green and the Type VIIs still being employed on convoy
operations in the North At?v.antic are in plain greeno The
indi-vldual boats* number is given in all cases as being of tise
in conjunction wi-bh tiie text in this and the Bay Offensive
chc-pters 9

Maps
Nos, 22 to 35

Adequate refuelling facilities a basic requirement

Doenitz realised that his planned s:d;ension of the over
seas effort, particularly by Tjqpe VII boats, as vrell as the
maintenance of an anti-convoy group in Azores area TiTould depend
on adequa-te and suitably disposed supply tanlcerso
end the large minelayer Un1l8 was being used as a resejv/e tani^i’
south of the Azores as also would be after laying her
mines off Halifax©
x'epleniEhed fuel and provisions from U0A88 and vrere sent to
es-fcablish a triple patrol line some ^00 miles YfoSoW© of the
Azores so as to Intercept ’the next UG convoy©

To this

By tlie 12 June most of Group Trutz had

The fli-st set-back to Doenitz’s refuelling plan occurred
on the 12 June vixen U0II8 vas sunk by UgSaS© Bogue’s aircraft
SoS.Wo of the Azores* This compelled him to cancel some of
the Type IX missions in order to use their fuel to replenish
the more mrnerous Type VIIs. Accordingly Uo53p, I70, 535 and
536 all received instructions either to refuel other
operational boats to capacity or to give up their fuel to U»488
after which they vrere to return to Biscay Ports* By the
middle of the month ano'tlier batch of three Type IX and el^t
Type VII boats v/ere leaving the Bay(2) to be refuelled to
capacity south of the Azores before proceeding to overseas
billets* On the 21 June, another blow to the refuelling
programme took place. The supply tanker U0A62, outward bound
from Bordeaux, was severely shot up by Mosquito aircraft in the
Bay and suffered several killed and wounded viiich necessitated
her return to harbour® This was followed on the 24th by the
sinking of the incoming U9119 in the Bay bj?" the 2nd Escort
Group, and on the 27th by the forced re-turn of U»518 after
being attacked in the Bay by P/201 Squadron, Althou^i
another supply tanlcer - 11*487 - had got throuf_^i the Bay
outvard bound, Doenitz had to inform the boats in the scattered
Northern Atlantic billets that no reiiielling was possible for
them and when lo’w in stock they must start home without furthor’
orders* At the same time he instracted all southbound U-bcats
that they vrere duty bound to proceed at economic sjpeedo

(c) Doenitz abandons mid-Atlantic convoy operations

Group Tj.-’-i.itz had foirned the new line by the I6 June but in
the ensuing five days had seen no signs of the expected

(1) Type IXs - U*185. 508. 170. 535 and 536, the latter three
north about from Germany
Type VIIs - 135, 571, il8, 590, 8^ 3O6 and 732*
Type IXs - U*159, ^ and 155*
to return to harbour owing to attack by Coastal Command
Bes.ufighterE,
Type VIIs - U*134* 415. 653, 634, ,600, 257 s.nd 6j5o

- Ue564 - was sunk in the Bay by G/lOoOsTallo
Still another - U«358 - vra.s damaged by P/206 Squadron in
the Bay and forced to return*

The two latter were force

Another one

(2) d
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uG convoy so on., the 2lst he ox'dered the triple line to move
eastv/ard at seven knots until reaching an area south of the
Azores by the 29th •wiiere he proposed to halt it in expectation
of a GU convoy* He surmised that the UG convoy must have
taken a long southerly detour and this ms confirmed on the
22nd by a report from U6 572. on the way to the West Indies,
that she liad sifted a large strongly escorted convoy about
1,200 miles southwest of the Azores steering HO®. As the
distance ms too great to operate against it, he allovred the
orders to Group Trutz to stand. By the 26 June, Group
Trutz ms in position to the S^S.ViT, of the Azores and he

temporarily extended the line up to the latitude of the Azores
by using five or six of the overseas task boats viio were
topping up with fuel from UeZt.88, He noted at tlris time in

his War Diary that there was almys a possibility of enemy
convoys passing close north or south of tlie Azores and stressed
the difficulty of intercepting these convoys in the wide ocean
space without any air reconnaissance of his own and without
any decyphered intelligence*v 1

Finally at midni^t on the 28 June, with no signs of the
GU convoy, Doenitz abandoned the fruitless and unprofitable
campaign against the American convoys and permanently dissolved
Gjmup Trutz* All boats in it, except U,666 wlro ms to return
time exi^ired to Prance, were to move E»N#Eo ii tloree subr-groii? s
called Geier I, II and III.(2) They were to make for Cape Roca
(Portuguese coast) and then spread fanwise up to the latitude
of Gape Finisterre -v^iere they would occupy billets for
operations against Allied shipping proceeding between the
United Kingdom and Gibraltar or Africa* Pending their
arrival, yiiich was expected to be about the 6 July,
six outmrd bound Type Vll boats were told to halt in an
area some 300 miles WoS,W, of Cape Finisterre to initiate the
operation against the north/south convoys*

(d) - The Outer Seas operations

Fe^v successes attended the U-boats in distant areas

because, as yet, there were not many actually in position*
In Area A the month started badly for the enemy as U,521
was sunk off Cape Hatteras by a U,S» patrol boat on the
2nd but thereafter no further U-boat losses took place* On
the other liahd the seven remaining U-boats in the area effected
little* U*66 sank a large tanlcer south of Charleston, one
ship was sunk and one damaged by U.81 5 southeast of Rio de
Janeiro and one ship was sunlc by Ua172 near the end of the
mon’tli between Pernambuco and Ascension Isle, In Area B,
W«515 attacked the northbound convoy T,S*42 at dusk on the
1 June to the south of Freetown but ms detected and so heavily
depth charged by the surface escorts that she had to break'amy
and start homemrd. On the following day U*126, off Freetown,
torpedoed but only damaged a straggler from this same convoy*
On the same day a little fiirther, north, U*105 ms sunk off
Dakar by a Free French aircraft working from that base.
Nothing further occurred in this area* Uo126« the only

a batch of

(1) For scaiietime his Radio Intelligence Branch had been
unable to gain any routing information from intercepted
Allied signals,
Geier I - U.228. 603. 608 and 6A1.
Geier II - U.211. A55. 981 and 955.

Geier III - U.232. 536 and 61^2,

U»221 and 558 to take up billets between Lisbon and
Gibraltar,

Uo60A, 270,406, 591, 598 and 662.

(2)

(5)
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remaining boat, left for home on the 12 June and the U-boat
re-inforcements did not arrive in positions off the coast until
riglit at the end of the month,

surprising that the West Africa Command liad a completely blank
month. U; Area C provided Doenitz with a fev/ successes in an
exceptionally poor month for him. Up to the 8 June, four
independent ships were sunk off South Africa by U.178. 181. and
p8 and one near Ascension Isle by U.180 on her homeward
journey. Thereafter the South Africa boats were withdrawn
well to the southeastward of Madagascar where during the latter
half of the month they were refuelled and provisioned from the
Geiman tanker ^Scliliemann*.

In these conditions it is not

Thus replenished they were
intended by Doenitz to operate during July between the South
African coast, i'iadagasoar and Mauritius.

(e) - Operation Monsoon

In order to exploit the promising area s-bill further to
the north, Doenitz detailed in June a further nine Type IX
boats and two U-Kreutzers to proceed out to the Indian Ocean
for operations up the east coast of Africa, in the Gulfs of
Aden, Oman and Cambay and off the southern tip of India.
Their departure was tir^ied so as to reach their areas at tlie
end of the S.W, Monsoon period and the venture was given the
cover name of Operation Monsoon. (2) The firs!; to set out was
U-Kreutzer Uj,.20O viho left Kiel on the 12 June, She was sunk
vdien southwest of Iceland on the 2A June by the Coastal Command
controlled U.S.N* Catalina G/84 Squadron who was covering
convoy 0NS.11, The second boat to sail v^-as U.188 from
Lorient on the 30 June followed early in July by the other
nine. Their story is given in the July section.

(f) - Summan?- for June

Doenitz abandoned operations against the American convoys
not because of losses incurred as laad been the reason further
north in May but because of his complete failure to Intercept
any of them. This was due primarily to intelligent
routing aided by air cover provided by U.S.S. Bogue^s aircraft.
Doenitz had no air reconnaissance capable of reaching the
vrestern Azores area and it was because he could obtain this
nearer Europe that he started to operate against Allied convoys
westT/ard of Cape Pinisterre, That he would run strai^t into
excellent Allied shore-based air cover in this area was to be
painfully demonstrated to him early in Julj’-,
of only four ships sunlc in the Atlantic was, apart from the
failure in the Azores region, due to the fact that only few
U-boats v;ere in overseas attack

evasive

Tlie meagre total

A large number vrereareas.

(1) Plying figures for West Africa in June - Ref. West Africa
Command O.R.B, appendices.

Convoy escort Convoy Support and Patrols

Eff,
Hotirs

Total

Hours
Eff.

Hours

Total

Hours
Type S A S A

Day 1,560939 565 789
Nij^it 1 41 10 23

Aircraft casualties - NIL
(2) The boats detailed were:-

Type IXs - U.,168, 183, 18^ 506, 509, 514, 516, 532, 533
all from Lorient.

U-Kreutzers - U.200 and 847 both from ICiel,
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on tlieir way to or approaching tlieir stations and Julj'' seemed
to him to promise a good divide:id hut supply difficulties had
already appearedc
flak battles with aircraft coupled Tdth a trust in an obsolete

search receiver were to cost him dear in mid-ocean, overseas
and in the transit areasi,

(iv) July operations

(a.) The Atlantic north of latitude 30° N

Moreover the mistaken tactics of surface

Shorebased air activity in the Bay and Outer Bay very
soon affected not only the current eneray intention againsb
convoys on the Gibraltar route but his Outer Seas caiipaign as
well. The five boats temporarily halted west of Cape
Pinisterre v^ere soon told, to continue their outward passage
having si^ited nothings Their place v/as taken from the

5 July onwards by the slowly advancing Geier groups Wiiose

arrival off the v/est coast of Portugal coincided with the

special air effort from Gibraltar^and Mor'occo recxuested by
the A5,0oCu-in-C» Coastal Command

11 July these aircraft sank three Geier bo
tvro others 0 Tvro more were attacked indecisively and an

outward bound boa.t - Ua - v/as forced to return severely

damaged
in the area by the G»AnP» reconnaissance, the Geier groups
vrere quite unable to follow them up and on the 12 July
Doenitz disbanded them and recalled the boats to Prancea

Ironically enougji, his final signal to return ms addressed
to the very three boats 'vdio had just beeii sunlc.

(?J Betvree;Yreen t

atsU)
he 7 s.nd

and damaged

In spite of freqL\ent sighting reports of convoys.0

In the Nortlaern Atlantic, exhaustion of fuel stocks
caused four of the scattered unit s to sta.rt for home while

another - UJ.i.20 - after arriving on her billet northeast of

Ne¥ffound2a.nd on the 2 July was the next day attacked by the
R.CaAePo Liberator B/iO Squadron and so severely damaged th:

This left only U„667 iu

4-

she had to make for home immedlateljr, _
the entire area and she too had to leave on the 1/+ Judj’"®

No U-boats were sighted during the month by the much reduced^
convoy support flying done by Nos» 15> 18 and Iceland Group cJ^A)

During the first ten days of July, the implementation of

the Outer Seas campaign continuedo Tlie other nine Morisoon

boats sailed, eiglit from Lorient and the ninth - U-ILceutzcr 8vi-7
from Rlelo Prom other Bay ports sa.iled four Type IXs, twelve

(1) Uo60A. A06, 591p 598, and 662.
vdaile still in the Bay orang to defects.
See Chapter T/ (viii) and (x)®
U.951. ̂ 5 and 252.
July convoy escort and support by Nos. 15^18 Iceland
Groupso

U.270 had turned back

(2)
3

,4,

Pl3'-lng hours on Convoy Escort

Attacks ResultsTotal Si RatingsEffective

1,622538Day
37 210Ni^it

Plying hours on Convoy Support

208 311Day
45Ni^it 15
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Type VIIs, five small minelayers (“I) and one supply taiilcero The
Bay air operations took toll among this bunoh, T\to Monsoon

boats, one Type VII and a small minelayer were sunlc outri^t
while one Tj'pe IX, one Type VII and bhe ill-fated tanlcer U. 24.62
were sufficiently damaged to compel their return to harbour, Cs)
The latter mishap was another direct blow at the already
strained refuelling situation. U,462 was intended to proceed
into the South Atlantic and Doenitz had now to make plans to
refuel the Monsoon boats much ftirther north, U.,487, then near

the Azores, had not sufficient stocks to do all the replenish
ing necessary and another operational boat - U,160 - was
detailed as a reserve tanker, Doenitz decided that those boats

at present outward bound would have to go to their attack areas

direct without first refuelling and accordingly he switched
those already replenished to the Caribbean and Brazilian coasts

so that the former could go to the less remote Preetovm area,
Shoxild the next two supply tankers get through the Bay
unscathed, one'"would proceed to the Cape Verde Islands so that
the Preetown boats could remain there as long as possible and
the other towards Trinidad for the benefit of boats in the

Caribbean and Brazilian areas. He also simimarised the whole

U-boat Y/ar Situation as he saw it. This recapitulates T/hat

has already been narrated in this and the lorevious chapter
but it underlines the alrea-dy crippling effect of maritime air

attack on U-boats at sea and the dependence of his present
campaign on adequate refuelling facilities. For those
interested, it has been included at Appendix VIII,

The revised refuelling scheme received a fiurther blow in

the middle of July, U.Z^S? was sunk by aircraft from U,S.
escort carrier Core some 800 miles S.S.YY. of the Azores and

U«160 by aircraft from the Santee(3) just south of these
islands,

the Monsoon boat U.509 in much the same position,
not become aware of these losses until a week later and then

gave orders that until further notice U-boats were to avoid the

area east and south of the Azores down to the latitude of the

The latter followed this up a day later by sinldiig
Doenitz did

Canary Islands,
hibited area were, in view of the danger from carrier borne 8.ir-
craft, to proceed mth the utmost caution,
measures as regards refuelling were taken,
U.62^8 was to refuel the returning U, 527 00
replenish three of the Monsoon boats while U, 516 had to cancel
her Indian Ocean mission in order to refuel the others.

Any boats compelled to izse part of this pro-

Purther emergency
The out-//-ard boiond

and U,135 was to

(1) U,373 to mine off Port Lyautey. U,607 off Kingston
(Jamaica). U,613 off Jaclcsonville, U,230 and 566 off
Norfolk (Va.),
Monsoon boats U,3Q6 and 514 sunk by U.S.A,A„P, aircraft and
R/224 Squadron respectively,
U.628 and minelayer U.607 suiik by j/224 and N/228
Squadrons respectively.
U, 505 damaged by H.M, ships and U, 386 and 462 damaged by
D/53 an8. j/224 Squadrons respectively.
Two others - U.706 and 709 had to return ovd.ng to internal
defects.

These two escort carriers had recently joined U.S,S. Bogue
in providing air cover and reconnaissance for the UG and

GU convoys.
After being refuelled, Ui527 continued on her homeyfard
passage but was sunk on the 23 July by U.S.S, Bogue*s
aircraft just south of the Azores, Shortly aftervyards
her aircraft spotted the outward boui:id minelayer U,613 who
dived. The Bpgye/q destroyer screen was homed to the
spot and U.6I3 was sunk by U.S.S, Badger,

SECRET
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On the 22 July, two precious supply boats sailed from
Bordeaux - the supply tanlcer U»i:.39 and the large minelayer
Ui1J7« ' So anxious was Doenitz to help them safely through the
Bay that he detailed tiiree class destroyers to escort'
theni as far as longitude 10oyf. Hov/ever, just after they had
been left by tlieir destroyer escort on the 2Z).th to continue
alone, Uojfcjg v/as sunlc by Wellington Q/172 Squadron,
marked the beginning of the end of the Outer Sea o^Derations,

372 and 134 in the West Indies were told to start home
and other boats were instructed to leave their stations when
their fuel stoclcs approached the minimum required for the
return journey. If vitallj' necessary, some fuel to ensure
return could be obtained from U.117 viio would be stationed
off the Azores,

Meanviiile since tlie middle of the month six more Type 'VIIs
and one Tjrpe IX minelayer' had left Biscay ports for overseas
operations. All had been attacked by Coastal Command aircrai’t
and two Type VIIs had been sun]c,(2) One of the final blows to
the desperate refiielllng jjroblem came on the 30 July ■when
the next two supply tankers U.461 and A62 were sunk in the
Bay by U/li6l Squadron and S/502 Squadron and tlie type IX
accompanying -them ■was destroyed by ships of the 2nd Escort
Group,
for some days and his subsequent decisions are related in the
August section,

(b) The Outer Seas operations

This

Confirmation of this disaster did not reach Doenitz

The month started vrell for Doenitz as his fir^b wave
of U-boats were arriving in their attaclcing areas and for a
time cau^it the defence forces at a disadvantage. Nine ships
were sunk up to ■the 9 July off the Brazilian coast (three of
them out of a convoy), three in the West Indies, three olT the
West African coast and six off -tlie southeast coast of Africa,
No U-boats were lost, liov/ever, from the 9th onward, shore-
based aircraft reacted strongly, particularly off South America,
and took an increasing toll of the operating U-boats. The
rate of shipping loss fell accordingly. During the rest of
the month, seven ships were sunlc and tiiree damaged in Area A
against ten U-boats destroyed vdth two o^tliers seriously
damaged - all by U,S« shorebased aircraft. In Area B, only
one ship ■was sunlc and three damaged in spite of  a large
concentration of U-boats between Freetown and Lagos, One
U-boat Tvas sunk in this area by H,M, ships escorting a convoy
in the Canaries Channel and one ■was seriously
Takoradi by Vfest African Air Command aircraft
was tlie only region to continue to afford Doenitz any
reasonable returns. Here the U-Ilreutzers off the southeast

^^ged,(3) Area C
off

Admty, BR,l337

coast sanlc a further el^t large ships and damaged another ■with
no loss to themselves.

(1) U.43 to 3n.y mines off Lagos.
(2) U.4Q4 by W/224 and N/4 b43,A.A,F, Sqdns.

U«614 by G/172 Sqdn,
(3) Flying figures for West Africa in July -

Command OoR,B, appendices.
Ref, YiTest Africa

Convoy escort Convoy support and patrols

Eff.
hours

Total

hours

Total

houi's
Type Efr.

hours
S A S A

Day 1,078 1,825 2 2 935 1,293 2 2

U.571 dam.Night lit 76 36 52
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In nid-ocean, the American escort carriers supporting the

UG and GU convoys had three furblier successes aparo from those

already recounted in connection with the enemy's refuelling
arran^eiaent s, On the 16 July^ the Cox-e' s aircraft sighted
and sank U067 east of Bex-muda as she was on her retxxm journey.
On the 24th, carrier borne aircraft attacked U,373 off lladeira

as she was on her way to lay mines off Port Lyantey,
age inflicted forced her to abandon this mission and start for
heme,

G,43 southwest of the Azores as she was on,her way to lay mines
off Lagos,

Ihe dajn*-

Pinally on the 30 July, the Santee' s aircraft sanlc

(v) August operations

(a) The Atlantic north of latitude 30*^ N,

By the 2 August Doenitz realised the probable loss of one
of the essential supply tankers in the Bay of Biscay and
immediately recalled those overseas boats who were lowest in
fuel. Six were told to start back from V/est Africa and six

more from the Guiana and Brazilian coasts, They were
instx'^lOted to make for a position well to the west of the Azores
where those in vital need of fuel to reach France would be able
to get some from U,117 after which this boat ms to lay mines
off New York, It was impressed on all U-boats at sea that the
xitmosTt economy must be exercised in fuel and provisions.

By the 4 August, repeated w/T calls had failed to raise a
reply from either of the outv/ard bound supply tankers in the
Bay and Doenitz recorded in his War Diary that further supply
ms now problematical. All boats overseas were to start on

their return passage and, as carx'^ier borne aircraft were to

be ̂expected everywhere in the Central and North Atlantic, the
, order of the 21 July was cancelled so that boats were free to
use the shortest way home eastward of the Azores,

The Bay offensive closed in a climax of U-boat sinkings
during the first three days of August, Out of the eight boats
then outward bound, four were sunk and one was turned back

On the 4 August, the new outward bound supply
tanker U,489 from Germany ms sunk in the Northern Transit Area
by G/423 Squadron and on the 7th the reserve supply boat U,117
was destroyed 40O miles west of the,Azores by the Card's
aircraft(2) who also seriously damaged U,66 who was refuelling
from her. Thus no refuelling boats remained afloat in
the Atlantic,

^It ms not till the 10 August that Doenitz was aware of
the loss of U,489, He then realised that, xn order to get the
la'/est stocked boats back to French ports, he must detail the
outward boxmd Type IXs Ual29 and 325 as reserve fuellers as
well as using U»'i 17, Meanwhile the Card's aircraft had on
the 9 August sunk U,664 and badly damTaged U.262 to the north-

j of the Azores,(3) Gn the 11th, they sank the newly
detailed emex-'gency fueller U.525 in the same area. Delays in
confirmation of these losses result.ed in much W/T traffic and

west

(1) 454 and 706 sanlc,
Trinidad) damaged, '
nA„S,S, Card was another American escort carrier engaged in
air support to the UG and GU convoys,
ihese two boats.together with U,7^0 were on their way to
mtchxng billets off the U.S, seaboard. Three <3ays later
U^760 was attacked by a U.S, Liberator when approaching the
coast. She, was severely damaged and had to return to France,

U,218 (to mine off

(2)

(3)
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considerable confusion in the U-boat Conraiand H^Qo as boats in
need of fuel or doctors searched the ocean west and south of

the Azores in vain for non-existent sources of supply with
whom they had been given rendez-vous.

On the l4Augu^ Doenitz gave up U»117 as lost and
decided to use the last Monsoon boat - Ua8A7 - to ease the

fuel crisiso(1) He gave orders> hcarever, that every effort
was to be made not to take so much fuel from her as would

result in the cancelling of her mission. By the 18 Au.gust
it was realised that Ue525 had been sunk: and, although Uol29
had started replenisliing some of the returning boats, it ms
imperative to find additional sources, Uc847 therefore had
her Indian Ocean mission cancelled and from the 21st took

over the duty of supply in a position some 750 miles south
west of the Azores,

(b) The Outer Seas

Consequent upon the groi'j-ing refuelling crisis the July
high tide of operations was ebbing fast and, in the Atlantic,
shipping losses were insignificant. In Area A, only two
daips were sunk - both by Ue185 in the Bahia sector, 1,3,
shorebased aircraft sanlc U,572 east of Trinidad, U,615 off
Curacoa and together with surface craft so damaged Ue604 off
Periiambuco that she had subsequently to be scuttled. In
Area B only one ship was sunk but vvest Africa aircraft sank
^0 403 off Balcar and Ub468 westward of Bathurst,(2) This
latter attack was by Liberator D/200 Squadron,(3) It was
made in the face of very intense flak aiid in spite of mortal
injury and a raging fire in the aircraft the gallant pilot -
Pilot Officer L, A, Trigg D,P,Ce- released an accurate stick
of depth charges and then craslied in flames. There were no
survivors, Trigg afterv/ards received a posthumous Y,0, on
the adi'niring evidence supplied by survivors from the U-boat
who were picked up by a corvette some days latex’. By the
18 August no U-boats remained in operation in the Outer Seas,

Only in Area 0 was any significant shipping loss incurred.
This was well round the comer from the Atlantic in tlie Vi/aters
between southeast Africa, I&.dagascar and Mauritius,
diips were sunk, the' last being by Ual97 on the I7 August, She
was herself sunk by air attack on the 20 August vihen south of

Seven

No,200 Sqdn,
Form 540
0,0, Review-

Aug, 1943
Page 10 and
Admty, C,B,
04050/43(10)
Page 31

(1) This U-Kreutzei’is attempts to get out from Germany Into the Atlantic hare
been recoimted in Part I of this Chapter, aie was, on the 14 August, ■
approaching the Azores from the nci^th,

(2) Flying figures for West Africa In August - Ref, West Africa Commancl C.R-.B.
appendices.

Convoy escort Convoy support and patrols

Eff.

hours

Total

hours

Err.

hours

Total

hours
AS S A

Day 1210 1930 2 2 4 U.403 and
U.463 sun!t

1,151 5

Might 5 47 3621

Aircraft casualties - ftie on convoy escort (not due to eneny action) and one on
patrol shot do'/m by U.468.
(3) No, S)0 Squadron had just started re-equipping from Hudsons to Liberators.

This was the first sortie undertaken by the detachment of four liberators
based at Ruflsque near Bathurst,
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Madagascar. By this date tlie other U~Kreutzers vrere homeY/ard

hound except for 11.178 viio viras on passage for Penang. The

five surviving Monsoon boats were rounding the Cape on their

long trek to the East African and Arabian sea coasts,

(vi) The U-boat War Revievred by Doenitz

On the termination of U-boat operations in all parts of

the Atlantic, Doenitz reviewed tlie U-boat Vifar at length. The
following is a summary of the itiajor points made by him:-

(a) - The outstanding feature of tlae U-boat v/ar continued
to be the high losses aiuongst U-boats vvhlch were not balanced

by coraraensurate ship sinJd.ngs. In the open Atlantic, the
U-boat losses were ettx’ibuted entirely to carrier borne aircraft
against viiich at present the onlj'" counter-measure was increased

vigilance. Losses among operational boats in overseas areas

had been hi^T., These also Y/ere mainly due to air attack and

it was presumed that Metox radiation had been extensiveljr
exploited by the enemy for location and surprise attacks. ¥ith

the introduction of Hagenuk search receivers it should be

possible to resume this warfare but the employment of Type VII
boats would depend on the future supply fa.cilities,

(b) - Tlie Capetoim to Mada-gascar operations had been successful
but the favourable conditions could not be exploited to the full

as further supply could not be guaranteed. It had only been

possible to replenish the Monsoon boats at the start of their

journey by cancelling the missions of other operational U-boats.
Central Atlantic and Oixter Seas operations had had to be

abandoned considerably earlier than anticipated owing to the
lack of supply facilities. It was intended to supply boats
on their outward passage far to the soutli but this was

frustrated by the loss of U»463 in May, the tTd.oe forced return
of Ua462 in June and the loss of U.487 in July, A few
boats were replenished only at tlie expense of cancelling several
overseas operational missions, A.S a substitute measure it wa.s

then intended to operate beats to nearly dry tanlsj and give them
fuel on the return journey only sufficient to enable them to
reach Biscay ports,
U.459. 461. 4^ and 489.
boats early with no expectation of receiving fuel on the way,

(C) - It YJB.3 not possible, in the existing state of affairs
in the Bay of Biscay, to plan future operations as it was

impossible to guarantee safe passage to supply tanlcers. Only
three T3rpe XI7 tcuikers remained available wi,th  a fourth still
on trials in the Baltic,

operational for this task with two others s

,(2) With these few^ only the most essential supply
operations could be carried out and then only to U-boats on

outward passage,

(d) - To balance the absence of offensive action against
convoys a large number of minelaying operations had been intended.

So far, however, out of the eleven sorties despatched only.four

This plan also failed with the slnldLng of
It then becarae necessary to recall

One large Type XB minelayer was
.1 on trials in

the Baltic

B.d U.

War Diary
for August
Pages 97 to 101

(1) In fact only two Type ZTI tanlcers were operational - U.46O
and U.488 both in Bordeaux. Doenitz was still unaYare Yiien

drawing up this review that U.489 had been sunk,
other supply boat was U,2!-90 then at Kiel.
Here again Doeritz was unaware, when writing, tliat the one

operational large minelayer U, 117 had just been sunk.

The

(2)
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had been carried out« (0 Tliree had been sunk on the wayy
turned back because of damage received, one (U,117) Iiad to be
used as an emergency tanker and one (U.-107) v/as still on the my.

(e) - The intention to resume convoy warfare in the
Northern Atlantic at the beginning of September had also been
frustrated by heavy losses and by the temporary cancellation
of sailings from Biscay Ports to enable further trials with the

This resunaption v/as, therefore,
By then the boats would

Bagenuk search receivero
postponed until the end of September,
be equipped v/ith the new Zaunlcocnig acoustic to.rpedoy tne fully
automatic 37 mem. fla-k gun and, besides Hagenuk, the radar

decoy Aphrodite on which favourable reports had been received#

(vii) Summary of the Outer Seas Campaign
Little remains to be said about tliis pliase of U-boat vrarfare

Tlie final bunch of returning U-boats vrerein the Outer Seas®

making for Ua8A7 to get sufficient fuel to take them into port#
The Anerican escort carriers Core and Card niade  a last killing

among them, aircraft from the former sinl<ing Ual85 and 84 on the
24 August and those from tlie latter destroying U.847 herself on
the 27the

ni^it by a Gibraltar based Lei^r^i Light Wellington and ships
escorting convoy SLe135 IdLlled the returning Uo634 east of the
Azores#

by Halul. ships escorting convoy 0G,92#.

U.i34 nearing Pinlsterre on the 24th v/as sunk a.t

An outward bound Type IX U«.523 was sunlc on the 25th

That tlie Outer Seas campaign was a costly failure is borne
C2) belov/# Of these 53 U-boatsout by the figures in footnote

sunlc, all except seven and one shared vrere the work of Allied
aircraft and of the 16 damaged sufficiently to compel return, 14
were caused by air attack, A striking demonstration of

Maritime Air Power with the Bay offensive equal hea-d of the

scoring list#

(1) The four carried ouc were:-
U#119 off Halifax on the 3 June,
UfigIH off Dakar on the 6 June#
UoS30 and 566 off Norfolk (Va.) on the 31 July and 1 August.
Ue107 was still on the way to lay off Charleston#

(2) U-boats engaged in the Overseas Campaign and the ships they sank.
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P^T III - THE PASSAGE OF U-BOATS TIffiOUgl THE GIBRALTAR STRAIT -

APRIL TO AUGUST 1945 J^CLUSIVE

One last area in tlie Atlantic remains to be dealt v/itli.

This is the Gibraltax Strait and its approaches* Since the
repulse of the U-boat concentrations on both sides of Gibraltar

after the Ne¥» Africa landings in November 1942, the area had
been avoided by Doenitz in dispositions of U-boats on account
of the strength of the air patrolso For a very short time
early in March 1943 a small group of U-boats i/vas temporarily
stationed off Gape St. Vincent against convoys bound,fo
Gibraltar either from the United Kingdom or America.

r

After

a single success by one of the boats the group Vvas vdthdravm to

the vrest owing to tlie continual air patrolling from Gibraltar.

Thereafter no U-boats approached the Strait area unless
they were endeavouring to enter the Mediterranean,
flying in the area became another transit operation and henceforth '

The flying boat squadrons based at

In fact the

is treated as such.

Gibraltar together with the Hudson and Leigli Light Wellington
detachments at Agadir were engaged much further afield on ocean
convoy escort and support,
on occasions but the short and medium range aircraft based
at Gibraltar sav/- little from 1 April onwards unless some
attempt was being made to re-inforce the U-boat flotilla inside
the Mediterranean.

They did have actions with U-boats

No such re-inforeement had taken place since early in
January 1943. By tlie end of March the number in the
Mediterranean had been reduced by losses from 22). to 17 and on
the 1 April two U-boats - U.303 and 414 ~ were detailed to

make the passage. They arrived U3nseen in tlie western
approaches to the Strait on the 8 April and, using their
Metox Search receivers, got safely through on the surface
during the niglit of tlie 9/l0 April,(2; more boats - U.616
and 410 - left Biscay ports toiira-rds the end of April, arriving
off the Strait on the 28th

darkest niglit and, again using their- Metox, botli succeeded in
passing throu^i on the surface diiring the ni^its of the 3/4
and 4/5 May respectively.

In view of the Axis reverses in North Africa ■ Docnitz was
.  being pressed to send more boats in and the next day he

detailed two of the boats already on patrol v/estard of Portugal
to make the attempt. Uidcnown to hhn, one of these (U.659) had
two days previously been sunk in collision v/ith another U-boat.
The other

approaching vrest of Glbrs.ltar on the 7 May by Hudson x/233
Squadron,(3; By the time DoeriLtz was awacre of the fate of-di^e
tv/o boats, further loss inside the Mediterranean had again
reduced the number to 17 and on the 22 May U.594 and 409 were
ordered to sail. The former was intercepted west of the

Strait and sunlc on the 4 June by Hudson P/48 Squadron using
Rocket Projectiles. The latter arrived off the Strait on

the last day of May. For the next four days and niglits she
was chivvied about, being sighted and indecisively attacked

from tlie air several times, but got tlarough safely during the
ni^it of the 4/5 June,

Both waited for tlie new moon

obeyed the ord.sr but vas sunk as she was

This was Group Robbe mentioned in Chapter II (li) and(iii)o'
No R.A.Fe or P®AoA» aircraft at Gibraltar were fitted vd.th

10 cm. AcSoV. until iiaid~A.ug"ust 1943.
(3) Mentioned in Chapter II (vl)

1

2
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No furtlT.er U'-'boats were detailed to make this passage until

the 17 September 1943* Tlae flying hours in this area during
most of June and all July and August were over a sea completely
empty of U-boats. However, sucli flj'-ing ws-s by those aircraft

■wiio could not get up as far as the Pinisterre area where the
main action against U-boats was being fou|^it. The flying
hours and results in the Gibraltar transit area s.re given below
in footnoteCOft

(1) Patrols and Sweeps east and west of Gibraltar.

Night flying by Leigh Light aircraft (L/L) is distinguished from ordinary
aircraft (N).

ResultSi gilts 4ttacli;sMonth Type Effective hours Total hours

1,038
5kW

(  3i5(L/L)
{

1,ij29
92(N)

(  406(L/L)
(

Day
RoA.F•

Night
April

52Day 29
FoA.A*

135(N)89(N)Night

Uout7 surk■  1,8Zi0
(  152(N)
(  681(L/L)

1,281
(  84{N)
(  567(L/L)

5 5Day
R»AciF s

3L/L 1L/LNight
May

Day nil nil
F.A.A.

162(N)108(N)Night

V«59k1,081
7tN)

(  578(L/L)
(

1,793
{  22(N)
(  ?12(L/L)

5 3Day
R,A.F.

1L/L 0Night
June

20Day 12
F.A.A.

i!3(N) 67CN)Night

(  27(N)
(  102L/L)

1,021
(  nan)
(  69(L/L)

Day
R.A,F,

Nlglit
July

13 22Day
F .AcA.

37(N)P5(N)Night

1,118
8(N)

(  1C6(L/L)
C

1,553
um

Day
( )R.A.F.
(  1it1(L/L)Night

Aug.
nil nilDay

F.A.A.
(  27(N)19(N)Night
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CHAPTER VI

TI-IE EESUI.PTION OF jCOEVOY WAR IN THE HORTHERII ATLANTIC

(i) " Doenita and airborne radar

(a) Recapitulation of the factors up to July 1943

Frequent mention has been made in the convoy war chapters
of the conviction held by Doenita that airborne radar was
responsrlble for our accurate estimations of the U-boat

dispositions in mid-Atlantic which enabled successful convoy
evasion to be practised,

the fact that betsreen August 1942 and May 1943 these
dispositions were purposely placed by him outside the range of
shorebased aircraft and he knev/ that up to liarch vre employed no
escort carriers on these routes,

had correctly diagnosed A.S.V. as the reason for surprise night
attacks in the Bay of Biscay and had drastically reduced them
in this area by the introduction of the Metox search receiver.
He remained, hovyever, obsessed by the belief that in the ocean
areas vre must be employing some mysterious airborne radar which
was all-seeing and undetectable.

This obsession is strange in viev/ of

During the autumn of 1942 he

Before recounting the mental morass into v/hich these
conflicting beliefs landed the U-boat Command it is as -well to

examine what A.S.V. had done and was doing for us in the A/U war.
By September 1941> most of the aircraft employed on A/U duties
were equipped v/ith either the Long Range Mk,. II A, S.V. or the
Standard forv'/ard looking Ivik. II A.S.V. Dirring the next nine
months to the end of Mlay 1942, A. S.V. did not help very much in
the initial location of U-boats. Orang to the absence of a
reliable illuminant very little night flying took place and
daytime visual lookout vras still regarded as the prime method of
location Vidth A.S.V. merely a .supplementary aid. Maintenance
difficulties, inadequate training of operators and the apathy
of pilots towards a "new gadget" accounted for this attitudeo(l)

In the table beloYif(2) are given all the U-boat locations

(1) Reference R.A.F. Signals History Vol, VI. chap, V«
(2) Initial locations of U“boats by aircraft fitted with AcS.V,

U-boat Transit Areas

Northern - Biscay - Gibraltar

Atlantic Convoy Area

Period

Initial location by A.S.V.

of

total

Initial location by S.V.

S of
Visual A.S.V. Visual A.S.V. total

Sept.9 58 18,313 93 17 15.5
raths. to

Hay I9i!2 (1 by night) (2 by night) (7 by night)(5 by night)

5 June to

Oct, 1912
101 1119.8 1311 27.1

(1 by night) (■; by night)mths. (1 by night) (19 by nig.ht

1 -Nov. 19l2
to

Feb. I9l3

88 8 8.3 Il2 26.852
mths.

(none by)
night )

(2 by night) (2 by night (13 by night

3 March to
May 1913

192 9.821 119 31.655
(3 by night) (7 by night)mthSo (3 by night) (11 by night)

3 June to
Aug. 1943

15.111 882 2631
(none by)
night )

(none by)
night )

mths. (1 by night) (5 by night)
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by Coastal Command aircraft fitted with A.S,V. It will be
seen that in the nine months to the end of May 1942, over

80 per .cent of the U-boats sighted, whether in the convoy or
transit areas, were initially detected by the visual lookouts.

The introduction of the Leigh Li^t in June and the start

of night operations in the transit areas with emphasis on a

high standard of A.S,V. training resulted in a rise in night
locations while better training in the day squadrons helped to
increase the percentage of A.S.V. contacts up to the end of

October. This increase persisted in the next period to the

end of Februarjr 1943 in spite of a severe drop in the Biscay
due to the German Metox Search receiver because this drop was
offset by excellent A.S.V.. results by night off Gibraltar
against U-boats not yet fitted with this device. However,
initial visuad. location still continued to be over 70 per cent.
The coming of 10 can. A.S.V. in March 1943 to the night soxiadrons

restored the efficacy of night location in the Bay area but

during the summer months up to 2 August U-boats in the transit

areas were mainly sirrfaced by day and in spite of the re

equipment of many day squadrons to 10 cm. A.S.V, the A.S.V.

percentage dropped sligntly in favour of visual location.

In contrast, right through the period of convoy battles in
the Northern Atlantic from August 1942 to early May 1943, -
during which Doenitz was most vociferous about the menace from

airborne radar, over 90 per cent of U-boats sighted were ;
initially detected by eyesight; moreover all the aircraft on
convoy operations were still fitted with Mark II A.S.V, against
which, after October 19^-2, his U-boats were adequately
safeguarded.

It appears, therefore, that radar's real claim to success
was confined to ni^t operations in the transit areas whether

metric or centimetric A.S.V. This was not due to shortcomings
of the equipment but to the superj.or training of operators in
the night squadrons and to the fact that there was no visual
conmetition in darkness.

In order to appreciate the state of mind reached in the

summer of 1943 by Doenitz regarding airborne A.S.V, the
sequence of events is briefly recapitulated.

Early February 1943 - Doenitz told Hitler that the knowledge
enabling Allied convoys to by-pass his Atlantic U-boat disposi
tions could only come from treason or undetected air
reconnaissance. The former possibility was being dealt v?ith.
If the latter was responsible, the U-boat groups would have to
be scattered more T,7idsly in the Atlantic and to do this he must

A proper solution was German long
range air reconnaissance but this unhappily v/as non-existent.
have many more U-boats.

Early March 1943 - Failure to intercept any of the New York to
Casablanca convoys 'laAsed Doenitz's suspicions of lealcage of
information but after a systematic analysis he came to the
conclusion that the positions of U-boa.t groups could be
estimated by intelligent combination of 1/T transmission
bearings, occasional visual sightings and airboma A.S.V.
locations. At this time his opinion that airborne radar was'
the greatest menace received support from information that the
G.A,.E, had recently recovered from a crashed British bomber the
remains of a radar apparatus which apparently v/orked on a v/ave-
length of 9o7 centimetres.

coiimiui:iication his staff reported on the success of a visual
tuner incmorated in the standard i'/fetox search receiver which

Hosirever, concurrent with this

gave wamxng of A.S.V. transmissions not detectable by the
normal aural fitment. Jumping to the conclusion that this was
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the ar).si,ver, Doenitz paid no further attention to the G.ApE..
information and gave orders for the liagic Eye to he fitted in
all Metox receiver circuits,

supported shortly aftenvards by several favourable reports
from U-boats at sea.

This assumption seemed to be

Apart from our continued use of metric A,S.V, which would

course light up the Magic Eye, we had at this time just
started to use centimetric A

.0

oi

e.t night in the Bay of Biscay.
Technically it was possibj.a, if the Metcx aerial happened to be

of dust the right electrical capacity, for the Magic Eye to
glow on the harmonics of 10 cm. A.S.V. transmissions,

no centimetric A.S.V. v/as as yetbeingused in mid-Atlantic
and of the 100 U-boats sighted on the convoy routes during the
first quarter of 1943 by aircraft fitted Y/j.th metric A.S>Y,

only eight were initially located with the A.S.V.
Doenitz vras not only leaning on a broken reed as regards wani-

ing against surprise attack in the Bay of Biscay but thought
he wa,s guarding against the prematiire discovery of his Atlantic-

U-boat dispositions which latter had little to do with airborne
radar.

Q TT
.c O c.. V «t>

But

Thus

End of ife-rch 1943 - Dcenltz's suspicion of something other than

airborne radar v;-as again raised by the interception by his
Radio Intelligence Group of Allied T//T broadcasts giving
estimations of U-boat group positi.ons in mld-Atlantic» These

were generadly remarkabldr accurate but again Doenitz. decided

that painstaking piecing together of scraps of information
could account for their precision.

End of April. 1943 More of these accurate w/T broadcasts an,d
a series of successful evasions by Atlantic convoys coinciding
wi.th an unusually large number of -uiilrimaided night locations of

U-boa.ts in the Bay of Biscay once more swayed Doenitz. into the

belief that we possessed an airborne radar undetectable by
U-boats whether in mid-Atlantic or the Bay of Biscay. His

faith in the Magic Eye weis shattered and he set all his

responsible departments to the task of discovering the na.ture

of this mysterious location device.

Early May 1943 - Still more obviot.is avoidance of his U-boat

groups by convoys, particularly SC* 1,295 svd.tched Doenitz's
suspicions back to treachery or the possibility of the

compromise of Geiman cyphers,. An immediate change in the

U-boat cipher settings was ordered and all other possible
sources of leakage were again checked. Meanvidle^ to avoid

the continuance of surprise night attacks in the Bay of Biscay
he reversed the ,U-boat tactics on passage and started diving

by nl^.t and surfacing by day - a measure which led him into
serious trouble during the summer of 1943.

End of May 1943 - Further successful convoy evasions and the

hea,vy casualties among U-boats who managed to intercept others

finally convinced Doenitz that the major menace came from air
craft who must carry an undetectable radar. He v/ithcLrew from
the Northern Atlantic into latitudes which he hoped were out

side air range,
not because of A.S.V.

during April and ¥iay only 17 v/ere initially detected by^
In the transit areas however, it played a langer pa.rt,

Aircraft certainly were the major menace but
Of the 157 sightings in the convoy

areas

A.S,V*

particularly at night, in enabling aircraft to surprise U-boads
before they could dive.

In his report to Hitler on the U-boat war situation,
Doenitz said that the most urgent requirement was  a counter-

measui-e to Allied airborne radar,

knew on v/hat principle it operated nor were they even certain
Neither he nor his staff
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that it was electronic,

active development in several directions among which were:-

Jamming devices against airhome radar.

Screening material and/or paint designed to reduce
the radar echo from U-hoats' bridge casing and super
structure.

Experiments and trials were under

(1)

(2)

(3) Decoy radar targets either suspended from small
balloons or mounted on buoys.

Fitment of U-boats v/ith their own anti-aircraft

search radar adapted from the G.A.F. Hohentwiel model.
(4)

C5) Fitment of U-boats with sound locators to detect

approaching aircraft.

(6) Research into the possibility that infra-red or ultra
violet rays might be the detecting agency and the
provision of suitable warning equipment.

Research into the possibility of location by thermal
detectors.

(7)

Attempting to evaluate on the one hand the efficiency of
A.S.V. as an initial locator and on the other hand the effect
of this device on the enemy's tactics one is forced to conclude
that the net result was an illogical psychology imposed. or\ him
whereby the frustration caused by intelligent convoy evasion
T/as laid at the door of an airborne radar already largely
countered in the transit areas. Basically this was caused by
Doenitz's inability to credit our Radi.o Intelligence v/ith even
the same scale of information gained from time to time by his
own and which resulted in his giving powers to airborne radar
in ocean areas far beyond what serious reflection should have
told him was possible as regards aircraft range and absence of
detection by search receiver,

(b) The Radiation Myth

During the simmier months of 1943, Doenitz's attention
focussed on the Bay of Biscay,
of his U-boats on passage by Coastal Command aircraft stimu
lated the special efforts being made to discover how this was
being done. Once again the technical advisers to the U-boat
Command failed to suspect a change in the A.S.V. wave length
and instea.d directed investigations to their own equipment.

was

The almost unfailing location

It will be recalled that at the end of July the Group West
Command Experimental Section had reported on the extent that
the Metox search receiver emitted radiation and that, in their
view, it was likely that aircraft fitted with sui.table receivsms
were homing on this emission. As a precaution the boats who
early in August were entering the Bay by the Spanish territorial
water route were ordered by Doenitz to keep their Hetox
receivers switched off. Additional precautions were issued on

War Diary for the 9 August when all boats were informed that W/T teansmi^kns
Aagust Page II5 could also give away their position. In Serial Order No. 33,

Doenitz attempted to lessen this danger by instructing boats to
take the opportunity to send their radio messages or reports if
and when they had been definitely sighted. If necessary to
use W/T at other times a special visual and radar interception
watch was to be kept and if they were in a known dangerous
area they were if possible to remain subm.erged for several
hours afterwards. The radio sets themselves were to be

SECRET
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carefully tuned free of radiation and the use of alternative
frequencies was recommended in order to lessen the chance of
enemy direction finding.

On 13 August a further joint report on Ifetox was laid
before Doenitz. The technicians conceived it possible for
homing to take place on MetoX radiations but doubted if the
enemy was actually making use of this fact. From U-boat logs
there was little evidence that this was taking place, indeed
the frequent reports of constant enemy radar transmission and
numerous cases of surprise attack on boats who were not using
their 1/ietox pointed to the contrary. On the other hand Group
West's Radar Detachment, after further experiments with Metox
on shore and at sea, considered that expert operators coiold and
did detect and approach U-boats even if a viride band receiver

, sv/eep technique v/as used,
search receivers made by the firm of Grandin.

Doenitz was debating which set of experts to believe when
at the psychologieal moment a P.o.W. Interrogation Report was
rushed to him.

Communications Bureau to the Effect that earlier on 13 August
a captured English pilot under interrogation by an officer of
the Bureau in Oberursel Transit Camp had stated that the English
aircraft now hardly ever used their A.S.V. for anti-submarine
hunts because the U-boats themselves emitted sufficient radia
tion on ¥iAhich the aircraft was able to make a target run-in.
A.S.V. sets were only switched on for short periods to check the
range,

ranges up to 90 miles when flying at heights up to 1000 metres
(3,250 feet).

This applied equally to the similar

This was from the head of the Naval

This radiation from U-boats could be detected at

ibid page 122).

The apparent confirmation of his previous fears coming
at a fortuitous but critical moment completely blinded Doenita
to the doubts of the technical scientists,

put on record that special importance must be attached to this
statement in view of recent experiments and the losses from air
attack during the past two or three months. It wras, he wrote,
possible that the prisoner was deliberately trying to mislead,
especially as the range mentioned was unlikely, but it must be
accepted as true in as far as affecting his decision for the
future.

He immediately

Accordingly he issued a memorandimi in which the use of
Metox and Grandin sets was described as dangerous for U-boats,
The risk of surprise attack run by a U-boat without an intercep
tion set was known and it was better to accept this known
danger than trust to a set which might be betraying the boat.
A radio message was therefore sent to all U-boats

(T.0.0. 2315/13/8) stating that the suspicion that the enemy
was making use of Metox radiation had been further confirmed.
The use of Metox and Grandin receivers vtas forthwith forbidden
in all sea areas.

ibid, page 125

Regarding further steps, Doenitz recorded that it was of
the greatest importance to carry out further tests for radia
tion on the new HageniAc receiver.(I) As fitted in the boats
about to leave port for the Northern Atlantic it was known to
emit far less radiation than Ifetox and of a different nature

(1) Hagenuk was the code name for the Wanze G.1 wave indicator.
Radiation was very much reduced but the tunable range still
only covered the 120 to 180 centimetre wave band.
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so that even if detected by the enemy it was unlikely at first
to be recognised. The question of radiat-ion from other short
and long wave receivers used in U-boats would have to be
carefully examined.

The name of this pilot has not as yet been discovered but,
although disobeying the strict orders not to talk beyond
giving name, number aaid rank when under interrogation,( )his 

'

fairy tale was successful in preserving the secrecy of 10
A.S,V

alleys and in ensuring that the convoy T/ar would be resumed in
the Northern Atlantic by U-boats who would be wide open to
surprise attack from the air.

cm.

in leading the U-boat Command up many subsequent blind• 9

This emphasis on radiation being the cause of Allied air**
craft locations reduced the priority of research into the other
possibilities such as infra-red, ultra violet and thermal
detection together with their various appropriate counter
measures but much valuable technical and specialised time eoBrt
continued to be wasted on them. Experiments to even fiorther
reduce the radiation emitted bjr Hageniok produced a new model
called Wanze G lw'-hich v/as nearing the mass production stage
towards the end of October 1943»

Meanwhile, early in September Doenitz had liappened to be
in conversation w:Lth a leading German physicist (Professor Esau)
who was aware of the use by R.A.P, Bomber Command of centi-
metric equipment (H2S) and of the measures adopte dby the G.A.B
to counter it. No positive action was taken by Doenitz until
nearly the end of September when his attention v/as focussed on

the efforts made by a batch of U-boats to penetrate past
Gibraltar into the Mediterranean. All three of the firstSee Chapt. 7II

Part II comers reported continuous surprise night locations and attacks
of which no warning was given by their Hagenuk wave indicators*
Although one succeeded in getting through, the others were
beaten back and Doneitz abandoned further attempts,
in his War Diary that it was suspected that the aircraft were
using centinietric A,S.V.

He noted

Accord'ingly he sent for Professor
Esau and arrangements were exx)edited to modify the G.A.E.
indicator. - ocde name Naxos -(2) for fitment into U-boats,
further attempt to enter the Mediterranean was to be made until
the boats had been so equipped.

No

Although the probability of 10 cm. AbS,V. was thus admitted
by Doenitz at the end of September, the radiation myth still
obsessed the teclmical and research branches of the U-boat .
Command,

covering of low centimetric wavelengths that occupied their
ingenuity,

in this respect, the research department designed  a crystal
detector which by its nature was unable to radiate at all.

In fact it was reduction of radiation more than the

Concurrent v/ith the experiments to improve Hagenulc

(1) Air Publication 1548 “ The Responsibilities of a Prisoner
of War,

The ex-G.A.P, Naxos set was a.detector receiver for the
8 to 12 cm. band,

Mk.III 10 cm. A.S.V. was no more than about five miles.

It v/as a delicate instrument with a long coil of flexible
cable and had to be passed below from the bridge before
diving,
general was a makeshift affair.

The maxiimim theoretical range on our

It was also adversely affected by sprqy and in

(2)
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This received the code name of Borkum(l)and had reached produc
tion stage hy the last week in October.

Meanwhile during October a number of U-boats were supplied
vd.th the haxos detector and five of these were detailed to
effect the penetration of the Gibraltar Strait.

^  ̂ _ were sink by the Gibraltar air and surface defences and during
•  • Wa.r Diary the atten^ts, which took place at the end of October, Doenitz

received nmerous signals from the boats complaining of surprise
air attacks at night of which their Naxos equipment gave them
no warning. This failure ooupled Tirith the serious U-boat
losses from air attack around

Three of them
ibid and

convoys during October and

continued successful evasion by convoys completely dneredited
Naxos and with it the 10 cm. A.S.V. belief. Radiation was
once more considered the villain of the piece and. early in
November the V&JhzeG.I was scrapped in favour of the Vanze G.2
while Borkum crystal sets were rushed into service,
addition, suspicion llad. fallen on the short wave w/T receiver
as fitted in U-boats and this too was to> be replaced by one
designed against excessive radiation. The other possibilities
(infra-red etba) were re-examined and specially equip
carrying small parties of technicians (Field 'fatches)

In

were

ibid

,  Pages 275 and
276

organised to observe while at sea the liitherto unvratched fre
quency bands in the spectrum.
Command that radiation of some kind was the basis of Allied air
location that the Naxos set continued to be supplied to U-boats
as well as the other two sets not because it covered the lov/
centimetric wave band but because it did not radiate.

So convinced v/ere the U-boat

The awakening from this Radiation Myth did not occur till
the end of 1943 when Doenitz, dissatisfied with the multiplica
tion of blind alley research, ordered a drastic re-organisation
of the technical and research departments.
Naval Scientific Directional Staff v/ith headquarters
to co-ordinate all radio and radar matters,
placed an eminent scientist - Professor Kuepfmuller - who was
directly subordinate to Doenitz.
energetic guidance the reality of both 10 and 3 centimetre
A.S.V. vras established,

until he could produce an efficient and practical improvement.
The further events in this iijar of countermeasures are recounted
in a later chapter,

(ii) Preparatn ons for the renewal of convoy

He created a

in Berlin

At its head was

Under this Professor's

Naxos was standardised as a detector

war

Before the last of the returning overseas U-boats had
reached Biscay ports Doenitz had started sailing 2^pe VII boats
into the Northern Atlantic in preparation for the resumption of
convoy warl’are. The first batches numbering ten in all (2)
left port during the last week in August. They proceede(^‘''^*'<̂ e.t<'/
across the middle latitudes of the Bay keeping submerged for
the maximum time possible, Doenitz made the followin
to all U-boat commanders announcing the new campaign:-

signalO

(l) U-boat warfare has e3q3erienced grave set backs in the
past months and boats have been inexplicably lost in
transit and in their waiting positions, while U-boat
groups in mid-Atlantic were frequently by-passed by
enemy convoys.

ibid

Page 141

(l) The Borkum set had no tuning control but v/as designed to
accept all transmissions between 75 and 300
of this band the sensibility fell off but a strong enough
10 cm. transmission would nevertheless produce a. response,

(2) U.305, 645, 260, 338, 731, 386, 669, 229, 341 and the
supply boat U. 46O.
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(2) The reason for this vms presumed to be a new undetect
able method of location by the enemy,
been established by means of research and confirmed
by prisoner of war statement that the former Metox

and Grandin Search receivers enabled the enemy
aircraft to locate U-boats by their strong radiation.

it has now

(3) These models are now superseded by the non-radiating
Hageniak wave indicator which can also be used for

detecting radar transmissions on all primary wave
band frequencies.

(4) The v/hole situation is thereby decisively altered.
Boats now putting to sea are equipped with this
flagenuk device, v/ith the new Zaunkoenig homing
torpedo, and with strengthened flak armament,
this basis the fight is to be res^Amed wi.th renewed
intensity and determination.

On

Further batches of U-boats ?/ere sailed during tjie first
nine daj^'s of September ■

from Norway and Germany
these transit areas are given in Chapter VII, here it is
sufficient to state that the tactics of maximum submerged time
and independent routing were successful in getting all except

As they,cleared into the Atlantic

- thirteen from Biscay portsi.! ̂ and six
.(2) Tlieir experi.ences while traversing

one boat through safely,See Map 110.34

they were directed into a vraiting area in mid-Atlantic where .
they refuelled from U.46O and remained until such time as
sufficient arrived to be deployed -into a patrol line.

B. d U.

War Diary

By the I6 September some -bvirenty boats were in, or nearing
the waiting area and on that day v/ere ordered to take up a
patrol line under the name of Group Leuthen for operation
against an ONS convoy expected to cross the line during
21 September. This line was positioned betv/een 59^° N x 28° W
and 54° W X 25° ¥/ beyond the supposed range of consistent air
escort. To avoid prior compromise of the line, the reference
points for each individual boat were contained in sealed

envelopes which had been given to Commanding officers before
sailing. Special instructions were included to the effect
that boats were to remain unseen in the line while waiting for
the convoy and open attacks.were not to be started until the
executive was made from base. Then the elimination of the

surface escort craft was to be the objective so as to demora
lise defence and simplify the attack on the merchant ships.
Group Leuthen was encouraged in a personal R'/T message which
concluded wl-th the words....”! am sure that you will talce up
the challenge w1.th all the old fighting spirit of the
submariner because this struggle is decisive for our nation's

future. The Fuehrer is watching every phase of your struggle.
Attack! Follow up! Sinlc!”

See Map No.35

This was foUcfwed bjr another s-Vgnal to all U-boats at sea
warning them that surprise attacks by aircraft must be expected
in all sea areas. Normally there were to be four look-outs
on the bridge for surface vessels and tvro for aircraft but in
areas where’ aircraft were active th-’.s allocation must be

reversed and if on the surface at night there must always be
four look-outs,

with the necessary personnel closed up on the bridge and only
in most exceptional circxmistances were men to be allowed on

The flak guns must be ready for instant fire

B. d U,

War Diary

(1) U.758, 584, 641, 610, 402, 448, 666, 952, 378, 270, 415,
377 and 603.

(2) U.274. 275. Z23, 2^ 220 and 422,
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the uppei- deck casing,
must he maintained when refuelling and any boats waiting their
turn must form a screen around the tanlcer for flak protection.
Boats actually in line or on patrol must never lie stopped.
Always proceed at least slow on one Diesel so as to be •
manoeuvrable.

In particular, instant flak alertness

Einally on 18 September a signal was made to Group Leuthen
that the use of Hagenuk must not cramp the tactics of boats v/hen
in a convoy operat-ion. It was a means of guarding against
surprise air attacks on passage or when patrolling. Yi/lren
action was joined, an indication in Hagenuk must not induce the
U-boat to dive if no aircraft was in siglit. Special note was
to be taken of its facilities in maintaining contact outside
visual range v/i.th surface escorts using radar. Since very
good results had been recently reported from the Mediterranean
by the use of the Aphrodite radar decoy balloons these should
certainly be used to confuse the defence during night attacks.

Meanwhile the indications- of a probable resumption of
U-boat activity in the Northerrx Atlantic had been noted in
British circles, not least fi-om D/E. s of W/T traffic from U-boats
reporting their safe clearance from the transit ar’eas and

completion of refuelli'ng from U.A60. The 9th Support Group on
its T/ay out to the Biscay Percussion area was recalled on
16 September to re-inforce the escorts of convoy ONS 18 and by
the 18 September the othep surface craft operating in the
Outer Bay v/ere withdrawn to rejoin the Western Approaches
Command,

(iii) Convoys 0N202 and 0NSl8(l)

At noon on the 18 September the slow westboimd convoy
0NS18 was in approximately 56° N x 23° W T/ith the faster convoy
0N202 some 120 miles astern. Neither convoy had as yet
received shorebased air escort and heavy weather had prevented
any flying from the M.A.C, ship. D/P bearings of enemy W/T
signals during the day indicated the probable presence of
U-boats ahead and late in the afternoon both convoys v/ere re
routed to the W.N.Yif. Shorebased air escort was arranged for
daylight on the 19th.
ron from 0745 to 1045 hours while more distant air cover vras

afforded by tv/o Canadian-Liberators A and B/10 Squadron R.C,A.P,
operating from Iceland on shuttle senrice to Newfoundland.

One of these aircraft (ViO) at 0755 hours sighted, attacked in
face of continuous flak(2)and sank U,341 in a position about 1^
miles north of 0NS18.

further sightings.

Although after dark on 19 September the surface escorts to

0NS18 reported asdic contacts no U-boat reported having located

This was given by Liberator P/86 Squad-

Air cover continued to be given Tri-th no

(1) ONS 18 - 27 ships escorted by E.G. B3 of eight vessels and
including the M,A,C. ship Empire Mac/Q.plne.
ON 202 —■ 38 ships escorted by E.G, C2 of seven vessels.
The 9th Support Group of five vessels T/as betv^een the
convoys,
References for this convoy battle - B, d U, War Diary, Ncbl5 ,
Group and Iceland O.R.B. appendices and Admiralty CoBb0'(.05Q/
43/(9) and (10).
It was a feature of this convoy battle that practically all
the U-boats' encountered by aircraft fouglat back with flak.
U,341 was still to the eastward of her proper position in
the line.

(2)
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tKis The first sighting report received hy Doenitz
was from U.270 at 0206 hours on 20 September and from subsequent
events this was of ON 202 which by this time was only about 30
miles to the northeast of ONS 18,

convoy.

Doenitz at once gave the
executive and ordered all Group Leuthen to close at maximum

The nearest boats in the line soon picked up ON 202('l)
and attacks developed from 0300 hours to daTvn during vi/hich

U,270 hit and damaged H.M.S. Lagan v/hile pn^ or more of the
other four boats sanlc tv/o merchant ships.(2
convoy v/as lost soon after daTm at which time the shorebased

air escort arrived on the scene.wy

X/l20 Squadron attacked a U-boat 15 miles north of ON 202 and
at 1012 hours P/l20 Squadron sank U.338 with l/k. 24 mines some
20 miles astern of ONS 18,

speed.

Contact Virith the

At 1004 hours, Liberator

Jimction of the two convoys

By noon the two convoys were so close to each other that

to simplify;control of the air and surfa.ce escorts they were
told to join, Fnile this complicated manoeuvre v/as being
effected, eight more U-boats arr1.,ved in the vicinityCWand :
nimierous encounters between the opposing forces ensued. Up
to darkness, the Liberators siglited six U-boats of which two

were attacked - U.952 being slightly damaged and two more v/ere

counter-attacked by surface craft of which U,386 was damaged
and forced to disengage from the operation. One of the sloops
was near-missed by an exploding torpedo.

At 2020 hours the combined convoy consisting of 63 ships
finally steadied on a course of 230° having suffered no casual
ties during the lengthy process of junction. However, in the
darkness astern a hot action still continued, H.M.C.S.

St, Croix was torpedoed and again an hour later causing the

damaged vessel to sink immediately. Shortly after, a near-

miss torpedo exploded astern of H.M.S, Itchen and at 2230 hours
the corvette Polyanthus was torpedoed and sunlc. No responsi
ble U-boat can be named with certainty in these incidents but

eight actually fired Zaunlcoenig torpedoes at escort vessels

during this period. (5 )

No further attacks were made after O5OO hours on the

21 September and towards dawn fog d.escended' which only lifted
for a short time in the early afternoon,
provided by Liberators of No.120 Squadron assisted by one
Canadian Liberator of No.10 Squadron R.C.A,P,
close escorted from 0717 to 1515 hours but thickening fog

prevented the last cwo aircraft from sighting the convoy
although they vrere in its vicinity till I6IO hours. No U-boats
were seen, indeed only one U-boat (U.377) reported any contact
and that was only a long range hydrophone bearing. iifter dark

at 2110 hours, U.584 regained partial contact and during the

Air escort was again

The convoy was

14,-238, 338, 731 and 643.
S.S, Theodore Dwight Weld - 7,176 tons and Erederide
Douglass - 7,176 tons. The Lagan was taken in tow and
escorted home by two of the escorts.
Air escort during the day was supplied to the tvro convoys

by five Iceland based Liberators of No. 120 Squadron
betv/een 0750 and 2233 hours.
U.303. 260. 584, 6jt1, 3IZ, 586^ 952 and None of the
U-boats appear to have realised that two convoys were
involved which explains Doenitz's subsequent surprise at

the exceptional strength of.the surface escort screen.
U.270, 2^, 9^, 377, 6V1, ̂ 9 and

(1)
(2)

(5)

(4)

(5)
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night six othersC1)occasionally sighted single escort vessels
and -were engaged by them,
rammed and sank U.229 about 15 miles astern of the convoy.
Although some 16 U-boats v/ere still operating, fog and the
surface screen prevented any night attack on the convoy.

The fog persisted duri.ng 22 September until the afternoon
vrhen Canadian Liberators from Newfoundland gave escort from

Four U-boats v/ere sighted by them rfiishich
two were attacked, the one by L/10 Squadron R.C.A.E, damaging
U,270 sufficiently to force her to break off from the operation.
The M.A»C. ship Empire klac/CLpine had her Svirordfish aircraft
flying and one of these sighted and attacked another U-boat at
2015 hours.

In one of these duels H.M.S. Keppel

1537 to 2218 hours.

During the night hours at least seven U-boats were aro\.md

the convoy and frequent skirmishes took place between them and
the surface escorts during which H.I/LS. Itchen vras torpedoed and
blew up with only three survivors. (2)
missed by exploding torpedoes,

23 September the escort screen was at last penetrated and three

merchant vessels were sunk.(3) The next four hours passed quietly
but at 06i|j8 hours the Steel Voyager (U.S.A.) - 6,198 tons
damaged by a torpedo which exploded in her bow wave,
abandoned prematurely and was afterwards sunk by U.238.

Soon after daylight, shorebased air escoi-t arrived from
Ifev/foundland and was given from 0842 to 2042 hoirrs by Liberators
P and Y/10 Squadron R.C,A.P,
of which one was attacked and the latter attacked U.422.

Although the main weapons failed to damage her, the aircraft's
front gunfire seriously y/ounded three men on the bridge and
slightly damaged fittings on the upper deck,(4) In view of
increasing fog and proximity to Canadian air bases, Doenitz then
decided to abandon the operation,

(iv) - Cpncluaioas on this convoy action at the time

Other' vessels were near-

At 0240 hours cn the

¥/as

She was

The foTmer sighted tv/o U-boats

British - After a four months' lull the results of this renewed

effort against Northern Atlantic convoys must have been
disappointing to the enemy. In a series of attacks spread over

43(10) Page 22 nearly five days, on only three occasions did U-boats succeed
in firing torpedoes at the convoy althougli a pack of at least I5
must have been operating in its vicinity. Except for the use of
an acoustic homing torpedo fired at surface escorts and

increased gunfire against attacking aircraft there was no

evidence of sta^rtlinelv new tactics or technical developments,
H/P d/p in tne surface escorts was of great value in determin
ing the direction of impending attacks and ai.r cover "vieus

provided in strength throu^out daylight hours except for brealcs

due to thick fog. It appeared t.hat at least 10 torpedoes had
been fired at escort vessels resulting in the loss of three and

damage to a fourth. Ivlerchant ship losses at six totalling
36,422 tonsi did not seem excessive y/hen related to the destruo-
tion of three U-boats and probable damage to three more.

Admiralty
C.B.04050/ .

U.666, 260. 238, 758, 229 and 270.
Unliappily the Itchen carried all the survivors from the
St a Croix and Polyanthus,

Sk.jelbred - 5/096, Oregon Express - 3,642 and
Fort Jemseg - 7,134.
U.422 Yyas told to rendezvous v/ith U,460 so as to have the
wounded attended to.

1

2

(3)

(4)
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German — For the first time for months a U-hoat group was again
sent in to operate against a convoy in the Northern Atlantic.

It consisted of 19 boats equipped with the Zaunkoenig torpedo,
the Ilagenuk wave indicator, the radar decoy Aphrodite and

strengthened flak armament. The intercepted convoy was chased

from the 20 to the 23 September, It v/as at once clear that

the convoy was surrounded by an unusually strong remote escort

and hardly one boat contacted the actual convoy. All came up
against escort vessels forming an outer screen. However, the

boats exploited this situation with surprising success and in

the first night sank at least seven destroyers of the escort.

It was therefore expected that the merchant ships could be

attacked without difficulty during the following night but the

enemy received the inestimable benefit of two days fog during
which time he v/as able to surroimd the convoy v/ith a new escort

force. When on the evening of the 22nd the fog cleared for a

few hours the boats had once again to deal with an escort .

screen. This they did most effectively by sinking  a further

five destroyers and three boats v/ere able to attack the mass

of ships and to torpedo seven of which five sank. However,
new that the way was once more clear for a major blov/ against
the convoy, fog again set in and as there was little hope of an
improvement in the weather, the operation was broken off. It

was finally noted that although the convoy had strong air

escort on the first and third day, the tactics of remaining on

the surface and warding off air attacks by flak led to success

and contact v/ith the convoy was never lost. That aggressive
action was successful was borne out by the almost conplete
absence of the hitherto numerous depth charge attacks. Only
two boats ~ U.270 and 1^86 - had to break av/ay from this cause
and losses were confined to U,338 and 229, The total sinkings
were 12 escort vessels plus three probably sunk and nine

merchant ships totalling 4^,500 tcnSo('l) A very satisfactory
result which would have been considerably bettered if the
weather had been more favourable.

B, d U«
War Diary
Pages 204 to
206

(v) - Doenitz sends a U-boat group too close to Iceland

After disengaging from tliis operation, Doenitz reformed
tliose boats of Group Leuthen vihich had sui’ficient fuel together
with fresh boats from Germany a.nd Biscay ports into a nev/ Group
Rossbach numbering 20 disposed in line between 58-^ N x 33° ̂
and 54° N x 3G|° W so an to intercept the next westbound
convoy,(2) Following decyphered information from his Radio
Interception Branch, Doenita shifted the line to the nortlwest

on 28 September but no convoy having been sifted by
30 September he presumed the line to have been by-passed to
the south(3) and he shifted it to the northeastward so as to be
ready for another westbound convoy,
joining tlie line after landing an agent in Iceland, Vfas

sighted by an unarmed Hudson on a meteorological sortie at

1505 hours on the 30th and on the 1 October, two Liberators viio

ao was just

B. d U,

War Diary

See Map No336

Iceland 0»R«B

Appendices

(1) These exaggerated claims undoubtedly arose from the number

of Zaunlcoenig torpedo explosions heard by the U-boats
■VThich wei-e in fact near-misses occasioned by a too
sensitive magnetic pistol.
Sequence - U^i), 64I, 71h 512, 6^6, 258, 402, 5^,
M9, 518, 25.2, 260, 6^, m, 33i, £10^ and

Ton 203; passed north of the U-boatAc'tiially this convoy

(2)

(3)
line during the 28 September,
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were giving escort and cover to the incoming convoy EX 258
si^ited U«^8. 402 and 631,
attacked. \ /

It was now obvious to the Admiralty vjiiere the U-boat
dj.sposition lay and both the next westbound convoys (ON 204
and ONS 19) were accordingly re-routed to the north,
same time furtlier information from the Radio Interception
Branch re tlie convoy stragglers * route led Doenitz to move the
Ros^ach line still further to- tiae north to lie between
.632%X28 ̂  aJiU 59%x 27*^(7,(2) This dangerous position
witoin 200 miles of Reyicjavik Imown to be a major air base
evidently produced misgivings in the U-boat Cormiand because
Doenitz records in his War Diaiy:-

(1) It was possible that the U-boat line had been located
by centimetric airborne radar "viiiich vrould not have
been detected by the boats and -vdaich would explain
the northwards alteration in the convoy stragglers''’
route,

(2) Owing to the recent Italian collapse the enemy had
captured certain Radio Intelligence Groups T/vlao knew
of tlie periodic breaking of English C3iphers,
was, therefore, not impossible that the German Radio
Intelligence was being deliberately deceived by
false routing signals,

(3) In spite of the risks attached, the line must be
extended to the north in order to locate the convoy.
This location problem was the crux of the wbole
U-boat war and it could only be satisfactorily solved
by the constant operation of long range reconnaissance
aircraft of which he possessed none for this area.

Following the sittings of U-boats on 1 October, the
convoy HX 258 coming in to the south was given strong air sup
port during the 2nd and when safely clear on 3 October the
Iceland based aircraft were directed over the U-boat sittings
area vdth the result that U.6IO. 275 and 252 were all sifted
and attacked - the latter being once more sli^tly damaged.
Both westbound convoys then passed throu^ the extreme north
end of the line just before dark on tlie 3rd, U.666 being
detected by asdic ̂ d heavily depth charged by
surface escorts,(3) Other escorts and several aircraft were
seen by the next boat in the line (U.336) but in neither
did their reports reacli Doenitz until the following day.
had meantime ordered the line to move slowly eastward during
the ni^t so as to make it more difficult for the expected
convoy to evade either to the nortli or south,
realised fbxan th^ tvro U-boats’ belated reports that the prey
had slipped through it was too late to start a chase to the
west ̂ d he halted Group Rossbach on their 17OO hour 4 October
positions. Again he noted bitterly in his War Diary that
had he possessed even half a dozen long range JU,290s,
their presence could have been of decisive importance.

tlie latter being inconclusively

At tlie

It

some of the

case

He

When he

ibid

B. d U.

W'ar Diary

(1) It is of interest to note that all these si^itings were by
eye-sight and the l>tk,II metric A,S,V, carried by the
aircraft was not being used at the tinTe,
New sequence - U.643, 539, 666, 356, 731, 75^ 584,
6jI0, M2, 229, 218, 222, 6^ 260, 603, 275, MS, 305r631,
and 402, “

Both convoys received Iceland based Liberator escort all
^*666 had to start for home owing to the damageday,

(2)

(3)

sustained.
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Such a golden opportunity in having a concentration of

U-hoats so close to Eeykjavik was followed up with vigour on
4 October by all available aircraft,
ten Hudsons and five U,SeN« Venturas as v/ell as sorties to and

from the tv/o convoys aggregated seven sightings of which five

were attacked resulting in U,279 and 53^ being sunk, and U,731
and 305 so damaged, as to compel a start for home,
attacked with no damage by Hudson ii/269 Squadron and then shot
doTO Liberator V/120 Squadron v/ho approached shortly after,.
There v/ere no survivors from the aircraft,

5 October produced only one sighting
resulted in the destruction of U,389,

Sweeps over the area by

U,539 was

Similar sweeps on
,t this was attacked and

ibid and

Iceland O.E,B,

Appendices

(vi) - Convoy SO 143

Doenitz hastily withdrew the remaining boats some 350 miles

to the S.S,W, detaching some to refuel and ordering a new line

to be formed with fresh arrivals between 56^-° N  x 29^°W and
53° N X 28g-° W, TiVhile these movements were in train, three of
the disengSLging boats reported sighting late in the afternoon

of 7 October some eastbomd destroyers in approximately
560 N X 300 W, These were correctly assumed by Doenitz to be

part of the outer screen around convoy SO 12|.3v2;
of Grovip Rossbach totalling 18 boats was ordered to operate.

During the night eight boats made contact with the screen.

At 2100 hours O.R.P, Orkan wras near-missed by an ezp>loding
torpedo and again at 0605 hours on 8 October, but less than a
minute later was hit by another and sank in five minutes with

heavy loss of life. A dawn patrol was flov/n off by the ilsAtC,
ship and at 0707 hours the first shorebased air escort arrived.

This Ticas Liberator R/86 Squadron v/ho attacked U.A19 about 15
miles off the convoy's port beam at 0756 hours a few seconds
after it had dived. Returning to the spot an hour later,
R/86 sighted the same U-boat once more on the surface and this
time sank it vri.th two well aimed depth charges. The sole

survivor, who was the commanding officer, v/as picked up shortly
afterwards by one of the Support Oroup,

and the whole

Ckmtinucus o.ir escort was given for the rest of the day by
double relays of Liberators and Sunderlands from Iceland and
Northern Ireland bases. At 1010 hours, R/86 sighted U.6i|.3
about 30 miles astern of the convoy. Having no depth charges
left, I.^/G attacks were made on the U-boat wrhile Liberator Z/86
Squadron was homed to the spot. This aircraft arrived at II40
hours and attacked inconclusively half a minute after the U^boaf

had dived. Repeating the previous tactics the S.N.O, escorts

Djistructed Z/86 accompanied by Liberator T/120 Squadron to
return to the spot later and at 1312 hours the two aircraft

re sighted U,6A3 and sank it in a position some 18 miles astern
of the convoy, the final end being watched by L/86 who directed
the Support Group to the spot and 21 survivors were picked up.
Meanwhile another Liberator (g/120 Squadron) at 1109 hours

U.279 sighted by Hudson P/269 Squadron and sunk by Libera
tor Z/120 Squadron,
U,336 sunk by U.S.N, Ventura B/128 Squadron.
U.731 damaged and C.O. with five others vrounded by Hudson

3/269 Squadron,
U,305 damaged by a iVlk.24 Mine from U.S.N. Ventiora
B/128 Squadron.
U.389 Sunk with R.P.s by Hudson F/269 Squadron.
SC 143 consisted of 39 ships including the M,A,C, ship
Rapana. escorted by E.G,C2 of nine vessels and the 10th

Support Group of four vessels,

SECRET
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attacked and slightly damaged U.762 beside wounding several of
her bridge personnel v/ith front gunfire.

So far since dssm none of the U-boats had reached the

escort screen and during the afternoon no sightings were made

even by the escorting aircraft. At 1339 hours the convoy was

located and correctly reported by a BV.222 long range flying
boat who made beacon signals to the U-boats for 15 minutes as
laid dovm in the mission orders. In his analysis of tteqsera-
tion, Doenitz says that the BV,222 was over the convoy 1^ hours
earlier than expected and the U-boats had not yet been told to

keep T/atch on beacon D/E reception. The value of these sigrals
was, therefore, entirely lost; moreover Doenitz made no use of

the aircraft’s position report to base because he doubted its
accuracy. Consequently all except one of the pack remained
out of touch well astern of the convoy and searching the wrong
area. Ranging in this direction at 1830 hours in deteriorat
ing visibility, Sunderland J/k23 Squadron suddenly came on a
sxirfaced U-boat about 35 miles on the convoy* s starboard
quarter and in an accurate snap attack sank U.6l0 with three
depth charges,

(vii) - The first night air escort with Leigh Light in the
Northern Atlantic.

The final air escort to the convoy was by a Liberator of

No,,53 Squadron newly fitted with the Leigh Light. After some

difficulty in finding the convoy, Q/53 Sq-uadron contacted it at
0110 hours on 9 October and, after being informed by the S.N.O.
escorts of the screen dispositions, was sent by him to search

on the convoy's starboard quarter from which direction it was
considered that U-boats mi^t haul up to attack, Q/53
remained until 0230 hours when P.L.E, was reached and course

had to be set for base. This v/as the first occasion on which

a Northern Atlantic convoy received Lei^t Light escort and it
was unfortunate that there was no relief for this aircraft ;

because the one U-boat (U,6A5) v/ho had managed to trail the
convoy did later on close from this bearing and an hour before
dayli.ght at 0628 hours fired at and sank S.S. Yorkmar - 5j6l2
tons. U.6A5 was kept down and unable to report to base that
it had re-located the convoy, consequently soon after dawn
Doenitz broke off the operation as he had received no informa

tion of the whereabouts of the convoy.

Commenting on the action, Doenitz admitted that his pack
only contacted destroyers and advanced the opinion that in
reality the convoy was much farther to the south and his
failure to find it resulted from a feint northwards by the
escort. The definite location by the BV',222 was disregarded
beca.use he doubted its navigational accuracy,
claimed more successes against escort vessels than the one

actually secured but put on reqord that the danger from air
attack was as great as ever.

He again

The exchange was in fact more
serious tlian he then realised — oiae escort vessel and one

merchant ship against three U-boats simk.

Msxiy of the Rossbach boats wefe now low in fuel and the

group was disbanded, some to refuel at sea for further opera
tions, C "I) some to replenish for retium to harbour( 2)'while others

(1) U, 58A. 603. 378 and 2)j02.
(2) U.6A1. 138 and HI.
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started immediately on their liomev/ard joirmey, ('1) Only six
remained ready for operations (2) and they were moved to a
■VTaiting area arot-ind 55° N x 35° Tif -vidiere they were to be joined
by eight newcomers, v 3^ Tlie assemblage was nearly ooiiiplete by
13 October and the 1 if boats were formed into Group Schlieffen
to take up a line bet'.'/een 57?° N x 3’l2'° W by midni^it on the
15 October*
submerged by day to avoid location from the air and higli cruis
ing speed on the surface by night.

They were to approach their positions in the line

(viii) - Difficulties in refuelling U-boats in mid-ocean

In this pause between convoy actions, the opportimity is
taken to recount the experiences up to date of the refuelling
arrangements iif mid-Atlantic.

Tlie supply boat U.I1-6O had reached her allotted position by
9 September and up to the last week of the month \jas engaged in
refuelling Type VII boats going to or comipg from Group Leuthen.
Another supply boat (U,lf88) had meantime put to
Bordeaux and v/as by 21 September south of the Asores en route
for the South Atlantic to act as sup]oly for U-Iireutzers return
ing from South Africa and the fevf type IX boats intended to
operate in the Outer Seas. Three U-Kreutzers, then on their
homeward journey, reported that they liad sufficient fuel to
reach Biscay ports and so U.488 was halted to refuel a Type IX
boat (U.68) bound for the Gulf of Guinea after Tiiiich she was to
move north of the Azores to help refuel the increasing numbers
of convoy war U-boats. Miile v.aiting for U.68 to the
southwest.of the Azores slie reported sighting a carrier borne ..
aircraft v^/and Doenitz sliifted the rendezvous 200 miles to the
north, U.68 was met here on 1 October and tYro other south
bound Type IX boats (U.103 and 1_55) were refuelled on the
if October after T/hich U.ip88 proceeded slovfLy nortliYYards,

sea from
See IJap No* 35

gee AAop t4e.3€>

Meantime U.ii.60 had met U,if22 to attend to her Yvounded on.
the 27 September in 48° N x 30° W.
for home wiiile U.if60 was sent 300 miles to the south in order
to refuel tvro boats Yiio had failed to break into the
Mediterr^ean and who Yvere noYV required for convoy opera“'
tions, Shortly after starting for home, U.if22 signalleU that
slie Yvas capable of further operations and YYas instructed to
turn back, join these other tvK> boats and refuel fran U.if60 in
43° N X 29° U, Mien nearing the meeting place, U.455 Yvas
attacked by some of U.S.S. Card*s aircraft and Doenitz pronptly
shifted the rendezYrous vrell to the northwest but unloiown to him
on the 4 October all f om-' U-boats met at the old position and the

The latter then started

tl.559; 275. 9^, 260, 666.
U.437. 91. 309. 448, 631. and 762,

m, hJQs 608,112, Ml. ^ and 96^.
This aircraft Yvas from U.S, escort carrier Card Yvho was
gi-vlng general air cover to UG/GU convoys.
A batch of U—boats had been detailed to go into the
Mediterranean during September,
the Gibraltar Strait had reported continuous night air
attacks. U.223 ultimately got through, 11.667 had to
return damaged to Prance. U.455 and 264 were ordered to
abandon tue attenpt and refuel before joining the mid— ■
Atlantic convoy operations,
led Doenitz to assume tliat aircraft were, at any rate in
the Gibraltar area, enplojing centimetric A.S.V,

The first arrivals in

It Y-vas this failure Y/hich

1
2

3
A,

(5)
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same day vrere attacked by the Card’s aircraft, U,460 and 422
being srailc. Reporting the next day, IT, 264 said that siie and
U>455 liad fought the attacking aircraft for half an hour
before diving- but had not seen anj-thing further of the other

two boats. Later, U..264 was again attacked, seriously
damaged and forced to start liomeTirard,

By 7 October, Doenits was resifoied to the loss of TJ,460
so U,483 ?,ras ordered into t)

place,
about carrier borne aircraft.

Rorthera A- antic to take lier

She was told to proceed submerged by day and learned
The Elakbcat U, 27'i, then .

stationed in the Outer Bay, Vifas instmacted to go to her wait

ing position in 49° H x 29° W in order to protect her. The

disaster to U,460 and i4.22 produced an admonitory W/T signal to
all U-boats to the effect that during supply operations the

most important task was -fche protection of the tanker because

on her depended the extended fighting efficiency of numbers of

operational U-boats, When refuelling, the boats awaiting thel
turn must form a screen at 500 metres and Elakboats, if present,
must station themselves on the tanker’s beam,

surprise a-ir attack the tanker was todiiVe while the other boats
covered her by flalc at fu].l risk to themselves,
only diva after the tanker had reached a safe depth.

T*

In the case of

They could

U,488 noY/ took over the refuelling of the Northern Atlantic

boats but by 11 October it became obvious tha.t one tanker was

not sufficient for al.l the demands. To ease the situation,
four Type IX boats in billets off the South American coast v/ere

ordered to cut short their patrol aiid start home and the la.rge
minelayer
was detailed as an emergency tanlcer,
up from the Azores, sent her aircraft ranging to the northward

and on 12 October located and seriously damaged U.7i1 coming
doYm to refuel. Later in the day they sighted U»402 and .

tinsuccessfully attacked U,488 herself, A ne’.v supply rendezvo'

Tiras signalled but on the 13th U,402 was again located and this

time si.Tnk by the Card* s aircraft.

, who had just laid mines off St, Johns (N.P,)
The Card, who had moved

•kj

B. d Uo
Serial Order

No. 24

This further upset to the supply operations resulted in a

more drastic order from Doenitz whereby the actual supply was
confined to the dark hours. The tanker vfas aJ.ways to remain
submerged until tiTO hours before sunset and the boats had to

make a submerged daylight approach to the rendezvous position.
Another Plakboat (U,256) was detailed to join U, 488 fer p
tion. By 15 October, U,220 was nearing U.488’s position and

was ordered to help in the current supply operation.

rule-

See I.1ap No,37

; Meanwhile tviro other U.S, escort .carriers had moved up to
the ai’oa northwest of the Azores Y/hich nmerous W/'T transmission
bearings had indicated as a refuelling centre,
aircraft from U.S.S, Gore sank U.378 soon after having
replenished from U®488.
changed the rendez-vous positions but on 28 October, aircraft

from U.S.S, Block Island sank the auxiliary tanker U,220 leaving
six U"boats in the neighbourhood ail short of fuel,
later U.S.S. Card’s aircraft caught U.9'1 and 584 together on th.-e

The former managed to dive tut U, 584 was sunk in
Doenitz then sent U.488 well to the southiYesb

On 20 October,

On learning of this attack, Deenitz

Three da.y3

surface,

4914 N X 3155 W.

out of this dangerous area and other means to refuel the

remaining boats -were put in train,
leave the scene.

Here for the moment we Yrill-

(ix) - Coru’-ovs ON 206 and ONS 20

To return to the convoy area. Prom 13 October, the G-.i’cup
Schlieffen boats vj-ere in process of taking up their positions in
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the line. The Radio Intelligence Branch had sent three small
parties to sea in U-boats, They had with them a D/P equip
ment designed to intercept and take bearings of any radio
signals which might be sent by convoys and hoped by this means
to frustrate successful convoy evasion.
U.581. had already repc
of use at the time.(l)
were in Group Schlieffen and were ordered to take up station
in the northern and southern sections of the line so as to give
warning of any intending evasion. While still forming line
during the night of 13/14 October, U.651 rammed U.k55
seriously that the latter had to withdravif from the operation.
Despite all four bow tubes being out of action, U.631
retained in the line in view of her D/P gear until the expected
convoy should be intercepted.

The first party in
prted success but it came too late to be
'  The two other boats - U,631 and 41 3 -

so

was

See Map No, 37

At 2147 hours on 15 October, U.82)4. who had not j/et readied,
her position in the Schlieffen line, sighted a v/'est—bound
convoy in approximately 58© N x 24° W. This was actually
convoy ON 206 though Doenitz, thou^t it was ONS 20.
ordered U.844 to do her utmost to shadow for as long aspossibiLe
and sipialled six fresh oubward bound boats in the vicinity to
close,\2} Group Schlieffen, 200 miles to the west, was not •
moved as yet because it seemed unlikely to Doenitz that U.S^i^i
could hang on long enough to enable him to bring them into
action with certainty. Sure enough towards midnight she was
forced to dive by the surface escort, depth charged and lost
contact.

He

As soon as possible she surfaced once more and
Others of the six boats detailed tohurried on to catch up.

close signalled during the night that if they were to contact,
let alone shadow, the convoy after dawn they must do so on the
surface in defiance of the expected air cover and requested
instructions. This Tiras debated in Doenitz *s headquarters and
finally a signal was sent to all U-boats implicated in the
operation that they were to remain surfaced and use their flak
aannament., This explains the determination displayed during
16 October by nearly all the U-boats sighted in fighting it out
with the attacking aircraft.

Air escort was arranged from dawn on the l6th for ON 206
and for the slower ONS 20 which by then would be about 70 miles
to the southward. The first aircraft arrived over the two con
voys soon after O63O hours. At O9OO hours. Liberator L/86
Squadron on ON 206, sighted U,842^ about I5 miles on the convoy's
port beam. Accurate flak on two approach runs severed the
release circuits and on both occasions the depth charges failed
to drop. L/86 was joined at 0925 hours by Liberator S/59
Squadron who attacked twice under severe flak and sank U,8Vu
l/86 with accumulated damage from flak was forced to ditch near
the convoy mortally injuring two members in the process,
surviving crew were picked up by H.M.S. Pink. Another U-boat
T/as sighted at 1010 hours by S/59 on the opposite beam of the
convoy. Having no depth charges left, the aircraft engaged it
in an M/G duel for 25 minutes until P.L.E. necessitated a return

The

(1) 11*584 reported on 11 October that convoy E/T traffic had
been intercepted up to 200 miles range and the B/F attach
ment gave accurate bearings,
been possible to confirm that convoy ON 203 had by-passed
the Group Leuthen line to the north during the night of
28/29 September and convoy ON 204 had done the same to
Group Rossbach during the night of 3/4 October.
U-*.964. 842, 540, 2^, ̂  and 426,

¥ith this assistance it had

(2)
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to base after informing the S.N.O escorts that the U-boat
still on the sixrface.

■was

Double Liberator sorties 'V/ere maintained for the rest of
the day until 2050 hours. At 1808 hoixrs, C/59 Squadron
attacked a U-boat 50 miles on the convoy's port beam and vas
Joined soon after by Liberators E and Z/l20 Squadron.

Alternating attacks by these tliree aircraft.amidst continuous
flak ended at 1830 ho-urs Tdth the destruction of U.A70 (the
northerrmiost boat in the Schlieffen line).

Mean'while 0N3 20 had not been contacted by any U-boats
■until the late afternoon. Liberator Ii/86 Squadron had
escorted^from 061,4 to 1246 hours and Catalina A/131 O.T.U. ■
in the vicinity till 1500 hours without seeing any signs of
the enemy. Soon after 1530 hours the convoy made  a major
alteration of co'urse to the northward in order to ]p£>-ss ■well
astern of the faster ON 206.

w

It was not till 1627 hours, w

as

iien
Liberator Y/86 Squadron -was searching for OljS 20 that a U-boat
vra.s sighted,
on the convoy's port quarter,
the U-boat ■was not seriously damaged.

This T/as U, 96A wiio at the time was some 30 miles
Attack ■was made under flalc but

For the next 1-^ hours
repeated efforts were made to home surface craft to the spot
wiiile every approach to the U-boat met continuous flak.
iUnally in failing light at 1810 hours the pilot decided to

Excellent front gun fire tenporarily smothei-ed
the flak and an accurate release of the last tliree depth
charges so damaged U, 96A that she foundered at 18A8 hours.
Before leaving, j/86 observed betv/een 30 and 40 survivors

After dark one or more

go
in once more.

clinging to small rafts and dinghies.
U-boats must have contacted this convoy because at 2141 hour’s
S.S, Essex Lance - 6,625 tons was torpedoed and sunk.

During the night of l6/l7 October, ON 206 was diverted to
the southwest and by 0800 hours on the 17th was more than 90
miles to the west^ward of ONS 20 having passed ro'und the top of
Group Schlieffen the boats of ■which were now coming into
contact ■with the latter convoy,
support T/as given to both convoys from da^wn/T7 October.
Liberators accompanied each convoy vdth two others in support
betvreen the tnro convoys while five Sanderlands afforded general

Ten Hudsons and five Venturas from Iceland carried
out sweeps over ONS 20.

Very strong air escort and
Two

cover.

During the day ten U-boats were
sighted, all around ONS 20, of ■viiich six were attacked and in
every case flak was experienced. After four separate attacks,
Ll^berators H/120 and D/59 Squadrons sank U.540 and Sunderland
S/422 Squadron severely damaged one of two U-boats attacked
while in coimpany on the surface. The aircraft was so badly
shot about that it had to ditch near the convoy,
crew had already been killed by flak and another ■was lost in
the ditching. Seven survivors were picked ip by H.M.S Drury.
Another ̂ escort - H.M.S. Bvard - sank 14 &4.I who was
atte^rpting to close the convoy. Not/ tliat ON 2O6 ■was dra^wing
clear of dapger, the Support Group B,7 was detached at ■
1700 hours to Join ONS 20 then I50 miles to the northeast.
On passage during the night of the 17tl'j/l8th, H.M.S. Sunflower
detected and sank U. 631 in 5813 N x 3239 W about 40 miles aJiead
of ONS 20 which was noT/ also steering a southv/esterly co^urse.

Two of the

(x) - Doenitz Tdthdraws the U-boats towards NeT/foimdland
All U-boats had lost touch v/ith ONS 20 by dawn/l8th October

and Support Group B.7 t©.s again detached to re-inforce the
escorts of ON 207 Just leaving the United Kingdom* Doenitz
v/ithdrew his scattered U-boats southwestv/ard into mid-Atlantic
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out of reach from shorebased aircraft. This action was a
resounding blcw^ to his campaign. He had lost six U-boats,
four to air and two to surface escorts, against only one
merchant ship sunk. Group Schlieffen was disbanded and the .
five boats still operational together with fifteen others fresh
from Germany and France were formed into Group Siegfried. 1*
were ordered to take up a patrol line 500 miles eastward from
Newfoimdland by 24 October, One of these boats - U. 274 - when
still on passage to this line was sighted on 23 October by

Z/224 Squadron who was flying out to escort Convoy
ON 207. The U-boat remained surfaced and was attacked with
R.P.s but not damaged. z/224 proceeded to shadow while
Support Group B.7 with the convoy was called up on and hom
ing smarted. Before B,7 arrived, the U—boat started to dive
at 1020 hours and Z/224 carried out a depth charge attack but
again inflicted no damage. She did, however, drop markers
the point of submergence. The Group arrived at 1100 hours and
after picking up the markers soon obtained asdic contact. A
series of hedgehog and depth charge attacks followed and at 1330
hours large quantities of T/reckage came to the surface confirm
ing the destruction of U.274 in 5714 N x 2750 W. By the
26 October, ON 207 was receiving air escort from Canadian
Liberators operating from Newfoundland. One of these - a/10
Squadron RcC.A.P. - at 1105 hours sighted a U-boat about 70 iidl^
on the convoy's starboard quarter. The first attack was made
with depth charges which missed and a running duel with M/Q fire
ensued for over an hour after which the U-boat started to
A/10 then delivered another depth charge attack followed
immediately by release of t^TO J/Ek.24 mines wMch resulted in the
destruction of U.420 (one of the Seigfried line)
5049 N X 4101 Wo

They

on

dive.

in

None of Group Siegfried sighted this convoy or the follow
ing ONS 21 which Doenitz assumed to have by-passed to the south;
neither did they sight the eastbound HX 263 w/hich evaded to
north.

the
In an effort to Tiake certain of any succeeding convoys

ne split the group into three sections with orders to keep mov
ing in zig-zag sweeps to the eastward,
fruitless and at the end of October he
into t\70

This proved equally
re-disposed the boats

groups for use mainly against eastboimd convoys. Two
type IX boats - U.536 and ̂  - were stationed off St. Johns and

qpp. Mn-n -Kfr. 7A "to give T/aming of HX and SC convoys. The two groups
bee Map No. 38 were Koemer of eleven boats and Jahn of ten boats on lines

400 miles N.E, and E.S.E. respectively from St. Johns
Newfoundland. While this movement was taking place U.282,Newrfoundland.

joining up from the east, was intercepted on 29 Octob^
miles ahead of - “

and sunk by H.M. Ships Duncan, Yjdette and Sunflower,

some 20

convoy ON 208 by the ubiquitous Support Group B,7

(xi) - Resumption of U-boat
Gibraltar.

operations between the U.K. and

There had been promise during October of more PW,200
reconnaissance from Bordeamc and in the last week of the month
Doenitz formed a new Group Schill of eight boats(’^)in approxi
mately^ 489N X 20^1 against the north/south convoy route between
the United Kingdom and Gibraltar, in co-operation with the
G.A.P.

PW.200 reconnaissance picked up the northbound combined
convoy SL I38/MKS 28 of 60 ships on 27 October abreast Portugal.

(1) JL.107, m, m, 2^, 333pM.aaad 441.
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Group Schill was ordered to spread on an east/west line and
move southward so as to intercept at dusk on the 30th being
aided in their movements by beacon signals from the daily
sweeps by PW.200 aircraft. Air escort and cover vras given to
the convoy by aircraft from Gibraltar and the United Kingdom
during most of the daylight on 28 and 29 October. On the
30th this was augmented by Portresses from the recently
established base in the Azores.

The Schill boats mistimed the speed of the advancing
convoy because it was not till just before dawn on 31 October
that one of them sighted the outer screen on the convoy's
starboard beam. Two more shortly afterwards made contact and
reported to base. HP/DP bearings by the escort of these sign
signals enabled H.M.S. I^itehall to run up the direction and/
at^0800^hours when it was just light she sighted  a U-boat ahead
which drved. She and H.M.S. Geranium closed the position,
gained asdic contact and after a series of attacks destroyed

Another U-boat had been detected off the convoy's port
bow and an alteration of course by the covoy v/as nearly ■
completed when at 0832 hours S.S. Hallfr-ied - 2,968 tons was
torpedoed and sank in 30 seconds. The subsequent counter
attacks by the two nearest escorts severely damaged TT,
T/ho was forced to disengage and start homeward.

No U-boats were sighted.

U.306,

Shorebased air escort did not arrive until I630 hours and
s then maintained from the United Kingdom to 2058 hours.

However, the rest of the Schill group made no attempt to chase
on the surface and the operation was abandoned. On
1 November the boats v/ere ordered to move slowly on to the
south being joined by two fresh boats from Prance so as to
take up a line half way between Cape Pinisterre and the
Azores.

wa

In this, Doenitz appears to have underestimated the

See Map No.38

menace from Coastal Command aircraft recently based at
Lagens in the island of Terceira. He was perfectly aware of
this landing because on the 12 October he commented in his
War Diary that it would probably mean heavier shipping traffic
in the vicinity. He had ordered tvro type IX boats, then out
ward bound, to halt and patrol off Ponta Delgada and Horta with
instructions to attack warships and shipping but to continue to
respect Portuguese neutrality. As It happened, the two
U-boats saw nothing as they were off the wrong islands in the
Azores and they were soon ordered to continue their previous
passages.^ This new air base was, however, to have an import
ant part in the final defeat of U-boat group operations against
convoys.

— The establishment of a Coastal Command Group in the
Azores ' ~~ ~

The operation of Coastal Comniand aircraft from the Azores
was a project which had been under consideration for two years.
Following Anglo-Portuguese political and staff conversations in
October 19K1, Coastal Command were required in December to ejEonine
the possibilities of giving escort to the convoys using the
north/south route between the United Kingdom and West Africa
with aircraft based in the Azores,

were continued To.th the Portuguese Government and in Ifetnxiary 19)2
provisional plans were submitted in conjunction with the other
two Services which envisaged the basing of two heavy landplane
squadrons at Lagens, the airfield in the island of Terceira with
one medium range squadron on San Miguel and Payal together with
a/a batteries and a small naval defence force. Early in
i/iarch 1942 these were embodied in a War Cabinet paper entitled

Concurrently discussions

C.C. Pile

s.7010/17/4
Enel. 20A

and Min, 21

C.C. Pile

s. 7010/17/11
Ends, 1 A to
20 B.
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’’Plan of Anglo-Portuguese Collaboration in the event of emer

gency", This was favourably received in April by the head of
the Portuguese Government - Dr, Salazar.

Detailed discussion and amendment of this plan continued
mitil October 1942 when the Joint Planning Staff combined this
with a similar project for the Canary Islands vinder opera
tional code names,

(1) Operation Tonic - The capture of the Canary Islands
by assault.

(2) Operation Adroit - Occupation of the Canaries by
invitation.

(3) Operation Sparklet - Occupation of the Azores by
invitation.

ibid

End, 35A.

Operations Adroit and Sparklet were, if carded out, to be
under the direction, of the A.0. C.-in-C. Coastal Command but in

accordance with the current policy they would, when estabr
lished become Groups under the R.A.P. Gibraltar which in turn

viras, under the Torch Operation (N.'V/. Africa) Orders, to be
operationally controlled by the neviT Eastern Mr Command at

Algiers, However, this incipient muddle in operational con

trol never eventuated because protracted.political discussions

with the Portuguese Governcient dragged on into 1 943*

The whole question, although basea on the ancient
alliance still existing between England aro.d. Portygal, was
complicated by several factors not least aitiong them being
Dr, Sala.zar's fear of retaliation by Germany and  a disincli
nation to include United States forces in any invitation he •
might extend to Great Britain. These doubts together with
o\ar preoccupation with the N.Yf, African campaign resulted in
desultory conversations dragging on till in the late spring of
1943 the matter vtfas again revived at high level. By early
June negotiations had developed sufficiently to plan for a

landd-ng by invitation (Operation Vault) or,, if diplomatic
approach failed, by occupation (Operation Lifebelt), (l)

On 18 JMy the code word Vault \Tas changed to Alacrity and

a provisional detailed plan submitted to the Chiefs of Staff

whereby two Portress squadrons \7ere to be based at Lagens in
Terceira together with the necessary ground personnel and

stores while six anti-submarine and minesvreeping trawlers \TOuld

use the port of Horta, The expedition would be carried in

four or five ships accompanied b3r oilers and landing c raft,
the whole to be escorted by an escort carrier and three
dest.ro yers.

C,C./S,15l8b
Ends, 5A and
1QA

ibid

Ends. I7A and

20A,

Yihile preparations were going fori:vard, the negotiations
were jeopardised in August by the U.S. Government insisting
that they should share in any facilities we might acquire from

the Portuguese Government
and the British Chiefs of Staff informed’ their American oppo
site numbers that vre were not prepared to risk a breakdown in

Dr. Salazar immediately demurred
Ibid

End, 29A and
■Jar Cabinet

Paper
A..H.B./IIJ
18/3/1/10

(1) In the Case of invitation, the existing Portuguese forces
in the Azores would remain to co-operate in the defence
of the islands whereas an occupation would mean their
withdrawal and necessitate a much larger British force.
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the hardly achieved negotiations. The matter iras, therefore,
allov/ed to rest mitil we had become firmly established in the
islands.

The provisional plan Alacrity was approved aiid a Direc
tive v^as issued on 10 August by the Chiefs of Stai’f Committee
in which Air Vice Marshal G.R. Brbmet was placed in command of
the land and air forces to be sent to Terceira and Payal, i
arrival he v/as to assume the title of Senior British Officer
and thereafter the Naval Force Commander vroiild be knov/n as the
Senior British Naval Officer who would be responsible imder
the Air Vice Marshal's direction for the control of naval
forces and port parties remaining in the islands.

On 18 August a formal Anglo-Portuguese Agreement v/as
agreed and signed whereby Portugal received certain war
material and the guarantee of armed assistance in case of an

attack by Germany. In retin^n Portugal granted the facilities
for which we asked in the Azores and such facilities vrould
date from 8 October 1943, For the remainder of the month and
during September the Alacrity plan was perfected in detail
T/ith necessary amendments. For instance, v/hile stores were
being unloaded, the aujsiliary carrier was to be retained for
local A/tf air patrols until such time as a flight of Hudsons
could be flovm in from Gibraltar, The t'/o Fortress squadrons
would arrive as soon as the extension to the existing runway
permitted. The air base v/as to be Imown as No. 247 Group and
would be under the direct operational control of Coastal
Command. An A.C.H.Q. was to be set up and customary
co-ordination signals were to be exchanged with the A. C.H. Q.s
at St. Johns Ne-wfoundland and Gibraltar, Co-operation with
the U.S. Moroccan Sea Frontier was to be attempted through the
R.A. F. Gibraltar, C"* )

On

c.o.s. (43)
Vf9(0)

Nar Cabinet

Publication

A. H. B. /lA/20

C.C./S.I5I86
Ends, 27A
to 58A.

The expedition sailed on 30 September in three small con
voys - UA1 , 2 and 3 - virith six A/S trawlers supported by
the escort carrier Fencer and destroyers Inconstant. Garland
and Burza.

Angra in Terceira Island on 8 October,

stores, setting up of camps and preparation of the airfield at
Lagens occupied the next three weeks,

ing and subsequent local A/U patrols were done by the Fencer* s
aircraft while the surface craft patrolled outside imgra
anchorage.

They arrived without incident off the port of
The unloading of

Air cover for the land-

The first two Fortress aircraft a2rrived from England on
the 18 October and started operational sorties the next day.
Nine Hudsons of No. 233 Squadron from Gibraltar and another
ten Fortresses landed on the 23rd followed during the next two
days by the .rtanainlng seventeen Fortresses of Nos, 206 and 220
Squadrons. No, 21+1 Group was now able to take over the local

air patrols from the Fencer, v/ho left on 25 October, and to
stai-t full scale A/D' operational flying. This was directed
around the Azores out to a distance of 4G0 to 5OO miles,
the 27 October, convoy HX 262 was given t'vro hours escort by

On

No, 247 Group
O.R.B. Appen
dices

(1) In due coiurse the absxurdity of having the R. ihF, Gibraltar
still mder Mediterranean operational control was at last

recognised and from I5 November 1 943> the R. A.F. Gibraltar
reverted to Coastal Command. ■Unfortunatelj^ the Moroccan
Sea Frontier remained independent and continued much
unco-ordinated and wasteful fljdng.
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P/220 Squadron Hiftien 24.OO miles N,N«¥, of Lagens,
time a U-boat vsls sighted on the surface ei^t miles from the
convoy.

On 30 October, escort and support 7/a.s given for six hours by
four Portresses to convoy SL 138/14KS 28 as mentioned in the
previous section,

Thtis almost unfailing shorebased air cover •was assured
eveiywhere in the North Atlantic dovoi to the latitude of 309N,
The employment of U.S, and British escort carriers together
TO-th the convoy MoA,C, ships ensured complete air cover over
a vast area,
southerly routing of transatlantic convoys clear of the devas
tating •winter gales which had pre-viously caused such heavy
marine casualties,
on U-boat tactics uvas immediate and is recounted in the
succeeding sections,

(xiii) - Stmanarv of the Northern Atlantic Convoy War - J-une to
October inclusive.

IXrring this

It dived immediately and no attack was possible.

Not least among the benefits Twas the niore

The effect of this menacing air umbrella

During the tliree months J-une, July and Aiugust none of the
85 Northern Atlantic ocean convoys had lost a single ship and
few had even been approached by U-boats yet ei^t U-boats had
been sunk by surface escort oi* air support to these convoys.

During September and October, -vhen they once again became
the pzlority target for U-boat packs, the enemy sustained the
folio-wing losses :-

Around Convoys In the refuelling area

By air cover ("I ) By surface escort By air attack from U,So
escort carriers.

13 U-boats 5 U-boats 6 U-boats

one U-boat shared

Against these 25 U-boats destroyed in mid-ocean, the
eneiT^y succeeded in sinld.ng only nine merchant sliips in the
five convoys attacked out of the 64 ocean convoys containing
2,468 ships actually at sea during the 'two montlos, (2) This
adverse balance constituted a second defeat of the U-boats in
the Northern Atlantic and forced Doenits to recast his tactics.
In the first days of November he reviewed the situation before
deciding to abandon the mobile surfaced U-boat group dis
positions.

(1) On the 1 September the V.L.R, Liberator strength available
for convoy cover amounted to 78, Of tliis total,
15 were in No, iO R,C,A,P, Squadron operating from
Nevrfoundland, 48 were in Nos, 59, 86 and 120 Squadrons
in Northern Ireland and Iceland, and 15 T/ere in No, 53
Squadron based at Beaulieu in Hanpsliire,
In addition to ocean convoys, ’ there vrere 302 American
coastal convoys, containing 3,273 ships, viiich suffered
no loss. Pew independently routed ships now traversed
the North Atlantic and the seven sunk (32,756 tons)
during these twro months v/ere lost off the South American
and West Africa coasts.

(2)
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(xiv) - Refuelling in im.d-ooean abandoned

It mil he remembered tlaat at the end of October, DoenitE's
refuelling arrangements in mid-North Atlantic were rapidly
brealcing dov/n under the attacks by the American escort carriers
Block Island and Card. Emergency refuelling from the large
minelayer IJ-220 had finislied abruptly by her destruction on the
28 October and the only tanker - U.A88 - liad been vdthdraifvn to
more southerly
(U.762 and 91)
rendes-vous vd'ch them as soon as possible so as to give them
enough fuel to reach a Biscay port but she ran into a simall
convoy the escorts of -vjiiich detected her and she was §unk on
1 November by the U.S. destroyer Borie in 4900N x 31IW, For
the next two days both 762 and 21 were signalling to base
tliat they could find neither U.405 nor U«,if88» Consequently
Doenitz vra.s forced to allocate anotlier large minelayer - U, 219
who, fresh out from Germany, Vira.3 in the vicinity outward bound
on a minelaying missions Her orders were cancelled and she

was instructed to refuel U,91 as quickly as possible before
going on to U.762 at high speed. Another operational boat -
343 - was also ordered to U, 762 as she was nov/ immobilised

Tdth eiTpty tanlcs,
acconplished by 7 November but Doenitz realised that the era of

mid-ocean replenishment was over,' After one more refuelling
operation in equatorial latitudes, U.488 started for home on
15 November and other overseas TT-boats v/ere told that they
could not be replenished again and must start their return
passages according to the state of their existing fuel stocks,
N.219 stayed in southern latitudes long enough to refuel tliree
outv7ard bound overseas boats later in the month, finally giving
her remaining fuel to U.172 bound for the Par East in early
December after wiiich she too returned to Pi-ance»

latitudes out of harm's way leaving two boats
almost out of fuel. Ue405 was detailed to

This refuelling was successfully

B. d U.

War Diary

The considerable extension of sea endtirance -wiaich the mid
ocean replenishment scheme had conferred on all types of U-boat
operations since March 1942 thus caime to an end alimost entirely
due to shorebased and carrier borne aircraft action. In this
respect the use of specially equipped Plak-U-boats
protection against air attack either in the Bay of Biscay or in
the refuelling area had failed. In the course of the smTmer
of 1943 a total of seven such boats had been converted,(l)
Hiis involved the fitting of a special conningtovrer structure
on Tidiich to mouait time extra flak guns Tidiich not only detracted
from the U-boats* seagoing qualities but limited their fuel
and torpedo capacity. By September the lack of success in
their special role -vias apparent and for a time they were used

convoy operations but their marked inferiority in perfor
mance compared to normal U-boats resulted in a decision by
Doenitz on the H November to re-convert them back to the
ordinary Oype VII class.

as

on

Ibid

page 348

(^cv) A revieT7 of the Convoy War by the U-boat Goiiimand Staff -
1 November 1943

Heavy casualties and lack of success in October forced a
review of the convoy war situationo
B, d U, Y^ar Diary.

(l ) Although the initial resumption in September was a
success, the U-boat losses, particularly from air attack
around convoys, had subsequently become serious.

This was noted in the

The following were the salient points

(1) U.441. 256, ̂ ,2^, 9^, 2^ and 2^
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(2) With no success to counter'balance them, these losses
could not be borne. It vra.s still maintained that viien
U-boats had been fitted vath 3.7 cm flalc armaiiient they
ViTOuld be able to \vard off air attacks aixl thus get to
the convoy in daj'-iigiit, Meanthne oi^erations on the
surface against convoys must be conducted mainly at
niglit with a break-away doring the day if strong air
siinport came on the scene.

(3) The air menace required the Vi/aiting lines of U-boats
to be on diving patrol during daylight in slaorter patrol
lines, close formation witliin each group and greater
distance between individual groups and betTi/een these and
the scouting U-boats loolclng for the enerriy,

(4) Kie pattern for the iinraediate future ’.would there
fore be:-

B. d U, War

Diary Pages 26?
and 268,

(a) Avoidance by the above measure of the
discovery of U-boat -ivaiting lines and resultant
evasion by eneiiqy convoys,

(b) Timing of interception of convoys, in so far
as possible, so that they were contacted in the
evening and for rapid attacks to be canried out on
the surface duning the first night without delay,

(c) The breaJcing off of any operation if very
strong air support appeared.

Conditions couJld oh].y iugirove radically when the
scale of G-.AoE. reconnaissance vra.s adequate aid early
enough to direct the U-boats to a position aliead of the
intercepted convoy. With the existing G.A.P. wealmess
in long rai,ge aircraft tliis coudd only be attenroted
the route between England and Gibraltar.

(xvi) - November opex-ations

(a) The Northern Atlaitic

Acting on the new tactics,. Groups ICoerner and Jaiin, off
UewfoTmdlaid, v/ere dissolved aid in their place the U-boats
were foiuied into five small groups numbei’ed Tiipitz 1 to 5.
Tliese were spread along the arc of a circle k.^0 miles E.N.E.
to E.SeE, of the southern tip of Nevifoundland. A gap was
left betv/een each grouplet and single U-boats posted 60 miles
to the west to act as advance reconnaissaiceo Boats v/ere to
<^ve by day but any eneqy sigb.tings were to be reported
iiiime^ately so as to peraiit of a concentration by night,
keeping the grouplets detached, Doenitz hoped to hide the
extent of the whole fonnation should

As there was now no cliaice of replenisliment
in the Ilortliem Atlaitic, tlie boats were to start home
automatically when stocks of fuel were low.

(5)

on

By

one of the little lines
be discovered.

Ibid

page 266
See Map. No. 39

Bjr the 5 November, the Tirpitz grouplets were in position
awaiting an eastbound Tile 2nd Escort Group accom'
panied by the escort carrier Tracker, after supporting the
previous B' X262 to mid-Atlantic

convoy.

■v/ere now returning slowly
tiirougli the Tirpitz area before attaching themselves to the
next convoy, Tlie Tracker's aircraft located but only
indecisively attacked U,96? in Tirpitz 2 late on the 5th„
The 2nd Escort Group closed the position and early the next
day picked up an asdic contact,
and at O9OO hours U.226 was destroyed.

Several attacks followed
Soon afterwards an

Adiiity,
C,B.04050/43
(12) and B. d U.
¥ar Diary
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aircraft from the Tracker siglited U«843L on the surface (against
all orders). She escaped danage in the attack by diving but
vjRs picked up on asdics by the 2nd Escort Groiip and sunlc at

1500 hours. No further sightings Virere made but the oncoming
HX convoy Viias diverted well to the south, liavrlng sighted no
convojT-s by 8 November, Doenitz d,issolved Group Tirpita and
took up a ddamond sliaped patrol area to the SoSpE. of Cape
Farewell (Greenland) in Tiiich the 22 U-boats were scattered in
little parties of tlxree. In one of these, U.7i4- was sighted
at 1610 hours on the 8th by Canso N/II6 Squadron R,C,AoFp viio
was escorting convoy ON 209, Tlie flying boat v;as kept at bay
by intense flak from the U-boat, Her R/T broke down and, on
leaving the scene to inform the surface escorts by visual

signal. Up 71^ irmediately dived. After dark, another boat-
U, 6)4.8 - sit^.ited the Tracker in moonlight and at 1 94-5 hours
fired a salvo at her but missed. No U-boats siglited the

aw/aited convoj'" and. two da^^s later Doenitz reformed the loose

diamond sliaped formation into a slightly more coKroact rectangle
further to the southward under the naane of Group Eisenhart,
re-inforced to 25 U-boats but still sub-divided into little

parties of tlxree, Doenitz T;as fully a'ware of the iiipossibility
of a concentrated operation with such a scattered disposition
but considered this outbalanced by the difficulty of locating
the whole group by air reconnaissanceo

Ibid

See Map No, 40

On 12 November, the Radio Intelligence Branch reported
that, from intercepted signals, it appeared that the last tliree
transatlantic convoys had follo’wed an unusually southerly
routing, Doenitz considered this most likely in viev/ of the

additional air cover now possible from the Azores and he

instiucted the vhole Eisenliart Group to move 350 miles in a

southeasterly direction so as to reach an area betv/een 55° and
46° N (north of the Azores) by I6 November when it \.'as expected
tloat convoys SO. 136 and HX,265 Vifould be approaching from the
wrest,

(b) Gonvo.v M^S 29a(^ )

Wliile this slow/ move w»as talcing place, wre w/ill turn to
the experiences of the other North Atlantic disposition -

Group Schill, across the England/Gibraltar route, Tliis group
had just been roughly handled by the escorts of SL 138/kKS 28
at the end of October and wjas, on the 2 November, moving
slow/ly southwards to talce up a line on latitude 44° N between

longi'cudes 22° and 18tP ¥ there to aw/ait convoys found for
them by GoA.P, reconnaissance, Tlie sane orders held good as
•v/ith Group Eisenhart as regards submergence during daylight
but w/ith added vreight as this area could, as Doenitz realised,
be flooded iiTith aircrai’t from tlirea directions - Azores,
Gibraltar and the United Itingdom, Y/l:at he did not Icnow/ wre.s

that full attention was being givpn^to night air operations in
support of convoys on this route,
Li^ut Squadron w/ere sent to Gibraltar early in November and
detaclnnents of this squadron and No. 179 already at Gibraltar
W'ere moved to the Azores later in the month.

Half of No, 172 Leigh

No convoys, either north or southbound, were located by
the rather sparse G,A,F, reconnaissance by 5 November and Groujo
Sc.hill continued to move steadily south umtil the
Pliegerfuelirer Atlantik could muster resources for a more

(1) References - B, d U. Yfar Blaxy and No, 247 Group O.R.B,
appendices,

(2) For the development of night air escort to convoys see
Appendix IX.
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By tills time the
At 1055 hoLirs, the

adequate search planned for the 7th,
U-boat line vjas nearing latitude 42° N, , . •
PoU, 200 sortie reported a northbo'und convoy of 33 sliips in

I54OU, This Tjas convoy lltvS 29A and Group ̂Schill of
eirfit boatel'l) ms instructed to operate against it. Actual
intercention “vvas planned for the evening of 8 ITovember f/iien
the boats v/ere to' surface at 1800 hours and listen for D/1
beacon signals from the evening G.A.P, sortie, ^ Tae bearings
\;ere to be relayed back to base and a plotted fix secured on the
convoy. Ifo-vrever, the convoy rms not re-located at all by the
GoA.P, The forenoon search ms ruined by aircraft bre^c-
dovflis and faulty search radar baulked the evening fligJit,
Accordingly the Group ivas told to steer for the estiiuated
position of the convoy at high speed on the surface from
2000 hours.

3740 X

See Maps
Nos, 39 and 40

No contact vas made until almost daylight on the 91:4 Yiien
an attack ms too late. In the half liglit U» 707 '^^■3 signCed
37 miles from the convo5r by Portress j/220 Squadron and sunk
at 0725 hours, Ttjo other boats sighted vague lights and
star shell at davm but the convoy itself rjs.3 never seen.
U,262 missed vdth an acoustic toipedo at an escort^vessel at
1023 hours ̂ and U.228 erroneously claimed to have hit
straggler at IIO9 hours. At 1130 hours the G.A.P. at last
siglited the convoy inuch further to the north and Group Schill

signalled to suirface and chase in tliis directionJout to
dive if aircraft appeared. Air escort to the convoy ms
continued by Azores Poi-tresses but no U-boats Yrere sighted.
U„1.66 came vdthin sight of one of the outer screen surface
escorts and missed mth a toigpedo at I6OO hours. She was
detected soon after by asdic and heavily depth charged mth

a

Yvas

extensive damage.
t

The evening G.A.P. sortie again reported the convoy
position and sent out beacon signals but these i/ere not
received by any of the U-boats as all v/ere kept submerged by^
fear of the air cover. The Group ms told to persevere until
daylight/l0th when they were to bi-eak avray to the Y/estward.
No furthei' signals v/ere received from the boats and the
oueration came to an end. Tnis fiasco Vifas explained by
Doenitz as due mainly to the still inadequate nimibers in the

simll size of the

s

G.A,P. reconnaissance force and to the
The Azores aircraft maintained SY/eeps^over the

area Y'dere U—boats had disclosed themselves and one 01 tnem
sighted and attacked at O4C8 hoYxrs on the 11th by L/L

Y/ellington D/172 Squadron but no daiiiage v/as inflicted.

U-boat group.

v/as

(o) Eneiiyr concentration in the Azores/Portugal
Por the next operation in this area, Doenitz plarned for

at least tvjo patrol lines in quarterline formation and spaced
a day’s convoy run apart. To provide thS required number of
U-boats, five of the Bisenliart boats lov/est in fuel YVere
ordered to join Group Schill together Yvith five others fresh
from Biscay ports.

A staff appreciation Yvritten on the 12 November stated
that the movements and lack of results of the recent 12 do^/s
illustrated the difficulties under Yvhich the U-boats operated.
It said "The eneny holds all the trunrp cards,
air cover

warning malce convoy detom’s possible in an iimYense sea area

area

I’ar readiing
using location methods against vdiich we have noB, du.

Vfar Diary
Pages 295 and 2S6

(1) Group Schill - U.211. 33J, 707/ 251, 228 and 3^.
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over Ti/iiicli vve have no corresponding air reconnaissance except
in a limited region off Portugalo Tlie eneiny air attack
menace has cnxtailed the mohility of U-boats and restricted
their range of vision because they must keep submerged all
day. They Icnow all our secrets and v/e know none of theirs.

The enemy air operations in the Bay of Biscaj'’, althovigh not
inflicting many losses, have so increased the passage time of
outward and inward bound boats that this journey now takes as
long as a former coarolete Atlantic crtiise. As U-boats can

no longer be refuelled at sea they consequently can spend far
less thae on patrol, TIae net result is that we have to give

the western half of the Atlantic and restrict attacks on

the transatlantic convoys to the area east of longitude 55°"^^
We must therefore concentrate on operations against tlie
England/Gibraltar convoys where at least we have some air
reconnaissance",

This ̂ ms an admission of defeat in the Northern Atlantic

conparable to the earlier vdthdrawal in May 1943, It became
more con^lete on 15 November by the withdrawal of all the
remaining Eicenhart boats from northern latitudes and their

redeployment into the Groi;^) Scliill area to the N,¥, of S]pairu
Vfliile malcing tliis move, some of the boats became involved in
partial contacts with HX 265 - one of the convoys they had
been vainly waiting for in the previoLis disposition. Both

this convoy and SC I46 received acqple air cover bet’ween the
15 and 17 November from the Azores and the United Ivingdom
and, altho^igh several U-boats sighted some of the outer

screens of surface craft, none succeeded in closing the'

actual convoys, Wliile escorting HX 265 on I6 November,
V,L,R, Liberator M/86 Squadron attacked and sanlc U.28Q some
40 miles from the convoy. No general operation was
atteiiroted by Doendts and the r e-inf ore ement of Group Scliill
continued.

Ibid

Page 303

See Map No, 41

The experiences of this and subsequent groi:ips of U-boats
against the North/South convoys will be given in detail
because they constitute the final defeat of U-boat concen

trations against ocean convoys. Thereafter, U-boat
operations relapse into minor pinpricks. To avoid constant
marginal reference in the naTi’ative of these convoys, it is
stated here that the accounts have been compiled from the
follovdng sources

ri,Q„ Coastal Comnand and Gro-up 0,E„B, apfjpendices, B. d U,
W'ar Diary for November and Deceiaber 1943, and Admiralty
C„ 3,04050/43(11), (12) and A4( 1 ),
G,M.T,

(d) - Convoy SL 139An^ 30

All times are

Meanvfiiile late on 15 November, the G,A,P, search had
sighted a large convoy steering NoW, in position 3530N x
I23OW which ms correctly estimated to be the combined SlAlKS
convoy bound for England, A full scale operation was planned
against it using all available U-boats grouped as follows;-

Group Scliill I - Eight boats(l) to a’wait
or near Position 4IOCN x 2100W,

iiiitial attack position.

further orders in

Tliis ^ms to be the

(1) Schill I - 14608, 262, 228, 515, 358., 333, 211, 6OO.
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G-roiip Schill II - Eight hoats(^ ) to talce ijp  a line on
latitude k2^ N "bctTV/een longitudes 20° and 22^-° ¥ hy
dusl</l 9 Noveiiiher, as the second attack positiouo

G-roun Schill III - Ten TDoats(^) to a\7ait further orders
on latitude 2).8° N "between longitudes 182° 22° \7 from
dusk/20th as the final attacld.ng lineo

All boats were to proceed submerged by day and. keep a diving
patrol •viien in position but slialj.ow enouigli to receive long
■wave ¥/T signals from base, A general message to all U-boats
■was broadcast in ■which Doenitz explained the reasons for the
■withdraiwal from the transatlantic trade route and stating
that the first long range JU 29O, s ■\;'Bre now available,
sx:pplemented by BV,222,s and B'oWo200,s, as convoy locators
while the He, 177 l^ad largely replaced the dUo88 as long range
fighter/bombers, Tlie use of the Saunkoenig acoustic
torpedoes he said liad already discouraged much of the former
counter-action by surface escorts virile the f'ullj’^ automatic
37 mm flalc guns now mounted in increasing numbers of U-boats
would help against their main enemy - the aircraft, and shoudd
restore surfaced mobility during tire day. The instal!l.ation

; of the .detector receivers Naxos, Borloom and ¥'anze G2
^ararrteed radar interception over ■wide bands vdthout the risk
of radiation. Tire signal conclud.ed" "You have had to combat
a strong'air menace vri.th, up to date, little chance of
success but jrour fighting has led to a very large deployment
of enemy resources in the sea war. Keep figlrting so as to
continue to tie dovm these forces and so prevent their use
against ■the Fatherlaird even though the battle seems fruitless
to you,"w)

See Map No, 42

On the following day the 37,222 reconnaissance reported
the convoy at 1025 hours as being in 56° N x 14°  ¥ steering
northviTesto Group Sclrill I was ordered to take up a line on
latitude if045N between 17° and 20° ¥ by P0M0/I8 November.
On the 17th, after a forenoon report by the G,A,P, on the
convoy's position the Group ■was told to disprove their position
by moving southwestwards to latitude 39° N betvreen 19° and
21° ¥ and to surface at. 1800 houirs on 18 November keeping
watch on D/J?'beacon signal reception,
were ordered, one in the forenoon to still further imiprove
the positioning of the line and one at dusk to bring the
boats to the convoy.

Two G,A,P, fliglits

Tlie increasing enemy ¥/T traffic from 15 November on^ward
had indicated the presence of numerous U-boats on the route of
the convoy and considerable re-inforcement of si,irface escort
was in train viiile maximum air cover was planned, Tlie convey
5L 159/^'3 30 consis’fced of 66 ships and initially had the 40th
E.G, (six vessels) as escort. This vra.s re-inforced on
18 November by the 7th E.G, (five sliips), Tdaile on their way
to join, tvro of this gpoup detected and attacked Uo643, one
of the Schill II boats vaiting further north, buit ini’licted
no damage. Night air support aliead of the convoy comiienced
during the night of the 17th/l8th and L/L ¥ellirigton D/172
Squadron located and attacked indecisively another Schill II
boat at 0354/18th, None of Schill I were seen.

(1) Schill II - U.709/ 969. 343, 586, '648, 238, '6I8, 86.
(2) Scliill III - UJ14, 843., 424, 212, 321, 967, 538,■342,
^  . 25. 2^.
(3) The final vrords of this other^vvise encouraging signal must

have been read v/ith mixed feelings by captains of U-boats,
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^  Tlie forenoon G-oAePs search found the convoy in 39*^ x
182°^/' and as Schill I»s line was too far to the west, they
were told to proceed submerged to the northeast and after
surfacing at 1830 hours v^ere to search in tliis direction.
Soon after noon, U.515 sighted the convoy and surfaced in
order to report to basen She was immediately sighted by
H.MbS» Ohanticleer 1/110 was 25 miles astern of the convoy, . .
forced to dive and hunted together with H.M.3. Orane of the 7th
EoG, Uo515 retaliated vdth acoustic torpedoes, one of i/liich
hit and blew off the Chanticleer’s stem.
tow by the convoy rescue tug Salveda and started foi* the
Azores^ accoiipanied by H.MaSo Gar lies and a Hudson air escort,
Meanwiiile tlie Crane continued depth charge attacks until losing
contact at dusk.

She T/as talcen in

Hie evening G.AoP. sortie located the convoy and sent out
beacon signals until 2000 hours but only U.262 received them
and a Vf/T fix of the convoy Tra.s not obtained,
midnight, U.515 surfaced and got her signal tlirougli iliich
slicii/ed Doenitz tliat the convoy had been further aliead than
estinated and, realising that it had by now passed the line,
he signalled all Grorro Schill I to press on to the north at
maximum speed.

During dayliglit on the 18th, the convoy had received
continuous air escort and support by a total of six Portresses
and four Hudsons from the Azores and tliree Catalinas from

Niglit support was then given by tliree I/L
Wellingtons from the Azores, One of these, P/l79 Squadron,
detected, attacked and sank U.211 while obeying Doenitz’s
signal to press on* Another U—boat (U*333) ran up against
the outer surface screen and was so severely daiaged by depth
charge attacks that ̂ e barely managed to reach port after
niglicmane journey. (1) Only H.262. following i:^"her D/F
bearing, managed to catch a glimpse of the convoy just before
dawn but had to dive for safetjr as the light grew stronger,

Doenitz ordered Scliill I to abandon the operation in view
of the obviously strong air cover explaining the lack of
success as due to the unavoidable delay in getting off U,515's
sigliting report. Group Schill II was moved eastwarxi to lie
betvreen 18° and 21°iy on latitude 43^. Duriiig the day of
19 November the convoy’s surface escort vfa.s further
strengthened by two Canadian slaips Calgary and Sno^emy, the
5th E.Go (four slaips) and H.M, Ships Essington. ¥ato.1iman and
Winchelsea imio were incorporated into the 7th E.G.
was again continuous and Tra.s given by a total of ten Portress
sorties. One of these sighted a U-boat at 1if43 hours some
30 miles on the convoy’s starboard bow but it dived before
attack could be made.

Hie morning JU.290 had duly located the convoy and
Schill II augnented by U. 6O8, 238 and 536 wore instructed to
move still iiirther east submerged during”the day. The evening
<JU. 290, althougli engaged by the escorting Portress, managed to
keep touch with the convoy and made beacon signals as ordered,
Hiese were picked up by six of the Scliill II boats and gave a

Later at aroun

Gibraltar.

a

Air cover

an

d

(1) She arrived at La Pallice on 1 December liardJ.y afloat and
in such a battered state that Doenitz made a general sfg-pal
to all U-boats eulogising her commanding officer
(iCapt, Lt, Cremer) and citing liis achievement as an
exanple of hovir a well trained crew resolutely led could
surmount aLnost hopeless conditions,
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good fix of the convoy,
general attack ordered.

All the group were informed and a

During the dark hours, support was given between -1900 and
0500/20th by seven L/L Wellingtons,
several reported diving because of their presence,
convoy was ■unmolested, Tliree U-boats reported sighting star
shell, U, 62j-8 got a l'];j'-drophone bearing of the convoy and Uo258
missed -with a tor^pedo at a frigate. After diving slie heard
the convoy pass overhead, H.McS, Wene. one of the advanced
outer screen, sighted Uj536. forced her to dive and together
with the Calgary and Snowberry blew her to the sm-'face again
with depth charges, Eere she vra.s met by a hail of gunfire
and sanlc stern first at 022f.7/20tho Her captain and 16 of
the crew v/ere picked up la’ter.

Thej?- saw no U-boats but
The

Tlie G.A.P, reconnaissances on the 20th were mde by four
airci-aft. One P,W.200 and one JU, 290 on their way out were
shot doVitti by Beaufigliters of No, 22(5 Squadron and Mosquitoes
of No. 157 Squadron respectively off Cape Ortegal and the
other two aircraft had defective search radar so the convoy
was not located. In default of air location, Schill III
started mo'ving south submerged towards the estimated convoy
position vd-th orders to surface as soon as reasonable and press
on at full speed in case o'f convoy evasion. Air cover
during the day \ra.s even stronger, being sujpplied by six
Portresses from the Azores, six Liberators and tlree .
Sunderlands from the United Kin-,;dom. One of the Liberators
(P/86 Squadron) sighted a U-boat tlro-ugh a rain squall at
09i(-0 hoirs 25 iiules off the convoy's port bow but it dived
before attack -was possible. At 1740 hoirs, Sunderland G/2(22
Squadron sighted U.6I8 on the surface, A signal sent to
base indicating immediate attack but the aircraft never
returned. Wp6l8 claimed a Sunderland at -tliis time and it

See Map No. 1^2

seems certain that this aircraft via.s sjiot do'wn on the attaclcing
run-in.

Schill III actually sirfaced. before dark and steered
southward during the niglit to meet the convoy but appear to
have missed it altogether because tlie first contacts were made
on the convoy's quartex’s and asteri by the rear outer screen
vessels. Actual niglit air escort was given on this occasion
and lasted from 1945/20th to 0903/21st by eight Leigh Li^it
Liberators of No,. 55 Squadron from England. " Many A,S,V.
contacts v/ere made astern of the convoy and four U-boats
illuminated of li/liicli tiro were attacked, V'53 Squadron failed
to harm U.575 owing to internuttent trouble \dth the Lei^^i
Liglit and. another boat r/as afterwards detected but no attack
was possible owing to the same cause, ("I) N/53 Squadron
illuminated U, 625 but \ra.s sliot dorm ivith no survivors on the
attacld-ng run-in, Altogethei* seven U—boats reported
incidents mth aircraft this nigixt. At one time tlie 5th E,G,
conplained that 'the frequent glare of exposed searchliglits v/as
diminisl'iing their jra-ospects of surprise attacks but their
chance came at 0250/21 st. IlaMjS, Poley obtained a radar con

See Appendix IX
for development
of ni^it air
escort.

tact about 40 miles on the convoy's por't quarter. Together
with tlie Crane slie closed, illuminated ■with star sl^iell and

(1) V55 Sqiiadron completed her escort duty and left the
Sjiortly before I’eaching Comwadl

on the homeward Journey, tliree engines suddenly out and
.  the aircraft ditched,

picked up.

convoy at 0800 home’s.

Only one survivor was subsequently
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sighted a large U-hoat vliich immediately dived#
contact 1/73,3 gained and a long series of undenvater attacks

ensued viiich at IOO5 hoLirs finally resialted in the destruction
of U«538,

Asdic .

Doenitz abandoned the operation at dai,m on 21 Novenier
remarlcing in liis War Diary tloat 31 U-boats had talcen part in
t’lree different night dispositions but had only resulted in one

escort vessel being hit aiid t'AC' aircraft sJiot d.ovTn# Events

had sliomij he wrote ̂ that the enemy is well able to talce quick
and effective action in this area Tdth nuiiierous air and surface

escorts. The next operation must therefore be carried out in

one sin^'le night Td.th as close a massing of U-boats as was
possible. The G,AoP, numbers must be increased and they
should sliadow the convoy at night so that beacon signals could
be used by U-boats tlxrou^iout the dark hours. Means to

combat the enemy night air support must be found,

A glider bomb attack on the convoy

Continuing nortlni/ard the convoy VTas located by  a ?,¥, 200
and a JU,290 at O9OO hoixrs/21 November, They were engaged
by the tvTD escorting Liberators but continued to sliadow for-

some hours. At 14-00 hours, the 4-th E,G. (six ships) joined
as additional outer screens. Air escort v/as provided tlirough-
out the day by Liberators and S-underlands from the United

•TLlngdom, At 1530 hours, several He, 177® s appeared and
attacks wi,th glider bombs against the convoy started in petition
4-64£N X 1821Y^,
joined by the A/A sliip H,M.C,S, Prince Robert tIio took stati
close astern of the convoy# Air combats took place betvreen
the escorting Liberator K/224 Sqdn. and foiir of the attacking
He.1 /7o3 di,iring iiiiich one of them was slaot dovm. At

1600 hours, S,S, klarsa - 4-j4-05 tons straggling 3g- miles astern
WO.S hit and had to be abandoned, A few ininutes later

SoS, Delius - 6,065 tons in the convoy was damaged and set on
fire but eventually reached harbour. The attacks ceased a.t

two

As the attacks developed the defence was
on

1657 hours. In all sixteen bombs were released but only
found their mark, (1) At the ssaae time, the Watcliman and
Winchelsea who T/ers 4-0 mles astern were also attacked and
the latter T/as slightly damaged by a near miss.

Air escort was continued tlirou^iout the night but the
recent sustained effort left only two British Liberators
available for the 22 November,

Group for sorties by the U,SaN, Liberators under his. contz'ol

met ivith a refusal on the ground that convoy coyer was not
vdthin their Commanding Officer’s assignment, (2) In the
event, the convoy was not further molested but the incident
gave point to the need for haste in the clarification of
operational control then under discussion between the Britisli
authorities and the Wasliington U,Sc Naval Staff,

A request by .the A,0,C, No, 19

See

Chapter VII
(iv)

(e) - Convoys OS 59/KkIS 30 and SL 14-0/kKB 31

After the failure of tliis major operation^ Doenitz
reformed the remaining
consisting of I6 boats

Schill boats into a new Group Weddigen
V.3) and directed them to forn a line on

(1) From German records, of the .23 aircraft, which toeb o.ff, throe Hcn 17?a0.
failed to return. Exaggerated claims were made of two large ships being
sunk and three others damaged* S. d u. wa-rxcc-ryb-

(2) The clash arose over the too rigid Interpretation of the Commending Officer* s
written assigrment from his superiors. It was settled In this Oii'se hy p^5:.3ona;
Interview by the A.OaC.-ln-C, and oorresponderioe with Adalral SSar-k U.SJl, In
London, Ref. C,C./T3,8 encas* 51B and 4tA to ZjSA,

(3) Group Iheddigen - 843, 618, m, 35?, 5^2.. 586. 262, 764. 86, 233. 643„
521 and 7144
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latitude oetTreen 19^° and 224°¥ by dark on the
23 November for an operation against the southboLind OS/KMS
convoy. The 4th E.G, T/vas in the course of being transferred
from SL 139A^ 30 to this convoy vMch \ms OS 59/Ki-IS 30 and
the Azores aircraft were flying continuous sweeps over the
general area -ssiiere the recent battle had taken place. It was
not surprising therefore that odd U-boats should siglit both
aircraft and surface vessels \diich wer-e in no particular
relation to aiiy specific convoy. Several of these southwest
moving U-boats ran into the 4th E,G. during the night of the
22nd/23rd in the course of v/hich U, 714 ms lumted for five
hours, U.424 for eight hours and U,648 was sunk by H,M, ships
Basely. Blaclcwood and Drairy. U, 843 sighted the sliips just
before dawn and missed them with an acoustic torjoedo.

After tliese encounters, the second division of the 2|.th
E, G, v/ere instructed to continue a southvfiird sweep in this
fruitful area v,5iile the other division continued over to the

southbound convoy. Azores based aircraft now gave full air
escort to this convoy which was routed dovni fuo'ther \yest than
usual. The G,A,P, search failed to locate it during the 23rd
and Doentiz, guessing that the convo;y had haviled out following
the glider bomb attack on the SL convoy, ordered Groiqp
yfeddigen to transfer their patrol line as soon as dark had
fallen at full speed 90 miles to the southwest, Nothiiig^ was
seen by them of the convoy but tvro boats , again caught glimpses
of the detached 4th E,G, division.

Continued failure to locate the convoy by air or U-boat
search during the 2ii-th decided Doenitz that it must already
have passed beyond his reach('0 and he re-directed Group)
Tfeddingen to latitude 37p°^ between •17° and l95'°Vif by dark on
27 November in readiness to operate against the next north-
boimd convoy. During the night 22(.th/29th some of the boats
once more ran into the detached sliips of the 4^11 E,G, U.52j-2
was chased but got away, U.262 and 843 sighted starshell and
U, 600 T/as located, attacked and sujilc at 0303 hours on the 25th
by the Bazely and. Blaclcwood, No fiu-ther contacts being
obtained by I63O hours, the ships set course to re-join the
other division liiich ms novif mov:l.ng over to sipport the north
bound convoy SL I40AIKS 31«
SY/eep over the general area tiirough Ydiich the convoy Yrould

have to advance aiid during the night 25tli/26th, L/L Yfellington
B/172 Squadron caught U, 542 on the surface. Under intense
flalc an attack was delivered vdiich did not damage her,

U.S.S. Bogue, who Yras also moving over tov/ards the SL convoy, liad
her aircraft flyi-iig and they detected U.6I8. Tiie flares
dropped by the aircraft and flalc from tlie U-boat vrere seen

from the 2j.th E.G. y^io closed, pDicked up U, 8 on asdic and
severely dainaged her in a series of luiden-irater attacks lasting
till midday/26th.

Azores aircraft continued to

At 131:4 hours the convoy Tra,s located and I’eported by the
G.A.P. reconnaissance and Doenitz signalled the leudigen
boats to inprove their positionin,g to the southeastmrds in
prepai’ation for action at d.usk/27th,
consisting of 68 ships ms initially escorted by Gi’ouip B,1 of
eipht vessels.

The combined convoj^

Close air escort v;as not yet being given on

(1) Convoy OS 39 33 proceeded dovni loi^^itude 23'2'°¥ heavily
supported day and night by Azores based aircraft,
Di.’ring the aftem.oon of 23 November, the convoy ms
further supriported by the U.S. escort carrier Bogue
escorted by tliree U,S, destroyers.
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the 26th but seven Azores Portresses aided by the Bofflie* s air-

cral*t gave air support ahead# This Tiras continued thjrough the
night of the 26th/27th during which a U-boat was illuminated
and attacked by A/179 Squadron but no daiiiage was inflicted#
Not far away the 4th EgG, contacted another U-boat and

subjected her to an hour’s hunt v/ith depth charges but she also
got away \mharmedo

At 0830/27th, a P.Wo200 found the convoy well to the east
of the estiimted position and Group Y/eddigen were told to move

submerged in a northeasterlA’' direction imtil dusk and then to

See Map No, 43 proceed northeast at high speed on the s-urface. During the
forenoon the other division of the 4th E.G, joined the ccnvoy

followed in the afternoon by the 2nd E,G, (four ships)
carrying the famous Captain ViTalker as senior officer who
thenceforth took command of all the esccrts# Gibraltar ba.ssd

Oatalinas gave close air escort from daivn followed during the
day by four Azores Portresses vri.th general support provided
by five more Portresses, two Hudsons and the Bo.gue’ s aircraft.

No U-boabs were sighted during the day of the 27th because

not only were they submerged but were in fact well to the

westward of the convoy’s line of advance. This was realised

to the full by Doenitz in the evening when a BVt,222 picked up
the convoy in 3900N x 1630'¥, The beacon signals made by this
aircraft after dusk were picked up by five of the U-boats
■vrioich showed them to be some distance off the convoy's port
quarter. The BV,222 continued to shadow, making continuous
beacon signals until 0130 hours on the 28th and earning
subsequent congratulations from Doenitz, Tlie U-boats were
however, too far off to gain contact even by high speed on the
surface. Escorting l/L Wellingtons dtiring the night 27th/
28th sighted two boats, both to the westward of the caavoy.
One - 11^342 - was attacked and simk by l/179 Squadron’knd tho
other - U.764 - shot down her adversary 0/172 Squadron?.,
Two other boats reported night air attacks which were by the
Bogue’s aircraft one of which vra-s shot down. Other U-boats
drew up tov/ards the convoy in the latter part of the daidc
hours and numerous encounters took place with the rearguard
outer screen in which U.762|. was damaged, U.238 deserves a.
negative mention. She had seen the flak actions in which the
two aircraft had been shot dovm. and she picked up the pilot
and radio operator from 0/l72 Sq-uadron subsequently landing
them as prisoners, (^)

The only boat to reach the convoy was U.262 who dived
under the screen an.d surfaced among the ships just before

CKe CsdTt-revfc ,-JCvS 1-/172
No • 170 ,

(31) During 28 November, U,238 signalled to base the results
of a preliiriinary interrogation of the British radio
operator,
(a) The location of U-boats was passive, i,e. Homing
on U-boats’ ovm electronic emanations,
(b) The searchlight v/as not aly/ays necessary for
accurate release of depth charges,
(c) The attacking course was always at right angles to
the U-bcat's track.

tfTe c r® ^

He stated;-

fd) The point of aim
(e) He had two years

was the \mke,
experience on A/U operations and

claimed to be able to distinguish a German from a British
submarine with the location method in use.
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daTm, She fired four torpedoes and claimed tliree hits but
actually all four tcigpedoes exploded harmlessly at the end of
their mn, U«2g2 was promptly attacked by HJi.S. Dahlia but
escaped unharmed, (i ) After daylight U.238 ca-ught a distant
sight of the convoy and missed with a torpedo at  a corvette ai
1042 hours,

and the operation was broken off.
ordered to move out to the west where it was intended to build

up another patrol line against the next southbound convoy.
The Azores and Gibraltar based aircraft continued to give air
cover to the convoy while the Bogun ranged over the recent

scene of action. On the 29 November, her aircraft ca.ught
and sank U.86. and inflicted casualties by M/G fire on U.238
who bad to make an immediate return to port.

In his canments on the action, Doenitz noted that the
convoy had altered course drastically as soon as the shado?/lng
G.A.P. aircraft had departed which made it difficult to
dispose the waiting line of U-boats restricted as they were
in mobility. More continuous shadowing was impossible owing
to lack of aircraft. Night shadowing v/as feasible and on
this occasion was very successful. The prolific use of
flares and starshell had misled U-boats at night but newly
designed signal buoys to be dropped by the shadowing aircraft
should prevent this in future. The enemy was malting

,  increasing use of night air escort v/hioh not only added to

the risks to U-boats but frustrated their approach to the
convoy in time before daylight. The small results (three
ships erroneously claimed as sunk) were attributed in this

. case to:-

There were no further reports from other U-boats
The scattered group was

re-

(a) A bad start in that the patrol line was initially
too far to the west,

(b) The st rong activity by night fl.ying aircraft which
caused so much diving when attempting to close on the
surface,

(c) Raise trails occasioned by the use of flares and
star shell,

(d) The opposition by the numerous outer screen surface
craft.

(xvii) - December operations

During the latter part cf November, a large number of new
U-boats had cleared into tho Atlantic tlnrough the Northern

Transit area. These, together with a few from Biscay ports,
had been kept in a waiting area ̂ vell to the S.S.T4 of Iceland.
Early in December, sixteen of these boats, w'ere formed into a
Group Ooronel and disposed down longitude bet^ween

See l\ilap. No. Uh- latitudes 57° and 53°N, Limited G.A.E. reconnaissance was
promised to the east of this line in order to locate westbound

transatlantic convoys. As there wras no sign of a southbound

(1 ) The captain of U.262 (Lieutenant Pranlcc) was, on his
return to harboi.Tr, given the Knights Cross on Doenitz's
recommendation as being; the only coimuinding officer who

had in the recent operations forced Ms way up to
convoys in face cf the strong air and surface position.
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H.I3 convoy, Group Yfedcligen was moved up to¥/ards the Coronel

line so that all possible evasive routeing imight be covered*

Ironically enough the expected convoy (ON 214-1 actijally
passed betv/een the groups before the line was complete and

after vainly searching mth the limited resources the
Coronel boats were re-disposed souttavards to try for an

eastbound convoy while Group YYeddigen, being time and fuel

expired, Tra.s disbanded*
by-passed Group Coronel to the north leaving Doenitz
entirely mystified as to how the submerged line had been

located to permit of this evasion*

In due course the eastbound convoy

On 8 December, he split the Coronel boats into two sub-

grouiDS for greater ease in submerged manoeuvrability and

tried again for an ON ccnvoy®
by a PoW» 200 but so far to the south that no operation
against it was practicable*
by the middl.e of the month swelled the numbers to 24- U-boats

and these were re-disposed in three sub-groups but no

sighting materialised,
to growj re-groupings and re-dispositions follov/ed one

another in vain until by 23 December Doenitz was back again
to the old loose formation of 20 boats in parties of three in

the northern area and a Group Borkm of 13 boats betY/een the

Azores and N*W« of Spain*

Tliis was sighted on the 13th

More new boats from Germany had

U-boat numbers in the area continued

 -

See'l/iaps
No So 4-5, 4-6 and
4-7

On this day (23rd), two of the northern boats - Up4-71
and A21 - sighted the fast westbound convoy TU 5o
former was attacked and dai'jaged by the escorting Liberator

0/120 Squadron and the latter heavily depthcharged by tlie
surface escort*

further south there was a more serious encounter*

1425 hours the G.A*P, reconnaissance reported an escort
carrier steering southwest in position 46^°N x 20*^7* 

'

was the U*S*S. Card who actually had four destroyers with
her*

The

No operation was attenpted* However,
At

Thi

Weary of av/aiting the elusive mercijant convoys, Doen

s

itz
Contact vra.s made thatordered Group Borlcum to operate*

evening and during the night 23/24 December at least seven
The long expected southbound

convoy OS 62/l'3vIS 36 vas just to the north accompanied by the
Tfell in advance v/ere HalvL

As soon as the Card^ s gro;jp

U-boats came into action*

British escort carrier Sttrlker*
ships Hurricane and Glenarrn.

reported contacts wdth U-boats, these tv=/o vessels were
ordered to join her wrhile the convoy was diverted far to the
west* A confused battle ensued during which U* 645 was sunlc
tiy UqScS* Schenk and both U*S«S* Leary and H«M*S* Hixrricajne
were hit by acoustic torpedoes from 144-15 and 275 respectively*
The Leary sanlc immediately with heay/ loss of life and the
Hurricane had to be abandoned later#

was called off and for the next two bays Group Boriazn searched

eastwards for the convoy which of course was never sighted.
Realising that a nuiriber of U-boats were in the area athwart

the usual convoy route, the U.S, escort carriers Bl.ock Island
and Core, each vn.th an escort of destroyers, were sent to
operate from the 27 December in a sector 4-00 miles N*E, of

the Azores over v/hich shore-based air sweeps were also
maintained by day and night#
Borkum were being re-disposed against the northbound
SL 143/MiS 36*
several incidents took place between the opposing forces,
L/L Welling,tons from the Azores made two attacks on U-boats
at night and at least seven boats were engaged by the escort
camier groups,

roioghly handled while erroneous claims were signalled by
them totalling six enemy destroyers sunlc.

At dawn the operation

In this same region Group

Consequently dirring the 29 and 30 December

No U-boats were sunlc but three were
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The December saw the only other positive convoy
sightihg by the northern group of U-boats, Both and
545 sighted convoy ON 2-17 in position 603ON x 243OW, The
latter fired at and hit a straggler - S.S, Empire Housman -

but only damaged her,('l) U,545 was comter-attacked v^dthout
damage and fired an acoustic torpedo at her assailants claiming
one of them sunk. Also on the 3'lst, further signalled claims
from Group Borkum increased their reported score hy three more
destroyers sunk.

These exaggerated claims by U-boats were growing to a

fantastic figure but as 90 per cent of acoustic torpedoes
exploded, either at the end of their run or when coming up
against the Poxer device towed astern by escort craftv.2) it
not altogether unreasonable for the hunted U-boat to conclude

a hit ?liensver an explosicsn. was heard. However, the large
numbers of such surface craft believed sunk by the U-boat

Command undoubtedly led them to think the U-boats were effective

whereas in actual fact they were acccoplishing practically
nothing,

(xviii) - Summary of the Convoy War at the end of 1943

T/as

The months of November and December sav/ the final defeat

The day of highof serious threats against ocean convoys
mobility surfaced U-boat concentrations was over for good.
The western Atlantic had been abandoned bji" Doenitz and the

Asores/portugal area was too hot to pursue even submerged
operations in conjunction with G,A,P, reconnaissance,
forth U“bos.ts were reduced to diving iDatrols scattered in

See iiap No, 48 penny packets in the northeastern sector of the Atlantic,
constantly harried by support groups and air cover to the

nimierous and increasingly large convoys.

Thence-

Por the loss of twelve U-boats in convoy operations during
these two man.ths not a single merchant shi.p had been 3un,k(,3)
and out of all the claims against escorting craft only tl'ree

surface and four aircraft had been lost to enemy action.

The flying hours expended on convoy escort and stipport
from the Unired Kfngdom, Iceland Gibraltar and the Azores
during the fovr months since the resumption of U-boat operations

(1) This ship lay in a dcuuaged condition hove to for some daj^-s
and on 3 January 1944 was again torpedoed and this time

sunk by U,7^-o
Soon after the first use of Zaunkoenig acou-stic torpedoes
in September, the British naval authorities had countered
with a noise making device capable of being quicklj''
streamed and ta\Ted astern by escort craft when U-boats
were encountered,

POXER.

72 ocean convoys containing 2,218 merchant ships reached
their destiriations safely.

It received the appropriate name of

(2)

(3)
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if) the kJoYtlfjeTij <j.re gi>/<.r> bcIot-S.

Atlantic Convoy Escort and Support

Total hrs.Effective hrs»Base Sightings Attacks Sunk Daoi*Month

(517 (1,292
(  2/+1 (N)

3U,K. 5 29

( 2D (N)and Iceland

Sept,
( 617(35901b,

( 29 (N) (  128 ((N)

(2,hk3
I  605
(  20 (N) L/L

(N)
34(1p280

(  73 (N>
(  2 (N) L/L

4U.K, 10+1 she30
1and Iceland 1 N  N

Oct.

(  231
(  17 (N)

(  392
(  81 (N)

Gib.

241 376Azores 1  ■ 0

(  352
(  10 (N)
(  22 (N) L/L

(  893
{  265 (N)
(  80 (n) L/L

U.K. 1 12

and Iceland

1 L/L3 L/L
Nov.

(  439
(  75 (N)
(  11 (N) L/L

{  278
(  31 (N)
(  3 (N) L/L

Gib.

(1,850
(  257 (N)
(  313 (N) L/L

(1p028 1 12

iVsores 50 (N)
(  22lt (H) L/L 2 L/L6 L/L 6 L/L

(1,033
(  439 (N)
(  147 (N) L/L

(  579
(  112
(  103

1U.Ko
and Iceland

11

S! L/L

(  129
(  4 (N)

(  187
(  18 (N)

Dec, Gib.

(  879
(  110 (N)
{  188 (N) L/L

(1,391
(  350 (N)
(  277 (N) L/L

Azores

4 L/L 3 L/L

(xix) - Attempts to establish U,S, aiiroraft in ohe Azccres

The agreement with the Portuguese Government under
Dr, Salazar whereby we gained certain facilities in the Azores
was only arrived at on the understanding that they did not

apply to TJ,S, forces. Privately the II,S, Government v/as

assured by us, that, as soon as our force was firmly estab-
lishedp ways would be found to induce Dr, Salazar to re
consider this exclusion.

During the latter part of 194-3j» the U,S, authorities made
no secret of their w'ishes to base a considerable operational

airfield as a

All this was
force in the Azores in addition to using Lagens
staging post for up to ipOO planes per month,(f)
against Salazar’s original intention to grant limited .
facilities to the British only - based on the ancient treaty
between Portugal and England,

Aji,
D,0.A,S. Pile

a.h,b./id4-/73

(t) An operating force of one an^jhibian Catalina and four
Liberator squadrons together with landing facilities on
another island for carrier borne aircraft and the use of

two harbours for naval craft involving a large construc
tional and maintenance ground force.
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Salazar was fearful lest ary permlssicai granted to the
U,S,A, separately might result in i^ermanent claims on suoh
islands as were used either as airfields or naval bases which
not only might create immediate trouble with %)ain with her
background of German influence but would prejudice the status
of the Azores as an independent Portuguese possession after
the war. This feeling of being under constant pressure from
^erican requests also resulted in a much more strict
interpretation of the Anglo-Portuguese Agreement than would
otherwise have been the case,
of ways such as unwillingness to permit British parties to
sii^ey other islands for emergency landing fields, to put up
W/T^point to point equipment or radio beacons, enforcement of
plain clothes on British naval base personnel and many small
obstructions which undoubtedly could have been surmounted by
compromise.

In the circtunstances therefore it was agreed between the
two Allies that Anerican operational participation should be
cut to a minimum. Based on the November and December
experience it was considered that the convoy cover required
for Atlantic convoys from the Azores could be adequately
performed by the two existing British Portress squadrons and
one U.S.N, Liberator squadron fitted with searchlights,(1)
It was confirmed by Oominch that the latter would be under
British operational control through the A,0,0, of No, 247
Group who was also the Senior British officex* Azores,

-American s_quadron would release the detachments of Nos, 172
and 1^9^/L Wellington squadrons which were required elsewhere.
The short range work hitherto done by the detachment of No. 233
Hudson squadron could it was thought be replaced by an American
Ventura or amphibian Catalina squadron.

Active negotiations for these moves were'in train by the
TJ.S, Minister at Lisbon, By the end of 1943, Re, Salazar
had accepted the use of Lagens airfield as a staging post
involving up to 1,200 transits per month and was on the point
of agreeing to the introduction of U,S, operational aircraft
provided they were camouflaged as assistance to the British
and maintained under British control,
agreement liad been signed he heard that the Anericans had

sailed large nimibers of ground personnel, eqtiipment and stores.
For some days it appeared that Salazar was satisfied but by
the 15 January 1944 it transpired that the U,S, Minister
mistaken and Salazar was hi^ily suspicious regarding the
numbers of II,S, personnel involved, the fact that the U,S,
operational sq-uadron was an American unit and that it was not

camouflaged under British markings. He refused to sign any
formula of agreement.

Negotiations dragged on throughout the rest of January
fend all through February until on i2 March at a meeting' in
London, at which were present H,M, Ambassador at Lisbon,
Mr, Winant, Admiral Stark, U,S,N,,
of the Admiralty, Foreign Office, Air Ministry and Coastal
Command, a new formula was thrashed out in which it was stressed
that the U.S, squadron would be in effect similar in statin to
the three U.S, squadrons already operating in No, 19G-roupuader

It showed itself in a number

This

However, before the

was

together with rqpresaitatives

ibid

ibid

0.A.S, to O.N.S,
Letter of

23/12/43 and
A.O.C, in 0, to
S.B.O, Azores

Signal I45OA/
31/12

ibid

Signal “ Lisbon
to F,0, London

0145/2/1/44

ibid

Signal - F.O.
London to

S.B.O. Azores

TO52:'T4/t

A.M,

D.C.A.S. File
A.H.B./IDy73

(1) No, 114 U.S.N, Liberator Squadron was designated,
first six G.E.O, searchlight fitted aircraft were expected
to be ready for transfer by mid-January 1944.

The
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Coastal Conanand control,

sinister in the introduction of No, 114 Squa.dron to the Azores

and it was merely a re-dispositicn of Coastal Command's forces
to enable a mediimi range Leigh Light squadron to be recalled
to Heme Waters,

There would be, therefore, nothing

Meantime, the disputed No, 114 U,S,N, searchlight squadron
had., after many delays in equipment and training, arrived at
Port lyautey early in March where it was held pendljig the
conclusion of these tedious negotiations^ Actually it was a

case of the ill wind that blov/s some good because the presence
of a night trained squadron was particularly welcome
area at the time, ("I) and much valuable flying was do:
U-boats attenqjting to run throu^ the Strait of Gibraltar,
Ultimately the squadron was transferred to No* 22(.7 Group in
the Azores in Augi.ist 1944,

(xx) Ilia .^rend of AAl re-equipment to long enduraxice night
operations

in this

In view of the new situation In the Bay of Biscay and
Northern Transit areas, consequent on the adoption by the
U-boats of diving tacti.es during daylight and maximum sub
mergence at night, there was an \jrgent requirement for more
Leigh Light aircraft of greater endurancea Tlie planned
conposition of Coastal Command envisaged four L/L Wellington
squadrons on the Ik, XII or ZXV and three l/l Ca.talina
squadrons on the Mk, IB or IV,

dying out and the intended replacem
12[ariner flying boat had fa.iledo(2)
yet engineered for the Leigh Light and in face of this set
back in the re-equipment plans, the A,0,C, in C, requested on
the 24 August that Nos, 547 and 304 Night Torpedo Wellington
XIII squadrons should be immediately converted to Lei^i Light
squa.dj:*cns on the Mko X.TV Wellington which had 10 cm, A,S,V,
Furthermore, as he undorstood it v/as the Air Ministry's
intention as soon as sufficient Liberators were forthcoming
to re-equip the existing night trained Halifax squadrons, he
asked that these Liberators should go in preference to the
re-arming of Nos, 547 and 304 Squadrons,
Wellingtons so thrown up could Misn be transferred to No, 415
Hajnpden squadron in implementation of a recent decision to
devote this squadron to anti-E-boat duties equipped vd.th
A,S,Vo Wellingtons to locate and Alba.cores to. strikeo

The Catalina IB was rapidly
,ent by the new American
The Catalirn. lY ivas not

The Me. XIII

Aai, Pile
CSvIS 509
Enel, 76a

See Chapter XIY Part II (C)o
Production in the United States of the Catalina IB had

ceased and it was expected that the Mariner \you1(3 provide
the standard flying boat successor. Preliminary trials
with this aircraft in the United Eingdcin were not
premising. However, in September No, 524 Squadron was
formed at Oban on U,E, 12 Mariners so as to gain some
cperational experience. Only four aircraft were ever
delivered and they proved a failure in tha.t they iivere
inferior in endurance to and bad not the

carrying capacity of a Sund,erland, The Squadron was
disbanded on 7 December 1943,
Ref:- C*C,/0. in 0, Pile S,10 end. 28 and C.O. O.R.B,
a.opendices Summarj’- of d.ecisions No. 125A and 137 and
A,IhBo/l,D4/294»
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at these elusive target s,("I ) Finally he asked for expedition
in the fitting of Leigh Lights in the Catalina IV aircraft as
they arrived in this cotintry and to the Liberators of No, 53
and 224 Squadrons,

ibid

Ends, 86a
and 88B,

All these requests were noted and approved on 7 September,
including a fresh though minor commitment for the Command,
This concerned the provision of A/u patrols over the Home Fleet
practice area in the immediate vicinity of the Orlcney Islands,
As coastal Command had not the short range aircraft, which v/ere
all that was necessary for this task, a flight of Ansans
(No. 1693 Fli^t) was established at ITick^Cs)

In October 1945> fovir of No, 618 squadron's Mosquitoes
were fitted with a 6 pdr, automatic gun and designated
Mosquito XVin (Tsetse), They were attached to No, 248
squadron operating from Eredannock and used against s^lrfaced

TJ-boats entering ca? leaving Biscay ports®

A<totyyc,C,
Committee

meeting and
A,M. Pile CMS. 509
EncCls, Q3A and
84V.

Diiring November 1943 the menace fron the air resulted in

U-boats adopting daylight submergence on the convoy routes as

well as in the transit areas. There was, therefore, increasing
demand for night escort and support to convoys and it was

planned to fit all the latest types of Liberators with the

Leigh Light as soon as possible. There was a good flow of new

Liberator aircraft from the United States and the opportunity
was taken to re-allot the types so as to achieve uniformity in

the squadrons. All the Mk, III Liberators still having only

the 1^ metre Mk, II ASV went to No, 86 V.L.R, Squadron, No.59
V.L.R, Squadron received those Mk, V aircraft fitted vd-th 10 cm

A.S.G.I radar from which the upper tvirret had been removed.

Those with an upper ttirret were to go to re-arm No, 547
Squadron, the balance consisting of Mk, V aircraft with
A,S,G, III radar.

At the same period the U,S, authorities gave notice that

the Mk, V was going out of production in the near future'but
the flow would continue on the Mk, VI, The description,
specification and bomb loads v/ith and without Leigh Light or
upper turret for all these Marks is given at Appendix X,

To economise in overheads and in conformity with the
U-boat situation at the end of 1943 it was decided to

temporarily disband No, 210 Catalina IB Sq'uadron, allocate four
of its aircraft to No. 202 Squadron at Gibraltar and early in
191i4 to reform at Sullom Voe on Catalina I\^,s where it would

absorb No. 190 Squadron, Also, in December, No, 269 Hudson
Squadron was withdrav/n fran Iceland in view of its limited

It ceased to be an squadron and,
leaving four Hudsons at Reykjavilc for Air Sea Rescue duties,
ret-urned to the United Kingdom from where it was deplos'-ed in

value in winter weather.

C.C, File ,

S. 17245 .Enel. 9

Ibid

On 20 August a combined Air Ministry/Admiralty meeting
decided to vdthdraw No, 415 Hampden Torpedo Squadron from

the anti-shipping role and employ it against the Er-boat
activities in the Nore and Plymouth Naval Command areas.
For this it ms necessary to re-arm with Wellington XIII

aircraft for night reconnaissance and an Albacore flight
for strike action. Ref: AJl/OIS 509 end, 81 A,
Early in October six Ansons were supplied for training
and the first operational sortie took place on 29 December
1943.

(1)

(2)
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March 1944 to tho Azores as a composite Air Sea Rescue/
Meteorological sqmdrena

A comparison between the Orders of Battle at Appendix I
for August 1943^ Jantiary and March 1944 show the course of
equipment of A/u squadrons towards long oidurance aircraft
capable of oporating night or day in the transit areas and
around ocean convoys.

re-
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CHAPTER VII

THE TRANSIT AREAS - SEPTEMBER TO DECEMBER 19^5

PART I - THE BAY OP BISCAY

(i) Introduction

The poor results of the August operations in the Bay were

held to confirm that all U-boats were squeezing in and out

along Spanish territorial waters from where the approach eoid

departure route lay WoS.W, from Cape.Pinisterre* This strip
was at extreme operational range from either United Kingdom or
Gibraltar/iilorocco bases and placed a premi\jm on Liberator
availability, V/hen, therefore, there was a request at the end
of August from General Eisenhower that one of the U.S..ArmyA/^
Liberator squadrons at Port Lyautey should move into the OsntraL

Mediterranean the A,0,C,-in-C, Coastal Command, as the

Commander most affected, protested that the removal of a
proportion of the long range air effort was a serious matter

for the Bay Offensive amd should be carefully weired by the
Chiefs of Staff.(1)
Admiralty agreeing, in reply to a query from the Interallied
a/s Advisory Board, that the proposed deployment of four U.S.
Navy Liberator squadrons to England should be welcomed but

informing them that the changed conditions in the Bay had

rendered the M<,A.D. fitted U.S.N, Catalina squadron of little

use and suggesting that this sqxiadron together with any further
Liberator re-inforceraents should be directed to Gibraltar or

Port lyautey in view of the inportance of long range operations
from that end in the Pinisterre area. These representations
had the desired effect and both the Array squadrons were allowed
to remain at Port lyautey to give co-operation in the southern
part of Percussion until replaced by U.S, Naval Liberators
under the contract between the two U»S« Services,

At the same time he sent a letter to the

C.C. File S. 105
End. 26

C.C. File

S. 7050/4
Part 11

End. 47A

ibid

End, 4-7B

(ii) - September opera.tions

Pollowing these poor August results the Percussion scheme
of patrols was re-organised on 1 September in order to get a
more balanced night and day effort and to ensure the integra
tion of any flying that could be arranged from Gibraltar and
Port lyautey. (2) i^iap No, 4-9, sho\?s the lay out of patrols
which v/ere certainly more compact and vdiich promised well
during the first ten days of September, Thirteen different
U-boats were sighted, eleven of them at night by the Leigh '
Li^t squadrons. The nine attacks made were also all by - these
aircraft and resulted in the destruction of U,669 outward bound

on the night of the 6th/7th by I/L Wellington T//407 Squadron
and serious damage to the incoming U.76O on the same night by
L/L Wellington C/179 Squadron which forced her to take refuge
in Vigo where she was ultimately interned.

C.C, Pile

S. 7050/4-/8
Enel. 15 A

No, 19 Group
and Gibraltar

O.ReB.

Appendices

0) He also stressed once more the necessity for restoring
the R.A.P, Gibraltar to Coastal Command control and the

absurdity of the continued independence of the Moroccan
Sea Prontier Command - Ref, C,C,/S.31 Ibrt II end. 4.9A,
This was still a case of negotiation as neither the
R.A.P, Gibraltar nor the U.S, aviation in the Moroccan

Sea Prontier were under Coastal Command operational
Control,

(2)
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However, the next 14 days up to 24 September were almost a
CQn5)lete blank, only two momentary glimpses of U-boats being
obtained, and it was plain that they were using the utmost
caution in surfacing even at ni^t, Contenporary German
records make it clear that no detectors for 10 c,m, A.S.V, were

responsible and the U-boats* immunity was due purely to tactics
of maximum submergence. This was suspected at the time by
the Naval Staff at Coastal Command H.Q. as an estimation was

made on 26 September in which it was pointed out that a
submarine could traverse the whole passage submerged with only
three hours surfaced time per ni^t. No extraneous radar
search aids would be necessary in order to do so tindetected by
the relatively thin night flying. Prom this tinie onwards it
became the objective not only to increase the proportion of
night effort but to equip the Leigh Light into longer ranged
aircraft such as Liberators and Catalinas,

C.C.

T,S.54 Eart II
Enel* 6 A

During this blank 14 days, the obvious re-deployment of
U-boats into the Northern Atlantic caused the recall on

16 September of the 9th Support Group then on its way to relieve
the 2nd Escort Group in the Outer Bay, of the 2nd Escort Group
itself on the 1 Stir)and by the 24 September of the remainder of
the surface craft co-operating with No, 19 Group’s aircraft.
Since the joint destruction of a U-boat group on 30 Juty no
loss or damage had been effected by this naval co-^operation and
it seems to be a lesson that if submarines choose to take their

time and dive through a transit area it is unlikely that

combined air/surface operations will be much of a deterrent.
It had already been recognised that surface forces alone were

unable and it was to be learnt during the next six months that

air alone was equally unable to seriously incommode the passage
of submarines through areas such as the Bay of Biscay and the

Paeroes/lceland channel. Only in really constricted waters
such as the Strait of Gibraltar was this possible. This is

not to say that no transit operations should ever be mounted

but that they should be recognised as only a secondary method

of destroying submarines.

On the 23 September, Percussion P South was extended
eastward to join Percussion E and an additional set of air

patrols called Percussion X and Z was instituted which covered

the middle latitudes of the Bay in east/west track sv/eeps, ('•)
These provided an alternative in tactical flexibility to caifuse

the eneny. The latter area provided the only other U-boat

encounter during September, Three aircraft were involved.
Liberator E/311 Squadron sifted the outward bound U,221 at
1005 hours on 27 September but too far avra.y to make an attack
before the boat had got well under. An hour and a half later

U.221 was sifted on the surface once more, by G/3II Squadron,
who attacked some 25 seconds after disappearance but inflicted

no damage. Later in the day at 1713 hours, Halifax B/58
squadron sighted U,221 who now elected to stay on the surface

and fight it out. The aii'craft was repeatedly hit on the run-

in but the stick of depth charges was accurately pinced and

the U-boat foxmdered soon after. Meanwhile the Halifax,
badly damaged by flalc, liad to be ditched two minutes after
the attack some three miles away. Six survivors climbed into

the dinghy but were not picked up till 8 October when they were
rescued by H,M,S, Mahratta,

No, 19 Group
0,R,B,

Appendices

(1) Percussion Z - Day - Prom 49° to 45° N betvreen 15° and
24° ¥.
Percussion X - Ni^t - Pour sub-areas XI to X4 covering
48° to 45° N between 8° and 16° ff.
Ref, C.C,/S,7050/4/8 end, 53A,
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Although two U-boats had been sunlc and one forced into

interment during the month, it was not an econcicic exchange.
In addition to the one aircraft lost to U-boat flak, eigh't
were shot down by G.A.F. filter sweeps and four others T/ere

missingo For an expenditure of 11,057 effective flying
t of the 60hours only 16 individual U-boats were sighted ou'

actually in or crossing the Percussion areas,("I)

(iii..). - October operations

At the beginning of the month the Percussion scheme, was

again modified, Miile retaining the X and Z areas as
alternatives, the remainder were scrapped in favour of a
simple block plan, Tvro interlocking day and night areas

K and L were placed across the middle latitudes of the Bay
for the U,K, based flying,(2) The Sunderland squadrons were
transposed from day to night flying and in.structed to
illimoinate all A.S.V, contacts with flares so that even if an

attack did not eventuate the U-boat Virould be forced to interrupt

its charging and dive. By this re-distribution of effort the

6^ Liberator squadrons on day work were estimated to cover
Percussion K once every 46 minutes \Thile the lO-g- squadrons
(three Sanderland, two Ralifax, four L/L Wellington one I/L
Catalina and a half Liberator) would cover Percussion L at
night once every 43 minutes.

During the first fortnight of October only three U-boats
were located, all by night a.nd all were attacked but no damage
was done to them. An additional alternative area for night
flying was accordingly instituted. This was Percussion. M

and was designed to catch U-boats either on their first nigJit
outwards from port or their last night before arrival at the

swept channel entrances, (3) It was not a reg'alar patrol and
was intended for use if intelligence or previous sightings
warranted it. The emplojmaent of aircraft on night operations
in this area would have been.likely to result in unfortunate
incidents with our avm. submarines T/ho were still keeping
patrols in the Inner Bay and before Percussion M was brought
into force the Flag Officer Submarir).es was consulted. In

view of the barren results of these submarine patrols and

with the concvirrence of the Admiralty they were discontinued
while the passage routes of those bound, to and from the

Mediterranean reverted to the outer longitudes of the Bay
T/estward of the Percussion areas.

C.C, Pile

3,7050/4/8
Ends, 55 A
and 61 A

Ibid

Enel, 61 B

Ibid

End, 62 A

ibid

End, 66 A

C,G, File

3.7050/4
Part II

End. 28 A

(1) The average strength dirring September was 414 A/U Aircraft
and 120 fighters,,

Total

Attacks

Total

Hour's

Total

Sights

Effective

Hours
Type

Sunk Dam,

12,0.48 18,180 10 2Day H

1L/L10 l/l 1 l/l2,49b L/L
1,867 N

12 l/l11,904 L/L
I  953 N

Night

s  Includes flying done by the Moroccan Sea Frontier
(2) Percussion K - Day - From to 47° N between 10° and

12° W.

Percussion L - Night - From 44^° to 47° N between 9° and
'11° W, See Map No. 50

(3) Percussion M - Night - Prom 4719 N x 0645 W to 4638 N x
0828 W to Cape Penas to 4423 N x 0413 W, See Map No, 50
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Percussion M caught two U-boats on the niglit of the 15th/
16th of which one was attacked but no damage was inflicted.
An outgoing flaJcboat (U,441) was attacked in Percussion L
early on the 17th and was again attacked in Percussion Z on
the 21st but in neither case was the U-boat harmed, A
momentary sighting was made of an inv/ard bound boat on the
20th but the dearth of sigjitings continued and the A,0,C,-in-C,
informed No, 19 Group that, althou^ this lack of success was
probably due to the enemy’s ultra cautious diving policy it
was as well to assume the worst and start tactics based on the

possibility of his having an efficient search receiver for
centimetric AtSaV, Such a situation deimnded a further

increase in night cover v/hioh could only be achieved by
increasing the length of night sorties at the expense if
necessary of depthcharge, bomb and aramimition loads. Sorties
were accordingly extended to 13i hours for Liberators and
Sunderlands.

ibid

Enel, 37 A

Special intelligence had hinted at the possibility of the
despatch of several U-boats to attempt the passage into the
Mediterranean and those sections of Percussion around the N,Wb
corner of Spain were thickened and extended d.ovm the Portuguese
coast from the 20 October, This was rewarded during the night
of the 23rd/2i|.th by an attack on a southbound U-boat (U»51t0)
in Percussion E which, however, did it no harm and an excellent
attack by L/L Wellington A/179 Squadron on another southbound
boat off Vigo, The run-in was made under heaty flak but the
depth charges were accurately placed and resulted in the
sinking of U«566. Thereafter the flying from Gibraltar was
concentrated between Cape St, Vincent and the Strait,
Several sightings and attacks followed at the end of the month
which are described in Part II of this chapter.

In the other parts of Percussion there were only two more
locations in October, One was an abortive day attack in
Percussion K on the inward bound U,641 and the other an
equally harmless attack on U,358 outward bound in Percussion M,
Finally on the last day of the month a set of coastal sweeps
was promulgated as Percussion Q, The scarcity of sightings
was still thought to be due to a far more general use of the
Spanish territorial waters than postvfar knowledge can confirmC"^/
To counter this traffic a series of sweeps iwas designed out to
the North Spanish coast, along the coast for 60 miles and retiirn
home. These were numbered Q1 to Q10 and were for use by L/L
Wellingtons, Allov/ing a sortie of 10 Hours, aircraft were to
leave in pairs at regular intervals and sweep the Spanish coast
for approximately one hour before leaving for base. The
first pair was to leave at dusk and the last to reach the Scilly
Isles at dawn. The coast of Spain between Bilbao and Corvinna

would thereby be swept every 45 minutes repeated five times

during the night if ten aircraft were available, Hovrever,
these sweeps were not actually flown till the 6 November and
October closed with no further sightings.

It had been an even more disappointing month than September,
A total effort of 9j3’15 effective flying hours had only sighted
11 individual U-boats out of the 70 now known to have crossed

Gibraltar and

No, 19 Group
0,R,B,

Appendices,

ibid

C,C, File

3.7050/V8
End, 68 A

See Map No, 5'1

(1) Postwar plotting of U-boats on passage in the Bay discloses
that dxnring September twenty-five out of the sixty
crossings were along the Spanish coast but this propor
tion dropped to nine out of seventy in October and
n\mbered ten out of forty-six in November,
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the Percussion areas. Of these boats, nine had been
attacked resulting in one being sunlc,('l‘) As can be seen
from the breakdown of flying hours, the proportion of night
flying was nearly eqiial to the day and pairity Tira.s to come
closer in November, The G.A.P. was not nearly so active in

opposition there having been only seven combats, in which
tliree JU.SSs were shot down, as conpared with 25 combats
accounting for six enemy aircraft in September. One fighter
and two ii/u aircraft were lost to enemy fighters with two
others missing from tmknown cause,

(iv) - The Anerican A/U Squadrons in the Eastern Atlantic

During October and November there was considerable

argument as to the employment of the American A/U Squadrons
based on the eastern side of the Atlantic,
the situation regarding imerican A/U Squadrons in Homs Waters
aind in particular the ctorge over finm AnnyAir to Navy Air 7/as:-

No, A Squadron U.S.A.AoE.

No, 19 Squadron U.S,A,A,P. )

No, 22 Squadron U,S.A.A.P, |
No, 103 Squadron TJ.S.N, (^))

No, 63 Squadron TJeS»N, (M,A,D,) o^jerational at Pembroke
Dock

On 1 October

Operational at Dunkeswell,

No, 105 Squadron TJ.S.N. training at St, E’/al and nearly
operational

No, 110 Squadron TJ,S.N, only half of which had arrived
was in the stage of initial training at St. Eval,

No, 111 Squadron U.S.N, should have arrived at St, Eval
in September but had not yet left the U,S,

On 8 October, Cominch (Admiral King U.S.N,) issued
infoOTative message to various U.S, Naval Commands and the

British Admiralty in which he said that, based on statistics
showing the value of Biscay operations in the spring, the
United States had promised their assistance but noT\r it was
clear tha.t under the existing German tactics it was no more
unsafe for U-boats in the Bay of Biscay than other areasj
furthermore now that the enemy had re-opened an offensive on
the convoy routes there were areas where V.L.R. planes could

an

(1) Percussion flying for October, Average strength 320
A/u aircraft plus 80 figliters for interception patrols.
Effective

Hoiirs

Total

Hours

Total

Sittings

Total

Attacks Sunlc Damaged

Day s 5,240 7,313 23 nil nil

2,167 l/l
1;908 N{ 2,927 L/L 8 L/L

3,043 N 2 N
6 l/lNight 1 l/l nil

nil nil2 N

One U-boat was sighted three times and attacked
tvifice,

K  Includes flying done by the Morocco Sea Prontier
(2) No, 6 Squadron U,S,A,A.E, which had been operating d-uring

September had just been replaced by No. 103 Squadron U.S.N,
SECRET
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C.A.S, Pile

signal from Comlnch
T,0,0, 2213/8/10

be e:q)ected to be of much more use in driving away or sinking
U-boats.

U.S. Navy Squadrons at present earmarked for Bay operations
as followed:-

(a) Three Liberator squadrons to the Moroccan Sea
Tk'ontier, of which two would relieve the Army squadrons
in accordance with the change over and one was for
eventual assignment to the Azores,

(b) One Liberator squadron to Bermuda for additional
cover to transatlantic convoys,

(c) The recall of No, 63 Catalina (M,A,D,) Squadron to
the U.S,

the future that, resulting from new technical or tactical
measures, extensive operations in the Bay might again be

profitable, he would be prepared to consider appropriate
re-inforcements,

It was therefore his intention to re-deploy the

If, however, the British could demonstrate in

This ruthless writing off of the Bay campai^ produced
The R.A.P, Delegationimmediate reactions in British circles,

in Washington considered that unilateral action by Admiral

King in what was a joint commitment in the British Strategic
Zone called for a critical examination at Chief of Staff level

and requested full Air Ministry briefing so as to exploit a

golden opportunity to put a stop to these ever-rec\xrring
independent actions by the U.S, Naval Staff,
Coastal Command felt strongly that Cominch was receiving
•uninformed opinions from the American Naval Staff in London

and, in a reasoned memorandum to the C.A.S., pointed out that
counter-measures to restore the efficacy of Bay operations liad

already been prepared in agreement with the Admiralty and
amounted to:-

The A,0,C,-in-C

ibid

Marcus 939
11 Oct,

,

(1 ) An increase in the proportion of Leigh Li^t aircraft
particularly the equipment of Liberators as the Wellington
had not the effective endurance in what was believed to

be the vital area off the N.W, corner of Spain,

(2) Par from a reduction, the maintenance if not the
increase in allocation of aircraft to Bay operations so

that denser air cover .would compel U-boats to offer
themselves as surfaced targets within the limits of the
Percussion areas,

deny the means of even trying out tliis policj'’ and fore
doom the future of the Bay Offensive,

A recapitulation of the Bay results since March 1945
together with a precis of the A.O.C.-in-Cs paper was sent on

13 October by the Admiralty to the Naval Mission in T/ashington
with instructions tha'b every endeavour should be made to

induce Admiral King to postpone action until the matter was

more fully discussed. In London, a considered paper was

prepared to form the British Chiefs of Staff’s case in rebutting
Admiral King’s arguments and on 19 October the Air Ministry
commimicated this to the R.A.P, Delegation with the hope that,
should the matter come to a head before being stated in

Combined Chief of Staff Committee, any local discussion might
be postponed until this full presentation of the British view
was heard.

Ariy withdrawal of U.S, squadrons would

ibid

Letter to C.A,.S,

and Draft memo.

of

12 Oct.

Ibid

Admty, to B,A«D.
T.0.0, 2557A/13/10

ibid

Webber W.783
T.0.0.

II57Z/I9/IO

However, the Naval Mission had gone ahead with private
talks with Admiral King and the latter soon realised that an

awkward attack was coming should the matter develop in
Combined Staff Committee, Accordingly he adroitly modified
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ibid

B,A,D, to

Admty,
T.0.0.

'162,-1^20/10

his redisposition plan but only to the extent of permitting
the admittedly useless Catalina sq-uadron and the two least

ready Naval liberator squadrons to remain in S.W# Englajid
until the 1 Jan\aary 1944 and insisting that the by now two
operational Naval Liberator squadrons should on the
1 November 1943 proceed to relieve the Army squadrons in the
Moroccan Sea Erontierj followed later by a new squadron from
the United States with ultimate destination in the Azores*.

More in sorrow than in anger the ReA*Po Delegation
reported on this astute avoidance of a show-down in Combined

Staff Committee and suggested that further signals from
London should always be a joint Admiralty/Air Ministry
communication so that the R.A.P, and Admiralty heads of the
British Mission would be simultaneously in the picture and so
avoid action by the one before the other,

>

Before actually ordering the modified ro-distribution^
Admiral King asked the Admiralty on 25 October for a statement
as to the number of British aircraft engaged on the Bay
operations and what increases were contemplated up to
1 January 1944. He concluded with the remark that it seemed
to him that too many people were taking a hand in the matter.

ibid

Marcus 192
T.0.0, 2200Z

and 223OZ./2I/IO

C.C, Pile

S.I05 Dart II
End, I9A

One of the major reasons for these recurrent eirguments
with Admiral King on dispositions of A/U squadrons in the
British Strategic Zone v/as his inability or unvallingness to
realise that, although nominal operational control
exercised by the Admiralty, it was only on overall policy via
tne A,0,C,-in-C, Coastal Comnand, In their reply the Admiraliy
stated that their responsibility did not extend to the dis
position of units nor to the methods emplqyed though the system
of co-operation with the Air Ministry and Coastal Command
naturally provided for consultation on these matters,
authorities were thus most intimately concerned with any
changes in the air forces allocated to the war at sea and there
were many aspects of Ar.glo-AmeriCan co-operation in the U-boat
war on which the Air Ministry, as the department mainly
concerned, had to put forward its own views. The figures
asked for were given as twelve squadrons aggregating I68 air
craft from United Kingdom bases and two sqiAadrons totalling
27 aircraft available from time to time from Gibraltar,
drop in nimibers since September was mainly due to the
resumption of U-boat operations in the Northern Atlantic.
Only an illusory increase in numbers was possible before
January 194^+ in that two day squadrons, at present out of the
line, would by then be operational at night on Leigh Lights,

was

The Air

The

0.C, Pile

T.S. 8 Part H
End, 39
C, C, Pile
S,105 Part II
Enel. 35 A

and

C»0o Pile

T.S, 54 Part II
End, 8A

This argument and the necessity for clarification on the
subject of movements of anti-submarine forces in and out of
different strategic areas were discussed by the British Chiefs
of Staff, A signal was made on 7 November to Picld Marshal
Sir John Dill, head of the British Mission in Washington in
which they wished for agreement by their opposite numbers on
the following principles;-

(a) Any redistribution of A/U squadrons between British,
Canadian and American areas of responsibility in the
Atlantic were to be effected in consultation between the
authorities concerned, reference being made if necessary
to the Combined Chiefs of Staff,

(B) The disposition of A/U units within any area of the
Atlantic should be a matter for decision by the British,
Canadian cr American authorities responsible in the area

C.A.S. Pile

Signal
C.O.S. to Dill

T.0.0.

2055Z/7/II
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concerned in accordance with the conclusions of the
Washington Convoy Conference, subject to the concurrence
of the authorities to whom the squadrons belonged*

(G>) The operational direction of all Vu squadrons in a
British, C^dian or American area of responsibility in
the Atlantic should be vested in the appropriate British,
Canadian or American authority.

Sir John Dill was asked to decide whether to insist on their
acceptance with possible antagonism ffm Admiral King or
whether to water thein down and accept probable future unilateral
action by him.

Another signal followed in which the British Chiefs of
Staff urged that the previously promised U,S. strength of six
Liberator Squadrons (72 aii'craft) should henceforth be main
tained as between the United Kingdom and Morocco, if necessary
at the exp)ense of other areas which at the moment were
unquestionably of less importance in the U-boat war. They
noted that Admiral King still denied the value of the existing
Bay operations but, far from considering them of mere nuisance
value, they considered them of major iii5)ortance. Statistics
for September and October were included together with other
data for use in the event of discussion in which Admiral King
might re-C5pen the challenge.

ibid

T.0.0.

2l02fZ/7/l1

C.C. Pile

S. 105 Bart II
Ends, if8A and

Discussions on this subject resulted during the latter
half of November in the retention of Nos, 105, 105 and 110
U.S.N. Liberator squadrons in S.W, England in place of the
four U.S, Amy squadrons. The fourth U.S.N, Liberator
squadron (No. Ill ), together with No. 112 Brom theIMtedSlates,
joined Fleet Airwing 15 in the Moroccan Sea Frontier in place
of Nos, 1 and 2 U.S. Arny squadrons and on the 12 December,
No, 63 U.S.N, Catalina (M.A.D,) Squadron was transferred from
Pembroke Dock to Port lyautey.

B

The xn5)Ossxbility, imder the existing divided control, of
co-ordinatin.g tho Gibraltar flying with No, I9 Group in the
Percussion area or in convoy support with No, 2lfl Group in the
Azores was at last recognised by the Mediterranean Coraraand and
from 15 November the R.A.P, Gibraltar reverted to Coastal
Command operational control. If, therefore, the Moroccan Sea
Frontier could be induced to co-operate fully in the lower
section of Percussion, 60 out of the 72 American L.R, aircraft
so COTsistently asked for since April by Sir John Slessor
in sight. But on 27 November, 0ommorseafl’on(l) protested
that his Liberator aircraft had since the end of August
expended an average of 600 flying hours per month in supporting
the Percussion scheme without sighting a single U-boat,
considered that, after meeting his convoy escort requirements,
a better use for them would be in searching ocean probability
areas in conjunction with other aircraft from the Azores and
Gibraltar,

were

He '

C.C. Pile

S. 31 Part II
Ends. 75A to
82A

C.C. Pile

T.S.5A Part II
Enel, 19A

This brought up once again the vexed question of
operational control. Sir Jckhn Slessor took the opportunity,
when visiting the Azores and Gibraltair early in December, of
calling at Casablanca and arguing the case in person with the
American Commander and his staff. Private agreement was
secured on co-operation with the rA.C,H,Q, '

(1) This was the short U.S. title for the COTraander of the
Moroccan Sea Frontier,
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at Gibraltar ("I) but the official status of the Sea Ei*ontier
renained at issue,

dragged on in evasive signals the tenure of which vja.s a
stubborn refusal to admit the necessity of unified operational
control in this area,

(v) - November operations

Negotiations at Chief of Staff level

C.C, Piles

S. 31 Ihrt II
Ends, 83A and
8ifA and B and
T.S,8 Ends.

li6A to 68A

To retiarn to operations - the continuing scarcity of
sightings in Percussion areas directed attention to the

possibility of catching U-boats on their approach to or
departure from the outer end of the swept chamiels which were
known to extend out to the 100 fathom line from the base ports.
Being inside easy single engine filter range, any such
operation would have to be carefully timed by fast aircraft.
To this end three Mark XVIII Mosquito aircraft armed with a
fixed 6 pdr, gun(2) were attached to No. 248 Beaiifi^ter
squadron stationed at Predamock, These aircraft were

immediately christened Tsetse, The procedure was to arrive
at the seaward end of a swept channel at dawn or dusk, take a
quick look round for possible targets, attack and be awaybefate
enemy fighters could intercept.

The first of such operations took place at dawn on the
4 November by 0 and I/248 Squadron,
suspicious looking trawler was attacked and severely damagedo
Unhappily 0/248 caught fire after her second attack and crashed

The next sortie was by I/2U8
This time U,123 was sighted in 4713N x
Eight rounds of 6 pdr, were fired,

of which hit the U-boat and pierced her conningtower,
made urgent signals to base for fighter protection but
succeeded in reaching port on the surface. Six subsequent
sorties were made in November but no U-boats were again
sighted.

No U-boat was seen but a

in the sea with no survivors,
alone on 7 November,
O438W inward bound. some

She

C.C, Pile

s. 7050/37

No, 19 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices and
B. d U,

War Diary

The flying in Percussion yielded a sighting (either U.309
or on the night of the 4th/5th in Percussion L but the
homing was inaccxirate and only a glimpse of a disappearing
U-boat was obtained. However, on the night of the 9/l0
November, L/L Wellington B/612 Squadron detected, homed and by
moonlight sighted an inward bound U-boat on the stirface in
4439 N X 1028 W, A good attack was delivered and the U-boat
(11,966) altered course in a damaged condition towards the
Spanish coast, l/L Wellington T/407 Squadron was diverted to
the position but never retiurned and it is possible that this
aircraft was shot down by U.966. The U-boat was re-sighted at
0900 hours on the 10th by U.S.N, Liberator E/I05 Squadron who
ran in under flak on two occasions but dajmge received caused
the depth charges to hang up on both occasions.
Liberator (e/103 Squadron) joined in at 1150 hours and
delivered an attack which further damaged U,966,

Another U,S,N*

later at

0) In place of Percussion P south, a new area was allotted
to the day flying expected frona Commorseafron and
Gibraltar, This was Percussion V which extended from
2(2° to 2[i(.°N between longitude 11 ° W and tlie coast of
Spain*

Refo C.C,/S.17062 end, 2, and see Map No, 52,
The rate of fire was 60 rounds a minute automatic loading
but required a press on the button to fire each shot,
rounds of high velocity flat trajectory ammunition
carried,

and it was estimated that four to six shots could be fired
in one attack,

SECRET
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The optimum angle of dive attack was 30°

(2)
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13'15 hours a third American Liberator (E/110 Squadron) made
attack which did no harm. Finally at -1345 hours, the Czech
Liberator D/3II Squadron appeared and made an R,P, attack on
the U-boat who by this time was only three miles from the
Spanish coast. Several hits were made f*orv»'ard of the bridge,
the boat’s speed dropped to two Icnots and course was laid
direct towards the beach. At 17''00 hours, having lost seven of
the crew killed and being in a sinlcing state, U,966 was blown
up by her crew. The survivors took to the din^ies and
landed in Spain being photographed doing so by Catalina p/202
Squadron, Information on the course of this action was

intercepted by the German Radio Intelligence and several
JU,88s, were despatched to the area arriving towards 1800 ho’jrs.
They failed to find 11^966 but intercepted and shot down
Sunderland V/228 Squadron,

This welcome sinking was follovred two days later by the

destruction of the outward bound U.508 by U,S,N, Liberator
C/103 Squadron flying Percussion Q9, Unhappily this aircraft
never returned and was probably brou^t down by flak from

U,508 just after release of depth charges. Thereafter in
November there vrere only two brief glimpses of U-boats on the

night of 15th/l6th by Halifaxes E and L/502 Sq-uadron in neither
case leading to any attack.

an

ibid

Another re-organisation of Bay flying was promulgated on

17 November in which further concentration was given to the
night effort and the Percussion areas were made still more

conpact. No, 19 Group’s night patrols were to cover Percussion

R, S, or T at the A,0,C,’s discretion or on information from

H,QoG,C, Their day patrols were to follow up at dawn in the

area flown during the previous night. Percussion  U was to be

covered day and ni^t by Gibraltar based aircraft. Except for

three Sunderland and two U.S.N, Liberator squadrons, all No. 19
Group aircraft were to be employed at night with the Leigh Light
Wellingtons doing as much of their time as possible on the
Spanish coast,

(vi) - Erohasis on A,3,V, tactics and density of air patrols*

No sittings at all were obtained during the remainder of

November and by 3 December it was thought that the failure v/a.s

due to a general use by U-bcats of an efficient search receiver

against 10 c.m, A„S,V, Although a number of U-boats were by
this time equipped vdth Naxos, which covered the 10 cm, wave
band, the device was so prone to breakdown and its aerial

system so crud.e and unhandy that 0,0,s of U-boats, surfeited by
the many so-called infal?i.ible counters to Allied air location,
were not using it consistently. It certainly played little

part up to the end of 1943 In warning U-boats of the approach
of aircraft. However, this state of affairs was unknown to us
and it was quite reasonable that measures should be adopted on
the assumption of such detection.

See Map No, 52

C,C, Pile

3.30 Fart II
Enel, 67A

Briefly these consisted in further increasing the density
of night air cover in Percussion R, S or T and in  a modificaliaa .
of the day A,S,V® tactics,
Mark III centimetric (wliich was now recognised as inferior to
the Mark V) was only to be used on dayliglat patrol for naviga
tion purposes or if the visibility v/as less than three miles.

The Mark V operators were, on obtaining a contact, to establish
a homing course in the shortest time possible and then to stop
the spinner in a position looking aft while the pilot carried

on homing by D.R, using visual lookout as the final locator.

Pending acceptance trials with a new higla powered 10 cm A,S,V,

Mark II metric AoS.V, and the

G.C. .Pile

s. 7050/4/8
Eicl. 82A
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traxLsmitter fitted with an atteniJiatorC"! ) there was no restric
tion on the use of any Msirk of A.S.V, at night and in order

to increase the chance of forcing U-boats to dive, all aircraft
not fitted with a Leigh Light were to drop depth charges
blind on any A.S.Vc contact they might obtain.

Hi^jhasis ?/as laid on the vital necessity of a high
standard of efficiency among A.S.V, operators both in picking
up contacts and in the subsequent co-operation with the pilot
in conning the aircraft on its homing approach,
appropriate to examine the progress of A.S.V. since August as
a means of initial location relative to visual lookout.

Here it is

The decision by Doenitz to adopt diving by day with only
minimum surface time at night in transit areas naturally
reduced the total number of locations and ensured those

obtained being mostly at night made by A.S.V, This is

reflected in the transit figures given in the table belov/,(2)
On the other hand in the resumption of convoy v/ar in mid-

Atlantic visual sitting provided 84 per cent, of the initial
locations in September and October in spite of the grooving
n-umber of long and very long range aircraft fitted \;dth
centimetric A.S.V, It was not till the mid-Atlantic U-boats

were forced to'keep diving patrol by day in November and night
air support to convoys started that A.S.V, initial locations

outnumbered those obtained by eyesi^t,
noted that, notwithstanding the general equipment of A.S.V,
to aircraft since September 194'lj it was the end of '1943
before A,S,V, pi^O'ved itself a better initial locator than

visual and then only because the U-boats surfaced mainly by
night.

It is also to be

In order to confirm the est^jmtion made earlier by the
Naval Staff at H,Q, Coastal Command on the probable diving
performance by U-boats through the transit areas,  a conference

(1) This equipment consisted of a high power transmitter
fitted to the l,Ik, III A.S.V, installation incorporating
a device by which the operator could diminish or
attenuate the strength of the pulse signals when starting
to home on a positive contact. It was hoped that a
U-boat listening on its search receiver wroiild
registering a lessening strength be deceived into
thinking that the aircraft ivas receding from instead of
rapidly approaching it. The equipment became known as
Mark VI A.S.V, and at this time in December was of first

priority for fitment into the Leigh Light Wellington
squadrons. Pull details are given in the R.A.P,
Signals History - Volme VI,

on

(2)

U-boat transit areas

Northern - Biscay - GibraltarAtlantic Convoy Ar'ea
Month

Initial location by Initial location by
A.S,V. A.S.V,

%Visual Visual AeS.Vo /<>

Sept. 11 + 1

Day Night
5 1 + 18

Day Night
6529 10

Day 'Day

Oct, 155 11 3 83
Day Day Day Night

8 + 1
Day Night

Nov, 8 47 662 + 1

Day Night
3+3

Day N1 ghtNight

41 80Dec. 2 829
Day Night NightDay
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S.7050/4
End, 49

was held at H.Q. Flag Officer Submarines on "lO December at
which were present several experienced captains of submarines.
The object was to discuss and advise on what measures could be

taken by Coastal Command aircraft which would present the
greatest obstacle to U-boats on passage. It was agreed
unanimously that, assuming the existing density of air patrol
and capabilities similar in U-boats to those of our own
submarines but without ainy German radar detector or search radar
devices, during the wdnter months a U-boat had every chance of
spending up to two hours per night charging on the surface
without being detected from the airaCO All the submarine
captains agreed that they would break the charge and dive for

every aircraft heard or sighted. The most important factor,
therefore, was the frequency of air cover. If the existing
density of once every hour over a given spot could be

increased to once every I5 iranutes the constant interruption
to charging would result in early exhaustion of battery
capacity and force the presentation of a surfaced target for

air attack. But, in the li^.t of modern battery capacities
this density of air patrol must extend to a width of 120 miles
in place of the 80 mile ribbon hitherto thought sufficient.
Given this increased width and recommended density, the fact

that U-boats might be fitted with efficient warning equipment
would not lessen but rather enJiance the desired result.

This was a policy inpossible to iiiplem.ent at the time

because the utmost density that could be sustained was about

once every 45 minutes and this took no account of enforced
reduction of flying due to bad weather,

however, as the ultimate goal and later, in 194^1-, formed the
basis of the block patrol maintained in the mouth of the

English Channel to cover the landing in Normandy,

(vii) - December operations and summary of the last months of
1945

It was regarded,

During the first ten days of Decembar, five separate
U-boats were located, all at night® Of these, three w&re

attacked but ivithout inflicting any damage. However, on the

night of 12th/l3th U.39'l was located tlrree times by different
aircraft and on the last occasion was accurately attacked under

flak by L/L Liberator B/53 Squadron and sunk. Two brief and
distant sightings of U-boats in the act of diving were
obtained during dayligiit on 14 December and nothing further
for the remainder of the month.

The last tw'O months of 1943 thus saw a continuance of the

eclipse in Bay operations either as a marked deterrent to

traffic or as a prolific killer of U-boats,(2) A total of
17,765 effective flying hours located I3 out of the 96 U-boats
in or crossing the Percussion areas. Of these, seven were

(1) This conclusion had been borne out by experience since the

end of August and was to hold good in 1944#
See Appendd.x VII for consolidated results of the Bay
Operations during the year 1943«

SEORET
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resulting in three being sunk and one damaged, ("^ )
standard of attack was therefore high and also on the credit

side can be placed that all U-boats were much delayed in

passage which, in view of the abandonment of refuelling in

mid-Atlantic, meant that their time in operational billets
T/as cxirtailed by at least three weeks,
fighter opposition, the nvmiber of combats rose to 3'1 in these
last two months but only four A/U aircraft were lost,
fighter interception patrols shot down 14 enemy aircraft at
a cost to themselves of five aircraft.

The net

Regarding enemy

The

PART II - THE STRAIT OF GIBRALTAR

(i) - Tntroduction

Ro U-boats had been sent into the Mediterranean since

the first week of June 1943 and for the remainder of that

month, in July and August the air patrols to the west and east
of the Strait had no sightings. During July and August, the

invasion first of Sicily and then the mainland of Italy had

resulted in the collapse of the Eb.scist regime and an

unconditiornl surrender by the Italian forces on  8 September,
German reinforcements, however, poinred into Northern Italy
and the struggle continued -unabated by land and sea. The

Italian submarine fleet numbering 5^ were surrendered but
such -was the relative inefficiency of Italian submanines that

the scale and scope of A/U operations, though materially
simplified, liad still to be maintained against the 13
operational German U-boats remaining inside the Mediterranean,

On 11 September one of these boats (U.6l7) was located
about 90 miles east of Gibraltar near the North African coast

by L/L Wellington P/179 Squadron at 2253 hours, A good
attack was delivered under flak which seriously damaged the

U-boat and after lying stopped for 15 minutes she made off

slowly on the surface towards the coast. The aircraft
shadowed under intermittent flak fire until at 0115 hours on

the 12th aivother L/L Wellington (J/179) made contact and also
attacked under heavy flak damaging U,617 still more but being
hit several times with the fatal wounding of the resir gunner,
j/l79 continued shadowing and saw the U-boat beach herself at
0200 hours in 3415 N x 0321 W (Spanish Morocco), The crew
abandoned ship \mder gun fire fh’om H»M, Trawler Haarlem who

had been directed to the spot by J/179. The svtrvivors swajpa
ashore and wei'e later rounded up by Spanish forces, (2)

R.A,P, Gib,

0,R.B,

Appendices

(1 ) Bay operations In November and December - Average aircraft strength 280
plus.85 flghtere.,

Total

Attacks

Total

Hours

Total

Sightings
Effective

Hours
Month Type Sunk Dam,

7f303 41p833 1 15Day «
Nov.

/ 2,571 L/L
I 2,017 N

2 L/L , 1 L/L3,4)4 L/L
3,120 N

Night
1 N1 N3 N

3,452 5,116 0* 2

Dec.

4 L/L 1 L/L

{
2,863 JjL
2,029 N

6 L/L3,782 L/L
3,014 N

'.T

Ight
2 N3 N

Includes flying done ty the Moroccan Sea Frontier
(2) Later In the d^, seven R,P. fitted Hudsons from Gibraltar carried out

bombing and R,P, attacks on the stranded U-boat so as to complete her
destruction and prevent possible salvage.
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(ii) - The September attempts

In order to re-inforce attacks on the Allied sea comniuni-

cations in the central Mediterranean, Doenitz instructed seven
Atlantic U-boats to penetrate the Strait during the September
no moon period,0) These boats were all fitted with Ifegeniik
search receivers which the U-boat Command confidently expected
were efficient against the search radar carried in Allied

A/u aircraft, U.223 arrived in the western approaches to
Gibraltar late on 23 September and during the next two ni^ts
experienced numerous scares from aircraft of which no warning
was given in the Hagen-uk. receiver, (2) She was not actually
attacked but her report on the constant night air activity
caused Doenitz to signal both her and the next two boats

approaching (U«667 and to make their attempts from the
southwest around Cape Spartel keeping close up to the African
shore, U,667, coming south just to the northv/ard of Cape
St, Vincent, was located at 0247/24 September by P/179 Squadron
who attacked \mder flaJc but did not injure her. The following
night she %as detected when rounding Gape St, Vincent and
attacked by both D and R/179 Squadron,
inflicted and she disengaged to the southwest, later on this
same night, Q/179 sighted her but the attack was frustrated by
accurate flak which severed the bomb release circuits. She

was not contacted again until early in the dark hours of the

25th/26th when P/179 sent an S,0,S, from a position on the line
of U.667* s withdrawal and never returned. It seems likely,
though not recorded in German reports, that this aircraft was
shot down by the retiring U-boat, At 0841 hours on the 26th

she vas picked up on a westerly course by X/179 in daylight who
delivered a good attack again in face of flak and further
damaged the U-boat who v/as now unable to submerge. Twenty
minutes later Hudson T/233 Squadron arrived and attacked with
R,P, being followed an hour later by Hudson N/48 Squadron who
also fired R.P, at the zigzagging U-boat. No further serious

damage was done but U.667’s speed was materially reduced. All
three aircraft made repeated efforts to induce H.M, destroyer

Witherington, then about 30 miles distant, to close the
position but flak damage had affected their means of communi

cation by either W/T, R/T or Aldis lamp and the significance of
a line of smoke floats laid in the desired direction by X/179
was not understood by the destroyer. Follow up aircraft failed '

to find U.667 and she continued on her retiurn journey to the
Biscay reporting her plight to base. Later on the ̂ th Dnerdtz
ordered Uo223, 455 and the approaching U.264 to abandon their
attempts at penetration.

However, Up223 had succeeded in passing through the Strait
diirjng the night of 25/26 September! nevertheless Doenitz.
cancelled the sailing on this mission of the other three boats

observing in his War Diary that the strong air defence might be
using centimetric A.S.V, To counter this he said  a new

detector receiver Naxos, designed to cover these short wave

lengths, was available and would shortly be instiled in U-boats,
When fitted, another attempt would be made diuzing the October

new moon period, U«455 an<i 264 were told to withdraw westward
into the Atlantic to refuel from U.460 for subsequent operations
against convoys.

Extensive damage was

B, d U,

War Diary

ibid

and

R,A.F, Gib,
0,R,B,

Appendices

See

Chn.pt er VI
(i) (^>)

iVjid

section (viii)

U.223. 445^ and 466,
No, 179 Sqiiadron had recently been fitted with 1/ik, III
10 cm, A,S,V,
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(iii) - The October attempts

The next attempt was mde at the end of October, Five
boats fitted with Naxos left port between the 14 and
18 October.(1) A suspicion of this operation had been
circulated by Special Intelligence and Gibraltar thickened the

night air patrols in Percussion E and along the Portuguese
coast from the ROth. Part I of this chapter mentions how

U.540 was attacked when roundihg Cape Pinisterre and U.566 was
s\mlt off Vigo dviring the niglit of 23/24 October, The
Gibraltar air patrols were thereafter concentrated around Cape
St, Vincent and in the approaches to the Strait where also all
available surface craft from Gibraltaj? were patrolling in co
operation by night and day,

U.642 was the next boat to be located. This took place
close into Cape St, Vincent by I/L Wellington P/l79 Squadron on
the night 28th/29th,
among other damage to the aircraft, put the Lei^ Light out of
action and resulted in a miss astern with the depth charges.
On the following night, U,540 ims detected southwest of Cape
Spartel by W/-i79 Squadron, Again the depth charge attack
missed astern but three destroyers were called up on R/T and
put on her trail. However, U.540 remained undetected during
the 31st but was re-located in the early hoiurs of 1 November by
R/179 Squadron who slightly damaged her. Surface craft were
homed and arrived on the scene at 0202 hours but no asdic

contact was obtained and U.340 actually passed throu^ the
strait submerged during the early part of the night l/2EOTeniber .
and surfaced with her batteries almost exhausted, pktrol
craft sighted her soon after midnight and the boat dived
hurriedly,
attacks and she sought safety on the bottom,
experiences and the low state of the batteries the commanding
officer decided he had had enough and at dawn he surfaced.
Despite the absence of hunting craft in sight, he abandoned
ship after firing the demolition charges and took to the
dinghies. The whole crew were picked up by Spanish fishing
craft in tho vicinity and might have got away but tliat

ELeetwoed., s’tiill searchi-g for the lost contact, happened to
pass fairly close, Tho unusual si^t of numerous men in
yellow Wests on the trawler’s decks caizsed a closer

scrutiny and the U-boat crew were speedily transhipped as
prisoners of war,

Uo752, after passing Cape Pinisterre, made a wide sweep
into the Atlantic before making a landfall south of Cape
Spartel early on 3’! October, She was not observed diiring this
approach by aircraft but soon after midday was picked up
asdic by H.M, trawler Umperialist who was escorting a small
convoy from Lisbon. The trawler attacked with depth charges
and blevr U.732 to the surface where she was damaged by gunfire
before getting under again. After lying on the bottom until
dark she surfaced and made off to the west. She was soon

picked up by radar from H,M,S, Douglas who closed, opened
accmirate gunfire and in a hopeless condition U,732 was

scuttled. U.45O and 642 both succeeded in getting through,
the former during the ni^t of 30/3I October and the latter
2/3 November, One of them, probably U«450, was sighted momen
tarily by H/179 Squadron on tho night of 2nd/3rd after having
cleared into the Mediterranean but no attack was possible.

As usuial flak was experienced which.

No damage was done to her in several depth charge
In view of his

cm,

on

R.A.P. Gib,

0,R,B .

Appendices

Admty,
C.B. 04050/44
(1)
Page 21

ibid

C.B.04050/43
(12)

(1) Uo450, 340. 732. 6h2 and 566.
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The destruction of three out of the five boats together
with reports at some time from all of them that night air
location continued to surprise them \inheralded on the Naxos
detector coupled with the heavy losses from air attack in the
Northexm Atlantic combined to discredit the efficacy of this
device and on 5 November Doenita noted that the German vrarning
equipment was inadeqmte in its present form. It was possible,
he said, that the enemy had entered new fields as yet unknovm
to him or was using passive location on electronic or heat

radiations given out by U-boats, Accordingly the brains of
his research and technical branches were once more directed to

the suppression of all kinds of radiation from any equipment
carried by a U-boat and the true causes of his discoraforture
continued to elude him,

(iv) The end of year passa.cj:es

B. d U.

lar Diary
Page 275

No more attempts to penetrate the Strait were made until

the end of November when U.2^0 proceeding by herself made the

passage undetected on the night of the December, Two
more boats w'ere despatched singly later in the month and both

got tlurough safely - U.952 on the night 3/4 January and U,343
on 5/6 January 1944, These successes appeared to derive from
the. inqjossibility of maintaining a high density of Air/surface
craft patrol with the forces available in the vicinity of the

Strait for long periods,(I) Effective measures to bar the
passage thus depended on prior special intelligence. This was

borne out during the subsequent period 19 January to 12 February
when four more U-boats sailed singly and got throuj^ xinscathed*

The factors leading to the final abandonment of these passages
are narrated in the next chapter on the Transit Areas,

(1) Flying hours to west and east of Gibraltar - Average strength 4) aircraft.

, Results .Ttotal Hrs* Sightings •AttacksEffective Hrs,Month lype

U0667 dam,
U,617 sunk

1»54i
(280 (N) L/L
( 55 (K)

31,081
(225 (N) L/L
( 20 (N)

( Dcy

(Night

( Day
P.A.A. (Night

R.A.F.

3
5 L/L5 L/L

Sept,
13590
56 (N)(N)

768 1,123
(368 (N) L/L
39 (N)

{ Day
k L/L 0.34) sunkh L/L(266 (N) L/L

( 26 (N)
R.A.F. (

(NightOot,

NILNILF.A.A.

639
2il4 (N) L/L

( Day 933
514 (N) L/L
69 (N)

1 L/L 0R,A.F. (NoVo

6 (N)(Night
NILNILF.A.A.

819 1,177

159 (N) L/L

( Day
R.A,P, (

122 (N) L/L(NightDec,

NILNILP.A,A.
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PART III - THE NORTffiSRN TRANSIT 'ARM

(i) Introduction

At the end-of Chapter V it was recounted that Doenitz had

cancelled further sailings of U-boats through the Northern
Transit Area after the loss of U.647 and 4^ early in August,
The output of newly trained U-boats from the Baltic was halted

in Norwegian ports pending his decision as to when to restart

passages into the Atlantic, On the 2 September there were

twelve of these new boats at Bergen and one at Trondheim,(“I )
Photographic reconnaissance gave fairly precise information and

we were fully aware of the groviring build-up so there was no

slackening of the flying in the Moorings area in spite of the

absence of sightings.

It will be remembered that a cessation of sightings had

occurred earlier in July and among suggestions for new patrol
measures had been one from the American Naval Delegation in

London above Admiral Stark’s signature. No claange of area was

then considered necessary but on 7 September, Cominch
(Admiral King U,S,N,) alluded to this plan and enquired as to
how the British authorities proposed to interfere with what
must soon be a considerable mass debouchment of U-boats into

the Atlantic either north or south of Iceland, This, he said,
would seriously embarrass the frequent independent sailings of
ships which the absence of U-boats in the Northern Atlantic

since J\me had made practicable and which were so helpful as
extra to convoy schedules.

See

Chapter V (vi)

C.C. Pile

S,30 Part II
End, 26a

A reply was made that the oncoming of winter bad weather,
lengthening hovirs of darkness and shortage of Lei^ Light air
craft rendered it unlikely that air patrols approximating the

density in the Bay of Biscay would ever be possible, in any
case the attempt would not be made at the expense of Biscay
operations, furthermore it was not expected that any mass move

ment of U'-boats would take place though a flow comparable to

pre-May proportions vra.s expected and provided for in the

existing Moorings scheme. Regarding transits north of Iceland
and through the Denmark Strait it was not considered likely
that the enemy would use this egress with any regularity. As

a matter of interest, when Doenitz resumed outward sailings at
the beginning of September, he sent the first two boats (u.274
and 963) round the north of Iceland but both fouled the pack
ice in the Denmark Strait and had to return to harbour. No

further attempts were made at this route.

ibid

End, 34A

B, d U.

¥ar D?.ary

(ii) September

No siglitings having been obtained by 18 September, the

C,-in-Go Home Fleet proposed that Iceland long range aircraft

should carry out day and night sweeps to the north of Iceland

and No, 18 Group aircraft to the north of the Shetlands while

he kept the allocated destroyers in harbour until sittings
v/ere resumed. The A,0„C.-in-C, replied that long range
sweeps had not proved productive in the past in any transit

area and could only sight U-boats by pure chance. He pre
ferred to stick to the proven principle of relatively concen

trated patrol over an area throu^ which U-boats vrere bomd to

pass and to have such surface craft as could be made available

stationed in or near the area of air patrol.

C.C, Pile

S.30 Part II

Enel, 35A

ibid

Enel. 36A

U.956, 960, 238. 274, gS. 4^ SAIj 2^, U«6/^, 389 and 419

SECRET
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Trondheim
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However, Doenitz had started the same independently
routed and maximum submerged policy which was reducing the
Bay Offensive to impotenceo By 20 September, four U-boats
had got through and four more were in or approaching the
Moorings area. On the 21st, Hudson G/269 Squadron sighted
U»539 on the surface but the attack with bombs and depth
charges inflicted no damage while efforts to call up surface
craft by W/t failed. This was the sole location for
September by the end of wliich a total of nine U-boats had got
throiagh unscathed, (1)

(iii) October

Meantime the convoy war had flared up in the Northern
Atlantic and early in October the surface craft were with

drawn from oo-operation followed in mid-October by the
discontinuance of V,L,R, aircraft sorties. Moorings itself
was ten^jorarily replaced on the 16th by parallel track sweeps
by all available Sunderlands between latitudes 58^° and 60° N
from 24° to 30° W longitudes returning to 20° W if endurance
permitted. The Iceland Hudsons continued to fly in Moorings
with occasional sorties by No, 18 Group’s shorter ranged air
craft but dttring the month there was not a single sighting
although 26 U-boats made the passage,

(iv) November and December

C.C, Files

S.7050/li!./5
Enol. 53A

S.7050/14/4
Enel. 29A

and

S.30 part II
Enel. 49A

C.C. File •

S.7050/1W5
Enel. 6qa

November proved no better. On the 6th, with the fading
out of aggressive U-boat tactics against northern Atlantic
convoys, V.L,R. aircraft sorties were again permitted and
Moorings was re-instituted. But on the 20 November with stHl

no sightings the A,0,C,-in~C, made an informative signal in

which he said that the situation was most unsatisfactory but

that we could not be strong everywhere. The first priority
for A/u aircraft must be for convoy cover, with the Bay
Transit area as next in inp)ortance. Moorings was, therefore,
to be cancelled but to avoid allowing the enemy to think we

had abandoned the area Nos, 18 and 15 Groups should, after

providing cover for convoys and Fleet movements, use surplus
sorties in the daily signalled hi^ probability areas so that

U-boats would be made aware of air patrols anywhere between

longitudes 2° E to 15° W along their passage route, Iceland
aircraft should, after the same provision, revert to the old
Potman and Copper patrols with sweeps to the S,W, of Iceland

in accordance with signalled high probability areas.

On 3 December, an area designated as Hancox was
instituted between latitudes 65° and 64° N from longitude 2° E
to 10° ¥ in which to eDjpend A/U sorties should there be no
intelligence on which to base a probability area signal.
There was, however, a drastic drop in flying hours for these
last two months of the year and it is not surprising that there
were no sightings whatever of the 34 U-boats making the
passage.

0,0, Pile

3.30 Part II

Enel, 53A

ibid

Enclo 63A

ibid

Enclo 75A

Sco Map No, 53

(1) U,238. 2^, ^ 275, 419, 539, and
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Although di-iring the foip months September/December 1943
the density of air patrolC'^ / never approached that maintained
in the Bay of Biscay, it seems xmlikely that, once the U-boats

adopted maximum submerged passage, any better results would
have been obtained from other measures. In this transit area,
vidder and subject to worse weather conditions than is the Bay
of Biscay, the lesson appears the same* An effective air/
s\irface blockade against v/-ell handled submarines is ingjrac-
ticable unless huge forces are made available - an imlikely
supposition in a general sea war.

(1) Plying hours in the Northern Transit Area - Average
strength 70 aircraft.

No, of U/BS
on passage

Month Effective

hrSo

Total

hrs.
Sightings Attacks

Day 1,502
Night 275

2,076Sept, 1 1 9
393

1,411
Ni^t 470
Day 2,020 26Oct.

674

807Day 1,243 15Nov,
Ni^t 155 515

558 844Dec, Day
19

Ni^t 223 571
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dLiPTER VIII

U-BOATS OKT OUTER SE.\S MISSIONS MD mM U-BOAT CONSTRUCTION

PART I - U-EOATS ON OUTER SEAS MISSIONS (0
SEPTfgJBER 1%5 TO JUNE 19U.

Chapter V Part II took the Outer Seas U-boat operations
up to the end of August 1943 when they had ceased, except
for one boat off the Florida coast, because of the losses

inflicted on the supply U-boats in mid.-ocean and the vigilant
air/surface craft patrols and coastal convoy cover in all the
distant areas,

(i) September and October 1943

In September Doenitz re-opened the ocean convoy war in
the Northern Atlantic and as this developed in the succeeding
months he employed many of the large Type IX boats in this

region so as to augment the mvimbers in the U-boat groups
deployed to intercept convoys. The number available for
Outer Seas missions v/as therefore limited and only eight such
boats were on outv/ard passage during the first half of

September.(2) A diagram at Appendix XI shows the distribu
tion of U-boats on overseas missions from September onward

to June 1944 indicating the time spent on their billets and

the number of ships sunk by them.

By the end of September, U. 123, 5l8. 214,l6l_, and ̂
v/’ore in their appointed billets but only U. 1^1 scored any
success,

on the 20th and S
She sanlc the independents S.S. St.Usk - 5^472 tons

Itapage - 4,998 tons on 26 September
together with a small Brazilian schooner,
sunk on the following day by a U.S.N. flying boat of No. 74
Squadron.

• lo •

She was herself

In the latter half of September another five boats
sailed on -rexious overseas missions.(3)
the five outward bound Monsoon boats (now entering the Indian
Ocean) and the measures taken against them there lie outside
the scope of this narrative and are not further alluded to

other than a mention of subsequent reinforcements sailed from

German or Biscay Ports. At Appendix XII there is another
diagram illustrating both the outv/ard bound reiiforcements
and the fevr return journeys from the Indian Ocean together
with their fate and any ships sunk by them.

The operations of

(1) References -B, dU v7ar Diary, Admty B.R. 1337 and the
Official List of U-boat Casualties.

U.I6I to North Brazil Coast

U.170 to East Brazil Coast

U.123 to Trinidad area
U. 214 to mine off Panama Canal

U.518 to the Florida Strait
U.220 to mine off St. John’s N.F.

Uo 536 to patrol off Newfoundland
U.68 to West African Coast.

U. 213 -^o mine off Trinidad.
U.155-to the North Brazilian Coast.

Newfoundland and the U-Kreutzer 848 bound for the
Indian Ocean.

U.103 to mine of Takora

(2)

(3) di.
to
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A steady trickle of boats were sailed during October(0
but refuelling dui mid-ocean was almost impossible in face of
the active operations bj'- U.S. escort carriers and U-boats

could only remanm in distant areas for relatively short periods.
U.22Q laid mines off St. John’s W.P. and on 19 October two
ships in convoy T/ffi. 65 fell victims to them.
U«220 had to be co-opted as an emergency refueller and met her
end as already described in Chapter ¥I Section (viii).
sank two independently routed ships, one off P
22nd and the other off Lagos on 31 October.(2)
were the first U-boats on the Yfest African Coast since August
and although flying was intensified by the R.A.P. Command no

sighting was obtained of either of them before they left but
neither boat scored any further success.(3)

Subsequently

U.68

reetown an the

U.68 and

Over on the Brazilian coast, U.17Q sanlc a ship off
and U.155 one north of Cape San

U.214 completed laying mines off the
Rio de Janeiro on the 23rd

.(4) ■Rogue on 24 October
Panama Canal and left for heme as did U.123 and U.518 having
accomplished nothing in their areas.

(ii) November 1943 to Afarch 1944

November was unproductive in all areas except for U.516
who arrived in the Caribbean on the 10t

three ships and a small sailing vessels
b^r air attack on 21 November off the mouth of the Amazon and
started home forthwith,

intercepted and sank S.S. Baron Semule - 4,573 tons on 2
November in the Atlantic Narrows but was herself sunk three

days.later by U.S.N. and U.S.A.A.P. aircraft working from
Ascension Isle,

tlie N.E. af the same island by a U.S.N. Liberator,
the month anothe

the Indian Ocean

convoy operation was despatched to the Freetown area.

She accounted for

U.155 was damage

One of the U-Iireutzers - U.848 -

The other - U.849 - was sunk on the 25th t

d

o
During

r U-Kreutzer and tv/o Type IX boats sailed for
and U.515. after being employed in a

(1) U.154 and 190 to the North Brazilian Coast.

U.516 and 530 to the Caribbean
U«129 and 193 to the Florida Coast.

U.Ivreutzer .849 bound foz' the Indian Ocean.

Litiopa - 5,356 and New Colvanbia - 6,574 tons.
Plying hours in the R.A.P. YiTest Africa Command  - Ref.O.R.B.

Apps.

(2)
(3)

Convoy support and
Pati’ols

Convoy Escort

Total

hours

Month Eff. hours Total

hours

S A Ei'f. hours S A

Sept. (1,102
(  5 (N)

(1,676
{  7h (N)

(624 (836
(  11 (N) ( 17 (M)

Oct. (1,221
(  53 (N)

(1,788
(  229 (N)

(1,107
{  32 (N)

1,378
114 (N)

(  198 (N)

Nov. (1,923
(  426 (N)

(1,059
(  76 (M)

1,537
165 (N)f

|4) Campos - 4,663 and Siranger - 5,393
,5) Pompoon - 1,082, Elizabeth Kellogg - 5,189, Melville

E.Stone - 7,176 and the Rubv - 39 tons.
(6) U.85O, U.5IO and U.172.
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U»5'l6 added a smallSeven ships were sunk in Deceiiiber.
one to her score before leaving the Caribbean on the 10th,
U.l93 and 129 each sank one in their areas and U.530 bagged
a large Aiaerican tanlcer off Jamaica on the 1$th besides
damaging, another off Colon on 26 December. C’’
I'reetown unlucrative, moved into the Gulf of Guinea where

she sank three independently routed ships betTOen the 17 and
24 Deceniber, after which she left for home.(2)
intensive flying by
sighting of the boat

U.5I5. findin

Once more,

^eyJest Africa Command failed to get a

g

The southbound reinforcements for the Indian Ocean again
U.l72 was sunl< on 12 December by U.S.S,ran into trouble.

Bogue's aircraft and destroyer escort vdien ~J00 miles west of
the Canaries. U.83O was sunk when 6OO miles S.W. of the
Auoi-es on 20 December also by the Bogue's aircraft.
the sole survivor of this batch of reinforcements, ©scaped
and duly ari’ived in the Indian Ocean early in February 1944»

U.5IO,

There being by now no refuelling facilities in mid.*
ocean, the remainder of the overseas boats had to start for

home and during most of January 1944 the distant areas v/ere
clear. It was not till the last days of the month that
U.l23 arrived off the West African Coast and U.845 off St.
John’s N.P, During February, they were reinforced in these
areas by U.66 and U.539 respectively but except for one ship
being sunlc by U.66 and one damaged by U.845 nothing of note

achieved. (4) Another batch of six large U-boats were by
no?/ outward bound for the Indian Ocean. One of these (U.l 77)
v/as sunk on 6 February v/hen ¥/est of Ascension Isle by a U.S.N.
Liberator,

again occupied.
U.518 one in the

was

During March most of the distant areas v/ere once

U.66 added three more ships to her score,
ama area and U.802 one off Halifax before

!{5rhaving to leave

(iii) A. last attempt at mid-ocean refuelling

The relativeIjr. short patrol time which was enforced by
the limits of individual fuel capacity of each U-boat caused
Doenitz to attempt once again the refuelling in equatorial

(1) U.516 sank S Colombia - 1,064, U.129 sank
Cj5„..,,Liberjbad - 5,441, U. 1 93 sank S.S. Touchet - 10,172,
and U. 530 sank the McDowell — 10,195 afterwards damaging
the Chapultepee - 10,195 tons.
KingSY/ood - 5,080, Phomlus - 7,406 and Dumana - 8,427
tons,

Flying'in Deceitber 1 943 by the R.A.F, Yfest Africa Command.

• k3 »

(2)

(3)

Convoy Escort Convoy Support and Patrol

Eff, hours Total hours S.A. Eff. hoiirs Total hours S.A.

(3,154
(  60 (n)

(7302,076 892
15(N) ( 10(n) 30 (N)

(4) S.S. Silvermaple - 5,313 sunk by U,66 out of convoy STL.
12 and S.S, ICelascott - 7»035 dainagied by U»845«
U.66 sank the St.Louis - 5,202, John Holt - 4,9^4 and
Matadian - 4,275.
U.5I8 sank the Valera - 3,401 and U.802 sank the Watuka -

(5)
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latitudes. Supply boat U,488 left Prance at the end of
February so as to be in position ¥/estv/ard of the Cape Verde
Islands by mid-March.

U-boats should call at her to top up fuel supply before going
on to their billets, stay on patrol till fuel was nearly
exhausted and call again so as to take on just enough fuel to
reach home.

It was intended that outward bound

The scheme reckoned without the ubiquitous American
escort carriers who, each screened by three or four destroyers,
were cruising in the v/aters south of the Azores to the
Atlantic Narrows.
Island* s aircraft sank U.801 bound for West Africa following
this up on the 19th by destroying U.1059 en route for the

Indian Ocean. Both these boats were making for U.488 but
later at the end of Flarch another Indian Ocean boat (U.843)
and the tine expired U.123 from West Africa did succeed in

refuelling.

It was here on 16 March that the Block

The next five weeks v/ere disastrous for the enemy’s
overseas campaign. U.856 and 550 patrolling off Cape Cod
(Boston area) v/ere sunic by U.S, destroyers on 7 and I6 April,
11.68 and 515 on their vray to U.488 were sunk on  9 and 10 April
by aircraft from the U.S.S. Guadalcanal operating vrestward of

the Canaries and fiially the U.3.S. Croaten’s group sank the
supply boat U.488 on 26 April leaving the time expired U.66
completely out of fuel and provisions. She was, however, put
out of her misery by being suiik on 6 May by aircraft from the
Block Island.

(iv) April and May 1944

The onljr success the enemy could set against these losses
was one ship s
Y/as destroyed,
more large U-boat
of these each accomted

intercepted in rail-oeean
by the disappearance without trace of U-I^eutzer 851 and the

sinking of U.193 in the Bay of Biscay by a Coastal Command
aircraft.

off Cape Cod by U.550 just before she hersel

s

f
By the last week in April there were ten
on passage for the Indian Ocean and three

an independently routed ship
but even these had to be qualified

May was another unproductive month for the enemy in spite
of five U-boats being present at times off the West African
Coast. No merchant ships v/ere sunk
board v/here two boats were stationed,

that occurred v/ere two by U.129 dioring a short stay off the
ne ship snapped up in the South

As against this latter the
Indian Ocean reinforcements lost U.846 sunk in the Bay by
Coastal Command and a Japanese manned ex-^erraan Type IX U-boat
destroyed west of the Cape Verde Islands by the Block Island
group.

lere or off the U.S. sea-

The only sinkings

east coast of Brazil and on

Atlantic by U-Kreutzer 181

May, U. 549 (when S,?/’. of Madeira en route to Brazil)
^  e m sank the Block IslarKi and damaged one of her escorting destroyers,
for July 1944 She was then'sunk herself by hedgehog attacks from the other

t.Ipree destroyers.
S.3. Pan-Pennsylvania - 11,017 out of convoy CU.21.

(2i The Dahomian - 5,277, Nebraska - 8,262 and Colin - 6,254.
(3) One of the latter (U. 543) sanlc H.M.C.S. Valleyfield on

May 7th. to the southeast of Nevrf’oimdland.
(4) U,»129 sank the /unadyr - 5,321 and Empire Pleath —

■ 6,644 and U, 181 sanl: the Janet a «• 5j3l2,

1
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(v) Summary

On 1 June 1944 there were two boats (U.543 and 547)
on the Vlest African Coast, two on the U.S, seaboard (TJ.548
and 1222) and in mid-Atlantic longitudes were foiu’ boats
still on passage to the Indian Ocean.
1943 a total of 42 boats had been on patrol in distant areas

and had sunk 2? shii^s v/ith two more damaged,
boats, three had been sunk actually on patrol - one by air
craft and two by surface craft,
return journe
H.M. ships,

on their way out to distant areas - three by U.S, escort
carriers, one bjr Coastal Command and one by surface craft.

Since 1 September

Of these 42

Four more were sunlc on the

two hy U.S. escort carrier action and ti'ra by
Additional to the above, five U-boats were sun

^r
o 9

ir

k

Tlie reinforcements for the Indian Ocean had an even

worse record. A total of 21 had left German or Biscay Ports

of T;vhich ten had been sunlc on passage in the Atlantic - two

by Coastal Command, three by U.S, land based aircraft, four

by U.S. escort carrier groups and one by cause iinknown.
Seven had reached the Indian Ocean and foxir were still on

passage in the Atlantic. During the nine months six ships
has been sunk by these southbound boats. In the same period
six Par Eastern boats v/ere despatched home and all arrived
safeljr in France.

F.ART II - liEW U-BQVT CONSTRUCTION - 1943 MW EARLY 1944.(0

The output of new U-boats during 1942 had followed
closely the planned schedule and averaged 20 per month.
These boats were all of conventional design incorporating of
course certain technical advances but still basically the
same kind of submersible craft familiar in all navies since
the First World War.

of eight loiots submerged which could only be maintained for
a short period and were forced to surface in order to re

charge exhausted battei-y power and air supply,

(i) Walter boats

They were limited to a maximum speed

Tov/ards the latter part of 1942, the increasing
restriction on m:obilit.y caused by enforced diving to avoid
air attack had encouraged rene’wed experiments with streaaTi^
lined hulls to give better underv/ater performance aided by .
a revolutionary closed c^’-cle form of undeiw/ater propulsion. (2)
Pour trial boats of 260 tons displacement were put under
construction in Hamburg and Kiel yards in collaboration with
idrofessor Walter. Two were delivered in November 1943 as

Type n''A.201 (U. 792 and 795) and two in April 1944 as Type
Wi. 202 (U.794 and 795)« They had a designed speed of up
to 26 loiots submerged and one of them was reputed to have
actually attained 21 knots but they never got beyond the
experimental trial stage.

(1) Fieference for Part II - Puelirer Conferences on Naval

Affairs, Admty. N. I.D. 2i)/T,65/45, B.B.S.U. Report
Production of U-boats and the U.S. Strategic Bombing
Survey - Submarine Branch,
Professor Walter had first experimented in 1939 and 1940
Y/ith a small 100 ton submarine, fitted with his gas
turbine v/hich used diesel oil fired bj’- a highly concen
trated hydrogen peroxide mixture enabling the engine to
function v/ithout access to the outside air.

on

(2)
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Meajatime the results of siaall scale trials at the 'ffalter

fferke - Kiel y/ere held to justify an order, dated 22 December
1942, for 12 boats of 320 tons displacement mounting two
torpedo tubes having a designed speed of 9 knots on the surface
and up to 26 Imots submerged rated officially as Type mi,(0
They were intended to become prototype training boats for

crey/s to man the ultimate perfect submarine ydiich was projected
as the Type XXVI of 800 tons displacement ’with probable
delivery in the second half of 1945*
December 1942 an ordei* was given for two much larger ijrototjrpe
Walter boats of 16OO tons displacement having the same high
underwater performance and a surfaced speed of 15 knots.
These yrere classified as Type XVIII boats,

(ii) Accelerated U-boat building prograi-gmes

At the same date in

Early in 1943, Doenitz complained to Hitler that the
U-boat construction and repair organisation was being adversely
affected by a grovdng shortage in dockyard personnel and on
8 February Hitler approved an order forbidding any further call
up tor the Armed Forces of men engaged in the U-boat construc
tion industry,
at sea resulted in an accelerated building programme.

In April 1943 the increasing U-boat losses
This

involved an additional monthly quota of 4,500 tons of iron
which Reicbminister 3peer was instructed to plan for.
programme increased U-boat output to 2? per month during the
yea,r July 1943 to July 1944 thereafter being fuirther increased
by the inclusion of three Walter boats to 30 per month.

The

The very heavy May losses among U-boats at sea resulted
in demands b.^^ Doenitz for still fiurther increases in output
and on 31 May Hitler approved a step-up in the programe to 40
U-boats per month. A fortnight later on insistence by
Doenitz, Hitler re-ai’firmed the screening of all U-boat
construction personnel and approved certain measures to ensure
adequate naval recruiting to provide crews for the additional
submarines.

(lii) The pre-fabricated Type XXI and XXIII U-boats.

Meanv^hile the Walter propulsion method was not responding
successfully to full scale application and the concurrent
designing had progressed to an intermediate type of large
ocean-going boat vdiich would combine long surfaced endurance
v/ithout refuelling wl.th good underwater performance,
design retained the super streamline hull of the Type XVIII
Walter boat but had a very much bigger battery than the
conventional boat which not onlj; allowed a large diving range
but allowed, bursts of up to 1? knots submerged speed,
advantages to be gained in this type had an especial appeal to
Doenitz by mid-summer 1943 because of the losses being incurred
from aircraft attack round convoys, in mid-ocean refuelling
areas and on passage through the Bay of Biscay,
design v/as classified as Type XXI and the plans were submitted

Hitler immediately gave
his approval to its construction at top priority and instructed
Reicliminister Speer to go ahead v/ith the planning.
t.he faith placed in the neiv Type XZI that from this date the
laying dovm of conventional U-boat types ceased entirely.

The

The

The new

to Hitler by Doenitz in Julv 1945.

Such vfas

(1) Owing to continuous mechanical troubles, six of the Type
XVII class were cancelled and only three were ever
delivered. These were U.1405 in Dec. 19^f4, U. 1406 in
Jan. 1945 and U. 14.07 in March 1945«
operational.

They never became
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Those, already on the stocks or in various stages of fitting
out were to be comiileted while the radical change in

constructive method was in progress.(^) Appendix XIII
shovre the fluctuations in U-boat strength and the building
outputs betvTeen February 1943 and June 1944.

By October 1943, Speer had completed the reorganisation
plan for the new construction and delegated the workin,
dctaiJ-s to tvro committees,

of the new Type XXI boats, mass production methods wrere
introduced by ¥/hich the submarines were constructed in eight
separate sections pre-fabricated b^r different firms widely
dispersed in Germany,
transported to three selected building yards there to be
assembled into complete submarines,
ensured maximum speed of construction but neutralised to a

large extent the possibility of delays dpe^to Allied bombing
raids which were increasing in severity,
of the type and the capacity for speedy construction were
held to ?rarrant the production of a smaller type for use in
the Mediterranean and Black Sea to which they could be sent
by canal and river across Europe.
Type XXIII utilised the streanlined hull of the Type XVII
Walter boat and oh a displacement of 320 tons vdth similar
much increased battery power v/as ejipected to give 13 knots
submerged speed.

Wovember 1943 scheduled a total of 288 Type XXI by the end
of February 1945 and 140 Type XXIII by the end of October 1944»

The new prograiime was officially launched on 12 December
1943 with a statement by Speer that all other work would be

limited in order to give it the highest priority.(4)
■However, the manpov/er problem proved to be one of the major
difficulties in realising this programme,
minimise it included the ruthless use of conscripted foreign
labour and long hovu’s worked by the German personnel (up to
75 hotirs per week) but in spite of every form of drive,
delays in the programme grew as 1 94!). advanced,
causes contributing were teething troubles in the new
organisation, faulty planning in the distribution of raw
material and, thoijigh still to a minor degree, late delivery
of electric motors, auxiliary machinery, batteries etc. due
to air raids on certain industrial centres,
effect of all these causes vfas that by the beginning of June

'O

In order to expedite the delivery

The finished sections were to be

This method not only

The advantages

The design classified as

The original combined programme dated

Efforts to

Other

The emulative

(l) Delivery of the 250 conventional U-boats already started
continued at the scheduled rate until the end of 1943
after which there vms a tapering off to nil during 1944*

(2) Blohm and Voss - Hamburg
- Bremen
- Danaig

(3) The heavy July raids on Hamburg, although not seriously
affecting the U-boat output in that port, had done
enormous damage to other war industries and workers'
housing conditions.within the city boundaries,
full details see Chapter XII (iv).

(4) Delivery of 'the .first three Type ][XI was expected in
April 1944*'.'. ■ This should have risen to six in May, nine

.  in'June, ,l8,iin Julyy.2? in August and the full 33 per
month in Septeiriber until February 1945.

Deschimag
Schichau

For

The Type
JCXIII was. scheduled as tv7o in February, six in March,
12 in May and thereafter 20 per month until October
1944.
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1 9hh. only one Type .XXI mid -bvo Type X:{III had been delivered
to the.Navy' for trials.(1)

(iv) The Schnorchel

There was one particular introduction that gave a new

lease of useful life to the conventional U-boat and in the
event made them more than a mere stop-gap between two methods
of construction. This was the Schnorchel 'air intalce and
exhaust mast.

The idea of an extensible air intake had been current
in U-boat circles in pre-war years but it was brought to the
attention of higher naval authority by the capture during the
invasion of Holland in May 194-0 of two Dutch submarines fitted
with such equipnent. No steps, however, were taken to
ij'nprove on the idea v/hile things were going well for the
U—boat arm* In thb lato spx'ing of 1943 ''I'dien U—boat los.ses
from air attack were causing, such concern to Doenitz the idea
was resuscitated and on 11 July it was reported to him that,
after trials with an experimental combined air intake and
engine exhapst tube,, a small submarine had remained under
water for 18 days ..successfully re—charging the battery
necessary during this time'.

as

Admty.
N.I.D.24/T.65/
45 Page 35
Footnote.(2)

By the end of 1943 a practical design had been developed
for operational U—boats and U. 575 and 667 were fitted
while at St. Nazaire. ' "

fitting out 3'-ards in Germany were also equipped and by
February 1944 numbers of them were being trained in its use
while working up in the Baltic. Fitment continued also
among the boats in Biscay ports and by the end of May 1944
there was a total of some thirty operational boats so equipped.

Other conventional U-boats in theB:,d U*., .

War Diary.

As fitted at this time,(2) the Schnorchel consisted of
air induction trunk and diesel exhaust pipe, enclosed together
in a metal fairing the ci'oss-section of which was streamlined
v/ith a maximum diai-aeter fore and aft of about 20 inches.
The. whole mast was about 26 feet in length and was raised or
lowered by hydraulic power. v7hen in the up position its top
was^a. few inches lower than the tip of the extended periscope.
At it^ bottom end the air and exhaust tubes made contact with
the air intake and Diesel exhaust ducts on the hull of the
U-boat.

an

At the top of the air pipe was a non-retum clapper valve
to prevent Vmter from being sucked in .should the'Schnorchel
head be dipped belo’w the surface either in a seaway or by
inaccurate depth keeping. However, when in practice this
occurred the resultant discomfort to the crew before the
Diesel^engines could be stopped was an early cause of bitter
complaint but it was found that with practice and experience
prolonged cruises could-be undertaken shovying very little
Schnbrchel above water in seas up to Force 5 on the Beaufort
.scale.

•  For fuller details see Chapter XII (vi) (b).
Iinproved pattenis of Schnorchel -were introduced from
time to time during'''1 9^i4'and a telescopic model was
included in the pre-fabricated Types X][I and XXIII.
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Advantages

1. The Schnorchel enabled a U-boat to travel at

periscope depth on its Diesel engines at speeds up to seven

knots, also to charge the battery and renew the air supply
mthout surfacing. It thus reduced to vanishing point the

time hitherto necessary for a U-boat to spend on the surface
exposed to danger from air attack.

2. As only the Schnorchel head protruded a^bove the
surface the risk of radar or visual location by aircraft was
drastically reduced.

Tlie Sclmorchel conferred upon the outmoded conven
tional t^rpe of U-boat many of the attributes of the true
submarine as opposed to the limitations of the vulnerable
submersible.

3.

Disadvantages

In adopting such a purely defensive device, the
U-boats gave up the mobility of surfaced operations at high
speed and therebj' greatly reduced their offensive power.

The efficiency of a periscope watch was much
impaired and the noise of the Diesel engines rendered the
hydrophones practically useless.

The prolonged use of Schnorchel increased the crew
fatigue resulting from varying air pressure, occasional blow
back into the boat of exhaust fumes and the rigorous attention
necessary to maintain depth control. Despite the disadvan
tages, the degree of immunity from air location and attack
conferred bjr the Schnorchel made it possible for Doenitz to
plan U-boat operations in areas hitherto quite impossible to
exiploit since 1939, while the U-boat crews infinitely prefer
red the feeling of security ¥/hen on passage through air
patrolled areas compared vvith their harassing experiences
prior to its introduction. On the other hand the safety
first attitude of mind, v/hich had started in November 1 943
with the maximum diving tactics on patrol or passage, was
greatly iiicreased aid y/ith it a progressively rapid sapping
of the offensive spirit.

1.

2.

3.
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CE4PTER IX

THE MTI-^SHIPPmc W.TR IM NORTH ̂ ii/EST EUROPE

FiARCH 1943 to DEGEiffiER 1943

(i) Introduction

A.H.B./II Al/-
'I/-1/3(b) M.E.¥.
Reports by EB,4

By the spring of 1943, the decline in the strength of

serviceable tonnage in Germany's mercantile marine, which had
become evident during the closing months of 1942, had been
arrested. The appointment of a Reich Commissioner of Shipping
in the summer of 1942, and the subseqtient granting to him of

wide powers v/as in itself an indication of the seriousness of
the situation. Prom then omvards, his policy/ was reflected
in a number of measures designed to reli.eve this shortage of

shipping: (a) an increase in merchant shipping, (b) the
mobilisation of such small mtouched reserves as still existed,

and (c) the co-ordination of administration.

The aggregate effect of these measures did not become

fully apparent until full scale shipping activity was
resumed in the early suimner of 1943» In the meantime,
however, it Yfas clear that the nev/ organisation was not

backward in reaping the advantages bestowed by an abnormally
mild winter. The absence of a substantial freeze-up in

the Baltic and Sivedish waters not only extended the trading
period at the beginning of 1943 by three months (equivalent
to a bonus of some 600,000 G.R,T» of shipping on the year's
programme) but Germany was also spared the usual aftermath of
the ice-bound period, when large numbers of vessels were

awaiting repair for ice damage and a congestion of goods in
port awaiting shipment. Little wonder, therefore, that the
Reich Commissioner was confident that the more important
demands to be made on sea transport in 1943 could be satisfied.

Events during the summer months, however, exposed the
nev/ organisation to a stern test. First, the virtual
abandonment of Rotterdam as the North Sea terminal for the

iron ore trade, iTliich necessitated doubling the bulk cargo
turnover of the other German North Sea ports, and, secondly,
tlie bombing of the key port of Hamburg in July and August.
In the latter case, the need to resume normal v/orking at the
earliest possible moment was vital, and the Reich
Goramissioner's effort in this direction was regarded as one
of his greatest achievements.

At the same time, the Sviredes, vfho were involved in the
iron ore trade and operated seme 450,000 G.R.T. of shipping
on Gernan account, v/ere becoming increasingly anxious to with
draw their tonnage completely from trade v/ith Gerxiany.

Hiere vrere, therefore, formidable problems in the offing
for the Reich Commissioner and the shipping situation was to
continue to cause grave anxiety to the GezYnans so long as
British attacks persisted and losses exceeded new construction.

H.Q. C.C,

Pile 3.15207

(A.H.B./IIK/52w/
ii/361 )

On the Allied side, it was fully appreciated that the
decline in the fortunes of Germany's mercantile marine had
taken a turn for the better and vre were now faced with the

task of disrupting a system which had become more highly
organised, and defensively equipped to deal with all the
offensive measures vire had so far used.

There was no doubt that the'- answer to this problem lay
in the formation of the Beaufighter Strike Wings, one of
which v/as already In. being and just about to emerge from a
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period of hard and iTieticulous training,
line in April 13k-3, and justified the faith that had been
placed in this type of warfare for tackling such  a Trell-amed
adversarj^.

It re-entered the

Unfortunately, the urgent requirements of the ¥/ar in the
Mediterranean arid other inroads upon the resoiirces of Coastal
Comraand prevented the mustering of a force of ten Beaufighter
squadrons in the Command as planned for April 1943, and it was
not until the very end of the year that the fulfilment of this
programme was in sight.

In the meantime, a crisis in the affairs of the Strike
Wing arose during the summer months in the shape of a clear
conflict of priorities which had to he resolved at a much
higher level,

and went on to greater achievements as this chapter closes.

The efforts of the Axis powers to maintain sea coramunioa-
tions between Europe and the Par East were continued during
the appropriate times in 1943. The urgency of the Axis need,
and the energy with which Germany and Japan prosecuted this
traffic stressed the need for its frustration by the Allies.
It v/as fortunate, indeed, that as far as the European end v/as
concerned, it began and ended in the Bay of Biscay, where
concentration on interception by aircraft of the blockade
runners concerned was relatively easy, and did contribute to
wards the ultimate failure of this exchange in the
important deficiencies of Germany and Japan, which occurred
in January 1924.

(ii) Increased enemy shipping activity in Northern IiTaters

Suffice to state that the Stfilce Wings survive

more

d

A..H.B

1/1/1
M.E.W, Monthly
Reports

AHB/IIA3/1/1/4
M.E.V4 Six

Monthly Reports

By the spring of 1943, it was evident that the schemes of

re-organisation Initiated by Kaufmann since his appointment
as Reich Commissioner for Shipping had achieved a marked
increase in the lift of Gemany's remaining tonnage resources.
Furthermore, the exceptionally mild weather of the past winter
had allov/ed navigation to proceed almost completely unimpeded
off the central Sv/edish and German Baltic ports and through
the Belts. The only exception was in the north of the Gulf
of Bothnia and at the eastern end of the Gulf of Finland.

In the aggregate, iron ore shipnents during the first five
months of 1943 were estimated to have totalled 3,495,000 tons
compared with 1,584,000 tons during the same period of the
previous year,

on the iron ore, there T/as every indication that other aspects
of her shipping programme received similar assistance.

Although, admittedly, Germany concentrated

In addition, imports of Swedish iron ore from the port
of Narvik also rose steadily from 95,000 tons in January 1943
to 234,000 tons in May 1943*
port was controlled by the amount of return cargo space
available in ships bringing military supplies to Norway, the
nimber of ’Ktiich had steadily increased throughout the late
winter and earl:'^- spring. The TJrecise reason for this

general increase in shipping was not clear at the thne, but
the Ministry of Economic Warfare considered that the enemy
was probably talcing advantage of the mild wreather to carry
out large scale movements of supplies. Principal among the
commodities carried up the Norwegian coast was coal, on vdiich
the strategically vital rail comtm.uiications with Norway
largely'dependant, exports of which increased from 1,300,000
tons in May 192)-l/Aprii 1942 to 1,700,000 tons in the twelve
months May 1942/April 1943.

The rate of shipment from this

were
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By contrast, Gerniany e:cported only 3,^00,000 tons of
coal and coke to Svreden in the year ending December 1942,
instead of the 5,700,000 tons for which she had contracted.
It appeared that both countries regarded iron ore/coal and
coke as reciprocal ti-ades and in view of Sweden's absolute

dependence on Germany for the latter, it was not svirprising
that tlie ne'w 1943 AgreementCO stipulated that if German
exports of coal and coke did not reach the target figures
in the first six months of 1943, a corresponding reduction
vrould be made in Sweden's export to Germany, not of iron ore,
but of timber. Tlie main point of interest in the new
agreement v/as the further inducements which it contained for

Swedish ships to trade with Rotterdam,

freight rates for iron ore from Sv/edish ports to North Sea
ports, including Delfzyl, varied from Kr.10,00 to Kr.11.50
according to the size of the ship, a supplementarjr flat rate
of Kr.8.50 was to be paid for cargoes to Rotterdam,
over, under the agreement, Rotterdam v/as the only port of
discharge v;-here Swedish iron-ore ships vrere guaranteed return
cargoes of coal and coke.

vfhereas the basic

More-

Quite clearly, it was Germany's intention early in 1943,
to follow her policy of the last tviro years by continuing the
importation through Rotterdam of the greater part of the
Swedish ore carried in Swedish bottoms - a system which gave
the most relief to the German shipping situation and imposed
the least strain on her inland transport system.

Until the end of April 1943, it appeared that sufficient
coal was available to effect the smooth working of the
Agreement,

(iii) Sweden tightens control over her merchant fleet.

German/Swedish Iron OreAt the same time that the

Freight Agreement came into force, the STOdes took measures
to tighten control over their merchant fleet operating in
Northern Waters, apparently v/ith the intention of ensuring
that a.11 Swedish shipping resoxurces were placed at the ■
disposal of the Sv/edish Government in order that no oppor—
tunit3r was lost of securing the maximum quantity of coal
and coke offered.

ne¥/

ToY/ards the end of 1942, owing to
irregular deliveries of coal and coke to the German ports,
the Swedes sometimes found themselves Y/ithout shipping to
pick up available cargoes.
were at liberty to malce chartering agreements YYith
in other countries subject to the over-riding right of the
Swedish Shipping A.ssociation to cancel them, under the
regulations, each oYmer had to obtain a permit for every
voyage before it viras performed.

^i/hereas formerly Swedish oxme
concern

new

rs
s

According to M.E.W., these new regulations could have
The Sv/edes may have felt thatan even deeper significance,

the time Yra,s not far distant Ydaen their position vis-a-vis
the Gemans Yrould be strong enough to enable them to use their
tonnage in the way that it would best satisfy the requirements
of both their short and long term policies,
instance, they imay have thought that in certain eventualities
the surest means of securing coal exports from Germany would
by by the limitation of Swedish shipping carrying cargoes for
German account.

'war

In the first

It was considered that high among SYveden's
aims was the desire to enter the post-war period Yidth

(1) Covering the period 1 February - 31 December 1943.
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the largest possible merchant fleet,

the time when immediate advantages to be gained m allov/ing
her ships to trade with some or all German ports vrould be
more than offset bj'- the risks involved.

Meanv/hile, Germany’s search for tonnage continued,
was knoT/n that the enemy had offered exceedingly high rates
for the. use of Finnish vessels in Norwegian coastal traffic
and T/as at first successful in chartering a number of small
vessels and one or two large vessels up to 2,000 tons for the
Speer organisation,

and refused to allow ovmers to accept German offers, probably
owing to the desire to conserve as much tonnage as possible
for post-war use.

(iv) Preparations for the re-introduction of the Beaufighter
Strilce Y/inr?:

She probably foresaw

It

The Finnish Government then intervened

A.H.B./IIAI/1/
1/3(A) AS/205/2Z
May 1943

A.H.B./IIHI/104/
1/7 Beaufighter
Wijig Operational
Policy.

(i6g/^044/i/ops)

Having thoroughly digested the lessons of the first
operations of the Beairfighter Strike Yfing, v/hich had taken
place in November 1942 and proved so disappointing,
ments for remedial action were put in hand almost at
and by mid February 1943 had reached the stage whereby the
Coastal Coimand components i/vere ready to commence trials for
co-ordination with the single-seater fighter escort to be
supplied by Fighter Command.

Prior to the trials, a conference v/as held at H.Q.C.C.
22 February 1943 to discuss the final details. At the outset,
it was fully appreciated that one of the first essentials for
the successful operation of the vfing was good weather at base
and at the target, and also the undesirability of the Vfing
staying long on the enemy coastline,
mdesirable to lay do-m an3/" hard and fast rules. Moreover,
it Viras emphasised that the leader of the Wing must be given
to understand that he had the confidence of his superiors and
full freedom of action to act as he thought best. Among the
many decisions made at the meeting, the principal ones were:-

(a) That a minimum of two single-seater fighter squadrons
(24 aircraft) should be employed to escort the strilce
wing; one squadron as close escort and one as cover;
more aircraft being provided at the discretion of H.Q.F.C.

arrange-
once

on

It was also considered

(b) If cloud base was below 2,000 feet at target, no
more than tvro squadrons of single-seater fighters
to be employed, and these were to act as close escort,

(c)^ That fighter.escort and Torpedo bomber leaders should
be in V.K.F. communication with one another,
ed channel vms No. 12 Group guard,

(d) No special instructions for Fighter squadrons carry
ing otxt this role v/ere

vrere

The sxiggest

necessary.

-

(e) That a practice strike against one of
be arranged between No. I6 and No. 12 Group,

our own ships

(f) As the existing limit of fighter protection
just north of Texel,(l) 1it xvas not intended.

was

save in

(1) This limit was extended to xbneland by using long range
Spitfires, and even to Wangeroog v\dth long range Mustangs.
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exceptional circumstances, to operate the wing outside
single-seater Fighter protection,

(g) A final reconnaissance must be made before the
Strilce Wing took off to ascertain position, course and
speed for final briefing of crews,
naissance should, if possible, be carried out by air
craft other than those of the Strike Wing,
would endeavour to obtain the co-operation of Fighter
or Array Co-operation Command for this pvirpose.

This check recon-

H.Q.G.C.

(h) In the opinion of all present, cannon and other
diversionary attacks should be directed at the enemy
escort vessels,

v/as that of torpedo bombers.
The task of sinking the target ship

If experience showed,
however, that the target ship carried considerable flak,
a proportion of the Fighter diversionary force would
attack her.

(j) The minimum force to be employed on Wing operations
was eight Torpedo (ideal number twelve) and sixteen
escorting Beaufighters (cannon or other weapons)

(k) The supply of V.H.F. to No. 236 Squadron was to be
hastened by H.Q.C.C. and the re-equipment of No. 143
Squadron with Beaufighter XIC aircraft carried out as
soon as possible.

Throughout the month of March 1943, further meetings
between Squadron Commanders took place and by 9 April, a
full scale practice was carried out with the Beaufighter
Wing up to operational requirement level,
laid on in exactly the same manner as an operation, thus also
exercising controlling staffs and channels of communication.

(''^) No. 12 Group (F.C.) undertalce anti-shipping reconnaissance

Ilie practice was

To keep track of the movements of enemy convoys, regular
reconnaissance was necessary over the coastline from the Hook
to the vYeser Estuary,
sectors each of which was covered by a single aircraft flying
very low. The sectors were varied from time to time but
they were so designed that each could be covered in a few
minutes flying - it was considered unwise for a reconnais
sance aircraft to remain longer.

The enemy coastline was divided into

At first, these sorties v/ere flown by the North Coates
Beaufighters themselves, but since it was essential that the
entire stretch of enemy coastline should be frequently
noitred, it was soon apparent that this commi'tment was going
to prove too much for the Wing in addition to their strike
and training functions - apart from which a single Beaufighter
had little chance of survival if engaged by Me. 109s or
W 190s which were at this time operating off this coastline.
It was, therefore, necessary for the superior performance
single-engined fighters of No.12 Group {Fighter Command) to
uiidertalce at least a proportion of the reconnaissance over
that part of the enemy coastline that lay within their range,
and in fact a standing arrangement caime about on  5 April 1943
between the two Commands to that effect,

at first. Mustangs of Army Co-operation Command would be made
available to carry out the shipping reconnaissance along
the Dutch coast. They were to be known as 'Lagoons*.
No. 12 Group issued an Operational Instruction (No.54}
on 13 April 1943«

reconnaissance could be carried out was Norderney.

SECRET

recon-

It was agreed that

and

The furthest point to which this
The
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Beaiifighters of the Strike VTjaig, mamely Nos.143 and 236
Squadrons, continued to carry out reconnaissance with single
aircraft to the east of Nordemey. (”* )

A.H.B./IIH/240/
10/9 Encl.37A
ibid.

Encl.2|4A

The Tripartite Pact(2) was revised in April 1943 to
regularise this i’econnaissance by No. 12 Group aircraft which
had, in fact, been going on for over a year. It was finally
agreed on 3 May that No.12 Group should carry out reconnais
sance in the whole area from Ostend to Wangeroog.
also agreed that Coastal Comnand should have responsibility
over all Class I targets in all areas including the Channel
Stop area.

It was

(vi) (a) No.16 Group operations March to June 1943

March 1943

No. 16 Group.
0. R.B. App.
March 1943

Aircraft under the operational control of N0.I6 Group
flew 125 sorties on anti-shipping reconnaissance and
strikes,\3J
lost.(4

Two attacks were delivered and two aircraft
Beaufighters of No.143 and 254 Squadrons from

North Coates carried out a number of reconnaissance patrols
in small groups off the Dutch coast,

operations consisted of Roam patrols and anti—shipping
strikes by Hampdens of No.415 Squadron operating from
Thorney Island and Docking, and a few reconnaissance patrols
by Hudsons of Nos.320 and 407 Squadrons and Swordfish of
No.836 P.A.A. Squadron. On the night of 9/IO March, seven
Hudsons of No.320 Squadron were despatched from Bircham
Nevrton to attack

we

The remainder of the

Flares and flame floatsan enemy convoy,

re

vrere to be dropped round the convoy by the attacking aircraft
and small st.irface craft would be in the area to attack after
the aircraft had withdrawn.-  However, only one Hudson
(V/320 Squadron) located the convoy at 2358 hours in position
5338N X 052OE,

vessel with four x 2501b. GP bombs from 4,000 feet,
bombs undershot and no damage resulted.

The aircraft attacked a medium merchant
The

April

ifith the period of reforming and training completed by
mid-April 1943, the North Coates Strike Wing was ready to re
enter the line.

(0 Reconnaissance and check reconnaissance flights by Nos.
12 and I6 Group aircraft were:-

Month No. 12 Group No, 16 Group
April
ilay
June

July

5632

159 88

355 72
302 103

(2) The name given to the anti-shipping agreement between
Coastal, Fighter and Bomber Commands,
found at Appendix XIV to this volume.

Figures given in this chapter for N0.16 Group sorties do
not include anti—E boat operations which are described
in detail in Chapter XVI-Part I.
Hampden B/415 squadron crashed on landing on I9 Maz'ch.
Hampden S/415 squadron failed to return from a strike on
23/24 March. Aircraft R/415 reported that what appeared
to be a flame float but later identified
aircraft burning

A copy can be

as probably an
seen within 100 yards of a flak shipwas

(3)

(O

.
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9/49 Provision
of Beaufighter
T/F aircraft and
H,Q.C.C« O.R«B.

App, ’S•

Tlie Yfing consisted of three squadrons of Beai:ifighters,
each with an establishment of 19 + 4, all of whom were
located at Noi'th Coates within N0.I6 Group’s area of
operations. llae torpedo carrying component was No.25
Squadron v/hich at this time had five Beaufighters Vic
and twenty-six Beaufighter X (t/p). This squadron was in
the process of re-equipping with the latter type of aircraft*
The other two squadrons were No.236 with twenty Beaufighters
Vic and No.143 with eighteen Beaufighters XIc. None of
these aircraft were fitted with radio altimeters, but there
was a requirement in existence which, when it materialised,
was to be applied to the Torbeaus first. No radar was

carried but A.S.V. i/Ik.II was now beginning to -come off the
production line for Beaufighters. All squadrons had V.H.P.
but A. I. v/as to be considered later as it was not available
until September.

Rails for rocket projectiles -were already fitted in all
aircraft of No.236 Squadron, and it was planned to fit rails,
which could be easily removed if not required, on other
aircraft by mid-July. Some of the aircraft in No.254
Squadron, notably the Mk.X version, were fitted with dive
brakes, and it was expected that in all future deliveries of
iVIk.X aircraft, the dive brakes would be installed. All
Beaufighters could carry 2 x 250 lb. bombs, if required,
a Command modification the P.24 camera fixed oblique was to
be fitted in 25 per cent of the aircraft in N0.I6 Group.

Thus equipped, the Yfing made its first strike on  a well
escorted enemy convoy on 18 April 1943. '

\'S/F)

As

H.Q. No.16 Group
O.R.B. App. and
Fighter Command
Form Y

Early on that morning, two Beaufighters of No.143
Squadron (N0.I6 Group) and two Mustangs of No.414 Squadron
(A.CcC.), undertook the 'Lagoon' reconnaissance of the
shipping route off the Frisian Islands.

enemy

The Beaufighters•
saw nothing of importance, but the Mustangs sighted what
described as a large convoy northbound off the Hague at
0657 hours. The check reconnaissance was flown by a
Beaufighter of No.236 Squadron which confirmed the sighting
as a convoy of nine merchant vessels and four or five escort
vessels on a northerly course in 5226N x O425E. It was
originally intended to stage an attack on this convoy with
the Strike W:mg at noon, but minor difficulties delayed the
taxe-off until 1330 hours. The complete strike force
despatched consisted of nine Beaufighters with torpedoes
(No.254 Squadron), six Beaufighters with bombs (No.236
Squadron) and six Beaufighters with cannon (No.143 Squadron);
the whole was covered by tliree squadrons of fighters from
No,12 Group (Fighter Command). The top cover was provided
by t\venty-one Spitfires of Nos.16? and II8 Squadrons, rear
cover by eight Typhoons of N'0.56 squadron and close support
by eight Mustangs of N0.613 Squadron (A.C.C.). .
craft located the target and a well executed attack achieved

The convoy consisted of nine merchant vessels
escorted^by four 'M' Class Minesweepers and two trawler type
auxiliaries. The merchantmen were disposed in two columns
each led by a mine-sweeper, the remaining two minesweepers
being on either wing. With the exception of one large
merchant vessel, the remainder were ships of approximately
2,000 to 2,500 tons. All were flying balloons. The enemy
w^ apparently talcen by surprise and the first section of
aircraft to attack encountered only moderate heavy and light
flak. The 1^-gest ship, it was claimed, received at least
tw^o torpedo hits and the last photographs talcen showed it
enveloped In smoke and with a heavy list to port.

was

All the air-

success.

The

H.Q.C.C.

Controller’s

Log.
H.Q. No.16

Group O.R.B./
App.
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minesweepers also came under heavy attack and were claimed as
damaged,

cannon and machine gun fire and were also claimed as damaged.
Gun’s crews on some of the enemy escort vessels were seen to
leap overboard and others were believed killed or wounded.
Only two aircraft received damage, thus showing on this
occasion that the defences were somewhat overwhelmed.

Excellent photographs were obtained during the attack, and
the large merchant vessel, upon which the Torbeau attack was
concentrated, was identified, as the Norwegian Hoegh Carrier
of 4,906 G.R.T. The assessment Committee’s verdict on this
attack was one merchant vessel sunk; two armed trawlers
damaged; one minesweeper damaged and the remaining two
minesvreepers seriously damaged.(O

The remaining escort vessels v/ere smothered by

R.A.P, Anti-

Ship Operations
(Merchant) V0I.5

H.Q. No.16 Group
O.R.B./App. and
Fighter Command
Form Y

Although ’Lagoons’ were flown daily thereafter by
BeaUfighters and Mustangs, another favourable opportunity for
a strike did not occur until 29 April, when an even better
protected convojr was attacked.

In the early morning, tvro Beaufighters of No.145 Squadron
and two Mustangs of No.268 Squadron, were on reconnaissance
off the Frisians but only three aimed trawlers were sighted.
Soon after midday, hovrever, a single Beaufighter of No.145
Squadron on patrol off the Dutch coast sighted a convoy of
six merchant vessels and nine escort vessels in 5251N x 0425E*

The Strike Wing was airborne by I65O hours and on this
occasion consisted of twelve torpedo carrying Beaufighters
(No.254 Squadron) nine Beaufighters with bombs (No.256 Squadron)
and six Beaufighters with cannon (No.145 Squadron). This
force was covered by twenty-four Spitfires of Nos.118 and I67
Squadmons and six Mustangs of No.613 Squadron. The enemy
convoy consisted of six merchant vessels and nine escort

vessels and was located off the Texel. Tliree minesv/eepers
in a line abreast were leading the convoy followed by the
merchant vessels in two lines astern,

abeam of the leading merchant vessels, two more escorts were
abeam of the rearmost merchantmen and two trawler escorts
astern. Five balloons were flying in the centre of the convoy,
about 800 to 1,000 feet. The disposition of the escorts
made the target more formidable than the one previously
attacked. Also, owing to an alteration in speed by the
enemy convoy during the period of the last reconnaissance to
the estimated time of attack, the all-important element of
surprise was lost. Hov/ever, through skilful leading, the
attacking force was brought into position and the onslaught
was pressed heme to advantage. Owing to avoiding action,
the Torbeaus did not observe the results of their torpedo
attacks, but the Fighter escorts reported that one merchant
ship of about 5,000 tons was hit amidships by torpedo and
left stationary and settling by the stern,
hit was registered on another merchant vessel,
were also observed on tv/o smaller vessels and several other
ships appeared to be damaged by bomb blast.
Committee awards for this attack were two merchant ships sunlc.

The escort craft were

A second torpedo
Bomb hits

The Assessment

(1) In the enemy records consulted since the end of the
only the Hoegh. Carrier is confirmed as sunk,
to escorting craft is mentioned.

war,
No damage
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two amed trawlers seriously damaged and four minesweepers
damaged.' ^ Our casualties were one Beaufighter lost and
two damaged.

In all, F0.I6 Group flev/ 135 sorties on anti-shipping
operations in April 1943, 48 attacks were carried out and one
aircraft lost.(2) Beaufighters of the North Coates Wing
carried out individual reconnaissance flights as well as
strikes. Hampdens of No.415 Squadron operated on Roam and
Rover patrols and aiati-shipping strikes on six nights of the
month. They carried out three attacks. Two Hampdens, B
and K/415, on a strike on the night of Ik/15 April, attacked
a convoy of six merchant vessels in position 5346N x O614II
with torpedoes. Each Hampden claimed one merchant vessel hit
and damaged. Post-v/ar records establish that the Norwegian
mercliant vessel Borga of 4,821 tons was sunk northeast of
Ameland and the Swedish vessel Tom of 2,092 tons was damaged.
This last vessel was hit by a torpedo which failed to explode.

May

No.16 Group
O.R.B. App,
April 1943

Dui‘‘ing May 1943, twenty-two torpedoes were dropped by the
North Coates Wing during tyro yd.ng operations on 17 and 24 May.
Of these, that vdiich took place on 17 May produced the most
valuable results. The target was a northbound convoy which
had been first sighted by a Mustang of No.2 (A.C.C.) squadron
shortly after it had left the Hook of Holland,
subsequently sighted at III5 hours and photographed from
28,000 by a P.R. aircraft when four miles off Ijmuiden.
It was sighted a third time from sea-level by another Mustang
flying the check reconnaissance sortie at around I30O hours.

Ibis latter aircraft also secured

It was

when approaching Egmond.
photographs of the additional escort of four 'M' Class
minesyreepers which was y/aiting off Den Helder to escort the
convoy through what the enemy considered to be the most
dangerous part of the route,

that the tactics of the strike were planned,
of the Wing was the same ^
Beaufighters (No.254 Squadron), nine Beaufighters with bombs
ylo.23D Squadron) and six Beaufighters yyith cannon (No. 143

The cover for the Wing on this occasion was fifty—
302, 308 and 402 Squadrons

By the time the Strike

It was on these photographs
The composition

as before, twelve torpedo carrying
^ nine Beaufighters with bombs

Squadron),
nine Spitfires of Nos.118,167, ^
of No. 12 Group (Fighter Command).
Wing made contact with the enemy at I63O hoiLrs^ the convoy
was off Texel. Other than the addition of the four mimine-
syreepers, only^minor changes in disposition had been made
since the earlier sightings. The convoy itself consisted
of SIX merchant vessels disposed in two lines ahead, escorted
by three M' Class minesweepers in a VIC formation in front
with four trav/ler type auxiliaries, two on each wing,
the merchant vessels were flying balloons,
flak was met than on the two previous stril-ces,
yyent according to plan. All the minesweepers and other
escorts were claimed hit by cannon fire and the minesweeper

All

Although more
,  the attack

0) Post-war records consulted reveal the follovying
casualties for this attack;-

41udra (Du.) - 4,930 G.R.T. - sunk
Narvik (Swe.) - 4,251 G.R.T. - sunk
Auguste K^pf (Ge) - 385 G.R.T. - sunk

This was Beaufighter L/143 which was seen to be shot
down into the sea during the wing strike on 29 April

(2)

.
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leadijig the port colimin was seen to be on fire,

merchant vessels was clain^ed hit by a torpedo,
taken during the attack assisted in establishing these claims.
The Assessment Coninittee awarded one merchant vessel sunk,
one merchant vessel daiiiaged, one minesweeper seriously
damaged, two trawlers and three minesweepers damaged, v)

The second strike by the Beaufighter Wing on 24 May did
not achieve its main objective for the following

(a) Unsuitable weather conditions for combined attack,

(b) Due to lack of precise knowledge of the position
of the convoy, the Wing attacked soiPie fishing vessels
prior to the main attack being delivered,

(c) The ¥/ing was dispersed by this diversion and the
full weight of the attack was not brought to bear
the main target. The attack on the fishing craft had
caused alarm and surprise had been lost.

A total of 178 anti-shipping sorties were flown, fifty-
nine attacks carried out and three aircraft lost(2) during
May 1943.

individual reconnaissance. Hampdens of N0.415 Squadron
operated on five nights from Thomey Island and carried out

four attacks. Eight Hampdens of No.415 Squadron were
despatched on an anti-shipping strike on the night of I7/I8
May. One aircraft returned early owing to engine trouble.
Three Hatnpdens sighted and attacked convoys. M and U/415
attacked with torpedoes in position 5339N x O619E at 0052
hours and position 5338N x O632E at 0049 hours respectively.
H/415 probably attacked a vessel in a separate convoy further
north at 0112 hours in position 5350N x O625E. Two Hampdens,
B and D/415 were missing from this operation and it was
considered that the}? also probably attacked the second convoy.
As a result of this operation, the German escort trawler
Ernst von Briesen (VPIIO6) of 408 tons was sunk in position
5336N X O604E and the M Class minesweeper M.345 of 750 tons
sanlc in 5103.5W x 0207.6E.

One of the

Photographs

reasons:-

on

Beaufighters from North Coates carried out

No. 16 Group
O.R.B. App.
May 1943

June

For the shipping strike squadrons, the month of June saw
the introduction of the latest anti-shipping weapon, the
rocket projectile,
development of R.P,

An appendix to this volume deals with theSee Appendix
III

(1) Post war records consulted confirm the following
casualties

Kyphissia (Ge.)
M.414 - I/l/S (Ge.)

(Tlr.)Hermann Hindrichs (Ge.)

Beaufighter P/l43 failed to return from a reconnaissance
of the Texel to Norderney sirea on 7 May.
had reported engine trouble when about one hour frcam base.
Hampdens B and D/415 failed to return from a shipping
strike on the night of I7/18 May.

-  2,964 G.E.T. - sunk
-  730 G.R. T. - suink

-  523 G.R.T. - sunk

The aircraft

(2)
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The North Coates Strike Wing carried out three strikes
during the month, one with torpedoes and cannon, one with

torpedoes and R.P., and one v/ith R.P. alone.

The first was a daylight attack on 13 June, wiien a
northbound convoy off Den Helder was attacked by the now

familiar array of strike aircraft and escorts. The convoy
consisted of the Stadt Einden of 5,180 tons and three smaller
merchant ships of 2,000 to 5,000 tons, escorted by five *M’
Class mines's'/eepers ahead and astern of the convoy, with two

tra?fler type ainciliaries on either flank. All the merchant

ships vrere flying balloons. On reaching the convoy route,
the wing had intended to turn south to strike from the

convoy’s port bow, but the target v/as sighted to port and
the Wing, therefore, had to turn to port and passed the port
side of the enemy to carry out the attack as planned. During
the flight up the port beam of the convoy, flak was intense

and an early attack signal Tfas given in order to disperse
the aircraft. It was noted that a number of escorts had

been added. The Strike ViTing, nevertheless, endeavoured to
attack the targets detailed at briefing. Only seven
torpedoes vrere released as three aircraft were badly positioned
and so did not drop. The main target was claimed hit by at
least one torpedo, and swung out of line listing heavily to
port. Tvi'o trawlers and one minesv/eeper were also claimed

hit and were last seen on fire. Again, excellent photographs
helped the Assesanent Committee to malce their awards as
follows

sunk.(1)
one merchant vessel sunk and one armed trawler

Beaufighter J/li)-3 was missing from the attack.

The second attack by the North Coates 'Wing was signifi
cant in as much as R.P. was used for the first time by No.1if5
and No.236 Squadrons. On 22 June, a very well protected
enemy convoy was attacked betw'een the Hague and Den Helder,
after the usual preliminaries by ’Lagoon’ reconnaissance
aircraft. The convoy consisted of five merchant vessels,
five ’M’ Class minesv/eepers and eight armed trawler tjrpe
auxiliaries. Balloons were flying from all merchant ships.
The striluing force consisted of twelve Beaufighters of No.
236 Squadron armed with four cannon and eight R.P. (60 lb
heads); tvrelve aircraft of No.143 Squadron with the same
armament, and twelve Torbeaus of No.254 Squadron. Complete
surprise was achieved, no anti-aircraft fire being met until
after the attack had begun. No. 254 Squadron were briefed to
attack slightly later than usual in order to escape the
possibility of being damaged by R.P. fire. The enemy took
advantage of this to take avoiding action together in the
direction of the torpedo attack,
and no torpedo hits were obtained,
and N/254
Three of the Beaufighters of No.254 Squadron and one of No.
236 Squadron crash landed but all crews were safe.

This proved most effective

Tvra torpedo aircraft, P
were seen to ditch, each with one engine on fire.

Prom the

s damaged,R.P. component, foutr armed trawlers were claimed a
v/hich were allowed by the Assessment Committee. (2)

(1) Post war records confirmed these awards

Stadt Emden (Ce.)
IJahren (escort) - (Ce.) -
(VP.1109)

- 5,180 G.R.T. - sunk
487 G.R-.T, - sunk

(2) For the first time since the Wing had reformed, there
v/as no confirmation of these claims in enemy records
consulted since the v/ar.
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The third attack of the month made by the Strike Wing,
on 27 Jme, was an R.P. and cannon attack only, by twenty-one
Beaiifighters mth the usual fighter escort provided by No. 12
Group. Tlie convoy consisted of four merchant vessels with
five M Glass minesiveepers and seven armed trawlers,
this occasion, no element of surprise was achieved, and
heavy anti-aircraft fire was met at extreme range. Neverthe
less, -the aircraft attacked as briefed, and claimed two aimed

trawlers ̂ n^ged, which was allowed by the Assessment

Anti-shipping patrols in June 1943 totalled 176.
were 77 attacks and six aircraft were lost.(2) Individual
reconnaissance patrols were also carried out by the North
Coates Beaufighters. Hampdens of No.415 Squadron operated
on toee nights and carried out two bombing attacks on trawlers
v/est of Fecamp on the night of I7/I8 June,
tliree of the seven aircraft despatched
250 lb GP bcmbs.

(vi) (b) No. 18 Group operations - March to June I943
March

On

Committee

There

On this occasion,
were armed with six x

No.16 Gp.
O.R.B. App,
June 1943

No.415 Sqdn.
0.R.B. June

1943

No. 18 Gp,
O.R.B. App.
March 1943

No.18 Group flew 123 sorties on shipping reconnaissance
and rover patrols off the Norwegian coast. In addition, 35
sorties were flown by the detachment of N0.54O P.R. Squadron
’lu reconnaissance of ports in Norway, Geimany and
the Baltic, One Mosquito, D/540, failed to return from the
sortie to Trondheim on 28 Itoch. Another hS sorties were
devoted to fleet reconnaissance for the Schamhorst at the
time of her breakout from tlie Baltic to Norway,
these operations are given in another chapter.(3)
course of anti-shipping
and four aircraft lost,
damaged.

Details of

In the

S,operations, four attacks were made
.14; No enemy shipping was sunk or

Operations were carried out by Hampdens of No.489 and 455
Squadrons, Beaufighters of No.235 Squadron and torpedo Beau-
-ighters of No.li^ Squadron, N0.4B9 Squadron spent much time
on torpedo training and No,lid)- Squadron only came bade into
l^e on 16 March after converting from Hampdens to Beaufighters
VI. On tvTO occasions on 16 and 17 March, Beaufighters of

(0 There is no confirmation of these claims i
consulted since the

Beaufighter P/143 was missing on reconnaissance on 9 June.
Beaufighter J/143 was missing on wing strike on I3 June.
Beainighters P and N/254 were seen to ditch during wing
strike on 22 June. Beaufighter G/143 was missing on
reconnaissance on 25 June. Beaufighter H/143
missxng on s'tx'xko on 2/ Juno#
See chapter ZI on Fleet Reconnaissance,
These vrere:-

Qn 3 March Beaufighter P/235 crashed in low cloud on the
nr. TrT sast side of Warren Hill near Glen Esk.
On 26 March Beaufighter T/IAA- failed to

shipping strike.

On 28 March Beaufighter V/235' and Hampden K/489 .
to return from shipping reconnaissance
Stadtl.andet to Smolen

in enemy records
war.

was

return from a

failed

of the
area.

(2)

3

.4:
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R0.235 Squadron acted as escort on Rover patrol to the
torpedo Beaufighters of No.12h!|. Squadron.

April

No.iS Gp,
O.R.B, App,
April 1943

Sorties rose to 215 ̂  April, lUf. attacks were made and
seven aircraft were lost.(l) No.540 P.R. Squadron flew 21
oorties^on naval targets and lost one Mosquito (L/540)
recomaissance of Oslo and Horten on 3 April. 'Three vessels
01 17,390 tons were sunlc as a result of these attacks,

first strikes of the month, on 4 April, accounted for
of ^hese vessels. Six Hampdens of No.489 Squadron were

ordered to carry out reconnaissance in force in two groups of
^ee aircraft in the area from Stadtlandet to Grip Island,
rne first -t^ee aircraft were ordered to take off at 0730 hours
and, at 1037 houns, in position 6303N x 07IIE, sighted one
merchant vessel of 5,000 tons and
with gun platform.

on

one grey motor escort vessel

Aircraft attacked from starboard. The
torpedo from P/489 was definitely seen to hit slightly forward

.  ot the bridge, throwing up spray and debris. The merchant
lifting 15 degrees to starboard and

down oy the bovfs.(2} Light and heavy flak were experienced
but there were no casualties. The second three Hampdens,
ordered to talce off at 1100 houi-s, attacked a convoy of three

position 6311N X 0753E with torpedoes.
Hampden 7/489 was shot down by flak and there was no result
45^3^^^.°^ attacks. The same day four Hampdens of No.
455 Squadron and four torpedo bombers of No. 144 Squadron were
ordered to carry out shipping reconnaissance in the Stavanger/

“'■•WS Squadron attaoked
iaif ^ of 5/6,000 tons but no results u«re seen.Heayjr was experienced and the attacking aircraft were

torpedo aircraft of N0.144
iuadron all attacked a merchant vessel of 3/4,000 tons in a

convoy in position 5755N x O635E off Lister/
merchant vessel Patria of 3,845 tons

The Geiman
was sunk in this attack.

The other successfulAnie.-i , 4. ^ , operation of the month was on 27
toii’ K°=-'^55 and 235 Squadrons had failed
23° if Beaufighters of Ho.
ol'Ho.?S"o°SaSon°S“firo?T/orf d Beaufightersyuaoron six^oi N0.404 Squadron were, therefore,

o carry out a strike in the vicinity of Obrestad.

to

(1) These were:—

On 4 April Hampden W/489 on Rover was hit by flak duringan attack and ditched, ^
On 8 April Beaufighter U/235 on shipping reconnaissance
fv, r, presumably crashed in bad weather.
On 9 April Hampden T/489 on shipping strike was seen to

dive into the sea and blow up after attack.
H^.pden K/489 on the sane operation
wdth engine smoking after
escort.

was seen

an attack by E/A

On 12 April Beaufighter z/235 on Rover was pressed shot
by VA (FW 190s and Me 109s.)

?  ̂pden G/489 on Rover failed to return./ April Beaufighter M/1^- on a strike was damaged
E/A (Me 109s and Ar.19^). On return the urder-

carriage collapsed and aircraft was burned out,
was the German merchant vessel Attain of 6,800 tons

as sunk by post war records, *

8y

confirmed
(2) This
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At 1^+44 hours, a merchant vessel of 4,000 tons and two escort
vessels were sighted. No.404 Squadron attacked a flak ship
with cannon and No. 1^44 the main target with torpedoes.
Position of the attack was south east of Ryvingen Light at
5757N X 0751E. Post war evidence shovfs that the Norwegian5757N X 0751E.

merchant vessel Trondh.1emsf.1ord of 6,753 tons was sunk. A
further two Beaufighters of N0.IV1- Squadron were despatched
from Tain after the strike hut were intercepted by Me.109s
azid Ar 196s. was badly shot up and crashed on landing.
The main strike is interesting as an early example of the
use of strike vang technique in No.18 Group.

In an attack on a tanlcer and two other vessels off

Stadtlandet on 9 April by Hampdens of No.489 Squadron, two
aircraft were lost. A photograph taken by N/8I9 Squadron
2 May shovred a tanlcer wdth major daiTiage alongside the floating
dock at Lal:seraag. The port side of the ship, in the central
part of the after well deck, was cut down to tlie water line.
It was considered likely that this tanker
two or three supply tankers which made a northerly j’ourney
each month with supplies for the armed forces,
records do not confirm serious damage to this vessel.

Aircraft employed on operations remained the same with
the addition of No.404 Squadron which had recently been
equipped with Beaufighter XIc aircraft. The squadron
arrived at Tain at the beginning of the month and was trans
ferred to Wick on 20 April,
on 10 April and carried out torpedo training as well as
operations in preparation for a move overseas.

May

No.18 Group flew I84 sorties on anti-shipp
21 attacks were made and five aircraft lost.(T)
craft flew 26 sorties on naval targets,
sorties were flovm and seven aircraft lost, including five
from a detachment of N0.I6 Group aircraft, in the attempt to
intercept the light cruiser Ntirnberg
coast of Norway.(2)

on

was one of the

Post war

re-

No.liji). Squadron moved to Tain

ing operations,
P.R. air-

In addition, 67

on 1 May off the south

S.7743/I

A.H.B./IIK/54/
4/20

No.18 Gp.
0. R.B. App.
May 1943

toe enemy vessel, the Klaus Howaldt of 5,956 tons,
as a result of a Rover strike on 13 May.

was

Two forma

tions, each consisting of four Hampdens of No.489 Squadron,
escorted by foin* Beaufighters of No.404 Squadron, were ordered
to carry out Rover patrols on the Norwegian coast from Lister
to Mandal and Lister to Egero.
Hampdens and one Beaufighter (the other three having lost
contact) sighted at 1505 hours in position 5805N  x O645E, just

sunk(3)

The first formation of four

(1) These vrere;-

to 4 May Beaufighters S and L/235 were missing without
trace on reconnaissance of the Lister to Egero
areas.

On 14 May Hampden X/439 was last seen with port engine
on fire at time of an attack on a convoy,

to 19/20 May Hampden O/489 failed to return,
to 27 May Beaufighter x/235 failed to return frcsn shipping

reconnaissance in the ICristiansand South to

Stavanger area.
See Chapter XI on Fleet Reconnaissance.
In addition, the Swedish merchant vessel Hispania of
1,240 tons received slight damage from air attack in
mid-May on a voyage between Germany and Gothenburg.
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off the Naze, a convoy of four merchant vessels and six
escort vessels,

torpedoes and Beaufighter D/4OI v/ith cannon
No results were observed at the time.

The Hampdens immediately attacked with
and M/G fire.

Anothez’ escorted Rover strike by Nos.489 and 404 Squadrons
Only one of the sixon the following day was less successful.

Harapdens was able to get in an attack and the four Beaufigh'ters
were fully occupied with the convoy air escort of BV 138, Me
109 and 1 90 aii’craft.

operation.
One Hampden was lost on this

Tliere v/ere several other escorted Rover strikes by
Hazipdens of Nos.2f-89 and 455 Squadrons and Beaufighters of
No.404 Squadron during the month. The Hampdens also carried
out a number of unescorted night and moonlight Rovers and a
few attacks v/ere made on these operations. Another type of
operation v/as a formation flight to the Norge coast and then
individual search by the various aircraft.

Hampdens of Nos.489 and 455 Squadrons and Beaufighters
of Nos.404 and 235 Squadrons remained the mainstay of anti
shipping operations in No.18 Group. No.144 Squadron at Tain
did not operate after the Numberg strike on 1 May. The
squadron was re-equipping with Eeaufighter Xs and on 29 May
went overseas to North Africa. On 27 May, Mosquitoes of the
newly formed No.333 Norvregian Squadron began operating on
shipping reconnaissance from Yfick and Leuchars.

Jzzne

No.18 Group
0. R.B. App.
June 1943

Anti-shipping sorties dropped to 72. Seven attacks
were made and one aircraft lo.st.(l)
sorties on naval targets.
Roland-UJI703 of 4^8 tons was sunJc off Lister on 19 June.
Attacks on several mei’chant vessels and escort vessels were

carried out on this day by Hampdens on Rover patrols in the
Stavanger/feristiansand area. The vessel v/as probably sunk
by either 0 or G/455 who both attacked in the Lister area.

On 23 June, tvro Mosquitoes of the newly formed No.333
Norwegian squadron carried out attacks with cannon and M.G.
fire on a convoy in the Leads in position 613ON x O5IOE.
Unfortunately, P/333 was hit ovei’ the convoy and was seen to
i-oll over five times, ci-’ash on land and burst into flames.

The drop in the number of operations is partly explained
by the fact that No.235 Squadron, after one reconnaissance
operation on 3 June, were moved to Tain for training on R.P.
fronz 3-17 June and then a detachment v/as sent down to

St. Eval in No. 19 Group for operations against enemy fighters
in the Bay of Biscay. No.455 Squadron was also occupied in
training new crews and had six aircraft detached to Tain on
torpedo refresher courses,

weather seriously interfered with operations,
cloud at base and lack of cloud cover on Norge coast mainly
accounted for the absence of successful torpedo operations.
No,404 Squadron carried out operations as usual and a few
soi'ties were flown by the new No.333 Squadron, vhich was still
training.

P.R. aircraft flew 24

One enemy minor naval unit

No.489 Squadron stated that
Fog and low

N0.4S9 Sqdn.
0. R.B,

(1) Mosquito P/333 on 23 June. See text.
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(vi) (c) rfo.19 Group operations March to Jme I943

The most important anti-shipping operations flown by No.
19 Group were concerned with the interception of enemy
blockade runners. Thus, during March and April 1945,
operations were directed against the Himalaya and Pietro
Qrse^. Hies- operations are described in detail in chapter

Nos.833 and 834 P.A.A. Squadrons on loan to Coastal
Conmand, and based at Exeter, also carried out night anti-E
boat crossover patrols in the Nest Channel area until they
were withdrawn from the line in April in preparation for
their return to the R.A.N.A.S. (w Figures given for N0.19
Group in this chapter exclude operations against blockade
runners and E-boats,

X.

No, 19 Group
0. R.B. App.

Remaining anti-shipping sorties in March 1943 totalled
MostThere were no attacks and no aircraft were lost,35.

of the operations were flovm by aircraft on transit to
Gibraltar, who were ordered to carry out anti—shipping
reconnaissance en route. Photographic reconnaissance sorties
of enemy-occupied ports totalled seven.

Operations during April once more consisted mainly of
transit reconnaissance flights, and totalled 48 sorties with
no attacks. Wellingtons of No.547 Squadron flew eight Rover
patrols in search of iron ore shipping plying between Bilbao
and Bordeaux and Bilbao and Bayonne but with no success,
aircraft were lost.(2) There were 28 photographic reconnais
sance sorties, some of which vrere directed against blockade
runners.

Two

During May, 35 anti-shipping sorties were flown of \diioh
25 were transit reconnaissance flights,
and no casualties.

There were no attack
P.R. aircraft flew I8 sorties.

s

Nineteen anti-shipping sorties, all on transit to
Gibraltar, were flovm in June, Three Mosquitoes of No.51
Squadron, on enemy Fighter interception patrols, attacked
with cannon a stationary travfler marked mth tricolour and
named Dupeme in position 472CN x 0550W on 11 June,

A.H.B./IIA/1/
1/3(a) March
1943 M.E.W.

Monthly
Shipping Report

Enemy shipments of iron ore from tlie Bilbao area to

Bayonne and Bordeaux were increasing steadily during March
1943 and were approaching the peak figure of 70,000 tons a
month attained earlier in the summer of 1942. Nothing, apart
from occasional reconnaissance flights by No,19 Group aircraft
and periodic minelaying by Bomber Command aircraft was done
by the air to interfere with this traffic.

The enemy evidently attached importance to this trade
and the medium siaed tonnage was augmented in March 1943 by
the return of the Baldur and Scharlachberger to the Bordeaux
flotilla. Two SEaaller vessels, the Bordsee (959 g.r.t.) and
Sperber (898 g.r.t.) also joined the Bordeaux flotilla. Iron
ore imports in March totalled approximately 64,000 tons and
in April 58,000 tons.

During May, shipments of iron ore from Bilbao slackened
to 41,000 tons chiefly owing to the deadlock in economic

ibid.

May 1943

1 See chapter XV'I - Part I on anti-E boat operations.
2) Beaufighter A/248 on shipping reconnaissance on 11 April.

■Wellington C/547 on Rover on 22 April,
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negotiations in Madrid..  As a result of pressure by iron ore
interests, attempts to mthdraw t^-ro of the larger vessels for
service elsewhere were frustrated and another vessel, the

(1,760 tons) y/as added to the shipping traffic.
There y/as, however, no possibility of loading the larger
vessels. The aiiall Spanish vessel Cho-ko succeeded in
making a second contraband voyage from Lisbon to Bayonne
with a cargo of coffee and sisal.

ibid.

June 1943
Iron shipments from Bilbao fell to 22,000 tons in June.

It vra.s reported that the Minister of Industry and Coinmerce in
Madrid had granted export licences for 20,000 tons of rubios
subject^to certain conditions, against which the Germans were
protesting, including an increase in price of 20 per cent on
all licences granted since 1 February 1943.

(vi) (d) Fighter Command Operations March to June 1943

Figures given for Fighter Goinmand consist of anti-
shipping operations by Nos.10,11 and 12 Groups excluding
anti—E 6pa± operations which are described in another
chapter.V ) No.11 Group had control over the 'Channel Stop'
areaU; between Ostend and Dieppe, No. 10 Group operated in ■
the west Channel and Channel Approaches, and No.12 Group
mainly off the Dutch coast. An attempt has been made to
shov/ the flying effort made by the various Groups each month.
These detailed figures are approximate since Fighter Command
Headquarters* records sauetines cannot be broken down into
Groups.

March 1943

i'lghter Cornrnand flew a total of I79 sorties
shipping duties,
vyas lost.

on anti-

Tliere were 28 attacks and one aircraft
No enem^y shipping, excluding one E-boat,

sunlc or danaged by Fighter Command aircraft. (3)
T/as

There was a sudden increase in enemy shipping activity
in the Straits of Dover at the beginning of March. During
the ̂ last t\yo weeks, however, coincident with the moonlight"^
period, there was no movement of importance. Two large
merchant vessels attempted the passage. The first, a 290
foot merchant vessel Yirhich had been in Boulogne since the
beginning of February, left the port'
March and was engaged by Coastal Batteries.

on the night of 2/3
The convoy

entered Calais but the large vessel yyas not located by
air reconnaissance and was oresumed sunk.

■"-■-'Meyre (2,382 tons) was in fact sunlc by the Dover
batteries on 2 March. The second/ a 320 foot merchant
vessel probably carrying iron ore, left Boulogne eastwards
with six escorts on the night of Il/12 March. The convoy
v/as engaged by Coast .irtillery and then by two M. T.B.s.
The Dalila (3/76 tons) was sunlc by surface craft off
Grave lines on 11 March.

The

1 See chapter XFI - Part I.
2) For details of the development of this system.

Volume III, chapters IV, VI and XI.
(3) Estimate of flying effort during

Groups;-
Mlarch by the

see

various

Sorties Attacks Wastage
No.10 Group
No. 11 Group
No.12 Group

41 4
94 6 1
44 18
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On the night of 5/6 March, a nimber of German naval units,
comprising foin? "Z" class destroyers and t?ro T-class torpedo
boats, passed through the Straits westbound. The size of

the units was underestimated at the tine by R.D.P. and no
action was taken. Subsequent air reconnaissance located the
force in Le Havre and Cherbourg on 7 March. Other movements
included nine minesweepers, one Sperrbrecher, a large coaster
and escort vessels. There was a considerable increase in

the volume of enemy small sized coastal shipping. Although
many of these vessels might have been on passage, there was
also an increase in minesvreeping.

The number of air attacks on shipping increased, but in
many cases good targets did not coincide with suitable flying
conditions. Thus, on 7/8 March, two Albacore aircraft of No.
841 E.A.A. Squadron under Swingate R.D.P. control, were unable
to locate six amall vessels minesweeping off Cap Gris Nez.
Six small minesweepers, operating-off Blanc Nez, were attacked
by a P/hirlv;ind boiriber of No. 13*7 Squadron on 13/14 March with
no result.

April

Fighter Command
Form Y

Fighter Command sorties increased to 723, with 97 attacks
and 16 aircraft lost.('') Four small enemy vessels of 815 tons
were sunk by Fighter Command during the month and one of 889
tons damaged.(2j

On 5 April, the auxiliary minesv/eeper Arendje Jacob a -
(M. 3818) of 131 tons was sunk in position 502^N  x 0115E.
Typhoons of N0.609 Sqmdron attacked four R-boats and a vessel,
estimated 500 tons, three miles south of Le Touquet and
probably sank this vessel.

On 17/18 April, three IWiirl-wind bombers of No. 137 Squadron
attacked tvra R-boats and two trawlers near Berck Buoy. One
trawler was seen to blovif up. This might have been the
auxiliary minesweeper M.3817 of 300 tons vhich sank in position
5025N X 0125E on 18 April.

On 27 April, six Vi/hirlvdnd bombers of No.263 Squadron,
No.10 Group, escorted by ten Spitfire VI of N0.616 Squadron
as close escort and 12 Spitfire VB(LR) of No.504 Squadron
anti-flak escort, attacked a convoy south v/est of Jersey and
ten miles west of Corbiere Point. Olie convoy had been
sighted earlier in the day by two Mustangs of Array Co-operation
Command on shipping reconnaissance. As. a result of the attack,
the avixiliary minesv/eeping trav/ler Etienne Rimbert - (M.46II )
(197 tons) and the Helraa (187 tons) were sunk.

as

(1) Estimated details of Group flying in April 1943;-
WastageSorties Attacks

No.10 Group
No.11 Group
No. 12 Group ^ ,

(2) This last vessel was the Swedish vessel ihnsterdam
damaged off the Dutch coast on 27 April according to
enemy records.
Conmarid aircraft can be traced on this date,

date is incorrect, the vessel might have been damaged in
the No.16 Group strike on 29 April.

327 53 4
36300 9

9S 8 3

No attack b5i^ Fighter Command or Coastal
If this
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Oiie large 380 foot enemy merchant vessel passed
successfully through the Straits eastwards during the month*

The convoy in which she was proceeding, together with a 320

foot merchant vessel and escorts, was engaged hy Coastal
Batteries betyreen Cap Gris Nez and Calais on the night of

If/3 April. It was thought that the y/hole convoy then
entered Calais. Hovyever, at daylight, the larger vessel was

located by air reconnaissance in Dunkirk. The other
possibility was that the vessel had passed tlirough the

previous night and that her size had been much underestimated
by R.D.P.

A.D.G;-B. Pile

s.31523

Enemy coastal activity bjr small vessels vyas on about the

same scale as the preceding month, though there was a greater
concentration of shipping during the first two weeks,
particularly south, of Boulogne,

Maj

Fighter Command
Form Y

d sorties rose to 953 yvith 78 attacks and
One enemy vessel of 42i tons was sunk.

Fighter C
9 aircraft lost

This was the Dutch sailing vessel Post Vlandei'ed vdiich was

probably sunk in attack on 2l/22 May by five llhirlwind bombers
of No.2b3 squadron from No.10 Group off Cherbourg.

omi^^

A.D.G.B, File

s.31523
On thirteen nights of the month, no enemy shipping was

Movements during
It y/as

detected moving in the Straits of Dover,
the moonlight period vrere practically negligible,
considered at the time that this was due to the attacks of

Ydiirlwind banbers of No, 137 Squadron.

One large 400 foot merchant vessel with a smaller
vessel and eight escorts left Boulogne eastwards at 2120 hours
cn 1 May. Ctving to unsuitable yyeather, neither surface craft
nor aircraft could operate,

convoy and one hit was claimed on the main target,
continued on its passage eastward undamaged.

Coastal Batteries engaged the
The convoy

On the night of 24/25 May, three small vessels y/ere
detected passing vyest^yards. Weather conditions once more

prevented aircraft and coastal forces from operating, and,
partly ovdng to the size of these vessels being underestimated
by R.D.F., but chiefly oyring to a false report being received

from R.D.P, that they had entered Boulogne, they were able to

make the passage y/estyyard unmolested. Later, P.R.TJ, reports
proved them to have been three Moewe class torpedo boats on

passage from Dunlcirk to Cherbourg. '

Other enemy shipplig activity was confined to small
coastal traffic and patrols,

gun barges located by P.R.U. suggested that these heavily
armed craft were novy being used both for escort duties and
coastal traffic.

The increase In numbers of

Albacore aircraft of N0.84I Squadron dvu’ing the dark
period and Whirlyyind boitibers of No. 137 Squadron during the
moonlight periods, maintalied patrols in the channel area
whenever vreather was suitable. The fact that the Albacores.

(1 ) Estimated details of Group flying in May 1943:"-
WastageSorties Attacks

378 139No.10 Group

No.11 Group
No.l2 Group

248 527
12 3327
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owing to their slow speed and vulnerability, were not permit
ted to attack within two miles of the eneiny coast, reduced
the number of targets available to them. The tendency for
enemy shipping to hug the coast was becaming more and more
pronounced. ^/hJrlvv-ind aircraft carried out four attacks
during the first part of the light period.
17/18 May, some twelve to fifteen vessels
of Dunkirk over a period of t\TO hours by ten Tdiirlwinds.
The vessels were identified as M class minesweepers, gm
barges and-B-R-cap boats,

sunk and seven damaged, but these claims cannot be confirmed
from post v/ar records. One Vi/hirlv/ind bariber failed to
return.

In addition, on
vrere attacked west

One vessel was claimed
/

£ or £-

June

Fighter Command
Form Y

Fighter Command sorties rose to 1,078, with 127 attacks
and 13 aircraft lost.(l) One M—class minesweeper, M^|83 of
750 tons, was sunk on 15 June. No.263 Squadron from No. 10
Group, sank this vessel in an attack by four T/hirlwind
bombers, escorted by eight Spitfires of No.504 Squadron
escort cover, and eight Spitfires of No.(^l6 squadron
anti-flak escort. Four minesweepers were sighted in the
Guernsey/Sark area and two vrere attacked with 8  x 2501b
bombs, cannon and M.G. fire and claimed as damaged.

as

as

A.D.G.B. File

s.31523
On eight nights during the month, no eneitiy shipping was

detected moving in the Straits. It was again noticeable
that movements during the light periods were few and far
between.

At 0750 hours on 6 June, radar detected one medium
and two small vessels entering Boulogne from the southv/ard.
P.R. aircraft later identified the larger vessel as a 1,800
ton vessel known to Intelligence as the M.67. Unfortunately,
two ̂ Tliirlwinds of No. 137 and hwo Typhoons of N0.609 Squadron',
on anti-shipping patrol from Gris Nez southward, attacked
vessels \'vhich they sighted north of Boulogne and the M.67
entered Boulogne unmolested. In anticipation of this vessel
proceeding to Dunkirk on the following night, our Coastal
Forces were disposed to intercept off Gravelines and
movement of a large vessel had been detected by 0200 hours,
which was the latest time at which she could sail to reach

Dunkirk in darkness, they were recalled. On the morning of
7 June, Mi^? was located in Calais, and it became clear that
radar had underestimated the size of the vessels comprising
a convoy plotted from Boulogne to Calais and described as
Small. M.67 left Calais at 2330 hours on 7 June and our
coastal foi’ces attempted to attack, in conjunction with
Albacore aircraft, off Gravelines in the early hours of the
Sth, but were unable to penetrate the

as no

The vessel

entered Dunlcirk and proceeded eastward on the following night.
screen.

At 0340 hours on 28 June, one large and six smaller
vessels were detected by radar off Staples proceeding north.
At 0505 hours they entered Boulogne and aircraft later
reported one vessel of about 1,800 tons. It v/as established

(1) Estimated details of Group flving
1943:-

was as follows in June

Sorties Attacks Wastage

No.10 Group
No.11 Group
N0.I2 Group

215 4
6

4
528 8 3

633i
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that this was the vessel IcnoYjn to Intelligence as M.59.
2220 hours on 28 June, radar reported that the vessel,
escorted hy two medium and eight small craft, vras leaving
Boulogne for the north,
for coastal craft and four Eanphoons -with Typhoon escorts

were despatched to attack Between Gris Nez and Boulogne.
The Bomphoons failed to sight the target but the Typhoons
attacked vri-th cannon fire, claiming hits on some of the
escorts.

Gris Nez and Blanc Nez.

disorganised but proceeded eastwards.
82).1 Squadron attacked v/ith bombs off Gravelines and clamed
to have straddled the larger vessel which, however, entered
Dunlcirk.

A

Yfeather conditions v/ere unsuitabl

Coastal Artillery engaged the convoy between
The convoy be cane someT/iiiat

Two Albacores of No

t

e

.

Such transfers of enemy merchant vessels from French west
coast ports to the North Sea had been resumed again in March
1943 after a lapse of three months. The M.E.W, considered

that further transfers v/ere likely as the shortage of shipping
became acute in the North Sea area, and issued on  9 April 1943
a paper on ’Enemy merchant shipping (excluding tankers) south
of Dover available for transfer to the North Sea area as at

25 March 1943’* I11 this analysis, the M.E.YY. estimated that
after deduction of vessels IcnoTm. to be under or in need of

extensive repair or overhaul and shipping needed for the
maintenance of economic requirements in the Channel Islands
and Biscay giroa, 34 vessels totalling 104,320 g.r.t. woiild
be available for transfer. Of this, 51,492 g.r.t. consisted
of diesel driven, oil fired or passenger vessels, the use of
which v/ould be subject to qualifications,
that the enemy’s policy would be to concentrate on the balance
of 52,828 g.r.t. comprising I8 coal fired vessels and that
his first choice vrould fall on those of 2,000 g.r.t. and over,
nam^ely 11 vessels of 42,631 g.r.t. In actual fact, during
the whole period until the Allied landings in Normandy, the
enemj?- was engaged in transferring large and medium merchant
vessels, tanicers and so on through the Straits of Dover.

No.841 squadron maintained patrols in the Channel area
vdienever weather was suitable. No. 137 Squadron ('iifhirlwinds)
was relieved on 12 June by No. 3 Squadron (Bomphoons).

(''-’■ii) No. 10 Group Fighter Command, request control of anti
shipping operations in the YYest Channe 1

It was believed

are^

A.H.B./IIAI/
1/1/3(A)

A.H.B./IIH/240/
10/9 Enel. 51A

On 28 Jme, No. 10 Group stated that they vrere actually
carrying out reconnaissance and attack of enemy shipp'ing in
the YTi stern part of the English Channel vdiich was the
responsibility of Nos.16 and 19 Groups.
neither^No.l6 nor_19 Group provided aircraft for day to Say
reconnaissance which was carried out daily between Pointe
Barfleui’ and Ushant by No. 10 Group,
sance or even armed reconnaissance v<ras flown if there was any
indication of eneiay shipping. In addition, the Group had
Mosquito aircraft for use on photographic reconnaissance.
Further, neither N0.I6 nor No. 19 Group had aircra;ft available
to attack shipping in lanes between Pointe Barfleur and Brest
or in CherboLurg, St. Malo or Brest. No. 10 Group had two
fighter-bomber squadrons (one T3rphoon bomber, one Yhirlwind
bomber) and one Hurricane PJ squadron which were used to
attack shipping at sea. The Tj^phoons and Yfhirlwinds wrere'
also used to attack shipping in Brest and Cherbourg. No.2
Group wras immediately informed of shipping that could not be
attacked by No. 10 Group and a squadron wns moved to a No. 10
Group airfield if available.

It was stated that

Additional reconnais-

All co-ordination regarding
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fighter escort and cover was made by No.10 Group. Liaison
with Nos.16 and 19 Groups regarding information of shipping
movements was bad although there was good liaison with the
Plymouth Command. No.10 Group, therefore, requested that
they should have responsibility for the attack of Class II
and III enemj'’ shipping between Ushant and Barfleur and in the
harbours of Brest, St. Malo and Cherbourg, Just as No.11
Group had responsibility over the Channel Stop area.

Coastal Command replied on 12 July 1±iat the resources of
No.10 Group were not considered sufficient to cover the
extensive area suggested in regard to either reconnaissance
or attack power. The Tripartite Pact was not intended to be
rigid and No.10 Group had full authority to carry out shipping
reconnaissances and attacks in their sea area. Close liaison
with the two Coastal Camman.d Groups was essential*

Later in the year, on I6 December 1943, at the request
of Coastal Command, the Tripartite Pact was amended so that
No.10 Group could be asked by N0S.I6 or 19 Groups to carry
out special reconnaissance in coastal v/aters between Cherbourg
and St. Nazaire, using aircraft employed on Instep patrols if
necessary,

(viii) Difficulties in co-operation between Nos.12 and I6
Groups

A meeting was held at C.C.H.Q. on I4 Jiily 1943 to discuss
difficulties ■vdiich had arisen in the co-operation between No.
12 and N0.I6 Groups for anti-shipping reconnaissance off the
Dutch coast. N0.I6 Group stated that opportmities for
strikes had been lost because check reconnaissance aircraft
and photographs had not been available. It was agreed that
two Mustangs should be available for check reconnaissance on
the return of the Lagoon and Beaufighter reconnaissance in
the morning, and of the Lagoon reconnaissance in the afternoon.
This would entail two short stand-by periods daily. Fighter
Command stated that, oiTing to Tactical Air Force commitments
it was impossible to employ the same Mustang spiiadrons
shipping reconnaissance. T
instructions to No.12 Group that a shipping
to take precedence over operations DistilU)
Fighter escort from No.12 Group for a shipping strike would
take precedence over a Rodeo. (3) It was agreed that close
co-ordination of operations was necessary.(W

on

Fighter Command agreed to issue
reconnaissance .was
or Rhubarb.\^)

ibid
Enel. 53A

ibid
Enel. 88A

A.H.B./IIHI/
104/1/7 Enel.
43A

(1) Operation Distil was the attack by Fighter Command air
craft on enems'- minesweeping aircraft after Bomber Conmand
minelaying.
Operation Rhubarb was the code word for patrols by single
fighters of a formation up to flight strength over enemy
occupied territory under cloud cover,
was to attack enemy aircraft in flight,
seen, statable ground objectives might be attacked.
Operation Rodeo covered fighter sweeps over enemy
territory without bombers.
Arrangements were made on 1 August 1943 for the Duty
Air Commodore at Fighter Command to centralise all
information with a view to avoiding clashes of day
offensive operations in the area between Texel and
Brest.

The primary aim
If none were

(2)A.H.B. Narrative
on A.D.G.B. Vol.
IV

(3)ibid

A.H.B./IIK/
67/560 CCOI
N0.II5

(4)
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ibid

No. 12 Gp. O.I.
No.59/1%.3
Encl,Z}4A

A new operational instruction for No.12 Group was issued
on 18 July as a result of this meeting to cover the shipping
reconnaissance off the Dutch coast. The code vrard for these

patrols was 'Lagoon’ (amended on 2 August to 'Jim Crow').
It was emphasised that the acquisition of information must
talce precedence over the avoidance of detection,

particular, photographs taken from sea level or a great
height were useless,

reconnaissance before a strike or when pilots considered
their photographs to v/arrant it, aircraft would be directed
to land at North Coates.

In

In certain cases such as check

On 23 July, No.12 Group reported that it was now
impossible to carry out all Lagoons with Mustang squadrons.
The nuniber of Mustang squadrons in the Group had decreased
and the nuiribei' of Lagoons had greatly increased. They,
therefore, proposed using one of the four long-range Spitfire
squadrons (Nos.611, II8, 1^02 and 416 Squadrons) in turn with
the two Mustang squadrons (Nos.309 and 613 Squadrons) on
these duties.

Arrangements were also made on 9 August for small strikes
by six or eight Beaufighters to take place against enemy
minesweeping and escort vessels lying along the convoy route
between Hook and Terschelling.
out onlj’- if there was ver3r little possibility of a major strike,
if No. 12 Group could provide escort, if vreather conditions
were suitable, and provided tliat the target had no additional
A.A. support from shore guns or Flak ships,

(ix) Diversion of enemy Iron Ore/Coal and Coke traffic from
Rotterdam to Ernden

Such strikes would be carried

AHB/ILA3/1/1/3
(a) m.e.w.
Reports by
E.B.4 “ May
1943

It was observed by air reconnaissance throughout May
1943 that the average quantity of active shipping (excluding
tankers) at Rotterdam and Emden sho^ved a decline in port
activity at the former and a sharp increase in traffic at the
latter. Prom the table appearing below, it will be seen
that during the summer of 1942, the average quantity of tonnage

whereas that at Emdenpresent at Rotterdam was 100,000 G.R.T.,
was 39,000 G.R.T.

r
.  During the winter when iron ore

(1 ) Average of active shipping (excluding tanlcers and ships
of under 1,000 G.R.T.):- '

Rotterdam Emden

1242 January
February
March

xApril

May
June

July
A.uigust
Septeniber
October

November

December

Not available Not available

85,000
106,000
100,000
98,000
104,000
91,000
81,000
70,000
67,000

56,000
75,000
52,000
67,000
37,000

22,000
37,000
47,000
46,000
2f4,000

Not available

41,000

1943 Januarj’- '
February
March .

April

May

10,000
17,000
7,000

46,000
90,000
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shipnents from Lulea were suspended, there v/as naturally
a decline in the shipping using hoth ports.
1943 figure of 56,000 G.R.T. was therefore in no Yfa:y abnormal.
The rise at Emden in April i945 was certainly substantial but

in the absence 01’ any definite evidence of a decline in
Rotterdam this could have been ascribed to a number of other
reasons.

The January

During llay 1943, port activity at Rotterdam as
seen from photographic reconnaissance had declined to the

lowest level so far observed, •v’diile traffic at Emden had
increased to 80 iDer cent above the previous highest concentra
tion seen in that port. At the end of J/Iay, there 7/as only
37,000 G.R.T. of active shipping in Rotterdam as compared
with 90,000 at Emden.
Eraden, an ore carrier of 5,806 G*R.T., had previously been
observed at Rotterdam.

One at least of the ships seen at

Tliere was no doubt that Germany intended to maintain the

Rotterdam trade at the highest possible level in 1943 as v/as

made clear from the Germaii Iron Ore Freight Agreement,
concluded at the beginning of the year to cover the period
1 February - 31 December, vdiich held out yet further induce
ments to the Swedes to continue sailing to Rotterdam,
wise, the scale of deliveries of German coal and coke to that

port for Svredish accovint up till the beginning of May indi
cated Germany’s intention to maintain her part of the bargain.

Like-

The transfer of traffic frm Rotterdam -to Smden, if
only temporarily, therefore, represented a sudden and notable
reversal of Gerraan policy.

Two possible causes for this transfer were suggested
at the time:-

(a) The bombing of the RijItt.

(b) The increased vreight and effectiveness of the
attacks by Coastal Comaand and light naval forces on
the convoys proceeding along t]ae Dutch coast.

In the light of the evidence available at the tiae, the
switch-over of traffic from Rotterdam to Emdea could not be

attributed to the direct or indirect effects of the bcrmbing
of the Ruhr,

had been a marked increase in the nvariber of casualties
Since the beginning of April, however, there

inflicted on convoys operating off the Dutch coast, for which
the North Coates Strilce 'ffing could be held responsible,
the total of ten ships sunlv off this coastline during April
and May,(1) only one was a Swedish cargo vessel of 4,251
G.R.T.

Of

Nevertheless, Swedish apprehension for the safety
of their ships on this route, which was evidept^throughout
1942, had recently' been revi-ved. The losses had receiv

a considerable anount of press publicity.
ed

According to information available to M.E.\7. at the
time, it appeared practically certain that the Swedes had

(1) In April 1943, five ships of 19,293 GJi.T. had been
sunk; four of vdiich wrere victims of the Strilce Wing.
In May 1943, a further five ships of 5,395 G.R.T. were
sunk off the Dutch coast, of which three were credited
to strilce Wing action. t1,€ b«vlaMce by mi laid
In addition to one ship lost by direct attack at sea,
another Swedish ship of 3,088 G.R.T. had been lost
tlirough mines one of fons ^e-rlcvil^ damaged.

SECRET
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precipitated this switch over. (1) Tlieir vessels originally
routed for Rotterdam had hpen held-up at Borkura and subse

quently diverted thence to Emden. It was also reported
that the Swredish Insurance Companies had refused hull
insurance to vessels proceeding as far as Rotterdam,
thus appeared that, raalcing the most of their recent losses,
Sweden had forced Germany to abandon the concentration of

their coal and coke supplies at Rotterdam,
it meant that the Germans were prepared to sacrifice the

convenience of their internal transport system to maintain in

service generally the maximum amount of Sv/edish tonnage 
-

sacrifice which it was w^ell believed Germany was prepared to

make in view of the groviring stringency of her mercantile
shipping position,

(x) A conflict of priorities tlireatens the existence of the
Strike Wing•

It

If this was so,

a

iVHB/lIK/52(/ll/
361 Attack on
enemy shipping
off Danish and

Dutch coasts.

H.q.C.C. Pile

s.15207

As the summer progressed, the Air Officer Coramanding-
in-Chief, Coastal Command, became increasingly anxious about

the Beaufighter position and on 8 Augi.\st 1943, he informed
the Air Ministry of the dilenma witli which he was confronted.

The Worth Coates '.Ting,of IT0.I6 Group consisted of three

squadrons of Beaufighters,(2) a total of sixty first-line
aircraft, with a personnel establishment of seventy-tvro
aircrews and 1 ,309 officers and other ranlcs.
role was the destruction of enemy convoj-s off the Dutch
coast,

assuu^jtion that it would take part, on an average, in five
strikes a month.

Its primary

The squadron’s establishment had been based on the

Prom the time that the wdng started to operate on 18
April 1943 to 31 July 1943, fifty-six enemy convoys were
esthnated to have run between the Hook of Holland and the
Elbe. Of these, fifty-five were sighted by reconnaissance
aircraft tut only nine strikes were made,
forty-six occasions, no action was possible for various
reasons.(3)

On the other

(1) In the eighth report by the Reichskammissar for
Shipping, covering the pei'iod from August to November
1943, inclusive, it is stated ’in view of the refusal
of the Scandinavian shipowners to sail to Rotterdam it

has been necessary to reduce this traffic considerably.
It is, however, being maintained to a certain extent
by German ships and due to the difficulties in making
trucks available for coastal coal transports of Army
Command, it has been considerably Increased! (Ref.
C,D.i036 -
Commun j.cations ),
Qiie of Torpedo-Beaufighters and tvro for anti-fl.ak escort.
Thirteen strikes were cancelled after briefing:-

Weather

Effects of Air Attacks on Gerraan Sea

4

2

3

6Poor photos, and faulty recce.
Out of fighter range 2

Ships in convoy too small 1

In thirt.y thnee cases, no action was taken after
sighting

Convoy out of range
ding released
Weather

No fighter cover available

19

9
2

3
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Prom the above remarks, it \Till be seen that the North
Coates Wing up to date had only been able to fly about half
the number of strilces for which it was established,
failure to provide fighter cover and faulty reconnaissance
made up the other half. It was in no v/ay suggested that
there had been any lack of v/illingness on the part of Fighter
Command to co-operate. !bi vievr of tlie growing number of
bomber operations, particularly by the U.S. medium bombers,
requiring fighter cover, it had been stated on behalf of the
Air Officer Cormuanddng-in-Chief, Fighter Coranand, on 14 July
1943, that there was lilcely to be increasdoig difficulty in
finding sufficient fighter escorts for shippin^g strikes. It
had also, been made clear, at the same time, that during certain
projected operations, no fighter cover at all would be
available for strUces against eneraj'- convoys off the Dutch
coast.

The

Y/ith this possibility in mind, there appeared to be
two clear altemativest-

(a) Close co-operation mth North Coates Wing in anti
shipping striJces on the Dutch coast must be recogiiised
as the primary role of three single-engined Fighter
Squadrons; or

(b). the existing position would have to be accepted,
including the probability that the Yfing would in future
pay even leaner dividends than heretofore.

This problem obviously involved a conflict of priorities
vdiich could only be decided on the highest level of policy.
If alternative (b) was inevitable, the Air Officer Coramanding-
in-Chief felt bound to question whether it was justifiable to
lock up so valuable a proportion of the available capital in
a venture v/hich prodticed so small a dividend.

The importance to the enemy of the Hook - Elbe convoys,
and the serious view which he took of the activities of the

strike Wing were demonstrated by the marked increase in the
scale of escorts wiiich were provided for protection at this
time. On the other hand, these things had to be weighed
against other considerations, notably in connection with the
U-boat war. The employment of some of the personnel to
increase the establisbnents of the anti-U boat squadrons
would increase the number of A/U sorties that could be flown
by the squadrons concerned.

Moreover, Coastal Command v/ere already faced with the
inevitable increase in tlie strength of enemy fighter opposition
in the Bay of Biscay, and the inability to protect the anti-U
boat squadrons against such, intensified opposition might vfell
affect the outcome of the Bay offensive. Some increa.se in

the long-range fighter support available to N0.19 Group was
essential. The Air Officer ■Co]:nm3nding-->in-Chief, Coastal
Ccffnmaiid, felt that he v/ould not be justified in asking Fighter
Command to provide this support - wiiich it was assumed could
only be met at the expense of other important commitments -
unless it could be shown that the Beaufighter squadrons of the
North Coates iTing vrere performing so useful a function that
they could not be spared for participation in the Bay offensive.

It will be apparent that this problem involved, either
way, a potential additional ccammitment for Fighter Command -
the provision on the one hand of regular cover for the North
Coates Wing aiid, on the other,"of additional regular fighter
co-operation in the Bay offensive,
particular v/as one of some urgency.

The latter problem in
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In the opinion of the 7iir Officer Coimianding-in-Chief,
this subject did not appear to be suitable for discussion by
the Aircraft Anti-Ship Committee, and, therefore,  a request
was made for the whole matter to be put before a conference
of reioresentatives of the Admiralty, Air Ministry, Ministry
of Economic Warfare, Commander-in-Chief, Wore, Fighter and
Coastal Commands.

Ibid

Encl.4M-
Meanwhile, as a first step, the Ministry of Economic

Warfare was requested by the Naval Staff to state  a case for
the continuation of the present scale of air attack on enemy
shipping moving along the Dutch coast. A paper was p:
on 18 August 1943, and circulated to all concerned. (0
was clear from this report that the results achieved by the
North Coates Ming were more vd.despread than appeared on the
surface; the toll of sunk and damaged enemy ships by no meaiis
indicated the full extent of their achievements.

reduced

ItIbid

End. 46a

At the meeting which was held at the Air Ministry on
20 August 1943j a forceful argument was put forv/ard by the
representatives of the Admiralty andM.E.W,, nam.ely that the
operations of the Strike Wing were complementary to the night
operations of the Nore Flotilla; if the former was abandoned,
the enemy would, in effect, be granted the freedom of the
Dutch coast by daj^, and the light craft of the Nore Flotilla
vrould be left vdthout opportunity for night attack. It was
also stressed that the recent decline in the targets for attack
by the 7fing v/as considered to be due, in some measure, to the
successes achieved in April and May 1943, which had been partly
instrumental in causing the transference of trade from
Rotterdam to Emden and other German North Sea ports. Inci
dentally, many of these ports lay beyond the range of any
smgle-engined fighters which at this time were available to

It ’.vas suggested that the bombing of those
poi'ts might induce the enemy to resort again to the greater
use of Rotterdam, which could, in turn, increase the oppor
tunities for attack by the North Coates Wing. Finally, the
operations of the YiTing and its fighter escorts had compelled
the enemy to strengthen his fighter defences on the Dutch coast
at the expense of other vital

escort the Yfing.

areas.

To sum up, the attacks by Coastal Command's Strike Wing
and the Nore Flotilla upon enemy shipping the American day
light bombing, the night bombing and mine-laying of Bomber
Command, and the action of the fighter escorts, were all
complementary and cumulative in thedr resixlts. The effects of

each one aggravated and increased those of the others; the
cessation of aiiy one might well go far to stultify the activi
ties of the others by creating a loop-hole for escape.

o 5

In conseqjaence, the final decision of the conference was
that the North Coates Wing should continue to operate; that,
in spite of the severe strain on their resources. Fighter
Command should guarantee the provision of three squadrons for
escort duties on all occasions, except when a major daylight
bombing raid was scheduled,
made to ensure even closer liaison between the Coastal and
Fighter Groups concerned.

Certain other arrangements were

In view of the mianning position.

0) A cop.y of this report is at Appendix iC/'.
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there was no question of providing special aircraft with G.R.
trained crews for reconnaissance duties although it was
agreed that this would be the ideal solution.

in-Chief, Fighter Command stated, however, that he would be
very willing to provide a few pilots for special G.R. training
and undertook to discuss the matter with the Commander-in-
Chief, Coastal Comraand.

On 21 August, the A.O.C., N0.I6 Group requested that
one squadron of Beaufighters of the North Coates Wing might
be established on a variable opportvmity instead of a fleeting
opportunity basis in order that a small margin of effort might
be held in reserve. He pointed out that much reconnaissance
was still done by the YiTing. In order that the Wing could
make two strikes a v/eek and each time attack two merchant

vessels and six escort vessels in addition to providing
largely for its ovm reconnaissance it was recommended that
the whole VYing should be established on a variable opportunity
basis.

The Coramander-

A.H.B./IIHI/IOV'
1/7 Enel. 58A

ibid.

End. 64A
In reply, on I3 September, C.C.H.Q. noted that

period of five months, only ten lYing strikes had been made.
Since then, the volume of enemy shipping sailing between the
Elbe and the Hook had decreased very considerably and it was
not considered that sufficient targets would be available to
allov^ for more than one strike per week,
stances, there was no
ment of the wing,

(xi) (a) Operations by N0.I6 Group.

July

over a

In the circum-

justification for raising the establish

July to September 1943

-

No.16 Gp.
O.R.B. App.
Jdy 1943. Anti-shipping sorties by aircraft of N0.I6 Group rose to

298. July proved a disappointing month, however, and there
vrere only 12 attacks vdiilst four aircraft were lost.(l)
enemy shipping vras sunk or damaged.

No

Only one strike was carried out. On 18 July, twelve
Beaufighters of No.236 Squadron (four armed with R.P.
Cjannon, eight vath cannon only) with eleven Beaufighters of
No. 143 Squadron (four R.P. and seven cannon aircraft) atid 12
torpedo-carrying aircraft of No.254 Squadron, set out to
attack a north—bound convoy. Fighter escort was provided
by 38 Spitfires from Coltishall and eight Typhoons from

The convoy, consisting of 18 vessels, of which
four were reported as merchant vessels of 2,000 to 3,000 tons,
had been sighted at 0707 hours by Fighter Command Mustangs of
No.613 Squadron from Snailwell,

and

Matlask,

Photographs showed that a

No.23s Sqdn
O.RcB.

large vessel of approximately 4,000 tons was joining the
convoy ̂ vitli tv/o escort vessels from the direction of Ijmuiden.
A check^reconnaissance of four more Mustangs was laid on to
ascertain ^e convoy’s speed and obtain more photographs of
its disposition at about 1100 hours. After sighting the
convoy near Egmond. the Mustangs were intercepted in force
by enemy fighters OJ0.IO9S and 190s) and tliree failed to
retim. It v/as hoped that it would be possible to attack

Fighter Command
Form Y

No.236 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

(1) Beaufighter L/236 was missing on reconnaissance on
12 Jiay. Hampden P/415 was missing on anti-shipping
sweep on I6/17 Jiay. Beaufighters E/236 and X/143 failed
to return from the strike on 18 July.
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just south of Den Helder, hut ¥/hen the wing virith escort of

single-engine fighters reached Den Helder at 150? hours, a
convoy of 15/20 vessels i,Tas seen bet\veen Den Helder and Texel,
at the west end of Marsdiep. The convoy had had too good
a framing and the attack could not he carried out hy torpedo
aircraft in that position. The wing accordingly set course
for base.

No.l6 Gp.
O.R.B. App.

Later in the day, six Beavifighters of No.256 Squadron
and six of No.1A3 Squadron, all equipped with eight with
601h heads, set out again to attack the convoy in Den Helder.
Fighter escort vras jprovided hy No. 12 Group Fighter Coinmand

wj.th 37 Spitfires of Nos. 118, }+\G and 402 Squadrons from
Coltishall and seven Typhoons of N0.56 Squadron from Matlask
acting as rear cover,
at 2047 hours the convoy was seen to he emerging, headed by a
large vessel (later identified as a Sperrhrecher), accompanied
hy trawler type escox’ts and followed hs^ the merchant vessels.
A lov¥ level attack v/as carried out in the most difficult

Landfall was made south of Helder and

R.P.

No.235 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

circianstaiices, and was directed at the leading escort vessel

(the Sperrhrechei-) and the merchant vessel following,
from shore batteries on Den Helder and the southern tip of

Texel, and from the vessels themselves, was intense, and

balloons flj'ing from the vessels were disturbing in this low
level attack.

Flak

Enemy single-engine figliters also attacked
our aircraft and four were clained as shot dovm by the

Spitfire escort covex-.
claimed. )

No. R.P. hits on vessels vrere

Beaufighters E/236 and X/l43 failed to return
Three aircraft of No.143 squadron werefrom this attack.

damaged by flak.

A.H.B./IIK/54/
11/361 Enel.

No. 16 Group stated on 26 Jul3r that it was decided to
attack in Den Helder on this occasion to discoxxrage the

enemy from uising the anchorage. During the latter part

of June and in Julj’', frequent use had been made of Den

Helder to avoid air attack. Apparently the enemy had
realised tl:at, owing to the time factor in organising a

sti-'ike, it was safe to proceed soon after being sighted at

anchor, as a subsequent reconnaissance would have to be sent

to ascei''tain whether the convoy was still in harbour or at

sea again. Bjr the time a strike could be made, the convoy
vrould be four hours steaming from Den Helder in the vicinity
of Terschelling Banlc where it would be at the extreme range

of our fighter escort, if not out of it altogether. N0.I6
Group stated that no convoys had been observed in Den Helder

duriag the past week and it v/as possible that the use of this

anchorage had been temporarily discouraged.

37

The sasme repoi-t mentioned the training difficulties
experienced bj’- the North Coates 17ing owing to the long periods
during which the Wing was standing by for operations. It
vfas noted that the particulai'’ form of attack used in this

Den Helder operation - an approach from sea level and then a

pull up sufficient to aim R.P. - had not been practised
before by any of the crews* The pi-esent allocation of time

for training, mainly between 1400 and I6OO hours on days when
no target w&s apparently available, was regarded as inadequate.
It was suggested mat the Wing should not be kept at avail-

abiliiy more than three or foxxr days at a ti-ne and should

then be completeljr stood down, no matter what targets presented
themselves, in oi'der that essential training could take place.

■  (1) No damage to this convoj’- had been established by enemy
records.
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No.16 Group
O.R.B. App.
July 1943

A Wing strike was ordered on 8 Juljr but had to be
recalled ovdng to the fact that all the squadrons were late

on take off and, partly ovvdng to bad visibilitj'’, the vdng
leader found it impossible to obtain control of the formation.

No.16 Group also reported that on 16 July, a convoy of
eight merchant vessels and nine escorts passed unmolested
dom the Dutch coast tlrrough no fault of the North Coates

Wing. The convoy was flnst sighted at 1150 hours by Beau~
fighter L/254 off Texel Islaaid. It \ms impossible to strike
before the convoy reached water too shallovir for torpedo attack
and it was also thought possible that the convoy might tempor
arily anchor in Den Helder. It v/as therefore arranged to
attack ten miles from the Hook vrfiere the convoy vrauld again
enter water of sufficient depth. No.12 Group Fighter Command
was asked for a check reconnaissance to be on datum at 1430
hours in order to obtain photographs of the dispositions of
the vessels. Great importance was attached to this reconnais
sance as information had been received that extra escorts

were to join the convoy at Den Helder.

A.H.B./irK/54/
11/361 Enel.33

The check reconnaissance of No.12 Group fo\md and
photographed the convoy just nortli of Egmond at 1425 hours.
The pilot did not see land nor did the photographs show any
land, and the position v/as believed to be doubtftil. Instead

of retxaming to North Coates vdth the photographs, the Mustang
pilot landed back at Snailwell and the photographs were sent
over to North Coates when developed. No information for

briefing could be obtained from the photographs as they were
indistinct and had been taken at too great a rar^ge. Moreover,
the pilot couD-d not be interrogated as a different pilot
was sent over v/ith the photographs. It was decided that a

blind attack was not advisable as there were only ten miles
of water in wiiich torpedoes could run and the position given
was doubtful. Tlie strilce was, therefore, called off.

Other operations during July consisted of reconnaissance
by single or small groups of Beaufighters or Nos.143, 236 and
254 Squadrons. Hampdens of No.415 Squadron carried out anti
shipping sweeps on four nights of the month.

August

No, 16 Group flevj- 218 anti-shipping sorties, with 51
attacks and'four aircraft missing, u)
totalling 3,01 Zi. tons vrere sunk.

Two enen\y vessels

The chief operation of the month was a Wing attack on
2 August on a convoy of 18 vessels sighted at 0623 hours in
position 5333N x O524S by Beaufighter V'254 on early morning
reconaissance.

Beaufighters of No,236 Squadron, 12 Torpedo Beaufighters of
No,254 Squadron and ten R.P. and cannon Beaufighters of No.
143 Squadron, and was ordered to attack in estimated position
5303^ X 0435E.

Fighter Command with 51 Si^itfires V (L.R. ) of Nos,416, 402,
118 and 611 Squadrons.

The wing consisted of 14 R.P. and cannon

Fighter escort was provided by No.12 Group

The convoy vr&s sighted at 1134 hours

N0.I6 Gp.
O.R.B.

F.C, Form Y

(1) Beaufighter A/143 was missing on reconnaissance on
1 August. Beaufighter M/143 crashed owing to flak
damage received on strike on 2 August and was written
off,

liarapden R/415 was missing on reconnaissance on I5/16
August. Hampden U/415 was missing on Roara patrol on
18/19 August.
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off Kijkduiii Light. It consisted of four large merchant
vessels and two smaller merchant vessels escorted by five

M Class minesweepers and eight or nine auxiliary craft.
The attack Tra.s made from the west into the rear of the convoy
which v/as apparently caught unav/ares, since our aircraft
met no flak or A.A. fire until vrell in. On turning av/ay,
flalc became accurate and intense. Nos.236 and 143 Squadrons
attacked escort vessels and sa’w hits b3'' torpedoes of No* 254
Squadron on merchant vev^sels. Spitfire escort engaged tv/o
Me 109s at the south of the convoy and six to the north,
driving off one which was attacking X/254. They claimed
four Me 109s destroyed and one probably destroyed without
loss to themselves. Beaufighter 1^/143 sustained severe
flak damage but managed to return to Coltishall on one engine
and crash land. No injury was received by the crew but the
aircraft w-as vritten off. Post-war records establish that

the German merchant vessel Fortuna of 2,700 tons and the
escort trawler Arctur (VP1108) of 314 tons were sunk.

One other strike was carried out, on 23 Auigust.
R.P. and cannon Beauufighters of No.236 Squadron were ordered
to attack an enemy force of four M Class minesvreepers, five

merchaait vessels and small escort vessels, sighted by P/236
at 1303 hours in position 5340N x 0550E.
Fighter Coiaaand provided 21 Spitfires V of Nos.308 and 6II
Squ3.drons as escort,
with RoP. and cannon off Texel.

the convoy,

find a target and a strilce on 11 August was cancelled as

Jim Grow check aircraft reported that the convoy was still
in Den Helder.

T'/relv

No.12 Group

All aircraft attacked escort vessels

No damage was inflicted on
Wing strikes on 13 and 14 August failed to

e

Haaupdens of No.4-15 Squadron operated from Thomey
Island on six nights of the month. No. 254 Squadron carried

out five night Rover p>atrols* On I9/2O August, for example,
three Beauf'ighters of No.254 Squadron, equipped with contact

torpedoes set to eight feet depth and flame floats were

ordered to patrol shipping routes. Any suitable target was

to be illuminated after attack and reported to allow other

aircraft to close the target. Beaufighter A/254 sighted at
0056 hours in position 5333N x 0514E a convoy of three M

Class minesweepers and tvro mercliant vessels. One merchant

vessel was attacked and an attack report sent on VHP. The

other two BeauPighters picked up the message but were unable

to locate the target. No operations vrere carried out by
No.254 Squadron from 24 August to 3 September as they were

re-equipping from Beaufighter VI to Beaufighter X aircraft. .

No.16 Gp.
O.R.B. August,
CH/G3/19 Aug.

AcILB./lIHl/
104/1/7

(1) The poor results of this strike were the subject of a
It v/as stated that themeeting held at North Coates,

aircraft sights had been harmonised for a speed of 265
knots assuming a dive of 20 degrees,
that a Beaufighter was difficult to dive at this angle
and probably attack dives seldom exceeded 15 degrees.
The wing v/as instructed to practise attacks at an air

speed of 250 laiots, allowing a dive of 15 degrees,
the Beaufighter was only provided with one sight which
could not be harmonised for both R.P. and cannon, one
flight of NoSo 236 squadron was to be allocated to cannon
attack and one to R.P. attack, and sights were to be
haurmonised according to role,
the practice to synchronise the sights for cannon and
to aim off when using R.P.

It was considere

As

Previously, it had been

d
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The whole of No. 143 Squadron were detached to St. Eval

on 17 August to act as fighter escort to anti-submarine patrols
On 24 August, the squadron movedin the Bay of Biscay,

permanentlj'' to St. Eval and came under the administration of

N0.I9 Group.

September

N0.IS Gp.
O.R.B. App.
Sept. 1943

Sorties fell to 147 with 48 attacks and four aircraft

‘  One enem^jT- vessel of 550 tons was simk.lost.("I)

There v/ere two operations by the Strike Wing, which v;-as
16 andnow reduced to Nos.236 and 254 Squadrons, on

25 September. On I6 September, six R.P. and six cannon
Beaufighters of No* 254 Squadron, escorted by 23 Spitfires
V of Nos.308 and 6II Squadrons from No.12 Group Fighter Command,
were dispatched to attack a force of six minesweepers, sighted
N.E. of Terschelling by eight Spitfires of N0.61I Squadron on
Jim Crow reconnaissance. Beaufighter K/235 Squadron had
sighted the force again at 0927 hours in 5349N x O62OE and
G/236 on check reconnaissance relocated the force at 1257 hours
in position 5343N x O607E. The strike v^ring, less L/254
returned with engine trouble, sighted the force of six M Class

. minesvreeiDers and two trawlers in 5303N x 0438E at 1801 hours.

Aircraft approached from the south and attacked with R.P. and

cannon from the landv/ard side. The Spitfire escort patrolling
at 15,000 ft. sighted and fired at foiar Me, 109s which came in
below them but no results were observed.

C/236 failed to return from the attack,
enemy force can be confirmed from post war evidence.
Group considered that R.P. aircraft delivered their projectiles
effectively but that inaccurate cannon fire was in evidence in

the case of cannon aircraft. The wing were instructed to

practise grouping their cannon fire.

Beaufighters J and
No damage to the

No. 16

Nos.236 and
254 Sqdns.
0, R,B« S

A.H.B./inil/
102^/1/7 Enel.
66A

On 25 September, six torjpedo and nine cannon-Beaufighters
of No.252j. Squadron and 12 R.P. Beaufighters of No. 236 Squadron
were dispatched to attack a convoy of one merchant vessel and

11 escort vessels sighted by D/236 at 0722 hours in position
533ON X 0515E, Fighter escort of 34 Spitfires Y((L.R.) of
Nos.402, 416 and 61I Squadrons was provided by No.12 Group
Fighter Command. The convoj'", which now consisted of I4/I8
vessels including two large and tw'o small merchant vessels,
was attacked in position 5255N x 0435^. Thirteen aircraft
of No. 254 Squadi’on and 11 of No. 236 Sqiiadron took part in
the attack. Hits were claimed on two merchant vessels as

vrell as damage to escort vessels. In fact, one escort vessel

VP 316, an ex-Russian trawler of 550 tons, was sunk. Two
Beaufighters, L/236 and A/254, failed to return and four
Beaufighters of No.236 Squadron and six of No.254 Squadron
were damaged by flak. Aircraft reported considerable very
accTxrate heavy flak and much tracer. One rocket was seen

frosn the rear of the convoy during the rm-in. Several
pilots described the flak as appearing to form a curtain
rather than being aimed at specific aircraft.

No.254 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

N0.I6 Gp.
O.ReB. Sept.
1943

(1) Beaiofighters J and C/236 were missing from the strike on
16 September.
Beaufighters L/236 and A/254 v/ere missing from the strike
on 25 September.
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Interest at the beginning of the month was focused on the
German liner Strasbourg (17,001 tons) which, according to
post war records was damaged by mine off the Dutch coast
1 September. At 1133 hours on 3 September, four Fighter
Command Mustangs of No.309 Squadron and 12 Spitfires sighted
a large liner off Ijmuiden escorted by 13 minesweepers
proceeding slov/ly on a northerly com’se.
able discussion between C.C.H.Q., No.l6 Group H.Q. and the
Admiralty as to the identitj^’ of the vessel and whether a
strike should be organised. P.R. photographs taken at 1515
hours on 3 September finally established the vessel as the
hospital ship Strasbourg which had been for a long time in
Rotterdam. The vessel was heavily camouflaged. Plans for
a strilce were accordingly called off. On 4 September, the
Jim Crow reconnaissance reported that the Strasbourg had
moved* However, Mustang F/613 sighted the vessel at 1140
hours, with minesweepers and many tugs, stationary one mile
north of Ijmuiden. No.l6 Group considered that the vessel
was not sufficiently clearly painted to qualify as a hospital
ship and arranged a strike of six R.P. Beaufighters and 18
anti-flak Beaufighters, escorted by three squadrons of
Spitfires and 1 9 Typhoons. Hovrever, the Admiralty m.ade an
immediate signal that the Strasbourg had been notified
hospital ship and the strilce, wiiich was already airborne,
was recalled. Jim Crow reconnaissance on 5 September
reported at 0yi6 hours the Strasbourg, 10 miles north of the
Hook and steaming slov/ly south escorted by 11 auxiliary craft
with five balloons,

genuine hospital ship vrould have such an escort  , but the
Admiralty maintained their policy of no attack.

However, inadvertent attacks were made on two occasions.
On the night of I5/16 September, Hampden p/415 on night rover
patrol attacked the Strasbourg aground two miles west of
Ijmuiden. F0.I6 Group stated that the Strasbourg had
lights but noted that a torpedo attack was not suitable as
the water was too shallow,

the current instructions were that this was not a target.
On the night of I9/2O September, MTBs claimed an attack off
the Dutch coast on an 8,000 ton vessel which was, in fact,
the Strasbourg.

Sorties were lower this month x^artly owing to the
departure of No.143 Squadron and partly owing to operation
Starkey,''-' as N0.I6 Group aircraft were kept at stand-by
to cover this exercise from 5-11 September. Hampdens
of No.415 Squadron operated on seven nights from Thomey
Island,

(xi) (b) No.18 Group Operations - July to September 1943

July

on

There was consider-

as a

Coastal Command considered that no

no

Coastal Command repeated that

P.C. Form I

C.C.H.Q. N.S.p.
and Controllers

logs

No. 18 Gp. O.R.B.
App. July 1943

Sorties rose to 201 with 13 attacks and tliree aircraft

Twenty P.R. sorties were flown on naval ports.lost.(2)

(0 Starkey was the code name for a large-scale invasion
exercise.

(2) These were;-

Qn 4 July, Beaufighter K/404 was missing from a Rover in
the Stadtlandet area,

possibly shot down by Me.i09s.
On 10 July, Beaufighter 0/235 on Rover strike was seen to

ditch after attacking merchant vessel,
ilampden N/455 failed to return fi-'orn Rover

The aircraft was

On 15 JulTT

patrol.
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Two Mosquitoes of No.540 Squadron crashed on 11 July,
enemy vessel of 548 tons was sunk.

One

The important feature of July operations v/as the
establishment of an anti-shipping unit at Sumburgh,
Beaufighters of No.235 Squadron, now armed with R«P», retiomed
to No.18 Group and were based at Sumburgh together with a
detachment of four Beaufighters of No.404 Squadron and two
Mosquitoes of No.333 Squadron. The aircraft arrived on
1 July and commenced operations on 2 July. The unit was
established for the specific purpose of anti-shipping opera
tions on the Norge coast under the direction of the Station
Commander, Sumburgh. The idea was that preliminary recon
naissance should be flovwi by Mosquitoes of No.333 Squadron who
would report by signal any shipping sighted.
Nos .235 and 404 Squadrons should stand by to taJce off
as a suitable target was reported by the Mosquitoes. In fact,
the preliminary reconnaissance by No.333 Squadron was flown on
four occasions only in July and some reconnaissance was
prevented by weather conditions. However, combined opera
tions by Beaufighters of No.235 Squadron, escorted by
No.404 Squadron from Sumburgh, and torpedo Hampdens of No.489
squadron, escorted by N0.404 Squadron from Mck, formed the
greater part of the month's operations.

Six

Beaufighters of
as soon

No.18 Gp.
O.R.B, App.
G2/30 June

All the attacks were delivered in three of the combined
Rovers by Nos.235 and 404 Squadrons. The first operation
took place on 4 July. Three Beaufighters of No.235 Squadron,
escorted by three Beaufighters of N0.404 Squadron,
despatched on Rover patrol in the Stadtlandet area. No.235
Squadron attacked a stranded merchant vessel of 4/5,000 tons
in position 6304N x 0740E with eight/C/i
aircraft circled overhead to cover the c_
experienced flalc from a nearby convoy and heavy A.A. fire from
Kristiansund North. Two Me.109s failed in an attempt to
intercept 0/235. One Beaufighter, K/404, failed to return.
Aircraft reported that the vessel was on fire and sinking
rapidly by the stern,
post war records.

The second operation was on 10 July,
of Sperrbrecher ' type was attacked with RP and cannon in
position 6046N X 0U-8E, Beaufighter 0/235 was seen to lose
height after the attack and finally hit the sea and break up.
Three Beaufighters of No.235 Squadron and two of N0.404
Squadron attacked. The rest of the escorting aircraft climbed
to provide cover and talce photographs.

The third operation was at first light on 17 July and was
the only one which achieved any success,
fighters of No.235 Squadron, escorted by five of No.404
Squadron, attacked a merchant vessel of 2,500 to 3,000 tons in
position 6047N X 0448E. Tviro aircraft attacked. The third,
after attacking^ on_approach with cannon and MG fire, v/as thrown

^ e^qjlosion and unable to get into position to deliva?
an^, attaclc. Beaufighter E/404 attacked the merchant vessel
with cannon and NA04 attacked a small escort vessel. Post
war records show that the A/S escort trawler PD6I (UJI705) of
548 tons was sunk by aircraft attack. This was presumably
the escort vessel attacked by N/404.

Aircraft employed on operations remained the same, namely
Hampdens of Nos.455 and 489 Squadrons, Beaufighters of Nos.404
and 235 Squadrons and Mosquitoes of No.333 squadron.

were

, ea.ch. No. 404 Squadron
operation. Aircraft

However, no damage can be confirmed by

A merchant vessel

Three R»P« Beau

R.py

R.P./
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August

N0.I8 Gp,
O.R.B. App.
August 1921.3

Sorties fell once more to 102, with fourteen attacks and
tteee aircraft lost. P.R. sorties totalled 23.
N/540 crash landed on 10 August,
or damaged.

Mosquito
No enemy shipping was sunk

A caribined strike on 4 August by Nos.235 and 404
Squadrons on a convoy in position 61 08N x O5O8E failed to
produce any results. Beaufighter J/404 was shot down over
the convoy and P and Z/235 were so damaged that they crash
landed on return. Intense accurate light flak from the
convoy and flak from shore batteries was reported.
8 August, four Hampdens of No.2(59 Squadron attacked a convoy
in position 5805N x O63OE with torpedoes but again no results
vrere achieved. Light flak from convoy and heavy flak from
shore caused some damage to aircraft,
attacks v/ere made by Hampdens of No.455 Squadron, two with
torpedoes on 2 and I7/18 August, and one with bombs on I5/16
August,

On

The remainder of the

Hampdens of Nos.2(59 and 455 Squadrons operated as usual
during August. No.2j.a4 Squadron carried out a few operations
at the beginning of the month and was then withdrawn for RP
trailing and re-equipping. New Beaufighter X aircraft began
to arrive for the squadron on 22 August. No.235 Squadron
were accordingly infonped on 9 August that they must provide
their ovm escort to RJJ>'aircraft. Arrangements were made for
the wliole squadron to move to Sumburgh on 23 August.
4- was cancelled, however, and the squadron ordered to move
immediately to St. Eval and ultimately to Portreath in N0.I9
Group to operate as fighters in the Bay. The move was
complete by 31 August.

This
move

No.235 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

These changes explain the fall in the number of sorties.
No.489 Squadron also reported that the weather was against
shipping sorties so that they could only carry out four
tions on the Norge coast.

The torpedo supialy position was more satisfactory by the
summer of 1943 and No.18 Group were given permission on
21 August to use torpedoes against vessels of 2,000 tons
over, instead of 2,500 tons. Only experienced crews were to
be selected for torpedo attack against the smaller vessels.
The restriction on the number of torpedoes which might be used
against merchant vessels was r/ithdnawn.

September

opera-

and

A.H.B./IIK/52)/
11/359 Enc3.85,
86, 87, 88

Sorties fell to a very low figure,onljr 36 being flown
.  ten attacks were delivered. One aircraft was

^  P.R, sorties totalled 21. In addition, 26 sorties,
including 12 by Tarpons of No.832 Squadron (p.A.A.), were
flown in an attempt to intpcept the Lutzow on her passage
from Norway to the Baltic. Two enemy vessels of 3,513
tons were sunk.

although
lost.C^)

The first successful operation was on I6 September.
Six Hampdens of No.489 Squadron were ordered to fly early

(1) On 4 August Beaufighter J/404
On 15/16 August Hampden G/455
sance in Bommel Fjord area.

(^1 28 August Mosquito J/333 v/as missing on reconnaissance
,  in Stadtlandet area.

(2) This was Haimpden N/455 on 12+ September.

was shot down by convoy,
was missing on reconnais-

was possibly shot down by a flak vessel when on Rover
patrol from Kristiansand South to-Egero.

(3) Details are in the chapter XI on Fleet Reconnaissance,
(17500)293 SECRET
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morning Rover patrol, thi-ee in area Stavanger to Lister and
tYwee in area Lister to Kristiansand. Hampdens H,  D and
Z/Z|^9 on the first sorties all sighted and attacked with
torpedoes, in position 58O7N x 0632E, the leading merchant
vessel (estimated 3,000 tons) of a convoy. The torpedo from
E/489 was seen to hit on the bow. As a result, the Norwegian
merchant vessel Gra^ziella of 2,137 tons was sunlc. The other
major operation was an attack on 30 September by six RP Beau-
fighters of No.2^.04 Squadron on Rover patrol on  a merchant
vessel of 2,000 tons in position 62O9N x 0403E,
42 X 601b Rj’^.vrere used in the attack.

A total of

The whole super
structure of the vessel burst into flames which appeared to
reach mast height, and vdien left she was burning fiercely and
heading for shore. This T/as the Norwegian merchant vessel
Saag.t Syithun (1,37^ tons) which vas beached ten miles south
of Stadtlandet in position 621 ON x 0507E.

Weather conditions
in sorties.

were partly responsible for the drop
^No.489 Squadron stated that no operations at all

could be carried out on 15 days and only three anti-shipping
operations were possible. Hampdens of No.455 Squadron also
only flew three operations and, apart from the action against
the LuLtzOT, No.404 Squadron flew only one and No. 333 none at all

No.489 Sqdn.
0#R*B*

(xi) (c) No.19 Croup operations - July to September 1943
No.19 Gp.
O.R.B. App.

_ Very few anti-shipping operations were flown during this
period. In July, there were tvrelve sorties of which eleven
were transit flights to Gibraltar. Twenty-four P.R. sorties
to French ports were flown.

In August, there were only three sorties - two transit
flights and one search. In addition,
Musketry anti-submarine patrols and four Mosquitoes on fighter
interceptor patrols sighted a force of three destroyers

2 August.(1) Halifax C/502 attacked the force with
3 X 6001b A/S bombs in position 4550N x II5OW, but bombs
undershot. However, the trawler Alcyon (VP 420) of 322 tons
foundered on 2 August in position 4540N x 0126W south of
Lorient.

six aircraft on

on

It is possible that she was hit in this attack and
foundered "whilst trying to put into port. No other attack
in No.19 Group area can be traced to account for this loss.
Twenty P.R, sorties were flown in August,

September sorties totalled eight of which two were transit
flights to Gibraltar and six were flowi by No.407 Squadron in
accordance with operation Stovepipe(2) Wellington Q/407 sighted
a small convoy and E-boats during patrol. Twenty P.R, sorties
were flown,

(xi) (d) Fighter Ccanmand operations July to September 1943
July

F.Co Form Y
Fighter Command aircraft flew 1,185 sorties on anti

shipping operations,
were missing.(3)

There were 74 attacks and 11 aircraft
No enemy shipping was sunk but two Srodish

(1) The force actually consisted of three torpedo boats. The c,ln C., Plymouth
Command, drew up a full report of the failure by the 2nd and IjOth Escort
Groups to Intercept these vessels. It was noted that the differences In
positions given by aircraft were confusing.

C2) Operation Stovepipe formed part of the large scale Invasion exercise -
Operation Starkey.

(3) Estimated details of Group flying In July v/ere as follows,—

Sorties Attacks Wastage

No, 10 Group
No.’ll Group
No, 12 Group

20 1
k3h 33 5
300 21 5
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merchant vessels, the Eernicia (1,532 tons) and Korso
(2,762 tons), were severely danaged on 1 July in an attack by
tlxree Typhoons and three Bomphoons of No, 3 Squadron on a con
voy off the Hook,
to return.

One Typhoon and two Typhoon bombers failed

A,D,G,Bo Pile

3,31523
Movements of eneniy shipping continued to be on a small

scale especially during the moonlight periods, and on nine
nights no shipping \/as detected. On V5 July, two torpedo
boats, previously located by PoRdlo in Dunkirk, passed west
ward tlarougli tile Straits, Tliey were engaged by Coastal

Batteries and attacked by tv/o M,T„BcS, but no major daraage was
inflicted and the torpedo boats entered Boulogne, Yfliile in
Boulogne, the vessels were unsuccessfully attacked by
Bomphoons of No, 5 Squadron, They sailed westward at 0055
hom-s on 7 July, One Albacore, vectored on to the target
under Swingate Ground Control, attacked with borabs off Etaples
but no success was achieved and the enemy reached Le Havre,

Albacore aircraft of No. 841 Squadron continued to main
tain patrols over the Straits whenever weather conditions were

suitable, but, oi'ing to the enel^7*s convoy route being close
inshore and so strongly protected by his shore batteries,
these aircraft had few chances of attacking the sitall coasters
and minesv/eepers viiioh conprised most of the enemy's traffic.

No, 184 Squadron (R.P, Hurricanes) took over the duty of
Channel Stop from No, 3 Squadron Boirphoons,

AugustPoC. Pom Y

Pipjliter Command flew 849 sorties, there were 65 attacks
and four aircraft were lost, (1) Tliree eneany vessels of
340 tons were sunk. The first was a harbour defence vessel
P,C, 19 (50 tons) wiiich was*attacked "with cannon by two
Spitfires of No, 501 Squadron off Gravelines on 3 August,
The second ii/as the Dutch vessel Iris (200 tons) which was
attacked with cannon by 11 Typhoons of No, 486 Squadron off
Le Becquet on 15 August, Tlie tliird v/as R,^ (90 tons) sunlc
by four RoP, Hurricanes of No, 137 Squadron which attacked
two groups of vessels off Blanc Nez and Gravelines on night
19/20 August,
the Channel Stop duties during the month,
at the time that their activities resulted in the noticeable

decrease of eneny shipping movements during the moonlight
period.

These Iltirricanes relieved No, I84 Squadron on
It Ti/as consideredA,D.G„Bo Pile

3,31523

Movements of eneny shipping during the month appeared to
be almost entirely restricted to patrols and amal1. coastal
traffic, the great majority of which took place during the
dark period. There was no evidence that any merchant vessel
of appreciable size moved in the Straits, Gn twelve nights
no shipping was detected.

(1) Estimated details of Group flying in August 1943 was as
f olloT/s: -

Sorties Attacks Wastage

No, 10 Group
No, 11 Group
No. 12 Group

162 8 0

323 49 3
364 8 1
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September

and delivered 248
Five enemy vessels

Fighter Comniand flew 1,130 sort:j.e
attacks for the loss of 13 aircraft

totalling 537 tons and one fishing vessel of unknoTOi tonnage
were sunk. One vessel of 5j485 tons v/as damaged. On
4 September, the French tug Somme (50 tons) was sunlc in a
caianon attack by 12 Typhoons of No.486 squadron which, with
nine Typhoons of No.197 Squadron, escorted eight Bomphoons
of No.183 Squadron on an offensive search for shipping off

Le Havre. On 11 September, 12 Typhoons of No.486 Squadron
on a similar operation writh Nos. 197 and I83 Squadrons
attacked v/ith cannon an E or R-boat near the mole at Le Havre.

The Commandant Dollmar “ (59 tons) sank that day in the
Seine at Rouen. No other attack can be traced.

14 September, 12 T5’-phoons of No.486 Squadron, on anti-shipping
patrol off Cherbourg and Channel Islands, attacked v/ith

cannon three miles N.W. of Cherbourg a heavily armed naval

auxiliary vessel, a target tov/ing tug and t\TO R-boats.

Three vessels, the tug Balidy^ (l34 tons), the harbour
defence vessel HS12 (80 tons) and the Jean Earth  - FC 12
(tonnage unknown) were sui’ik in this attack. On I6 September,
the Rotherbaum - (VF 1515) (215 tons)
attack by 21 Typhoons of Nos.486 and 197 Squadrons on two
escort vessels (estimated 1,000 tons) just off Le Havre.
Three Typhoons of No.486 Squadron were missing from the
attack. On the sane day, the Tulane - (Sperrbrecher 16)
(5,485 tons) was damaged in a cannon attack bj’’ nine Typhoons
of No. 198 Squadron on one tug, one armed tra\Tler, one cargo
vessel, tliree barges and an armed river patrol boat in the
OosterSchelde.

1
.

On

was sunk in a cannon

Li the Channel Stop area, tv/o enemy vessels of appreciable
sise attempted t^ssage of the Straits on 3/4 and 26/27
Septeinber and were attacked by Coastal batteries and M.T.B.s.

The French vessel Madali (3,6*14 tons) and the R-boat depot
ship Jungingen (534 tons) were sunk by M.T.B.s on 27 September.

A considerable amount of enemy mine laying by E/R boats
The minefields had now been

It was suggested that the
took place during the montli.
laid closer to the enemy coast,
activity in the Channel in preparation for the amphibious
exercise held on 9 September might have been partly responsible

Albacores of N0.84I Squadron
.(2)

for this defensive minelaying,
attacked-minelayers on tliree occasions

Tl^ R,P, Hurricanes of No. 137 Squadrons fomd f.ev/ targets
in the‘*^ight period,
success in deterring movements of enemy shipping.

This vra.s reganded as a sign of

There were only five nights when no eneigy shipping was

detected in the Stratis, but on foijr others only small 
■  ■

local patrols were plotted.

(1) Estimated details of Group flying in September 1943
was as follows

Sorties WastageAttacks

43 0No. 10 Group

No. 11 Group
No. 12 Group

0

853 240 12

8234 1

(2) See also Cliapter XVI - Part I on anti-E boat operations.
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(^ii) Fighter reconnaissance aircraft for the Dutch coast

A.H.B./II^/240/
10/9 Encl.67A

On 7 September 1943, in a letter to the Air Ministry,
the Commander-in-Chief* Fighter Command, referred to proposals
made hy Fighter Command on 23 J\me 1943 that certain
reconnaissance squadrons should be disbanded. In view of

the need which had arisen for a reliable long distance
reconnaissance aircraft to operate against ene33[iy convoys off
the Dutch coast and the decisions of the Air Ministry
meeting of 20 August 1943, he now recommended that N0.613
Squadron (Mustangs) should be retained as a reconnaissance
squadron to locate these convoys. The Mustang was the only
suitable aircraft with adequate range performance and
armament to operate in these areas where single engine enemy
fighters vrere likely to be encountered. llien R,P, v/as
installed cn Mustang aircraft it might be possible to use

the squadron offensively. It was intended that, by arrange
ment with Coastal Command, the pilots of this squadron should
be given special training to enable them to operate on these
anti-shipping reconnaissance sorties.

The Air Ministry replied on 17 September, however, that
it was impossible to accede to this request and thereby
increase Fighter Command's target by one Mustang Squadron
over and above the eight Fighter reconnaissance squadrons
which had been provisionally approved,
the Mustangs could be retained even if a normal fighter
squadron was given up.
it was suggested that the three reserve fighter reconnais
sance squadrons should be employed on this task which would

give them valuable operational experience.

It was doubtful if

If Mustang aircraft were essential

Ibid

Enel.68a

Fighter Conmand informed Coastal Command on 9 October

that in view of this decision, the project to send pilots to
Coastal Command O.T.U. for training would have to be
abandoned,

native arrangements.
They were however endeavouring to make alter-

Ibid.

Encl.69A.

Ibid.

Encl.73A.
On 19 October 1943 Fighter Command informed the Air

Ministry that the training coraniitments with the Army of the

three fighter reconnaissance squadrons were too heavy for
them to be taken off for sufficient time to be trained to

the specialist role of shipping reconnaissance duties,
was understood that a conference on 9 October 1943 mder

the Chairmanship of the Director of Operations (Tac) had
agreed that two existing Mustang reconnaissance squadrons
could be given up.
urged that one of these squadrons should be retained in the
reconnaissance role off the Dutch coast.

It

The Coramander-in-Chief Fighter Command

The Air Ministry replied on 26 October that there had
been some mismderstanding and that two squadrons of P.R.
aircraft were to be saved. Even if these squadrons were

Ibid.

Encl.74A.

now equipped with Mustang aircraft the future saving would
Thus the

Air Ministry reply of 17 September vras still relevant,
further suggestion was made that Fighter Ccamnand might re-arm

the fighter reconnaissance squadrons with Spitfires or other
aircraft and use their allocation of Mustang Ill's to re-equip
straight fighter squadrons,
their discretion, to employ one of the 12 Mustang squadrons,
which ’thej?- vrauld then have, on shipping reconnaissance.

be of two Mosquito or Spitfire squadrons.
A

They would then be able, at

On 26 November the new Coramander-in-Chief of Fighter
Command informed Coastal Command of fresh proposals for the

shipping reconnaissance off the Dutch coast.

SECRET
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Spitfire squadrons at Coltishall had undertalcen these
reconnaissance flights v/hen a Mustang squadron was hot avail
able and had gained some experience in ship recognition,
was suggested that the pilots should attend the Coastal

Coramand School of General Recognition at Squire•s Gate in
order to improve standards of recognition as far as possible.
The Commander-in-chief proposed to regard the Coltishall Tiding
as generally available for escort to Coastal Command Beau-
fighters subject to the overriding priority of escort to
Portress bomber operations Yirhich had been Imposed upon them.
He also proposed to use the Digby Wing (Nos. 402 and 416
squadrons) as backers up unless required for escort to
Portresses or Marauders,

proposals on 5 December and noted that the advent of 45 gall
drop tanks for No.12 Group Spitfires might enable reconnais
sance and wing strilces to be pushed further to the east.
Arrangements had been made for fighter pilots from Coltishall
to attend a special G.R, course and further courses could be

3^^ged if required for the pilots of the Digby wing. No.
A.H.B./IIHI/104/ 16 Group were also to send their Groun Intelligence Officer to
1/7 Enel.86a. -

It

Ibid

Encl,83A,
Coastal Conmand agreed to these

on

Coltishall to brief Controllers and Intelligence Officers in
Coastal requirements and give them photographs of typical
vessels, escorts and so on to be found off the Dutch coast.

(xiii) The problem of fighter escort for anti-ship-ping strilces
off the Norwegian coast.

A.H.B./lIK/52(/
11/118 Enel.2.

On 21 September 1943 the A.O.C.—in—C. Coastal Command
wrote to the Air Ministry regarding fighter escort for the
two strike wings in No,18 Group at Wick and Leuchars which
would be ready for operations at the end of the
wings had two main roles;

year. These

the attack on enemy merchant
shipping, tanlcers and suppl}?' vessels on the Norwegian coast,
and the attack on enemy major units in northern waters.
Many opportunities for strikes vrere missed in fine weather
since Beaufighters could not be sent unescorted to attack
enemy shipping under his single engined fighter
requested that tvro or three Spitfire VB squadrons with the
90 gallon tank should be located in No.13 Group for escort
duties.

cover. He

Ibid

End. 3.
The Air Ministry replied on 15 October that Fighter

Command had examined these proposals and reached the con
clusion that Mustangs or Spitfires V and IX with the 90
gallon tanks were the only aircraft with sufficient
Even so, fighter aircraft might run dangerously short of
fuel if there were any delay in picking up formations.
Moreover, the Commander—in—Chief Fighter Command considered
fighter escort a very difficult and fatiguing task in the
weather conditions prevalent on the Norwegian coast.

On 24 November the A.O.C. No. 18 Group sent to C.C.H.Q-.
a memorandum on the attack of shipping plying between Germany
and Norway and along the Norwegian coast in which he referred
to a paper issued by M.E.W, on the organisation of enemy
merchant shipping services along the Norwegian coast,
this paper Norway was described as Germany’s heaviest
shipping commitment and was said to involve the permanent
employemnt of 600,000 G.R.T. of shipping. Moreover, it was
estimated that another 60,000 G.E.T. would be permanently
employed between the mainland and South Norway and along
the Norwegian Yfest coast consequent on the vathdrawal by
Sweden, in August 1943> of the transit traffic concessions
previously granted to Germany.

range.

In

IIIV'54/11/115
Enel. 9A.

AS/4/8/7
7.10.43.
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Apart from the inherent difficulties of attack

shipping along the Norwegian coast, where convoys could sail
in the shelter of the Leads except for three short stretches#
the fact that no single engine fighter cover was available
made the timing of strikes more critical. The most profit
able of the areas for attack was that between Stavanger and
the Naze and here the main concentration of German fighters
was to be found. Only one strike wing T/as available at the
moment (the Wick Wing) and it would be some two months before
the second wing at Leuchars was complete. Shortage of
reconnaissance aircraft was another limiting factor. At
present the six Mosquitoes in No.333 Squadron could only
maintain a xaseful but small regular effort,
requested that two Mustang squadrons should be established in

No.18 Group to provide fighter escort, that the Mosquito flight
of No.333 Squadron should be increased to a total of 20 air
craft, and tliat the Nortla Coates Wing sho\iLd be attached
temporarily to No.18 Group until the Leuchars Wing became
available.

on

He therefore

Ibid

End. 12.
Coastal Command Headquarters replied on !+ December that

the question of long range single-engine fighter cover for the
strike wings in No.18 Group was still under consideration in
the Air Ministry. It ViTas agreed that unless this force was
supplied no serious tiireat to German shipping on the Norwegian
coast could really be achieved. It was not considered that

the North Coates V/'ing could be removed from the Dutch coast
since a comparison of operations over the last eight months
shovred that they had carrie
Group had carried out four,
ible for man

Canelso(3) -w
establishment of Mosquitoes for No.333 squadron had been
discussed with the Air Ministry, but there was little or no
hope at the moment.

ut 17 strikes whilst No.18

Moreover, they were :
y other operations such as Coastal Haunch

■VT^ich could not be abandoned.

!fij pons-
and

An increase in the

No.18 Group were recommended to get the Leuchars Wing
into line as soon as possible. With this end in view,
arrangements had been made to despatch, almost immediately,
six Beaufighter X aircraft fitted ^vith R.P. to No.455 Squadron.

On 13 December Coastal Command for\irarded the memorandum
by the A.O.C. No. 18 Group to the Air Ministry and made another
request for long range fighter aircraft. As an example of
targets which were being missed on the Norwegian coast they
cited traffic plotted on 12 December 1943. A total of
250,000 tons of shipping was plotted of v/hich 110,000 tons
was betv/een Haugesund and Kristiansand South. Both torpedo
and R/P Beaufighters were available to attack this shipping
but, ov/ing to there being no cloud cover and no single-
engined long range fighters available, no attack could be
made.

A.H.B./IIK/54/
11/115 Encl.14

Ibid
Encl.16A.

A reply from the Air Ministry on 19 December stated that
the importance of disrupting the enemjr convoy system off the
Norwegian coast had been stressed by the Ministry of Economic

(1) This was hardlj'" a fair ccmparison since the North
Coates Wing had been complete since April 1943 ■wbilst
No. 18 Group had spent much time in conversion and
training.
The attack on enemy minesvreepers.
Anti-E-boat operations.
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Warfare and was fully appreciated by the Air Ministry,
ever, the supply position prevented the two Mustang squadrons
and additional Mosquitoes, requested by the A.O.C. No.18 Group,
from being made available.

Hoti;^

A.H.B./IIK/54/
11/118, End.6

The C.-in-C. Coastal Command noted in a letter to

D.C.A.S. on 22 December that this decision vrould mean that

the strike wings in No.18 Group vrould remain a rather
uneconcmical investment and opportunities would be missed for

doing real damage to important convoys.

The problem of fighter escort had also been discussed at
two conferences in November in connection with the break-out

of the Lutzow. ('*) A fiirther letter to Coastal Comnand from
the Air Ministry on 5 December stated that Mustangs were the
only aircraft of sirPficient range to operate as fighter escort

off Norvra,y. Certain squadrons in the A.E.A.P. were about

to be equipped with Mustang III aircraft and it was suggested
that Ihe Air Ccxamaidee^in-Chief should be approached on this

subject. however, in order to obtain Mustang aircraft from

the A.E.A.P. to escort strikes against enemy major naval

units, the Air Jlinistry were forced to turn dawi the request
for fighters to escort strikes against merchant shipping off
Norway. Mustang escort for anti-shipping strikes off the

Noi*wegian coast was not obtained until 29 July 1944*

Ibid.

Encl.5»

Ibid

Encl.1OA.

Ibid

Enel.28.

(xiv) Proposed Attacks on convoys on the Elbe-Ems route

A.H.B./IIK/54/
11/361 Ends.
52 and 54*

On 23 Septenfoer and 6 October No,l6 Group approached
Coastal Comnand on the subject of attack on enemy convoys
between the Elbe and the Ems. The A.O.C, No,16 Group
considered that only one unescorted operation on the tip and
run principle would be possible.
American Vlllth Air Porce codd provide Thunderbolts as
escorts for regular operations.

He wondered whether the

Ibid

End. 55.
The Gommander-in-Chief, Coastal Command, replied on 13

October that he foresaw grave difficulties in locating a
Enemy convoys found leaving the Ems would be welltarget,

inside Heligoland Bight, where fighter opposition and radar
cover was effective, by the time an attack could be made.

Westbound convoys would have to be located in the Bight, which
would be extremely hazardous, in order that an attack could
be made before they entered the Ems.
was to rely on forecasts of enemy convoy movements based on

observations taken over a period of time or on intelligence

information. The C.-in-C. felt that the charts of finding
a tai'get under these conditions were not sufficient to

justify an unescorted operation by the North Coates wing.
He could see no prospect of obtainii
Americans as escorts.

The only alternative

Thvinderbolts from the1 cr
“o

A.H.B./IIH1/104/
1/7 Enel. 81 A.

In a letter to the A.O.C. No.11 Group on 26 November the
A*O.C, No. 16 Group summarised the measiires taken to attack the
Elbe-Ems convoys. Attempts had been made to use sections of

foiu? aircraft in fluid pairs in cloud conditions cjn the Ems-
Elbe route but weather was seldom suitable. The possibility
of providing long-range Spitfire escort had been discussed 

•

with the A.O.C, No. 12 Group, However, even mth the 45"
gallon drop tanl-cs. Spitfires could only give escort as far

as Borlcum on the extreme westerly fringe of the area.

(1) See Chapter XI on Fleet Reconnaissance.
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Moreover, the 45“gallon drop tanks were not yet available
although No.12 Group had asked that the Spitfire Wings at
I^igby and Coltishall (who provided co-operation with the
North Coates Wing) should have highest priority,
meantime he vrondered whether No.11 Group could provide
Typhoons to escort the North Coates Wing so that operations
could be carried out between Borkum and 075aEo
should provide targets at almost any time of the day so that
they could go and look in force whenever the Typhoons
available.

In the

This area

were

11/361. Enel.
At a meeting held at No»l6 Group Headquarters

17 December at which No.11 Group were represented, it was
agreed that reconnaissance in force with Typhoon escort
would probably be practicable as far as O701O' E.
A.O.C. No.11 Group considered it should be heavily escorted
or co-ordinated with a Portress bambing air-raid,
slightly apprehensive that the Typhoons would not have
siifficient fuel reserve to return to base should an attack
take place at the extreme easterly limit, and suggested that
a joint exercise should first take place. The Typhoons
would be operated from No.12 Group.

An operational instruction was drawn up to cover these
operations by Typhoons acting as escort to Coastal Command
strikes on the Ems-Elbe route,

operations must be initiated by Noo 12 Group since everything
depended on the availability of the fighters. The arrange
ment was for No.12 Group to contact N0.I6 Group as early
p.m. as possible whenever fighters were available or could
be co-ordinated with a Portress attack. The A.O.C. N0.I6

Group would then arrange his night flying programme for
operations and training so as to leave the maximum number of
aircraft available for the next day if weather conditions and
fighter availability made a strilce possible. In order to
keep outside enemy radar cover as long as possibles aircraft
would be kept well away to the northward and come in approx
imately down the seventh meridian. The A.O.C. N0.I6 Group
considered that vn.th a little experience the limiting eastern
meridian might be stretched to O716E.
to penetrate further in but the distance would depend on the
fuel consumption of the TjTPhoons since they must be left a
comfortable margin for fighting at the eastern range*

(^) Set-backs to enemy shipping activity

On 15 August the Swedish Government cancelled transit
facilities for troops and certain types of military transport
passing between Germany, Norway and Pinland. The withdrawal
of this concession was estimated to have increased the tonnage
required for the movement of personnel and stores by sane
60,000 tons,
between Danish and German Baltic ports and Oslo was noted
by October. Steps y/ere taken to withdraw vessels of
suitable capacit3'’ and construction fran the Low Countries

and Biscay area for this traffic. Por example, the
Nordvard had succeeded in making the passage of the Straits
of Dover from Le Havre. The Munsterlan.d had proceeded
from Brest to Cherbourg. It was noteworthy that diesel
vessels structiurally suitable for the carriage of military
personnel and stores were now included in the transfer

of tonnage from the Prench West coast to the North Sea and
Baltic.

on

The

He was

It was decided that such

They would endeavoiur

A marked increase in troop transport activity

67A.

No. 12 Gp.0.1,
N0.I/19W-.

A,H.B./IIK/54/
11/177 Encl.1.
25.1.44.

A.H.B./IIAI/1/
I/3B October
1943.
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The Swedish Government also took indirect measures to

reduce Germany's iron ore imports hy arranging for the repair
of the railway between Lulea and Kiruna. The low rate of
Swedish ore exports during the first ten days of September
was at first considered to be the resxilt of this step. Hovh
ever, it was not until the 29 September that the Swedish
Government notified shipping interests of this measure and
the fall off in ore exports was therefore believed to be due
to the dislocation of shipping services owing to' the bcmbing
of Hamburg. Congestion in Emden and Bremen due to the earlier
diversion of shipping from Rotterdam was increased by this
further diversion of ore shipments, Photographic recomais”
sance of Emden on 22 October revealed 103,000 G.R.T. of
shipping, 21,000 G.R.T. more than on the previous cover three
weeks earlier. By 9 October, the amount of active shipping
in Hamburg had fallen to 95,000 G.R.T. which suggested that the
recovery of the port was not so complete as the Germans
anticipated.

The successful attack on shipping by naval aircraft from
the U.S.S. carrier Ranger off Bodo on k- October 1943(l) had
repercussions both on troop transportation and on iron ore
exports from Narvik. Intelligence reports stated that three
of the vessels hit during the raid were engaged in carrying
troops. The troopship Monte Rosa and another troopship from
the Oslo-Germany semrice were transferred to the Northern Norway
run. Iron ore exports from Narvik were the lowest since May
1942 and represented a decrease of 58 per cent, on the iDro’n-ous
month.

(xvi) (a) No. 16 Group Operations October to December 1943*

October

Sorties dropped still fvirther owing to the withdrawal of
composite squadron of
All anti-shipping sorties

therefore flown by Nos,236 and 254
Q>enty nine attacks were carried

.(3/ One enemy vessel of 17,001

No.415 squadron for conversion to a
Albacores and Wellington XIII*s.(2)
from No, 16 Group were
squadrons and totalled 117*
out and one aircraft was lost

tons was damaged.

One wing strike was carried out on 19 October. Fourteen
Beaufighters of No.254 squadron and thirteen of No.236 Squadron
were ordered to attack minesweepers expected to be operating
in the Ijmuiden area. Six aircraft of No.236 Squadron were
armed with R.P. • all the other Beaufighters were armed with
cannon. Fighter escort was provided by 36 Spitfires V (L.R.)
of Nos.64, 416 and 6II Squadrons from Coltishall. At 1111
hours, due west of Ijmuiden, the Wing sighted and attacked the

Strasbourg (l7,001 tons), at least one tug, one tr§.wler, one
M-class minesweeper, and one probable gun barge. It was

No,16 Gp,
O.R.B, App,
Oct.1943.

(1) Operation Leader,
damaged.

Details of the events leading up to this decision are
given in Chapter on anti-E-boat operations.
This was Beaufighter L/236 missing from the strike
19 October,

See No.16 Group operations September for the controversy
regarding this target.

No.16 Group stated that this attack was directed
against tugs and barges' round the Strasbourg.
Germans admitted after the attack that the vessel was not
a hospital ship.

Five ships were sunk and five others

on

The

(2)

(3)

(4)

G.G.H.Q,
Gontroller's

Log.
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claimed that the Strashourg received numerous cannon strikes
^d two possible R.P, hits, and sb^ral aircraft reported
flames from base of funnel and considerable smoke. Prom
post war evidence it appears that the Strasbourg, which was
still aground from mine damage received on'1 September 191.3
was further d^ged by aircraft on this date. One Beau-
fighter, L/236, failed to return. The aircraft was seen to
crash near the Strasbourg after making a flat entry at very
fast speed from a dive of 100 to I50 feet.

M  Egmond to Helder by 23 Beaufighters of
North Coates ¥ing on 23 October, again directed against
minesweepers, returned having made no sightings. No.254
carried out moonlight rovers on three nights of the month,
untavourable weather prevented flying
month.

November

on several days of the

No.16 Gp.
O.R.B. App.
November 1943

^ti-shipping sorties rose to I58 but only 18 attacks
were delivered and six aircraft were lost.(l) All operations
were carried out by Nos. 254 and 236 Squadrons and one enemy
vessel of 6,316 tons was sunk. Seme additional sorties were

^  with the anti-E-boat operations conducted
by No.4i5 Squadron during which one E-boat was sunk.(2;

There was one strike during the month on 23 November.
The North Coates Wing was ordered to attack a convoy of eleven
vessels sighted by J/254 on early morn^ reconnaissance at
0744 hours in position 5334N x 0533e(‘2^ One false start
was made when the Beaufighter Wing lost touch with its fighter
escort and had to return. 'The Wing, consisting of five
torpedo and eight cannon Beaufighters of No.254 Squadron,
and nine cannon Beaufighters of No.236 Squadron,
SoildS'? / Fighter Command
provided escort mth 45 Spitfires VB ' (L.R. ) of Nos.64, 402,
416 and 611 Squadrons. At 1451 hours landfall was made at
^ond. Aircraft started to climb and turned-north. The

called up ''Stuff you want in Den Helder"
^d the Wing leader then hmiediately saw target ahead and to
port. Disposition of the convoy given by aircraft crews

took off

(1) Beaufighter Q/236 was missing on reconnaissance
4 November.

Beaufighter E/254
5 November*

Pour Beaufighters, B/236 and Y,G,W/254 failed
return from the strike on 23 November.

^  anti-E-boat operations.
North Coates did not receive the sighting report
frm J/254 until 0810 hours. Aircraft did not send
report immediately because it was too near the Dutch
coast. A routine transmission from A.C.H.Q. Chatham
then lasted until 0800 hours. Aircraft then made two
attempts to transmit on 3845 Kb's but no station received
the si^al. Aircraft reverted to 3590 Ke's and message
was nicked up by Donna Nook and passed to North Coates,

a result of this delay the sigliting
amended. Aircraft were

on

missing nn Rover patrol onwas

to

I'eport procedure vra.s
instructed to send first sight

(2
A.H.B./IIHI/
104/2/2 Enel.
4

(3

3A

Enel. 45A.

ing reports as soon as practicable (taking into account
position of convoy, cloud cover and enemy fighters) and
to send an amplifying report on the way heme.
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varies widely. Pour ininesvreepers were apparently leading in
two lines, followed by a large merchant vessel of 6/7,000

Three armedtons, and at least one smaller merchant vessel.
tra\?lers were on starboard side and two armed trawlers on

Three Torbeaus attacked the large merchant vessel
Cannon aircraft attacked minesweepers and

Two Torbeaus Y and G/254 and two cannon aircraft
Three Beaufighters of No.236

Aircraft

port side*
with torpedoes,
trawlers,

W/254 and B/236 failed to return,
squadron and four of No, 254 Squadron were damaged,
reported considerable heavy "Barrage" flak on way in.
tracer and heavy flak followed aircraft on breakaway*
Spitfires of No*64 Squadron engaged one Me, 109 and two FW, 190s
in the vicinity of the convoy, and claimed one Me, 109 and
one FvY, 190 destroyed without loss*
operation the German merchant vessel Weisseribuig of 6,316 tons
was sunlc in 5310 X 0450E off the Texel.

Much

As a result of the

Tvra other attempts at strike Tiring operations during
November were unsuccessful* On 2 November the Wing leader

set course for base because he could not get the Wing into

formation. (1) On I6 November the Wing was delayed in take
off and on arrival at Dutch coast foimd that the convoy of ten

to twelve vessels had taken refuge in Den Helder Gap*

No. 254 Squadron carried out several night Rovers*
two occasions, on 1 and 3 November, aircraft were instructed
to fly in pairs. One aircraft was to carry flares, the other
was to be armed with a contact pistol torpedo set to run at

six feet depth,
on anti-E-boat night operations,
also carried out a number of anti-E-boat operations*

On

Y/ellingtons of No, 415 squadron were engaged
Nos,254 and 236 squadrons

December

Anti-shipping sorties fell to 91 with only one attack
and one aircraft crashed*(2) One wing reconnaissance was

atteirpted on 22 December but returned owing to unsuitable
weather,

in small groups*
early morning Rover patrol on 12 December*
vessel was attacked with torpedo in approximately 5348N x

O73OE, No results were seen,

were also engaged in anti-E-boat operations,
number of Beaufighters of No* 254 squadron were detached to

Predannock in No* 19 Group to assist in anti-blockade runner

operations.(3) Five Beaufighters were detached from 5 to
10 December, Nine Bea\afighters proceeded on second detach

ment on 12 December and were joined by seven more on
24 December and one on 27 Deceniber, All these detachments
returned on 31 December*

Nos*236 and 254 squadrons carried out reconnaissa

Nos.236, 254 and 415 Squadr

No* 16 Gp*
0*R*B, App,
December 1943

nce
The one attack ms by Beaufighter F/254 on

One merchant

ons
In addition a

(1)A,H.B,/[IH1/
1024/1/7, Enel.

The R,P. leader force landed and narrowly avoided
crash owing to lack of elevator control*
R*P* leader and his section were held up by unservice-
ability,
D/254 crashed near Redcar, Yorkshire, on 11 December*
See chapter X on Anti-Blockade Runners*

The deputy

73A

2)
3)
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(xvi) (b) M0.I8 Group operations October to December 1943

October

No.18 Gp.
O.R.B. App.
October 1943.

Sorties remained very low, totalling 49 with only one
attack and one aircraft lost.(v
Mosquito ■ff/540 Tiras missing on the Trondlieim P.R. sortie on
26 October. The one attack occurred on 26 October and was
made by i'i/489 duriiig a first light Rover patrol on a large
merchant vessel in a convoy off Egen. The torpedo was not
seen to run and no results vrere observed.

There were I9 P.R. sorties.

No operations were carried out by No.333 squadron and
few b3'- Hampdens of Nos.489 and 455 Squadrons. The Hampdens
took part in intensive anti-U-boat operations in the area
Faroes to Iceland at the beginning of the month. No.404
Squadron carried out most of the operations. No.1I[4 torpedo
squadron had returned from overseas in August and reformed
with Beaufighter X's. September was spent in training.
On 20 October the squadron moved to Wick and was back in line
on 29 October when eight aircraft carried out a Rover patrol.

On 30 October 1943 the operational roles of Nos.12+4 and
2fD4 Squadrons were stated as follovirs:-

C,C. Pile
s. 15249
Encl.1

No.404 squadron

(i) Anti-flak escort (with cannon) to No. 12+4 Squadron
attacking enemj^ major units,

(ii) R.P. attacks on enemy shipping.

(iii) Anti-flak escort to own squadron aircraft attacking
shipping with R.P. or on occasions to No. 12+4 Squadron
attacking with torpedoes.

(iv) Long range fighter protection to naval and other
mits.

(v) Reconnaissance v/hen no other suitable aircraft are
available.

No. 12(4 squadron

(i) Torpedo attacks on enem5r major naval units,

(ii) Torpedo attacks on enemy shipping,

(iii) 2\nti-flak escort (with cannon) .to own torpedo
aircraft attacking enemy shipping or on occasions to
No.404 squadron attacking with R.P.

(iv) Long range fighter protection to naval and other
units.

NoveitOjerNo.18 Gp,
O.R.B. App.
November
1943.

Anti-shipping sorties rose to 116.
attacks and two aircraft were lost.(2)
of 1,651 tons was sunlc and two of 1,785 tons damaged.

There were
One enemy ve

I8
ssel

(1) This was Beaufighter X/hOh missing on Rover patrol on 12+ October.
(2) Oh 5 November Hampden K/2+55 overshot on landing,

damaged.
On 22 November Beaufighter U/124 was seen to ditch on »vay home from
an attack.

Aircraft was badly
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The chief featiire of the month was the commencement of

operations by the Wick Strike. Wing, consisting of torpedo
Beaufighters of Mo.144 Squadron and anti-flak escort Beau-

fighters of No.404 Squadron,
carried out.

Three Wing operations were

The first W.ng operation on 22 November achieved all the

results. Six torpedo Beaufighters of No. 144 Squadron escorted

by eight Beaufighters of No.404 Squadron were ordered, to carry
out a Rover patrol from Svino Light to Bremanger to attack

an enemy convoy. At 1109 hours two escort vessels, one

merchant vessel of 900 - 1500 tons and a coaster were sighted

off Stadtlandet. Beaufighter the Wing leader, did
not attack as he thought the vessel was too small and not the

main target, and called "do not attack". However, the THP
was afterwards discovered to be unserviceable and the rest of

the formation had, in. the meantime, received contrary instruct
tions from one of the escort aircraft and attacked in force

Tidth torpedoes and cannon. Beaufighter U/l44 ditched on
the v;ay home cvri.ng to engine trouble. Post war records show

that the Norwegian merchant vessel Arcturus of 1,651 tons was
simile and the Norwegian Gol (985 tons) and Kari Louise (800
tons) damaged in this attack.

The other attacks of the month were made by five R.P.
Beaufighters of No.404 squadron on a morning Rover on "'

50 November. A convoy v/as .attacked in b102N x 0456E with
a total of 34 R.P. and cannon but no results were obtained.

No.489 Squadron v/ere now converting from Hampdens to
Beaufighter X aircraft at Leuchars and carried out no opera
tions. No.455 Squadron remained on Hampdens although a
signal was received from the Air Ministry on I9 November that

the squadron was to convert from 16 plus 4 Hampden torpedo
bombers to I6 plus 4 Beaufighter
thrown up by No.248 Squadron.^”' -'
Squadron ¥/as to be used for training 'and was talcen on charge

X aircraft, vdiich were those
One Beaufighter from No.489

on 23 November,

carried out wing and individual operations during the month,
and No.333 squadron were back on the task of reconnaissance.

Beaufighters of Nos. 11+4 and 404 Squadrons

December

No.18 Gp.
O.R.B. App,
December,
1943.

The level of■anti-shipping sorties was maintained and
'121 were floi^.
were lost.(2}

There Tfere 32 attacks and five aircraft
Unf'ortunately despite the increase in the

number of attacks no results can be confirmed from post war
records. Operations are described in some detail this month
as of importance in the.development of different forms of

On 22 December a rather costly attackstrike wing tactics,
was carried out by the Strike Ulng consisting of six Torbeaus

(1 No.248 Squadron were re-equipped with Mosquitoes.
These were:

On 8 December Beaufighter D/404 missing on reconnaissance
to the Stadtlandet area#
On 16 December Beaufighter G/404 crashed soon after take
off.

On 18 December Mosquito N/333 was missing on reconnais
sance.

On 22 December Beaufighters P and H/404 were shot down
by flalc during attack.

(2
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of Wo.144 Squadron and three anti-flak Beaufighters of
Wo.404 Squadron. One U-boat escorted by a destroyer v/as
sighted in position 58OOW x O605E and vfas attacked with
torpedo and cannon by the Torbeaus. R/4O4 also attacked
the U-boat Y/ith cannon. The other two Beaufighters H and
P/404 Y/ent in to attack but were both shot down by flailc and
ditched.

U-boat or destroyer.
Wo damage appears to have been' inflicted on the

Three other formation attacks were carried out during
On the 28th, nine Beaufighters of Wo.404 Squadron

were ordered to stand by for anti-flak escort to Torbeaus of
Wo.12|Jf. Squadron on a Hover to Stadtlandet and the shipping
leads eastv/ards.

the month.

The operation \Yas changed to a squadron
Rover, because Mosquito 'P/333 on reconnaissance had reported
that the target w&s out of the area where torpedoes would
be effective. The nine Beaufighters of Wo.404 Squadron
sighted a convoy in position 621 ON x 0320E and all aircraft
attacked with R.P. but owing to the fact that aircraft were
originally intended for anti-flak escort, successful results
Y^ere not expected as the H.E. R.P. vrere not harmonised.

On 7 December seven Beaufighters of No(,404 Squadron ̂ Tere
Pour aircraft ̂ Yere armed 'V'i'ithdespatched on Rover patrol,

.25 lb. AoP. R.P. and three with 60 lb. E.E. E.P.
was attacked off Stadtland.et.

attacked an escort vessel with cannon and eight 60 lb. H.E.
RoPo each and other aircraft attacked two merchant vessels

Tdth 25 lb. A.P. RoP,

seriously damaged but actually no results have been confirmed.

A convoy
Tlie anti-flak aircraft

Aircraft estimated tliat convoy v/as

The remaining operation was a Wing attack on 27 December
on a convoy in position 5845 x0550Eo
obtained.

No results were

ITie two Beaufighter squadrons carried out most of the

month's operations. No.333 Squadron carried but individual
reconnaissance duties. Hampdens of Wo.455 Squadron flew two

Rovers and were then taken out of line on 13 December for

conversion to Beaufighters. The squadron strength by the

end’of the month was I6 Beaufighter X's. Wo»489 Squadron
Y/ere training at Leuchars and Tain and carried out no

operations.

(xvL) (c) No.19 G-roup operations October to December 1943«

Very few anti-shipping operations were flovm. by No. 19Wo.19 Group

O.R.B, App. Group during this period.
October, none in November and six in December,
totalled 21, 18 and 25 for the three months,
was

There were only two sorties in
P.R. sorties

Mosquito G/541
issing from a P*R. sortie to the Gironde on 4 November.

In December considerable effort was devoted to the inter

ception of the blockade runners Osorno and Alsterufer and

enemy escorting destroyers. )
Le Duperre of 337 tons was sunk by air attack in position

No attack by N0.I9 Group

One Prench trawler

47'151^ X 0520W on 9 December,
aircraft can be traced on this date.

a.h.b./iia/i/i/
3(b) August
1943

Shipments of iron ore from the Bilbao area to Bordeaiax

and Bayonne were suspended on 18 July and remained at a

standstill throughout August. OvTing to the stringent

(1) See chapter X on anti*-blockade running operations.
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financial conditions attached to the new agreement by the
Spanish Government, it was believed that traffic, when
resumed, would be on a greatly reduced scale.

Shipments were in fact resumed on a limited scale in
October. The Ilochlieimer and Sperber loaded and sailed from
Bilbao din:*ing the last week of the month and the
Scharlachbefger also began to load. Shipments in November
totalled 25,000 tons and rose to over 4-0,000 tons in December.
Tonnage on the Bordeainc service was strengthened by the
Rastenbiurg (4,500 G.R.T.)

(kvi ) (d) Fighter Command Operations October to December 1945

October

Ibid

Six monthly
Report July
Dec.1943

P.C. Form 7 Fighter Command flew 1,133 sorties. There were 112
attacks and 10 aircraft were lost.(0 , Two enemy vessels of
1,225 tons were sunk, and one ex-blockade runner of 6,408 tons
damaged. The Konigsau (99^ tons), sunlc on 2 October off
Ostend, was probably the 8OO/IOOO ton coaster claimed as
damaged by one Spitfire of No.501 squadron which attacked off

Zeebrugge harbour. . The escort trawler Niedersachsen -

(VP. 2009) of 259 tons was sunlc near Veere- on 3 October as a
result of an attack by eight Bcmphoons of No.3 Squadron,
escorted by nine Typhoons of N0.I98 Squadron, on docks and
shipping in the Flushing area.

Tvro major attacks by Nos.2 and 10 Groups were delivered
against the cargo vessel Munsterland (6,1(4)8 tons) in Cherbourg
harbour on 24 and 28 October. On 24 October, 25 Mitchells of
No.180 and 320 Squadrons from No.2 Group,(2). escorted by 36
Spitfires as close escort and 19 Spitfires as escort cover,
attacked the vessel v/ith 85 x 1000 lb, bombs,
results were clained.

Squadron, escorted bjr eight Typhoons of No.257 Squadron from
No.10 Group, also attacked the target with I6 x 250 lb. bombs.
Intense and acciurate flak was met. Two \i/hirlwinds were

■ missing and one badly damaged. Serious danage to a 6,500
ton vessel was claimed. Four Typhoons of No.266 squadron
carried out reconnaissance immediately after the attack and
reported that the vessel ms well ablaae, A second attack

v/as delivered two hours later bjr eight Bomphoons of N0.I83
Squadron,
aniidst intense flalc vidth 14 x 500 lb. bombs,
failed to return. Post war records confirm that the

Munster land. (6,408 tons) v/as damaged as a result of these
attacks. ''

Good bombing
Eight Vs^irl’ffind bombers of No, 263

The target was attacked from below mast height
Three bombers

A second operation against this target v/as carried out
on 28 October. Fifty six Spitfires of Nos,310, 312 and 313

(1) Estimated details of Group flying:-

October 1943 Sorties Attacks Wastage

No. 10 Group
No,11 Group
and No.83 Group

No.12 Group
No. 2 Group

313 17 1

•  623 63 7
153

44 32 2

(2) No.2 Group (ex-bcariber Command) had been transferred to
the Tactical Air Force on the 1 June 1943 and came under
Fighter Command operational control.
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Squacirons (close escort) and Nos.66, 34'! Squadrons (escort
cover) Y/ere ordered to escort 19 Mitchells of Nos, 98 and 320
Squadrons frora No. 2 Group. Eight Typhoons of No, 257 Squadron
acted as high cover, A total of seven Mitchells attacked
the target vd.th 28 x 1,000 Ih. bonibs. Heavy accurate flak
was encountered and one Mitchell was missing. Eight Whirl-
Yviaid bombers of No.263 Squadron, escorted by 12 Spitfires of
No.610 Squadron, also attacked vd-th l6 x 250 lb. bombs, and
eight Tjrphoon bombers of N0.I83 Sqxiadron, covered by I6
Typhoons of Nos,193 and 266 squadrons, attacked Ydth I6 x
500 lb, bombs,

traced on this date.
No further damage to the Munsterland can be

^lEGB Pile

s.31523.
Two enemy merchant vessels of appreciable size succeeded

in passing -hhrough the Straits eastwards on the nights of
3/4 and 23/24 October,
cessful attempt to intercept a 3,000 ton merchant vessel
the first occasion.

Our coastal forces made an unsuc-
on

The vessel v/as the Livadia (3,094 tons)
and she ivas sunlc by the Dover batteries off Boulogne early
on 4 October, On the second occasion, a vessel was
attacked by M.T.Bs, coastal batteries and one Albacore with
no success. This vessel was the Nordvaard, One Sperrbrecher
passed westvYard tlrrough the Straits on the night of 3^4/4th when
our coastal forces were already fully employed,
batteries engaged the vessel v/hich was unsuccessfully attacked
on the folloYYing night by one Albacore of No,841 squadron
south of Boulogne.

Coastal

Albacores of N0.84I Squadron maintained the usual anti-
shipping patrols in mid-channel whenever vYeather permitted
and continued to bomb any vessel that ventured far enough
from the enemy coast to make attack practicable. No target
was found by Hxirricanes of No. 137 Squadron who operated
during the moonlight period.

November

P.C. Pbrm 7» Fighter Command sorties reached the pe^ figure
1226 with 120 attacks and 13 aircraft lost.vO One enemy

of

vessel, the dredger Semois of 827 tons, was sunk off
Trouville on I6 November. Twelve Typhoons of No.486
Squadron attacked two 1,000 ton merchant vessels off Trouville
on this date and claimed

damaged.
simk and the second seriouslyone

ADGB Pile

s.31523.
No enemy merchant vessels of appreciable size attempted

the passage of the Straits, E-boats made the first s
ful attack on a channel convoy for about two years.C^)

uccess-

Twro eneiay torpedo boats, previously located in Dunkirk,
were detected by radar off Gravelines on night of 3/4 November
proceedipg VYestward. Coastal batteries engaged the vessels

(•1) Estimated details of Group flying:-

November 1943 Sorties Attacks Wastage

N0.I0 Group
No.11 Group
N0.I2 Group

60303. 7
796 60 6

127 0 0

(2) See Chapter XVI — Part I on anti-E-boat opera.tions.
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unsuccessfully and M.T.Bs. failed to intercept.
Albacores of N0.84I F.A.A. Squadron, on patrol off Boulogne,
attacked the vessels with 12 x 250 lb. bombs but with
success, and they reached Cherbourg apparently undamaged.

Two

no

During the month. Fleet Air Arm pilots of N0.84I Squadron
Albacores were handing over to pilots of No.415 Squadron v/ho
were to succeed them.v”!) The usual mid-channel patrols wer<
maintained whenever vreather was suitable. N0.415 Squadron
made their initial attack on shipping on the night of
22/25 November when about six vessels, one larger than the
others, were attacked with bombs off The Same. No results
have been confirmed.

Hurricane R.P. aircraft, available during the moonlight
period, again suffered from lack of targets and unfavourable

On night of I2/15 November a small harbour defence
vessel YWiS claimed sunk off Boulogne, but this has not been
confirmed.

weather.

On 12 nights no shipping v/as detected in the Straits and
movements of enem^^ coastal shipping were on a smaller scale
than usual.

December

F.C. Form 7 Fighter Command sorties dropped to 521 with 29 attacks
and four aircraft lost.(2)
damaged.

No enemjr shipping was sunk or

One Mosquito banber of No.48? Sauadron from No.2 Group,
escorted by 12 Typhoons of Nos,193 and 266 Squadrons from
No.10 Group attacked the blockade runner Pietre Orseoln off
the Isle de Croix on 1 December. The Mosquito ditched
immediately after the attack. The Typhoons attacked trawler
type vessels near Isle de Croix. One Typhoon of No.266
^d one of No. 193 Squadron were lost. No damage was
inflicted on the Pietro Orseolo.

Two large merchant vessels passed eastward through the
Straits of Dover. One of these vms a 6,000 tanker which
arrived in Dunkirk, undamaged by coastal battery fire,
night of 3/4 December.

Ostfriesland. recently refitted at Le Truit, which had
arrived at Le Havre fran Rouen about .19 October, The tanker
left Dunkirk on the night of 9/10 December and passed Nieuport
before M.T.Bs. could intercept. The ex-blockade runner
Ivamsterland arrived in Boulogne from the south early
1 January.

on the

This was believed to be the

on

ADGB File

s.31523.

A.H.B./1IAI/
I/1/3CB)
November 1943

Albacore aircraft of No.415 Squadron maintained the usual
mid-channel anti-shipping patrols viien weather permitted but
targets were few. One Hurricane of No.137 R.P. Squadron

See Chapter on anti-E-boat operations.
2) Estimated details of Group flying;-
1

December 1943 Sorties Attacks Wastage

No.10 Group
No.11 Group
No.12 Groun

115 13 ■4
16297

109
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claiiTied a successful attack on a trawler and R-boats off
lii'alcheren on 4 December but no casualties can be confirmed.

The volume of coastal traffic was again on a small scale.
On eight nights no enemy shipping was detected moving in the
Straits,

(xvii) CoriGluslcai

An M.E.Yf. review of enemy shipping activity diiring the
six months July to December 1943 considered that events had
escposed the Kaufmann administration to a very severe test.
Yi/hile it could not be said that R.R.S. had ridden out the
storm it must be admitted that, but for -their long term
planning and the resourcefulness with which they had tackled
the new situation, the effects of the offensive against
North Sea shipping on the German economy would have been very
much greater. As was perhaps inevitable Kaufmann seemed to
have come into conflict with his civilian and service

collaborators and it appeared that steps had been taken to
curb his activities. Possibly R.K.S. had been brought under
the hegemony of Speer. The appoin-tment of Bergemann - a
Civil Servant - as Kaufmann's deputy was regarded as an
endeavour by the Tfilhelmstrasse to exert its influence.

The resignation of Rudolf Blohm, who was responsible xander
Kaufmann for the German emergency shipbuilding programme,
might signify the dissatisfaction of the Berlin authorities
vd-th the progress of the Hansa programme, or Blohm's
unwillingness to risk his reputation any further on this
programme.

A.H.B./IIAI/
1/1/3(B)

The Hansa programme had made some progress,
five months ending 30 April 1943 ten merchant vessels of the
standard 3,000 ton design had been laid down.
1943 three of the vessels had been commissioned and four had

reached the fitting out stage,
started on an additional 14 hulls of the 3,000 ton design
and the number of shipyards allocated to the programme had
increased fran seven to ten.

In the

By December

Since May work had been

It appeared, however, that the process of rationalisa
tion initiated by the Kaufmann administration reached its
high water mark by mid-simmer 1943 and that since then the
economies and improvisations introduced had failed to offset

the increasing weight of our offensive against German shipping
and allied services.

T/hich the lift, of a gi-ven tonnage, could be increased, and
there was little doubt that in the case of the German
mercantile marine -fche limit had been reached.

There was a limit to the extent to

During the nine months March to December 1943 Coastal
Command fleiv a total of 4.097 sortres on evil hi»<ls <>f gjvtr:-sh.'io
operations. In all SS? attacks were made and 9o aircraft
lost.(l) Fighter'Command flew.^6’4 sorties during the same
period, made |,fo6 attacks and lost loi aircraft. Enemy

(l) Total figures for the various Coastal Command Groups
during the period March to December 1 943 were as
follows:-

Sorties Attacks Wastage

No.l6 Group
No.lS Group
No.19 Group

',85e

«,5^93
41':55'0

164 4.5-

6S2 43 A
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shipping sunk by Coastal Command totalled 30 vessels of
tons.!-!)

tons,

(xviii) The re-equipment of the Anti-shipping squadrons

Fighter Command sanlc vessels of

During these nine months the re-equipment of the anti
shipping side of Coastal Command only made slow progress.
Tlie early Beaufighter IC, II and VIC types with which the
squadrons were armed were not only inferior to the enemy

, aircraft encountered off the Dutch and Norv/egian coasts but
were of little use in the Bay of Biscay on interceptor patrols
in protection of the heavy A/U aircraft. Not much improve
ment followed the re-equipment to the Mlc.XIC in the late
surimer. Increasing losses due to enemy fighters in the
latter area caused tlie A.O.C. in C to renew his request in
August 1943 for the Mosquito VI fighter. He followed this
with a'protest to the Air Ministry on 2 September on learning
that eighteen squadrons of these aircraft were being allotted
to Array Co-operation and Photographic Reconnaissance with
mention of Coastal Command.

The Air Ministry reviewed the' allocation as betiveen the
conflicting requirements of the various Commands and on
18 September decided that;-

(A) First call was' for the maintenance'of three Mosquito
Intruder squadrons in the Fighter and Mediterranean Air
Commands and for the formation of a squadron in India.

(B ) Second priority would be for the building up of
five squadrons in the Tactical Air Force (the
for Army Co-operation).

None would be available to re-arm any of the Coastal Goqimand
Beaufighter squadrons before the end of January 192)1)., (2
the meantime for Biscay work, sorties coiild be requested from
Fighter Command’s night-fighter Mosquito squadrons at the
discretion of the D.C.A.S.

no

new name

In

G.C. C•—in—C.

Pile S.10

Ends.27 and
27A.

A.M. Pile

C1'B.509
Encl.92A

Regarding torpedo aircraft, tlie Beaufighter supply
position continued to be extremely tight and' although No.12)4
Squadron returned to tlie United Kingdom from the
Mediterranean in August, they spent the next two months in
slowly re-equipping to ilk.X aircraft and were not in the
line again till October The two Hampden squadrons

(1) Enemy shipping sijnk by Coastal Command Groups during
March to December 1943 was as follows

Nxmiber. - Tonnage

No.16 Group
No.18 Group
No.19 Group

•7 40,3£5-

29,5349
4

N.B. One of the vessels sunk in N0.I9 Group
sunlc by an anti-submarine aircraft,
be traced for the other vessel.

(2 ) In the event the first Coastal Command fighter squadron
to re-arm with Mosquito VI (No.248) did so in Pebruarv
1944.

area was

No attack can
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remained on their obsolete aircraf

sorties until the end of the year.,
were the Comnand's six strike squadrons wholly equipped and
operational on up-to-date Beaufighters.

ft restricted to night
. (0 Not until March 1944

Thereafter the spur of prepajrations for operation
Overlord went towards developing the A/U strength but t
A.O.C. in C. continued to press for more Mosquitoes,(2)

Ibid

Ends. 101A

and 107B.

he

and

that more attention should be paid to action against S-boats
To meet the latter threat, No,524 squadron was re-created in
April 1944 on ten Wellington XIII,s for the location and
flare illumination of E-boats so that attacks could be

delivered by other aircraft or naval surface forces.

(1) No,489 Squadron became operational on Beaufighter X
(torpedo) on 8 January 1 9UU-
to wait for their aircraft until No.248 had rearmed
with Mosquitoes, not till 1 March 1 91f4.
In this he was xxnsuccessful.

squadron to receive Mosquito VI aircraft was No.235
but not until July 1

No.455 Squadron, hav

The second fighter

ing

(2)
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CHAPTER X

THE ElNiHj PEi\SB OF EI'lEJ/g FAR B..ASTEM BI.QGKADE RUNNH4&

Harch 1943 To TANOflftY

(i) Introduction

The second and most intensive season of ThrEastan Blockade

rtonning, which commenced in August 1942, had ceased, at the

European end by mid-April 1943.

The major part of the season's activities has already been

dealt with in Volume III, Chapter XI, vviiich took the narrative

up to the end of February 1 943 5 so there r-emains a period of
two months to be covered in this chapter, before the usual
seasonal lull set-in.

Unlike the two previoias periods of inactivity, however, the

third season of enemy blockade running was not resvimed at the

European end until December 1943, v/hich was much later than

expected.

Althoug;h it was not fully realised by the Allied auilhorities
at the time, the action which occurred during December 1943, in
the Bay of Biscay and the North Atlantic betiveen enemy shi'ps and
Allied naval and air forces, was the final espisode in Far

Eastern blockade running, because in January 19^i4, on Hitler's

orders, all f-urther sailings of surface ships to end from the

Far East were cancelled, and those ships ready for departiore
vrere unloaded and subsecxuently laid-up in French Nest Coast

ports, never to sail the seas again.

Fuhrer

Conferences

on Naval

Affairs •* 1 $1+1+

R.A.F. in
Maritime ¥ar

Yol. III.

Chapter XI

To recapitulate on the second season's activities so far -

between August 1942 and February 1943, three ships inward bound

to E^u^opean ports had been successful in breaking the blockade

and delivering their valuable cargoes; ('I) dviring the same
period, three shi]ps had been intercepted and either scuttled

themselves or were svink by naval action, (2)
five more invyard bound ships -were still at sea and due to arrive

during March and April 1943.

It was knoiTO that

ere sviccessful inbialdn,
out and safely delivered their cargoes to Far Eastern ‘ports. (3
Two of this number had failed on their first attempts and

although their second efforts were detected in the initial

stages, they succeeded in eluding all subsequent Allied efforts
of frustration.

Of the outward boimd ships elgh

Three more of the outvyard bound ships v/ere
intercepted and either scuttled themselves or vyere sink by
naval forces,(4)
had been homed on to the target by aircraft of Coastal Command,

In two cases surface ships of the Royal Navjy

0) They were; Tannenfels ̂ Dresden and Kulmerland,
Those lost were; Ramses. Idiakotis and Hoherfriedburg

(ex. Herborg),
The successful break-outs wei-e; Uckennark. Pietro Orseslo,

Irene (ex Silvaplana) , Burgenland, Rio Gi-ande, Neserland,
Brake and Karin (ex Kota No'pan). *
The vinsuccessful break-outs -y/ere? ilnneliese Essberger,
Cortellazo and Germania.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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(ii) Operation * Sombrero*

E. A. P. in

Maritime iYar

Vol. Ill

Chapter XI

In the concluding remarks of Chapter XI Yoluiiie III it was
stated that the existing operational instruction (Operation
Busby') for anti-hlockade running, wasi in need of x’evision.
This operation never seemed to work satisfactorily, primarily
because neither the Controllers or aircrews fully appreciated
its importance, and secondly, because the original instruction
had been changed and modified out of all recognition.

V'/it.h the object of cleai-ing up the many misunderstandings
.  which prevailed at both Groups and Stations, a nev^r instruction

was compiled and circulated to all concerned on 1+ March I 943*

Under the terras of the new operational instx-uction
(Operation 'Sombrero'), the existing standard anti-shipping
patrols in the Bay of Biscay were abolished; and since the
Navy noT/ operated a c ruiser in the area the terras were also
extended to give assistance to surface forces as well as
submarines.

I

C.C. Pile

i^s. 15310

Min. 43

G, C.0,1,

No. 10,9
(A.H.B./IIIV/
24/254)

Until such time as an adequately trained aiiti-siiiirping
strike and shadOT,ving force was available, the existing anti
submarine Bay patrols flov/n daily and spread over as much of
the Bay of Biscay as possible consistent YTxth the U-boat

infomation were to be considered as anti-shipping paurols also,
and crews were briefed accordingly. V/hen the aircrai’t situa
tion permitted, consideration was to be given to laying on a
special anti-shipping sweep of the areas not covered by our
anti-submai'ine patrols, with particular attention being paid
to the Spanish coast.

On receipt of a sighting report of the enemy or other
reliable information, special patrols were to be laid on best
suited to the circumstances obtaining,
to be given to dj.verting aii’craft already airborne on other

anti-submarine patrols and they wei’e to be instructed either to
shadow the enemy or carry out a crossover patrol or track
search.

Consideration was also

YtTienever practicable one aircraft \7as to be kept. a.t

i-eadiness throughout the hours of daylight every day, so that
it could take-off at the shortest notice to relieve the si:_lit-
ing aircraft, many of vdiom might vrell be very nearly at P.L.E.
when making the initial siglitin
of this aircrai’t s^xfficient reserves were to be brought to

readiness to enable the shadowing and/or sesirch to ue continu
ous until the interception of the enemy by nava.l forces had
been achieved.

Subsequent to the depart'ure

This action was to take priority second only to close
support of threatened convoys or sweeps in the imrxiediate
vicinity of such convoys.

If the target was vdthin range of the available striking
forces, such forces were to be orought to imnediate readiness

and sent to al;tack a.s soon as practicable.

The sividowing aircraft was not to attack under any
circimistances.

For the Bay of Biscay area excluding Spanish territorial
^waters crews were briefed YO-th information concerning position,
coiorse and speed of all friendly and neutral ships and all

Allied convoys likely to be encountered. All other ships
sighted, other, than fishing vessels, were to be repoi-ted
iimnediately and ti-eated as enemy. Homing procedui-e was to be
commenced at once without further instructions.
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In Si^anish territorial waters all shiijs except fishing
vessels vrere to be reported inanediately to base. The aircraft
\'»as to make a normal first si.glitxng report, request instructions
and remain to shadow, but at was not to coirimence homn^^' unless
ordered to do so from bajse. Aircraft were not to endanger
themselves when obtaining the identity of ships.

Wlien a specific target notified at the biuefing was
located, aircraft were to
procedure automatically.

remain and shadow cfirr^/ing out homing

In the case of inw,ard boimd ships sighted east of longi
tude 40 west, only first
to oe made.

sighting and amplifying I’eports were
Aircraft were not to remain and sha.dov/

reason for this special exemption from normal rules
the homing procedui-e was largely for the benefit
forces and as it would not be possible to carry out an aitack
owing to the proximity of the target to the French coast,
homing signals were not required. For outiwud bound shi.ps
found in this area making their wa:y vrestiTard, normal procedure
was to be applied.

The

■as that
of naval .

i/henever possible, crev/s were instructed to take photo
graphs of all ships sighted.

Once an aircraft inad commenced homing procedure it was not
to leave the target until;-

(i) P.L.E.

(ii) Relieved by aiiother shadomng aircraft

(iii) The satisfactory interception of the target by one
of our naval forces.

It was essential that aircraft reports wiien received by
Group, even if coi-rupt, were to be passed immediately by tele
phone to Headquai-ters, Coastal Command, so that they could be
communicated to the appropriate naval authority for onward
transmission to the naval fox’ces v/ithin the area of operations.
In the case of our own submerged submarines the only relia.ble
channel of coErffunication was V3.a Flag Officer Submarines,

As an appendix to the new instruction an explanatory note
on the economic aspect of blockade running was included for the
express purpose of interesting Station and aircrews in the job
in hand. To further this cause the S.N.S.O. at li.Q.C.G,
of'fered to loan a member of his staff to No, Group for the
purpose of lecturing to aircre'ws and others connected withanii-
shipping operations on this most vital subject, an offer which
the A. 0. C.-in-C. had no hesitation in accepting. During the
course of the lectures delivered the speed and accuracy of
communications vraa given special emphasis.

The general theme of this neY/ effort to close the serious
leakage in the olockade of the Ajcis povrers \/as, 'Coastal Conmand
to locate, rex3ort, shadow and home; the Hoyal Na'vy to destroy^

Ciii) Operations - Marcl'i/.April '191^3

Due to the lack of success that had attended the .Axis
attempts at evasion from mid-November 1942-to- end of '
February 1943? it 'was regarded as almost certain that fresh
tactics to defeat our blockade measures \TOuld be formulAtvAi.;
vifithout delay. It was anticipated by the Admiralty and
H. Q.C.C. that the enemy Yfou].d revert to his old practice of

App, 'A'
G.C.O.I,
No. 109

H.Q.C.G. File
kIS. 15310

54/11/364(B)
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sending several ships out of Bordeaux at the same time as
arrivals were due in, so that some at least might make
successful evasion.

a

It was also suggested that the role of
the large destroyers that had recently arrived on the French
Atlantic coast, was to iJrovide a longer ranged escort force
than had previously been available, and by constituting a tiireat
to our Gibraltar convoys either by actual attack or by impli
cation, draw off our standing patrols and thus allow blockade
runners to slip by unmolested.

xUready, the appanrent postponement of departures of those
ships laiown to have been loaded and ready for sea by the end of
January was difficult to explain except on the grounds that
they were awaiting a revision of schedules.

Air reconnaissance of the Gironde ports,, maintained at
regular intervals by P.R.U, ('weather peraitting) up to 1 7 March,
had revealed no significant changes so far in the dispositions
of potential blockade runners.

The f act that 0,000 tons of xnibber was reported to have
been loaded into several known blockade I’unners at the Far
Eastern terminal during Jajiuary, for delivery in Europe, meaait
that another influx was due sometime during Marchyilpril, (i)
The prospect of further encounters vribh blockade

sti’essed at all briefings for aircrews engaged on AAJ operations
in the Bay of Biscay and descripitions of those ships expected to
take part were supplied,

instiruction ’Sombrero' were also explained and any doubtful
points clarified.

runners was

Details of the latest operational

M.E.’J, Bay of
Biscay Traffic
Summary No, 23

March

H.Q.C.C,
Naval Staff

As ijrevioxasly mentioned, the presence of three "Z" class
desti’oyers in Bordeaux from 9 March -was regai’ded by the
Admiralty as a f'urther sign that another blockade breaking
operation vras about to take place,
out undetected they could also 'p^rove a menace to O'Ur convoys

Should this force break-

Log
9.3.43

(1) UnbeknoATO to the Germans, the Kota Nopan (7,322 g.t.
intercepted and sunk by a U.S, Task Force in the South
Atlantic (D/OOS x 21OQ./) on 10 March,
were still searching for her.
bound olockade runners was that of the Doggerb;ank which,

according to a Gei-mian seanian picked up in the North AtLantic
was torpedoed on 3 March in the approximate -position of
310QN X 3700W
German U-boat as thei’e was no Allied forces in the vicinity.
The fact that she was the ex-British S'jpeybank may well have
been the explanation of the U-boat Commander’s nP.stake,

Coni'irmation of her ex;pected arrival is contained in an

entry dated 18 March Adiich appears in B. d U’s ./'ar Diary,
It states 'U-boats have again been reminded of the closing
of a 200 mile Avide strip, as Doggerbank is about to enter
port.'
from intelligence sources -wiiich estiraated that the earliest

date for an incoming blockade runner r/as I3 Miirch in longi
tude 20 degrees Uest, between 42 degrees and 47 degrees
North.

) ATas

Up to 2 April they
Another loss among the inTaal

It ATas assujned that she A/as s'unk by a

This incident in no way affected the information
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traversj.ng the western limits of the Bay of Bisce.y. They were,
therefore, regarded as a Glass 1 tai'get,(0 and of first
priority for P.R.U.(2)

A marked increase in Pocke-Wulf 200 activity in the Bay-
area -y/as also taking place daily, and v/as regeirded as another

sure g-uide to the imminence of blockade ruiining,
to this trend in events backed up by other information from

intelligence sources, which alerted all the available .Allied

forces for possible action as from 17 March.

It vra-s due

On the naval side, the opera’uional control of the Bay of

Biscay was taken over by the Oonm^der-in-Ghief, Plymou.th, and
both surf8.ce and submarine forceswj were instructed to move

into a position in v;hich it v/as considered most likely that ma

interception could be effected.

K.Q. No. 19
Group
Appendices

Apart from the aircraft engaged on 'khe anti-U~boat patrols

for Operation 'Enclose', (4) special aiTti«shi-pping sorties were
laid on for 17 March and subsequent days,
suitable air striking force in the south the
Coastal Command sanctioned the movement of a torpedo attack

squadron from No, 1b Group to No, 19 GrouiJ. (5)
they were to be situeited
and brouflit to immediate read.^ness to strike if  a tra;’g;et ytixh
located by the reconnaissance aircraft.

As thex’e vras no

O.G.-in-C• >

On arrival

Prsdannock (near the Lizard)

H.Q.C.C.
Controllers

Log

H.Q.G.C.
Naval Staff

Naturally, it would be advantageous -for the intercejpting
forces if time could be gained by- malcing the initiai sigliting
of the enemy a little farther vres-favnard -than had been achieved

in the past, Nith this in mind D. O.D, (ll) Admiralty requested
the Naval Staff at H. O.C.G. to approach the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief on the subject of providing a VoL.E, aibr-

craft for the early detection of iui incoming blockade runner.

Log

Ibid In his reply given on 22 March, the A.O.C.-in-C, said that

this was the very situation envisaged in his policy of

•variable opportunity cycle' which had the First Sea Lord's
approval,

cover two threatened convoys, HK.229 and SC,122, and the
Seventeen V.L.R, aircraft had recently been used to

(1) It -was suggested by H, Q, C»C,* that aircraft of No, 2 Group
(B.Co) shoiLLd at-tack these three destroyers in Bordeauuc;
after discussions between the two Comiriands, hatrever, it
■was considered by Bomber Command that there Yra.s so little
chance of the Mosquitoes finding the target v/ith sufficient
time in hand to attack, tlra-t it weis not even worth a ti-y.
The Admiralty requested a daily photographic lecomaissanc^
of Bordeaux from 12 March omards, but H, Q, C, C, doubted
whether such a big commi-laiient could be met in full.
Instead of loitering in the outer Bay aivaiting the call to
intercept a blockade breakei-, the duty Cruiser (Operation
•Regulation’) -was now held at readiness at Plyiiiouth,
this occasion H,M, Cruiser NeAtfoundland and two destroyers
sailed from Plymouth at 1915 hours on 17 March,
tion to vdiich the U, S, Submarine Herring Twas to patrol off
Cape Finisterre and UoS, Subnarine Shad vf3.a already patrol
ling in the S,E, corner of the Bay of Biscay,
Operation 'Enclose'' was being carried out be-b-ween latitudes
4440N and 2(-S3QN and between OyOOYf and 103074
Ten Hampdens of No, 415 (R, C,jA,F, ) Sq-uadcon on de-tachment
to Tain for torpedo training were airborne on 1710 hours
on 17 liarch for Predannock.

SECRET
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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policjr provided for this concentration, but only if there vrere
several clear days afterwards diiring which the aircraft could

aregain full availability. Although at tliis moment no convoy
was actually threatened, SC,123 was the next possibility and
by the time the V,L,R, squadrons had got their breath back in

four or five days time, another crisis might well be threaten
ing HX.23O, SC. 123 or 0N.l7ij^
the A.O.C,-in-C,, felt tliat the air location of the blockade
runner must wrait until within range of the available forces in
No, 19 Group wliich included Halifaxes of Nos, 58 and 502
Squadrons and Liberators of No, 224 Squadron, all long range
types.

In the prevailing circumstances

Throughout the next eleven days a systematic search for

the blockade breakers continued, but apart from a fe'w scares
nothing untovmrd happened,(I)
unfavourable for the detecting forces and in point of fact
there was no satisfactory photographic cover of Bordeaux after
20 March,

The v/eather remained rather

H,Q. No. 19
Group 0,R,B,
App. 29.3.43

Then on 29 March, the first sighting of an enemy force
was raa.de by a Hudson aircraft opei’ating on Air Sea Rescue
duty,(2) This aircraft nmde a first sighting report,(3) the
details of Y/hich w'-ere tx’eated with some reserve as the crev;
were untrained in reconnaissance duties. The aircraft was

damaged by enemy A.A. fire but managed to take some photo
graphs, It Y/as not possible to remain and shadoY/ as the air
craft had reached P,L,E,

sighted this same force,
report and took no action until it landed at I9A1.7 hours. (4)
This aircraft also came under fire from the enemy escorts.

Another Hudson on A.S.R. duty also
but did not make a first sighting

H.Q.C.C. Prom the photographs taken by H/279, it Y/as confiimied that
the merciiant ship Y/as either the Himalaya or Iier sister ship
the Fusiyama. escorted by tuYO probable Elbing class torpedo
boats, ‘tvYO T,1-T.19 class torpedo-boats and one rrobable
Mowe class toiqjedo-boat. Map No, 54 shove's the course of
events between the 25 liarch and 1 April,

Controllers

Log

(1) Operation ’Enclose*
and 483ON and between IO3OW and O7OOW,
of blockade rumiing became firmer 02Jeration ’Enclo
reduced in intensity and fan patrols laid on as combined
Ai:iti-Submarine and Anti-Shipping reconnaissances. The
area bet\Yeen the Spanish coast and 4430N had been neglec
ted with the exception of one sortie in the vicinity of
Cape Villano on 25 March and one sortie in the Cane

Ortegal area on 26 Marcli, In addition, ’tYrenty-seven
special anti—shipping sorties had been flo’wn during this
period to intercept blockade r'.mners and/or their escorts.
Three Hudsons of No, 279 Squadron were sent out to try
and locate, a missing Y/ellin,gton of No, I72 Squadron,
Hudson Z/279 made a first sighting I'eport at I650 hours
on 29 March as follovYs: ’Po3i.tion 4550N x 0622)?,
destroyers escorting one MV (10,000 tons) steering
360 degrees 20 kno ts * ,
cepted this report.

This Y/as Hudson H/279 and rei^orted on return a convoy of
six ships - one 10,000, ton 1/^V and five destroyers.
Course 260 degrees in position 4547N x 055aw time I446
hours. At I&50 hours the same force was seen again in
position 4545N x 0620¥ir.

v/as being carried out betvYeen ii440N
As the incllcation

Five

The Admiral'b37- had also inter-

Course 250 degrees.

s
v/as

f
se

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Preparations to follov;- up this sighting of a hlockade
"breaker vrere hampered by the fact that by midnight on 29 March
all No, 19 Group stations vrere vreatherbound, and in addition a

north bound convoy in the region of 47 degrees North Vi/as

actually under attack from U-boats and aircraft, ()
Group Tifas unable to cover this convoy owing to its o-sm convoy
commitments. No, 19 Group was called upon to provide protection.
It was confirmed by the A,OoC,-in-C, that escort for SL,126
must take precedence over any search for the blockade runner.

Nevertheless, it vfas planned to use three Wellingtons and tvro
to have

As No, 15

Halifaxes sweeping westward from 0900 degrees West and

them on patrol by O8OO hours (weather permitting),(2) Between

0424 hours and 0910 hours three Wellingtons and one Halifax

T/ere airborne for the purpose of locating the enemy mercliant

vessel. By 10i+0 hours the Halifax (0/58 Sq.dn,) had made con
tact Td-th an enemy force consisting of one merchant vessel and

five torpedo boats. The general line of direction v/as vrest-

ward and the speed about 12 laiots,(^)
down to 2,000 jj-ards and accui-ate A,A, fire from the escorts to

contend with, the aircraft repeatedly lost touch v/ith the enemy.
Homing procedure was, however, continuous from 1105 ixntil 1130
hoi.irs at which time the Halifax received instructions to home

other aircraft to the target, Tliis v/as attenpted until II50
hours when PoL.E, fi/as reached, but proved unsuccessful.
Unfortunately, photographs were not talcen. In the meantime,
Wiiitley P/lO 0,T,U, flying an Anti-Submarine B,P, patrol had
made another sitting at 0935 hours of a lone merchant vessel

proceeding on a wester3.y course, (5) Contact v/as lost almost
immediately throii^ evasive action and low visibility and not

regained \'shen P,L,E, v/as reached at II30 hours in position
4MfON X O94OW, This aircraft was not fitted ’with radar nor

could it carry out homing procedixre. Photographs v/ere taken,
however, and showed the vessel to be similar in all respects to
the Himalaya or her sister ship, Tliere were no escorts
present.

Yn'ith the visibility

H.Q, Wo, 19
Group App,

To ensure continuity in the shadowing of the force sifted
by the Halifax, Liberator P/224 Squa.dron, also flying on anti
submarine B,P, patrol v/as diverted to the position 44-30N x IO3OW,
Within thirty-five minutes of turning on to the new course,
a radar contact was obtained at thirty miles range and at

1220 hoTxrs a visual sighting was made of a lone merchant

(1) This v/as SL»126 which had already been re-routed in order
to avoid contact with the enemy destroyers ansumed to be

acting as escort to the outv/ard bound blockade runner,
HaM»S, Newfoundland had been ordered to cover this convoy
but the order was apparently not carried out since she had

arrived in Plymouth p,mo 29 March,
resumed her N,N,E'ly coxjrse and HoM, Submarine Uproar and

the Polish Submarine Sokol v/ere approaching the critical
area from the north in approximate longitude 1230W,

SL,126 had now

(2) Forms Green ■.PL/g1./30 Mar, and EL/G-2/30 Mar, refers.
The Welling,tons v/ere armed with 250 lb G,P, bombs fused
3 seconds delay and the Halifax with 500 lb H,C, bombs.
They were briefed on 'Sombrero' and were told to be ready
to home own submarines to the target,
ing and homing was their primary duty, but at the Captain's
discretion they could attack prior to leaving the area,
Z, Y and C/311 (Czech) Squadron and 0/58 Squadron.
The position of this force was given as 44-1CN x 1500W,
Details of this sitting were: One Com-se 3'10 degrees
Speed 12 Icnots, Position 4520W x 1005W.

Reporting, shadov/-

(3)
(4)
(5)
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vessel zig-zagging vi.olently, but Virhich later ste3.died on a
course of 200 degrees.(I)
cedur'e and proceeded to shadow.

The Liberator conirnenced homing pro-
Prom radar contacbs vdij.ch

appeared aJiead of the ship and maintained steadily at five
It was considered that U-boats v/ere present and acting as
escorts. On following up the contacts, hov/ever, nothing was
seen. On reaching P.L.S, at I4OO hours the aircraft approached
closer to the ship v/hi.ch immediately opened fire with heavy and
lighc armament. The rear gimner of the aJ.rcrid;’-j replied.
Again the photographs taken by the Liberator sliowed this vessel
to be exactly similar to the Himalaya or the sister shin
Pusiyama,

miles

H.Q, 0.0,

Controllei-s

Log

H.Q,C.C.
Naval Staff

Log and
Controllers

At 1430 hours an appreciation of the situation to date was
■made at H. 0,C.G, Halif.ax O/58 SqdlU'was on its ’.ray home and the
■oorpedo boat force sighted by this aircraft was no longer being
shadowed. This enemy force was too far a^-ay for our sxibmsrines
oo a-Gtack but the Admiralty did not want to lose track of them
altogether as their objective had still to be discovered,

aircraft 'was on the way out to them o'.ri.ng to the
incibility of any of the available aircraft to reach the
before dusk.

Lioerator P/222(. Sqdn, which had been shadowing the lone
merchant vessel first sighted by the IHiitley-v^as also on its wayhome. This enemy force was considered to be withj.n reasonable
distance of our submarines and it vfas hoped that  a Standerland
aircraft on the -way out as a relief to the Liberator would be
able to home them on to the target*

At 1910 hours
contact at nineteen miles
sighted a merchant vessel
about ten knots, (2)
P.L.E. at 2018 hours,
accurai<e lignt tlak was experienced, mainly from extreme fore
and aft positions. Explosions of shells could be heard inside
the airci’aft. The photographs taken once again shewed the ship
to be the Himalaya or Pusiyama.

How-

ai'ea

Sunderland (D/11 9 Sqdn.) obtained a radar
range andten minutes later visually
on a course of 225 degrees, speed

Homing procedure was carried out until

a

On approaching the merchant vessel

Log

H.Q. No. 19
Group Apps.

Unfort'unately the weather forecast for March warned of
a rapid deuerioration in the weather, therefore only a very
limited flying programme from No, 19 Group stations could be
permitted and this did not allo¥/ for any special airti-sixlpping
sorties for the detection of blockade breakers..  the same
oime No, 19 Groi^ had been requested to keep a proportion of the
available aircraft in hand for protecting a northbound convoy
xThich ^70uld be mthin range the follo’vving day. However, of the
few aaiti-submarine aircraft which were airborne and stood a good
chance, of getting back to a base in south-vrest England before
the weather completely closed down, a Halifai: of No, 53 Squadron
on B.P. patrol No. 16 made contact ¥vith an eastijound enemv
force. ^This aircraft (B/53) was not fitt-ed with radar and
liiade a vis'ual sighting at 1013 hours of one merchant

Ii.P.C.C,
Controllers

Log

H.O. No, 19
Group Apps.

vessel escorted by four des-croyers on a cours
twelve knots off the North Spanish coast,(3)

s e of 070 degi’ees at
Very accurate

At 1100 hours instructionsintense A.A, fire ’was experienced.

(1) The position of this sighting was given as?
(2)

4425'J X 1104-
The position given by the Sunderland v/as 441 ON  x 1125N,
The position given in the first sighting reiDort was;
V1-O9N X 073217.

(3)
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were received from base to land back at St. Eval or Holmsley

South by 1600 hours, so after only five minutes of homing, the
aircraft had to leave the target in order to be back by the time
stated.

In the meantime, at the Admiralty, the proposed detachment
of two destroyers from the northbound convoj' to intercept the

Hi maT aya vras being examined, and it had been decided to send

H.M. cruiser Charybdis and one destroyer into the Bay area from

5IO5N X 0950W. The speed of this force v/as ty/enty knots.

As a direct result of the Halifax sighting and prompt

reporting, the U.S. submarine Shad on patrol in the south east
corner of the Bay, was able to move northwards out of her billet
for interception at the entrance to the swept channel.

At 0342 hours on 1 April the stiomarine made an attack on a

merchant ship escorted by four destroyers in 4437N' x 0218VJ, .
about 90 miles S.3.¥. of the Gironde estuary. She fired eight
torpedoes and claimed a total of five or six hits on the mer
chant vessel and two destroyers. All the enemy vessels wei-e

subsequently photographed at Bordeaux,(1)

Bad weather d^Jring the next few days prevented accxurate
assessment of vdiat had occurred, but it appeared that at least

tvro ships had left Bordeaux and one had arrived.

H.Q.C.C.
Naval Staff

Log

.4.M. Pile

S.201 7/A. I.3c

T/hen photographic cover was again iDracticable on 4 Api-il,
it was found that three ships had in fact left Bordeaux; the

Himalaya, Portland and the Osorno, all of vdiich had foi- some^
time been identified as loaded and ready to leave, SomeT,/hao as

however, the Himalaya had arrived back ata surprise, .

La Pallice,(2)

Thus of the three known blockade runners that had left
Bordeaux, one was not seen at all and the other two were sighted

Of these, the Himalaya was escorted by
short ranged torpedo boats as far as 06OO degrees west approxi
mately after which it appeared she was left to proceed on her
own, and vihile alone was sighted three times by our aircraft.
Since for some time she vras known to be loaded, it v/as unlikely
that she was being used as a decoy,
her return to port put forward by the Staff at H.Q.C.C.,

on 29 and 30 March.

The only eixplanation for
was

the Pietro Orscolo (6,344 G*R,T» )
One

The vessel concerned v/as

which arrived in the Gironde at 1100 hoiirs on 1 April
cargo hold was damaged by torpedo and some rubber was lost.
One destroyer was also hit by a torpedo which did not explode.
On further examination of these photographs it v/as realised
that the Alsterufer (2,729 g.t.) a former supply ship had

In vieTiT of thealso left Bordeaux at about the same time,

(1)

(2)

disruption of the enemy's blockade running plans, it was^
considered probable that she was being used on this oocasicn

to carry goods of small bulk but of high value for Japaii
(Ref; M.E.N. - Bay of Biscay Traffic Summary No. 27).

SECRET
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that, as she was an Italian shi-p and probaoly manned
Italians, they probably took fright and turned about.CO

The other escorted vessel was either the Portland
Qsorao which after being talcen by the long raniTdestroyers

thirteen degrees, was left by her escort
which then picked up an inward bound ship, the Pietro OrsenTn.
“  SqdiT, on 3I March
in Zdj.03N X 0732W on an easterly course, and subsequentlv
at-cacked by the U.S. Submarine Shad.

_  Out of a total of seven aircraft which sighted the enemy
toming_ procedure was put into operation by the only -fo-o'y
•mair fitted with the appropriate equipment*

,m^nl5'- by

or

to

H. O.C.C.
Naval Staff

Narrative

of Events

24 March/
31 March I943 Sighting reports were made by all aircraft except one

Hudson on Air Sea Rescue duty, and photographs were taken by
four out of seven aircraft malcing contact, all of which proved
invaluable. Unfortunately, the t™ Halifaxes 0 and B/58, did
not take photographs ̂ vhich would have identified the merchant
vessel escorted by torpedo boats on a W.S.Nly course, and the
inward bo^d ship escorted by destroyers on an easterly
course. 12; '

H. Q. C. C.
Controllers

Ydiile these blockade running operations in the Bay of
Biscay area were occupying so much attention, it appeared from
intelligence sources, that the enemy was attempting to stao-e a
diversion by way of passing^another blockade runner through the
Denmark Straits or Iceland/Faeroes route.C3)

.  ■ attempt since the
Vinter of 1939 to pass a blockade runner through thi
in which, at this time of the year, the ice extended
narrowest, to vrithin thirty-one miles of the North
(Iceland).

is passage,
. at the

Cape

Log

M.E.ff. Traffic

Summary No, 25

(1) The following entries in the ¥ar Diar5^ of 3.  d U, exnJains
the Himal^a* s return. • 30 March - The outward bou^id
Italian ship Himalaya reported at 2200 hours that she was
stoped by an enemy warship in 44 degrees North 12 degrees
West (approx.) and her crew were taking to the boats.

124i, Ip and IJS were given orders to pixjceed to the
pppopd position of sinlcing at maximum speed to pick up
the ship's crew. As one of these U-boats was quite near,
the rescue operation was likely to be successful.»
• 31 March - Himalaya is not sunk and has now put into por^
in Western France, U-boa.ts detailed for
tinuing their passages,*

As mentioned earlier, the vessel on an easterly course was
later identified as the Pietro Oraenlo.

Postwar evidence from enemy records confirm this
follows?-

rescue are con-

(2)

(3)
as

(i) P.M. 26 Mai’ch a U-boat was told off to do
reconnarLssance north of 68 degrees North in about

13 degrees i?est, and was only to I'eport back if ice
conditions did not permit of a passage,

(ii) At 1810 hours on 27 March, a U-boat reported an
independent merchant ship in 544CN x 3900iY,‘’wlxLch the
U-boat was told not to attack.

The following nay, at I5OO hours another U-boat
reported an independent merchant vessel in
5d40N X 240OW and was-instructed to let her go if she
bore a resemblance to a G&rmxi xnerdhantman.

‘■f an
ice
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Fortunately, there vrere Naval surface forces v/ithan easy
reach of the area, but ahrcraft v/ere not so reaailjr a.vailable
owing to the many calls for convoy projection at tills time,
Hovrever, a S-underland on convoy escort duty, whose patrol was
comparatively nearone of the areas of probability of interce-ption
was briefed to look out for the blockade breaker, but nothing
of note occurred. (1) The follovring morning hoi/ever, at U63O
hoiirs, H. M.
runner about 67 miles north v/est of the North Cape (Iceland).
The ship proved to be the Ee gens burg (3,068 G.R.T.) homevm’d
bound from Rangoon.(2)
picked up one officer and five men.

cruiser Glasgow intercepted an inv.''ard bound blockad

She scuttled herself, and the Glasgow

LY/G3/28 Mar.
and .

OBV0I/29 Mar.
refers

BE. 1 738
The far at. Sea

Vol.IV

e

Axiril

A. M. Pile

S.201 7/A. I.3c
H. Q.C.G. Int.

Paper

The situation obtaining on 1 April was as follows

(i) The Himalaya fully loaded had returned to La Pallice.
In due course, and ■'.idien an escort v.ras available,
another attempt at evasion was to be exipected.

(ii) It was believed that there were sufficient cargoes
available in Europe to ■ .'•arrant another wo or tnree ships
being sent out to the Par East before the closing down of
the blockade ruining season for the suimer.

(iji) The recent failure to pass a.n in./ard bound ship tlirough
the Denmark Strait might T/ell have made the enemy decide
not to attempt than route again, and any ships still to
arrive from the Par East would therefore be routed throuxih
the Bay of Biscay,
of a

The decision to attempt the hazards
northabout passage was an indication of the impori' ee

attached by the enemy to these blockade operations.
c cn

(iv) When there was a gap betv/een our north and south bound
convoys in the Bay area, and when surface patrols were
I’vithdrawn, there would probably be a re]petition of the
events of 29 and 30 March,

(v) The resunp-tion of activity by P.,.'.200s would be a sign
that the preliminary reconnaissance to find a gap between
our convoys and patrols was in progress.

Of the five Itnown departures from the Par East, four had
already been accounted for, so there v^-as still one in-..-ax-d bouid
ship at large.

There was not long to '..-ait before the resumx^tion of
activity fitted in vd.th other intelligence information received
that blockade ruming in the Biscay area -.fas again .imminent. (3)

(1) Form Orange 0B/i./01/29 barch refers,
(2) Tbe Regensburg's cargo was reported as 1,520 tons of rubber, 3,735 tons of

coconut oil and whale oil, 520 tons of tin, 100 tons of tungsten cl's, 110 tons
of tea, 15 tons of quinine - total 9,100 tons,
received her orders to complete her jom'ney north about when she was In the

Her destination was to have been Stettin.

It was also stated that she

South /Atlantic, ay
of Biscay Traffic Summary No, 27).

(3) It was believed that eai'ly on 6 April a U-boat had rendezvous with ah Inward
According to the Admiralty, It was

(Ref; li,E.!r, B

bound blockade runner In I30ON x 3500W,
po.sslble that this was the Vfeserland In which case her speed would be Idiot.s,
From B. d U's War Diary, however, the ship was the Irene (ex Silvaplana) and
U. 171 had made rendezvous with her on 6 April,
four other U-boats, U. 128. 376, 91 and 262 -which were to remain submerged ff
possible and report at once if any enemy forces were sighted.

There was a wing formation of
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H.Q.C.C,
Controllers

Log

Dm’ing the afternoon of 7 April, tvra Allied convoys and a Naval
force (Ij were reported by P.V/, aircraft operating from Bordeaux
Seven aircraft in all were active in the Biscay area, and the
same number on the follovdng day.
aircraft had been ordered out on reconnaissance duties only,
for no attacks were made on the shipping sighted.

There v/ere no submarines on patrol in the ai-'ea,
cruiser Charybdis in company vdth H.M, destroyer Meteor were
suitably disposed for interception of an inward bound ship. (2)

Photographs taken byP.R.U. at 1130 hours on 9 April dis
closed the departure of four "S" class destroyers from Bordeaux,
The departure of the Himalaya from La Pallice was also revealed,
and she was not located elsewhere on this sortie®

Prom 0800 hours to 163O hours on 9 April two Liberators and
a Halifax patrolled an area bet’ween 44OON and Z1.52ON vdth the
eastern limit at I4 degrees West and the western limit at
18 degrees ‘West but apart from sighting our ovm naval force
nothing else of importance was seen. In addition to these
special anti-shipping sorties, fourteen aircraft were on patrol
within the 'Enclose* area throughout the day and night. it
was one of the night patrols which made the first contact with
an enemy force,(3) At 2305 hours.on 9 April when the aircraft
was in 4527N x 0748W a radar contact was obtained at a range of
ten miles indicating one large ship and tl'iree smaller ships in
Vic formation on a course of 230 degrees,
approached, the enemy force altered formation to line abreast.
At 2310 hours a first sighting
homing procedure commenced,
craft was suspected but no contact was made,
during shadomng the outline of ships and wakes were seen,
OvMng to P.L.E. the aircraft Yra.s compelled to set coua’se for
base at 0210 hours on 10 April, leaving the enemy force in
45OON X 092OW.

On receipt of the first si^vliting report. No. I9 Group
informed H.Q.C.C. that another aircraft had been ordered off to
locate, report . and shadov/j a second aircraft was also being-
brought to immediate readiness to enable the shadovring to be
continuous, (5) It was appreciated at li. Q.C.C., that the
primary object at this stage was to home the naval surface

forces on to the tai'get when the destroyer-s had left the outvmird
bouind ship to pick up the expected inward bound vessel, thus

As far as vfas IjioTm these

but H.M.

As the aircraft

report ¥Yas sent to base and

The presence of an enemy aii--
Several times

H. Q.C.C.
Naval Staff

Log

H.Q. No. 19

Group Apps,

H.Q.C.C.
Controllers

Log

(1) This was ms.l2 and possibly a TLC convoy, and the naval
force was H.M. cruiser Charybdis and E.M. destroyer Meteor.
Orders were transmitted to -this force to patrol in the
vicinity of Zti.OCN x lAOCff as from P.IvI. on 8 April,
they were ordered to do a creeping line ahead search to
west'ward from 1 between 442ON3 and 45I OF
had been sighted by dark 9 March 'they \rere to return to
Plymouth. This was subsequently cancelled and orders
were given for these two ships to remain on patrol until
P.L.E.

This was Vfellington M/1 /2 on Enclose 172-4.
Ivl/I72‘s first sighting re-poi’t was recsi'ved at li. o.c.C. at
2359/9 and immediately passed to the Admiralty. C-in-C.,
Plymouth \va.s taking steps to inform H.M, Charybdis,
PL/G3/IO Apl, and PL/G6/I0 Apl. refer. Tvro Liberators of
No. 224 Squadron vrere detailed,

SECPT^T

Later,

If nothing1 9

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
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leaving an available V/ellington Torpedo Bomber Squadron
(No. 547) free to deal \Tith the eastbovuid ship at last light, 0)
However, the Admiralty's appreciation vms that it was more

important to attack the enemy which, at least, had been siglated,
with all the available aircraft, rather than to keep anything
in reserve for an inward bound ship which had not yet been
detected; moreover this vessel could almost certainly not be
dealt 'vvith by the naval force when within range of shore based
enemy strike aircraft,(2)

H.Q,C.C.
Naval Staff

Log 10.4.43

During the pre-dawn hours of tO April, the situation was

discussed between S.A.S.O. Headquarters, Coastal Command, and
D. 0. D, (H) , Admiralty. The weather vras oh the doubtful side,
but it was finally agreed that the Wellington Squadron should
take-off at 033O hours to enable them to fly in formation in
daylight to the expected position of the escorted ship sighted
by M/1 72.C3)

Meantime, V/ellington P/l 72 had made contact with the enemy
0050/10 April and shadowed continuously until
s (4) having attempted to home G/172 onto the target

before leaving. This effort unfort'unately' proved unsuccessful

omng to G/1 72's difficulty in obtaining bearings of P/l72's
signals. At 0237 hours a S-underlaiid Yf/10 (R. A..A,P,) had also
located the same target and realising that it v/as already beiiig
shado^red, continued vfith its ordered Anti-U/boat patrol at
0344 hours,(5)

force at

H.O. No. 19 Gp.
0. R,B. App,
9.4.43 .  0425 hour

Between 0430 and 0500 hours, tvro Halifaxes were airborne
to relocate this or any other enemy surface units and were

briefed to be prepared to home a striking force of aircraft onto

the target; neither of these aircraft, hovrever, saw anything of
the enemy.

At 0730 hours the A. 0.C,-in-C., was informed of the
situation and immediately ordered the move of six torpedo
carrying Hampdens of No. 4'! 5 (R.C,A,P.) Squadron from Docicing
(No, 16 Group) to St, Eval (No. I9 Group) to prepare for a
strike at dusk on the expected inward bound ship. This brou^it

H.Q.C.C.
Controllers

Log 10 Apl.

0) H. Q.C.G. v/ere very reluctant to subject Iot/ fljdng torpedo
aircraft in broad daylight to the heavy’' flak barrage which

four destroyrers could muster.
The Admiralty were, also, not very enthusiastic about
Charybdis taking on foiir large destroyers,
cruiser's previous orders vrere to join up -vd-th MKS-11A for
no other reason than fear of attack from German surface

(Ref? H. Q.C.C, Naval Staff Log - Entry timed

Yet the

forces,

(2)

0125 hours 10 April).
S.A.S.O. Heaaquarters, Coastal Command, gave insti-uctions to

No. 19 Group that, it was to be made perfectly clear at the

briefing, that if the Wellingtons saw the blockade runner

escorted by destroyers in daylight they vrere not to attack,
but if they saw torpedo-boats as the escort, the risk could
be taken. If the 'fellingtons saw the imrerd bound vessel,

they were to have a crack at that rather than at the escorced
The same orders applied to the naval

(Ref? H.O.C.C. Naval Staff Log 0220 aiid
outward bound ship,
s'urface forces.

(3)

0245 entries 10 April 1943).
The last position given by P/l72 on leaving the force vfas

A532N X 0925¥ which ̂ ras arrived at by Astro-fix.
The Sunderland left the enemy in a re-ported position of

Z(.525N X 0900¥, Course 265 degrees.

(4)

(5)
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forth a protest from S.A.S.O. , No. 15 Group, as he was liopin-
to s.age a large scale strike against an expected abnormally
large volume of enemy shipping off the Dutch coast, which had
been held up for five days. The Admiralty were consulted,
declared that the blockade runner took precedence, so the execu
tive order for the detachment of No. Z(.15 Squadron was issued
immediately.

and

H.O. No. 19 Gp.
0. R.B./App.
10.4.43

The next sighting of the enemy came from a Sunderland at
0900 hours, in position Z^.530N x O743I1T. (1) The force sighted
was one merchant vessel and three destroyers on an easterly
course. At this time it was not kno\¥n what force this
The previous sighting at 0425 houi-'s had been of similar
tion but on a westerly track.

was,

composi-

Until a good amplifjdng report
came in it was impossible to say if this the irasrard bound
ship or the Himalaya returning to the Gironde.(2)

H,Q.C.C,
Controllers

Log 10.4.43

The 0900 hours sighting report was not received at base
until 0926 hours due to a period of considerable M/T congestion.
The Sunderland received instructions to go over to 383 kcs. and
start homing procedure, i^hich wa.s carried out as from 0945 hour.s.

Meanwhile the fellington Torpedo Squadron consisting of
allotted area viz;

^35N to 4455N betvreen 094OW and 1055H. Their actual time in
By ̂ 513 hours they had

aii landed back at base having sighted nothing.

H. Q. No. 19 Gp.
O.S.B./App.
10.4.43-

r  Sunderland continued shadomng until I346 hours when
i-.L.E. was reached. Unfortunately, at that time, no other

contact, (3) and the enemy force was lost until
1849 hours when shadov/ing was resumed by a Halifax(4) sent out
specially to relieve the Sunderland, Although not fitted with

(1) This _ Y/as ̂ Sunderland J/11 9 on Enclose 11 9-2.
(2) Entries in B. d U’s ¥ar Diary dated 9 April

(^) 'In view of several reports by our own aircraft of enejiw
forces sighted (cruisers, destroyei-s) Group,¥est decided to
escort the Himalaya back vri.th destroj'ers and order Irene
(Silvaplana) to proceed to Vigo.* (ii) 'On the pe'^i^l
orders of the Naval High Conmiand, the four U-boats detailed
as a Yiri.ng formation for the Irene

states;

were later sent at maxi

mum speed to meet the homeward bound vessel in order to
take over in close escort as complete flak defence and
defence against surface ships.' (iii) A later entry
states 'U-boats Yd.ll now operate on a nevr course and
rendezvous will take place at the earliest during the
course of the morning. They will vrait there for about tvra
hours and then proceed to Vigo on searching courses.'

(3; During the forenoon one of the Liberators (l/224) sent out
specially to find enemy shipping homed on to the Suiderland
signals and had sighted the blockade rumer at I055 hours,
having previously picked up the force on radar at 45 mj.les
range. The Liberator was promptly engaged by Ju.88s Y/hich
caused a temporary loss of contact. This vras regained at
U 31 hours when it was noticed that tYYo fast motor boats had
joined the force which was noTiT on a covu'se of 104 degrees.
Ten minutes later this Liberator reached P.L.S. and set
course for base. A second Liberator (M/224) sent out as a
relief developed radar trouble and never found the enemy
force,

(4) This was O/58 whose first sighting report was '1 MV 4 DBS
in 455IN X 0^55'^, Course 070 degrees. Speed unknown.
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radar, contact was maintained by the Halifax, which also had to
contend with repeated attaclcs by Ju.88s, P.L.E. was reached

at 2019 hovirs. Prom 2005 hours, a Sunderland (0/481) diverted
from Enclose, was also in the vicinity but remained for only
ten minutes owing to P.L.E. This aircraft -was also engaged by
Ju.88s and A.A. fire from the escort units.

As the ,T/B Y^ellington Squadron was not available to attack
having been sent out on an abortive sortie during the forenoon,
another strike force was scraped together during the afternoon
consisting of five torpedo-carrying Hanipdens, (“I v eiignt
YYellingtons (2) with bombs and eight Beaufighters (3) v/ith
The Haiiipdens and Wellingtons were briefed to ta.ckle the merchant

vessel, while five of the Beaufigliters were to maice for the

escorts and the remaining Beaufighters were to act as a defence

against enemy fighters.
1800 hours and it v/as informed of the Halifax sighting at

1849 hours as soon as the report was received at base.

cannon.

This striking force was airborne by

H.Q.C.C,
Controllers

Log

PL/a9/lO Apl.
PL/GI0/I0 Apl.

H. Q. No, 19
Group
0.R.B, app.

H.Q.C.C, Pile
s.15211
End. 84A

The first to arrive in the tar-get aorea were five Hampdens
and four Ifellingtons(4) at 2035 hours; they proceeded to attack
despite intense flak. One Hampden (P/415 Sqdn.) was promptly
shot doTO into the sea but the remainder dropped their torpedoes
from ranges estimated at 1,000, 1,200, 1,500 and 2,000 yards. (5)
No hits were claimed. All the four Nellingtons using the

Mk.XEV sight bombed from heights between 1,500 to 4>000 feet,
but only one estimated a hit on the merchant vessel's stern.

Pive Beaufighters of No, 248 Squadron arrived in the target
area at 2OZ1.O hours and waited for the Hampdens to atta.ck before

going-in themselves. However, as they were five minutes late

the Hampdens had already attacked and were not seen, and so the

Beavifighters returned to base alone when the light felled,

Tlxree Beaiifighters of No, I4I Squadron arrived at 2048 hoiArs
and immediately attacked the escorting craft. This attack was

also, imfortunately, not synchronized \Tith the Hampdens. One

of these Beaufighters (S/I4I Sqdn.) v/as shot doiwi by flak and
seen to dive into the sea.

Of the four Wellingtons which set course T/ith the Hampdens
but which were subsequently lost sight of, tliree sav/ the target
by the flak which was coming-up at 2100 hotu-s, but were unable

to locate it clearly and so abandoned their attempt; the

foiarth, observed two destroyers at 2120 hom-s, and made an

attack, but no results were observed,
not seen.

The merchant vessel was

Photographs taken during this operation identified
the ship as the Himalaya with tvro destroj’-ers, one Moewe cla-ss

torpedo boat, and one unidentified escort vessel.

Photographs taken subsequently by P.H.U, revealed that
there '"/-as no new arrivals in the Gironde and no apparent damage
to the Himalaya or any of the escorts,(6) V/hen first seen the

No. 415 (R.C.A.P.) Squadron,
No, 311 (Czech) Squadron,
Pive of No, 248 Squadron, and three of No, I4I Squadron.
The last three on loan from No, 10 Group, Fighter Command,
The four Wellingtons had set course independently from
Talbenny at 1700 hours.
The torpedo settings T/eref
at eight feet.
Prom German records consulted since the war it appears

that the Himalaya W8.s damaged by bombs during this attack.

SECRET

four at fifteen feet and one

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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merchant vessel vTas off Le Verdon, but two days later i.e,
13 April she had moved to a berth at Pauillac.

Ibid and

BR.I738
The Y/ar at

Sea Vol, IV.

Of the expected inward bound ship, there had been no posi
tive news until 1 950 hours on 10 April when it ’was learned from
the Yidrraralty that, H.M, Minelayer Adventure returning to
Milford Haven from minelaying in the Mediterranean, had inter
cepted a surface vessel at about 1700 hoxirs in 43I8N x 1Li2&I
some 200 miles west of Gape Pinisterre. 0)
herself and sank heavily on fire at I73IA,

The ship scuttled
All survivors,

numbering 146 were picked by H.M.S. Adventure. This was the
Irene (ex Silvaplana) inv/ard bound from Saigon vdiich -was carry
ing about 8,000 tons of rav7 rubber, zinc and ^'enera.l cargo.O

Three days later the Portland (7,132 tons) one of the out
ward boxind blockade runners which had left the

30 March, was intercepted and sunk by the French
Georges Leygues in 06l2N x 2145^ about 300 miles I.S.J. of
PreetoTm,

^ironde on

cruiser

kir

All her crev were rescued.

(iv) The need for exercise in s.-ynchronised attack

H. Q.C.C.

Pile S. 13211
Like most of the previous air strike operations against

blockade runners, the operations which took place on the 9 and
10 April, left something to be desired, and it was obvious that
if full advantage v/as to be taken of the mistakes made in order
to obviate or reduce the chances of repeti
analysis v>ras necessary. This was undertaken byH. Q.C.G. and
on 24 April, the report with tracings of trades flown by the
aircraft concerned was fonwarded to H. Q. No. 19 Group with the
Air Officer Gommanding-in-Ghief•s comments.

Of the standard of courage and devotion to duty, the
A. 0.G.-in-G, had no hesitation in proclaiming that this was in
accordance with the best traditions of the Royal Air Force.

on, then a detailed

So far as the organisation of the strike itself was con
cerned, however, the A. O.G.-in-G, Trent on to state that it was

normally desirable, other things being equal, for the torpedo
aircraft to lead the combined formation because it v/as easier

for high flying aircraft to follow the low fljdng ones, than
vice versa. It Y/as appreciated in this instance that the Ioyt

speed of the lYellingtons might have caused some difficulty in
co-ordinating their strike with the Haanpdens, but co-ordination
should not have been impossible given good organisation,
leadership,
despatched YTithout making sure that all the elements thoroughly
understood who was the leader and deputy leader, and that they
realised they must not break av/ay to strike on their own.

and

In any event a coinbined force should never be

As a general rule the chances of bringing off a rendezvous
at sea more than 200 miles from base vrere poor to say the least
of it. If it v/as imiaossible for the torpedo and bomber air’craft
to remain in company for any reason it -ms preferable to '
despatch two forces to rendezvous at the target, despatching
them so that the fighters arrived
bombers and torpedo aircraft,
almost simultaneous, the fighters t.alcln

ttle earlier than the

The actual attack should be

on the escort vessels

(1) A d/p fix on an imknoYTO tmit at 1 7I 9B in 433ON x I43OH had
been the first indication of a probable enemy blockade
runner in./ard boimd,
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and the bombers, if possible, attacking slightly before the

torpedo aircraft in order to divert and occupy the attention of
the enemy flak gunners.

The fact that on this occasion the co-ordinated timing of
the attack v/ent adrift was no doubt partly due to the gap in
the shadowing between P.L.E, of j/119 at I346 hours and the
sighting of O/58 at 1849 hours,
may have been due to a shortage of aircraft in view of the

heavy demands of operation 'Enclose’, though verbal instructions
were issued fromH.Q.C.C. that 'Enclose' was to take second

place,

It was appreciated that this

The incident served, however, to emphasise the great
importance of continuous shadowing since, if a shadowing air
craft had been available, homing procedure coiiLd have been used
and the Beaufighters irould have been able to escort the Ham-pdens,
the distance to the target being only 295 miles if routed
through a point sixty miles west of Ushant, 0 )

ifhilst on the subject of fighter escort, the possibility
of seeking assistance of No, 10 Group (Fighter Command) to
provide escort to strike aircraft, if it was necessary to route

them near the enemy filter aerodromes, sho\ild always be borne
in mind,

despatched to search, of course precluded the possibility of

their being provided with close fighter escort, which again
emphasised the importance of continuous shadowing.

On this occasion the fact that the strike liad to be

The A. O.G,-in-G. concluded by stating, that the most
important lesson of this operation was the need for combined

exercises to practice torpedo, bomber and fighter aircraft
simiiltaneously. It was appreciated that the primary role of

.  the aircraft in No, 19 Group was Anti-U/boat warfare. But the
value of a combined bomber and toipedo attack against such tar

gets as strongly escorted blockade runners wa.s such that it

should normally be possible on such occasions to turn out a

small bomber formation from No, 547 Squadron to co-operate rri-th

the torpedo aircraft of No, 415» It suggested that the

A. 0. G, No, 19 Group should consider, in conjunction vd-th the

Group Gommanders concerned, the arrangement of periodical com

bined exercises for these two squadrons together vidth fighters
of No, 248 Squadron and, if possible, of No, 10 Group,

(v) A requirement for a. directive on 'Sombrero PrioritsdH.Q.G.C. Pile

¥iS. 15310
End, 69B Experience dth 'Sombrero' during the remainder of the

second season's blockade running had showed there was a definite
disinclination to divorce Anti-Submarine v/arfare from anti-

blockade running even vfhen the situation had become clear.

The compromise was that neither v/as done sts efficiently as it
would otherwise have been.

Ibid

Enel. 70A
The Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief, Goastal Gommand wa.s

by no means satisfied with the existing policy or methods for

dealing with blockade runners in the Bay and on 7 S^ay I943j
after consultations with the Naval Staff at li. Q. G.G. a letter

(1) Beaufighters were capable of flying in company vath
Hampdens to a radius of 320 nautical miles, i.e. 2-^ hoiu's

out and if hours back - total A-g- hours, allowing fifteen
minutes fighting time in the target ai’ea.
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containing a suggestion for clarification of the position was
oiYarded i.o the Adnij-ralty, for the attention of the Vice Chief

01 the Naval Staff.

In this letter, the A.O.C.-in-C
Command had not and

stated that as Coastal
^ever would have enougl'i aircraft to do

everything at once, the Command should have a veryoLear incIica'*^■
tion of whether and when it should give priority to the bloclc^e
runner at the expense of the anti-submarine patrols. At that
period all the attention of the Command was diverged to the
latter, and a reluctance to draw off from the Anti-submarine
patrols tended to result in half-measures,
blockade runner.

• >

vis-a-vis the

To decide whether the importance to Germany of i-etting in
a cargo of rubber outweighed the importance of unrei.ttino-

on the U-boats crossing the Bay of Biscay, was not, in
the A.O.C.-in-Cs opinion, a matter for himself or C.-in-C.
Pli^outh, but one for the Chiefs of Staff advised by the
Joint Intelligence Committee and the MLnistiT of Economic
Warfare. If the Chiefs of Staff could agree that the blockade
runners should have priority of Coastal Command's effort it
could then become a matter for the Admiralty to deal trith as
one of routine. In the event of such a decision it v/ould have
to be accepted that this would most likely considerably reduce
tne value of the Bay_Transit Area offensive for the period con-
cemea. If the decision was in the opposite sense, the disuces
of Coastal Command dealing thoroughly and effectively mth the
blockade runner would be

In a reply dated 18 May 1943, V.C.N.S. stated that he did
not consider the general question of priorities between anti
submarine and anti-blockade running was one for the Chiefs of
Staff, but a normal decision for the Admiralty, It was not a
matter on which any hard and fast ruling could be given aa^ieaah
case would have to be judged on its mez-its having regsi-d
state of the U-boat campaign, the surface and air forces
available, the value of intelligence and the chance of
caption.

pressure

correspondingly reduced.

to the

inter-

Ibid

Enel. 71A

yath regard to the actual conduct of.  ̂ past operations
against the blockade runner, V.C.N.S. considered there was every
reason to be pleased with the results which the A.0 C.-in-C
Coastal Command and the C.-in-C., Plymouth had obtained vdththe
minimum diversion from the Anti-U/boat campaign. Adamttedly
good fortune had played its part so far as surface shios vrere
concerned. Nevertheless, the eneny had been tauglat a"severe
lesson which had already had far reaching results. This was
al¥.rays the way with blockade operations - vigoro-us action vms
required at the outset if the blockade v/as to be maintained
subsequently with the maximimi economy of force.

Concerning the formal priority signal, V.C.N.S. was
inclined to think that this vras hardly necessary; hovrever
the A.0.C.-in-C, could accept the fact that in present circum
stances. the First Sea Lord vrould ask for a divei’sion of aircar^jft
to blockade runners provided the intelligence was good, and the
distraction from the U-boat caxrpaign wa.s not excessive or pro
tracted. It was a matter vdiich he would probably judge him
self in the Icnowledge of the great importance of losing
chance to sink U-boats and the great value of each
Germany and Japan respectiveljr.

no

cargo to

In acknowledging the offer of V.O.N.S. for a definite
directive, the A. 0. C.-in-C pointed out there v/as a stron• 9 g
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feeling at Coastal Coimnand that opportunities had been missed
by falling into half-measures^ and there was no doubt that the

anti-blockade running operations dufing the concluding phase of
the second season’s activities had stiffened from  a certain

indecision and reluctance to abandon A/U operations even for a
short period.

The policy signal to be made by the Admiralty on each
occasion of Par Eastern "blockade running in future would be

repeated to the Air Ministry so that C.A.S, would be kept in
the picture,

(vi) The close season

AfLthou^ the threat of further arrivals and departures of

blockade runners was present throughout the remainder of April
and May 1943» there was every indication by early June that the
close season had commenced.

M.E.Vir, Bay
of Biscay
Traffic Sum.

No. 28

In 1942 this interval had lasted from the beginning ofijune

There wes then, little, if any,to the middle of August,
cargo available for shipment and all the potential blockade

runners in the Biscay ports required either docking or refit

ting before they were available for the long voyage to the
Par East,

to be awaiting shipment at Bordeaixx and thuee suitable vessels

at least had already undergone docld.ng and refitting and even

loading as well.

This year, cargo urgently needed in Japan was knoiv

The possibility could not, therefore, he

n

excluded that one or all three could be passed out if circuim

stances seemed particularly favourable to the enemy.

Throughout the next three months, the -usual P.H, sorties
over the ports on the west coast of Prance kept the Allies in

the picture and by September no le
runners were either ready or appeared to be preparing for sea,' -

ihiother factor which it v/as considered night well precipi
tate the departure of those vessels ready for sea was -the

setting-up of Allied air and naval Bases in the Aizores d-uring
the autumn, ' T/hen this newly formed group became fully opera
tional it would, no doubt-, prove to be a -very formidable
obstacle to the blockade runners; in consequence, it was

than seven laiovm blockadess

M.E.?/.

'AS/205/2/2
Enemy Merchant
Shipping

Activity
Oct. 1943

(1) The follo?n.ng table demonstrates clearly the advanced state
of preparedness of the various blockade runners,
vessels were now suitably armed.

All

Stage Y
Departure

Stage III
Drydock

Stage rv

Loading
Stage i
Inactive

Stage II

ShipyardShip

Tannenfels

Himalaya — - -

Dresden- — —

Pietro Orseolo

Munsterland -

Elsa Essberger

Funijarna— ^

❖

.(possibly
’loading)*

/mother blockade runner, the KuJ-merland, also well advanced

in preparing for sea, was severely damaged by air raid on

the pok of Nantes by the U. S.A.A.P,^ on 22 September 1943.
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anticipated that the enemy rai>^it Trell take advantage of the
period of compara::ive inactivity before full status was
achieved.

During October and the first few days of Hovember there
was a marked increase in the scale of interna] activity among
those ships l<niown to be readj^ for sea, but there v/as no incarease
in the number of iDreviously idle vessels being got ready for
service. Among this internal activity rdiich, incidentally
stretched up o.s far as Brest and beyond, the movement of the
Munsterland (6^434 tons) from the Gironde to the English Channel
vras not regarded as a definite fundanental change in the
enemy* s blockade running plans. She was idle tPiroughout last
mnter's large scale movements and it had aluuys been antici
pated that this year’s activity TOuld be on a reduced scale,
anyw^, iinother movement of interest v^as that of Dresden
(5,5S7 tons) which was reported to have been dama-ed by mine
vjhen off Royan on 2 November. (1)

Of the Par East contingent nothing had been heard until
October when it vra^ reported that tharee
ready to sail on 15 October from Saigon to Germany Ydth cari'.-oes
of rubber,

(vii) The third blockade

blockade x'unners were

running seasonAdmiralty
NID/24/r.
60/45 Tne enemy’s plans for the third season vrere dependent not

on the amount of materials avai-lable, but on the amount of shiO'
ping to hand in ¥estem Prance and Ea^t Asia. As this was
limited, rubber and solids were to be given priority.

Plans made for the trip from Japan to Europe involved five
ships all of whom were available in Japanese waters, and one
other was being repaired. (2) it was suggested that these ships
should be sailed in two equal groups, the first to aoprive in
E^opean ports at the end of November, aaid the second at the end
of December. The carrjring capacity of this merchant armadawas
approxiraately 38,000 tons, which was to be allocated laro'elv
ipxober (14,000 tons). Tin (9,000 tons). Industrial oils “
C4,000 tons); and among the edible raw materials,
place was to be given to Lard (2,000 tons).

to

pride of

At^the same time as these -plans were formulated, the
German Embassy in Japan was requested to pi-ovide for a further
3,000 tons of raw materials to
Transport U-boats,
wolfram.

be transported to Europe by
Priority'' was to be given to rubber, then

opium and quinine in as concentrated a form a.s possible..

_  Por the eastbound trip to Japan, plans were made for seven
freighoers (4 German and 3 Italian) to pai'ticipate from the
European end. They had a carrying capacity of 50,800 tons,(3)

(1) German records consulted since the
dama.ged by mine on tills

The five ships in question wex-e; -
Bio Grande. Weserland and Osorno.
repair, the Havelland was

end of the war confirm
cLci'u Q •

illsterufer. Burgenland,
The ship undergoing

not mentioned again.
Cargo sent to Japan is not given in detail in Ger-nsn
documents, merely a statement that it consisted of;-

Specifications (oi' models) of
Machinery,
Industrial products.
Chemical products.
Raw materials.

that the Dresden was

weapons.

(2)

(3)
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The aiixilieiry ship Ostfx-iesland with a c&xgo space of 6,135 tons
was also being made ready for sea.

Eusiyama, Himalaya, Tannenfels and Elsa Essberger wei-e to

leave Evirope by September 1943> and Dresden. Knlmerland.
Pietro Qrseolo and Ostfriesland during the follovri-ng month.

There vrere to be two routes outwaxds, one via Cape Horn

(S. America) the other via the Caioe of Good Hox^e (S» Africa).
The same track ims followed by both from Western Prance to the

position 1500s X 2200H, wher-e the track parted, one to the

south-east for 'Good Hope' the other to the south-west for the

•Horn',

Por the ships returning to Eiji'ope a special route was also

Osorno and Alsterufer xrere to attempt to effect anlaid down.

entry via the Bay of Biscay, and Hio Grande v/as to come north-

about via the Iceland passage and Norway.

Befoi'e the blockade runners set sail, they were provided
with fiill details of their disgui-se, mreless procedure,instrua-

tions for scuttling, and the procedure to be adopted on encoun

tering enemy surface and air forces,

(viii) Operations - November 1gk3/January 1 944

As early as 5 November, the Admiralty had v/arned all
concerned that there were firm indications of the enemy’s
intentions to resume blockade runner operations, though it could

not be forecast, as yet, when the movement would commence. ■

Headquarters, Coastal Command, was requested to hold one

Beaufighter Torpedo-Bombei' Squadron at short notice for tr;uisfer

to operations in the Bay of Biscay, leaving two squadrons avail

able for operations off the Norwegian coast, and to consider the
vise of Beaufighters with Rocket Pr’ojectiles,

H,Q.C,C. Pile
MS. 15310
Enel. 87A

A prompt reply by H. Q.C.C. pointed out that there v/as no

room for a Beaufighter T/B Squadron on any airfield within

sufficiently close range of the Bay except by withdrawing an
If a T/te squs.dron i/as withdrawn fromAnti-Submarine squadron,

Ibid

Enel. 88A

the East-coast it would.leave only one such squadron for opera
tions off the Norwegian coast until No, 489 (R.N.E.A.P,)
Squadron was back in the line after re-equipment, about the end

The move would actually involve three squadronsof December,

and would leave nothing for operation off the Dutch coast,

the enemy was obviously aware of our x^srmanent patrols it seemed
more than likely that the blockade runners would proceed out of

the Bay by hugging the Spanish coast, and if this route was

followed it would be outside the range of Beaufighters armed •

On this occasion it was, therefore, proposed
ed v/ith the Mark XIV

As

^vith torpedoes,

by H.Q.C.C. tO; use three Halifaxes f
bombsight, and in addition there were twenty Liberators available
in No, 19 Group now fitted with R,P,

Though no blockade runner had, so far, actually put to sea,
a break-out was anticipated at any moment and each interpreta
tion of a P.R. sortie of the Gironde area v/as scrutinised for

the long awaited clue which would set ’Sombrero' in action,

, therefore, with a certain timount of enthusiasm that a
P.R.U. report on 26 November was received v/hich stated that the

Pietro Orseolo (6,344 tons) was lying at aaichor off Port Tudy
(lie de Groix.), as she v/as kno™ to be loaded and v/as last seen
at Bordeaux. In the nearby port of Concameau some destroyers’

Controllers Log had also been seen on a previous P.H.U. sortie, it v/as planned

It

was

H, Q,G, C,
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to keep these enemy forces under close observation by regular
P.R.U, sorties but the Treather intei’vaned and precluded any
further siglit of them until 1520 hours on 29 November vdien the
Pietro Qrseolo was found to be in exactly the same position but
the destroyers had gone from Concarneau.
Command's intention to attack these destroyers in port as they
were considered to be within range of the available aircraft in
No. 10 Group, but as the Pietro Orseolo was lying some twenty-
five miles to the south-east¥/ards, it put her out of range of
this Group's aircraft.

it had been A.D.G-.3.

Meemwhile the Admiralty had made this
ship a Class I target, 0) and the only air strilcLng force
immediately available was from aircraft of the 2nd T.A,P,
1 December, one Mosquito armed with bombs,(2) escorted by
twelve Typhoons (5) were despatched to attoick, despite the
failm-e of P.R.U. to obtain photographs at 1130 hours that

The target was found,
ho^vever, and attacked, but no claims Virere made as the bombs
were estimated to have fallen twenty feet short of the target.
The loss of two aircraft - the Mosquito ai:id one Typhoon,
coupled with the fact that the possibility of slight damage
might well make her put back to port, were the grounds put for
ward by H, Q.G.C, and the Admiralty for postponing any f'orther
attempts by aircraft of No, 10 Group or the 2nd T.A.P. The
Pietro Orseolo remained at the same aaichorage off the lie de
Groix until 11 December when she moved to a position some
22 imiles S.¥. of Goncarneau,

On

morning OT/ing to the cloud conditions.

Again an attack v/as contemplated
tnis uime by Coastal Command but for several days the \v'eather
was uasuitaole. Then on 18 December a favourable x^s'i'iod
occvured and six Torbeaux ¥/ith five Bearteigliters armed mth
20 m.m. cannon, (4; escorted by eiglit Typhoons of No. 10 Group
(A.D.G.B. Command), (5) vrere despatched to attack the blockade

The attack developed from the south-west. The anti-
flak Eeaufighters made diving attacks from 1,500 feet to close

the Typhoons also raked the target from stem to stern.
The Torbeaus approached in fluid pairs at heights varjdng fi-ora
100 to 500 feet. Torpedoes v/ere released at ranges from
1,000 to 1,200 yards and two hits \7ere claimed, one amidships
and one near the stern. After the attack black smoke potu’ed
from the vessel and she listed to starboard,(6)

runner.

range;

No. 19 Group
O.R.B, A.ppen~
dices

No enemy fighters were encountered but there was con
siderable flak from the target aiid shore batteries, Ty/o of
the Beaufigliters received slight dama.ge but all aircraft
returned safely to base.

On the folloYd.ng day i.e. I9 December, the Admiralty made
a signal to all concerned to the effect that the detection of
blockade runners was to take precedence over all anti-submarine

H. O. C.G.

Naval Staff

Log

(1) The U. S. Eighth Air Force was also interested in this
target and were trying to fit in an attack among their many
other commitments; hovrever, the 'weather finally ruled out
any further action farom this direction.
Of No. 487 Sqdn. 2nd T.A.P.
Of Nos. 196 and 2^6 Sqdns. No, 10 Group A.D.G.B.
Of Nos, 254 and 248 Squadrons,
Of No. I83 Squadron.
The Assessment Committee at first a^warded a 'Serious
Damage' for this attack, but subsequently upgraded this
'Sunk' when infomation came to haiad vdiich stated that the
Pietro Orseolo had foundered soon after the attack in
4751N X

to

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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operations. No specific anti-siiippins patrols were laid on,
but during the course of briefing aircrews for anti-submarine
patrols within the Percussion area due emphasis Viras given to
anti-blockade running procedure.

H. Q.C.C.
Controllers

Several minor incidents occurred during the next few days
which caused diversions from the routine patrols but at 1539
hours on 23 December an aircraft on patrol from the United States
Escort Carx’iei’ Card(1 ) repoi-t ed a suspicious surface vessel in

Log

4745N X I835U about 500 miles west by south of Usiiant, which
was regarded as a firm indico.tion of a homev/ard bomid blockade

Unfortianatel37', no further sighting reiJorts wererunner,

received from this source as the carrier had lost contact and

was on her T/ay to the Asores to refuel anyway.

The next sigliting of an enemy force came during evening of
the same day. At 2015 hours a 'Wellington (B/304) on a Percus
sion patrol, reported a radar contact probabljr surface vessels
in 4539N X 061OW, vri.th a request for insti'uctions. This proved
to be a force of twelve ships on a course of 3OO degrees, speed
t^venty knots. It was not loaown I’/hether there r-ras a merchant

ship amongst this partgp but due to the reported hi,^ speed it
T>ras assumed that this was the escort; force going out to meet the
inward bound Dlockade runner, Bet\/een 2107 hours and midnif^it
three fruther contacts v/ere made by V/ellingtons, all of which
continued to shadow and sent reports to base as aaid when
requested. (2)
delivered by one of the iTellingtons v/hich had rea-ched P. L.E.
Dwing to darlQiess no results -were ooserved. (3)  A Halifax next
sighted five destroyers at 0025 hours /24 in 'position 4548N x
O725U on a course of 270 degrees, (4) aiid later saw the vrakes of
seven vessels on a similar track in ii-540N x 0749;
of the variation in the number of vessels si-^ted, it v/as still
thought at H.Q.C.C. that they comprised the two sections of
destroyers proceeding to meet the blockade runner.

At 0008 hours on 24 December the first attack was

in spi'ce

H. Q.C. C,
Controllers

By this time the intentions of the A. O.C, No. I9 Group
were made lonovm and were as follov/s?-

(i) To shadow the destroyer force,

(ii) To despatch two Leigh Li^t Liberators about 0200
hours to search for the blockade runner sighted by Ca-rd* s
aircraft.

Log

(1) This United States Carrier Force had been sighted by Genman
air reconnaissance on 22 December and a U-boat force laiown

as Group Bork-un -was laid on to interce'pt, Betv/een 2056
hours on 23 December and 0505 hours on 24 December several

torpedo attacks were made by individual boats of the Group,
and it v/as confirmed on 24 December that at least one U, S.

Destroyer, Leany was sunk. The destroyers of the Carrier
Force in turn attacked the U-boats and U, 61+3 was suik.
See Chapter VI (xvii).
The sightings vrere;-(2)

45/311 2107/23
j/304 2110/23
G/304 2305/23

4525N X O625U.
4527N X 0628U.
453CiM X 06301,'.

This was J/304 which released 6 x 2501b. D.Cs. from4UUfeet,
This report was also intercepted by the Germans (Ref?-
Bd. U, 17ar Diary 23 December).

SECRET

S^^rface vessels

4 -\ressels

7 vessels

^3)
(4)
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(iii) To attempt to attack the incoming ship before the
destroyer force joined-up. For this piirpose all avail
able aircraft of No, 502 Squ2idron ■vrere bombed-up and ready
to take-off at 0700 lioixcs.

Throughout the remainder of the dark hours of 21+ December
contact Tfas maintained by a HalifaxO) and United States Navjr
and R, A,P, Liberators (2) and at 0615 hours a second attack \7SiS
made by one of the latter \Tith depth charges, but again no
results were observed.(3)

No. 19 Group
O.R.B. Appen
dices

Between 025I hours and 0635 hours four Liberators
airborne on a C.L.A. Search for the incoming blockade
but none of them made contact.

were

ruiiner,
On the other hand, several

aircraft on Percussion patrols maintained contact vd-th the out
going destroyer force during fore-noon period,(4)

It was expected that the enemy would provide additional
protection by way of aircrscft for this convoy d'uring its pas-
sage through the Bay of Biscay, (5) so to counter thas move the
heavy four-engined types engaged on the location and shadovn.ng
of this force y/ere also pz'ovided with a protective cover in
form of. three sections of Beaiofigliters which were sent out at
thirty minute intervals from O930 hours onwards,(6)

the

At 1135 hours the first section of Beaufigliters visually
sighted the enemy destroyer force still on a vresterly course,
the second section did likewise at 1220 hours, but in addition
sighted another vessel five miles distant on a reciprocal

, which was described as of 5,000 tons mth one very tiiin
funnel amidships. The six Beaufighters circled this force at
a range of 3 miles but were so heavily engaged by accurate flak
that they lost formation during the course of evasive action,
and did not succeed in joining-up again before reaching P.L.E.

course

^  Beaufighter C/248 having lost contact with the first-
section came doTm to sea level and at 1230 hours visually sigii-
ted at five miles a merchant ship on an easterly course.
T/as also a white Sunderland in the vicinity y/hich passed close
to the merchant ship and soon after appeared to jettison its depth
charges just before crashing into the sea.

'.mere

The Beayifighter

CD This yeas R/58 Squadron on "Percussion M2 Night".
These were K and B/IIO Squadron (U.S.N.) and H/53 Squadron
CR.A.P.) also engaged on Percussion Night Patrols M3, T3
and T1 respectively.
This was K/IIO y/hich attacked w1.th 1+ x 2501b Torpex D.Cs.
The sightings were?-

0/105 (USN) 0736/24
P/105
P/105

U/228 (RAP)
G/46I(RCAP)

This is confirmed by an entry in B.dU’s ¥ar Diary dated
24 December wliich states? - "Air reconnaissance in centre
half of BE for returning blockade runner Osomo. Fighter
formations made ready".
These were 6/248 Squadron, 6/143 Squadron and 6/235
Squadron in that order,

SECRET

11 vessels Co. 270 4550N x 1026¥.
0812/24 11 vessels Co.270 45I5N x 10251
0845/24(Radar) 1 vessels)Co.260c ?

(Visual) 6 vessels)
9 destroyers Co, 280 4535N x llOW

10 ships

(USN)
(USN)

1109/24
1114/24 Co. 270 4536N X 1058'.1

(2)

C3)
(4)

(5)

(6)
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At -1250circled the spot but only burning -wreckage v/as seen,
hoiars C/248 set coiirse for base hav?.ng reached P.L.E.

Meanwhile^ the third section of Beaufinters (6/233) had
sighted the complete enemy force a'fc 1244 hours on an easterly
co\arse.

took place soon after 1230 hotirs,
shadowed the enemy until 1321 hours.

Prom this report it appeared that the rendezvoxas
This section remained and

By this time No. 2 Section of Beaufi^iters had rejoined
and was on its way back to base, \njhen at 1330 hours in position
463IN X 1045^ two HE. 177s were sifted at sea level on an

easterly course. The Beaufi^ter formation txnmed to engage
and combat ensued until the ammunition was exhausted. One

Beaufi^ter (N/143) v^as seen to disintegrate in the air and one
HE. 177 was claimed as destroyed.

During the forenoon a striking force of ei^t Halif'axes
armed with 5001b M.C. bombs had been broxx^^t to readiness and

were all airborne by I333 hoxors.

There was a gap in the shadowing of the enemy from I32I
hoxxrs Onwards, but it was regained by a U.S.N, Liberator
(1/103) at 1433 hoxxrs and maintained -with the assistance of
another Liberator (M/I03) xmtil 1839 hoxxrs.

The major part of the striking force of eight Halifaxes
reached the objective by 1700 hoxors and proceeded to carry out
indi-vldxial attacks from heists varying between 5*000 and

12,000 feet. The last of nine attacks was made at 1908 hoxurs,
but violent evasive action on the part of all aircraft engaged
made it very difficxilt to obsei*ve any resxilts, and no positive
claims were made. Three more aircraft from Peroxxssion patrols
maintained contact with the enemy throxi^out the remainder of

24 December. Between 0100 and 05I5 hoxxrs on 25 December
eleven more sightings were made and ei^*t attacks -with bombs

and machine gxxns were carried out,v1) but only one claimed a ‘
the merchant vessel amidships. (2) One of the Wellingtons

(P/612 Sqdn.) failed to return to base.
on

(1) The sittings and attacks were?-

0120/25 - 2 destixjyers

0100/25 - 6 probable destroyers
0114/25 - 8 ships
0115/25 - 9 escort vessels
012*8/25 - Radar contact & wakes
0338/25 - 8 vessels
0335/25 - 8 vessels
0400/25 - Radar contact
0435/25 - Dim outline of sliips only.
0515/25 - 6 destroyers, 5 M/Va,
0230/25 - 2 destroyers

Liberator 0/224 and Wellington Q/407 xxnbeknown at the time
collided, in mid air and the Liberator lost thirteen feet

of its port -wing,
fxxrther mishaps.
There is no confirmation of this claim in German records
consxxlted since the end of the war.

SECRET

G/311 - Attacked and

claimed hit,

- Attacked.

- Attacked.

- Attacked.
- Attacked.

- Attacked.

- Attacked.

- Attacked.

Q/311
i’/58
G/53
a/ifO?
M/224
Q/407
0/224
L/58
K/612
F/6^^ - Failed to retun

Both aircraft retxxrned to base -without

K

(2)
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Contact was then lost until about O830 hours when the
Tt Liberators (A E/103

who had been despatched to shadow as long as possible. They
^  convoy ̂ va^

by that time getting close enough to the French coast for
Jiu88.s to come out and meet it. Meanwiiile preparations

send out a strike force of Torbeaus, escorted by
Mosqiri.tos to intercept the enemy, ©xewe^uher

patched to all aircraft engaged in operations in the Bay of
inteXf originally
intended that the strike force should be formed up ready to

^ position to intercept the
ar 1500 hours. However, owing to various delays (amongst
others, uncertainty as to. whether the strike force was to be
despatched at all, and also the late arrival of t^ra of the anti-

n? no-fc become airborne
^ east to west search was oairied out

for the convoy between 04I5V/ and 044-717 along 454CH, but on find
ing nothing the strike force turned for home at I534 hours. '
f^ally landing at base at I700 hours. Visibility in the area
of search was reported to be about twenty miles.

were

enemy

.r^

This concluded Phase-1 of air operations against this
inward bomd blockade runner which ?7as later identified as the

tons)o She was idtimately found by P.R.U. on
27 December beached in shallow water off Le Verdonwith lifters
alongside into ̂ vhioh her cargo was being discharged. (2)

H.Q.C.C.
Naval Staff In order to guard against the possibility of a second

inw^ bound blockade runner having passed longitude 30 degrees
west during the rumpus of 25 December, the Admiralty attached
great importance to an air search in the area between latitudes
50 degrees and 40 degrees noirbh and longitudes I9 degrees to
22 degrees west during the following day. As the position of
surface vessels were intimately related to the air patrols in
force, very early confiimation was requested whether the above
requirement coxild be met.

Log

The possibilities of carrying out patrols in the area
stipulated was discussed at H.Q.C.C,, and it was finally decided
■tnat if the weather allowed, No. I5 Group and No. 247 Group
(Azores; (3; would fxilfil this commitment for 26 December as

No. 19 Groi^ stations were expected to be unserviceable all da ay.

(1) The composition of the force
15'Torbeaus

9 Beaufighters
2 Mosquitos

12 Mosquitos
10. Beaufinters
10 Beaufinters

No. 254 S

v<ras? -

quadron (C.C.)
No. 248 Squadron (C.C.)
No. 248 Squadron (C.C.)
No, 157 Squadron (A.D.G.B.)
No. 143 Squadron (C.C.)
No. 235 Squadron (C.C.;

(2) ^ submerged wreck off the
entrance to the Eiver Garonde and had to be beached.

the object of“iocating, reporting and" shadowing any '
enemy vessels attemp-fing to 27un the Allied blockade in the
central Atlantic No, 247 Group had already s-barted to fly
two special patrols known as "Charlie" and "Butter",
was intended that these patrols, which were of lower
priority than convoy support requirements, should be flown
continuously from first light. They commenced on I3 Deo.
but were abandoned six days later and the search for sus
picious shipping concentrated solely to the N.\/. of the Azores*.

It
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Forms Orange
LAG/01/26 Dec.
LAG/03/26 Deo.
refers, also
BAL/04/26 Dec.

In spite of adverse weather and convoy comirritments this

area v/as searched by two Portresses, (1) and tvro Libei'ators, (2)
but there was nothing of interest to report.

Immediate arrangements ¥;ere made for the same patrols to

be laid on for 27 December and to be carried out by aircraft of
No, 15j No, 15 and No, 247 Groups, As No, I9 Group co-uld not

operate until daylight it was arranged that No, I5 Group vrould
begin the patrols with six Simderlands, all of v/hich were air

borne between 0112 hoxirs and O3O8 hour's on 27 December. (3)
These six soi'ties were folloY/ed by two Liberators of the strme
Group v/hich were airborne at 0637 s-nd 0739 hours resi3ectively(4)

Meanv/hile at No, 19 Group there had been an improvement in

the weather which allowed three Liberators to get off between
0500 and 0520 hours, (5) Then from 0715 hours on./ards five more
Liberators also managed to take-off.(6)

Forms Green

LV/G2/26 Dec.
PL/G3/26 Dec.
FL/G5/27 Dec.
PL/GIO/27 Dec,
PL/GI6/27 Dec.

H.Q.C.C.

Controllers Log
It viras aroiond this time that considerable activity by

enemy long range £iircraft from Bordeaux v/as detected.

Form Orange
CA/01/29/Dec.
refers. Also

the Interroga
tion Report in
C.G. Review

Jan. 1944

Within an hour of reaching the on patrol* position
Sunderland T/201 sighted a modern cargo-type of vessel of
approximately 4»000 tons, on a course of 09O degress, speed
12 to 15 knots in position 464ON x I93OW. (7) The ship was
challenged by T/201 several times but ga.ve unsatisfactory
replies,

ship opened fire with Oerliken using red and gre
T/201 reported to base and began to shadoT/. (Sj

She was in fact the Alsterufer, At 1010 hours the

en tracer.(8)
She .reanained an.

contact for four hours and carried out aircraft homing pro ced'ure.
At 1302 hours in reply to the aircraft’s repeated requests,
permission was given to attack and this was achieved at 1345
hours with 2 x 5001b M.C. bombs and 2 x 2501b D.C.s, from

3,000 feet through cloud,
was holed in the bomb room bilge by gun fire, but the crew
escaped injiary.

No claims were made. The aircraft

No, 15 Grp.
0. R.B.

Appendices

In the meantime other aircraft in the vicinity had
intercepted the first sighting report and were soon on the scene.
By 1300 hours there were three airci’aft in contact (10) in
addition to T/201, tyro of which also made attacks with bombs .
and machine gims, but no claims were made, Sliadoiving continued.

0) They were Y/206 and C/220 Squadrons of No. 247 Group.
The Liberators ¥re.t'e Y/86 and A/59 Squadrons,
The Sunderlands were;- Q/422, T/201, D/423, U/201, M/422
L/423.
The Liberators ¥/ere;- L/86 and F/86 Squadron.
They were - N, A and P/224 Squadron,
They were - F/224, R and V/53 and G and R/311 Squadrons,
The master of the Alsterufer realised that he had been

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
C6)
(7)

recognised, but held an easterly cotuse, althouglihis order’s
were to tirrn south if identified, as thouiii he ¥¥as a British

(Refo j- R-iterrDgax*ship indepenciently?- routed to Gibraltar,
tion Report).
The suggestion that she was a blockade lamner ¥fas eniianced

by a d/p of a surface vessel ¥4thin 60 miles of 463ON x
19001 at 1017 hours.

As soon as she was sighted, the blockade runner brol^e Yf/T
silence and signalled the Geimaan Operations Directorate,
giving her position and asking for- support
replied that supporc v/as being sent,

(10) They vrere Q/422, V/201 and D/425.

(8)

(9)

The Germans
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Throughout these attacks the ship had been putting uu a
heavy barrage. (1; ^ .

H. Q, No. 19
Group O.R.B.
Appendices

Apart from the eight Liberators already airborne from
stations, another two Liberators maiiaged to take

off at 1016 and I059 hours respectively. (2; Just prior to
take-off, the pilot of one of the Liberators (H/5I1) had tele
phoned H.Q.C.C, making a special request that he be allowed to
choose his ovm capons for attack if the target v/as found.
This was approved. The aircraft was armed with 8 R.Ps.,
1 X 5001b M.C. bomb and 1 x 2501b G.P. bomb. As the aircraft
took-off the first sighting report from T/201 was actually being
transmitted to base, and, after filtering, the details were
re-broadcast to H/5II and received at 1150 hom-s. At '8555 hours
when in position 4705N x 1832W a radar contact was obtained
bearing 060 degrees red at 40 miles. The aircraft altered
course and at 1605 hours the contact was identified as a mer
chant vessel. One Liberator was circling and was being engaged
vvith accurate heavy and light flak, also parachutes on cables,
A first sighting report was sent by H/5II immediately, but it
was not heard by base. The Liberator then manoeuvred
attacking course, and according to eye vrltness accounts, went
in to attack in such a manner as to make virtually certain of
the destruction of the enemy as well as the aircraft,
approach vras made from the starboard beam, and in the face of
intense flak and parachute cables, the first pair of R.Ps,
released from 800 feet at 600 yards range and the last
released from 6OO feet at 400 yards range,
two bombs, the two-fifty pounder fix-st, then the five hundred
pound M.C. , both released at 600 feet using the Mark III low
level sight. During the run-.Ln and throughout the attack,
.machine guns, Td.th only one exception, v/ere fired as they could
be brought to bear.(3)

on to an

The

was

pair was
Then folloyred the

Miraculously, the aircraft escaped

{1) -According to the Interrogation Report, the 105 ram gun aft had fired about
30 H.E. shells, but they had missed so badly that the crew lost faith In what
they afterv/ards described as "a cumbersome weapon". They relied on the two
37 mm and the four 20 mm guns, each of which used up a big quantity of ammuni
tion. About 20 P.A.C, rockets had also been fired, but manyof the projectiles
had proved to be duds and were throvm overboard. Prisoners said that up to
this stage the ship had not been damaged: not even by the machine gun fire,
Vifhlch passed well over them. But they were disconcerted when they saw bombs
appearing out of the low cloud celling, imagining them to be directed by Radar.

(2) H and J/311 Czech Sqdn, from Beaulieu.
(3) As the morning passed, the situation on board the A1sterufer became tense,

Hope rose v\iien the crew learned that destroyers were on their way to help them.
But vanished again later whsi told not to expect the destroyers until next
morning. The crew then pinned their faith on the arrival of the promised air
craft, but even this hope began to wear thin as the set tuned to the aircraft
wavelength remained silent. Of the final attack, the master and other
prisoners said they had no doubt that both bombs strucit the ship. They landed
on the hatch over No. k hold, smashing through It, exploding on the rating’s
mess deck and killing two ratings who were resting. The men's kit, bedding,
mattresses, grease and oil barrels began to blaze furiously. The bulkhead to
the magazine had been started, and there was Imminent danger of a major explo
sion. The deck hoses had been rent, by the bombs and there was no water supply
for fighting the fires. The guns aft were either jammed or vjrenched from
their mountings and were, therefore, quite useless-. The main fuel supply line
In the aigine room was fractured Irreparably and  a bolt, sheered off by the
concussion, struck the overhead lighting and extinguished it. The bomb
explosion had brought dovm the aerials and the telegraphists were busy trying
to make temporary reialrs. They claimed they succeeded and that they managed
to send off an emergency signal reporting the ship's position and that she had
been bombed. No member of the crew appeared to have noticed the R.Ps., pos
sibly due to the excitanent of the raoment. They could not say, therefore,
whether the ship was holed aft below the waterline by R.P. or whether her
hull was split open by the bomb explosions. Ref. Interrogation Report,
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serious damage, but trouble was experienced with the starboard
outer engine during the return flight, T/hen the aircraft left
the scene at 1615 hours the ship v/as burning furiously.

Contact ivas still maintained mth the enemy vessel by a
Liberator (P/86) of No, I5 Group which had been shado-ijo-ng by
radar since I430 hours. On coming out of cloud at I630 hoijrs
this aircraft sighted the target vrell aliM-
about to pull away from the ship's side, OJ
(l/86) also joined-up at I7I4 hours and followed aircraft 'F'
in making four more attacks on the ship, but virithout fiirther
visible results.

at and four lifeboats

/mother Liberator

ibid Throughout the afternoon an air striking force of eight
Halifaxes of No, 502 Squadron had been malcing its way tov/ards
the blockade rauaner, but arrived on the scene after the final
blow had been deliveredo

target which v/as blazing furiously from stem to stern, listing
heavily to port and was well down by the stem,
attacks were made.

Only five of the Halifaxes found th

No further

Four lifeboats containing about seventy

e

siATvivors were standing-off about one mile from the blazing ship.
Unfortunately one of the Halifaxes (D/502) failed to return.
An S. 0, S, was received at 1945 hours when the aix’craft reported
her position as 4848N x 132017,

The last aircraft to leave the scene was Liberator L/36

Squadron, the pilot of which was quite confident that the ship
was in a sinking condition when he left at 19OO hours.

3/5? Sqn.
Form Orange
Bal/03/28 Dec

By 0930 hours the following morning only a large patch of
oil some three miles long was visible, at the southern extremity
of which four lifeboats - two under sail and two being towed,
were making a southerly track at about one Imot,(2)
survivors drifted about the scene of the sinlcLng until Tirell into
the next day. They were eventually siglited and picked up in
the afternoon of 29 December by vessels of Escort Group 6 in
4606N X 191 (3)

These

(1) On viewing the position, the master had ordered everyone to
abandon ship immediately. No scuttling charges were
exploded, but it -was obvious that, the ship had been holed
aft, for she began to settle by the stern. Just prior to
abandoning ship a Petty Officer Telegraphist had made a pyre
of signal pads, code tables, and gramophone records, sv/arnped
the whole v/ith petrol and prematurely set it on fire. The
floor of the office was covered in blazing petrol and the
telegraphists had to abandon the tramsmitter to avoid being
burned alive. The two senior telegraphists threatened the
junior that he would be courtmartialled for this act. These

sentiments were i-epeated by the Master v/hen-he learned that
his private attache case had also been flung into the flames

under the impression that it contained secret documents,
ivhen, in fact, it held nothing more than an emergency kit
for such an occasion as this. Ref, Interrogation Report,
According to the master and other ixd.soners it was foiir hours

after the attack, (by Liberator H/3I1) before the ship
finally sank, Tovvards the end, red and green verey lights
on the bridge and P. A.C. rockets were released in all direo-

tions. There were intermittent explosions from the magazine.
The onlyj- aircraft the Gerxiian crew sighted during; their tiae

in the lifeboats proved to be another Sunderland, Tftien all

hope of rescue had faded they set coru’se for Spain, They
were cold and so miserably crainped that all surplus gear had
been jettisoned.

(2)

(3)
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BR.1738
The Wai’ at

Sea. Vol.IV

Having disposed of the Alsterufex-. Allied air and naval
forces were now free to deal with the enemy destroyex's which
were known to be at sea, presmably for the purpose cf escorting
her into port.

On receipt of the first sighting report of the inward bound
blockade runner herself at'1018 hours on 27 December, the
C.-in-C., Plymouth had at once directed the cruisers Enterprise
and Glasgow towards a position to intercept. 0) A litUe later
H,M, cruisers Gambia and Penelope received similar orders, and
at 1241 hours the neif minelaj'-er Ariadne. homewea-d bound fiom the
Mediterranean, xTas also placed by the Admiralty under the orders
of the C.-in-C Plymouth, The four ships constituted Poi-ce 3• > .

Prom previous experience the G.-in-C., Plymouth estimated
that the enemy might send out five or six: "Z" Class destroyers
(5 X 5.9 inch) and a smilar number of the Elbing Class torpedo
boats (4 X 4.1 inch); and, on learning of the destruction of
the blockade runner, he positioned the crui.sers Glasgow and
Enterprise so as to engage the enemy escorts at daylight on
28 December if they should not have ttumed back previously.

Pom Green

PL/G23/27 Dec.
Preparations vrere also made for aircr'aft to patrol the

enemy's possible line of retirement,v^)

H. Q. No, 19

Group 0,R,B,
Appendices

At 0920 hours on 28 December a Libei-ator (V/I05) of the
United States Navy, was in 470QN x '1133^‘^> when  a radar contact
was obtained bearing OO5 degrees at twenty-two miles,
craft homed and visually sighted four desti-oyers on a vresterly
course at sixteen knots,

forthcoming,

the position of this party y/as given as 4655N x 1154J,
minutes later, six more destroyers on a westerly course y/ere
sighted after a second radar contact at fifteen miles,
position of the second group was 4648N x 1l57nr
infomed of the second sighting at 0%.0 hours.

The two British cruisers Glasgow and Enterprise were to

the south of the enemy forces sifted, and iTmiediately increased
speed to 28 Icnots to cut them off,

a Porce 5 ’-yind from the south-east, and a considei’a’Dle sea
running.

Theair-

A moderate amount of flajc was soon

In the first sighting report sent at 0925 hours
Pive

The

Control was

The weather was roxigh, with

BR.I733
The l^aT at

Sea, Vol.IV

At 1100 hours, aircraft V/I05 reported that the enemy had
reversed couirse and v/as now heading east in 4646N x 1157';4
The two enemy groups had joined-up, making a total of ten
destroyers and torpedo boats. Some tyrenty-rninutes later, hoyy-

H.Q. No. 19

Group O.R.B.
Appendices

ever, a Sunderland sighted an enemy force in a reported position
of 4837N X 1236¥, yyhich placed the destroyers many miles furthex'
to the yyestward. At this time air cover for the enemy force
had arrived in the vicinity and as a resixlt of eva,sive action
the Smderland lost contact which was never regained.

(1) In accordance yyith Operation Stoney/all, the successor to
Operation Regulation.

(2) Percussion patrol "T" Daj;-, xras moved tv/o degx-ees to the
vrestward, and v/as to be floym by tyyo Liberator aircraft of

the United States Navy (V and X/I05 Squadrons),
patrol at daym 28 December.

To be on
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Form Green

PL/G4 and
PL/G6/28 Dec.
refer.

On receipt of the first sighting report, immediate action
vfas taken by No» 1 ̂  Group to supply reliefs for the Liberator
engaged in shadoiving the enemy, )
force of Halifaxes and Liberators of the United States Navy was
being organised and got ready for take-off by I35O hours,
addition, air protection was reqxoired for the cruiser force.

Between 124*5 and IZ1.50 hours four Halifaxes and
Liberators took off from airfields mthin No, 19 Group for the
purpose of attacking the enemy destroj/ers, (2)
for the cruiser force, totalling thirty-seven aircraft also
took-off at intervals bet\reen I309 and I505 hoiirs,(3)

In tlie meantime the two cruisers, guided by aircralt si^it-
ing reports had sighted the enemy at 1335 hours,
minutes later, H.M.S. Glasgow opened fire at a range of 18,000
yards, followed four minutes afterwards by H.M. S, Enterprise.
Both ships vrere then on a southerly course at 30 knots,
1400 hours a glider bomb, believed to have come from a P,'.7,200,
fell astern of the Glasgow and twenty-minutes later the enemy
destroyers attacked with torpedoes, all of which Y/ere evaded.
On completion of the attacking manoeuvre, the enemy divided;
four ships turned north-vrestward and the remainder disappeared
southwards behind smoke,

Y;ard group.

Two Liberators of the United States Navy (V and X/lOp),
both of v/hom had remained in contact lYith the enemy, had witnes
sed the naval action which ensued as the result of the sighting
report by V/I05.

At the same time a strike

In

seventeen

The air cover

Eleven

At

The 'two cruisers pursued the vrest-

BR.I738
The Ti'ar at

Sea. Vol. IV

H.Q. No. 19

Group O.R.B.

Appendices

By 1530 hours the first of the relief aircraft sent out

by No. 19 Group arrived in the area, (4) and found the enemy force

(1) Two Liberators of No. 224 Squadron and two Sxmderlands of
Nos. 10 (R.A.A.P.) Squadron and 228 Squadron were to take
off as soon as possible to locate and shadow the enemy sur

face vessels reported in position 4548N x 1l57i^*# at

0940/28 December. The aircraft were A and N/224, G/228
and j/10.

(2) The force was made-up as folloT/s;-

Liberat ors ('U.S.N.')
N/110
S/105
j/110
lvl/110
G/110
C/110
E/110
L/103

D/103
J/103
K/103
U/105
T/105
X/105
P/105
R/105

Fnlifaxes

A/58
P/58
0/58

U/105

L/58

(3) The protective force comprised;-

S, U, B, G, L, X, H, C, N, Q/248 Squadron - Beauflf^ters (C. C.)
G, J, B, X, Q, W, C, E, P, K, A, U/235 Squadron -

Beaufighters (C.C.)
D, K, B, X, Q, Z, J/143 Squadron - Beaufif^hters (C.C.)
S, P, V, N, A, I, E, G/157 Squadron, - Mosquitos

(No. 10 Grp. A.b.G.B.)

(4) This was Sunderland G/228 Squadron.
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BR. 1738
The War at

Sea. Vol. IV

scattered over a v/ide area. The surface ensagenient had been
SteiSrSe"’";a^^f^' had expended most of her animunition andEntexp^ ̂;as temporarily out of action o^ving to defective
elecirical gun circuits. All four enemy vessels had been
claimed hit, ohree of which eventually sank, and one was
believed damaged, I ‘)

No. 19 Grp.
0. R.B.

Appendices

The second Siinderlarid (J/10)
0/228 remained in contact with the
P.L.E. I'Thich was about 1930 hours,
mth a P.W,200.

was next to arrive and vdth
retiring enemy forces until
0/228 had a brief encounter

Throughout, the sortie both Sunderlands rave
positions, courses and speeds at regular xnhervaL.

Of the lour land-based aircraft sent out by No. I9 Group, only
two fomid the enemj^ and remained to shadow until ̂ called to ̂

was compelled to return, the fourth aircraft had frequent radar
indications on what was believed to be enemy aii-craft.

h,,-!- Halifaxes saw the enemy,
but he-t-ween 1810 hours and 1936 hours a series of attacks were
made by six U. S.N. Liberators, but no claims 'were made. (2.)
Some of these attacks were carried out from 1,000 feet and below
^d a total of 57 x 3501b Depth Bombs wex’e released. One of
the Liberacors S/llO Squadron crashed
no survivors.

on return There were

■f-- course of their protective duties the Beau-
ighters and Mosquitos sighted the enemy on three occasions.

One Beaufighter (N/235 Sqdn.) failed to return.

During the day, four P.W.200s, eight JlJ.83s, four He.177sand one He.111 were identified, in addition to which eighteen
aircraft were unidentified but believed to be hostile. Air
combats between the Mosquitos of N0.I57 Squadron and four enemy

orbittin-.the two cruisers, resulted in a claim for one
He. 177 des-croyed. Mosquito N/157 Squadron also failed to
return to base.

_  night of 28/29 December contact was main
tained with the enemy by aircraft on Percussion patrols(3)
^d at 0001/29 Nellington H/407 attacked a radar contact
,  hostile ships mth depth charges from
4^000 feet. No claims were made.

(1) According to German records, Z.27 (3,664 tons)
^♦25 (1,780 tons) and T.2'6 (1 .780 tons) -

Boats, vrere lost during this engagement
Biscay on 28 December 1 943.

(2) The attacks
and P/105.

(3) Details of contad

?nn?/9« " " f X. 094017 Co. 210/25 knots.
~ H/407 - 4 contacts in 464ON x 0900s/.
“ S/f'n? " Jt in 464ON X 08201/ - Co. 0^/20 lets.nnn?/oo " '''' ^'^^SN x 07361/ - Co. 180/13 too0001/29 - H/407 - Dropped DCS in 4626N x 07I4W.

0424/29 - B/304 - Contact in 4346N
vessel.

- Destroye

were

uQ werej-

ts.

1095¥. probably surfaceX

r
Torpedo

in the Bay of

made byR/lGp, I/I05, L/I03,- T/I05, 47105
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ibid Dtiring the follovd.ng day a further three siglitings were
made (1) by aircraft engaged in anti-submarine patrols of
single enemy destroyers, trying to find their -vyay back to b8,se
via Spanish territorial waters,

shadowed one destroyer from 0952 to I55I hours, but found no
suitable opportunity for attack.

A Catalina from Gibraltar

and A.C.H. Q.
Gib

O.R.B.

Appendices

Later reconnaissance showed that the expected breakout
from the French west coast ports had not, so far, been made.
Nevertheless it was considered unv/ise to assume that it had
been cancelled. The rouGjh handling received by the enemy dur
ing the course of these operations, however, could give the
Germans a good excuse for holding up the sailings to the Far
East in the meantime, if they so desired.

The enemy had indeed provided us with evidence of the
importance of these cargoes to Geraian Europe,
escort two blockade runners through the approaches to the Bay,
on each occasion he had despatched five Isrge and six small
torpedo craft - a greater force than had been provided for any
previous units of this type; thus showing his appreciation of
the menace of the Allied air and sea forces operating in this
8.rea.

in order to

(ix) Lessons for the future

A.H.B./IIK/
54/11/364(3)
Enel. 90A

In view of the possibility of further blockade running
operations during the next dark period, it was felt at ILQ.C.C.
that an early examination of the recent intensive operations
might well provide soane useful lessons for the future.

10 January 1944> a report had been prepared and vra.B ready for
considera'iion by all concerned with blockade running operations,
including No. 1 9 Group.

By

Among the many subjects discussed in the report, Navigation
Errors in reported positions

Tirere on occasions so numerous as to promote ex creme confusion

in the ra;Lnds of those engaged in controlling the operations.
For instance, some of the reports of the .Alsterufer*s position,
after she was hit and abandoned until last seen at 1 900 hours
on 27 December, were as much as fifty-seven miles ap8.rt,
enable all concerned to assess the value of a position given by
an aircraft in future, it v/as suggested that one of the follow

ing terms should be added to the sighting report?-

was rated very high on the list.

To

(a) As11-0 Fix.

(b) Gee Fix.

(c) Bearing and distance from a visible landmark,

(d) Bearing and distance from owa forces if in siglit,
followed by D.R. position of aircraft,

(e) D.R. position.

(1) The sightings Yvere?-

U/228 - 0951/29.
h/110 - 1604/29.
0/202 - 0952/29.

1 DR. Zi.350N X 0820N. Co, O65/20 loiots.
Co. 110/20 knots.

1 DR, 4323N X Co. 050/I8 knots.

SECRET
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Sighting reports and recognition was the next item for
examination. In all phases of the operation, the descriptions
given in sighting reports v/ere generally at variance and it -r-
not possible to ascertain mth any degree of ceid-ainty exactl7
what ships were contained in the enemy groups seen. In this
respect it was suggested that, at the expense of speed in get
ting off the first amplifying report, a delay was acceptable if
It meant accuraue information which was so essential to the con-
dueu of ohis lype of operation. The value of photographs was
still not fully appreciated; only eiglat aircraft had taken
photographs throughout the period under revie\T. Emoliasis
should be laid on the very great value derived from this source
oi information for recognition purposes.

On the v/hole shadowing was done well, but it lost most of
its value by inaccurate positions,
lacking; ^
For surface f

Homing on 365 Kes \ras again
only one aircraft made, successful homing signals.
' -O^ces to find the enemy in the shortest possible

time there were trm essentials “  "t^He correct position course ancL
speed, and homing signals direct from the aircraft. The pro
cedure already laid down in Coastal Command Operational Instruc
tion No, 109 was to be closely followed.

In regard to attacks, it was appreciated that a large
number of Coastal Command aircraft had no bombsights and few
aircrew were trained adequately in the attack of well aimed sur-
lace ships. It was suggested that the attentionof all aircrews
should be drwm to the fact that an attack should never be made
using radar only, unless there could be no possible doubt as to
the identity of* the forces being attacked*

in conclusion the report mentioned that apart from homing,
the sortie of Sunderland G/228 was regarded as almost perfect,
giving accurate positions, courses and speeds, and correctly
worded reports at regular intervals. Excellent sorties were
also made by Yfellington EC/407 and Sunderland J/10. V'ithout a
doubt, the outstanding achievement of the whole air operation
was the sinking of the Alsterufer on 2? December by the
Liberator ii/311 Squadron manned by a Czech crew, the Captain of
which - P/0.0, Dolezal - by an outstanding example of bravery
made virtually certain of its destruction. At a special
parade held on the lent day of January the C-in-C
Coastal Coinmand decorated this pilot and his navigator
(P/0 Z. Hanus) each \vith. the Distinguished Plying Gi-oss.
(x) Surface blockade

• >

running abandoned

No, 311 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

M:s.¥. Pile

ES/70/Z
Vol. 2

Between 3 aiid 5 January I944,
in .the South Atlantic accounted fo

United States Naval Poi’ces
or three more inwaid. bound

blockade runners, Weserland. Burgenland and Rio Graiide. Thus
all the regular ships engaged in this trade known to have been
present in the Par East were accounted for. A merchajit vessel
undergoing repaii-s and three supply tankers were, hovyevei; still
regarded by the Ministry of Economic Warfare,
starters for Europe, (1)

as potential

Germany’s intentions regarding the vessels which were ImoTm
to be loaded in the Biscay ports and ready for sea Yfere for the
moment vvrapped in mystery. That the . Germans did not folloiv the

(1) The ships involved vTeres-
Charlotte Schliemann.

Eavelland. Brake. Rossback and
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procedure of last spring, of synchronizing departures -with

anticipated arrivals, was regarded by M.E. v/. as  a pointer to b.
change of plans. Following the successfiil interception in

Janiiary of the last tliree inward bound blockade ruiiners, the
interchange of merchandise between German Eiorope and the Par

Eaist had come to a complete standstill. By the end of Pebruar;',’,
however, it had become evident through photographic reconnais

sance that at least fotir of the potential stcLi-’bers among the
blockade runners in Biscay ports had discharged their cargoes.
This was the direct result of a request made by the Coramander-
in-Ghief, German Navy, to Hitler at a conference held on

"IS Janxiary 1944* A decision x^as requixxed concerning the
departure of four blockade rimners for Japan xvhich had been

planned for the next moon phase b eginning on 22 January. The

C-in-C., Navy expressed his belief that the advantages out

weighed the great risk involved. After consideration of all

the vital points. Hitler no longer considex'ed the need for-

rubber xvas decisive enough to the war effort to justify the

enterprise; buna tyres, if not driven at speeds over seventy
Idlometres an hour, lasted 40,000 kilometres, as compared mth

only 20,000 in the case of rubber tyres. On the x-.iiole, he did
not consider the economic factors really worth v/hile. The plan
had so little chance of succeeding that even the importance of

supporting Japan played no part here, since the ships xrould

never reach that country anyxmy. His decision v7as, therefore,
that no sirface blockade runners were to leave poit^ and'thereby'
all intentions of importing raw materials from Japan in the

future with surface blockade runners xms specifically abandoned

Hitler

Conferences

On Naval

Affairs 1 944

Most of the surviving blockade runners came to an inglori'
ous end by scuttling as blockships in the River Gironde in

August 1 9Z|4.. (1)

(xi) Summary and review of enemy Far Sastern blockade traffic

1941 ~ 1944

The efforts made by Germany and Japan to exchange high
priority merchandise by means of sxnrface blockade runners

occupied a period of approximately three years.

As a cla.ss, the ships chosen by the ^kxis for this trade

varied sufficiently to make recognition a difficult task.

They vrere on the average of about 5/6,000 tons, well armed aid.
.  fast, but not too conspj-cuous in appearance.

It could not be forecast whether they xTOuld sail via the

Cape of Good Hops or Cape Horn, but as the narrowest part of ■

the South Atlantic was 1,000 miles wide, interception xxras a

difficult problem for Allied surface and air forces. To pass

(1) Details of the shipping involved vrere;-

Elsa Bssberger - 6,103 tons - At La Grange - River Gironde

- 6,951 tons - At La Grange - River Gironde
- 6,240 tons - At La Graiige - River Gironde
- 5>567 tons -
- 6,244 tons -
- 7,340 tons -
“ 9,323 tons - In Brest
" 7,363 tons - Abandoned at Nantes,

Osorno

Himalaya
Dresden River Gironde

River Gironde

River Gironde
Fusijama
Tannenfels

Spichern
Kulmerland
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in and out of the French Biscay por-ts the enem5^ ships could
remain beyond a range of 400 miles from a British air base, and
still avoid Spanish teri'itorial waters. Again, the passage
through the Bay of Biscay v;as invariably planned to take place
during the pex-iod of the longest and blackest nights and the
most unfavourable weather for interception purposes. More
over, a fair proportion of the route was also under the protec
tion of enemy fighters based in S.F. France,

Actual blockade running operations were not continuouis
throughout the period of three years, but 'were of a seasonal
nature and action against this trai'fic was a series of uncon

nected episodes which had to be dealt 'vvith according to the
ciirrent aircraft situation.

Eventually, the interception of these blockade ruiiners
involved the closest possible co-operation betvreen sea and air
forces, but there was never enough of either to enable them to
be used solely for this purpose. By the intensity of Coastal

Command* s Anti-U-boat patrols in the Bay of Biscay, however, a
continuous and effective threat was provided either at the con

clusion or commencement of their voyage to the Far East.

For a time iCLlied submarines were on patrol in the southern
part of the Bay, watching the traffic off the north coast of
Spain, but met with little success as far as the Far Eastei-n
blockade runners w'ere concerned. Later, they were withdravm
because their presence proved to be an erabai-rassment to the
Anti-U-boat air forces. This scheme Y/as i-eplaced by a stand
ing cruiser patrol during the blockade running season; also the'

passage of the Gibraltar convoys across the mouth of the Bay
I^rovided opportunities for the surface escorts to intervene;
both of which met with some m.easure of success.

From the air side,^) the reasons for the lack of success
of the strike aircraft were manifold. Apart from the fact that
the heavy long range type of aircraft in iise was, in itself,
singularly unsuited for dealing with such well armed surface

vessels, most of No. I9 Group's squadrons were not equippedvdth
the necessary bombsights for the class of attack required; aj.r~
craft diverted from anti-U-boat patrols were invariably armed
■'.'d.th depith charges to be used from very low levels and their
sights were designed for this purpose. There vrere not enough
specialised strike Beaufighters within the Command to meet all
the requirements of the Dutch and Norvyegian traffic, but a
detachment was transferred and effectively used in the Bay
toY/ards the end of 1943; additional forces of this kind would
in any event have been impracticable ov/ing to the shortage of
airfield accommodation in south west England, Moi-eover, the
targets would have to be conveniently within range of the
torpedo carrying Beaufighters,

However, in spite of all the difficulties the enemy did
Refer-not, after the first season, have it all his ovm way,

ence to Appendix XVI will shov/ that he did achieve an initial
success but thereafter as the Allied counteniieasures became
increasingly effective, so the exchange between the Axis part
ners became correspondingly more difficult and less remunerative

Of the twenty ships lost by the Germans during actual
operations at sea throughout the period of thiree years, the

(1) At Appendix XVII there is a monthly Summary of the air
effort employed against blockade runners.
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ned bj the Allied Naval surfe.ce
this vras fol-

highsst achievements v/ere gaj.
forces TiTith seven sinlcings and six scuttlings;
lowed by two sinkings each aircraft at sea. and their Ovm

U-boats;
explosion in port and captured intact at sea,
episode was the destruction by scuttling of the eight surviving
blockade runners in the French Biscay ports during the summer

of 1 94^- when France w'as liberated.

and lastly a single ship each for air forces in port,
The final
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CliAPTER XI

FLEET RECONNAISSANCE MD THE MOVES OF GERMAN

MAJOR IMITS TO AM) FRCM NORVfAY - JMUARY 19k3 TQ ISM 1944

(i) Introduction

The policy governing fleet reconnaissance by Coastal
Conraiand remained as detailed in Volume III» Intelligence of

movements of enemy major units was passed by the Admiralty to

Coastal Command Headquarters and such reconnaissance was flown

as other commitments permitted. Coastal Command long range
aircraft were normally used for the task of Trade Erotection -

that is air escort and support to the Atlantic convoys against
the TJ-boats. In the event of a serious threat of  a break out

by any major unit, or when Coastal Command protection was

required for an important Home Fleet operation, the Admiralty
sent the signal that Fleet Reconnaissance T/as to take
precedence over Trade Erotection, This signal remained in

force until cancelled by the Admiralty, Details of the

northern-break out patrols, used in such emergencies, are
given in Volume II, Chapter VII, section (iiij and Volume III,
Chapter VII«'

This chapter does not cover the day to day Rover patrols
and anti-shipping strikes off the Norwegian coast, details of

which will be fovind in chapters IX and XV, but only those
operations directed specifically against the movements of

German major units. Regular photographic reconnaissance
sorties were flown to the Baltic and Norwegian ports to report
on the state of shipping, TJ-boats, bomb damage and the position
of major units. These, again, are only mentioned in connec
tion with the specific operations considered in this chapter,
EnenQT units whose movanents gave cause for alarm during the

period under review are considered under separate headings in

the following pages,

(ii) German policy regarding the major units.

The first few months of 1943 provide an interesting
exan5)le of Hitler’s indecision regarding the use and value of
his major surface units. After the failure of the operation
by the Lutzcw and Hipper against the Russian convoy jTT.S'lB at

the end of December 1942,(1) Hitler informed Grand Admiral
Raeder that it was his ’’firm and unalterable” resolve to have

these ships laid up and to do away with the German Fleet,
Aftei’ ail interview with Hitler on 6 January 1943 Raeder
resigned his position as Commander-in-Chief of the German Navy,
A memorandum on the ’’Significance of the German Surface Forces

iii the Axis lar” was submitted by the German naval staff on
Hitler’s orders on 14 January 1943» The naval view that the
German Fleet soppo^ted the U-boat war ar»<t hed down Allied

forces was not accepted by Hitler, On 26 January he sent

final orders to Re.eder, through his successor Grand Admiral
Doenitz, to the effect that all new construction or reconH

struction was to be stopped immediately and all battleships,
pocket battleships, heavy and light cruisers were to be

brought home and laid, up unless required for training purposes.
The change in Naval Command was made on 30 January 1943#
Grand Admiral Raeder v/as given a nominal appointment as
Admiralinspekteur and chief adviser to Hitler on politico-naval

AJmty, TSD/FDS
Eublication

G,HoS,4.
German surface

ships pp, 120 -
127

(1) See Vol. Ill of this narrative,
section (x).

Chapter VIII part I
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matters and was replaced by Grand Admiral Doenitz, until then
Flag Officer U-boabs*

Evidently Doenits, in accepting the post of Oommander-in-
Chiefp did not insist on retaining the German surface forces.
On 8 Pebruairy he placed before Hitler his scheme for de-

cacomissioning the ships. The heavy guns were to be used on

land in accordance with Hitler^s wishes. Within a month,
however, on 26 February, Doenitz confronted Hitler v/ith a
different plan. He stated that the Russian convoys offered

opportunities for action to the heavy units and that he

considered it his duty to assist the overburdened eastern front

by using them. Instead of bringing the capital ships back

from Norway he proposed to reinforce them with the Schamhorst.
No definite reason for this change of front is known.
Possibly Doenitz* control over the entire navy led him to

modify his views. Hitler at first rejected these proposals
but Doenitz promised him a successful action within three

months and Hitler finally withdrew his opposition. Only the
construction of new capital ships and repairs to existing ones

were suspended, chiefly owing to shortage of materials.

ibid

Doenitz issued new directives on 19 February 1943»
shore commands were to consider all decisions regarding the

use of the major units before passing on instmctions to the
commanders afloat who would then act in accordance v/ith tactical

Additional orders stressed that the destruc-

The

considerations,

ibid

tion of the northern convoys was to be regarded as a primary
objective and was not to be overshadowed by precautions for the

protection of Norway against invasion.

Doenitz would not commence stirface operations until the

Scharnhorst had joined the task force in North Norway, Any
units that were redundant or not fully seaworthy were to be

sent home since the number of vinits in Norway Imd to be

limited owing to serious fuel shortage. It was therefore
decided not to transfer the Admiral Soheer. nor, in the end,
the Prinz Eugen to Norway,

(iii) The battle cruiser Scharnhorst,

After her escape up Channel in February 1942 in company
with the Gneisenau and Prinz Eugen. the Scharnhorst passed
into the Baltic where she remained for the rest of the year.
She vras sighted by photographic reconnaissance in Puck Bay off
Gdynia on 12 December 1942,

(a) First a.ttempt to move to Norway - January 1943

On the 9 January 1943 information was received from
Intelligence sources that the Sohamhorst was under way in the
Baltic, A certain amo;mt of YT/t traffic indicated that a
movemei?t to Norway might be imminent. It was further reported
tliat enemy Naval units would be exercising in the Baltic from
the 6 to 9 January, These exercises were regarded by the

Admiralty as internal security cover for the main movement.

All available operational aircraft of No, 236 Squadron
in Na 16 Group ̂ vere ordered to move to No, 18 Group on detach

ment o Eight Beaufighters finally eirrived at Wick on 8 January,
No, 16 Group v/ere informed that there was a possibility of an

iii5)ortant target between the Skagerrak and Heligoland, and
that the task of these aircraft would be to carry our reconnais

sance and shadov/ it, vThen located, as soon as weather permitted.
During the next few days close attention, despite bad weather,

C.C.H,Q.
Ccntrollers

Secret Log,

CH/G3/6 Jan,
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was given to the South Norway and Sltagerrak areas,
cloud conditions nullified much of the photographic cover and
several of the reconnaissance sorties had to he cancelled

CTfllng to the weather. Two Bomber Comniand Lancasters laid
12 mines in Bottle(l) on the night of 8/9 January,

However,

Tension was kept up by the receipt of further scraps of
information. Unusual enemy aircraft activity off the South

C.C.H.Q.
Naval Staff

Log, Controller's Norwegian coast was noted on 7 January, The beacons at
Log and Secret Hantsholm and Blaavanshuk (Denmark) and Parsund (Norway) were
Log, active on the night of 8/9 January,

intensive mineswe^ing east of Denmark was observed and was

thought to indicate the movement of an enemy formation in the
near future. Two destroyers seen by a photographic reconnais
sance sortie on the 9 January in Rovde Fjord were believed to

be on their way to reinforce the enemy formation.
10 January it was learnt that the destroyers were due at
Kristiansand South at I3OO hours to refuel,

that sweeping in the Great Belt was to be finished by I6OO hours
on 10 January and that all shipping, including merchant vessels.

This meant that

Early on 10 January

On

Further news was

was to move out of the channel at that time,

the force should reach Kristiansand at about 1200 hours on

11 January passing throu^ the Belt to Norwegian waters on the

night of 10/11 Jamxary,

The C,-in-C. Home Fleet considered that, if this movement
was in e.ccordance with previous ones, the force would be timed

to pass Lister at about I500/II, Stadtlandet about 05OO/I2 and
would be in Trondheim Leads about 1000/12, Arrangements were

made for the Norwegian submarine Uredd and the British
submarine P.55 to patrol in the area and for destroyers to carry
out an offensive sweep against the Scharnhorst,(2) This
operation was abandoned on the night of 11/12 January owing to
the weather.

At 1326 hours on 11 January it was learnt fran the
Admiralty that the force, preceded by a ̂ errbrecher, was in
position 5730 N X 1130 E at O85O hours proceeding at a speedcf
18 or 19 knots. The Sperrbrecher was due to leave the
formation in position 5754 N x 1048 E, Later came  a message
that the speed of the formation had been reduced and that the

position at 1000 hours(3) was 573^ N x II06 E. It was
expected that speed would be increased from this point or frctn
5754 N X 1040 E. The approximate time of arrival in
Kristiansand South would be 1700 hoxirs.

Shortly afterwards the first aircraft sighting report of
the force was received at O.O.H.Q, Beaufighter P/236 squadron,
on shipping reconnaissance in the Stand area, had sighted at
1307 hours the battlecruiser Scharnhorst. one Hipper class
cruiser and one "E" class destroyer moving slowly in position
5748 N X 1024 E, The course was 280 degrees and the maximum

speed was estimated at ten knots. One enenqy single engine
fighter over the battle cruiser did not apparently see P/236

C.C.H.Q.
Controller's

Secret Log,
G,-in-C, H.F.

signal, 11,1.43

C.C.H.Q.

Naval Staff log.

No, 18 Group
O.R.B, Appendices
Appendices
January 1943*

The minefield in the entrance to Haugesund,

Operation F.C,
Unless otherwise stated, times given in this chapter are

all A times, that is British summer time, except during
the period 4 April to 14 August inclusive, when they are

B times, that is double British siimmer time.

1

2

3)
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but the cruiser fired red pyrotechnic signals,("l) A second
Beaufighter U/236, airborne at I3OO hours to patrol the Stand
area, was diverted to sweep along a line from Kristiansand
South to the Slcaw, but saw nothing, A Mosquito G/540, on a
photographic reconnaissance sortie between Lister and the Great

Belt at the time of sighting, saw nothing and reported that
cloud prevented reconnaissance in the Skagerrak and Kattegat,

A strike was organised on receipt of the sitting report.
Six TUhitleys of No, 612 Squadron with training flares
despatched at intervals from Wick to sweep the coast from
Bgero to Kristiansand South,
instructed to look at Kristiansand South and Kvaase Fjord if
flying at above 1).»000 feet, Hampdens from Wick, Leuchars and
Sumbxjrgh were to attack on report from the Whitleys and their
illumination. None of the aircraft could be in position
before 1800 hours on 11 January, However the > Wick Hampdens of
489 Squadron were cancelled owing to v/eather conditions after
only two aircraft were airborne. One continued on patrol but
saw nothing. Twelve Hampdens of No, 455 Squadron were air
borne from Leuohars and six of No, 144 Squadron froa Sumburj^
but ran into bad weather and saw nothing, Hampden R/455
crashed soon after takeoff and P/455 crash landed on return in
remote country in the north of Scotland,

The G,-in-C, considered tha.t the enemy force mi^t turn
back for a few hours after being sifted. He therefore
suggested reconnaissance off the South Norway coast during the
night of 11/12 January, Two searchlight Wellingtons of
No, 612 Squadron were ordered to be off Lister at 2330 hours
and sweep north to Utsire, Two further aircraft were aii’bome

four hours later. No, 18 Group reported on 12 January that the
Norwegian coast was thoroughly covered during the night in

conditions of good visibility. There was, however, a front
15 to 20 miles off the coast and conditions there vrere very bad.
The enemy might have gone up through the front but this was not
thought probable.

No results were obtained from Beaufighter reconnaissance
or jjhotographic cover of the South Norway coast on the
12 January, One Spitfire R/540 Squadron was missing on a
photographic reconnaissance sortie to the Lister-Kvassefjord
area. Patrols by Whitleys and Wellingtons of No, 612 Squadron
in the Stand and Bomraelf jord areas during the evening and ni^t
of the •2tV'l3thwf3re largely ineffective due to. bad weather, A
crossover patrol by a Catalina of No, 210 Squadron was smnilarly
only 25 per cent effective due to weather conditions. No, 18
Group reported on the 13 January that there had been no real
cover since the first Whitley sortie on the evening of
12 January,

were

These aircraft were later

0.C,H.Q, ■

Controllers Log

No, 18 Group
0,R,B, App,

(1) The sighting report was picked up by the enemy and Group
North ordered the force to turn back at 1449 hours,
enemy calculated that if our strike aircraft took off on

receipt of the report they could reach the force about
1600 hours,

encGunter was to be avoided, particularly since Group North
expected strong air opposition during the passage roimd
South Norway in the prevailing bad v/eather conditions.

The

In view of the approaching dusk such an

Log of the
Scharnhorst
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Arrajigements were being made for an armed reconnaissance
in force by Haa^dens of No, 489 Squadron on 13 January, when
information was received that the Scharnhorst had definitely
returned to the Baltic, There was no mention of the Prince

Eugen which might well have continued on to Trondheim, Later

came the news t>jat the Schamhorst was expected in Gdynia
that day. The A.O,C, No, 18 Gfoiup was anxious to press on
with the original plan for No, 489 Squadron but the C,-in-C,

finally cancelled the Haiipden strike. Photographic reconnais

sance of the Baltic ports as far east as Swinemunde was

required. However, no Mosquito was available for this task
and attempts to recall the Mosquito on a sortie to Stavanger
were unsuccessful. Nothing of importance was seen by Beau-

fighter reconnaissance patrols on 13 January, Thotographic
cover of Gdynia and the Baltic ports was ordered for the

14 Jan\aary or as soon as possible, Ear]y on 15 January
information was received that the Scharnhorst and Prince Eugen

anchored in. Gdynia at 20Q0 hours on 15 January, Intelligence
reported that defects, probably the Schamhorst*s shafts, were

of retixrn,(the cause

C.C,H.Q,
Controllers

Secret log.

C.C,H.Q.
Cantroll^*s

log.

C.C,H.Q,
Controller* s

Secret log.

(b) Second attempt by the Sch^nhorst to move to Norway -

January 1943*

C,C,H,Q,
Controller's

secret log.

The next scare came a couple of weeks later. Early on

the 23 January it was learnt that a move of the Scharnhorst
and Prin.ce Eugen to the north -was again imminent, Tlie report
stated that the Scharnhorst and Prince Eugen- were due to be

off Cape Aroona at O63O hours on 24 January, They would
proceed via the Great Belt and the suggested speed to allow
from Arcona to the Skaw was ten to eleven knots. The escort

would probably consist of two destroyers from Kiel backed up
by destroyers from Kristiansand South where there were four at

the time. Later in the day it was knovm that the Scharnhorst
was told to rendezvous with the Prince Eugen in Danzig Bay at
1600 hours on the 23 January,

Strike aircraft available in No, 18 Group consisted of

12 Beaufighters of No, 489 Squadron and 12 of No, 455 Squadron.
No, 12(4 Sqviadron were out of line owing to conversion from

Hanpdens to Beaufighter Torpedo aircraft but No, 235 Squadron
had arrived at Leuchars, The C,-in-C, decided to retain

No, 236 SquadEminNodS Group for the moment, Benson were
requested to arrange photographic reconnaissance of Kiel and
Swinemunde on the 24 January with special reference to the

sea route between these two places. Two aircraft were
required, one over Kiel at 1200 hours on 24 January and one
at 12(00 hours. Benson did not thinlc conditions for Kiel and

Swinemunde were likely to be good but had a Mosquito at

Leuchars and a Spitfire at Benson standing by. On 24 January,
since the sorties were of the utmost importance, the A.O.C,
18 Group insisted that some attenqjt be made although the

weather v/as bad. One sortie by Mosquito S/3hO Squadron was
.  therefore airborne at III3 hours after sli^t delay. The
aircraft landed back at Leuchars at 1637 hours, having seen

nothing, and reported heavy cloud conditions east of Kiel,

Bomber Command were sounded as to 'the possibility of an

attack on the target if necessary between I23O at the Skaw

and dusk at Lister on 25 January, The C,-in-C, Bomber
Command, however, wished to confine his efforts to mining in

C.C.H,Q.
Controller * s

log.

ibid

(1) The log of the Scharnhorst does not confirm this
supposition,
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the track at Bottle as the weather, if suitable for shadowing,
would be no good for bombing,
were laid in this area.

In actual fact no further mines

Meanwhile intelligence reported that the Scharnhorst and

Prince Eugen were off Aroona at 063O hours on 24 January,
Unusual enemy air activity in South Norway early on 24 January
and evening ¥/T beacons in Denmark and S, Norway later in the
day confirmed suspicions of a breakout. Plans were therefore

made with No, 18 Group for the 25 January, A high level
photographic reconnaissance sortie was to be flown to Anholt

at 0850 then north to position 5730 N x II30 E throu^ tho Skaw
and back,

major units with photographs if possible,
be observed and no sighting report to be made.
Mosquito was to do the same track and be at the Skaw at

1400 hours. Sighting reports could be made., A strike force
was to stand by from 1100 hours.

The first Mosquito sortie by Tll/540 v/as airborne at 0640
hours on 25 January from Leuchars, During the sortie it was

learnt at Coastal Command Headquarters that the Scharrihorst
and Prince Eugen were ordered to continue their passage at

0600 hours on 24 January as weather conditions were expected to
be better. Further information was received that the vessels

v/ere ten miles north east of Anholt at O63O hours and had said
they would be off the Skaw at 1330 hours. The force was not

therefore behind schedule and the first photographic .

reconnaissance sortie was expected to si^t, Y service
reported that four destroyers were proceeding on 25 January
from Kristiansand South to 5748 N x II06 E, and were expected to
arrive at 1200 hours. The first Mosquito,.which landed back

at Leuchaisat 1210 hours, saw three destroyers at 0945 hours
10 miles east south east of Kristiansand South proceeding on a

south easterly course at 15 knots. The visibility was good
but no other important sittings were made. The second
Mosquito, 3/52)0 squadron, airborne at 1239 hours, reported
at 1415 hours one battle cruiser, one cruiser and five
destroyers 45 miles west of the Skaw on a course of 294
degrees,("I) The eneny altered course to 100 degrees shortly
after the aircraft sent a sitting report, Hiotographs were

taken, , The eneny force were ahead and to the south of the

expected route but it was hoped that the Hanpdens from Wick,
.  due off Kristiansand South at I605 hours, would meet.

Meanwhile a strike force of 23 Haupdehs :and 15 Beaufyitens
was airborne from Wick and Leuchars,(21 Aircraft were ordered
to fly armed reconnaissance in the Skagerrak along the shipping
route from Kristiansand South to the Skaw passing throu^
position 5900 N x 0900 E at I63O hours. The Beaufighters of
No, 235 Squadron from Leuchars were airborne somewhat later
than the rest of the formation and received a diversion signal

■  to intercept the enemy force off Kristiansand South, They were
also informed of the enemy’s alteration of course. However,

, apart from flak ships and shore batteries, nothing v/as seen.

On the night of the 25/26 January crossover patrols off
the South Norway coast were flown by Whitleys of No, 612
Squadron equipped with flares. Photographic reconnaissance of

The main object was a visual sitting of the enemy
W/T silence was to

A second

C.G.H.Q.
Controller’s‘ .

secret log.

C.C,H.Q,
Naval Staff .

log.

C,C,H.Q,
Controller’s

log.

C,C,H,Q.
Controller’s

secret log.

V •/

No, 18 Group
0*RoB» App*

(1) The force picked up this sitting report and was once
again ordered to turn back
The force consisted of 6/2)89, 5/455 (Hampdens) and 5/23^
(leaufinters) from Wick, 5/489, 7/455 (Haapdens)and
•I0/235 (Beaufighters) tr(m Leuchars,
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the south Norway area on the 26 January was ineffective owing
to 10/l0th cloud conditions. However, early on 26th it was
known that eneuy air operational instructions for the Lofoten
ea had been cancelled owing to the fact that the movement

of* the Scharnhorsc and Brince Eup;en had been broken off,
Further messages during the 26 January indicated that the
enemy units were on the way to Kiel and were expected there
at 1800 hours. Two Beaufighters of No, 236 Squadron
despatched on North and South Stab patrols were therefore
recalled. On the 27th it was known that the Scharnhorst and

Rrince Eugen were proceeding to Gdjniia, The Admiralty
commented that further attempts to breakout were likely,

(c) The Scharnhorst*s successful passage to Norway -
March 1943.

The situation with regard to the Scharnhorst remained
quiet until the 6 March when indications of enengr fighter
concentrations in south Norway, similar to those associated
with previous naval movements, again caused anxiety.
Group were ordered to watch the Bergen to Kfistiansand South
area. On the 6 March two, Beaufighters of No, 235 Squadron
patrolled from Stavanger to Bergen and two from Bergen to
Stadtlandet, Ihtrols were ninety per cent effective but
nothing was seeni

Early on 7 March the Admiralty confirmed that the
Scharnhorst was on the move, and mi^t have passed the Skaw on
5 March.

Iceland Faeroes Channel or the Denmark Straits, probably the
former. The max:im\mi effort on the Norwegian coast to locate
and crossover patrols to intercept were required. The first
estimate indicated that the force would pass IcelancV"Faeroes
on the night of 7/8 March or possibly had already done so on
6/7 March,
not to make the fleet reconnaissance signal for the moment.
Aircraft were not to be withdrawn from threatened convoys,(l)

Since it v/as feared that the Sohamhorst had already
broken out, steps were taken on 7 March to intercept her off
Norway and to protect the Russian convoy RA53* Sunderland
j/246, from No, I5 Group, was diverted from escort duty early
on 7 March to the breakout patrol Rovik I and Catalina S/1477>
on anti submarine escort to RA53, was diverted to  a crossover
patrol at right angles to a line from the convoy to Stadtlandet

not less than a hundred miles from the convoy,(2) Two further
Catalinas R/1477 and B/I90 were despatched as reliefs on this
crossover patrol during the period 7/8 March, No, 612
Squadron flew five sorties on the breakout patrol Sentry II
on 7 March, and Iceland were asked to carry out Rovik II and
Bear, Only one sortie on Rovik II by L/120 was possible from
Iceland o\ving to weather conditions. No, 15 Group therefore
flew a modified breakout patrol to cover the essential areas

of Rovik I and II during the night of 7/8 March as well as
covering Rovik I on 7 Jiiarch.

ar

No. 18

There was a possibility of a breakout by the

Various patrols were laid on but it was decided

C.C.H.Q,
Controller ’s

secret log.

C.G.H.Q.
Controller’s

secret log.

Nos, 15 and 18

Groups 0,R.B,
App,

(1) Actually the Scharnhorst was still in the Baltic,
anchored for one day from 5 to 6 March off Fehmarn in
Mecklingburg Bay, At 1538 hours she weighed anchor.
She was joined by the destroyer Z.28 at 1950 hours and
reached the southern entrance of the Great Belt at 2000
hours on 6 March,

A.ctually this aircraft could not decypher the diversion
signal owing to bad W/T conditions,

SECRET
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Log of
Scharnhorst

(2)
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Reooniiaissaxice of the Norwegian coast betrreen Aalesund and

Haugesund was also flov/n on 7 Inarch, and photographic reconnais

sance of Trondheim and Gdynia was attempted, although neither
sortie was successful owing to oloudo

Reinforcements vfere sent to No, 18 Group from No, ̂ 6 Group,
One Liberator, M/120 Sqmdron, v/as attached to Kinloss, three
Han^^dens of No, ii.15 Squadron were sent to join the detachment

undergoing A,L,T»(l) training at Tain, ei^t Beaufinters of
No. 14.3 Squadron, one of which crashed on landing, eight of
No, 254 Sqtiadron and two of No, 256 Squadron were sent to
Sumburgh, All available aircraft of No, 455 Squadron v/ere

detached from Leuchars to T!7ick on 7 larch,'

In the meantime it was learnt that there had possibly
been some delay and that the Scharnhorst had not passed out

yet. The Schamhorst miglit liave passed the Skaw on a

Tiresterly course about I50O hours on 7 March, Hiotographic or
visual reconnaissance of the Naze to Skaw area was requested.
No photographic reconnaissance aircraft were available btit an

attempt was made without success to divert the Mosquito on a

sortie to Knaben, Two Beaufi^ters H and Z/235 Squadron were
despatched on reconnaissance of the Eristiajisand South to

.Skaw areas but ran in'co bad v^eather including thick mist and
rain,(2)

C.O,H.Q.
Controller* s

Log and Secret
Log.

It was decided to discontinue the Sentry and EA53 cross
over patrols for the na^t of 7/8 March, Hiotographic cover
of the Grimstad to Kristiansand South, Trondheim to Grimstad,
and Gdynia areas was ordered for 8 March, On 8 IJarch, No, 18
Group flew foi.3r sorties on Sentry II and No, I5 Group two
sorties on IVice and a crossover near RA, 55« Anti-submarine
escort to this convoy was continued as usual.

Early on 8 March a further piece of information had been
received. The piJ.ot of a Bo0,A,0, civil aircraft from

.  Sweden which landed at Leuchars early on 8 March, stated that
at 2100 hours on 7 March he liad seen two large transports and
one escort vessel 60 miles west of the Swedish coast in the

Skagerrak, The vessels were in line astern and were
proceeding on a course of 320 degrees magnetic at  a high speed.
The height of observation was 1,200 feet. The pilot did not
think the vessels were naval types but the Admiralty considered
that one might be the Scharnliorst, (3 )

O.O.H.Q.
Naval Staff

log.

Attacks Lit^t Torpedo o
At 0415 hours on 7 March the Scharnhorst reached Seelands
Rev, She was joined by the destroyer Richard Beitzen at
0600 hours and at 1212 hours v/as northeast of Anholt, At
1523 hours two fighter aircraft joined her as escort,
Rrom 1458 to 1535 hours there was an air v/arning in the
western Baltic, (This was probably R/540 on the Gdynia
photographic reconnaissance sortie). At I900 hoxirs the
Scharnhorst was joined by the destroyers Steinbrink and
Friedrich IIui. At 2159 hours Luftflotte V reported that
enemy recoruiaissance aircraft had been detected at I940
hours in position ten miles vrest of Hirtshals, (These
were probably Hand Z/235)* At 2303 hours the Scharnhorst
was south of Kristiansand South,

According to German records this might have been the
.Scharnhorst since she arrived south of iCristiansand at

2303 hours. However, she v/as apparently only escorted by
destroyers so that the other "large transport" mentioned
by the pilot cannot be identified. The log of the
Scharnhorst apparently gives no aircraft sighting report,

SECRET

Log of
Scharnhorst
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It was thought possible that the eneiny mi^t be going north
along the coast at the moment and would therefore be rounding
Stadtlandet on evening of 0 March,

No, 18 Group reported that photographic cover of the
Norwegian coast on 8 March was in^iossible o^ving to weather
conditions. Two Beaiifighters, however, were ordered to fly
shipping reconnaissance between Grimstad Fjord and Aalesund.

J/143 niade visml landfall at Slottero Li^t at 1134 hours.
At 1135 hours one Beitzen class destroyer was sighted in ■
position 5959 N x 0458 E» At 1150 hours aircraft reached
position 6G42 N x 0442 E and at 1202 hours set course for base
from position 6129 N x 0439 E, The patrol was flown outside
the Leads at visibility distance. The second Eeaufighter
Y/143 made landfall at 1129 hours in position 6145 N x 04i0 E
and patrolled at a distance of eight miles from the coast owing
to complete lack of cloud cover until 1137 hours when patrol
was abandoned. Two further sorties were flown later in the
day, Beaufigliter Y/236 pinpointed Bremanger Island at
1617 hours and patrolled until 1629 hours, and Y//236 patrolled
from position 6OIO N x 0510 E at 1620 hours to position
6059 N X 0440 E at 1636 hours, W/236 saw one destroyer in
position 6010 N x 05I0 E,(1)

a

No, 18 Group
0,R,B, App,

The Gdynia photographic reconnaissance on 8 March showed
that the S^arnhorat had gone, although the Erince Eugen.

dismantled hull of the Gneisenau were still present.
Information was received from Intelligence sources of enemy
aircraft reconnaissance in the Lofoten area on 8 March in
connection with a naval movement,
Scharnhorst.

Sorties on Frice and Sentry and escort to RA53 on ni^t of
8/9 March were cancelled owing to icing conditions. Two
further sorties were flown on Frice on 9 March as  a breakout
was still expected, Hiotogfaphic reconnaissance of the
Trondheim to Bergen and Bergen to Kristiansand areas was made.
By the ni^t of 9/IO March an intelligence report was received
that the Scharnhorst was off the Norwegian coast in the
Trondheim area at 1000 hours on 9 March.(2) it was thou^t
that she was going up to Narvik amd mi^t be going to break out,
Hiotographic reconnaissance of the Narvik area proved iipo®ible
on 10 and 11 March owing to weather conditions. It ivas not
until 13 liarch that the Admiralty received information from
intelligence sources that the Schamhorst had joined the other
major units in Narvili,

This was presumed to be the

O.C.H.Q,
Controller•s

Secret log.

(1) At 01)00 hours on 8 March the Scharnhorst was off Lister, At 0703 hours
her position was 5905 N x 0435 E and at 0746 hours she was off Utslre. At
0900 hours she was Joined by an air escort of two Me IJOs. At I605 hours ttie
Scharnhorst was In position 6215 N x 0350 E (off Stadtlandet). From I657 to
1718 hours there was an aircraft warning In the area between stadtlandet and
Kristiansund North. (No British aircraft can be traced In the area at this
time). At 2000 hours the Scharnhorst had reached  N x 0550 E,

me log of thu Scha-nliorst does not mention arw air warning on account
of the first two Beauflghters J and Y/143. Ihe second pair of Beauflghters
Y and n/236 were obviously too far south If the Scharnhorst was off
Stadtlandet at 1605 hours,
me time stated In this report was not correct. At 0100 hours on 9 March
the Scharnhorst was In position 645O N. x 0035 E and by 0815 hours she ms off
the Tranen Islands. At 1015 hours she reached the entrance to Westfjord,
^om 1035 to 1100 hours there-was an aircraft warning in the Lofoten
(No British aircraft were In this area),
anchored In Bogenbucht,

area.

At 1636 hours on 9 March she

Log of
Scharnhorst

(2)

Log of
Scharnhoret
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(iv) Fears of a movement of the battleship Tirpitz and the
pocket battleship LutsoT/ - March 1945.

At the time of the Scharnhorst’ s breakout to Norv/ay in

March 1943 it was feared that a large scale movement of enemy
naval units was in progress in which the Tirpitz and Lutzow
were involved.

The Lutzovf had been unable to join the Tirpit z and Hipper

in Altenfjord in July 1942 since she grounded in Tjelsund an.

3 July and had to be sent down to Kiel for repairs. During
the 9 and 10 July 1942 she moved from the Narvik area to

Lofjord near Trondlieim, On the 9 August 1942 the Lut zow

continued her passage south. Coastal Command had received
warning of the movement from intelligence sources but the

Lptzow successfully evaded all strikes and reconnaissance and
arrived in Swinemunde on 12 Augus On the 10 August a

Log of
the Lutzow

was shot down before it -v/as

On 19 August the Lutzow left
British reconnaissance airci*aft

able to make a sighting report,
Swinanunde for Kiel where she remained in dock from 21 August

After a month in the Baltic the Lutzow
She

to 5 November 1942,

began her return passage to Norway on 9 December 1942,
arrived in Bogenfjord cn 12 December, once again without being
sighted, although several air alarms were received on
11 December,

In March 1943 it was suspected tiiat the Lutzow migh
coming south to Trondheim and possibly the Baltic,(2)
Accordingly on 10 March No, 18 Group ordered reconnaissance
between Kristiansand South and Stadtlandet by six Beaufighters
of No, 235 Squadron from Leuchars, Aircraft were instructed
to make first sighting reports of naval units only, A strike

force of twelve Harapdens of No, 455 Squadron ivas also airborne

from Wick and ordered to proceed to Egero, No sightings were

made by either force.

t be

No, 18 Group
0,R,B, App,

On 11 March the centre of interest shifted to the Tirpitz.

At the beginning of the period imder review the Tirpitz was

known to be in Lof jord near Trondheim, Fhotographic
reconnaissance during January and February had noted repair
trials, provisioning and gunnery practice,
it vfas reported that she had moved to Foettenfjord in the same
area and was carrying out exercises. Tasks for enemy air

reconnaissance units of the Norwegian coast on 20 February
were regarded as preliminary to a movement south. On the

11 March a report was received that the Tirpit z, escorted by
two destroyers and two torpedo boats, had passed Agdenes at
the entrance to Trondheim Fjord at O83O hours on 11 March,
The course was not toown but it was assumed that the Tirpitz
w^as moving south,(3)

On the 2 February

C.C,H.Q,
Controller’s

secret log.

This aircraft was presumably Hudson M/48 Squadron which did not return from
a North Bert reconnaissance patrol.
It appears that this supposition wes groundless as Hitler agreed In March 1943
to a proposal by the Commander in Chief Navy (Grand Adtlral Doenltz) for
greater offensive activity on the part of surface forces In the Norwegian
area against the Russian convoys. On 24 March 1943 the German Naval Staff
repeated that this was the most pressing task.
This assumption v;as wrong as t ie enony Intended to transfer the Tirpitz
north In order to strengthen the Narvik group. On  3 March the Tjjmitz
received a signal that she would be required to move In the near future so

that plans for the operation of the battle group could be carried out.
On the 9 March she was ordered to leave for Narvik on 11 March, She
departed accordingly early on 11 March, anchored at Hamneslelra at 1935
hourSp where she spent the night, moved up to Ofotfjord on the I2th
and arrived In Bogenbucht at 0Q54 hours on 13 March,

(1)

(2)

(3)

Log of
Tirpitz,
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C.C.H.Q.

Naval Staff log.
K was estijnated that she could be off Stadtlandet at I630 hours
if she proceeded outside the Leads,

No. 18 Grgup recalled all T/hitley aircraft of No, 612
Squadron from the Flora A/u patrols in order to have aircraft
available for Sentry patrols or shadowing as required,
detachment of No, 455 squadron at Wick, which had just become
airborne to return to Leuchars, was recalled,
fighter squadrons (Nos. IL3 and 254), borrowed from No. 16
Group for operations against the Scliamhorst had returned to

On the 11th orders were given for
No, 143 Squadron to return to Suraburgh but were subsequently
cancelled.

The

The tv/o Beau-

North Coates on 10 March,

C.C.H.Q.
Controller* s

log.

Nos, 16 and 18

Groups O.R.B.
Independent patrols in the Leads either side of Stadtlandei

by Beaufighters of No, 235 Squadron on 11 March, and a
reconnaissance in force by two waves of Hanpdens of No, 4I5
Squadron (Tain) and No, 455 Squadron (Wick) produced
sightings. One Hampden, D/4I5, 'was missing. Crossover
patrols off Sogne Fjord, during the ni^t of Il/12 March,
flown by two miitleys of No. 612 Squadron. The Admiralty
were still uneasy as to the whereabouts of the enemy units.
Two Beaufighters of No, 143 Squadron from North Coates
accordingly patrolled the Stand area at first light on 12 March
whilst No, 254 Squadron were stood by for a strike in the
Skagerrak if necessary,
was carried out later in the day,
the Trondheim photographic reconnaissance sortie and limited
the cover of the Rristiansand to Bergen area.

no

were

Further Beaufighter reconnaissance
Cloud conditions frustrated

App,

The tension was not relieved until the 13 March when the
Admiralty received information that the Timitz. Schamhorst.

Nnrnberg and Lutzqw were in Narvik, However, the presence of
this powerful concentration of enemy units, beyond reach of
regular air reconnaissance, constituted a direct threat to the
Russisin convoys,
escort into the Barents Sea, which the C,-in-C, Home Fleet did
not consider justifiable. Moreover the destroyers and other
a/s escorts tied up with these convoys could be better used
to reinforce the Atlantic, Consequently convoys J,W,54 and
R.A,54 due to sail on 27 March were postponed and on 16 April
the Admiralty announced that the Russian convoys had been
cancelled.

These convoys would now need battleship

C.C.H.Q.
Controller’s

log.

Admy, War at
Sea 1943 p 46,

(v) The heavy cruiser Admiral Hipper comes south
February 1943.

C.C.H.Q.
Controller's

secret log.

From an agents report of 25 January I943 it was learnt
that the Hipper. the cruiser Koln and the tliree destroyers liad
anchored off Kvitnes in Fiskefjord in Vesteraalen north of the
Lofoten Islands, Further reports stated that the Hipper and
escorts turned back later in the day owing to a gale warning
and finally left for the south at O83O hours (G.M.T.)
26 January, ("I )

on

On 29 January it was known that an iiiiportant

(1) The Hipper and Koln were ordered to leave Kaafjord on 2k January for
Bogenbucht and then Trondheim, On 2k the units passed through Kaagsund,
On the 25th they were forced to turn back near Glmsoy, 6819 N x 1itl6 E,
owing to bad visibility and anchored for the night In Fldef jord,
Sortlandsund. On the 26th they continued their passage to Bogenbucht
where they remained until 28 January, On 28th the units passed
Rottvarsoere at the southern approach to Tjeldsund and on 29th entered
the Leads, They anchored for the night of 29/30th In Arsetefjord,
6501 X 11it8 E, and arrived In Foettenf jord near Trondheim on
30 January, A continuous escort of from two to four fighters was
provided during the passage.

Log of

Hipper
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unit, probably the Hipper, would be coining south from Narvik to
Trondheim;

movement to Lat# 654O ncsrfch after Kihich the vessel would go into
an unjuiown anonorage foi- tii'e night of 29/30 January. Slie

would proceed the next day to Trondheim, On 30 January it
was learnt that four units had arrived in Trondheim from the

north. Two were definitely identified as the Koln and one

destroyer, the others were probably the Hipper and another
destroyer. Agents reports on 1 and 2 February confirmed
that the Hipper and Koln were in Lofjord on 51 January,

On 1 February news was received that four battleships had

passed Flora at 06OO hours on a southerly course at 12 knots.
The force was considered to be the Hipper and four destroyers/'l)
At last light on 1 February No, 18 Group despatched a strike
of Hansens and Beaufighters with preliminary Beaufighter
reconnaissance to the Karmoy-Grimstad area with no results.

During the night of l/2 Febmary crossover patrols off
Kristiansand South and the Naze were carried out at intervals

by three aircraft of No, 612 Squadron, On the 2 February
five. Hampdens carried out a reconnaissance in force at first

light in the Utsire-O'brestad area, Beaufighter reconnaissance
was carried out in the Stavanger to Bergen and Grimstad to
Stadtlandet areas,

and Kristiansand was nullified by thick cloud,
patrols by five l/?hitleys of No, 6l2 Squadron during the night
of 2/3 February off Kristiansand South were directed primarily
against an enemy raider, known as Ao9, located off Cape Arcona
on 31 January, which was at first suspected to be the
Scharnhorst or Erince Eugen.

Shipping reconnaissance off Stavanger by Hampdens at first
light, and reconnaissance of the Norwegian coast from
Stadtlandet to the Slaw by Mosquito aircraft during the day,
was ordered for 3 February, The Hampden force made three
sightings. At 0753 hours in position 5857 N x 0520 E Hansen
X/i|39 squadron sighted four destroyers, one of which was
considered to be a larger naval type, ,on course 340 degrees
speed 15 knots. Trie aircraft attacked with one torpedo and
M,G, fire. Intense light flak was experienced and no results
were seen, Hampden T/1i39 sighted at 0759 hours in approx
imately the same position a naval force comprising three
destroyers and probably one unidentified cruiser on a northerly
course speed approximately I5 Imots, Attack was broken off

owing to intense flak,. At 0753 hours S/489 reported four
destroyers in position 5847 N x O525 E on course 350 degrees
speed 15 knots. The Naval Staff at Coastal Command regarded
the identification of the force as four destroyers by S/489
as correct. The Commander-in-Ohief Home Fleet considered
that the Hipper ̂ d Koln were due .to pome, south and that the

four destroyers were going up to Bergen, to meet them,

Beaufighter and Mosquito reconnaissance failed to locate
these destroyers, A strike force of 17 Hampdens and 10
Beaufighters from Nick and Leuchars which w'as to act on reports
from reconnaissance aircraft was therefore recalled.

Fighter protection had been ordered to cover the

Hiotographic reconnaissance of Trondheim
Crossover

C.C,H,Q.
Controller* s

log.

No, 18 Group
0,R,B, App,

C.C,H,Q,
Controller’s

secret log.

No, 18 Group
0,R,B, App,

O.OoH.Q,,. ,
Controller's

log, .

No. 18 Group
OeR.B, App,

No, 18 Group were reinforced for this emergency. Two
Beaufighters of No. 236 Squadron were detached from No, 16
Group to Wick on 2 February, and five more on 3 February,
Eight Eeaufighters of No, I43 Squadron were attached to Dyce
from North Coates on 4 February.

(1) This was a false alarm as the Hlpper did'not leave Trondheim fjord until the
evening of h February.
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Beaufighter reconnaissance on 4 February covered the area
betvireen Stadtlandet and Stavenger but no important sightings
were inade. One Beaufi^iter, S/236, was missing. photogre.phic
reconnaissance of Trondlieim was inpossible owing to IO/IO cloud
although the Leads were covered from 6330 north to 613O north.
The Grimstad sortie returned owing to intercepition and fuel
shortage•

Early on 5 February it was learnt from intelligence
sources that a formation of five vessels was due to leave

Trondheim for the south on the night of 4/5 February,(^)
was also stated that the force might put into Nord or Sudgulen
(6146 N X 0515 S), or Sorgulen in the same area. Fighter
escort from Stadtlandet had been arranged.

It

C.C,H.Q,
Controller* s

secret log.

No, 18 Group
OcR.B. App„

Three Beaufighters from Wick v/ere despatched on reconnais
sance at first light on 5 February, Beaufighter A/235, sent
to the Kristiansund North to Stadtlandet area^ made landfall at
Kristiansund at 0827 hours,

the Leads owing to cloud. At about 6222 N x 0530  E aircraft

set course for base, Beaufighters Y/236j ordered to patrol
from Sogne Fjord to Stadtlandet, made landfall at Sande light
in 6113 N X 0413 E at 0824 hours,
to enter the Leads owing to cloud,
Krakenes in (S03Nx O5OO E and set course for base. The patrol
T/as only I5 per cent efficient. The third Beaufi^ter E/236
covered the area from Bergen to Sogne Fjord and reported that
patrol was 100 per cent efficient,Ts)

The aircraft was unable to cover

Tills aircraft was also unable

At 0836 aircraft reached

Three further reconnaissance patrols were flown later in
Y/235 was despatched to patrol from Lervik to the

At 1529 hours landfall was made at
At 153'! the aircraft was instructed to extend

At 1534 position 6OIO N x 0500 E ms

the day,
north point of Karmoy,
Bomralo,

patrol to 6025 N.

reached and the aircraft turned on reciprical to Haugesund
owing to excess visibility of I5 miles. The aircraft set
course for base from Bommel fjord at 1542 hours, j/235
patrolled between Feisten Light and Lister from 1535 to
1602 hours, and T/235 v/as missing on pati'ol between Karmoy
and Obrestad,(3)

A reconnaissance in force by Hampdens and Beaufigh
en Kvitingsoy and Boramelfjord saw nothing.(4) Beaufighter

ters

between Kvitingsoy
L/235 was instructed to carry out fm-ther reconnaissance in the
Leads from Grimstad to Bergen, At 1723 hours the aircraft was

(1) This liuelllgance vas correct.^  The Hlpper with the Kq^ and the destroyers
"liQ* and Richard beltzcn left Trondheim Pjerd about 21/49 hours
4 February, she was in the Hu.stadvlken proceeding at a speed of 12 to
15 knots from 0230 to 0315 hours on 5 Februarj'-, At 0610 hours she passed
Ocsebaasen Harrows off Aalesund, and at 08/O hours passed Aramsund,

(2) According to Genrian records the Hlpper left the Leads at Vanelvgabet at
0910 hours and was rounding Stadtlandet* vhere she was escorted by two
flgiiter aircraft from 0928 to 1051 hours, BeaufIghCer a/255 was unable to
cover the Leads north of stadtlandet. The other two Beaufighters V and
E/236 were too far soua to make a sighting,

(3) The Hlpper passed Stabben Narrows at 1230 hours, sognesjoen at 1500 hours and
was off Bergen at I700 hours. Thus all three Beaufighters were too far
south to sight her* At 2030 hours the Hlpper reached Haugesund and oroceeded
through Karmsund, At 2200 hours she left the Leads at Skudesnss,

(4) The aircraft were too far south. They set course for base from Bommelfjord
(5927 N X 0505 E) at 1532 hours vmilst the Hlpper was off Bergen (6O2/1 N x
0519 E) at 1700 hours.

on

Log of
Hlpper

Log of
Hlpper
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in position 5950 N x 0445 S (dead reckoning) but v/as unable to
cross the coast owing to nil visibility,
patrol was abandoned, ('1 )

Photographic reconnaissance of the Trondheim area on
5 February had proved iirpossible owing to 10/10 cloud con*r
ditions, so that even the departure of the Hipper remained
unconfirmed.

South Norway coast using Mosquitoes of No, 540 Squadron during
the next two days ¥/as largely ineffective due to cloud,
the 7 February it was learnt from intelligence sources that
the Hipper had entered Kiel and that the Koln was due there

that ni^t. i
to Wilhelmshaven, (2)

(vi) Movements of other naval unit

At 1730 hours

An attempt at further reconnaissance of the

On

On 14 February it was IcnoTO that she had moved

(a) The pocket battleship Admiral von Scheer.

The Admiral von Scheer had passed dov/n unseen from Norway
between the 6 and 9 November 1942 for manual docking. From
10 November to 15 December 1942 she was in the Baltic and

moved from Kiel to Wilhelmshaven on 15 “ 16 December, The
Scheer remained in dock at Wilhelmshaven from 17 December 1942
to 28 March 1943. She was first located in dry dock No, 5
off the Baiihafen, Wilhelmshaven, by a photographic reconnais-

Log. sance sortie on 25 January, She remained until the end of
March I943 and was sighted on 23 March in the same position,
A photographic sortie to Wilhelmshaven on 29 March showed that

the Scheer had left. An intelligence report, received on the
same day, stated that she had gone to Svanemunde* She was,
in fact, sigjited in this port by a photographic reconnaisaance
sortie on 22 April 1943*

There vra.s some uneasiness as to the position of the Scheer
at the beginning of May, On 7 May the Admdralty asked for
reconnaissance of the Norwegian coast in case some unit,
possibly the Scheer, left the Bight early on 6 1/Iay, No, 18
Group ordered a Beaufighter ST^eep from Aalstind to Bergen,
This was cancelled in the light of further information.
Various movements of the Scheer in the Baltic were observed

but there was no further cause for alarm during the period
under review. The Scheer was known to be in Copenhagejn on

4 August, and was seen by photographic reconnaissance sorties

in Swinemunde on 18 August, in Gdynia on 7 October and back
in Swinemunde on 5 January 1944.

(b) The light cruiser Nurnberg comes south.

On 28 April 1943 it was learnt from intelligence sources
that one cruiser, one destroyer and two torpedo boats were on
passage to Trondheim from the north on 28 and 29 April,(3)

Log of Scheer

C.C.H.Q,
Naval Staff

c.c,n.Q.
Controller's

secret log.

C.C.H.Q.
Naval Staff

log.

ibid

C.C.H,Q,
Controller’s

secret log.

(1) This aircraft was In approximately the right position but the Hlooer vrould
have been covered by the cloud Inside the Leads,
The Hipper passed Krlstlansand South at 0633 on 6 and at 1012 hours entered
the Great Belt, By O8I3 hours on 7 February she had entered Kiel, On 11th
she passed through the Kiel canal and entered Wllhelmshaven on 12 February.
She was paid off on 1 March 19^15. She was later transferred to the Baltic.
The enemy had decided to transfer the Nurnberg to the Baltic as she v/as of
little use operationally In Norway and required a large quantity of oil.
The Nurnberg left Harstad on 27 April and anchored In Aasf jord near Trondheim
for the night of 29/30 April. She left for the south on the 30 April, and
on that day passed Lepso Island and Bredsund.

C2)
Log of
Hipper

(3)
Admy,
T.S,D,/F,D,S,

Log of
Nurnberg
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Mof.'qijito T/540 was accordingly ordered to fly  a photographic
recoiinaissance sortie to Trondlieim on 29 April,
had to be abandoned o\Ting to IO/IO cloud, A further atten^jt
at the Trondheim reconnaissance on 30 April was also unsucces
sful owing to weather conditions, Tlie same day information
was received that one cruiser, one destroyer and three torpedo
boats were due to leave Trondheim for the south that day. It
was now considered that the cruiser was the Niimberg,
Beaufighters of No, I(j04 Squadron from Wick were ordered to
take off as soon as possible on a shipping reconnaissance
between Ploro 6I56 N x 0501 E and Smolen 63I6 N x 0746 E,
The Beaufighters reported excellent visibility which would have
enabled them to si^t axij naval units in the patrol area, but
made no sightings,(1) One Wellington of No, 192 Squadron was
detached to Wick for a special duty flight off the Norwegian
coast on the ni^t of 30/I May.
photographic reconnaissance and a strike by Nos, 18 and
16 Groups on 1 May.

1 May

This sortie

Pour

Arrangements vrere made for

No, 18 Group
O.R.B, App,

C.O.H.Q.
Controller’s

secret log.

No* 18 Group
0,R,B, App*

Reconnaissance early on 1 May by six Beaufighters of
No, 404 squadron from Wick, of the leads between Kristiansand
North and Kristiansand South and by two Catalinas of No, I90
Sqmdron from Sullom Voe, between Kristiansand South and the
Naze produced no results. Two of the three photographic
reconnaissance sorties, however, made sittings. Mosquito
E/540, on a sortie to Trondheim, sifted at 1117 hours in
position 6050 N x 0450 E a force consisting of the light
cruiser Numb erg, preceded by one MAAS destroyer and followed
by one Elbing and two T class torpedo-boats,
on a southwesterly course proceeding at an estimated speed of
ten knots. Mosquito G/540, on a sortie, to the Stavanger to
Nordefjord area, sighted at 1216 hours one cruiser and four
mval escorts on a southerly course in the Leads north of Herlo
in position 6039 N x 0451 E,(^/ The third photographic
sortie by A/540 the Kristiansand South to Stavanger
made no sightings of iir5)ortance.

The force was

area

ibid

Two strike forces were despatched later in the day in the -
hope of intercepting the Numberg off Lister, The first
strike force, from Wick, consisted of eight Torbeaus of No, I44
Squadron escorted by ei^t Beaufighters of No, 404 Squadron and
12 of No, 235 Squadron, and was timed to be off Lister at
2030 boi^s and sweep north. The second strike, from North

(3; consisted of 11 Torbeaus of No. 254 Squadron
escorted by 12 Beaufighters of No. 236 Squadron and eight of
No, 143 Sq-uadron, Both strike wings were intercepted by a
large number of Me, 109s and P.W. 190s off the south coast of
Norway, The 18 Group force lost two Beaufighters(^) and the
16 Group force three Torbeaus and two Beaufighters.(5)
No. 236 Squadron reported that casualties would have been

Coates,

even

(1) T-wo British aircraft were reported ten to fifteen miles
north east of Stadtlandet and two more about twelve
miles from Hustad,

The eneiiy jpicked up the sighting report by G/540,
Aircraft landed at Wick,
Beaufighters S/404 and U/235,
Torbeaus A,3, n/254 and Beaufighters Q, U/l43#

Log of
Nurnberfe
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heavier liad it not been for the determined defence of

No sightings \vere made,_by the strikeNo, 143 Squadron,
forces,("I ,

C.C.H.Q.
Controller* s

secret log.

It was known from intelligence sources that the enemy
plan on 28 April had been for the Niirnberg to go strai^t
throu^ and enter the Kattegat early on 2 May, Allied air

activity was to be considered, but, provided that navigational
safety was assured, the passage was to be made without
stopping. It was considered at Coastal Command Headquarters
that the N\jrnberg had passed Stavanger at about midni^t and
would therefore be out of range cm the 2 May, The intercep
tion was accordingly abandoned, Y service reported that
escort by four Arados had been arranged for an enemy naval
unit proceeding from Eristiansand South to Skagen diiring the
early hours of 2 May, Ehotographs taken by Mosquito V/540
on 3 May at 1010 hours in position 5456 N x 1052  E showed
the light cruiser Nurnberg preceded by tv/o Sperrbrechers and
a small auxiliary and followed by one MAAS destroyer and one

Elbing torpedo boat and another small auxilieiry. The force
was proceeding on a southerly course at an estimted speed
of ei^t to ten knots. Photographs taken on 15 and 20 May
showed that the Numb erg had arrived in Kiel,

(c) Other major naval mits.

No, 18 Group
0,R,B. App,

C.O.H.Q.

Naval staff log

The prince Eugen did not accompany the Scharnhorst on her
successful attempt to break out of the Baltic early in March,
During the period under review she was observed exercising in
Danzig Bay, or in Gdynia, The Emden similarly was observed
in Danzig or Gdynia although it was known that she visited

Copenhagen and Swinemunde in August 1943* Photographic
reconnaissance of Gd3rnia on. 7 October I943 showed the Scheer,
prince Eugen. Bnden, Leipzigj Nurnberg^ Gneisenau and
Schlesien,

C.C.H.Q.
Controller* s

log and secret
log and Naval
Staff log.

(O Numb erg left the Leads at Haugesund at 2025 hours.
Her commanding officer was informed that Sola airfield
near Stavanger had reported 58 British aircraft
approaching the Norwegian coast at 2015 hours, and,
further, tliat at 2021 hours 58 British aircraft had been
driven back by German fighters from the Stavanger area.
As all the aircraft were reported further south, it was
assumed ths.t the N\irnberg* s position was not known and
that the British had not allowed for her leaving the
Loads north of Karmoy, It was decided to halt the
Numb erg. At 2034 hours 20 torpedo aircraft were seen.
The aircraft passed by on the port side of the Numb erg
on a coiiTse of 335 degrees and did not si^t her. Many
aircraft reports were picked up. The air alarm ended at
2127 hours. In the meantime it had grown dark. At
2134 hours Group North instructed the Nurnberg to turn
back and put into Grimstad Fjord, It was considered,
however, that the Group were not fully informed of the
situation and it was therefore decided to continue.
Early on 2 Ifay the Nurnberg was instructed to continue on
her passage if she had reached ICristiansand South by
0430 hours. Two hours later she was instmeted to put

Log of
Numb erg.

into Kristiansand if she was detected by British recon
naissance at first light. At 0354 hours the Nurnberg
was joined by her fighter escort. ' No fvurther British
aircraft were seen. The force proceeded through the
Great Belt and arrived in Kiel on 3 May,
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The Koln and Graf Zeppelin v/ere both identified by
photographic reconnaissance in Kiel on 7 March 1%3»
Koln remained here, but the Graf Zeppelin was not seen by the
P,R. cover of Kiel on 20 April, Oin 21 April B^cmber Command

reported a large vessel escorted by six small vessels in

position 5435 N x 1110 E which, it was thou^t, was possibly
the Graf Zeppelin. On 22 April the vessel was located by a
photographic reconnaissance sortie in Swinemunde, At the end

of May the Admiralty were uneasy about the movements of the

Graf Zeppelin and requested cover of Hamburg to endeavour to

locate her. Photographic reconmissance of Gdynia was also

flown on 21 June owing to a low grade intelligence report
that the vessel was lying off the port. However, the Graf

Zeppelin was finally located by photographic reconnaissance on

23 June off the west bank of the river Oder east of Stettin in

position 5325 N x 1437 E,

ibid

(vii) Enemy major units in Norway,

(a) The summer months. Reliefs for Spitsbergen,

The Tirpitz, Scharnhorst and Lutzow had all moved up to

the Alten Fjord area from Narvik in the late spring of 1943.
They were located by Russian reconnaissance at intervals

d\iring the summer in various positions in Alten Fjord,
Kaaf jord and Langf jord. It was loiown that the Tirpitz was

carrying out exercises in Alten Fjord in June and July but

there was no undue cause for alarm during the summer.

C.C.H.Q.
Controller* s

secret log.

C.C.H,Q.
Naval Staff

At 0110 hours on 10 June the Admiralty signalled that
special fleet reconnaissance was to take precedence over

trade protection in Northern Y/aters, Trade protection was

reinstituted at 1813 hours on 13 Jijne, The signal was sent
as a precautionary measure to cover a naval force of the

Home Fleet which was conveying reliefs and supplies for

^itzbergen and North Russia, U ) There was no interference
from the enemy during the operation.

log.

Admy, The War
at Sea 1943*

(b) The Tirpitz and Schamhorst raid Spitsbergen -
8 September 1943»

At 0145 hours on 8 September the wireless station at
Spitsbergen reported an enenQr force consisting of three

cruisers and seven destroyers off Ice Fjord, Nothing further

was heard. The British submarine ̂ ntadus, then south west
of Bear Island, was ordered at 0427/8 to close Ice Fjord
Spitsbergen with the utmost despatch. The submarine bombing
restrictions were adjusted to cover her movements. The Home

Fleet sailed from the Scapa practice area at about 1930 hovirs.
The cruiser Belfast and destroyer Jjirpulsive left Hvalf jord,
Iceland in order to join the main force. Nothing was seen

of the enemy and the naval operation was cancelled at

1600 on 9 September,

Admy, War at
Sea, 1943.

P. 297

At 1347 hours on 8 September the Admiralty ordered fleet

reconnaissance to tsQce precedence over ti’ade protection. The

signal remained in force ixntil I95O hovirs on 9 September,
Coastal Command were requested to "maintain contact with the

enemy force", A long range Catalina V/190 Squadron was
ordered to carry out a search of Ice Fjord and its vicinity

C.C.H.Q.
Naval Staff

log.

No, 18 Group
0,R,B. App.

(1.) This was operation F.H,
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for enemy naval xinits of other activity. The aircraft vra.B to

he on patrol at first light on 9 September and was to search

Uiitil P,L.E<, retrming to Grasnaya^, in North Russia, to refuel.
Enemy units were to be reported and shadowed. If enemy
vinits were not, sifted in the vicinity of Ice Fjord the air
craft was to search back along track.to Alten Fjord, V/190
was airborne at Sullom Voe at 1700 hours on 8 September, and
waterborne at Grasnaya at 1532 hours on 9 September, The
aircraft arrived at Ice Fjord at 03'! 9 hours on  9 September and
commenced a visual search in excellent visibility. Extensive

damage was seen at Barentsberg, Gz*umantby and Long Yearby but
no sign of the enemy apart from one Ju, 88 aircraft.

C.C.H„Q,
Naval Staff

Russian reconnaissance of Alten Fjord on 7 September had
noted that the Tirpitz and Schamhorst were absent. It was

later confirmed that these two major units and seven
destrqyers had made the raid. They were both back in Alten
Fjord by the 12 September,(l)

log.

Attempts were made to send another Catalina carrying
Lieutenant Glen as a passenger to reconnoitre Spitsbergen,
R/190 was airborne at Sullom Voe at 0551 hours on 13 September
but was forced to return owing to weather conditions and was

finally beached at Brou^ bn the Humber at 0843 on 14 September
after a hazardous return fli^.t, ]{/l90 was despatched on
22 September to land a small Norwegian party -with wireless

equipment on Spitsbergen, The operation was successfully
carried out and further reconnaissance of the daamged areas 'ivas
made,

(c) The end of the task force in Norway,

C,C.H,Q,
Controller,* s

log, , ,

No, 18 Groyip
0,R,B, App,

Aamy,/G,H,S./4
P..I32 -■136

Owing to the deterioration of the situation on land and
the defeat of the U-boat caiiqpaign in the summer of 1943? Hitler
ordered that the forces of all three services should be placed
on the defensive. The Naval Staff accordingly stated that?
in contrast to their directive six months before, the main
task of the Fleet dixeing the coming winter would be to guard
against Allied landings. The Russian convoys were relegated
to the background.

On 22 September midget submarines carried out an attack on
the Tirpit a in Alten Fjord causing serious damage to her
engines. The Lutaow v/as due to return home for routine
inspection(2) 30 that the Scliarnhorst alone remained fit for
actione

ibid

pp.132 - 133

It was not at first Intended to mke use of the SclTarnhorst
during the winter months. Moreover, owing to fears of
invasion, some of the destroyer escorts had been withdrawn from
North Norway to the Skagerrak in mid-November leaving only
five destroyers with the So]riar'.ohorst, The acting Flag Officer
of the Sohamhorst „ Rear Admiral Bey, considered that the best

ibid

Admy/G.H.S,/4
P. 131

(1) German records state that the Task Force consisting of
1^^^® Tirpit a,, Scharnhey'st sjid ten destroyers sailed from
Altenfjord on the evenin.g of 6 September 1943* They
approached unobserved on 8 September and within six
hours put the British and Norwegian installations in Ice
Fjord out of action. They returned to Altenfjord on
9 September without incident.
See Section (viii) of this chapter.(2)
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plan of action, if any, against the Russian convoys during
the -vvinter months was to assemble a force of about

15 destroyers, divided into groups. He was against using
the Scharnhorst since her speed and armament was inferior to

the latest British battleship. Moreover she must be kept
out of ni^t action,("I ) In any case the task would be
difficult as the Germans had no efficient air reconnaissance

capable of making a close radar search at ni^t. He was

supported in his views by the P,0, Northern Waters and P.0,
Group North/Pleet,

Thus the Naval Staff acted in direct opposition to
expert advice when they revised their cautious directive on

2 December,

en5)loy the Sclr
3'! December 1942.

They now stated that it might be esipedient to
despite the experiences of

They considered that in view of the
threatening situation in the east and conditions generally,
a valuable fitting force could not be withheld,
19 December Doenitz informed Hitler that the Scharnhorst

would attack the next convoy to Russia,

On

ibid

PP.156 - 142
and Adwy, War
at Sea 1945e

pp. 452 - 462.

The Scliarnhorst put to sea from Langf jord on the evening
of 25 December, evidently to attack the convoy J.W, 55B which
had left Loch Ewe on 20th for North Russia,

and finally siink by the battleship, cruisers and destroyers
covering the convoys J.W, 55B and R.A, 55-^ at about 1945 hours
on 26 December 1945*

(viii) Pailinre to intercept the Lutzow.

She T/as engaged

Between 21 and 25 September 1945 a- number of intelligence
reports were received which indicated a move to the south of

one of the major enemy units in Alten Pjord, On 21 September
it was reported that Bodo airfield was to be occupied for

several days by a heavy fighter staffed. This was con
sidered to be 15/J.Go5 (nine Me, 110s) which had been at
KirkeneSo On 22 September the tanker Schleswig was known

to be going up from Kiel to the battle group in Alten Pjord,
The move of heavy fighters to Bergen indicated that the

movement, when it took place, would be throu^ to the Baltic
and not only as far as Trondheim, About midni^t on
25/26 September it was reported that the Lutzow and a number
of destroyers were due to leave Westfjord for Trondheim,
A B2 report on the same day stated that the Lutzow escorted

by five destroyers and one seaplane had passed Raenga in

6637 N X 1308 E at 0810 hours 26 September on a southerly
course at I5 knots,(2)

G.G.H.Q.
Gontroiler’s

secret log.

C.CJi.Q.
Controller’s

log.

A.H.B,/IIK/54/
10/37
End, 13A

report 13.10,45.

It was clear that the force would not come within

striking distance on 26 September, Plans for the 27 September
were discussed by Coastal Command Headqxaarters and the A.O.C,
No, 18 Group, The detachment of No, 540 P.R, Squadron at

Leuchars was put under the operational control of No, 18
Group with effect from A.M, 27 September to P,M, 29 September,
It -vvas decided that the use of Hampden aircraft, which were

unsuitable for the task, was not justified, and that the

1) Presumably owing to her inferior radar,
2) On 10 September 1943 the Lutzow was instructed by Group

North Fleet to move to Gdynia, She left Langf jord on

23 September and anchored in Skjomenf jord near Narvik
frcBi 24-26 September, On the 26th she passed
Bogenbucht, Rorvik and passed between Boroyholmen and
Rognan in 6334 x 0914 E,
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North Coates wing .was in no caidition to reinforce No, 18 Group
cn/ing to extensive unservicealoility caused by enemy action in

a strike off the Dutch coast on 25 September, It was found

in^ossible to operate any aircraft from No, Itlj. Squadron which

was re-equipping with torpedo Beaufigb'ters, No, 24£)lj. Squadron
(Beaufi^ter fij^ters) were at a low state of serviceability
owing to unavoi^-ble causes. Thus the number of strike air
craft available was very lijnited,

Infori:iation viras received that the Home Eleet was going to
sea with the U.S, carrier Ranger P,M, on 26 September. This

was later cancelled as it v/as fovmd inqpossible, in the time

available, to get the Fleet in a suitable position to make an

attack on the following mornin.g, 27 September, off Stadtlandet,
where iii was estiimted that the Ijutzow might be at 0900 hours.

The 0*0,S, Home Fleet, however, stated that he could provide
six Tarpons (later increased to twelve) from the 'Victorious for
a torpedo attack and asked for Beaufighter escort. The A,0.0,
18 Group said he could provide six Beaufloiters but pointed out
that these aircraft could give no effective cover against enemy
single engine fighters and would have to be employed as an

anti-flak escort only. The OaOaS, Home Fleet agreed.

It was agreed to operate the Tarpons and Beaufighters
from Sumbtuc^ as early as possible on 27 Septembero The

Tarpons had to be prepared at Ilatston and could not get to
Simaburgh before C'830A on 27 September, Three Beaufighters
were already at Sumb’jr^ an.d three more would be moved from

Wick, /n,'attempt was made to send the leader of the Beau-

filters to Hatstcn on the evening of 26 September to discuss
tactics with the leader of the Tarpons, The 1,0,0, No, 18
Group considered this dinoussion essential as the two forces

had never operated together before. Owing to lack of a
cCTmunicat:!. on aircraft this discussion had to be postponed
until the morning of the 27th 'when the Tarpons would arrive

at Sumb’argh, The 0,0^3,. Home Fleet agreed that the Tarpon-
Beaufighter force should operate under* the control of the

A.0,0, No, 18 Group and should only attack if suitable cloud
cover were available.

ibid

Plans vrore mads for reconnaissance early on 27 September
to obtain a sighting for the strike force. It was found
necesse.ry t-o use for this recccnaissance t'v70 of the' Beaufighters
of No, hOk- Squadron wiiich would subsequently be needed for*

escort to the Tarpons, The A,0,v0, No, 18 Group arranged that
the t^wo reoQn:iaiG3.ance alr’craft should fly from Wick and land

back at Sunaburgh, whilst the two other Beaufi|^ters available
at Wick should fly to Simbm-gh so as to arrive at first li^t
or 27 September, Each of these aircraft was to carry a spare
a,ircrew to man the two Beaufighters employed on reconnaissance.
It was thus eripected that seven Eeau.figj.iters would be available

at Wick by 0830 hoiu's on 27 Sept^ber 'with. seven fresh crews

to fly them.

It w’s.s also found possible to produce one Mosquito of

No, 333 (NorYk'egia.n) Squadron, elthou^ this squadron was not
in the line at the time, ^Rie Home Fleet offered to send a

Maryland to Suiibirgi'* fou reconnaissaaice duties.

At 04i9 hova-s .on 27 September the first Beaufi^ter
y/ifOA was aii'borne from Wick on re.conna-issance of the area
befi/een Sbandtlandet and Smolen, At 062A hours Y/AOA sighted
one pocket battleship and five destroyers in position 6303 N x
0720 E steering a coarse of 3‘15 degrees at an
approximate speed of 25 knots. Inaccurate light flak v/as

No, 18 Group
0,R„B, App,
and H.Q.C.O,

Gontrol Room logs
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received from tlie tv/o leading destroyers and l/k-Ok. set course
for Simiburgji landing at 0720 hoursiC"!) The second
Beaufig?iter j/kOk- on patrol hetT/een Sogne Fjord and Stadtlandet
made no sigjitlngs. Mosquito T/4-50 on a piaotographic
reconnaissance sortie to the Trondlieim to Stadtlandet area

could take no photographs owing to oxygen failure. Weather
reported was scattered intermittent showers with extensive

clear patches giving general cover of not more than 6-8 tenths
at 1,5C0 to 2,000 feet. The A.O.C, No.18 Group did not

consider these conditions suitable for l^ie despatch of the
striking force but ordered Sumburgh to be ready to send the
force off in case the weather became more favourable.

A.H.B./IIK/54/
10/37
Enel. 13A.

MeanWnile Wick reported at 0715 hours that the two
Beaufi^aters TfliilclT. were to carry the spare crews had failed

to take off owing to last minute unserviceability. No

transport aircraft were available as all Hampdens had taken

off on anti-submarine patrols in Moorings area. Tills
reduced the Beaufi^iters available to five aircraft and three

fresh orev/s. The A.O.C. No.18 Group was insistent that
fresh crews were necessary for the exacting task of proAriding
an anti-flak screen, and decided that the strike could not

leave- until the spare crews arrived. Whilst waiting to

consult Sumburgh with regard to vreather conditions, the A.O.G.

No,18 Group was contacted by the C.O.S, Home Fleet, yfao

suggested that weatlier conditions were suitable and that the

Tarpons were well able to attack in the conditions expected.
The A.O.C, then learnt from Sumbur^i that tlie weather
conditions were more favourable than had been thougjit and

also that a Beaufi^iter carrying two fresh crews was just
landing from Wick. The A.O.C, agreed to the reduction of

the Beaufi^iter force by one aircraft and agreed that the

strike should be despatched after discussion of tactics.
The strike aircraft were ready at 1010 hours. In the mean

time the A.O.G. No.18 Group had consulted the C.-ln-C. Coastal

Command yto.o considered tliat five Beaufighters were inadequate
as an anti-flak screen against five destroyers. The C.-in-C,

decided that the chances of a successful torpedo attack were

not good and that casualties were likely to be heavy. The

A.O.G, No.18 Group therefore called off the attack.

At about 1020 hours the C,-in-C, Coastal Command was

approached by Vice Admiral Moore acting on behalf of the

C,-ln-C, Home Fleet, pvho said that the Tarpons had experienced
pilots and that he was not counting on the Beaufi^ters as

anti-flak escort but only as protection against fi^iters,
stated that the Tarpons were trained for attaclcs without
anti-flak cover and vrould have been sent off from the Ranger
in such conditions,

withdrew his ban on the strike but repeated that he did not

consider it a reasonable operation of mr.

He

In face of such Insistence the C.-in-G.

The AoO.C,

(l) The Lutzow reported to Group Nortli Fleet at 0652 hours
tliat a British aircraft "vvas over the force and that she

had been recognised. She picked up the sitting report
sent by l/kOk. and prepared for an air attack. At 0930
hours eiglit low flying German aircraft were mistaken for

Britisli aircraft and fired on. Many reports of eneay
aircraft in tlae Stadtlandet area V7ere received but the

alarm ended at 0933 hours. No British aircraft were in

the area at the time so presumably all the reports
related to movement of German aircraft.

Log of
Lutzow
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,No.l8 Group was informed of the decision and orders Tirere given
at 102f0 hours for the striking force to he hrou^it to readiness

again.

In view of the time lost tlie A.0,0, No.IS Group suggested
that a point further south, for exaiiii^le tiie entrance to Sogne
Fjord, should he selected for the attack,
the 0,0,3, Home Fleet considered, however, that the lutzow
would not maintain a speed of 25 knots all tiie way dom the

coast because part of the Journey would prohahly he done

tlirou^ the Leads,
the Lutzow could pass Stadtlandet was 1050 hours and the latest
1600 hours. The 0,0,3, Home Fleet felt tliat there was a

reasonable chance of intercepting the Lutzovif at 3tadtlandet
up to 1500 hours,C'l' The A,0,0, NodS Group concurred in this
appreciation. Advantages of an attack off Stadtlandet were

the greater likelihood of cloud cover, the most suitable water

for torpedo attack, greater distance from enemy fi^iter
airfields and an easier area in v^iich to noake landfall.

Admiral Moore and

It vfSLS calculated that the earliest time

ibid The force of 12 Tarpons with five Beaufi^iters as anti
aircraft escort was therefore ordered to take off as soon as

possible, make landfall at Bremanger Island and patrol nortli-
wards to Sande, The, Mosquito aircraft Tflhicia wa.s to be used
on reconnaissance in advance of the striking force had now

become unserviceable, therefore one furtlier Beaufi^iter,
V/Z,.04, was detaclied from the strild.ng force for tliis purpose.
In view of the Beaufighters' new role as anti-aircraft escort

the A»0,G, felt tills did not materially affect the operation.

The strilcLng force of 12 Tarpons of N00832 F,A,A, Squadron
was airborne at 1216 hours, Beaufi^iter Y/l+Qk. went on ahead
for reconnaissance and two Beaufighters acconroanied the

Tarpons, The next Beaufi^iter X/Z1.O4 sv/ung on take off and
burst a tyre thereby delajring the take off of the last

Beaufi^iter 0/404 -vdiich failed to Join up T,vith the force and
returned to base. The reconnaissance Beaufi^iter made land

fall at Breitianger at 1510 hours and patrolled coastwise to

Svino Light. No shipping was si^ited. The Tarpons and
remaining Beaufighters made landfall at Batalden Island at 1542
hours and iiatrolled to Krakenes Idglit which was reached at

1558 hours. Nothing was sighted and as there was no cloud
cover and extreme visibility the Tarpons returned to base.

The Tarpons and Beaufi^iters lost touch vdth each other while
off the Norwegian coast.

The AoO.O, No.18 Group had decided that if no Information
about the enemy units had been received by 15OO hours, further

reconnaissance should be flown. One Mosquito K/555 Squadron
was airborne at 16OO hours on reconnaissance from Grip Light
to Bremanger and two Beaufighters G and F/404 Squadron were
airborne at Suxiibur^i at 1620 hours on reconnaissance from

Holuengt'a to Bremanger, One Mosquito \'7/540 took off from
Leuchars at I605 hours on photographic reconnaissance of the
Leads from Haugesund to Holmengra covering Grimstadt Fjord and
Bergen,

ibid Arraiigements were being made for tlie loan of Wildcats
from Ranger to escort the Tarpons in a further strike on tiie

28 September when information was received that 17/540 had made

(1) in actual fact tlae Lutzow was off Stadtlandet at 0920
By 1100 hours she was off Bremanger and by I5OOhours,

Log of
Lutzow

hours off Bornestangen li^it in 6010 x O5OIE,
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a sighting. At lyW hours the Lutzow and four destroj'-ers
.piled in Bomnel Fjord in 5934N x 0515E

In vieviT of this sighting it vra.s
decided to withdraT* the Tarpons and lyildcats as it seemed clear

that no further opportunity for an attack by tliese aircraft
would arise.

were siglited and photo^a
on a southerIj;- course,U)

Hiotographic reconnaissance from Kfistiansand South to

the Slcaw, Anholt and Belts, and Beaufighter Reconnaissance of
liristiansand South was ordered for the 28 September,
patrols were flov/n but no further sittings vrere made,
been hoped tliat the United States Vlllth Bomber Command migjit
carry out an attack on 28, or on 29 Septenaber if the Lutzow
proceeded to Kiel,

learnt that the Lutzow had not passed through tlie Belts, as the
Admiralty had expected, but i
en route to Gdynia to refit,
now abandoned,

(a) The report on tlie Lutzow incident

These

It had

Later on 28 September however, it was

had proceeded via the Sound and T/as

All hope of interception was

C»C»H,Q,
Controller's

log

C,G,H.Q,
Controller’s

secret log.

Owing to a rumour tliat the failure to intercept tlie
Lutzow was ̂ due to a misleading report by Beaufi^ter J/1+01+
Squadron(3) the A,0,C, No, 18 Group was asked to draw up a
joint report of the operation in conjunction with tlie C,-in-C,
Home Fleet,

a view primarily to extracting lessons of value and ensuring
that any mistakes made loj tlie Navy or Air Force on this

occasion wrould not be repeated, and only secondarily to

clearing Coastal Conraand of an accusation which he believed to

be absolutely unwarranted,
all responsibility for the rumour and did not feel tliat a

joint report on a purely air operation vra.s necesseiry,
agreed, however, to the discussion of the report between the

A,0,C, No,18 Group and his representatives and conciirred
in the final draft,

16 October 1943> the C.-in-C, Coastal Command forwarded this
report and observed tha.t it raised major questions of policy.
These, he considered should be discussed at a hi^i level

conference between the Air Minlstr5'‘ and Admiralty with

The G,-in-G, wished the report to be made with

The G,-in-G, Home Fleet disclaime

He

In a letter to tlie Air Ministry, dated

No,18 G/ii,3,
1645/
16.Enel, 1A
30.9.43.

G,-in-C, S,94.

A,H,B,/m/54/
10/37
Enel. 14A,

12,10,43.

d

ibid

Enel. 17A

(1) The Lutzow reported two contrails over the ship at 1750
hours and stated that she had been si^ited, Slie waited
for a wiiile in Karmsund in order not to leave the Leads

too soon. At 2044 hours it was learnt from Group North

Fleet that No. 18 Group Headquarters had passed on the

sigH'fcing report to tlie American bomber command and to
surface forces, M.T.B, and air attacks were expected

during tlie ni^ts At 2200 hours the Lutzow left the Leads

at Sloidesnes. Early on 28 September she reached
Itristiansand south and at 06l4 hours was joined by her

escort of eight figliters.
The Lutzow passed Anliolt on the 28 Se]ptember and anchored
in tlae northern entrance to tlie Sound at 2056 hours for

the nlglit. On tlie 29th she continued throu.gli the Sound

and passed Falsterbo, On 30t'i slie reached Rixhoft. Owing
to Bomber Command mining in Danzig Bay the Lutzow's entry
into Gdynia was delayed. She was routed further to the

north on passing Rixhoft owing to the mine danger and
anchored east of Hela at Oyi+h- hours because the inner

roads were reported dangerous. On 1 October the Lutzow
entered Gdjmia after her path had been svrept ten times by
minesweepers.
The report by Y/404 appears to liave been reasonably accurate

SECRET
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representatives of Coastal Coimnand Headquajrters and of the
C,-in-G, Home Fleeto

The first point to be considered v/as the strength and
disposition of the shore-based air striking forces available
in Coastal Command for operations of this nature. The
inadequate air forces available were one reason for the failure
to strike at the LutzoVir on this occasion,

torpedo and escort Beaufighter Squadrons were planned to
comprise three strike wings; the Wick Wing to consist of
No,144 Torbeau and No,404 Beaufighter Squadr-oi^, the Leuchars
y±ng to consist of No,489 Tox-beau and No,455 Beaufighter
Squadrons and the North Coates Vang to consist of No,254
Torbeau and No,236 Beaufighter Squadrons, This represented a
reduction, to Vihich tne Adniiralt3'' had agreed, in their previous
planned strength in this class of unit, owing to the prior
of fi^iter support for vital anti-submarine operations in tlie
Bay, and the need to provide a Squadron (No,415) for anti-E-boat
operations in the Channel and North Sea,

The Co-in-Co considered, however, that the total of 120
first line aircraft would be reasonably adequate i/ifiaen tliey
all re-equipped and redisposed as planned. During the recent
operation Noo144 Squadron had only just retixrned from operations
in the Mediterranean wiiere it had left all its aircraft.
Purtner, owing to tlie requirements of the Mediterranean theatre,
it had not yet been possible to provide the Beaufighters to
re-equip Nos.489 and 455 Squadr-ons which v/ere still equipped
with Hai'iipdens, an aircraft totally unsuited for dayli^t
Operations against a powerfully armed enemj'' naval force.
No,404 Squadron had not completed re-equipment v/ith the new
mark of Beaufi^iter X and had a detacliment on R,P, training at
Tain, Therefore, only seven aircraft had been available.
The North Coates Vang, which was normally able to reinforce
No.18 Group on such occasions, had carried out a strike against
a heavily escorted convoy off the Dutch coast on 25 September,
in yihlch. it liad lost two aircraft and suffered very \adespread
flak toage. Only six serviceable aircraft were available
in this Tiang on the raght of 25 September and it was consequently
in no shape to move north on the 26th, to take part in the
Lutsow operation on 27 September,

Coastal Command's

were

Tlie second pjoint was the system of deciding on priority
as between operations against enemy sixrface forces and of
notifying that priority to all concerned. The C,-in-C,
considered tliat clarification of priorities was needed
particul^ly vrath regard to the U-boat v/ar and cited operation
LeaderU; of which he received notification only on the day
before the Fleet sadled. This happened to coincide with a
rare occasion wiien three U-boats were believed to be present
in the Moorings area.

The thira point to be discussed was that of reconnaissance,
several differences between naval and air

st^f views. He referred to a C,-in-C. Home Fleet signal
viilch emphasised the need for suf'ficlently early air
reconnaissance to enable the Fleet to move into position, for
regular reconnaissance and location of the enemy at least every
hour, and for the recoimiaissance airoraft to hcrae the striking
force on to the enemy. The Cs—in—0, observed that air

ibid

Enel, 6A

(1) Operation Leader was the attack on the morning of
4 October by carrier-borne aircraft on shipping targets in
the Leads off Bodo, Norvra.y,
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reconnaissance could rareljr operate sufficiently fair noi’th to

provide the warning required by the G.-in-C. Home Fleet and
intelligence reports must be regarded as sufficient evidence,
lie pointed out that in the case of tlie Lutzow. action could

have been taken on receipt of the agent’s message about
midnight on 25/26 September that the Lutzow was due to leave
for Trondheim. 1Vith regard to regular reconnaissance the
C.-in-G. observed that ifiSien torpedo aircraft were to be
employed it was unwise to alarm tlie enemy since there were
relatively short stretclies of the Norvregian coast vixere the
enemy was forced to leave tlie shelter of the Leads and thus be

exposed to attack by torpedo aircraft. Once the enen^y had
been sifted it was best for only one further reconnaissance
to be made, just before the .strike, to pass a last sitting
report. Homing by reconnaissance aircraft he considered
impracticable in the face of enemy fi^iter cover.

The fourth point was the operational control of Fleet Air

Arm units temporarily operating from shore bases as distinct
from Fleet Air Arm Squadrons definitely loaned to Coastal
Coamaind.

necessary to discuss at all the question of 11*10 should control

No.832 F.A.A. Squadron showed that the question was not clear
beyond doubt.

The C.-in-G. stated that the fact that it was

Finally there was a need for a common tactical doctrine
to govei’n the conduct of air torpedo attacks on an enemy naval
unit. The C.^in-G. considered that adequate filter support
and also anti-flak escort were necessary. If there were

differences in the tactical conditions influencing the use of

R.A.F. and Naval torpedo aircraft these , should be understood

by all concerned. He agreed with the A.O.G. No.18 Group that

any suggestion that an A.O.C. would readily send naval aircraft

out in the face of greater rislcs tlian he was prepared to accept
for his own aircraft or vice versa, would do untold harm to
the morale of aircrews and to the relations between the two

services.

ibid

Enel. 18A
The C.-in~Gt suggested that tactical questions should be

discussed by a lower level committee under the Director of

Operations (Anti-Shipping) to include representatives of the
appropriate Admiralty and Air llinistry Departments, Coastal

Command and Group Headquarters, officers with recent experience
in command of torpedo strike squadrons and vangs. Filter
Command and the Fleet Air Arm.

to a hi^ level conference between the Air and Naval Staffs

vhich ViTould discuss policy.

This committee should report

ibid

Enel. 25A

The ad hoc Tactical Committee met in the Air Ministry on

It was agreed among other recommendations2 November 19^3*
that a strike of less than twelve aircraft would not have much

A combined P.A.A. and R.A.F. low levelhope of success,
attack would need constant combined practice v/hllst the

synchronisation of the anti-flak escort and a dive attack
would be difficult,

considered essential.
Anti-flak and fi^iter escort were both
It was stated that without filter

escort there would, in clear weather, be little prospect of

success against a target provided with single engined fighter
The question of vhether Filter Command was to providcover, e

.(1)such escort was under discussion in the Air Ministry

The high level A.dmiralty-Air Ministry conference was
held in the Admiralty on 9 November 1943* The final report

(1) section (viii)Cl^-See
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on tlie findings of the meeting were circulated on 8 Mai'ch
Conclusions; were noted under the follovdng main headings.

•  Strength of forces

(a) Reconnaissance force

The Naval Staff pointed out that there v/ould he  a period
of uncertainty of perhaps two daj^'s v/hen the movements of enemy
ships indicated hy other reports would require confirmation by
reconnaissance•

carrj'’ out up to two I’econnaissance sorties a day as far north

as possible.
P.R.U. detachment at Leuchars and the Norwegian Mosquito fli^t,
if kept up to their full strength of six Mosquitoes each,
v/ould be sufficient to provide this effort to the extent of
tlieir radius of action and subject to weather conditions.
Consideration would s.lso be given to the use of  a Catalina for
more distant reconnaissance if suitable cloud cover could be

found.

Du.ring tliis period it would be desirable to

The Mr Staff stated that the resources of the

(b) Striking force

It was agreed that wiien the build up of three strike
ivings (each of a unit establisliment strength of 20 Torpedo
plus 20 twin engine filter aircraft) ms complete, the air
striking force would be adequate. It ms accepted that these

wings could not be relieved of certain extraneous operations
wiaich were bound to delay their formation and training,

(o) Reinforcement of striking force

Tlie Commander-in-Chief Coastal Command stated that arrange
ments had been made and instnrctions issued with the agreement

of the Urated States Eigjith Air Force, for the participation of

United States Heavy Bombers at short notice in operations
against haioortant enemy naval Uiiits moving on the Norv/egian

coast.("I) Adequate information vrould have to be given in
good time to enable tire units to be brou^t to readiness.
There would inevitably be occasions 'vihen the United States
Air Force would not be available such as vhen some other

important operation was in progress or imminent,

base of '11,500 feet at the target was necessary.

A cloud

(d) Single Engine Figirter Protection for Striking I'orce

It ms agreed that this was normally necessary for
Torpedo Striki.ng Forces in the face of enemy filter
opposition. Coastal Coimirand had alread3'' taken up the question
of Single Engine Fighter Escort on the Norwegian Coast with

the Air Ministry.

2. Priorities

(a) Notification by code word

It ms agreed that the use of a preparatory code word
would be of value as a warning that special operation of the

type under discussion ms probable.

(l) Operation Dormer - see section (ix)
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Conflicting requirementg

The Commander-in-Ghief, Coastal Gormnand raised the question
of the possible adjustment in timing of Home Fleet operations
to ensure tliat opportiAnity for favourable anti-submarine
operations was not lost* The G.O.S. Home Fleet appreciated
that on occasions Coastal Command co-operation rai^t not be

forthcoming if other Air-Sea operations had prioi-ity.

3. Reconnaissance

(a) Frequency of reports required

If considering the special case of reconnaissance on the

Norvyegian coast, it ms agreed that it should be as early as
possible but that reconnaissance alone could not ensure

sufficiently early mrning to allow the Fleet to intei'cept*
The Naval and Air Staff views on the question of the freqvienoy
of reports required were stated*
torpedo strike only was attempting to Intercept, reconnaissance
should be limited to such as was necessary’- to obtain the general
trend of the enemy's movements but that, Mien surface forces
or Ei^itli United States Army Air Corps were t rylng to intercept
reconnaissance should be as frequent as practicable but that no
exact time interval could be laid down.

It ms concluded that if the

(b) Homing

It ms agreed that homing tlie striking force by a
reconnaissance aircraft was unlikely to be practicable but that

the passing of frequent intermittent repox’ts should be possible
Mien required*

4* Common Tactical doctrine

The meeting generally' endorsed the conclusions of meeting
of the ad hoc tactical committee held in the Air Ministry on
2 November 1943*

On the question of air escort for the striking force, the
meeting agreed that anti-flak escorts were an integral part of
a torpedo striking force,
opposition single-engined fi^iter support ms generally
necessary if the operation ¥/as to have a reasonable chance of

The decision to undertake any particular, operaticn

In the face of enemy filter

success*

must however be left to the responsible commander concerned.
Exceptional risks to the Air Forces concerned ivould be
justified in the event of a break out into tlie Atlantic ora

combined operation in v/hicii surface forces were present to

take advantage of results obtained by the Air Forces*
ms recognised that the different diaracteristics of the Fleet
Air Arm and R.A.F, aircraft were also factors to be considered

It

in assessing the probability of success and the risk of
casualties in any operation®

Operational control of Naval units temporarily5.
disembarked

Tills subject had been raised among otliers in an official
TheAir Ministry letter Miich the Admiralty had under reply,

existing arrangements for disembarked Fleet Air Arm Units were

provisionally confimed.

ms operating fhom shore bases the operational control should
rest mth the appropriate Air Force CoEimander.

stood that disembarked Fleet Air Arm squadx'ons would not normally

'whenever a foroe of navaJL aircraft

It ms under-
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be available for operations unless placed e.t the Air Gamaanclfir's

disposal by the Naval Coiimjander.

(viii) (b) Figiiter escort for Coastal Gommacid strikes
against eneiny iiiajor units.

The Lutzow incident brou^t into -the foreground a question
that ms already under■consideration in the Air Ministry that
of single engine floater cover for Coastal Cocmiand torpedo
strike wings* After discussions between No*18 Group Coastal
Command and No. 13 Group Pi^iter Cornmand in Augxist 1543? s-n
unsuccessful attempt had been niade to obtain from Pieter
Command a fli^t of Spitfire 7B aircraft fitted with 50
gallon long range tanks for use as fi^iter escort for Coastal
Command sv/eeps on the Norwegian coast. The matter wus -baleen
to.a hitler level and on 21 September C.-in”C, Coastal
Command ivrote to -the Air Ministry requesting the allocation
of two or tliree squadrons of long range Spitfires TO to No.13
Group Fighter Command. He stated that many opportunities for
strileing at enemy convoys on the Norwegian coast were missed
because Beaufi^iters could not be sent unescorted in fine
wea-ther to attack enemy shipping under his single engine
filter coVer.' ' A more serious result was that tine chance
of a, successful attack by s'crike wings on any impor-’cant enemy
unit moving on the Norv/egian coast was really reraote. He
said that a torpedo strike on heavily defended -warships was
at the best of times a hazardous operation involving hea\y-
casualties but vhen it had to be carried out unescorted
under a hostile fighter umbrella it ceased to be  a reasoiiabI.e

.  opei-ation of vrar.

A.H,B./lIK/54/
II/II8
End. IB
13.8.43

ibid
Enel. 1A
13.9.43

ibid
End. 2

ibid

End. 3
15.10,43

In reply the Air Minis-bry s-bated that the A.O.Co Fighter
ComiTiand was averse to pro-viding -bhe fighter escort required
for Coastal Command Beaufi^iters operating off the Norvregian
coast. The A.O.C. gave as his reasons the serious

■  psychological effect. upon single-engine pilots -wiien flying
,  for tliree to four hours over -tlae sea mth -bhe Icnowledge that

they vrould have little chance of rescue if forced to abandon
aircraft, -blae fatigue inoujrred on such length3'- flii^its, and
the difficult and variable vreatlier conditions on -the

Norwegian coast. He considered that the endurance of the
long range Spitfire and Mustang fighters v/as not sufficient
to allo-VT a reasonable margin of safe-bj'.

ibid

End. 5
5»12o43

Further discussion Td.th3.h -bhe Air Minis-bry revealed that
the Mustang was the only -bype suitable as it had the greater
endinwanoe and therefore greater flexibility. Cer'baln
squadrons in tee Allied. Expeditionary Ail* Force were shortly
to be equipped ivi-th Mustang III airo:caft for -bhe long range
escort of American heavy bomber forces. It "ira-s suggested
that arrangements sho'uld be made vidth tee Air Commanderdn”
Chiefj A.EeA.F. so teat these squadrons could be temporarily
diverted to escort Coastal Command strikes should an

important enemy Naval unit be knovm to be movirxg off the
Norwegian coasto The first Mustang Squadrons v/sre unlikely
to be operational before early in 1944.

In an official reply to tills proposal on 24- December 1543
the Air Commander-in-Chief A.EsA.Fo stated that it would be
impossible for the Mus-tang squadrons to be employed in a dual
capacity vdthout seriously prejudicing the training .for and
acccmpllshment of their pz’imary roleo The squadrons must be
available in -bhe south of England. Diversion to the north of
Scotland for training or in time for an operation off the
Nor-vTegian coast iTiigJit result in their not being present -when
required for their -pri-ncipal task. An attempt to satisfy the

SECRET

ibid

En,cl. 10B
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two requirements would entail a serious risk of the squadron
being unprepared for eitlier commitment*

ibid

Enel* 6
The Commander in Chief Coastal Command was already aware

of the situation and had pointed out on 22 December the

serious consequences arising from it*
not be in a position to interfere effectively with any move
ment of eneny major units on the Norwegian coast and he felt

that the Admiralty should be informed accordingly.

Coastal Commajid would

As a result of further discussions the Air Commander in

Chief A.E.A.P. was requested on 6 January 1944 to re-examine
the Air Ministry proposals* It v/as stated that the Air

Ministry had agreed that the requirements only arose when a

major German naval unit was expected or known to be moving up
or down the Norwegian coast and that there was now no question
of providing escorts for strikes against mercliant shipping.
In the event of a major German unit moving down from the north

it would be necessary to move the Mustang squadrons to Wick

but past experience had sliowm that taey normally had at least

48 hours notice of such a move* If the target moved out of

the Baltic they might well have to strike the same day as the
news W3.S received but, in tliis case, the attack would be
carried out from North Coates wiiich would involve only a
very short move for the Mustang squadrons* It would seem

that as the squadrons were to be trained to escort American

heavy bombers little further training ivould be required
to escort Beaufighters, particularly as their duties with the

American squadrons would involve long flints over the sea*
The Air Commander in Chief A.E.A.P* concurred in the proposals
in this form and accepted responsibility for the provision of

filter escort for Coastal Command Beaufi^ter squadrons vhen

operating against a major German unit moving off the Norwegian
coast* Arrangements for tliis escort would be made between

Headquarters Air Defence of Great Britain and Headquarters
Coastal Command, Mustang III Squadrons of the Second
Tactical Air Porce would come under the operational control

of Headquarters Air Defence of Great Britain for the
particular mission or missions*

(ix) The Tirpitz - Operations Dormer and Kidson

In a letter to the Commanding General United States
Vlllth Air Porce dated 25 October 1943, the Air Ministry
stated that the damage which had been inflicted on the

Tirpitz was likely to preclude any early attempt to move to a

German port for repairs* The Admiralty considered, however,
that the possibility of such a move should not be entirely
excluded. It was in any case not improbable that the
Scharnliorst might move south.(l) There were many long
stretdies between Alten Fjord and the Skagerrak -where these

units could not be attacked by torpedo aircraft but -would

be vulnerable to high alti-tude precision bombing, Althou^
no strild.ng force for anti-shipping duties was normally
maintained by the Vlllth Air Porce, it had been agreed that
forces of the Command would be prepared to support Coastal

Command in tlie attack of important enemy naval units* It

was suggested that detailed plans for this contingency should

be drawn up.

The instructions for operation "Dormer" were issued on

16 November 1943* The intention was to assist the striking

ibid

Enclo 10A

ibid

End. 11

ibid

End* 14

A*H^B*/IIK/54/

End. 23B

Vllth American

Bomber Command

0*1*No.l6

A*H*B,/lIlC/54/
11/252
End* 1,

C.CeO.1 NO0II8

(1) Not applicable after the Sclaarnliorst -was suink on
26 December 1943*
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force of the Yllltli Araerioan Air Force to locate and attack

enemy major unitso The number of aircraft operating ms

expected to be up to 60 aircraft viiich mi^t be increased to
over one hundred aircraft depending on operational commitments,
the importance of the target, and the amount of mrning it was

possible for Coastal Comioand to give* Tlie Bomber Groups would
normally operate from southern bases with Kinloss, Lossiemouth,
and Banff(l) as diversionary airfields in case of bad weather.
If 2Z1. hours notice were given, a maxiiium cf 60 of tliese aircraft
could be moved to tliese northern stations and operate from

there. The aircraft could take off and land during the dark

hours but the time of the initial take off would be governed
by rendezvous time soon after dawn in the Peterhead area. A

minimum cloud base of 11,500 feet was necessary for successful

operations since these gt'oups bombed from 10,000 feet to

14,000 feet.

Coastal Command were to give the Vlllth Air Force tlae
maximum aaiount of warning so that preparations for a strike

could be made and inform them of any details known of the

enemy force and its movements. Instructions were to be given
to No.18 Group to make the necessary reconnaissance. The

Commanding General Vlllth Air Force was to decide ■Rhether or not
to employ the striking force but once the decision was made
the Cofflmander-in-Chief Coastal Command ms to co-ordinate the
American and Coastal Command forces. No. 18 Group were to give
frequent sitting reports when a strike had been arranged and
these reports were to be broadcast every 50 minutes if
possible as soon as the strike was airborne. Arrangements
would be made to provide Norwegian observers or Coastal pilots
to assist the strike leaders in recognising their landfall on
the Norwegian coast.

A.H.B./IIK/54/
11/179
End. 1.
C.C,0,1.No.1l9

The operational instruction for operation "Kidson" was
issued on 1 February 1944 to provide for the attack by Coastal
Command torpedo aircraft on the Tirpitz or other enemy major
naval units on passage between the Baltic and Norway. Three
strike wings each ccnsisting of 12 Torbeau aircraft and 12 R.P.
and cannon Beaufi^itersCs)
Wick in No,18 Group and North Coates in No,l6 Group. It was
stated tlmt three Mustang III fighter squadrons of the
A.EoA.F, mi^-t be available, late in Marcli for escort duties.
Naval units were vulnerable to attack by torpedo aircraft in
tlie areas from the Slcaw to Homborsund, from Homborsund to
Stavanger, and in the stretch of open water approximately
30 nautical mi-les in length off Stadtlandet. In tlie case of
a enemy naval force moving north from- the Baltic only short
notice could be given and the attack vrould be made by N0.I6
Group aircraft up to ICarmoy Island where No. 18 Group would
take over. In the event of a force moving south from north
Norway IfS hours notice of arrival off Stadtlandet could
generally be given and tlae attack would be- carried out by
No.18 Group, Fi^iter escort would'be assembled in the first

were available at Leuchars and

ibid
Enel. 11
12,3.2f4

a] Amended on 11 November 1944 to Milltown and Tain.
No, 12(4 Squadron (Torbeaus) and No,404 Squadron
(Beaufighters) at Wick,
No,489 Squadron (Torbeaus) and No.455 Squadron
(Beaufi^iters) at Leuchars,
No,254 Squadron (Torbeaus) and No.236 Squadron
(Beauflgliters) at north Coates,

ibid
Enel. 23
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case at Digby and in tlie second at Gastletoim or Drein.(l)
Eie operation instruction for the filter escort squadrons
ms issued on 22 February Squadrons to be employed on
these duties would be Nos* 19, 65 and 122 squadrons*(2)

Suspicions that the Tirpitz ms about to move south in

Inarch 194^ provided an opportunity to test tliese arrangements*
An intelligence report, classified B3, ms received on 13 March
tlaat tlie Tirpitz and five destroyers had left Alten Fjord at
1230 hours on 12 IVIarch although details of a photographic
reconnaissance sortie from North Russia received later in the

day, showed that the Tirpitz ms in her usual berth at IO3O
hours on 13 March* Signals were issued from Coastal Command

Headquarters stating that there was a strong possibility of the
Tirpitz proceeding soutli vd-thin tlie next four days for return

to a base in the Baltic and instituting preliminary prepara
tions for operations Kidson and Dormera In accordance with

the decisions of the Admiralty-Air Ministry conference on

9 November 1943, the Admiralty issued two code words Helmet
and Tinhat to give mrning of the imminent movement of an

enemy naval unit south or north. The signal Helmet ms sent
at 1533 hovirs on 14 March*

a*h*b.Aie/54/
11/179
Enel* 12

ibid

Enel* 13
and

A.H,B,/[IK/54/
11/252
Enel* 4

ibid

Enel* 6

and 7 On 14 Maroli the Coiinander-in-Ghief Coastal Command

reported to the CoiTmiander-in-Cliief Home Fleet that preparations
had been made for operations Kidson and Dormer and that

A.D.G.B, had been warned that fi^iter escort mi^t be required
from Castleto’mr*

Squadrons would be available for reconnaissance from the

Lofoten Islands southward and P*R* Mlosquitoes could cover up
to Narvik*

Trondheim and area to tlie south,

be necessary for reconnaissance further north*

Catalina aircraft of Nos*210 and 333

Mosquitoes of No *333 Squadron could be used for
An aircraft carrier would

End. 9

ibid

End* 8

C,C.H,Q.
Contro3JLer‘s

log.

A.li.B .Aik/54/
11/179
End. 22,23
and 24*

Further intelligence vra.s received later on 15 March that

the Tirpitz had left KaafJord at 1200 hours on 15 March for

Stjemsund Helsingfors but ms returning at I6OO hours.(3)
The North Coates strike wing ms moved to Tain on I6 March and
three Wellingtons of No.415 Squadron and four Warwicks of
No.280 Squadron were ordered to move to Tain on 17 March*
No further indications of a movement of the Tirpitz were

received and Helnet was cancelled at 0315 hours on 21 March*

Nos.143, 236 and 254 Squadrons and the detachments of Nos*415
End* 31

End. 32

(1) These stations were altered later to Coltishall for N0.I6

Group for the Beaufi^ter wing at North Coates, and

Peterhead for No. 18 Group. The Leuchars and Wiok wii^s were
transferred to Dallaohy and a Mosquito anti-flak wing
would operate from Banff*

Subsequently altered to the Polish Mustang III Wing
comprising Nos* 129, 306 and 315 Squadrons*
There was apparently no intention of moving the Tirpitz
at tliis date* After months of repairs in Kaaf Jord
since the 28 November 1943 the Tirpitz left the fjord on

15 llarch 1944 to test her engines in Altaf Jord* She
ms back in the nets in Kaaf Jord on I6 March*

On 3 April 1944 the Tirpitz ms attacked by 42
Barracudas from thegbrious and Victorious covered by F,A. A.

filters frOTfl Emperor, Searcher and Pursuer. (Operation
Tungsten), Four aircraft were lost* German records
establish that the Tirpitz received 13 hits on deck, one

undermter and one near miss* The necessary repair tinae
was estimated as three to foTxr months*

ibid

End. 122

17*7*44 and
Enol* 140

12^.11.44.

(2)
ibid

Enol. 98

9.7.44
(3)

Log of
Tirpitz
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and 280 Squadrons were ordered to return to tlieir home stations
on 22 March,

(x) Conclusion

The results of air action against enemy major naval units
during tlie period January 1943 to Ifey 1944 can hardly be called
successful. Intelligence reports gave a reasonable accurate
guide to the movements of enemy units and were several times
followed bjr si^itings from reconnaissance aircraft. ilovrever,
on no occasion did a strike force, despatched on receipt of

these si^'itings, make contact with the target. Moreover, in
view of the weak condition of the strike ■'.vings, all of which
were undergoing training or conversion to new types of aircraft
for some portion of this period, successful results from any
attack were unlikely. The uncertain weather conditions on
the Norwegian coast made reconnaissance difficult and flying
hazard casualties heavy. Cloud conditions sufficient to
provide cover without hindering reconnaissance were necessary
for effective dayliglat operations. On a clear day German
figlater units based in South Norway made the task of a strike
force without adequate fi^iter escort (and there was none
available during most of this period) extremely dangerous as
was shovm by the aboX''tive attack on the Numb erg on 1 May 1943.

Siaanary

Hov;ever, post war evidence shows that the enemy did fear
air attack on these units. Thus, tv/ice in January 1943^
Scharnixorst was ordered to turn back because she had been
sighted,
strike force despatched against' the Numb erg in May and all
precautions were taken by tlie enemy against air attack when the
Lutzow was si^ited in Septembero Fi^iter escort was provided
for the units where they had to leave the shelter of the Iieads
at Stadtlandet and Stavangex-* In fact the enemy apparently
overestimated the strength and efficacy of our strike forces
both during the period under review and in the earlier years
of the war,' At, Appendix .Will is given a list of all the
movements of tlie German major naval units since the outbreak of

Of the 58 journeys which should have been detected at
sea by Coastal Command's air reconnaissance, twenty were
actually si^xted. On only seven occasions were air strike
forces able to follow up with an attack and in only one case
was the target seriously d8.maged - the Lutzow off S.W, Norway
in June 1941.

the

A heavy concentration of fi^xters drove off the

w/ar.

Althou^ this record is much below the pre-war expectations
from air reconnaissance it is fair to remember the difficulties
attending any interception off suclx a coast as Norway once it
had fallen into enany hands. Pl^xter cover or journeys planned
for bad weather conditions were generally successful in thwart
ing discovery. Once clear of the North Sea, the location of
these units in ocean waters to the northeastward of Iceland
was made doubly difficult by the paucity of long range
reconnaissance aircraft.
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CEIAPTER XII

BdlBING POLICY AMD OFERAJIOMS AGAIW EKH-'IY

FORTS A]>D MVAL OBJECTIVES. MARCH 19A3 TO MAT ̂ 3LJ+

(i) Introduction

Bombing policy during iiie first six months of 1943 vas
governed by the decisions of the Casablanca Conference held
during the second part of Januarj^-o Ov/ing to tlie critical
losses inflicted on sliipping by U-boats at that time, the
defeat of the U-boat menace was declaired to be a first charge
on the resources of the United Nations. The current directive

Tfliiioli ordered the maximum effort to be expended against German
civilian morale and industry was superseded by a new directive
giving priority to naval targets. The Casablanca Directive to
tlie British and United States Bomber Commands in the

United Kingdom approved by the Combined Chiefs of Staff on the
21 January 1943# gave priority to the attach on German
submarine construction yards. The German aircraft industry,
transportation, oil plants and other targets in the enemy war
industry followed in that order.

Furthermore, under tlie main heading of security of sea
conmunications tlie conference agreed to intensified bombing of
the U-boat operating bases. The War Cabinet had given their
approval to the policy of area bombing of the Biscay U-boat
bases, and area attacks had commenced on the ni^it of the 14/l5
January 1943,(1)
attacks sliould be continued so that an assessment of their

effects could be made as soon as possible. If it were found
that successful results could be achieved, these attacks should
continue vAienever conditions were favourable for as lorig and
as often as was necessary. These objectives had not been

included in the order of priority v^,iich covered long term
operations, particularly as the bases were not situated in
Germarc'",

(ll) Operations March to June 1943

(a) Bombing of the Biscay U-boat bases. IVIaroh to June 1943

The Casablanca Directive stated that these

A.M.Pile

0.39432/49
Encl.95A

Details of attacks on Lorient and St.Nazaire during
January and February 1943 are given in Volume III of this

(l) For a summary of events leading to the decision to c«rry
out area bombing of the Biscay U-boat bases, see the
E,A.F. in Maritime War Volume III, Chapter IX, Section
(viil) (c).
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narrative. Footnote (0 below gives details of Bomber Command
ni^t area attacks. Bomber Command No»2 Group li^it bomber day
attacks, and U»3« Vlllth Air Force day attacks during the period
March to June 1943.

The War Cabinet decision to bomb the Biscay U-boat bases
had been taken as a result of Admiralty pressure.
Staff were not optimistic as to the likely results of such a
policy Miilst the Air Officer Commanding
(Air Chief Marsiml Sir Artliur T. Harris)
plan as a complete waste of effort. ^
did little to lessen this divergence of opinion.
22 March the First Sea Lord, in a Memorandiim on the Battle of
the Atlantic, maintained that the bombing of Lorient
St.Nazaire had diminished the number of U-boats at
advocated tlie bombing of all tlie U-boat bases to obtain cumulative
effect.

The Air

:-in-Chief, Bcsaber Command
regarded the whole

The practical experiment
On the

sea^2) He

It was not suggested that the bombing of the U-boat

AU(43)90

bases should be continued indefinitel3'' but, in view of the
seriousness of the situation during the next few montlas, it was
considered that each base should be given a thorou^ bombing and,
as time v/as vital, that the bomihing of these bases should have
first priority.

(1) Attacks on the Biscay U-boat bases, March to June 1943*

Obj eotlveDate TonsHo.ofcom-

mnd
LossType of Bomb

A/C H.E, I.B.

6  . , Mch Lorient Docks 63 140.2USAAF 315-10001b.OP. 3

6  Mch U/B pensBrest i;0.2IBAAF 15 90,-1C001b.(S>.

22/23 Mch St,Na2alre Harbour Instal
lations and U/B
base

585.7 265.2BC 277 (  8-80001b.HC, 18-20001b,GP.
(i68-4oocab.Hc.44o-ioooib.op. i

200-500lb.GP,,

28/29 Mch St^l^azairp (I n n BC 291 350 ( 54-40001b.HC.253-10001b.OP.
( 15-20001b.GP.337-5001b,OP.

325
2

2/3 Apr StJIazalre » n /!.8 167.9H BC 332-10001b.CP, 83- SOOlb.GF. 1

2/3 Apr Lorient Docks 40BC (  3-400Cab,HC. 9- SOOlbJlK.
(222-10001 b.OP. 44- 5001b.0P.

117

3  Apr Brest Dockyard 11BC 12.5 33- SOOlb.HC. 44- 2501b.GP.

5  Apr Brest n 13.4BC 12 36- 5001b,HC, 48-2501b.GP. 4

16 Apr Brest U/3 pens OSAAF 18 43.8 196- 5001b,GP, 3

16 Apr Lorient U/B pens USAAF 59 294-10001b.GP,131.3 1

1  May St.Naaalre Harbour Instal
lations and U/B
base

50.9USAAF 29 57-200Cab.OP. 7

17 May Lorient U/B pens and
pov;er station

USAAF 118 258 395-10OOlb.GP. 368- 5001b,GP|. 6

17 May Bordeaux U/B instal
lations

34USAjIF 75.9 342- SOOlb.OP. 1

29 May La PallIce U/B instal
lations

34 88.4tSAAF 99-20001b.GP.

29 May 247.3St. Waxalre Harbour Instal

lations and U/B
base

USAAF 147 277“2C001b.GP, 8

23 June St.NazaIre Lock Basin
Entrance

267.9158 300-20001b.GP, 8

TOTAL 1,354 2,590.4 590.2 45

(2) This was not the case, U-boat traffic figures do not show any decrease In
numbers leaving the Biscay bases.
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AU(Zi.3)96 On the 29 March the Air Officer Coinmanding-in-Ohief
Bcsaber Coratnand reacted to the Admiralty proposals for further
homibing of the U-boat bases and the increased employment of
Bomber Command aircraft on anti-submarine patrols in tiie Bay of
Biscay. He felt t2iat if the Bomber offensive was diverted from

its primary task of strilcing directly at Germany, tlie ■vsiiole
brunt of fitting Germany would be thrown on to the Russians®
The number of U-boats vshich would be eliminated by accepting
the Admiralty proposals would be negligible compared with the
number 'which the enemy could operate. The effect on the
Bomber offensive vrould be catastrophic. He felt that at no
distant date the A(3miralty would recognise that the U-boats
could be effectively dealt with only by attacking the sources
of their manufacture but by then much time would have been lost.

The Admiralty and Air Staff views were furtlaer sliown in two
papers assessing the results of the bombing of the U-boat bases
so far as was known® A Memorandum by the First Lord of -fclie
Admiralty gave an analysis of results achieved up to date sjid
proposed two hea-vy ni^t attacks as soon as possible on
La Pallice, Bordeaux and Brest and day bombing of certain vital
points in tlie Biscay ports. A note by the Chief of the Air
Staff, commenting on tlie results adiieved, recommended the dis
continuance of the night attacks.

AU(43)105

AU(4.3)102

AU(Zt.3)
13th Meeting

On the 31 March the Cabinet Anti-U-boat Warfare Committee
met to consider these papers. The Air Officer Gaiimanding-in-
Chief Bomber Command was pessimistic about the likely results
of bombing the other U-boat bases. La Pallice in particular
was a small target and facilities were duplicated at La Rochelles
Attacks would be made at the expense of bombing Germany. He

on themaintained that great damage w®.s done by the attacks
U-boat construction yards and accessory factories^'*-' and that
the output of U-boats would increase if such at-tacks wrere
discontimed.
vle'ws.

The Chief of the Air Staff agreed -witla these
He suggested that a certain raomber of inexperienced

crews should be employed on night harassing attacks on the
Biscay bases where the ground defences were not very strong.
He recommended that by day the United States Bcmber Command
should concentrate on the vulnerable point in Uie U-boat
servicing system at Lorient, subject to conditions being
unfavourable for tlie bombing of targets in Geriiany.
meeting agreed with the measures proposed by ihe Chief of tl-i-e
Air Staff.

Tlie

A.kI,Pile
c.39432/49
Encl,109A

On the 6 April 1943, Bomber Command were informed tliat the
employment of their main ’bomber effort in this form of attack
was for the moment to be discontinued®
was to revert as far as possible to the bombing of Germany.
Harassing attacks on suitable occasions were io continue.
Freshman crew® might profitably be employed.

The effort thus released

Ibid
Encl.113A

The United States Ei^tli Air Force were shiiilarly informed
of the decisions on the 7 April. They were to continue their
dayli^t attacks when conditions were unsuitable for bombing
Germany and to direct tlieir efforts against vulnerable points in
•the servicing systems. They were to concentrate in the first
place on tire destruction of the turntable and slipway at Lorient®

Tire Eighth Air Force continued their dayligjrt attacks until
Apart from a couple of attacks on La Pallice on tireJune 1943®

(1) In actual fact this was not the case.
iv(b) of this chapter.

See section
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4 July and 16 September^"'^ bombing
tions in the Biscay ports tlien ceased until the sunmier of •194i(-e
In all, during the first six months of 1943^ 5j518 tons of PIoEs
and 3,633 tons of incendiary bombs were dropped by Bomber
Command and the United States Eighth Air i'orce on the U-boat
bases of Brest, Lorient^ StoNazaire, La Pallice and Bordeaux.
Of this total 2,564 tons of H«E, bombs and 2^453 tons of
incendiary bombs were dropped on Lorient, and 2,498 tons of H.E,
bombs and 1,180 tons of incendiary bombs on StiJfazaire.
total number of aircraft attacldLng was 3,764 and 106 aircraft
were lost.

Lorient and St.Nazaire respectively during these six months®

attacks on U-boat installa-

The

Forty nine and 47 aircraft were lost on raids on

As a result of this effort the towns of Lorient and
StoNazaire were flattened,

states that 3.i500 out of 4,500 houses in Lorient were completely
destroyed by the 16 February. A smirnary of all offensive
operations against St.Nasaire up to May 1943 says that vihllst
no direct damage was caused to iiie submarine pens, the useful
ness of St.Nazaire as a harbour for shipping and as a base had
probably been reduced by the havoc caused to the shipyard and
dock installations, communications and living facilities In the
town.

A report issued by the French Army

Gernnan evidence confirms the daxaage to civilian property.

Bureau

Scientifique
de l’ilrm6e

B.C. O.R«S.

Final Ni^at
Raid Reports
2/3 April 1943

At a meeting of tlie Central Planning Office, held on 4 May 1943, ^
Admiral Doenitz said that the toTma of St.Nazaire and Lorient
had been rubbed out as accommodcU-ioo bases,

left in these tov/ns. He Trent on to say, however, tiat nothing
but the submarine shelters remained. The Todt organisation
load built them because of the far-sl^ited orders of the Fuehrer
and the submarines were repaiired in them. He concluded that
the enemy had shifted his fi'^it since he had realized that he
could not effectively achieve anything by the air raids. A
German survey of Anglo American operations from 1942 to 1944
stated tliat al+hou^ little daaxage v/as caused to U-boat penf^the
auxiliary plants, v/orkshops, shelters and so oia witliout rein
forced concrete protection received devastating hits and that
some bases vrere temporarily put out of action.

No dog or cat was

Quoted in

U.S.S.B.S,
German Sub,

Industry-
Report P.19

A.H.B.6
Translation

No.VIl/VIII

Despite immense damage to civilian property the main
object of the intensified raids was not achieved. No U-boats

were destroyed by bombing in the Biscay bases,
traffic across the Bay continued uninterrupted during tlie
months of the heaviest bombing. U-boat shelters

and U-boat
B. d U,

War Diary
remained undamaged and ser-vlcing and maintenance of -tire U-boats
was carried on beneath heavy reinforced concrete protection.
Workers lived in isolated rest camps several miles inland and
w^ere transported to and frojn work in the morning and evening.

Bomber Conmiand themselves vrere under rn illusiorn as to tlie
likely results of these operations. The Bomber Command Report

A.H._B,/[IH/2i.!.l/ the first quarter of 1943 stated that it was safe to sajr
■that the aoti-vlty -vSiich had had no effect whatever on the U-boat
war was the decanting of 7,000 tons of bombs on the small and
formerly pro-British Breton ports of Lorient and St.Nazaire,

3/823
Encl.lA

Botii

See section lv(c) of -tliis chapter,
2) U-boat arrivals and departures in Biscay bases.
1

Brest Lorient Nazaire Pallice Boi-deaux Totals
Jan,1943
Feb.1943
Mch,1943
Apr.1943
May.1943
Junel943

26 27 21 3 8912
29 ■9621 32 14- Nll
30 1632 33 8 119
26 1634 32 9 117

2627 30 13 18 114
16 16 1218 10 72
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of these had been annihilated in accordance with instructions,
but it was doubtftil lidiether a single U—boat (except one which
was^sunlc by minel'IJ vdiile Lorient was being bombed) had even been
seriously inconvenienced by this misuse of air powero

Six small vessels totalling 914- tons and a tanker of unknovm

course of thep raids on the Biscay'
. in footnote (2) below. The fwo

tormage were sunk during fjie
portso

vessels sunk on the 1 March were the result of the Bomber Command
raid on the night of tlae 28 Eebruary/l March, Then 40? aircraft
dropped 533 tons of H.Es and 590 tons of incendiaries
St.Nazaire for tlie loss of five aircraft.

Details can be found

on

(13) Bombing of German Forts March to June 1943

In accordance mth the Casablanca Directive considerable
effort was directed agairist submax-ine construction yards in
German ports. Most of tlie raids were precision attacks by
the United States Eightla Air Force with the various U~boat
yards as primary targets* In addition, there v/ere a few
Bomber Command night area attacks on ports* Li^t harassing
attacks by Bomber Command Mosquitoes and small quantities of
bombs dropped on alternative targets have been included in the
summary below* (3) Major attacks on the various ports are
examined in detail in the next few pages. Enemy shipping
casualties through air raids on German ports are in footno-teW •

CD u*S26

(2) The following vessels were sunk by air raid in the Biscay ports during the
period March to June 19it3»

Date Nona and typo Flag Tonnage Position By wiaom

35 I

Wl
171 t

I March Jean Gharri
Keradlo

Magoud

f.v.FNOS
r.VoFNIO

Fr St.Nazaire BC
Ft

23 March Fttug StoKazaire BC
tug Fr

16 April
3crEiy-
”23 June

Buoylayer
taiicer

Fr Brest500
T

USAAF

USAAF"

T^rrlgan
Louisette M.

7 Iia~P allice
trav/TFf

FNQ5
WFr St.Naaalre

In addition Monsun (Ge) 8,038 tons was damaged at Nantes on the 22 Hay,•

(3) Monthly tonnage of bombs dropped on German pdrts March to June 19ii3o

Tonnage
Month No. of A/C 137H.E* A/C host

Mar’ch

April
5I}0 877 h87 15
935 ir?D 1655 ii3

May 540 1021 125 32
June 352 661 3h

Total 2567 3729 2267

W The following vessels ware sunk In German ports March to June 19it3a
Date Name and Type Flag To image Position ■ By

whom

22 March Eurosee Ge 10,327 . Salved since

11'April 19ij2
Sunlc again in
Wilhelinshaven

W ilhelmshaveri

IBAAF

21 May (Mariensl el
(Elster

Tug 109)
138)

Ge
IBAAPTug Ge

Total 3 Vessels 10,574

In addition the following vessels were daaaged^-

11 June Tanganjika 8,540Ge Nllhelmshaven

severe damage

granan Slight
damage

IBAAF

13 June .Kartn

Noreg
1,474
1,431
Tn445

Ewe
GSAAF

Swe

Total 3 Vessels ■
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Hamburg

There was only one major raid on Hamhurg before the July
catastrophe raids.10 On the 3A March 354 Bomber Command
aircraft claii-ned to have attacked the city area and to have
dropped 432 tons of H.E, bonibs and 482 tons of incendiaries*
Prom photographic evidence, however, it was estimated that only
17 aircraft bombed within tliree miles of the Mining Point at
Mtona Railway Station. A German decoy in the form of a
dammed up lake at Wedel resembling the Aussen Alster, mis-
identification by some of the Y aircraft and an apparent error
in track marking led to the main effort being planted at Wedel
ten miles west of the Aiming Point,
only 33 H.E, bombs and 3>000 incendiaries were dropped in the
Hamburg area.

The only other raids dui'ing this period were small
harassing attacks by Mosquitoes of Nos, 2 and 8 Groups,

Vegesack

German records show that

B.C, O.R.S,

Pinal Nigjit
Raid Reports

U.S.S.B.S,

Area report
No.1 Table 6,

On the 18 March under favourable weather conditions 73
Portresses and 24 Liberators carried out an attack on the
U-boat yards of the Bremer Vulkan Schiffbau and Mascliinenfabrik
at Vegesaok on the Yfeser about seven miles north of Bremen, \ 2)
Bombing was accurate and only two aircraft were lost although
fi^iter opposition v/as heavy. In a minute to A.C.A.S,
((Iterations) the Director of. Bomber Operations considered tliat
tiae success of tliis raid in penetrating througli the most lii^ly
organised German figliter defence system, bombing the target
successfully, destroying so many enemy fighters and returning
with such small loss to themselves went a long "way towards
substantiating the soundness of the American day bombing
principles,

dangerously small even for ni^it operations and concluded that
Tflhen tlie Americans could operate 400 or 500 bombers at a time
they could expect to achieve similar success regularly,
attack on Wilhelmshaven on the 22 Inarch confirmed the soundness
of the tactics.

He noted that the force mi^t have been considered

The

AM .Pile S,6706
Encl,52A,

23.3.43

Post-war evidence shovra, hovrever, that the effect of the
bombing in the Vegesack raid was greatly over-estimated at the
time. At a meeting of the Anti-U-boat Warfare Committee heldAU/43)

14^1 Meeting
7.4.43

on the 7 April 1943, the Prime Minister read out  a statement
by tlie Chief of the Air Staff on the satisfactory results of tlie
attack on Vegesack. He stated that a detailed study of
photographs of the shipping and shipbuilding at Vegesack showed
that of 15 U-boat hulls on the slips, seven had almost certainly
been damaged severely, \\d-iile six otlaers appeared to have
sustained some damage. The damage to buildings was probably
sufficient to reduce efficiency to a minimum, if not to cauee

Given in

Interpretation
Report S,25,
2.4.43

(l) Attacks on Hamburg March to June 1943,

aANo,.of A/CDate Command Tonnage
H.E. I>bT Loss

3/4 March 354 BG, 432 482 10

(2) Attack on Vegesack 18 March 1943,

A/CNo, of A/ODate Command Tonnage
LossH.E.

18 March U,S.A.A,P,97 239 2
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complete dislocation

be of little importance for at least 12 months.
Minister asked Admiral Stark to convey his congratulations to
G-eneral Andrev^ and General Baker on this outstanding success
by tlie United States Eiglath Bomber Command*

It was thought that this yard might well
The Prime

UcSoSoBoSa
Sub» Plant

Report
No *9

The Plant Report of the Bromer Vullcan shijpyard states^
however, that Intelligence greatly over-estiihated the effect of
air attacks, but correctly identified area of stinke and the
targets affected in this raid* Hie day attack of 18 Hsu'ch 1943
ms tlie first time the yard really experienced a heavy raid*
Seventy six bombs hit tlie plant, and of these 14 vrere eitlier low
order detonations or duds

pipes and ca.bles and buildings, all were damaged in this attack*
The damage suffered by boats on ways was slight, because most of
tlie bombs that hit the v/ays either broke open with resulting low
order detonations or penetrated beloTi- tlie concrete and were
dissipated underground® Tlie damage apparent to the camouflage
over the submarines caused the damage to them to be over™
estimated from air cover,
resulteda

occuri'ed:

Yifork shops, utility net works of

Actually only a few fragment holes
This was the first raid in which any casualties
there vrere 108 killed and 103 injured* n

claimed b;/ the yard for this raid Tra.s RtM«4,365,470
show that considerable productive activity vifas resumed at the
yard after one week, and tliat in six weelcs normal activity was
being carried on®

Comuensatio

Records

Wilhelmshaven

The Ei^ith Air Force delivered three major attacks on

WiHielmshaven during this per lb Enemy shipping sunk
and damaged can be seen in previous footnote.(4), f>0£je37S.
Assessment of damage to naval installations is difficult *

enemy evidence is available as to the date viien damage occurrei®

The first attack took place on the 22 March 1943, the primary
target being the pocket battleship Admiral Sclaeer in Dry Dock
No. 5«

as no

No damage was inflicted, on the Bcheer but photograpi'isInterpretation
Report K0I515 shovred considerable damage to bulldin_gs in tlie naval shipyards

of the Bauhafen®

21 May tlie Nriegsmarine U-boat yards were attacked*
interpretation of pIiotograr)hs assessed some 13 buildings in the
Marine Vferft as damaged most of them severely®
business and residential buildings north and south of the
Baulia.fen were demolished®

TYilhelmshaven was attacked as a secondary target®
attacked the primary at Bremen
■ch.e harbour area

Residential dama.ge was also hea\y» On the
Pinal

-About 42

On the 11 June the port area at
No e-ii-craft

Damage seen v©,s nearly all in
The Engine Assembly Shop in th.e Marine

Interpretation
Report K.1569

Int er pr e ta.ti on
Report K.1575

Vferft sustained the only sevei’e damage®

On the same day 30 Portresses bombed the last resort
tfirget at Ouxhaven damaging industrial buildings, mai'shallingImmediate

Interpretation
Report K.1377

(1) Attacks on Uillielmshaven Marcli to June 1943®
Tonna.ge

TTjnrrTDUErNo®of A/CDa.te Objective DossConmiand

22 March

21 May
A.di;airal Scheer USAAP84 200 3
Kriegsmarine

U/B yards 73 US-LAP
USAA.F

172 7
11 June Port area 168 271 1
Total 643330 17
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yards and residential property,
bombs were dropped and one aircraft was missing#

lael and Flensburg

Sixty seven tons of HeE,

On tlie 4/5 April Bomber Command delivered a heavy attack
on tlie city area of Kiel,^^ Aircraft Virere instiTActed to
bomb oh ground-markers dropped by Y-type aircraft#
Unfortunately conditions proved unsuitable for this teclinique
since the target was covered by two layers of ten-tenths cloud#
The confused glow of nmrkers, fii’es and possibl3'' dumiiiy markers
below cloud led to a scattered attack# Photographic
reconnaissance revealed only negligible fresh damage to Iiiele

German evidence, however, reports considerable material
damage to buildings# Ten hours work was necessarj?- to repair
a stretch of the Kiel—Hamburg main railway line destroyed by
H.E, bombs and there was a large fire in the old Eolbe docJq.'ard,
used as a Naval doclsyard. Fifty five H#Es., six of them
duds, and over 2,000 incendiaries including stick type and
phosphorous rubber bombs were reported# Civilian casualties
were 25 dead, 5A vrounded#

B»C» OoRaS#

Pinal Ni^it
Raid Reports

Information

from A#H Bc6

The Ei^ith Air Force delivered three precision attacks
Kiel during this period# On the IZj. May the primary'’ target
was the submarine and warship shipbuilding yard of Friedrich
Krupp Germania Uerft#
neighbouring Deutsche Werke shipyard.

Part of the attack spilt over onto th

on

e
The interpretation

report claimed widespread and severe damage concentrated in
tlie Germania Y/erft# Nearly all buildings vrere reported damaged
in some degree including four boiler houses and both power
stations# The post-vrar plant report states that 86 H#Es# fell
in the shipyard of \diioh 55 hit buildings# Damage ms claimed
to five 740 ton and two 500 ton U-boats on the slipwa3':s and
fitting out in tire Germania Werft and the neighbouring Deutsche
Werke shipyard# One of these was possibly U#474, an almost

Interp)retation
Report K0I555
24.5o43

UeS#S #B#S #
Sub.Plant

Report No#5

U#SoS.BeS#
Sub .Plant

Report.
Exhibit H#I#D#

completed Type YII boat launched on 17 April 1943^ and now Icnown
to have been sunk or badly damaged and abandoned at Deutsche
Werke in the simmer of 1943# Damage claimed to buildings in
the'Deutsche Werke , cannot be checked as figures for tills raid
are not available in -the plant record of attacl-cs# According to
German evidence this was by far the worst of this series of
raids# The Germans reported 505 HoE# bombs, (62 duds) and
5-6,000 incendiaries# The latter included new types: fluid-
incendiary stick bombs, cylindrical stick tjrpe, and small
6-edged stick incendiaries® There was considerable daiiiage to

AoH#B#6

buildings including th.e eastern Fire Station, and tlie Railvfa^j'-
Station# In the Gaarden district near the shipyards, electric
power, gas and water systems were seriously dams.ged as was the
telephone network and tramway wires and line. The passenger
ship "Stadt Kiel" wias sunlc and two motorshiiDs burned out#
Itiarves and a hospital were badly damaged#
325 dead, and 752 wounded#

Casualties were

(1) Major attacks on Kiel March to June 1943#

Date Objective No# of Tonnage
H® ji g Ii

Command Loss
A/O

4/5 April
14 I'^iay
19 May
13 June

Gltj'' area
Germania Werft

Deutsclie Werke

Deutsche Werke

519 3,.C,
USAAF

.  USAAE
USAAP

670701 13
125 236 24 8
101 151 655

89 22

Total 789 1177 749 49
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On^ the 19 iiay the target ms the shipyard of Deutsche
Werke Kielc This raid ms less successful. No further damage
to tlae shipyards was visible from photographs obtained after
the attack. The Deutsche 7ferke plant report records no damage
from the attack, whilst the Germania Ferft report states that
15H.Es. fell in the shipyard, 10 of which hit buildings.
The Germans reported 205 H.E, bombs of iivhich 32 vrere duds, and
1,000 stick type incendiaries including 200 duds. Houses,
gas ̂ d mter supplies, electric current and telephone lines in
the iLLmschenbagen district were damaged,
or industrial installations were damaged,
were only 22,

On the same day 55 Fortresses attacked the Plensburger
Schiffsbau yards at Plensburg on the Kiel canal, dropping 120
tons of H,E# bombs. No aircraft v/ere lost,. Damage was
claimed to buildings and slipways in the Old and New Shipyards c
Damage clairaed to U-boats fitting out cannot be confirmed by
post-war evidence,

at the time that delay due to damage would be nearlj''
equivalent to the loss of one U-boat,

No public buildings
Total casualties

The Ministry of Home Security estimated

Negative
Damage Report
No.161

U.S.S.B.S,
Sub, Plant

Report No,3

Interpretation
Report K,1565

RE/il 34
Included with

Interpretation
Reports of
Mission 59 On the 13 June a force of 76 Fortresses was despatched

to attack tlie Deutsclie Werke shipyards at Kiel,
aircraft attacked the primary target, 16 attacked targets
of opportunity and 22 were lost. The attack was planned-
as a diversion from tlie main attack on Bremen in order to
divide the enemy fighters. In fact the enemy devoted his
major fighter effort to the diversion and overwiielmed the
smaller force which was first intercepted 50 miles from the
coast. Thereafter it was subjected to very heavy fighter
opposition on tlie way to the target, and over the target
experienced concentrated and accurate flak.

Forty four

The leading ai

M.File S.6706
Encl,56A
14.6,43

r
craft was shot down and the formation, vdilch was dodging
about trying to find gaps in the clouds throu^i viiilch to bomb,
became disorganised and therefore suffered heavily,
leader was inexperienced, Ei^itli Air Force Headquarters felt
tliat in view of the relatively small size of his force, the
success of his diversion and the unfavourable boidbing
conditions, he should have abandoned the task and returned
before reaching the target.

The

lamediate

Interpretation
Report K,1587
U,S.S.B,S,
Sub .Plant

Reports Nos.3,5
A,H.B.6

Damage from this raid was assessed as small,
tne Deutsche ‘Jerke nor tlie Germania Uerft record any damage.
The Germans reported 73 H.E. bombs but little damage to lael.
Civilian casualties were 66,

Bremen

Neither

Hiere was only one major attack on Bremen on the 13 June
The Ei^th Air Force pi'ecision attack of1943

17 April has not been included in this chapter since the
ts-Tget Tra,s the Focke-Tililf works and bombing did not spillover
into the dock areas. The main force attack on the Desch:unag
U-boat yards on the 13 June benefited by the ill-fated
diversion raid on lael and only four aircraft were lost out of
102 attacking,
weak.

Enemy air opposition to tlie Bremen raid was
The main weiglit of 'the attack fell in the central area

Interpretation
Report
No.S,Ao355

(l) Attack on Bremen 13 June 1943,

Date Nooof A/G Command Tonnage LossObjective

H.E, IIB.

13 June Descliimag U/fe yard 102 USAAF 227 4
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around Basin I, and several direct hits v;ere registered on the
Atlas Yferke shipjrards* The Deschima.g suhroarine yards were
situated to the northwest of the city althou^:i the corporation
held repair facilities in the central The Plant Report

U.S.S.B.S,

Sub.P3^nt.
Report No.4

_^es not record any dajTiage to the yards from this attack.
Photographs showed that bombs from an early \mve of the attack,
directed towards the yards, fell short and burst among
residential property in Gropelinger,

area.

S upplementary
Report to
No. S.A,355

Emden a.nd Helip_;oland

-  - - Emdeno^O
The target on the 15 May was the railroad yards but photographs
shov/ed a concentration of bomb bursts on the Grosses Meer and
Die Hiwe, tvro lakes about four miles north east of the city.
On the same nigiit 76 Portresses attacked Heligoland as a
target of opportunity in place of tlie primary target at
Wilhelfnshaven. The main weight of the attack fell on the
island with concentrations on the barracks, artillexy depot
and residential area and in ttie submarine harbouro ilany
bursts were also seen on the airfield and r-jnways on the
nei^bouririg island of Dune, On the 21 May the target was
the Nordsee YiTerke U-boat yard. The greatest concentration
of bursts was seen in a residential area about 1,500 yards
northwest of the target area with possibly tvro hits on the
main railv/ay line.

The Ei^^th Air Force delivered two attacks on

Interpretation
Report S,Ae517

Interpretation
Report S,Ao319

Int erpre tation
Report S,Ao336

Stettin and Rostock

On tlie 20/21 April Bomber Gonmiand carried out a highly
concentrated attack on Stettin 'wdiilst a small force bombed
Rostock,V J Target indicators were placed extremely accurately
several being within a few hundred yards of the aiming point
and the attack was carried out almost exactly according to
plau^ It vra,s estimated from photographs that 256 out of 326
aircraft \fnich attacked, bombed Tdthin three miles of tl:ie
aiming point. Reconnaissance sorties revealed tliat 100 acres

B,C. O.R.S.

Pinal Ni^at
Raid Reports

of closely grouped industrial buildings were devastated in the
Pommerensdorf district, including tlie whole of the important
Pcmmerensdorf-Milch chemical factorjr. The Sachsehberg,
Kruger and Stettiner.- Oderwerke shipbuilding yards and the *
base Bredower-V'ferder all sustained damage from direct hits.
Military installations, public buildings and residential
property suffered considerable damage.

naval

(l) Major attacks on Emden and Heligoland March to June 1943

Date Objective Mo.of A/G Command Tonnage
HbE.I I.B.

Loss

15 May
15 May
21 May

Emden ””

Heligoland
Emden Nordsee Werke

59 USAJJP

U3AAF

U3AAP

77 46 1
76 166 5

99 1Total 180 46342 11

(2)

Date Objective No.of A/g Command Tonnage
HsE, I«B«

Loss

20/21 April
20/21 April
Total

Stettin

Rostock
326 B.C,

B.G,
415 504 22

77 42 82 8
403 457 986 30
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Tlie target at Rostock ms the Heinkel aircraft factory.
However a smoke screen started on tlie approacli of the aircraft
attacking Stettin had ■become effective by the time the Rostock
force arrived. The factory was obscured and most aircraft
attacked the town* Fhotograjiis shov/ed that damage was well
centred about the docks and built-up area. In the Neptun
Vferft submarine yards an area of four and a half acres was
reported devastated, including a boiler house, a factory building
and some sheds* The Heinkel worlcs aumrentlv esca-ned damacrfi.

B.C, O.R.S,
Pinal Ni^t
Raid Reports

(°3 Attacks on Transportation Ports, March to June 194.3
Attacks on French Channel, Belgian and Dutch ports

a small scale. These were mainly Circus and Ramrod^
tions by Venturas, Bostons and Mitchells of No* 2 Group,
many oases the target selected, althou^ situated in a port, was
not a naval one* Thus the iron and steel works at Ijmuiden,
the powerhouses at Jjmuiden and Amsterdam, the oil refinery at
Plushi^ and similar targets were attacked. Under No, 2 Group
Operational Order No, 84 for the attack on the German rB.llyi3.y
system in Belgium and North Prance, railway centres and
marshalling yards were attacked in ports such as Boulogne,
Moling operations, that is harassing attacks by single aj.roraft
under cloud cover, were carried out on naval targets,
for such operations were cancelled on 30 April -1943,

were on

opera-
In

No

Orders

2 Op, 0.0.
No, 84
16,12*42

B.C, 0.1.
No. 65

The chief naval target ms the docks at Rotterdam which
were attacked in March, April and May 12), United States
Ei^th Air Force also delivered two attacks on Rotterdam in

Two vessels were sunk. On the 27 April I9Z1.3 the
Reichskommissar for shipping (Kaufmann) reported that the
recent air attacks on the shipyards at Rotterdam had. led to a
considerable decrease in output, wiiich in some shipyards attained
the scale of 50 to 60 per cent.

Iiiarch.

The damage ifl^iich the ship

B.B.S,U*
Sea Communi
cations

Report
Appendix A yards had received was, at the moment, not excessive, but the

absenteeism of workers from the shipyards ms very considerable*

Docks and shipping in Cherbourg were attacked by li^t
bombers of No. 2 Group, twice in April and twice in May, The
total tonnage dropped on Cherbourg was 42 tons. On the
15 April tlie attack ms directed against tlie whale oil factory
sl'ifP Sogl^ and a merchant vessel of 360 feet ifliiich were
lying in dry docks Nos, 5 and 6, The attack had no success.
Docks and shipping at Dieppe were attacked once in April.
On the 1 June 1943 No, 2 Group were transferred to the

B.C, O.R.B,

(1)2 Op. 0,0,
No, 28 Circus operations were intended to draw enemj'" fighters into

combat with tl^e flgl-iter escort of a.amall bombing.formation.
Targets were selected in Prance, Bel^um or the Netherlands
^vithin fighter range.

Ramrod operations were attacks by similar bomber
formations with fighter escort, on targets of importance to
tlie enemy. In this case bombing was the main object.
Attacks on Rotterdaia March to June 1943,

0,R,B, App,
B. 923

(2)

Date
4 March

28 March
29 ilarch
31 I-<Iarch
4 April

22 June

No, of a/o Command Tonnage Loss
28 USAAP

BC, 2 Gp,
BC, 2 Gp,
USAAP

BC* 2 Gp,
PC, 2 Gp.

62 5
23 26
34 38
33 88 1
23 25 2
12 21

Total 153 ■S'
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Tactical Air Force and came under tlae operational control of

Fighter Coranaaid* Circus and Ramrod operations continued hut

after the Pointhlahk Directive of 10 June mainlj’’ G«A.F, targets
were selected.

Enemy shipping casualties in iiie transpoi-tation ports are

given helovif(l). The Eighth Mr Force attack on Antwerp was
directed against tlae Ford Motor Works. The 2 Group attack on

Flushing was directed against the oil refinery. The attack on

Rouen was a Circus ojperation on the poorer station,

(iii) Revision of Bombing Priorities. The Pointhlank
Directive

During the late spring and simmer of 1943 the U~boat menace
was decisively defeated at sea by Allied air and surface forces.

This claainge in tlie strategical situation led to a revision of
bombing priorities as laid down by the Casablanca Directive.
A new directive, kncvm later as the Polntblanl-c directive, was
issued to R.A.F, Bomber Command and the United States Eighth
Bomber Command on the 10 June 1943# The directive stated ttaat

the increasing scale of destruction whidairas being Inflicted

by our ni^it bomber forces and the development of the day
bombing offensive by tlie Ei^th Air Force had forced tJae enemy
to deploy day and night fighters in increasing numbers on tlie

YiTestern Front. Unless this increase in filter strength was
checked our bomber forces mi^t be unable to fulfil the taslcs

allotted to them by the Combined Chiefs of Staff. First
priority was therefore accorded to the attack of German figjaier
forces and the industry upon which they dejpended. The primary
object of the bomber forces remained tlae pi-'ogressive destruction

and dislocation of the (Jerman military, industrial and economic

system and the undermining of civilian morale. Witlaj.n this

general conception, however, the intermediate objective for tlae

Eighth Mr Force was German Floater strength, Primarj’- objectiTOS .
v/ere German submarine j’-ar-ds and bases, the remainder of the

German aircraft industry, ball bearings and oil. Secondary
objectives were S3natlaetic rubber and tyres and military motor
transport vehicles. bhile the forces of the British Bomber

Command would be employed in accoi-dance with their main aim

in the general disorganisation of German industry their action

vrould be designed as far as practicable to be complementary to

the operations of the Ei^ath Mr Force. It was emphasised
that the reduction of the ^lerman fighter force ivas of primary
importance and that anjr delaj?- in its prosecution T/ould make
the task more difficult. At the same time it was necessary to

direct the maximum effort against the submarine construction
yards and operating bases iihen tactical and weather conditions

B.C. File

S.46368/IV
Enel. 7A

(l) Enemy vessels sunlc by air raid on ti-ansportation ports
ilarch to June 1943#

Si,cDate Name and T^rpe Flag Tonnage Position

Rottcirdaia

Rotterdam

m

28 March BCGe mi
Niedersaohsen (Pv.'VP2009)28 Marcia BCGe 259

14 May One Siebel ferry 60Ge Antwerp US/UE

Cherbourg31 May 30"Baiidar Frtug 134
Rapid tug Fr 20

12 June TOO' Rouen PC'One dredger Fr

Total Six vessels 3292

In addition three barges, tvro ferry boats, and one buoylaj’-er
(tonnage unknovm) were sunlc in Flushing on 31 May

SECRET(17500)596
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precluded attacks upon objectives associated with the German
Fi^iter Force,

(iv) Operations July to Decerober 1943

(a) Operations against German ports

The submsjTine construction yards still remained  a primary'-
target althou^i of lessened priority. However, part of tlie
effort

months

be considered as directed chiefly against civilian morale and
industry rather than naval targets. An attempt has been made
in the text to discriminate between the various targetso A
few purely Pointblank attacks, such as the raid on the A^-ado
aircraft factory at Warnemunde on the 29 July have been omitted.

Hamburg

directed against German ports during the next si
(O, in particTilar the Hamburg catastrojh.e raids, must

The series of attacks on Hamburg between the 24 July and

the 3 August 1943j known as the Catastrophe Raids, were directed
against the enemy war potential as a whole. The Operation
Order issued in May in preparation for the Battle of Hajoiburg
considered that the total destruction of the city would achieve

iraineasujrable results in reducing the industrial capacity of the
enemy's war machine. Owing to the weight of the four night
attacks, however, it is impossible to distinguish the proportion
of the attacks which fell on naval targets from that directed

against other areas in the city. Moreover in Hamburg many of
the principal industries were situated in the port area. The

attacks are therefore included in this chapter. The primary
target for the two daylight precision raids was the Blobm and

VciSs shipyards. Tonnage of bombs dropped in raids on Hambuirg
during the period July to December 1943 is shown in footnote (2) below

B^0o0,0. No.173
27.5o43 in
B.C. O.R.B.

App. May 1943

(l) The following table gives the monthly total of bombs
dropped on German ports during the period July to
December 1943.

the combined totals of the separate operations described
in the next few pages can be explained by a number of

light harassing attaclcs delivered by Bomber Command
Mosquitoes Miich are not considered in detail, and by
small numbers of bombs dropped on alternative targets.

Any discrepancy between these totals and

No. of a/cMonth Tonnage Loss
HE IB

July
August
September
October

November

December

2543 4081 3645 90

457 743 775 30
61198 7412

6891487992 43

1768 6112031221

2146 21262895 62

7562 11386Total 8499 293

(2) Major- raids on Hamburg July - December 1943

No. of a/c
attacking

Date Objective Command Tonnage
HE I.B.

Loss

24/25 July 98"^City BC 1372740 12

25 July Blohm and Voss shipyard 68USAAF 89 50 15
26 July

27/28 July
Blohm and Voss Shipyard USAAF 8754 2

City BC 739 1141 1241 17
2829/30 July 726 JT^City BC

lilS2/3 August Gi1y BC 748
■5

30
ITS13 December Harbour dock area USAAP 172 4 2

2869 4661Total fOS4331
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Details of saippin^ s
are given, in footnoted J.

Ic and damaged during the same period •

BoCoOoEaSs A siiitilsr plan of attack vra.s used for each of the four area

ni^t raidso Routemarkers were dropped at a given point off the
mouth of the Elbe-a The target was then marked by H2S airoreJt

and a large force of backers up me.intained the marking throu^-
cut the attaclcq, Crev/s expert in the use of H23 were to cheo.k

tlie accuracy of previous Target Indicators at intervals a.nd

recentre the attack if it began to creep back® A few Mosquitoes
were despatched to other targets on each occasion to divert tlie

fire-fitting services from the irain attack® Large scale

attacks w'ere continued on the Ruhr during the intervals to

prevent enemy defences fi’om concentrating at liambiurgo Bomber

Coimand Mosquitoes carried out light harassing attacks on the
city in the intervals betwreen the raajo^:’ raids®

Pinal Nitt
Raiid Reports

An innovation was the introduction of Radio Countermeasure

Windovj-, This vas a method of producing misleading echoes on

enemy radar apparatus by means of strips of al’orainium dropped
from aircraft® Instructions for the use of Window were issued

by Bomber Command on 17 July 19A3 and all heavy and medium

operational squadrons were ordered to be ready to discharge
it by 23 July® Rates of dropping for use in orders were laid

dovm and a map of areas of discharge v/as issued® Window v/as
only to be discharged on the occasions and at tlae rates ordered
by Bomber Command® The first occasion was the first of the

Hamburg Catastrophe raids on the rd.^it of the 24/25 Julj’-o Radio
countemeasure Ground Cigar intended to jamiTi tlie VHP/'feT
frequencies beginning to be employed by enemy ni^t floaters
was also introduced on 30/31 July®

In the first ni^it raid on the 24/25 Judy Target Indicators
placed by visual markers were somewhat scattered round the

aiming point, and bombing was concentrated in four distinct

BcC® 0®R®B®

17o7«43

OoReSo Pinal

Ni^at Raid
Reijorts

(l) The follovang vessels were sunlc in Hambtirg during the period
July - December 1943

NameDate

22i./25 July
Flag Position CommandTonnage

Hein Godenwind Ge 2® 270 Hamburg BG

13 December Priedrich Bisclioff

He d*Aix

Ge Hamburg USAAP1,597
5,028Pr

Total Three vessels 9,295

The following vessels were damaged in Hamburg. July - December 1943

Date Naame and Type Plag Tonnage Extent of damage Command

Rotesand 4,107
11,254

Ge

General Artlgas
Pnmdsberg
Vela

Ge

24/25 July 364Ge BC

18,000 Just launohedo

Completed hy 26 Dec#

Ge

1943
Gapern
Pi tea

Haakon Jarl

Swe 920

962Ge

Nor 2,102
4,479
6,856
4^594
8

Severe

25/26 July Ditmar Koel Ge USAAP
Leuna Ge

I4agdalena. Vimen Ge

MrOni a.nne C-e 02

13 December Vienti

Greth

Pi 1,715
1,551

USAAP

sll^t damageSwe

57,706Total 13 vessels
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Backersareas, one of which was in the region of tlie docks#
up kept tlie bombing well centred at first but later, omng
to undershooting^ there was a marked cree^D back* Owning to the
use of Window the loss ra.te wa.s extremely low for a raid on

R/T traffic and the low attack anda target of importance,
interception ratio indicated tliat fi^iter efficiency was

impaired,
the sky, and only minor flak damage was reported by returning
aircraft.

Many of the searchli^its wandered aii'nlessly about

On the 27/28 bombing was well concentrated in the
commercial and Industrial districts of Billwarder Ausschlag

and St. Georg,
progressed. There was little creep back,
enemy defence tactics was noted due to the Interference caused

by V/indow, Much of the flaJc was in.barrage form, and

ground stations issued running commentaries to fighters
regarding bomber movements, instead of the usual brief
instructions,

dropped in this raid, causing the phenomena kncwn as fire
storms.

spreading north, west and east as the raid
Some change in

A higher proportion of incendiaries were

ibid

On the 29/30 July the mean point of impact of Target
Indicators was tw/o to three miles east of the aiming point and
the whole attack was concentrated on the eastern part of the

city. Spoof markers were also dropped to divert enemy fighters
and some non-marker PcP.E. aircraft carried anti-personnel

Flak vfas more intense onbombs to discourage ground defences,

ibid

this occasion and the number of searchlights had been greatly
Pi^iters operated as free lances owing to theincreased

interference caused by Yifindow to the ground control system.

The fourtli and last raid on the 2/3 August was the least
The

ibid

successful from tlie point of view of area attack,
weather forecast was doubtful and conditions proved worse th.an

Only 426 aircraft bombed out of 7k-0
The report stated tliat in view of the confusion

Hamburg it was

had been expected,
despatched, '
caused by the arctic conditions experienced over
impossible to reconstruct the course of the attack in any detail
Moi-e aircraft wrere lost than on the other raids. Insufficient

concentration of Window w/as achieved to obtain effective

protection and accurate predicted flak was more in evidence

tlaan in previous 'Jindow raids,,

TJ
XX

It does not lie within the scope of this chapter to assess

the effect of the area raids on Germen. Industry and civilian

Post war evidence indicates that the first and lastmorale©

of the area x-aids had the chief direct effect on naval targets

Tlie Blolrni and Yoss Plant report records 55 tIP bombs and 60

incendiaries in the yard area on the night of the 24/25 Julyo
Of this total 29 HE,s and 40 incendiaries hit buildings®
were four unexploded bombs. On the 2/3 August 15 HEsS and 50
incendiaries hit the yard area, of v/lilch 8 HEoS and 30
incendiaries hit buildings,
liovraldts Werke Plant Report on either ni^it,
effects of bombing on the German submarine Industry is given
in section iv (b) of this chapter,
the effect of the Catastrophe Raids on labour.

Ihare

No hits were recorded by tlie
A survey of the

The same section consider

U,S,S.B.S

Sub.Plant

Report No,2

s

The two Elglith Air Force dayliglit precision raids took

place on tlae 25 s.nd 26 July 1943*
the Blohm and Voss shipyards,
in three waves and bomb bursts were grouped in three major
concentrations,

Elohm and Voss y^ards and immediately to the south,
ten hits were claimed in the Blolim and Voss yard area.

In each case the target

The most northern was in the area of the
At leas

was

On the 25 July aircraft attackedInterpretation
Report SA410

t
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The Plant Report states that there were actually 30 hits from
HE bombs in the area including 25 hits on buildings,
were claimed on at least one vessel, tvro floating doclcs and

a nuiiiber of buildings on the quay,

given in a previous footnote,
indicate any damage to floating docks,
and two others damaged and later scrapped,
concentration of bombs was in the area of rail\my sidings and

basins near the Neuiiof Power Station,

Physical Damage Division Report records 13 HE hits, and a
Tvro of the

Hits

Vessels damaged have been
Tlie plant report does not

One U-boat was sunk

The second main

The Howaldts Nerke

number of 100 1b. gasoline gels in the yard area.

U.S .S.B.S*

Sub.Plant

Report No.2

HE bombs struck cranes for slipway No,4 but one did not explode
and the other caused little damage. The third concentration

Division Report was in open fields south of Hamburg. In its effects on the
No, 50 U-boat war this was by far the most successf'ul of the attaclcs

delivered against submarine construction yards in 1943•

U.SoS.B.S.

Physical
Damage

For allOn the 26 July the attack was in two v/aves,
practical purposes this raid vras equivalent to a precision
attack on Howaldts shipbfiilding yards since the heaviest
concentration of tixe first v/ave of bombs fell on the yards and

U.S.S.BaS, buildings of the neighbouring M.A,N. Diesel engine vrorks, ^The
Physical Damage Howaldts Y/erke Physical. Damage Division report records 22 HE hits
Division Report and a number of 250 Ibo oil incendi-aries in the area® ^ Sixteen

buildings vrere damaged, some of them seriouslj''. Considerable
damage was done to plant railroads, quays and cranes,
T/at-er system was temporarily cut and the electric system damaged
by bombs which severed the underground cables. Hits v/ere^
claimed on the merchant vessel Leuna 6,856 tons Ydiich was in

A total of 44 HE hits were recorded

Interpretation
Report SA 417

No. 50
The

fact severely damaged,
on the Homldts Nerke yards during the Catastrophe Raids
including ten hits on buildings, two on the vfest slipway and

one on the submarine shelter. The second wave of the ̂ ctack
produced a group of bomos in the area east of HowaldtsWerke,
Several direct liits were claimed on the Neidiof Electric
Power Station, Bombing spilt over into congested industrial
districts east of Blohm and Voss and noxrth of the Elbe in the

Blohm and Voss record 30 incendiarytown of Hamburg proper,
UoSsSoB.Sa

and five HE hits in the yard area, including 18 ixicendiary
and two HE hits on buildings.

. Suba Plant

Report No,2

As a result of these attacks the harbour was completely
closed from 28 July to 3 August 1943*
the hacbour installations - mostly in the northern part - v/ere

destroyed, the greatest damage being done to wooden warehouses
and sheds vulnerable to incendiaries, in addition, 122 (about
16 per cent of all) cranes were destroyed and 33 per cent of
the total nijmber were damaged. By October 1 943 about 20 per
cent of the dama.ged cranes were repaired but sufficient funds
were not allocated for the minimum necessary repairs to ^
other harbour installations. Despite this damage, sea traffic

after 3 August continued actively. On the whole, it was but

sli^tly affected by the big raids because the great loading
wharves remained generally intact. However, the port's
efficiency was impaired by the raids; by the end of the year
it still suffered from a seriotis shortage of skilled workers
and fn-om the fact that available manpower had to use damaged

equipment involving personal risks,
the average work performance remained about 25 - 30 pe^r cent
under normal.

About 20 per cent of

Under these conditions.

U.3.S.B.3.

Area Report
No.I.pp. 12,27

Only one other major attack on Hamburg took place during
On the 13 December 116 Portresses attackedthese six months,

the Harburg dock area as a last resort target for the Kiel
operation on the same day. The target was entirely obscured
by cloud but later photographs revealed damage to the Harburger
Gumniv/aren Pabrik Phoenix A,G. , the railway station, bixsiness

Supplement to
Interpretation
Report K 1862
10.2„V-i-
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and residential property, doolcside buildings and ■warehouses®
It is no'w knoT/n from Gerriian records -that t'VTo vessels were sunk
and a further two damaged as a result of this attack®
and Voss record four HE and 74 incendiary bombs of ivi'j.ich tliree
HE and 32 incendiaries hit buildings,
six HE hits and 100 lb, gasoline gels.

Blolim

Kov/aldts Werke record

Other German Ports

Over 10,000 tons of bombs were dropped on other German
ports including Gdynia during the last half of 1943 Tliese

are considered under separate headings in the next few pages,,.
Details of enemy shipping casualties are given in footnote^
Shipping sunk in the attack on Gdynia is given on  a later page.

Kiel

On'the 25 July 67 Portresses from a force despatched
against Vfernemunde attacked Kiel as a target of
opportunity's;. The attack was in two parts.Interpretation

Report SA 411
One force

attacked from the east, most of -fclie bombs falling on and near
the Deutsche Vferke shipyards,
the north east dropping a hea'vy concentration of bombs on and
near the Kriegsmarine Werft
T/eight of the attack fell near the quay and the floating dock.
The Plant report notes 25 hits on buildings and docks#
At the I-lriegsmarine Yiferft a very great concentra.tion of bomb
bursts was seen just north east of -tlie fitting out basin.

The other force attacked froEi

At Deutsche YYerke the main
U»SoS .B * S«
Sub* Plant
Report No.3«

(l) Enemy shipping sunk in German ports, excluding Hamburg
and Gdynia, July to December 1943o

By whomDate Heme and tyg^e
E-boat
E~boat

PositionFlag Toruiage
25 July Kiel US/JJ*90Ge

5 #66 Ge 90 USIiAP
■Da Eradon2,October Olaf 1,920

1.809
1,192

8 October Da Bremen UaiAP

Torpedo-boat
R-boat

DHAIP13 December T. 15
R.306

Ge Kiel
Ge 90

1b December Alexandra Ge 72(J

2,369Ivan ICondrup
Vulcan

Da Bremen
594Ge

Swe 1,781
Total I  Ten vessels

The follo'iving vessels were damaged at Bx-emen

16 December' Swe
Swe

sli^it damage
very slight damage

USAAP
US.4AE

Kb-lEiarsund 1,225
1,171
2,396

Venern
Total Two vessels

(2) At-tacks on Kiel July to December 1943
TonnageNo. of a/cDate LossObjective Conimaxxd.

IB
‘25D3uIy Deutsch'e'TJerke

Kriegsmarine 46 467 USAAE 103
Deutsche fierke29 July

6USAAB’ 133 53Kriegsmarine 91
Germania Yferft,

to'wn area
13 Deco

US.AAP [362
T

426 3349
5W 13525Total 507
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There is no plant report to confirm this* Two E-hoats were

sixnlc in Kiel by this raidj. S.66.

On the 29 Juljr a further attack was delivered# The
ICriegsraarine naval docl<yard and the Deutsche V/'erke U-boat yards
were the primary targets# No new damage was seen in tlie
Deutsche Werke. Further damage was claimed to buildings in
the Kriegsmarine YiTerft including the large Engine shopj the
Naval Arsenal and -the Torpedo Equipnent Depot.

Tliere were no further attaclcs until the 13 December 1943o
Targets for the large scale attack on this date were the
Germania Werft and the town area. No .observation of bombing
was possible owing to low cloud conditions. Later pliotographs
showed tvro main areas of damage in the centre of the city near
the lake called Kleiner Kiel and in the district of Gaarden near

the Deutsche Yferke shipyards# The Deutsche Werke Plant Report
records 150 HE and 35 IB hits in the area including 76 hits on
buildings and docks and five on shipping# There was also a
large number of small four to six lb incendiaries. Plant

officials considered this one of the four most damaging attacks
of the war. Incendiaries were very effective on this target
especially in this attack wlien 22-100 lb, incendiary bombs
made direct hits on buildings as vrell as a hea.-vy concentration
of four pound incendiary bombs. The Germania Werft Plant
Report records five HE and 700 incendiary hits in the area
including three HE and i|50 incendiary bomb hits on buildings.
This total of incendiaries presuraabl;r includes small wei^t
bombs. Congestion of buildings made the Germania Werft
extremely vulnei-able to fire, Tlie incendiary boEib was a greater
hazard than the H9E, bomb. The i-eport states that approxima
tely 70 per cent of tlie damage to this target was from fires,
the majority of iiiiilch were started by incendiary bombs,

Bremen and Ve.gesack

luTiiediate

Interpre
tation

Renort

K0I638

U«S*SeB«S>

Sub. Plant

Report No,3

U,S.S.B,S,

Sub, Plant

Report No,5

On tlie 8 October the Ei^th Air Force oarric^d out
scale raid on targets in the Bremen area^T/, Forty four
aircraft attacked the Deschimag U-boat yards; tlie remainder
attacked the Weser Flugzeugbau in the dock area and the to'ivn of
Bremen,

a large

.At the same time forty ei^at aircraft attacked the
Bomb bursts wereInterpretation

Report SA 617
Bremer Vulkan submarine yards at Vegesack,
seen directly north west of the yard and on the Abbrusks

The Bremer Vullcanshipyard on the opposite bank of the river.
Plant Report records one hit on a fuel tanlc,
report of any fire or other substantial results.3

There is no

(1) Major attacks on Bremen and Vegesack, July to December
1943

No, of a/cDate Objective ' Coiffi-nand Tonnage
HE LossIB

Bremen, U/B yards
A/c factory, towm
Bremer Vulkan, Vegesack
Bremen

Bremen

Bremen

Bremen

Bremen

Bremen

Bremen

8 October

315 U3AAF

USAAF
387222 27

8 October

8/9 October
13 November
26 November

29 November

13 December
16 December

20 December

127 3
107 BG 170 117 3

16114 USAAF

USAAF

USAAF

USAAF

USAAF

USAAF

4 229
422 739 337 25
138 248 118 13
174 204 204
518 898

436
Z|48 13

465 546 27

Total 5 3 0562,301 2,386 127
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On the ni^it follovang this attack Boniher Ooiaroand carried
out a diversionary raid on Bremen.
Hanover.

The main force attacked

The target at Bremen was covered by cloud andB.G.O.R.S.

Pinal Night
Raid Reports

bombing vm.s scattered although much fell in the built up area
of the port*

Interpretation
Report K.1783
O.RaSo Pinal

Ni^t Raid.
Reports

Damage caused by these tv/o raids was largely confined to

10 industrial vrorlcs in the Neuenlander district^ soutli of the
town centrej and in the area of tlie T/est docks.
Report of the Deutsche Schiff and Maschinenbau Aktlengesellschaft
(Deschimag) states that the yard received 32 hits from HEs and
62 from incendiaries during the American attack, viilch vfas one
of the most: successful of the viSiole war on this target,
damage is recorded from the Bomber Command, nigjit attack.

The Plant

NoU.S.S.B.S.

Sub. Plant

Report No.4

The Ei^th Mr Force delivered six large scale and mediuiii
attacks on Bresiien during November and Deceraber 1943»
primary target given in tliree cases was the Deschimag shipyards
but over-cast cloud conditions aiade all the raids equivalent
to area attacks on the city of Bremen('l),

The

On the 13 November a large proportion of incendiarjr bombs
were used in the attack, A total of 229 tons of incendiaries

xfere dropped as compared to only four tons of H.E. bombs.

Five hundred and seventy six 500 lb. incendiary bomb clusters

vrere included in tire total of incendiary bombs dropped. Ch tike

26 November the target T/as obscured by cloud and smoke screen.
Bombs were reported to have fallen in the south and south east

sections of the city. The primary target for this large scale

attack, the Deschimag shijgj/ards, were situated in tlie north

west section of Ihe city. On the 29 November and the 13
December bombing was carried out by EPF methods throu^ ten-
tenths cloud. The attack on the 13 December was a diversion
for the ma.in force raid on Eielo No observation of bombing

results was possible. The heaviest attack on Bremen for tiie
v/hole of 1943 I’ra.s delivered on the 16 December. Once again
the entire target area and surrounding country were obscured

by heavy cloud. Post war evidence shows taiat four merchant

vessels viere sunlc and two damaged as a result of this raid.

The last of this series of raids took place on the 20 December.

Bomb bursts 'were seen in five general groups, three on the city
of Bremen, one in the outsld.rts to the south west and one in

the vicinity of Delraenliorst airfield ei^it and  a half miles to

the south v/esta In tlie city there was a concentration in
the centre in the old residential and warehouse section and

north of Hafen I. Other concentrations were in the Yorstadt

district one and a half miles east of the centre, and the

Hastedt and Seebaldsbrucke industrial district appro^dmately
four miles from the centre.

Interpretation
Report SA 669

Interpretation
Report SA 697

Photographs taken after this series of raids showed that

a number of mrehouses along Hafens I and II had been glutted.
There was some dmnage to buildings in the Atlaswerke shipyards.
The Deschimag plant report records tvro hits from HEs and 29

from incendiaries on the 13 December, and 17 hits from
incendiaries on tlie 16 December,

Supplement
to Interpreta
tion Report
K..1831

U.S.S.B.S.

Sub. Plant Report
No. 4 The increase in intensity of air attaclcs on Deschimag is

shown bjr tlie fact that during the months of October, November

and December 192(.3, 250,000 man-hours were required to repairibid

The Army Air
Forces in ?forld (l) This target, as was the case with 'Mllaelmshaven and iliel.
War II.

VolcIII P.19

(17500)403

was chosen for attack in late 1943 to give -hie Eighth
Mr Force experience in radar bombing.
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bonib and incidental damage. Plant officials stated tliat

approximately 335j 000 vrorMiours were required to repair daiue-ge
received during the -vdiole war prior to the attack of

8 October 1943,, After December 1943 the rate of aaxnage was

always in excess of the rate of repair.

Other ports on the Jade Yifeser estuars’’ were also visited,
without much success oC'U,
Willielmshaven and Bremeihaven-Yfesermunde were attacked by small
forces as last resort targets on the Hanover operation®
Neither raid had any success,
banlc of tlie river opposite the port and in the water at the

entrance to the port,
have fallen in the shoal v/ater by the reclaimed land north of

the city.

On the 26 July the ports of

Bombs at Bremerhaven fell on the

At Wilhelmshaven bombs were seen to

The one large scale attack on Wilhelmshaven on 3 November
was also affected by overcast cloud conditions. Bombing
was on PoPeP, through ten-tenths cloud. Later pliotogra.phs
shov/sd damage to workshops in the Bauliafen area and one or two

hits on buildings by the Nev/ Inner Heirbour,

Interpretation
Report K0I8O2

Emden

A considerable proportion of German reciprocal iron ore

and coal trade v/ith Sweden passed throu^ the port of Rotterdam

which was convenient for the deliver^’' of iron ore to the Ruhr

and tlie export of coal and coke from that area,
ing scale of air attacks in the spring of 1943 on convoys along

the Dutch coast, however, led to a falling off of this trade
tliroui^ Rotterdam
in tlie German North Sea ports, in particular Ihiden which, as the
terminal port of the Dortmund"”Ems canal, w/as the most
convenient port after Rottex'dam,
was noted after the bombing of Hamburg in Julj^' 1943»

The increas-

There was a consequent increase in turnover

A fuT'fcher increase in tx'ade

BoBoSoU,

Sea Ccrsmunica^

tions Report

A paper on the "Present Importance of the port of Emden"
A*ILB<,/II//0/236 issued by the Ministry of Economic Warfare on the 2? August I943
MEW,Z603/0 noted the increasing reluctance of Swedish shipowners to sai3.

to Rotterdam despite financial inducements offered by the
Germans under the German Swedish Slilpping Agi'eement for 1943 s
The paper put the case fox'* the bombing of Emden, So long as
the Swedes v/ei-e walling to use this port the Genman iron ore

shipping programme was unlikely to be appreciably aih''ected,
Tlie paper considered that such relief of the shipping situation

as could be afforded by diversion to the Baltic ports would be

mors than compensated for by the x’esultlng dislocation in

intex'nal transport acrangementso To obtain the best results

maximum darxage should be caused to shipping at the iron ore

quays, approxim3-te3.y half of which was likely to be Swedish,
and the tx'anshipnent fa.cllities on these quays0

(1)

Wo, of a/o LossCommand To linage
l.lji IB

Date Objective

26 July
26 July
3 Nov,

USAAP

USAAP

U3AAP

13 3Bremerhaven

Tfilhebmshaven 18

Wilhelmshaven 540

15 2

14 52

775 519 1
546573 779 13Total
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orce delivered a major attack on Eiiden on

This ms the first H2S mission by the
The Ei^ith Air E

27 September 19k3o(0
Ei^th Air Force* Bombing vms not accinrate* Only three
bursts vrere seen near tlie industrial area^, north of the Nordsee

¥erke. Many bursts v/ere seen two to four miles from the

target# Th.e attack on the 2 October, also an H2S mission,
¥ra.s more successful. The Nevif Workshops in tiie Wordsee Werke

received several direct hits causing a good deal of damage#
A large number of buildings round the Binnen Hafen were

destroyed and dock facilities extensively damaged# One

merchant vessel was claimed sunlc; this is confirmed by post
war evidence#

Interpretation
Report SA602

Immediate

Interpretation
Report K#1756

In addition two small scale attacks were carried out on

tlie 22/23 and 27/28 September by Mosquitoes of No, 8 Group
Bomber Command#

tests for Oboe Mark I at the height of 31>000 - 35>000 feet

Eraden was 290 miles from the releasing station near Dover#

None of the aircraft were able to receive signals at the

release point.

These operations were intended as range

B«C. OcRoSc

Pinal Night
Raid Reports

The final attack for 1943 was on the 11 December#

main weight of tills large scale attack appears to have fallen

on business and residential property on the west side of the
town#

The

Interpretation
Report K»1828

These attacks cannot be considered particularly successfitL.
The generaJL conclusion of the British Bombing Survey Unit

Report on the efficacy of air attack on port facilities and

shipping in port, may be applied to this case#
and transport facilities available in ports were far greater
than Tra.s required for the level of wartime trade#
intermittent heavy raids caused only minor delays to Hie enemj'-fe
overall trade, as shipping activity in attacked ports usually
returned to normal after a period of a few days to a few weeks#

The mechanical

The fev/

BeBoSoU#
Sea Comm

unications

Report

Gdynia

There was one attack on enemy naval units in port during
this periods Hiotographic reconnaissance of Gdynia on the
7 October showed that the Pocket Battleship Admiral Soheer,

last seen in Swinemunde on the 18 Augiist, T/ra-s now being
manoeuvred by tugs off the port# Tlie heavy cruiser Pr:uiz

was lying off Hie port# The Pocket Battleship Lutzow and the

light cruiser Eraden were lying at Polish Yharf, and the light
cruisers Nurnberg and Leipzig at Roumanian IfiSiarf# The Battle

Cruiser Gneisenau had been completely camoufla.ged since the last

reconnaissance on 27 July# Two Sohleslen class battleships
were also present#

DoIcSoNoB#

On Hie 9 October the El^th Air Force bombed the U-boat
yards at Danzig and the port area of Gdynia(2)# The greate]

(1) Main attacks on Emden July to December 1943

No# of a/c LossTonnage
m

CommandDate

1
m

^2/2J"Sept7
Tl Sept
27/28 Sept.
2 October

11 December

BCTT 6

61 7178 391USAAP

49 BO

624 186 2336 U3AAF

USAAF 436 178215^
683 2518561057Total

■TonnageNo# of a/c LossCommandDate

9 October
ISm

8320150 USIAF
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part of the effort was directed against the major naval units in
Gdynia# Damage in Danzig was confined to the por'b area and

railway comnuinicationso Enemy vessels sunk and damaged in

Gdynia are given in footnote (i) belov;» Dense smoke from a
smoke screen and the burning liner Stuttgart obscured part of the
port and no assessment of damage to naval units ms possible#
In fact none were damagedo Severe damage was claimed to dock

installations particularly on the Swedish and Silesian Wiarves#
Reconnaissance showed that the Admiral Scheer had vcioved. prior

to the raid from Gdynia to Swinemunde wlaere she vra,s plictogra-phea
on the 9 October®

Immediate

Interpretation
Report K.1771.

jmmsdiate

Interpretation
Report KI77O

(b) The Effects of Bombing on the Production.of
March 19^3Conventionally Built Submarines#

to May 1944

Effort expended against subEisrine targets

During the whole of 1943/the Eighth A5.r Force dropped a

total of 20^362 tons of bombs'^; on submarine installationsU«S»Sc;BoS»

of various IcindSj which represented Zi-1"8 per cent of the
total droppedo
in force until June 1943s submarine construction yards and

operating facilities consti'cuted the primary target for RaA^F.
Bomber Command and the Ei^th Aii* Forceo

Under the tezTris of the Casablanca Directive

Of the total air

German Sub#

Industr'y
Report Po31

(1) The folloTC-ng vessels were sunk in Gdynia,

By i*.omName and PositionFlag TonnageDate

GdjniiaT7ilj:ielin Huth»^T.rawler

"(Schiff 47)
■437Ge9 October

363Nordpol ez Siegfried.
U“boat tenderEupen

Go

700Ge

KUJ13 - (UJI210) 500Ge

I5C45FiVipjoern
Crodraven afterv/ards salved

total loss fire
USAAFGe

13,387Getuttgart
Atlantik ‘tug

tug
tug

Reva

Saspe

8?2Ge
G-e 30
Ge 98

AoiCo Fernstrora 868Sw'e

20pif43Ten vesselsTotal

demsged at GdyniaThe fclloTvlrg vesoel.s were

By whomEztenb of
damage

F' ToimS/geName and tj/peDate ■g

1,076
1,396
7,858

rlA:cel
Northumbria
Neidenfels

9 October
Ge

Repaired by
June 19sJf

USAAPGa

891DaJongen
Torfrid 633 SevereSwe

Swe
Sws
Swe

2,680
1,8Z!.7

Atalias
Nordia
Ostbris 978

17,339Eight vesselsTotal

(2) These figures include the tonnage dropped on -aie Biscay
operating port-S, but exclude tonnage dropped in area
raids on Hambur Bremen and so on-rt

top
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effort, therefore, 63.5 per cent of the Eighth Air Force and
30 per cent of the R. A,P, tonnage dropped during the first
quarter of 1943 on suhruea’ine facilities,
quarter 30 per cent of the R.A.F. and 52 per cent of the
Eighth Air Force tonnage was thus expended,
the submarine had been substantially defeated at sea and the
principal effort was shifted to other targets v/ith only
16 per cent of the Eighth Air Force tonnage directed against
submarine activities,

percentage of Eighth Air Force tonnage dropped to 4.4 per
cent.

In the second

June 1943

In the first quarter of 19^^ the

Results

The results of this effort on the Biscay bases has been
The actualdealt with in section ii(a) of this chapter,

number of bomb hits on the various yards, so far as is known
from plant reports, have been given with the account of the
various raids. This section attempts to summarise the effects
of bombing on U-boat production. The Hambiu’g catastrophe
raids had more effect than any other raids.

Only one commissioned U-boa.t was sunlc by air raid in a
lliis wasGerman port d-uring the whole of this period, (1 )

Bype IX U-boat U,108, an old boat which had been withdrawn
from active service in May 1943 and sent home for use
school boat.

as a

Tice boat was sunk in the Eighth Air Force r

B. d U.

War Diary
aid

on Stettin on 11 Aicril I92i4, (2) One almost completed Type
VII C boat, U.474. which had bean launched on I7 April 1943,
was sunk in Deutsche Vferke Kiel, probably on 14 May I943,
The boat was not recovered and vms finally blown up by the
navy in 1945. One l^pe VII C boat U.996. launched  a few days
before, was sunlc in the Eighth Air Force attack on Blohm and
Voss shipyard Hamburg on 25 July I943,

U.S.S.B.S .
Sub. Ind,

Report
Exhibit Q

In addition, t\fo half completed U-boats Type VII C, U, 1011
and U.1012. which had been \mder construction since 12 March
1943, were so seriously damaged in the Eighth Air Force raid
of 25 July 1943 on Blohm and Voss that they v/ere scrapped.
The British Bombing Survey Unit report states, further, that
one almost cojmplete boat abandoned in Howaldts Worke Kiel
after damage sustained in August 1943,

Claims for U-boats destroyed in excess of those listed
above, represent U-boats not in existence but merely denied to
the eneny by production delays. The chief case to be
considered is that of Blohm and Voss Hamburg,
runs as follov/s,

built for 11 months after the Catastrophe Raids, but only 26
boats y/ere built during that period y/hile for the tyro 11 month
periods immediately preceding a total of 54 and 48 submarines
were delivered. However, folloy/ing the orders issued in the
new submarine building programme of 6 November 1943 Blohm and
Voss were engaged in the assembly of prefabricated sections
into I^pe XXI submarines. The United States report states
that it remains problematical whether an energetic prosecution
of the old programme for Type VII C U-boats would have resulted
in a larger output, A minimum potential production loss of
20 boats is suggested as the result of the Catastrojphe bombing
on the Blohm and Voss shipyard. It is however significant
that no new keels y/ere laid at Blohm and Voss after the

Tlie argument
Type VII G submarines continued to be

B. B.S.U,
Effects of

Strategic
bombing on the
Ffoduction of

German U-boats

U. 3. S. B. S.
German Sub.

Industry
Report P. 21

U.S.S.B.S.
Sub, Plant

Report No, 2

U. S. S.B,S.

Sub,Ind,

Report

(1) One other commissioned U-boat U622 was sunk at Trondheim
on 24 July 1943.

(2) See seetion vi(a).

SECRET

See section iv(d).
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Catastrophe Raids althou^i a number had heen laid immediately
before. The 26 U-boats completed after the raids were among
the 36 boats on the slipways at the time of tlae raids. Of
the remainder two were damaged and scrai^ped, the last two were
cancelled and six were launched and towed to Plensbxirg for
completion. This fact suggests that the raids were a

contributing factor in forcing the adoption of the section or
prefabricated method of building as an effective means of dis
persal of submarine production. But the Catastrqpiae Raids
could only have hastened the conversion of the industry to
new methods, Tlie decision had already been taken by Merkei-
on his appointment as head of the Hauptausscliuss Schiffbau in
June 1943*

vastly increased number of U-boats demanded for the new'

submarine offensive planned by the navy, and the need to off
set losses received on the high, seas due to inaproved Allied
submarine detection methods and air cover during tlie late
spring of 1943*

The primary reasons for the decision were the

The same reasoning applies to other claims for the
production loss of conventionally built submarines,
British Bombing Survey Unit report claims that three Type IX
boats were lost at Deutsche Werft Hambiurg since only one
U-boat instead of the usual two were delivered in each of the
three months September 1943, October 1943 and February 194'h,
Further at Stuelken Sohn Hamburg there was appreciable damage
to buildings in the Catastrophe Raids, and as a result, tliree
boats were delayed from two to four months and one, due in
April 1944, was not completed,
might therefore have been delivered from this yard, before
the Type VII programme was stopped, if the raids had not
taken place.

The

Three or four more boats

B.B.S.U.

Report

No reports were made on the Schichau works at Danalg but
Thethe bombing effort against this yard was very slight,

Deschiinag works at Bremen suffered no damage from air attack
to any submarine built by conventional methods,

Vullcan, Vegesack, several U-boats were hit by fragments in the
heavy attack on 18 March 1943®
were lost to production.

At Bremer

Repairs were made and none

UsSi>S,B,3a

Sub,Plant

Report No,4

Output

U.S.S.B.S.

German Sub,

Industry
Report

Planned and actuad output of U-boats per month from all
yards remained very closely together prior to, and immediately
following the advent of the Combined Bomber Offensive,(

Labour

The Hamburg Catastrophe Raids resulted in a serious drop
in total and productive labour due to absenteeism.

(1) The following figures compare for June to December 1943
plans for the 30 boat a month programme and actual monthly
production in the same period. In the meantime, Otto
Merker, vtio assumed leadership of the Hauptausschuss
Schiffbau in 1943, was content to let submarine building
continue at the prevailing rate of approximately 24 boats
per month. On that basis the total of approximately I68
boats required for seven months production was practically
achieved.

1943 Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct, NoVo Dec, Total

Planned

Actual

27 2625 25 31 28 30 192
27 25 20 16522 24 24 25

(17300)408 SECRET
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UoSoSsSeSii

Sub-Plaiit

Report No.2

Otto Merker and Rudolph Blohm stated that four to six vreeks

vrere lost in Hamburg due to the Catastrophe Raids® Bloiim

and Voss state that many of the foreign TOrkers did not

return after the raids and recovery in labour was slow®
Homldts Werke note a marked drop in labour due to absenteeism.
The situation was aggravated by an Army order requiring the

company to furnish 700 vrorkers to clear up the city. Other

area raids on Hamburg, as was the case with Bremen, produced
little measurable effect on output. The priority of the

work was so high that unusual efforts v/ere made to rehabill-’

tate the'workers and to replace those who were casualties.
Moreover, even in the case of the Catastrophe Raids, Hov/aldts
Werke state that the drop in productive workers did not

affect, submarine production. The yard was never engaged
exclusively on submarine production and the drop in produc
tive workers was absorbed by other activities. Normally the

Army furnished prisoners of vfar for bomb clearance work or

labour Viras diverted from lower priority work. Nuisance
value of even light attacks, however, caused serious loss of

work time. Scheduled working hours lost due to air raid

alarms was estimated at two per cent duriig 19^2 rising to

three per cent during 1943 and to five per cent during 1944*
These figures were for the shipbuilding industry as av/hole and

were not necessarily reflected in loss of submarine production.

UsS.S.B.S.

Pnyslcal Damage
Division Report
No .50

German Suh*

Industry
Report Po32

Fnysical Damage

Investigation revealed that to reduce production
effecpively by the destruction of macliine shops and other

productive units a very higji density of attack vra.s requireda
Such density was only obtained in the last few months of the

v/ar» Shipyard buildings were chiefly a protection of labour

and equiF^iei^t from the yraather and damage did not necessarily
entail loss of production® In tliis context it is interesting
to note the follomng remarlcs of Doenitz in August 1943 after a
tour of the Haumburg shipyards. He stated that he believed
the air raids could hardly endanger their essential indu.stries

in a material way. He had seen machines standing rl&nt next

to a bomb crater in the machine shops of the Haimburg shipyards.

Even thou^a a bomb scored a direct hit on a shop, the machines

were absolutely undamaged, since the effect of the explosion
seemed to act not horizontally but vertically. It seemed
that steel construction with gle.ss roofs was .advantageo^irs
because the roofs shattered ajiimediately and thus had no

concentrating effect. He believed it possible and necessary
to maintain ship construction in the large western shipyards,
in spite of the air raids. In his view the chief danger ms
thrrt the morale of the worker mig1.at suffer and lead to a

decrease in production.

Ibid

Piiehrer

Conferences on

DIaval Affairs

19.8.43

Slipways were more vulnerable to attack but during the

period under review bombing actually had little success in

damaging them. Blohm and Voss reported 'bJ-iat slipway numb
was out of commission for four months during the vdnter of

1943“'44 because the main girder ms damaged, Asi aly.'es.dy sts-uod

about 16 per cent of all cranes in Hamburg were destroyed and

33 per cent damaged in the Catastroplae Raids. Items of

particular vulnerability varied from yard to yard, and their

importance was not always correctly assessed at the time,

example the povrer houses at Deutsche Yferke and Germania Y/erft
Kiel were extremely vulnerable since the plants were intercon

nected but had no external source of povrer, lioyrever the

Germania Werft plant was not wrecked until July 1944 and was

then conipletely" rebuilt. Blol-ma and Voss in Hamburg, however,
were connected to the Neuliof central station power plant, which
was in turn connected irith other Hamburg generating stationa and
with the grid extendi.ng to the Ruhr,

VHCi'

Bor

U.S.S.B.S.

Sub.Plant

Report No*5
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The Attack on Components

The attack on U-hoats under construction was at the hest

a long term policy -vSiich would not ai’fect the strength of the

operational fleet until about a year later* More rapid
effects could be obtained from an attack on repair and service

installations. In particular German battery production was

vulnerable to attack* No precautions had beezi taken by the
enemy to disperse production, althou^ this would have been a

simple matber, and production was concentrated in the three

tovms of Hagen, Hanover and Posen, Batteries Yfere needed

not only for new boats but for frequent replaceznents in

operational boats. The Hagen plant was destroyed in the area

raid of 2 October 1943 out was rebuilt and no further attacks

took place until 2 December 1944- when the plant was again
destroyed. The result that could have been obtained from a

more continuous attack on existing battery plants at this

time was undei*-estimated. With tlie change over to Type XXI
and XXIII construction in early 1944 the demand was Increased*

Even Tdth no further bombing the shortage of batteries began to
give concern in November 1944. The bombing of the Siemens-
Schuckert electric motor T/orks at Berlin in the autumn of

1943 had quick results
Type XXI programme, ("1)
engine works e.t Augsburg vrere not such a remunerative target.
Increased output from the many licensees of M,A*N, in Europe
could easily compensate for any loss of output at Augsburg.
Thus although the attack of 25/26 February was highly
successful from the point of view of destruction, the effect
on German production we^s very little. The p>lant was not

operating at capacity eaid a potential rather than an actual

production loss was suffered* On the other hand, the
Gommander-in-Cliief Navy reported in April 1944 that engines
at M.A.N, were not completed because too few construction
workers were employed to repair bomb damage. This hold-up
had delayed the welding together of completed submarine
sections.

particularly on the early stage of the
By contrast tlie M.A.N, diesel

U.S.S.B.S.

German Sub,

Industry
Report

B.B.S.U.

Effects of

Strategic
Bombing on
Production of

U-boats

U.S.S.B.S*

Sub.Plant

Report No.l

Fuehrer

Conferences

April 12,
13, 1944

The Karl Zeiss vrorks at Jena, one of the chief producers
of periscopes, were also attacked on the 27 klay 1943, vdaen a
small Mosquito force attacked naval arEiament and opticaj. works

in tl'ie town* Seven tons of bombs were dropped by eight air
craft for the loss of three Mosquitoes. Damage to buildings
was claimed but tlie attack was not repeated.

Con(

The conclusion can hardly be avoided that bombing had
little effect on the production of conventionally built
U-boats,C2) The war against the U-boats in 1943 was won at sea.
Bombing had only a slight effect on U-boat construction until

late in the Tjnpe XXI progi?amme in the winter and spi'ing of
The effects of bombing on the early part of the

Type XXI programme are considered in section vi(b) of this
chapter,

(c) Operations against Biscay ports

1944-45.

Bombing operations against naval targets in the Bay of

Bisoa3^ were confined to dayli^at precision raids by the United

States Eighth Air Force on La Pallice and Nantes, and attacks
on airfields near Bordeaux and Lorient used by P.Ws and JU 88s

operating against our anti-submarine patrols in the Bay.

(l) See section vi(b)a
62^ In Ht® B-B-S-O- estiwatc- tha-t" tb® ’Coctast'-rop^ic ’ s<J,nk one

U-boat, tbe SECRET ̂CTCvppf.,^ ttOo —love, cx—<1 o-^’oTtbev* .2 fc
•olxcb bee—Complete! g tbe nejct '2 ontbs. TVie
Cor>%;!e-P + o? 2.6 wvoclo too blab- Bcfcb So-rvCy O—itsc^vee tbaX" tbc
&.»-r O— «<vxly vlay sev^b, cae V—.COV—»l«4re U-boat(Xwl
poS'iibljj befexts eviiteioce.

(17500)410
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La Pallioe

There were two attacks on U-boat installations at La
Pallice» On the 4 July 7I Portresses dropped 123 tanscfbcubs
for the loss of one aircraft and on the I6 September 72
Portresses dropped I61 tons of bombs for the loss of four
aircraft* There is no record of damage to U-boat Installa-

Pour small vessels were sunk.U)tions*

Nantes

The Admiralty were anxious for an attack to be made on the
submarixie supply ship Kerto Sono in dock at Nantes,
letter to A,0»NoS,(h) (Idinlrai Brind), A,C.A,S.(Ops) stated
Hiat General Eaker considered that the attack would necessarily
lead to heavy casualties among the civilian population in
Nantes* The target was a small one and would reqtilre a consi
derable force to ensure effective damage*
the existing bombardment directive dated the 7 April 1943, which
limited targets in Occupied Countries to those not likely to
cause heavy civilian casualties, General Eaker did not feel
justified in launching the attack.

In a

Under the terms of

Special clearance would

A.M. Pile

C.39432/49
Enel.143A

ibid

Enol,113A

tierefore be necessary if the Admiralty considered tlae target
sufficiently important* The Admiralty were requested to raise
the matter in the diiefs of Staffs Committee*

ibid On the 29 Au,gust the Air Ministry received a signal from
the Admiralty informing them of an Intelligence report tliat
the ̂ rto .Sono undocked at Nantes on tlie 27 August, On the
31 August an Air Ministry signal gave authority for an attack
by the Ei^tli Air Porce on the Kerto Sono.
the importance of the target justified the risk to the civilian
population -vihich was involved.

It ms stated the.t

ibid

Enel, 145A

The Eighth Air Porce accordingly delivered two dayli^it
attacks on port facilities at Nantes in September. On the
16 September 131 Portresses dropped 292 tons of bombs for the
loss of seven aircraft, and on the 23 September 107 Portresses
dropped 275 tons of bombs for the loss of two aircraft#

Tlaere were political repercussions in the form of a letter
from the Commander in Chief of the French Forces, GeneraliSmud,
on 11 October, protesting against recent civilian casiialties in
Prance# General Giraud recognised that some bombs must

ibid

Enol.149B

inevitably fall wide of the target but cited tlie last raids
Paris and Nantes as particularly bad oases. He stated that at
Nantes dispersion of bombs resulted in impacts on very densely
populated quarters situated far away from tlie target, and that
casualties were numerous. He asked for furtlier consideration
of targets and the use of particularly experienced crews gainst
objectives near inliabited districts.

on

(1)

Date Name and type Flag Tonnage Position By -whom

16 Sept* Lei, Tortue

.Saifi
Charles Babin

Hirondelle III'- (2;I,V:-6l

Barge
Tug

Pr 74 La Palllce USAAE
Ge 150
Pr 700
Pr 100

Total Pour vessels 1024
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iMd

Encl.158B
Encl«l66A

In reply an Air Staff Memorandum iivas sent to the Air

Officer in Ooraiiiand, Mediterranean Air Command on the
1 December 1943 for transmission to General Giraud. The

Air Ministry were unable to take cognisance of the matter

officially since the original protest liad not yet reached
the Chiefs of Staff, The Memorandum outlined the policy
behind the selection of objectives in Prance, It was

stated that naval targets of particular importance had

appeared in Nantes consisting of a large U-boat supply ship and
several vessels which the enemy intended to use as blockade
runners. The outstandi.ng Importance attached to these targets
had compelled the Chiefs of Sts-ff to waive existing limitations
and to authorise a dayli^t attack. The results were as

feared, serious damage and most regrettable loss of life was
occasioned in parts of the city of Nantes, The Air Mirnstry
claimed^ however, that the object of the attack v»’as achieved
ar.d that most of the above mentioned vessels were sunk together
with a floating dock upon T^ialch mucli of the enemy’s naval
activity in the Bay of Biscay was based. The actual results
ascertained from enemy documents are given in footnote^) below,

A3.rfield targets

On the 10 September A,C,Ac,S, (Operations) informed Bomber
Command that the Target Committee had agreed to tlie request
made by the Bomber Command representative for tlie ni^t attack
of additional targets in tlie south of Prance during the moon
period. Targets selected for attack were the Chateau-Bernard
airfield at Cognac, the Merignac airfield at Bordeaux, the
Kerlin Bastard airfield at Lorient, and the rubber tyre factory
at Moiitlucon, The aero engine repair and assembly factoiy
at Limoges T.vas added later. The airfields v/ere used extensively
by JQ 88s and long range figliters of the G,AeP, to attadc Coasta.l
Coinmand aircraft on anti-submarine patrols in the Bay off the
coast of Spain and are therefore considered as naval targets in
this chapter. The directive stated that German floaters had

B,CoPile

S,46368/IV
End, 40A

(l) Enemy vessels sunk in Nantes, September 1943

Date Name and Type Plag Tonnage Position By whom

- (Sperr I84)
R boat

Experimental
Command

Vessel

16 Sept, Bemisse

Ro 19

Heisterest

(ex Polsudski)

Du 951 Nantes USAAP

Ge 9D

318Ge

USAAP23 Sept, Annick Gr Nantestrawler 25D
Notre Dame de Lagnet
Ermland

Nordstern

(ex Britisli Advocate)
Uranus -

286Pr

11,282
6,994

1,750

Ge

Ge

 (SG2 Escort v) Ge

Total Eight vess els 21,921

In addition the following vessels were damaged:-

16 Sept, Kertosono

Monsun
9,289
8,G38
4,8CC,

Nantes BSAAPGe

Ge slightly
damagedY/angeland Ge

Ge 775^525 Sept, Kulmerland Eantes

29,490Pour vesselsTotal
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recently increased their success and that the nuiriber of
suhaiarine kills had therefore been reducedCl).
PtViT, 200s were based in the Bordeaux area and had recently
achieved some success against convoys off the coast of Spain,
Special consideration of tlie airfield targets in the next
moon period was requested.

However, the only attacks on these targets were carried
out by the United States Ei^th Air Force, On the
2k. August 1943^58 Portresses dropped 127 tons of GP bombs on
the P¥ airfield at Merignac, losing three of tlieir nimiber.
On tlae 16 Septembei:^ 21 Liberators dropped 47 tons of bombs
the Chateau-Bemard airfield at Cognac, On the 23 September,
53 Portresses attacked the Kerlin Bastard JU 88 airfield at

Lorient whilst 55 Portresses attacked the Meucon airfield

near Vannes, dropping 138 and tons of bombs respectively.
One aircraft was lost on the Lorient mission. No further

operations took place until December, On tlie 5 December,
216 aircraft were despatched against the Merignac airfield
and 94 against Chateau-Bernard but both missions v/ere
abandoned since heavy cloud over Prance prevented positive
identification of targets, and Eighth Bomber Conmands policy
precluded indisorimina-te bombing of targets in occupied countries,
On tlie 31 December, 172 Portresses were despatclied against the
Merignac airfield but owing to ten-tenths cloud conditions
only one aircraft attacked the primary dropping 2,6 tons of GP
bombs, vdiilst 131 Portresses attacked the secondary target at
Cognac, Fifty ei^t Portresses attacked tlie Chateau-Bemard
airfield at Cognac as a prhmry target, and 55 Liberators and
one Liberator attacked the same target as secondary targets to
La Rochelle and St Jean d'Andely respectively, A total of
494 tons of GP bombs and 59 tons of incendiaries were dropped
on Cognac Chateau-Bernard airfield for the loss of 23 aircraft,
Ine four Combat Wings of the First Bomber Division that were

unable to bomb their prinoary' target at Bordeaux and flew to' the
secondary at Cognac sustained 15 of these losses since the late

enemy filter reaction to the first and second Cognac bombings
was concentrated against them, Hiese operations were continued

in Januarjr and March,

(d) Operations against Transportation Ports and Norwepdan
Ports, July to December 1945«

The effort directed against French Channel, Belgian and

Dutch ports vra.s very sll^it. Most of the targets selected by
No, 2 Group, now under the Tactical Air Force were in aocordanae
with tlie Pointblanlc Directive such as aircraft factories at

Flushing and Amsterdain and the Maupertuis airfield near

Cherbourg, The only specifically naval target was in con

tion with Operation 3tarkey(2), On the 4 and 6 September
No, 2 Group light bombers attacked the haurbour, shipping and

E-boats at Boulogne, Altogether 99 aircraft dropped 134
tons of bombs in the harbour area. There were no shipping
casualties in Boulogne.

In addition

on

P,C, 0,R,B,

App, September
1943

(1) The reduction in U-boat killsThis was not the case,

in the Biscay area was due entirely to the I’eadoption
of maximuni diving tactics day and ni^it on passage,
Starkey was the first part of Operation Cocl-cade; the
mock invasion exercise in the summer of 1943*

(2)
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An important operatic
place on the 2A July 1943
installations at Trondiieim and the Nordisk Lettmetal aluminium,
nitrate and magnesium works at Heroya were attacked,
and harbour installations at Bergen were also to have been
attacked but cloud obscured the target and the mission 'vvas
abandoned.

on against targets in Norv/ay took
.(v. U-boat workshops and harbour

U-boat

Damage inflicted at Heroya disrupted the nitrate

Vlllth B.C,

Narrative

iViission No .75

plant work for three and a half mon-tlis.

Germans abandoned the unfinished aluminium and magnesium
works.

After this date the

The aluminium situation was not so critical and the

U.S.S.BaS.

Li^it Metal
Industry of
Germany

cost of defending the plant outvireighed its use,
vessels were sunlc at Heroya(2),
accurate and resulted in the destruction of one U-boat-U 622.

Much damage vas caused to shipyard buildings.

Two small

Bombing at Trondiieim v^as

(v) Revision of target priorities - January 1944

Discussion during the autumn and winter of 1943, of the
Combined Bomber Offensive Progress Reports and of bombing
policy for the pre-Overlord.period had revealed serious
divergence of outlook between the Br-itish and American Qiiefs
of Staff and tlie Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of Bomber
Command. In brief, Tifhilst the Air Staff believed that
Intelligence was adequate and bombing aids sufficiently
accurate for Bomber Command to undertake precision bombing
of selected targets by ni^ii^ the Comimander-in-Chief advocated
blind bombing of built up areas of Geman^^ by ni^t and day.
The difference of opinion came to a head over the question
of attacking Schwelnfurt, the centre of the German ball bearing
industry?", ViSiicli the Commander-in—Chief considered too small to
be an economic target. Details of this disagreement over
policy are given in another narrativeC3),

'  / / / As a result of these discussions a directive signal was4«IMB./IIH/241/ sent to Bomber Command and the United States Strategic Air
3/599(P} Force in Europe on the 28 January 1944, The directive stated
Enel. lA tliat, pending further ruling by the Ccambined Chiefs of Staff,

it had been decided that to ensure best possible use of the
short time before Overlord, maxlimum effort of .strategic bomber
forces was to be concentrated upon key installations in the
.German fi^mter aircraft industry and ball-bearing industries
and the tovms associated with these key Irutallations. A
revised list of target priorities for the United States
Eiglith Air Force and R.A.F, Bomber Command was given and
amended at intervals during the next few months,
CoiiTnand first priority targets were Schweinfurt, Leipzig,
Brunsvack, Regensburg, Augsburg and Gotha in that order.

Bomber

ibid

End. . 24A
The full directive as approved by the Combined Chiefs of

Staff was issued to Bomber Command and the Ei^ith Air Force on

(1)

Date No of A/0Objective Command Tonnage Loss

Trondiieim U/b
installations

Heroya-aluminium
works etc.

24 July
41 USAAF 72

24 July

167 USiUF 370 1

(2} Famil.iens Honn (Swe) - 66 tons.
,  , Irene (Ge) - 76I tons,
(3) The R.A.F. in tlie Bombing Offensive against Germany.

Volume V, Chapters 17 and 18,
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the 17 February 19^{4 and superseded the Pointblank
directive of June 1943»
progressive destruction and dislocation of the German military,
industrial and economic system, the disruption of vital
elements of lines of communication and the material reduction

of German air combat strength by the successful prosecution of
the Combined Bomber Offensive frcaTi all convenient bases.

The primary objective was tlie depletion of the German Air Force
with primary emphasis upon German filter forces by all means
available,

and component production and Axis controlled ball bearing
production were stated to be of equal first priority. '

second priority were installations supporting the German
Filter Air Forces,

The overall mission remained the

Genmn single engine and twin engine airframe

Of

Other objectives were Crossbo?/ operations to neutralise
the threat developing under Crossbow.lO Berlin and other
industrial areas v/ere to b e attacked whenever weather or

tactical conditions were suitable for such operations and

unsuitable for operations against the primary objective.
Targets should be selected so as to cause maocimum assistance

in achieving tlae primary aim of reducing tlie strength of tlie
German Air Force,

Thus there was no mention of naval targets in the new
Such attacks as were delivered during the next

five months were mainly deceiotion attacks like the raid on
Stettin on the 5/6 January, attacks on secondary targets, when
the primary target Yra.s abandoned, diversionary or harassing
raids.

directive.

The attack on Ijtnmden on 26 March was the result

of a specific Admiralty request.

(vi) Operations - January to May 194^

(a) Attacks on German Ports January to May 1944

Only a marginal effort was devoted to tlie attack of naval
targets in Germany, Many of the operations were small
diversionary or harassing attacks. The Ei^ith Air Force
carried out major attacks on Eiel, V^iUielmshaven and Stettin,
Total monthly tonnage dropped on German naval targets is given
belowt2;. Enemy shipping casualties are given under the
heads of Kiel and Stettin.

(1) Crossbow vra.s the code neune covering enemy long range
■  weapon develojanent.

(2) Tonnage dropped on German naval targets January to
May 19-44.

No, .of iV^OMonth Tonnage Loss

HE IB

1060January
February
March

April

8691305

1464
41

1015 474 14
116 193 9
384 548 183 32
568May 643 18451

Total 3,143 4,155 1,977 114
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Kiel

There were two la

on tlie 4 and 5 January-

burst north west of the harboitr, and extended north-ward to the
naval base at Y/ik, on tlie south side of the entrance of -the
Kiel canal. A smoke screen prevented definite assessment.
The Germania Werft Plant Report records five HE hits and 45
incendiary hits including two HE and 25 incendiary- hits on
buildings. On the 5 January- bursts were seen in the north
and south of -the city-. Considerable nwabers of four lb.
incendiaries were dropped. Forty ei^t HE bombs and 300
incendiaries fell in -the area of the Germania Werft yard; 15
HE and 75 incendiary hits on buildings were obtained, inflicting
severe damage to an administrative building, drill shop and
boiler shop, and medluiti damage to one of the slipways. The
Deutsche Werke Report does not note any hits on either night.

Bomber Command Mosquitoes carried out several small
diversionary and harassing raids during February and March,
the largest of -nS-iich -was on the 29/30 March.

On the 19 May bombing -was tlirou^i eight-tenths cIoxkI cover.
No accurate assessment of results was possible. The Germania

Werft Report records one H.E.and 200 Incendiary hits. The
large scale attack on the 22 May produced bursts in Kiel Harbour
extending in -ho the Deutsche Werke shipyard. Concentrations

rge scale attacks by the Eighth Air Force
(■J). On the 4 January most of -fche bombsInterpretation

Report SA 740

U.S.S.B.S.
Sub.Plant
Report No.5

Interpretation
Report
SA 749

U.S.S.B.S.
Sub.Plant
Report No.5

Interpretation
Report SA1790

Interpretation
Report SA1825

(l) Major attacl<s on Kiel January to May 1944.

Na of A/GDate Command LossTonnage
HE IB

336 164 Jan
5 Jan
29/30 klarch
19 May
22 Kay ,

445 USAAF
USAAP

389
215 278179 10

3630 BC

49 USAAF
USAAF

54 242
289 6270 297

1028 916 965Total 34

Enemy vessels sunlc in iviel January to May 1944i'

Date Name and type Flag Position By -wdiomTonnage

1624 January
22 May
22 May

Prinzessin Irene
Netztender 54 - net tender
Elbe I - tug (vs 115)

Ge , Kiel
Kiel
Kiel

USAAI’
USAAF
USAAF

Ge 180
100Ge

Total Three vessels 1t42

Enemy vessels damaged in Kiel January to May 1944.

Name and typeDate Flag PositionTonnage By whom

Grano4 January 1,885

1,256

Swe Itiel sll^it
damage

Holtenau, Ivlel
sli^t d^iage
lael

USAAF
Storo5 Januarj'- Swe

USAAP
USAAF19 May

22 May-
Lilli
Ervd.n Wassner

(U/fe depot ship)

Swe 93

3,866Ge Kiel severe USAAF

Total Fovir vessels 7,100
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of incendiaries were seen on business and residential areas

north and west of Eeutsdie Werke and extending across the

harbour and shipyard. The Deutsclie Yferke Plant Report
records 29 HE and 30 incendiaries hits in the area, including
24 hits on buildings and doclcs. The Germania ¥erft Report
records six HE and 15 incendiary bombs, with four HE and nine

incendiary hits on buildings.

U,S,S.B a S»

Sub.Plant

Report No,3

Willielmahaven and lilmden

On the 3 February a large scale attack wad delivered on

U-boat and shipyards at V/illielmshavenCl). Bombing was with
the aid of P,P»P, aircraft through ten-tenths cloud
Later photographs showed no great concentration of fresh damage
in the harbour or toi/m althou^i there were scattered incidents
round the Bauliafen area,

Siiop and Carpenters Model Room and other buildings in the

Marine Y/erft were reported severely damaged.

The Engine Assembly Shops, Boiler

Interpretation
Report K1860

On the same ni^it one combat mng of Portresses bombed an

area just north of E&aden. Bombing v/as carried out visually

througli a break in the cloud, as the P.PeP. aircraft leading
tlae 7dng load an equipment failure. Strike attack photographs
showed generally poor results.

On the 3 March a large scale operation against the Erclcner

ball bearings works near Berlin was abandoned o'vidng to adverse
weather conditions,

viiat was believed to be Wiliielmshaven throu^i ten-tenths cloud.

No positive identification of the target was possible.

A small number of Portresses attacked

On the 18 April a small number of Liberators from the
main force operation on Arado plants at Brandenburg and

Rathenow bombed the port area of Guxhaven.
the attack fell on factory t^^pe buildings between the railway
yards and the Amerika Hafen, among idiich were buildings on the

Imperator Quay reported to be occupied for the storage of
mines.

The wei^t of

Interpretation
Report aAl372

Stettin and Rostock

The only other major raids dtur'ing this period were on

On the 5/6 January Bomber Command delivered aStettin,

(l) Attacks on WiHieLmsharen, Emden and Cuxhaven January to
May 1944e

No. of a/cDate Objective 'TonnageCommand

IB Loss!HE

812 338VYi Ihe Irashaven

Emden

WilJielmsl'iaven

Ouxtiaven

43 February
3 February
3 March

18 April

USA-iP

U3AAP

USAiiF

USAAF

552

56 77 33

54 123 9

1912

674 1031Total 371 13
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large scale night attack on StettinC0 . Tliis target was chosen
to deceive the enemy defences after two heavy attacks on Eer_in
In the first two days of the month. The approach was imde as
for an attack on Berlin vriLth a last minute turn to Stettin.

Mosquitoes made a diversionary attack on Berlin. ^emy
filters vrere successfully distracted by these tactics.
Bombing started accurately then spread west’.vard as some of _ the
target indicators had fallen short. Riotographic reconnais-

showed heavy fire damage in the centre of the town
The Germans stated

A total of

sance

and scattered incidents in the dock area,
that the attack was centred on the dock ̂ ea,

B.Ca 0.R.S«

Pinal Night
Raid Reports

1,1 fires ms reported with 34 industrial and 31 military
installations destroyed or dairnged.

Information

froni AoHoB.6

Rostock 7/as attacked twice in Pebruary as an alternative
aircraft production targets, vtiich were covered vath

ten-tenths clouds. No assessment of bombing was possible 
on

either occasion omng to cloud conditions. Ine mission report
of the 24 Pebruarj^ claims that considerable damage wa,s

and the Heinkel aircraft works on tne

to

inflicted to docl<yards
20 Pebruaryo

The Ei^th Air Porce bombed Stettin and Rostock on the
11 April 19W-. Results at Stettin were reported as excellent
and dama.ge was claimed to the Stettiner Vulican-/ferfi, the
Admiralty Base and to shipping. Later photogi’aphs snowed
direct hits on the plate workiAg shops and damage to st^age
sheds at the VulbB.n-Tferft» In Rostock the chief daiimge^
appeared to be to business and residential property in vae
south east of the city including the Heinlcel Plugseugwerxe.

Interpretation
Report Ii2015

Int erpre tation
Report K2015

On the 13 May one Bomber Divi.sion on an operation against
'  eastern Germany andaircraft plants and oil refineries in

JE.ma;cy to May 19''-i4. •Stettin and Rostock^(1) Major a-ttacks on
Tonna,ge

Na of A/G LossCoiimandObjectiveDate HE' IB

236634 15BO3kS>5/6 January
20 Pebruary

2is. Pebruaxy

11 April
11 April
13 Kay

Stettin

Rostock

Rostock

Stettin

Rostock

Stettin

5109175USAAP138
169 5335USAAP

U3AAP
255

164 1494127
1789270USAAP172

215 96 10313USAAP

667931941.1 oRr
2 <1. } jTotal

sunk in Stettin January to Ma^' 1944.Enemy vessels

By 7ti.cmPositionTonnagePlagName and typeDate

USA-AP

USAiW
1,567
1,522

Stettin

Stettin

SweEmily

Mars (ex Samoa Gunnerj'-
ex Altair) Training 7,

tug
Emma

Sturm

11 April
Ge

US^AAP

USilAP

Stettin159CrQ

100Ge

3,348Pour vesselsTotal

In addition t'RP vessels were damaged;-

Eya (Sv^) - 2,109 tons - was sli^itly damaged in the
Bomber Command raid of 5/6 January, and UsanA->ara (accommodation
Ship) (Ge) - 8,690 tons - was damiaged on 11 April,
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Poland found its priEiary targets cloud covered and attacked
Stettin and Stralsund on the Baltic Coast instead*
tlie largest concentration of bursts v/as seen near the Stettiner
Odervirerke,
severe

size qua57--side building.

Other German Ports

At Stettin

Later photographs shov/ed that daiaage was not
consisting diiefly of the destiaiction of one medium

Interpretation
Report SA.1763

On the 27/28 January Bomber Command made a diversionary
attack on Heligoland T/hilst the main force attacked Berlin.
Twenty-tliree Halifaxes dropped 70 tons of bombs,
were lost,

area which was identified by flareli^t*

No aircrafB.C. O.R.S.

Pinal Ni^it
Raid Reports

t

The main concentration of bombs fell in the dock

The only raids on Hamburg during the first five months of
1944 consisted of small diversionary and harassing operations
by Bomber Coimiand Mosquitoes. Such raids were carried out on
the 1/2 January, 11/l 2 March, 6/7, 26/27, and 28/29 April. A
total of 121 tons of bombs Vfas dropped by 106 aircraft in these
raids. One Mosquito was lost on 6/7 April.

On the 12/13 May, .12 Bomber Command Mosquitoes attacked
the lock gates at Brumbufbel at the North Sea end of the Kiel
canal,

clear and easily identified and a good concentration was
No aircraft were lost.

Fourteen tons of bombs were dropped. The target wa

obtained. On tlie same ni^it other

s
B.C. O.R.S.

Final Night
Raid Reports Mosquito aircraft mined the canal.

(k) Tlie Effect of Bombing on the Early Stages of tlie
Type XXI Programme

The production of the 3OO ton Type XXIII prefabricated
U-boat is not considered in detail. Practically all production
in Ge3miany in 1944 "was from Deutsche ViTerft in the Finlcemvarder

district of Hamburg, which did not receive serious bomb
damage until March 1945* Under the programme of 24 January 1944
planned production was two Type XXIII U-boats in February,
Actual production commenced witli one Type XXIII in Ma^y,
Delays were due to the same difficulties that beset the Type
XXI programme considered below.

B.B.S.U. Report
Effects of

bombing on
production of
U/fes, Table 8

Under the programme of 6 November 1943 the production of

prefabricated Type XXI (1,600 ton) U-boats from the tliree
selected assembly yards at Blolim and Voss Hamburg, Deschimag
Bremen, and Schichau Danzig, was scheduled to commence in
April 1944 and to build up to a full output of 33 boats per
montia by August 1944. One Type XXI U-boat v/as launched by
Schichau on 20 April 19A4 as a birthday gift to Hitler, but
this was only a token launching as the navy immediately
returned the boat for further work, Elohn; and Voss produced
the first really complete Tj^-pe XXI in June 1944* Deschimag
and Schlchau('l) folloY/ed with two Tjpie XXIs each in July.
The programme was revised on 1 June and 21 July, and later in
September and October 1944 when production did not come up to
schedule.

Ibid

Table 7

U.S.S.B.S.

German Sub,

Industry
Report

B.B a

U, Reportft

Thus the prograraae for Type XXI submarine started late.

There was very little bombing on submarine construction yards
during the first five months of 194^1- and there is no evidence

(1) According to B.B.S.U, figures. The U.SoSoB.S. report
does not show a.rsy deliveries from Schlchau until
September,
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of hits on Type XXI U-boats under construction until August
1944, A postponement of one month in reaching the full
output of 33 boats per month, which was agreed at an unlmown

date early in 1944, was stated by Otto Merker, head of E»A»So
to be due to the fact that the necessary steel plate was not

available. This shortage was not the result of a drop in

production but the greatly increased demand under tlie new

programme. Moreover arrangements had not been made eai'ly
enou^ for the production of sufficient quantities of the
particular types and sizes of steel plate needed for tlae new
U-boats.

B,B,3,U, Reuort

P.I4

Fuehrer

Conferences on

Naval Affairs

19^

German docimients, however, show that at a discussion
between Doenitz and Hitler on the 26/27 February 1944, it was
stated that the bombing of the Siemens-Schuckert electric
motor works at Berlin had been the main factor in delaying the

Type XXIII programme by tvro months and Type XXI by one month.

U,S,S,B,S,

Sub.Plant

Report No,2,
Exhibit E

In his Memorandum to the Gauleiter of Hamburg dated
4 September 1944, Rudolph Blohm former head of H.A.S, and

partner of Blohm and Voss Shipyard at Hamburg, complained of

administrative incompetence since the beginning of tlie
programme. He stated that design work was supposed to have

been finished by the Glueckauf Bureau at Halberstadt on

9 December 1943, "but in actual fact the design bureau remained

busy until February 191df and even later. Many designs had to

be changed. The steering mechanism, for example, was a

complete failure and had to be re-designed at Blolim and Voss,
Such alterations caused loss of time. Moreover tlie

Procurement Division did not place its orders with the sub

contractors early enou^i, so that some parts could not be

manufactured in time to be installed by the section assembly-
yards,
yards,

the first eight boats. Similar difficulties had occurred
■with other parts. The Production Planning had also started
too late and sufficient control had not been exercised over
the section yards. The result -was -that sections were
d.elivered Incomplete and that shipbuilding tolerances -were
not adhered to by steel fabricators. Tills led to considerable
difficulties in welding the sections together. The
assembly yards were in fact burdened wi-fch a far greater share
of the work than had originally been planned.

This vrork liad to be done instead by -tlie ship assembly
Blolim and Voss even had to manufactiire valves for

Blohm mentioned bombing as one of the fundamental
objections to the concentration of U-boat building at two or
three assembly yards but he did not enlarge on -Uie subject.
The Memorandum was written after the raids of July to
September 1944 -vihen some damage was caused to Type XXI U-boats
under construction.
Type XXI programnae in this early stage is chiefly
administrati-ve Inefficierxjy,

His explanation of -the delays in the

The plant report of ve.rious section yards confirm
Blohm's explanation of the dela:v’‘
attributed delay in deliveries of Section V, already noticeable
in June and July 1944, to shortage of parts not to bombing,
Bremer Vulkan Vegesack stated that there was no interference
to section production from bombing j delays were due to raw
sections being incomplete, Deutsche Werke, ICiel kept up -wi-th
planned production from March until May 1944. The first
delays in delivery in June and July were due to delay in
steamer transport and to cranes not working. Director Iinmioh
stated, hoT/ever, that tlie first bow section was delivered about
three weeks latej the Report suggests this delay migjit have
been caused by damage received dirring the raid of 13 December

HoYkaldts Werke, HamburgUo q irj c?
Sub. Plant
Report No.6

Sub.Plant
Report No.9

Sub oPlant
Report No.3

Ibid
Exhibit H,2.D
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Nevertheless, the Cominander“in~Chief of the German Navy
did consider hoiiibing a tlireat to the new programme. At a
conference vdth Hitler from the Ij. to 6 I^Iay Doenitz
pointed out tlie completely inadequate protection of submarines
under construction. Since thirty to forty parts of one ld.nd
were built simultaneously in one shipyard, a loss of thirty
to forty submarines mi^it be caused by a single air raid.
The same condition existed in tlie assembly plants. In Hamburg
for instance, thirteen submarines were assembled each month.
Since it took more tlian two months to complete assembly,
more tlian thirty boats were always under construction on the
building slips. Assembly in Haraburg and Dansig was entirely
unprotected. He stated that shelters were being built for
tire assembly yards in Bremen but would not be ready before
the spring of 1945» Excavations were being made in Hamburg
for shelters but they would not be completed before 1946.
No plans had been siade for Danzig. Moreover the Navy had no
raw material quotas for these shelters. He feared -fclrat the
British would ’’mit until the construction of the new type
submarine was quite advanced and would then begin systematic
bombing of all plants. They were in danger of seeing their
new submarines destroyed before tliey had even been flnivShed,
Hitler agreed tliat more shelters must be built and that anti

aircraft and smoke screen protection should be increased,

(c) Attacks on Biscay Ports January to May 1944

Operations against Biscay targets were confined solely to
attacks on airfields. The P.Y/, Merlgnac airfield at Bordeaux
was attacked twice on the 5 January and 27 March,  A total of

136 Portresses attacked, dropping 492 tons of bombs for the
loss of 14 aircraft. On the 5 March the Chateau-Bemard
airfield at Cognac was attacked by 60 Liberators as an
alternative target; 124 tons of H.Es. and 19 tons of
incendiaries were dropped.

Fuehrer

Conferences on

Naval Affairs

19i4f

(d) Attacks on Transportation and Norwegian Ports January to
klay 1944

A, H, Pile

c.39452/49
Enel.171A

On tile 11 February 194^- the Plans Division Naval Staff,
Admiralty wrote to the Directorate of Bomber Operations Air
klinistrjT- regarding new E- and R- bo8.t pens under construotion at
Ijmuiden, E- and R- boats from Ijmuiden operated against our
convoys and were used for minelaying against south coast ports.
At present accommodation in tlie xiens was insufficient for all
the E- and R- boats stationed there and a large number were

berthed under camouflage alongside the various quays. With the
successful completion of the 18 pens under construction the

facilities of the port would be greatly increased. The pens
would also be capable of housing channel type and midget
submarines \7hich were alimost certain to be used for anti-invasion

purposes. It v/as considered that a heavy attack now on these
uncompleted iiens would so retard the work Hiat they could not

be repaired in time to be used against Overlord.

On the 18 Pebruazy A.G.A.S, (Operations) wrote to the
Commanding General of the United States Strategic Air Forces in

Europe, suggesting that the target mi^it profitably be attacked
by tlieir Medium Bombers operating in a diversionary role in
connection with major operations of the United States Strategic
Bomber Forces, Mternatively it might constitute a useful
secondary target for the United States Heavy Bombers.
Consideration of an attack was requested at an early date, A
similar letter had been sent to the Air Commander-in-Clilef,
Allied Expeditiona2y Air Force on the 17 February,

ibid

Enel. ’172^1

ibid.

Euc1.173A
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On the 13 Mardi 1944 D.G.A.S. noted that the A»C.-in-C.
A.E.A.P. had now placed this target first in priority of tasks.

He did not tliinl-c that they vvez-'e in a position to press the
American Strategic Air Force to place this task in a hi^z order
of priority in view of tlie need for pressing on vath Pointhlank
operations,
referred to at the D.O.A.S. Conference,

discuss the matter v/ith the A.O.-in-C. A.E.A.P.

On the 22 Mai’ch delay in attack on this taz-'get was
D.C.A.S. imdertook to

I.D.4.88

ibid

Mins, of

D.C.A.S.

Conference

22.3. V+ The attack vvas actually delivered by Marauders of the

Anerican Ninth Air Force on tlie 26 March 1944(0, Aircraft
ctical Air Force also attacked the port. Enemy
casualties are given below.(2) F.d.S. noted in his

of the Ta

shipping
diary that the base -was attacked by more than 100 bombers, fie

said tliat the old bunlcer remained undamaged by bombs, but that
damage to tlie nev/- bunlcer would cause a building delay of about
ei^zt weelcs. S.129 and S.93 were hit outside the bunkers and

became total losses. This emphasised the importance of .
sheltered berths in bunkers.

P.d.S.

German E-boat

Ops. and Policy
X237/48- -Adiiity,
P.36

Aizart from this raid the effort directed against the
transportation ports iwas very sli^t. The Tactical Mz-- Force

was chiefly engaged on Pointblanlc targets. Other small attacks
in port areas were more in the nature of anti-shippizzg operations.
On the 28 February 30 aircraft of T.A.F. and A.D. G..H. ..att;icked -
the harbour at Boulogne, dropping 13 tons of bombs, Tvra
German ferrj^ barges (fflfP 215 & MFP 26o) each of 200 tons were
sunlc in Dieppe on 25 May, The Eighth Air Force attacked
coastal gun batteries at St, Yadery-en-Caux 15 Indies fran Dieppe
on this date and also carried out strafing attacks.

One attack on 28/29 April, was carried out by Bomber
Coimnand against a Norwegian target. This was directed against
the KJeller airframe factory at Oslo and v/as a Pointblank
rather than a naval operation. Fifty aircraft of No, 5 Group
attacked dropping 179 tons of HE bombs and 29 tons of incendiaries.

(l) Attack on Ijmuiden

No. of A/CDate Objective Command Tonnage Loss

26 March E boat pens
Port

338 US IXth 594.4 1
It

43 61,8T.A.F.

Total 381 656.2 1

(2) Vessels sunk in Ijmuiden 26 March 1944

Date Name and type Flag Tonnage Position By v/hom

26 March Cornells trav/ler (H,I,
06 (^)
Azimuth

Elie Cheneviere - travder

(HI.03 (fro))
Jenny Elsa "
111.02 (HD))
Adrian II - f.v. (fll.07 (HD))
Geziana Catharine - trawler

(torp, battez^
.3,129 - E.boat

3, 93 - E.boat

(w.1416)II

Du 193

229

II

164

Ijmuiden US IXth AF
164
124

164
Ge 90
Ge 90

Total Ei^zt vessels 1,218
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(e) Suggestions for the development of a concrete piercing
bomb

At a meeting in the Admiralty on the 22 December 1943
tlie development of a roclcet^assisted bomb wst.3 discussed. The

Admiralty wanted the develop:aent of a bomb capable of piercing
Mins of Meeting thick slabs of reinforced concrete, for use against U-boat and

E-boat shelters* According to Admiralty calculations, a

4,000 lb semi-armoux' piercing bomb with rocket assista-nce v/culd
penetrate the 20 feet of reinforced concrete Tirith viiich some

of the U-boat shelters were now protected. The terminal,
velocity required was estiias-ted to be 1,470 feet per second.
The DoG.AaSo questioned TsiietiJ.er, even assuining a bombing
accuracy of five to seven per cent, the operational effort

required to ge-j;_ a reasonable number of hits on the U-boat

shelters would be worth while, bearing in mind the possible
conflict with the bombing of Germai^, However, the meeting
agreed that the bombs should be developed as a priority sex^vice,
but without an over-riding priority in relation to other

rocket projects* It was recognised that it would have to

be dropped by Portresses of the U.SoA.AoPe and that some

modification to these aircraft mi^t be required.

A.H0B./IDA/
243

22*12.43

The decision of the meeting did not reflect the extent of

Ai.r Ministry opposition to the project*
C.A.S

only 35 strikes on the pens could be obtained for every
thousand sorties,

large numbex’ of aircraft and the diversion cf effort wotild

doubtless conflict with "Pointblanlc" or Overlord requirement
It was intended to use Portresses to carry the bomb and it
woxild therefore be wise to obtain the views of the Commanding
General, UoSfAoAcPo before any development oi’ production
effort was diverted.

State considex-ed it an ill-advised project, and did not feel
tliat the state of the U-boat war in one or two x^-ears time

would jxistlfy the diversion.

In a minute to the

the DoG.AoSe stated that even under optimum conditions*?

This would Involve the modification of a.

CoAeS. in a minute to the Secretary of

ibid

2o1 ,4-’i-

ibid

3*11>4^(-

On the 6 January th.e Commancling General, .American
Strategic Air Forces in Europe, -was asked to state hl.s views

on the use of Anerican aircraft for such a pi’ojectc His reply

on the 12 January, was substantially in agreement vath ii

Ministxy views.

■v>

ibid

6*1 alflf.

ibid

12*1,i|ii.

An exchange of letters between the Air Goun
Admiralty followed but no agreement could be reached*
was cormiderable difference of opinion e.s to the technical
feasibility of the weapon, its carriage and lergth of time
before it could be put into productio
bomb would inevitably interfere wdth other higii priority work
which was more likely to Gontr.ibute effectively towards the
s-access of Pointblanli: and Overlord*
I'iinistry of Aircraft Production on these technical points was
awaited.

and the
Thex’e

Development of the

A x'eport from the

ibid

DflCoAoSo to
C.A.So
403*44

The Admiralty continued to pi’ess for development* In
April the Air Ministry'' drafted a. paper for discussion by the
Defence Committee (Supply)* At the beginning of May,
however, the Prime Minister directed that the question should
be discussed in the first instance by the Minister of
Production and Lord Cherwell w/itli the Ministers dii'ectly
oonoerneds On the 18 May the mattei- came up befoi-e the
Defence Committee. The diverging views were discussed and

ibid

Se6 .
5*5o43

D.C.(s) (2|i(.)
5th Meeting
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the possibility of using Tallboy(0 instead of developing
weapon. The Coinrnittee agreed that the researcli, development
and trials of the roclcet~asslsted conorete-piercing bomb

should continue mth priority P+ provided that it did not

interfere witli various Ministry of Aircraft Production items

If there was a clash between claimants for dropping trials

the Ministry of Aircraft Production items should have priority,
Txae Secretars'- of State for Air was asked to examine the

possibility of arranging for an operation in the very
future to test the efficacy of Tallboy against an E-or U-boat

It was noted that the Admiralty would continue their

a new

.(2

near

pen,'

)

arrangements for the production of 2,000 bomb bodies at
Hadfields,

(vii) Summary
During the pexdod ilarch 1943 to May 19^+4j 193268 tons of

H,Eso and 12,7Z|.3 tons of incendiaries were dropped on r^val
targets in Germany, 5*012 tons of HgEs, and 663 tons of
incendiaries on the Biscay ports, and some 1,200 tons on

naval targets in trcaisportaitich'and Norwegian ports,
majority of these operations were ujidertaken by the United

States Ei^th Bomber Command. The total RoA.P, Bomber Command

contribution amounted to some 8,600 tons of H.Ea and 7*350
In the \Aiole period, enemy

The

tons of incendiary bombs,
shipping casualties in all areas tlaroui^i air raids on ports,
totalled 70 vessels of 84,353 tons sunlc and 37 vessels of

144,513 tons damaged. Of this total ten vessels of 5*813
tons were sunlc and six vessels of 43,872 tons were damaged by
RoA.Po Bomber Command.

At -fclie beginning of the period the bombing of submarine
construction yards and operating bases was a top priority
commitment; at the end, only a marginal effort was devoted
to these targets® Bombing G8.nnot claim more than  a vezy
minor peurt in the vlctoiy obtained against tlie U-boat campaign
in 1943<* Nevertheless, tlie fear of what bombing could do to
their submajrine construction prcgraime was sufficient to

persuade the enemy that shelters were necessary to parotect
the a-ssembl^r of the new prefabricated U-boats. Unfortunately
for them, their prepara.tions were not complete v/hen bombing
struck a telling blow at submarine constnuction in the vdnter

and spring of 194i|-~45«>

(1) Tallboy was the 12,000 lb. M.C. bomb.
(2) The 25O lb® target indicator bomb, the anti-ricochet

bomb, Jefferis K bomb (bouncing type), M.10 smoke bomb
for the TypJaoon, cluster projectiles, 1000 lb. M*G,
forged bomb, 8 lb. fragnentadion bomb.
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OHAPTBR XJ.II

^lEAL mi^ELAYING >• APRIL 194^ to MAY

(i) Introduction

A.M. Pile

S.I636AI
End. II5A

During the period April 1 943 to May 1 944 Bomber Coimand
was responsible for all aerial minelaying in home vraters. The
directive to Coastal Command, dated 26 March 1942, did not pre
clude minela;^ng by the Command as incidental to nii^t flying
training or for special operations. Hovifever, early in April
1 943, No. 836 Squadron, the last of the Fleet A±r Arm Sirardfish
Squadrons loaned to Coastal Command for minelaying operations,
retiorned to the R.N.A.S. No more mining operations were car
ried out by Coastal Command and on the 23 November 1 943 "the
Command v/as officiadly released from the commitment,
lajdng operations dxoring the period now considered were the
work and responsibility of Bomber Command,

(a) Stocks and Provisioning

In February 1 943 Bomber Command aj_rcraft were being
fitted with H2S (10 cm radar) as a navigational and blind
bombing aid. At a meeting held in the Air Ministry on
5 March, at which reparesentatives from the Admiralty \rere
IDresent, Bomber Goimnand reported that owing to these nevf
navigational aids the Command vrotlLd be able to bomb on

nights on which previously, ovdng to weather conditions,
they would have resorted to mining. They did not, there
fore, expect to lay more than 1,000 mines per month. The
Admiralty expressed their disappointment since they had
hoped for an ejspenditure of 1,000 per week. It was
agreed, however, that, subject to a review of the position
in three months time, the requirements of Bomber Command
would be met by a supply of 1,600 mines per month, includ
ing Mark V mines. This figure would cover normal and
occasional large scale efforts and also permit of an
increase in the reser^/e holdings in units to facilitate
the staging of the larger operations.

On the 2 June the Admiralty confirmed their agreement
to the revised figures, provided that the full holding
capacity of the R.A.F, Maintenance Units and Stations was
utilised and that the size of reseiwes held r/ere such as

to bridge the gap between expenditure and production should

a sudden increase in mining operations be req-uired. On

the 20 July the Air Ministry informed the Admiralty that a
maximum number of 7,000 Mark A mines could be held in the

United Kingdom by R.A.P, Maintenance Units and Stations at

v/hich units at present engaged in sea raining operations
were located. (1) In view of this build-up of reserve
stocks the Air Ministry informed the Admiralty on

All mine—

Ibid

Enel. 118A

A.H.B.Alk/
67/533

A.U,. Pile

s.1636/11
End, 186a

Ibid

Enel. 135A

Ibid

Enel. I93A

Ibid.

Enel, I98A

(1) On 27 August the actual stocks held vrere 6,360 mines,
located as follows?-

Marks i-I¥ Mark V

4.296Bomber Command 3 25
Maintenance

Units 1,247 492

Total 8175,543
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Enel, 204A 25 SexDtember that a monthly provision of 1,200 mines would
be adequate to meet the future mining cormnitinents of
Bomber Command,

(b) T:^?pes of ivlines

The types of mine in use for aerial minelaying in
April 192|.3 were the standard A Harks I to I\r magnetic
mines of 1,500 lb, vreight with parachute attachanents and
the A Mar-k V magnetic mine of 1,000 lbs.
depth of lira-ter in which all mines could be dropped v/as
30 ft. All tj'pes were carried on the 2,000 lb, bomb
racks. The heights and speeds of release w^re revised
from time to time, Yfithin certain limits, and provided
that accuracy was not unpaired, the A,0.Cs at Group
Headquarters were often authorised to fix the dropping
heights on the day of the sortie with regard for the
weather conditions at the tune. During the ?/hole period,
the speed of release was generally uuder 200 miles per
hour,

above 6,000 feet or from under 4OO feet,
in the minimum height of release were made iu. December
when the loTr level mining of inland waterways was being
considered,

trials of Mgh level mining, the maximum height of release
was increased to 15,000 ft.

The minimum

Until the end of 1943 no mines were laid from
Modifications

In the same month, as a result of successful

A.H.B./11/70/107
5,3.43

Mining 0.0s and O.I.s
A.H,B./iih/241/3/5S3

B.c. Group
O.R.B, Appendices
and Sqdn. O.R.B.s

A.H.B./i1/70/107
L.M. 8/12/43

A.HoB./IIH/241/3/
516(F) Enel. 1A

A.M, File S. 1636/11
End. 186a,

At the Air Ministry meeting on 5 March 1943 the
Admiralty stated that three new typ
development. The A type G mineC^O of 2,000 lb weight was
fitted with a bomb fuse vi/hich operated on land, and was
intended to replace the standard A Mark I to IV mines.
It had a parachute and could be dropped from any height
into a minimum depth of 40 ft. It was not expected to be
in operational use before August, The other two types,
the A type J of 2,000 lb weigiit and the A type H of 500 lb
weight, were also fitted -with bomb fuses. They had no
parachutes, .The techiiical difficulties in producing the
A type J mine(2) were considerable and it -would be a long
time before it came into operational use. The A type
E minew/ -,-)as intended for the mining of inland watervirays
and had to be dropped from a low height, 7'
to fit Into the standaz'd 500-lb bomb stowage.

es of mine were "under

It was designed

(c) Aircraft and carriage of mines

Minelaying operations T,/ere carried out by squadrons
of Nos 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 Groups of Bomber Command, No, 8
PoP.F. Group made occasional sorties. The aircraft used
were Wellingtons, Halifaxes, Lancasters, and Stirlings.(4)
Wellington aircraft carried two 1,500 lb or 1,0001b mines;
Halifax aircraft carried two 1,500 lb or four 1,000 lb

B.C, Group
O.R.Bo

Appendices and
Sqdj.T., O.R.B.s

(0 Known later as the A Jlark VI mine,
operationally in April I944,
The Mr iiinistry cancelled their requirement for the A type
J. Ivline on 6 June 1944 in view of the developments in high
level mining.

There were considerable delays in the production of this
mine - see section (v). It did not come into opera
tional use during this period.
Mosquito aincraft of No. 692 Squadnon, No. 8 Grouo c^a-riedout
one operation against the Kiel canal on the 12/13 May I944,

SECRET

It viras first used

25./t).B. Ops
60 6,4i|-

(2)

(3)

(4)
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mines until a modified bomb carrier was introduced in

Februar’y when they were able to carry four 1,500 lb
Stirling and Laaicaster aircraft carried two to sixmines^

Ibid

mines depending on the distance of the di’opping area and

the weight of petrol necessary.

(li) M.inela3>lng - April to June 1 943

(a) Operations >» April to June 1943

A.H.B./XIH/
241/3/563
B.G.O.0.170

On 3 March a new operational order v/as issued v/hich
stated that the minelaji-ing effort of Bomber Conmand had

caused serious embarrassment to enemy seaborne traffic and

"was affecting the transport of raw materials to his heavy
industries,

large and widespread minesweeping force, the personnel and
materials of which were di'a\ni from limited resources.

Further, shortage of shipping was driving him to..'-ards the
uneconomica.1 use of small coasta.1 merchant vessels in

place of large and econoimlc freighters,
was to increase the dislocation to enemy slnipping by
extensive and repeated minelaying-
plans vrere provided for use v/hen weather conditions aaid

circumstances permitted one of the plans to be covered on

a single night.

The enemy ,,'as now being forced to maintain a

The intention

Three Ica-ge scale

On 6 April 1 943 -uhe itimiralty informed the Mr
Ministry that aircraft mines embodjang a firing unit
designed to defeat the enemy's sweeping technique were in

production and that delivex’y ha.d commenced to R.A.F,
Maintenance Units, This assembly, Imo'im as G. 708, con

sisted of a combination of acoustic and magnetic fuses.
It was fitted to the standard A Mark III and IV mines.

To exploit the element of technical surprise it \ms desir

able that the mines should be laid initially in one large
scale operation in a similar mamier to that adopted for

the acoustic mine in 1942.(1) It was further stated that
the mines might not function correctly if dropped from
heights above 1,000 ft. and definitelj’’ must not be dropped
from above 3}000 ft.

A.M. File

S.I636/EI
End. 188A

In conformity dth the Adtniralty request, and usir^g
t"i=70 of the plans incorporated in the recent operational
order, two large scale operations follo^red at the end of

April. On the night of the 27/28 April Plan I "Pruning"
was put into effect. Out of ISO aircraft viaich fleT/ to

gardens in the Bay of Biscay and off the Dutch and German

North Sea coast, 122 laid 459 mines successfully. One
aircraft was detected by searchlights and shot do^n by
light flak near the garden off Bayonne, (2) Fifty-eiglat
mines vri.th the new acoustic-magnetic a.sseinbly vrere lo.id.

On the night of the 28/29 April 22S aircraft took parj;
181 were successful,

accordance vath Elan 2

170.

vri.de selection of gardens in the Baltic including

Kiel Bay, the Belts, Sound, Kattegat and Uest Baltic areas.

s operations wer-e in

deeding" of Operational Oi’dei’
Five hundred and sixty eight mines were laid in a,

B.G. Group 0. R.B.
Appendices and

Sqdn, 0, R.Bs.
Figures provided
by the Admiralty
lilning Department
are used, in all
cases, for the
number of mines

laid

.

tlr

A.H.B./IIH/
241/3/881

(1) This was operation "Bobbery" wlxich took place on the
n.i.ghts of 19/20, 21/22, 23/24 September 1942when a
total of 457 mines wei-e laid.

(2) Lancaster’"r'/101 Squadron, No, 1 Group,

SEGRET(1 7500) 427
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Only 397 Mines had been laid in these areas d-urin;':; the

whole of the first quen^ter of 1943»
were laid off the Dutch and G-erman coasts, mald-ng a. total

of 593 mines, including 226 with the new assembly®
Twenty one aircraft were reported missingvh)
in the Baltic®

Ti^renty five mines

from sorties

No. 1 Group reported that the weather
No. 1 Group
Summary
April 1943 was vmexpectedly bad over distant areas mald-ng ruavigation

difficult and ground defences hard to avoid,
reported considerable light flak off Kiel against later
arrivals.(2) A further tvro aircraft were missing from
operations in the Heligoland Bight,(3) Hines vrere laid,
as instructed, from a low level on both nigl-its, nvany from

under 1,000 ft (presumably those mth assembly G, 708),
the rest from under 3,000 ft.
Bomber Command had arranged large scale mining operations
on these tv/o nights since weather conditions over Germany
were unsuitable for bombing but were satisfactory for
mining in the required areas.

No. 4 Group

The 'Comraander-in-Chief

No. 4 Group
Summary
April 1943

A.H.B./II A1/21
A.G.A. S. (Ops)
to 0. A. S.

29.4.43

Apart from these two lai’ge scale operations, nune-
laying in April xvas on a fairly small scale. It was
directed against .the U-boat bases in the Bay and the

. W Seven hundred and fifty seven mines
were laid on 12 nights apart from the 27/28 and 28/29,
making a total of 1 ,809 for the month ~ the lar-gest
monthly total since aerial minelaying commenced in
AiJril 1 940. Ttito hundred and forty-eight out of 287
sorties wei-e successful and a further nine aircraft were

lost(5) eight in the Bay and one off the Dutch coast.
One aircraft was hit by flalc off Brest, caught
crashed after a successfiil sortie. (6)

Frisian islands

fare and

B.C. Group
O.R.B.

Appendices
and Sqdn.
O.R.B. s

(1) Ai.rcraft missing were?-

No. 1 Group - HZ 278/166 (Wellington) Ed 733/103,
j/12, A/12, D/12, V/12 (Lancasters)

No. 3 Group - N/21.3, F/21S, O/2I8, G/90, M/75, Wl5,
0/75, X/75 (Stirlings)

No. 4 Grwip - He 220/196., He 170/196, He 395/196
(Uelling-fcons) A/158 (Halifax)

No. 5 Group- - Z/207, W 4396/61 (Lancasters)
No. 6 Group - Jb. 923/419 (Halifax),

A.H,B./ll/70/
107
0. R. S.

Report No. S.I05
Losses on

Minelaying
Operations

(2) Minelayi.ng i.n the Baltic v/as al-ways more hasardcus
than in other areas cwi.ng to the location of many of
the gardens in narrovv* channels between the islands

\ihloh w'ere d0.fe.nded by light flak,
period aircraft casualties in the Baltic formed a

very high percentage of total casualties*

.No, 6 Group - B/428, D/423 (Uellingtons)*
Lancasters of Nos* 49^50 ar.id 5? Squadrons of No, 5 Group
flew 21 sorties against Spezia in conjunction v;ith a

bombing attack on the nights of I3/I4 and 13/19 April
15 sorties were successful and 60 mines vfere lead.

These figures are not included in any statisbics
given since this volume is only concerned vrith
North Uest Europe,

N0.I Group - He63l/l66,Bk.299/1 66,L/199,V.291/300
(iv'ellington)

Throupihout' this

(3)
(4)

(5)

Z/214 (Stirling)No. 3 Group

No. 5 Group - EdAH2/50,Ed 799/9 (Lancaster)
No. 6 Group - G/405 (Halifax) ,‘U/l25 (liTsllington)
No.6 Group - He414A29 (Wellington).(6)
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No, 4 Group
Summary
April 1943

No, 4 Group emphasised the necessity of cai'rying out
drill to prevent hanging-up and also the need for  a care
ful check on neviT aircraft,

returned during the month ¥/ith their t\TO 1,500 lb mines
hanging-up on the I. A, position,
bomb floor, sliglitly over-length, had fouled the single
hook release slip when the carriers were raised on to the
carriers suspension.

A number of Halifaxes had

A small bolt in the

Diiring May and June long range sorties were not pos
sible due to the short hoiors of darlcness, and mines were
laid once more in the Bay and off the German and Dutch
North Sea coasts,

12 nights on 320 out of 3^3 sorties for the loss of eight
aircraft,U) three in the Bay and five off the Frisians.
Two aircraft crashed, (2) There was one large scale opera
tion on 21/22 May when 87 out of 99 airci-aft despatched
laid 276 mines in the Frisians, La Pallice and Gironde

In June 1,174 mines were laid on 1 7 nights by
372 out. of 426 aircraft despatched,
lost, (-3;

In May 1,148 mines wei-e laid on

areas.

Seven aircraft T/ere

all in the Bay. One reporced engine trouble and
crashed on retiurn. (4)
operations.

There were no lar-ge scale

(b) Tactics

B.C. Group
0.fi,.B.

Appendices
Order Forms B,

In the Bay aircraft were usually ordered to lay their
mines from visual pinpoints using Gee only to get mi
accurate pinpoint and to cross check their dropping -posi
tions. For the Frisian Islands, ho?rever, aircraft were
often instructed to droi^ on Gee if they could oboailn a fix

y/ithin a given number of miles from the dropping point.
They were sometimes oixlered to bring b ack -'uheir mines if

unable to get a Gee fix and to run no risk of passing over
the islands. Warnings were given against flalc ships in

Aircraft were also told to avoid long D.R.the area,

runs as there was more chance of inaccuracy.

Mining was often used to give ejcperience to "freshmen"
Nos 1 and 6 Gj.'uups made particular use of newly

Instructions from

crews,

trained crews during this quarter.
Bomber Command were received by all Groups on the  2 June,
that new crews should be sent on a minelaying operation
instead of a normal cross-country exercise,
saxy, experienced crews were requested particularly in the
order forms.

Wlien neces-

A.H.B./II
N/241/3/620(A)
Enel. 94A.

A.H.B./ri/
70/107 O.R.S.
Report No. S.I05
Losses on

Minelaying
Operations

On 3'I i'^-y "1943 Bomber Command Operational Ins'.ruction
The instruG-bion s bated that the

enemy had been forced to increase his defences and augment
his Eunesweeping in the Baltic owing bo the continua.1
embarrassment caused to his seaborne traffic by

No. I69 WSLS issued.

0) No. 5 Group - EF 340/755G/l49,P/l49,U/2l8. (Stirling)
No.4 Group - HE 386/466,EZ257/466,P/431 C.i''ellington)
No.6 Group - B/428 (Wellington).
No.3 Group - L/149 (Stirling)
No. 6 Group - G/428 O'fellington)
N0.I Group - Y/1 99#(Wellington) Q/1 01 (Lancaster)
No.3 Group - N/75 (Stirling) R/ll5,C/ll5 (Lancaster)
No.4 Group - HF (Yfellingbon)
No.6 Group - 1/432 (Wellington)
No.4 Group - HE 163/196 (Wellington)
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Bomber Commaxid minelayiLng, Early in 1 943 several heavy
bombing attacks on Berlin, Rostock and Stettin had been
routed through the Baltic which had also caused the enemy
to strengthen his defences in Denmark and the Sound. At

the suggestion of the C.-in-C. Bomber Command and vath the

concurrence of the Admiralty, the boundaries of certain of
the Baltic gardens vrere enlarged and revised and  a number
of neviT gardens were added. The intention was to give
greater tactical fi'eedom and to reduce casualties in the

areas concerned. Details of nev/ and revised areas rrere

given in the new instruction, ("1) Mining in these areas
wsls not possible however until the hours of darlaaess
lengthened.

A. H.B./II
h/241/3/563
Min. 10

A.H.B./IIH/
241/3/563
B.C.0.0. No. 170

12.6.43.

On 12 June 1943 Operational Order No. I70 was revised
and re-issued,

of aircraft taking part in all plans -which was necessary
in view of the recent revision of the Baltic gardens.
The height of release was amended to 6,000 ft instead of
4,000 ft for all assemblies,

(c) Statistics April to June

A slight increase wa.s made in the number

Ibid

Min. 1 9

Diuring these tliree months Bomber ComiTiand flew 1,462
sorties on minelaying operations of which 1,243 were
successful,

crashed.
Forty-eight aircraft were lost and four

A total of 4^131 mines were laid in gardens
stretching from St, Jean de Luz to the Gulf of Danzig.
This widespread effect was due to the two large scale
operations in April,

laying wa.s directed against the U-boat bases in the Bay of
Bisct.y and the North Sea Coasts of Holland and Germany.
Approximately half the total number of mines were laid off

the Biscay ports and 1,2|.08 mines were laid in Nee-Marines,
the extensive garden off the Frisian Islands,

Aparb from these operations mine-

Forty-eight vessels totalling 60,522 tons of enemy
shipping vrere simk and a further seven vessels of

15,365 tons were damaged. A summary of mines laid and
enemy shipping casualties is given in Table I.

Table I

No. of mines laid

No. 1 Area

W. Baltic,
Belts, Sounti
Kattegat.

No. 2 Area

H
No. 3 Area
N

No, k Area
North
Coast of
France

No. 5 Area Casua3.tles
, Seaaugesund

and Oslo

Fjord

Off the

Biscay
Ports

Coasts of

Oennan;'- aiid
the low

Countries,

A/C A/C

CrashedMiss

ing

568April 5 577
6

0 859 35 1
51Kay 0 0 /!.970 8 2

/j31Jme 0 0 0 743 7' 1

568 1,479Total 5 "480 2,079 4

(1) The new areas were Silverthorns 10 to I5.
of gardening areas are given in Appendix XEX and
location on Map No. 55.

Details
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Enemy vessels sunk by mine ('I)

No. 1 Area

Noi tom
No. 4 AreaNo. 2 Area No. 3 Area No. 5 Area

TIF. TonsIIo^ Tons I'lo^ TonsNol Tons

April
Nay
June

12-17,612
14-^,670
4-1,428

nil 2-3,107
4-5,925
4-5,849

1-30 1-75
nil nil nil

3-2,626nil 3-200

Total 30-42,710 10-14,881 4-230 4-2,701nil

Enemy vessels damaged by mine )

No. 1 Area No. 4No. 2 Area No. 3 Area No. 5 Area
No. Tons No. Tons'No. " Tons IT8;No. Tons Tons

April 2-2,7lt5nil nil nil nil

Nay 4-7,671
1-4,969

nil nil nil nil
June nil nil nil nil

Total 5-12,640 2-2,745nil nil nil

Tyro thirds of the number and tonnage of enemy shi-p~
ping losses were sunk in the Baltic. Pai-t of this
success in the Baltic may be attributed to the two large
scale operations in April and the new G.708 assembly.
However, nine ships were sunk in tlie area pi-ior to the
night of the 27/28th by mines which must have been laid
before April. It is difficult to elucidate ezact effects

of any new invention in mining, since each garden con
tained mines of many different assemblies and of different
vintage". Before May 1%1 aircraft mines vrere not

fitted with sterilizers and might remain active for years.
After this date mines were usually fitted to become inac
tive after a fixed period of time.

IIA.H.B. Narra

tive.

The R. A.P, in

Maritime War,
Voi III P.332,
Note 1. The total of 4-8 vessels sunk includes 21 small craft

The chiefof under 1 ,000 tons (mainly fishing vessels).
prize wa.s the modern German liner "Gneisenau" of 18,160
tons, used as a troop transport between Germany and the
Russian Front, which was sunk in the Cadet Channel in the

Ba.ltic on the 2 May. Ten merchant vessels of over
1,000 tons,(2) the ferry Malmo of 1,588 tons and eight
minor naval war vessels vrere sunk,

large Boom Defence experimental vessel,(3
experimental vessel, two Sperrorechers,(4
boat, one R~boat and two hanbour defence vessels.
The balance is composed of smaller merchant vessels and
tugs.

The latter include a

a smaller

one Yorposten-

(1) All figiires relating to enemy merchant and warship
casualties are compiled from Germaii documents held in

the Admiralty, the German ShipoT/ners records tind
Lloyds Shipping Branch statistics.

Rygja (4,001), Emanuel (1,290), Abisko (3,088),
■f^erland (5,38l77 Aegir (4,500), Sirvall (I.4S9)
Bygdoy (1 ,252), Gondul (l,234) Narvik (5,750)
Si grid (1,196).
Dorpat (3,554) sunk in Aarhus Bay on 11 April.
v/estland. Sperr. 175. (1 ,259) sunk N. of Terschelling
on 23 May.
Nestoi*. Sperr. 21. (2,446) sunk off the Gironde on

ancL

(2)

(3)
(4)

14 June,
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Aircraft engaged on minelaying operations during the
quarter were Wellingtons and Lancasters of No. 1 Group,
Lancasters and Stirlings of No, 3 Group, Wellingtons and

Halifaxes of Nos* 4.and 6 Groups, and Lancasters of No, 3
Group. Stirlings of No* 8 Group took part in one
operation,(1)

(iii) Mining against the U-boats* April to December 1943

There was a heavy and continual lay of mines outside the

U-boat bases in the Bay of Biscay. Dm-ing these nine months

4j298 mines were laid in all gardens in the Biscay, out of a

grand total of 10,201 mines laid. Thus an average of 480nrines
per month were laid in the area, the higliest monthly fig-ure
being 839 mines in April, the lowest, 181 mines in Decembers,
The heaviest lay v/as at the m-Oixth of the Gironde where

1,503 mines Tfere laid during the period. La Pallice came

second with 744 mines. Bordeatix was being developed as a

major U-boat base and was first used for this p’urpose in

January 1943* Other traffic was also considerable, inci.uding
blockade runners and Spanish iron-ore ships, liis southern
most gardens outside St, Jean de Lua and Bayonne received less

attention. They were out of range during the summer months

and were not ijised by U-boats. The tliree chief U-boat bases at

St. Naaaire, Lorient and Brest received constant attention.
The totals for the nine months were 614, 62f.O and 474 mines
respectively.

The result of this effort, hovrever, was only one U-boat,
On the 14 April U. 52b was siank by mine whilst entering Lorient

escorted by a Sperrbrecher. D.d U, (Doenita) thought the mine
had been laid by a vessel from Lorient and that it Tra.s a case

of sabotage. He said that no laying of mines by aircraft out

side Lorient had been observed during the past yeai' and that it

was considered a very difficult task in view of the heavy flak
defences, (2) A.s a result of the loss of U, 526 fresh safety
instructions were issued for all incoming and outgoing U-boats.

B. d U.

War Diary

B. d U.

War Diary
14.4.43

The Admiralty Naval Intelligence Division reported on the

9 May that the minesweeper escort for U-boats entering and

leaving Brest had been increased to tvra Sperrbrechers instead
of one,

mining situation off the harbours and in the approach routes

was still under control, the situation with ragaird to defence
forces had become strained in the extreme.

himself, said in August that, although theB.d U• >

The use of very

B. d U.

War Diary
5.8.43

vajried firing units had made it necessary to include several

tj^pes of minesweepers in each escort group. Two important

0) Squadrons were?-

No, 1 Group - 199,166,300, 305(Wellingtons), 101 ,ii-60,103,
100, 12,104 (Lancasters).

- 115 (Lancasters), 15,90,218,75,149,212k,
620 (Stirlings),

- 466,196,431 (¥ellingtons),158,73,/6,102,

3

4

10,77, 51 (Halifaxes).
- 50,61,1 06,97,207,2l67,49,57,2h4,9 (Lauicasters).
- 425,426,2k24,427,2f28,429,432 Cdellingtons),

2k05^,403,419 (Halifaxes).
- 7 (Stiialings).

In actual fact Bomber Command had laid mines outside

Lorient every month since March 1942,

It 5
6

8

(2)
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minesweepers were s;mk in the Bay during these nine months.
These were Nestor, Sperrbrecher 21 (2,14^6 tons) on the I4 June
and the M class minesweeper, M.152 (750 tons) on 25 July, both
off the Gironde,

The other centre of U-boat activity, vz-hich coiiLd be
atoacked by mine, was the Baltic, The U-boat training and
testing grounds were situated in the Gulf of Danzig and off
the island of Boi'nholm. These areas ('I)
range for minelaying aircraft and <mtaTaf.toi>l'e during the
summer months,

in April and September,
mine off Warnemunde in another part of the Baltic.
U-boat had been sunk by mine in the training groimds from the
outbreak of the war to December 1 943« This wa.s U, bj^6 simk
off Danzig on the 5 September 1942.

were always at exbrsm

A total of 97 mines were laid in these areas

On the 1.3 December U. 345 to.s simk b

e

y
Only one

A.H.B.AI A1/21 On the 7 April 1943 Sir Henry Tizard ynx)te to C.A.S.
(Sir Charles Portal) from the Ministry of Aircraft Production.
He referred to a meeting of the Cabinet ^inti U-boat CoKEiiittee
on the 3‘1 March, when it was decided that the diversion of
bombing effort caused by the bombing of the U-boat bases, Virhich
had been caxried out in the spring of 1 943 undei- the terms of
the Casablanca directive of January 1943, I'^as not justified by
the results. He suggested an increase in the scale of mining
as being more economical of aircraft and a planned attack on
the minesY/eepers, He also proposed increased mining in the
Baltic training grounds. After discussion Y/ith Air Ministry
and Admiralty departments C.A. S. replied on the 20 April that
owing to the lack of evidence of the destruction of U-boats by
mine the Air Council did not feel justJd'ied. in concentrating
Bomber Command's efforts on mining to the detriment of bombing
operations. The Air Staff considered that the most effective

ways of interfering with the U-boat campaign were by bombing
the submarine building yards and their associated factories,
by mining suitable places and by operating Y.L.R. aircraft
round the convoys, (2) He went on to say that the nimibers of
mines laid were being increased constantljr and that they were
investigating improvements in tactics^(3) He pointed out
that the Bal^tic training grounds could not be reached during
the summer months. With regard to the ai;tack on minesYTeepers,
the special anti-minesTreeper mines(4) had had considerable
success, and they planned to use Bea’ufighters anaed YYith S.P.
(60 lb. head) against the Sparz'brechers (5) as v/ell as fighter
and fighter-bom.ber attacks as at present.

■ C.A.S.1843B
A.U. (45) 13th
Meeting

a.h.b,Ai AI/21

The view of G.A. S, that it v;as not vrorth while increas

ing the scale of anti-U-boat mining is borne out by post Yvar
DYxring the v/hole Tvan only 17 U-boats were sunk by

air laid mines; four of these were sunk during the
last four months of the Y/ar when the minesTreeping organisation

knoYirledge,
E.A,P.

The gardens were Pollock, Spinach, Privet and Tangerine.
In actual fact, at this time (April 1943) the latter'method
v7as easily the most remunerative but by May 1 Sk3 the
U-boat transit area air patrols had ‘overtaken the convoy
cover aircraft score,

very low in the scale.
High level mining.

Assembly 42.
Beaufighters of No. 236 Squadron armed with E.P. carried
out some attacks on minesY/eepers commencing in
September 1 943*

Air-raids and air mining remained
See table on the next page.

(3)
(4)
(5)
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The folloviTing table gives the numbers ofvj-as breaking doim.

German and Italian U-boats destroyed by R.A.P<, controlled air
craft in Atlantic and West Euroxiean T/aGers from the stoad: of

the war until the end of May 1 $1^1+ classified according to
task;-

60 pltis 8 shared id-th
surface craft

By aircraft escorting or
supporting convoys

73 plus 8 sharedBy aircraft patrols in the U-boat
transit areas

By air-raids on enemy ports 2

8By mines laid from aircraft

In the spring of 1°43 W/Cdr. Collier of the Directorate of
Bomber Operations, Air I'iinistry, initiated investigations of

the possibility of hi^i level mining generally and off the
U-boat bases in particular. On the 25 June he draf'bed a

paper on the subject. He noted that current mining of the

Biscay ports must of necessity aim primarily at delaying rather

than sinking U-boats, since, owing to the heavy flak defences,
only the outer channels coxHd be mined. High level mj.ning
from a minimum safety height of 10,000 ft, \vould reduce the

danger from light flak(l) and permit mines to be laid in the
inner channels and even in the actual poi'ts. He suggested
that P.P.P. aircraft using Oboe or H2S shoiild be used for meirk-

ing and hoped that the new Mark VI mine would be available as

it would lessen the risk of inaccuxately placed mines falling
into enemy hands, (2) Trials of high level mning were carried
out by Bomber Development Unit from Se-ptember on the basis of a

Bomber Command directive of the 21 September,(3)

(iv) Minelaying - July to September 1943

A.H.B.AI/
69/172

A.H.B./IIK/
67/759
BDU/S.136/AEM.
Report No,
BPU.27
Part I. (a) Operations July to September 1943

During July and August ydien the hours of darkness
?/ex-'e still short, minelaying was limited to the Bay of
Biscaya, excluding the tTifo southernmost gardens outside
Bayonne and St, Jean de Luz, and the North Sea coast of

Holland and Germany, In July 3I3 sorties v/ere floTm on

16 nights, 275 were successful and 927 mines wei'e laid.
Six aircraft were lost(4) three in the Frisians and three
in the Bay and one crashed on taJce off to i-eturn from its

advanced base at Chivenor, (5) In Augixst, 50I sox'ties
vrere flown on 16 ni^its, 4I0 were successful and 1,103
mines were laid. Ten aircraft •wex'e lost, (6) seven in the
Bay, two off the Frisians, and one in Heligoland Bight,

A.H.B.AI/
70/107
0. R. S, report
No. S.I05

(1) The 0,R.S= reperc cn aircraft losses on nilnelaying operations considered
light flab to be the chief cause of casualties,

(2) The Hark VI mine was fitted with a bomb fuse which vrould
(3) Continued in Section (vii)
ik) No, 1 Group - W43S5/IC3 (Lancastor), Hf453/l66 (Wellington)

No. 3 Group - J/21it, V/15, A/75 (Stirlings)
No, 4 Grouo - Hf601/ii66 (Wellington)

(5) No. k Group - HS532/196 (Wellington)
(6) No, 1 Gi-xjup - Ke 578/166, Hfl83/'i66, Mo768/300, nf5S6/l66, He901/166

(Wellingtons)
No, 3 Group - G/520, K/75, Q/75 (Stirlings)
No, k Group - hrJJi'fkee (Weilingto.n)
Mo, 6 Group - P/I1.32 (Wellington)

Qupiode on lend

(I750f^^3i
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One crashed on return ov/ing to engine trouble, ) No. 6
Group reported that defences at Brest had been consider

ably strengthened during the previous six weeks. Air
craft P/432 Squadron was seen to be shot dO¥m whilst
straying at a low level over the outer defences of Brest.

On 15/16 and 24/25 August two slightl^r larger scale opera
tions took place when more than 60 aircraft were employed
and 159 and 1 64 mines respectively v/ere laid.

In September operations were extended to the Katteg
Kattegat, v/here 78 mines were laid and at the end of the
month to the Gulf of Danaig.
place ovri-ng to a sighting report of the German pocket
battleship Lutzow virhich ¥vas expected in the Eastern
Baltic from Noirway,

During the whole month 396 sorties were flovrn on

This last operation took

Sixty one mines were laid in the
area,

No. 5 Group
Summary
September

thirteen nights, 34I being successful and 1,188 mines
vrere laid. Three aircraft were missing(2) tv/o in the
Baltic and one in the Bay and two crashed on return.(3)
There was one large scale operation on 2/3 September when
73 out of 39 aircraft despatched laid 303 mines in the
Bay and Frisian areas.

(b) Tactics

The tactics employed vrere similar to those of the
previous quarter, except that aircraft were occasionally
instructed to pinpoint in the Frisians area and malce a

Timed Run. Halifax: aircraft of No. 6 Group were using
Radio Coiintermeasures Monica and Mandrel on rainelaying
sorties in August,

(c) Statistics July to September

Bomber Command flew 1,210 sox'-ties of y/hich 1,034
were successful and laid 3}218 mines, A summary of
results is given in Table II,

Table li

No. of mines laid

No, 1 Area Ho, 2 ilrea Mo, k Area
North Coast
of France

Mo. 3 Area No, 5 Area Casualties

W.Baltic,
Belts

Sound,
Kattegat

N. SeaHaugesund
and Oslo

Fjord

Off the

Biscay
Ports

A/cA/cCoasts of

Germany
and the

Low

Countries

missing crashed

389July
August
September

5380 60 0

0 0 529 5740 10 1

139 0 662 3870 3 2

Total 139 0 k1,729 0 1,350 19

Enemy vessels sunic by mine

No. 1 Area Mo. k Area
No. Tons

No. 2 Area No, 3 Area
No, Tons

Ho, 5 Area

No. TonsNo. Tons No. Tons

8-3,18T10-2,753
4-256

1- 11

IFT7B2“July
August
September

nil nil
nil nil nil nil

6-1,427nil nil nil

Total 14-4,60815-3,020 4-1,152nil nil

(1) No. 1 Group - Hf 455/166 (Wellington)
(2) No. 3 Group - Group - G/I99, K/I5 (Stirling)

No. 5 Group - Jh 143/50 (Lancaster)
(3) No. 3 Group -'K/623, D/199 (Stirling)
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Eneny vessels damaged by mine

Moo 1 Area Mo. 2 Area Mo. 3 Area No. k Area No. 5 Area

No. TonsNo. Tons

'1-1.592
2-1,862
2-4,1)36

No. Tons Mo, Tons No, Tons
July
August
September

MI F  37 nil ml
nil 1- 39 nil nil
nil 1-17,001 nil nil

Total 5-7,890 nil 3-17,077 nil nil

Nineteen aircraft were lost and four crashed,
number of mines were laid off the North Sea Coast of

Holland and Germany than in the previous quarter, and con
siderably less in the Bay. One himdred and thirty nine
mines were laid in the Gulf of Danzig and the Kattegat.

Thirty three enemy vessels totalling 8,780 tons vrere
sunk and eight vessels of 24,96? tons damaged. This was
considerably less than the amount sunk during the previous
quarter, (1) 'Very little was sunk in August - four vessels
of 256 tons - and only a small amount in September.

A larger

The total of 33 vessels sunk includes I4 very small
The largest ship was thecraft of under 100 tons.

Swedish Merchant Vessel Vidar (2,104 tons) sunk off the
German North Sea Coast.

1,000 tons was Gebweiler (ex Balmung) now Sperrbrecher
165 (1,481 tons) sunk in the Cadet Channel,
minor naval war vessels were sunk, one M class minesweeper
(750 tons^ three M-boats, two Vorposten-boats, one R-boat
and two harbour defence boats,

small merchant vessels, tugs, travelers and larger fishing
vessels.

The only other vessel of over

Nine other

The balance consists of

The Baltic sinkings tailed right off and in
September only one fishing vessel of 11 tons T^as sunk.
No-mines had. been laid in the. area between April and
September.

Aircraft employed on mining operations vrere
Tifellingtons and Lancasters of No. 1 Group, Stirlings and
Lancasters of No, 3 Group, Wellingtons and Halifaxes of

No, 4 Group, Lancasters of No, 5 Group, and Halifaxes,
Wellingtons, and Lancasters of No, 6 Group,(2)

(v) The Mining of Inland Waterways.

In August the mining of inland Tirateryays in Germany was
being considered in the Air Ministry and Admiralty, On the
12 August the Director of Bomber Operations asked the Admiralty
Mining Department whether they had a mine suitable for laying
in the Dortmimd and Mittelland canals,

vrould be approximately 10 ft. He understood that the A type
•H-mine, designed for this tjq)e of operation, would not be

The depth of water

11/70/107
12,8,43

(1 Forty eight vessels of 60,522 tons.
Squadrons were;-

No. 1 Group - 166, 300, 305, (Wellingtons) 101, 46O,
103, 12, 100 (Lancasters)

No. 3 Group - 115 (Lancasters), I5, 90, 21
214, 623, 622, 196, 199, 620 (Stirlings)

No. 4 Group - 466, 196, 431 (Wellingtons) 73, 76,
(Halifaxes)

No. 5 Group - 619, 61, 106, 50, 207, 467, 49, 44, 9
(Lancasters)

No, 6 Group - 432 (Wellingtons), 426 (Lancasters),
434, 408, 428, 427, 429 (Halifaxes).
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available in any quantity for six months and wished to lmo\7
whether the A Mai’k V was suitable,

aircraft and specially trained crews for the operation.
Admiralty I'eplied on 17 Atigust that the A Mark  V would not

stand up to a 10 ft minim-um depth but that trials might show
that it fimctioned in I5 ft.
Bomber Operations fi’om the Directorate of Operational Require
ments dated I3 August however, stated that 40 to 60 per cent
of A Mark 7 mines laid in 12 ft depth fixnctioned correctly.
By 22 September this figure was again modified to  9 to 11 ft

minimum depth.

He proposed usinglancaste

A minute to the Birectci-ate of

r
TheA.H.B./II/

70/107
17.8.43

ibid

O.R,2(a)
13.8.43

ibid

table

22.9.43
On the 20 August the Admiralty Mining Depai’tment produced

a paper on "The Mining of Inland Watemrays", which was sent to

the Air Ministry,
enemy countermeasures, mj.ning against the
and the effect on traffic*,

heavy vri.despread attack was more effective than  a small scale

attack or an attack concentrated geographically.

They examined the mine circui.ts available,
se couictenneasures

The conclusion reached was that a

ibid

20o8,45

At approximately the same date the U. S, He.val Eorce
submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff a paper on "The },&ning
attack against the Inland Waterways of North West German^'’",
which had been compiled by Admiral Stark,
study of the importance of canal transport to the enemy,
German canal construction, the effect of a siorprise mining
attack, and enemy defensive countermeasur'es. They proposed
using the American Mark XIII mine(l) and incorporated a report
on this mine by an American mining expert.

s

This was a detaile

ibid

d

A.H.B./II/
70/107
M.E,W. papers
summarised in

Air Staff Note

of 22,10,43

In September the Ministry of Economic Warfare px'cduced, at

the request of the Naval Intelligence Deparcm-ent Aclmilralty^, a

paper on the importance to the enemy of the ICiel canal,
had previously published on the 4 September a paper on the
Dortmund - Ems and Mittelland canals.

They

As a result of these papers on the 22 October an Air Staff

note was produced on "The Mining of Inland Watervrays in Germany

The Air Staff paper made a sum-
It stated, however.

and Enemy Occupied Europe,
mary of the information produced so far.

A,H.B./II/
70/107
22cl0,,43

that a large scale mining operation against the whole system of
The A typeenemy waterp,rays was not practicable at that time,

H mine, designed for this t^qee of operation, vfas not yet avail
able,

not fit into British aircrai’t

modified for dropping into shallow water but Viras far less

econcaical than the A type Hv3jjj
however, wsb the scale of effort involved,
decisive resiolts, it vrould be necesssery to divert a substantial

part of Bomber Commend heavy ai'd medium bomber aircroat from

The Am.erican Mark XEI ne, omng to its size, would
The A Mark V had been

The most serious 'p^rohlem,
In. order to obtain

A.H.B. Al/
70/107
14.8,43

(1) Tests indicated thatMark XEII mine of 1029 lb. weifjht,
50 to So per cent of these mi.nes dropped at 200 m.p.h,
from 100 to 200 feet into S to 12 feet of v/ater would be

opsi-ative.
In actual fact installation trials held at the A. and

A.E.E. on 4 November showed that the Anerican Mark XEII

mine could not be installed in British aircraft Td.thout a

major’ modification to the 2,000 lb, bomb carrier.
Moreover it would not fit into Mosquito aircraft  - the

only type of aircraft which the Air Council proposed using
for the operation.

a.h.e,Ai/
70/107
27.11,43.

(2)

(3)
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their existing targets,
reducing the size of striking foi'ces despatched against German

cities and G,A.P, targets, vv-hich was incompatible mth bombing
policy under existing directives, and therefore impracticable.
The alternative was to substitute inland mining for the present
sea mining effort of Bomber Command,

against this solution, since "Freshman" crews, v/ho undertook

a large part of sea mining operations, could not be enrployed
on the difficult task of mining inland waterways in highly
defended areas.

This could only be achieved by

Tactical reasons T/eighed

The possibility of using small forces of
heavy and mediimi bombers, fi-om time to time, to mine the mox'e
important of the waterways had also been considex’ed,
experience of the recent bombing attack on the Dortraund-Ems
canal ("I) had shoi/m that losses on such operations, necessarily
in moonlight conditions and at a low level, vrere likely to be

The Air Staff concluded that the best way of carrj'-

The

serious,

ing out such an operation would be to use lighter aircraft of

higher performance.
H mines; Marauder aircraft of the U.S.A.A.P. carrying the

American Mark XIII mine could be used in daylight v/ith fighter
aircraft to mine the Eliine-YiTaal and Dutch Island areas aiid the

Mosquito aircraft could carry 4 A type

Sambre - Meuse ?/aterways,
nor the Mosquito aircraft were likely to be available at that

time, and economic considerations pointed to the. spring, after
the thaviT, as the most profitable time to initiate operations,
C.A.S, proposed to have plans dravra up for mining theMlttelland,
Dortmund and Itiel canals and the mouth of the Rhine -Waal river,
early next year.

However, neither the A tjpe H mines.

Meanwhile trials of the A type H, or the A Mark 7111 mine

as it was now called, were continued. Dropping trials at
Weston in August had established that the mine functioned

satisfactorily when dropped into 12 ft of water. After
further trials with Mosquito aircraft, the limiting; figures
were revised to a minimum depth of 8 ft, release heights of

150 to 3G0 ft and speeds of release up to 320 m.p.h.

A.H.B.AI/
70/107 0,R,2(a)
13.8.43

ibid

M. D. D.

9.12.43

At the same time the minimum release heights for the other
Mark A mines were revised to 100 ft. This was the minimum

release height to ensure the proper fuictioning of the mines.
To achieve the absolute safety of the aircraft against the

very occasional explosion of mines on impact, the minimum
height was increased again on 15 February 1944 to 6OO ft, and
on 21 April 1944.i in connection mth the fragment danger from
Mark VI mines, to 700 ft. This last figure was made
standard for all mines except the A Mark VIII, which, by its
design, required low release, and the special low dropping
assemblies of the A Mark V mine.

ibid

R.D. Arm. 4

8.12,43

ibid

R.D. Arm, 4
15.2',4^

and 21o4oi.i4

Despite the recommendations of the Mark VIII mine by the

experts of the Mine Design Department Admi-ralt'y, and the
definite requirement by the Air Staff for such a mine, lar'ge
scale production was delayed,
initial order for 100 mines as f.or back as May 1943 at a

meeting in the Admiralty on the 4 June priority A had been

given to production,
an official request to the Admiralty for a minimum of 2,000
mines for all theatres of war, with a possible increase in

Bomber Command had given an

On the 25 September the Air Council se

A..M. File S.l636/n
Enel, 200A

A.H.Bo/II/7'^/107
Appendix A to
minutes of meeting
on k.Ukh

A.M. File S.1636/11
Enel, 201 A

nt

(1) By No. 617 Sqdiio on the I5/I6 September,
were lost out of eight despatched.

Five Lancasters ■
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A.H.B./II/
70/107
14.10.43

A.E.B./II/ ,
70/107
25.10.43

their or-der later on.

Bomber Operations asked the Admiralty, for planning purposes,
how many mines they could expect by the folloTd.ng March.
Admiralty replied on the 25 October that the Directoi* of

Torpedoes and Mines could not give a date, and askedwiiether the
use of existing mines and Marauder aircraft had been abandoned.
The Air Ministry repeated on 27 October tha.t the  A Mark Till

mine was necessary for Mosquito aircraft which vrere the only
type available for the operation,
craft was a question for the United States Vlllth Air Force
authorities.

On the 14 October the Directorate of

The

The use of Maraudei- air-A.H.B./II/
70/107
27.10.43

ibid

D. B. ops
7.12.43

A meeting wa.s called at the Admiralty on the 29 November
to discuss these delays. It viras stated that tooling-up for
the Mark VIII mine had been delayed due to the diversion of the
contractors to the production of "Foxers” against acoustic
to2rpedoes. The mine v/as now laid on but tooling up usually
took five months, so that production on a mass scale would not
commence before April 1 91i4o Production would then be about

400 mines per month. There were onlj'’ one or two of the mines
in existence at the time. The Director of Torpedoes and Ivlines
said that he could only pi-omise 40 or 50 specially rnoHe mines
before April. In the circumstances these were not ordered.

It was suggested that the Mr Ministry should use their
influence with the Ministry of Mrcraft Production to get a
higher priority. The hif^est priority the Admiralty could
give ivould not secure production before April, There was even
a danger that the Ministry of Mrcraft Production might divert
labour from the contractors to other firms. The Mlied
Expeditionary M.r Force was also involved since the mining of
inland virateuways had been suggested as part of the "Overlord"
invasion plans. The Director of Tactical Operations,
Mr Ministry, informed the A. O.C-in-C of the A..E.A.P, on the
7 December of the details of the Mark Till mine and its pro
duction, and was asked by the Directorate of Bomber Operations
on the 10 December to ascertain the requirements of ii.S.A..F, so
that the Directorate could get an overall figm-e.

Meanwhile the Director of the itfine Design Department had
informed the Directorate of Bomber Operations on  9 December of
the details of the delays in production. He complained of
obstruction by The Director of Torpedoes and i,fines and stated
that tooling up in this case wsis a simple process and should
certainly not talce five months. This information was passed
to those concerned and an informal meeting was called in the
Directorate of Bomber Operations on 4 Janueury 1 944 to dascuss
the position,

(vi) Minelaying - October to December 1 943

A.H.B./II/
70/107
C.M. 3,263
D.Ops Tac.
7.12,43

ibid

D,B. Ops
10.12,43.

ibid

M,D,D.

9.12,43

ibid

Be Ops, 1
10,1.44

(a) Operations October to December 1943

In October 367 sorties vrere flown on 11 niglits, 3I8
Fo-ur aircraft

one in the Bay of Biscay
One airoral’t crashed on

Fewer* mines were laid in the Bay and more in

were successful and 1,076 mines were laid,
lost,(l) two in the Baltic,

and one off the Frisian Islands,
return,(2)

were

(1) No. 1 Group - 0/300 (Wellington)
No, 3 Group - K/15, 0/149 (Stirlings)
No, 4 Group - C/51 (Halifax)

(2) No, 3 Group - Ef. 142/75 (Stirling)
SECRET(17500)439
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the Baltic, 245 of the 279 mines in the .latter area
were laid in the Kattegat. On the 2/3 October 117 air
craft took part in a large scale operation tnid 292 mines

were laid in gardens from St» Naza.ire to SassnitZe On

the 7/8 October 79 aircraft laid 194 imLnes in gardens in.
the Bay, off the North Sea Coasts of Holland, Germaiiy and

Denmark and in the Kattegat, Bad weather at the end of

the month limited operations. Minelaying vms suspended
in a few of the Baltic gardens, namely Daffodils I,
Nasturtiums, Silverthorns V and XIV, duuring the period
9 to 24 Octobex’, OT/ing to the exchange of \iroundsdprisoners
of war v/ith Germany, which was taking place in these areas.

A.H.B,/IIA1/21
Admiralty Signal
MS 20041 ■
Air Min.

Signals
AX 456 and
AX 395 In October trials T/ere carried out at Snaith -using a

modified No, 3 Bomb carrier to install four 1,500 lb,
mines in Halifax aircraft v/ith the bomb doors open by

about 26 inches. No difficulty.was found on take-off and

mines were dro]pped successfully on S'paldington Bomb Rai-age.
A few of the new carriers arrived in No, Group Squadrons
in Januai'y 191[4» The carrier vras first used opera.!ion-
ally by No, 1+ Group on the 11/12 Peb2rufa''y. No, 6 Group
did not receive any of the new carriers uxitil May 1 944«

In Novembe,r 352 sorties v/ere flovm, 3^1 9 were success>-
ful and 97S mines were laid. Eight aix-craft wei-e los-t,^’'
fo-ur in the Kattegat, three in the Bay and one in the
Frisians. One airc.raft crashed, (2) This month the
majority of mines were laid in the Bay, less off the North

Sea coast of Geimiany and only ver^r few in the Kattegat,
Mines were laid off Le Havre and Cherbourg for the first

time since March 1943, .Coastal Command, who had pre
viously mined these areas, v/ere released from all mine

laying commitments on the 23 November,

No. 4 Group

S-ummary
October 1943

No. 6 Group
Summary

May 1 944

A. H. B. /Ilk/
67/533

In December 256 sorties were floim, 204 were success
Five aircraft vrere lost(3)ful and 800 mines were ]aid.

two in the Kattegat, two in the Frisians area, and one in

the Bay. Three aircraft crashed(4.;. The majority of
mines were laid off the North Sea Coast of Germany, and

the lo-vvest number in the Bay for the whole of 1 9'!;-3»
small number were laid in the Baltic and off the North

French Coast.

A

No. -6 Group
Summary
November 1 943

No, 6 Group had carried out no mining operations in
November because t.he Air Staff at Bomber Command Head

Quarters had decided that Stirlings of No

be 1-i.sed rji-imarily for minelaying for the ■

No. 300 Polish SqL-^.adron of- No, 1 Group -wo-uld be used

solely for minelaying v/hilst equipped with ¥ellington air
craft o

sent from No, 6 Group bomb dumps to No, 3 Group,
siderable number of Mark V mines still remained in stock.

This

3 Group would
.me being ai-:d

A large numbe.r of Mark IV mines were therefore
A con

of mine was considered particularly suitable for

(^) No, 1 Group - A/300 (Wellington)
No, 3 Group

(Stirlings}-
No, 4 Group - 0/102 (Halifax)
No, 1 Group - U/300 (Wellington')
No, 3 Group - H/90, V/199, P/623, K/218, 0/l49
(Stirlings)
No, 3 Group - j/75, L/75 (Stirlings)
No, Z[. Group “ 11x235/466 (Halifax)

- P/199, G/75, u/75, E/623, L/12^9

(2;
(3

(4)

(I7500)zf4o SECRET
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On the 24/25 December Halifaxes of
This was

the Erisians area.

No. 6 Grot^) planted 67 Mark V mines in the area,
the only mine laying operation carried out by No,  6 Group
during the month.

The Pliotographic Eeconnaissanoe Unit reported that the
merciiant vessel Osprnp, a blockade runner with a cargo of
rubber from the Thr East, was aground off Le Verdun on the
28 December,

vessels alongside and A,A, protection was given by a number
of escort vessels. On the 29/30 December 12 Stirlings of
No. 3 Group(l) were despatched to lay special mines in the
entrance of the Gironde, to delay the discharge of the cargo.
Three aircraft were successful in laying 10 mines,(2)

To assist in harassing enecy convoys who might be
forced to enter the Mblen Gat approach to Den Holder to avoid
sea and air attack, the Admiralty suggested on the
26 November that Bomber Command should lay mines in a given
area off Texel, The mines sho\jld contain magnetic assemblies
03aly and should be fitted with eight day sterilizers.
No. 3 Group laid 18 mines off Texel on 3O/3I December,

(b) Tactics

There was one innovation at the end of the qviarter,
the night of the 30/31 December tliree Stirling aircraft of
No, 149 Squadron No, 3 Group made the first operational
sorties on high level mining,
the Girtmde from a height of 12,000 ft,, one mine hung vp,
'J’ls'ml pinpointing and a D,R. run were used according to
instructions given in Appendix A to No, 3 Group Operation
Instruction No. 69 dated the 20 December 1943,

Statistics October tn December

The cargo was being unloaded into small

On

Eleven miles were laid off

3.0. O.R.B.

Naval Staff

January 1944

A,E.h,,/Ilk/83
Adm, Signal
M,S. 22760

AJAB./m/
241/3/619(0)
Enel. 133

No, 3 Group
O.I. No. 69

Bomber Command aircraft flew 975 sorties of which 84I
were successful. Seventeen aircraft were missing and five
crashed, A total of 2,852 mines were laid, more than half
ofi the North Sea Coast of Germany and Holland, Considerably
less mines were laid off the Biscay ports than in the previous
quarters. summary of results is given in Table III,a

(1)
(2)

75} 149, 199 and 90 Squadrons,
The mining of the Gironde does not appear to have had
any effect on the discliarge of the Osomo cargo,
Tlie work was coarpleted on the 10 January 1944 and in
spite of the difficult conditions in the Le Verdon Roads,
the mHoading of the Osorno and the despatch of
the cargo went on smoothly and without interruption.

iidin. T3D/IDS
ICTB, Gruppe
best

jPG/57569
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Table III

No. of mines laid

No, 1 Area No, 2 Area No, 3 Area No, h Area No, 5 Area Casualties

VJ, Baltic,
Belts,
Sound,
Kattegat

Haugesund
and Oslo

Fjord

N, Sea
Coasts of

Germany
and the

Off the A/c

Biscay missing crashed
ports

A/oN, Coast
of France

low

countries

October

November

December

2‘ 588C k0 209 1
0 376 87 479 8 1

35 0 550 34 181 5 3

Total 346 1,5140 869121 17 5

Engny Vessels sunk by mine

No, 1 Area

No, Tons

4-3,271
7- 919
5- 455

No, 2 Area No, 4 AreaNo, 3 Area No, 5 firea

No, Tons No, Tons No, Tons No, Tons
October

November

December

nil 2- 300 nil 1- 91
nil nil nil nil
nil 1- 113 nil a-1,719

Total 16-4,645 nil 3- 413 nil 3-1,810

Enemi’^ Vessels damaged by mine

No. 1 Area No, 4 AreaNo, 2 Area No, 3 Area No, 5 Area
No. Tons No, Tons No, Tons No, Tons No, Tons

October

November

December

441 nil nil nil nil
2-1,3'/7 nil nil nil 1-5,567
nil nil nil nil nil

Total — 3-1,421 nil nil nil 1*6,567
L

Twenty—two enemy vessels totalling 6,868 tons were sunk
and a further fo-ur of 6,988 tons damaged. The total sunk
includes nine small craft of under 100 tons. Only three
ships (all cargo) of over 1,000 tons were sunlc, the largest
being the E^fel (Ge) - 1,429 tons sunk off Lorient,
minor naval units were destroyed coiirprising one toipedo boat,
one patrol boat, one minesweeper, one torpedo tender,
R-boat and a harbour defence craft,

salvage tug, a ferry, a lighter and a small cargo coaster.

Six

one

The balance consisted o
a

f

The whole of No, 1 Group’s minelaying was done by
.Vellingtons of No, 300 Polish squadron who received
2 December a signal from the Admiralty congratulating them for
laying 300 mines during November and on reaching  a total of
2,000 mines laid. The Stirlings of No, 3 Groiip bore the
brunt of the minelaying during the q\rarter.
No, 4 and 6 Groups only flew occasional sorties,(l)

on

The Halifaxes of

A.H,B,

ID4/86
Admty, Signal
WX,73253

The total enemy shipping sunk during this period was less
than the previous quarter not only because 350 fewer mines were
laid but beca-use by now the Germans were definitely on top as
regards mine sweeping,
early as June 1943,

This improvement had made itself felt as
April and May had been good months for us

becatise a much increased total lay vra.s mainly directed into the
Vest Baltic and Kattegat areas. These vrere always the wealcest
spots in the enemy's organisation and at this particular time
the lays v/ere made more deadly than usual by the introduction of
the new Acoustic/ilagnetic Assembly No, G,708, Between June and

(1) The B,C, squadrons used on mlnelaylng operations during this quarter were—
No, 1 Group - Wellingtons of No, 300,
No, 3 Group - Lancasters of Nos, 115, 5l4,
149# 199, 214, 218, 620, 622 and 623,
No. 4 Group - HalIfaxes of Nos. 10, 51 and 102.
No, 6 Croup - Hallfaxes of Nos. 429, 431, 432 and 434,

SECRET
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Dijcember inclusive t'&n mines were laid in the distant easterly
(.'ardens owing to the short summer nights and later to the

eneral scaling dovm of mining sorties in the last quarter,
Moreover by midsunmer the enemy’s planned expansion of his mine

protection fleet was coming to fiuition and the sweeping
teclrriique iiTgrroved rapidly aftei' July. These various factors

combined to reduce their losses to an average of only 1,700
tons per month. It was during this latter half of 1943 that

the tonnage sunk by direct attack at sea, which for most of the
vmr to date had lagged so far behind, started to catch up and
in 19^4 surpassed the mining score. However, the sorties
flovm and aircraft lost were always much greater for the direct
attack operations than for those of the minelayers.

(vii) The development of High Level Mining September 1943 to
February 1944

On the 21 September 1943 Bomber Development Unit received a

directive from Bomber Command instructing them to carry out
ti'ials on High Altitude Mining, The directive stated:-

(i) That heights of release up to 15,000 ft. were required
(ii) That the ballistics of the mine were to be determined

(iii)
visible landmarks were to be investigated,

(iv) That the accuracy of marking targets by dropping
target indicators Yidth the aid of H, 2.S. were to be

investigated.

The tjqie of mine used was the standard A Mark I to XV mine.

Trials proved that the mine had remarkably consistent
ballistics and a tenninal velocity of 275 feet per second,
however, the Mark XIV Bombsight, which Bomber GonTiiand proposed
using when not mining entirely by Radar, was not designed to
deal with bombs of a lower terminal velocity than 1,000 feet
per second nor did it deal -vidth cross trail(l),  a factor of
considerable magnitude Tri.th a boob or ..line of low terminal

velocity. The ad.iustnient to the borabsight necessary to
counteract these two factors was calculated and tested.

The. average operational mining error in mining direct from
15,000 ft. was estimated at less than. 1,000 yards from the Mean
-Point of Impact of Target Indicators, allowing for ineyperienced
crews and a wind error of 15 I'.p.h. Including the error fro,m
.1,2.3. aiming of the Target Indicacors, the maximum average
error from the target was likely to be about one and a half
miles and vrould often be considerably less. The average error
of mining from 15,000 feet by means of a timed run from a land-
mcr’k up to six miles awa^/, wou.ld be less than one mile. The
visibility must be good enough for the landmark to be clearly
defined.

O

'Fiat aiming at markers and also timed runs from

A.h.B./lIK/
6-,V'759
le-oort No.

iiDU. 27,
Psr-t I

ibi'd

3ej.ort No, IDu,

27, Part II

The Bomber iJevelopinent unit Report No, 27, Part II, dated
tlie 22 Pebruarjr 19^4, gave full instructions for various methods
of high altitud.e raining. In order of accuracy these vrere:-

1. A straight forward bombsight run. This method was
suitable for mining a ntrrrow channel between an island
and the mainland or' a n-arrow river estuary. Conditions
necessarjr were a moonlit t£.rget with a vd.nd speed of less
than 45 mi.p.i;..

(l) The downwina travel of the aii.ne after it had left the
aircrsif t,
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2, A timed run from a landmark, making use of the bomb-
sight. The landmark should be within eight miles of the
target, and must be moonlit,
on windspeed.

3. A bombsight run on to Target Indicators placed by
marking aircraft with the aid of H,2.S., G.H., Gee or
Oboe. This method was suitable for ary weather provided
the Target Indicators could be seen. There were no
restrictions on windspeed. A few Eadar aircraft were
required. If H.2.3. was used, an unmistakable point on
the coastline between five and fifteen miles from the
target was required.

There were no restrictions

Dropping purely with the aid of H,2.S
Any weather was suitable.

4. G.H,, Gee, or
All aircraft must be

• f
Oboe,

equipped with the Radar device used*
competent Eadar Operator in each aircraft.

There must be a

The report concluded that, by these methods, high level
mining could be carried out with equal accuracy, and under
certain conditions with considerably greater accuracy than low
level mining. The teolinique was not difficult but must be
varied to suit the conditions.

(viii) Minolaying - January to March 1944.

(®-) Operations and Tactics January 194A

In January, 227 low level and 136 high level sorties
were flown on eleven nigiits.(l)
207 and 121 respectively.

Successful sorties were

One aircraft was missing from

B.C, Grottp
O.E.B. Appen
dices and

Sqdn, O.R.B,s
a low level sortie to the Baltic(2) and two on high level
sorties to the same area.(3) A total of 1,101 mines
laid, 4-65 from a high level. More than half were planted
off the North Sea Coast of Holland and Germany,
remainder vjas divided between the Biscay ports and the
Baltic. A small nujnber of mines were laid off the North
Erench Coast,

were

The

After the first successful operational trial of high
level mining on the 30/3I December 1943 by No, 3 Group, by
means of a D.E, run from a visual pinpoint, other methods
ware tried in Januaiy 1944.
were on a small scale at first.

These preliminary trials
T- o - tr Januaiy six
n.2,0, Halifaxes of No, 6 Group(4) successfully laid
12 mines from 14,000 to 13,000 ft, off Brest, some by means
of 11.2,3. homing. On the following night five out of six
H.2.3. Lancasters despatched from No. 5 Groi5>(5) laid
25 mines from 12,000 ft, by H.2.S. and visual identifica
tion off the approaches to Swinemunde, ^
from the main stream which bombed Stettin.

They were detached
On the 6/7 two

groups of six H-,2.S. Halifaxes from No, 6 Group(6) laid
11 and 12 mines respectively from 13,000 to 13,000 ft. off

(1) For the purpose of statistics, sorties when the aii^
craft was instructed to lay its mines from above
10,000 ft. are counted as high level sorties.

2) No. 3 Group - F/149 (Stirling).
3) No. 3 Group - H/199, M/90 (Stirlings).
4) No, 428 Squadron,
5) No. 49 Squadron,

Nos. 428 and 419 Squadrons.6
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Brest and St. Nazalre, some of the aircraft identifjdn
the target by means of Ho2,S. No. 6 Group aircraft car
ried cameras on the nights of the 4/5 and the 6/7 January,
Photographs showed that all No, 4I9 Squadron aircraft laid
their mines within one and three qiiarter miles of the
aiming point on the night of the 6/7 January. On the
27/28 a large scale mining operation from a high level
carried out by 58 Stirlings from No, 3 Group. f '
aircraft laid 269 mines in Heligoland Bight from heights
between 10,500 ft. and 15,000 ft.
combined with a bombing attack by Halifares from No, 8
Group on Heligoland, which enabled the rainelaying air
craft to establish their jposition in thick cloud and msJce
their run to the minelaying area. The Patljfinder Force
illuminated Heligoland with Target- Indicators and
Skymarkers and the main force used these as a check on
their position and as a mark from which to make a D.R,
run. On the same night other Stirlings from No, 3 Group
and Wellingtons from No, 1 Group were lading mines in the
Kattegat and off the Dutch and Danish coasts. A total

of 326 mines were laid during the niglit and no aircraft
were lost. On the 28/29 January No, 3 Group carried out
another hi^ level mining operation, A total of I60 mines

were laid off Kiel and off the Danish coast, mainly from
a hi^ level. Two aircraft were lost on high level
mining sorties this night. The minela^ang aircraft flew
atiead of the main force which was detailed on Berlin on

the same course. Pour H,2,S. Halifa:c aircraft of No, 8

P.P.P, Group 0
and flares green. One Halifax also laid a mine.

cr
o

was

Pifty tsTO

This operation was

marked Aero Island by Target Indicators

No operational aircraft from No. 3 Group were fitted
vn.th H,2,S. at this time therefore they were forced to
rely on marking by other H,2eS. aircraft,
been used occasionally by aircraft on minelajing opera
tions as far back as September 1945»(2)
H. 2.S. on minelajdng operations was chiefly developed in
connection with high level minelayin
No, 6 Group on the 4/5 and 6/7 January and by No.  5 Group
on the 5/6 January were the first high level mining
sorties losing H.2,S.

H.2.S. had

The use of

The sorties byO',
o*

After these successful operational trials of hi^
level mining, two Operational Orders were issued incor
porating the method.

Command Oiaeration at OrderNo.170 was revised and reissued.
The main object of the order was to increase the mj.ns-

laying effort in the Baltic and thus dislocate enemy sea
borne military traffic betireen German;)-'- and Noiw/-ay and

Germany and the Russian Pront.
interfering -vri-th the training of U-boat crews and assist-

Two large scale

On the 27 January 1 91:4 Bomber

The order also aimed at

ing towards the decline in their morale,

A.H.B.AIH/
241/3/565
B.C.0.0,

No. 170
27®1o44

plans were provided, one covering the Biscay and North Sea

areas, the other Baltic areas, to be used when circum
stances -permitted one plan to be covered on a single
night,
carry H.2,S.
heights up to 15^000 ft. at the discretion of the A. 0. C's

Groups.
period -under consideration.

As far as possible aircraft detailed were to
All mine assemblies could be released from

These plans were not implemented during the

(1) No. 35 Squadron,
(2) H.2.S. v/as first used for minelaying on the

27/28 September 1 943 by one Stirling of No. 3 Group,
SECRET
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Ibid

B.C.0.0.

No. 184
27.1.44

On the same day, Bomber Command Operational Order
No. 184 v/as issued to provide for the high altitude mining
of enemy inner harbours. The order claimed that enemy
minesweeping technique was probably unsuited to dealing
with mines in restricted T/aters. The operation vrould be
known as operation "Young" and vrould take place in areas
specified in the order when aircraft wex-e available and
tactical and weather conditions were suitable,
stated that H.2.S.

It was

aircraft should be used as far as pos
sible. Mines could be released from heights up 15,000 ft.
at the discretion of the A.O.C's Groups. Pinpointing and
procedure for estimating times of release was to be accord
ing to the latest technique evolved by Bomber Development
Unit for high altitude minelaying. Operation Young was
executed on several occasions during February.

Ibid

Sncl. 26a
On the 3 February as a result of a conference on

level minelaying held at Bomber Command Headquarters,
Groups vrere requested to draw up their own instructions
for this method of minelaying, covering the various tj'pes
of operational conditions that would be encountered, and
to submit them to Bomber Command Headquarters,
solidated instruction vrould then be issued.

id

A con-

(b) Operations and Tactics February 1944

B.C. Group
0.R.B, Appen
dices and

Sqdn. O.R.B. s.

In February 475 high level and 193 low level sorties
were floTm of which 405 and I60 respectively were success
ful. Six aircraft were missing from high level sorties
in the Baltic(1/ and three from low level sorties, one i
the Bay and tvro on sorties in the Frisians.(2)
craft crashed,C3)
1,043 from a high level.

Two air-

A total of 1,661 mines were laid,
■  , Nearly half the total mmiber of

mines were laid in the Baltic, including 644 in Kiel Bay.
The remainder was divided betwreen the Biscay ports, the
North Sea Coasts of Germany and Holland, aixd the North
French Coast,

Fjord for the first time duning this period.
A small number of mines vrare laid in Oslo

The technique of high level mining -was fixllydeveloped
in February, and the majority of the sorties were flown at
high level. These were mainly carried out by H.2,S.
Halifaxes of Nos, 4 and 6 Groups using individual K.2,S.
homing methods. On the 2/3 February fifty H.2.S.
Halifaxes were detailed to lay mines by H,2,S. in Kiel

Seventy six mines were laid in the required anea
This -was the first

Fjord,
and two in the Cadet Channel,

occasion when H.2,S. was used for a medium size operatioij,
as distinct from operations of only a fe-w H.2.S. fitted
aircraft. On the niglit of the 5/6 February ten H.2.S,

B.C. O.R.B.
March. Naval

Staff

Halifaxes of No, 6 Group(4) wrere successful in laying
20 mines from 15,000 ft. in Oslo Harbour, Mines were

(1) No. 3 Group - 0/75, E/149, R/149 (Stirlings)
No. 4 Group - D/102 (Halifax)
No. 6 Group - G/4I9, Z/43I (Halifaxes).
No. 1 Group - F/300 (Wellington)
No. 3 Group - j/218 (Stirling)
No. 6 Group - R/419 (Halifax).
No. 3 Group - H/90 (Stirling)
No, 4 Group - LV817/78 (Halifax).
Nos, 419 and 423 Squadrons,
ing ’.was in accoraemce T-'idth Operation Young,

SECHS.i.'

This night's m

(2)

(3).,

(4) inelay-
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B.C. O.R.B.

February 192)4
Photogra]phic
Section

laid by visual and E.2.S. homing and aircraft carried
cameras to obtain photograjihs off the coast in order to
check their position,

graphy would be vindertaken as a general rude by all Groups
in future, subject to the discretion of the Group
Commanders.

it was decided that tMs photo-

On the same night Halifaxes of No, 2). Group
laid 10 mines from a low level off Frederikstadt,
night’s minelaying v/as intended to disorganise the two
main Norwegian ports used by the Troop Ferry Service
betvreen Norway and Germany. On the 11 /12th the modified
bomb carrier (1^ ?/as used for the first time by Halifaxes
of No. 4 Group. Each aircraft laid four 1,500 lb. mines
from 12,000 ft. off La Pallice. On t^e 15/16th and
l9/20th February Stirlings from No, 3 droup accompanied by
marker aircraft from P.F.F,(2) laid a total of 299 mines
in Kiel Bay, The marker aircraft also laid mines.

This
B.C. O.R.B.

February 5/6

There were tvro large scale high level operations in
the Baltic at the end of the month. On the night of the
24/25 February Stirlings of No, 3 Group accompanied by six
Halifax markers from No. 6 Group(3) laid I33 mines off
Kiel. Fo^ar aircraft from No, 6 Group were vised as spoof
to draw off enemy fighters, Halifaixes from No, 6 Group
also laid 18 mines in Kiel harbour, and Halifaxes from
No, 4 Group mined in the Kattegat and the Sound,
Skymarkers vrere dropped by aircraft of No, 102 Squadron to
assist non H,2.S, aircraft mining in Silverthorn areas.
On this night the inner approach to Aarhus xrB.s mined for

the first time to dislocate the Ferry Service transporting
German troops to Norway. Flensburg Fjord was also mined
to discourage the use of that area by U-boats exex’cising.
On the follovidng ni^t Stirlings from No, 3 Group accom
panied by nine Halifaxes from No, 6 Group(4) as markers,
laid 84 mines in the Sound, v/hilst other aircraft from
Nos. 4 and 6 Groups laid I3S mines off Kiel.

B.C. O.R.B.

February 24/25

Mines were laid .for the first time off St, Male and

Morladx on the 3/4 February,
and Cherbourg was continued,
operations,

frequently used during the month to mine the inner
api^roaches to the Biscay ports in accordance mth Opera
Young. On the I5/I6 February six Stirlings from No. 3
Group(5) laid 18 mines in the canalised river leading to
Bayonne,

release at 3,000 ft, was ordered.

Routine raining off Le Havr

J- -

On this occasion a sligritly lovrer height of

e
These were mainly low level

The technique of higli level mining v/as

•

von

No. 4 Group
Summary
February 1 92)4

No. 2). Group reported that the modified No, 3 bomb
carrier, used for the first time in February was awlc./ard to

load but that bombing vp had been shoxd;ened by a modification
to the E type Bomb Trolley. The type A 2,000 lb. carrier
was also being modified so that four mines could be carried

ivithout using the No, 3 carrier.

No. 6 Group reported that their stocks of mines wei>e
very low and that the Lancaster and Halifax III Squadrons

No, 6 Group
Summary
February 1 924

(1) See Section (vi) (a),
(2) No, 35 Squadron.
(3) No, 41 9 Squadron.
4) No, 428 Squadron.
(5) No, 75 Squadron.
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had been denuded of their stoclcs. In their survey of the
month’s mining operations the Group stated that the number
of abor-bive sorties wa.s partly due to the failure of the

navigational aid (ii.2.S.) on Yihlch many operations v/ere
now planned. Navigational errors had also cavised non-
H.2,S, aircraft to arrive late in the tsorget area when
flare dropping had actually finished.

A.H.B./IIH/
2/3/316 (P)
Enel. 9A

On the 28 February the Senior Air Staff Officer at
Bomber Command Headquarters v/rote to the A, O.C. No. 4
Group stating that the Naval Attache StocHiola had reported
that eight mines were dropped in Sweden on the niglit
24/23 February. Some of the mines were 30niles 'east of the
target, the rest I4 mi-les southeast of the target, Invi.e¥:
of the satisfactory report of the operation given by No, 4
Group, he requested an investigation as to v/hether a fevf
aircraft had not sighted the marker flares and had dropped
their mines inaccurately, or whether the flares had been
inaccurately placed by many miles, and the whole effort
directed onto Sweden. On I5 March No. 4 Group sent a
detailed report of the operation to Bomber Conumand
Headquarters, The A. O.C. No. 4 Group pointed out that
high level mining was a recent development and had not yet
achieved a precision comparable with :nining by visual
methods; in consequence it was less siiitable for mine-
laying operations in restricted v/aters where absolute pre
cision was essential. He understood that the Naval Staff

-were v/illing to accept the risk of mines being laid on

land provided that certain types of mine only \were used.
On the night of the operation the forecast weather was
10/10 cloud. The area to be mined had been altered at

the ?.ast moment from Kiel Bay to part of the Sound. Since
only a proportion of the aircraft available were fitted
\?ith H, 2.S. it was decided that non-H. 2.S. aircraft should

release their mines over marker flares dropped by special
marker H.2.S, aircraft. Only a limited number of P.F.F,
marker flares wrere available and had been collected by air
that morning from P.F.F. The plan of operations included
the dropping of track markers off the Danish coast to

assist aircraft to maintain the correct heading, and flares
at the release point covering a period of ten minutes.
This should have given a margin for navigational error to

ensure aircraft arriving at the prescribed time and point.
The causes of inaccuracy^ were first the insufficient use

of marker flares, which were not entirely reliable, and
the insufficient duration of the flares to allo-w for late

arrivals. Moreover conditions were aggravated by  a cloud
base of 8,000 feet. Finally, the imnediate blame must
rest on a few aircraft who arrived late and released their

mines, contrary to instructions, v/ithout correct sighting
of the marker flares. The A.O.C. made proposals to
eliminate these factors. He stated that adequate stocks
of flares were now available. On the 1 9 March Bomber
Command concurred in the findings and conclusions of the

report and stated that the incident could be regarded as
closed.

Ibid

Enel, 124A

Ibid

End. 7A

No, 4 Group O.I.
No. 43

para. 2(b)
26.2.it4

Ibid.

End. 16A

Ibid.

End.
On the 22 February the Naval Staff Officer at Bomber

Command Headquarters noted that aircraft chiefly employed
on minelaying at the moment were 81 Stirlings from No, 3
Group, none of which were fitted with H,2.S., and
106 Halifax IIs and Vs from Nos, 4 and 6 Groups of which
33 were fitted with H.2.S.

level mining were;-

(a) Individual aircraft using H.2.S.

SECRET

The methods used on high
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(b) A force of aircraft mining in the •vicinity of
markers placed, by a small Patlifinder Force,

(c) Visual mining on clear and dtingerous nights.

Thus all the Stirlings and abou'j half of theI-felifaxes
were limited to mining on clear nights only tufLess assisted

by P.F.P.

promise of even meagre assistance for mining could be given
■when the main force -was bombing a major target. (0
therefore suggested that Maintenance Units and Stations of
Nos, L and 6 Groups should be provisioned v/itli sky markers,
gromd markers and marine markers in sufficient quantities
to enable H. 2,S. aircraft of these Gi-oups to act whenever
required as Patlifinders to the remaining raining force.
This would enable full ’scale minelayi.ng to take place
freely in -sreather conditions unsuitable for enemy fighter
activity but very suitable for penetration to dangerous
areas by our aircraft,
forces to dispensewith assistance from No. 3 Group,
sugges-fced that sky, groimd, rouce and max-ine mtirkers
sufficient for 100 sorties should be acct.imiiLated at
Maintenance Units and Stations.

But P.P.P, commitments y/ere such that no

He

it yrould also alloiT minelaying
He

H.2.S. Lancasters of
On theNos, 1 and 5 Groups -v-rould cover distant areas.

9 March Bomber Command informed Nos. 4 C Groups 'that
their best crevra, using H.2,S. aircraft, vrould be used as
markers and that supplies -were being arranged,
instructions vrould be forwarded.

Technica

On the 13 March Bomber

Ibid
Enel. 12A

l

Command -^vrote to the Ministry of Mrc.raft Production giving
details of the quantities of pyrotechnics required by
Nos, 4 and 6 Gro'ups and requesting that Groups be advised
as to their use.

Halifaxes from Nos. 4 sj^^d 6 Groups as Pathfinders had
already been made on the nights of the 24/25 and
25/26 February,

Operational trials of this use of

Ibid

Enel. I3A

(c) Operations and tactics March

In March 337 high level and 181 low level sorties were
flown, of v,rhich 3IO and I57 respectively vrore successful.
Two aircraft we.re missing on lov; level sox'ties to the
Bay(2) and one ditched after a hifh 1
Baltic.(3) One aircraft crashed. (4)
mines were laid, 838 from a high level. The majority of
the mines •'were laid off the North Seas coasts of Holland

and Germany, and in the Bay of Biscay. Minelaying in the
Baltic was on a moderately large scale but less than half
the previous month’s effort. The mining of the North
coast of France -was continued as part of the routine mine
laying preceding the coitmencement of special mining opera
tions for Overlord,

evel sortie to the

A total of 1 ,472

There were two large scale high level mining
operations.
No. 6 Group and Stirlings of No, 3 Group laid 265 mines

On the night of the 18/19 March Halifaxes of

(1) P.F.P. aircraft marked for minelaying on only four
Theseoccasions during the first .-juarter of 1944*

the 27/28 and 23/29 January and the I5/I6 and
No. 35 Squadron marked on each

were on

19/20 February.
occasion,

(2) No. 3 Group - S/199> H/75 (Stirlings).
(3) No. 6 Group - ¥/4l 9 (Halifax),
(4) No, 6 Group - E/434 (Halifax),

SECEST(1 7500) 44.9
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Halifax fromfrom high level in Heligoland Bight.
No. 4 Group laid 66 mines in the saiae areea from  a slightly

Fifteen H.2.S. Halifaoces fx’om No, 6 Gi-oupO)
'The markers drop'ped flares

0S

lower level,

marked for other aircraft,

green steady, and other aircraft were instructed to aim at

the centre of the flares, set bomb si^its, True Air Speed
and Heiglit, and zero wind^ and make a D.R. run to the

release point,

Stirlings laid 254 mines in Kiel Bay, 65 in Pehmarn Belt
and two off the Danish coast,

from No. 6 Group were instructed to droie flares and then
make a Timed Run to release tiieir mines,

■vere instructed to garden on the markers, others on an
H, 2.S. bearing,
on this nights operations.

On the 22/23 March Halifaxes and

Fifteen Halifax markers

Some aircrtift

Yfanganui slcymarIcing technique was, u.sed

On the 23/24 March ten mines were laid east of Ushant
for the first time as part of the preparations for
Ovex’lord. On the 19/20 March mines fitted v/ith  a new
t3.'pe of sterilizer, knoi/m as the resistance unit, were
laid off Texel. The resistance unit was fitted to the
electric battery which set off the mine and gradually'' ran
doiwn the cvu’rent until, after a set period of time, the
mins would no longer function. Resistance units P-, Q, R,
S andU, covering various periods of time, were frequently
fitted to mines laid in Overlord target areas during the
next few months.

(d) Statistics January to March 1944

Bomber Command flew 606 low level and 948 high level
sorties, of viiich 524 836 respectively were success
ful,

and nine from high level,
on high level operations, and aircraft were sen'c to the
most dangerous area,
on sorties to the Baltic.

Six aircraft were missing from low level sorties
A greater effoi-t was expended

411 the high level c asualties v;-ere
Three aircraft crashed. A

total of 43234 mines were laid, 2,344 on high level
sorties. A summary of results is given in Ta.ble IV.

Tablo IV

Mo. of mines laid

No. 1 AreaMo, 1 Area No, 2 Area No, 3 Area No. 5 Area Casualties
North —r/?r

crashed
Wo Baltic,
Dolts,
Sound,
Kattegat

Haugesund Off the

Biscay
Ports

17^N. sea
Coasts of
Genpany
and the Icsf
ccartrlcs

Missingand Coast of
FranceOslo fjord

TtST
826

Jar.uary
February
March

0 b99 30 296 3
280 388137 930 2

1655/48319 10 3

Total 1,321 1,427 1,12430 332 15 3

Enemy vessels sunk by mine

No, 4 AreaNo. 1 Area Mo. 3 Area No, 5 AreaMo, 2 Area
WTNo.Ho, Tons

6"'' ItW
9- 551

10“ 8s 182

No. Tons No. No.' TonsTons ons

1" 5,094
:  ’ 418
7“10,474
2“ nil

1- 540

nil 1“ 245
nil

1- 300

January
February
March

1- 257
nil

25-16,733 10-15,986 3-1,7862“ 545Total 1- 257

(1) 4193 428 Squadrons.
(1 7500)450 SECRET
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Enemy vessels damaged byOtoQ.

No, 1 Area No. 2 Area No. 4 Area
No. Tons

No, 3 Area
No, Tons

No, 5 Area

No. TonsNo. Tons No. Tons
January
February
March

nTT

1-4,162
nilnil nil

3-3,520
4-4,929

nil 1- 441nil

nil nil nil nil

7-G,449Total 2-5,830nil 1- 441nil

A total of 4'! enemy vessels of 35,294 tons were stink
and a further 10 of 14,720 tons were damaged. Nearly
equal amounts in tonnage were sunk off the North Sea Coast

and in the Baltic, although the Baltic figures include
more small vessels. Eighteen small craft of under
100 tons were sunk. The largest victim.was
Vigo-Sperrbrecher 10 (7,358 tons) sionk in the Nectarines
Garden on 7 March. IVelve other minor naval war vessels

were sunk. These included three Sperrbrechers(l two
V.P. boats, two M-boats, four harbour defence boats and
one R-boat.

e sunk. (2)
vessels and two buoylayers.

Seven merchant vessels of over 1,000 tons
The balance consists of small merchantwer

With the development of the high level mining tech
nique a much greater effort was expended on minelaying.
In the number of sorties flown, mines laid and, more
particularly, in the amount of ejiemy shipping sunk by mine,
this quarter shovfs a marked improvement when compared -with

the last six months of 1943*

Stirlings from No, 3 Group carried out most of the
mining during this quarter, laying 2,654 out of a total of
4,299 mines laid. The remaining ?/ellingtons of No, 3OO
Squadron No, 1 Group continued their minelayj.ng, opera
tions until March when the whole squadron was converting
to Lancasters. , Halifaxes from Nos, 4 and 6 Groups were

particularly active on high level operations using their

H.2.S. fitted aircraft individually or as markers, A few

sorties were flown by Lancasters of No, 5 Group and
Halifaxes of No, 8 (P.P.P,) Group. (3) IHiring this
quarter Nos, 3, 4 and 6 Groups were using Window, wnen
instructed, on minelajd-ng operations,

(e) Mining against U-boats January to May 1944

Continual minelaying off the Biscay U-boat bases
A total ofachieved no more success than in 1943»

2,12i mines were laid off the U-boat bases at Bordeaux,

(i) Botilla Russ-Sperr, 137 (996 tons),
Eriesland-Sperr, 16T (1,029 tons)
Lies-Sperr. I4I (465 tons).
Johann Schulte (5,094 tons), Hanau (5,892 tons),
Ruhrort (l .080 tons), Desdeiaona ('1,304 tons),
Strauss (1».756 tons), Wiirpi (1,227 tons),
Erfurt (4,201 tons).
Squadrons were?-

No, 1 Group - 300 (Wellingtons)
No. 3 Group - 90, 149, 1
No, 4 Group - 466, 78, 10, 102, 77, (Halifaxes)
No, 5 Group - 49 (Lancasters)
No. 6 Group - 433, 428, 419, 434, 431, 429, 424
(Halifaxes)
No. 8 Group - 35 (Halifaxes).

75, 214, 218 (StirliQQ

(2)

(3)

ngs)

(17500)451 SECRET
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La Pallice, St. Naaaire, Lorient and Brest, the heaviest
lay of 535 mines being in the Gironde.
T/vltli Bomber Command Oiserational Order No. I84 of the
27 JanuaryC'l) the inner approaches to the U-boat bases
were also rained on a number of occasions from a higli
level.

in accordance

Approximately 85O mines were laid from a
level off these ports during these five months.

B. d U.

YiTar Diary
Only one U-boat was smik by mine in the Biscay.

This was U. 263 sunk off La Pallice on the 20 January.
U.263 sailed from Pallice on the 19 January,
reported on the 20 January that an external fuel taiJ: on
the port side had caved in dvu-ing a deep dive, and that
she was unable to submerge.
Two fast motor minesY/eepers and two patrol boats vrere
sent to meet her and four Ju. 88s were to give aerial
protection,

the boat was considered lost,

there w£is no evidence of enemy activity and that the
cause of loss was probably the breakdovm of submerging
apparatus,

laid mine in position 46° IO' N. 01° 14* Y4

On the 2 February B. dU. stated that U.j
assmied lost,

had run onto a mine,

30 January by a Leigh Light Wellington K/'i 72 on  a night
patrol in the Bay of Biscay.

She

The reevson v/as not knovm.

However, the search proved unsuccessful and
B. dU. (Doenitz) said

It is now knovvn that U.263 was sunk by air-

must be

He considered it v/as possible that she
Actually U.364 was sunk on the

Postwar British

and U.S. Joint

Assessment

Committee

B. d U.

War Diary

ibid On the 25 May U. 613 yms damaged by a. grovind mine
The boatafter a deep diving tz'ial off St. Nazalre.

managed to put into port.

A.ii. B./il K/
241/3/563
Enel. 32A

On the 20 February A.C.A.S. (operat.tons) wrote to
the D/C-in-C. Bomber Command regarding a plaiz for
increased minelaying in the Baltic to dislocate U-boat

training and prevent their breaking out from the Baltic,
which he had received from A.C.N.S.(H) (Rear Admiral
Brind), the Adnairalty. The effort required was the lay
ing of approximately 1,400 mines per month in Baltic
areas. A.C.A.S. stated that there would be no quest^.on
of diverting aircraft from the bomber offensive against
Germany to meet this mining plan, but suggested that
Halifax IIs and Vs and Stirlings might be used in non
moon periods. He understood that the requirement was in
addition to the normal Frisian and Biscay iid.ning. For

the pei'iod immediately before Overlord, the Admiraltj^
considered, however, that mining in the Baltic should
have priority ovex' other mining operations. On the
28 Februarj'- the D/C-in-C. Bomber' Command replied that fche
C-in-C. was not in favour of the plan. Recent German
tactics had greatly increased the value of feint or
diversionary attacks t.o get their figliters into the air

and draw them into the vrrong place and for that they
relied on their Stirlings and Halifax IIs and Vs. There
were enormously increased demands for S.O.E. TOrk(2) and
although most of this took place during the moon period,
it reduced the number of operational sorties which air

craft could do in the dark period. There were as yet

ibid

Minute 29.
ibid

Enel. 32A

ibid

Enel. 33A

(1) See Section (viii) (b).
(2) Special Operations Executive.
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undefined but very large commitments in support of
Overlord which, the C-in-C. considered, threatened to rioin
or stop the bomber offensive against Germany.
29 February A.G.A. S. replied to Admiral Brind that the

Prime Minister had ruled that S.O.E. operations to help
the Maquis had priority over mining by Stirlings of Bomber
Command which mitigated against a full out mining effort.
He stated that, as a result of the nev/ technique, ("I)
Bomber Command had stepped up their effort and some
1 ,600 mines had been 1
hmidred in the Baltic,,

to Bomber Command although there vjsls no guarantee that it
could be completed in full before Overlord. ̂-5)
Command with the United States Second Tactical ivi,r Force

were under a Combined Chiefs of Staff directive for the

On the

in February, including several
However a plan had been sent

Bomber

ibid

29.2.44-

Combined Bomber Offensive recently issued, v/hich dix-ected
their joint efforts on to the neutralisation of the German

Air Force and made this their primary object,
diversion from this dix'ective to complete the i\dmiralty's
Baltic mining plan vrould not be possible without the sanc
tion of the Combined Chiefs of Staff.

Any

However, in actual
fact this mining fi-’orn the air of the Western Baltic was

causing serious concern to Doenits. At a meeting Yri-th

Hitler at the end of February, he brought up the subject
and said that all the U-boats training in the Baltic (at
that time numbering 190 new and 90 school boats) would be
useless if the exits into the Kattegat could not be kept
open, not to speak of the danger now present to the con

siderable ship traffic amo'unting to 1;|- million freight
tons per month which had to move tlurough the vrestern pau't
of the Baltic. There vrould be, he continued, a critical

Fuehrer Con

ference on

Naval Affairs

26.2.44

period until the April 1943 Programme of increased
construction of minesweepers stiirted to bear fruit;
moreover this in turn vTould aggravate the already acute

shortage of naval personnel.

iv.H.B./lI
H/241/3/563
B.C.0.0.

No. 135.

29.3.44

On the 29 March a new Bomher Commtind Operational
This embodied part of theOrder No. 183 was issued.

Admiralty request in that it provided for the mining of

the Gulf of Danzig. The order stated that approximately
130 U-boats wex’e stationed in the area and were vrotking up

prior to breaking out for offensive action in the Atlantic
or Indian Ocean or against the future Allied Aixiphibious
expedition, (4) In addition the poi-ts of Gdynia, Danzig
and Pillau were used for the embarkation and disembarka

tion of matei-'isd from Scandinavia and the Russian front.

The plan, knoYm as Operation "Butcher", required 100
H.2.S. Lancaster aircral't from Nos. 1 and 3 Groups,

Operation "Butcher" was carried out on bAo April(5) but
vvith no success in so far as the desti-uction of U-boats

v/as concei-ned. Only tTro U-boats were sunk by R.A.P,
laid mines in the Baltic during these five months, U.834
on the 4 Febi-uary and U,805 on the 27 April. Both were
sunk off S'vrinemunde.

(1) High level mining.
In Februai'v 826 nunes were laid in the Baltic out of

a total of 1,661 mines.
In April hoYrever, Bomber Command laid 1,357 mines in

the Baltic out of a total of 2,643.
Overlord,

See Section (x) (a),
SECRET
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(4)
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(f) The development and delays in production of the
A  Mark VIII mine

A.H.B.AI/
70/107
I\Iinutes of

Meeting of
4*1 •44* hated.
7.1.^

At an unofficial meeting in the Dii-ectorate of
Bombing Operations on the 4 January, it was agreed that
the A Mark VIII mine, designed for the mining of Inland
watervirays, vvas of exceptional value for Overlord and the
mining of the Danuboo

mine was unlikely to be ready for Overlord ixnless energetic
action v/as taken to increase and speed up production.
The Directorate of Armainents Research stated that they had
received information that only empty mines would be avail
able in May and that possibly two or three more months
would be necessary for the filling. The Deputy Director
of Operations (Tactical) reported that the A.E,A.?, con
sidered the mine tactically suitable but that they vrere
not in a position to press for its development since they
were already heavily coimnitted for the use of their
Mosquito aircraft for other piurposes. If the raj.ne was

ready, its use would be extremely desirable. The meeting
authorised the Directorate of Bomber operations to
co-ordinate the requirements for the mine for all theatres
of xvaTo

It was further agreed that the

ibid

18.1.i|4
On the 18 January the Director of Bomber Operations

informed A.C.A.S. (Operations) of these requirements,
was difficult to get a firm figure from the AoE.A„P,,but
they had stated that the attack of communications

I

vfas

t

bound to be a very important factor in Overlord opera
tions, especially during the later p)hases when our forces
were established on the Continent,

should have priority over overseas requirements since
existing mines could be used for mining the Danube,
suggested a total order of approximately 10,000 mines.
On the 20 January A.C.A.S, (Operations) informed the
Directorate of Equipment that there was an urgent require
ment for 2,000 mines before the 30 June,
priority would be necessary to get the maximum number pos
sible vrell before that date and extraordinary
wotild have to be talcen.

He felt that Overlor

He

The highest

measures

d

ibid

20.1.2*4

ibid

18.1.2*4
Meanymile che Director of the liine Design Department

had Tu-itten to the Directorate of Bomber Operations on

the 18 January, stating that progress was still slovf.
The Chief Inspector of Naval Ordnance had said that the
drawings were not suitable,
model might be delayed because the Torpedo Development
Unit were trying out circuits for the Mark VI mine and

some new Mark IV circuits now came first in the queue.
He thought that real drive might help in tooling up.
no special measures vrere taken, 200 mines might be pro
duced by the end of April but he was rather sceptical.

Trials of the production

■If

ibid

4.3.44
On the 4 March the Directorate of 2\rmaments Research

informed the Directorate of Bomber Operations of the
latest position,
at the end of M.a.j and then production v/ould soon be at
the rate of 2|.00 mines per month,
mine had been cleared for internal stowage on Mosquito
aircraft,

modified to take the 4>000 lb. bomb otherwise only two.
A further mines could possibly be carried on the
mngs instead of long range tanks,
be arranged if necessary.
Directorate of ilrmaments Research was requested to arrange

The mine was expected to be available

It was stated that the

Pour mines could be carried in aircraft

Dropping trials could
On the 8 March, theibid

8.3o44
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ibid

D, Ops (Tac)
to Arm. R, 1 (b)
8.3.^

for this external carria,gea
Operations also stated that the A.E.A.Po were keen to have
trial Installations of ti^o mines externally since none of
the Mosquito aircraft in Ho, 2 Group v/as modified to

On the 9 April, hovrever, the
Directorate of Armaments Research rei^orted that the
Mark VIII mine could not be carried safeJ.y on the v/ing
stations or/ing to its poor aerodynamic shape.

The Director of Tactical

carry
the 4,000 lb, bomb.

The Royal

ibid

9»4»44

.''ircraft Estahlishment uere designing a break-off nose
fairing ■v.iiich might permit car-riage but this development
might take considerable time. The carriage figures stood
at two for the Mosquito VI and four for the modified
Mosquito aircraft,
An:aajnent Research reaffirmed the requirement for external
carriage of the mine in spite of the modifications

Existing and future Mosquito bomber aircr;aft

On the 6 June the Director of

necessary,

ibid

6,6,14

fitted v/ith the 4,000 lb, bomb doors v.ere required to
carry four mines internally and t’./o externally,
miderstood that other Mosquito bombers would only carry
two internally and two externally.
Mosquito figliter bombers, (all Mosquito aircraft in Ho, 2
Grouj)) were required to carry tv/o mines externally,
was now understood that internal carriage wns not possible
in this Tiiark of Mosquito because the distance betvreen the
lug and the nose of the mine was greater than the distance
between the release slip and the 20 mia, gun installation
in the aircraft.

He

Existing and future

It

Thus at the end of the i^eriod under consideration the
Mark VIII mine i/as still not in jjroduction and finrther
difficulties regarding its carriage had appeared,
the tv/o occasions when inland y/ateri/ays were mined - the
mining of the Konigsberg Seekanal on the 9/10 April(l) and
ohe Kiel Canal on the 12/13 May(2) -

On the latter occasion iferk III and VII mines
were modified for stowage in Mosquito aircraft,

(g) The development of the I'iark VI mine

On

standard iViines
used.

A.H,B,/II
A1/21
Signal AX 433
24.11.;.4

In contrast wd-th the history of the Mark VIII mine,
the Mark VI imine i/as produced and used successfully in
operations for Overlord,

On the 28 December 1943 the Admiralty informed the
Air Ministry of a new type of firing mechanism, knoym. as
K Assemblies, to be used in the A Mark VI mines,
assemblies needed a larger parachute than the standard A

These parachutes were needed at high
priority for the general mlnela3''ing offensive for Overlord,
and the Admiralty therefore requested the Air Council to
consider the allocation of A priority,
of Bomber Operations W3.s informed of the above letter on
the 30 December,
number of parachutes required for the A Mark VI mine v;as
3, ooa
further 1,000 by mid-April and the final 1,000 by mid-May.
On the 1 February 1914- the Director of Bomber Operations

The

Mark I IV mines.

The Directorate

The Admiralty stated that the probable

One thousand were required by mid-March 19V- ah

A.H,B./II
70/107 ^
28,12.43

ibid

30.12,43

ibid

1,2.44

(1
(

See section
See section

The Mark VII mine r-esembled the Mark V mine of
1,000 lb, weight but had larger iaockets to acooiiiinodate
corqponents.

X a),

c).X2
(A.H.B./lT

K/o7/819
22.9.43

(17500)455
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requested the Directorate of Equipment to formulate an

official requirement for 3? 000 para.chutes.
stood that development v/as now very advanced. The para
chutes were required hy the 1 April if possible. The K

Assemblies were first used on operations on the night of

the 21/22 lay, ) The lark VI mine with other assembli
vras first dropped on the 17/18 April, (2)

He xmder-

A,H.B,/II
It/241/3/516 (F)
End. 15A

15.3.44

A successful trial had been made by No. 4 Group to
ascertain if four of the new iferk VI type mines could be
installed in a Halifax aircraft fitted v/ith the modified

carrier. On the 20 March No, 4 Group T/ere requested to

carry out flying trials vdth a full load of foiir Mark. VI

mines slung on the modified carrier. If the trials were

satisfactory Halifaxes would be able to carry four of the

special mines for Overlord, On the 23 March No, 4 Group
replied that the four Mark VI mines at present held at

R,A,P, station Pocklington vrere not suitable for flying
trials since they had not the filling to give the
requisite wei^t of 1,850 lb. On the 26 March Bomber
Command replied that No, 80 Maintenance Unit now held
Mark VI mines for use on flying trials. Particular
warning \7as given against dropping the mines in the sea.

If it should be necessary to jettison, the mines should
be dropped on the nearest bombing range or in open country
so that they could be retrieved. On the 12 April the
trials were successfully carried out by a Halifax Mark II

aircraft of 102 Squadron, at Pocklington, It T,ms not
considered necessajry to repeat the trials v/ith  a Halifax

Mark III, since the latter type of aircraft had a greater
load carrying capacity. On the 18 April No. 4 Group
stated that carriage was practicable. The limits v/ere
that the all-up load of the Halifax II carrying four
Mlark VI mines limited the fuel load to four and  a half

tanlos giving a safe operational range of about 1,050 miles.
Mark III Halifaxes could operate 'vvith full tank capacity
(six tanks), giving a safe range of. 1,270 miles. On
the 1 May No, 6 Group were informed by Bomber Command of
the results of these trials. On the IO/II May ty/o
Halifax Mark II aircraft of 102 Squadron No. 4 Group each
dropped four Mark VI mines off le Havre.

ibid

End. 18A

ibid

End. 15A

ibid

End. 20A

ibid

End. 21A

ibid

Enel, 23c

ibid

Enel, 23A

ibid

Enel, 25A

A.H.B./IIK/
67/759
8.4 ̂44

BDU/S. 151/ARM.
Report No. BDU,
46, Pai’t I

Bomber Develoj)ment Unit received a directive to carry
out high level aiming trials of the Mark VI mine on the

8 April. There was some delay before the trials -vrere
carried out as the first supply of mines arrived with
unmodified parachutes. Trials of the mine with the
modified parachute yrere started on the 7 May and completed
on the 13 Mlay. Results showed that the ballistics of the

mine w^ere remarkably consistent. The terminal velocity
of the mine v/as 200 feet per second. The methods for
aiming the iVIark TV mine from a high level, as detailed in

Appendices C to E of Report No. BDU27 Part II, could be
used for aiming the Mark VI mine, wrhen adjustments T/ere
made to the formulae,, These adjustments were nov/ calcu

lated, The straightforv/ard bombing attack method, as
detailed in Appendix B of Report No. BDU27 Part II, v/as

not recommended for the Mark VI mine, since no false wind
setting obtained from a true vdnd of more than 33 miles
per hour could be set on the Mark XIT Bombsight, In
addition, the angle between the real track and that

A.H.B./IIK/
67/755

BDU/S. 151/ARM
Appsndlx B. to
Report No. BDU
46, Part I

1) See end of Section (x) (a)
2) See Section (x) (c)
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indicated by the bombsight vra.s likely to be so great as
to malce the bomb-aimersv/ork difficult,

\7ere dropped successfully from a high level on operations
during the second half of May,

Minelaying in support of Overlord

Mark VI mines

(ix)

(a) Preliminai-y discussions

Plans for the general rrinelaying offensive in sup
port of Overlord vrere being considered at the beginning
of 1944.

Norfolk House at vdiich representatives of the AoN,C=XcP.,
the Adifliralty an.d Bomber Command v/ere present, to discuss
a preliminary mining plan. As a result of these and
subsequent discussions the final minelaying -plan, laio-'^m
as Ivlaple, was jproduced at the end of March, Oif/ing to
the opposition of Bomber Command a proposal to detail tiiro
23articul3r squadrons of heavy bomber aircraft for Overlord
mining was Tri.thdra\im., Bomber Command pointed out that
such earmarking of squadrons was meconoraical and
impracticable, and Trould in any case be of no assistance
in the execution of what was required. Secondly, Bomber
Command were opp)osed to general control of Overlord mine—
laying being exercised by the A,N,CoX,P, and insisted
that this control sho’old be exercised, through the usual
Admiralty channels,

incorporated by the 7 April 19^(4. The Adjniralty, on
their side, requested the Air Ministry on the 10 },-larch,
to reduce to the minimum the use of Operational Training
and Heavy Conversion aircraft for Overlord minelaying,
since accuracy was vital to obtain the maximun possible
results,U}

On the 15 February a meeting was held at

These amendments vrere agreed to and

A,H.B./IIH/241/3/
62it(A)
Enel, &

A.H.B./IIH/2t173/
621(B)
End, 7A

A.H.B./IIH/24173/
621(A)
Enel. 9A
and Minute 12

ibid

End, 5B

(b) Details of the Overlord Minelaying Plan (Short title
MAple)' ~

Object

A.H.B. A;th/

241/3/624CB)
The object of Map)le w&s to assist

(a) In the immediate protection of the bombardment
and assault forces against attack by E and R boats,
and in particulair by those operating from Le Havre
and Cherbourg,

(b) In the general protection of fox-ces operating
in the Channel area.

Special Requirements

Special requirements were:-

(a) Entry into Cherbourg must be clear of live
British mines by D+3 and into le Havre by D+lif.

(b) The risk of new types of mine being coripromised
prior to the assault must be avoided as far as
possible.

(1) The N,S,0, Bomber Command considered this request
redundant,

appreciated the need for accuracy in laying mines,

SECRET

He noted tliat the Command had always

A.H.B.7IIH7211737
621(A)
Minute 8
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(c) The layjjig plan must not give an indication of
the intended date or area of the assaulto

(d) ilinelaying must generally conform to the
requirements for Rankin (Case C) hut where these
requirements conflicted, those of operation Neptune
must take precedence. Any resultant lowering of
the efficacy of the minefields must be accepted.

Flexibility

In order to take advantage of any intelligence of
enemy movements, or of the laying of defensive'^minefields
by him, flexibility in the disposition of minelaying
forces vroiild be essential, particularly in the last
phases of the operation.

Forces taking part

These included surface forces and heavy bombers from
Bomber Command,

Mines

Special types of mine Virould be used, having the
following general characteristics

Ground MinesC'^)

(a) Effective against E and E boats in depths up to
15 fathoms.

(b) Difficult to svreep by methods at present in use
by the enemy.

Moored Mines(^)

(c) Effective against surface craft at all states of
the tide.

(d) "Dela.yed Release" from sinkers.

The effective lives of both types of mines would be
capable of restriction, A proportion of normal types
v/ould continue to be used in certain areas in order to
cloak the use of special types.

General intention

It was the general intention to divide the mine
laying operations into six phases during vdiich the laying

(1 Laid primarily by aij-craft.
Laid by surface forces,

SECRET
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of special mines^”') would be (;.ra,dually introduced and
concentration on Neptime tarn:ets effected unobtrusively.
Further, as soon as possible after D - 10 special type
iiiines would be laid by aircraFt on the maximum practic
able scale in the standard areas in the Baltic, Kattegat,
Heligoland Bight, Frisian Islands and Biscay ports.

operation(2) -was designed to make the maxiimmaThis

use of these special mines before the enemy had time to

put the approjjriate minesweeping techiaicjue into full use.

Aircraft were to take psirt in the first four phases.
Aerial minelaying would be as folloTraA-

Phase I to. Y - 43

O) Le Havre (4)^
'  and Chenal

Dutch Coast.w

(^), MorlaixU)
Routine laying off the
CherbourglS)j
du Four (b).

St. Malo

Phase II (Y - to Y - 22)43

Routine laying inhere applicahle as in Phase I. Lay
ing of itark VI mines. Assemblies D IflO and G 7o6 off

the Frisian Islands (North).(9)

(1) The follovdng types of Ground litines for aerial minelaying
might be included in the plan:-

Annexe 4 to

I'laple Plan

A. Mark VI

Assemblies

it. 1002 - General purpose, primarily for use outside the

Cha^niel area (Sterilizer)
K. 1008 - General pui-pose, primarily for use inside the Chninnel

area (Sterilizer)
K, 1010 - Primarily for use against E boats at speeds above

15 knots and R boats at speeds above 10 knots in
depths up to 15 fathoms (Sterilizer)

- Designed to be effective against fast targets
(sterilizer)

- Designed to be effective against ships proceeding in
and to be complementary to the K assemblies

B. 410

D. 412

company,

SiDecial Firln;
Units

(sterilizer)
G, 706 - General purpose stand,ard (Sterilizer)Acoustic/

Magnetic
Firing Unit

A. Mark IV

Assemblies;—

B. 230 - Magnetic iissembly T/ith jtrrning^ Clock (Sterilizer)
D. 412 - Acoustic Assembly fSterili
Do 414 - Acoustic Assembly (Cloclc)
M.X.C. 16 - Special Anti-E boat assembly (Clock)

Code v/ord Dalilia.

Code naiiie Trefoil.

),zer

For details of areas see

Appendix XII^ and Map No. 55 c

(4) Code najue Scallops,
Code narae Greengages,

Code name Hyracinth,
Code name Upas Tree,
Code name Sultana,

Code name Nectarines Plus,

)
6

7,
8

9
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Phase III (Y - 22 to Y - 1)

(a) (i) As jji Phase II plus la^^dng of A Hark VI
mines, assemblies D ZplO and G 706, and A Mark IV
assembly D AH- off Le Havre and Cherbourg,

Take over laying off Ijmuiden, ('^) Hook(^)
Scheldt(3) areas idien nights. became too

(ii)
ana t

shoi't for operation of Coastal Forces.

t O

(b) On or as soon as possible after Y - 8 laying of
A Mark VI assemblies K. 1002, G, 706, D, 4-10 on the
ma;rimuin possible scale in standard areas outside the

Channel plus the Prisimu Islands (North) and of
A ilark VI assemblies K, 1008, K. 1010 off Ijrauiden,
Hook, W, Scheldt, Cherbourg, Brest .and Chenal duFoi:a',

Phase IV (D - 2 to D - 1)

Lajring of A Mark IV assembly MSC, 16, .and A Mark VI
assembly D 412 off Ijinuiden, the Hook, W, Scheldt,
Chenal dii Four and Brest.

Phase V (D - 1 to D day)

No aerial mLnelaj-ing.

Phase VI (D day omi^ar ds)

Aerial minelaying as for Phase IV or as required.

Timing

Phases II and III were to be related to Y day.(‘’+)
Phases IV and V v/ere related to D day, that is the opera
tions planiied for these phases would be initiated in
conjunction Hth the assault,

be continued in Phase VI as necessary during the period
after the assault.(5)

(x) Minelaying - April to May 1944

Similar operations ̂ vould

(a) Operations April 19i|4

In April 305 low level and 550 high level sorties
were floun on 20 nights,
v/ere successful,

level sorties all in Baltic areas

. \ A total of 2, 6i|-3 mines

of which 27’8 and 501 respectiv
Nineteen aircr

cra.shed

ely
Ht were missing on higli
\°) find one .aircraft

were laid, 1,660 on

(1) Code name Vflaellcs.

Code name Iris V.
Code name Iris II,

A directive from S.E.A.E.F. dated 6 March 1 %4 de
the 1 June I944 as Y day.
the A. 0. C. Bomber Command on the 20 Has’- I944..
For the execution of Maple see operations April and May.
No. 1 Group - Me663/460, J0600/460, Jb734/46'0, Nd420/103,

Nd625/lS6, 0/12, S/100 (Lancasters)
No. 3 Group - E/75, K/149, E/75,-P/149 (Stirlings)
No. 4 Group - M/102, L/77, P/77 (Halifaxss)
No, 5 Group - Me688/207, Jb725/57 (Lancasters)
No. 6 Group - U/428, T/419, S/428 (Halifaxes)
•Mo. 6 Group - 0/428 (Halifax).

SBc:aET

ci.gnated
This directive was sent to

(2)
(3)
(4)A.H.B./11H/

241/3/556
Enel, 13B

(5)
(6)

(7)
(17500) 460
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high level sorties. Of the total mines laid 1,357 were
planted in the Baltic, the highest number ever laid in
this area in one month. Thus the Adnairalty’s request
for increased laying in the Baltic vran carried out,( v
IViLning off the North French coast was continued and there

v/ere hi^ average lays in the North Sea and Biqcay areas.

On the 9/10 April Bomber Command Operational Order
No, 185 was put. into force,(2) Forty seven H,2eS,
Lancasters from No, 1 Group laid 187 mines off Gdynia,
vdiilst 56 H,2,3, Lancasters from No, 5 Groi:^ laid 120 mines
off Danzig and I64 off Pillau, These operations were
carried out from a high level except for six Lancasters of

No, 5 Group who were instructed to mine the Konigsberg
Seekanal from a lo?/ level. Three aircraft of No, I06

Squadron were successful in locating the canal; each
dropped five mines from 150 ft. One aircraft v/as damaged
by light flak. One aircraft of No, 49 Squadron identified
the canal and dropped its mines from 200 ft, in the
eastern half. Another made two runs, one at 150 ft, and
one at 500 ft, but ims unable to locate the canal in time

to mine properly. The third aircraft map-read on to the

canal but was engaged by half a dozen guns which forced
the aircraft to go doTm. to zero feet under cover of one of
the islands. The aircrajft was coned on this side and

again engaged by accxxrate flak, causing it to abandon the
effort. In the last two cases mines were jettisoned live
in the area and the sorties were counted as successf-ul.

Nine aircraft ■'/vere lost on this ni^ts operations.

25/D.B, Ops,
Sictel No, 7'1
8,8.2^4

Air llinistry Intelligence claimed that no less than
forty per cent of German naval personnel v/ere nonj employed
on minesweeping and escort duties(3)
heavy lay the Eunes-weeping forces were unable to cope
expeditiously v/ith the sweeping of the necessary channels.
They claimed that after this operation Danzig Bay was
closed to traffic for 15 days and the ports of Konigsberg
and Pillau for I3 days.

but that after a

Ad)'.l.TSD/F0B
KTB. B.S.O,
PG/398O5-8
Iff3, 3 Slch.

Captured Gennan Naval I'ecords show that this mining
operation undoubtedly caused considerable disruption in
the Gulf of Danzig but this appears to have had a more
acute effect on U-boat training, torpedo-firing and so on,
than on the actual movements of shipping. Delays in
clearing the mined areas resulted from inability to
provide adequate nixmbers of suitably equipped minesweeping

FL.
PG/73632-3

-ISKUAkte IX ,3
PG/32527
General Referat
nia
PG/33590

(1) See Section (viii) (c).
See Section (viii) (e).
Captured German records give the follovri-ng data on
the strength of the German Navy (personnel) on
1 July 1 94ii-f -
Total strength (all areas)
Total strength (;ill areas) of Naval forces
employed on minesweeping, mine sweeping/escort

(including staffs)

755,500

duties 204,000

C3

(approximately Zjfo)
However probably only a smull proportion of this
percentage was permanently engaged in minesweeping.
The remarks in the summary to this Chapter (see
Section (xi)) on the strength of German mine
sweeping forces apply equally to personnel,
maximum number of officers and men employed on British,
minesweeping was reached in mid 1944»
But this was a permanent minesweeping force.

The

It was 57,000.
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vessels. Because of comniitraents in other areas of the

Baltic it was impossible to transfer minesweepers to the
Gulf of Danzig, The emergency v/as such, however, that
number of R-boats, M-boats and smaller craft had to be
taken from training commands to assist in the clearing of
the U-boat exercise areas. Deep liiater areas could only
be s¥rept by Sperrbrecher but there was only one immediately
available.

a

In sj)ite of the difficulties, specified parts of the
exercise areas were re-opened - subject to restrictions
to speed and depth - on 14 April -ipVi.
that the reminder of the exercise areas could be
re-opened in stages in from eight days to four weeks.

Immediately after the mining operation on
9/10 April 19‘^f4 the v/hole of Danzig Bay was closed to
shipping. On 11 April 1944> however, the swept channel
from Hels to Gotenliafen (Gdynia) was re-opened but navaj.
vessels aiid merchant shipping were conpelled to have an
escort. Ships were limited to S|)ecified speeds.

On 13 April 1944- the Pillau swept channel Y/as
re-opened to shipping but shipping over 2,000 tons Y/as
allowed to proceed only ̂ vith an escort. On the same day
the canal approach to Danzig (the NeufahrvTasser) was also
re-opened.

a

It YYas estimated

s

ibid

It was not until 19 April 1944 that shipping VYas
again^ entering and leaving Konigsberg and that, only vd-th
the aid of rninesweeping escorts.

MinesTYeeping escorts were continued in the Konigsberg
canal until 1 June 1944 and, in the sT/ept channel between
Gotenhafen and Pillau until 11 June 1942|-o After these
dates escorts were considered necessary only for ships
over a certain tonnage.

Three ships vYere sunk in April as the result of the
operation^on 9/l0. These yrere R,_27 in tlie Konlgsborg Canal
on 11 April, the Torpedo Recovery Vessel Drachenkopf sunk
north of Oxhoft on 22 April and M.553 sunk in the Gulf of
Danzig on 28 April, During the period 10-30 April the
Germms sYYept a total of 83 mines (including seven sv/ept
by aircraft) in the C^lf of Danzig. A daily average
of 15 minesvYeepers v/ere employed in sweeping the Gulf of
Danzig, The table given belotr, however, shov/s that ship
ping movements were not ̂ eatly affected by the mining
operation of 9/10 April. H)

On 11 April the Admiralty were informed that Phase II
of operation Jiaple YYoidd commence on 16 April, Accord;-

on the ni^t of I7/I8 April six Stirlings from

A.rLB./inV'24l/
3/62i,(A)
End, 1QA

(1) Shipping movements from Gdynia, Danzig and Pillau,

Gotenliaf en Reufahrwasser Pillau

In Out In Out In Out

ivlarch 1944

(2) April 191,4

161 155 300 294 202 196

194 185 295 308 230 229
(17500)462 SECRET
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No, 3 C-roupCO laid 2!+ Mark VI mines in the Frisians North
areao

ni^ts during the month,
in April in this area.
April as specified in Phases I and II of Ivlaple.

There "vrere tvro large scale high level operations in

the Baltic during the second half of the month. On the

night of 18/19, t|-97 mines Y/ere laid in Baltic areas,
Lancasters from Nos, 1 and 5 Groups laid 36 mines off
Sassnitz aiid I60 off SYdneiiunide, viiilst Halifaxes from

Nos, If and 6 Groups laid I3I imines in the Sound and 22 in

the Cadet Channel, Stirlings from No, 3 Group and
Halifaxes of No, A Group laid 1A8 mines in Kiel Bay, On

the 23/2A Apinl 113 aircraft laid a. total of 3II mines in

Baltic areas.
Cadet Channel and Sassnitz,

Group marked for non H,2,So aircraft.

Following the decision in Fehruary that cameras vrere
to be used on high level inining operations, it v/as decided
to issue technical instructions giving the staiidard pro-

cedui'e for obtaining a photograph of the point of coast
crossed on the timed x^ln for mine release.

Groups had been using their otoi procedure. These
instructions vrere issued on the 13 April, Following a

letter from No, A Group stating that it Y/as considered
inadvisable, for secxirity reasons, to use photoflashes on

blind mining operations, since the i^hotoflash explosion
might dravY attention to the operations, revised instruc
tions for night photography with minelaying v/ere issued to

all Groups on the 23 April, On high level visual mining
attacks, an F 2A camera and photoflash wns to be carried
by each aircx'aft. The camera should be opex'ated and the

flash released prior to the release of the mine, to obtain

a photograph of the coastline from vdiich the 3xun Yvas made.
On high level blind mining attacks, using "Y" aircraft and

H. 2,S equipment the 35 mem, Ho2oS, cameras might be
carried by aircraft and used at the discretion of Group
Commanders, On high level blind mining attacks, ■’Alien sea,
sky, or ground markers 'VYere used, the F,2A camera and
composite film (in addition to the 11,2,3, camera as and
when available) v/as to be carried by each aircraft to
record mai’'kers, but photoflashes vxere not to be used for
bl.ind minelaying, nor minelaying by HanganuiV^)
P£irama.tta methods,w) Cameras and photoflashes should .
not noruially be used on Ioy/ level mining operations.

Mark VI mines 'VTere laid in the area on five other
A total of 226 mines were laid

Routine laying was carried out in

including Bornholm, Sr/inerounde, Fehmarn Bel'b,
T'welve Halifaxes from No. 6

Hitherto

or

BoC, 0,R,B,
April 19A^t-«
Photographic
Section

AcHoB,/lI
?;/2A1/3/563
BeC.O.O.
No. 186
3O.AJ44

On the 30 April Bomber Command Operational Order
No, 186 was issued The intention lYas to prevent eneniy
U-boats andnaval forces malcing use of routes through Kiel
Bay and thence through the canal to brealc out of the
Baltic,
designed to assist Overlord, and was in- fact used on the
21/22 May as part of the increased minelaying effort(A)

The operation, known as Invicta, was thus

1) Nos, 1A9 aiT-d 90 Squafrons,
Wanganui method was minelaying ’v/ithout visual
identification of the target by means of skymarkers
planed by H,2,3, aircraft.
Paramatta method \.'as minelaying Y/ithout visual
ident;if ication by means of ground markers Tilaced by
H,2oS, aircraft.
Operation Dalilia

2)

(3)

(^)
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required during Phase III of Maple»
G-ro-up, and, Halifaxes of ]Ios 4 and 6 Groups were to carry
out the operation,
Ho2.S. Halifaxes from No. 4 Group v/ere to he Mark ITT

aircraft because of the petrol load necessary for the
Baltic,

Liincasters of No, 5

.All aircraft were to be fitted uath

No, 6 Group Halifaxes were to mine nearer areas
in the Frisians and Heligoland Bight,
the Mark VI inine('0 had been designed si:iecially for the
operation and were to receive preference over other t;y‘p)es.

New assemblies .for

(''^) The Mining of the Kiel Canal - Policy

A„HoBo/lIAl/21
19o4J-dH

On the 19 April AoGoN,S.(h) (Rear Admira]. Brind)
wrote to a,C,A,S, (operations) with reference to  a paper
on the Kiel

IV'arfai-’e on the 22 Iviarch
Canal prod.uced by the Miiiistry of Economic

The Admiralty proposed t'hat a
mining attack on the canal should be carried out and

wished to knov/-.whether the Air Itlnistry considered it
practicable before Overlord, The aim was to d.islocate

traffic through the caiaal involving the movement of war-
shiias, particularly of U-boats, through additional mined
waters when passing from the Baltic to the No.rth Sea, On

the 14 April the Director of Bomber Operations had sug
gested in this connection that an attack should be carried

out by means of the high level mi.ning technique. He
pointed out that the technique had been -well proved and
actually employed with success against the caiialised river
leading to Bayonne(2}
v/idth as the Kiel canal,

Comiaand, however, AoCoA.S, (Operations) replied to
Adiriral Brind on the 21 April, that Bomber Command con
sidered a very lai'ge effort woiHd be needed to mine th.e

Canal e.Pfectivelj^ if the high level mining teclmique was
used. They were examining the practicability of canrying
out the operation with Mosquito aircraft, 'vvhich they were
modifying to carry the 1,500 lb, mine. They proposed to
carry out the operation from a lov/ level and 'viere examining
questions of limiting speeds and heights of release. The

Kiel Canal was mined on th^_^^ight of the 12/13 iiay by

v/hich ?/as of approxiiaately the same
After consultation vm.th Bomber

Mosquitoes of No, 8 Grou.p

2,5/D,B.Ops.
McIilolYo Paper
z 603/0
22,3.i^4

A0H0B./IIAI/2I
19.4.4^t.

25/D,Bo Opsc
14.4.li4

25/D,B„ Ops.
21,4.44

(c) Operations May

In May 36I low level and 451 high level sorties n'-ere
flown on 26 ni,2iits, of -./hich 335 aiid 415 respectively were
successful, Pwo aircraft were missing(4) from low level
sorties to the Kiel Canal and Hook of Holland, and seven on
high level sorties, six in Kiel Bay aiid one off Lorient.(5)
One aircraft crashed,(6) a total of 2,760 mines were
laid, 1,551 ' rom a high level. The majority of mines
v/ere laid off the North Sea Coast of Holland and Gernoany,
about tliree times the previous months effort -i/as exjpended

The K assemblies.

On the 15/16 February,
See next section.

No, 3 Group - 15/149 (Stirling)
No, 8 GroLip - Dz 638/692 (Mosquito)
No, 1 Group - T/625, d/103, X2/576 (Lsaicasters)
No. 5 Group - Nd 960/57, .Nd 522/207, LL950/630
(Lancasters)
No. 6 Group - C/424, (Halifax)
No, 3 Group - J,j/90 (Stirling),

3

4,

(5)

(6)
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on the North Coast of Erance in connection vidth Overlord,
and there were reasonably heavy lays in the Baltic and Bay
of Biscayo

No, 692 Squad
ron OoR.Bo

On the 12/13 May thirteen Mosquitoes of No, 692
Squadron No, 8 (P,P,P,) Group Ymre detailed to laine the
Kiel Canal in a three and a half niile stretch(l) along
which were thouglit to be no defences. To ensure accuracy
cre\/s were briefed to make the attack from 300 ft,
Ivkisquitoes of No, I39 Squadron PoP,P, fired Green Verey
cartridges as route maidcers near Heligoland, and marked
the beginning of the final run to the target by red spot
flares. On reaching the spot flares mnelaying aircraft
were instructed to start a dive down from 8,000 ft on to
the target. This dive had been practised. The dis
tance was 14 nautical miles and it was fomd that ¥ri.th
I,AbS, 250 Imots and reduced boost and revolutions the

aircraft could be brought on to the target at the riglit
height after a dive lasting three minutes. The attack
was carried out in two i^ves. The first -v/ave of six air

craft all located the cana.l and successfully laid the:Lr
mines, practically v/ithout opposition, Plares vrere
dropped by No, 139 Squa.dron to assist the second wave of
seven aircraft; these were reported, however, to have
been very scattered, Pive aircraft located the canal and

dropped their loines, tvvo of these vrere delayed since they
arrived at the coast noihh of the correct point and did
not see the spot fires. One aircraft could not identify
the target and brought bade its mines as instructed.
One aircraft was missing. The length of canal Y/here the
mines -vvere laid was practically undefended but crev^s
reported many guns firing at point blade range from the
bailies further up towards Kiel, Eleven imines YYere laid in
the canal, each aircraft canrying one Mark III or Made VII
mine modified for stoYiage in Mosquito aircraft. Aircraft
used had already been modified to carry the 4,000 lb bomb.
H'BLne assemblies YYere set to become active at varying
intervals.

AoH.B,/lIA1/21
Signal AIh35
24.11.44

B,C« 0,R,B,
Overlord

Supplement to
June 1944.
Naval Stalf

The Germans estimated that a total of eight mines
had been laid by four Mosquitoes each carrjdng tY/o mines,
TiYo of the mines fell on land and. Y/ere dismantled by a
mine disposal ]party,
cleared, by minesweepers by 16 ifey 1944
sweeping operations the Canal tug Sclilei was sunk by mine
on Ilf. May 194!i-.

The remaining six mines Y/ere
D-uring theAchn, TSD/PDS

KTB Gruppe Ost,
PG/38775
KTB B.SoO,

PG/39807/8
KTBo 1 Sich.Pl.

P6/73622

The C. in G, Naval Group Command, East i-eported in
his har Diary on I6 May 19idi- that the raining of the Kiel
Canal on 12/13 ¥iay by a small force of enemy aircraft
caused most serious disorders and blocking of shipping.
He said that if a large scale imining attack on the Canal

Yvere carried out, as they imst ejqpect, shipping night be
held up and. disorganised to an e^ctent YYhich could be vital.

>s

ibid On this occasion German shipping 'was held up from
Shipieing v/as af’teiwYards
Phot ogra.phic recon-

13 May to 1000 hours on I6 May,
escorted thi-ough the mined area,

naissance sho'wed. that as late as 24 ¥iay, approximately
63 ships YYere held up off Holtenau and. a further I6 off
Bnuisbuttel. Other merchaiit vessels Y/ere observed at

B,C, 0,R,B,
Overlord.

Supplement to
J\jne 1944.
Kiel Canal anchor in Kiel Pjord.,

(1) BetY/een 34° 08»N x 09° 21 »E and 54° 11‘N x 09° 26»E,
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Phase III of lifeple coinmenced on 7 May,
iiiines assemblies D 410 and G- 706 vere laid off Le Havre
and CherboTxrg during the rest of the month,
Coinoiand took over minelaying off Ijimiiden on
West Scheldt on 30/31 J/iay and Hook of Holland
from surface forces,

increased minelaying effor-t coiimenced as required by
Dahlia T,Tith maximum laying of the new lilark VI assemblies.
Tills nights operations were in accordance vdth Bomber
Command Operational Order Ho, 186 for operation 'Invicta*,
A considerable number of Mark VI mines fitted with the
new ’K* assemblies were laid for the first time,
Lanca-ster from No, 5 Group laid 382 mines in Kiel Bay of
which approximately 300 were Mark VI mines,

of Nos A and 6 Groups laid 119 mines in the Kattegat,
Heligoland Biglit aaid Frisian areas,
K assemblies wa.s extended,
during the rest of the month,

were laid from the night of the 21/22 May to the end
the month.

Mark VI

Bomber

26/27 IVli-y,
on 31/1,

On the night of the 21/22 May

Hal if axes

The laying of the
a.s required, to other areas

Altogethei' 1,561 mines
•P

Ol

(d) Statistics April and May 191df

Bomber Coiamand fle\r 666 low level and 1,001 high
level sorties of which 6I3 and 9I6 respectively were
successful. Two aircraft vrere missing from low level
sorties and twenty six from high level sorties,
aircraft crashed.

Tt/to

All except one of the high level
A total ofcasualties were on sorties to the Baltic,

5,403 mines w«re laid, 3,211 on high level sorties,
A summary of results is given in Table V,

Table V

No, of mines laid

No. 1 Ar-ea No, 2 Area No, k AreaNo, 3 Area
N.Sea coasts

of Germany
and the Low

Countrles

No. 5 Area Casualtles
W. Baltic,
Belts,
Sound,
KatteRat

Haugesund
and Oslo

Fjord

Off theNorth

Coast of

France

a7C a7c
Biscay
Ports

missing crashed

April 1,357 6i00 51^127 19 1
671Way 0 380930 779 9 1

2,0^Total 0 1,573 507 1,295 28 2

Enemy vessels sunk by mine

No, 1 Area No, 2 Area No, k Area
No. Tons

No, 3 Area No, 5 Area
No, Tons No. Tons No;No, Tons Tons
12-6,0ii3
12“7,Ai3

April IFT7H55“
8-10,031+

nil 1- 31
1- 90

nil
May nil 1-750

Total 21+-I3,ii86 nil a-11,890 2-121 1-750

Enemy vessels damaged by mine

No, 1 Area No, it AreaNo, 2 Area No. 3 Area No. 5 Area
No, Tons No, Tons Ho;No. Tons Tons Ibiis
2-10,432
1- 649

?0April nil 1- nlT nIT
May nil 1-2,273 nil nil

Total 3-11,081 nil 2-2,333 nil nil

Thirty nine enemy vessels totalling 26,337 tons were
sunk and a further five vessels of 13,414 tons damaged.
The largest number of sinlcings was in the Baltic, eight of
these being small vessels of under 100 tons,
equal amount in tonnage ifas sunlt off the North Sea coast
of Holland and Germany,
the French Cliannel ports, including one E-boat.
M class minesweeper -..as stml-c in the Bay of Biscay,

A nearly

Only tt/o vessels were sunlt off
One
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The largest vessel sunk was the Sahine Ho^valdt
(5,956 ton
i.ere sionlc,

suiilc.

Five other vessels of over 1,000 tons
Sigliteen minor nava,l \far vessels v/ere

These included three M class minesweepers,(2)
two torpedo recoverj^ vessels axid a Luftwaffe Training
Vessel, a s
two R~boats,
harbotir defence boats,
100 tons were sunlc.

vessel, two VS boats, t.hree M boats,
a itining Experimental Vessel and three

Sixteen small craft of Linder

The balance consists of small

merchaiit vessels, large fishing vessels and a travder.

Fuehrer Con

ferences on

Naval Affairs.

19 Vi

A.t a conference at the Berghof from the 4 to the
6 Ma.y 1944 the Commander-in-Chief of the Gorman Navy
(Doenitz) noted, that allied minelajung
the North Sea and Baltic in April,
Navy had o,nly been able to control the aggravated situa
tion by using all school flotillas for mine defence,
a result training in this most important field had suf-
•fered greatly. No iriprovement could be eiipected before
the autumn when the naval build-ing progra^iime of 1945
woi^d begin to show restats. The Coriander-in-Chief
pointed out that this minelaying was a very serious
threat to the submarine training regions, the supply
service to Nor-r/ay, and ore imports from Sweden,

Aircraft eiiployed on long distance minelaying opera
tions were Ho2,S, Lancasters of Nos, 1 and 5 Groups,
No, 1 G-roup laid the whole of their remarlning stock of

‘th.us completed their spring offensive,
Stirlings and Laiicasters of No, 5 G-roup and Halifaxes of
Nos, 4- and 6 G-roups carried out routine la.^Ong in nearer
areas. Mosquitoes of No, 8 Group were used for the
attack on the Kiel canal,(4)

(xi) SumiTiar.v.- U Heuy 1944

as intensified i

A.

mines

n

He stated ttiat the

S

During the period April 1945 to fey 194fi- Bomber Command
flew 6,868 sorties on mining operations and laid 19,858 mi.nes
for^the loss of 12? aircraft. The largest nunber of mines,
7,122, laid off the North Sea coast of Holland an.d Germany.
6,717 Yirere laid off the Biscay ports, 4,4^4 in the Baltic,
950 off the North Fr-ench coast and 55 off South Norway.
Sixty-seven aircraft i;/ere missing on operations to the Baltic,
and 59 and 21 on operations to the Bay of Biscay and the
North Sea respectively. Shipping totalling 182 vessels of
I57j711 tons \7as sunlc h-, airlaid mines during the vdiole period.
Qe this total 110 vessels of 80,581 tons ivere sunk in the
Baltic, 48 of 47,778 tons in the North Sea., 15 of 8,199 tons i
the Bay of Biscay and 8 of 896 tons off the North coast of
France,

in

One vessel of 257 tons was sunlc in Oslo,

(1) KepserOide Dagmai- (1,599), Jammeri (2,522), Tento (4,917),
Medea (1,246), Ferner Vinnen (2,52)2),
Me555 ̂(750). M.515 (750). M, 15 (750)
In adaition R, 27 i/as sunk .in the Sfenigsljerg Canal on the
11 April.

(2)
(3)

(4) Squadrons Tjere:

No. 1 Group - 460, 100, 105,
No, 5 Group - 90, 1i|.9,

166, 12, 625, 576 (Lancasters)
199, 75, 218 (Stirlings)

15, 622, 75 (Lancasters)
No. 4 Group - 78, 10, 102, 77 (HaliPaxes)
No, 5 Group - 106, 207, 57, 4-9, 2+4, 650 (Lancasters)
No, 6 Group - 455, 228, 419, 2^34, 424 (Halifaxes)
No. 8 Group - 692 (Mosquitoes)
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Adm. TSD/M)S It is ii'iipossi'ble to separate enemy miiiesweeping forces
from escort forces* The German ‘iniiiesweeping* forces T/ere not
confined strictly to mines-iveeping duties. For example M class
irdnesTireeperSj E-boats and Sperrbrechers were used for A/A
escort di-ities as veil as for minesveeping,
the number of vessels eiiiployed on harbour and coantal defence
(HoD* and Vp-boats) includes many ships carrying out mine-
sweeping duties,

EneiJiy minesvreepiiig and mineswee]ping escort forces
increased during the period under review from 1,825 vessels in
April 1943 to 2,343 vessels in April 19^44* The minesweeping
escort force in April I943 comprised II9 M-boats, 111 R-boats,

Kriegsgliederuiig, 320 auxiliary minesv/eeping vessels. 4I Sperrbrechers,
317_Vp-boats, 870 Harbour Defence boats and. 4.7 U-Jager.
April 1944 the force consisted of 177 H-boats, 129 R~boats,
p49 auxiliary mines’weeping vesselsj. J+6 Sperrbrechers,
342 Vp-boats, 1,24s Harbour Defence boats and 52 U-Jager,('^)
Ovdng to the mixed natui’e of the force however, it is inipos-
sible to say how far this increase in streng;th v/as due to the
threat caused by aerial minelaying as distinct from t.bat
caused by direct air attack or attack by surface forces.

On the other hand

Adm, TSD/HDS
KTB of relevant

Commands.

Piles of

In

(1) The strength of the British minesweeping force in about
April 1944- was approximately 1,520 vessels,
was piurely a minesweeping force. To obtain comparable
figures it would be necessary to add to the British mine
sweeping strength various tj^es of vessels employed
coastal escort, loop patrols, harbour defence, river
patrols and so on. it is estimated that the strength of
British and German 'minesweeping' forces at this period
would then be aTjproximately the

SEClTET

Ho’wever thi
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same.
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CtlAPTER XIV

THE U>.BOAT WAR IN THE ATLMTIG - JAMJAPY TO MY 19U4.

■  FART I - ON THE GOlWOY ROUTES

(i) - U-boats concentrated in H.E. Atlantic

At the beginning of January 19^14 the U-boats were still

disposed almost solely in the northeast part of the North
Atlantic. The majority were grouped under the name Ruegen
totalling 20 boats in sub-divisions of three strung out loosely
to the south of Iceland and west of Ireland so as to catch the

transatlantic convoys. Two U-boats were permanently stationed

early in the month in mid-Atlantic to maJce weather reports
for the benefit of the German Meteorological Service. A

smaller group under the name Borkum, consisting of ten boats
was disposed in an east/wsst line some 500 miles northeast
of the Azores to interc<^t convoys bound to or from the

Gibraltar and West Africa area. Both groups spent much of

their patrol submerged by day owing to the air menace.

B. d U,

War Diary
See Map No.48

Group Borkum had been frustrated at the end of December

1943 in their attempts to attack convoys by the shore-based
air support from the Azores aided by carrier borne aircraft
from U.S.S. ELook Island and Core. Pressure on this Group
was maintained during the first vreek of January by frequent
s^veeps over the area by Azores based Portresses and
L/L Wellingtons in co-operation with surface support groups
during which four U-boats were sighted by the aircraft. Two
attacks were made, one of which resulted in serious damage
to U.270 who was forced to return to port but the attacker -

Portress U/206 Sqdn - was shot do^wl by the U-boat‘s flak just
after the release of depth charges. A support group contacted
another of the Borkum boats on 7 January but during the
subsequent hunt the U-boat (U. 305) retaliated and sanlc
H.M. frigate Tweed with an acoustic torpedo and afterwards
made good her escape. No convoys having been sighted up to
8 January, the Group now only seven strong was moved southward
to between Port\igal and the Azores while G.A.P. reconnaissance
was flown to locate convoys. On the 9th this reported a
large convoy to the west of Gibraltar steering northwest.
Group Borkum was warned to expect W/t directions for attack
depending on subsequent daily air locations. However, nothing
was seen of this convoy on the 10th in spite of maximum efforts

by the long range reconnaissauice unit which was specially
strengthened to six J.U. 290s and two BV.222s. On 11 January
the reconnaissance vfas a failure owing to breakdowns both of
aircraft engines and the search radar equipment. Finally at
1819 hours the westernmost' boat of the Group cax;tght a glimpse
of a north bound convoy. The rest were immediately ordered

to close but none contacted it. U.758 wras badly damaged by
planes from the supporting escort carrier U.S.S. Block Island,
aiid U. 953 and 382 merely sighted escort vessels. Both missed
with acoustic torpedoes. Doenitz observed that the operation
failed entirely through poor air reconnaissance and noted that
at least twice the number were necessary so as to guarantee
against failiires in maintenance and equipment*

Yfliile giving distant air support from the Azores to a
south boimd convoy on 13 January, L/L Wellington L/172 Sqdn.
detected, attacked and sunk U.231. As only five boats
remained in the Group it was dissolved and the units instructed
to proceed northwards into the Group Rue gen area. While
doing so, on the 14th both U.377 and 64I were sighted on the

No. 247 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices

Adrhty.
Statement of

Losses H.M.

Stationery
Office

B. d U.

War Diary

No. 247 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices
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surface by Portresses A/220 and E/206 Squadrons respectivelyc
The latter attacked U.641 but inflicted no damage,

(ii) The end of closely grouped U-boat dispositions

Meamfli’hile the Ruegen grouplets had sighted nothing up to
7 January and, with no G.A.P. reconnaissance available in the
Northern Atlantic, Doenitz abandoned even these small group
tactics and distributed the 19 boats into individual static
attack areas. These vrere scattered in the general area from
latitude 610 to 50°N between longitudes I70 and 21OW.
each boat was at least 30 miles from its neighbour the chances
of combined attack on any shipping sighted became
remote; moreover the risk increased of single boats being
overwhelmed by either surface or aircraft attack fran convoy
support. Both these suppositions became unpleasant facts for
Boenitz during the next three months.

As

even more

B. d U.

War Diary

On 9 January, U.757 proceeding towards her new billet,
ran across convoy 0Sni7KI.E 58 where she was detected and sunk
by the sijrface escorts in 5033N x I803W. During the afternoon
of 13 January, V.L.R. Liberator A/59 Squadron on  a supporting
sweep near convoy SL 144/41KS 35 sighted a U-boat on the surface.
It made no attempt to dive and in face of intense flak the
aircraft made tw^o depth charge attacks and then several
using .machine guns while the U-boat was turning in tight
circles. Finally the boat dived very slowly. i_„_
Ui621 outward bound having just been fitted with  a 3.7 cm.
flak gun in addition to the noimial two twin 20

She was badly damaged by the depth charges and had to make
immediate return to harbour,

(iii) The start of G.A.F.
Approaches

runs

This was

mm cannon.

an

reconnaissance in the Western

Wo.15 Group
OcRoB.

Appendices

Wo more shipping having been sighted by I5 January,
Doenitz moved the Ruegen boats (now reinforced to 24) closer
to the British Isles on diving patrol in a ribbon extending
from the latitude of the Faeroes to that of Brest and distant
only some 250 miles from our coasts,

sance was flovin to locate convoys approaching the area,
addition,^one U-boat (U.2g0) was stationed off Reykjavik and

(U.38q) close in off W.W, Ireland to report convoy move
ments. The tyro weather reporting boats were kept in their
mid-Atlantic billets and one of them (U.QgO) provided the only
success of the month. This was the sinking on I6 January in
5235W X 35OOW of S.3. Sumner I.Kimball — 7j176 tons who was a
straggler from convoy CW 219.

Daily G.A.F. reconnais-
In

B. d U.

War Diary
See Map Wo.55

Admty.
B.R..I337

Early on I5 January, U.377 at the southern end of the
Ruegen ribbon reported a group of surface craft and that she
had missed with a torpedo. Wo further signals were ever
received from her and, v/ith no specific claim on otir side, it
is not known how she met her end, (O On 17 January, H.M,
Ships Wanderer and Glenarm. part of the escort to an outward
bound convoy, detected and sank U.305 also at the southern
end of the ribbon in 4939W x 201 OW, Later during the same
day a German meteorological aircraft sortie reported an out-
vfard bound convoy of 25 to 30 ships off the W.W. comer of
Ireland. All those Ruegen boats favourably placed were

Adraty.
C.B.04050/44(1)

(1) At aoout this time another U—boat (U.972) vanished in the
Worthei-n Atlantic ymthout trace.
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ordered to take up attacking positions ahead of the convoy by
P.M» 19th. The JTJ. 290 reconnaissance on the I8th sighted
some shipping in 55°N x i7°W but the report gave
speed and weather conditions on the 19th prevented any air
reconnaissance at all so that Doentiz was without knowledge
of the whereabouts of the target. It was probably the south
bound OS 65AmS,39 as late on the 19th the sui-face escorts to
this convoy detected and sank U.64I in 5025N x I849W,
sorties on the 20th, 21st and 22nd"failed to locate

no course or

JTJ. 290

any convoy

Ibid and
B. d U.

War Diary
s

aj-id on 23 January the Ruegen ribbon was closed in still nearer
to the Irish coast between longitudes 15° and ly^oiT,
reconnaissance still had nothing to report and U,386 in the
North Channel area was detected by H.M^S, Portchester.
escaped the subsequent U-boat hmt without damage claiming
erroneously to have sunk her assailant with an acoustic torpedo
after which she retired westward into the Ruegen ribbon.

Air

■She

The fairly regular appearance of G.A.P. long range aircraft
together with the positions from occasional D/P.s of U-boat W/t
transmissions had warned us that U-boats might be closing
towards Ireland and N0.I5 Group received an increasing number
of convoy support sorties from No.19 Group follovred in the
third week of January by the move of part of No.53 L/L
Liberator Squadron from Cornwall to Ballykelly in Northern
Ireland. Finally at the end of January two whole L/L
Wellington Squadrons (Nos. Zf.07 and 6l2) were moved up from
Cornwall to Liraavady, also in Northern Ireland.

N0.I9 Group

Appendices

On 26 January at 1220 hours the JU.290
located a convoy steering southward in 5545N x IO3OW but ovdng
to faulty W/T equipment, the report did not reach the U-boat
Command until the aircraft landed at I6OO hom-s.

reconnaissance

As it was
not apparent v/hether this convoy would prove to be trans —
atlantic or southbound to Gibraltar the Comi^ieind made provision
for both alternatives. The Ruegen boats were formed"into two
new groups:- Group NineinU^ of eight boats to take up a
line 5^0N x 15°W to x 12% against a southbound convoy.
Group otuermerl^J of eleven boats to occupy a sector between
lines 270 miles. N.VJ. and W. of Malin Head (N. Ireland) for a
west bound convoy.

B. d U.
War Diary

“ The submerged U-boat disposition near our western coast
defeated

These dispositions ■were nearer to our coast than any since
the early days of 1941 but with the big difference that now the
U-boats had to keep a diving patrol with corresponding limited
search range. Short of fortuitous contact they vrere entirely
dependent on air reconnaissance to reach an attacking position.
On the 27th sorties by three JU.290.S and one BV.222 confirmed
two convoys off Ireland. These aircraft were, of course, seen

Ibid and
No.19 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices
by the convoys and, as it was expected that U-boat action would
follow. No.19 Group stepped up the scale of supporting
both by night and day from 28 January onwards,
detachment of No.235 Beaufighter Squadron was sent up to
Northern Ireland to escort convoys as far out as possible to
frustrate the long range G.A.P. aircraft.

sweeps
In addition a

Fleet Air Arm

(1) Group Hinein - U.65O. ^I, 592, 7^4 and
(2) Group Stuermer - U.989. 547, 984, 545, 309, 406. 762.

390. 7^, 38g~ind~^. ■
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fighters were also embarked in escort carriers accompanying
convoys for the same purpose.

To return to the sighted convoys - one of them was reported
off Blacksod Bay steering southwest -which would track clear of
the western end of Group Hinein and the other was  a north
bound convoy advancing up longitude 12°'# past the southwest
coi-ner of Ireland and tracking inside the eastern end of the
Group,
was ON 221.

Doenitz chose the former as the target which in fact
He signalled the Hinein boats to surface and

chase to the -west at utmost speed keeping W/t watch for beacon
signals from the shadovz-ing aircraft. However, these signals
were not heard by any boats during the day and the BV.222 who
was to give the vital bearing signals at dusk had to retiu'n
early because of engine trouble. The night sortie JU.29O
fomd the convoy at 0023/28th but soon afterwards lost contact
ovlng to a breakdown in the search radar. Bearing signals
during the night were thus impossible and the precious dark
hours vrere vested in blind searching by the U-boats,
searching was rashly carried on into -fche daylight of 28 January.
Tvro boats v/ere sighted by the air support to the convoy. At
1147 hotirs, U.27I was attacked and sunk by Ur.S.N. Liberator
E/103 Squadron follov/ed at 1303 hours by Uo 37^ being sunk by
S-underland D/461 Squadron,
violent flalc which was finally reduced by the excellent front
gun fire fra-n the Sunderland. As the aircraft passed over
the U—boat on the attacking r-un ten bodies -were counted stre-wn
about the bridge and gun platforms. Tvro other searching
boats (U.7^4 and 212) had to dive for aircraft but were not
themselves sighted.

This

This latter attack -was in face of

Ibid and

Nq,15 Group
O.R.B.

Appendices.

The Group was told to continue chasing to the southwest
but Doenitz had little hope of locating the convoy.
War Diary he -wrote off the operation as a failure due,
again, to the inadequate number of reconnaissance aircraft
and the poor state of their search radar and W/t equipnent.

In his

once

On 29 January, distant air cover was still being given
to ON 221 and at 1332 hours', U. 592 was sighted and attacked by
U.S.N. Liberator N/110 Squadron; serious damage was inflicted
on the U-boat which necessitated a start homeward on the 30th.
During the day the fruitless chase after OF 221 was given up
and, as the moonlight period was approaching, Doenitz moved
both the Stuen-ner and Hinein boats further out to some 350 miles
off the British Isles and opened up the spacing between boats
to 50 or 60 miles.

(■''■) Ho better results for U-boats disposed further
Coast

from our

Ibid

See Map Wo.57

v/hile this move out was taking place, two escort carriers
H.M.S. Fai.r^a and Activity) screened by the 2nd Escort Group
Starl^HS-j Wild Goose. Woodpecker. Magpie and Vfren) started

operations as a support group to convoys in the area westward
of Ireland. By davm/31 January they were about 330 miles
southwest of Ireland awaiting the arrival of a Sierra Leone
convoy from the south. ~
aircraft flying but nothing was sighted.
Wild Goose obtained an

The carriers had their Swordfish
At 1015 hours, the

asdic coi-atact and after several depth

Admty
GoB. 04050/44
(0 and (2)

charge attacks unmistakable evidence of a destrojrod U-boat
came to the surface. This was U.592 returning homeward
da-aaged after the air attack on 29 January. Later on the
same day Liberator T/120 Squadron on an operational transit
flight from Northern Ireland to Reykjavik'sighted U.285.
of the Stuermer Group, in 5933W x 1346Vf.

on

Tlie U-boat had
e
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already disappeared "by the time the depth charges were
released and no damage was ii'iflicted.

During the full moon period from 29 January to the
3 February no GoA.P. reconnaissance was flown and Doenitz took
the opportmity to reorganise the U-boats,
and Hinein vrere dissolved and the time expired boats jn them
started homeward.

Groups Stuermer

Fresh boats, which v/ere arriving out fromIbid and

German and Biscay ports, were formed into a nevir Group Igel of
22 boats. This Group v/as disposed by signal in much the same

B. d U.

War Diary

vVhile moving to their appointed billets on
4 February, tliree of them reported having sighted portions of
different convoys but no action was taken by Doenitz. Coastal
Command's general air cover Dn the area sighted others but
the only air attack made was by L/L Liberator T/53 Squadron
on the night of the 4/5th,
doun by Vo 965 with no damage to herself.

area as before.

In this the aircraft was shot

and

Nos. 15 and 19
Group O.R.B.
Appendices.

By 6 February the Igel Group had taken up their positions
and G.A.F. reconnaissance vras flown in the area off Ireland by
two JU.29O.S. Three convoys were reported - one large one Li
Z|.100il X l600Yf steering north which v;-as SL1 »38 and two
close off the coast of Ireland steering south,
Doenitz had to choose which to operate against and once again
he split his disposition into tvro.
was signalled to spread betvreen 55°N x 19°W and 61°N x 12°W

in case the southbound convoys should turn v/eskvard for
-America and Group Igel II of 11 boats v/as ordered to spread
between x 21 and 49?^! x 15°IY to catch the north
bound convoy,
dajr for the latter convoy.

Once again

Group Igel I of 15 boats

G.A.P. reconnaissance vfas to search the next

At 0705 hours on 7 February, two JJ,290s located
reported this convoy in 470N x l8aw,
escort carriers screened by the 2nd Escort Group Joined’tt

Carrier borne fighters attempted to bring down the
shadowing enemy aircraft but without success. Group Tgel II
still far aviray, vrere told to surface at dusk and get closer
on the convoy’s line of advance,
cover v/as

ana

At 1600 hours the two
le

convoj'-,,

After dark, shorebased air
given ahead of the convoy by Nos

Ibid

. I5 and I9 Groups^
y;as attacked by Halifax P/58 Squadron and U,762 by both

0 and W/407 L/L YYellington Squadron but in
inflicted.

no case was danaage

During 8 February, the convoy was again shadowred by
JU.29OS and after dark the aircraft still in contact.  - sent out
bearing signals for the benefit of the U-boats until 0300/9th,
However, only kvo boats
the convoy -

escorts and U,7^^2 who was contacted by asdic h-f the 2nd Escort
Group^scme ten miles from the convoy at 2300/8th,
immediately attacked and destroyed by them half

appear to have reached the vicinity of
■^58 v/ho Sighted some of the outer surface

tt
U*

C«'
oae was

an hour later.

(vi) Gffensive action by convoy supports both air and surface

As no reports of actual sighting of the convoy by any
U-boat had reached Doenitz by da^m/9th he cancelled farther
G.A.F. sorties and abandoned the operation because in face of
the^intense_air activity in the area all U-boats had to dive
during daylight. However, the escort's offensive had not
finished with his boats. Shortly after daybreak the 2nd
Escort Group detected a submerged U-boat off the convoy's beam
and ensuing attacks destroyed U,238 at 0940 hours,
shaultaneously another U-boat was located ahead of the convoy
and at 1502 hours the Group destroyed U*734.

Almost
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Ibid The only slight success for the enemy occurred at the
northern end of Group Igel I when at 0145/8 February, U» 985
ran across and sanlc ScS« Margit - 1,735 tons in biwON x ld|^°';7.

(UR.108)'This ship was a bad stra.ggler from a smal onvo3/'

bound from Iceland to the United Kingdom^

Early on 10 February, U.256 erroneously claimed to have
From the positionsunk a destroyer with an acoustic torpedo,

given by the U-boat, this must have been one of the outer

screen to convoy HX 277 which was coming into Group Igel II’s
area from the southwest well behind the SL convoy and on its

port quarter because shortly afterwards L/L Liberator G/55
Squadron, who was escorting HX 277 sighted tvro U-boats and
attacked one of them,

on U.608 and it appears likely that the other U-boat was U.256.
Neither boat attempted to follow the convoy.

The attack, which was harmless, was

UnknoTm to the enemy, the outward bound CN 223 containing
the escort carrier H.M.S. Fencer was crossing the general area

between the two groups of U-boats. At 1430 hours on
10 February, the Fencer*s Swrordfish aircraft sighted U<.666.
the southei'nmost boat in Group Igel I and sanlc her five
minutes later in 535SN x 17l6W.
U-boats fresh out from B’rance vrere approaching Group Igel II.
Both reported smoke trails and later a convoy steering south-
vrest li 4915N X 1730W. This was OS67/KMS 41.
anj'' boats who were favoxnrably placed to operate agalist it.
Tliese tvro boats (U.413 and U.731) together with U.437i also
fresh out from France, remained in contact with the convoy for
24 hours before being driven off and losing touch. During
this time they fired several acoustic torpedoes and signalled
a wholly ima
ship sunk,(2
this convoy with He.177s but was frustrated by P.A.A, fighters
from the escort carrier H.M.S. Pursuer. They shot down one
He, 177 and the. shadowing Fi7.200 at 2010 hours in position
4256N X I75OW,

Further to the south, two

Doenitz ordere

inary claim of three destroyers and a merchant
An attempt was made on 12 February to attack

Ibid

d

Meanwhile the burst of U-boat signalling around the 03
convoy had resulted in the 2nd Escort Group leaving the now
safe SL convoj'- in order to sweep down tovcards such a promising
area for kills. Strong shore based air cover was flown
during the night of the lO/llth and at 2350 hours
10 February, L/L Yfellington 0/6l2 Squadron detected and
attacked a U-boat.

on

This wa.s U<,545 who was so seriously
daimaged that she had to be abandoned and scuttled after

inforaiing the U-bca
ing U.714. 984 and 549 to close and rescue the- crew.
wa.s shortly afterivards ;

Squadron bqt not damaged

Doenitz ordered the neighominando

attacked by h/h Wellington C/a07
d.(3) Another U-boat (U.283) was

Ibid boun-
Uo984

(1) The convojf itself was receiving night air support and
continued to do so on subsequent nights. At 0020A/
10 F’bi'uary, Uie aircraft then giving cover (L/t Liberator
D/120 Sqdn) detected and sighted U.984. also of Group Igel
I, near the little convoy. Faulty homing prevented an
attack being made before the U-boat dived but U.984 lost
contact with the convoy.
Subsequentlj'', U.413 was detailed by Doenitz to go back
and operate inshore in the Scilly Islands,-^orth Cornwall
area and to report on the conditions of traffic.

During the following day, U.714 reached the position and
picked up the survivors. U,549 and 284 were then sent
back to their positions in Group Igel I,

SECRET
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attacked but shot dovvn her assailaiit - L/L Wellington N/S1 2
Squadi'ono She was again attacked at 0410/11th and this trhne

was sunlc by L/L Yfellington D/U-OJ Squadron^ By this tine the
2nd Escort Group were nearing the area from ¥;hich the provicus
U-boat signalling had come and an asdic contact v/as obtained^

After several depth charge attacks copious evidence of a kill
came to the surface. This marked the end of UJf22i.» Ro more

locations were made and late on 12 February the Escort Group
proceeded towards the next incoming convoy “ IiX.,278,

(vii) Decisive action arouj;id convoys ON,224 and QilB, 29

e as yet of his full losses ditring the
Doenits realised that the air and G.OS

Although unawar
past fortnight, (■^) D
opposition was unusually strong and at dawn on 11 Pebruan;^
he re-disposed Groups Igel I and II same 150 mil.es still
further to the westward with orders to proceed to the assigned
positions at economical speed, Pran the 13th he started
G,A.P, reconnaissance to the north of Ireland for the next CI'T
transatlantic convoy.(2) Nothing was sighted this day except
that U,A1;.5 in Igel II claimed a destroyer sunlc at'2056 hours
in 53'2°N ^ 21'g’°W. She reported a subsequent heavy depth
charge attack and had to start home in a badly damaged condi
tion, There was no truth in her destroyer claim.

B. d U.

War Diary

On 14 February at 1807 hours, the G.A.P. rsconnais3.aacs
ported^onvoy off N.W, Ireland steering west with t\70escort carriers in company.(3) On this da,te the Igel Groups vrere

scattered in the general area 6l° to 5'O^N between longitudes
20^ eaid 29°W and on receipt at base of the GcA.F, report Group
Igel I of nine boats was sent at utmost speed to the so..itheast
while Igel II of eleven boats v/as told to close eastvifards.
On the 15th, the G,A,P, reported ON 224 as steering scuthv;est
and Igel I was re-directed so as to get across the convoys lire

Ibid of advance a.s soon as possible. Igel II was spread In an
also area across its p.reEumed track fui'ther on. By this time the
Admty 2nd Escort Grou.p had joined the incorain.g HX 278 (novr in 4S°N x
C.B.04050/Zii|-(2) 25°W) together with the 7th and 10th Escort Groups aaid early
and (3) on 16 February two escort carriers (Striker end Fencer) also

re

and
No, 15 Group
0,RoB•
Appendices

(1) Most U-boat kills, whether by air or surface craft,
occurred under conditions v»rhich prevented a signal belv.i.g
sent by the U-boat to base. Unless a U-boat cn patrol
had a sighting message to transmit, W/T silence w'as kep’b
so that the mere absence of signals was not signifioa’
It was onlj?- when a U-boe.t's fuel enduz'ance w'as considered
to be at en end that such a silence became aminous. Thus

J.
a

U-boats at sea could be dead for weeks before the U-boat
Goranand was aware of it. This did not apply in the
transit areas because vdien on passage through them U~bo?.ts
were required to send a short signal either before start
ing into or after cleari.ng from these areas.

(2) The widely scattered and submerged U-boat dispositions
vrere, Doenitz decided, quite incapable of Intercepting
incaaing convoys soon enough to permit of planned concen
trations ag.ain.st t.hera; moreover they were outside the
range of his air search.
kn.owledge by G,A,F, reconnaissance cf out’ward bomd convoys
clearing from the North Channel, keep thera under air obsoiv
vation and base his attack dispositi.on on shadowing reports
finally bringing the U-boats into contact wdth the convoy
by beacon signals from the shadowring aircraft, -
Ref, B, d U. VZar Diary,

(3) 6 clU. assumed tViis convey U> be. ON.224> botiW •fext' a'eo»s 0S.f»S/l<MS.42.
SECRET
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Sunderland i7/201 Squadron, on support ahead of thejoined up.
convoy, sighted and attacked U. 5h-S at 1222 hours as she was
hurrying southeastvards on the surface,
inflicted but the boat signalled base later that it could be
repaired with her own resources.

The- fcrtt Cere. Tu, 2^0-5 ^e^vtr oot

SufpetedL Olv( convfoj OL^O-th -PoomI 0S.68/kMS. 4£. its e«C01*t
BotV> uJC-rC sbfrt <ioc^n _ one by «. P-A-A- f»j|»tiET

tb«. M-M-S. ftibw is-Kol H)« by Scxu>pi9bt«T N/z5^
tbis c«A^v;oy , No geKOi'ne O.M co>vvoy tOo* -^uoc( by trbe

(S-A -F. until (btObouTS an<A tki's in O»06.acj |oc<xt'ei fn
X ifOOW. Laired o.v tbe l4rt, cvfter iAcurW. , U.

to&^ b,o»v,etOcvira <0 oOtSLcb-eX but not- W.neol
by L-/l- UC,beyr<J:iir O/S'^ S<^^Jo.A-ron <rK/ 3«.ne>(Tj a^ir
cx7v/«r to botb o»0.££4 <vnA Hv, 27^.

Seme damage was

tbe 141b Co -re-loco.te tbeon

decided on action aganis-^/
18th.

during the night of the 1?/
Maximum G.A.P. reconnaissance was planned for the after

noon of the 17th which was intended to shadovir the convoy
throughout the night and bj^ sending beacon signals from dusk
onwards to bring the U-boats into actual contact during the
dark hours. Ko«€u«r, H)C a.^t«.Tooo», G-A-F, SoTtiee on the iTH?
separauly reported botboNS.£<? further ec.st«>a«l*, the aenoioe
ON - E£4 bo(.'tfie enCHry control eUol not ̂ -eoj.ee that there toere thus taJo
Outu>c.rcl Conr«y4 rnreked . AnyMoy, fe&lino
sure or interception, iJoenitz combined the Igel groups in a

Group Hai of 20 U-boats disposed in a treble line from 52w°N x
25°'/7 to 49°N X 23°W.
both returned early owing to defects and the waiting U-boats

received no beacon signals. Moreover by the morning of
18 February the actual situation v/as not what Doenitz supposed.
Not one but two vrestbound convoys had cleared from the North
Channel. The first was the slow ONS 29 followed much later

by lrh« fa.4Cer Of4.ia4, nsh'ich by the coerty nnorni'na of the ‘^thstill about 15^0 vniles a.<oa-y tb tb« narCbeoi.ct'ioc.rJL of Convoy OfJS.2.^ >
ot- UN-vd24. Kiiowing that both convoys were entering dangerous
waters they were given strong shore-based air cover vdiile the
2nd, 7th and 10th Escort Groups were detached from the now
safe HX, 2/'8 and sent, the latter to ONS 29 and the other two
to CN 224.

re-routed southwrards and by da\OTi/l8th was tracking to the east-
VTard of the Hai Group. These facts remained unlcnovm to

Deenitz because the lo?/ availability of G.A.P. sorties did not
allow reconnaissance during daylight on the I8th and sorties
were being conserved for a maximum effort from dusk onwards. (2)

However, early in the afternoon of the I8th, the German
Radio Intelligence Braj.ich reported that from D/^ fixe
ON 224®s radio guardship the convoy’s position was approximately
in 50°N X 21 °W wrhich indicated a drastic evasion southw
Accordingly Doenitz told the Hai Group at 1400 hours to dive
in a south easterly direction aiid on surfacing at dusk to
steer due south at eleven Imots. Shortly after, at 1523 hours,
the 10th Escort Group with ONS 29 obtained an asdic contact.
After depth charge attacks, a U-boat surfaced and was finished
off by H.M.S. Spey in 4832N x 233674

However, the tv/’o vital night sorties

Furthermore during the night ON 224 had been

s on

aras.

This Tfas U.406 from

Ibid

(1) This boat also, had erroneously claimed a destroyer sunk
on 15 Februarjr in 559N x 20g'°W.

(2) This effort amounted to three JU.29OS, one BV.222 and
two FW.200S,
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which 45 survivors were picked upo^”*)
had received, no

Ibid
By 2200 hours Doenitz

air reports from the night G.AoP. sorties and
all U-boats were told to steer east at 13 knots so as to get
at ON 224 as soon as possible. L/L Liberator S/53 Squadron,
on the way out to escort ONS 29, attacked two of these boats
but, although doing them no damage, they were forced to dive.
No locations v/ere made by the C-.A.P. until 0110 hours on the
19th but subsequently both ON 224 and ONS 29, T,dio by this time
were not far apart, v/ere reported and beacon signals on both
were transmitted which resulted in some confuaion among the
U-boat So Only tvro were faintly detected by ON 224‘s outer
screen and in neither case Y/as contact firm enou^ to press
home an attack, I ) Later, still in darloiess, at O605 hours
L/L Liberator G/224 Squadron returning from escorting ONS 29
sighted and attacked a U-boat about 25 miles \Test of ON 224,
This ̂\Yas one of about ei^t boats in this vicinity. No daraage
was inflicted but the forced dive ensured no subsequent con
tact with the convoy before daylight.

See Map No. 58

At first light on I9 February, the 2nd Escort Group left
ON 224 and swept back over the convoy's track to find the t-,TO
U-boats which had been faintly detected a few hours before.
Asdic contact y/as gained at 1007 hours and after  a seven hour
hunt U, 264 surfaced and abandoned ship under gunfire, (-5}
Meany/hile ONS 29 was considered clear of the most dangerous
area and the 10th Escort Group y/as detached to join ON.224.
While on passage at 11.26 hours an asdic contact was made and
after a few depth charge attacks U,586 broke surface,
opened fire on her assailants y/hile trying to escape on the
surface at full speed. She v/as soon sunk by combined gunfire
and shallow set depth charges by H.M.S, Spey. Sixteen sur
vivors including the captain were pidced up.

She

Ibid

After sinlcing U,264. the 2nd Escort Group remained hunting
in the vicinity. At 2155 hours a U-boat W/T signal y/as D/P-ed
about 15 miles distant. The Group went off in pursuit but
hO minutes later the Y/oodpecker y;as hit by an acoustic torpedo
in 4849N X 2231W and had her stern bloyyn off, (^J This was by
Uo764 vz-ho got av/ay unscathed.

In Ms comments on the operation, Doenitz gave as reasons
for failure firstly, the aircraft defects ydiich prevented loca-

convoy during the decisive night of
17/18th and which also resulted in the convoy's more southerly
course not being appreciated in time to get the boats across;
secondly, the failure to locate the convoy until 0200/19th when
the beacon signal procedure was too late to be of value to
most of the U-boats, He said that this type of combined

B, d U.

War Diary

operation y/oirld be tried again and again as he was convinced
that if there y/as adequate air reconnaissance it y/as perfectly
feasible to move the U-boats into attaclcing lines des]pite any
evasive measures by the convoy and in time to get the boats
up to the convoy early in the night on y/hich action was

(1) carried a special radar countermeasure party under a
scientist Dr. Graven,

provided much valuable information as to the state of
enemy progress in this direction.
One of these boats CU,437) made a mistaken claim to
have syink a destroyer,
^*264 was the first operational U-boat to put to sea
fitted with the new Schnorchel apparatus,
of the crew were picked up,
H.M.S. Woodpecker was taken in tow but when nearly home
she capsized and sank off the Scilly Isles at 0706/27
Pebri\ary<, There was no loss of life,

SECRET
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plannedo ( ) He also intended to keep a few U-boats on the
surface to shadow the convoy by day but this could only be
tried if certain initial defects in the 3,7 cm. flak gun had
been overcome in a later design now coming into service,(2)

On ̂ y occasions in the past, Doenitz had conplained of
the paucity of long range aircraft allocated to the
Pliegerfuehrer Atlantik for co-operation ■v^ri.th the U-boat arm.
This h-ad been stressed by him to Hitler at the end of I94.3 at
a conference in which, after reiterating his request, he said
that aside from the shortage of planes, insufficient training
in navigation and communications hampered the effective employe
ment of air search and showed the need for a co-ordinated 

"
training programme. He ended by demanding that the whole

Fuehrer Confer
ences on

Naval Affairs
19.12.43

output of the neTiT JUo290 should be used exclusively for this
task and not for bombing,
in support of this proposal.

Hitler promised to spealc to Goering

Doenitz returned to this subject during one of his
frequent visits to Hitler at Berghof and soon after this
abortive attenpt to attack ON 224, This failure he ascribed
as being due basically to the shortage of long range aircraft.
He also made the point that the inability of the U-boats to
change i3osition rapidly on the surface because of Allied
shore-based and carrier borne air cover woudd vanish when the
TjTpe XXI boats were available with their high sustained under-
vfater speed. It proved that the revolutionary chaiuge of type
xra-s rightly adopted but it was vital that their construction
should be expedited especially as the schedule Tias already
more than a month in retard because of bomb damage to the
Siemens-Schuckert electrical motor factory'- in recent Allied
air raids on Berlin,

(viii) The U-boats retire once more to mid-Atlantic

ibid

26.2.2(4

As explained oefore, Doenitz was still unaii/are of his
full U-boat losses. In fact, during the eleven days from
8 to 19 February no less than ten U-boats had been sunk by
air cover or surface support group \idthout a single merchant
ship in the numerous convoys traversing the area being
attacked. His U-boat claims to have sunk six destroyers in
this period amounted actually to the torpedoing of one sloop.
He ^was, however, suifficiently a-v/are of failune to dissolve the
Hai Group and send those -vidth good reserves of fuel out to
imid-Atlantic there to s.-’.ira.it reinforcement before attempting
another operation.

even

(1) On Mi. February, the strength of Fliegerkozps X in long
range aircraft was 11 - JU,290s, 2 - BV.222s, 5 - Fw.2C0s
and 4 long range JU.SSs, Up to 19 February there were
17 sorties by JU.290s of which four turned back f
engine trouble, two for radio or radar breakdo-vm and two
for compass defects,
convoy area on the l6th and one shot dovioi on its return
jouraey in the Bay of Biscay on the 19th by one of
No, 19 Group’s Mosquito interception patrols.
The reports from U-boats ducing January and early
February as to the effectiveness of the 3»7 cm guns dis
closed certain minor constructional defects due to
inexperience in firms engaged on their massed production
but the main shortcoming was caused by rust during the
long periods of submergence. Steps vrere being taken to
overcome this by the use of rustless steel in the more
intricate moving parts of the automatic mechaaiism.

SECRET
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T/hile giving these instructions on 20 February came one
of the few genuine claims against destroyers® U,413 in the
North Cornwall area torpedoed and sank the destroyer Warwick®
Her subsequent signal to base reported little worth while
traffic in the area and she received discretion as to whether
to remain there or go with U»333 (then outvirard bound in the
Bay) to the North Channel on inshore reconnaissance patrol.
She elected for the latter but her success against the Warwick
resulted in the diversion of No, I9 Group's convoy sorties to
the area between Cornwall and S.W. Ireland for the next week.
As nothing was sighted they were reverted once more to the
Biscay Percussion Area patrols.

By 25 February sufficient U-boats were in or approaching
the mid-Atlantic waiting position for Doenitz to re-group them
under the name of Preussen, They were disposed in 18 indivi
dual patrol billets pepper-potted over a huge area betv/een
latitudes 33° and A7°W from longitudes 30° to 23°W, the centre
of which is approximately 70O miles ¥.S,W. of Ireland, The
fatal weakness of a scattered patrol was again exemplified
duning the next fortnight.

B, d U.

War Diary
also Admty
CoB,04050/2H^
(2) and (3) and
Nos, 15 and

19 Groups
0 ,R,B,

appendices

Ui2^, returning from a rendez-vous v/ith a German
blockade runner in mid-Atlantic, ran across convoy 80,153 on
2A February and T/as immediately sunk by the 6th Escort Group
supporting the convoy. One officer and 18 ratings were
rescued. On the night of the 25tV26th the 1st Escort Group
si^porting a v/estbound convoy came across U,91 and sanlc her,
after^/ards picking up 16 survivors. A few days later, on
1 i/]arch this Group located and after a long hunt-forced u.-iSff
to tW« su-r-fa.ce u>hare sWe to-r(»edoed <x«^ Se^«vk H-M-S. Gouiet before

•  Uerseif ow&irtok«4»,«.d by g|0*»-fiine de|>B) cbar3es -f-rowttbcrest
of die ̂ roup.Later on the same day IJoS, destroyers supporting
^utner convoy sanJc both U.709 and This y^s follo^ved on
6 liarch by the surface escorts to BX.280 sinking U,7V|. The
convoy system was demonstrating its offensive character with
a vengeance.

be.

Ibid

See Map No. 59

As no sighting reports of convoys had been received by
the U-boat Command, the Preussen boats yrere instructed to move
slowly northvrards in search of shipping and on 9 March two
minor successes were registered against the escorts of the
numerous convoys traversing the area. At 0154 hours, U.575
ran into Escort Group B.4 vdio yrere supporting SL» 150/]v]K5.41,
She hit and sank the corvette Asphodel and survived the sub
sequent 18 hour hunt. Further north, U, 255 at 2200 hoxors
contacted convoy CU, 16 iny/ard bpund from Ney? York, 1-
at and sanli; U.SbS, Leopold who vms one of the screening
destroyers and she also escaped from the subsequent hunt,
A day later she was attacked by L/L Liberator 1^120 Squadron
on escort to a liner, and sustained -fcwo men badly wounded.

Ibid

On the 10th March the siurface escorts to 80,154 detected
and sank U,845. A few hours later, Sunderland U/422 Squadron
on a supporting sweep aliead of the convoy attacked a U-boat on
■Ghe surface in broad daylight. In face of severe flak an
acCT-irate stick of depth charges yyas dropped which mortally
injured U.625. She dived after the attack but

-surfaced obviously in a bad y;ay. The Sundbrland circled
for l-g hours occasionally exchanging gunfire at the end of
v/hich time ̂ the U-boat made by visual signal to the aircraft
Fine bombing' and then foundered ydiile the crew scrambled

into small dinghies. They vrere never found but before
abandoning siiip U_,625 had signalled her plight to base and
Doenitz instructed U,741 and 256 to rescue the crew. They
searched jji vain for tyro days and nights d.uring vdiich U.74I

soon
re

was

Ibid
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attacked and slightly damaged by carrier borne aircraft, ̂ ^
sustained two attacks without damage by Coastal C

aircraft finally shooting doiwi her last assailant - l/L
Wellington E/l+GJ Squadron,

Command

For the next fortnight the Preussen boats i/ere kept mov
ing short distances to avoid their precise location becoming
iQioTmi to the Allies, Several isolated incidents occurred
mostly to the disadvaiitage of the viddely scattered U-boats,
For instance, ear-ly on the I3 March, L/L Wellington
B/172 Squ8.dron on night support to ON. 22? from the Azores
attacked and damaged Ue575o A follow-up Fortress
ly 206 Squadron, also from the Azores, attacked and further
di^agedher after daylight. Together mth Fortress
J/220 Squadron tliis aircraft horaed to the spot
surface escorts from ON.227 and. the U.S. escort carrier Booue
who was in support. Between them all, U.575 was re-located"
and sunk later on the same day.

Uo 262 v^as attacked but not damaged, by carrier borne air
craft on the night of and the next night U.653
contacted by one of the V index * s Swordfd.sh aircraft.
U-boat dived but the 2nd Escort Group, accompaaiying the

followed up, gained asdic contact and at 0305A 5 March
destroyed U.653.

Uh415, after reporting an apparently isolated hunting
group on 17 March w/as heavily depth charged, which rendered the
boat unfit for deep diving, ■'^recked, the inain laeriscope and
compelled an immediate start for home.

one of the

vra.s

The

No. 21+7 Group
O.R.B.
Appendices

B. d U. ¥/ar

Diary and Admty
CcB.0ZL050/2iJf.
(3) and (A)
and Map No. 60

ho3'^ I reported hydrophone evidence of a convoy on
16 March, She followed some dista.nce astern but v/as soon
forced to dive for aircraft. Slurfacing at dusk she gained on
the convoy but came up against the escort screen astern.
erroneoTusly claimed a hit on one of these, w/as depth charged
for four hours, .and had to abandon the chase. On 19 March at
1230 hours she sighted escort vessels and a portion of convoy
CU.17. She fired a long range salvo at these and sanlc
S.5. Sealcay of 10,342 tons. This xfas the only merchant ship
sunlc in the Northern Atlantic during March.

She

(ix) Doenitz adinits the final defeat of U-boat action
against ocean convoys

By 22 March, Doenitz was aware of most of his recent
losses and noted in his War D1.ary that they had apparently all
occurred in the area 54° to 48°N between longitudes
16° and 30°\lo He decided to evacuate this large area alto
gether and moved seven of the boats to the north of it where
they were to patrol 60 miles apart in an east/west direction.
The four others were detailed to patrol a narrow' strip to the
southvrest of it,
avoid the area in spite of the detour Wnich necessitated two
to three extra days on passage,
coDibined operations against convoys for the follov/ing

Homeward bound boats were instructed to

He also cancelled further
reasons;-

(1) During most of March three British
(Vindex. Biter and Tracker)

escort carriers

were operating with convoy
support groups in the general area 500 miles west of
Ireland,
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(a) Ovmig to the February/March re-iixforcei'flent of the
Arctic Flotillal"') and the build-up of a force at
iannediate readiness in Noriregian iDortsi^) only tiro
Type VII U-boats liad joined the Atlantic Fleet since
early February,

new

Bo d U.

War Diary
and

for the foot
notes

(b) The losses among Type VTI boats in the Atlantic had
been so high that there v/ere only 18 still operational.
Of these, five were in special inshore billets and one
on weather reporting duties,(3) Elis left only 12 avail
able for convoy operations which was not siafficient.

(c) The total strength of Long range aircraft available
was 8 - JU, 290,s, one BV,222 and a fev/- long range
JU,88,s. This w>-as totally inadequate.

All serious opposition to the passage of convoys thus
came to an end,

ling his scanty U-boat disposition by a group name,
during these first three months of 1944 have been described in
detail because they illustrate how the atten^pt to attack by
combining air reconnaissance vAth U-boats on diving patrol even
close to our ’western coast was defeated by the ijrolific use of
air cover and sui’face support aided by good intelligence.

Doenitz gave up even the fiction of label-
EventsSee Map No. 6l

Duriiig the three month period, 105 convoys containing
3,360 merchant ships traversed the area occupied by U-boats
and only thcee of them were sunk,
same

The U-boat losses in the

area aiuounted to 29 mth six more badly damaged. Had

all the U-boats been fitted with Schnorchel it it mlilcely
that tlie result would have been any cLifferent because to hope
for any T/ortiiY/hile success against well supported convoys,
U-boats must be grouped closely and possess high inobility.

Of the 29 U-boats sunk, surface craft killed 18 outright,
six by Coasta.1 Command and one by carrier borne aircraft,
Ewo more were shared among the above participants and two
vanished without trace. The grand total of flying hours by

(1) Because of the importance attached by the German Hi^
Command to attacks on convoys bound for North Russia,
which had been r'esumed in December 1943, orders vrere given
on 29 December to increase the Arctic U-boat flotilla from
18 to 2>+ boats,
requirement of 33 boats,

leaving Kiel during January and February, I4 went north.
So as to have U-boats ready for immediate a.ction in case
of iLLlied landings in Jutland or South Norway orders were
given on the 16 Pebmary that new Type VII boats were to
be held in Norregian ports up to a minimum of 10 and to
be laio'vm as Group iiitte,
reached wrere any to be released for the Arctic or North
Atlantic.

H.4I3 and ̂  in the North Chamiel, U.621 off the Butt of
Lewds, U, 4^1-3 off the north coast of Iceland and U,7^44
detailed to proceed to Reykjavik but had already been

U.552 was on weather reporting
duties 350 miles east of Cape PareYrell (Greenland),

SECRET

On 10 January 1944 this vras raised to a
Of the 27 new Type VII boats

Not until this number had been

sunk -unlcnown to Doenitz,

(2)

(3)
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Coasta], Command aircraft is given 'belo'ViX'*) and further details
as to raonthly distribution among the Groups is at Appendix XX.

(x) The Worth Atlantic abandoned by active U-boats

During April the mumber of U-boats dotted about in mid-

Atlantic fell progressively to five by 1 May,
brought about not only by losses incLirred but by the setting
up of a harbour group in Biscay ports similar to that in South
Norway,

the name of Group LandiTirt and its strength v^as bviilt up by
ceasing to sail U-boats and co-opting those returning from
seao(2j

This fall was

It was instituted in the third week of March under
B. d U. ¥ar

Diary and
Admty
CoB. 04050/2^4
(4) and (5) The viddely scattered units in mid-Atlantic presented

little or no tlrreat to the numerous convoys and on the few

occasions when U-boats reported the sitting of shiiDS, their
signals were D/P-ed and they were ruthlessly hunted to death.
In this manner four v/ere sxmlc by surface craft and oire by
Coastal Command aircraft at a cost of two ships sunlc in
convoy,(3)
ships were lost but t\/o U-boats were sunlv, both by escort

•  groups.

Similtu* tactics continued in May. No merchant

Doenitz abandoned all pretence at fiu'ther offensive action
and moved the two surviving U-boats further westward for purely
weather reporting duties where they urere .joined by a third in
mid-Iviay,

air activity over their billets brought a sharp rejoinder Ik^^m
the U-boat Command that their meteorological reports vrere
essential for weather forecasting in connection with invasion
estimates.

Continued conplaints by these boa.ts on the amount of

If necessary they could shift billet vathout
fxnrther orders but wfere to avoid contact Wfith the enemy by:-

(a) Proceeding at high speed to a different position
after each report

(b) If under continued air activity they were to keep
submerged for several hours after each report,

Somewhs-t nat-urally no further action of any kind even
tuated for the remainder of May and on 1 June 192h2i- there were

B. d U,

War Diary

0)

U-BOAT
Task Effective

Hours

A/CTotal

Hours Lost Sights Attacks Sunlc Dam.

2,301Day 975 1 1
Convoy
Escort

,,, _ (213 (N)
(168, L/L

(1,113 (N)
(  468 L/L

1 N

9 L/L 5 L/L

45771Day 75236 ■ 2 13 12 3+1sh, 3
Convoy
[Support

Night (N)
^  (2,313 L/L

(35198 (N)
(3,780 L/L

1 N 3 N 2 M

5 L/L 18 L/L 15 L/L 3 L/L

(2) On 1 ivlay Group Landv/irt numbered 32 including six boats
fitted wdth Schno.rchel,

South Nori/uy numbered 15,
The tw/o ships (SoS, South America - 6,246 tons and
Ruth I - 3,551 tonsy~were~in convoy SC.156,
torpedoed by U,302 on 6 April.

On the sane date Group Mitte

Tb.ey were
She was herself sunk

in

(3)

iiiinediately after by the counter-attack from the surface
escort, The other boats sunlc by surface craft were

Coastal Co.mmand aircraft sankUo962. 4A8 and 986.
W° 342 aiid 31^- "vdien on genei-al convoy
Vck-K-isKed toitKoot f'rc^G ti\€ NoxtVi AUcuvti
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See Map No* 66 only the three self-effacing vreather reportjjig U-boats on the
erstv/hile main U-boat battle ground*
had, meanv/hile, shifted to the area north of the Shetlands and

to a lesser degree to the northern part of the Biscay coast*

Anti-U-boat varfai-e

PART II - IN THE TRAivISIT AREAS

(a) - BISCAY Operations Janu/ary to May incl* 194^4.

(i) - January operations

The immunity from air attack enjoyed by U-boats ±n tlie
Baj?- of Biscay during the last half of December 1943 seems to

have resulted in a more careless attitude both as regards the
timing of the battei-y charging during the niglit hours and the
number of hours spent on the surface, particularly in the
eastern part of the Bay* Additional causes for this attitude

were the recent fitment of some U-boats mth a fully automatic
model of the 3o7 cm* flak gun, the general equipment with the
Naxos aerial system of A*S*Vo detector and a few models of the

HohentTiriel search radar for picking up hostile aircraft,
also happened that in the first v/eek of 1944 a second
Liberator Squadron (No, 224) became operational on Leigh Lights
and an increased proportion of night flying was being done by
No, 19 Group in the middle and inner Bay area.

It

B* d U.

War Diary
and

No, 19 Grp*
0*R,B,

Appendi.ces

This combination of circumstances resulted in a sudden

burst of sightings and fierce night battles during the first
week of January. No less than 25 sightings were made, all at
night, followed by I4 attacks. Several of these encounters
were on the same U-boat but in total they affected 12 different
individuals,

darjia,ged, ( ')
None v/ei'e sunlc but four were seriously

Doenitz made an admonitory signal to all U-boats deplor
ing the over-confidence and stressing that the danger from air
patrols was as great as ever and only cautious tactics would
circumvent it. He gave orders that the hours utilised for

charging batteries were to be kept to a minimum and varied from
night to night so that the enemy could not assune certain
periods of the dark hours vrere devoted to charging on the sxxr-
face. He did, how-ever, give permission for daylight charging
to those boats fitted -with the new/ model 3o7 cm* gun, provided
that an exceptionally good w/atch was kept both visually and.
on the search receiver,

decoy buoys(2)
tion into the Bay v/aters, .Regarding the increased flying by
British aircraft in the Inner Bay, he pressed for G.A.p, night
fighter inte.rception patrols.

On 8 January, U« 426 (outv/ard bound) was suilc in broad
daylight on the surface by Sunderland U/10 Squadron in spite of
its 3,7 cm* gun but it viras not till after U«621. also fitted

•with the newiT g-un, v/as badly damaged early in the aftemoo.n of

He hastened the provision of radar
and outlined the procedure for their introduc-

Ibid

(1)
(2)

U..629. 415, LLi5. m
The Thetis radar decoy buoy consisted of a thin 'vrooden
pole five metres long fixed to a float weighted underneath
by a steel tube,

metal di-poles vAiich gave the same echo to A.S.V* as a
surfaced U-boat*

On the Y/ooden pole \rere fitted small

These buoys were scheduled to be laid
from the next ten out’ward bound U-boats, Each boat Yra.s

to lay 10 to 15 buoys at intervals of 25 miles from the

100 fathom line out to about longitude 10°J,
section (iii).

See also
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13 January by Liberator A/53 Squadron that Doenita gave orders
that the 3*7 cm. gunned boats were also to abandon daylight
charging,
not harmed during the night of I4 January by Liberal or

F/224 Squadxon and Halifax 1^58 Squadron respectively.

Tyro more outy/ard bound U-boats were attacked but

Thereafter Doenitz's admonition apioears to have ta],cen
effect because the next fortnight passed with no sightings at

all in the Bay although it is true that the scale of flying
from Ho, I9 Group fell off oTd.ng to the rising nmbei'’ of

sorties directed to ocean convoy support westv/ard of Ireland,

Towards the end of January the dearth of sightings in the Bay
prorcpted a trial of special night svreeps in the Inner Bay
covering the outer focal points of the enemy sv/ept chamiels

into Biscay ports y/here it was hoped U-boats woT-ILd be surfaced

and unwdlling to dive. This policy Tra.s Lmnediately success

ful and during the last tlnree nights of the month six separate
U-boats v/ere siglited and attacked. Three of the attacks were
made by Halifaxes with the aid of flares but inflicted no

damage. The other three were by Leigh Light; tyro failed to

harm the U-boat but the third, by K/172 Squadron, sank U.364.
Unhappily the aircraft was shot down in the moment of success
■with no survivors.

January Sui-mnary

The night effort v/as ali'nost double the d.ay flying hours.
With considerably fewer total flying hours than December 1943
the results vrore rau.ch better. The average strength in A/U
aircraft was 233 plus 76 long range fighters.( ) During
Januai'y, 66 U-boats crossed the Percussion areas of vdiich
20 individual boats were sighted and 17 of them y/ere attacked
resulting in two being sunk and four seriously damaged,

(ii) - February operations

The diversion of flying effort from the Percussion areas
to convoy cover off Ireland continued for most of February''
but, in spite of this and the temporary transfer of t\ro and a
h8.1f Leigh Light squadrons to Ho, 15 Group, the better vroather
enabled Ho. I9 Group to eqiial January's flying houi-s in the
Percussion areas. This did not, however, carry 'vdth it such

The conditions in the Bay vrore very different
In their efforts to attack

good results,
to those in the convoy area,
convoys the U-boats vrore required to be on the surface all
night and on occasions during daylight hours as y/ell. The

opportunities for aircraft sightings were, therefore, much
greater than in the Bay where boats on passage vrore con
tinually admonished by Doenitz to remain submerged and only

(1) Anglysls of January fXying hours In the Bay

Tota7-
hours

A/CEffeccivs
hours

ResultsSights Attacks
loss

U.I126 Sunk2.334Day 1,702 2 1 1
No, 19
Group 2,422(N)

2,209L/L
(1,578(M)
{1.569L/L

U.415, 445 damaged
rOo4 Sunk
(U,629. 373 damaged

at 15N 11H
Might 1L/L 19L/L 11L/L

306Gibraltar 206Day
In

Finlsterre
area (  176(N)

(  90L/L
233(N)
I30L/L

Might

N.B. (N) signifies night hours by ordinary aircraft and L/L those by Leigh Light
aircraft.
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charge batteries 7'7ith the utmost caution,

craft when they did come were apt to occur spasmodically
either tlirough specially flalc-minded captains or unserviceable
search receivers.

Sightings by air-

One such combination took place on the ni^.ts of
if and 5 February v/hen U» 763 first shot do7iii L/L Liberator
P/53 Squadron and siibsequently wa.s twice attacked by other
aircraft, the second of vdiich she also shot down (Halifax
1^502 Squadron). On the saine two nights, U.437 sighted
tv/ice and. attacked once. No more sightings were made until

the ni^ts of the 11th and 12th v/hen U. 170 was att.acked twice.

and U.73I once. After this only U.gSif was attaclced on the

night of the I8th and U«7i-f4 on 29 February, In no case was

any damage inflicted by any of these attacks so that for an

expenditure of more flying hours the results w''e.re nil.V v
-wa.3 during this month that the contribution from Gibraltar and
Morocco based, aircraft in the Finisterre area ceased owing to
their preoccupation with U-boats endeavouring to get thi-ough

,  into the Mediterranean. The average strength of A/U air-craft
in the Bay was 156 plus 70 long .range fighters. During
February, 50 U-boats crossed the Percussion areas of which

only six were sighted. Five of these were attacked vidth no

dajiiage,

(iii) - Countermeasures now possessed by U-boats against

It

B. d U.

War Diary
and

Wo, 19 Group
OoR.B.

A.ppendices

aircraft

(a) Guns and armour

By the end of February 194^1- nearly all U-boats had
been fitted with the .i.iproved 3.7 c.m, automatic flalc gm
Type M,l'-2 and a number of action repoi-ts had been received

on its performance. Although it had had some successes,
the reports revealed several shortcomings mainly result
ing from inaccurate worlcQiaiiship inlierent in massed pro
duction but also d.ue to unskilled maintenance by the guns
creT/s and the lia.bility to rust rapidly under conditions
of prolonged submergence. Energetic steps were being
taken to rectify the standard of vrorkshop output, to give
special training to the guns crev/s when in hai-bour and to
substitute rustless steel in the automatic .mechanism of

the gun.

B. d U.

War Diary
Pages 131
and 132

Doen.itz was still convinced that the U-boat flalc

could be made more tlian a match for aircriu't when attack-

He had discarded the qua.druxple 20 nioming.

not for faulty operation, but because he considered the
calibre too small.

cannons.io

He thereby sacrificed both voluae
In capable hands the old armamentand rapidity of fire.

(1) Analysis of February fljdng hom-s in the 3a.y

A/0Effective

hours

Total

hours
Sights Attacks Results

loss

2, 236Day 2,995 2 0 Nil

No. 19

Group

(1,652(n)

(1,546l/l
(

2,611(n)

2,041 L/L

2N 2N 2N Nil

Night

IL/L 7L/L 6l/I, Nil

Gibraltar Nil Mil
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could be formidable as had just been shoivn by U, 7^3 who v/as
v/as so equipped and had, early in February, shot dovrn tv/o

foior engined aircraft.

Additional to the flak gun armament, rockets were
still being developed in trials. An iiLproved form of

trainable rocket battery had been successfully tested in

U,986 and she had put to sea early in February but as yet
no operational esiperience had been obtained.

Bridge armour vra.s standardised by now but, although
giving protection against the aircraf't's front gun fire at

relatively long x’ang;e, it \jbjs of little use at close

quarters when the aircraft xvas coming over the boat,
Gunshields had been introduced but the total top ’./eight
involved in these and the side airaour limited the former

to thin sheet steel which was not bullet proof at close
range even to th^ 0,303" calibre. In an attenpt to get
better protection for both gyins crews and bridge personnel
a nev/ mark of conning tower with the guris pointing aliead

was being installed. Only one boat (U,973) bad had any
operational experience vd.th it and she reported that,
although efficient in moderate W'eather on the surface,
the stability of the boat in heavy sees ’//as poor; more

over depth control when crash diving and fully submerged
■was adversely affected,

(b) Radar Countermeas’ures

ibid

During the months following the initial use in
Janueiry 1944 of the Thetis IIC radar decoj'’ buoy in the
Bay of Biscay, large numbers were laid by U-boats on pas
sage through this area. This -early mark of Thetis was
designed in the autuan of 19A3 and had by the end of the
year only just rea;ched quantity production. Like its
balloon borne coimterpai't (Aphrodite) it v/as designed
against metric A,S,V, Tests on reconstructions from
captured specimens established that little or no echo was
given from centii'netric radar transmissions,( ) It is,
therefore, unlikely that these decoys had any success.
Although there were from early 1944 increasingly frequent
cases of A,3,7, contacts vanishing just as the aircraft
was ejpecting to sight a surfaced object they are
explainable by the fact that many more U-boats were using
their Naxos (or later models) search receivers or the
Hchentwiel search radar and diving on the ’warning so
obtained.

The Germaia technical braxich must have lcnoi'/n that

Thetis II was of little use but the laying from U-boats
continued up to the end of May, Much later they designed
efficient centimetric corner reflectors (Thetis S and
Thetis us) which could be laid from U-boats both surfaced
or submerged and also could be dropped from aircraft.
Fortunately none reached operational use because in theory
,they could have been a considerable nuisance both in
transit areas and aromid convoys.

Admty,
C,B, 04050/45
(6) Pages
17 and 18,

Pi-ofessor Kuepfrauller, who it v/ill be remembered was
put in charge of the Scientific Directional Staff concerned

(1) Reference C.G^DoU, Report No,L4/l4 at Appendix 12|-9 of
Coastal Command 0,RoB, Appendices for J/ferch 1944»
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mth all radar and radio matters, having realised at once
that 10 Co mo radaiT ivas in general use in Allied maritime
aircraft took steps to standardise the Nancos/Borlcum
detector receiver set for all operational U-boats. It
■v/as still a fragile piece of equipment easily damaged by
careless handling and subject to serious loss of effici
ency by spray on the aerial vdiich still had to be rotated
by hand T/hen searching. It v.'as, ho\.-ever, gaining in
popularity among the hitherto disillusioned U-boat
captains and v/as on increasingly frequent occasions the
means of v/arning ag;ainst ap)proaching aircraft.

Kuepfumiller nas not at all sure that 10 c.m. A.S.V,
vas the only form of location used against U-boats and he
continued the despatch of highly trained technical parties
in operational U-boats to intercept all possible types of
Allied search transmissions,(l)
mtching parties under a Dr, Grevin which was rescued from
U,406 after she had been sunlc on the 18 February by
H.MeS, Spey,

Concurrently, new search radar equipment was being
fitted to a few operational U-boats, The old Gema set,
originally designed for surface shiiD gunnery control, had
been tried in U-boats but tja.s unsuitable because of its
complicated nature, liability'- to break-dovai and i30or
range. The new set vvas called the Hohentvviel aiid had
been adapted from the G»A„P, airborne model, A.t the end
of February 1944» Doenitz issued a serial order in v/hich
the attention of all U-boats was draifm to the value of
this set as a sure means of warning against ai^proaching
aircraft v/hatever type of location they happened to be
using. He stressed the fact that it v/as more important
for boats on passage to be warned of aircraft and so not
surprised than to try to remain entirely unobserved by
keeping radar
Najcos set,(2/
detected themselves even with adequate v/arning, such as in
a patrol disposition against convoys, the U-boats were not
to use the Hohentwdel set.

It v/as one of these

silence and reliance on a possibly faulty
IThere, howirever, it w/as vital not be

See Part I (vii)

Serial Order
No. 7 B. d U.
War Diary
Pages 126
and 127.

Although Kuepfmuller had recognised the nature of
Allied airborne search radar he v/as under no delusion
that the Naxos/Borkuin set was an efficient answ/er. Its
standardisation wwas essentially a stop)-gap measure until a
better model iwas designed. In due course a more robust
a-erial of greater sensitivity -was produced under the name
of Cuba la or Fliege wmich increased the range of detec
tion of airborne 10 c.m. A,SoV, to 35 miles. This was
being fitted in U-boats during April 1944* Meanwhile the
enemy had obtained froin one of our crashed bombers the
3 c.m. blind bombing H2X. An extra aerial fitting

(1) For instance research 'was still proceeding to counter
IDOssible location by infra-red methods and w^ays were
being tried to deaden radar echoes by coa.ting parts
of the U-boat w/ith various substances.
Soon after this order, on the night 11/12 iviarch,
U» 311 fitted iTith Hohentiel reported that she ha.d
piclced up an aircraft, held it on approach and had
her flalc arraament trained ready so that imaiediately
the aircraft vras sighted an accwirate fire was opened
resulting in the destruction of the aircraft
(Halifax L/58 Squadron), Ref, B.d U. War Diary,

(2)
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called M\j,cke v/as designed against this v»avelength and
combined with Cuba Is. into a sta:Lidard equipment 1-aio-vm as
Tunis -which was being fitted to U-boats at the end of May,
It still had the disadvantage of having to be -unshipped
from the bridge every time the U-boat dived and, in order
to obtain the necessary sensitivity, the property of all
round looking had to be sact'ificed so that the aerials
still had to be continuously rotated by hand by the bridge
v/atchkeeper. Further refinements to surmount these

shortcomings ̂ 7ere loroduced after "D" day and are recouinted
in the next volume.

(iv) - Aircraft measures against U-boats

(a) Armament

The main offensive armajiient carried by A/U aircraft
had not altered much since mid-1943» The chief -vreapon
■was the Mank XI Torpex filled 300 lb. depth charge fitted
■'.yith a pistol ensuring detonation at 25 feet depth and
aimed mth the J^iark III Low Level Bombsight, On
occasions the Liberators carried the lik, 24 Mine for use
against U-boats T/ho dived over 60 seconds before depth
charges could be released. One squadron (No, 502
Halifajc) -vv-as armed -i-vith the 600 lb A/S bomb for release
above 700 feet with the liark XIV bombsight. Now that
surfaced U-boats were so rarely encountered by day the
Rocket Projectile was not much in use. After the with
drawal from the front line of the three Hudson squadrons,
who were so armed, and T/-ith the exception of some
Liberators in Nos, 224 and 3'l'l Squa.drons fitted -ivith
R.P, rails, this weapon was used only by the Eea-ufighter
and Mosquito anti-ship squadrons.

For a short time during the autumn of 1943 a few
Liberators of No, 224 Squadron had experimented on opera
tions iF/ith sticks of small 35 lb, hollow charge contact
bombs but results had been disappointing. As has already
been mentioned there -ivas one flight of Mosquitoes in
No, 248 Squadron armed with a 6 pdr, automatic gun. This
flight carried out special sorties close to the Biscay
coast.

All type of .A/U aircraft carried machine gun armament
either 0,303" or 0.5
U-boat bridge and flak gun personnel,
in a variety of ways and positions either single free guns
or in turrets.

in calibre for use against the
These were motmted

In the hands of a Virell trained crexr they
not only reduced the accuracy and volurae of a U-boat's
flak on the attacking run-in but inflicted many
casualties and son-ietimes entirely smothered such fire.
There was a special section in the A/U Division at
HcQ, Coastal Commaiid viio studied and advised on gun
armament and the tactics calculated to upset the a-1711 of
U-boat gunners,
varied on the subject of type of guns, mounting and
calibre. To some extent this personal faith iths allov/ed
expression in fitments in individual squadrons and it is
of interest that after battle experience nxiny preferred
the smaller calibre but high rate of fire obtained from
the 0,303" to any larger type.

Opinion among squadron commanders

A,S,V. location

By March 1944, all Liberator, Halifax and Yfellington
squadrons were equipped v/ith centimetrlc A.S,V,
the latter had been fitted with the high iDower attenuator

Some of
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model (Mark VI AoS.V,) y/hich enabled the operator to
obtain a long rejige location and then to reduce the
power v/iien homing so as to give the U-boat’s detector the
impression that the aircraft Tra.s opening instead of
rapidly closing the range.

The flying boat and Fortress squadrons were up to
April still only equipped vidth Mark II metric A.S.V, but
from the middle of the month Sunder lands fitted yd.th

10 c.m. Mark III were being fed into Nos, 201 and
228 Squadrons. These metric fitted aircraft only used
their A.SoVo for navigational purposes and in conditions
of bad visibility or darkness.

Some’./hat na.turally the continuance of maximum diving
tactics, particularly by day, by the U-boats even in
convoy areas favoured a preponderance of initial A.S.V.
locations. Taken generally, however, visual look-out .  .
was still superior in daytime to even centimetric A.S.V.'^-'
This Yiras borne out in ilay 'vAien the northern transit
patrols encovintered a batch of U-boats under conditions of

no dark hours and clear weather in wiiich visual range was
greater than A.S.V, pick-up.

(c) Illumination of target at night

The change-over by U-boats from day surface tactics
to maximum submergence with syirfacing only at night placed
a heavy premium on night flying. Convoys nov/ received
almost as much cover by night as during the daytime but
the actual close escort was usually given by Leigh Light
aircraft because the narroy/ searchlight beam momentarily
shoym when identifying an A.S.V, contact was far less
lilcely to inadvertently betray ship p)ositions to lixrking
U-boats than the y/idely diffused illimiination from flares.

In the Bay of Biscay the proiDortion of night flying
had been growing since the autuiiin of 1943 was by early
1944 considerably more than that devoted to daytime
patrol. The night operations vrere almost equally divided
bety/een Leigh Light and flare equipped aircraft,
Leigh Light procedure has already been described and there
was nothing newr except in the groy/ing number of Liberator
squadrons perimuiently or on occasion carrying Leigh
Lights,(2; fiape technique of night attack was by nov/
fully developed and was at its highest standard in the ■

(1) jmalysls of initial locations of U-boats by aircraft using their A.S.V.

Atlantic Convoy Area U-boat transit areas

initial location by Initial location byA.S.V. A.S.V.
Month ^ age ?5 age

A.S.V,Visual A.S.V. Visual

k Day hNight Z* Day + 2 Night 36 Night 86January 50

February NIL 1 Day + 15 Night 100 3 Day + 1 Night 9 Night 70

761 Day + 6 Night 87 h DayMarch 1  Day 2 Day + 11 Night

April 1 Day 1 Night 2 Day + 15 Night 9050 2 Day

h Day + 12 Night l>61 Day 1 Night 15 Day + Zr NightMay 50

8 Day + 83 NightTotal 28 Day + 7 Night7 Day 2 Day + 27 Night

(2) Nos. 53 and 221* Lib, Squadrons operated In the Bay permanently fitted.
Nos. 86 and 120 Lib, Squadrons carried Leigh Lights only when on convoy night
cover duties.
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Halifax squadrons Eos. 58 and 502, An efficient slow
dropping parachute flare had been provided, Normal
homing vtas carried out on the initial A,SoV, contact
vAiile losing height to 700 feet, \fhen the range had
closed to 1-g- miles, four flares vrere dropped as close
together as possible. No, 58 Squadron was armed v/ith
depth charges ard unless the aircraft v^as fitted with a
radio adtimeter further hei^d Yi&a only lost if the
surface of the sea could be clearly seen in the light of
the flares. On sighting the U-boat a normal depth
charge attack was carried out. No, 502 Squadron being
armed v/ith the 600 lb, A/S bomb, their aircraft lost
further height and on sighting the U-boat carried out a
relatively high level attack using the liark XIV bombsiglit.
In either case, if the U-boat \.’as not sifted on this
3^1—in the pilot continued on a steady coui'se for
10 minutes, then turned on to the reciprocal track euid
endeavoured to re-establish contact for another
this failed the search was abandoned.

Besides the two Halifax squadrons, the three U.S,!'!,
Liberator and two S.AoP. Liberator squadrons (not yet
equipped with the Leigh Light) also used the flare pro-
cedi.-ire. This teclmique wras not applicable to flying
boats and when engaged on night operations they carried
small 1,7 inch flares giving three million candle power
for three seconds which were dropped in rapid succession
tiirough a flare tube just before releasing depth charges.
In all cases, should moonlight be considered by the jpilot
to be bright enou^ he \ra.s given discretion to dispense
with any form of artificial illumination,

(v) 1/ferch operations

The U-boat threat to convoys westr/ard of Ireland having
subsided, all No, 19 Group’s availability xms once more
employed in Percussion areas. During the first nine days of
the month five separate U-boats were sighted, all at ni^t, in
the mddle area of the Bay, Pour were attacked but no damage
was inflicted, ( / On 10 March tv/o Tsetse Mosquitoes together
wdth tv/o Libera.tors of No, 311 Squada-on supported by eight
Mosquito fighters on an anti-shipping sweep sighted a large
submarine steering east off the North Spanish coast escorted by
four Elbing class torpedo boats v/ith at least eight Ju,88
circling around. Actually this was an incoming Japanese
U-boat which for policy reasons was given this unusually strong
escort.

no

Ifrun.

,s

C,C.

T.S. 30 Part HI

End, 4A

No, 19 Group
0oR,B, appen-
ditces and

B. d U,

War Liexy A general action followed,

claiiiied several hits on the submarine, the Liberators bombed
the torpedo boats in spite of very heavy flak and  a dog-fight
ensued among the fighters in the coiirse of which four Ju,88,s
vrere shot do\wi. Except for some splinter damage no hanm was
done CO the torpedo boats and Grerman records malce no mention
of the submarine's condition.

The Tsetses attacloed and

However, such an experience
almost on their host's front door step can hardly have
ii'iipressed the Japa^iese favourably.

(1) This 'vi/as the 4- iiich A/JJ High Intensity Flare which gave a
light of t’liro million candle power for 50 to 70 seconds.
Although one of them (U« 629) turned back to port soon
after being attacked Tirith her port main, switchboard out of
action, the German records malce no mention that this y/as
due to damage inflicted by the aircraft,

SECRET
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During the next three days, three more U-boats vrere
sighted. One of these (U,311) v.’as siglited on tliree occasions

and attacked tv/ice without harm, in one case she shot dovm her

assailant (Halifax L/58 Squadron). Another (U.629). once
more outvrard bound, wus severely damaged by L/L Wellington
G/612 Squadron and for the second time had to retirra to har
bour, Thereafter uirfcil the 23 ilarch there was only one

encounter and in this the aircraft (L/L Liberator
P/224 Squadron) i/as shot down by the inward bound U.256.

Uidcnown to us, Doenitz on 22 March recalled four outward
bound U-boats then half'vvay across the Bay in order to form

the nucleus of Group Landwirt -S’^/hich v/as to be kept in harbour
at immediate readiness against possible invasion landings on

.("') No further Type VII boats sailed in
March, only thjree in April and none in Ifey by which time Group
Landwirt numbered 40 U-boats,

Prom 23 March, No. 19 Groi:^ carried out intermitteiit day
light SY/eeps close off the Biscay coast using the Tsetse

Mosquitoes accompanied by Mosquito fighters. Some of these

proved successful In surprising U-boats on the surface in the

svvept channels Y/ith their minesweeper escort, Pive Yrere

sighted altogether and the Tsetse aircraft delivered attacks
on tvro occasions in Y/hich Ua976 in'vvard bound 'was sui'ik on the

25th oi'f St, Nazaire and U,96O also in'ward bound 'was damaged
with nine men vrounded on the 27th off La Pallice, Tv/enty tv/o
other casualties v/ere inflicted on the crevYS of the escortiig

minesYveepers, In his War Diary, Doenitz commented on these

attaclcs in the approach channels to ports Yvhere the danger
from ground mines forced U-boats to proceed on the sixrface.

He gave orders for the inner surface escorts to be re-inforced

but noted that, because of the shortage of escort craft allo

cated to the I'lag Officer West, it TYould mean that U-boats

would have to be restricted to night surface passage Yri.thout

escort along the outer sv/ept channels, Por U-boats carrying
out deep diving triads after refit this entailed t’wo nights
and a day spent submerged beyond the outer point instead of

the normal 12 hom-s all told. He pressed the Pliegerfuhrer
Atlantik to talce more active steps against British aircraft.

This took the form of periodic SY/eeps by formations of

JU,88 fighters. One of these sv/eeps, on p"! March, inter

cepted and shot dovn Liberators M and L/110 U.S.N, Squadron,

The success of the daylight inshore sweeps in locating
surfaced U-boats led on 30 iiarch to the institution of a new

Percussion area ¥ lying betYYeen the Prench coast and the

100 fathom line roughly between latitudes 48° and 45°N.
By day the axna v/as to be s'l/ept by Liberators escorted by
Mosquito fighters T/i-th R,P. Beaufigliters for use against the
escort craft. By night the area v/as to be covered by
Leigh Light and flare equipped aircraft. Actual details and

organisation of the patrols t/as left to the A.O.G, No, 19 Group.
These 'were prornulgated on the 4 April as ntuiibered patrols in
the general. Percussion W area for night patrols but the diffi
culty in finding sufficient fighters for daytdame Liberator
patrols limited action to the existing occasional sorties by
the Tsetse aircraft.

the Prench coast

ibid

ibid

B. d U,

War Diarjr
Page 194

G.C. Pile

3,17062
End, 34

See Map Noo 67

ibid

Ends, 54, 53

(1) A similar concentration under the name of Group Mitte
had been started in Southern NorYYegian ports on
16 Pebruary in case of Allied landings in South Norway or
on the Jutlaiid coast of Denmark,
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I'/lEa-ch saw the higliest number of flying hours in the Bay
transit area since September 1943 but the submerged tactics of

the U-boats on passage continued to prevent coiitaensurate
results in spite of the initiation of dayligjat sweeps close

inshore. The average strength in aircraft participating v/as

222 A/U types plus 60 long range fighters. During the month
53 U-boats crossed the Percussion areas of Tiiiich 14 individual
boats vrere sighted and 11 of them were attacked resulting in

one being sunk and tv/o damaged, )

(vi) - First operational experience Tdth the Sclinorchel

Of interest at this time is the record in B, d U*s Yfar

Diary, dated 24 March, of the collated experiences signalled
from the first thi’ee Schnorchel fitted U-boats (U.264.. 575 and

iferch
had iDut to sea on various dates in February and

They had all found the device satisfactory for
charging batteries without the need to surface and had passed
out through the Bay vd-th no trouble from air location,
in use it had been found possible to proceed on both Diesel

engines uj) to 270 revolutions per minute giving  a speed of
Icnots or at 240 revolutions with a light charge of

700 amperes on both motors £ind giving a speed of advance of
5,8 knots.

Vifho.
J2)

khen

To charge at a hi^^ rate, one Diesel was dis

B. d U,

War Diary
Page 189

connected from the propeller shaft and at 400 revolutions
maintained a charge of 1,500 amperes while a slow ahead speed
of about three to four knots v/as maintained on the other
Diesel. It had been found possible to use the Schnorchel in
seas up to Force 3 on the Beaufort scale but, because of the
exh.aust smoke, it wns advisable to use it only at night,
fact in later months a Schnorchel technique w/as developed which

enabled. U-boats to use the device continuoxxsly day and night
for long periods and in seas up to Force 6,

In

(vii) - Special training to restore the efficiency of night
attacks-

Since the adoption of da3rtime submergence by U-boats both
in patrol dispositions and on passage through the transit areas
the number of night attacks by aircraft had naturally far out
stripped those delivered by day. It had for some time been
noted in Coastal Comman.d Headquai’ters that, while the observed
lethality by day remined proportionately as high as during
the Sutiimer of 1943> the results from night attacks appeared
disappointingly low. Even after allowance for the difficulty
in seeing promising after effects in darkness it v/as by the end
of February 1944- beginning to be felt that night attacks vrereC,C.

Inarch O.R.B.

Appe 135

(1) Analysis of March flying hours In the Bay

EffectlvG
Hours

A/C'I'ox-al

Hours
Sights Attacks Results

loss

Day 5,044 .  6,885 6 9 y.976 Sunk
U.960 Damaged

5
Noi 19
Group

(1,909 (N)
(2s293 L/L

(2,984 (M)
(2,854 L/L

Night 3N 3N 3N NIL

2 L/L 8 L/L 6 L/L U»629 Danaged

44Day NILG Ibraltar NIL

in

(  16 (N)
(  1(3 L/L

(, 33 (N)
(  66 L/L

NlglitFlnlsterre

area

NIL

(2) After signalling their outward passage experiences both U,264 and had been
sunk when on patrol, the former on 19 February and the latter on 13 March
(see convoy section) U.667 v/as still Intact on patrol. She returned to har
bour In May after Sohnorchelllng continuously for nine days through the Bay

,  from longitude 15*^ W,
(17500)4.92 SBCHST
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largely hannless to the U-boat,(^) Moreover there were uiaiv
cases of the initial AoSoV, location leading either to bin'ried
last second alteration of track in order to release v;hat

inevitably ’./ere inaccurate sticks of depth charges or abandon
ment of the attack omng to the aircraft being completely out

of position viien the U-boat ¥/as siglited,(2;

It Y/as realised that most if not all this decline in
lack of co-operationeffectiveness resulted from poor homing

betvreen the radar operator and the pilot, and failure oy the
latter to make alloi/ances for Y/ind drift so as to make the

final run-in on a collision coui'se over the U-boat,
stemmed from the rapid expansion of Coastal Coinmand

All th

causes

ese

v/hich alloYYed too little basic training and the recent pres

sure to increase operational night flying which prevented^
adequate squadron training. In any case realistic practice
v/as difficiat to obtain owing to the chronic shortage of tar-

Synthetic training and the use of mooredget submarines,
radar buoys for exercise were not the ansvrer.

Representations to the Flag Officer Submarines resulted
:in agreement by the Admiralty and C,-in-C, U'estern Approaches
to the allocation of H.MoS/M, Vikj.ng for extensive night
exercisf.s in the St, George's Chaiuiel and it was decided to

vlthdrav/ Leigh Light squadrons from the line at the rate of a
half squadron at a time for intensive training. Between
6 and 14 March, sixteen Leigh Li^it and seven other night
trained aircraft carried out exercises against the Viking,

Only half of the initial A.S.V. contacts were converted into

sightings and of these, less than half mi^t have resulted in

good attacks. This poor result fully confirmed the option
previously held at Coimiiand Headquarters and the A,0,0,-in—C,
put in train a scheme of very intensive radar training with
considerable curtailment of operational flying in order to have

the night squacLrons, particularly those fitted vlth
Leigh Lights, at a high standard of efficiency by the^end of
May, At the end of March, aiiother trfo nights’ exercise was

done in Y\hich slightly better results were obtained. Of the
14 aircraft taking part, nine found the submaiune and it was

judged that at least four of the ruii-ins wro-old have been good
attacks.

ibid

App, 156

No, 19 Group
April OoR.B,
App, 92R

C, Co

March O.R.B,

Apps, 162
and 163

The exercises vere, hoi/ever, still being conducted on a
static submarine which did not dive and early in April it was

decided to take advantage of the Viking's presence to stage a
realistic trial shviilar to a U-boat’s journey on passa.ge.

Viking started at da¥,n (O63O hoinrs) on 6 April from position
5045N X 0957U ilth her batteries and H.P, air fixlly charged and

required to malce for a position 90 miles distant either
faced or submerged at her best speed but va.s to try and avoid

being sighted or attacked by air patrols while on passage.
The air patrols were scheduled to start at the sane zero hour

at a densitj- of one aircraft leaving datum evei-y 30 minutes.

The

was r

sur

This is confirmed by post-war evidence from German records.
Between 1 December 1943 30 April 1944» there were
86 night attacks.
Of the other thirteen,

damaged,
eight v/ere lethal and five Inflicted serious damage.
In the saine period, 22 attempts to attack came to no-Ihing
because of this bad homing.

SECRET

In 73 cases no damage at all resulted.
sj.x 1/ere sunk and seven seriously

In the same period, of the 32 day attacks

(1)

(2)
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Admty,

C.B. 04050/44
(4) Page 6

At one tirne or another during the trial nearly .all the

squadrons in No, 19 Croup took laart,
bases, aircraft vrere late in talcing off and it Yras not till
0753 .hom-s that the Viking was first forced to dive,
event this 1 hour 20 minutes grace was a vital factor in the
completion of her task,
continuously harried, only being able to surface in the next

28 hours for a total of two hours made up of nine periods
avers-ging 13-^ minutes each before having to dive for approach
ing aircraft detected on her search radar,
inadequate for- her to charge batteries or top-up the H.P, air.
She \Tas, hov/ever, only sighted t^dce by aircraft - once in
daylight by a Liberator but v/as able to dive in sufficient
time to a,void an attack iUid once at ixLglit by  a Leigh Li'jl'i'Ji
Liberator Vi/hen she was seen to dive by the aii’croft at three
miles range so aii attack might have been made.

Owing to fog at the lan

In the

Nevertheless from then on she ims

This 'teas quite

d

ibid The Viking was at the end of her diving endurauice at
1205 hours on 7 April still ten miles short of her objective.
She had, therefore, to surface and hope for the best.
1243 hours, her search radar located an aircraft closing hex'
at niixe ruiles range but it turned away and the range opeixed.
At 1302 hours, the aircraft closed again to within five iiiiles
but again turned avfay without detecting the submarine \7hich
was during this tiine a sitting target unable to dive,
1308 hours the objective wclS reached cind she signalled
"Exercise complet ed,"

At

At

The experience and conclusions T/ere of the utmost value

in the planning of Coastal Cormand's block patrols in the
mouth of the Chatuiel preparatory to Operation Overlord,
Briefly these conclusions were;-

(1) Air flooding, if of sufficient density in a broad
enough area, will produce a surfaced target unable to
dive,(l)

(2) Even a short brealc6.ovm. in the scheduled flying due
to weather and any individual lov/ standard of efficiency
in radar or visufil look-out may be fatal to success.

(3) Intensive air patrols are exliausting and demoralis
ing to an enemy and would seriously reduce his fighting
efficiency even if, thanks to a brealedown in the patrol
system, he did get through xmattacked,

(4) Although of the nineteen aircraft t.alcing part only
two actually sighted the sxibmarine, she was by the end of
the exercise exhausted and no longer a fighting xmit.
That state was brought about by the combined effort of
the -v/hole patrol and xjent far towards refuting the >-pinion
t.hat witliout tangible results the air ps.trols on a U-boat
passage route were a v/aste of tiine and effort,

(viii) - April operations

Qwijxg to the intensive training beilng given to the night
squadrons, the flying during the month was considerably less
than for March, HoT.'-ever, frequent sweeps were made in the
Percussion W area and from 9 April another Percussion area

ibid

(1) This v/as of course not reckoninc; with a Schnorchel fitted
U-boat, of which at that tine 'we knev/ very little,
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was instituted. This in effect combined the existing R, S and

T areas and, follomng the experience gained in the ̂ Viking
Exercise, was "broadened to I4O railes across.I ) Aircraft
’Were fed into the northern end and did their patrol in the

form of a creeping line aliead sesirch to the southi^ard and back
again.

"No, 19 Croup
O.R.B.

Appendices

The drop in flying hours happened to coincide with a
Ov/ing to the build-up indrastic fall in U-boat traffic.

Biscay harbours of Group Landv/irt, only overseas bound Type IX
U-boats traversed the Bay outward.s and, there being fei’/ iinrara

bound boats mtil the latter part of April, the Percussion
areas were unusually eiipty.
during the first half of April,
night but the attack in both cases "was frustrated by flak

A third was located and attacked by

Only nine U-boats \/ere in the Ba

damage to the aircraft,

B. d U.

y
T’wo of these \rere sighted by

■y^ar Diary

day off St. Nazaire by a Tsetse Mosquito Y/ith fighter escortcnIIRfril.
The U-boat (U.255) was being escorted by four M. class mine-
SYYeepers and a Sperrbrecher 'with air escort by JU.88.S, The
Tsetse did not hit U.255 but in the ensuing dog fight among the
fighters seven JU,88,s were shot dovm for the loss of four
Mosquito fighters,•

The latter part of April saw an influx of seventeen home-
waard bound U-boats and seven outward bound. Of these, Ue546
Y/as sighted four times, shot doYwi one Liberator (¥i/53 Squadron)
and was not damaged by any of the attacks,
attacked several times Y/lthout damage invol'ving the loss by
flak of another aircraft (0/53 Squaxlron) and in only one case
v/as the attack accurate - that delivered by L/L Ifellington
lv/612 Squadron who sank the outboiund Type IX U» 193

27/28 Ap-Pik
During April the average strength in Bay operations was

228 A/U aircraft plus 60 long range figliters,
crossed the Percussion areas, of y/hich 13 individual boats were
sighted and ten of them attacked resulting in one being
sunk, C 2)

Pour others vrere

fc lie ni3Uton

Only 33 U-boats

i'bid
and

No. 19 Group
0 oRoBo
Appendices

(ix) - May operations

During the first vreek of May the U-boat traffic started
once more to d¥/indle. One particularly flak minded boat
(U.846) shot doT/n her assailant (Halifax b/58 Squadron) on the
night of the 1st/2nd, v/as attacked again on the ne;cfc night
Yvithout damage and on the third night v/as sunk by L/L Y/elliagton
W/k-07 Squadron,
duning this period but v/ere not harmed,
there vrere only nine U-boats on passage and no sightings at adl
vrere obtained.

Ty/o other U-boats were each attacked t'vd.ce
For the next I4 days

One of these boats -was the returning

(1) Ihe new area was called Percussion Disable and lay roughly between latitudes
4715N and ttiOON from Longitudes O8OOW to 1100W - See Map No. 67.

(2) Analysis of April flying hours In the Bay

A/CEffective
Hours

Total
Hours

ResultsSights Attacksloss

h3,8iiO 5,k5Z 3 NIL7No. 19
Group

Day

t Nk N(  97k (N)
(1,59t L/L

1,771 (N)
Z,0kQ L/L

1 N NIL
Night k L/L 15 L/L 7 L/L U.I93 sunk

NIL3NILGib. In
Finlsteri’e
area

Day

NILk (N) 7 (N)Night
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Schiiorchel fitted U.667* On an^ival in harbour her captain
reported enthusiastically on the device as giving peaceful
iimnunity on an other^/ise harassing jourmy.B. d U.

Y/ar Diary

The last ten days of May saw a recrudescence of activity
resulting from a special operation initiated by the enemy.
On 18 Ifey, Doenitz gave orders that five Schnorchel fitted
boats from Group Landif/irt were to be deployed north of the
Brittany Coast in the approaches to the English Channel.
This operation was mainly directed against the night sweeps
being carried out by our destroyers and light craft to hara.ss
the German coast-vase shipping but was also designed to give
U-boats experience in these waters in case of invasion,
area of patrol selected lay between the Erench coast and

latitude 4930N from longitudes 04401/7 to 0320W
U-boats received the cover name of Group Dragoner and vvere to
remain submerged as much as possible by recharging their
batteries when Schnorchelling, They were to keexa continuous
W/T v/atch for orders from the shore control who would inform
them when enemy surface craft were detected by the shore radar
stations. The first boat (u.764) sailed from Brest on thp
night of the 18th followed on the 20th by U.441, on the 22n!iby
U»984 and 933 and on the 23rd by U.269.

The

The five'im

ibid

Page 291

Unfort-unately for Doenitz's hope of surprise in this area,
No, 19 Group had for some time been flying night anti-shixoping
patrols arovjnd the Brest peninsula and, shortly before the
18th, had occasionally diverted night 4/U aircraft specific-

, ally against German,E-boats who were operating from St, Malo
and Cherbourg, At 0156 hours on the 20th, one of these
aircraft (l/L Wellington 4/304 Squadron) detected, homed on
and illuminated a U-boat in the act of diving in position
49OIN X 0409W C° 080°, This was U, 764 just arriving in her
area. The subsequent depth charge attaclc did no damage but
ni^t sorties to this area were pronptly laid on till further
notice. On the nex± foxrr nights, six sightings were obtained

B. d U,

War Diary
and

No, 19 Group
0,R,3.

Appendices

on one or other of the five U-boats now in their patrol area.
Pour attacks were delivered which inflicted no damage but in
view of the marked air activity Doenitz realised that v/e Trere
aware of the disposition and he recalled Group Dragoner on
25 lilay. His main objective was never achieved as only on
the ni^-t 24th/25th were British surface craft detected
approaching,

the sweep turned for home before reaching any of their
positions. In his comments Doenitz admitted that the opera
tion was not a success mainly oT/ing to there not being a
sufficiently attractive bait on the coastal route to tempt the
English close inshore and to the discovery of his U-boat
disposition by aircraft.

The waiting U-boats were ordered to surface but

He claimed,' hovrever, valuable
experience in Schnorchel patrol tactics, recejption of Yv/T
orders while submerged and shore control in co-operation v/ith
ground radar stations.

Yi/hile this little burst of activity was taking place, one
of the’normal Bay night sorties (l/L Yfellington L/612 Squadron)
detected and attacked the inward bound U.736 inflicting
serious damage but unhappily was shot dovm with no s-urvivors.
No furthei* sightings were made and J^Iay closed with only
U-boat being on passage in the Bay,

one

During the month the
traffic fell f-urther, only 20 U-boats having crossed the
Percussion areas. Of these, four 'v/ere sighted and all were
attacked resulting in one supk and one damaged,
Dragoner operation between the 18 and 27 May, five U-boats
left Brest, patrolled for six days and returned to harbo-ur.

In the
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A total of seven Leigh Light sightings v
v/hich four were attacked v.dthout damage,

(x) - Suianary of Bay operations - July 1941 to May" 19^i4

raade on them of

The end of I/iay saw the virtual finish of exclusive air

operations over the Bay of Biscay transit area. They had

started in July 1941 vidth relatively ill equipped measures and

had for nearly three years been prosecuted almost entirsly by
No, 19 Group, The passage of U-boats had never been wholly
denied neither were U-boat convoy war dispositions in the North

Atlantic affected at any time but, as aircraft weapons and
methods ii:aproved, the U-boats had been forced to change their
passage ta.ctics several times, generally to their disadvantage,
U-boat losses up to April 1^43 were small but the heavy
ca.sualties during the laeriod of 90 days beti/een early Iday and
7lugust 1943 when Doenitz a.ttempted to fight through on the

surface forced huii to adopt maximum diving time day and night,
Tliereafter no addition of flying hours by- night or day cou3.d do
more than inflict minor losses qui-te tolerable to the enemy
although he vras forced to sacrifice much tiine wasted on sub

merged passage. Plad the Schnorchel been in more general
fitment early in likely that even this minor loss
■V'XJuld have been avoided, (2)

There remains, ho-xever, a credit to the Bay operations
subsequent to August 1943 e;qpensive though they were in flying
effort,

they produced on U-boat crews in terms of y/earine
This is the intangible and difficult to assess effect

nerves andSSj

(1) Analysis cf May frying hours

Effective
Hours

Total
Hours

A/C
Slgfits Attac::s Resultsloss

4318 6,17tDay NIL
Bay

;  562 (N)

(1,787 L/L

(1,090 (N)

(2,252 L/L

1 N 2 N 2 N NIL
Transit Night (1-b8t6 Sunk

( 0._73£ Damaged
No. 19

3 L/L 6 L/L7 L/L
Group

128North Day 203 NIL
of

Brittany
(  2k (N)
(  266 L/L

(  is (N)
(  33t L/L

NILNight 7 L/L k L/L NIL

Gibraltar NIL

OPERATIONS IN THE BAY oF BISCAY(2)

Base to Base
Total hours

Day and Night

A/C U-boats No. of U/Bs.

o'-osslng Bay
Period

lost Sunk Dam.

1 July 1941
to

30 Apr. 1943
(22 months)

80,od: 24
172 10 1,562

1 May 1943
to

2 Aug. 1943
(3 months)

32,21,3 2357 22 270

3 Aug. 19143 II'3.0 8a
M6j$aa:

lo
to 124. 12 480

31 May 1944
(10 monthsi

Ti.:TAL
35 months

353 54
50 2,312
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B. d U.

iTar Diary
Pages
142 and 143

loss of figliting efficiency caused by the nine day harassment
on putting to sea and, apart from their constant pre
occupation vd-th the air menace while on patrol, the prospect
of another nine days before regaining harbour. Here again,
the Schnorchel would probably have avoided this as later in

the war* U-boats Schnorchelled continuously for nine and ten
weeks on end with little loss of aggressive morale.

That service in No. 19 Group on Bay operations was no

sinecure is borne out by the heavy losses ajuongst their air

craft. Of the 355 lost, 135’ sive knovrn to be due to crashes

unconnected with enemy action. Of the remaining 218> 28 are
knoT/n to have fallen to U-boat flak and 118 were shot do\ni by
enemy aircraft leaving n missing from either enemy action or
flying hazard.

(B) - The Northern Transit iirea

(i) January to April - Little flying effort and no U-boat
sittings

At the turn of the year 1 943/44 tiie fl.-^ang hom-s in th^.s
area had dropped to a very low figui*e because to\.'ards the end

of December both the U.S.N. Ventura squadron fuid No, 2b9 Hudson
squadron had been withdra-wn from Iceland o'/d-ng to their short

range and relative uselessness in the almost cont'inuous dark

£ind stormy conditions. This left only No, 120 Squadron of

Liberators in operation from Iceland and a squadron and a half

of flying boats in No, 18 Group, much of \Yhose time was

occupied in convoy support.

A.M. Pile

cm. 326
Ends. 1A to

20A

and As a replacement in Iceland, negotiations had been in

progress since November for a Canadian Canso squadron to be
transferred from Nev/foundland,

United Kingdom and Canadian Governments on 6 December.
No. 162 R.G.A,P. amphibian Ganso Squadron was designated and
arrived at Reykjavik during the first ten days of  1 944» stai’-'c-

,  ing operations on 24 January.

These were agreed bet'ween the

G.C. Pile

TS.I05
Ends. 36A to
55A

Very early in January the U-boat traffic througli the
Northern Transit area fell av/ay follovdng a decision by
Doenitz to reinforce the iirctic U-boat flotilla novT that he

was av/are of our resimiption of convoys to and from North
Russia, )
Type VII U-boats were accordingly sent up to Narvik vif.i the
Inner Leads,

Half of the January and Pebruary outpu-t of new

B. d U,

T/7ar Diary

The flpdng hoircs devoted to the Iceland/Paeroes laassage
area fell still fiarther during the first tvro months of the yetr.
Both Iceland and No. I5 Group were fully occupied in giving air
escort and support to the Northern Atlantic convoys during
what proved to be the last organised effoi't of the U-boats

Only No, 18 Group v/as able to flagainst them, omevdiat

^45
No. 18 Group
O.R.B.

appendices
sparse patrols in the Hancox and Moorings areas

Prom 16 Pebruary, the U-boat traffic fell still further
because of the decision by the German High Command to set up a'
reserve of U-boats in southern Norwegian harbou3?s i-eady for

(1) On 29 December 1943, orders ’were given to increase the
Arctic flotilla from 13 to 24 U-boats and on

10 January 1944 this number was raised to 33*
(2) See Map No, 53 ̂ ’or the situation of these greas.

SECRET(17500)458
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djiiniediate action in case of A3.1ied landings in South Norway or
on the Jutland coast of Denmark. Doenita ordered that the

next ten to fifteen Type VII boats leaving Kiel were to be held

in Kristiansand South, Stavanger and Bergen unclei- the cover ,

naiTie of Group Mitte. Not 'until an adenuate strength had been

built up frere any to be sailed for Atlantic or Arctic waters

and then only as new arrivals came up from Kiel. The time

spent in Groi:qp |,fi.tte was to be occupied in f-urther training,
deep diving trials and familiarisation 'v^'ith the Schnorchel

apparatus vtiich was j'ust starting to be supplied to newly con
st meted U-boats,

3, d U.

War Diary

Under these conditions it is not surprising that no
sightings were made of the ten U-boats clearing into the

Atlantic d-uring January or the five going through in. February,
With the lessening of the tension round convoys in the

Northern A.tlantic d-uring I'drch, more flying houi-s were given
to the tr

the 21stc

Tjpie VII boats to the Atlantic recoiimenced fro'm Norv;egian poirts
and a batch of five entered the air patrolled area in the last
■v'/eek,
2nd Escort Group on 2^ March -vAien supportuig convoy JW.bS to
the northeast of the Faeroes but the rema.iiiing four and nine
furthei'' boats cleared into the Atlantic unseen during April,
In addition one boat (U»552) -went back unseen from the Atlantic
arriving at Bergen on 22 April,

it area but six U-boats cleared through -unseen by
Tov/ards the end of the month sailings of

One of these (u.96l) was detected and sunk by the

ibid and

Nos, 15, 18 and
Iceland 0,R.B<,
Appendices

Maxiimji'fl submerged tactics 'were of course being practised
during these four months and at the e'nd of April there 'was
still sufficient darlmess d-uring night-time to allov/ of a
battery charge on the surface with impunity having regard to
the relatively few night hours flo^mi by the a-ir p)atrols.(2)

(ii) A dramatic change in Flay

During the first half of May sjjnilar conditions prevailed
and three U-boats cleared -unseen into the Atlantic,
15th, tiiro more ¥/ere in the air patrolled area and no sightings

On the

(1) One of these boats (U.766) made the passage from Bergen straight across between
the Shetlands and Faeroes islands thus saving at least four days passage
time.

(2) Analysis of flying hours in the Northern Transit Area

A/CEffective Total
hours

Results Mo. of U-boats
“ T in the
Sunk Dam, patrolled ai-ea

Sights Attaclcs
hours loss

Day 44 109
Jan 10

64(N) 180(N)Night

158 241Day
Feb 5

80(N) 128(N)Night

594370Day
( 59(N)
( 2Tu/h

( 148{N)
(  4a./L

Mar 11
Might

586 1372Day
14Apr

84(N) 175(N)Night

3,8-74
275(N)'

24L/L

62,is58
(160(N)
(  14M/L

1Day 19 13 3
May 1' % 29% n

Night
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The whole aspect then changed with dramatic sudden-occurred,

ness precipitated by the follovrfng causes

(a) Doenita required the Arctic flotilla to be still
fLirther reinforced and for the older boats to be replaced

by new ones held in Group iviltte,

(b) The outflow of new U-boats from Kiel increased
rapidly after the thawing of the Baltic ice,
permitted the resumption of minesweeping to clear the
passage channels,

(c) These new air-rivals in Group ivlitte enabled  a large
batch to be sailed for the Atlantic and iirctic waters.

This a],so

Bv=d-=jS;-

War Diary

Ca.pt. U'boots

(d) Recent operations by British carriers off the coast
of West Norvmy resulted in instructions from Doenitz that

U-boats reinforcing the Arctic flotilla, at Narvik shou.ld,
instead of proceeding up the Inner Leads, be enployed on

operational sweeps en route, well out from the Norwegian
coast, so as to intercept and attack the carriers,

(e) Following the long dearth of sightings in the-Hancox
and Moorings areas. Coastal Command decided to shift the

air patrols to the eastward and try No, 18 Group's flying
boats nearer the Norwegian coast 'where the U-boats' pas
sage routes might not be so diffused.

The picture on 16 May was as a result very different from

the preceding months. There were four U-boats well off-shore

abreast Stadtlandet sweeping northward en route for Narvik
followed between the 18th and 22nd by seven more,( v
nortlwest of Stadtlandet were two boats bound for the Atlantic

follov/ed in the next week by seven more also bound for the

-Atlantic, (2) The really significant factor was that there
was little real darkness in these hi^i latitudes so that the

charging of batteries had to be done mostly In nalced daylij^t
on the surface as only four of these outgoing U-boats had

received their Schnorchel apparatus.

The new patrols by No, 18 Group were .re’warded at
1725 hours on I6 May by a sighting of a sur-faced U-boat in

6305N X 031OE by Sunderlan.d V/330 Norwegian squaclroii. Under
intense flalc whicli killed the front gunner .'Uid wotmded tv/o

others of the crew, depth charge attacks were pressed home

vdiich mortally damaged U, 21-0, The Sunderland only just
managed to reach base mth extensive dama.ge and U,240 foundered

soon after the aircraft had left the scene. Later, just after
midni^t, a NorvTegian Catalina 0/333 Squadron sighted aiiother
surfaced U-boat in 6226N x 0154E* This was U,668. also
en route to Narvik, In failing light and imder less intense

flak a depth charge attack was made ii/hich inflicted damage but
in the subsequent short period of total darkness all contact

was lost, IThile searching, another U-boat v/as sighted but

lost almost immediately, U.668 reached Nar\’'ik in a damaged
state four days later.

To the

ibid

Pages

See Map No, 53

For U-boat

Positions on

16 May
See ivlap No, 65

War Diary of

Captain U-boats
Norv/ay and
No, 18 Group
0,R,Bo

Appendices

(1) U._24g, ̂  742 and ̂ 65 followed by U,394, 995, 9i7, 47_6,
344, 921 and 990,
U,857 and _241 followed by U.675. 292. 862. 719. 1191. 767
and 988. The four latter boats were equipped v/ith
Schnorchel.

(2)
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A±r patrols in the aj.'ea v/ere intensified and at 0942 hours
on 18 May, Catalina S/210 Squadron sighted a sijrfaced U-boat in
6336N X 0142E. This T/as U.241 bound for the Atlantic. An
excellent attack 'nas made in face of continuous flak ¥/hich sank

the U-boat outright, tiventy to thirty bodies being counted in
the water before the aircraft left the scene. On 21 May,
n»995 was attacked tvd.ce - by Catalina k/210 Squadron at
0322 hours which did no damage and at I248 hours by Suraderlaaid S
of No, 4 Operational Training Utlit, No serious damage v/as
done by the depth charges but casualties caused by the
aircraft's front gun fire forced U,995 to set coinrse i]iimedia.tely
for Trondheim where she arrived next day,
Narvik bound boats (U,394) was attacked on the 22nd by Catalina
I,y2l0 Squadron but no damage wa.s inf'licted.

Another of the

ibid

(iii) Reinforcement from No, 15 and Iceland Groups

This prolific area was now exploited by every long range
aircraft that could be spai-ed from Iceland and No. 15 Group,
On 21+ ivjay at 0719 hours Catalina Y/210 Squadron sighted and
attacked U.476. The U-boat was very seriously damaged and
signalled her ̂ plight to base. Pour other U-boats in the
vicinity were told to go to her assistance and two patrol
boatsl ) \/ith U»276 left Trondheim on the same task,
1428 hours, U.92I, hurrying tovrards the signalled position,
v;as attacked by Sunderland S/423 Squadron. The depth charges
missed but agaiii the casualties inflicted by the aircraft
machine guns forced the U-boat to give up and m8.ke for
Trondheiin, At about this time another Sunderland
(Iy422 Squadron) sighted and attacked the crippl.ed U.476 but
was shot down on the run-in by the U-boat's flak,
no survivors.

Meanv/hile further south, Stinderland R of No, 4 O.T.U. at
1349 horn's had sighted U.675 who was bound for the Atlantic,
In face of heavy flak this aircraft of a training unit delivered
an excellent depth charge attack Vihich destroyed U, 675 out
right, much va’eckage including bodies being seen after the
explosion subsided.

Late ̂  the day at 2258 hours, U.990 fovind the derelict
^*476. After vain efforts to get her in tow, she was sunk at
0102 hours and the 21 survivors tal:en aboard U, 990 who set
course for Trondlieim, Not far av/ay and half an hour later,
Liberator C/59 Squadron sighted a surfaced U-boat steering
west in i-ough sea and poor lig]it conditions. After a duel
between flak and IS/G-, two depth charge attacks were made but in
each case they were dropped at 'safe*. Contact was subse-
qitently lost in bad visibility. This was U.276 from Trondheim
also closing U.A76 's signalled position. At 04OO hours on
25 May, the patrol vessel (VP.5901) met U.990 but the
of U,476 could not be transhipped oiwing to the sea conditions
and the two proceeded in company towards Trondheim. At
0630 hours they were sighted by Liberator S/59 Squadron who
cleverly manoeuvred in low rain clouds until a squall partially
masked the patrol vessel and then, under only the U-boat's
flak, a depth charge attack was pressed home \¥hich mortally
damaged U,990, As the aircraft left the scene, VP.5901 had
closed up almost alongside the U-boat, Germaui records

At

s

There were

survivors

Ibid and

No, 15 Group
0. R.B.

Appendices

ibid

(1) The four U-boats nearby were U.344. 394, 921 and 990.
The patrol vessels were VP.5901 and M,132. Ref. War Diary
of Captain U-boats Nonvay.
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establish that soon after this U.99Q foun.dered and a total of

52 siTTvivors v/ere picked up,
homev/ard meeting U, 276 at 1002 hours an,d together arriving at
Trondheim at about 1930 hours.

The patrol vessel continued

Commenting In his ¥ar Diary on the recent events, the
Captain of U-boats/Norvray observed that, in face of the
intensified air activity and certain loss of tuo U-boats vvith

others dainaged, all future passages of U-boats to Narvik 7irould
have to be made via the Inner Leads mder close escoi-t.

¥iras, however, only apialicable to his local command,
continued to follov/ the U-boats bound for the Atlantic,

Having thus uncovered a vTeak spot in their line of transit and

aided by the by now complete absence of darkness. Coastal
Command diverted as many sorties as possible to the area

off the Nor\:iegian coast and out to the longitude of the
Faeroes,

This

Disaster

On 26 IvJay, tvro Norwegian Mosquitoes/333 Squadron sighted
$58 who had just left Bergen bound for the Atlantic,

Several cannon fire attacks were made on her before they ran
out of ammunition, U,958 sustaitied damage to the external
fuel tanlos and one man killed vath two others badly wounded.
She was forced to put back immediately into Bergen, On
27 May Liberator S/59 Squadron sighted U,292 also en route for
the Atlantic and sank her T/ith an accurate stick of depth
charges. All these U-boats had relied on their flak to drive

off or at least upset the aim of the depth clnarge attack.
The verve, and determination shown by the air crews, reminiscent
of the previous sunmer in the Bay of Biscay, forced more
cautious tactics upon them. Although five more sightings
wnre made up to 3I l^y on another batch of U-boa.ts bound for

the Atlantic, only one developed into an attack and this could
only be made some seconds after the U-boat had disappeared
under water. One of this batch (U,Kreutzer U.862')
harried by continual sightings of aircraft and forced crash

dives that the captain put back into Bergen and requested per
mission to proceed via the Inner Leads to Narvik and from

there to break into the Atlantic north-about Iceland,through
the Denmark Strait, This v/as approved by Doenitz^ ^ who at
the same time instructed some of the U-boats then on passage
south-east of Iceland to malce direct for Bisca.y ports so that
the Sclmorchel apparatvis could be immediately installed because
•it seemed no longer possible to keep) boats in opera.tional
areas unless equip)ped \?ith this fitment

(iv) Sightings continue into the first th-ree days of June

v/as so

Nos, 15 and 18

Group 0,R,B,
Appendices
and

B, d U,

ITar Diary

ibid

Page 315

Caution w-as the keynote during the first three days of
Juiie during T/hich there w'ere five Schnorchel fitted U-boats

still traversing the Iceland/Faeroes Channel,
they cleaned into the Atlantic vd.thout having been loca-ted at
all during their passage,
batch, including; two fitted mth Schnorchel, slowly making
their way northvrards between Norway and the Shetland Isles,
The captain of the leading boat (U,477). although Sdmorchel
fitted, -i'/as apparently inpatient" at the submerged tactics.

In due course

By this time there \¥as another

B. d U.

Nar Diary
and

(1) This approval 'vTas given in view of her despatch to the
Indian Ocean; iaoreover her size made her particularly
unsuited to the rapid diving necessary to survive the
normal passage route. She left Narvilc on 3 June, passed
through the Denmark Strait on the 10th and reported clear
into the Atlantic vdien in 58°N x 35°W 0x1 I4 June,
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No, 18 Group
0 eR, B,

Appendices

He 1V3.S sighted on the surface three times on 2 June but on the

only occasion -^vhen an attack Yvas possible a faulty release gear
resulted in the de^oth charges noissing astern,
3 June v/hen sighted yet again at 0213 hours, he decided to

The aircraft concerned -

Canadian Canso T/162 Squadron - v/ent straight in under intense
flaJc and accurately straddled the U-boat Td.th four depth
charges.
Many of the crew both alive and dead vvere seen in the water

before the aircraft left,

(v) Suamary

Hov/ever, on

fight it out on the surface.

U,477 disappeared in a mass of oil and vireckage.

Ol,tto.cK.S
No further -34 gs occTorred until 11 June, a date which

falls into the next volume. The complete change in the aspect
of the Northern Transit area is apparent by conq^aring the nil
results during the first four and a half months of 1944 v/ith

the period 16 May to 3 June during ̂ vhich 17 of the 32 U-boats
in the area vrere sighted. Of these, 15 were attacked, result

ing in seven being sunk and four coiiq)elled to return to harbour.
It is however, of significance as a lesson of war that, even
in conditions of contiiiuous daylight and fairly dense air
patrol, only one of the Schnorchel fitted U-boats was located

and then only because the captain rashly decided to defy air
attaclc on the surface.

(c) - The Gibraltar Strait - January to Hay 1944

(i) January Operations

It will be remembered that the last passage atteiipts in
1943 were successful in that U,952 and 343 both got clear into
the Mediterranean during the first vreek of January 1944 with
out being sighted. Two nights after U.343 made t-he passage
she was sighted on the surface by L/L Wellington P/179 Squadron,
who 'was on a sv/eep eastivard of the Strait, in 3b40N x 0200Yi

steering 045^^, Heavy flalc was opened and an attack vras made
during which the aircraft v/as seriously damaged and had to

leave for base immediately. The depth charges missed astern.
On the folloT/ing night at 2211/8 Janiiary, L/L Wellington N/179
again sighted U.343 on the surface. Once more the Intense

flak caused the depth charges to miss but the aircraft shadowed

and brou^^t up I/179 Squaxlron who dropped a stick just astern
ol' the U-boat puttiig the port main motor out of action and

setting the main siwitchboard on fire. Just after releasing
the depth charges, I/179 becai'iie ui'mianageable and crashed into
the sea ahead of the U-boat, Only the pilot got clear of the
voreckage and climbed into the dinghy vdiich a few minutes later

arly rammed by U, 343,(1 ) Another aircraft also hunting
this area (Catalina j/202 Squadron) sa\y gunflashes six miles
away and closed the position. Flak was immediately opened
from U,343 which on the attacking run-in caused extensive
damage ii the aircraft -vvho had to set course for base.

Actually the stick exploded close astern of the U-boat, jammect.
the rudder hard a starboard and put the ̂ vhole electrical
installation out of action. In addition the external tanks

were r.iddled v/ith machine gun bullets, U, 343 was unable to

ni.ove or dive until tliree hours later v/hen she crept away
towards the Spanish coast, Meamdiile N/179, vdio had mtnessed
j/202's attack, contacted t'wo destroyers some 40 miles av/ay

was na

Chapter VII
Part II

Section (iv)

Gibraltar

OcRoBc

Appendices
and

.Adratyo

P.DcS.27/53

(1) The pilot (f/o Yf. F. Davidson) was picked up by
H.IvhS, Active at 0830 hours on 9 January,
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aiid informed them by I^/T of the situation. By 2350 hours,
N/179 Y/3.S back at the scene of attack but nothing Tvas seen of
U.543 by her or the destroyers in the subsequent search,
U,343 succeeded in reaching shallov/ water off the Spanish
coast and spent the next tloree days, mostly on the bottom,
repaix’ing the damage received. She ultimately reached Toulon

on the , 19 January, Her experience has been given in some

detail to illustrate how toiigh a determined U-boat can be and

how difficult to re-loca.te even when seriously damaged,

(ii) Arrival of a UoS.U. Catalina squadron fitted YJlth M,A.D.

ibid

Log of U.343

In vlevf of the passage of at least two U-boats through
the Strait the air patrols were intensified on both sides of

Gibraltar, To allow of this the contribution of flying in

the Perciission V area off Cape Finisterre ■'jvas temporarily dis
continued but as nothing more was sighted by 11 January these
sorties were resumed, Mean¥/hile No, 63 UoSoN, Catalina
squadron fitted with the },magnetic Air Detector had arrived at
Poi-t Lyautey from No, I9 Group, It had been decided that the
magnetic detection method was far better suited to the enclosed,
waters of the Gibraltar Strait tlian to the open sea of the Bay
of Biscay, The squadron started operations in co-operation
i?ith the A.C.H.Q, at Gibraltar on 18 Jan^uary and another
intensification of A/U patrols both sides of the Strait was
mounted concurrently,

V»h-55t 'V'ib.o had left Lorient on 6 January bound for the
Mediterranean, arrived in the western approaches to the Strait
on 19 January, She T/as sighted west of Ca-pe Spartel at
1315/20th by a Hudson and at l858/21st to the south of this
Cape by an R.A.F, Catalina but on both occasions only momen
tarily at periscope depth and no attacks cotild be made,
S'urfa.ce craft -srere homed to the position but nothing further
was detected. Actually she succeeded in diving unseen tlirougli
the Strait during the night of 21/22 January, Unaware of

-  this, the A,Ceil,Q, maintained the scale of patrols until the
26th after whicli they reverted to normal. TheAmerioaii M,A,D,
Catalinas, ho?/ever, continued their daily patrol in the area
immediately west of the Strait and from the 21+ January till
the 12 February Leigh Light sorties were lorovided by
No, 36 Wellington Squadron of the Mediterranean Coastad. Air
Force shuttling between A.lgeria and Gibraltar, (v

(iii) February operations

E.A,F.
Gibraltar
0»E,B,
Appendices
and

C,C, File
S,105
Part II
Enel, 2t-8B

Log of U.455

During the last ten days of January U.969, 96? said 586
The first

She T/as
left Biscay ports bound for the Mediterranean,
arrival west of Gibraltai' v/as Uo9d9 on 1 February,

(1) Analysis of Flying hours frea Gibraltar In January

Effective
Hours

Total
Hours

A/C U-boats getting
tlirough the StraitSights Attacks Resultsloss

Ocean

Convoy
escort

Day 188121

Night 32(N) 10t(N)

Day 1,562Patrols off
Gib. Strait
Including
U.S.N.
Sqdns.

2,018 2 0 y4252

Nlght( 557 (N)
(  9JvL/L

(  707(N)
(1,05PL/L

U.3t3
dam.

IN IN IN
i»L/L2L/L 3L/L

yd)55
Patrols Day 206

Night { 176(N)
(  9OL/L

306
off

Cape
Finisterre

(  233 (N)
(  I30L/L
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momentarily sighted in a rough sea west of Gape Spartel by a
Hudson at 0842 hours on the 2nd, The air patrols were
iiiiraediately increased but she got through the Strait
that night.

unseen

The tv,o other boats reached the approach area on the
7 and 10 February respectively, Uo9^’7 ''■^as attacked at
periscope depth off Cape Trafalgar at 1548/8th bj one of
No, 132 U.ScNo Squadron Ventfir-as operating from the Moroccan
Sea Frontier, Although vinhanaed she shifted her approach down
to southwest of Cape Spartel where her periscope ^vas glimpsed
at 1206/10th by Hudson A/48 Squadron, U.586 approacliing past
Cadis i'7as spotted and attacked on the surl'ace Yd.thout dams.ge by
L/L Wellington R/179 Squadron at 06l6/l1th. She cle;ared
through the Strait durdng the night of 1l/;j2 Februariq followed
the next night by U.967 both imdetected.l'^ J Air patrols con
tinued to be floi.n at high intensity until 17 February T^en
Nos, 48 and 233 Hudson squadrons ceased, operations prior to
their withdrawal to England for special duties in Operation
Overlord,.

B, d U,
War Diary
and

R.A,F.
Gibraltar
O.RoB.
Appendices

(a) - U-boat passage tactics and, air coimtermeasires

This loss of t'wo squadrons was a blow to the A,CoK,Qo
at Gibraltar in viev/ of the recent successful U-boat passages
and the poor prospects of future interceptions with even fewer
aircraft available for patrols,
correctly diagnosed as relying on a submerged passage through
the narrowest part of the Strait,
up as close to the westward as possible preserving a full
battery before starting the long dive through. Their approach

either past Cape Trafalgar or from the southwest past
Cape Spartel but the actual dive through was in the deep 200 to
300 fathom channel running almost centrally through the Strait
for 35 miles before debouching into the Mediterranean, From
the surface of this channel dovn to I50 feet depth the prevail-
iiig current is easterly but below this the deeper water flows
west out into the Atlantic, The U-boa.ts therefore kept at
about 100 feet depth but had very deep water under them in
Vi/hich to evade should they be detected and hunted,
ture and density layer's at all depths made Asdic conditions
eilctremely difficult,
channel that the U,S,N, Catalinas ?/lth HeA,Do equipment
operated. By reason of the limited range (350 feet) of the
magnetic detector the aircraft had to patrol at very low
altitude Vihich made night operations impracticable. If,
therefore, a U-boat liappened to choose dusk for the start of
her dive tlirough there was little chance of her detectimo
Hence the necessity for another barrier of air patrols to the
east of the Strait,

The Allied tactics were to keep day and night air patrols
as dense as possible iTOstv/ard of the Strait to prevent the
U-boats charging their batteries or if they came to the surface
+0 do so to ens'ure they vrould be attacked, ‘'ii/hen sufficient
aircraft were in hand a second air barriei- patr-ol was main
tained eastii/ai'd of the Stra,it on a line virhere a U-boat who had
succeeded in diving through virould have to surface in order to
re-charge batteries and H,P, air,
very successful because the aircraft availability had only been
s-ufficient for short periods of .intensive patrols.

The U-boat tactics were

To do this they had to work

was

Teiipera-

It was over the western end of this deep

These tactics had not been

See Jfep No, 68

(1) This brought the total strength of U-boats inside the
Mediterranean to 18,
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(■b) - The first MoAoD, kill

It was in order to compensate for the loss of the t'wo
Hudson squadrons that the A„CoH„Qo at G-ihraltsr ashed
Commorseafron (The U„S, Commander of the Morocco Sea Frontier)
if he 1/rould undertalce the day patrols in the Gihralta-- Strait
area,

in effect independent of and not co-ordinated yrith the reduced
operational flying from Gibraltar,
independence did not affect the flying done by the M,.A..D,
Squadron,
craft spent much of their time operating direct from Gibraltar
under control by the British A„C„HoQ.
in the peculiar operational control muddle in this area, none
of which had any logical ej^planation,
quick conpromise ¥ri.th Commorseafron v/as underlined by the
sighting at O4I4 hours on the I9 February of a southbound
U-boat off the Portugriese coast by L/L Wellington B/'I79 Squadron,
Th-is was U.761, who had left Brest on 12 February bound for the
Medit erranean,
no damage.

He immediately agreed but on his own terms which were

Curiously enough this

Although nominally based at Port Lyautey, the alr-

This ii/as another fs.cet

The desii'ability of a

The attack made after this sitting inflicted

See Ch. X7I

Section (iv)

Increased air patrols to the west of Gibraltar were laid
on. The more distant day effort as far as Cape St, Vincent
y/as now confined to the Catalinas of No, 202 Squadron with
nearer sorties bj?- some of the U,SoNo Venturas from Port Lyautey.
Closer in still were the MoA.D, Catalina patrols but no air
effort was available for the eastern barrier. No further
evidence of U.76I's presence yras obtained until I60O hours on
24 February when the tvra U.S.N, Catalinas on patrol got firm
MoAoD, contacts in position 3555N x 0546T4 The ijrocedure of
laying a line of markers over successive contacts and
ultimately flying up the line to release retro-bombs ahead of
the last marker is described in Appendix V. On this occasion
two destroyers v/ere co-operating in the hunt and thrcugh
eagerness to join in nearly spoilt the M.A.D, tracking attack.
Finally at I700 hours both aircraft made their attacking
with retro-bombs and almost sinultaneously one of the
destroyers dashed in to drop a pattern of depth ch;arges at the
positions of the retro-bomb spla.shes,
conning tower and bov/ of a. U-boat broke surface directly aliead
of the line of markers. The U-boat, 'v/hich ’was U. 761, sub
merged. again slov/ly and was atta.cked bj'' the other d3st.royer
after which she surfaced and started to abandon ship. Both
d.estroyers opened gunfire, a UcSoN, Ventura which had arrived
on the scene straddled the U-boat with a stick of d.epth. charges
and finally a Catalina of No, 202 Squadron also straddled with
depth charges. At 1720 hours U,761 sank leavitig 48
in the water who were then picked up by the destroyers.

over

runs

Tvto minutes later the

survivors

R,A,F.
Gibraltar
OoR.B.
Appendices
and

xAdmty.
CoB.04050/44
( 3)
Page 7

Thus after a libtle over a month’s ope.rations the MoAoD,
patrol had justified itself,
and attack peculiarly su.itable for this area \/hich was notori
ously bad for Asdic tactics; moreover the narrovness of the
deep diannel reduced the necessary MoA.D, patrol area to a
practicable size and above all a U-boat coidd be detected,
tracked and finally attacked in conplete ignoraiice of the p.re-
sence of assailants.

It T/as a method of detection

The experience gained in tMs success
shovred that surface craft co-ope.ration was essential but that
the A/ll vessels must keep their distance while the tracking was
developed, not only to avoid scaring the U-boat into drastic
evasive measures/ but because their hulls mi^Ht upset the

(1) For instance, if the U-boat "iirent dee^D to avoid suspected
s-urface craft it soon got out of magnetic range from the
IvioAoD, aircraft.
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magnetic field and their projpellor noise defeat the sonobuoy
evidence if they had to be used to regain a ten^orajrily lost

magnetic contact.

As it \7as thought probable that more U-boats were about to

attempt the passage, the scale of A/U flying was maintained
as higli as possible» Aided by the better tjiderstanding 'ivi-th

Comiiiorseafron effected by the good offices of Sir John Slessor

(C.-in-C, MoAoAoPo) and No. 52 Baltimore squadron loaned by
him the flying hours for February were sligiitly in excess for

those for January.(1)

(iv) - March operations

Early on 2 liairch an attack by L/L Vellington B/179 Sq-iadron
on a southboxind U-bo8.t off Lisbon confirmed the siqoposition
tb3.t more U-boats were going to attempt the passage into the

Mediterranean, This wa,s U.421 and no damiage 'was inflicted

but the aircraft was hit several times by flak and had to

leave the scene ijnmedjn.tely. No further sighting eventuated,
except for a possible periscope sighting off Gape Trafalgar on

9 ivlarch, until 16 March T'/hen a good magnetic conts.ct v/as
obtained by two Mo A^.D. Catalinas in 3555N x. 0545U at 0855 hom-a.

See Ch. XVI

Section (iv)

R,A.F.
Gibraltar

O.RoB.

Appendices
and

Admty,

C.B.04050/44
(

two more U-boats (U.392 and 6;[8) had arrived
It subsequently transpired that the x'pAo.Dc

.After establishing the U-boat's track

By this date,
off the Strait,(2)
contact ims on U.392.

•with markers, both aircraft attached, at 0930 houxs but no
after results v/ere seen. Surface forces were lying off ready
to participate and having laid a further line of markers, the

attack was turned over to them, HoMoSo Affleck (1st Escort
Group) gained Asdic contact when close to the end marker and
made a Hedg'ehog attack,
v/hich much debris aiid parts of hujaan bodies c.ame to the surface
larking the destruction of Ue392o

Three exiplosions follov/ed, after

a

5)
Page 17

Ti'/o days later an unarmed transjport aircraft sighted a

U-boat, proba,bly U.618, some 35 miles SoS.'J, of Gape Spax'tel
and on the same night German records establish that Uc1i-21
signalled base from near Gape Trafalgar that she was being
continuously menaced by air patrols,
her discretion to retire altogether but she elected to try
again along the iiorthem route and managed to get through
undetected during the night of 19/20 March,
boat (U,466) had arrived via the sv/eep out into the Atlantic
and late on the 19th -.rcxs creeping up the Moroccan coast tov.'ai.-ds
Gape Spartel,

The U-boat Goiimiand gave

Meantime another

She succeeded at he.r first attempt and went

B. d U.

War Diary

(1) Analysis of flying hours In the Gib-altar a’-ea for February

Effective

Hours

Total

Hours

A/C !.T-boats jetting
through the Strait

Sights Attacks Results
loss

Ocean

Convoy
escort

Day 22 27

Night 3(N) 5(N)

Day 1,828 U.761
shared

sunlt

Patrols off

Olb, Strait

including
U.3.N.

Sqdns,

2,255 U.586
U.969
ftgb?

5 3

(  165{N)
Ni Jit(1,0t6L/L

(  32D(N)
(1,210L/L 1L/L 2L/L 2L/L

Patrols

off C.

Finisterre NIL NIL

(2) Both these U-boats liad taken a wide sweep out Into the Atlantic after passing
N.W. Spain so as to avoid location on the Portuguese coast,
fall well dovjn the Morocco coast and approached Cape Spartel from the south.

They made land-
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through mdetected during the night of 21/22 March leaving
only U,618 backing and filling south of Cape Spartel.

The luuiiber of aircraft available in the area was slowly

increasing. No, 114 U,3,N» Liberator Squadron fitted with

G,EoC, searchlights had recently arrived at Port Lyaatey
pending pennission from the Portuguese G-overnment to operate
from the Asores, Althou^ still untrained and largely
unserviceable, a' few ni^t sorties were flovm from the

18 March omvards. Other sorties were provided by  a newly
established Free French Sunderland squadi-on based in the

Morocco Sea Fr'ontier area. It was at last possible there
fore to resume the ai’c barrier to the east so as to catch

U-boats sLirfacing after the long dive through the Strait,

On 21 March, Baltinore 1/52 Squadron on this eastei’n patrol
sighted the conning tower of a U-boat at 1206 hours in
3628N X O406W. This v/as almost certainly U.421 but she got
well under before the depth charge explosions and was not
harmed.

RoA.F.

Gibraltar

O.R,B,

Appendices

On the 23 March at I306 hours a Liberator of No, 112
U,S,N, squadron sifted U,618^s conning tower westward of
Cape Spartel but it had disappeared before an attack could be
made, The constant harrying she had received since her
arrival ten days before decided her coiumanding officer to give
up the attempt,
sifted on the 27 iiarch 50 miles southeastward of
Cape St, Vincent by a Free French aircraft,
day he signalled base reporting his failure and the fact that

he vras returning.

He set course for home and was momentarily

On the followingB, d U,

War Diary

Meanwliile U,471 had left Brest on I6 March and, proceeding
doYm the Portuguese coast, arrived in the Gibraltar approaches
about 29 liarch.

by air or s-urface craft and she went straight on to make the
passage of the Strait betYYeen the 30 and 31 ilarch.

No sightings or contacts VYere made on heribid

Thanlcs to the energetic measures ta].cen to maintain the

scale of air patrols, the number of flying hours for Jiiarch was
not far belov/ the previous months,(1) The results were some-
Tvhat better although once again the successful U-boats made
their passage at night wfien it Tra.s impossible to fly the
M,A,D, patrols.

(v) - A re-disposition of squadrons in April

Althou^ since the 1 January nine U-boats out of twelve
had got through the Strait, casualties inflicted inside the

(1) Analysis of f,lying hours In the Gibraltar area for March

Effective

Hours Hours

A/C U-boats getting
through the
Strait

ResultsAttadcsSightsloss

Ocean

Convoy
escoidi

Day 52 97

Night 2^ 75M
U-392
shared

sunlt

U.618
returned

U,t21

U.t71

Patrols off

Gib. Strait

including
U.S.N. Sqdns,

Day 1,035 1,37i»

(  811(N)( 96t(N)
(

(  86a/L(1,000L/L
Night(

k 3

Patrols Day Nil

C. Flnlsterrd ii5L/L
off 33 (N)

66L/L
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Mediterranean had by the end of Max’ch reduced their totaJ.

strength to I5 and in April another batch received orders to

raise this figure. Departures from Biscay ports took place in
the latter half of the month and none arrived to the v/estw.ard

of Gibraltar till May so that during April there were no

U-boats for the air patrols to intercept. This was just as
\vell because the responsibilities of Coastal Command in the

coming Operation Overlord required the recall home of

No, 179 L/L Wellington sq^^adron and for the same conrnitment
No, 52 Baltimore squadron was relinquished by the M. A. A. P.
Coraiiiand,

prevent the collapse of the bari-ier patrols.
No, 500 Ventura squadron was sent from Algiers to Gdbra.ltar,
more help was promised by the Morocco based U.S.N. Ventura

squadrons and, after consultation with the U. It, authorit^^?,
agreement was secured from Cominch (Admira.l King U. S.N. ) for
participation by No, 114 U. S.N.
on a more perraanent
likelihood of their transfer to the Azores,

loss of night effort was partially made up oy equipping five

Catalinas of No, 202 Squadron vrith Leigli Liglits. By these
means and a delay in the departure of No, 179 Squadron '’'^4?',
total hours flown during April only dropped by some /30,^ '
As yet, however, there -were no U-boats present,

(vi) “ May operations - Doenitz abandons all further attempts

Once again Sir John Slessor initiated measures to
A detaclmient of

searchlight Liberator squadron
base seeing that there was no immediate

In a.ddition the

See Ch. XVI

Section (iv)

Late on 5 May tv/o fleeting glimpses of possible southboimd
one by a transit Portress and the otherU-boats were obtained,

by a Catalina of No, 202 Squadron in positions 100 miles west of
the Strait, In fact, both were of U,73“^« She had left
Lorient on 18 April and was m.aking a very slow and cautiouis

approach,
six days aiid was joined about 11 May by U, who had
La Pallice mitil 27 April, U,SGO seized a chance on the 14th
and dived through the Strait undetected in the next 24 hours,
U,731 was located at I6I5 hours on 15 May by two of the M.A.D,

Both

She did not reach the decisive area for another
not left

Catalinas in 355itN x 0545^ abreast of Tarifa Point,
aircraft immediately marked her track with the line of light

At 1630 hours, a retro-bomb attack was made Yi/ithout
visible result nor were any explosions heard in the sonobuoy
which was released simultaneoxisly,

at 1652 hours was also v^rithout result,
and at 1 730 hours the v/aiting surface craft vrere asked by E/T
to attack at the eastern end of the long line of markers,
H.M.S. Blackfly follov/ed by K.I'iI.S. Kilmai-nock both did so mth
depth charges but again mth no result, Tracld.ng vdth markers

resumed and at 1351 hours the Kilmarnock delivered a

One explosion followed atd soon aftenYards

floats.

Anothei' retro-bomb attack

Tracking was continued

was

Hedgehog attack,

R.A.P.

Gibraltar

O.R.B.

Appendices

quantities of bubbles and diesel oil appeared on the surface.
After an hour the oil had spread over a mile and by the follovr-

ing day extended throughout the length of the Strait,
assumed, rightly, that the U-boat subsequently laao-wn to be

U. 73'! had been destroyed.

It was

Having heard nothing from U, 73^^ since 22 April and being
miable to raise her on W/T after U.9Su reported clearing into

the Mediterraiaean on 17 May, Doenitz gave her up as lost,
ordered that no more U-boats were to attempt the passage on

He
B. d U,

War Diary

(1) No, 52 SouadTOn ceased operations on 8 April,
16 April.No, 500 Squadron started operations on

No, 179 Squadron ceased operations on 23 April,
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(1) Soaccount of the strong defences in the Gibraltar area,
ended a transit phase which had continued intermittently since

September 1 94'' •

(vii) - Summary - Seijtember 1 9^1 to May 1 Sk-k*

Taken over the whole phase, the air forces based in the
never sufficient to put down any consistent

Even
Gibraltar area were

barrier against U-boats brealclng into the Mediterranean,
after July 1 943 when the strength had risen to 120 aircraft,
the contribution off Cape Pinisterre to the Bay Operations and

the lack of co-operation from the Morocco Sea Frontier pre-
Prom Pebruarj'’ 1 944 onwards, thevented adequate air patrols,

situation improved largely througli the arrival of the

U.S. Navy M. A.D, Catalinas and a better understanding ivith the
American Force Commanders in Morocco and North Atrica,

In all, from September 1 941 to the end of May 1 92f4 a total
of 95 U-boats had been detailed to sail for the Mediterranean.(2)
Eleven of these had either been cancelled or returned early
because of defects on passage,

returned badly damaged before arriving in the western ^
approaches to Gibraltar leaving /8 vdio actually made tne
attempt to get through. Of these, six were sunk, six were
forced to retire through damage inflicted by the defence_and
four gave up because of constant harrying, A total of b2 got

Five more were sunk and one

(1) Analysis of flying hours In the Gibraltar area for May

U-boats getting
through the
Strait

A/CTotalEffective

hours Attacks Resultloss Sights

76Day 57Ocean

Convoy
escort 27 (N)Night

1,6» U.731
shared

sunk

Day 1,388 2 2Patrols off

the Gib.
Strait

Including
U.S.N. Sqdns.

U.960

NiEht{ 226(N)
(  679L/L

(  382(N)
{  780L/L

Patro Is

NILoff NIL

Finlsterre

(2) Table showing U-boats despatched to the Mediterranean

While en route in Atlantic In Gibraltar area

•UU) •o

■§)O O)

CQ C
Sunk3

o

^-1 H
o •r:*

o

S

n Tj C oo
Vi iO Inside

Ned.
S 0) Dam* •o4^ 0>

o u
<D

rH K
BrH Osunk Sunk andyear (U

> “ Id
O  D

0

si retired CO 130) •  Q 8a oQ a

TIaT
F.A.A.

TW
F.A.A,

rny it (S)
1 accident

21TW 1

1  (U)
1 Mine
h (S)

I {4
23

1  16623

10(S)
4 (A)
5 (SA)
1 unknown

zz
1  (A) 2  101943 ■84 3 (A) 1  (S)

1  (SA)
1 3 13

4 (s)
11(A) '
4 (SA)
3 scuttled
1 unknown

3 (SA) 1  10 NIL1944

Tr~62~''5g

(S) = ship attack^ (SA) = shared, (u)= cause OKvVtuctOf).
6 b7y TTotals

N.B. (A) = Air attack.
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tlirough into the Mediterranean but continual losses in this

area prevented thej.r strenrpbh at aiiy time from ever x'ising
aoove 26 and by the end of May 1 944 they ha.d been reduced to

eleven. There was little further operational activity by
these feYiT and they were all accounted for during the next
four months.
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CgAPTER XV

THE AlfTI-SHIPPING WAR IN NORTH-WEST EUROPEAN WATERS -

JANUARI TO FlAJ 1 m

(i) Introduction

During tlie first three months of 1944, No, 18 Group oame
into its o’lVn as far as the anti-shipping -war v/as concerned.
In January 194^i- the Wick 'wing and the torpedo half of the
Leuchars 'wing 'VT'ere fully operational and achieved notable
in sinking four enemy vessels of 15,659 tons - the hi^iest
monthly tonmge sunk by any Group since the peak month,
April 1943,^^1^ of the period covered in this voltime. During
January to March 1944, nine vessels of 21,397 tons were sunk off
tlie Nor\’/egian coast causing, in particular, heavy casualties to
the German/Norwegian coal trade, M.E.W, calculated that the
increase in enemy traffic in this area would not have been more

tlaan ten per cent over tonnage in any period of 1943, so that
the increased sinl<ings were due mainly to the greater wei^t
of attack. These successes vrere obtained despite the fact
that No»l8 Group had no fi^iter escort and their operations vere
therefore limited, No,l6 Group, operating off the Dutch coast,
still suffered from lack of targets in the accessible area
between Borkura and Hook owing to the continued diversion of
traffic from Rotterdam to Snden, This situation was aggravated
by the practice of the more easterly enemy convoys of talcing
shelter in Den Heldere

small vessel of 90 tons was sunlc in this area,

achieved in March, vdien foir vessels of 11,492 tons vrere s’onk -
one by day attack off Den Helder, one by nl£^it toi'pedo attack
and tv/o by day attacks with kiustang escort sligilitly further east.
Despite the gradual creeping east of anti-shipping operations
the Sns-Elbe traffic was never really touched before the Over-
lord campaign changed the situation. In preparation for
Overlord, the strike vdngs were redeployed on either flanlc of
the Channel area in April and I4ay 1944 S-nd operations off
Norway ceased,

(ii) Night torpedo attacks and operation Gilbey

success

Thus in January sind February only one
More success rias

A,H,B./mi/l04/ On 5 November 1943, No,l6 Group reported to 0»G,HeQu that
they proposed using small numbers of torpedo Beaufi^ters on
ni^t sorties on tlie Dutch coast. These sorties would be

flown during moon periods and also in the non-moon period -with
the assistance of flare dropping aircraft. Since Beaiifighters
could only carry four flares it was requested that a small
allocation of suitable flare-dropping aircraft should be made to
North Coates, Wellingtons could carry up to seventy flares.
It iwas suggested, therefore, that three sircplus Wellingtons
should be drawn from No,547 Squadron, which was re-equipping
with Liberators, and stationed at North Coates, Diversionary
high level bombing ml^t be a secondary role for these aircraft.

1/7
End, 77A

Variovis nl^it Rover patrols had already been oarr'ied out
The outcome of theseby Beaufighters of No, 254 Squadron,

trials and the suggestion that Vfellington aircraft should
co-operate were the basis for a ne'vv tactical instruction known

(l) In Apx'il 1943 No,16 Group sanic five vessels of 19,293 tons.
No.18 Group sank three vessels of 17,398 tons.
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as Operation "Gilbey" \fiiich was issued on 18 January 194L!.o(‘l)
It was now decided that Tfellingtons of Nos415 Squadron should
co-operats Tdth Torbeaus,

11/115
Encla 5 (iii) Fighter Goiiana,nd transfer a Typlioon strike force

to Noa12 Group

A,H.B./in3i/240/
10/9
Enel, 79A

On 29 November 1943 Noa12 Group forv/arded to H,Q*A,D«G,B.
a detailed report of their daily "Jim Grow" operations during
the past five weeks and the number of attacks carried out by
Nool6 Group as a result of these operations. They noted that,
of ei^it possible targets reported, on].y one was attacked on
23 November, Hie next day, an extremely attractive target
of 11 vessels N.W„ of Scheveningen was missed because No,l6
Group were alvra.ys released on the day following  a strike,
A permanent striking force alimys available at short notice
to operate immediately on information of suitable targets was
necessary to cause maicimum dislocation of the enaiiy's coastal
trade off the Dutch coast, Noe12 Group therefore requested
that a Rocket Projectile Sqaadron sliould be given to them for
this work if Coastal Command could not provide such a foi’ce,

H,Q* A,D,G,B, replied on 18 December that they were fully
in agreement with the view expressed by No.12 Group and that it
had been decided to move No,3 Tj'plioon Bomber Squadron to their
Group shortly. Its role would be to attack sliipplng off the
Dutch coast between Den Helder and the Hook,

limited accommodation at Coltishall the squadron would be
stationed at Wittering but v/ould operate from Coltishall.
Action was being taken to accelerate the fitting of R.P. and
long range tanks to No,3 Squadron.

In view of the

Ibid

Encl.97A

A.DoGoB,

Order of Battle

6,1,44
in F.G, O.R.B,

App.January

A,H.B,/lIH/240/
10/10
No,12 Op,
OoI,No.65
31»'!2.43.

No,3 Typhoon Bomber Squadron had moved to Swanton Morley
in the Coltishall Sector by 6 January 1944, and operated from
Coltishall until the middle of February'-. Owing to the
limitation of range of Bomphoons the stretch of coast was to be
split into tvo areas, namely Texel to Ijmuiden and Ijmuiden to
Hook, a total journey in each case of about 310 miles. A force

of four Typhoons fitted with long range tanks and eig^it
Bomphoons were to carry out an armed reconnaissance, 'vdienever
the weather was suitable, in one or other of the areas. If
shipping were slated one vessel was to be selected for attack

which was to be carried out bjr steep dive-bombing. Typhoons
were to act as filter protection and provide top cover
during the attack. No.3 Squadron car
in January(2) and five in Februarj'-. (3)

ried out six operations
On 30 January and

(1) A copy of these orders embodied in Noel6 Group Tactical
Instruction No,l/l9^;4 is given at Appendj.x XXI to this
volume.

6 April as No,l6 Group Operational Instruction Noe5/l944o
The earlier version has been given in this volume since
most of tlie operations on "Gllbey" flovm during the period
under review came under its provisions,
provided for attack by Beaufighters with bombs as Y/ell as

torpedoes, and also for reconnaissance by Noa12 Group
aircraft on request.
In January 71 sorties v/ere flown on this type of
operation and 16 attacks were made.

In February 53 sorties were flown, 26 attacks made and
one Bomphoon was lost.

Tliese orders were aiaended and re-issued on

The revised order

■  A.Ii.B./lII^54/
11/115
End, 10

(2)

(3)
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3 February shipping ms attacked at Brouvrershaven and in tlie
Scheldt area,
off the Hook,
documents.

on 8 February in Den Helder Gap and on ‘I3 Ibbruary
No results can be confirmed from enemy

Ibid

Encl.102A
On the 7 Februaj^y 1944j hovrever, No, 12 Group were informed

that No,3 Squadron \Tould have to return to No, 11 Group, The
situation had clianged and the duad requirements of operations
in support of Portresses and on targets in Northern France were
Imposing heavier and heavier commitments on No,11 Group. If
not engaged in support of Fortress operations the squadron
rai^it still be available to escort the Coastal Command

Beaufinters in the same ̂ ray that Nos,198 and 609 Squadrons
had done. The C,-in”-G, A,D,G»B, proposed moving No,3 Squadron
sou til in about a week’s time. He emphasised tliat the
aspirations of No»12 Group were not being ignored,

Noa12 Group replied on 9 February that they did not feel
justified in retaining No,3 Squadron since the eneny sliipping
trade in the Den Helder to Hook area had dropped to practically
nothing by day, "Jim Crows" had produced only negative reports
during tlie past few weeks, No,l6 Group operated so little
that they were not justified in keeping a Tjqphoon Squadron for
escort work alone, No«12 Group had arranged tha.t Nob16 Group
should warn tliem a day before they operated so tliat the Typhoon
wing with long range tanlcs could be borrowed from Noo11 Group.
In addition, the Goltishall Wing was now fully equipped with
15 gallon tanks and could do practically all the escort work
required by No,l6 Group,

Ibid

Encl,103A

No,3 Squadron had returned to Mansion in No,11 Group by
17 February 191j4,

(iv) (a) No«l6 Group Operations January to March 19l4i-

January 19^

Sorties rose sli^itly to 123 but there vi/a
Tliree aircraft were lost and three crashed,(0
shipping was sunk or damaged,
Wellingtons of No,A15 Squadr'on were flown by Beaufi^^iters of
Nos,236 and 254 Squadrons,

s only one attaNo,16 Op,
OoR,B(i( App*
January
194^

ck.
No enemy

All sorties except two by

One wing strike on 4 January had to be abandoned owing to

bad weather. Two Coastal Roadstead operations by the Wing on
24 and 28 January failed to find targets. The one attack of
the month was a cannon attack by R/236 on a small coaster in
5336N X 0617E on 9 January,

Operation GilbeyC^) was first tested on the night of 21/22
January, Wellington A/415 "sra-s ordei’ed to take off and proceed
throu^a position 5345N x O5OOE to 5330N x O525E at 2300 hours.
The aircraft was then to sweep westivard along Hie convoy route
using AoSoV, Six Beaufigliters of No,254 Squadron were ordered
to be on waiting line 534ON x O45OE to 5317W x 0420E at 2300 hours

(1) Beaufi^iters P and M/236 crashed on take off on
1 January, One aircraft was burnt out and one serioiusly
damaged, Beaufighter W/254 crashlanded on 4 January,
Beaufi^iter Y/236 was missing on reconnaissance on
26 January,
Two Beaufighters, O/236 and F/254j were lost on Roadstead-
strike on 28 January, 0/236 wa.s liit by flak from land

F/254 which ditched.
See section (ii) of this chapter and Appendix XXI,

SECRET
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armed T,7ith torpedoes set to 8 foot depth setting. The
object lA/as to locate and attack a westbound convoy consisting
of two merchant vessels and six escort vessels. The

probable position of interception was given as between
532hN X O453E and 5312N x Oif37E. However, the Wellington
made a nil report at 2335 hours and all aircraft returned to

base. Reconnaissance for operation Gilbey was flown by gAi5
on 31/1 January but again no si^atings v/ere madeo Anti-E-boat
operations were also carried out during the month,

February 19i|4

No,16 OcRsB,

Appendices
February 1944

Sorties rose to I65 with 25 attacks and tliree aircraft
.i'U One enemy vessel of 90 tons was sunk.lost

One major strike was carried out on 21 February, Thirty
ei^it Beaufinters of Nos,2543 236 and 12).3 Squadrons took off
on reconnaissance in force Tii/ith object of attacking any enemy
shipping seen. No,254 Squadron were armed with torpedoes set

to 10 foot depth Tdth contact pistols, the remaining Beaufighters
with cannon, Pi^iter escort was provided by 29 Spitfires V

of Nos,64j 234 and 6II Squadrons of Nod 2 Group Fi^iter Command,
Twelve Beaufi^iters returned early because they could not

contact the formation and three more with engine trouble.
The remaining Beaufinters, namely ei^t of No.236 Squadron,
nine of No,143 Squadron aiid six of No,254 Squa-dron, all took
part in an attack on a convoy si^ited at 0842 hours in position
5257N X 043^1^1, The convoy consisted of 14/16 vessels onanorth
easterly course and was turning into Den Helder, The
disposition of the convoy appeared to be one M class mine

sweeper ahead, four E-boats to starboard and port of four

merchant vessels with two M class minesweepers bringing up the
rear and astern of this three more E-boats in line aliead

formation. Four other E-boats inshore crossing tlie mouth of
the Holder from north to south vrere not involved in the attack.

The airci’aft attacked two mercliant vessels, the rear mine
sweepers and E-boats and achieved some surprise. Flak was
late but heavy and intense from tlie shore positions®
Considerable light flak vb.3 encountered from R-boats on break

avray. No balloons or fl^iters were seen® Beaufighter Q/143
was hit by flak and ditched one to four miles west of convoy.
The only result, confirmed by enemy records, was 'fclie sinlcing
of Ra131 of 90 tons®

F.C.Form Y

No,16 Op.
O.R.B, App,
Feb.1944

A reconnaissance in force on 29 February failed to find
any shipping. Operation Gilbey was carried out on twelve
ni^ats of tlie month and two attacks were delivered® On

12/13 February the object was to attack a convoy located by
Jim Grow reconnaissance® Yfellington G/415 located the convoy
and at 0145 hours dropped 24 flares and one Beaufighter was

homed on to the convoy® This Avas J/254 'wiio siglited marker
flares 20 miles ahead at 0108 hours. Aircraft orbitted from

0115 until 0150 hours and at 0152 hours in position
5238N X O43OE sl^ited convoy of one merchant vessel of about
5,000 tons v/ith 15 escort vessels. The pilot turned away as
he considered flares still too hi^i, made second run in at
0155 and carried out attack with one 10 foot contact torpedo.

A.H.Bo/lHil/
104/1/13
Encl.SA

(1) Wellington A/4.I5 missing on operation Gilbey on
7/8 5'ebruary
VYellington N/415 missing on operation Gilbey on
8/9 February
Beaufi^iter Q/143 missing from strike on 21 February.
This aircraft was hit by flak and ditched,
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Of the other three Beaufigliters, one received only the signal
41 from the Vi^ellington and failed to recognise it as 41Zi., one
found that VHE was mserviceahle and one received  a distorted

VHP message thouglit to he "Not a thing".

On 22/23 Gilhey was carried out 13^ one Vfellington of
No.415 Squadron and four Beaufi^ters of No*254 Squadron.
Wellington O/415 si^ited convoy of ten vessels at 2109 hours
in position 531ON x O435E.
flame floats*

sighted anoiiaer convoy of two merchant vessels, two minesT/eepers
and tliree to four R-hoats on eacli flank. Flares were dropped
in two sticks at 2315 hours on the landward side of convoy.
Tlae four Beaufi^ters si^ited flame floats at 2257 2303 hours
and orhitted. However all aircraft considered flares too hi^
to locate convoy. R/254 fired a torpedo althou^ the pilot
could only see the convoy indistinctly. These two operations
have been described in detail to show the difficulties

involved in execution of this type of operation.

The aircraft orbitted and dropped
At 2252 hours in position 5315N x 0442E, it

No. 143 Squadron returned to North Coates on 12 February
from No*19 Group. The Squadron was rearming at wastage rates
with Beaufi^ter X instead of Beaufi^ter XI C. Its primary
role was described as figliter support to No.254 T/B Squadron,
secondary role anti-shipping operations with cannon or R«Pc, and
occasional role reconnaissance. No.236 Squadron carried out
some training this month on moonli^t R.P. attacks against
H.M.S. Sherwood.

No.143 Sqdn.
O.R.B* Feb.

ferch

No.16 Op,
O.RoB. App.
Farch 1924).

Sorties rose again to 239 TrVith 103 attacks and

uhree aircraft lost,(l) Foiur eneiny vessels of 11,492
were sunk.

Nearly all the attacks vrere delivered in three Y/ing
strikes on 1, 7 and 29 Marcia. On 1 iVIarcli, 23 Beaufi^iters,
escorted by 24 Filter Command Spitfires V (IR) of Nos.64
and 611 Squadrons from No.12 Group, took off on reconnaissance
in force to■attack any enemy shipping sighted. At 1202 hours
a convoy consisting of one merchant vessel, one to two tugs
and five to six escort vessels was sl^ited off Den Holder,
The merchant vessel was being towed stern first. Attack iTas
made at once from sea to land at 1000 feet and the convoy was
apparently taken by surprise since there vra.s no flak until
the attack developed. Three Beaufi^aters of No,236 Squadron
attacked v/itli R.P,, and nine Beaufi^iters of No«143 and nine
of No.254 Squadron with cannon. A formation of six ca.nnon
Beaufi^ters of No.236 Squadron, six of No,143 Squadron and
eleven torpedo Beaufloiters of No,254 Squadron took off later
to attack tlae same target. Escort was provided by 24
Spitfires V and VB of Nos,234 and 402 Squadrons, The
merchant vessel was si^.ted stationary at 1736 hours with no
other vessels, Tlie vessel was smoking amidships before
attack, AJ.1 aircraft attacked, except 1/254^ vMch jettisoned
its torpedo due to undercarriage trouble. Many crews
reported two torpedo hits and serious damage was claimed.
As a result of the attack the Dutch merchant vessel Maasburg
of 6,415 tons was sunlc. There was no damage to aircraft.

PC .Form Y

No,254 Sqdn.
O.R.B,

FC.Fom Y

(1) Two Beaufinters Y and M/252|-, were missing from the
V2ing strike on 7 March,
Beaufi^iter T/236 was missing from the 17ing strilce on
29 I'-iarch,
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On 7 Maxell reconnaissance in force was carried out by
six Torbeaus of No,254- Squadron, ei^t cannon Beaufighters of
No,254 Squadron, one of No,236 Squadron, nine of No,143 Squadron
and six R,P« Beaufighters of No,236 Squadron, Pigliter escort
was provided by 31 Mustangs of Noso19, 65 and 122 Squadrons
from No,83 Group, At 1720 hours the ’Ting sighted and
attacked north west of Borlcum a convoy consisting of three
armed trawlers, three coasters, one tug and a pilot cutter.
Aircraft claimed that a concentrated and well timed attack was

delivered iiTith torpedoes, R«Pc and cannen. Photographs
showed several vessels on fire. However, no daimage to this
convoy can be confirmed from post war evidence. One torpedo
Beaufi^iter, T/254, and one cannon Beaufigliter, M/254, failed
to return. Both were seen to be hit by flak and ditch.

The last strike of the month escorted by 25 Mustangs of
Nos,19 and 122 Squadrons on 29 March was more successful.
The formation consisting of six Torbeaus and tliree cannon

Beaufi^iters of No ,254 Squadron, nine cannon Beaufighters of
No,143 Squadron and nine R,P, and cannon Beaufigliters of
No,236 Squadron, attacked a convoy in position 5358N x 0658E
at 1706 hours. The convoy consisted of I6 mercliant vessels
of 1,500/4,000 tons in two lines of eigjit, led by three M class
mineswreepers wd-th a possible torpedo boat astern and one
Sperrbrecher, Two vessels were claimed sunk and in fact post
war records confirm the loss of the merchant vessels
Schullie 1,305 tons and Cliristel Yinnen 1,894 tons in position
5338N X 0628E,

POePorm I

Three other Ring strikes were planned but one was abandoned
owing to the weather, one was cancelled owing to fighter escort
not being available, and the third found no target except
mercliant vessels inside Marsdiep,

Operation Gilbey was carried out on three ni^its,
kiarch the first success on this type of opei'ation was obtained.
Ifellington M/415 Squadron picked up four blips on AST at 2142
hours in position 5340N x 0635E which proved to be one merchant
vessel estimated about 5^000 tons, escorted by tlrree probable
mineswreexDers,

On 5/6

At 2156 hours the aircraft sent position
message 5343N x O615E to four w/aiting Beaufigliters and set
course there. On reaching the position the aircraft drorjped
six marine markers and circled while sending message to
Beaufigliters "vector O4O degrees", Wnen all Beaufigliters
had made contact, M/z^15 set course for convoy. At 2220 hours
the Wellington was over the convoy and dropped four flares on
cotirse 02|.0 degrees. At 2222 hours, M/415 attacked with
3x;500 lb, M,Ce bombs tlie la.st of which undershot,
convoy opened fire mth fairly accurate light and heavy flak.
At 2224 hours the tvellington dropped 20 flares on course 040°
and tlaen set coi,irse for base. Meanwhile the Beaufighters,
after contacting M/415, circled until 2218 hours v/hen the
message "Now" was received from the Wellington,
Beaufi^iters then si^ited and attacked merchant vessel vd’fch
torpedoes. One Beaufi^iter did not make a sighting. As
a result of the operation, tlie Swedish merchant vessel Disna
(1,878 tons) was sunk.

The

Tliree

The anti-shipping effort for March Vir.s very creditable
considering that the wiiole of the North Coates wing was
detached to No, 18 Group on 16 - 22 March to operate agaiinst
tlie Tirpitz in the event of her putting to sea.(l)

(1) See chapter XI on Fleet Reconnaissance,
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(iv) (b) No o'! 8 Group operations January to March 1944

January

No»l8 0p»0,ReB*
App«Jan.

January produced some results from the development of

strike mng tactics in No .18 Group* Cut of 186 sorties
65 attacks T/ere made for the loss of five aircrafto v

Sixteen P.R. sorties v/ere flo?m,

vessels of 15>659 tons were sunlc and two of 2;, 379 tons were
damaged.

A total of four enem3^

Tv;o strike mng operations on 1A and 20 January vrere
responsible for a3.1 these successes. On II1. January nine

Beaufighters of No.AOA Squadron and seven of No. 144 Squadron
acted as anti-flak escort to eight Torbeaus of No»12^4 Squadron
on a shipjping strike to the Naae, A convoy of three merchant

vessels and tv/o escort vessels iivas sifted off Lister in

position 581 ON x 0625E v/ith a second convoy astern. All

aircrai’t attacked^ No.404 Squadron \d,th RJ?o and cannon, and

Noe144 TO.th cannon and torpedoes* No,1i<2;. Squadron stated

that they attacked a /(.^COO ton merchent vessel in pairs whilst
anti-flak aircraft made a diversion® One Beaufighter^ j/VOi).,
was shot down over the convoy and one- W/4O24., ditched on the
wa3^ home, Torbeau C/l44 also failed to return. After the
attack was over seven Me.1093 vrere si^ited and made attacks.

N00I44 Squadron said that rain showers and not enough
ccrriiiiTLiaac low cover to prevent the interi'erence of figJitei-s
made tlie operation less successful thfc'in it should have been.

Beaufighters of NooZ(.89 Squadron from Leucimrs also operated
for the first time in this operation and seen to have attacked

the second convoy off Lister consisting of a merchant vessel

of 5p000 tonsj a smaller merchant vessel and four escort
vessels in position 580SN :c O625E, Erre anti-flak Beaulighters
acted as escort to three Toi'bea.us of the squadron,
no casualties to Noc489 Squadron aircraft
these attacks on 14 January the German merclmnt vessels
ffittekind (45029 tens) and Entre Bios (55.179 tons) were sunk
and the Norvregian merclmnt vessel Mairrita (I5569 tons)
sli^tly damaged.

Tnere vrere

As a result cf

Both the Wittekind and Eritre Rios were engaged in iron ore

shipments. It was considered tlm-t their loss might s

back the good start which the enemy‘s iron ore import trade

had received ovdng to another abnormall3’‘ mild v/inter* Ship
ments to Germany in Janiary totalled 45O5OOG tons, - 339,000
via Svredlsh ports and 111,000 via Naivik.

o*f*

A«H*B./IIA1/1/
1/3.(B)
Jan/Feb 1944

SixThe other sucoessful operation wa.3 on 20 January.
RoPo Bsaufighters of No *404 Sq-’cadrurr escorted lov six anti

flak Beaufighters of Noo12i-4 Squadron and one photographic
Beaufi,loiter of Noe1it4- Squadron were desqiatched on Rovaro
One raerohant vessel and esomd vessels vrere attacked with EeP.

and cannon in position 6208N
casualties to 8.ircra.ft»

not very successful oiving to a meohanical defect.

O505E0 There wer

The photography wa,3 unf

e no

ortunately
The .

(1) On 14 January Beaufi^iters J and W/404 were lost on Rover
j/Z[.04 was sho'b dovm over the target, ¥/404strike.

ditched on way home.

Beaufi^'iter 0/l44 failed to return fx-om tlie saame attack.
On 16 Januar3'' Beaufighter N/4OZ1. was hit b5?- flak from
shore and dl-tched*

On 26 Beaufighter gAoZi. successfully attacked a merchant
vessel and was tlisn shot dovm by ■'diree Me. 109s,
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German mercliant vessel Baisland of 5^170 tons ym.s sunlc in the
attack.

The saiiie day eight Beaufi^iters of No ,489 Squadron, four
acting as anti-flak escort, carried out a Rover patrol in the
Egero area. One small merchant vessel ms the first target

■wiiich Y and M/489 dropped theii’ torpedoes just as the
formation leader said "Hold torpedoes" having decided that the
target was too small and having seen smoke on the horizon 'which
mlglit have been a better target. The anti”“flak aircraft also
attacked and the vessel vra.s left burning, Torbeaus S and
W/489 dropped tlieir torpedoes at a larger vessel escorted by
tiro M-class minesTreepers. Tlie anti-flak aircraft attacked
the escorts. There were no casualties to aircraft beyond very
sli^t damage. The German Radio on 21 January admitted a
torpedo hit on a vessel off Egex*sund. In fact the Skagerack I
(ex Norwegian) a minelayer of 1,281 tons was sunk and tlie
Norwegian mercliant vessel Susanna of 810 tons damaged.
Congratulations from the A.O.C, No, 18 Group vrere sent to
No,489 Squadron folloT.^ng this success.

One other operation by the V/ick strike wing on
26 January does not seem to have had any results.

Most of tlie operations during tlie month were carx'ied out
by the V/ick strike vdng. No.489 Squadron, based at LeucJiars,
returned to the 11.ne on 14 January and carried out a number
of operations, providing its ovm anti-flak escort. Noo333
Squadron (Mosquitoes) pi-ovided reconnaissance aircraft.

February

at

No,18 Op,
O.R.B, App.
February 1944

Sorties rorained at the saime le^^el at 1^5 althougli attacks
dropped to 20. ¥astage was two aircraft.("I^
totalled 3O0

PoR. sorties
Tt/o enemy vessels of 3^596 tons were sunk.

On 1st February the Wick strike iving carried out a
successful operation. Nine Beaufigliters of No«404 Squadron,
tvro acting as anti-flak escort, and five anti-flalc Beaufi^iters
of No,144 Squadron were despatched on R«P. Rover to the
Stadtlandet, area,
footnote,(2)

Details of armaruent are given in.
On arrival, weather conditions in the area were

too bad for any kind of -work, so the leading aircral't of No,404
Squadron, on his own initiative, led the formation north until
better weather was found, A convoy of tvro 4/5000 ton merchant
vessels and three escort vessels ^f^as si^ited and atts.cked in
position 621 IN x O503E, Two rocket projectiles were fired
from escort vessels as the formation 'went in to attack.
Intense hea-yy and medium flak from convey and shore was
reported but there -were no ca.sualties and only sligjit damage,
to tvro aircraft of No«4C4 Squadron. As a result of the
attack the merchant vessel Valencia of 3,096 tons and escort
tra'i'rler - U. J.1702 of 5OO tons were sunlc.

(1) On 5 February Beaufigliter S/lZi4 was missing on Rover in the
Egero area.
On 23 February Mosquito L/333 ■was missing on reconnaissance
in Lister Area,
Strike aircraft, (Three armed 8 x 60 lb R.P,

(Four armed 8 x 25 lb R.P.
Anti-flak aircraft, I,Five armed cannon (l44 Sqdn)

one armed 8 x 60 lb R.P.
one armed 8 x 25 db RoP.

(2)
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The remainder of the attacks were all carried out by
Not>489 Squadron,, tiro on first li,^T.t Rovers on 23 Rebruai'-y
and foui- at first light on ,25 February*
obtained#

No results were

Aircraft employed were the same as January^ namely^
Beaufliters of Nos #12(4 and 404 Squadrons at Wick and of

Nob489 Squadron at Leuchars and Mosquitoes of Noe333 Squadroiio
No.489 Squadron reported that dayli^t Rcvsr.g during the
month produced no successes nor did a series ofmoonlght patrolSb
The shipping was not there* New tactics were therefore
employed* Aircraft arrived on the coa-st just before denm.

since the enemy prepared to move shipping on days too fine

and clear for dayli^at patrols and the convoys,..bad'by-then
just started to move* Six attacks liad been carried out

using these tactics0

No.489

Sqdn. OoReB.

March

This month both the Y2ick and Leucliars strike wings were

complete and sorties I'ose to the pealc figure of Forty
one attacks vrere made and five aircraft loste(i) P.Rc
sorties by No*544 Squadron were 32. Three small enemy vessels

of 2„142 tons were sunk and the troopship Moirterosa (133882)
damagedo

Four Beaufi^^iters of No*489 Squadron fleTV a last lii^it
Rover on 5 March, the first pair in the Feisten area and the

second (M and K/489) in the ligero area® ll/h.d9 attacked Tc.th
torpedo a stationary merchant vessel in a convoy south of

Egero but no results were seen* K/489 attacked a 33OBO ton
merchant vessel in a convoy about three miles aifay. A dark

orange glow with sparlcs and a column of smoke we,re seen from

amidshipso The escort trawler - UJ.1703 (250 tons) wq.s sunk
b.y one of these attac.ks three miles west of Lindesnes.

On 6 March the first operation of the new Leuchars strike

wing took place. Four Torbeaus of No*489 Squadron with
anii”f].ak escort of eight Beaufightex's of No.455 Squadron were
desixatclied on a Rovei* in the Obrestad area. Crfilng to the

absence of cloud cove.r thercj, the formation tamed noi’th and

si^ited an exceptionally large convoy of probab.ly 16 merchant
vessels and escort vessels covered by four Me*'1093 and one

B.V.138.
the rtm in and had to climb into cloud cover,

attacked a 4j000 ton merchant vessel but reported that target
took a^voiding action end torpedoes mi^it have missed. Torbeau
T/439 a-ttacked and ss;w a hit on a me.rch3nt vessel. All
Beaufighters of No<,455 Squadron raked merchant and escort
vessels 'jvith cannon fire. The result of tl'iis attack from

Gersmn records ms one small German m,ei’chant vessel- (lta,be of
994 tons) sunk west of Obrestad*

Torbeau Z/Zi.89 v\ra.s met head on by two Me, 109s on
K and F/489

On 23 March a last light Rover t©.s f lom by the Leuchars
Six Torbeaus of No*489 Squadron, escorted by ninewing,

anti-flalc Beaufighie^s. of No*455 Squa.dron, were despatched
along -blie coast from Feisten to Lister, but the formtion
broke up oTdng to bad visibility and low cloud* Near Listers

(1) On 25 March Torbeau B/144 was shot doim ovex- target
Burnt out*On 25 Ife-rch Beauflghter G/455 ci'-asiied*

. On 30 jyiarch Beauflj^ters A and P/404 were missing after
Rover strike,
attacks,

On 31/1 April Torbeau 3/489 wa-s missing o,n Rover*

P/404 was seen to ditch aftei-
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P/489 si^ited a merchant vessel estimated to he of 2^000 tons
and attacked vdth torpedo* An explosion was seen off its port
beam. Photographs shoYifed hovrever that the vessel was of

passenger type and of less tonnage than estimatedo The vessel
v/as in fact the Norwegian Ryfylke of 89.8 tons vhich, after

attack off Lister, was beached in position 58O3N  x O636E0

A Rover strike by the Wide Wing on the savae day on a

convoy in position 6155N x 02f56N had no results®
B/12{4 was shot down by flak over ihe target.

The other main operations of the month Yvere the search for

and attack upon the troopship Monterosa (13,882 tons) on south-
ward passage along the Norv^egian coast. An intelligence report,
graded Bdo, had been received that the Monterosa had passed
Tjelsund near Narvik at 0800 hours (G-cM.T.) on 25 Mench south
bound. A further report graded Bo2«, stated that  a 20,000 ton
vessel passed Skorpen (613O North) at 0900 hours GohleT.
29 March. A strike of 22 Beaufighters of NosoAOA and 144
Squadrons on 29 Marcli had failed to mke any sighting as had a

last li^t Rover by eight Beaufij^iters of No.489 Squadron in

the Karmoy area. On 30 March three reconnaissance sorties
were carried out by Mosquitoes of No*333 Squadron and tTra

special P«R. sorties by Mosquitoes of No.54^1- Squadron.
Mosquito H/544 located the Monterosa at 1145 hours in Grimstad
Fjord in position 6019N x O516E, The next si^iting ms by
Mosquito 0/333 at 1536 hours. The Monterosa and three escort
vessels believed to be M-class minesweepers were seen in

position bOOiiir x 0519E steering a course of I8O degrees tiirou^
the Leads at a speed of 12 loiots. One B.V.138 was giving
close escort. Mosquito L/333 located the vessel again at 1808
hours' in position 5937N x 05l6E.on course of 220 degrees at 12
Icnots. Meanv^iile' the Wick strike wing had taken off about

1703 hours on a Rover from Utsire to Kamio then through the

Leads to Bomrnel Fjord in order to attack the troopship. The

force consisted of five Torbeaus and fovir cannon Beaufighters

of No.144 Squadron vd-th nine R.P. Beaufi^aters (armed with
25 IboRaP.) of No.4-04- Squadron. The formation made Dai'idikll at
Utsire Light and almost immediately si^ited the Monterosa
escorted by three escort vessels and airci’aft escort of

approximately nine Me.109s and PeW«190s, five Me.HOs, tvro
Arados and one B.V,138. The formation canie in low and as it

approached, the enemy aircraft escort turned towards the shore
and waited for the fomation to attack. Folio-wing the
instructions of the leading aircraft A/404, the formation
climbed to the predetermined altitude, and in the face of

terrific flak from all vessels and shore batteries, proceeded
to attack the target. Attack took pla.oe at I84O to 1852
hours in position 5926N x 0512(11
in low, climbed up behind our aircraft and attackedo
aircraft of Noa2|.04 Squadron attacked vidth R.Po and cannon^
disregarding flak and not taking evasive action until the

attack was over. The five Torbeaus of No.12(4 Squadron all

attacked with torpedoes from a range of 1100 to 15OO yards and
at least two hits vrere claimed. . Two anti-flak Beaufi^ters,
E and m/i44, y/ere detailed to deal with enemjr aircraf't and P/l4i[.
made a separate cannon attack on a destroyer. The leading
aircraft of tlae formation A/402(., flown by the Squadron catiimander.
Wing Gonm0.nder C. A, Willis, and P/402i. failed to return.
P/404 V/S.3 seen to ditch and survivors vrere reported. As a
result of the attack tlie Monterosa (13,882 tons) was damaged.
Noo402(. Squadron claimed one Me.llO shot do^/m.

Later on 30 March, three pairs of Torbeaus vrere ordered to

carry out niglit Rover patrols from Egero to Hvidingso Li^.t at
ten minute intervals. The first pair 'ms to be on the coast

Torbeau

on

The enemy aircraft then came
411

C.C.H.Q.

N.SaO.Log.

0.0.H 9 Q.

N.SeO.Log^
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at 2359 hours# Owing to unserviceahility only four Torbeaus

took off and of these only one^ P/489, sighted and attac’^ed
the Monterosa at 0010 horn's# The vessel was in position
5855N X O535E. escorted by four probable rainesweepers, and
steering a sou'therly course at ei^t knots. The aircraft had

to make tliree circuits of the convoy and Stavanger/So3.a
airfield before dropping torpedo in the face of accurate and

intensive heavj'- and liglit flak from shore and convoy® Omng
to the need for evasive action results were not observed*

However German records state that the Monterosa vas damaged a
second time after midnight vhich must have been due to this
attack®

The next morning Wo *18 Group flew early morning
reconnaissance with Mosquitoes off the Norwegian coast® in

extra reconnaissance sortie, by T/'ohh-i "svas laid on o7dng to
complaints from Coastal Command Headquarters that  a gap was
left betY/een Stavanger and Lister* Hovrever, T/5k^+ ivs-s unc.bls
to cover Stavanger. Mosquito 0/333 Squadron sighted the
Monterosa at 0825 hours ai^proaching ICristiansand South but

this report was not at first accepted at Goe.stal Command
Headquarters. Riotograplis unfortunately proved a total
failure* Afternoon reconnaissance by Mosquitoes of Woo333
Squadron produced no sif^itings* Night Rovers were floYvn by
tliree Torbee-us of Noa489 Squadron in the area between Kristi.an-

sand and the Skaw on the nig^it of 3i/lst April. Nothing was
reported and one Torbeau, S/439j failed to return. The

Monterosa was finally located by a PoR. aircraft in Kristian-

sand South at 1415 hours on -1 April® At 1020 hours on

2 April it v/as reported that she had left* German records

state that she arrived in Aarhus on 3 April®

C sCsHaQ.

NeSaOaLog.

March saw two fully operational strike wings in Wo.18
Group. No6455 Squadron, now equipped with Beaufloiters, also
carried out RgP® trairlng. On I6 March 15 Beaufi^iters of

Noo455 Squadron an.d ten Torbeaus of No*489 Squadron proceeded
to Skltten on detacliment from Leuchars and Ylng operations were
carried out from th On 26 March a signal wa.s received
from HoQoC.C® transferring NoSo455 and 489 Squadrons complete
to Lan^aam in N06I6 Groupby15 April i9'^i4o

■eo

No.2^89 Squadron reported that the tactics developed
during February continued to adleve success in the eai'lj^ part
of the months
were sighted and attacked by No®2|.89 Sqiiadron.
considered tiiat success was reflected in the fact that the

last of these convoys, a large one of at least I6 vessels, was
escorted by four Ei?ogle engine figjiterse
lull

In two days, on 5 and 6 March, foirr convoys
It ms

Then there was a

Many sorties were esx’ried cut from Skitten during
the last parct of the month but sightir^'s were disai^pointingo

One strike on 21 March was carried out by the North
Coates Ting (Noso254 and 236 Squadrons) on detachment to No.lS
GroYip .because of the scare that the Tirpitz v;as about to move
soutbo(l) The stilke ms detailed to attack a convoy slgb-ted
by a Mosquito of Wo.333 Squadron on first light reccnnaissanoii
Hovrever, owing to a misunderstanding in signals communications
the strike returned early to base,

(iv) (o) Noaig Group Operations January to March 192)4

No® 19 Grotip
OoRoB® App,

Six sorties vrere flown on 16 Januarj^ by Beaufi^^iters of
Wo .235 Squadron from Portreath ovlng to a report that four

(1) See Chs-pter on Fleet Reconnaissance.
SECRET(17500)523
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enemy destroyers had put to sea from Brest®
searches were carried out but nothing was seen®
vrere no further anti-shipping operations in January,
EigJ.it P*R. sorties were flown.

Individual

There

During February only two sorties were floivn on anti-
Five

In addition attacks by Tsetse
Mosquitoes of No,24-8 Squadron on offensive anti-U-boat patrols
on 7 and 14. Ijlarch resulted in tlie sinking of the auxiliai.-'y
minesweeper Marie Anne (M644-05) of 286 tons and fishing
vessel Per CO 2960 of 250 tons,

(iv) (d) Fighter Command Operations January to March 154^j.

shipping operations,
sorties were flown in March,

There were 24 P,R« sorties.

January

FoCeForm Y Fi^iter Command flew 627 operations on anti-shipping
sorties^ made 57 attacl-cs and lost three aircraft.^  ) No enemy
shipping ms sunk or damaged.

The Munsterland arrived in Boulogne harbour from the
westT(vard early on 1 January, She vas attacked twice during
dayligjit by Nos. 11 and 83 Groups on 1 January, first by two
R,Pe Typhcxns of No, 158 .Sqijadron escorted by 13 Typhoons of
Nos. 158 and 605 Squadrons, and secondl3/- by eight R.P,
Typhoons of No, 181 Squadron escorted bj’’ two fi^iter TjTpIioons
of the squa.dron® A further el^it R.P. Typhoons of No, 181

Squadron (Noo83 Group) took off to attack, but siglited the
vessel in the entrance channel to the inner harbour, and,
therefore, no attack was made.

ADGB File

So31523
Shore radar detected one large vessel, presumably the

Munsterland.® and eight escorts leaving Boulogne nortlivrards
at 1754 hours on the same dateo

sailed to intercept, but, when south of Cap Gris Nes^ the
vessel turned back and entered Boulogne and was later
located in the inner harboiir. Fotu* Typhoon Bombers of

Noo486 Squadron (No.II Group) were despatched to attack the
Munsteid.and on 2 January but weather conditions prevented an

attack from being carried out.

Surface striking forces

It was not until 0428 hours on 20 January that radar
detected two vessels, one large and one mediT.ini, with about
thirteen escorts leaving Boulogne northwards, M*T»B,s,
at short notice at Dover, sailed to intercept off Gravelines
and coastal batteries engaged the force as it rounded Cap
Gris Nea, At 0530 hours the plot indicated that the main
target had become stationary one and a half miles west of

Cap Blanc Nes, The vessel then drifted slowly eastY/arcl as

thou^i with the tide and flnalljr becarae stationary off

Sangatte, The escort split into small groups^ one of which
proceeded at a noticeabij^ slow speed close inshore tcw/ards

Calais, At 0840 hours, nineteen Typhoons of Nos.605 and
158 squadrons, including five RoP, aircraft, atta.oked the
vessel about one mlla off Sangatte, Aircraft stated that

the vessel was alrea^jy sinking Tdth its funnel and

(l) Estimate of Group flying

January 15^44
No,10 Group
Nooll and 83 Groups
No ,12 Group

Yfestage
0

Sorties Attacks

85 8

407 333
16131 0
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Tv/elve Typhoon Bombers and eightsuperstructure above water.
Typhoon floaters of Nos. 197 and 486 Squadrons, escorted by 12
Spitfires of No,41 Squadron, were detailed to attack the same

target but were recalled shortly after becoming airborne owing
Geman records confirm theto unsuitable weather conditions,

loss of the Munsterland (6,408 tons) owing to fire from coastal
batteries.

At 2110 hours on 20 January two medium and four small
vessels were detected off Gravelines proceeding west at ei^it
knots, H.T.B.s failed to intercept and coastal artillery-
engaged "the force with no results. Albacore aircraft 01

No^415 Squadron were diverted from anti-shipping patrols to
intercept. One failed to return. Two others attacked the
vessels off Berck-svir-}/Ier with 12 x 250 lb bombs. One claimed

hits, the other a near miss.
Elbing torpedo boats located by P.R. aircraft in Le Havre on

No damage was inflicted by -the air attacks.

Tlie -vessels were the two

21 January.

Ibid.

At 1940 hours on 29 January one large and about six smaller
vessels were detected five miles west of Dunkirk proceeding
westwards,

no hits were claimed.

MoT.B.s attacked off Gravelines and Yassant but '
^  , Coas-tal batteries engaged the force but

Two Albacores of No.415 Squadron attackedmade no claims,®

with 12 X 250 lb bombs off Berck-sur--Mer and claimed^ near
misses on escort vessels. The large vessel i’/as believed to

be a 370 foot Sperrbrecher which departed from DunlcLrk on this

ni^ito German records show no damage to shipping.

Six M.class minesweepers also passed througli the Straits
nl^it of 30/31 January.on

Movements of enemy naval units -tlirough the Strai-ts were

•  on a larger scale than in i^revious months with -tlie mjority of
The volume of coastal traffic

Tl'iis was possibly
On fifteen nlgjits no

then proceeding westwards,
a much smaller scale than usual.-was on

due mainly to unfavourable T/eather.
enemy shipping was detected moving in the Straits.

Eebinary

Pieter Command sorties dropped to 495 Tdth 95 attacks and
six aircraft missing.(O Two enemy vessels of 302 tons were
sunlc. The M.class minesweeper M.I56 (750 tons} was sunlc in
L*Abervrach on 5 February. It is possible that this date is

incorrect since eigjat Typhoon bombers of No.266 Squadron
escorted by eight Typhoon fighters of No.193 3qua.dron attacked
a minesweeper in the Abei'-'/rach estuary north of Landeda on

6 February^ and claimed one direct hit. Aircraft repor-'oed
that -the vessel was left listing and on fire. One Typ>.ioon
bomber was missing.

Tlie other vessel -was Air Sea Rescue Launch 508 of 52 tons
Tills vesselsunk in position 5234N x 0434E on 24 February,

was possibly sunk by T3'phoons of Nos, 193 and 3 Squadrons on a

fi^iter sweep over Holland, Aircraft reported that they shot
up one river vessel, one coaster and two tugs.

(1) Estimated Group flying:

WastageAttaclcsSortiesFebruary I91i4
No.10 Group
No.11 Group
No,12 Group

21765
249299
229131
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At 0500 hours on 1 February, R.D.P, detected one medium
vessel and about ten escorts leaving Boulogne nojrthwards.
The vessel v/as believed to be a small tanker v/hioh had

entered Boulogne the previotis ni^t,
intercept off Wissant and Dunkirk, and Coastal batteries
were unable to engage as the enemy kept unusually close
inshore and was out of range of the 9,2 inch batteries.
The 15 inch guns were temporarily non-operational,
conditions prevented Albacore aircraft from taking off.
It was believed that the vessel entered Dunki.rk,

M,T,B,s failed to

Ifeather

ADGB File

3,51523

On the night of 22/23 February, two medium and about
twelve small vessels vrere detected off Gravelines proceeding

The force was thought 'to include a Sperrbreoher
Two Albacores of

FI ale made

west,

whose movement westward v/as anticipated.

No,415 Squadron attacked with bombs off Calais,

Ibid.

results difficult to observe. Coastal batteries engaged
Three M,T,B,s failed to intercept and

The vessels continued
taut made no claim,

the enemy entered Boiilogne.
southward on the night of 24/25th,

On the morioing of 28 February, one lai-ge vessel, later

identified by P,R, aircraft as the 410 foot tanker Rekun

(5»540 tons) last seen in Cherbourg, was plotted entering
Boulogne with several escorts from the south. Two
Albacores of No,415 Squadron had attempted to attack south

of Boulogne but were driven off by intense flak. Fourteen
Typhoon bombers of Nos, 197 an<3. 257 Squadrons escorted by
eigiht antiflaic Typhoon fighters attacked the vessel in

Boulogne harbour Y/ith bombs and cannon. A second wave of

16 Typhoon bombers of Nos,174 and 182 Squadrons also attacked
with 32 X 500 lb, bombs. No damage can be traced in post
ViTar records.

Albacores maintained the mid-channel patrols during the

R,P. filter aircraft found no targets during
On thirteen nights no enemy shipping

month,

the light period,
waa detected in the Straits,

March

Fighter Command flevY 54I sorties, made 33 attacks and
lost one aircraft. (1) No enemy vessels were sunk. One
vessel of 4,404 tons was damaged.

F,C,Form Y

The tanker Rekum (5>540 tons) made tvra atten^)ts to
leave Boulogne, on 1 and 18 March, and finally left on
20 March,

driven off by the escort screen,
and sunk by coastal batteries off Boulogne,

At 2127 hours on 19 March one medium vessel and six
escorts were detected eight miles east of Dunkirk proceeding
westwards.

Gravelines and Coastal artillery engaged the enemy,
sighted escort vessels but no torpedo target and were
forced to v/ithdraw owing to heavy fire from enemy batteries.
One Albacore attacked the force off Berck-sur-Mer but made

no claims.

M,T,B,s, which intercepted off Ambleteuse were
The vessel was engaged

Tyto Albacores of No,4l5 Squadron attacked off
M,T,B.

.IDGB File

s,31523

s

(1) Group flying totals are not given for March, April,
May 1944 as A,D.G,B,H,Q. records do not usually state
which Groups were operating.
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At 0240 hours on 21 Ivlarch one large vessel, later
identified as the Italian vessel Atlanta (4^401 tons), and
eight escorts were detected entering Boulogne from the south.
The vessel left northbound the same day vvith one medium
sized and twenty smaller escorts and was engaged by Coastal

artillery. German records establish that the vessel was

damaged by this fire, A force of M,TeB,s and Albacoi’es vrere

detailed to intercept betvfeen Calais and Dunld.rk, but were
recalled when the vessel entered Calais, On 24 JViarch the

Atlanta proceeded east from Calais at 0145 hours accompanied
by twelve or more escorts. Four i0.bacores of X'io.4l5
Squadron attempted to attack mth bombs off Gravelines.
Two TOre driven off by A.A. fire but the others attacked
successfully vdth 12 x 250 lb. bombs, one claiming two direct

The Atlanta was, in fact, further
damaged by this air attack. Another Albacore successfully
illuminated the convoy by dropping a line of fltpres to

laixdward, enabling one unit of M,T,B,s to attack with to'pedoes
Another unit of M.T.B.s also approached and a t'Ccicked, and

lying off Dunkirk, attacked the main target
It viras reported that

the last two attacks were pi-essed home entii'ely unobserved
and that the diversionary'' attaclcs by the Albacores were of

The Atlan^ and escort left D'urild.rk at 0010
Three M.T.B.s T/aiting near the

hits on the main target.

one single M.ToB
at 0400 hours just off the harbour.

•)

great value,
hoxirs on 25 March.

Zuydecoote Pass were unable to intercept owung to continuous
star shell from shore batteries which precluded visual

sighting and too many confused echoes which "prevented radar
interception.

Albacores carried out the usual mid-Channel antl-»

shipping patrols and attacked patrol boats and mnesweepers.
Fighter aircraft found no targets during the liglit period.
It had become most unusual for enemy'" shipping to move in

the Straits dmdng the period immedi.ately preceding and
The volume of small coastal tr:afficsubsequent to f-dl-l moon,

during the dax’k period was normal, Tri.th a predominance of
movements to the west,

considerable effort on minesweeping.
The enemy was also expending

(v) The development of strike wing taotios in No.18 Group

In report to C.C.H.Q. on 6 March 1944 N0J8 Group stated
that strike wing, tactics v/ei’e in a cantinuous process of

evolution and consequently varied at diffex’ent stations.
The only complete wing so far was the one at \/ick (Hos,404
and 12(ii. Squadrons) which' had had experience of R.P. and
torpedo attacvlcs during the las'b three and a half months.

II k/54/11/115
Enel o 29

The ¥ick R.P. strike was based on I4 aircraft
which could be increased or decrea.sed according to

.Ai,rcraft were split up inbo sub-sections
and "Red-'

1.ibid

Encl.29A
cix’cunstanoe

of seven aircraft, icnovm as "Green'
respectively, each composed of four antiflak aj.x'craft
(one armed mth R.P. 60 lb. H.E. and three vd.th c^'ion)
and tliree stx'ike aircraft (all armed mth R,P, 25 lb.

A.P.)
up in one large vie formation and searched for shipping
at a height varying from 100 feet in good visibility
to 500 feet in poor visilxility.

09

The two sub-sections on becoming airborne foimied

The leader of the entire formation, -which was the
R.P. 60 lb. H

sif^jiting shipping, broadcast the position and
disposition if possible on Y.H.F., on receipt of
which "Red" and "Green" sections acted as follows;

SECRET
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Ibid
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(i) 60 lb. R,P, aircraft flew to a height of
approximately 1,000 feet, oaimon aircraft to 900
feet and R.P. strike tdroraft to approximately
1,100 feet,

(ii) './hen aircraft were in position, the formation
leader gave the order to attack,
broke off into a shallow dive, opening fire at
1,500 yards and pressing home their attack.
"Green" section led arid attacked the second escort

vessel, allomng "Red" section to concentrate on
the nearest escort vessel covering the merchant
vessel which had been selected for attack.

Gannon aircraft

(iii) On reaching a dist^ce of not less than ̂ 00
yards from the escort vessels cannon aircraft
broke off their attack and tijrned out to sea.

(iv) Mearn7hile the R.P, anti-flak leaders maintained
their approach on the escort vessels at 1,000
feet until they were in a position to carry out
a 10° R,P. attack,
finish the work of the c annon aircraft or at least

create a diversion while they broke clear’.

The strike force of R.P, aircraft were then in a

position to carry out their attack,

(i) Aircraft opened fire with cannon in a 1OO plus
dive from 1,000 feet and when they had closed
range to 800 yards or less and cannon hits on the
merchant vessels were observed, a salvo of ei^t
25 lb, R.P, were fired.

This attack v/as intended to

3.

Aircraft carrying the 25 lb. A.P, heads had their
ights harmonised for both cannon and R.P

racks being staggered to give 20 foot spacing betT/een
each pair,
registei’ed on the target and the range was closed to

800 yards or less and a salvo of 25 lb, R,P. v/as fired,
two hits would be obtained 15 to 20 feet below the
cannon cone, two 20 feet short, two 1^.0 feet short and

tTfo 60 feet shcirt of the tar’get.
merchant vessel two hits vrould be in the proximity of

the water line and the remaining six would be ■underwater
hits,
reflector sight became -unserviceable.

4.
thes •)

Tests had shown that Tirhen cannon hits were

Thus in the case of a

These results could be obtained even if the

The same tactics were employed forTorpedo strike,
anti-flalc aircraft as during an E.P. strike.

5.

Torpedo strike aircraft - the main differences in a
torpedo attack were?-

(i) R,P, strike aircraft might be increased in
multiples of one, torpedo aircraft must be increased
in multiples of two.

(ii) On receipt of a message from the R.P, anti-flak
leader of the formation that shipping had been
sighted, the torpedo aircraft shouild not gain height
but remain low down and deploy into position for the
attack and only climb to a hei^t of I50 feet for
the actual dcop.
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No. 18 Group Headquairters noted that the tactics ot the

¥ick 'Ning, employing sub sections of seven aircrsi't, were^
unorthodox. Hoover, pre-selection of targets for anti-iialc
aircraft vfas very definite.

half of the Leuchars Wing (No,2i.89 Squadron)The torqiedo

had now been operating by itself and providing its orm anti-
No,489 Squadron describedflak escort since 8 January 1944*

their tactics as follows

The squadron normally employed four torpedo bombers and
On the way to the Norv/egian coast

Ibid

Encl.29B six anti-flak aircraft,

the squadron moved with the torpedo bombers in the centre in
fluid pairs, Virith three anti-flak aircraft on either side and
slightly astern. The formation kept as low as possible.
Just before the enemy coast was reached, a gradual turn would
be made in the direction of the patrol ai'ea. ihiti-flak
aircraft then moved into position some 2/3OO yards in front
of the torpedo aircraft. The squadron then flev/ at deck
level in inverted Vic formation with torpedo aircraft at

Immediately a target was sifted the torpedo
bomber leader gave the order to prepare for the attack.
Anti-flak aircraft then climbed to 3/6OO feet and attacked

The torpedo bombers remained as low
possible and climbed only to drop torpedoes.

the rear.

effective flak ships.
as

No,18 Group noted that the tactics employed by No.4-89
Y/ere more orthodox. Pre-selection of targets for aniii-flak^
aircraft, however, was rather vague, -- --x-
tactics YTere in a state of flux and were likely to remain so

\mtil considerably more experience had been gained. It was
considered undesirable that any rigid instructions on tactics

to be employed by the Strike Tftngs should be issued.

Ibid

Enol.-29

ihe system of daYm, diisk and moonli^t torpedo attacks
Tvhich was being tried out by No,4-89 Squadron, was also
mentioned. (0 Aircraft operated in pairs (vd-th navigation
ligjits on at night ■until some 50 miles from the NomTegian

t) and remained together throughout 'the YYhole operation
if possible. If aircraft became separated they operated
independently in the allotted area. All aircraf'o carried
torpedoes and no anti-flak aircraft were eroployed, _  Dusk
and moonlight patrols covered a stretch of coast line but
first li^t patrols necessarily only made a landfall and then
rst\n'ned. Timing Yras a cx'itical factor in dusk and dawn
operations in order that aircraft might avoid enemy fighters
and yet be able to see their targets.

rn

ooas

(vi) The attack on enemy convoys in Den Helder

Arrangements had been ma.de in 'tlie autumn of 1 94-3
Marauders of the American VEIIth Bomber Command to attack
shipping in Den Helder,
never available during the winter, as they_Yvere either on
other missions or there Y/as insufficient time to change the

Unfortunately the squadron were

A.K.B,/lIk/54/
11/361
Enel, 54-
and IH-n. 55

bomb load, or fighter cover was not available.

On 21 February Ho, 16 Group reported to C.C.H.Q. that
with the increase in the hours of daylight, the enemy
again likely to make regular use of the Den Helder anchorage

refuge for his Y/estbound convoys from the Elbe

was

as a

Ibid
Enel.69

(1) See also section on N0.I8 Gi'oup operations February
and March 1 944-»
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to Rotterdam.

Bomber Gommaiid or the Tactical Air Force might be able to
attack the anchorage, v/hen convoys were present, if vreather
was vinstoitable for normal targets in the Pas de Calais
area.

It was suggested that the American IXth

Ibid.

Mins. 55 and
Both the A.O.C. No.2 Group and the Air C.-in-C,A,E,A,P.

vrere Td-lling to take on this target but felt they were
unable to do So because it was outside the terms of the
Tripartite Pact, It wa.s suggested that the matter should
be raised again on the Targets Committee who could insert
it in the A,0,C,-in-C,’s directive.

56

A,H.B,/lIk/54/
5/363 (B)
Enel,85

. End. 86

At the meeting of the Bombing Targets Committee on
10 March it was a^greed that this target should be examined
from the point of view of tactical problerrs and the risk
to civilians. On 22f March an appreciation by the M,E,\f,
v/as mentioned which concluded that a denial of the use of

,  Den Helder to the enemy T/ould substantially improve the
opportunities for intercepting his convoys and might lead
to a complete cessation of traffic to Rotterdam,
pointed out that present px’iox’ity commitments were
iPointblank,(1) Crossbow,(2) and operations
for Overlord,

take priority below that of targets in the ahove three
categories,

tion to A,E,A,F, making an attack on convoys in Den Kelder,

it WS.S

in preparation
The atta.ck on Den Helder would have to

On this understanding thei-e wuld be no objec-

(vii) Preparations for Overlord

in preparation for Overlord the Beaufighter strike dngs
in.No,18 Group were moved south and disposed on either flank
of the Channel, area.

Coastal Command were disposed as follows during the pre-
Overlord period;-

Under No, 1.6 Group - a Ming of three Beaufighter strike
squadrons at North Coates (Nos.254,236
and 143 Squadrons)

- a Wing of two Beaufighter ̂strike
squadrons at Langham (Nos,*489 and
455 Squadrons)

- a I’S.ng of Wo Beaufighter strike
squadrons at Da’/idstow Moor,

(Nos, 144 and 404 Squadrons).
- one Beaufighter (L,R. fighter) Squadron

No,235 Squadron at Portreath.
- one Mosquito (L,R, fighter)
Squadron (No,2i(.8 Squadron) at
Portreath,

Thus the anti-shipping squadrons of

Under No,19 Group

The primary role of these squadrons vras the attack of
German light surface craft, that is, destroyers, E,-boats,

(1) . Pointblank was the code name for the combined bomber
offensive against Germany vrlth the German fighter
industry as priority objective.

(2) Crossbow was the code name covering enemy long range
guided weapon development.
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E-boats and ¥-boatSo 0)
tlireat to the success of Overlord,

threat not materialise or some crisis occur in the land

battle, it was agreed, by the First Sea Lord and the Ohi.ef

of the Air Staff, that these Beaufi^ter and Mosquito
squadi'ons might be switched from their anti-shipping role

to the attack of land targets.

These were considered a serious

HoT/ever, should the

Ibid

End, 6

and 27

Owing to the shallov/ draught of destroyers aiid the small

target presented by E and W-boats, it was decided that the

torpedo vrould not be used during Overlord,
be placed on R,P, and bombs as primary weapons against
destroyers with cannon as the anti-flalc weapon;
against E and R-boats with bombs as a secondary weapon, and

on bombs against W-boats vdth cannon as a secondary vreapon.
Torpedo racks were to be removed from Nos,254> 144 and 489
torpedo Beaufighter squadrons and aircraft were to be employed
using cannon and bombs,
and 404 Squadrons only,
remove rails and cease tx*ainlng with R,P«
bomb racks and two tv/in ^00

fitted to all Beaufighters

Reliance would

on cannon

R,P, was to be retained in Nos,238
Nos,143 and 455 Squadrons were to

Two 250 lb, mng

|b^ fuselage raolcs were to be

Coastal Goramand Headquarters stated on 1 9 Aieril in a

letter to No, 18 Group that recent trials had shown that cannon

co’old be used against surface targets by night and no difficulty
from glare was experienced, R.P, could also be used virithout

danger at night but the glare from the first pair of E,P.
would obscure the target and prevent realignment of sights.
Pilots shoiild, therefore, fire one pair only or  a complete
salvo during a dive. Bombs to be used on anti-shipping
operations woxild be the M,C, type because of its high charge
weight ratio and good fragmentation effects,
shown that M.C, bombs with selected fusing of No,44 0^^ Burst)
Pistol and tail delay fusing were the best compromise for a

bombload to be used against E, R and W-boats, The minimum
safety height of release was 1,000 feet, Ptising instructions
for other forms of attack were detailed in Coastal Gommaiid

Tactical Memorandum Part II No, 1/1944» Tactical instructions
for the attack on destroyers, E/R boats and W-boats using
RoP,, cannon and bombs were also given in this letter,

y

At a strike squadron commander's conference on 23 April
1944, it was decided that No,236 Squadron v/as to adopt the
R,P, harmonisation and 'tactics used by No,404 Squadron,
namely that in using the 25 lb, head R,P,, 'the racks vrere set

Trials had

A,H,B,/lIk/54/
11/117
End, 40

(1) The term W boats was used to cover all kinds of small

battle units such as one man torpedoes, W/T directed
motor boats and midget submersibles.
aware

as to their readiness for operations,
none were used until early July 1 944®
The position of fitting the 500 lb, bomb carrier to
Beaufighters on 15 May 1944 follows?-

60 Beaufighters (three squadrons) fitted at
North Coates,

16 Beaufighters out of 40 (two squadrons) fitted
at Langham,
15 Beaui'ighters out of 40 (two squadrons) fitted
at Davidstow Moor,

It was expected that the outstanding aircraft at
Langham and Davidstow Moor Y/ould be completed vri-thin a
week.

Althou^ Y/e were

of developments in this field, nothing v/as loiovm
In the event

A.H,B./IIIs/54/
11/188
End, 33

(2)
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to space a salvo two to hit, two to fall 25 feet short and
two to fadl 50 feet short \Then launched while cannon strikes

above the target's freeboard were being made from 700 yards or
less in a seven to ten degrees divce
be used dijring "Overlord" because its trajectory coincided
with that of the cannon and the siglit could be harmonised
primarily for caiinon,

anti-flak weapon if supported by its ovm cannon firing aircraft,
against destroyers but cannon al.one v/as adequate for smaller
escort vessels

training hard on E,P,

(vii) (b) Revision of the Tripartite Pact

The 25 Ibo head was to

The 60 lb, head wotild be an effective

Nos,23S and hG4 Squadrons were to continue

I.H0B./IIH/240/
10/9
Encl.107A

On 16 May 1 944 in view of the changes in the strategical
direction of Bomber Command and Vlllth Bomber Command and of

the general reorganisation affecting particxilarly Pigliter
Coimnand and Noe2 Group, a meeting was called to discuss
necessary amendments to the Tripartite Pact during the Overlord

The revised orders were issued on 29 1944*period.Ibid.

Encl,1l4A The chief amendments were that aircraft operating under
S,H.A,E,P, might be called tipon to assist in anti-shipping
operations, that No.10 and 11 Groups Pij^iter Command vrould
operate certain aircraft of Coastal Command as T»fell as F.AcAo

aircraft by ground control interceijtion methods to attack

ships plotted by radar, and that- the Hom.e Fleet vrould be

responsible for action against enemy major surface forces

\inless such forces directly threatened Overlord.

(viii) (a) No.lo Group Operations April and Hay 194,-
I
4-

April 1944

No. 16 Op.
O.R.B. App.
April 1944

Sorties rose once again to 588 although the number of

attacks fell sli^tly to 90. Three aircrai't were lost.O)
Six enemy vessels totalling 4j429 tons wei-e sunlc and tvro of

5,740 tons were damaged. Foxor wing stiukes carried out attacks
during the month and achieved all these suocesseB.

On 18 April six torpedo and eig^iteen anti-flak
BeaufightersTs)
convoy route from O7OOE to O62OE,
fighter escort on this occasion,
sighted two armed trawlers in position 5405N x 062|-0E,
was carried out by six EoP, Beaufighters, seven cannon
Beaufi^ters and one Torbeau,
outright aiid the other left in a sinlcing condition,
the tvro patrol trawlers Vooruit-(VP. 1223) (I65 tons) aaid
Augusta-(VP, 1236) (193) were sxmk in position 5350N x O63OE,

took off on reconnaissance of the outer enem

One trawler was claimed s-unk

In fac

y
The wing operated vathout
At 1715 hours the formation

Attack

t

On 19 April nine Beaufighters of N0.I43 Squadron and nine

R.P. Beaufighters No.236 Squadron, escorted by 11 Spitfires of

No.611 Squadron, were despatched on reconnaissance in force
further west to attack any shipping sighted,
attacked one coaster followed by two armed trawlers in position
533ffii X 051 IE at 1256 hours.

All aircraft

The patrol trawler
No, 236 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

(1) Eeaufighter ¥/489 'V'^’as missing on special reconnaissance on
20 April.

Bea-ufighter P/236 was missing from wing strike on
20 April.
Beaxifighter V/254 was missing from Coastal Roadstead on
26 April.
l/^dks 9/143j 9/235 Squadrons.
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Notre Dame des Diaies (V^Fpi 237) of 482 tons and the hnoylayer
Hast II of 535 tons were simk in this attack.

On 20 April six Torbeans of No,254 Squadron, ten RcP,
Beaufighters of No, 236 Squadron and ei^t cannon Beaxxfighters
of No,143 Squadron attacked at 1802 hours a convoy of merchant

vessels and armed trawlers in position 5337N x 06IIE,
Aircraft E/236 failed to return. The Condor- (SperrbreaLier
102) of 885 tons Tiras sunk and the Sv/edish merchant vessel
Storfors of 524 tons v/as damaged in this attack.

On 26 April eight cannon Beaufinters of No, 143 Squadron,
eight R»Pe and one cannon Beaufighter of No,236 Squadron,
and six Torbeaus of No,254 Squadron took part in an attack

on a con’/oy of aboti.t fourteen vessels in 5341R  x 0535Eo
Wing was escorted by 24 Spitfires of Nos,6l1 and 64 Squadrons,
Aircraft reported tha.t surprise was not achieved and intense

heavy and light flak opened early, Boaufighter Y/254
Squadron failed to return and P/236 Squadron crashlanded but
crew were safe. However, the German merchant vessel Lasbek

of 2,159 tons was sunk and the Liu.se I.sonhardt of 4,316 tons
was seriously damaged in this attack.

Of eight other strike wing operations dus’ing April, si.x

found no target to attack, one T/as recalled because the fighter
escort was c ancelled due to weather conditions and one was

abandoned because the 'Wing leader lest contact with the

formation. Nos.455 and 489 Squadrons, who had moved from

N00I8 Group to Langliam in No,16 Group carried out fo'ur of

these Wing operations. No,489 Squaclron reported that
operations from Langham hel been disappointi.ng as few ships
had been si^ited and those had been of lew tonna,gao The

squadron was also training in night flying arid day and nig'nt
bombing in preparation for the equipment of aircraft for

bombs as alternative armajaent to torpedoes.

Operation Gilbey was oarcried ouit once, on IO/II Aprilo
Wellington L/415 attacked a convoy of 16 E/R boats vlth
3 X 500 Ibo bombs- but Yfas unable to home the Beaufighters on

to the convoy.

The

No,489 Sqdn,
0,R,Bo

May 1 944

to the pea.k point of 516, These were 94
aix'craft lost. (1 ) A total of four enemy

Sorties rose

attacks and four

vessels of 4j150 tons were sunk.

Tito successful wing strikes w’-are oariled out on 6 and

14 May, On 6 May six torpedo a:^.id five cannon Beanfl
n together with 12 cannon Eeaufigritex’s of

attack a convoy of I5 vessels
.on 5547N X O63QE0 At 1810 hours the coiv/oy,

els and seven merchant vessels,
was sighted and attacked in position 534^N x 06200, All
aircraft attacked. The torpiedo aircraft stressed that lack

of flak was due to the excellence of attaclcs on the leading

escort vessels by anti-flaJc aj-rcraft,
failed to ret’jrn,

hits on merchant vessels.

•ght

of Noo489 Squad
Noo455 Squadron were ordered to
expected in p-o
consisting of eight escort ve

'VT-\

SS

Beaufighter M/455
Photographs showed two possible toip-edo

One escort vessel at the rear of

. was nu-ssing f'rom s trike on 6 liay,
Vfellington G/4I5 crashed with extensive damage on 7 May*
Beaufighter 3/409 w'a,s nlssing from strike on I4 iiay,
Axrengsr 4/348 t/as missing on Avenger patrol on 19 May,
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the convoy was seen to be iising a flame throi/ver from the
masthead. Twelve E.P. and cannon Beaufi^ters of

No,236 Squadron and 12 cannon Beaufi^ters of No,143 Squadron
were ordered to attack the same convoy half an hour after the

Langham ’-^ing. No fighter escort was pix»vided. Three
Beaufighters returned early but the remainder (I) of the v/ing
attacked the convoy in position 534SN x 0627E.
reported that no sxarprise was achieved,
both heavy and light, P,A,C, rockets were fired before
aii’craft went in to attack. Eight Beaufigjiaters were dajuaged
by flak. As a result of the attaclcs the German merchant
vessel Edouard Geiss of 1,458 tons was sink.

On 14 May six torpedo and six cannon Beaufighters of
No,489 .Squadron and 12 cannon Beaufighters of NodfSS Squadron
vrere ordered to attack a convoy of 20 vessels in estimated
position 5335N x O63CE at I3OO hours. Escort was provided
by 12 Mustang III of N0.3I6 Squadron, The convoy, consisting
of four merchant vessels and 16 escort vessels, was sighted

at 1315 hours in position 5340N x 0545S* cannon
aircraft of No,455 Squadron and the six torpedo aircraft of

No,489 Squadron attacked. The six cannon Beaufighters of
No,489 Squadi'on lost formation and did not attack, Plak
was intense. One cannon Beaufighter B/489 failed to return.

As a I'esult of the attack the Dutch merchant vesselJTesta
of 1,854 tons and the M-class minesweeper M.435 of /50 tons
were sunk. •

Aircraft

Plak T/as considerable.

Five other anti-shipping strikes were despatched dm'ing
Pour found no target - the Langham Wingthe month,

attacked tvra allied M.T,B,s on 4 May by mistake  - and one was

recalled.

Special anti-shipping patrols for the pre-Overlord period
The patrols were knovm. first ofwere instituted on 6 May,

all as Green, Purple and Blue, changed on 7 1^° Red,
White and Blue, The three patrols were intended to be flown

at the same time, each by one pair of Beaufinters. Air
craft were ordered to attack stray shipping in patrol area fi-om

which intense opposition would not be expected,
vessels were■not to be attacked.

Pishing
Convoy sightings were

CH/G9/6 May

These patrols wereto be reported in the usual manner,
flo^vn from 6-13 May incltisive and 94 sorties were devoted
to them.. Two attacks were made on coasters.

CHG9/8 May
CHGLO/8 May

Special Avenger patrols off the Belgian and Dutch coasts
were flown by Avengers of N0.84S P.A.A. Squadron, loaned
to Coastal Command for the pre-Overlord period, which
operated from Manston. Fifty one sorties were flovm on
these patrols, eighteen cannon, depth charge and boirib attacks
vrere delivered and one Avenger was lost,
on 29 May by Avenger K/848 at 0106 hours in position 493'^fN x
0001W on three M-class minesweepers and one small unidentified
vessel, the R-boat R.123 (90 tons) was sunk.

In a bombing attack

No,143 Sqdn,
0,R,B.
April and
May.

No,143 Squadron were orderea to exchange their
Beaufighter XIc aircraft for Beaxjfighter X aircraft of No,

A detachment of 1 6 air-235 Squadron at the 'end of April,
craft of the squadron had arrived at Manston by 1 May and

(1) 11/236 and 9/143, One Beaufighter of No,143 Squ.adron
had complete electrical failure and no cannon fired.
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night armed reconnaissance patrols in the Channel area were
flown dxiring the month. The whole squadron was moved to
Mansion from North-Coates on 23 May in order to form part
of the newly established 155 Wing consisting of Nos.
848 and 81 9 F»A.A, Squadrons. The role of the Vling was
primarily anti-E-boat patrols covering the eastern Channel
area.

(viii) (b) No,18 Group operations April and May 1944

April

No,18 Op.
0,R,B, App,
April 1944

O'/ri.ng to the departure of the Leuchaxs Tiring to Langham
in No. 16 Group, sorties dropped to 172 wj.th I4 attaclcs and
two aircraft missing.0)
totalled 18,

on 7 April,

All attacks were delivered in a strike by the Wick Wing
on 7 April. Foiir Torbeaus of No, 12^4 Squadron were escorted

by two cannon Beaufighters of No, 144 Squadron and eight R.P,
anti-flak Beaufighters of No,404 Squadron on a Rover patrol
in the area Svinoy to Ytteroene, . ■ At 1132 hours the ?2ing
sifted and attacked a convoy of three merchant vessels and

seven escort vessels in 621® x O505E on a course of 180°.

A formation torpedo attack was made by No,144 Squadron in the

face of moderate flak from the convoy. No torpedo liits were

claimed, but anti-flak aircraft claimed R.P, and cannon hits
on- merchant and escort vessels. The German (ex French)
merchant vessel Cornouaille of 3>524 "tons was damaged by this
attack.

P.R, sorties by No,544 Squadron
Mosquito Q/544 was lost on P.R, to ST/inemunde
One enemy vessel of 3>324 tons was damaged.

No,489 Squadron moved to Langham on 6 - 11- April, Several
night patrols were flown from Leuchars along the south Norway
coast before the squadron left the group but no shipping was

sighted. No,455 Squadron were Tirithdraym from operations on

2 April for R.P, training prior to the move to Langham on 6 -
14 April, (2) No,144 anh h-Oly Beaufighter Squadrons and No. 333
Mosquito Squadron were left to carry on operations.

Nos,2(39
455 Squadron
O.R.Bs

A.H.B./lIk/54/
11/188
Enel. 27

No, 18 Group were infoimied on the 19 April that Nos,12(i{.
and 404 Squadrons would be moved at an early date to Davidstow

Moor under N0.I9 Group control. Both squadrons v/ere to be

fitted with twin 5OO lb and 250 lb bomb racks as soon as

possible and to undertake training in bombing fast moving
surface craft from heights of 1,000 feet to 1,500 feet as a

matter of virgenoy. No.404 Squadron also carried out R.P.

training during the last part of the month.

^y

There were 43 anti-shipping sorties from No,18 Group with
five attacks and one aircraft lost. (3)
flown.

Rover patrols in shifts on the nights of 5/b and 6/7 May,
the course of these operations five attaclcs were made on
merchant vessels and armed trawlers but no results have been

confirmed.

Two P.R, sorties vrere

Beaufighters of No3,12(J{. and 404 Squadrons flew night
In

No, 18 Op,
O.R.B. App,
May 1914

(1) Beaufighter N/489 was missing on Rover on 1/2 April,
Beaufighter K/1 2(4 failed to return from strike on
18 April. ■ /
It was later decided that this' squadron was not to be

employed in the R.P, role dirring Overlord,
(vii) (a) of this chapter,
Beaufighter L/404 was lost on Rover patrol on 5/^ May,

SECRET

See secti
(2)

on

(3)
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On 7 May instructions were received that the two
Beavifighter squadrons were to move to Davidstow Moor in No,19
Group on 10 May, No,333 Mosquito Squadi’on carried out a few
shipping reconnaissance patrols during the rest of the month,

(viii) (c) No, 19 Group operations April and May 1

Only two sorties were floY/n during April, One trawler
Eladengrund (V,606 (258 tons) sanlc on 25 April in position
4706N. X O258W, This was possibly one of four armed trawlers
attacked with M,G. fire by Halifax B/502 on anti-submarine
patrol at 0055 hours (double British summer time) on 26 April
in position 4602N x 0302W,

Dxiring May, No,l9 Group fleTir 173 sorties, made 27 attacks

and lost one aircraft (I) in connection mth anti-shipping
operations,

that any enemy vessels were sunk or damaged in the course of
these attaclcs.

Post-war evidence has failed to reveal, however,

A.H.B,

IAI/I/3/B Iron ore shipnaents continued and reached approximately
This represented an increase of

The Midsland was added
63,000 tons in March 1944,
24>000 tons on the February figures,
to the fleet during the month,
Hochheimer. Scharlachberger and Mdsland all sailed in one

convoy from Bilbao escorted by seven patrol vessels and a.
number of aircraft,

principally on account of difficuilties with the provision of

rolling stock at the French ports,

sinking by one of H,M, submarines of two of the larger vessels

engaged,(2) imports further decreased to 44,000 tons.

On 12 March the Baldtur,

In April, imports fell to 51,000 tons

In May, folloYving the

Ibid

Six monthly
report Jan-
June 1944

(viii) (d) Fighter Command operations. April and May 1 944

April

Fighter Command flew 533 sorties, made 50 attacks and lost

four’ aircraft. Two enemy vessels of 85O tons v/ere sunk off

Lezardrieux on 29 April, (3) These vessels were presxm:iably
siuik in one of the a.ttaoks described below.

F.C.Form Y

On 29 April seven Typhoon bombers of No,263 Squadron
escorted by nine Spitfires of N0.I65 Squadron were ordered to
attack an enemy torpedo boat on fire seven miles east of lie

Vierge, The damaged vessel was located and also another
enemy torpedo boat surrounded by escort vessels.(4) The
second torpedo boat was attacked vd-th I4 x 500 lb, bombs,,
hits were observed.

263 Squadron attacked the torpedo boat aground seven miles

east of lie, Yierge with I4 x 500 lb, bombs and claimed two
direct hits.

N

Later seven more Typhoon Bombers of No.

A third attack on the disabled vessel was carri

o

ed

(1 )Beaufighter J/144 was shot doTm by flak on an offensive sweep
on 1 9 May.
The Honhheimer (1,766 tons) was sunk by H.M, S/M Sceptre
at 04-00 hours on 20 May off Bilbao.

The Baldur (3>594 tons) was sunk by K.M. S/M Sceptre
at 1409 hours on 23 May in position 4322N x 03IIN.
These were Xavier Dorsch (750 tons) and Constant 5
(100 tons)
These were in fact tvro German torpedo boats (Nos. T.27 and
T.29) who had beached themselves to the eastTirard of the He
de Vierge after being badly damaged by H.M. ships on the

26 April.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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otit by nine RaP, Typhoons of No, 137 Squadron and 16 RsP,
Typhoons of Nos,181 and 182 Squadrons (A,EoAoP3)d
attacked Tid.th 12 x 60 lb, RoPo and claimed several direct

hits. Twenty seven Spitfires acted as escorts, (■!)
follo\^d.ng day four Typhoon Bombers of Noc263 Squadron,
despatched on armed reconnaissance to Leaardrieiix harbour,
dive bombed small craft in the estuary and^ although not
claiming any specific result, probably sank the two vessels
given in the p.revious footnote viiich tlie German records
state as having occrrred on this day off Lezardrieux,

Aircraf

The

t

Only one vessel of appreciable size attempted the p.assage
of the Straits, This was a ytO foot tanker ifiach sailed
north from Boulogne on night of 20/21 accompanied by at least
15 escorts, M,TeB,s which intercepted off Calais were driven
off by heavj'- fire from the E/R boat screen, Coastal aatillery
engaged tile vessels. One Albacore of No,415 Squadron attacked
the convoy off Gravelines, Unfortunately a P,R,' report that
the tanker had arrived in Boulogne on 20 April was not received,
at P/Over until 21 April and the vessel was thougtit still to
be in Dieppe on the 20th. Further attadcs by coastal craft and
fifteen inch batteries would have been planned if her niovc
had been kncnim. The tanker entered Bunlcirk at 0220 hours
on 21 April'and proceeded to Flusliing the follOTiring night.
On 26 April, PoE, aircraft located the sister ship to this
tanker in Dieppe, She had been seen previously in Cherbourg,
and it was expected that she, too, would attempt the passage
of the Straj.ts during the next dark period.

ADGB File S,
31523

Albaoores of No,115 Squadron maintained the usual, patrols,
Typhoon aircraft of No,137 Squadron ware made available for
anti-shipping operations for a longer period than usual, the
1-15 April inclusiveo
against minesweepers failed to return,
foxmd,
scale but the pi-edcminance of movements to the westward Tfas
again Eiost marked.

The first ai.rGraft sortie on 1 April
No other targets vrex-e

Movements of coastal shipping were on the normal

Filter Gcmmand flew 893 sorties, mads 122 attacks and
lost six aircraft,(2) Three enemy vessels of 3^253 tons
were sumk by aircraft under Fighter Command control. Two
further vessels of Zj50 tons were sunk by Swordfish of No,819
F,A,A, Squadron and one by an Avenger of No<,848 F,A,A,
Squadron. (3)

On 3 ifey eight T^Tphoon bombers af No,263 Squadron
attacked a, beached vessel off the Pont^uvsQ area TO.th 16 x.
250 lb, bombs. Aircraft repoiiied four near misses.
The Kodielsea (195 tons) was simk in qSACfT x presumably
by this afci: s-ck.

FcC.Form U.

(1) Eight Spitfires VII of No,13l Squadron
Eleven Spitfires of Nos,887 sxid 894 Squadrons
Eight Spitfires IX of No,l65 Squadron,
Sorties and attacks by No,819 14A,A, Squadron are not
given in either Fighter Command or No,16 Group recoids,
and are not included in the above figures. No,819
Squadron sank one E~boat in addition to tho tvro vessels
mentioned above.
Operations by 110,8^43 Squadron are in No, 16 Group records
ar>d are described in the section cn No,l5 Group opera.-
tions May 1944 in this chapter.
Again, this v/as one of the two beaclied German torpedo
beats.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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On 23 May eight Typhoon Bombers of No, 263 Squaciron,
escorted by eight Spitfires of No,SlO Squadron, attacked one
merchant vessel of 2/3,000 tons and five of 1,000 tons stationary
in Leaardrieux estuary with 16 x 500 lb bombs,
of very near misses were claimed on the large vessel and two
pairs of neai’ misses on one smaller vessel,

by eight Typhoons of No,263 Squadron, again escorted by No,6l0
Squadron, reported that 12*. x 500 lb, bombs were dropped but
all undershot.

Rour pairs

A second attack

The mine sweeping trawler Ludmg Janssen -
(M«Z|.b23) (2^70 tons) was sunk in one of these attaclcs.

On 21+ May the Ore if - torpedo boat (2,587 tons) vras smk
in Seine Bay in position k925N x 0025’'?', pres-umably by an
Albacore of No.2/5 Sq'uadron Ydiich reported an attack wi'bh
6 X 250 lb, bombs on several scattered vessels in the Channel,
A large red explosion was reported by the aircraft, ("t)

The tvro vessels sunlc by No,819 E.AoA. Sqimdron were the

ferrybarge - MITP 251 (200 tons) sunlc at Dieppe on 21 May, and
the gun carriei-* AN 12 (250 tons) sunk in position 5100N x0210E
on 21+ May,

The second of these two vessels was probably sunk in the

attempt by SwoixLfish of No,819 Squadron and M,T,B.s to intercept
a tanker on passage tlirough the straits eastwards from Boulogne,
This vfas the Spramex type tanker whose departure from Dieppe
was anticipated in April. She was detected entering Boulogne
on 23 May and leaving Boulogne at 0005 hours on 24 May.
M,T,B,s sailed to attack off Gravelines in conjunction with

four Svrordfish under Sro-ngate ground control. One aircraft

dropped flares.' Tie illumination was satisfactory but only one
of the bombing aircraft sighted and attacked the tanker,
M,T,B,s attacked with tliree torpedoes aiad coastal artillery
engaged the force. Unfavo-urable weather prevented further

action being taken T,vhen the force proceeded eastward from

Dunkirk on the night of 25/26 May.

■Sent: by-No.8l9
*C1 A Cf r-. ■
j? a oi^uactrcir

were--the

ADGB Pi].e
S.31523 :

A.HcB.
IIA1/1/1/3(B)
Six montlily
report
Jan to June
19-!f4.

Possibly a combination of casualties and a temporary
increase in the oil deliveries to Nonvay at the beginning of
the year had resulted in a shortage of tanker tonnage for
from the end of February until the Allied landings, three
tankers and an Italian caa'go vessel attempted the eastward
passage of the Straits,
Increasing use v\ras being made of Swedish tankers to cariy
oil to Oslo Fjord,
Straits of Dover may have been partly inspired by  a desire to
create a tanker pool as an emergency reserve against any
intensification of Allied operations against Norv'/ay,

Ml except one tanker succeeded.

The transfer of tankers from south of the

The Mr Forces available for anti-shipping operations in
the Channel were strengthened dinring May by the arrival of
No,819 P,AoA, Squadron (Svrordfish) and No.848 F.A.A, Squadron
(Avenger), based at Manston, These squadro
primarily to act as an anti-E-boat Vfing, (2)
Albacores, was temporarily withdrawn from the Dover command
early in -the month when these two squadrons became available.

The volume of enemy coastal traffic was on a smaller
scale than usual although strong x^atrols appeared to have been
maintained from Staples to Gravelines during the dark peiriod.

ns were intended

No.415 Squadron,

(1 ) The Greif, together vrith four other torpedo boats, was
engaged in transporting mines across the Seine Bay in
readiness for intended defensive mine barrages.
Ref. Admty/P.D.S./2/53

(2) See section on No,16 Group operations May 1 944*
SECRET(17500) 538
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(ix) Conclusion

1/3 (B)
Six monthly
report
Jan - Jime

1944

In their six monthly report on enemy merchaait shipping
activity, January to June 1 M.E.'i’. considered that the

intensification of Allied anti-shipping operations had

completely transfonned the situation. On 1 January,
Germany possessed 183,000 G.R.T. in excess of the 2,450,000
G.RoT, (dry cargo) needed for the fulfillment of her inilitary
maintenance and priority economc programmes. However,

not only had the economic supply prograimne fallen ccnsiderahly
into arrears but Allied operations against sliiipping in tliree

distinct categories had reduced the ability of the enemy’s
mercantile marine to meet its commitments. Firstly, there

had been an increase in sinkD,.ngs particularlj'' on the Narviregian
coast. Secondly, the routine sea-mining of the approaches to
Germany’s North Sea and Baltic ports had been intensified.
TMrdly, special operations such as minelajdng in the Kiel
and Koenigsberg canals and bombing of locks a;!’; Brunsbuttel
had been car'ried out, M,E,\T. estimated that by the end of

June the perforaaance of the enemy Mercantile Marine vrould be

20 per cent, or in terms of cargoes (import and export) 2^'
million tons in arrear of the total' programme. It was

calciilated that between the beginning of the year and the

beginning of April the amount of overseas siiipping operating
to the north of Bergen had fallen by at least 70,000 tons.

During the period January to May 1 94^1- Coastal Comraoiid

or, c4i curdl-s4i(9 opc'V'ejttons.

f-tfU/T So-rCLe^ J niCLike 3Sl lost ££ oi-rCTtlLFtr.
CnerTky sonk. (oy Coa6to4 Co>^i^a-v^A totb-Ufidl VesscXs
of Cewknka,rJl SCkwts v"evic£i
Z,l\g

It is interesting to note from Adnilrial Itranoke’s Yfar
Diary that during iiay his naval forces in the English Channel
vrere almost invariably attacked with dainage from the air as

soon as they left harbour. This contributed largely to his

failure to lay the intended mine barrages in the Seine Bay,

Adraty.
FDS/2 and 3/53

(1) Total figures for the varicus Coastal Goiranand Groups
during the period January to May 1944 were as follovra;-

WastageAttacksSorties

No. 16 Group
No,18 Group
No, 19 Group

3l5 23i,698
99 16IAS"2

27320 4

(2) Enemy shipping sunk by Coastal Gomnand Groups during the
period January to May 1944 was as follo¥/s;-

TonnageNumbei-s

No,16 Group
No,18 Group
No, 19 Group

2» ,501
21,357

19
5

7943

N.B, The three vessels sunk in No,l9 Group area Y/ere sunlc by
aircraft on anti-submarine patrols.
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CHAPTER XVI

AIR. liEPSHCE OF ALLIED SflIEPING IM HCiME ¥.ATERS

RiHO: I THB MTI">E~BOAT C.AJ/1PAIGN

MARCH 19ii-3 TO MY 19U.

(i) Lntroduotion

The protection of coastal shipping in Home Waters against
enemy sea-borne torpedo attack and mines laid by surface
craftj continued to occupy a substantial jjart of the maritime
air forces available for anti-shipping operations tlir’cughout
the period under revie\T, i,e, March 194-3 to May 1944,

As German naval forces of the destroyer and torpedo boat
types tvere largely engaged in defensive tasks such as escort
ing convoys, supply ships, blockade runners, minelayers and
rainesvireepers in enemy coastal waters, the E-boat ann was the
only offensive naval surface weapon employed against British
coastal trade in the ¥est,('*)

TSD/i’DS/X237
page 217
German E-boat

Operations and
Policy

C.C, Pile

3.15206
Encl.42A.

Prom past experience surface forces were undoubtedly one
of the best means of dealing vd-th E-boats, (2)
been, and still remained, insufficient nxmibers available to
deal deo3.sively with this small but effective comiDonent of
the German Navy,

Since the earliest days of E-boat activity aircraft of
Coastal Command had been pressed into service as an auxiliary
to the limited naval forces available, and were joined in
May 1941 by aircraft of Pigliter .Command, (5) Apart from
oo-operating with naval forces to the extent of detecting
and illuminating the targets, aircraft of these two CoiTsnands
had made, up to the early autumn of 1942, I87 direct attacks
on S-boats at sea, on their own account; but their efforts
had not been crovmed ?d.tli a single success. Their presence,
however, had compelled the E-boats to operate more and more
in the dark hours, a factor which subsequently determined
the type of aircraft T;hich coirLd be used against them with
some hope of success.

The unsuitability of existing filter and fighter-bomber
types for operations on dark ni^rts and the almost total
lack of available aircraft in Coastal Command to meet the

tlireatened resumption of E-boat activity after the
recess, decided the Admiralty in the late simmer of 1942
to place under the operational control of Pighter Command
some A,S.V, Mark II fitted Albaoores of the PLeet Air Arm

but there had

suiimer

TSD/Pr)SA.237
page 207

P.C. Pile

s.29500
Enel. IHA

0) Apart from torpedo activities. E-boats were used to lay
offensive minefields on our ooastal convoy routes, wliile
other Geman minelaying craft laid the defensive fields.
Of the nine E-boats lost since the commencement of
offensive operations in May I94O, surface craft of the
Royal Navy had accounted for four E-^oats,
Appendix XXIV.

It was not until January 1942 tliat aircraft of Pighter
Command were specifically employed in the Anti-E-boat
campaign,

were carried out by aircraft engaged on other duties but
which fortuitousljr sighted E-boats.

See

Attacks made by fi^iters prior to tlois date

(2)

(3)

(17500)541 SECRET
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for working under gromd control,
some Swordfish of the Fleet Air Arm already under the opera
tional contr-ol of Coastal Command,

These were in addition to

Throughout the winter of 192i2A3i) the Anti-*E-«-boat
campaign was largely maintained by these Albacores and Sword

fish, but despite their ability to detect and attack the

enemy, the wholesale destruction of the E-boat from tlae air

still remained a problem for solution,

(ii) Enemy forces and tactics

tsdAdsA.237
page 210

On 1 March 1943j the ports in general use as E~boat bases

were;- Ijmuiden, Rotterdam, Ostend, Boulogne and Cherbourg,

The disposition and ntimbers of boats varied between these
For instanceports according to operational requirements,

on 18 March 1943* a re-grouping of forces had just been com
pleted to meet the possibility of an ̂ Ulied landing in the
Channel Ai-ea so that the available oioerational boats were
disioosed as follov/s;-

Cherbourg - six boats
Boulogne - ei^t boats
Ostend six boats

A week later Y/hen the f-ull moon period v/as past and the

danger of Allied landings Y/as considered to have receded,
fresh dispositions were made.
T/ith tvTO boats of the 6th Flotilla moved to Ijmuiden, and the
4th Flotilla (5 boats) v/as sent to the Hook, all of wliich
were for operations against East coast convoysj wliile the

5th Flotilla (6 boats) remained at ClaerbOTnrg to continue
activities against the 'P'if and WP convoys in L3mie Bay,

Six boats of the 2nd Flotilla

To facilitate the direction of operations in the respec
tive areas of activity, the Senior Officer E-boats (F,d,S) had
permaj.'’.ent battle headquarters in bunker installations at
Wimereux (near Boulogne) and at Scheveningen,

Although losses among E-boats so far had remained slight,
reiJlacements could not be made ^ood by training T/'ithin the
operational flotillas alone, therefore the E-boat Training
Flotilla had been formed,

personnel from this flotilla were those of the newly formed
8th Flotilla,

immediate transfer to Norwegian craters was only made possible
by taking some crews from the operational, flotillas and by
bringing into operational use boats intended by the Naval
High Command as reserve boats for the western area.

The first E-boats to be manned by

The formation of this Flotilla and its

Ibid

page 218

New construction was now coming off the production line
at the rate of tlrree boats per month and the formation of
another Flotilla was planned to talce place on 1 October 1943,
Shortage of officers, however, was causing a bottleneck in
the manning of E-boats at this time.

Ibid

page 210
The torpedo was still the chief weapon of the E-boat,

although such attacks near the Straits of Dover during periods
of full moon could not be carried out from now on, as
British night flying aircraft with radar had made E-boat
operations very difficult.

Techiiical developments in British radar and the strength
of the convoy escorts and air forces, had comiaelled E-boats

(17500)52(2
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to alter their tactics completely by the end of 192f2o
longer was it possible for a pair of boats to lurk near the
convoy route and await the oncoming traffic,
carted attack in which all available boats took part had
superseded the Itirking tactics.

No

The Gon-

In this new type of opei'a-
tion the Flotillas proceeded in close formation to a point
about ten miles from the convoy route, where they split up
into separate parties until about five miles from the
operational area

pairs to the attack, with a distance of one or two miles
between each pair,
fusion all torpedoes were fired at the same time,
that E-boat movements were new quickly detected meant that
each operation had beconie a direct attack at a definite time
and place in wlrich instant contact with the enemy was
essential.

From this point the boats continued in

To create the maximm amount of con-

The fact

Ibid

Page 220
Under these conditions there was a real and pressing

need for accurate G,A,F, reconnaissance, for such reports
gave the only picture of the daily state of British coastal
convoy traffic. Reconnaissance aircraft of the C-.A.F, in
the past had met the demands of the E-boat arm in 1aas respect
as far as weather and the number of available aircraft had
permitted, but owing to the relative wealoness of the G,A,F.
in maritime operations compared with the Royal Air Force,
there Imd been gaps in the reconnaissance network which,
occasions, had made the location of convoys impossible.

on

Development of British defensive tactics had led to a
temporary improvement in the co-operation betvreen E-boats and
the German Air Force and the following metliods wei-e tried
out:-

(a) Bomber attadcs on convoys one or two hours before
E—boats were due to arrive. The bombers gave the
E—boats at sea reconnaissance reports,

(b) Close contact with the convoy was maintained by
Fighter reconnaissance aircraft which dz’opped flares
to show E-boats the position of the convoy,

Hovrever, both of these methods proved imsatisfactory
on account of the difficulties encountered by the aircraft
concerned in locating the convoy at night, and in the accurate
placing of the flares.

Ibid

Page 211
^Mining operations by E-boats wore carried out when tor

pedo operations were ampossible, especially on moonlight
nights, or when it v/'as desirable to alternate betvween torpedo
and mining attacks in order to maintain the surprise element.

The area considered most favourable for minelaying was
that ̂ stretching north of Cromer to the iiumber, where it was
possible to detec'C and attack on the alternative routes
chosen,

been carried out
Several ̂minelaying operations with ground mines had
- —; in the Straits of Dover, Brigiliton Bay and

to the east and west of the Isle of Wi^it. These operations
were quicHy detected and the convoy routes moved accordingly,
but there was no opportunity for torpedo attacks as the con
voys from then onwards proceeded during the day, YiTest of
St, Albans Head the water was too deep for giround mines.
Moored mines had been laid at random in Lyme Bay, and
resulted in the convoy route being shifted. Operations \Trith
moored mines were not expected to be hi^y successful, but
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they restricted mvigatiorip made great demands on minesvreeping
forces and caused the British much uncertainty.

A third role for E-boats, which was steadily gaining
grovind as the British offensive increased, was that of escort

duties in connection with convoys and mdaielaying,

(iii) The requirements and provision of own air forces

C.C. Pile

3.15256
Enel, 69A

Though the need was apparent, there had not been so far,
any allocation within the Royal Air Porce of a sxiitable type
of aircraft for the Anti-E-boat role either defensive or

offensive,

tendency to overshadow all other requirements for the prosecu
tion of the maritime war.

The demands of the anti-subraarine war had had the

A.H.B./IIE/67/
563 End. 7A

As it was apparent that moderatdy low level attacks must

be made in viev/ of the speed aaid manoeuvre ability of the
E-boat, a fast aircraft vrauld not be suitable for comparatively
low altitude work over the sea at night,
of cannon-fighters had so far proved ineffective and as R,P,
had not yet been used successfully at night, bombing appeared
to be the only worth while method of attack when dealing Tirith
E-boats,

under the existing system of vectoring and control of the
aircraft a first dass controller and staff as well as

experienced pilots were essential.

Purthermore the use

Another diffiedty in using fast aircraft was that

Ibid

End, 6A
The ideal aircraft to meet current needs was, therefore,

considered to be one winioh was comparatively slow, liad a good
view ahead and below with reasonable end'urance and bomb

capacity and fitted with radar,

imong existing operational aircraft only the Albacore and

Swordfish could be regarded as approaching this specification.
As mentioned earlier, some of these types were a.ctually under
the operational control of the appropriate R.A.P. Comraands
for An,ti-E-boat operations, having been loaned by the Admiralty
for this purpose since the late summer of 192^2.

GS/11415/1
End. 19A

At the time this arrangement was brought into effect it
was made clear by the Admiralty that the attachment of shore-

based Pleet Air Ann aircraft codd only be of a temporary
natxare,

there load been frequent appeals by the Royal Air Porce for
the retention of these aircraft for the Anti-E-boat role and

an equal number of reminders by the Admiralty that these air
craft could not be made permanently available to the RoA,P,

Thi'oughout the intervening period of nine months

Ibid

Encl,57A
By 23 April 1943? the Admiralty had named a definite date

i,e, 1 June 1943, for the withdravral of one Albacore squadron,
and a month later informed the Air Ministry and all Naval
Commanders-in-Ohd.ef at Home and Overseas that in view of the

large Naval air expansion programme to.meet the needs of
carriers now budding it was expected tliat before the end of
1943> all Naval aircraft and personnel Trould be witlidrawn from
services which were not a specific Admiralty commitment. The
communication went on to state tliat the R.A.P, supply posi
tion was now improving and Commanders-in-Chief sliould discuss
requirements for sliore-based maritime aircraft with their

local A,0,C,-in“C T/ith a view to agreed reqaiinements being
formulated for submission to the Air Ministry, A precis of
this signal dated 19 May 1943 was promptly despatched by the
Air Ministry to all Air Officers Gommanding-in-Chief at home
and overseas for information.
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In the meantime negotiations between the Admiralty and
the Air Ministry to find a possible solution to the dilemma
created by the withdrawal of the Albaoores and Swordfish,
continued apace. At the Admiralty StafT meeting held on
50 May 1945j at which the Director of Naval Co-operation was
present, the subject was raised and VoC.N.S, stated that

investigation had shown the possibility of supplying ei^t
to twelve Albacores for continuing Anti-E-boat operations,
but neither aircrews nor maintenance personnel coiJld be made
available. He asked whether it would be possible for the
RoA,P, to utilise these aircraft, bearing in mind that since
there were nc replacements they would have to be regarded as
a wasting asset. This matter was further discussed at the

thirteenth meeting of the Admiralty/Coastal Command Committee
held on 16 Jxme 1943, at which it \Tas decided that it
not a practicable proposition to equip one flight of a
squadron with these aircraft since only twelve were available
with inadequate spares and no backing.

Meanwhile the A,0,C,-in-C, Fighter Command was being
pressed by the appropriate Naval Commanders-in-Chief as to
Y/hat steps were being talcen to train the Royal Air Force in
the ground controlled interception of E-boats at night.
In view of the fact that the existing demands for li^t
surface craft abroad were so heavy, it was unlilcely that
sufficient surface forces would be allotted to the Naval

Commands at home during 1943 to protect the co3.stal convoys
adequately from E-boats, It was therefore vit^ that air
co-operation should be available in order that the small

resources coiiLd be employed to the best advantage.

On 18 June 1943, the A,0,C,-in-G,, Fighter Command
informed the Air Ministry that the effect of the decision to
withdraw all Fleet Air Arm aircraft vrauld mean that, as far
as Fighter Command Yvas concerned, all ni^t operations
against E-boats and other enemy shipping T/ould be discontinued.
It was clearly important that such operations shoiiLd not
only be continued but actually intensified, and it was
uggested that the Admiralty be asked to reconsider their
decisjnn or that special units shoitLd be formed and suitably
equipped to continue the operations so ably performed by
the Fleet Air Arm imits using Fighter Command control
facilities.

Y/as

o

A.H.B./IIK/67/
563

C.C, File

S. 17286 Encl,6A

F,C. File

3.29500
Encl.llOA

F.C, File

S.29500
Encl.l09A

F.C, File

3.29500
Encl.115A

YiThilst the importance of continuing* operations against
E-boats was fiELly appreciated by the Air Ministry, the
A,0,C,-in-C, Filter Command was informed on 23 July 1943,
that since there were no aii'craft in the Rosral Air Force
entirely suitable for the task and as the Admiralty had
indicated that they were unable to continue the loan of
Albacore or Swordfish aircraft in svifficient numbers it was

not possible, at the loresent time, to replac
Arm squadrons which were being -vvithdra^Yn.T^ )
operations should not lapse in support of coastal convoys,
and not entirely convinced that suitable aircraft could not
be found to undertalce the commitment, the A,0,C,-in-C,,
Filter Command suggested to the Air Ministry that perhaps
the Anson or Oxford mi^t be tried out in the Anti-E-boat
role.

e the Fleet Air

Anxious that
F.C. File

3.29500
EnGl,123A

(l) The text of this letter was communicated to the Naval
Commanders-in-Chief, Plymouth and Portsmouth and Vice-
Admiral, Dover,

F.C, File

3.29500

EnGl.117A
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To revert to the proceedings of the Admiralty/Ooastal
Comniand Committee it will be remembered that at the thirteenth

meeting it was decided not to proceed Y/ith the proposition of

equipping one fli^t of a squadron vd.th eight to tr/elve
Albacores without s.dequate backing. By the time the four

teenth meeting was held on 1 July '1943, second thou^its on

this matter had prevailed and the suggestion was re-examined.
It was decided that if the Admiralty couild allocate to Coastal
Command ten U.E, Swordfish or Albacore and back their wastage
it T/ould be possible to re-equip one Ili<^t of No, 415
(R.CoAoP, ) Squadron at the expense of the torpedo role of
this Squadron, After further discussion had taken place
betiiYeen the A.O.C.-in-Co Coastal Command and the newly
appointed NavaJ. C.-in-C, The Nore^ the proposal wa.s submitted

officially to the Air Ministry. The C.-in-C,, Coastal
Command in a letter dated 5 August 1943j stated that he had

nevex* been satisfied that operational policy reqvdored or

consideration of economy justified Coastal Command having an
establishment of five Fighter and five Toarpedo squa-drons for

the Anti-Shipping role. In particular he had always been

do’jbtful of the need for a torpedo squiadron at Thorney Island,
Yz-hioh was theoretically intended to reinforce either No. 19
Group for action against blockade runners iii the Bay or No, 18
Group or Iceland in the event of a brealt-out by enemy stucfaoe

forces in the North, In default of any other i^rofitable
emplojmientp No, 415 (R.C.A.P.) Squadron at Thorney Island
had recently been used to reinforce the A/tJ patrols in the
Bay of Biscay. Sufficient Beaufi^iters were xmlilcely to be

available to re-equip tlris squadron until ¥ia.y 1944 before

which time their Hampdens would certainly be unfit for employ
ment on any sort of active operations. It was, therefore,
proposed that No. 415 Squadron shoiiLd be Tvdthdrawn from the

torpedo role ajid re-equipped primarily for the Anti-E~boat
commitment with the Wellington XIII fitted Yri.th Mark III

A,S,V, (with Lucero)
light coastal forces,
Mark III were iiot immediately available, Iferk II would serve,
but not so well. It was realised that tliis arrangement
would not provide for air attack on E-boats, but  a possible
alternative wou].d be to re-equip one flight of the squadron
with Swordfish or Albacore. To this course the A,0.C.-in-C.
was not particularly attracted and considered that the

provision of ample and regular reconnaissance and co-operation
YiTith light coastal forces would adequately meet the require
ments by night. By day, no doubt cannon fighters of the
Tactical Air Force would be available for this purpose.

V,H,P, for co-operation with our own
If sufficient sets of A, 3,7,1

C,G, Pile

3,17286

C.C, Pile

s,15206
Encl.72iA

If the foregoing proposai.s were approved the A,0,0,-in-G,
requested that Wellington XIIIs should be allotted at an early
date in order that the squadron could be withdrawn from the
line to train on the nevY equipment before the E-boat season

was in f'ull swing. Three days after the letter containing
these proposals had been sent, the A.O.C.-in-G,, Coastal
Corm^and again communicated Y/ith the Air Ministry and suggested
the matter of air attaclc against E-boats might also be
included in the agenda of the conference 8lread5'- arranged on
the subject of air action against Dutch coast convoys.

CoC, Pile

s. 15206
Enclu76A

(1) As a further aid to strengthening the existing VYeakness
of aircraft/ship communications, ’'Pnoster” was also to be
included,

tate rendezvous, mutiual identification, station-keeping
and inter-communication.

This was a modified J.,P,P. beacon to facili-
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P.C, PiLe

s.29500
Encl.128A

The Air Ministry approved this suggestion and at the
same time informed the A,0,C.-in-C,, Pighter Coranand that
his proposal regarding the vise of Anson or Oxford aircraft
for the Anti-E-boat role -vrovild also be discussed at this
conference.

P.C, Pile

s.29500
End. 131A

On 20 Avigust I943j the conference was held at the Air

Ministry under the chairmansloip of D.O.A.S, Having agreed
that a considerable degree of importance should be attached

to Anti-E-boat operations, the meeting went on to discuss
what force was considered necessary to maintain this commit

ment, The suggestion made by the Ao0,C,-in-C,, Coastal
Command that No, 415 Squadron shovild be re-equipped for this
role was now dosely examined. In subsequent discussion it

was generally agreed that althovigh the Wellington XIII vrould

be satisfactory for the reconnaissance role, it would not
be suitable owing to its size for the act vial attack on

E-boats and it would therefore be necessary to provide, if
possible, some other type of aircraft. At this junctvire,
AoC.N.S,(Air) stated that he would after all be able to
provide sufficient aircraft to eqviip a unit of twelve
ALbacores and support it for a year provided he received
some assistance in the provision of Oxford or Anson for
training purposes. After a further excliange of views it
v/as finally agreed that:-

(i) No, 415 Squadron should be re-armed with one Pli^t
of Wellington XIII eqviipped with Mark III A,3,V, Lucero

for the reconnaissance role; and with oneand 7.H.P

Plight of Albacores for the strike role.
• 5

(ii) The squadron wovdd be a Coastal Command squadron,
but the AJ-bacore Plight would operate under the control
of Pighter Command,

(iii) The allocation of the aircraft as between the
various areas wovild be decided by the Admiralty,

(iv) The re-equipnent of the squadron shovdd proceed at
the earliest possible moment.

On 15 September 1943> authority was given by the Air
Ministry for No. 415 Squadron (R,C,A,P, ) to be re-equipped with
8 + 2 Wellington XIII and 8+2 Albacore.

Ibid

0,6202 dated

15.9.43

Daring the remainder of the month and tlvroughout October
the re-equipment and training proceeded with but few hitches.
By the end of October the Wellington Plight was virtually
complete, the tactical methods to be employed had been studied
by the local Naval and Air Commanders and the necessary

O.R.B, operational orders issued. On 3 November 1943> No, 415
No, 415 Squadron Squadron became operational and the first sorties were made

by two Wellingtons from Docking on Operation "Deadly”.
Althougli the Albacore Plight did not officially cease
attachment to No. 84I Sqviadron (P.A.A,) until 22 November,
their first operational sorties were also made on  3 November
when three Albacores, under the operational control of
Pieter Command, were airborne from Manston,

ADGB Pile

S. 3 6446/Ops. 2
dated 9.11.43

Meanwhile, the squadron’s commitment had been reviewed
and it was considered by the A.O.C. No, 16 Group that the
minimvim operational requirement, if the demands of the Naval
Cs,-in-C, were to be adequately met, was four aircraft at
lianston, three at Tangnere and three at Coltishall, to be at
readiness each night with the exception of four ni^ts on
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either side of full moon,

met with the TJ.E, of 8 + 2 Alhacores at present sanctioned.
It was, therefore, suggested to the Air Ministry hy the 0„-
in-G,, Coastal Command that the Admiralty should be approached
to provide additional aircraft so as to bring the establish
ment of the Albacora Flight to 12 + 3.

Such a commitment could not be

Y/hen submitting this

CS. 12)415/EI

proposal to the Admiralty it was pointed out that No, 82i.1
Squadron had hitherto met the Anti—E—boat strike commitment
with a U.E. vdiioh varied between tvrelve and twenty aircraft
^d averaged seventeen. To add vrei^t to the proposed
increase, the C,—in—C,, Portsmouth informed the Admiralty
on 17 November 1943, that the resumption of E-boat attacks
on south coast convoys had made the presence of an air
striking force essential in his Command and he hoped there
would be no delay in establishing this force. On 19 November,
the Admiralty informed all concerned that arrangements had
now been made to increase the establisliment of Albacores to
fifteen. By 2 December 1943, Wo, 415 Squadron (H

A,H.B./IIK/67/
563

Ibid

191456a

Ibid

Encl.90A
.C.A.F.)

were in possession of twelve Wellington and twelve Albacore
aircraft, (1; and from tliat
whoi.e of the Anti-E-boat

(P,Ae Aa ) ,

date officially took over the
commitment from No, 841 Squadron

(iv) Tactical methods emioloyed

Operation “Roadstead” (Night)

Since the attaclment of Naval i\lbacores to Pigliter
Command in the late summer of 1942, for the location and
attack on E-boats by night, two tactical methods had been
d

P.G. Pile

S.29500

eveloped from the procedure already in existence, and rrere
still in use at the commencement of the period under review,
i,e, March 1943,

No, 11 Group
Operation
Instruction

No, 95

The first method was a controlled interception attack by
A,S,V, fitted aircraft operating under C.Ii.L, control and
vectored out to the surface vessel plot picked up by Naval
Type 2i'1 H,D,P, stations. The aircraft, armed with
12 X 100 Tb Vs bombs, used A.S,Y, for picking up the target
at the poV^ of interception and after gaining visual, contact
attacked in a shallow glide from astern, '>Yhen the enemy
plots were close to the enemy occupied coast and under tlireat
ox enemy fighters an attack by Albacore aircraf*t T/as confined
to dark nights only. When the plots approached our ff#n coast
attacks were permitted on dark or moonliglrt nights,
method was lar-gely employed in the Dover and Portsmouth
Command areas with the aircraft under the control of No. 11
Group,

Plynouth^Naval Command where Fleet A±r Arm Swordfish aircraft
fitted with A,S.7, and based at Exeter vrere controlled by
No, 10 Group,

This

By March 1943j this method had been extended to the

F,G, File

3,29500

Encl,57A

Actl.on to send off the aircraft to attack was initiated
by the Nav^ Command who, ax'ter locating the target by Type 271
R.D,F, decided whether it cams under the terms of reference
of Albacore a.ttack. If so the Naval Command then requested
the Filter Group concerned to carry out an attack and also
informed the appropriate Coastal Command Group of the action
being talcen. The Fighter Group proceeded to order the air
craft to the operational area providing tlmt the controlling

(1) Both types of aircraft were fitted mth ASV.MKII and
I.F.F, MK.III. To give "Rooster” facilities on I.F.F.,
MC.III modification kits were distributed later and
incorporated by the Squadron^ s ovm teclinical personnel.
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C,H,L, Station was available and was not employed on air to
air interception.

The second method was one of co-operation between the
ALbacore aircraft using A.S.V, and ligiit coastal forces of
the Ro5ral Navy,
ni^t patrols covering prearranged patrol lines to seaward
of the sv/ept convoy channels. Making use of A.S.V, beacons
as the primary means of fixing their positions^, the aircraft
located and reported the enemy and subsequently dropped
flame floats or flares to the eastward in order to silhouette
E-boats and thereby assist our own sinrface forces to develop
their attack.

The aircraft were despatched on routine

Ibid

EnGl.33A.

No, 12 Group
Operation
Instruction

No. 50/42

This method v/as for ̂ lse largely in the Nore Command
where the lack of Type 271 R,D,E, with a range capable of
picking up E-boat plots^ made inqjraoticable the existing
method of vectoring the aircraft out to the position of
attack under C.H.L, control. In the Tarmouth-Lowestoft-
Harwich area, oin* own ligiit surface forces maintained a niglit
patrol 1:^6 some twelve miles to seaward of the convoy
route, (1) while destroyers patralled on the convoy route
itself at night,
intercept and destroy E-boats on passage from their base to
the East coast war diannel and after they had left the
and were returning to their base. Aircraft engaged in
operations in the Nore Command came under the control of
No, 12 Group, Coltishall sector.

Provision was also made for aircraft to

area

Both of these methods continued to be •used tliroughout
the spring and summer of 1943. li^en No. 415 Squadron
(R,0.A,P,J took over the commi’tment in the autumn of I943j
no change in proced'ure was necessary for the Albacores at
work in the Dover, Portsmouth and Plyirauth Commands,
In the Nore Command, liowe'ver, where a different type of air
craft and equipment ■p/’as to be ■used a change of procedure was
necessary.

GG/No.'ie Grp/
S.5278/l07/Ops,

Operation “Deadly'

Por the purpose of working out the tactical methods to
be employed by the Wellington Pliglit of No. 415 Sq-uadron in
their purely reconnaissance role, a meeting was held on
6 October 1943> which was attended by the Commander-in-
Chief, The Nore and the Air Officer Commanding No. 16 Group,
Coastal Command, It was appreciated in the early stages
of co-operation that it vrould be necessary to keep the
procedure as simple as possible and, therefore, the methods
evolved at tliis meeting were on trial and coiTld be amended
in the light of training and experience gained.

Pour patrols were to be established to the east of tlie
convoy route and the Yfellington aircraft fitted with Mark II
A.S.V. was to be prepared to fly any -two whene-ver the
weather conditions favoured the employnent of E—boats against
our East coast convoys. The patrols, details of which will
be found at Map No, 69 had been designed "vri-th  a view to
providing approximately half to three quarters of an hour’s
warning of the enemy’s approach to our "Z" line.

(1) This was known as the ’’Z” line.
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Oil making contact with E~boats the aircraft vms to .report
by V,H,P»/R.T, to enable its position to be calculated by
voice fix. The aircraft was also to signal the composition,
oo-ursa and speed of the enemy by W/D, The omission of a
sighting position was intentional so as to avoid confusion

by giving a D,R, position of uhfcnovra reliability whereas
more accurate position fixed by Pigliter Commandos methods
would be a.vailable almost at once. These reports would be
broadcast by The Nore Command for the benefit of
li^t coastal forces lying in wait.

a

ouir own

The aircraft was then to shadow the E-boats and switch
forces to maintainon "Rooster" which would enable coast

their own radar plot of the aircraft,
obtain 7,HeP, voice fixes of the aircraft over the E-boats

every fifteen minutes, which would be signalled to the coastal
forces.

!n) It was planned to

When the shadowing aircraf t picked up our ovm
coast ai. forces on radar it was to commence ill'uminating the
enemy witli flai'es dropped to the eastward of the targets.

After an exercise had been held to test these ari'ange-
ments No, 16 Gi’oup issued, on 24 October 1943# nn Operations
Order No, 6/1943, to which was allocated the code word
"Deadly", (2)

By 11 Ivdaroh 1944 ohanging conditions had arendered this
Most of t.heorder obsolete and a new version was issued,

changes incorporated had come about tlirougli the installation
of ‘Gee* in the aircraft which was thus ena-bled to fix its
own position with sufficient accuracy for .inclusion in the
first sighting and subsequent amp).,±fying reports,
additional patrols had also been added to the o.riginal plan.

Pour

On 1 Api’il 1944 it was decided to alloTr/ the aircraft to
carry 8 x 100 lb A/S bombs, so that if our own coastal forces
were unable to effect an interception the Wellingtons could,
with the aid of the recently fitted Mar.k
the enemy from mediuon height v/ith bombs,
only to be carried out, however, on instructions from A,C,H.Q,
Bombs were to be dropped in sticks spaced at 100 feet.

This change of tactics made it necessary to issue yet
another version of Operation "Deadly" which was dated
5 April 194ij., (4) By the end of the month, however, the large
scale effort to which Coastal Command was committed in the
plans for Operation Overlord oa'^used "Deadly" to be suspended
till further notice.

bombsight, attack
An attack was1

C,0, Pile

3,15206
End, 63 A

Operations "Pearce" "Conebo" and "Marksman"

To enable the light forces of the Nore Comm.and to have
preliminary warning of E-boats approaching our East Coast
shipping routes, it was arranged that aircraft of the North

(1) Por full details of the "Rooster" teclnique see "R,A,P,
Signals Monograph Vol, l/I, Chapter VI."
A copy of this instruction is included at Appendlc "XXII".
This load was inci-eased to L x 500 lb. M,C. bombs on
21 May 19i}4 in preparation for *D* Day and subsequent
activities against E-boats.
A copy of this instruction will be found at Appendix
XXIII.

(4)
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Coates Yfing wou].d reconnoitre the coastal Y/aters off the

Dutch coast Y,dth a view to locating E-hoats as they left
their bases just before dusk,

to be made available daily and two out of four prearranged
patrols were to be flovnio If E-hoats were sighted, no
reports were to be made by W/l,, but all sightings were to
be reported immediately on landing back at base*
operation was given the code name of "Pearce"® ("^)
patrols concerned with this operation are shown at Max)
No. 69.

Pour aircraft and crews wer

This

The fou

e

r

In an effozH; to catch the returning E-'boats before
they arrived back at their bases soon after first light,
cannon-firing Beaufigliters of No. 16 Group T/ere generallj^
made availahle, when favourable conditions ]Drevailed for
thl.s task, throughout the period under review. Under the
terms of Opera.tion "Conebo", up to foiw aircraft were held
at readiness two hours before first light,
tion indicated large

When inf orraa-

ale enemy activity a larger force of
aircraft could be li-iade available on orders from H.Q,, No. 16
Group. Patrols were an-anged in t\YO areas of probability
off the enemy*s coastline, details of vz-hich will be fotind in
Map No. 69.

Qri

Airczaft vrere instructed to attack on sight any E-boat
or similar craft proceeding on a north-easterly or easterly
cowse witinin the pre-arranged patrol areas. Eicception to
this rule wa.a to be only in the case of a stationary craft
which could be our own vessel damaged after combat with the
enemy. In such circumstances the pilots were to identify
the target before making an attack. Aircraft were not to
proceed nearer the enemy coastline than tvrenty m,iles unless
engaging the enemy.

G.G. Pale

16G/3.5023/1/
Air Encl.l2A

It Yiras also arranged that day fighters of No, 12 Pi^iter
Group Y/Duld be available as escorts to the Goastal Gommand-
Beaufighters if E-boats rrere suispected of being provided
with enemy figlater escort,
nozmally be available for this task.

Up to Squadron strength would
On the occasions that

Beaufighters of No, 16 Group would be unable to fulfil this
commitment, the Goastal Group could ask No, 12 Group to
taJco on this task, under the terms of Operation 'ferksman".
In such an^event, day fighters wouj.d be despatched(2) but
the following conditions yrera always applied

(i) Not less than six fighters to be despatched.
Wlien possible eight or twelve.

(ii) If six or less E-boats vrei’e met, they should be
attacked and the attacks pressed home.

(1) The patrols were only floi-vn a few times and when it
became obvious that the E-boats showed no desire to
leave their bases before dusk^ the operation waa
discontinued^ and finally oaiioelled on J April 19li)-«
Ovifi^ to navigational and range Ijjnitations sin,^e
engined fighters could not be expected to find their
quarry vrithout aid, and it was tlierefoi-e proposed to
lead them to the reported position of the E-boats by
^craft of Coastal Command. men there was no informa'
uion available about E-boat positions or no Coastal
Command aircraft to taJce part in the operation, oannon-
equipped^figliters were to sweep one of tvYO areas of
probability, both of which are shown at Map No. 69,

an

(2)
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(Ui) If more than six E-boats were enooimtered they wei'e
not to be attacked unless sti-agglors coiiLd be picked
off which were outside the fire cover of the remainder.

(v) Yfeapons for attacking enemy light surface craft

To attack and sink small higla speed surface craft from

the air obviously req\iired a technique quite unlike that

employed against comparatively slow moving mei-chant ships.

The target had in addition to speed a high degree of
manoeuvrability, the combination of which made it  a target
particiAlarly difficult to knock out from the air.

Up to the end of February 194-3» weapons in use against
the E-boat at sea had been chiefly cannon and a variety of

bombs ranging from kO lb to 500 lb PI.E
any kills.

but none had achiev• f ed

During the period under review, the rocket projectile
with a 60 lb High Explosive Semi Armour Piercing head T/as
introduced as from August 1943> hut achieved no success by
way of E-boats killed,
during this period, two were by cannon and one by bombs.

Of the tl'iree kills made at sea

CG/-]6G/IS,5023
Encl.19A

In view of the impending invasion operation Overlord,
the A,0,G.-in-C,, Coastal Command asked the appropriate
Group Commanders on 25 March 19443 recommendations as
to the ooireot weapon for use against the E-boat at sea.
Bearing in mind that the weapon was largely for use at night,
there were four possibilities to be considered; Rocket
Projectiles, Bombs, Depth Charges and Cannon, The C.-in-C,
was most anxious that R,P, slaould be tried seriously althougli
he was not particularly optimistic. Trials on the use of

cannon at ni^t were to be carried out on an urgent priority
and if need be at the expense of operations. Conferences
betv/een Station Commanders, YYing Leaders and Squadron
Commanders were convened and trials set in motion without

delay. By 2 April 1944 aii interim report was made available

to Coastal Commaind, and this was amplified by a subsequent
report six days later.

Ibid

Bncl,22A

Ibid

Encls,24A
and 26a ■

As the chief protagoixist in the v/ar against the E-boat,
No, 16 @roup had been largely responsible foi' the trials
carried out and a summary of the recommendations submitted
to Coastal Command were as follows

EaP.

a suitable weapon for use at ni^t, . , The lovf free
board of the E-boat together- with difficulties of aiming
on moonless nights made the prospect of a hit problema
tical,

would undoubtedly result in projectiles passing under
neath if fired according to the existing teclmique.

It was considered imLikely tliat R,P, vrould bo

In addition the slaallcw draft of the E-boat

Cannon. There was no bar to the use of cannon at

niglit, practically the only proviso being that aircraft
used in this way must be fitted Tslth A.Y.D, altimeters.
Although the flash from cannon Wlaen fired at nigiat was
dazzling, training was being carried out to get the pilots
accustomed to its use,

employed to eliminate dazzle effect as much as possible
was at present under trial,
successful weapon in attacks by day.

The type of ammunition to be

Cannon liad pi’oved the most
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Depth C!harp;e

degree of accuracy bearing in mind that they have a
three second delay and -would ha-ve to be dropped from at
least 800 feet -when attacking a nmber of E~boats
capable of putting-up a higla concentration of defensive
fire,

•water action alone to aclaieve destruction,

of the siiallow draft of the target it was considered
that unless the Depth charge exploded immediately
underneath, it would be unlikely to achieve serious
damage.

would require placing with a high
c* *

In addition, they were dependent upon under-
In view

Bombs. After discussions -with the Chief of Staff,
Nore Goramand, it was considered that a direct hit or

very near miss was necessary to destroy or substantially
damage E-boats.
E-boat was a light craft of wooden construction,
Urlike a mercliant ship whi.ch could be badly damaged as
the result of blast from ,a large bomb which misses,
the E-boat being very light was simply rocked by blast
but not seriously damaged,
destructive effort it was desirable that the bomb

should be fitted -vfith a No, pistol which would buirst
six inches above the surface of the -water, providing a
high degree of fragmentation.

It was to be remembered that the

To achieve the maximutm

In conclusion the Air Officer Commanding No, -16 Group
stated he was satisfied it -was practicable to attack E-boats
by night with cannon and bombs. The clioice of the type of
bomb would be decided when, the extra trials being cari-ied
out -were completed, but in the meantime he ̂ ms training the
Beaufighter pilots in the shallow glide bombing technique.
It must be pointed out, however, that the effectiveness of
attack at night vrould depend to a large extent on illumina.-
tion. So far it liad been found that the flares carried in
Beaufi^ters did not provide s-ufficient li^it. In tliis
respect the -training of Beaufighters in co-operation with
ViTellington flare dropping aircraft was being accelerated.

C.C. File TS,11L
Enel,5 2 A,

After due consideration had been given to all the reports
of the -tireapon trials, it -was finally decided by Coastal
Command that for the purpose of attacking E and R-boats at
sea by day and niglat, reliance would be placed on
-with bombs as a secondary weapon.

cannon

The best compromise for
a bomb load was M.G, bombs with selected fuzing of No, W
(Air burs-b)('1; nose pistol with No. 52 (inst,) detonator and
No, 30 tail pistol with No, 50(p.12). sec, delay) detonator.
When the air buirst fuzing was selected the minimum safe
height for release was "1,000 feet, -which was also the safety
hei^t for the tail fuzing in the case of bombs which may be
dropped with the nose pistol ‘safe*. The fragmentation area
from 2 X 500 + 2 x 250 Ib M, C, bombs ms be-bween 75 aJ^d 100
yards in diameter which was considered to be sufficient to
cause damage to the huj.ls of E and R-boats.

CC/l6G/i:S.5023/
1/AIR
Encl.42A

A memorandum on the use of M.G, bombs for the attack of
E and R-boats was issued by Coastal Goramand on 22 May
for the guidance of all concerned.

(1) The function of the air buirst pistols was to obtain
above water detonation of the bombs and inflict damage
to suirface targets by fragments.
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(vi) Operations - Mardi 1943 to May l9Z|i|.

March

During the month of March '1943» there was an increase in
the number of torpedo attacks attempted by E-boats on iaiied
shipping a
low level

the shipping attacked.

Our own aircraft activity also increased but the weather
rejuained a deciding factor and on occasions a good target did
not always coincide with suitable flying conditions, Eovt-
ever, eighty-one sorties were floTO by airci'aft of Coastal
and Fighter Commands,' ten bf which resulted in attacks on
E-boats at sea, A further six attacks v/ere made by fighter
type aircraft which, during the course of other duties,
sighted E-boats and made attacks with cannon and iiiachine gun.

The major conflicts of the month as far as aircraft were
concerned took place on the morning of 5 Mardi and during the
nights of 25/26th and 28/29tli,

On the ni^t of 4/5 March an ALbacore of No, &.i.1 Squadron
was despatched to attack six probable E-boats approaching
Boulogne from the south, but when the airci'aft had crossed
the Straits of Dover the E-boats were too dose to port to be
a worth while target.

in Home V/aters, but minelajang liad declined to  a very
,iV There were no fatal casualties inflicted on

TSD/teJ.
The War at Sea

Vol.IV

There vfas also some E-boat activity off the East coast
convoy route. At 0327 hours on the morning of 5 March,
H.M, destroyei’ Windsor on patrol off Lowestoft engaged tliree
E-boats but lost touch in position 100 degrees Lovrestoft
22 miles, Meanwiiile, H,M, corvette Sheldrake in the vicinity
drove tliree E-boats to the eastward at O4OO hours, A thid
enejny group was heard by H,M, destroyer Southdown escorting
convoy PS, 1035 when near No, 55A Buoy at 0508 hours, A imit
of M.G.Bs from Lowestoft was not in time to engage the enemy
ovdng to the difficult sea conditions, but at O74O hours
sighted a large patch of fuel oil and some Tnreokage,

Fighter Qnd
Form ‘I*

Under Operation "Marksman'',. No, 12 Group (Fighter)
despatched at daylij^t four Spitfires of No, 118 Squadron and
tv/o Typhoons of No, 56 Squadron to intercept tints enemy force
before it reached its base. The interception was effected
in 52,30N - O4.2OE where two groups of E-boats were sighted
and attacked with cannon. The Spitfires claimed one pirobably
desti-oyed and one damaged while the Typhoons claimed to leave

The Assessment

and one

left their two targets awash and sinlcin
Committe

(T

e^^i^ade awards of three seriously damageddamaged

TSD/FDS
X,237/48

(1) E“boat sorties for the first quarter of 191*3 weres-

Torpedo Mlnelavlng

MiDesp. Attkd. Pesp. nes laid

January
February
March

31 Nil NilNil
2631 7212

63 30 305

See Appendix KIV for complete statistics - 19A0 to May 194(,
(2) Concerning this operation, the entry in the War Diary of German E-boat

Operations stated: »Sudden decision to send 2nd, 4th and 6th Flotillas to
make torpedo attack. Operations had been previously cancelled owing to
Meteorological reports, but as the German lY' service reported British M.T.Bs
preparing to attack in the Texel, F.d.S, decided on sending the flotillas to
sea, to attadc the east coast convoy route. Fifteen boats took part but no
contact was made with the convoy. Slight engagement with destroyers S.70 was
sunk bya mine, on the homeward journey s,75 sunk and S.74 damaged by
Spitfires, German fighter cover arrlvedToo late,'
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On the ni^t of 25/26 March an Albaoore of No,
Squadron on a ix>utine Anti-E-boat patrol off Le Touquet was
diverted to attack four S-boats southbound from Boulogne,
The enemy force was sighted and attacked after which only
tliree boats were reported as visible. A claim v/as made for
a probable sunk which the Assessment Committee upheld.(0

At least twelve E-boats were detected off Smiths Itnoll
on the ni^t of 28/29 March for the purpose of attacking the
P,S. convoy, vAiich would Iiave been located had it not been
two hours ahead of schedtae. At 0005/29, M.G.Bs engaged
eiglit E-boats of y/hich they claimed to have sunk two and
seriously damaged tvro others. At 0204 and 0337 Iiours air
craft of No, SA"! Squadron loca.ted by radar and atta.cked E-boa‘
in^the vicinity and a near miss with bombs was cladmed for
which an assessment of ’damaged*

April

c

made,(2)was

s

An increase in minelaxdLng v/as tlae main feature of E-boat
operations diring April with a corresponding fail in torpedo
attacks; all of the latter vrere concentrated on the Yfest
Channel convoys re stilting in the loss of one merchant ship
of 1,742 gross tons and H.M, destrbyer Eskdale, Minelaying
took place on three niglits and y/as distributed tlroughout the
ar-eas Ljme Ba^r - Bassurelle - Lowestoft.(3)

For the second month in succession our ovm aircraft
activities increased, one hundred and nineteen sorties
flo-vTO by ̂aircraft of'Coastal and Pigliter Commands

developed attacks, with an additional :^^aeigijt'attacks
by fighter aircraft not engaged in the Anti-E-boat commit
ment.

were

of wioioh-fc.u'vl

Two aircraft failed to return from these operations

een

.

TSD/4i,S.
The ¥ar at Sea

Vol.IV

The most successful attack of the month fram the I
enemy's

point of view took place be'hreen 0300 and 0330 hours on the
morning of 14 April in about 060 degrees Lizard Head 12 miles.
The Norwegian manned destroyer Eskdade and the British
merchant ship Stajjake were torpedoed and sunk. The convoy
took refuge in Falmouth and proceeded later in the morniiip.
Two Beaufighters of No. I4I Squadron, No. 10 Group vrere air
borne before first ligiit in an effort to locate and attack
the enemy for9e but faiLed to make contact. (4)

(1) The four E-bosts were those of the 5th Flotilla proceeding to Chertourg,
■ ut no mention is liiade In the V&r Dlarj’- of any air attack whilst on oassage.

(2) The coaaents of F.d.S,In his var dlarjf were:-
■ attack on tlie F.S, convoy betiveen 57 and 57F Buoys.
I-j.G.Bs and destroyers,
the 2nd FlotillaP

(3) E-boat sorties for April igt3 vvere:-
Hlnelaying 32 sorties, I32 mines laid.

(k) ffinract from tlie K&r Diary of F.d.S. states:-

iFifteen boats made an

Beaten off by
S.29 vss rtmimed by an M, G.B. and later stinlt by

No mention is laade of the air attacks.

Torpedo - 29 sorties 1/4 attacks.

13/14.443. »Slx boats of tile 5th Flotilla made a successful attack
on the WP convoy off Falaouth. Intended to use niclar carrying aircraft
for the first time, but impossible owing to the fact tiiat the machine
VEs not read:'-. As an alternative a low flying aircraft tss oiHlered
to drop a flare over the convoy. Results claimed two Hunt class
destro5'-ers (one Esiidale) sunk, one tE.ni:er of 4,000 tons and one cargo
vessel of kgOOO tons sunk; one smell vessel sunii;
badly ct.inaged. The success of the atta.ck was regarded as being
due to the good air co-operation on this occasion; the convoy being
well sliadowed, <

one patrol vessel
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Up to the previous night the Anti-S-hoat air ooiimitment
had been maij.itained regularly by Swordfisli of Nos, 833 s.nd
834 Squadrons (P,A,A,) based at Exeter; these airor;aft had
then been stood down, hoiiyever, in pi^sparation for their return
to R.A.N.A.S, for duty in aircraft carriers.

tsd/pds
X, 237/48

Q£* the three minelaying oiperations, two were uninterrupted
but the third v/hioh took place off Lovrestoft in the early hours
of 15 April was detected by oru* own destixjyers after n,M,
Trawler Adonis had been sunlc by torpedo. During the course

of the encounter H.M, destroyer Westminster claimed to have

sunk two E-boats and damaged two others and 11,1.1, corvette

Widgeon also claimed two damaged. An Albacore and tm
Swordfish of Wo, 84I Squadron on patrol off the Norfollc
coast detected by radar and folloived twelve E-boats eastward;
made two attacks with 100 and 230 lb A/S bombs and claimed a
near miss but the Assessment Committee made no awar-d.(l)
Mines were detonated in the area later in the da yr

V •

Pigliter Ctad,
Pom ‘I*

During the ploase of the full moon lasting from the ni^it
of iy'l6tii until the nigiit of 2Q/21st, ynairlv/ind bombers and
Typhoons of Pighter Command were in action against E or

R-boats and, although many claims were made, the Assessment
Committee disallow'ed them all and no confirmation of losses

or damage has been found among enemy records made available
since the end of the war.

May

Por the first time, in twenty-one months there were
no torpedo attacks by enemy liglit surface forces, the
v/hole of the E-boat effort Deing concentj.'ated on minelaying,
Porty-tliree sorties were made and 228 mines were laid on the

convoy routes betv/een Lyme Bay and Selsey Bill, during the
course of tliree operations.

Albacore aircraft of Nos. 84I and 823 Squadrons (P.A.A.)
during the dark periods and R.A.P, Tfiiirlwlnd bombers of

Wo. 137 Squadron during the mooiiLiglit period maintained
attacks against E-boats in genei'cl ’whenever the weather was

suitable, Ei^ty-two sorties were flown at sea during May'"
of wMch eigKteen developed attacks; in addition a further
five attacks were made against E-boat movejacnts in dayliglit
by fighter types not engaged in the Anti-E-boat taslc.

Twice during the month the battle was carried to the
enemy’s doorstep by way of straffing attacks on E-boats in
St, Peter Porb and Boulogne Harbour by cannon-firing
Spitfires and Typhoons. Claims for damage to E-boats were
made which the Assessment Comnittee upheld,(2;

Early on the morning of 5 May she E or R-boats were
visually detected after vectoring by t\wo out of tliree iUbacores
of No, 823 Squadron (P.A.A.) some six to eigiit miles sojith of
Selsey Bill, Each aircraft attacked with bombs but only one

Pighter Cmd,
Perm ’P’

0) The entry in the German E-boat War Diary covering this
operation states: '2nd, 4th and 6th Flotillas laid mines
on the convoy route south of No, 34B Buoy,
attacked by destroy'-ers, H.G.Bs and aircraft,
laid according to plan.
There is no mention of either of these raids in the

War Diary of the Senior Officer E-boats (P.d.S.).

Boats were

Mines

OiiG patrol vessel claimed sunld
(2)
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aircraft made a claim for one E-loat probably destroyed,
which claim was disallowed by the Assessment Committee, (1}

Fighter Cmd.
Fom *I»

On two nights of the filLl moon phase, attacks were made

on E or Rr-boats at sea close in to the enemy occupied coast

by Whirlwind bombers of Fi^iter Command and various claims
were made amounting to one E~boat sunk and foiu* seriously
damaged,
Coraiiittee but there is no evidence in the German E-boat

Command records to confirm tlrese assessments.

These claims were upheld by the Assesanent

TSD/4IS
The War At Sea

Vol.IV

Filter Cmd,
Form 'y’

During the ni<^t of 23/22, May two groups of about ten
and five E-boats approached the convoy route between the
Needles and Portland and mines v/ere laid off the Isle of

Wight and 3.W. of St, Albans Head. Destroyers were unable to

make an intercejption, but three Albacores of No, 823 Squadron
(F,A,A. ) after vectoring pursued tlie returning enemy force
and attacked them with bombs. Claims were entered for one

E-boat seriously damaged and another damaged.(s)

There were two engagements in the Channel area early on

the morning of 29 Ma3'' in whicli aircraft were involved. An

enemy force having been detected by radar and attacked at

0026 hours by an Albacore N,E. of Cherbourg was later located
by M.G.Bs which had left their patrol line off the Portsmouth

Eastern Approach for this purpose. During the engagement
one of the M.G.Bs was set on fire and considerably damaged.
Claims were made for damage to four enemy craft, Albacore
aircraft from Tangmere in subsequent attacks delivered
between 0106 and 0335 hours claimed to have sunic four E-boats
and damaged two others,(3)

The final attack of the month was made at 0215 hours on

the morning of 31 May by a Swordfish of No, 816 Sqmdron from
Exeter under Kingswear control,
radar contact was obtained at 0132, hotrs at a range of eiglit
miles.

After various vectors a

Three minutes later a visual was made on tliree

(1) The entry in F.d.S. war Diazy covering tliis operation
states; *3th Flotilla laid mines at random across the

convoy route between EA.1 and EAo5 buoys. This they
were able to do as the minefields north of Cherbourg
load been destroyed by self-detonation and there was a

free passage. Boats were bombed by aircraft, but
sustained no damage.'
The entry in the War Diary of F.d.S, concerning this
operation states;

the convoy route in Ljmie Bay. Orders from F.d.S, fhQ,
based on evaluation of *Y* reports enabled the E-boats to
avoid British forces which had been sent to out them off,

British aircraft attacked them but bad visibility pre
vented the aircraft from pressing home the attacks.
In the War Diary of F.d.S, the follov/ing entry appears in

connection with this operation;- ’19 boats oi-dered to lay
mines in Lyme Bay area, 5th Flotilla (7 boats) was
engaged by M.G.Bs south of EA,5 Buoy, and also attacked
by aircraft, 2nd, 2,th and 6th Flotillas (5, 3 and 2,
boats respectively) vrere fired on by coastjil batteries
but were not hit, and after laying mines according to

plan, withdrew. They were then attacked by aircraft,
M.G.Bs and Destroyers, Reconnaissance planes were sent
out to see whether the convoy routes had been altered to
run close in shore. The torpedo attack planned for the
night 29/30th was cancelled as the convoy had been diverted
north of the minefield. No mention of any loss,

^.cbet

I
19 boats were sent to lay mines on

(2)

(3)
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E-boats steering S.3^. at an estimated speed of .thirty laiots.
The aircraft shadowed this foros for thirty minutes, during
which time a further three E-boats joined up, and eventually
a glide bombing was made from the north west, lb hits were
observed and the only evasive action was an alteration in

course of ten degrees to starboard. The Swordfish continued
shadowing for a further thirty minutes and prior to returning
to base made an M.G, attack on the leading boat in the port
column. No reaction of aioy kind v/as experienced,("I)

llthougli successes by aircraft had, so far, only totalled
one E-boat sunk at sea, the Senior Officer E-boats (P,d,3.)
was nevertheless at this time becoming very disturbed over the

effect that air attacks were having on E-boat operations.

An entry in his diary dated 30 May 1943 states: *In all
areas there is increased enemy air activity against E-boats,
In the Claannel, E-boats were attacked a total of sixteen times
during three operations, even thougii there was no moon and
visibility was bad. This showed that in all probability the
aircraft themselves were fitted with i*adar, .Also aircraft

attacks had been made on E-boat flotillas before they were in
range of the shore-based radar. It wa^s considered that

E-boats could not countei* these attacks successfully when using
their own armament only, as this would attract enem^^ vessels,
and lead to further air attacks. It was certain that E-boats

woiILd in future be located by niglit-fighters as soon as they
left port and that E-boat losses would mount accordin^y.
The only way to assist the boats TOuld be to give them air
support during operations, thus forcing the British to use
faster aircraft. Swordfish and Albacore ailrci'aft being too
vulnerable to Luftwaffe attack. The use of faster aircraft

by the enem3r would maike his attacks on E-boats more difficult
as it was knovra to be easier for slow aircraft to attack

E-boat targets than the faster types,’

Prom subsequent remarks in this entry it appeared tliat the

E-boat Command had suffered far greater losses by air attack
in the Black Sea and Mediterranean areas tlian in N.¥. Eirope,

TSD/'i’DS
X. 237/48

June, July and August

TSD/EDS
X.237/48

During the tliree summer months of June, July and August
E-boat oxoerations v/ere at their lowest ebb, and owing to the
short periods of darkaess co\ild only be cari'ied out in the

Central Gliannel area. There were no torpedo attacks during
June and July and minelaying became the main feature though
the torpedo Yf&s.used on occasions when the E-boats were inter
cepted by our surface craft and resvilted in the loss of one of

our mineswee;pi^g trawlers off HarYicli during the ear'll’ hours
of 8 August There were no aircraft on patrol at the• ̂

0) An entry', in the E-boat Command Tifar Diary dated 30 liay 1943
states:— ’All four flotillas (19 boats in all) laid mines
with cutting floats at random in Lyme Ba.y. 4th and 6th
Elotillas off Start Point and 2nd and 5th Flotillas west

of .Berrj’" Head and north of the convoy route. In s]3ite of
aircraft attacks the operation was successfully and quickly
concluded* No action with British coastal forces’.
This was H.M.3, .Red Gauntlet of 338 tons, .(2)
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Fighter Cd,
Form 'T'

time of tills oocvirrenoe. Continued soidiies by iillied air

craft ('^) off the enemy occupied coast had resulted in a few
attacks on E-boats during passages between bases, and on
one occasion eight Y^hirlwind bombers escorted by twenty
Spitfires penetrated L'Abervrach harbour and sunk one
E-boat.(2)

September

There were no torpedo attacks on coastal convoys by
E-boats during September, but once again an intercepting
patrol craft was oounter-attaclced by this means resulting in

the loss of H.M. minesweeping trawler Franc Tiretir of 31^
tons off iiarv'/idi d-uring the niglit of 22t/25 September,
was the only -Allied casualty for the month.

This

limes were actually laid by E-boats on tliree niglits
during September a;ad dummy mining operations were carried out
on three other nights.(3)

Filter Cd.
Foxm I

Air activity on the part of the Allied forces increased
during the month and totalled US sorbies resulting in four
teen attacks,

with E-boats, during wliich attacks were carried out, were
made by aircraft other than those engaged in the Anti-E-boat
role,

month.

In addition twenty—one chance encounters

There Y/as no wastage of Allied aircraft during the

Albacore aiucraft of No, 82f1 Squadron had an unusually
busy time during the first week of September making attacks
on E-boats on every ni^t except one. Especially promising
claims were made for the ni^t of U/5 Sep)tember when four
E—boats were detected by radar proceeding from Boulogne to

the South Varne Buoy.. Here they were attacked by an Albacore
after which tiiey returned to a position just off Boudogne,
remained stationary for a sliort time and then resumed in

the direction of Calais, They v/ere repeatedly attacked
during this passage by Albacores who claimed direct hits on
three vessels one of wliich v/as seen to be on fire. The

Assessment Committee awards for these encounters vrere two

E-boats sunk and two damaged.(4)

0) (derations by R,A,F, aircraft including those under the

operational control of Figiiter Command were:-
June - 59 sorties - 11 attacks and 22 chance encoumters

July - 48 sorties
Augo - 98 sorties - 17 attacks and 10 chance encounters
This oocucrred on the 11 August ajid 3,121 y/as sunk.
On 15 September, F.d.S, comments on an increase in
Allied air and sea activity,
resuilt of this feature and the capitulation of Italy,
enemy landings in the Channel were to be expected in
the near future.

E-boats during the period to be employed mainly on
defensive duties, in spite of the unsuitability for
sucli work, because of the shortage of other suiitable
craft.

The entry in the E-boat Command War Diary for this
night states:
damage to one boat of the 2nd Flotilla during a patrol
off Boulogne."

5 attacks and Nil chance encounters

He states that "as a

It was therefore necessary for

"Enemy aircraft caused superficial

,3

(4)
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or the remaining attacks for this first week of the
t on the night of 6^th, was awardedmonth only one other, that

the category of *sunk'.('l)

The resumption of E-bcat mineslaying took place in the
- Lowestoft area during the night of 2Zi/25 SeptemberHarwich

and naval forces engaged the enemy with a measure of success
on several occasions, but no aircraft were involved.

October

German E-boa.t activity during October was confined to
two major offensive operations, one of minelaying and one
of torpedo attack, (2) The latter had no success, altliough in
seme publications the sinking of H,M, cruiser Cha-pybr^-i n and
HoM, destroyer Llaboume liad been attributed to German
E—boats but this is not the case, (3) Aircraft Tifere not
involved in any of these operations, but five attacks were
made by aircraft engaged in the Anti-E-boat role at other
times during the month and in addition eight chance encounters
also resulted in attacks. Although assessments for two
E—boats sunk were awarded to aircraft, thei-e was no mention
of casualties by this cause in the E-boat Commands v7ar Diary,

November

TSD/feDS
Xe237/48

Although only two torpedo operations were made by
E-boats during November they succeeded in sinking feur

(l) P,d,S's War . Diary states:- *’2j.th Flotilla attacked by
airci aft whilst on passage to Le Marne, One boat
suffered damage as a result of a near miss,
subject of E-boats carrying out a defence role P.d,S,
states "this operation had proved so far that even such
small targets as E-boats could not safely remain wildiin
range of the English coast without being attacked by air
craft .and it was a matter of pure luck that damage had
been so sli^t,"

(2) Details of E-boat sorties for October 1943
Torpedo Attack - 28 sorties, 28 attacks,
M^elaying - 29 sorties, 126 mines laid.

(3) Early in the morning of 23 October a force composed of
H.M. cruiser Charybdis and the destroyers Grenvild e.,
Eooket, Limbournes TaJ..ybont, Stevenstone. and YTensleydafe
were on patrol ((deration "Tunnel") proceeding
westerly course at 14 knots, about 7 miles north of
Triagoz Island, when the cruiser obtained a radar contact
with two units almost right ahead. She fired starshell,
but before these burst she Ti’as torpedoed amidships
the port side, and was hit again on the port side soon
afterwards and sank quick0.y,
was hit about the saine time;
and after, two un.suooessful attempts to tow her she finally
had to be sunk. No enemy ships were seen by any of the
British' vessels. There is no mention of this encounter
in the War* Diary of the German E~boat Command.

German records reveal that these two ships
torpedoed by Torpedo-boats of the 4th Flotilla wlio were
acting as outer escort screen to the Munsterland

proceeding from Brest to Cherbourg (follo’./ing the
German swept channel which kept close along the North
Brittany coast).
^ - .26 - 27,
and Admiralty TSD/fe'DS, ),

On the

raaar

were

on a

on

The destroyer Llmbourne
her bows were blovai off

were

The T.Es, concerned were Ta22 - ̂  -
(Ref:- The War at Sea, Vol.iv, (BR.1738),
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jailed marcliant ships totalling 8,538 gross tons,
the first time for

Tills was

seven months that merchant shipping had
featured under ̂the E-boat cause in the casualty list 7/hioh
was also the highest total of any month in the year. After
6 November no further toi-pedo operations were possible owing
to bad weather. Only two minelaj/’ing forays were attempted
durai^g the month and both wex’e completed with but little
interference from Allied surface craft.

Eighter Gmd,
Form 7 and
H.Q.G.G. O.R.B.
Nov, 1942.

There was increased JLLlied air activity during the
month but attacks fell off by almost 50>S on the previous
month. ̂ One hundred and sixtjr-one sorties v;ere flown but
only six attacks were made. The large increase in airoraf't
sorties was partly due to the introduction of the newly
equipped No. 415 (R.G.A.P.) Squadron into Anti
operations, From the Allied air side the month was also
noteyrorthy^in as much as some Beaufigniters of Coastal Command
scored their first success against E-boats at

■E-boat

sea.

The first convoy to be attacked was Cv7.221 at 0205 hours
on 3 November in the English Channel (East)^ during wliioh
three ships totallilng 3^957 gross tons were sunk. H,M,
destroyer ^jhitshcd on patrol engaged the enemy for about
two hours and claimed two E-boats damaged,
aircraft on pati-ol some ten miles off the French coast
betiiveen Boulogne and Dieppe failed to make contact,
C.-in-C, Portsmouth obse.rved that as there had been no attack
on the C.Wo convoys for eighteen months^ there was no doubt
that we yrere iai seme measure surprised,
that future surface
two de s troyers.(1)

An Jilbacore

The

It was recommended
escort of these convoys should be at least

Admiralty
B,R,1738
Vololir.

The second E-boat torpedo operation against a coastal
convoy took place after the completion of a minelaying sortie
at 2350 hours on the ni.ght of 4 November between Cromer and
Yarmouth. Two ships of the northbound convoy FN. 1170
torpedoed, one of which became a total loss.(2)
destroyers Vega, Fernie and Eglinton engaged the E-boats and
hits were claimed. Under operation ’Conebo* six Beaufinters
of Coastal Command were despatched in time to catch the enemy
before he arrived back at his base, and made a successful
interception of one group of fo’ur E-boats. Both starboard
and port leading vessels were struck amidships with heavy and
concentrated cannon fire and left smoking. The rear star
board and port vessels were also claimed damaged by cannon
fire. Heavy reti^n fire was encountered and one BeaufiglTber
failed to return,(3)

were

H.M,
)

No. 1-6 Group
O.R.B.

(1) F.d.S's coniments on this operation wares- 'Sth Flotilla (9 boats) attacked
the C.W. convoy between Dt^ngeness and Beachy Head. Two ships claimed sunic,
one E-hoat damaged by i- cm hit in engine. •
Ihis was tlie tanker British Proeress^tHBl gross tons.

F.d.s, War Diary:- »2nd, 6th and 8th Flotillas boats) l3i”t Itoandcn
to carry out minelagririi^ operation Uer laying of gr-ounci mines and moored mines
Detwaen 3A and 3B Buoys and between 57^ and 59A aioys end at random in
area northeast of the convoy route. liie first group of the 2nd Flotilla
encountered two destroyers on patrol north of Sffllth»s Knoll,; but laid theirmnes, after which they unsuccessfully attacked the destroyers with torpedoes.TOls group then claimed to have probab.Ty sunlc two ships of the FM convoy.
Ihe sewnd group of this sane Flotilla after laying some t7^enty mines alsoat.anpted to attache the convoy but were chased off by destroyers,
and second groups of the 6th Flotilla laid their mines at
route but were not alnle to attack the

the

The first
random on the convoy

C2)
(3)

^  ̂ convoy. The second group, however,fired their torpedoes at patrol vessels vrithout success. On the return
pass^e to Den .Kelder this group was attacked by six BeeufIghters.
result of damage sustained, S.74 became unmangeable and was scuttled! ,

engine damage and S,116 was also slightly damaged in this air
Uotaok*

As a

Sa21
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December

Ov/ing to xmfavovirable v/ea'bhor conditions dviring Decembei'’,
E-boat activity was confined to two torpedo operations only
in the English Channel area. During the first encoimter
which took place on the night of 1 December, H.M. mhiesweoping
trawler Avanturine in tow of a tug was sunlc with all hands.

An ALbacore of No, 415 (R.C.A.F. ) Squadron ivas on patrol an
the Straits of Dover at the time but did not malte contact

with the enemy. The second torpedo operation took place on

the night of 23 December v/hen a group of E-boats made an

unsuccessful strike against a west channel convoy in'ffeymouth
Bay, They chose to malce the attempt just as ’two destroyei*s
were taking over escort duty with the convoy and were there

fore effectively driven off.

For the first time in eleven months there were no attacks

on E-boats by Allied aircraft althougla 123 sorties wei'e flov/n

during the month.

January 1944

During the first month of 1944> the continioing menace
of enemy E-boats was brought into fociis by two successful
toi'pedo attacks and two attempted attacks, all of which took

place in the English Channel, Aided by unfavourable weather

from the aircraft's point of view the E-boats iiad to contend

maiiily with surface opposition. They si.iffered no losses b\it
inflicted fatal damage on five merchant ships totalling
6,420 gross tons and tv/o of H.M, minesweeping trawlers of
1,090 tons, during the course of two operations, one of which
occurred oji 6 Janviary and the other on 31 Jaiivary, (1) An
attempt to attack the convoy BY, 46I off the Lizard during the
early morning of 17 January was beaten off by the escorting
destroyers, while heavy seas on 21 January caused an attack
on another PW convoy off ELjmiouth to be abandoned.

In spite of unfavourable flying weather conditions
tliroughout the month, aircraft flew 57 sorties and were in

action against IWaoats on two occasions j once agaiiist an
abortive toarpjedo sortie in Lyme Bay when two Beaufigliters of
Fighter Command straffed one gixaup of tliree E-boats during the
dark hours of 21 Januarjr, and again eigiit niglits later when an
Albacore of No, 4I5 (R,G,a,F. ) Sqmdron attacked six E/fe-boats
off Le Treport with bombs, A damage claim wa.s made by the
Fighters(2) but no claim was entered on the Albacores bolialf.
The only minelaying operation of the month took place on the
night of 20 January in the vicinity of Smith's Knoll when
five boats laid mines with delay clocks.

0) During January 1944 E-boat operations were;- Torpedo
sorties - 48 v/ith 24 boats attacking; Minelaying sorties -
5 with 30 mines laid,

F.d.S's comments on this operation were:- 5th Tlotilla
(7 boats) were ordered to attack the Pff convoy off
Plymouth,

cancelled in favoror of an attack against the Eastbound
convoy in Lyme Bay, The convoy however, was not attacked.
The ̂first ̂ group of the Flotilla ̂ vas sliot up by a t-win-
engined fighter and boats v/ere hit. The enemy must
liave some special radar equipnent, and if by this device
air attacks on E-boats can be made on dark nights, then
our operations within radar range will be restricted.

0v?ing to heavy seas from the west, tlxLs was

(2)
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February

During February the E-boats doubled their torpedo
sorties and changed the operational area from the Channel to
the East Coast convoy routes Combined torpedo and mine
laying operations were, carried out in this area with a

Tloree attempts were made how
ever, to attack the Channel convoys, but tvro were abandoned
owing to bad visibility and one was frustrated by aircraft
attacks. Minelaying took place on four nights of the month -
12/I3th, 13/14th, 14/I5th and 23/24th - off the Humber,
Southwold and in the Smith’s Enoll area, (^ )

limited amount of success.

At about 0125 hours on the morning of 13 February li.M,
minesweeping trawler Cap d’Antifer of 50O tons was torpedoed
by one of these minelayirg parties and simlc off the Humber,
A patrol of Coastal Force Units sighted the enemy but action
could not be joined owing to lack of speed, A Wellington
aircraft of No, 415 (HeC,A„F,) Squadron T/as on a ’Deadly’
patrol at the time but it ?vas too far south to be of any
use.

On the night of I4 February HoM, corvettes MaT lard
and Shear^yater. on patrol off Southwold, engaged five E-boats
which turned about one mile short of the swept channel and
appeared to retire to the north-eastwards. (S') Wellington
aircraft were delayed from reaching patrol by the weather
uintil after the E-boats had passed througli their patrol
lines.

The following night a group of E-boats located by
s patrolling Albacore off Barfleur was attacked with bombs
and a claim for serious damage to one boat was made, (3)

Fovir times dinring the week ending 26 February E-boats
operated off the coast of East Anglia. At 2330 hours
on the night of 24 February the convoy F3,1371 was attacked
by about twelve E-boats when 23 miles east of Yarmouth,
One British merchantman was torpedoed and sahk(4) near

Hearty I&oll with the loss of six of her crew of twenty-
H,M, destroyers Vivien and Eglinton each drove off a

The Yfellington aircraft of ’Deadly
too far to the northward to be involved.

fix’-e.

group of E-boats. was

On the following

(1) During February details of E—boat operations v/ere j—
Torpedo sorties - 99 with 26 attacks;
49 with 174 mines laid,

(2) These boats were of the 2nd and 8th Flotilla. The 2nd
Flotilla were ordered to lay mines on the East coast con
voy route. They were supported by the 8th Flotilla
which had been instructed to attack M.G.B.s with the
object of capturing one to bring back to base. When
the 2nd FLotilla encoimtered a destroyer working with
M.G.B.s, F.d.s. signalled the 8th Flotilla to proceed
further south; and while the latter were chased by the
M.G.B.s on^the^return journey the 2nd Flotilla were able
to lay their mines without further interiuption. The
8th Flotilla were brought to action off Ijmunden and
there were oasmlties among the personnel on both sides
(Ref! F.d.s. War Diary).
These boats were of the 5th Flotilla which left
Cherbourg with 15 boats to attack the GW convoy between
Dungeness and Beachy Head. They were attacked by
British bombers according to F.d.S. and returned to harbour
This was the British ship Philip M. of 2,085 gross tons,

SECRET
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(3)

(4)
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night a further effort was made to contact the PS, convoj hut
failed. The enemy was chased away hy destroyers and M.G.B's,

On the ni^t of 28 February, E-hoats wei’e located in the
Smith's Knoll area by a Wellington aircraft but contact was

lost after three quarters of an hour, (l) The last attempt
of the month by E-boats to contact a west olmnnel convoy
was abandoned in the Plymouth area owing to the rapid
deterioration in visibility.

Sorties flown by Allied aircraft were about the same as

in the previous month i,e, 58 with five attacks. One
aircraft failed to return.

March

Although during the month of liarch, "102 to:^edo sorties
were made by E—boats not a single attack on Allied shipping
was delivered, neither were there any minelaying operations.
Allied aircraft patrols were stepped up to I07 sorties v/ith
eight attacks but there were no casualties on either side.

The presence of E-boats as far vrest as Lands End was
discovered on the ni^t of "15 ^iarch, when a lialifax of

No, 502 Squadron, Coastal Command, located seven E-boats by
radar during the course of an Anti-submarine patrol in the
South western approaches.
7 X 250 lb D.C.s but there were no.visible results, A

Wellington aircraft of No, 172 Sqiaadron was diverted to
attack and also made to aftaoks with -depth ciiarges but aiDart
from seeing the explosion nothing further vras observed.
Before the enemy escaped to the soutlivyard, they were inter—

One

Two attacks vfQre made with

cepted by H,M, destroyers Brissenden and Millbreak.
E-boat was claimed sunk, tvvo were liit by 4 inch shell, and

others damaged by close range v/eapons. From
boats were believed to have been operating, (2;

ten to twelve

Three further attempts were made during the latter half
of March to attack the EW convoys between Portland and

Plymouth but in each case no convoys were found.
resTllts were experienced ..during four attempts to find the
East coast convoys on the ni^ts 25/26th, 29/30th, 30/31st,
during the course of which there were several brushes with
Allied-naval and air forces, (3)

The same

These were boats of the 2ncl and 8th Flotillas which according to F.d,S's
VRjr Diary were ordered to operate against the FS convoy off Qnlthis Knoll,
They were located ty aircraft on the way out. Operation broken off

owing to bad visibility.
F.d.s*s War Diary states:- ‘Sth and 9th Flotilla (10 boats) ordered to
attack WP convoy off Lands End, Boats were located and shadowed by
British aircraft when I5 miles NNW. of Ouessant, Large enemy force
(Destroyers, minesweepers and Landing Craft) between Lands End and Lizard
Head presumably awaiting E-boat attack in Mounts Bay. Convoy remained to
the north of E-boats. During a chase by destroyers, S.11|3 was hit in the
forecastle, but after Jettisoning two torpedoes reached harbour safely.
Flotilla was bombed three times.

Note by F.d.S re second half of March 194t, Nine operations were undertaken,
five on the British East Coast and five In the Channel, None of these

torpedo attacks was successful. Reasons - insufficient reconnaissance reports,
bad weather, strong enemy defences and prompt warning of convoys. All these
factors made surprise attacks Impossible, The course of these operations
sliowed clearly that in contrast to 194) and 19^1, success no longer cane
easily to E-boats, Owing to the superior Radar system, strong escorts
and air patrols of the British and.the German dependence on goed
visibility, each success must be paid for by many fruitless attacks.

5th

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Of 1-are occixrrence was a ra;Ld directed specifically
against E-boat shelters, but during this month the first large
scale operation against this tjrpe of target was made by the
U.S. Ninth Air Force. On 26 March, 338 Maraudei-s attacked the
port of Ijmuiden with 594 tons of G.P. bombs, the maim weight
of which was directed on the E and E-boat shelters,
damage assessment for this raid it was stated that pens under
construction had received three direct hits with at least ten

Only

In the

hits on buildings concerned with the structural v/ork,
one ai-.rcraft failed to return. \ ̂ )

April and May

Admiralty
3R 1738
Vol.V

During April and May large numbers of Allied vessels were
gathering in south coast ports in readiness for the forth
coming invasion of Europe, and these assemblies and the
which '.rere essential so that they might know their respective
parts in the undertaking, naturally constituted an incentive to
enemy attack, E~boat torpedo operations, however,
down but minelaying showed a substantial increase,
merchant ships in trade convoys were lost during the period by
E-boat torpedo but a Dutch tug(2) on passage to Portsmouth fell
a victim to, this cause, during the first attack made by E-boats
in the Dover Straits since the night of 2/3 December 1943.
addition a United States military convoy consisting of eigh't
L. S.T.s and two pontoons with only one coi-vette as close escoz-t,

proceeding independently as a follow up convoy in exei-cise
‘Tiger* and i-an into trouble when 33 miles fzzom Slapton beach
head, A group of E-boats searching for U.P. convoy came

. across this weakly escorted convoy and managed to penetrate the
covering force wi.th little difficulty. The U.S, L.S.T.s 50/
and ̂  were sunk and 289 was damaged and towred to Plymouth,
Destroyers and coastal craft rescued 290 suzzvivors and
recovei-ed 97 bodies. On the return journey the enemy vras
sighted by H.M. destu-oyers Qffa and Qrvrell but escaped by the
use of smoke and high speed,(3),

exercise

In

was

s

TSD/P.D..S.
X. 237/48

Admiralty
B.R. 1738
Vol. V

Idines were laid by E-boats on two nights in April and six
nights in May largely in the Channel area as an anti-invasion
measure, (4) but not without frequent interruptions by naval and

(1) F.d.S.s. comments on this raid were:- »0n 26 March I jmulden was attadced by
more than 100 enany bombers. The old bunker remained undamaged by bombs.
Damage to tiie new bunker would cause a building delay of about eight wedcs.
Outside the bunkers S.93 and S.129 were hit and becair.a total losses. This
emphasised the importance of sheltered berths in bunkers'.

(2) This was the Roode Zee of i|.68 gross tons lost with all hands.
(3) F.d.S.s. comments on this encounter were:- 5th and 9th Flotillas (9 boats)

left Cherbourg to attack W.P. convoy ten miles west of Portland Bill.
Before reaching the convoy two boats engaged a destroyer, which they claimed
torpedoed and sank. Remaining E-boats contracted  a convoy of six vessels,
like landing craft, weaitly escorted. The 9th Flotilla claimed 2 L.S.T.s.
sunk and 1 L.C.T. torpedoed. The 5th Flotilla was fired on by a small
vessel but not hit. On the return joimney the 9th Flotilla encountered a
scattered group of L.C.T.s escorted by »PC.7lt*. About the same time the
5th Flotilla ran into tlmee or four destroyers (Force 2?) which had left
a patrol off the Britanny coast to intercept the E-boats, No boats were lost.

((|) A situation report by F.d.S, dated 15 May 194(+ states:- 'Apart from increas
ingly lively activity of the Allied naval and air forces in the Channel and
the practice landings reported by the German 'Y' service, there had been no
changes in the E-boat area of operations to Indicate that the invasion woiUd
soon begin. Orders from Naval War Staff and Group West for a more Intensive
minelaying offensive in the Isle of Wight area, and for a third E-boat
flotilla to operate in the Channel, led to the order being given to move the
i+th Flotilla to Boulogne en route for Le Havre, It was then recognised that
the Allied defences in the restricted waters round the Isle of Wight would
glvo very little opportunity for mlnelaylng, and the 4th Flotilla vas ordered
to remain in Boulogne. The following dispositions were planned for the
summer:-

TSD/F.D.S.

X.257/48

Cherbourg - 5th and 9th Flotillas.
Ostend

Boulogne - 4th Flotilla
I jmui den )
Rotterdam)

-8th Flotilla

2nd Flotilla (now undergoing conversion)
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air forces including 'Lightnings
Command.(1)

of the United States Fighter

H.Q.C.C. O.R.B. Eighty-six sorties were flown specifically on ihiti-E-boat
patrols in April by aircraft of the Royal Air Force or others

under their operational control, and ninety-five in May.
attacks against E-boats in April did not produce any substan

tial claims, but of the tvrenty-three attacks in May, one made
by a Swordfish of the Fleet Air Arm recently placed under the

operational control of Coastal Command appeared to be very
promising and earned the av/ard of 'serious damage'.(2)

(vii) Conclusion.

Ten

&

H.g. p.c.
Form '!'

Prom the R.A.P.'s point of view, the period had been one
of increased air action against the E-boat with an exchange
rate of foiir kills for the price of ten aircraft. Pour other

kills had been obtained bjr the United States Vlllth and IXth

Air Forces by daylight raids on ports. At sea, however,
although the location of the E-boat had been made easier by
radar, it was still as difficult as ever to sinlc it. A

variety of aircraft, including Albacores and Swordfish, with
an almost equal variety of weapons, had been used in the Anti-
E-boat role, but none could be said to have completely solved
the problem of killing E-boats at sea from the air. So far
the cannon had accounted for two of the tiiree boats sunk at

sea, vdiile bombs had destrojred one E-boat at sea and one in

port. Recent trials had also confirmed the cannon and bomb as

being the two most suitable wreapons for use against this type
of surface craft during the forthcoming major operations in

support of the invasion landings.

The provision of aircraft for anti-E-boat operations was
also brought to a head during the period. It had been agreed
by the Air Ministry and the Admiralty that it was an R.A.F.

commitment but the lack of a suitable tj’pe of strike aircraft

within the R.A.P. had led the Admiralty, as a temporary measure,
first to loan Albacores and Swordfish to carry out ticese

operations, and secondly, to hand over all the available
Albacores so that in conjunction v/ith some Yfellington XIIIs, a
composite squadron could be forraed for use solely in the Anti-

E-boat role pending the development of a suitable strike
aircraft.

See Appendix
XXIV

A.H.B./IIE/67/
563

Although earlier in 19A3 it had been declared within the

Air Ministry that a fast moving type of aircraft would not be

suitable for Anti-E-boat operations on dark nights, the

Beaufighter had now been placed on trial as a night fighter of

0) During these two months, surface forces of the Rojo’s! Navy
accounted for two E-boats, S.147 by destroyer action and
S.14I by M.G-.B. action.
In addition a Swordfish of the Fleet Air Arm under the

operational control of Coastal Ccsrmand sank S.87 vdth
bombs.

An entry dated 1 9«5»41- in P.d.S.s. diary states:- '8th
Flotilla (7 boats) laid mines off Orfordness bewteen 52
and 3A Buoys. Mining carried out in spite of enemy
attacks. Boats reported that British patrols were
stronger, and destroyers followed the E-boats until they
were 12 miles east of the convoy route. M.G.B.s also
attacked. Boat 5.87 damaged and set on fire by aircraft
attack, and later sunlc.

«

(2)
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E-boats and first results appeared to be encouraging. Ho’^rer,
it will be seen in the next volume to what extent these early
hopes were realised and what contribution the Beaufighter made
to the defeat of the E-boat at sea.

Admty./TSD/PIB
X. 237/48
Page 224

Prom the enemy's
fourteen months had not v:

!^ic.e E-boat operations dur;lng the past
regressed as favourably as expected.

By the end of the period under review, i.e. May 1944, the
superiority of Allied naval and air forces was compelling the
(^rman E-boat anm to curtail its purely offensive activities
in spite of an increase in the number of craft available for
operations,

remained unaltered during the period, i.e. torpedo attacks
against coastal convoys and minelaying, but their efforts had
been less successful.(1)

The main operational tasks for E-boats had

The causes of this setback were manifold but the main
reasons given in a report issued by the Senior Officer E-boats
(P.d.S) dated 31 December 1943,

(i) Allied air superiority had made daylight operations
impossible for the German E-boat forces which

finally restricted to operating on moonless nights only,

(ii) Apart from air superiority, the Allied destroyers
and coastal forces escorting convoys had been increased
and measures against E-boats had been perfected.

were;-

were

(iii) The development of Allied radar equipment on land,
at sea and in the air v/as particularly worthy of consid
eration. E-boats were often fired on before the enemy
was in sight.

The report vrent on to state that, while the threat of air
attacks on E-boats by the Royal Air Force did not increase as
much as expected, attacks by aircraft were, nevertheless, a
grave daiiger to E-boat operations and if sufficiently strong,
could eliminate the night operations altogether.

Ovdng to the air requirements of the Eastern,  . - campaign,
co-operation between the E-boat arm and the German Air Force
had also suffered a serious setback.^  . The E-boat, through lack
oi air support,^had been left to carry out offensive operations
in the ’.'fest unaided, and virith growing Allied pressure on the
Geman convoy routes an increase in defensive operations had
been found necessary at the expense of offensive activities.
It was considered by P.d.S. that if E-boat operations T/ere to
be successful, air support was essential.

^ ̂ review of operations during 1943, it was mentioned
that E-boat losses had been the largest since the commencement
of E-boat operations in 1940. The rise was due mainly to
increased^aircraft attacks and hits scored by surface forces,
all of vi^ich had been used in greater numbers than hitherto.
Of the turelve E-boats lost during the year, six had been
sunlv by surface forces, turo ,bv air raid^, tWree by direct air-
crafi;) at'ta.ck at sca^ cv-vd one, tviine
of the total number lost were engaged in torpedo attack and t^7o
on mine laying. The remainder were sunk in harbour or on

Seven

(1) In 1942, two hundred torpedo attacks by E-boats had
resulted in the^loss of Allied shipping to the extent of
2b ships totalling 38,397 gross tons, whereas in 1943,
one hmdred andgfoj;^- -Hjro attacks had accounted for
16 ships totall OSS tons*
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passage "betiAreen bases. During the first five months of 1
the E~boat arm suffered further losses to the extent of €iqUt
boats;, three surface forces^ two by air raids, one by direct
aircraft attack at sea and two by collision.

As a result of altered operational conditions E-boats had
been improved as regards engines, types of torpedoes and gun
armament,

plating.
"1943, provided up to three E-boats per month,
speeded up to produce five in December and six thereafter.

It was proposed to increase production to tiwelve, then seven
teen and finally tv7enty-five per month by establishing a tliird
E-boat yard at Gotenhafen. The bottleneck to the building
up of the E-boat arm was the supply of trained personnel,
especially Comnanders. Tlie requisite number of officers had
not been supplied so far, by the personnel department of the
Naval High Command, and as a result some E-boats had to be
taken over by Warrant Officers. The E-boat Training Division
had been formed on 1 November 1943, and recently enlarged to
cope with the situation. ■ Further plans for forming new
Flotillas were dependent upon the fulfilment of the accelerated
building programme and the supply of trained personnel.

They were novr fitted mth cupola bridges and armour
Tire S~boat productioir programme had, up to November

This was

To sum up. Taking all the difficulties of both sides
into consider’ation it appeared that the Allied Anti-E-boat
operations were beginning to take toll of the German E-boat arm
and unless a prompt and substantial increase of E-boats and

personnel could be effected, there was every likelihood that
the growing superiority of Allied measures in this field of the
sea war would continue to stifle the enemy's efforts to dislo
cate our coastal traffic. Of special significance was the
fact that although aircraft could not by any means be regarded
as killers of E-boats the mere threat of air attack was having
a psirchological effect on the enemy which vms compelling him
to act with extreme caution.

PART II. TIE MTI G.A.F. CAMPAIGN - MARCH 1943 TO MAY 1944.

(i) Introduction

H.Q.F.C.
O.R.B.s

Mar. 43 to

May 2(i|-,

Despite a most consistent effort oh the part of the
Gemian Air Force in maintaining a close watch over coastal
shipping in Home Waters onl3r twelve attacks were made at seaj
all these occurred during the first four months of the period
mder reviev/ and as far as the sinicing of ships was concerned
thej’- proved to be quite ineffective. Meanwhile in the RoyalH.Q.F.C.

H.Q.C.C.
O.R.Bs

Mar, 43 to

May

&

Air Force, both Fighter and Coastal Commands continued to
afford protection for coast\-d.se shipping during the period,
but in view of the apparent non-aggressive attitude of the
enemy, and the Increasing commitments resulting from the build
up for 'Cverlord', their total effort in aid of the routine
convoys was far below that of the previous period. As aircraft
T;ere withdrawn from the task of direct convoy protection so

alternative measures were introduced to safeguard shipping in
the event of the renev/al of. the offensive by the G.A.F,
latter, howeverj never materialised.

The

(ii) Demands for increased participation of G.A.F. in sea Ware

IIG.1/70
Rise and Fall

of G.AaP.

P«318

At the commencement of the period under review the G.A.F,
specialist anti-shipring forces in North West Europe stood at
the lowest level of strength and efficiency which had yet been
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reached.(l) Since the Spring of 1942, the strengths of
PliegerfuJirer Atlantilc and Flieger Korps IX had steadily-
declined; first, hy the transfer of the ne-#ly equipped and

trained torpedo boniber units to Norv/ay for action against the
Allied convoys to and from Russia; secondl3'-, bjr their subse

quent transfer to the Mediterranean theatre to oppose the

Allied landings in Worth Africa; and thirdly, by the
squandering of the bomber units on reprisal raids against Great

Britain. In consequence, Allied shipping in coastal waters

around the United Kingdom became virtually immune from direct

attack and comparativelj- free fram the hazards of aerial mines.

In September 1943, yet a further reduction in the
Anti-ship'oing forces of Eliegerfuhrer Atlantic was projected
in a proposal to T/ithdraTf Kampgeschwader 6; a move which
induced General Kessler - then ia command - to place on record

a critical account of the mMuier in which the G-.A.P. anti

shipping campaign had been conducted from the higher levels.

In a letter dated 5 September 1943, addressed to the Chief of
the General Staff of the Luftwaffe (Generaloberst Jeschonnek),
Kessler requested that 'the post of Pliegerfuhrer Atlantic be

dissolved and recommended that the few air units remaining in

the Command be either incorporated in Pliegerkorps IX or

alternativeljr placed under the command of P.d.L. (2)
General Kessler then proceeded to review the whole situation

and comiTienced by pointing out that in no other area was so

great a voluirae of ship-^oing moved with such regularity and such

concentration over such clearly defined shiDping lanes as in
the coastal areas aroiuid Great Britain.

A.H.B.6
Translation

Wo.VIl/37

On taking over coimand in the Spring of 1942, he had
assumed that his forces vrere destined for operations solely
against Allied shipping,
against these targets vrould have had the most favourable
indirect effect on the German position at other fronts,
operations -were, from the very beginning, never properly
carried out; nistead, his bambing units had been used to an

ever increasing extent for attacks on targets on the English
mainland,

shipping operations, i.e. periods o'f bright moonlight, had

been misused by directing the bcmbers to English cities.
Much as he appreciated that the terror raids of the Allies

against German cities must be answered by stern comter
measures, he could never understand why these had to be

directed solelj'- against English inland cities.

In his opinion sj'-stematic attacks

Su

Especially of late, all periods suitable for ant

He was

ch

i

In February 19I33 the strength of the G.A.F. units available for anti-shipping
operations In NPf. Europe were:-
Fllegerfuhrer Atlantllc
Long range recces
IWin-engined figliters
Bombers

Coastal

Strength Serviceable
8JU,88

JU,88c.b.
FU200

At. 196

3(F) 123.
V/KG.UO,
III/KG.iO,
5/196

12

1329
11 7

1616

(1)

iA68Totals;

8KG,6 JU.88 12Attached Bombers

80 52Atlantlk Totals:

Fllegerkorps IX
Short range recce.
Long range recce.
Bombers

27FlklSO
Me. 109
JU.88

Do.217

331  and 2 (H) 13
3 and 4 (F) 123
I and II I/KG. 6
I and III/KG,2

2027
63 25

3953

Total; 176 111France and Belgium

Ffihrer der Seeluftstrelt Krifte = A.O.C. Sea Strike Forces.(2)
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convinced that the ’Achilles heel’ of the British was their

shipping, and that only in this domain could a deadlj?- blov/ be
strucks

Then followed an account of the domestic problems that
had to be solved before operations could be cari’ied out by the
motley assortment of units that had, from time to time, come
under the command of Fliegerfuhrer Atlantilc. Lastly, he
endeavoured to deal virith the expressions of dissatisfaction
made by the High Command on more than one occasion, relative
to the many unsuccessful sorties flo^vn.

In conclusion. General Kessler expressed his firm belief
that the question of shipping space was the deciding factor in
this T/ar.

500,000 gross tons of Allied shipping per month there would be
no need to v/orry about the industrial potential of England and
America.

If the German air and naval forces could sink

It was not too late for a new lease of life to be

infused into the Anti-Shipping Coiimand which could only be
achieved, hoT/ever, by the arrival of new formations, especially
a torpedo-bombing Gruppe, and by the realisation that the sole
task must be the vfar against shipping,
tate help being given to the submarine fleet, by attacking
more shipping and shipbuilding yards and a strengthening of
defences by night fighters in particular.

This would necessi-

Hitler

Conferences

on Naval

Affairs.

1943.

Coupled with General Kessler’s criticism of the conduct

of the Anti-shipping campaign were the incessant demands of
Admiral Doenitz, C.-in-C., Navy, for increased air support in
pressing home the attacks against Allied merchant shipping.
Among these was a memorandum submitted to Hitler at a
conference held on 21 April 1943 in which the Naval Staff had
stated that the Allies could not stand nn overall loss of

500,000 to SOOjOOO bons per month of merchant shipping for any
length of time. Germany vd.th her submarines. E-boats and Air
Force, and her allies Japan and ltal3'', must exert every
possible effort to achieve this objective. C.-in-C. Navy
emphasised the necessity to force the British to maintain
escorts along the English coastline in order to keep them from
attacking German convoys, and to supplement the submarine war
by sinlcing the many ships moving in English coastal v/aters.

A development of the last naned objective was the subject
of a further conference between the Puhrer and C.-in-C,, Navy
held on 8 July,1943, when Admiral Doenitz submitted his plan
to intensif^r minelaying operations. It contained the
proposal to lay 3,000 mines per month off the coasts of Britain.
Planned in conjunction with the G.A.F. as a surprise attack
for August, a nev/ mine wa.s to be used. The Fuehrer expressed
his misgivings as to the use of this new weapon by the Air
Force because he was afraid that the mines might be dropped on
land thereby compromising the details of construction and
purpose before the full benefit of the nevf mine could be

realised. In defence, the C.-in-C. Navy explains that only
500 mines per month could be laid with the surface vessels at
his disposal within the area, which v/as too small a number to
achieve his objective. At least 3,000 mines must be laid, and
for such a large operation the co-operation of the GA.F. was
iiidispensable; besides the use of aircraft on minela,ying y/ould
be less costly since the Air Force did not have to reckon
with such high losses as in the case of an attack on an English
city. Therefore, as manj/- aii’craft as possible should be set
aside for minelaying operations because the Allies vrould be
hit at their most vital spot. An increase in sinking through
mines would be particularly welcome at this time (ice. summer 1943
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in order to cover the period of fexr submarine sinlcings,
so that the Allied relief could be kept at the lowest
'oossible level.

A.H.B.6

Translation

No.VIl/17

Tliere was nothing new in the way of x^lans for the direct

attack of shipping in coastal waters, but pressure had been

brought to bear by C.-in-C. Navy for more active air support
specifically against merchant-shipping in the Atlantic; in

consequence, a directive was issued by Reichsmarschal Goering

in September 1943, to Pliegerfuhrer Atlantilc, containing
detailed orders for the further participation of the Luiftwaffe
in such attacks,

were pursuing the same aim, Pliegerftihrer Atlantik should,
therefore, co-operate mth the C.-in-C., U-boat Fleet.
Although only limited forces were available at present, con
siderable successes could still be achieved,

(iii)

It T/as stated that as U-boats and aircraft

G.A.F. preparations to meet the Allied invasion.

IIG.1/70
Rise and Pall

of G.A.P.

P.316 - 321

By the summer of 1943, the overriding need to prepare
against the expected Allied iavasion of occupied ‘■..'estem
Europe had begun to influence G.A.P. policy and operations.

The first sign ii the change of emphasis was the transfer
of General Major Pelts from Italy in August 1943, to command
FliegerKorps the bamber force on the Western front. He
was given control of all barber units, iicluding anti-shipping
forces, in Northern Prance and the Low Countries,
same time PliegerKorps IX v/as notably reinforced by the with
drawal of the whole of the long range bomber force from Italy.
Concurrently, a large programme for the expansion of the anti
shipping force was put in hand and the development of new
Tfeapons urgently pressed forward. By the autumn of 1943,
three new units had been forrmed, one equipped with the long
aAvaited He.177, the others with Do.217s, all of them using
remote control missiles, vis. either the HS.293 glider bomb
and/or the PX, radio controlled bomb. Slimultaneouslj'-, an
existing long range bomber unit was converted for torpedo
operations, and more of such conversions were projected during
the winter of 1943 - 1 944* By this means it was hoped that
by June 194^i-, there would be a balanced force of some five
Gruppen of torpedo-bombers and a similar number of units
operating with remotely controlled missiles. Experiments
were also undertalcen with a view to the development of the
Me.410 as a tornedo-carrying aircraft, possessing higher speed
and greater manoeuvrability than the Ju.88, but for technical
reasons it was found that this aircraft was not suitable for

such eraplojT.-ient. A completel3'' new innovation was also devised
but only very small numbers became available in time to oppose
the Allied invasion. The device consisted of a 'pick-a-back'
type of composite aircraft laiovci as the 'Mistel', consisting
of a Ju.88 heavily loaded -with explosive charges surmounted by
a Me.109, so arranged, that the pilot in the latter controlling
the tvro aircraft coupled together, coutld release the Ju«88
at close range against the selected target,
was to use these novel weapons against Allied battleships or
other major naval units supporting the laiading.

B,y.February 19V+, further preparatory measures had been
taken towards the building up of the necessary Command
organisation to meet the Allied landings, again at the expense
of the Italian theatre; in particular they were concerned with
the development of airfields, cammunicatlons, supplies and
ground organisation generally.

At the

The intention

Ibid and
A.DoG.B. Pile
So20042/lMi:
22 April 1944
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The third major step occurred in the middle of March 192|J(.
vAien the Luftwaffe Aiiti—Shipping Oainaand was absorbed into
fliegerKorps X which had recently returned to N.YL Eirrope from
the Mediterranean tlieatre.

bordber units based in southern Prance, where they were
strategically placed in order to guard against an Allied landing
in that area or alternatively on the western front, came under
the control of Plieger Division 2 which was subordinated to
the new PliegerKorps X.
ferred to this Command, and was selected for this task ii view
of his long standing esqperience in anti-shipping operations,
not only in the eastern Mediterranean, but previously in Wor¥\ray
as Pliegerfuhrer North and Pliegerfuhrer North-east from 1%1
to 1943.

At the same tirae the torpedo-

General Leutnant Nolle was trans-

These measures canpleted the basic preparation for the
conduct of operations on the western front and finally eclipsed
the Mediterranean as a major theatre of Luftwaffe operations,

(iv) C.A.P. strength and dispositions - April 1944

IIG,l/70
Rise and Pall

of G.A.P.

P.321

To meet the Allied seaborne assault, the Luftwaffe had
planned for a strong force of up to 450 aircraft, T/hich would
also serve as a powerful and formidable complement to the long
range bomber foi’ce; circumstances w'-ere, however, to be such
that the full expansion envisaged was never achieved owing to
the interruption of the bomber progranme in favour of concentra
tion on fighter production for the defence of the Reich.
Moreover those units which had been engaged on land bombing
operations throughout the winter of 1943-44 had incurred heavy-
losses, the torpedo-bomber units in pai-ticular proving notably
vulnerable. In consequence, by April 1944 the total anti
shipping forces had been built up to not more than'200-250
aircraft and even this strength was not maintained, dropping to
approximately 190 aircraft by early June.

Ibid

P.314-316
There had also come about an acute shortage of crews with

the highljr specialised training and experience necessary for
the effective employment of the Torpedo-bomber arms in
particular. The numbers could be achieved but not the vital
element of quality. As the losses at the various fronts began
to rise in 1943 and early 19^-i4 so the standard of training fell
and the pilots sent to the respective fronts lacked general
flying experience. Among the many factors \vhich contributed
to this lowering of quality in aircraft crews, one of the
principle causes was that the Luftvvaffe was no longer able to
train its flying personnel in the more consistently good weather
conditions found in Southern Prance and Italy, Consequently
■the changeable northern vreather pla3'-ed an important part in the
failure of programme fulfilment. The effects of the various
shortcomings and vrealcnesses of the G.A.P. training prograi-mies
eventually imposed increased preoccupation on the more
ejperienced unit and formation leaders, and so further detracted
from, their efficiency.

The disposition of the anti-shipping forces during the
period leading up to the Allied landings undoubtedly depended
upon the general strategic situation and therefore could not be
decided upon in detail, but the broad intention was to have an
anti-shipping force under PliegerKorps IX in northern Prance
and the Lo\7 Comtries with the anti-shipping forces under
PliegerKorps X dn southerii and south-western France - the move
ment of these forces being dependent upon those of the Allied
shipping concerned with the landings.
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It vT®.s not until the last v/eelc of April that air opera
tions began to be directed against iillied invasion
preparations in United Kingdom ports, which included a

determined attack vatli radio-controlled bombs on imjor fleet

units at Plymouth; however, no iiiiportant objective Tra.s hit

and no further operations with missiles of this type were

undertaken against the United Kingdom,

(v) A reduction in Allied Eipjater Protection

During the first four,months of the period under reviev/
the general arrangements for the provision of anti-aircraft
patrols for the protection of coastal shipping on passage
¥d.thin forty miles of the coast of the British Isles and

Northern Ireland, reinained as laid down in Pieter Command

Operational Instruction No.37/1942.

The ineffectiveness of the G.A.P's opex-ations against this

shipping already in evidence by the summer of 1942, iivas

continued througliout the following vdnter, so that it had been

possible for Pi^iter Coimand to reduce its defensive effort

accordingly, without trepidation,(l)

H.Q.C.C,
Pile

S.15011
Encl.l6A

Since the introduction of the existing instructions for

the ’Protection of Shipping' in August 1942, nujnerous minor

amendments had been made in fact, so much so, that by May 1943
it was obvious that a new instruction, embodying all the amend

ments, 'i/.as r'ecyiired.
taken to siiiiplify the procedure whenever possible, bearing in
mind the need to conserve aircraft to meet the additional
commitments necessitated by the preparations for
The new operational instruction, introduced on 15 July 1943j
agreed vdth its predecessor in all the essential details with

but few exceptions,

degrees of protection which could be given in future. Instead

of four(2) there were now to be three only.(3) In actual
prac~ice, however, the economies in terms of aircraft sorties
were barely noticeable from this cause alone.

At the same time the opportunity was

’Overlord’.

The most important change was in the

11G/S.500/5/
Ops.
Enel. 444

A much lai'ger contribution in conserving aircraft was

effected by dovmgrading the degree of pi-otection given to
Por instance, in the Dover

Straits area the Category 3 shipping vdiich had formerly been

given 'Pi^iter Escort ’ was from 10 June 1943 to be protected
by 'Pi^iter Watdi’ from sections of Typhoons held at ‘standby*
or 'readiness* on the ground* Two of the reasons given for

this reduction in the scale of filter protection in this

particular area -./ere:-

(i) The abandonment by the enemy of attaolcs on shipping,

(ii) The improved low flying R.D.P. cover nov/ in operation
in this area.

certain categories of shipping.

See Appendix XXP.
See Volume III, Chapter XIV.
Fighter Escort - Aircraft giving direct protection by
flying in the vicinity of the shipping to be protected.
Pigliter Cover - Aircraft on defensive patrols or
defensive sweeps maintaining air superiority over  a given
area.

Fiphter Watch - Aircraft at readiness on the ground, able

to take-off imnediatelj'- on v/arning of attack or a call f«r

‘Help* being received.

1

2

3
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Provision had been made, however, for an immediate
increase in the scale of fighter protection should the enemy
resuTiie his attacks on shipping.

Appendix IM Reference to Appendix IM ?d.ll show the extent of the
reductions made in aircraft sorties by day during the fourteen
months under review compared with the preceding equivalent
194^43 period when the G.A.P. was more active,
be observed that a drastic reduction in night sorties had been
made as well, but this v/as not done for the same reason.
Experience had shown that close fighter escort over convoys
during the hours of darkness was seldom successful in inter

cepting enemy aircraft without some form of aided control.
Moreover the presence of our own fighters had the tendency to
confuse the A,A. defences of the ships, which could not easily
distinguish between friend and foe, and in consequence were
liable to withhold their fire until too late or engage friendly
fighters and thereby give away the position of the convoy to
the enemy.

It will also

H.Q. P.G.

Operational
Instruction

No.61/1942
Enel. 45A

HQCC/S.15011

In a statement of policy on the protection of shipping at

night laid down for the guidance of Fighter Groups, due

enphasis was given to the procedure of fighters remaining
with the convoy as long as possible at dusk as this was a

favourite period for enemy attack. Likewise at dawn, escort
T/as to be resvuned so that fighters were over the convoy at
first light,
possible effort to intercept the enemy on his way to or from

the convoy area at night, and the use of A.I. for this purpose
was to be developed wherever experience proved that results

were obtainable. Fighters were to keep clear of the convoys
during the hours of darkness. On bright moonlight nights
the policy was to remain the same unless the Naval authorities

considered that a particular convoy would be better protected
by retaining the fighter escort,

(vi) V.H.F. Broadcasts to Ships at sea - 'Legacy*

Fighter Groups were to continue to make every

HQ. No.11 Grp.
File

S/500/5/Ops/lII
Enel. 81A

By the autumn of 1942, escort vessels with coastal convoys
were able to intercept the V.H.F. R/T messages passing between
forward relay stations and our own fighters, and were thus able

to maintain their own plot of hostile aircraft and thereby
gain valuable warning of the direction of their approach.

F.C.O.I,

No. 58/1942
It was considered by the Naval authorities concerned

that such information would be of even greater value to the

Naval escorts when our own fighters v/ere unable to be in the
vicinity, so it was decided to institute trials whereby the

pos'Ition of hostile aircraft shown on Sector Operations Room

tables would be broadcast by V.H.F. R/T for the special benefit
of the escort vessels and their convoys.

In the first series of trials commenced on 28 November

1942, two sea areas were selected in the southern North Sea
and Straits of Dover,

casts from Hornchurch Sector Operations Room, the western area

by broadcasts from Biggin Hill Sector. Operations Room through
their appropriate forward R/T relays. ,

The eastern area was covered by broad-

The Diaty Controller at the Sector Stations initiated a

broadcast and was guided by the following instructions in

making a decision:-

(i) Broadcasts were normally to be made:
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(a) At-all times, day and night, when suitable
hostile plots were observed, irrespective of v/hat
shipping was shovm on the Sector Operations
Rocm table.

(b) When it was evident that a raid was making
direct progress towards one of the sea areas, and
was already on its way across the Channel,

(c) At all times, irrespective of the direction of
fli^t, when a raid was first identified inside the
boundaries of the sea area.

(ii) Broadcasts were not to be made:

(a) Unless the raid was identified as hostile,

(b) At times when our own fighters were carrying
out offensive operations in strength, when non-
operational signals of this nature were undesirable,

(c) In cases virhen hostiles were flying at high
altitudes and it was not considered that they woiild
atten^^t to interfere with shipping.

Frequent broadcasts were made during the trials vdiich
lasted for forty-two days, but no further action appeared to

have been taken, so that by 19 March 1943, the scheme had

lapsed and was finally cancelled.

1tG/S.50O/5/Ops/II
End. 113A,
128a, 129A & 163A

110/S.500/5/0ps/ni
End. 10A

However, by May 1943, with the prospect in view of a

planned reduction of protecting fighters, the liaval authorities

requested'the rein'troduction of the ’Legacy’ broadcasts.
This was approved by H.Q.F.G. and further trials were commenced

early in the same month. At first frequent broadcasts vrere

made by Hornchurch and Biggin Hill but later the broadcasts
were centralised from Swingate. By 26 Jione 1943, HQ. No. 1I1
Group had found that to have one transmitter and  a Controller

permanently allotted to a non-operational task was a handicap
on a key station like Sv/ingate. It was also understood
that practically no use was being made of the broadcasts by the

.  Naval authorities, and very few ships were equipped to receive

them. In the circumstances, permission was requested to

discontinue this warning system. The matter was taken up by
Fighter Command Td.th the C.-in-C. Nore, who agreed on 7 July
1943 that, in viev? of the unreliability of the reception by
ships and the handicap which these broadcasts imposed on No. 11

Group, the scheme could be abandoned.

Ibid

Enel. 22A,-ESA,
29A & Zj8a

Ibid

Enel, h9A

Ibid

End. 50A

(vii) The establishment of additional practice areas

For surface craft operating or exercising in the vicinity
of, or anchored outside, a major harbour or port there was

already in existence as part of Fighter Command's normal
routine the facilities and organisation for their protection
from enemy aircraft attack.

F.C./Ops.INSTR
No. 37/19^

11G/S.500/s/0ps By May 1943, however, requests were beginning to trickle-
in to Headquarters Filter Command from the appropriate Naval

Commands for the establishment of additional practice areas

■vd-thin which Combined Operations exercises vdth landing craft
could be carried on.

fighter protection of a category v/hich would be decided on
consideration of the number engaged in the exercise and the
degree of attention that the enemy was thought likely to give
such movements.

These vessels were to be provided vdth

1.
End. 19A 27A
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Pour months later as the huild-up for 'Ovex'lord* took
shape, this trickle had grown into a flood of applications all

of which were labelled as an xorgent requirement. Each request
v/as examined on its merits and normally pemission was granted
for the setting-up of additional practice areas. It was left
to the local Naval and Air Force authorities to make tlieii’ o\m

arrangements for letting each other know what shipping would

be operating and what protection could be provided.

Ibid

End. 59A

It was of the utmost importance that the appropriate
Fighter Groups and Sectors should receive up-to-date informa

tion concerning the position of units they were protecting.
Times of arrival and departures, alterations to sailing
programmes and all 'fixes' v^ere to be passed from the Naval
Command plot to the api^ropriate Naval Fighter plot at the
earliest moment for onward transmission to the Fighter Command

Unless this was done in goodGroup and sector as required,
time, aircraft might vrtsll be in the air or at readiness for

unnecessary periods, or despatched to incorrect positions.
In order to avoid such wastefulness, the fom of notification
of convoy plots and the methods of communication had been

standardised throu^^iout Fighter Command by September 19'+3«
As each new additional area came into force, so further air

cover was requ5-red, sometimes a standing patrol was necessary
and at other times 'Fi.ghter Watch' would suffice.(I)

(viii) Operations - Iforch 1943 to May

PC/Ops. INS'IE
No. 11/1943

March 19^i-3HQ.FC. Pile

FC/S.30270
F.C.

Form Y. &

II.Q.C.C.
O.R.B.

March 1943

H
r\ Enemy attacks on coastal shipping continued to be spas

modic and incidental to other targets, but there was a

considerable increase in the enemy's day and night reconnais

sance round our coastline during the month of March,(2) in fact
it was the higliest on record since October 1942.
nine attacks, four of v/hich took placte in the Thames Estuary/
Dover Straits area, three in the Plymouth area and one each
off the East and North-East coasts.

There were

No Allied ships were

Oiae enemy aircraft was claimed destroyed by ships guns
The

sunk,

but the protecting fighters did not made any claims,
enemy continued to make the best of a low flying technique and

The I'eversion to attacks by
jane-

no new tactics came to light,

night in two isolated cases was of passing interest,
laying by the G.A..F. was on a reduced scale.

Vfeather was operational for fighters for 75fo of the month,
although there was a considerable amount of low cloud and fog
off the south coast areas. Protection for coastal shipping

During the first five months of 19V+» when the various
exercises prepiaratory to "Overlord" v/ere in full swing
the number of special defensive sorties flown in aid of

the forces, engaged were:-

(0HQPC. OBB.
Apnendices
Pom "Y"

Jan - May 19’-i4

March - 1301

April - 1198
January - 1070
February - 1043

May - 1768
G.A..F. .Anit-Shi‘i-^ Operations - Miarch 19A-3.(2)

Minelaying
De^spatched

AJlied Clams

Wastage

AttackedDespatched
bay Night

565 75

Day Night

5217 2
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was provided by Pieter and Coastal Command aircraft during
the hours of daylight to the extent of 1,612 sorties, of which
the wastage amounted to three aircraft.

April, Ivlay and June 1943Ibid

During the next three months, the enemy made only three
attacks on shipping plying around the United Kingdom coastline,
none of which proved fatal to the vessels attacked.

Tifith no incidents against co
the month proved to be very dull
was higher than in Ifeirch and took place on four nights in
areas between the Thames Estuary and Plamborough Head.

There were claims for six enemy aircraft destroyed by ships
guns, all of v/hich were presimned to be minelayers, but again
the protecting aircraft made no claims.

Weather dioring April v/as suitable for operations for most

of the period and did not han:5)er air activity.
March, there was a substantial reduction in protective sorties

flown by Pieter and Coastal Commands whose total effort only
amounted to 793^ of which two were wastage*

The enemy’s effort devoted to shipping reconnaissance over

Home YiFaters during May showed only a small variation from the
previous month.(2
Lowestoft during daylight hours,
they v/ere made by Pighter-bombers both attacks were secondary
to the primary operation of attack agai.nst land targets. No

ships were sunk, but ships guns claimed five enemy aircraft

destroyed. Enemy minelaying viras on a reduced scale and was

suspected to have taken place in areas between the Thames

Estuary and the Tyne. There vras yet a fiorther reduction of

sorties by Fighter and Coastal Commands for ship protection
during the month with a virastage rate of only one aircraft. (3)

Regular reconnaissance off the east and south coasts
continued to be flown by the enemy during June,('A) There was

oas-^se shipping during Api-il,
, Cl) Mdnelaying by the C.A.P.

Compared with

There were two attacks, however, both off
It was considered that as

(1) S.A.F. Anti-sliip operations - April 1943«

Itine laying

Despatched

Allied ClaimsDespatched Attacked
Day Mi^it Day . Might

443 110

G.A.F. Anti-Ship .operations - May 1943.«

Vfastage

6 70

(2)

Attacked Allied Claims

Day Night

Minelaying
Despatched

Despatched
Day Night

399 119

Fighter and Coastal Command Operations - May 1943»

Wastage

552 8

(3)

Wastage

Pieter Coastal
Despatched

Fighter Coastal

1269 24

(4) G.A.F. Anti-Ship Operations - J\n'ie 194-3»

Allied Claims Mne laying
Despatched

AttackedDespatched

Day Night Day Night Wastage

251413 114
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no indication in the existing disposition of the enemy's anti
shipping air forces to suggest the likelihood of any resun5)tion
of intensive operations against our coastal shipping.'
was only one attack by the G.A.F. during the month which
occurred off Cromer on 13 June by a single aircraft probably
on armed reconnaissance. Mnelaying was 50^6 below the Ifey
effort. ^The enemy suffered no casualties from ship's guns or
fighter aircraft. Our oiwn shipping protection sorties v/ere
substaiitially increased during the month, and again only one
aircraft v/as lost.(l)

July, August and September

Although there were no attacks on Allied coastal shipping
in Home Waters by the G.A.F. during the third quarter of 1943,
the enemy consistently maintained a good average of reconnais
sance and minelaying sorties each month.(2)
latter were suspected to have been training flints and it 7.
therefore, difficult to state whether mines were laid by all
the^aircraft recorded. There was a marked increase in mine
laying sorties in September but there was no significant
increase in ships sunk. Throughout the period"there were only
three claims by ships guns for enemy aircraft desti-oyed.
Fighter and Coastal Commands kept pace with the demand for
ship protection but lost four aircraft in the process.(3)

October, Movember and December

There

Some of the

was.

H.Q.F.C. File
FC/S.35169
H.Q.F.C.
Form Y

& li.Q.C.C.
ORB

July, August
& Sept. 1943

Ibid'

Oct, Nov. &

Dec. 1943. ‘  ' For the last quarter of -1943, the enemy's reconnaissance
and minelaying activities in Home Waters were on  a lower scale
thaii the preceding quarter and again no direct attacks on
coastal shipping ■were made. (4) October was the outstanding
month for minelaying when 120 sorties were flovm, but no
increase in ship sinlcing resulted.

Ship's guns were the only claimants for two enemy aircraft
destroyed, throughout the period. Our ovm defensive

(1) Fighter and Q)astal comand Operations - June ife.
Despatched

Fl^ter~'cbastal

V68 16

(2) G.A.F. Anlt-shlp Operations - July, August, September 1941.
Despatched
Day Night

July 465 Ui6
Aug. 530
Sept. 474 74

(3). Fighter and Coastal Command Operations - July, August, September 19!0,
Despatched

Fighter Coastal

Vfastage
Fighter Coaital

1

Attacked Allied elating
Dsy Night

Mine laying
DespatchedWastage

1 70
96 30

2 180

Wastage
Fighter Coastal

July 571 14 2
Aug. 300 14 1
Sept, 322 13 1

(4) G.A.F. Anti-Ship Operations - October, November. December 1943,
Despatched Attacked Allied r!ia<mg
bay Nlglit Day' Night : Wastage
387 97
423 . 90
354 95

2

Mlnolasdng
Despatched

Oct.
Nov. .
Dec.

120
20

5
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operations fluctuated between 3OO and 400 for the first tvro
months of the period but dropped off heavily in December,(1)
Three aircraft wei’e lost,
out these three months possibly accounted for some reduction
in the scale of effort on both sides.

Adverse -weather conditions throu^-

Ibid

Jan., Feb. &
Mar.

January, Februaiy and March 1944

Daylight reconnaissance by the G. A.F. over Home Haters
for the first t’,vo months of was on very much the same
scale as the j>receding months. During March there -was an
upward trend and the sorties rose to over 500, but still there
was no attempt to attack the shipping sighted. Claims for
enei'iiy aircraft desti’oyed totalled seven; t-wo by our o-mn
fighter aircraft and five by ships* ,guns, ' One other claim
for an enemy aircraft destroyed was shared betvireen the Army
and ships' guns. (2) . Ovm sorties, for shipping protection
reacted from February onwards to the enemy's increased effort,
but only tiJO aircraft W'ere lost.(3) Minelaying by the G.A.F.
was entirely absent during Jamiaiy and February, but in March
they managed Ly sorties. No Allied shipping was svmk Virithin
coastal waters fix>m. mine causes during this quarter.

Ibid

Apr, cS: May
19^

■ April and May 1944

Enemy reconnaissance over Home Waters was maintained at a
reasonably hi,gh level by day during April, and stepped-up
sharply in May to reach 535 sorties, the highest figure
recorded since March 1943.
laying also showed a decided, upward trend but still no attempts
were made to a'btack shipping under vay, nor did the increased
minelaying produce any significant results,
claims for enemy aircraft destroyed, one by ships' guns and
three by fighters.(4)

Night reconnaissance and mine-

There were four

(1) Fl^jhter and Coa,stal CoinnBna Operations - October. November. Deceicber -1943.

Desp-atched
Fighter Coastal

Wastage
Fighter Coastal

Oct.
Nov.
Dec,

(2) G.A.F. Anti-Ship Operations - January, Februaiw, March igiiA.

Despatched
Day Night

298 6
m 20
190 17

Attacked
Day Night

Alllea Clai

1 2

ms lUnelaylng
'Wastage Despatohed

Jan.
Feb,
mr.

202379 2
kh6 10 5
533 h5 3 10

(3) Fighter ana Coastal Coiimand Operations - January. Feoruary. March 1944

Despatched
Fighter Coastal

Wastage
Fighter Coastal

Zkk 10Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

1

37s 106 1
4!593

(A) G.A.F, Anti-Ship Operations “ April. May 19At.

Attacked
Day Night

Despatched
Bay NTFght

Allied Claims Mlnelaylng
DespatohedVfastage

Apl. 105 31
May 535 97

2 35 +
2 67 +
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Oiir own protective sorties for coastal shipping were about
the lowest on record, as most of the defensive fighters were
covering the veirious exercises and assemblies of shipping
taking place in the Channel and adjacent areas in preparation
for ’Overlord’,

aircraft.(1)
Own losses for the two months amounted to two

Despite the reinforcement of PliegerKorps IX since
December 1943, it . was not until the last week in April 19i;ii.,
that enemy air operations were directed against Allied prepara
tions for the invasion of. Western Europe, when two attacks
the nights of 23/24 and 25/26 April were concentrated mainly in
the Portsmouth area and against shipping assemblies at the
Solent and Poole/Swanage anchorages, .Although a total of some
200 aircraft were engaged in these t'uo operations, and smaller
nunxbers on three succeeding nights,.(2). all the attacks proved
v/holly ineffective, their failure was attribiited by the Germans
to interference with navigational aids by British counter
measures. One further and more determined attack was made on
major fleet units at Plymouth on the night of 29/30 April, when
PliegerKorps IX was supplemented by same fifteen specialised
anti-shipping aircraft of PliegerKorps X wi,th ’Pritz~X’
1,400 Kg, radio controlled bombs; once again, no important
objective was hit,

during these attacks.

on

Nine enmy aircraft were claimed destroyed
After the latter attack, no f\irther

operations with missiles of this tjo?® were undertaken during
the remainder of the period under review.

(ix)
■

The liuftwa/fe’s lack of a long term’ policy in its anti
shipping campaign in British coastal 'waters iwas woefully
apparent during the period under review, i.e, ifeirch I943 to
llay 1944. During the Matter part of the period, in particular
when the preparations for ’Overlord’ were in an advanced stage,
the amount of shipping in addition to the normal routine convoys
must have reached record totals in both numbers of vessels and
tonnage; yet it remained virtually unmolested. By failing to
prevent or even appreciably to hinder the Allied build-up,
either by direct attack or aerial minelaying, the G.A.P.
permitted the establishment of overvvhe,'Lming Allied material
superiority*.. At the same time it also failed to provide
adequate protection for its omn sea transport.

(1) Fighter and Coastal Command Operatiions - April, kiay 1944t

Wastage
Fighter Coastal

Fiakter Despatched

OvcY Figliter Coastal

Apl, 90
Ivlay 1,1

G.A.F. Gperations - 23/24 to 29/30 April

194 10

'188 24

2

(2)

Nights

23/24th
25/26th

Despatched Wastage

40
100 4
50

26/27tIi
27/28th
28/29th
29/30th

34

25
10 2

22 3
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There is no doubt that the G-.A.F. commitments and casualties

sustained during in the Mediterranean and Russian campaigns
had repercussions in the framing of policy for shipping attacks

in N.W. Europe,
the Spring of 1944 by the German High Command to concentrate all

possible resources on fighter production, the result was a major
decline in the Luftwaffe's bomber strength, including the anti

ship element, which crippled any attempt to oppose an Allied

invasion by air action.

When, added to this, the decision was made in

Although the scale on which Allied air cover was provided
in Home waters during the period was reduced systematically in

accordance with prevailing circumstances, it may at first appear
to have been somewhat out of proportion to the size of the enemy
force employed, especially as the enemy so seldom displayed any
aggressive intentions,
reconnaissance over Home waters did not permit any risks being
taken, and the Allied policy of ample protection was vindicated

by the freedom enjoyed from any serious interruptions during the
build-up of so vital an expeditionary force,
protection denied any consistent aeriail scrutiny of the progress
in this build-up during April and May 1944»
contributory factor to the siirprise effected by the Normandy
landing on 6 June 1944.

(X) G.A.F. operations against ocean convoys off the
Portuguese coast

However, the consistency of his

Moreover this

This was a major

From March 1943 the long range F.W.200.S based near
Bordeaux were used primarily for reconnaissance in co-operation
with U-boat dispositions but the aircraft occasionally attacked

convoys on their own account, A few of such incidents occurred

dioring March in the area 250 miles Southwest of Cape Finisterre.
After the first defeat of the U-boats and their withdrawal to

the Azores area towards the end of May, the F»W,200 aircraft •

were encouraged to increase offensive action in order to make up
for the absence of U-boat operations in the Eastern Atlantic.

A dead set was made on small local convoys southbound from

Lisbon round Cape St, Vincent, This latter being within fighter
range from Gibraltar, a detachment of Beaufighters from No. 248
Squadron plus six more manned by crews from the Gibraltar Hudson

squadrons were sent out to provide fighter escorts for these

little convoys. After some indecisive combats in June, a

determined attack by six enemy aircraft on a convoy off Cape
St. Vincent on 9 July was broken up by the fighter escort during
which two F,W,200 were shot down and two more seriously damaged.
Thereafter the enemy aircraft abandoned this coast in favour of

their former area well southwest of Cape Finisterre where they
were lucky enough on 11 July to locate the transport convoy D
on its way to Freetown. Although the convoy was receiving
Catalina anti-U-boat escort, the slow undergunned flying boat

was no match for the six F,W,200.s who attacked. Both the

California - 16,792 tons and Duchess of York - 20,021 tons were
set on fire and had to be sunk by the svirface escort but the

third ship, the Port Fairy - 8,537 tons, though damaged, was
able to make Casablanca with the survivors.(17 Similar attacks
in the same area took place at the end of July and again in
mid-August resxilting in further loss and damage to two merchant

(1) The two transports were only carr3d.ng 500 Service personnel
each and there were no casualties but 57 of the crews of

the two ships lost their lives. The loss of these ships
delayed the transport of troops who were to have embarked
in them at Freetown bound for the Middle East.

/ convoys
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convoys. Here again it was the same story of the slow
cumbersome A/U air escort being imable to ward off the attackers
who released their bombs from a high altitude out of effective
range from the A/A. guns of the surface escort. However, these
attacks by long range enemy aircraft ceased in September 1943
when their whole effort was required once more for purely
reconnaissance duties with the redeployed U-boat formations.
Subsequent enemy air action was confined to spasmodic sorties by
He. 177 earring glider bombs which are recounted in the U-boat
War chapters VI and XIV.

Ships sunk and damaged by F.W.200

4 March - Chateauroux - 4»765 - dam. in 41 ION x I5IOW

14 March - Duchess of York - 20,021 - dam. in
4IOON X 1124W

21 March - City of Christchurch - 6,009 - Svink in
3935N X I246W

- Alpera - 1,777 - Sunk 15 miles N.W. of
C. St. Vincent

- Llancarvan - 4,910 Sunk just S. of
C. St. Vincent

22 May

30 May

Convoy

XK.2

- KMS.11

18 June - Lalande - 7,453 “ dam, just S. of Lisbon

Voltumo - 3,424
Shetland - 1, ̂6

- Stanhope - 2,337 “ dam. close off C.St,Vincent

California

Duchess of York - 20,021

1 Sunk close off C.St,Vincent

- 16,792 sunk in 4115N x
1524W

23 June

9 July

- Port Fairy - 8,337 - dam. in 3718N x 1437W

( El Argentino - 9,501 - sunk
( Empire Brutus - 7,233 - dam,

Halizones

Empire Highway - 7,166 - dam,

- Empire Darwin - 6,765 “ dam. in 4452N x I6OOW MKS,l8

D

)in 395ON X
1338W

in 380W X
1259W

OS. 52
- 5,298 - sunk

11 July

12 July

26 Jhly

27 July

29 July

( Warfield
( Baron Fairlie - 6,706 - dam
( Ocean Faith

13 Sept. - Fort Babine - 7,135 - sunk in 413IN x 1439W

- 6,070 - sunk in 3959N X

1258W
- 7,173 - dam. in 3905N x 125

15 Aug.

4W
KMS.23

ir
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CPIAFTBR XVII

POUlCY in the air war at SliPi PRIOR TO OPERATION OVERLORD -

JANUARY TO 31 ST im ̂9hk

(i) The situation at the end of 1943

The U-boat wair had died down to one of misuccessfiil

sniping at convoys from scattered ^^prouplets of submerged
U-boats in the Northern Atlantic and a cessation tf Tiractically
all overseas U-boat action,

through the transit ares.s had resulted in relative immunity
from air attack but at the expense of greatly increased
passage time.

Ultra cautious diving passage

The war against German coast-'m.se shipping along the
borders of the North Sea was in active prosecution by the
established Beaufi^ter strike wings but corresponding action

by the enemy against our East coast and Channel traffic
registered no success by the G.A.R, and only occasional loss
from E-boat attack.

The threat to our ocean shipping fjrom enemy major naval

irn.its based in North Nonivay v/as almost non-existent follow
ing the crippling in the autumn of the Tirpitz and the sinlc-
ing of the Scharnhorst jji the last days of '5943 by naval action,

(ii) Policy and plans for the liberation of France

These assimied a major importance during the first five

months of 1 944* Details of this operation under the cover

name of Overlord had been in preparation since early in 1 943
directed by the Chief of Staff to the Supreme Allied Commander

(desigtiate) whose short title was CO0SAC, (O Up to
Januarjr 1 94^1- the planning concerned the Army and Air Forces

in the actual invasion together with the provision of

transport, assault craft and beach support by the Navies,
No specific plan for the protection at sea of this mdertaking

on passage or subsequent to the a-ssault was in existence as

yet.
effect this started to assume a major importance late in

Janviary and became intimately bound up with a concurrent
proposal to reduce the strength of the air forces engaged in
the war at sea,

story

As far as Coastal Command was concerned the policy to

These vri.ll therefore be recounted as one

(iii) Mutual clash of two proposals

(a) Proposal to reduce the air forces engaged in sea
warfare

Resulting from the recent quiescence in the U-boat war

the Prime Mnister on the 3 January minuted the First Lord,
the First Sea Lord and the Ciiiefs of Staff Committee that in

view of the improvement in the anti-U-boat campaign, it o\j^t
to be possible to divert a proportion of the air forces so

employed to transportation duties in the critical phase of

Extract from

P.M,'s Frozen

1078 in A,M.

File G.M,S. 545
Enel, 1A

(1) OOSSAC was Lieut. General Sir F.E. Morgan, The post of

Sv^reme Allied Commander of the Expeditionary Force was

not designated to General Dvright Eisenhower till
December 1 943•
and received the official, directive from the Combined

Chiefs of Staff on I4 February,
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Overlord adding that "we must be caref\il not to rp»kR the
dangers of the future greater by overprovision against a
recurrence of dangers we have largely surmounted,"

The G.AaS. in tiurn minuted the Secretary of State for
Air and certain Air Ministry Departments that he thought the
time had coma to reduce the reso\irces locked up in Coastal
Command and elsewhere for the U-boat war. On receiving
agreement from the S, of S, he directed a framing of psroposals
to out down the A/U effort so as to provide towing aircraft
and certain other re-inforoements to Transport Command,

The Director of Opei-ations (m) protested in a letter
dated 4th January to other Air Ministry Departments that in
face of a still growing U-boat fleet and its rising morale
due to fewer casualties he strongly advised against any
reduction in the A/U effort. Moreover any withdrawal of
British squadrons yrould probably result in .American pressure
to release more of their squadi-ons at present operating from
this country. If aircraft must be made available for towing
purposes, the question of withdrawing them from Coastal Command
should be left to the latest possible date. In this opinion
the D,C.A,S. concurred, A,C,A,S, (P) was inclined to agree
but advised examination of the question in conjunction mth
the Admiralty Staff,

A few days later the G.A,S. minuted A,0,A,S. (P) to the
effect that the pressure on manpower would not allow the
continuance of the rather lavish scale of squadrons provided
for the war at sea in the earlier part of the war vdaen
Admiralty demands were irresistahle. The U-boats' tails
were now v/ell dovm in all areas and he wished a reyieir made

of the situation with suggested reductions in strength and
target plan for air forces engaged in the war at sea so as to
increase those available for the war in the air and over land
against Germany.

Thus to a comparatj-vely minor requirement for
re-inf or cement to Transport Command was added a much larger
commitment to find suiplus manpower for the other Air Commands,

-At a Chiefs of Staff meeting on 13 January there was a
feeling against any diminution of the AAt effort but the G,A,S.
said that, before subscribing to any statement that it v/as
iiiipracticable to vidthdraw air forces from anti-U-boat

(o)« operations, he would Idee the opportvmity to examine the total
strength particularly from a manpov/er point of view and that

the possibility of a reduction should be stvsiied by the Air
and Jiaval Staffs, Accordingly the Committee invited the
■Air Ministry and Admiralty in consultation to review the
position and make recommendations.

A.M.
CoH.S. 250
Mimites 27
to 29

A, M, Pile
0,M.S.545
Enel, 2A

ibid

Minute 6
11/1/4^1-.

C.0,S,(44)
10th Meeting
15.1.44.

Later the same day v/hen replying to. the Prime Minister’s
minute, the First Lord and First Sea Lord stated that in their
■view it was essential that the offensive against the U-boats
should not be reduced. Aircraft could not be withdravm for
conversion to transport duties without relaxing the pressure
on the enemy which was keeping him subdued. Moreover any
reduction in Coastal Command vrould increase the difficulties
of the all too few surface escorts. However, while this was
the opinion of the Admiralty and the Chiefs of Staff
Committee in general, the C.AoS, wished to reserve his
agreement pending a review of the whole position.

.Extract from

Grand I353
in A,M, File
C,M,S. 545
End, 8A.,

A draft paper on the numbers of aircraft reqmred for the
war at sea was prepared by the 19 January by the Air Staff.
This endorsed the opinion already expressed by the D, of CpSo(M)
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that a reduction in effort against the U-boats was unwise
although it might be possible to release the two Coastal
Command Halifax squadrons by the 1 March for training in
toT/ing gliders# It y/as not recommended to reduce Coastal

Coiranand’s anti-ship strike force since enemy coastwise
shipping was an essential element in German transportation
and would assume even added importance if the pre-Overlord
bombing of German railways was successful.

ibid

Enel. 9B

However, in the Mediterranean the limited U-boat
strength could permit of the G.R, force being reduced by
four squadrons and since the need for anti-ship operations
had decreased following the surrender of the Italian Eleet

it should be possible to recall two Beaufighter squadrons.
The West and South Africa Commands could each reduce by
one Squadron but no reduction was recommended in the Indian
Ocean.

A.C.A.S,(P) Pile
No, 57 I
Enel, 5811
20.1.21,..

This draft vra.s sent to the C.A. S. on 20 January for

approval before any approach vra.s made to the Admiralty Staff,
It represented the furthest that the Air Staff considered
reduction in the air forces at sea should go until after

operation Overlord,

all what he wanted as it ignored certain changes in the war

at sea since 1942 which were of permanent advantage to us.

The paper he required must be based on the fundamental
strategy that Overlord was the supreme Anglo-American offensive

operation for 1921+ and therefore only the minimum forces

should be devoted to other operations,
given in the method to assess requirements and when these had

been related to existing strengths there should appear large
surplus manpower resorarces T;hich could be used to strengthen
the Bomber, A,E.AoP. and Maintenance Commands.

The C,A.S. replied that it was not at

Guidance was then

A,M, Pile

C.M.S.545
Minute 11.

21.1,21+,

2\fter further interdepartmental correspondence a
meeting was held on 31 January with the V,C,A,S, in the chair,
and at which a representative of Coastal Command was present,
to discuss the method of presentation of the new paper.
This was drawn up under various headings and D, of Ops. (m)
was made responsible for co-ordinating a first outline to be

submitted to the meeting on 10 Pebruary,

In the Operations (M) department of the Air Mnistry it
was realised that any possibility of cuts in the strength of

the air forces employed at sea was dependent on what was
considered to be the scale of Coastal Command’s commitment

both prior to and during operation Overlord, Accordingly
the first draft of the new paper called for by the C,A,S,

took full note of both Admiralty and Coastal Command
opinion. The conclusions were summarised that to meet its

commitment during Overlord it would be necessary to have in

the Command at home at least six more squadrons than at the

presenio No reduction in overseas Commands could be recom

mended to mal':e up this deficiency other than tv/o squadrons
from South Af’rica and possibly one from Infest Africa at a date

closer to the mounting of Overlord,

(b) Coastal Command and Admiralty views on the Commands
commitment in Overlord.

ibid

Encls,l2A, 13A
and 15B

Ibid

Enel, 19A

Meanwhile Coastal Command had received no official
intj.mation from the Admiralty regaiding any special role or

requirements in Operation Overlord but from late in January
the Headquarters Staff prepared appreciations on yliat was

likely to be needed for protecting the sea borne passage of

the expedition against U-boat and stirfaoe craft attack,
Preliminary calculations yrere drafted as to numbers and means

of implementation.

C.C,

TS.15,322
Ends. 1 to 5
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Th.is delay in direction was partly due to Admiralty
uncertainty as to the nature and extent of reductions fore

shadowed by the C,A,Sb's remarks in the Chiefs of Staff
meeting but early in February a summary wae made of the

probable Coastal Command commitments in Operation Neptme, the

cover name for the sea transportation of the assa.ult forces. (1)
In this, Coastal Coranaand backed up by surface support groups
was required to block U-boat entry to the English, Bristol

and North Channels v/hile continuing to safeguard certain
Atlantic convoys v/hich were and would continue to carry
material vital to the success of Overlord* The Admiralty
Staff opinion Tiras that Coastal Command at home vrould need

strengthening and if the two Hudson squadrons at Gibraltar
could be spared from that area they should be made available

for inshore patrols at home. The summary y/as sent on

8 February to the First Sea Lord vrith a covering minute from

the V.C.N.S, to the effect that no detailed planning could

proceed until the Air IVhnistry requirement for transport
aircraft,T/as clear a^id recommended first, that they should be

asked to state their precise requirement and second, that the

Admiradty in consultation ’with Coastal Command should assess

the U-boat threat and the force required to deal with it.

C.C.

C,-in-C, File

MS.114 Part I
Ends, 2A and

2B.

On 11 February the Admiralty sent the Air Ministry and

Coastal Command an advanced copy of their appreciation of the
U-boat threat and the measures to be taken against it.

Briefly the conclvisions were;-

- Vigorous covintermeasijres to the U-boats must be
maintained in the months prior to Overlord,

(A)

(B) - Offensive air patrols must be instituted just prior
to and dtiring Overlord in the outer approaches to
the English, Bristol and North Channels.

- A/U air and surface escort were required for all
imasion convoys,

- Coastal Command in home waters was not of sufficient

strength,
Azores and Gibraltar provided replacements could
be arranged with the Canadian and American authori
ties,

shorebased Fleet Air Arm squadrons.

Ee-inforcement could come from the

The Admiralty would also assist with

A.M. File

C.M.S.545
End, 1 6B

(C)

(D)

Further appreciations folloived on the 13th on the probable
scale of attack by enemy light surface forces and measures
desirable against them but these did not affect the overall
conclusion that the main effort to the Command must be directed

against the U-boats,

(c) Preparation of paper on Coastal-Command’s rolea

C.C, File

13,114 Part I
End, 7A,

in Overlord

There was thus little difference between the Air Ministry

and Adur.ralty appreciations, on the requirements for Overlord
from Coastal Command, Upon the initial specific provision of

airc-t^t for Transport Command, the A,0,C, in C. Coastal

(1) This together with the whole organisation of sea transport,
supply, naval support and beach landings was the
responsibility of the Allied Naval Commander (Admiral
Sir Bertram Ramsay - short title ANCXP, )
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Command(1) informed the First Sea Lord on the 14 February-
that he had discussed the matter with Rear-Admiral Brind

(A,C,NeS,(H)) and considered that his last remaining three
Hudson squadrons could be relinquished without compromising
the effeotiveness of present operations provided the Americans
could be persuaded to send two Catalina or two Ventura

squadrons to Gibraltar to operate under Coastal Command
control. (2)
consider.

Command’s commitments in this operation but with the loss
of three squadrons there would be few if any aircraft avail

able for offensive operations in the Bay itself or anywhere
else i£'these were required in addition to the task of blocking
the approaches to the English Channel and Irish Sea together
•'.iith air cover to a. proportion of the Atlsjitic convoys.

There was however the question of Overlord to
He 7/as not yet fully in the picture as to liis

ibid

Enel, 8A

On the following day it was jointly agreed between the

Admiralty and Air Ministry that, anticipating some assistance

from the American squadrons in the Moroccan Sea Frontier,
Nos.ifS and 235 H'adson squadrons at Gibraltar should be

recalled forthwith and tiirned over to Transport Command,
third Hudson Squadron - No, 269 in Iceland - would transfer
its experienced personnel to Transport Command and would

then be reformed as a composite meteorological and air sea

rescue squadron stationed in the Azores.

The

C.C. Pile

S.15,187
Ends. 1 to 9»

¥ork proceeded at H.Q. Coastal Command on the detailed
preparation of a paper on the requirements and employment of

the Command prior to and d-uring Overlord, One of the
concliisions was that the tasks could only be met if the

manning state of all squadrons was raised to lOC^ of
establishment, that Planned Plying schedules were stepped up
to maximum and sqioadron training svispended for two months

before D day. The final draft was referred to the
Admirdty at a meeting there on 17 February and the agreed
paper put before an Air IVHnistry meeting on 25 February’-.
Here also there was agreement that the Command v/as under-

strengthed in maintenance and certain strike aircraft
categories. Regarding the requirement for towing aircraft,
Sir Sholto Douglas said he was particularly anxious not to

lose the two Halifax squadrons as they were hi^ly trained in

the night A/U effort. He vjDu3d much prefer to lose Sunderland
personnel if he had to surrender any further manpower. The

V,0,A«S, (chairman) suggested that direct or Indirect
re-inforcement of Coastal Command operational squadrons mi^t
be obtained from United States or Canadian sources so as to

make up the A/U requirement which in the paper was shown to

be deficient US'- 1,456 sorties per month. Finally the meeting
asked -bhe A<,0,C,-in-C, to consider;-

C.C* Pile

MS.114 Part I
Ends, 11A and
12A

Ibid

End, 15A

(1) Air Marshal Sir John Slessor had left Coastal Command on

12 January to take up the post of Deputy C,-in-C,
Mediterranean Allied Air Force and A,0,C.-in-G. of the

R,A,P. Mediterranean Middle East Command, His successor.

Air Chief Marshal Sir Sholto Doiiglas, did not take over

A,0,C,-in-C^ Coastal Command till 20 January, 1944*
A request for this was sent direct to Cominch (Admiral
King) by the Admiralty and, as might have been expected,
stirred up more hi^ feeling over the touchy matter of
opera-tional control in the Gibraltar area,

account is given in Section (iv).

as

A full

(2)
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(i) How many personnel were required to bring main
tenance and squadrons up to 10C^ establishment,(l)

(ii) How many additional squadrons wo\xld be needed if
Gibraltar, Iceland and the Azores were drawn xipon,

(iii) How many if some replacement could be arranged by
the allocation of U.S, sq^uadrons.

The paper was issued on 29 Pebruaiy -under the title of

the Ecle and Commitments of Coastal Command in Operation
Overlord with a plan of deployment of 29 squadrons (4l2j.
aircraft) for A/U operabions and 11 squadrons (176 aircraft)
on anti-ship and long range fighter duties. An attached
chart showed the location of the A/C and anti-ship patrols
together -with the number of soirties per day on each. It
was made clear that the achievement of the sortie task -was

dependent on lOC^S establishments, maximum flying schedules and
'  suspension of squaciron training. It included pro-visional

assistance by Fleet Air Arm squadrons and escort carriers.
The actual invasion area was called the Battle Zone and

extended between the Straits of Dover and a line from Portland

Bill to Jersey, Inside this zone the protection of the
expedition -fvas left to Naval forces and the Allied Ibqiedi-
tionary /dr Force (short title - A..E.A,F.), Coastal Command
-would thus hold the ring around the assault area. Copies

of the paper -were sent to the Admiralty, Air Ministry and
A,E, A, F •

ibid

End, 16A

(d) Preparation of a new Air Ministry paper on the
reduction of the Maritime Air forces.

Msanwhile in the Air Ministry the review called for by
■the C,A,S, was still in the coxirse of preparation,
20 February a draft on this subject was circulated by the
Air Planning Staff,
do-wn by the C,A«S,' aiid stressed -the fact that Overlord had
been given over-riding priority over all other operations,
Ihe minimimi requiremonts for the Air Forces in Overlord were
estimated and taking \into acco-unt all -the promised re
inforcements from overseas commands the as yet unmet needs
amoTinted to;-

On

This was drawn up on the lines laid

A,M. File
C,M.S.545
Enel, 20A (a) The crews of three Hudson squadrons and ten Halifax

aircraft for the airborne forces,

(b) Personnel to meet the deficiency in manpower of the
A,E,A»P, approximating 27>000 meia.

It appeared that these codd only come from resources
at present allotted to the defensive role of anti-U-boat and
anti-shipping warfare, Af-fcer a detailed examination of -world
-wide strengths in the Air Sea War the paper concluded that
the following squadi’ons codd be relinqdshed?-

^1) Prom Coastal Command - 17 squadrons (297 A/c)
(2) Prom -fche Mediterranean - 13 squadrons (210 A/c)
(3^ Prom West Africa - 4 squadrons (44 A/C)
(4) Prom South Africa - 3 Squadrons (54 -Vc)
(5) From the Indian Ocean - 4 squadrons (Z(4 A/c)

(1) This ntanber was given on the 4 March as 1,99'^ technical
tradesmen and on 8 i/Iarch whittled down to 1,679 men.
Ref! A.M,/C.M,S, 545 end, 50A and C,G,yiB.114 Fart I
End, 23A,
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These figtires were so totally at variance with other Mr
Ministry appreciations not to hiention the Coastal Command and
Admiralty opinions that the Director most concerned - D,of
Ops, (m) - drew up another draft in which he re-iterated his
previous arguments modified in the light of the decision to
transfer the three Coaistal Command Hudson squadrons and
the recent offer of assistance from the Mediterranean and
South Africa,

(1) that it had been established that a reduction in
Coastal Command was unjustifiable, indeedit ”ra.s necessary
to re-inforce the Command if it was to undertake the
Commitments required in Qt^eration Overlord,

(2) Some of these re-inf or cements could come by rolling
up uneconomic squadrons, absorbing their personnel into
the more productive squadrons and -withdrawing the
equivalent number of squadrons from Iceland, the Azores
or Gibraltar.

(3) That the Chiefs of Staff be asked to approach the
Americans or Canadians to pro-vide replacements for the
squadrons withdrawn.

His conclusions werej-

ibid

End, 23B

A further meeting was held in the Mr Ministry on the 2 March
•with the V,C,A.S, in the chair to reconcile the diverse drafts.
It was agreed that a redraft should be prepared byD, csf Ops»(M)
in collaboration with A.U,S,(a).
completed on 8 llarch.

closely the substance already cirodated by the Admiralty
and Coastal Command Staffs, It stated that far from a

reduction in Coastal Command’s strength being possible it -was
imperative to make good deficiencies in the Command’smaniDOwer,
Overseas, a saving of four Ventura squactrons was estimated
from South Africa which together with offers already made
would permit the Mediterranean Mr Command to release -two

Beaufighter squadrons and five G.R, squadrons pluis -the
personnel of a sixth. No savings could come from West Africa

as the one GoR, long range squadron was being sent to the
Indian Ocean from which also no reductions could be made,
especially in view of the recent transfer to Singapore of

seven Japanese battleships and two fleet carriers.

The final paper was
The opening appreciation followed

ibid

Enel, 31A

ibid

Enel, 3^8

Several alternatives were suggested in the paper as to
how best to employ these overseas savings which amounted
approximately to 1,500 maintenance personnel and ei^t
squadrons. The recommendation was that all should be given
to Coastal Command, in order to make up for its deficiency of

1,456 AAi' sorties per month and 1,679 maintenance personnel.

ibid

Ally re-inforceraent to the other R,A.P, Commands for
operation Overlord woMd have to come through ibnerican or

Canadian allocation of G.R. squadrons to relieve existing
fully occupied Coastal Command squadrons,
probable 'that some assistance in tliis way could be arranged,
■fche negotiations would take time v/ith more delay in moving
and settling in, and this method was not recommended.

Y/hile it vras

The paper was passed by the V.C,A,S, and reached the
CaAeS, on 5 Msxch, However, he formd the paper entirely
unsatisfactory and no better than the one to which he had
talcen exceietion in January, He did not accept the estimate
of the U-boat threat either to Overlord or the convoys from
America, neither did he consider there would be any serious
targets for the anti-ship strike aircraft, Finally he said
the paper as drawn up was q-uite unfit to be presented to the
Chiefs of Staff, He therefore instructed his own Staff

ibid

Enel, 35A

A,C,A,S, (P)
Pile No,37
Part I
Enel, dated
11.3.44.
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Officer to re-write the paper which he would send to the Air
Staff for comments

This repi:idiation created difficulties in the active

discussions then in train betvreen the Air Ministry, Admiralty
and Expeditionary Force Staffs regarding the final detailed
planning of the sea protection of Overlord baaed on the
acceptance of Coastal Command’s paper on their role and
commitments? furthermore it brought to a standstill any

C,C. File MS,114 decision on what assistance was to be accepted from the Over
seas Commands’ offers or asked for from the American and
Canadian authoritieso

ibid

Ends, dated

12 and 13.3.ii4.
and

Part I

End, 26A

ibid

End, 24A to
However, planning in Coastal Command H.Q, continued on

the existing basis. A meeting was held on 16 March in the
Admiralty at which the measures necessary to seci’re the sea
communications generally and Overlord in particular were
reviewed in detail. It was agreed that the planned
rehearsal (Exercise Fabivis scheduled for 1 May) might result
in vigorous re-action by the enemy, A,N,C,X.F, said that
sufficient forces, air and surface, should be available to
promptly counter such action. Sir Sholto Douglas stressed
the necessity of keeping surface support groups clear of the
air flooded zone at night and the meeting agreed that surface
craft would be most profitably employed between the air
zone and the "Funnel" of assadt convoys crossing the English
Channel betvireen the Isle of Yfight and Normandy, Sir Sholto
asked for the promised Fleet Air Arm squadrons (I) to be tvirned
over to him about I4 days before Exercise Fabius, He also
said he must be made fuJLly aware of all operations by otir own
surface craft against enemy light craft because it was exceedingly
difficult for his aircraft to differentiate between the two.

He thougiit the actual Battle Zone should be left entirely to
our surface forces but the Vice-Admiral Dover quoted the
successes that the RoA.F, ground controlled Albacores had

had against E-boats in his area in co-operation with his M,T,B,s
and it was left to later operational planning to decide the
limits of air anti-shj.p operations. Later specific enquiry
to A,N,C,X,F, revealed that he was relying entirely on Coastal
Command to detect and engage enemy destroyers and light craft
on either flank of the Battle Zone and to follow them up
should they proceed inwards towards the "Funnel",

31A

ibid

Enel, 33B

The re-written paper on the reduction of Air Forces in the
sea war was cirouJ.ated by the C,A,S. on 17 March to Air

Kinistry Branohes and Coastal Command. The argument was along
the same line taken in the earlier Planning Staff paper that
the enemy menace at sea was so much reduced that we were now

greatly over-iiis'ured against it. In the annex was set out

the minimum requirements considered necessary in each theatre
of war. The consequent savings were largely dependent on the
agreement of American and Canadian authorities to transfer

squadrons from the Western Atlantic, where they were unprofitably
employed, to Iceland, the Azores and the United Kingdom, and

on some arrangement whereby the American Morocco Sea Frontier

took ever the responsibility for the Gibraltar area.

A,M, Pile

C.M„S.545
Enel, 32B

If these agreements coixLd be obtained, the saving in all

theatres vrould am.ount to 32 squadrons representing spproximately

(1) At this time the Admiralty had informed Coastal Command
that from six to eight Fleet Air Arm squadrons would be
made available — Ref, C,C,/!.!S,11Z(. Pa^rt I end, 3IB.
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16,000 men.(l) The precise manner in which these savings
could be used to strengthen the offensive in Overlord coiold

not be set dovm a.t the moment but it was hoped to turn over

the bomber and figliter types complete to Bomber Command and
the A.B.A.Pc In conclusion the Chiefs of Staff were asked:-

(i) To agree in principle to the proposals set out in
the Annexa

(ii) To approach the U.3. Cliiefs of Staff for iimerican
deployment to the Eastern Atlantic and Gibraltaa'* area,

(iii) To approach the Canadian authorities to take over
a].l G.R, operations from the Azores,

(iv) To instruct the Air Ministry, after consultation
with the Coastal and Mediterranean Commands, to mal^e
recommendations as to the tjrpes of squadrons to be given
up,

(v) To instruct the Air Ministry?", after consultation
with General EisenhoY/er and the C.-in-C, Bomber Command,
to malce recommendations as to how these squadrons should
be util ised.

ibid

Air Staff comment on this paper v/as provided at great
length by D. of Ops. (m) on 21 March. Briefly, he refuted
the estimations in the Annex as grossl.y over-optimistic.
Regarding Coastal Command alone, the actiial number of A/U
squadrons allocated for the 3,W, Approaches did not differ

greatly from Air Staff opinion but the paper took no account

of the fact that the squadrons were underestablished in man-

poTirer. The proposed Mediterranean reduction could not be

justified in the light of the offer already made by
Sir John Slessor which v/as his utmost maximum and the virtualibid

End, /f2B, extinction of the West Africa Command v/as fool-hardy in view

of the continued presence of U-boats in the area,
disagreemeiit v/as on tae proposal to withdrav/ from Coastal

Command all the anti-ship and long range figlater squadrons.
This would leave nothing to deal v/ith enemy destroyers, torpedo
boats and E—boats as the Navy had intimated that all theiz'

surface craft would be fully occupied either on A/U tasks or
close protection to the "Funnel",
defensive mine-fields would be useless against light enemy
craft.

His main

The alternative of

He also took leave to doubt whether any American
assistance on the scale proposed could possibly eventuate
before the mounting of Overlord and finally queried the wisdom

of breaking up squadrons higlily trained in sea warfare methods

and expecting them to switch over rapidly to imfaniliar
terrain and techniques.

On 22 March a full Air Ministry meeting was held by the
The A.0,C,-in-C.

He said that
to discuss the re-written izaper.

Coastal Command was asked for his views first,

on the A/U side at home there v/as little substantial difference
between this paper and his own Conmand’s estimate of numbers

required but there would be too little time to train and fit

in to the Coastal Coraraand organisation any United States or

CeA.S,

(l) Prom Coastal Command - 14 Squadrons including all the
antiship strike force.
Prom the Mediterranean - 10 Squiadrons,

4 Squadrons,
4 Squadrons.

Prom West Africa

Prom South Africa
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HeCanadian squadrons that might be made available,
deprecated the proposed substitution of Ventura sqtiadrons in

place of Sunderland and Catalina squadrons on the ground of the
former's inadequate endurance and he opposed the rolling up of
his two Halifax squadrons as they Y/ere hi^y trained ni^t
squadrons of v/hich he was desperately short. His full opposi
tion Y/as reserved for the proposal to withdraw both long range

fighter squa.drons and the seven anti-ship strike squadrons.
He was holding a joint Coastal Command/Admiralty Conference on
2A March and would then be in a position to comment more fully

the risks talcen in ignoring all possible action by enemy
In conclusion he sai,d that all the i^roposed

on

surface craft,

ibid

End. 44A..

cuts only amounted to a saving of 16.000 men and he could not
help feeling that this wras a small return for breaking up so
many skilled higlxLy trained maritime air war units.

After other doubts had been expressed by both /.C.A.S, and

D,G,A,3, on the wisdom of such dra.stic cuts the C.A.3. said

that another way of tackling the problem was by Y/orking out an
estimate of the number of’men required to produce the maximvim

efficiency in the Air Forces deployed for Overlord and then
making up existing establishment deficiencies or giving them
extra establisimients.

what proportion shodd be obtained from the air forces engaged
A.M.S.O. undertook to have an estimate made

on these lines and the meeting was adjourned Ymtil this Yiras

ready for presentation.

A decision could then be made as to

in the war at sea.

The conference alluded to by Sir Sholto Douglas took place
at Coastal Command H.Q, on 24 March, Among the points
discussed was the Admiralty view that in face of an air flooded

zone across the 3.W. approaches, the U-boats Yrauld probaoly
attempt to infiltrate past it by keeping close to the French
coast line and possibly use the Schnorchel apparatus to avoid^
charging batteries on the surface. Sir Sholto agreed but said
that in order to cover this loophole he must have some fij^ter
protection which at present Y^as not forthcoming. It was also

agreed that air action must be talcen to the full against enemy
light craft on the flanks of the Battle Zone and if necessary be

The Admiralty stated that six Fleet Aircontinvied inside also.

C,C. File

MS.114 Part I
End, 35B.

Arm squadrons wodd be turned over to Coastal Command by
20 April and an additional eight vrould be at short notice to
disembark slaould the need ashore be greater than in carrier

borne operations. The question of recognition was only
superficially dealt withy it being confirmed by the Admiralty
that all Allied vessels would have special deck i-ecognition
markings and would use I.P.F. to facilitate identification by
aircraft(1). In order to provide a continuous link in the
co-ordination of naval and air operations, fill size liaison
sections from Coastal Command would be established at Dover and

Portsmouth in addition to the existing one Yvith A.N.C.X.F, and

the A.O.C.-in-C. would be placed on the distribution list for

all operational, orders in connection with Overlord or Neptune
issued by the Admiralty, A.N.C.X.F. and the other home Naval
Command.s.

ibid

(e) The reduction proposal is dropped

On 26 March, A.M.S.O. submitted to the G.A.S. the estimate
on manpovrer.

units contributing to Overlord up to establishment required
10,000 men. Over establishing v/as not an advantage in general

The points that emerged were that to bring all

(l) Ihen examined in greater detadl this question of mutual
recognition became of great importance and is described in
Section (vi).
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A.M. File

CMS. 545

End. 454

but 2,000 extra men could be absorbed gainfully,
total requirement of 12,000 thei'e were alx-esdy in sight savings
of 3>500 (1) leaving 8,500 men to find,
outlined in the re-m^itten paper on reduction be applied, it
was estimated that 15,500 men vrould be thrown up  - that v;as

The estimate concluded v/ith a

Against this

Should all the cuts

7,000 more than v/as needed,
belief that it was extremely unlikely that agreement vrould be

reached vdth any of the Commands concerned for all the

squadrons mentioned to be vdthdraTm.

On 27 March, the A.O.G.-in-C. Coastal Command reported to
the C.A.S. the results of his naval conference and the commit

ment expected from him against enemy surd ace craft,
outlined, therefore, his proposed deployment of anti-ship
squadrons and proposed to use the two long ranr^ fighter
squadrons in defence of the A/U aircraft from JU.88.s opera
ting from the Brest Peninsula.

HeC.C. Pile

14S.114 Part I

Enel. 37A

On 31 March, the C.A.S. minuted A.K.S.O. and all other
branches concerned that he was glad to see that the
deficiencies in manpovirer were miich less serioUvS than he had

supposed and that it woidd be wiser to defer the review on

the needs of the Air War at sea until after Operation Overlord

when there might well be grounds for a much more drastic
reduction.

A.M. Pile

C.M.S.545

End. 48A

This Y/as folloYved up on the 4 April by a letter to
Sir Sholto Douglas to the effect that follovdng a study of

the overall requirement for the air v/ar at sea the C.A.S.
had decided not to ask for either Canadian or Anerican

re inforcerne nt s.

based on the resources already existing in the Command.
Arising from this, Sir Sholto proposed to recall Ho.179 Leigh
Li girt Wellington squadron from Gibraltar,
mth M.A.A.P. headquarters in Algiers and. a signal to

Cominch (see next section) approval was given on 21 April,

(iv) Control of Allied, aircraft in the Gibraltar area

The plans for Overlord should therefore, be

•After negotiation

C.G. Pile

M.S.II4 Part I

End. 4OA

In an effort to bring uniformity into the responsibility
for air cover to threatened convoys (British or Anerican) in
the sea area AzoresAladeira/Gibraltar the Admiralty signalled
on 10 January 19^-4 to the head of the British Naval Delegation
in Washington that they Ydshed him to approach Gominch
(Admiral King U,S.N.) on tv/o particular points:-

(a) Seeing that the Eastern Atlantic Y^as a British
Strategic Area, the Admiralty vdshed to apply the
Stipple procedure to all convo3''s in this area so as to

afford the same measure of protection to a United States
convoy as to a British convoy under identical
circimstances.

O.C.

O.R.E. Jan.

Appendix I

(b) The Admiralty wished to apply any agreement on
operational control to the U.S. Naval aircraft operating
from the Morocco Sea Frontier.

Cominch replied on 4 February that, althou^ he agreed in

principle to the Stipple Procedure being applied to the Morocco

Sea Frontier, he insisted that the U.S. Naval Co.mmander of this

Frontier (short title Commorscafron) must be at liberty to fly

(1) These savings were from the Hudson squadrons, the
Mediterranean and a re-organisation of Bomber Command
serwicing arrangements.
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additional.airoraft when he considered it advisable.(1)
refused to contemplate putting the Morocco Sea Frontier under

the operational control of the Flag Officer Gibraltar, adding
that the recommendation by the Allied A/S Survey Board to
abolish the Moroccan Sea Frontier was never conciarred in by any
United States Commander,

He

The impasse regarding the independ

ibid

for Feb,

Appendix 58

ence of this Frontier area thus continued unsolved.

Upon receipt of the decision to recall Nos,48 and 233
Hudson squadrons from Gibraltar in oirdei- to re-inforce Tian^rt
Command for Operation Overlord* the Flag Officer and the A*0,0,
Gibraltar in a joint signal asked Commorseaifron if he would

undertake the duties hitherto performed by these -bwo squadrons
of patrolling the Strait of Gibraltar approaches against the

passage of U-boats into the Mediterranean,
replied in the affirmative and that he would do so from the

17 February,

Commorseafron

A,M, Pile

C,M,S,547
Ends, 6A and

Somewhat xmfortunately the Admiralty made a concxrrrent but

independent approach to Gominch throu^ the British Naval

Delegation in Washington ivith a request on 16 February that two
U.S.N. Ventura squadrons should be transferred from the Morocco

Sea Frontier to Gibraltar- under the operational control of the
A.C.H.Q. at Gibraltar.

7A

Cominch replied that fi-om a despatch dated 18 Februar;/ he
understood that the Commander Morocco Sea Frontier had, at the
Flag Officer Gibraltar's request, already taken over the duties

of the British Hudson squadrons beginning daylight 17 February,
In view of this, Cominch continued, there appeared to be iio

necessity to accept the decreased efficiency that ¥/ould result

from a transfer of Ventiur-a squadrons to Gibraltar due both to

logistic and operational control problems which would thereby
be incurred.

ibid

Ends, 13A
and 14A

In order to decide vdiether to accept this situation or

whether to press for a transfer vuider Gibraltar control, the

A.O.C. Gibraltar was asked three questions on the 23 Pebiaiary:-

(a) Yfiaether he had beer, able locally to reach  a satisfac
tory agreement with the Americans on the question of
operational control,

(b) If so, was he satisfied that he had a definite call
on sufficient aircraft to cover his commitments.

C.C.

O.R.B, Feb,

Appendix 53

(o) V/hether he still required No,52 Baltimore sqmdron
recently loaned to him from the Mediterranean Air Command,

On 25 February, the A,0.C. replied that:-

Regarding (a), operational control remained with
Comraorseafron and he was not consdted as to the method of

execution of the patrols.

Regarding (b), he had no definite call and was derjondent
on the number of aircraft which Commorseafron might
allocate after satisfying what regairded his primary
commitment of air escorts to convoys and shipping.
Although the arrangement had worked reasonably well over

the previous week it mi^t be improved by personal contact

A.1VI. Pile

C.M.S. 547
Enel. 21B

(l) Cominoh also said that U.S, aircraft had no over-riding
basic mission to cover all U.S, convoys irrespective of

U-boat threat but the Naval Delegation doubted this denial.
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though Conimorseafron had flatly refused to allow his
aircraft to, operate east of the Strait uiiless in hot
pursuit.

Regarding (c). he wished to retain No.52 Squadron until
the situation was clearer.

The A.O.C. added the qualification that if he had operational
control of Coramorseafron's lavish air forces all needs could
easily be satisfied.(1)

This state of affairs v/as not very satisfactory but it
v/as decided to allov/ niatters to rest for a time and not to

press the operational control question for the moment.

ibid

Enel. 22k

Having a primary interest in i)i"eventing more U-boats from
entering the Mediterranean Virhere as much shij^ping was now on
the move as in bhe Atlantic, the C,-in-C. Mediterranean Allied
Air Force (Sir John Slessor) visited Gibraltar to discuss
approijriate measures ?/ith possible assistance from his ovm
Command. He informed the A.O,C,-in-C. Coestnl Command,ibid

Enel. 25A 29 Pebrviary, of the results of this visit and undertook to
enlist the aid of the American Naval Command in the

Mediterranean (short title - Conmavnaw) in co-operating with
Commorseafron to provide more air sorties for the blocking of
the Strait against U-boats,
unfortunate that Cominch had been approached on the subject
before allowing him (Sir Jolm) to tackle Coranavnaw and thereby
getting local agreement on combined action.

on

He observed that it was most

Following a conference at Algiers held by Sir John Slessor

on 4 March at which were ipresent the A.O.C, Gibraltar, the
Chxef of Staff to the C,-in-C, Mediterranean and Corariavnaw
(Admiral Hewitt U. S.N. ), a signal was ma.de to Coastal Command
in which it was stated that sufficient aircraft of the right
t.-^/pe could not yet be found to reallj/" saturate an area east of
the Strait both day and night,
that Gibraltar should continue to mount air patrols in conjunc
tion with Commorseafron to the west so as to force U-boats to
dive somevdiere about longitude O63O W vdiile an area, to the
east of the Strait betv/een 0400 ¥ and 0400 E, inside which a
successful U-boat v/ould loave to su.rface, should be heavily
IJatrolled at the same tine.

It wa.B prov.'Osed therefore

This latter was of course beyond

ibid

Enel. 55A

Gibraltar’s capacity with only one Leigh Light sqi.iadr-on
(No,179) for the night and the Baltim
daytlne,

fully occupied off the Ansio bx'idgehead but there was another
squadron converting and Air Yioe Ifershal Lloyd (commanding the
Mediterranean Coastal Air Forces) would accelerate this and
help as soon as ijossible, Meanvrhile Comnavnaw liad signalled
Commorseafron to give Gibi’altar all assistance in his povrer
inside as T/-ell as outside the Strait. On be.ing vra.rned that
Cominch's orders p)recluded Commorseafron from operating inside
the Mediterranean except in hot pursuit, Admiral Hewitt
remarked tliat Conmorseafron would do v/hat he, Hemtt, told him
to do. This, the signal continued, should mean that when
the expected American Searchlight Liberator squadron arrived
at Lyautey there would be most valuable help at night as v/ell
as by day from the Moroccan air forces. Sir John Slessor

concluded the sigml bjr dra?/ing attention to the fact tlrnt it
would in future be more profitable to let him intei’view

e No.52 scpiadron for the
Sir John Slessor's only Leigh Light squadi-on was

ibid

(1 ) At this tim.e these forces consisted of two Liberator, tv/o
Ventura and tlu'ee Catalina squacb.-ons totalling some 90
aircraft,
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Goinnavnaw before tackling Cominch on the touchy subject of the
employment of Comrnorse afren ’ s aircraft*

A precis of this signal together with certain obsei'vations
by Sir Jolm Slessor on the subject of what squadrons he could
spare to^rds the deficiency for Overlord was sent on 5 March
to tlie Air Ministry. Accordingly the Admiralty and Air
Ministry instructed their delegates in Washington not to re
open the question of transfer of tlie Ventura squadrons to
Gibraltar under British operational control.

On 10 klarch, the A.0*0. Gibraltar visited Casablanca where
he found Cor.Tmorsenfron as co-operative as personal relations
were cordial* The Searchlight Liberator squadron had just
araived and would be ready to start operations from the 51st
either to the east or west of the Strait,

was installed irx the A.C.H.Q* at Gibraltar, conmunioations with
the Moroccan H*Q, at Casablanca were improved and  a corabjjied

of A/U patrols agreed upon.

American liaison

scneme

ibid

End* 36a

ibid

End. 39A

ibid

End, 4.1 C

Relations Mving .improved so much regariirig the Strait
patrolsj Sir John Slessor agreed to relinquish his Nos, 52 and
69 Baltimore squadrons Liimediately to meet Overlord
deficiencies. Early in April, however, the situation was
affected by Coastal Consnand's proposal to bring No, 179 L/L
Wellington sq.uadron home for Overlord* A caiibined British/
American conference at Algiers agreed that the resources of
Commorseafron could not make up for this loss in night effort*
The newly arrived. Searchliglit Liberator squadron Tvas only
temporarily at Port Lyautey until taking up its assigned posi
tion at Lagens in the Azores, Accordingly Caniiich v/as asked
to guarantiee the continuance of the Liberator squadron at
Port Lyautey until the protracted negotiations -wore concluded
with the Portuguese Government for its transfer to the Azores,
Cominch made a favourable reply and on 21 April Coastal
Command received approval to recxill No,179 Sq.uadron.

Completion and issue of Directive Role of Coastal Gomaand
in Overlord

SigTial to
H*Q*C.C.

J.C.S*533

9/VA-4

Admty* signal
to Cominch,

T.O.O* 1921B/
17/^

Admty, to
H.Q*C*C*

T.O.O, 1331B/
21/4

Exchanges of opinion and suggestions followed till mid-
April between Coastal Command and various naval authorities.
Resulting from further discussions with the A,E,A,P,, the A.ir
Commander laofonned the Allied Naval Commander on the 18 April
that, after deliberations vifith Coastal Coninand, all the
Expedition's maritime air requirements liad been provided for
and enclosed a detailed schedule showing the resources and
means for so doing, Meanwi^ile the Admiralty were kept info.nned
of all adjustments and alterations in Coastal Command's plan
and a request \fa.s made for early Admiralty app.roval as the
A,0,C,-in-C, was particularly anxious to issue a directive to
his Groups as soon as possible.

Also on 18 April, a conference was held in the Admiralty
at which were present all the Flag and Air Officers concerned
in the transport and mounting of the Operation, The latest
amendments to the Coastal CoiTirnand t)lan were explained a.nd in
the general discussion the following extra points were referred
tO!-

C*C, File

1/13*114. Part I

Ends, 39B to

4.7B and 51A

(1 ) Fighter cover was being arranged so as to pereiit
day and night A/U patrols to extend up to the line
Portland to Jersey,

(2) The Fleet Air Am squadrons alloarted to Coastal
Command vrauld be employed on close cover to 0ver3.ort.
coastwise convoys.
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(3) SiJrface forces must be able to operate in the same
areas as aircraft and Sir Sholto Douglas virged that
fecial recognition rules be instituted,
committee v/r.s envisaged to discuss this forthwith.

A sub-

The A,O.G,-in-G, nair issued his Directive on the Role

of Coastal Command in Operation Overlord with appendices out

lining the tasks of the Groups and the Order of Battle,
There were also detailed instructions as to specific patrol
areas, signal pi’cccdure and organisation.

In summa.ry the main task was anti-U-boat, the brvint of

which lay on No, 19 Gro\ip in the S,¥, Approaches, Ti^enty
one squadi’ons vrere alloca.ted and a series of box patrols, ea.ch
a.iming,nt a density of cover of at least 30 minutes, were

to be employed. These adjacent boxes could be shifted
inderjendently or as a v.'hole could be advanced up Channel as

frjT as the line Portl?md to Jersey ona.logous to the pusMng of
a cork into a bottle. They x^ere thenceforth a.lv:ays knotm as

the Cork I-htrols. FigJater cover against single engine eneiiy
fighters v/as being arranged for those boxes iii^jinging on the

Etench coast should it appear to be necessary. In addition
to this A/U flooding aa-ea, escort or co-'/er to coastv'/ise
invasion convoys betvreen Lynmouth and Portland was to be given
by four Fleet Air Arm sqwidrons backed up by such other No, 19
Group aircraft as could be siiared. Should U-boats or midget
submarines threaten the eastern flank of the Invasion Force

it mi^t be necessary to transfer some a/U squadrons from
No, 19 Group end arrangements v/ere in being for their opera
tion under No,l6 Group control. The primary weapon against
U-boats wus to be the Ifflc, XI Depth Charge but those aircraft

equipped to carry the Mark 2k. Mine would carry one on daylight
sorties. No,502 Halifax squadron would carry 6OO lb, A/S
bombs. The sortie length and number of sorties required per
day for each t3rpe of aircraft were laid dovm in  a separate
appendix.

C,C, File

MS.11A Part II
Enel, 52B

Air operations against eneny destroyers raid light surface

craft would be conducted by both Nos, 19 end I6 Groups and
wotild generally take iilo.ce mostly at dusk and dawn with the

G,G,I, Albacores at night aided by flare dropping A,3,V,
Uellingtons. The forces allocated to N0.I6 Group were five
Beaufighter Strike squadrons together with a. Wellington/
Albacore and a F,A,A, S\Toi'dfish squadron (both trained in
gi'oimd control interception) and another FoA.A, squadron of

. Avengers as cover to invasion convoys between the Nore and

Beach;^'- Head. Those allocated to No, 19 Group consisted of

tv/o Beaufi^ter Strike squadi’ons, a lYellingfcon/Albacore
squadron trained in G,C,I, and two Mosquito/Beaufigliter Ion
range fighter squadrons for action against enemy JU,88,s
operating in the Bay of Biscay, Ueapons for the aoiti-ship
squr.drons were cf.mnon, R,P,, end both 5OO lb, fmd 250 lb,
M,C, bombs,(i) The .Albaoores and S-wordfish on night G,C,I,
Y/ould cariy 250 lb. G,P, bombs.

The three Y.L.R, Idberator squadi’oiis and one Canadian
Canso squadron in No,15 Group and Iceland were to escort
threatened Atlantic convoys, cover the entrances to the North
Channel and Northern Transit Area and to provide aircraft
if necessary for Fleet Reconnaissrace, Tiie latter tv/o tasks

ibid

(1) The M,G, bomb he.d a high charge wreight ratio mid was
fitted with an air burst pistol to give good fragmentation
effect.
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vrere shared by the one Sunderland and Catalina squadrons in
No, 18 Group, The responsibility for engaging any eneny major
naval units atteirpting to break out into the Atlantic had been
accepted by the C,-in-G. Home Nleet so that Coastal Ooranand’s

cormriitment was confined to the provision of long range
reconnaissance.

No,247 Group Azores, now reduced to one Portress squadron,
and R.A.F. Gibraltar, reduced to one Catalina squadron, had the
task of escorting threatened Atlantic convoys mth the latter
base having an additional comi-nitment of co-operation with the
American Morocco Sea Frontier in preventing the passage of
U-boats into the Mediterranean,

This comprehensive document was issued to the Groups on
the 18th and to all interested Headquarters including the
Admiralty and Air Ministrj?- by 24 April,

There had been, at an earlier date, a suggestion tliat
Coastal Command’s anti-ship Beaufighter squadrons should have
an alternative role of attaclcing land targets undei' control by
the A.U.A.P, The A.O,G. No. 16 Group had opposed this

On 25 April a conference was held at Coastal

It \Tas agreed by the
Air C.-in-C. A.Iil.A..P. that no transfer of the two Ion
fighter squadrons need be considered,
enploying the Beaufighter strike aircraft were discussed iiaving
regard to tneja' unfamiliarity with map roadjjig from low heights
over land and the entirely different attack technique,
pointed out that in any case they could only be diverted from
their maritime role when no further action was likely to be
needed against enemy light craft and this permission vrould not
be lightly given either by A,N,G,X,P, or the Admiralty,
all these premises were highly problematical no firm ruling
could be given but provisional instructions were drafted.
Regarding the question of fighter cover for daylight anti-ship
operations by No, 16 Group's Beaufighters, a coni'erence at
No,12 (rroup Fighter Command on 28 April agreed to arrange
Mustang support when these occurred off the Belgian and North
French coast.

on

several coLints.

Coimnand to examine the possibilities.
range

Various methods of
O

It was

As

ibid

ibid

Bncl. 59A

C.C. File
TS. 7^.48
Enel. 11

G.C. File

TS.15,336
End. 32

There had been suggestions that enemy reaction to the
rehearsal Exercise Fabius might necessitate the implementation
of part or tlio whole of Coastal Command's plan y/ith effect from
1 Iila.y, On 29 April the S.N.S.O, at H,Q, Coastal Comnand
submitted a reasoned appreciation to the A.O.C.-in-G.
he considered that the U-boat Command could not afford to
commit itself in large U-boat movements until it was certain
that the main assault was actually taking place. In his view
the U-boat threat would not develop until about D  + 2 as not
until the landing point was self eddent would the U-boats be
thrown in to cut the build-up re-inforcements \7hile the enem^r's
land lorces would tr3^ to overwheljn vdiat initial assault forces
had succeeded in getting ashore.

in which

It y/as, however, likely tliat

C.C. File

T3.15,322
Enel. 25

from about D - I4 the enerry yrould tr5'' to establish two or three
U-boats on diving patrol on our south coast as advanced
reconnaissance but these were likely to pursue ultra cautious
tactics and presented no danger to Exercise Fabius or the
initial inovements of invasi-on convoys prior to the landing.
The planned A/U air effort should be used as detailed in the
Coastal Comaand Directive to ensure that those U-boats of the
main^ rush up Channel who did succeed in reaching the outskirts
of the "Funnel” area would only do so in a state of exhaustion.
The object was the safety of the initial assault and subsequent
build-up. The main consideration was when to apply the Coi’k
patrols. If this appreciation was accented, they should not
be aiDplied before D day otherwise: —
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(a.) 7fe should give awa.xribid our plan to the enemy*

(b)_ Not being fully engaged the eneny fighters uiight
loss on our /i/U aircraft - losses v/hichinflict needle

vrexe irreplaceable before D day.

ss

Cc) i7e should .not locate any U-boats
vrauld be none at sea in force.

because there

This view wa.a accepted and no special A/U effort v/a.s laid
on for Exercise Pabius. Certain additional anti-ship recon
naissance patrols •vvex-’s florn in case of attack by enemy
vSixrface craft.

During 'tay some final details in the Coastal CojBmand Plan
T/vere added,

eastern flank invasion convoys against E-boats the Admiralty
made available another two P,A,A. Avenger squadrons,
light and dark night patrols b^r Noel6 Croup's Beaufightei's and
A,S,V, Wellingtons respectively against eneigy sui’face craft
between Dieppe and the Texel \ieTQ planned in detail,
request for corresixonding day x-econnaissance by single
fighters to be extended fx-om the existing Somine/Ostend Ixne
vAas refused by A,E,.A,?, because the additional aircraft could

not be spax-ed fx'om the main battle area. This bi'ought a
warning from Sir Sholto Douglas to the Deputy Supreme CoiTHiiEnder*
(sir Arthur'’ Tedder) that,
should friistrate the U-boat threat he was much concerned about
the menace to Ovex-’lord from enem3^ surface craft which he
thought had been xmderestimated.

For the better protection of east coast and

Moon-

But a

engine

although Coastal Command Plans

C.C, Pile

TS.15,337
Ends. 30, 33

C.C. Pile

TS.15,322
Ends. 33A, 36
and 42

C.C. Pile
MS. 114 Part II

End, 7OA
and 82A

By the 1 Jixne 194^-, Coastal Coimiand squa.drons had taken
up theix"’ final dispositions. The Order of Battle, strength
and availabi].it:y is at Appendix I,

(vi) Mutual recogn.ition betv/een air and sixrface craft

It Vi/as over plans to deal vri.th enemjr surface craft at
night that the question of recognition became acute although
it had originated in joini; Air/S\,;rface era.ft A./U operational
conditions• The subject had assumed semo prominence back in
February 191-4 when suri'ace craft of tb.e Pl^mioufch Con-imand vjex’e
ope.rating in the Inner Q’ s.y of Biscay area at night.
13 Pebr'aax-y the C,-in-C, Plynouth notified the Admiralty/ t.lxat
numbers of cases were occu.x'V'ing in which his surface forces

vrere being il?Luminated by IVeigh Light aircraft,
and mail’/' of the British Libex''^:tor aircraft vjex'e not fitted

with radar interroga'bors and neither the use of shii^bome
search I'ad.ar noi-” the firing of recognition two star carbi'idges
was desirable in enemy \'raters.

On

The American

No satisfactory solution had

A.M. Pile

C.M.S.664
End, IB

been i-eached in discussions between the naval and air staffs

in the A.C.H.Q. and it was reqxiesterd, tlm.t the matter should
be taken up between the Admix-alty and Air Ministiy,

Nothing came of this and on 31 '1/ia.rch the A,0,C<,--in-C.
Coastal Command stated that since 13 Pebinxarv tlii’ce furbhei-’

incidents hetd taken place in which exchaxige of fire had
occurred between friendly air and surface craft. He requested
an eai’ly meeting betvreen the departments concerned to settle .
a policy- of i-ecognition at night in the Atlantic area.

On 16 April a si.gnal was made by the C.-in-C, Yfestem
Appx’oaches to the effect that in the open Atlantic it Ixad been
foxind that the Night Alx' Escort to Convo;y policy Yritli its I’cd,^
white and blue areas (instituted in November 1943) was
perfect!’'- adequate bxit the pi’oblem when in inshoi’e ¥vate.rs was

SECEBT

ibid

End, lA

i'oia

One'.. 30 .'ina
C.C, Flic

TS.15,h6i|.
Ends. 1 ana 10
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In view of the iraainence of Operation Overstill unsolved,

lord with its conmitments for simultaneous action by air and

surface craft at night it was urged that a meeting should take

place immediately at which all naval and air authorities were
renresented.

Ydiile this meeting was being arranged, the Supreme Head-
Sxpeditionarj'' Force (short title SHilEPJquarters of the Allied

issued orders on 18 April for the painting of a distinctive
on all U. S.marking - longitudinal white and black stripes -

and British aircraft engaged in Operation Overlord except

flying boats, four engined land aircraft and night fighters
together with rules governing the opening of k/k fire in the
battle zone. On the 19th the Admiralty informed^all interested
■parties of the existing procedure at sea, the various means
that vrere possible for mutual recognition and some recent new
suggestions that had been made.

ibid

Enel. 3A

A.IvI. Pile

CMS.664
End. 6A

On 24 April the general meeting v/as held in the Admiralty.
The Coastal Command representative led off by saying that,
although hitherto it had been accepted that the onus ¥>ras on the
aircraft to establish its friendly character, operational
experience proved that whatever action tho aircraft took the
result v/as usually the same, namely the aircraft vfas fired at.
The three types of mission nov/ vitally concerned were aircraft
escorting invasion convoys, aircraft co-operating with ships
A/U operations and aircraft engaged in attacking enemy surface
forces v¥ho might come across Allied surface craft in the
vicinity.

xn

After long discussion it was agreed:-

(a) That ships would v'dienever possible identify aircraft
by I.F.P. but that owing to the natuure of the radar
interrogation equipment in aircraftC'^) reliance could not
be placed on the identification of ships by aircraft.

(b) That no reliance could be placed on the display by
ships of existing recognition lights, Aldis lamp signals
or the shoTdng of doTmward recognition lights by aircraft.

(C) That it would be of assistance if ships fired the
aircraft recognition cartridge vAien they had established
by I.F.P. or other means that an approaching aircraft was
friendly,
lights and tvirn avfay.

(d) That, as Leigh Lights vrere not in use by the enemy,
all aircraft burning Leigh Lights should automatically be
treated as friendly,
should immediately be fired by the ship and answered by
the aircraft switching on navigation lights and turning
away.

The aircraft vras then to sviritch on navigation

The aircraft recognition cartridge

ibid

Ends. 7k and 8A

(e) That
aircraft from dropping flares over contacts which might
prove to be friendly ships but the ships should in their
own

general rules could be devised to prevent ono

interest accept the onus of identifying themselves.

ur

(l) The majority of aircraft radar interrogators were on
176 Mc/s. This frequency had long been vulnerable to

The risk wasinterception by U-boat search receivers,
also held to apply by this time to the relatively few 10cm.
interrogators and in consequence no interrogation was
permitted v/hen aircraft were engaged on A/U operations.
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(P) That as tJ.S. surface craft would also be in the
Overlord area, it v/as considered that the U. S. Naval
Corainander in Etirope should be invited to coniTient on the
above conclusions.

The Adrairalty were in general agreement with these
recommendations and on 7 May circulated them for concurrence by
all interested parties. However, , in the actual signal the
instructions to ships regarding the recognition cartridges were
worded may fire instead of should fire and no reference v/as

made to the case of ships illuminated by flares. Moreover in
a letter of the same date to the A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal Command

their Lordships emphasized that the proposed measures would in
no way alter the existing recognition principle that the onus
of establishing its identity rested with the aircraft and they
categorically re-affirmed this point.

Regarding the signal, the Air Ministry agreed to the
proposals provided that the word may was in all cases amended

to will and that the flares case was similarly covered.
Regarding the letter the A.O.C.-in-C., in a reply to the
Admiralty dated 11 Ma3'-, disagreed profoundly vri.th the so-
called principle that the onus of establishing its identity
lay with the aircraft. The meeting of 2Z|. April had fullj?-
understood that, as U-boats were likely to be in the area.
Coastal Comanand aircraft would not use their interrogators

•  and v/ould therefore be unable to identify surface craft by
radar. As a result the meeting had agreed that during
Overlord it would be for the svirface craft to establish its

friendly character to the aircraft by firing the recognition
cartridge. In the light of their Lordships' letter it would

now appear that no amelioration of the position had been
achieved other than the acceptance of Leigh Lights as an
indication of friendly identit}'-. As a result, surface craft
would not only be liable to attack from all non-Leigh Light
aircraft but vrould be reported to A.C.H.Q.s as hostile. He
urged that the vdiole question be re-opened immediately so
that it could be settled in the short tine available before
Operation Overlord started and he attached a re-draft to
serve as a basis for discussion.

ibid

Enel. 9A

ibid

Enel. 10A

ibid

Enel. 11A

ibid

Ends. 12A

and B

After further argument, another signal of proposals was
In this the generalmade by the Admiralty on 1? Majr.

instruction to v/arships v/ho established by any means the
friendly nature of approaching aircraft continued to be may
fire recognition cartridges but introduced a further
paragraph to the effect that particular areas could be
designated as Aircraft Areas in vdiich it was vital not to
disturb the operations of our own aircraft and vdiere the like

lihood of encountering enemy aircraft was small,
areas all vessels should fire the recognition cartridges
when any aircraft wa.s detected in their vicinity so as to
establish the ships' friendl3'- identity to the aircraft who
must reply by switching on navigation lights and tiurning away.

In such

ibid

Enel. 13A

ibid

Ends. 15A
and 1 6A

This was agreed to by Coastal Command and the Air
Ministry and was then circulated to all Allied air authorities
on 22 May. However, Bomber Command objected to the obliga
tion on aircraft to turn away from warships firing the
recognition cartridge observing that their large fomaations
could not comply with safety. This objection was upheld and
on 31 I5ay a paragraph was added to the effect that the turn
away did not apply to aircraft flying in a stream or large
formation. V/henever practical such formations would be

routed clear of shipping and be flying as high as possible.

ibid

End. 17A

C.C. Pile

TS.15,464
End. 58
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( ) Attack Restriction Areas

Now that there was agreement on the subject of mutual
recognition in the Overlord sea area, the question of safe
guarding our own surface forces from promiscuous air attack

when on independent operations was tackled. On 23 May the

A.O.C.-in-C. Coastal Command signalled all interested authori
ties that he proposed:-

(1) That the whole Channel area between the lines
Scillies/Ushant and North Foreland/lYalcheren should be
instituted as a Surface Vessel Attack Restriction Area

until further notice for all Allied aircraft excei^t;-

(a) Coastal Command to be exenpt as their aircraft
w.ej'e specially briefed by the A.G.H.Q, s as to where

;  they could or could not attack,

(b) Those Groups belonging to the Air Defence of
Great Britain and A,N,A,P, Comriiands who provided
escort or cover to Coastal Command aircraft or who

provided strikes on enemy sea forces v/hich had been
-  ■ specifically arranged with the local naval authority,

(2) That the Attack Restriction would only be lifted for
aircraft other than those mentioned in paras, (a) and (b)
if agreed to by the local naval authority.

With a minor amendment this proposal was agreed upon and the
area was instituted on 27 May. , Outside this area only Coastal
Command controlled aircrai't operated and the normal bombing
restriction signal procedure continued to function v/hen
required from time to time in order to cover special naval
operations,

(viii) - Nnemy plans for naval counter-measures to invasion

C.C. Pile

TS.15,498
ISncl. 1

ibid

Nncl, 8

There remain the enemy plans and counter-measures to
Those taken by the Amy and Luf-twaffe are describedmention,

in the Air History Branch narratives of the Liberation of
Northwest Burope, Here is briefly outlined the naval
re-action to the. probability of large scale invasion.

Bver since the winter of I94I/42, Hitler had been
obsessed by the fear of the inviasion of Norway but
recently, since mid-1943,.his "intuition" had on occasions
named Holland, Jutland, the Girondej- and-once even Normandy
as the threatened area. These pure ipuesses had played havoc
with the orthodox method of asse.ssjuent of probabilities by
painstaking reconnaissance and intelligence. Consequently, by
the beginning of I944 the organised defence of Vi/estern Europe
was still a matter of provisional paper plans rather than
solid achievement.

more

The naval shai’e of this defence was moi'e realistic and
better organised than either of the other branches of the
YYehrrnacht,

power. Admiral Doenitz realised that it would be useless to
enqDloy any of the ma.jor warships of the German Fleet - indeed

after the loss of the Schamliorst at the end of 1943, only
heavy iinit (the Tirpit^ remained in full comndssion. The
remaining ships(l) were all being used in the Baltic to train

Appreciating the strength of Allied maritime

one

(1) Tvto pocket battleships, seven cmiiscrs and two old pre
war battleships.
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He also realised that, although he had plent5rne\T personnel,
of U-boats, they were no ansvrer against an initial assault.

Their part would come, as soon as ‘bhe precise point of landing
was known, in attempts to strangle the build—up and essential
supply shipping to the beach-heads.

To oppose the actual assault Doenitz pursued two lines of
naval warfare whkch appeared to him as the most effective in
the circumstances,

midget submarines, one-man torpedoes, explosive motor boats
and similar small battle units; the other was the large scale

use of a new type of mine which, being extremely simple to

construct and lay, promised great success in coast
protection.(1) However, success by either method was entirely
dependent on the numbers v/hich could be 'produced in time by the
German factories and this was subject to priorities for

material and man-hours - both already difficult problems.(2)
Doenitz, therefore, could not afford to neglect the older form
of shore defence, riamely coastal batteries.

In this latter case the enormous length of coastline

marking the achievement of the quondam triiomphant German arms
now became, an acute embarrassment as it was quite impracticable
to set up coastal batteries at every likely landing area.

Consequently it was decided to declare _ certain sea'port towns as
foi*tresses, to concentrate coastal artillery near them and to
defend them to the last - a form of defence which history has

shown to be ineffective against maritime superiority and which
in this case v/as doubly vulnerable because the shortage of

figh'cing men necessitated joint manning by naval and army
personnel.

The first of ttiese was the development of

Bad feeling be'tween the Na'vy and Army over 'the allocation
of recruits began to show itself late in February 19A4.
Arising out of an order by General Rundstedt (comi'nanding the
Western Region) in which some naval units were detailed for

guard duties, Doenitz confronted Field Marshal Keitel and

General Jodi in Hitler’s presence on the^26 February* _ H
it sib'undantly clear that his naval recruits were only in the
west because there v/ere no barracks in Germany to accommodate

They v/ere still under initial training and it was out
of the question for them to take over any tasks in the Army|s
sphere. He had no intention of endangering the ship-building
programme ordered by the Fuehrer by having no crews ready
because of interruptions in their training. He concluded the

meeting by saying he 'VTOuld mder no circumstances permit the
use of'^a single one of his ovm men for other than naval
purposes.

He mad

them.

Fuehrer

Conferences

on naval

affairs 1944

Page 17

e

The manpovrer situation 3n Germany had been getting more
By 19^1- the Germanand more critical since the end of 1942.

High Command was becoming desperate in its search for more

It vfas constructed
Doenitz

(1) This wa.3 Icnown as the R.M.K. mine,

out of concrete and operated by a contact fuse,
planned to lay these in inshore waters at a rate of
1,200 per month.
At a Fuehrer Conference on 18 January 19^i4-, Hitler
approved an order for 50 midget submarines and a large

Development and production
of the concrete coastal defence mine was, at the same
conference, scheduled to go ahead as qurokly as possible.

Fuehrer Conferences on Naval Affairs 1944 ~

number of one-man torpedoes.

Ref.:

(2)

page 9»
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troops and frequent attempts were made to co-opt naval
recruits for the Array,
ning of a struggle for men betifreen Doenits and the iirmy chiefs
which became increasingly bitter and lasted until the end of
the war.

The above incident marlced the begin-

That Doenitz was keenly aware of possible surprise
invasion was shown late in Januarjr 194^-. On the 28th, at

0230 hours, a reconnaissance aircraft belonging to
Fliegerfuelirer Atlantik reported the presence of 200 to 300
landing ci'aft in the Bay of Biscay to the v/estward of

La Pallice. Although considering the report unlikely, Doenitz

ordered five U-boats, then ouWard bound in the vicinity, to

proceed at high speed to the area. At 0808 hours, another
U-boat (u.302) inward bound to La Pallice, reported a convoy
Tifith an air escort steering N.U, in the same neighbourhood,
Comng on tois of the previous air report, opinion in the U-boat

Command changed in favour of an imninent invasion landing.
Both the main U-boat groups in the Northern Atlantic received

orders to surface and return at high speed regardless of Allied

air activity. At 0923 hours, U.302 sent another sigiial
reporting 25 to 30 smoke trails aiid a strong eneii^'- surface

escort zig-zagging eastwards at 16 laiots.

B. d U.

War Diary
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Hovyever, at 1033 hours U.3Q2 again piped up saying tiiis
time tliat the smoke trails originated from ordinary trawlers

engaged in fishing. A later air reconnaissance confinaed
this and mentioned the presence of many Si^anish trawlers
on various courses. The scare was thus exclained. Orders were

cancelled. The Atlantic U-boat groui^s were told to re-submei'ge
and the outvyard bound boats resumed their jouiney.

On the 19 February, Doenitz circulated an ap:jrcciation
and policy statement.governing naval anti-invasion measures to

all naval cormoands. In it he stated that, although the Navy
alone could-not prevent or repulse an enemy landing, yet by
delaying actions they could gain tiiae which might be of
decisive inrxDortance to the Amy, As soon as the combat area

vyas known, all available naval forces were to be concentrated
regardless of possible engagement b5^ their own coastal
artillery. In surnmarjy the tactics vyere to be: -

(1) Attacks on the landing craft by U-boats, light
patrol craft and coastal artillery.

(2) Attacks on eneny sliipping in the invasion area mth
midget submarines, one-man torpedoes and other small
battle units,

(3) Attacks on Allied Atlantic coraraunications vyith the
nevy prefabricated Typo XU U-boats,

(4) Protection of the whole western European coastline
vyith the E.M,K, concrete mines.

(5) Beach obstructions and local batteries at particu~
larly likely lai:iding places.

Fuehrer Confer

ences on Naval

Affairs 1944-

Concurrently Doenitz formed the two U-boat Q-rouiJS Nitte
and Landwirt in Norwegian and Biscay ports which have already
been mentioned in Chapter
immediate i-eadiness against possible landings in the two areas.
As no U-boat base facilities existed in the 'ffinglish Channel,
the initial opposition to ap'y main assau.lt betiyeen Cherbourg
and the Scheldt rested entirely on coastal batteries, beach

liese v/ere to be kept at
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obstructions and inshore protective mining with attacks by
light surface craft and small battle units.

The growing Allied invasion preparations in Sou-tiiern
England were noted from early April onwrards and last minute
efforts vfere made to extend and strengthen the defences. Here

the Array and Naval opinion differed as to the area most
threatened. Prom the naval viewpoint the mouth of the Seine

was the danger spot and it was also the weakest in defence

preparation but the Army expected the landing at the mouth of
the Scarane or still further to the eastward. The Army view

prevailed. Consequently the majority of material and man-

povrer available for defence construction was directed to the

latter area. Even the extensive mining in the Seine Ba.j,
which vra.s insisted on by the naval authorities, failed to

materialise owing to delays in mine transportation on the bomb

damaged railway system. Pvirthermore, due to labour shortage,
bomb damage to factories and transport difficulties, the
schedule for small battle units and coast defence mines was

hopelessly behindhand so that at the end of May 1944 the much

vaunted West Wall defence system was very far from completed.

Admty.
N.I.D.I./C.P./
10 and 11
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